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PREFACE 

At its nineteenth session, the General Conference of UNESCO authorized the 
Director-General to take the necessary measures to prepare and publish a 
work on the different aspects of Islamic culture. The aim was to show these 
various aspects, both from a historical standpoint and with reference to the 
present relevance of a civilization whose r61e and brilliance in the future are 
expected to equal what they were in the past. 

In the Middle Ages, the influence of Islamic civihzation was felt 
throughout the world. For the peoples who, from the Chna Sea to the 
Atlantic coast of Africa, embraced Islam, it provided a set of cultural refer- 
ences and values that served to fashion their unity while preserving their own 
specific characteristics. What is more, this civilization, which aspired to uni- 
versality from its beginnings, exercised an undeniable influence on neigh- 
bouring peoples in several fields. 

In the early Middle Ages, Muslim hnkers and scientists, drawing on the 
rich heritage of Greece, developed their own world-views and sowed in the 
subsoil of the Latin Middle Ages the seeds from whch the first shoots of the 
European Renaissance were to grow. They served as an essential link in that 
transmission of learning and knowledge which constitutes the most moving 
illustration of the many-stranded continuity of the epic of humanity. 

Muslim philosophers, geographers, physicists, mathematicians, botanists 
and doctors made their contributions to the adventure of science, which paid 
no heed to borders. Knowledge flowed in from Sicily and Andalusia. Perhaps 
the apocryphal story of Averroes in Italy, whose teaching at the University of 
Padua was to find an echo in Dante’s Inferno, is emblematic of this itinerancy 
of knowledge, carried like pollen by the bracing winds of human commerce. 

Islamic culture, whose roots plunge deep into the past but whch is still 
alive today, simultaneously developed a conception of the individual and the 
universe, a phdosophy of life and an art of living stiU attested in the prestigious 



vestiges of its heritage, whch form an integral part of the heritage of 
humanity. 

But that culture, momentarily checked in its development by opposing 
historical trends, has found in its reserves the strength to spring back. 
Faithfulness to its roots by no means prevents it from wanting to take up its 
position in the present century, participating in the contemporary debate and 
being open to the stimulating dialogue of cultures. 

The series of volumes on the different aspects of Islamic culture, of 
which this Volume is the third to appear, will seek to present to the widest 
possible readershp the various facets of this living culture, namely: the theo- 
logical bases that constitute the pillars of faith and the foundations on which 
the entire edifice rests; the status of the individual and society in the Islamic 
world; an account of the expansion of Islam since the Revelation: the Arab, 
Asian, African and European areas opened up before the new profession of 
faith, and the way in which the rights of the converted peoples were pre- 
served; the fundamental contribution, in the scientific and technical fields, of 
Islamic civilization to the adventure of human knowledge ; the educational and 
cultural achievements - in literature, art and architecture - of Islamic civili- 
zation; and lastly, Islam today, between faithfulness to its past and the ne- 
cessary conquest of modernity. 

Neither a learned compilation nor an attempt at popularization, this 
series of volumes on the different aspects of Islamic culture is intended to be a 
work of a high scientific standard with contributions from eminent scholars in 
the Islamic world, whom I wish to thank. 

This co-operation on a large scale among Muslim scholars is intended by 
UNESCO to be a modest contribution to the cultural renaissance begun by 
the Muslim countries upon the recovery of their national independence. 

In seeking to show the authenticity of Islamic culture, and at the same 
time its present relevance, UNESCO is undertaking a task that will require a 
long and sustained effort. It thus intends to remain true to its mission, which 
is to preserve and promote the values of each culture of the world in order to 
strengthen intercultural dialogue as a peaceful and necessary means of un- 
derstanding among peoples and nations. 

Koicbiro Matsaara 
Director- General of UNESCO 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N  
Ekmeleddin h~anojla 

And W e  made you into nations and tribes 
so that you may know each other; 

beyond doubt, 
the most honoured of you in the sight of God 

is the most righteous of you ... 
(Qur’an, sLIY.13) 

A civlltzation cannot be without culture, and culture cannot be without 
knowledge ( ‘ilnz), the quest for whch is not merely an optional right but a duty 
(f.r.7) upon the M u s h  believer. The Prophet tells us: ‘To seek knowledge is 
obligatory on every Muslim, man and woman,’ and he added: ‘Seek 
knowledge even if it be as far away as China.” The basic law defining the 
quest for knowledge as a pivotal principle with no limiting frontier of time or 
place was set here. Knowledge (‘ilnz) always remained as an all-pervasive value 
impinging on Islamic life through all the diverse disciplines of learning, 
whether social, political, intellectual, artistic, or spiritual. 

This particular volume, the fifth in a series of six, aspires to cast light 
on some of the cultural manifestations of Islam in the spheres of language 
and literature, philosophy and mysticism, human sciences and art. For ths 
task, UNESCO has chosen scholars and experts from all over the world, 
East and West, who belong to widely divergent cultural and religous back- 
grounds. The choice of authors reflects the amplitude and universahty of the 
concept of knowledge in Islam. The diversity of the cultural expressions 
found in one single culture reflects the binding spirit and unifying soul be- 
hnd them, the unity behnd the multiplicity. The Qur’w, too, marks the 
diversity in men and cultures and the need for mutual knowledge: ‘And W e  
made you into nations and tribes so that you may know each other’ (Qur’an, 
XLIX. 13). 

In ths introduction we have tried to redmover the principles underlying 
the search for knowledge and the ideal theory located behind the actual reahty. 
The elements of knowledge presented in this volume constitute neither arid 
erudition nor apologetic polemic, since Islamic culture is ahve and its beauty 

1. A saying of the Prophet quoted in Abii Tdib al-Makki,@-t a/-gdib, Cairo, 1932,1, p. 191. 
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C U L T U R E  A N D  L E A R N I N G  I N  I S L A M  

speaks for itself. They reflect the objective assimilation achieved by people of 
knowledge and experience. N o  organization could better fulfd this task than 
UNESCO, given its threefold aim: learning through the rediscovery of different 
cultural expressions, the protection of their unique original cultural visages and 
the search for a universal unitive bond through the sharing of learning. 

‘It is charity to learn, to act accordingly and to teach‘: asserts a tradition 
of the Prophet, thus dividing the acquisition of knowledge into a three-step 
process: learning, action and sharing. 

In Islam, learning is not restricted to particular branches of knowledge. 
Muslim learning concerns all intellectual disciplines and technical skills. 
According to Ibn Khaldun’s classification of sciences, knowledge divides into 
inspired knowledge (ihimi or mjhni) and acquired sciences (Aabi). The first 
comes necessarily through religon, while the latter is acquired via sensory and 
mental faculties and pertains to all people without any exclusiveness. Acquired 
sciences are ‘those with which man can become acquainted through the very 
nature of his ability to think and to whose objects, problems, arguments and 
methods of instruction, he is guided by his human perceptions so that he is made 
aware of the distinction between what is correct and what is wrong in them by his 
own speculation and research, inasmuch as he is a thinking human 

‘Human beings’ from very different ethnic and religious backgrounds 
contributed to the development of Islamic arts and sciences. Muslims, 
Christians, Jews and others together participated in the building of a culture. 

Since the very beginrung, the constituents of Islamic civilization have shown a 
great degree of pluralism and diversity. There has even been room for the ef- 
forts of the followers of other religions, such as Christians and Jews, within the 
framework of unity established by the Islamic approach. Islamic civilization also 
adapted many intellectual and cultural elements from other civilizations, such as 
Persian, Greek, In&an and others, and thus acquired a cosmopolitan character 
which made it an important tributary to the European Renaissance, and a major 
component of international c~lture.~ 

In the same fashion, in Islam learning is not restricted to a particular social 
group or class. A man’s value does not inhere in background, origins, colour or 
race. ‘A man’s value’, announces ‘Ab b. Abi TdibY5 ‘consists in what he knows 
or does well.’6 

2. Cited in that most useful work, F. Rosenthal, howhdge Tiuqbbant: the Concept $howle&e in 
Medieval Hum, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1970, p. 246. 

3. Ibn Khaldiin, Be Muqa&nzab, trans. E Rosenthal, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 
1967,II, p.436. 

4. See E. ihsanokh, ‘Cross-Fertilization between Arabic and other Languages of Islam’, 
below in this volume, p. 103. 

5. Cousin of the Prophet and fourth caliph of Islam. 
6. ‘Ali b. Abi Tdib, Nahj a/-bahgba, Beirut, 1963, p. 518. 
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That the learned man, whoever he was and wherever he came from, 
enjoyed the high esteem of his community and its leaders, is attested in the 
following traditions of the Prophet: ‘The superiority of the scholar over the 
pious resembles my superiority over the ordinary among you’,’ and: ‘On the 
Day of Judgment the ink of the scholar and the blood of the martyrs shall be 
weighed, but the ink of the scholars shall outweigh the blood of the martyrs.” 
Scholars, philosophers, artists and craftsmen occupied a central place in 
Islamic society and yet, as individuals, were melted in an all-encompassing 
z/mma, a collective past, present and future culture. ‘As a link in the chain of 
transmission, an author concealed his own personahty behind the prestige of 
authority and the ranks of previous transmitters.” 

Learning implied tolerance and respect towards the bearers of science within the 
Islamic urnmu itself; but it also advocated tolerance towards the world outside. 
Islam arose in the Arabian Peninsula but dld not confine itself to it. Islam rapidly 
outgrew its initial limits. Its victorious armies conquered Syria, Egypt, Persia, 
North Africa and Spain, that is, almost the entire Mediterranean basin, but 
reaching also the Far East, Inda and Europe and the Caucasus. The word 
‘army’ tends to connote inexorable force, even to suggest brutal compulsion. 
Yet we know that the local populations, who were often dissatisfied with the 
local rulers (the Copts with the Greeks, the Syrians with the Byzantine empire, 
for instance), looked forward to the Muslims as liberators. While empires were 
overthrown, the enemy crushed and new lands conquered, the religion of Islam 
did not spread by force of arms and through sword and violence, but through 
love and tolerance: ‘Some even among the Christian populations of Syria and 
Egypt preferred the rule of Islam to that of the By~antines.’’~ ‘La iknibuj-L-&n’, 
commands the Qur’an (11.256): ‘There is no coercion in religion.’ The Sufis, or 
Muslim mystics, were the ones who propagated Islam through the love of God 
and the compassion for mankind they radiated, as witnessed in Indla for in- 
stance, where the Chshti order won many over to Islam and where those who 
did not embrace Islam also attached themselves with great devotion and love to 
the Sfifi saints, believing they ‘contained the essence of the divine secrets’.” 

Islam remained for all of them the last and most comprehensive Divine 
revelation which comprises in itself, and hence abolishes, the laws brought by 
every previous Prophet. The tolerance of Islamic mysticism consists of its 
embracing all religions under the crown of that final revelation wluch was 
granted to Muhammad.12 

7. Saying of the Prophet cited in al-Ghazdi, @yZ’ cultTm al-ah, Beirut, 1983, p. 6. 
8. Ibid. 
9. B.Lewis, 7heArabs in Hstoy, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1993, p. 154. 
10. B. Lewis, 7 h e  Arabs.. ., op. cit., p. 57. 
11. A. A. &vi, A Histoty OfJujsm in India, New Delhi, 1975, I, p. 122. 
12. A. Schimmel, Pain and Grace: a Stub Of Two Mysticul Writers OfE.&bteenth-Centtlly India, Leiden, 

E. J. Brill, 1976, p. 6. 
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There was no pressure by the conquerors upon the subdued people to 
adopt their faith or the culture carried by the Muslims - whether they were 
Arabs from the Peninsula or Ottoman Turks. Arabic was the language of 
Revelation, and the non-Arab peoples learned Arabic without abandoning 
their native tongues, whch in turn became hghly influenced by it. ‘It was 
natural that they should find in Arabic a rich source of ideas and culture, from 
which they borrowed countless words and constructions.. . At the same time, 
Arabic was influenced by this process of cultural cross-fertilization between 
Arabic and the other Muslim languages to such an extent that it is often 
difficult to determine the origin of many Muslim thinkers and writers.’13 While 
the first Mushs, proud of their past, preserved their hpstic heritage, in- 
cluding their pre-Islamic poetry, they also started expressing their thoughts 
and sentiments in a great range of languages and dialects, whde maintaining 
Arabic as the essential tool for their religious and intellectual exchanges. 

Language, as the initial cultural vehicle, soon reflects this striking blend of 
cultures. The fusion is also noticeable in many other fields, such as archi- 
tecture. The city of Damascus remained for years as it had been under 
Byzantine rule with its Graeco-Roman architectural tradition, before mosques 
and other adjoining structures gradually started to be built and the city was 
transformed into one better suited to the life of Muslims. ‘Muslims were 
cautious “colonizers”. . . There was no destruction of property, religious or 
otherwise. They did not change the language of governance and commerce for 
almost fifty years.. . The culture slowly transformed from Graeco-Roman 
Byzantine-Christian to Arab-Islamic with a healthy mix of ethnically non-Arab 

In Syria, the Graeco-Roman-Byzantine precedents were retained; 
in Mesopotamia and Persia, the Sasnnid influence was strongly felt; in Egypt, 
the Coptic, and in China, the Buddhist style perpetuated themselves. While 
removing the pagan elements or the symbolism that generated any conflict 
with the ethical and religious precepts of Islam, the new culture rapidly as- 
sidated all these variegated aesthetic forms of the past to express its own 
principles through a harmonious personal melding. Glorying in its local col- 
ours, the mosque always remained the centre where all gathered, regardless of 
national or tribal affiliation. Over great stretches of time the Muslim world 
retained this plurahstic theme; one thinks, for instance, of the Arab dominion 
in Andalusia and the Pax Ottomanica - a perhaps unequaled achevement in 
the history of mankind, when dfferent races and religions lived together and in 
peace. In Sarajevo, synagogues, churches and mosques were built side by side. 

The same also holds true for the philosophical sciences: ‘No ... separa- 
tion is observable in the phdosophy developed in the Islamic cultural context 
and written in Arabic: Muslims, Christians and Jews participated in it and 

13. See E. ihsanoglu, ‘Cross - Fertilization...’, @. cit.., below in this volume, p. 103. 
14. See G. Haider, ‘The Islamic City’, below in this volume, p. 23. 
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separated themselves according to the philosophical, rather than the religious 
doctrines they held.’15 Islamic philosophical sciences were born out of Greek 
philosophy. It is through the translations into Arabic of the ‘great sages’ of the 
past - Plato, Aristotle and Plotinus - that the Muslims developed an interest in 
philosophy and were able to budd their own philosophical system accordmg to 
the foundations of the Islamic creed, the Qur’gn and the Tradition. ‘Ernest 
Renan exaggerated tremendously when he maintained that Arabic philosophy 
was only Greek philosophy in Arabic lettering; in fact, the most important 
Muslim-Arab philosophers not only assirmlated Greek philosophy but also 
developed it, both by elucidating its more obscure or imperfectly made points 
and by drawin the consequences, but especially by systematizing it all, no easy 
task in itself.’’ In turn, the Islamic philosophical system was to be transferred 
to the West, mainly through the Spanish channel, thus markmg the end of the 
Dark Ages and the rise of the scholastic age in Eur0pe.a 

This is how the Muslim civilization gave birth to one of the most re- 
markable examples of cultural interpenetration in a climate marked by clem- 
ency and mutual respect. Islamic music, for instance, ‘is distinct from that of 
other cultures throughout history because it is the quintessence of the music 
of all the peoples and countries whch espoused Islam, a religon which has 
always been receptive to other cultures and arts, provided that they are not in 
any way linked to paganism and that they are not contrary to any of the Pillars 
of Islam, especially belief in the Unity of Music and all other cultural 
manifestations reflect the same sense of spiritual union, not only between 
individual Muslim peoples, but between dfferent races and religions. This 
union was not marred but on the contrary enhanced by cultural phenomena 
that united rather than divided, so that diversity augmented beauty, while 
multiplicity melted into oneness. 

The Muslim pioneers showed respect to other cultures and tolerance 
towards other human beings, regardless of religion. They were moved by a 
deep inquisitiveness about the unfamiliar and an insatiable eagerness to learn 
what they did not know. Learning, absorbing and adaptation all enabled this 
harmonious symbiosis and union among many cultures, those of the con- 
quered and that of the conqueror. Since the bepning of Islam, the Muslim 
had been taught the love of knowledge, for knowledge is in any case in- 
separable from happiness. Just as the search for happiness is innate, being 
intrinsic to every human being on earth, so too is the quest for knowledge. 
How then could ‘learning’ or ‘culture’ recede or even slacken in the Islamic 
countries after the twelfth century? 

E 

15. See M. S. Mahdi, ‘Philosophy in Islam’, below in this volume, p. 399. 
16. A. Badawi, ‘The Way of the Hellenizers: Transmission of Greek Philosophy to Islamic 

17. S. Mahdi, ‘Music in Islamic Culture’, below in this volume, p. 721. 
Civilization’, below in this volume, p. 383. 
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Islam and its culture were born in Arabia; the Prophet of Islam was an 
Arab; the Arabic language was a principal medium of expression; the Arabs 
played a leading r6le in the territorial expansion and cultural amplitude of 
Islam; and there exist many other elements that confirm the primacy of the 
Arabs in the building of the Islamic civilization. Yet one should not completely 
identify Arabness with Islamic civilization, or the Arab rule with the Islamic 
commonwealth. First and foremost we must address this question: are we 
discussing Arab rule, or are we surveying Islamic civilization as a cultural 
entity? After the fall of Baghdad, the political centre-stage was occupied by 
several non-Arab dynasties, such as the Ayylltbids of Egypt and Syria, the 
Mamliiks of Egypt, and the Ottomans who restored to the old Arab world its 
previous geographical integrity and political ascendancy. Likewise the 
Almoravid and Almohad Maghrib, Saljiik Anatolia, Safawid Persia and Mughal 
India. All these dynasties, whether major or marginal, upheld for various 
spans of time the torch of Islam and brought their own contributions to 
Islamic culture and civilization, irrespective of whether or not they used the 
Arabs’ linguistic medium. Islamic culture did not die. The Muslim Arab world 

neither expired nor stagnated during that time, despite the momentous political, 
economic and social events that were taking place.. . the Arab intellectual con- 
tribution did not stop with the end of the preceding period but remained active 
and prolific, despite the introduction of new features that did not adversely 
affect it but actually enriched it.18 

Too often has Islamic culture been arbitrarily characterized as one with a 
period of florescence extending from the time of the early Arab conquests to 
the Mongol destruction of Baghdad in 655/1258. Until less than fifty years 
ago, scholars described this era, typically referred to as the ‘Golden Age’, as 
having been followed by a period of utter decline, intellectual sterility and 
cultural stagnation. 

Political ascendancy and economic prosperity, while often associated with 
cultural fecundity, are not a pre-condition for the blossoming of cultures. 
Material development is not a synonym of culture. In a manner recalling the 
stages of development evident in the human body or soul, dynasties and 
cultures, to use the generic Khaldiinian imagery, experience mutations that 
imply stages of apparent apathy. Yet these stages can in fact conceal processes 
of self-assessment or the absorption of alien cultural elements, or the ma- 
turation of unsuspected dormant energies and latent potential. Although after 
the period of Arab dominance over the Arabian Peninsula the spotlights 
shifted to other centres of culture, the Middle East, North Africa, Central and 
East Asia contributed with their own culture, again the product of their own 
and of the Islamic culture of the time. Ibn Khaldiin (732-808/1332-1406), 

18. See L. Sabbagh, ‘Arabic Literature in the Post-Classical Period’, below in this volume, p. 187. 
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who was North-African born, and likewise Mi‘mar Sinan (894-996/1489- 
1490-1588), who was Anatolian born, are both distinguished among the 
greatest cultural figures in Islam, and indeed in the world generally. In the 
history of cultural genesis, there is no final loss - there is transformation, just 
as there is no stasis, but dynamic transmutation. Islamic culture is of Arab 
birth, but it grew into a multifaceted, wide symbiosis between the spirit of 
Islam and a myriad regional expressions. 

While the quest for learning seems to have no boundaries in Islamic 
culture, the nature of the knowledge to be harvested is circumscribed in the 
Islamic creed. ‘I take refuge with Thee from knowledge that profiteth naught,’ 
was the Prophet’s prayer.*’ ‘flm is not to be a burden of prolix erudition 
carried by man like - to use ths Qur‘dc and universal image - ‘the donkey 
that carries a load of books’ (Qur’gn, LXII.5). 

Learning must be useful. The acquisition of useful knowledge, in both 
theoretical sciences (:ami’i‘ ci~,&a) or practical skills (pn2’i‘ is the 
first step in the fulfilment of the Muslim’s duty that ‘leads him as far away as 
China’. After this search comes action. Knowledge (‘ilm) precedes action 
(‘umal), it transcends its theoretical framework and is then manifested as 
good, fertile and fruitful action. Knowledge is perfected when combined with 
action. Reflection is realized, speculation actualized and imagination finds its 
outlet in creativity. Literature (udzb) is useful when it goes beyond empty word 
play, when it is a mirror of human society leading to good morals, refinement 
of the spirit, self- improvement, knowledge and action. It is not a coincidence 
that the term adzb means at once ‘literature’ and ‘virtuous behaviour’. 
According to al-Jaz (d. 255/869), ‘Literature (udzb) is a tool that needs to be 
used in both temporal and spiritual lives.’2o 

Thus the Islamic arts and sciences, whether or not they were directly 
related to the sacred, were always intertwined and marked by the search for 
the absolute. ‘There are as many ways to God as there are men’s breaths.’21 
The lives of individual Muslims and of whole Muslim peoples were caught up 
and oriented towards God. ‘Islamic art... was based on an idealistic model, 
one in which the artist strives towards the hidden meaning of things, especially 
the divine. Hence, the aim of the artist was not to satisfy some material need 
but to plumb the hdden depths of life through his creative powers. The work 
of exploration is an act of.. . piety, an attempt to draw closer to There 
is an interpenetration of the sacred and profane, the secular and religious, the 
temporal and spiritual. This was achieved without tension or contradiction, 

19. al-Ghazdi, ZhyZ ’..., op. cit., p. 31. 
20. See A. Cheikh-Moussa, ‘Aahb Literature in the Classical Period’, below in this volume, 

21. Famous saying. 
22. See A. Bahnassi, ‘Art and Aesthetic Creativity’, below in this volume, p. 549. 

p. 155. 
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since ultimately everything belongs to God: ‘And God created you and what 
you make’ (Qur’~, XXXVII.96); and religion taught both the art of living in 
this world and the means of meriting the next. 

Human sciences had to have an outward impact on society, but they also 
had an inward influence on the seeker of knowledge and on his inner devel- 
opment. The ideal traditional Muslim poet, artist or artisan was a righteous 
person, a self-effacing worker, adorned with the virtues of modesty and hu- 
mility, confident that the real creator was God and that man is only an in- 
strument or an intermediary. As he struggled to acquire knowledge, a learned 
man tried to impregnate his inner self with it, strove towards eliminating from 
his soul all traces of pride and was in turn, in an apparently paradoxical way, 
rewarded: ‘He who shows hurmlity will be elevated by God; and he who 
shows arrogance will be abased by Him.’23 Interestingly enough, righteousness 
and moral virtues hold such a central importance in the quest for knowledge 
that we are told that ‘one of the first signs of the disappearance of knowledge 
is the disappearance of humility.’24 

Any art or action should be brought as close as possible to perfection. 
The quest for knowledge (talab al- ‘ilm) leads to the search for perfection (talab 
al-kamd). Mastering a science, a craft or an art is a fundamental part of the 
training of the soul that also struggles to acquire knowledge and beauty. The 
perfecting of knowledge in turn leads to self-knowledge and therefore to the 
perfecting of the seeker of knowledge. As the soul purifies itself from all 
flaws, the art it engenders comes closer to perfection. A dialectical relation 
then emerges by which, as the calligrapher patiently moves his pen in the most 
excellent way possible, the pen in turn shapes the inner self of the cahgrapher. 
As artist or musician, man strives towards acquired knowledge (‘ilm kasb?), 
while his cleansed and purified soul becomes more receptive to divinely in- 
spired knowledge (‘ilm wahbf) and is fed and fded with the love of beauty and 
perfection. By perfecting himself and his art, the artist is led to Divine 
Perfection. Al- ‘Abm, the All-knowing, and al-Jamil, the Most-Beautiful, are 
divine attributes of the Creator that must be reflected in man and in the 
theoretical and practical cultural signs he engenders. W e  see this in the initiatic 
training of the artisan brotherhoods (akh?.), where a disciphe was observed in 
order to perfect both the art and the artist, the object and the human agent. 

The same phenomenon is also observed in the evolution of the science of 
history. The early gpim chronicles were the expression of bigoted tribal feuds. 
With the advent of Islam, history became ‘the expression of the will of God, and 
the process of history is the creative meeting of God, man, nature and time.’25 

23. Saying of the Prophet quoted in al-Bukhw, aL-J&iC aL-Jabih, Istanbul, 1989, XIV, p. 6423. 
24. Saying of the Prophet quoted in al-Tirmidhi, a&mi‘ aL-Jabhlb, New Delhi, 1269/1852, 

25. See A.A. Dun, ‘Arab Historiography’, below in this volume, pp.487-510. 
pp. 435-442. 
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History became an objective science, a universal science, and the historian a man 
in search of objective truth, invaluable to society and to peoples. History became 
‘the common memory of the zlmma and a basis for its common spirit and for its 
identity. It arouses national feelings and drives towards unity. The aim of his- 
torical studies is to understand the present and to b d d  a better future.726 

Thus ‘ilm is incompatible with such flaws as passivity if not transferred 
into action, or miserliness if not shared. Knowledge is the only wealth which is 
undiminished by sharing. 

This actuated acquired knowledge and experience must hence be shared, 
for ‘It is unlawful to withhold knowledge;’27 and indeed, whde throughout 
history the Muslims absorbed and acquired knowledge, they also imparted it: 
they were both students and teachers. During the Middle Ages the Muslims 
taught the West, precipitating a new era, the Renaissance, following which the 
process in the transmission of science and technology reversed so that it flo- 
wed now from West to East. Refusal to share leads to the loss of knowledge. 
Ibn Qutayba comments: ‘A person who conceals some hnd of knowledge is 
like one who does not know it.y28 In contrast, ‘The most blessed of mankind 
is the one most beneficial for mankind.’2‘ It is through imparting useful, 
beneficial knowledge that wisdom and experience are transmitted from one 
person to the next, between ‘nations and tribes’ and between the cultures of 
the world, with one underlying aim, ‘to know each other’ (Qur’gn, XLIX.13). 
‘Know each other’, commands the Qur’gn. In order truly to understand an 
individual or a society, both past history and present phenomena must be 
explored. 

In the course of hstory, Islam had had to suffer many, often intense, 
blows. It had to face the Crusaders (487-668/1095-1270), the Mongol raids 
and invasions (598-807/1202-1405) and the Reconquista and Inquisition 
(897/1492); but it always recovered culturally, and even though some wounds 
might be open stdl, they seem to be the entallrnent of political acts ; they have 
never affected the Islamic world in its path of cultural tolerance and thirst for 
knowledge, or in its material, moral and spiritual values. The extreme criminal 
acts of violence that the world endures today, although sometimes perpetrated 
in the name of Islam, have no connection whatsoever with the reality of Islam 
and are denounced by the Islamic world. Savagery has unfortunately become 
an international problem, a rampant spreading disease of our modern world, 
one that belongs neither to North nor to South. One of the aims of ths 
volume is to rediscover the authentic faces of Islam, to help transcend the 

26. A. A. Dui, ‘Arab Historiography.. .’, op. cit. 
27. F. Rosenthal, Knowledge.. ., op. Lit.., p. 333. 
28. Al-Ghazdi, ay2 ..., op. it., p. 49. 
29. M-‘Ajkit% al-Jarr@, Kmbf uL-khdz’ w&-mu$ ul-ilba ‘ammz ishtuhara min ab&b ‘uh ulsinut ul- 

nas, 2 vols., Beirut, 1351/1932, I, p. 393. 
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political differences and to heal some of these wounds by perhaps bringing to 
light some peaceful answers through the understanding of culture and civili- 
zation. UNESCO is to be commended and thanked for its efforts towards the 
re-discovery of the true original message of Islam, one that holds knowledge 
to be the essential pivot in the lives of people and nations and as the sole way 
to peace. 

Today, the Muslim countries have regained their political independence 
after enduring a long period of colonial rule. Most of the Muslim states frnd 
themselves ‘behind’, ‘under-developed’, having ‘missed’ (to use Fernand 
Braudel’s word) the Industrial Revolution, yet ‘this revolution did not kill 
them as a civilization. All that happened was that Europe gained two centuries 
of rapid material progress, leaving Islam behind.’30 

The Muslims cling desperately and often awkwardly to their own cultural 
and spiritual heritage. The majestic past of Islam has never been erased from 
their minds and hearts; it is still painfully alive in consciences, still an im- 
manent memory. But the Muslims have not given up hope for the future or 
succumbed to a state of cultural lethargy. Today, the Islamic individual strives 
towards self-knowledge and knowledge of his own culture, as well as an un- 
derstanding of the other cultures of the world. Muslims passionately struggle 
and search for national identities within an Islamic togetherness through the 
turbulence, contingencies and demands of modern life and movements. They 
try to reconcile a fidelity to the original message and the quest for past values 
with a vision of the future which transcends past or present lesions. The 
Islamic cultural zone might then again be ‘many in one’ - even as it was in the 
golden past. 

Ibn Khaldan concluded that a strong ‘gub@u (group solidarity), is the 
primary factor behind any powerful culture. Islam believed in and promoted a 
collective and universal solidarity binding all the members of its community, 
the wzmu. Indeed, ‘the primary cause that dominates the changes and 
movements of culture, once human nature brings culture into existence, is 
solidarity. The power, extent and endurance of culture are caused by solidarity 
and depend upon its strength.’31 It is not the individual or the tribe alone that 
builds a civilization; it is the community, the zmwza, that unites men, regardless 
of ‘nations and tribes’. W e  could even go further: today, it is not a nation alone 
that builds a civilization, it is a cultural solidarity among many nations of the 
world that brings about culture. Collective cgab.iyu turns into global solidarity 
through mutual knowledge. Islam achieved hs in its beginning. It lent and 
borrowed, gave and took; it shared with the nations and cultures it contacted. 
Today this sharing has an even wider, a more universal scope. Real unification, 

30. E Braudel, A Hutooty of Gvili~ations, trans. R. Mayne, New York, A. Lane, 1993, p. 69. 
31. M. S. Mahdi, Ibn KhaMUn’s phdosopLy ofHutory, a S&aj in the philosophic fizmahtion oftbe Science 

of CuIture, Chicago, Chicago University Press, 1957, p. 261. 
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it&id, tawhia! or wabah, is to recognize cultural solidarity, unity in diversity in 
God’s creation. 

Now that the world is moving into thls new ‘global’ or ‘universal’ phase, 
with boundaries and frontiers everywhere being eroded, this fraternal bond 
with the world should be remembered. And culture, that most eloquent of 
messengers, should tell people of the beauty and perfection they need to look 
for and strive towards. If the Muslims of the past generated a culture that was 
a creative assimilation of plurality, we may be confident that they will realize a 
new and global challenge, entailing a new synthesis between their past and 
their present. 

The Creator did not give the Muslims a monopoly over beauty or 
knowledge. This is why Islam urged the believers, and still urges them, to- 
wards their quest for knowledge, ‘even in China’, and their search for beauty 
since ‘God is Beautiful, and H e  loves beauty.’32 

‘Learned men never find themselves strangers anywhere.’33 True 
knowledge is the faculty that allows its possessor to look for beauty every- 
where. And as he sees the beauty in every creature, and in every culture, he 
also shows compassion to others and to the Other. A man is ‘the enemy of 
that which he is ignorant of, but he shows love to that which he knows. Only 
true knowledge of ‘each other’, of ‘nations and tribes’ (Qur’%.n, xLIX.13), can 
bind through the fostering of understanding, love and unity, irrespective of all 
disparities. 

The project for this fifth volume on Chkw-e and Learning in Isam was first 
brought to my attention by the late Professor Najmouddine Bammate, 
kminence grise and man of vision, and by the late Dr. ‘Abd al-‘Aziz Kimil, 
who participated enthusiastically in the development of the project. 

I would like to pay tribute to them, and to those others whom we have 
lost during the realization of the volume, namely Dr. ‘Abd al-Hiidi Abfi Rida, 
who unfortunately could not contribute to it, and Dr. Serare Yetkin. 

I would like to extend my thanks to UNESCO for its commendable 
efforts during this extended collaboration of ours. The publication of a volume 
with such a universal scope demands much constancy, patience and creativity. 
The Secretariat of UNESCO was most helpful during the preparation; and 
special mention should be made of Mrs. Celia Zaher who gave such impetus to 
the project, and of Mr. Abdelrashid Mahmoudi, Mr. Mohamed Salih Ziadah 
and Ms. Mich2le 206 Cartron who brought it to fruition. I was able to ap- 
preciate their input even more after I was asked, during the November 1996 
meeting, to participate in the project as editor-in-chief. This has been a re- 
markable instance of co-operation between UNESCO and IRCICA Centre, 

32. Badi‘ al-Zamnn Fufinzi%nfar, A&&i manum-, Tehran, Intish%r&-i Danishgah-i Tihrk, 

33. Ibn Qutayba, ‘@in ul-ukhb&-, Cairo, 1963,II, p. 121. 
1955, p. 106. 
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who also helped to organize and actualize the project. In particular I should 
mention my assistants, Mrs. Dilek Orbay, Mrs. Turuncan Kevser, Mr. Ahmed 
Lajimi and Dr. Yumna Ozer. Also special mention should be made of Dr. 
A. K. Irvine who compiled the General Bibliography, revised the manuscript 
and corrected the proofs of this volume. 

During h s  long association, which involved the planning, choice and 
editing of a major work containing forty-eight articles by thirty-eight writers, 
the conditions were not always perfect, since we were pressured by time and 
confronted with deadlines, having been put in charge of the editing of the 
volume at a late date. W e  have tried to do our best and can only hope we have 
helped to furnish readers with a truer image of the dfferent visages of Islam 
and by h s  means contributed, even in a modest way, to knowledge and 
culture in the world. 
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C h a p t e r  1 

THE ARABIC LANGUAGE: 
ITS LINGUISTICS A N D  PHILOLOGY 

ADdeIkader Mehim' 

The designation used to refer to the Arabic language in all its forms is ul-lzgbu 
ul-'urub~yu. Generally distinguished are the written language and the ddects or 
luhaj& - the first being qualified as fa&z (eloquent) and the latter as d&jh 
(vernacular). 

Arabic belongs to the family of Semitic languages and, more exactly, to 
their southern branch. The first manifestations of h s  language appear to go 
back to the second millennium BC. But the most ancient documents pertaining 
to Arabic go back to the eighth century BC. Consisting mainly of proper names, 
such documents do not really yield us sufficient knowledge of the language for 
these remote periods. The Arabic language as attested in pre-Islamic poetry and 
also in the specimens of various dialects mentioned by the grammarians and 
philologists was probably elaborated over a period ranging from the thrd to the 
sixth century AD. The dialects referred to were spoken by the nomads of Central 
and Northern Arabia. Thus ul-lggbu ul- 'urubi~.a is the designation first used to 
refer to the language current in these regons. Tribal migration, however, seems 
to have favoured from very early on the spread of Arabic vernaculars to 
Southern Arabia as well as to the regions mahng up Syria, Palestine and 
Mesopotamia. Indeed, the language of the pre-Islamic poems was understood 
alike at the court of the sixth-century Ghassnnid princes in the area of Damascus 
and at the court of their rivals in Mesopotamia, the Lakhmids of al-Him. 

The rare epigraphic documents available allow us to suppose that the 
Arabic script was derived from the Aramaic and was developed from the third 
century AD. The script received further refinements down to the end of the 
seventh century AD when the Arabic alphabet was completed with diacritical 
points and vocalic signs, in order to avoid ambiguities in reading the text of the 
Qur'iin arising from the old system of writing. 

While early Arabic, as might be supposed, was already fragmented into 
dialects, a true literary language sull existed, as attested both by the pre-Islamic 
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poems and by the Qur'iin. This was a 'poetic koind which transcended, as it 
were, the vernaculars of the various tribes and was understood by all Arabs. 
Ths was the language which grammarians and lexicologists then codified, as 
we shall see below. 

The spread of Arabic 
The Islamic conquests, which resulted in the creation of an Islamic State 
stretching at the height of its power from the Atlantic Ocean to the banks 
of the Indus, allowed the Arabic language to spread throughout the 
different areas of this vast domain. The bedouin tribes, who took part in 
the campaigns of conquest, took their language with them: northwards as 
far as the Taurus range and the southern reaches of the Armenian 
highlands; eastwards towards Iran; and westwards to Egypt and North 
Africa. It seems that the mingling of elements from the different tribes who 
joined in the campaigns, actually encouraged some uniformity of speech. 
But then contact between such an Arabic and the various indigenous 
languages of the conquered lands favoured the gradual emergence of local 
dialect forms. Arabic did not take root everywhere in the dfferent regions 
of the Islamic State in the same way. In some areas, Arabic did supplant 
local vernaculars all together: this was the case for Syria, Iraq, Egypt, North 
Africa and parts of Sudan. But elsewhere Arabic was long resorted to only 
as a cultural language, notably in Persia, where it ended by being replaced by 
Persian for all purposes, and in Andalusia, where Arabic disappeared after 
the capture of Granada. 

Contact with those languages which had been vehicles for higher culture 
and civdization, such as Persian and Greek, left traces in Arabic. Thus, for 
example, Arabic borrowed from the Persian its terms dealing notably with 
crafts, the fine arts and administration. Meanwhile, the translation of Greek 
works caused translators purely and simply to borrow actual Greek words. 
Moreover, to convey those ideas and notions of which Islam was the bearer, 
or those pertaining to the various civhzations of the conquered lands, ne- 
cessitated the creation of a new terminology and fresh coinages derived from 
Arabic roots. Sentence structure underwent s d a r  influences. While Arabic in 
the initial decades of Islam had been mainly a language of poetry and religious 
preachmg, it soon gave birth to prose forms fit for literary creativity, transla- 
tion and treatises in the most varied fields of learning: theology, linguistics, 
philosophy, history etc. 

One may therefore consider that the advent of Islam, with all the poli- 
tical, social and cultural consequences it entailed, marked a crucial stage in the 
hstory of the Arabic language. Arabic not only became the main language in 
vast, hitherto non-Arab regons, but also a vehicle for the most far-ranging 
learning. And so, by way of consequence, it had to adapt to the evolution of 
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Islamic society itself. Stated simply, one might say that a standardized language 
had taken shape by the ninth century, one that has been used for writing ever 
since, though not immune to further evolution. Whde Arabic did tend to turn 
into a linguistic instrument used by poets, prose-writers and even scientists 
who were content to follow pre-established patterns and rehash stale clichks, 
nevertheless considerable variety in style and tone was shown by other writers 
dealing with the most manifold subjects, nor yet did the written language 
always escape the influence of local dialect usage. In fact, the capacity of 
Arabic to convey the subtlest and most profound ideas depended not so much 
on its particular degree of lin,vuistic evolution as on the intellectual calibre of 
the individual writer who wielded it. Thus, a writer such as Ibn Iaaldtin may 
have lived in a relatively stagnant period (the late fourteenth century) in the 
Arabic-speahng zone of lslamic civilization; yet through his creative genius, 
he was more than able to express, by means of Arabic, the most innovative 
ideas on hstory and society bv forging the terms most apt, and style most fit, 
for hs own purposes. 

Modern Arabic 
A second crucial stage in the hstory of the Arabic language came with the 
nineteenth century. Contact between the Arab world and modern Europe, 
usually considered to have begun with Bonaparte’s Egyptian expedition of 
1798, left the deepest imprint on Arabic, and especially on its written form. In 
order to convey the various aspects of modern civhzation and deal with the 
different borrowings from the West to whch Arab societies now started to 
open, the Arabic language showed undeniable evolution. First came 
terminology: ideas and various facets of modern life had to find expression 
either through outright borrowing or by having recourse to the internal 
resources of Arabic. But then came style: for Arabic could hardly escape 
transposing, through translation, virtual tracings, as it were, of whole English 
or French sentence structures. Such evolution, against whch the purists, to be 
sure, put up a fight, was nevertheless indispensable if Arabic was to remain a 
language for communication. A new standardized language thus came into 
being, one whch the French have termed arahe LittiraL, ‘standard written 
Arabic’, one understood in all Arab countries and used in books, newspapers 
and other mass media and also for teachng, conferences, or in official 
speeches. It might be no exaggeration to say that it was actually the mass 
media which gave a new lease of life to &IS ‘standard Arabic’, which was 
ultimately, in fact, a new form of the old literary Arabic. For it was indeed the 
mass media, by reachng out towards a large audience not only through the 
press but also through rad0 and television (now present in nearly every Arab 
home), which made the ‘written’ language familiar to ever wider sections of 
the population. 
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Written Arabic, whether classical or modern, remains Qstinpshed by a 

It includes twenty-eight consonants, thee short vowels and three long 
certain number of structural characteristics. 

vowels. Classification of its consonants may be patterned thus: 

Place and mode of articdation 
place 

Labial 
Labiovelar 
Dental 
Interdental fricative 
Alveolar fricative 
Apical tdl 
Lateral 
Palato-alveolar 
Palatal 
Velar stop 
Velar fricative 
Uvular stop 
Pharyngal 
fricative 
Glottal stop 
Glottal fricative 

Voiced 

b 

d 
dh 

W 

Z 

r 
1 
i 
Y 

‘ 

Voiceless 
Nasal Pharyngalized Pharyngalized 
m f 

n d t f 
?* th 

S s 

sh 

k 
kh 
4 

h 

* Although usual4 transcribed as 3 this consonant is actual&pronounced as aphaly.g.ixed interdental dh. 

Arabic morphology uses consonantal roots, which are mainly tnltteral. 
Words are formed by a play of vowels within the consonantal frame and, as 
may be the case, by addmg a prefix or suffix. Conjugation of the verb observes 
two tenses, the ‘accomplished’ (perfective) and the ‘unaccomplished’ 
(imperfective). The ‘accomplished’ tense takes suffixes to indicate person, 
gender and number, whde the ‘unaccomplished‘ takes both suffixes and pre- 
fixes for this purpose. 

In terms of syntax, Arabic resorts to two hnds of sentences: a verbal 
sentence, whose predicate is a verb; and a nominal sentence, whose preQcate 
is a noun. Varymg functions are indicated by declension of case. Three cases 
are distinguished: the nominative, for subject and predcate; the accusative, 
notably for the object of the verb; and the genitive, for what might be termed 
the complements to the noun and also for those complements introduced by a 
preposition. Qualifiers take the case of the word quahfied. In a simple sen- 
tence, these Qfferent functions are normally carried out by nouns. In a 
complex sentence, one function at least will be taken by a preposition. 
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Arabic lalects 

W e  ‘literary Arabic’ constitutes the favoured means of communication in all 
sectors of intellectual and written activity, dialects are used in everyday life. It 
is generally supposed that the origin of the modern dialects is to be sought in 
the ancient dialects of Central and Northern Arabia. In contact with the 
underlying speech forms in the conquered regions, these dialects evolved into 
the various vernaculars of today, whch have been influenced not only by the 
ancient local tongues but also, in more recent times and to a not 
inconsiderable extent, by European languages such as French, English, 
Itallan and Spanish. 

Characteristic of all the dlalects, in contrast to ‘literary Arabic’, is, no- 
tably, the jettisoning of case-endings and many verbal inflections; the almost 
complete disappearance of the passive form as expressed through the play of 
vowels; the regression or disappearance of the dual form in nouns, as well as 
the loss of the feminine plural form of the verb; the appearance of an analytic 
structure to mark possession; the use of a simplified relative form (ell;); the 
formation of an interrogative pronoun ( y h ,  wdsh) ; and the disappearance or 
slurring of various vowels within the word. 

While the morphological and syntactical structure of written Arabic has 
hardly suffered any notable change down the ages, this has been mainly due to 
the rigorous codification of such morphology and syntax as was established in 
the eighth and ninth centuries AD, a codlfication which then continued to be 
observed in the following centuries. 

Grammatical and phdological studles have indeed enjoyed pride of place 
in the cultural legacy of the Arabic-speakmg Islamic world. Many writers 
through the centuries have lavished attention upon them. The late fifteenth- 
century author al-suyiig, one of the last compilers of biographcal dictionaries, 
listed more than 2,000 grammarians. 

Nor was interest in phlology and lingustics accidental. It may be ex- 
plained by the r61e enjoyed by the Arabic language in the very religion of 
Islam. Because it was the language of revelation, Arabic acquired sacred status 
from the very outset of Islam. As the chosen vessel for a divine message 
addressed to all manktnd, Arabic was considered to be the language of all 
those who converted to Islam, since access to the scripture (i.e. the Qur’iin) 
depended upon acquiring it. 

For all these reasons, it is easy to see why Arabic linguistic and phlolo- 
gcal studies developed in close relation with concern about the text of the 
Qu’rgn. Indeed there is no indication that Arabic ever benefited from any 
written codification before the coming of Islam. 
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The origins of linguistic science: the Qur’iin 
The information we have hardly allows us to define with any precision the 
different stages of development in the grammatical and philological sciences 
before the second half of the second/late eighth century. Those who might 
be regarded as precursors in the field of Arabic grammar and philology 
became famous on account of the interest they showed in the text of the 
Qur’an. At first transmitted orally in the lifetime of the Prophet, the 
Qur’iin was then set down in written form on the occasion of the recension 
carried out towards the middle of the seventh century AD during the reign of 
the third caliph, ‘Uthmiin b. ‘Affiin. However, the script as then used noted 
only consonants, and indeed did not even properly differentiate between 
consonantal letters of similar form. Need was therefore soon felt to improve 
this script, especially by noting vowel signs and diacritical points. This task 
was carried out by personalities also described to us as having been 
grammarians, men like Abu-1-Aswad al-Du’ah (d. 69/680) and Yahyii b. 
Ya‘mur (d. 129/746). The latter is, moreover, considered to have been 
regarded as an authority in the science of ‘readings’, that is to say, in the 
activity consisting in transmitting variants in the recitation of the Qur’w, 
based on a chain of reliable informants going back to the Companions of the 
Prophet. 

Be that as it may, the text of the Qur’iin may be considered, by the 
second half of the seventh and first half of the eighth century AD, as already 
providing the focus for manifold activities concerned both with establishing a 
defintive text and with its correct recitation - along with a proper justification 
for what ‘reading’ exactly was adopted. Without any doubt, it was these ac- 
tivities whch then caused those interested in such matters to go on from the 
study of the Qur’iinic text to make observations on the functioning of the 
Arabic language itself. 

Poetic recensions 
The study of the text of the Qur’w was also a major factor which contributed 
to the effort to collect pre-Islamic poems. For the ‘readers’, who were 
forerunners in terms of Qur’iinic exegesis, occasionally needed to refer to 
examples from poetry in order to clarify, or justify, the syntax of certain turns 
of phrase, or indeed thereby find means whereby to respond to detractors of 
the Holy Writ - who questioned just how far the text of the Qur’iin truly 
matched the norms of Arabic speech. 

But then occasional recourse to poetic language soon developed into an 
object of systematic study in itself. Problems sometimes raised in connection 
with quotations from poetry, in order to explain or justify Qur’iinic usage, 
then necessarily required cross-checking. 
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In ths way, from the very first decades of the eighth century, a ‘corpus’, 
as it were, was already made available for grammatical and phdological studies, 
consisting both of the Qur’iin and of preserved texts of ancient poetry. 
Observations of a grammatical and philologcal nature thus were continually 
widened to embrace all linpstic facts. Thereby, the study of how the language 
functioned was dstinguished from Qur’iinic studies proper. 

While the texts in verse originated with poets from the Arabian 
Peninsula, especially from its central and eastern regons, grammatical and 
philologcal studes centred on Iraq. The first generations of scholars lived in 
Basra. Later, another city, Kufa, became an active centre in the field. 

The codification of Arabic grammar 
Two men played a pioneering r61e in classifying the data. These were al-E(halil 
b. Ahmad (d. 175/791) and his disciple Sibawayh (d. c. 180/796). The first of 
these was gifted with undeniable powers of synthesis and a remarkable 
capacity to marshal and give form to facts; from hs scholarship developed 
several branches of learning. Thus, from the texts of the poems, al-Khalil b. 
Ahmad inferred and drew up the very principles and rules of Arabic prosody, 
whch he schematically presented in a pattern of five circles, whence derive the 
sixteen metres used in poetry. H e  conceived the first Arabic dictionary by 
framing, as we shall see, a method for classifymg vocabulary. H e  also set forth 
the first known description of the phonetics of the Arabic alphabet. Despite, 
however, hs decisive r6le as a pioneer in these fields, and with all hs manifold 
contributions, only few surviving works can be attributed to him. In point of 
fact, the lasting mark he made in the history of Arabic grammar lay mostly in 
his teaching. For his influence may be found in the hundreds of references to 
his ideas found in the work of his disciple, Sibawayh. Not only do these 
references prove that Arabic grammar, with al-Khd, had already attained the 
high level of development worthy of an independent science, they also show a 
thoroughly systematic approach to the material. In one of the rare texts by al- 
Khalrl whch have been preserved, he explains hs concern to justify linguistic 
data and their attendent rules, in other words, hs concern to prove linguistic 
coherence, by comparing himself to a visitor inside a bwldng, trying to 
understand just how it was put together and made to fit, that is, what was its 
underlying structural coherence. Such an approach was that of a true scholar, 
reaching beyond scattered data and various rules in an attempt to see thgs 
globally. 

Not the least of the master’s merits consisted in adopting as his disciple a 
grammarian of the cahbre of Sibawayh, whose name has become synonymous, 
in Arabic, with that of absolute mastery in the field of grammar - and whose 
work became known simply by the title of al-fihib, or ‘The Book‘. This opus is 
the most ancient document on the material which has come down to us. W e  
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should hardly err in assessing its content as represenung all the data of Arabic 
grammar as drawn from the Qur%ic and poetic corpus referred to above. Its 
data were set forth accordlng to a major traditional division, that is, between 
syntax and morphology. Phonetics was dealt with within the framework of 
morphology so as to account for the modification undergone by the forms of 
words - as in the case of assimilation. Ths portion of the work notably in- 
cluded an exhaustive recension of all the possible patterns of the Arabic word 
- later grammarians would hardly register any further forms not already found 
therein. Sibawayh’s book represented, indeed, a s~mmu of grammatical learn- 
ing. Not only did it mark the net result of a century of efforts in the field, but 
it went on in itself to constitute a point of departure for all later Arabic lit- 
erature on grammar. 

Grammatical controversies 
Approaches to grammar now shifted. Once the facts had been assembled and 
all the rules drawn up, the task in hand henceforth was to furnish their 
justification. Grammarians now no longer mobilized to show how the 
language functioned, but concentrated instead on the reasons why. 

Such concerns took on importance when rivalry of sorts came into play 
between the grammarians from Basra and those from Kufa. The followers of 
the two ‘schools’ confronted each other in Baghdad. What separated these 
scholars hardly stemmed from truly fundamental disagreement in their ap- 
proaches to language. The differences which existed in their methods lay 
mainly in their respective attitudes towards such concepts as usage and ana- 
logy. The grammarians from Basra accorded priority to analogy and looked 
rather askance at concerns about rare forms of usage. Those from Kufa, 
however, while not rejecting the validq of the principle of analogy, tended 
instead precisely to dwell on matters of rare usage. Far from considering lin- 
guistic anomalies as stumbling blocks, the Kufan scholars sought them out 
and exploited them as points of argument, in order to widen and make more 
flexible the very codification of usage. 

The controversies whch arose as a result of these different trends actu- 
ally helped yield a number of principles and points of argument which, despite 
disagreements, could then be invoked by members of either party - the better 
to drive home their respective points of view on issues under dispute. AU this 
allowed the elaboration of data under a form which came to be known as ‘the 
basics of grammar’. As in the case ofjqb (jurisprudence), grammar too was 
endowed with rules of methodology. Such rules mainly pertained to the 
transmission of those linguistic data whch grammarians and philologists took 
into their ken. Other rules laid down under which conditions recourse might 
be had to the principle of analogy, or what were the various arguments al- 
lowing for the statement, and classification, of different facts, with their re- 
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levant justification. Such rules were inferred, as it were, after the (linguistic) 
fact, and aimed to mark out the limits which grammarians were expected to 
observe, both in their appreciation of transmitted data and in their response to 
the controversies to whch such transmitted data gave rise. 

Grammar and logic 
Having to grapple with controversial issues often led scholars beyond 
consideration of mere linguistic practice - and opened the way to pure 
speculation. Thus, it was no rare occurrence to see grammarians actually draw 
on arguments more pertinent to those of Greek logic, such as the principle of 
causality, say, or that of non-contradiction. But can one go so far as to suggest 
that Arabic grammar actually developed under the influence of Aristotelian 
logic? So much at least has been argued, from the late nineteenth century 
onwards, by those orientaltsts who have believed that the Arab grammarians, 
from very early on, adopted the categories of Greek logic in order to codify 
their language. Such a point of view, in the eyes of orientalists of this school, 
indeed finds support in the existence of such stated rules (among others) as 
those of the tripartite division of speech, of the notion of gender, or of the 
treatment of inflected case-endings. Other scholars, however, both Arab and 
European, have taken issue with &IS point of view, or even rejected it 
altogether. Now, while it might indeed go too far to argue that the origm and 
development of Arabic grammar would have been inconceivable without the 
decisive influence of Greek thought, it is still allowable to consider that at least 
some of the grammarians, from the thrd/ninth century on, were not 
insensitive to the advantages offered by Greek logc for the purposes of 
speculation. Reflections of Greek logic may actually be perceived in 
grammatical disputes. Some remarks go so far as to betray that Greek logic 
lay at the very heart of certain polemics between different grammarians, or 
even between grammarians and actual logicians. 

At any rate, the fact remains that literature on grammar ultimately in- 
tegrated many things: a full sum of grammatical rules; varied viewpoints, 
arguments and concepts of logic which fed the disputes between grammar- 
ians; and, finally, examples drawn from the Qur’iin or ancient poetic texts 
from the very outset, either to buttress a statement of grammatical rule or to 
justify a matter of usage. By the end of the tenth century, everything might be 
regarded as having already been said on the matter: rules were definitely fured, 
their exceptions identified and principles of method and general explanations 
laid down. 

There was nothing more for posterity to do, then, but to preserve this 
legacy and transmit it in the form of summaries, handbooks intended for 
begmners and encyclopaedic reference works. The summaries, sometimes 
composed in verse to help memorization, usually furnished the basic matter 
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for the handbooks. Through the centuries, the same works were commented 
upon and glossed by authors who intended to preserve this heirloom of the 
ancients and who were keen to present in turn the full sum of their acquired 
learning. Not that such later works are entirely devoid of interest. Without 
them, we should lack full or precise knowledge of the transmitted grammatical 
legacy. Moreover, the explanations which these later books offer, in as far as 
they reflect the efforts made by the commentators the better to understand 
the materials themselves, help shed light on certain notions by sharpening 
focus on what they presupposed, or then implied. 

The main notions of Arabic grammar 
The later works, mirroring their more ancient models, generally presented 
Arabic grammar according to morphology and syntax. The goal of 
morphology (tayii was defined as ‘the knowledge of words considered 
under their fixed aspect’, while syntax (nabw) concerned ‘knowledge of the 
mobile modahties of a word’. It would be difficult, in the limited space 
available here, to set forth in detail what these two branches of the 
grammatical sciences entaded, so only the broadest outline will be attempted 
here. 

Data pertaining to phonetics were nearly always set forth within the 
framework of morphology, in order to explain the aspects of word-endings. 
But even in this connection, the mass of information offered - however 
limited the means of study available to these grammarians - showed a sharp 
sense of observation and a shrewd sense of analysis. Consonants were accu- 
rately identified according to their points of articulation: their listed order 
yields us a shadowy outline, as it were, of the mental image which these 
grammarians held of the vocal organs. Consonants were thus classified ac- 
cording to what was designated by the name of ‘characteristics’ (&&). Initial 
classification dmided them between the majhtlra (clearly proclaimed) and the 
mabmia (whispered), which w e  might translate simply by ‘voiced’ and 
‘unvoiced‘. A second classification went on to divide them between dad& 
(hard) and rikbwa (soft), terms which might be defined as corresponding to 
‘plosive’ and ‘fricative’ consonants. Exact notions are also to be found con- 
cerning vowel length or changes in vocalic pitch. All such data were made use 
of in order to explain various occurrences pertaining to the phonetics of 
combination, notably those dealing with partial or total assimilation, or, on the 
contrary, dissimilation. 

Regarding morphology, the grammarians considered an Arabic word to 
be made up of a consonantal root, formed by at least three consonants. Only 
substitute words and particles were excepted in h s  approach. A root could be 
turned into a lexical unit, even a minimal one, only by means of vowels. A root 
could, however, receive, in addition to vowels, various prefures or suffures in 
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order to form more complex units. The term for ‘derivation’ (ishtiqZq) covered 
all such processes. 

In order to study the form of Arabic words, along with whatever irre- 
gularities they might show within the framework of the system, the gram- 
marians graphically set forth the different possible structures by means of a 
pattern. Ths pattern was drawn around a nucleus made up of the trditeral 
symbolf-‘-I @‘I ‘deed’), along with the vowels, prefures and suffmes which 
indeed did appear in the units considered. Such a pattern offered an efficient 
tool for morphologcal description. The full diversity of word structures could 
thereby be covered and classified. The patterns were canonic, as it were, and 
allowed the reader at once to spot apparent anomalies in the word system and 
search for primordial structures - or what were considered to be such. 

The more ancient grammarians do not seem to have had much of a 
problem in dealing with the notion of the word as a minimal unit. The later 
grammarians, however, did try to define just what a word was, and also to 
respond to the various questions raised by such a notion. 

For it did not escape these later grammarians that if they merely defined a 
word as a simple form, conventionally expressing a single meaning, then in- 
herent problems remained to be explained. cautiously, they sharpened their 
definition by adding this: a word is a form of which it cannot be said that part 
of its structure expresses part of its meaning. Or, to put it otherwise, a word 
was considered to be any unit expressing a meaning, but not divisible into 
independent component parts, each of which would express part of that 
meaning. Even this sharper definition, however, failed to resolve all dfficul- 
ties. For when they happened to be nouns or verbs, units considered to be 
words were invested not only with a lexical sense but also with a significance 
pertaining to their grammatical category. In certain cases, as with the regularly 
formed marks of the plural or the feminized genders, such a grammatical 
significance corresponded to prefures or suffixes, that is to say, to elements 
distinct from the unit, which was invested with the lexical meaning alone. But 
in other cases, words appeared under, as it were, an amalgamated guise: one 
not susceptible to division into individual component parts adding up to ex- 
press a sum meaning. Ths problem was formulated in a remarkably lucid 
manner by a grammarian who did not hesitate to consider that regularly 
formed marks of the plural, feminine forms and even inflected case endings, 
all belonged to a single order: that of the word. To put it in other words, any 
noun with the mark of the feminine form or of the regular plural could be 
analysed as two successive segments, that is to say, as two words. 

Words as a whole were classified into three categories: nouns, verbs and 
particles. No argument was raised against such a tripartite division. In fact, 
such a classification was considered as the only one possible, and one valid 
indeed for all languages, language being the means by whch ‘every human 
group might express its purposes’. The only need was for nouns, to designate 
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beings, bodies and concepts; verbs, to designate processes; and particles, to 
ensure linkage between the other two. 

Various definitions for each of these categories were, however, sub- 
mitted. In addition to the intellectualizing definitions above, which ultimately 
prevailed, others were put forth to deal either with the function of each ca- 
tegory, or with its location in discourse - that is to say, its environment or 
distribution. 

Still, the tripartite division could hardly suffice to account for all the 
multiplicity and complexity to be found within each category. Notably there 
was a need for a classification among themselves. Hence, subclasses came to 
be distingushed: generic nouns; proper names; verbal nouns; substitutes; and 
the like. 

Sentences were obviously described and analysed according to the tri- 
partite division above. The sentence was regarded as the fundamental unit of 
dscourse. It was semantically defrned as ‘an expression which exists of itself 
and suffices unto itself. 

The study of sentence structure was endowed with remarkable form, for 
it was analysed according to four groups of function. These were the basic 
nucleus (‘mzh), made up of the subject and predicate; a group of comple- 
ments @&a); a group of annexation (i&fa>; and a group of determinatives 
(hibi‘). Such analysis enjoyed the advantage of presenting a pattern for global 
organization. 

In fact, the Arabic language being a rectional one (whereby a verb gov- 
erns a grammatically determined complement), analysis of sentences had to 
take into account two criteria not always easily made to agree with one an- 
other: for while one criterion concerned the function of each component part, 
the other concerned their case-governed rection. The first criterion pertained 
to what was passively signified, since it corresponded to the relation between 
units; the second pertained to that which was actively signified. 

The grammarians considered inflected endings to correspond to three 
groups of function: Subject, complement and annexation. But this was a 
theoretical explanation which could hardly give account for all the complexities 
of fact. Or to put it otherwise, it was not always an easy matter to explain each 
case-ending by referring it to the function to whch it was supposed to cor- 
respond. For no perfect isomorphism existed between each inflected case- 
ending and a function. A sentence’s subject, for example, might take a direct 
case (nominative) when preceded by a number of particles. But while com- 
plements also took a direct case (accusative), it was not rare for nouns playing 
the same role to take the oblique case (genitive) when preceded by a pre- 
position. Finally, the criterion defined by function could hardly justify the 
various inflected case-endings of what was always a verbal predicate per- 
forming, as such, a single function. Hence, in practice, the grammarians re- 
sorted to a second system of explanation founded upon the notion of rection. 
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In ths system a sentence was analysed according to its active and passive 
governed terms. Such a system had the advantage of providmg, by the same 
process, justification for all the inflected case-endings, whether these corre- 
sponded to truly definable functions, or only appeared to be the consequence 
of the presence of a particle - with a meaning which changed according to 
context and accordingly introduced different functions. In the case of verbs, 
the efficiency of the system was undeniable. 

Arabic lexicography 
The earliest appearance of an interest in vocabulary was closely connected 
with a concern about the Qur’gnic text. Here, too, the issue was to explain 
certain rare usages - or to justify how they might conform to ideal norms - by 
exploiting information provided by the Companions of the Prophet. The 
criteria of such ideal norms - again derived after the (hguistic) fact - were 
drawn not only from Qur’iinic usage but also from the language of the old 
Arab tribes, considered to have been linguistically absolutely uncontaminated. 

With this goal in mind, examples of usage began to be collected - though 
in no definite order. Then the material so harvested soon came to be pre- 
sented in virtual monographs, combining Qur’anic usages considered to be 
rare with elements of vocabulary pertaining to the same lexical field. The first 
philologists composed whole books bringing together all the terms and ex- 
pressions concerned with, say, the camel, or the horse, or bees, or reptiles, or 
the date-palm, or mountains, and so on. Despite drawbacks, this way of 
collecting and presenting vocabulary was adopted for many later lexico- 
graphcal works. The largest of these, compiled by the Spanish-Arab Ibn Sida 
(d. 458/1066), was a sum of all previous monographs on the subject. 

The elaboration of the first dictionary 
But the merit of devising a proper lexicographical approach fell, again, to al- 
Khalil ibn Ahmad. His method not only allowed an inventory of the 
vocabulary of Arabic but also its presentation according to a system of 
classification to facilitate the search for those terms whose meanings one 
wanted precisely to define. It involved an alphabetical system of classification 
based on a sequence of phonemes from the laryngeals to the labials. In the 
introduction to his dictionary, entitled k W  al-‘Ayn from the name of the 
phoneme ‘qn, whch he believed to be articulated in the innermost recesses of 
the vocal apparatus, al-Iulalil defined hs method of classification, the two 
most important elements of whch were the initial letter of the root and the 
various combinations of consonants m a h g  up the root. This made it possible 
to draw up a repertory of all the words that were theoretically possible, whch 
could then be controlled through recourse to the accepted corpus. In hs 
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introduction, al-IShalil also set forth his conception of the structural 
characteristics of the Arabic language. Thus he presented a classification of 
the phonemes of Arabic according to their characteristics and where they were 
articulated in the vocal apparatus ; identified verbal roots by their component 
consonants in bititeral, trititeral, quadriliteral or quinquiliteral combinations ; 
and calculated the number of such consonant combinations possible with 
each category. 

Al-IShaWs introduction constituted a first theoretical text in the field of 
Arabic lexicography and testified to the highly formalized structure of Arabic 
vocabulary. 

The continuity of lexicographical production 
Thereafter, Arabic lexicography mobilized many authors. The tenth century in 
particular saw intense lexicographical activity, whtch took shape in no fewer 
than six major dictionaries. Other works, vaster sull, saw the light of day 
through the succeeding centuries down to the eighteenth. Next to these 
compendia, more lirnited or speciahzed works aimed to present condensed 
versions or particular varieties of vocabulary, such as synonyms, homonyms, 
borrowings, or words from the ddects. Lexicographical activities blossomed 
afresh after the middle of the nineteenth century, at first with the efforts of the 
Lebanese Jesuits, and then with those of the new Arabic Academies, especially 
that founded in Cairo in 1934, one of whose purposes was specifically to 
compile specialized dictionaries, including an historical dictionary. 

In our times, the most widely used dictionary, al-Ma@d, was compiled by 
a Lebanese Jesuit. Another dictionary, aL-Mayam al-wa@, was put together by 
the Academy of Cairo. Endless specialized lexicons continue to appear, deal- 
ing with technical terminology relating to such varied fields as medicine, 
chemistry, sociology, geography, psychology or library science. While some 
dictionaries are composed by single authors, others are compiled by com- 
missions working under the patronage of inter-Arab organizations such as the 
Office for the Co-ordination of Arabization, with its headquarters in Morocco. 

Lexicography as practised by the successors of d-Khalil down to the 
eighteenth century was usually characterized by a concern to present the vo- 
cabulary of Arabic according to a system of classification allowing easy con- 
sultation of a dictionary. The major dictionaries normally followed one of 
three methods. The first of these was initiated by al-Khd himself. It con- 
sisted in taking account of the first letter of words, respectively obtained 
through different combinations of consonants rangmg from a minimum of 
two to a maximum of five. This method spawned a number of works not all 
that easy, however, to use. To search for a word in such compilations, the user 
had not only to be aware of how to infer its verbal root, but also to bear in 
mind the different combinations which such a root’s consonants might allow. 
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Sull, this was the method drawn upon for a large number of works, of which 
two enjoy a special place in the history of Arabic lexicography: the Tuhu’hfb 
(Rectification) by al-Azhari (282-370/895-980) and, in the next century, the 
Mtl,hkum (Accurate One) by Ibn Sida. But there is no doubt that the method’s 
inconvenience soon caused scholars to search for other criteria of classifica- 
tion, especially one based on alphabetical order, with preference, however, for 
the last consonant of verbal roots over the first, since the latter could all too 
often be masked when preceded by prefixes. Many dictionaries came thus to 
be composed through the centuries. Such were the Lis& aL- ‘Arab (Language 
of the Arabs) by Ibn Manztir (d.711/1311), ul-QZmis aL-mt&t (The All- 
Encompassing Lexicon) by al-Fayrtiznbiidi (d. 817/1415), the Tg aL-‘anlJ (The 
Bridal Crown) by al-Zabidi (d. 1205/1789) and others. 

The encyclopaedic character of such dictionaries made them true com- 
pilations of the entire legacy bequeathed by successive generations of lexico- 
graphers. Although each author would acknowledge the merit of hs 
predecessors, he would not hesitate to justify his own endeavours by arguing 
that previous dictionaries had not handled the subject exhaustively, or lacked 
proper methodology. Still, whatever generations they belonged to, the lex- 
icographers never expressed any intention to include new words, nor did they 
propose to take into account the vocabulary used by the writers of their own 
age, not even the greatest of them. One should without doubt not go so far as 
to say that the Arabic dictionaries completely excluded such new words - for if 
so, compilations like the Lis& a/- ‘Arab would be far less voluminous than they 
are. Examples of new words incorporated thus included borrowings from the 
technical terminology of sciences developed in later periods. Still, the myth 
maintained was that the dictionaries should encompass only the pure language 
attested by the Qur’an, and spoken by the early Arab ulibes, with no trace of 
alteration. 

In any case, the work of the Arabic lexicographers amounts to a rich 
legacy. Both in quantity and in quality, their field of study showed remarkable 
development. The various systems they used to classify their vocabulary dis- 
close an assured concern with method. Whatever the drawbacks in their at- 
tempt to preserve the language from all alteration, the result of their efforts 
was sull to impel them to ferret out examples and quotations to justify every 
definition they submitted. And &IS allowed them to preserve for us quite a 
number of examples of usage which, without them, would have perished. 
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THE PERSIAN LANGUAGE 
Ali-Adrdf Sadcgbi 

Persian is the official language of Iran, one of the two official languages of 
Afghanistan (named Dari since 1345/1966) and, with some differences in 
pronunciation and grammatical structures, the official language of Soviet 
Tajilustan (called Tajikr). Its early documents in prose date from the fourth/ 
tenth century, though some pieces of poetry have come down to us from the 
thrdlninth century. Although all of these documents come from eastern Iran, 
i.e. Transoxiana, lihurasan and Sistiin, Persian is, as its Persian name Farsi 
suggests, a south-western language, a language originally spoken in the 
province of Fars. In fact, Persian is the continuation of the spoken form of 
Mtddle Persian (Parsig), the official language of lran under the Sasanids, a 
dynasty orignating from Fiirs. 

The spoken Middle Persian was called Darig, an adjective derived from 
dar (door, court, capital city), in late Sasanid times. During this period and 
even earlier, Darig Persian w d s  extended to Khurasan, mainly the domain of 
Parthian, another Middle Iranian language whch finally died out. With the 
Islamization of Iran, Persian was further extended to Transoxiana and other 
parts of eastern Iran, absorbing on its way a number of words and forms of 
the indgenous languages and ddects of those regions. It is this language 
which was used by the first poets and prose writers and is called F2JT-i dam by 
them. F%-i dnm, or simply Farsi, was standardized by the sixth/twelfth cen- 
tury and adopted, as the vehcle of science, theology, literature etc., by all 
Persian writers. The standard Persian of the period between the sixth/twelfth 
and ninth/fifteenth centuries is called Classical Persian. It is the form of the 
language which developed into contemporary Persian, Afghan Persian (Dari) 
and Tajik. 

During its course, Persian has been subjected to three foreign influences: 
Arabic, Turco-Mongol and, in recent times, Western languages. 
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Arabic influence 

The first contacts between Iranians and their Arab conquerors are reflected in 
certain religious and everyday words, such as musulmZn (Muslim), k@/ar 
(infidel), ~CZJ (pilgrimage to Mecca), barb (war), @&/ab (owner), etc. With the 
Islamization of the country and its direct administration by the Arabs over two 
centuries, administrative, financial and military terms etc. entered Persian. The 
adoption of such Arabic terms was all the more facilitated since Middle 
Persian was gradually f&ng into disuse. During this period, scholars adopted 
Arabic as the scientific language, just as poets were using it for their poetic 
expression. When in the fourth/tenth century, scholars, writers and poets 
began to make use of Persian in their works, a considerable number of Arabic 
words had entered Persian, superseding totally their Persian equivalents, or 
reducing them to colloquial terms. The use of ornate style in letters made 
poets and writers borrow freely from the Arabic vocabulary, a method which 
was current in prose writing unul the last century, especially in formal and 
administrative correspondence. 

The rate of occurrence of Arabic words at the beginnings of Persian 
literature was about 25 per cent of the vocabulary (10 per cent of the occur- 
rences in the text). Two centuries later, this amounted to 50 per cent (20 per 
cent or 25 per cent of occurrences), and it seems to be the same in the 
contemporary literary language. Most of these elements are everyday words, 
such as daiur (notebook), ketZb (book),fursh (carpet), kulume (words), e&& (an 
administration, a department), ‘elm (science) etc. But many religious, scientific 
and literary words are also of Arabic origin. 

Some of these words have been subjected to formal and semantic 
changes, e.g. k@ir (infidel) is changed to kqar, nushc7t (joy) is changed to neshgt 
etc. Examples of semantic changes are mszikh, shugZva and tumf.., which in 
Arabic mean ‘firmness’, ‘misfortune’ and ‘discernment’ respectively, whde in 
Persian they have acquired the meanings of ‘penetration’, ‘cruelty’ and ‘clean’ 
respectively. 

At present, there is a tendency towards the use of Persian words instead 
of their Arabic equivalents in some styles of the written language, such as 
administrative or literary Persian etc. This tendency is dominant in scientific 
terminology, especially when coining new terms. 

Turco-Mongol influence 
With the invasion of Iran by Turksh tribes in the fourth/tenth century and 
their accession to power, a number of Turkish words entered Persian. The 
incidence of these words increased in later periods when Turkish tribes settled 
in different parts of Iran. Such current terms as Zzuge (victuals), ordak (duck), 
olZg (donkey), qairbzge (frog) etc. are proof of this influence. 
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The Mongols’ conquest of Iran and the establishment of their govern- 
ment over great parts of the country resulted in the inclusion of a certain 
number of Mongol words into Persian. Most of these words became obsolete 
with the disappearance of the Mongol dominance. Such current words as CEgd 
(gentleman, sir, Mr.), khZmm (a lady), khZn (Khan, Mr.) etc. in contemporary 
Persian are remnants of this influence. 

Western influence 
In recent times, contacts with Western countries and the adoption of modern 
ways of life, Western culture and Civilization have been the source of new 
borrowings from European languages. The first loan-words of this type come 
from Russian, e.g. estekzn (a tea-glass), eskends (banknote), tonmy (brake), @$Zs 
(reserve stock). The great majority of Western loan-words, however, come 
from French, which was the second language of the educated classes in Iran 
up to the World War 11. Persian has borrowed all sorts of words from French: 
common words such as mersi (thank you), ide (idea), D o h 5  (boulevard), shzns 
(luck, chance), restorzn (restaurant), etc. ; words expressing products and ideas 
of modern civhzation, e.g. mLrhLn (machine, engine, car) ; rZdo (radio), post 
(post office), kel&- (class-room), tZl!/o (blackboard), d$om (diploma), 1Zm 
(bulb), etc. ; scientific words: e.g. Dio/o.$i (biology), jyik (physics), shimi 
(chemistry), goloDd (globule), ampul (ampoule), sornng (syringe), seffu1 (cell), and 
hundreds of others. 

Borrowings from English are mainly common words, i.e. words denoting 
concepts of modern civilization and scientific terms, e.g. segd (TV serial), 
.rhoif (pants), tisber-t (T-shirt), kyk (cake), koktel (cocktail), tqp (to type), 
kimpzjziter (computer), teriizvlchek (traveller’s check), louder (loader), etc. 

Structure 
The form of Persian described here is the modern written language as 
pronounced by educated Tehrani speakers. 

PHON OLO GY 
Persian has twenty-three consonants and seven vowels (six simple vowels and 
one dphthong). 
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Consonants 

labial labio-dental dental alveolar 

stop P 
b 

Affricate 

Fricative 

Lateral 
Tnlled 
Nasal m 
semi-vowel 

f 
V 

t 
d 

S 

z 

palatal velar postvelar glottal 

k 9 , 

g 
E 

1 X h 
i 

i 

1 
r 
n 

Y 

i 
e 0 

a a 

U 

ow 

q is a velar consonant, pronounced as a voiceless stop in the initial po- 
sition, but as a voiced fricative between vowels. In the final position, however, 
it is pronounced as a stop or as a fricative. p, t, 2, A are slightly aspirated. 

Persian does not admit initial consonant clusters. In the final position 
more than two consonants are not allowed, except in French loan-words 
containing three final consonants, which in the spoken language, however, are 
changed either by inserting a vowel between the second and the third con- 
sonant or by deleting one of the consonants, e.g. baster (chandelier), from Fr. 
bustre, or tamr (stamps), from Fr. timbre. 

No word b e p s  with a vowel. An initial vowel is always preceded by a 
glottal stop. A sequence of two vowels is avoided by inserting an epenthetic 
consonant, the nature of which, if not predetermined historically, is determined 
normally by the vowels of contact. Thus, the syllabic structure of Persian is 
CV(C)(C)(C), provided we consider the initial glottal stop a phoneme. 

Nouns, adjectives, numerals and most of the adverbs are stressed on 
their final syllable. The simple past and present tenses of the verb are stressed 
on the final syllable of their stems, provided they are not preceded by mi-, be- 
or na-: &vid-am (I ran), &vide'-am (I have run), mi-dav-am (I run), bi-dav-am (that 
I run), nd-dav-am (I may not run). In the future tense, stress falls on the 
personal endings: kbZb-dm &vid (I will run). 

MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX 

Persian is an analpc language. No word indicates by itself its syntactic 
function. The shortest sentence is either formed by a verbal item followed by 
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a personal ending, e.g. duvid-am (I ran), or by a noun or adjective or phrase 
followed by the enclitic forms of the verb ‘to be’ (-urn, -i, -at, etc.): kbub-am 
(Iam well), A / ~ J u ~ - u ~  (I a m  Ahmad), dur munxel-um (I a m  at home). These 
sentences can be accompanied optionally by the personal pronouns, in which 
case emphasis is laid on the pronoun. 

The position of the direct object is before the verb (O(bject) V(erb)), but 
other characteristics of Persian are the VO type (use of the prepositions, 
placing of the adjective after the noun etc.). 

h noun phrase is formed by a noun with or without its determinant(s) 
(three predeterminants and postdeterminants at the most). 

There is no definite article in Persian. Definiteness is conveyed by the 
enclitic i (,@-ye nakure). 

A verb phrase is constituted at most by four elements: nu-r&e bude-at 
(he/she seems not to have gone). 

Every verb has two stems, a present stem and a past stem. All the 
verbal forms are based on these two stems. Persian has a relatively limited 
number of simple verbs (200 to 250). Most of the ideas expressed by 
simple verbs in Western languages are conveyed by periphrastic verbs. 
These periphrases are formed by a noun (Persian or Arabic), an adjective, 
an adverb, or a phrase, followed by a simple verb meaning ’to do, to 
become, to have been done’ etc. Examples: kZr kuru’un (to work, lit. to do 
work), suhr kur&n (to wait, lit. to make waiting), vdred shodun (to enter, lit. 
to become entering), hill Zniudun (to come up), U? dust dZ&n (to lose, lit. to 
give from hand). 

The Persian verb has the following forms: 

indicutive inferentiul past su Ljunctive 
present: mi-duv-ud perfect: duvide bzlde-ust present: be-duu-ad 
simple past: david-0 future: kbZhud &vid past: &vide bZshd 
imperfect: mi-duvid-0 imperative: belu-dow 
inferential: mi-duvide-ust 
present perfect: duvide-at 
past perfect: duvide bud 

Complex sentences. Coordinated sentences are linked together by the 
conjunctions va/o (and), hum.. .hum (and.. . and), nu.. .nu (either.. .or), ummZ 
(but), vuli (but) etc. 

Subordination is assumed by subordinating conjunctions whch are either 
simple or compound. 
Conditional coni. : agar (if), cbe/onZnche (if), hurg~h (if) 
Find conj . : tZ@nke) (in order that) 
Causal coni.: chun (because), (because) 
Temporal coni.: chtln (when), vuqtike (when), huminke (as soon as) 
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Concessive coni.: agarche (even if, although), bzinke (in spite of the fact that) 
Substantial coni.: ke (that) 

In some cases the subordinating conjunction is missing, the subordinate 
relation then being indicated by intonation and the mood of the subordinated 
clause: )kr mi-kon-am-bi-3--ad (I think he will come). 

PERSIAN IN NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES 

Zndia 

The history of the penetration of Persian into India began with the conquest 
of that region by the Ghaznawid rulers in the fifth/eleventh century. Persian 
became the court language of some parts of India for many centuries. 
During the reign of the Mughd dynasty (sixteenth-eighteenth centuries), 
Persian was the literary language of their courts and many poets and writers 
were composing their works in Persian. A number of Persian dictionaries 
were written in India during ths period. The spoken language of India, i.e. 
Hindustani or Hindi, borrowed many Persian words and forms. 
Aconsiderable number of the vocabulary items of Urdu, the official 
language of Pakistan (almost the same language as Hindi), are borrowed 
from Persian. 

De Ottoman empire 
The penetration of Persian into the Ottoman empire goes as far back as the 
first invasion of Anatolia by the Saljiiq Turks. The Saljiiqs settled in Iran and 
became sufficiently acquainted with Persian and Iranian culture. A number of 
the Saljiiq rulers of Asia Minor had Persian names such as Kayka’iis, 
Kayqubnd, Kaykhusraw etc. With the Mongol invasion of Iran a number of 
Persian scholars fled to Asia Minor and composed their works in that country. 
Mawlnnn Jald al-Din Riimi, who resided in Anatolia, is their most famous 
poet. In later periods, Persian was in current use in the Ottoman empire 
amongst men-of-letters and in courts. A number of Turkish poets composed 
their poems in Persian, among whom were Fudiili and Sultan Salim. Thus 
were the original conditions laid for a great number of Persian words to be 
adopted by Turhsh. Some of these words passed through Turhsh into Arabic 
during the Mamliik reign in Egypt. Others entered the colloquial languages of 
Iraq and Syria, as well as the Balkan languages. 
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THE TURKISH LANGUAGE 
Nzri J%ce 

IN T R O  13 U CT I o N 

Turkish (like Mongolian and Manchu-Tungus) belongs to the Altaic branch of 
the Ural-Altaic family of languages. Recent research has shown that there is an 
interaction between all Altaic languages through the use of many loan-words. 
However, no relationshp among them is provable on the basis of present 
knowledge. 

With a few minor exceptions, Turhsh is spoken today from Eastern 
Europe to north-east Asia, and from the Mediterranean to the Arctic Ocean. 
In this vast geographical territory, the various groups of Turks generally co- 
exist with other ethnic groups. In 1991, their population had reached about 
160 d o n ,  99 per cent of whom follow the Islamic religon, the remainder 
being Christians, Icaraites, Buddhsts and Shamanists. Under the influence of 
different cultures and religons, the Turks have used a variety of writing sys- 
tems (i.e. the Kok-Turkic, Brahmi, Manichaean, Soghdian, Uighur, Arabic, 
Hebrew, Latin and Cyrillic scripts). 

PHONETICS 

The basic vowels in Turlilsh are a, e, 6, z, i, 0, 0, U and ii. In most Turhc 
dialects, vowels in the root syllables are short. Primary long syllables, or their 
vestiges, survive in some of these dlalects. Secondary long syllables, formed by 
contraction or substitute expansion, exist in all Turkic dialects. 

Vowel harmony is respected within individual words, i.e. the words 
contain either front (palatal) or back (velar) vowels. The pronunciation of the 
vowels in word terminations depends on that of the vowels in the stem. 
Adistinction is drawn between minor and major vowel harmony. In the for- 
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mer, only the vowels a or e are found in the terminations, and in the latter only 
the vowels z and zt or i and ii. 

The basic consonants in Turkish are the following (classified by the 
phonation type): occlusive: q, k, g; t, d;p, 6; fricative: b, gY; f, s, 7, v; affricative: 
E, c; nasal: fi, n, m; liquid: I, r,y. The consonantsf, h and did not originally 
exist in Turkish; they have been borrowed from foreign words. The con- 
sonants c, i, I, m, n, fi, r, v and p are not found at the beginning of Turhsh 
words. Words may not begm with a group of consonants. Most syllables are 
either open, or else closed by a consonant. If a syllable ends with two con- 
sonants, the penultimate must be an I, n or r, e. g. alp (hero), sevinf (joy), tiirk 
(Turk). 

Some consonants in Turkish differ from one dialect to another. The 
initialy-sound becomes c- or p- in most north-western dialects, e.g. nl - el < 
yzl (year). Phonetic shifts 5 d,l> p; ,r > s and s > h are typical of the Bashkir 
dialect, e.g. bztlba < bolsa (if it becomes). The shift from 7 > 3 and s > s is 
characteristic of Turkmen, e. g. qz7 < q q  (girl), sen < sen, familiar ‘you’ form. 
The transition from the Turkish 75 Chuvash rand Turkish ,r < Chuvash lis a 
particularly important element in the history of the Turkish languages. 

The assimilation of consonants is commonly encountered in the north- 
east and north-west groups. When two successive consonants occur, the 
second is always assimilated to the first. 

Stress is not placed on a particular syllable in Turkish words. As a general 
rule, either the first or the last syllable is stressed. In place names (apart from 
the Persian termination -st&), the stress is placed on the first syllable, but in 
personal nouns on the last. The suffaes -ma-/-me- (negation)’, +ca/+ce 
(equative), +la/+le, +n (instrumental) and -ken (gerund) are not emphasized, 
the stress being transferred to the syllable which immediately precedes them. 

MORPHOLOGY 

The Turkish language is agglutinative. Words are formed by adding suffixes to 
an unchanged stem. Turkish words originally had monosyllabic roots. At most, 
a second open syllable is encountered. The word stem is either nominal or 
verbal. No distinction is made between genders of nouns (masculine, feminine 
and neuter) or between the single and dual forms; hence, there is no adjectival 
declension. Word groups consist of nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, 
adverbs, particles and interjections. Particles are postpositions which have the 
same function as prepositions and conjunctions in the Germanic languages and 
help to determine the relation between individual words and word groups. 

1. The sign - represents the verbal suffix or stem, and + represents the nominal suffE or 
stem. 
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FORMATION OF WORDS 

Substantival nominals: the suffix +I"k' (+Izk, +I&, +Izlk, +lik) has several 
functions : 
a) abstract nouns: qIzk (hunger) (a{ hungry]), $ik (goodness) hj kood]); 
b) the place where somethng is found: u&Izk (wood, bush, forest) (@a( 

[tree]), tzlxhk (saltcellar) (tux [salt]); 
c) occupation, profession: balzkpk (fishery) (buhkp [fisher]) ; 
d) for an object: ba,rIzk (cap, capital) (bq bead]), kiruIzk (to let, for hire) (kiru 

[rent hre]); +e" (+a, +n', +czl, +go (p, +@, +p, +@), forms agent 
nouns: uvcz (hunter) (av bunting]), ekmekfi (baker) (ekmek [bread]); +I" 
(+lz, +Ii, +h, flk) forms adjectives: cad2 (living being, creature) (Pers. can 
[soul]), toxh (dusty) (tox [dust]); +sox (+szx, +six, +sax, +si4 forms the 
privative: uiapxk (treeless) (U& [tree]), szlszl~ (thrsty) (szl [water]) ; +ak, 
fc'k, +cak, +@ax and +ea& form diminutives: bqak (ex) ( b q  bead]), 
golcik (lakelet) (go/ pake]); +ea, +le, +$U, +(e form the names of lan- 
guages : A/manca (the German language) (Alman [German]), Arup{u 
(Arabic); +dq denotes a companion: yoldq (travelling companion, fellow 
traveller) lyol [way]), szrdu,r (confidant) (< Ar. sir7 [secret]); +neo (+nn, 
+mi, +ne%, +mi) forms the ordmal numerals: bizinn' (the first), ikinci (the 
second), (bir [one], iki [mo]); +ur, +er, +pr, +fer form the distributive 
numerals: birer (one each) (bir [one]), a h  far (each) (ulh [six]), onur (ten 
each) (on [ten]). The following substantival nominals are relatively rare: 
+ki, +x, +sz, +msz, + mtzruk, +rak, +lz ..+Iz, +lqzn, +czlqzn, +m, +kek, 
+kan, +(, +h, +czl/+pI, +daw&, +man, +a[, +,rzn, +ak, +k, +t,+ tz, 

Nominal verb stems: +la-, +le- may be added to all kmds of nouns: bqla- 
(to begin) (bus bead]), isle- (to work) (if [work]); +ul-, +el- and +I- form nouns 
from adjectives: apI- (to diminish, to be reduced) (U? [few]), yonel- (to be 
directed) lyon [direction]), kzsaI- (to become shorter) (kzsu [short]); +h-, +de, 
+tu, +te and +kor (+kzr, +kir, +kzlr, +k&r) form verbs from onomatopoetic 
nouns: homldu- (to snore) ( h o d  [snore]), tikiir- (to spit) (ti [fie!]); +UT-, +r- 
and +k- form intransitives: bizik- (to join) (bir [one]), kurar- (to blacken) (kuru 
[black]). The other nominal verb stems +U-, +z-, sa- and + m m  are rare. 

Verbal nominals: -muk, -mek form infinitives: upak (to open), gomek (to 
see); (-z,r, -if, -U$, -zi,r) form nouns naming an action or the result of an action: 
bukq (look) (buk- [to look]); -mu, -me form verbal abstracts: -kuv~mu (fried 
meat) (kuvzlr- [to fry]), dondzlrmu (ice cream) (dondzlr- [freeze]); ",r and -mu have 
nearly the same function: giilme or gilii,r (laughing) ('gid- [to laugh]); -m denotes 
action or process in the abstract, result of an action, sometimes measure: ulzm 
satzm (business) (ul- [to take, to buy], sut- [to sell]), o'im (death) (OI- [to die]); -k, - 

+U?, +q, +I, +sal, +sal, +gil. 

2. The sign * represents the vowels z, i, ZI, U. 
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ak, form substantives, those denoting the result or place of an action, some- 
times an instrument: a& (open) (UT- [to open]), okek (measuring instrument) 
(64- [to measure]), or adjectives, those derived from transitive verbs having a 
passive meaning: piriik, (rotten) (Eiiri- [to moulder]); -n forms verbal abstracts: 
ekin (sowing) (ek- [to sow]), tiitiin (smoke) (tiit- [to smoke]); -go/&': ifki (drink) 
(if [to drink]); -'CO <-@Of2 forms agent nouns: okqaczt (reader) ( o h -  [to read]). 

The following verbal nominals are relatively rare: -ga, -gzn/-kzn, ganl-kan, 
gif, gaf, -aian, -g, ;h, -a, -tz, -t, -1, -52, -anak, -amak, -mzk, -af, -am, -alak, -an, -amaf, 
-ma$, -baf, -.raj, -man, -sak, -pak, -van, -mw, -cak, -ca, -Lama, -muca. 

Participles: agent nouns or participles represent the action of the verb 
a) as continuing (-@an), -arand -r): alan, or alzr (one who takes, or taker) (ai- [to 
take]), and b) as completed (-mzf, -dz/-tz, -dzk/-tzk): gelmi$ (one who has or is 
come) (gel- [to come]); -acak and -as2 denote future, and -map negative. 

Verbal verb stems: -ma-, -me- denote the negative:yapma- (not to do) bap- 
[to do, to make]); -I-, the passive or middle: up/- (to be opened) (up [to open]); 
-n- the reflexive or middle: giink- (to appear') @or- [to see]); -,r- the reciprocal or 
co-operative or oppositive: doviif- < do&- (to fight) (diiv- [to hit, to beat]),gbkij- 
(to see one another) (gor- [to see]); -r-, -t-, -dzr-/-tzr-, -dar-, -m-, gw-, -p- form the 
causative: kaczr- (to let escape) (kaf- [to flee, to run away]), bildir- (to let know) 
(bib [to know]), okat- (to cause to read) (oku- [to read]). The verbal verbs -a-, -2-, 

-k-, p-, y-, -sa-, -ma- and -ala- are rarely used. 

MORPHOLOGY 

Plural: +lar/+ler, e.g. at (horse), atlar (horses). 
Case: nominative: - (no termination); genitive: Eastern Turhsh +non, 

Western Turkish +On, after a vowel +non; dative: Eastern Turhsh +ga, 
Western Turkish +a, after a vowel +ya; accusative: Eastern Turkish + nz, 
Western Turhsh +", after a vowel +yo; locative: +da/+ta; ablative: Eastern 
Turkish + dzn/+tzn, Western Turhsh +dan/+tan; equative: +ca/+qa, Eastern 
Turkish +tek (< teg). 

Postpositions are generally either invariable converbs, substantives with a 
local meaning, or else loan-words. 

Cardinal numbers: bir (one), iki (two), iif (three), dort/tort (four), be,r (five), 
altz (six),yedi (seven), sekip (eight), dokap/tokq (nine), on (ten), onbir (eleven), 
y@mi (twenty), o t q  (thirty), kzrk (forty), elli (fifty), altmq (sixty), yetmi$ 
(seventy), seksen (eighty), doksan/toksan (ninety),yiip (hundred), bin (thousand). 

Personal pronouns: ben (I), sen, familiar singular (you), o (he, she, it), b i ~  
(we), si% plural (you), onlar (they). 

Demonstrative pronouns: ba (this), ,ra (the latter), o (the former), plural: 
banlar, pnlar, onlar. 

Reflexive pronouns: kendi (own, self,), op (own, self). 
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Possessive endings: +Om, +On1, +z, after a vowel +st, plural: +Om0?, 
+ On0?, flan. Turhsh of Turkey and Adhari (Azeri) use n instead of n and +so 
instead of +sz. 

Interrogative forms: kim (who?); ne (what?); neden, ni& (why?); kaf (how 
many?); hmni (where?); kagan (when?) (< %a+). 

Verb forms: vocative: singular 1. -qm, -gun; 2. -, gd, gzn, -62; 3. -son, 
plural: 1. -ah, a h ,  -a/&, -ayzk; 2. 

Present: -&or+ (SW), -a+ (NW, SE), -mak&+ (SE,SW). 
Aorist: -+, -Or+, -ark (+ personal form). This form is also used to obtain 

Past: -do +/-to+ (+ possessive ending), -m0,r+ (SW), -"p, gm+ (+ 

Future: -+, -Or+, -ark (in all dialects), a&+ (SW), zg+, -ma,++, guct+ 
Conditional: -sd+ (+ possessive ending). 
The negative of all forms is obtained by adding -ma- to the verb stem. 
Audary verbs: i-, e- (< er-) 'to be', ol-, bol- 'to become', tw- 'to stand'. 
Converbs: -a, -arak, -y, -(&ionga, -@ah, gag, -ken. Many other extended 

-Onlar; 3. -sznlar. 

the future tense in all dialects. 

personal form, SE, NW). 

(+ personal form, SE), %U+ (possessive ending, SE). 

converbs exist. 

The earliest monuments of the Turhsh languages 
The history of the Turkish language can be divided into the following periods: 
Old Turkish (sixth to tenth centuries), Middle Turkish (eleventh to nineteenth 
centuries) and Modern Turkish (since the early twentieth century). 

O1,D TYRKISFI (SIXTH TO TENTH CENTUR1E:S) 

The hstory of Turkish can be traced back continuously to the year 720 AD. 
The term 'Old Turkish' is used to denote the language of the pre-Islamic 
monuments of High and Central Asia, in whch a variety of alphabets was 
used. The principal monuments of this period are: a) the runic inscriptions of 
the Kok-Turk dynasty (sixth to eighth centuries) in Mongolia; the manuscripts 
in the b) Brahmi, c) Manichaean, d) Soghdian and, in particular, e) Uighur 
script (these are generally translations of texts with a religious content). 

MIDDLE TURKISH (TENTH TO NINTEENTH CENTURIES) 

Middle Turkish came into existence in the Islamic period with Qarakhsnid in 
Turklstan, Khwarizmian and Chaghatai in the East, and ELipchak and Osmanh 
in the West. The Arabic script was used during ths period. The Uighur script 
did, however, also survive for some time. The first Turkish Muslims were the 
Qarluqs from Sirdarya and the Shnsh Turks. As new converts to the Islamic 
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faith, they needed a translation of the Qur’iin to understand its meaning. In 
the time of the Swnnid Manstir b.Niih (350-376/961-986), a Persian 
interlinear translation had already been prepared by a commission, which was 
also joined by a Turkish scholar from the Turkish-speaking town of Ispicab. 
The oldest witness of Turkish in the Islamic period known so far is a Turkish 
interhear translation of the Qur’gn whch must have been made at this time. 
Copies from the eighth/fourteenth century are extant. However, lingustic 
peculiarities prove that the archetype of these Turkish translations dates back 
to the early era of Turkish Islam and must have been prepared in the lower 
Sirdaryii region or in the Talas Valley. 

Other early monuments of Middle Turkish include: 
The fita&bu Bd& (The Book of Knowledge which Brings Happiness), 

written in Knshghar by Yusuf Khiiss Hiijib from Baliisiighm in the year 462/ 
1069-1070. It comprises 6,645 Qarakhiinid couplets on the ethics of gov- 
ernment. 

The Dwiiz LagbZt al-Erk (Compendium of Turkish Dialects), com- 
piled by Mahmtid al-Kiishghaxi in the year 466/1073-1074. This dictionary 
(prepared in the Arabic language, in Baghdad) contains about 8,000 Turkish 
key-words; it is a rich source of material on the Turktsh culture of that 
time. 

The ‘Atabut al-baqZJiq (Threshold of the Truths) by Adib &mad 
Yiheki consists of 121 didactic quatrains. 

In the fifth/eleventh century, Turkish appeared in IUlwiirizm as a literary 
language, using a mixture of Eastern and Western dialects. Here, Mahmud al- 
Zamakhshari (d. 538/1144) wrote the Maqaddimat al-adab for the Turkish ruler, 
Atsiz. This is a didactic work and dictionary in Arabic with Turkish, Persian 
and Mongolian interlinear translations; the oldest copies have only Turkish 
translations. 

The@;q al-anb&Z’ (Stories of the Prophets) was adapted into Turkish by 
Niisir al-Din al-Rabghtizi in the year 710/1310 from a Persian edition. 

Early works of poetry in Khwarizmian include Ma% al-mamd (712/1313) 
by a certain Islam, BaJreu ZI Shf~n (742/1342) by Qutb and Mubabbet-nZme 
(753/1353) by Husayn Khwnrizmi. 

The extensive prose work Nebcii IrferZdis (The Road to the Paradises) by 
Mahmiid ‘Ah was completed before 759/1358. It consists of vocalized texts 
with a religious content written in a clear, vernacular language. 

Old Osmanh (or Old Anatolian) Turkish, which represents the earliest 
form of Western Turkish in Anatolia (from the thirteenth to the fifteenth 
centuries), was not used initially as an official language or a vehicle of culture, 
but purely as a vernacular. Official documents and scientific and literary works 
were generally written in Arabic or Persian. It was not until 675/1277, when 
Qaramiinoglu Mehmed Beg prohbited the speakmg of foreign languages, that 
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Turhsh works appear in Anatolia. The Curb-name by &mad Faqih, Yisqzl 
ZeLbd by Sheyyiid Hamza and the Sbeb-nZme by Dehhiini were pioneering 
Turkish works in Anatolia. In the fourteenth century, they were followed by 
the Poems of Yiinus Emre and Qadi Burhan &Din, the Gun$-ndme and Fuqr- 
nZme by ‘Ashiq Pasha, the iskrender-ndme, GmsbFd U Hzlrsbd and the Poems of 
Ahmadi, the translations Szlbeil zl NevbubZr and firbeng-nimeyi ‘di by Hoca 
Mes‘iid, Kelii‘e ue Dmne by I<ul Mes‘iid, the Alun&q ul-&yr by Giilshehri, the 
Bursbid-name and Muqzlb&-ndme by Sheykhoglu, various Turkish translations 
of the Qur’iin and many other works. 

This fertile output in the Turhsh language continued in the fifteenth 
century with 1,2sfletii’w~ec& (or Ahvlid) by Sulaymiin Chelebi, the Poems of 
&mad-i Da‘i, 4 m a d  Pasha and Neciiti Beg, Tevd%kb-i A?-i ‘OthmZn by 
Ashq-pasha-ziide, etc. Heroic epics such as Dede Korkzlt, Buttai’hime, 
DZni.kvenrl-nZme, ,Yultaq-n&ze etc., whch had been passed on by oral tradition, 
were also generally set down in writing during ths century. The development 
of Osmanh continued into later centuries with thousands of literary, scientific 
and other works. 

The language of the Turlclsh monuments of the Islamic period in both 
the East and the West made use of a simple and clear style, with an almost 
pure vocabulary, until the fifteenth century. Following the massive in- 
corporation of Arabic and Persian words and grammatical elements, Turkish 
became a typical representative of a lexically mixed language, being known in 
the East as Chaghatay and in the West as Osmanh. Both forms flourished 
between the fifteenth and twentieth centuries as languages of literature and 
culture and thousands of works were written in them. Only the Turkish 
sentence-structure remained unaffected by foreign influence. Osmanll was 
the language of hgh poetry, scholarly works and, to some extent, also of 
cultivated circles of the population. On the other hand, the language of the 
people remained pure Turlclsh, with the exception of a few firmly established 
Persian and Arabic words. During the Reform Movement in Turkey, the 
Arabic script was abandoned on 19 Jumiida I 1347/3 November 1928 and 
officially replaced by the roman alphabet. An attempt was then made to 
replace most of the Arabic and Persian words by Turhsh equivalents. 
Although many of these new Turhsh words came into general use, the 
percentage of Arabic and Persian elements in contemporary Turhsh is still 
very high. In the past one hundred years, many words from European lan- 
guages were adapted by Turhsh as a result of the close ties with European 
countries. 

C -  

MODERN TURKISH (SINCE THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY) 

Until about 1927, the Turks in the Soviet Union used the Arabic script, but 
h s  was replaced between 1928 and 1939 by a modified Roman alphabet. 
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After 1940, the Cyrillic alphabet took over. During &IS period, many Russian 
words established themselves in Turhsh, alongside Arabic and Persian 
words. 

The process of borrowing was not unilateral. As a consequence of long- 
standing relations with both the Orient and the Occident, many Turhsh ele- 
ments entered Persian and Arabic, and also the Slavonic, Romanic and 
Germanic languages of Eastern Europe. The widespread use of Turkish also 
led to the incorporation of many Arabic and Turkish words into other lan- 
guages. Some languages comprise several thousand Turkish words, e.g. more 
than 2,100 in Persian, 7,000 in Serbo-Croatian and 5,000 in Bulgarian. Greek, 
Hungarian, Romanian, Russian etc. also contain a great many Turlush ele- 
ments. 

1. 
The Turkish languages can be divided into the following groups: 
The South-West or Oghuz Group (spoken by about 92 million people in 
1991). This group used to be represented by the language of the Saljiiq 
and Ottoman Turks; today it comprises the following dialects: (a) 
Turkish, used in Turkey (780,600 square kilometres, spoken by 60 mil- 
lion inhabitants, capital Ankara), in the Balkans, in the Dobruja region 
and in parts of Cyprus and northern Syria. (b) Adhari, used in the 
Republic of Azerbaijan (86,600 square kilometres, spoken by 7,302,000 
inhabitants, capital Bzku), in Nakhichevan and in the Iranian province of 
Azerbaijan (spoken by about 9 million inhabitants, principal town 
Tabriz). The Aynallu, Bocharlu and QashqHy dialects spoken in the 
Iranian provinces of Hamadan and FHrs, and the Turkmen dialect of 
northern Iraq are closely related to Azeri. (c) Turkmen is spoken by some 
four mdlion people, 2,995,600 of whom live in the Turkmen Republic 
(488,100 square kilometres, capital ‘Ashkhabnd); it is also used in the 
provinces of northern Iran and in north-west Afghanistan. (d) Khuriisiin 
Turhsh is spoken by 1,500,000 people in the north-eastern Iranian 
province of Khurgsiin. 
The North-West or Qoman-QipchHq Group (spoken by about 27 mil- 
lion people). Ths group formerly included the language of the Khomans 
(or of the Codex Cumanicus, fourteenth century), that of the Western 
Golden Horde, and partly also the language of the Mamluks in Egypt 
and Syria. Today, it is represented by the following dialects: (a) Qiizgn 
Tatar in the Tatar Autonomous Republic (68,000 square kilometres, 
spoken by 6,786,000 people, capital Qiizw), the principal dialects being: 
Wscher, spoken south of Qiiziin, and also in Finland; Tepter in the 
Urals; Tobol, Tiimen and other forms in western Siberia; (b) Bashkir in 
the Bashkir Autonomous Republic (143,600 square kilometres, spoken 
by 1,475,000 persons, capital Ufa); (c) Karaim (spoken by 25,000 peo- 
ple) in Lithuania and Poland; (d) Qarachay (166,400) and Balkar (97,850) 
in the northern Caucasus; (e) Qumuq (302,500) in Diighistgn; 

2. 
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(9 Crimean Tatar, used since March 1945 in Uxbektstan (spoken by 
about 352,000 people); (g) Nogay (82,000) in the northern Caucasus; (h) 
Kazakh in the Republic of Kazakhstan (2,717,300 square hlometres, 
spoken by 8,723,000 people, capital was Alma Ata’ but since 1997, 
Astana (1 ,500,000), and in eastern Turkestan (about 3,000,000 people); 
(i) Qaraqalpaq, which is a dialect of Kazakh used in the Kara-Icalpak 
Autonomous Republic (206,000 square lulometres, spoken by 474,250 
people); (j) Qirghz in the Republic of IGrghizia (195,129 square ktlo- 
metres, spoken by 2,781,600 people, capital Bishkek), Afghanistan and 
eastern Turkestan. 
The South-East or Uighur Group (spoken by 38 mlUlon people). Old 
Uighur, Qarakhiinid and Chaghatay are earlier representatives of this 
group. It includes: (a) Uzbek in the Uzbek Republic (447,000 square 
hlometres, spoken by 18,388,300 people, capital Tashkent) and in 
northern Afghanistan (1,500,000 people); (b) Neo-Uighur in eastern 
Turkestan (1,707,200 square lulometres, spoken by about 19.5 mLUlon 
people, capital Urumchi) and in western Turkistan (281,860 persons), 
with its subgroup Taranci in the Ili Valley, Sariq-Uighur used in Kansu, 
and Salar-Uighur in the eastern territory of Ts’inghai Province. 
The North-East or Siberian Group: (a) Altai (spoken by 75,380 persons) 
in the Altai territory, (b) Khakass (85,091 persons) in the Abakan Valley; 
(c) Tuvinian (222,194 persons) spoken in the Tannu-Tuva region. 
Yakut, with the Dolgano-Nenets subgroup, in the Yakut Autonomous 
Republic (3,103,200 square kilometres, spoken by 402,000 people, 
capital Yakutsk) and in the district of Taimyr on the Yenisei Rwer 
estuary. 
The Bulgarian Group. Ths was formerly the language of the Bulghars 
(eighth to fourteenth centuries) in the Volga region, who converted to 
Islam in the tenth century. Today it includes Chuvash in the Chuvash 
Autonomous Republic (18,300 square lulometres, spoken by 1,866,816 
people, capital Cheboksary). As Chuvash dlffers substantially from the 
other Turktsh dialects, its importance for linguistic research is consider- 
able. 
Khalaj is spoken by about 30,000 people in Central Iran. It assumes a 
special position among the Turkish dialects because of its many archaic 
features. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 
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1-3.1 Speakers of Turkish languages 

10. Turks in Turkey and in the 29. Crimean Tatars 

11. AdhariTurks 30. Uzbeks 
12. Turkmens 31. Uighurs 
13. Khur2sBn Turks 32. Sariq Uighurs and Salars 

Balkans 

20. Kazakhs 40. Altaic Turks 
21. Qaraqalpaqs 41. IUlakass 
22. Qirgiz 42. Tuvinians 
23. Tatars 
24. Bashkirs 50. Yakuts 
25. Qumuqs 
26. Karachays and Balkars 60. Chuvash 
27. Nogay 
28. Karaims 70. Khalaj 
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Chapter 4 

THE LANGUAGES O F  THE 
INDIAN MUSLIMS 

The Muslims of the Indian Subcontinent boast a large number of literary 
languages whch belong to most different lin<guistic fandm of the regon. 

W e  can leave aside the numerous Dravidian languages such as Tamil, 
Telugu, or Malavalam, now spoken in the southern part of India but which 
have developed a small Muslim literature despite the comparatively limited 
number of Muslims living in these areas. The only Dravidian language still 
alive in Pahstan, the Brahui, whch exists in complete isolation in Baluchistan, 
has barely any literary function. Certain influences on its grammar from the 
enclosing Balchi areas have been noticed in the first major study of Brahui 
published in 1888 by the indefatigable German scholar and missionary Ernest 
Trumpp (1828-1885). Most of the Brahui speakers are conversant with Urdu, 
Sindhi, Pashto and, of course, Baluchi. 

The Muslim conquest of the southern part ofwhat is now Pahstan in 92/ 
71 1-712 led to important new developments, for the Arabs brought their na- 
tive language into the Lower Indus Valley, the language in whch the Holy 
Qur’an was revealed and whch thus had to be learned by the new Muslims, at 
least to the extent of correctly uttering the words of prayer. A major problem 
was that of the script, for as the Arabic alphabet was accepted by most groups 
of new Muslims, yet the difficulty arose of adapting it to the Indian languages 
with their completely Afferent sound systems. For, while the Arabic alphabet is 
perfectly suited for a Semitic language built on three-part roots in an almost 
mathematical way, Sanskrit-based languages have a complicated grammatical 
system of their own, as have the Dravidian ones. Only at a comparatively late 
stagc were official Arabic alphabets developed for languages such as Sindhi, 
Pashto, Kasbmiri or Panjabi by adding additional dots or small signs to the basic 
twenty-eight Arabic letters in order to distinguish aspirant, retroflex and em- 
phatic sounds which are missing in Arabic (to reproduce the mzwhwam was 
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apparently impossible in Arabic letters). O n  the other hand, Arabic sounds, 
adopted into the languages of the Subcontinent, often undergo strange changes 
in loan-words. The most common one is the exchange ofj and p: Najaf be- 
comes Nazaf; and when, as in Bengali and often in Gujarati, the Arabic and 
Persian s is changed into sh, one finds names like Jhinip al-Dn, which re- 
presents, in correct Arabic, Sir@ al-Dn (lamp of Religion). In certain areas the 
Arabic emphatic d, which appears generally as p (Rama&n > Rama.@n), is 
changed into cerebral I, so that the name M&a&i, Marta@ appears as MurtalZ 
Arabic remained the language of theology and higher philosophical studles, and 
at partition it was even suggested that it be made Pakistan's national language. 

After Arabic was successfully introduced into the southern part of pre- 
sent-day Pakistan (including Arabic building-epigraphy, whtch remained in use 
for many centuries), the next in the wave of languages that were brought by 
Muslims to India was Persian. The armies of M b a d  of Ghazna, who in- 
vaded north-west India some seventeen times after the year 390/1000, spoke 
mainly Persian. Neo-Persian, already established in Iran proper as a literary 
language, was to become the ideal vehicle for literature up to the twentieth 
century and remained the language of higher education and administration 
unul 1250/1835, when the Macaulay Edict introduced English in its place. 
Persian is an Iranian language, and the Neo-Persian spoken at Mabad's court 
in Ghazna had developed in numerous steps from Avestan and Pahlavi to its 
present, grammatically quite simple form, enriched by an ever-increasing 
amount of Arabic elements and written in Arabic characters. The Persian- 
speaking people who came to India, maintained the classical distinction be- 
tween mq2il and macef vowels, that is, between aand ?, 0 and #, a dlstinction 
lost in modern Tehrani Persian, but still extant in Afghan Dari and Tajik. 

Another Iranian language which was to become an important literary 
vehicle is Pashto which, like Baluchi, split off from the family to which Neo- 
Persian belongs at a rather early stage. Amir Iulusraw (d. 725/1325) describes 
the language of the Pathans around Multw, where he spent some time around 
668/1270, comparing its sounds most unlndly with rathg metal, and the 
existence of a number of hard sounds (kh, like the German ch in ach, p, like the 
German d induced Pathiins often to compare their mother-tongue to 
German. In the nineteenth century intense &scussions were held concerning 
the ancestry of Pashto. Even the fine British scholar G. Raverty thought that it 
might be the language of the lost tribe of Israel, although it does not resemble 
any Semitic language. Ernest Trumpp, to whom the first comprehensive 
grammar of Pashto is owed (1873), after H. Ewald's first attempt at a classi- 
fication in 1839, considered it a link between the Indian and the Zand, i.e. 
Iranian, languages. However, it seems that features common to some Indian 
and Iranian languages may have coloured Pashto owing to the geographical 
connection. It was Wilhelm Geiger (1856-1943) who clearly proved the East 
Iranian character of Pashto. 
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Stuhes of Baluch started at about the same time (1842) as of Pashto, 
again mainly by British and German scholars; W. Geiger was able to analyse its 
two different dialects and explain them in the hstorical context of Iranian 

Ernest Trumpp was the first to offer an extensive grammar of the Sindhi 
language. This appeared in 1872, long after hs soujourn in Karachi (and 
Peshawar). Sindhi is, according to him, the neo-Indian language whch has 
preserved most features of Prakrit, and he claims that the ‘abundance of 
grammatical forms (in ths language ...) may cause the envy of other lan- 
guages’. An extremely rich verbal system, the use of enclitic pronouns, six 
cases of nominal flexion and, in the early days, the extreme density of the 
sentence structure make Sindhi a melodious and poetical language. During the 
nineteenth century it slowly adopted some features from Urdu and has 
nowadays lost some of its complicated forms to develop into a functional 
vehcle not only for poetry but also for prose; Sindh was mentioned as early as 
c. 663/1265 in Mawlana Rumi’s Mathnuwias a ‘source of pride for the Sindhs’. 
Thus, their love for their mother-tongue is understandable. The problem was, 
again, transliteration: up to the nineteenth century one finds Sindhi written in 
Devanagari script (as today among the Hindus in India); in Gurmukhi, as used 
by the Sikh community; and in Arabic letters with diacritical marks, a system 
which was only slowly developed until Sir Bartle Frere introduced an official 
alphabet in 1265/1849. The Isma‘ili Khoja community wrote Sindhi and its 
related dialects in the so-called Iulojlil script. Originally a merchant’s alphabet, 
it was then elaborated to note down the ginam, the sacred texts of the com- 
munity. This script is now known only to a small group of Ism2ilis and the 
ginam are generally transcribed into Gujarati letters. Gujarati, another neo- 
Indian language, connected with Sindhi through Kutch, has its own alphabet; 
it is largely used also by the other Isma‘ili community, i.e. the Bohoriis. 

in the western dialect of Sindh, spoken in Las Bda, barely any literary 
works exist, while Sir&, the bridge to Panjabi, is widely spoken in the 
northern areas of Sind and around Multgn; its grammatical structure and 
pronunciation are simpler than that of Sindhi and it was and is used for folk- 
and religious poetry. 

Panjabi belongs to the same linguistic group and seems to have been 
spoken from early times in the country of the Five Rivers and the adjacent 
areas. A powerful language with a comparatively simple grammar, Panjabi was 
largely used by the Sikhs whose community developed in the rural Punjab; its 
early literature was therefore preserved in the Gurmuklu script and only 
comparatively late were Arabic letters more generally used for Panjabi (thus, in 
commentaries on the Qur’gn or religous texts). After partition, of course, 
Arabic was made the official alphabet. 

As for the structure of medieval Panjabi, it was again E. Trumpp who 
tried to clarify it whde working on hs translation of the Adi Granth; but while 

phllolog y. 
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this translation - although not without faults according to modern standards - 
was published in 1877, the grammar was unfortunately never printed. At 
present British scholars such as Christopher Shackle are working on Panjabi 
and Sirailil. 

Urdu, now the national language of Pakistan and for a long time the /hgm 
franca of northern India, bears a Turlilsh name but its grammar is Indian- 
based, whde its vocabulary is replete with Arabic and Persian terms. Although 
for the mixed language called Hindustani by Europeans between the late 
eighteenth and the mid-twentieth centuries, both Arabic and Devanagari 
characters were used, the Arabicization of LTrdu and the Sanskritization of 
Hindi, as also expressed in the exclusive use of one of these two alphabets, 
increased in times of rising nationalist feelings. Interestingly, the first traces of 
what is now called Urdu are found in southern India in the Dakhni-Urdu, 
spoken and written in the Muslim kingdoms of the Deccan, whle Urdu be- 
came a literary vehicle in the northern areas only around 1118/1707, i.e. after 
Aurangzeb's death. Refined to its utmost capacities in nineteenth-century 
Lucknow, Urdu, as the national language of Palastan, now shows some in- 
fluences of Palastmi regional idioms and increasingly of English. 

The fact that Urdu WJS declared Palastan's national language led to 
protests in Bengal (then East Palastan), which boasts a rich literary and lin- 
pstic tradition, and where it is written almost cxclusively in a Devanagari- 
based alphabet. The tension between the Urdu speakers based in northern 
I d a  and those now in Palstan, was one of the main reasons for the break-up 
of Pakistan in 1971 (just as the differences between LJrdu-speaking /mihZji;.. 
from India and speakers of Sindht still contribute to tensions in Sind). 

Whle one formerly thought of a simple 'Kiifiri' language in the moun- 
tainous areas of Indo-Palastan, one soon learned to differentiate between 
Iranian languages such as W a k h  or Yaghnobi (whch were first studied by 
W. Geiger in hs surveys of Pamir dialects), and the group of Dardic languages 
(whch have become better known thanks mainly to the h'onvegian scholar 
G. Morgenstierne and the German authority G. Buddruss). Particularly fasci- 
nating is Burushaski, a language spoken in Hunza, whch does not belong to 
any known linguistic family and thus offers a great challenge to scholars, 
among whom Hermann Berger of Heidelberg is the outstanding specialist. 
Burushaslu Ismii'ili literature is written in Arabic characters, so that one re- 
cognizes at least some Arabic loan-words. Another interesting sample of Hindu 
Kush languages is Balti, whch belongs to the Tibetan family of languages. 

Kashmiri, on the other hand, is part of the Indo-Aryan family, but its 
grammatical structure differs considerably from its distant relatives such as 
Panjabi and Urdu, as I<. F. Burkhard had already stated in hs valuable studies 
on Kashmiri in 1877; later, Herbert Grierson classified all the Indian idioms in 
his Ling&% J'wz~gl q'hdia (1916ff.), and his findings are sdl being refined. 
One has yet to mention another element whch is often overlooked: Turhsh. 
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Not only were many of the early rulers of Delhi (and later of the Deccan) 
of Turkish Central-Asian origin, but with the Mughals, a new group of 
Turhsh-speaking nobdity appeared. Even though the elegant language used at 
court was Persian, literary works in Turkish continued to be written. The very 
name of the Urdu language is indicative of the Turkish element in India: Urdu 
is w-da ‘the camp’ - it was the language of the military aristocracy. Turkish 
grammars are found as far south as Madras in the early nineteenth century, 
which shows that a certain knowledge of this language was apparently still 
regarded as useful. 

Thus, the Indian Muslims could express their thoughts in the most di- 
verse languages: the Semitic Arabic, the Iranian Persian (plus Pashto and 
Baluch), the Sanskrit-based Sindhi, Siraiki, Panjabi, Kashmiri and, as a mix- 
ture, Urdu; furthermore Dardic and Tibetan languages, and finally the 
Dravidian languages like Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam in the south, and 
Brahui in Baluchistan. 
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Chapter 5 

MALAY 
Mohumed Taib Bin Osman 

The Malay language belongs to the Austronesian family. The older term used 
was Malayo-Polynesian, and comparative linguists today would illustrate the 
genetic relationshp of these languages as follows: 

Austric 

(IUlasi, Mon-Khmer, Cham) 

Wcronesian Melanesian Polynesian Indonesian 
(Malay, Javanese, 
Macassarese etc.) 

W e  pockets of aboriginal e t h c  groups still speak languages belonging 
to the Austro-Asiatic family, most of the population who inhabit the area 
stretchmg from Madagascar in the west to the Hawaiian Islands in the east, 
from southern China and the Indo-Chinese Peninsula in the north to New 
Zealand in the south, speak languages belonging to the Austronesian family. 
Covering such a vast area, the Austronesian family is further classified into 
four sub-familtes covering the areas of Micronesia (the islands of Pulauan, 
Chamara, Guam, Truk etc.), Melanesia (New Guinea and the islands nearby), 
Polynesia (New Zealand, Fiji, Hawaii and the Easter Islands) and Indonesia 
(from Madagascar in the west to Formosa in the east). The Indonesian sub- 
family therefore consists of thousands of cognate languages, most of them 
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rather insipficant because they are spoken only by a small number of people 
and are comparatively isolated in the interior, wMe some others, because of 
the number of their speakers, have acheved greater significance. Bahasa 
Melayu, or Malay, is one of the latter. 

By the second half of the twentieth century, after the end of Western 
colonial rule in the regon, Malay had become the official and national lan- 
guage of Malaysia and Brunei Darussalam, the official and national language of 
Indonesia, which is termed Bahasa Indonesia, and one of the official and 
national languages of the Republic of Singapore. An early evidence for the 
existence of this language is to be found in the stone edicts of South Sumatra 
dating back to the seventh century AD. Obviously belonging to the Srivijaya 
empire, which was a dominant Malay power in the period extending from the 
sixth to the thrteenth centuries AD, the edicts reveal a generous borrowing of 
Sanskrit words in the Malay language. 

From the fKst century AD to the advent of Islam in the twelfth, the world 
of South East Asia is often referred to by scholars as ‘Greater India’. Ths 
alludes to the fact that the influence of Indian civilization had held sway over 
the regon. Not only religion, but other aspects of life, such as language and 
literature, were imbued with Sanskrit influence. Javanese was the dominant 
language of ths civilization. However, Sanskrit loan-words and phrases, s d  in 
Malay to tlus day, reflect the nature of cultural contact with the Subcontinent 
in ancient times. Sanskrit loan-words occur usually in the realm of religion, 
phdosophy and abstract ideas, that is, words for intellectual usage connected 
with the more sophisticated aspects of life. Another Indlan language, Tamil, 
emerged later and was mainly connected with the world of trade and maritime 
activities, as is reflected in the loan-words which survive to this day. Sanskrit 
influence was much stronger in Javanese than in Malay, but this changed with 
the advent of Islam and the influence of Arabic and Persian in the early thir- 
teenth century. 

In fact, Malay was a vehcle for the spread of Islam throughout the 
region. Many factors contributed to this. As Malay was the spoken language of 
the coastal population of the region, who not only were organized into prin- 
cipahties and ktngdoms but were also trading throughout the area, it grew to 
be the regional hggufrancu. Moreover, waterways like the Malacca Straits, the 
Sunda Straits and the Macassar Sea, were natural channels for maritime ac- 
tivities, especially trade, as well as the carriers of civhzational elements. It was 
through such activities that Malay spread widely. Islam therefore followed the 
routes of trade. The growth of certain kingdoms like Malacca, Atjeh, Brunei, 
Pattani, Banten or Macassar, based both on trade as well as religious learning, 
made Malay the language of culture and of the learned, while the general 
population spoke their own regional languages. 

Those who spread Isle in the early days must have been tolerant, be- 
cause in popular usage Sansknt words for basic Islamic religious notions are 
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sull current today. Words like pzlasa (fasting), neraka (purgatory), or 
(heaven) are Sanskrit. Even for prayer, the old Malay phrase Sembah 
(obedience to the Deity) was more popular than the Arabic ;ahit. When Islam 
became more deeply involved in the life of the people, not only did Arabic 
words come to be used widely (especially to convey abstract thoughts), but 
also the Arabic alphabet (with minor adjustments) was adopted for Malay 
writing. Diacritical marks like ' (ng), d (ny), or I (ch) were added for Malay 
sounds whch do not have Ara \ ic equivalents, wke Arabic letters like M ,  L, 

(whch do not convey Malay sounds) were kept because the Malay 

been attempts to apply the grammar of Arabic to Malay, but with little success. 
Although contacts with Europeans had already taken place in the six- 

teenth century, the European influence was not strong before the nineteenth. 
Actually, ths coincided with the increasing influence of European civilization 
on the local population. Colonial rule saw the Indonesian territories being 
influenced by the official use of Dutch, whde that of English prevailed in the 
Malaysian territories and Spanish and American English in the Philippines. 
This explains the extensive Dutch vocabulary in Bahasa Indonesia and the 
amount of English in the Malay language in Malaysia. The European colonial 
rule also brought socio-political changes to the Malay world and this fact is 
reflected in the development of Malay as a modern language, both in 
Indonesia and Malaysia. Ths part of the story has its own interesting features. 

Just as with the introduction of Islam, the Arabic alphabet was adopted 
for Malay, so with the colonial rule the roman alphabet (as used by the Dutch 
and the English) was adopted for Bahasa Melayu in the respective territories. 
Over the years, however, especially after Independence, a number of spelling 
reforms were introduced whch culminated in a common spelling system 
being adopted for Indonesia, Malaysia and also Brunei. The following charts 
illustrate the vowels and consonants of the Malay language. 

Mus Or 5i 'm had to read the Qur'gn and use many Arabic loan-words. There have 

Vowels in Standard Malay and how they appear in the Arabic and roman 

1. Malay vowels in phonetic transcription, 
the roman alphabet (English) 
and the Arabic alphabet 

alphabets: 
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2. Consonants in the roman alphabet: 

b c + d f g h j k l m n  p [d* 
3. The Arabic alphabet as adapted for Malay 

[$ CL& I? 2 2 j j 
Cdl9 

r s t [VI* w [XI* y z 

[ ] letters representing Malay sounds 
* The letters q, v and x do not represent any Malay sound, but are used 
for loan-words or neologisms. 

+ The letter c used to be combined with h to convey the sound [ch], but 
now c is used for this purpose. 

The colonial rule also brought about a new approach towards life among the 
people of the region, and this fact also influenced the language. During their 
rule of Indonesia during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the Dutch 
promoted what they called Bahasa MeLaya Engi (High Malay) as the language 
of administration, especially when dealing with the local population. And the 
Japanese dtary during their occupation of Indonesia between 1942 and 1945 
also used the Malay language in administration. However, long before that, in 
1928, the Indonesian Youth Congress - one of the manifestations of the 
political awakening of the Indonesian people - had declared the Indonesian 
language, which was basically Malay, to be the national language of the newly 
conceived motherland, Indonesia. So when Indonesia declared its indepen- 
dence in 1945 and was subsequently granted independence by the Dutch after 
an armed struggle, one of the national priorities was the development of the 
Indonesian language to meet the demands of a modern state. Not only were 
Dutch loan-words adopted (especially scientific and technical terms), but also 
local, indigenous words to enrich the language. Now known as Bahasa 
Indonesia, it is a binding force in a nation whose population speaks hundreds 
of local languages and ddects. Although it has developed along its own lines, 
it remains mutually intelligible to speakers of Malay in other countries of the 
region. 

Language development in Malaysia followed a slightly different path 
because of the different political background. The transition from colonial rule 
to independence followed constitutional evolution. However, much of the 
political inspiration came from Indonesia. The constitution of the Federation 
of Malaya, which was later transformed into a Federation of Malaysia by in- 
cluding Singapore, Sarawak and Sabah, provided that the national and official 
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language of the nation be the Malay language. An institution charged with the 
responsibility of developing Malay and its literature to meet the needs of the 
nation was established and called Dewan Bahasa &rz Pwtaka, or the Institute of 
Language and Literature of Malaysia. The institution has been very active in 
gathering techcal terms and general vocabulary, in publishing literature and 
educational books and in developing the language to meet the needs of a fast- 
growing country. 

Today, Malay is not only the official language of administration, but also 
the language of education used in the national educational system up to uni- 
versity level. Brunei Darussalam followed almost the same path as Malaysia in 
developing Malay, even in establishmg an agency devoted to the same purpose 
and function. While in Indonesia and Malaysia the roman alphabet has been 
adopted extensively as the script for the language, Brunei steadfastly holds on 
to the Arabic alphabet, called Jzwi in the region, but has also adopted the 
roman alphabet. 

While the usage of the language remains similar in Malaysia and Brunei, 
in Indonesia, especially in the mass-media, it differs slightly in style and pro- 
nunciation. Nevertheless, the local versions of the official language are usually 
mutually intelhgble. There is normally a smooth communication when parties 
from the Malay-speaking population of the region (consisting of Brunei, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, or even Thailand [south]) meet, except that certain local 
words and phrases would have to be explained and clarified to avoid any 
misunderstanding or misconception. Especially in Indonesia, where there exist 
many regional languages like Javanese, Madurese, Ambonese, Bugmese and 
others, the presence of these languages tends to make the resultant Indonesian 
language not only rich and colourful but also precise in expression. 

To encourage the growth of the language in the modern era, the states 
having Malay as their official and national language (namely Indonesia, 
Malaysia and Brunei Darussalam) formed a joint council to coin standard 
common terms for the various fields of knowledge, for use in teachmg and to 
meet other professional demands in intellectual life. However, it is still left to 
the individual country to adapt according to its own idea of Malay as a national 
or official language. But linguistically, the challenge facing the Malay language 
today is to match the pace of development in many fields of knowledge, 
especially in science and technology. In Malaysia, the present strategy for 
language politics is to ensure that the Malay language develops as a language of 
knowledge in order to meet modern needs. 
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Chapter 6 

AFRICAN L A N G U A G E S  
Jan Knappert and A. K Irvine 

Although the basic distribution of languages in Africa north of the Sahara is 
relatively straightforward, with the entire area from the Sudan, through Egypt 
and on to the Atlantic coast in the west dominated by Arabic dialects, 
interspersed with a number of Berber languages, predominantly in Algeria and 
Morocco, a quite different situation prevails in the sub-Saharan regions, where 
a hghly complex picture emerges, with upwards of 800 languages, mostly with 
few speakers and presenting linguists with major problems of classification. 
Even in the Arabic-speaking northern part of the continent there is a sharp 
division in dialects between those of Egypt and the Sudan, which are of 
Peninsular origin, and those of the Maghrib, whch historically reflect the 
invasions and spread of various bedouin Arab tribes, notably the Banfi Hild and 
the Sulaym, in early medieval times. Intercommunication between the speakers 
of these dialects can be very difficult, so that for literary purposes and for radio 
and television the Modern Standard Arabic koine is generally employed. 

It is commonly accepted now that African languages may be classified 
into four major families: Niger-Congo, Nilo-Saharan, Afro-Asiatic and 
Khoisan, all, apart from the localized Iuloisan (or Bushman) languages of the 
south, widely distributed over large stretches of Africa and revealing no fea- 
tures whch might suggest any genetic relationshp with one another. Since 
relatively few African languages have substantial numbers of speakers, several 
lingua francas and pidgins have become established for purposes of commu- 
nication over parts of th~s area. Amongst these, apart from the European 
languages of colonization and trade, the most important are Arabic in the 
north and Muslim areas of Central Africa, Amharic throughout Ethiopia, 
Hausa and Mande in West Africa, and Swahh on the eastern coast and much 
of the interior as far as the eastern Congo. 

The comparisons within any group of languages necessary to establish 
the likelihood of a genetic relationshp usually concern similarities in the sound 
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system within the phonology and the shared meaning of individual lexical 
items in the vocabulary, though in the latter case, to avoid the risk of failure to 
recognize loan-words, the vocabulary tested must be restricted to a very basic 
list of items common to human experience, such as personal pronouns, the 
lower numerals, words for ‘father’, ‘mother’, ‘water’ and the like. It is thus 
possible to appreciate how, over such a vast area and on a time-scale covering 
several millennia, diverse sub-groups such as Semitic (whose member lan- 
guages go back as far as the third millennium BC with Akkadian in 
Mesopotamia), Ancient Egyptian (along with the more recent Coptic), Berber, 
Cushitic (represented above all by Oromo and Somali in East Africa) and 
Chadic (with Hausa and Mande in West Africa), can be subsumed under the 
general heading of Afro-Asiatic. There is no assumption that there need be 
any ethnic h k  among speakers of these language sub-groups. There are, 
however, a few features which occur widely throughout sub-Saharan African 
languages of whatever family, the most wide-spread of which is tone, which 
enables distinctions to be made between phonetically identical words. Several 
of the languages employed in the African Islamic literatures of East and West 
Africa possess this feature, for example, Afro-Asiatic Oromo, Somali and 
Hausa, but it is present in most of the other language families also. 

Of the twenty or so African languages whch are used to compose lit- 
erature using the Arabic script, only a few can be described here. In the case of 
some languages (‘Afar of the Danakil Depression in Ethiopia, Kanuri in 
southern Algeria and east of Chad), not enough literature has come to light to 
warrant an entry in this concise survey. The researcher who has no opportu- 
nity to consult local scholars has to rely on the work of others who collect 
primary source data. There are several languages in Africa which use, or have 
used, the Arabic script in literature, but there has just not been anyone to 
study it phdologically, publish it and translate it. Examples of such languages 
are Afrikaans in South Africa, spoken by over 150,000 Muslims, only some of 
whose prose texts, including a translation of the Qur’zn, have been published. 
Another example is Zerma, spoken in western Niger by some two million 
people, all Muslims, who also have a literature in the Arabic script. None of it 
has been published to the writers’ knowledge. 

A third group is formed by the languages spoken in nations with a non- 
Muslim majority. Most of their literary output will be non-Islamic. The Muslim 
minority may or may not have developed a literature of its own. Examples are 
Yoruba in Nigeria, spoken by some 20 million people, at least four million of 
whom are Muslims. Ihappert has seen some Yoruba books in Ibadan con- 
taining Islamic literature and a translation of the Qur‘m was published in 
1924, but no scholar has as yet catalogued these texts. In Natal there are some 
15,000 Muslim speakers of the Zulu language. The Qur’iin has been translated 
into Zulu, but there is, so far as can be ascertained, no other literature yet. O n  
the other hand, in Ethiopia, officially a Christian country, Amharic is spoken 
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by the overwhelming majority of the inhabitants, whatever their religon. 
Muslims, too, use &IS language in their literature, and indeed it was employed 
for a translation of the Qur’an published under the patronage of the Emperor 
Haile Sellassie I in 1968-1969. Fortunately, ths small Islamic literature has 
been studied by A. J. Drewes at Leiden. In Zaire there is some Islamic litera- 
ture in at least two languages, IGtuba, a pidgmized form of the Bantu Kikongo 
tongue, spoken at the mouth of the river Congo, and Ungwana (Kingwana), 
though not enough is available to warrant a separate entry in ths brief survey. 
The same applies to Makua, spoken by some three milhon Muslims to the 
north of the river Zambeze in Mozambique, who embraced Islam as recently 
as the 1870s. 

The following provides an outhe in alphabetical order of the languages 
of Africa whose literature is dealt with in Book 11, Chapter 5. 

Berber (see also Shuliih) 
There is no single Berber language since the Berber tribes were scattered by 
the Arab invasions after 49/670 and lost their national coherence, though their 
conversion to Islam followed soon after. Lngulstically, Berber refers to a 
continuum of dialects forming a branch of Afro-Asiatic and dspersed 
throughout North Africa, between the eastern borders of Egypt and the 
Atlantic coast, and from the Mediterranean to the river Niger. While the 
speakers of neighbouring Berber dialects are generally able to communicate 
with one another, mutual comprehension tends to become lessened the 
further apart any two tribes are located, until eventually it ceases. This is in 
marked contrast to the situation with the dialects of Arabic. Nevertheless, 
shared grammatical and phonological features attest to the overall unity of the 
group and its distant relationshp to the other members of the Afro-Asiatic 
language famdy. The Berbers, who number approximately eleven million, 
approximately half of them speakmg a form of Berber, are all Muslim and co- 
exist in relative harmony with the surrounding Arab tribes, from whose 
dalects they have borrowed very many items of vocabulary, particularly in the 
religious and cultural spheres. A certain amount of written material exists in 
the form of religious writings, but they are rare and of limited scope and very 
little has been published as yet, though several local and Western scholars are 
showing an interest in it and actively seehng out manuscripts of such texts. 

1. 
The Berber dialects fall into five main groups: 
In the east lies the dialect of the Luwata (Levatians), to whom belong the 
Awrigha (a possible cognate of the name ‘Africa’), the Awraba, the 
Hawwgra and the Nafziiwa, extending over Cyrenaica, Tripolitania, al- 
Jarid and Awriis (Aures). 
In the west the Sanhaja live in scattered groups, the Kutama in Lesser 
Kabylia, the Zwara in Great Kabylia, the Ghumiira in the Rif, the 

2. 
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Masmuda on the Atlantic coast of Morocco, the Gezula Uazda) in the 
High Atlas, the Lamta in southern Morocco and the Ifran between the 
rivers Khelif and Moulouya, along the coast of the Oran Province. 
The Zaniira are situated inland from Tripolitania along Jabal ‘Amur and 
down to southern Morocco. 
The Zangga are found in Mauritania, chief among them being the Trgrza. 
The Touareg are situated in the central Sahara and south of the Niger. 
They transhume in the vast area between the ancient tradmg centres of 
Timbuctoo, Zinder, Ghadgmes, Warjh (Ouargla), al-Ghardaya, Fipg, 
Tiifilillt and as far west as the Wadi Dgdes. 
Since ancient times, the Berbers have possessed a consonantal, quasi- 

alphabetic script which they call 7ifinagh (Pmica?), a word which may derive 
from the Phoenician. It has been called ‘Libyan’ in Western literature since it 
was first identified in inscriptions found in Libya, Tunisia and Algeria and 
dating back to Roman times. Over a thousand of these ‘Libyan’ inscriptions of 
the pre-Islamic period have been dscovered, but, even though the script has 
been deciphered, the language has defied any attempts at understanding. The 
same is true of a number of inscriptions in Latin letters. 

3. 

4. 
5. 

Ethiopian languages 
Three Ethopian Semitic languages are dealt with in this survey: Amharic, 
Gurage and Harari. The term Ethiopic is usually reserved for the now extinct 
literary language of ancient and medeval times, whose indgenous name is 
Ge‘ez and which is now used only in Christian theologcal texts, though 
imperial chronicles had been composed in it up tdl the late nineteenth century. 
All four languages belong to the Ethopian branch of the Semitic language 
family (to which the South Arabian languages, ancient and modern, axe also 
directly related) and together they form the so-called South Semitic languages. 
These must be seen as quite distinct from Arabic (the language of the Qur’sn), 
which belongs to West Semitic and should not be confused with the languages 
attested in the ancient South Arabian inscriptions, despite surface similarities. 
Sabaean inscriptions have been found in northern Ethiopia and give evidence 
of colonization there as early as the fifth century BC. However, it is likely that 
the Ge‘ez language itself may have derived from slightly later waves of 
immigration from the Yemen. Indeed, the Ethiopic script does show some 
affinity with that recorded in early graffiti from the western regions of the 
Yemen. 

In spite of the distance in space and time (at least 2,500 years separate the 
African Semites from those of Arabia), Amharic and Arabic still have many 
words in common, such as: 
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Amharic Arabic 
almond /ffwx law? 
brass nahas nUbiS 

head ras ra ’s 
horse faras faras 

plate jahn j&n 

house het Dcgf 

shrt qan2i.s qdnzr: 

The grammatical structures of Amharic, Gurage and Harari likewise 
show many typically Semitic features, in the first place the fundamental rde of 
the verb in word derivation and the ‘tri-radical skeleton’ of the languages, 
meaning that the derivation system ‘fills in’ the vowels between the three (or 
four) consonants of the radical or word-stem to form derivatives. Ths is 
perhaps more noticeable in the classical language, Ge‘ez, whch for the most 
part reflects the phonological features of Peninsular Arabic, with the full range 
of laryngeal sounds and contrasting pairs of emphatics and non-emphatics (t/ 
t, d/d, si:), though throughout Ethiopia the emphatics now have a distinct 
reahation as glottahzed ejectives (if’, d’, s’). In Amharic above all, the loss of 
the laryngeds has resulted in the appearance of many bi-radical roots where a 
laryngeal radical has been lost, and extensive agglutination processes, most 
noticeably in the complex verbal system, whch makes abundant use of aux- 
hary verbs whch become fused with the main verb, as in tJna&jyaZkaL/iJ ‘you 
(fern.) tell them’ (from tmi@i+at”ff$+aLLiJ, ‘you (fem. sing.)-telhng + them (pl. 
common) + you (fem. sing.)-are). Palatalization and labialization of some 
consonants has resulted in the addition of a number of mo&fications of letters 
of the original Gecez alphabet. 

Gurage forms a cluster of related languages spoken between the Awash 
and O m o  rivers to the south-west of the capital, Addis Ababa (from which 
they are separated by Oromo speakers). They are spoken by communities of 
both Christians (e.g. Chaha) and Muslims (e.g. Selu). Of exceptional linguistic 
complexity, the main features of Amharic are nevertheless recognizable in 
these languages, though in the realm of phonology, debility of the liquids and 
the effects of palatalization and labialization are particularly noticeable. The 
vocabulary contains many items of Cushitic, usually Sidamo, origin. Tdl re- 
cently, the only available literature lay in samples collected by linguists, notably 
Wolf Leslau from the 1950s onwards, but in more recent years a limited 
amount of publication, using a modified Amharic script, has emanated from 
various missionary sources, both Christian and Muslim. 

Lying in relative isolation in Harar Province in southern Ethiopia and 
surrounded by Oromo- and Somali-speakmg peoples, is the Muslim city of 
Harar. Its language is known locally as Adare. More is known of the city’s past 
history than, for example, about the Gurage, thanks to a measure of literacy in 
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Arabic and Harari within the Muslim population and the availability of Gecez 
chronicles. Maintaining close relations with the Muslim communities of 
Somalia and the Yemen, it has produced a fair amount of literature, historical 
and religious, though mostly in Arabic. However, a few songs and a sixteenth- 
century codification of Islamic customary law in Harari, written in the Arabic 
script, have also survived. The language itself shows much in common with 
Amharic, which is likely to replace it in due course. 

Two further Semitic languages of Eduopia might be mentioned here for 
illustrative purposes, though their Islamic literature does not merit inclusion 
within this book. Tigre, whch consists of a number of dialects spoken in the 
western and eastern lowlands of the now independent Republic of Eritrea, 
whose people are Muslims, and in nearby regions of the Sudan, may be des- 
cended from a form of South Arabian brought over the Red Sea by tribes 
which infiltrated the region in early times, but now reveals a strong admixture 
of Beja and Bilen elements. The speakers do not usually employ their own 
language for composing literature, but rather Arabic. However, a considerable 
body of their oral folk-literature was collected and published in a modified 
Ethiopic script by the distinguished German orientalist Enno Littmann at the 
beginning of the last century. Udke the Southern Semitic languages of 
Ethiopia, the phonology and grammatical features of Tigre are relatively 
conservative and its relationship to GeCez rather more obvious. 

The fifth Semitic language of Ethiopia, Tigrinya, is spoken by Christians 
and a few Muslims, mostly in the Tigray Province of Ethiopia and in Eritrea. 
There are relatively few dialects and the phonology is similar to that of Gecez, 
with a slight Cushitic influence. The literature is still in its infant stage and 
contains little of Islamic interest, other than some recent publications by 
Muslim missionary associations and covering such topics as the Muslim creed, 
Ha&b literature and the biographies of the Companions. 

Fulani 
Fulani is the Hausa word for the West African people who call themselves 
Fulbe, plural of Fdo, or Peul, and their language is Fulfulde. It belongs to the 
Niger-Congo language family. Many of the Fulani (or Fula) are cattle- 
herdsmen, with their way of life moulded by their pastoral needs. These 
particular groups enjoy a higher prestige than do their urban and agriculturahst 
relatives. Living in the Sahel and along the river banks in Senegal, Gambia, 
Mah and Guinea, and as far as northern Nigeria and Cameroon, they are all 
Muslims, though the nomadic pastoralists can be rather lax in their religous 
practices, almost to the point of paganism. Some of their religious literature 
has been put into writing in the Arabic script and scholars are now attempting 
to locate manuscripts of their early writings. 
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Hausa 

Hausa, the most important West African language, belongs to the Chadic 
branch of Afro-Asiatic and is spoken with little dialectal variation by 
approximately 12 to 15 mlllion people in the northern regons of Nigeria, in 
Ghana and southern Niger, and in Cameroon and Chad. It also serves as a 
lingua franca throughout much of West Africa. The standard literary form 
derives from the dialect of Kano and used to be written in a form of the 
Arabic script. Since the early years of the last century, however, a Latin-based 
alphabet has been introduced, though the Arabic script remains to ths day in 
use for private use and general correspondence. Their literature covers man): 
genres, from popular tales and religious texts, usually in verse, to modern 
novels and short stories. Hausa is the only Chadic language to have been 
reduced to writing. There are approximately 150 other Chadic languages or 
dialects known, but they are dispersed over a wide area, the number of 
speakers in each case is usually very small and their classification withm Chadic 
remains uncertain. The Hausas are farmers and traders, as well as artisans. 
They are to be found in small communities in numerous towns across Islamic 
Africa. 

Mande 
The Mande dialects, whch number about twenty-six, are spread across all of 
West Africa from their centre in Mali, the most important being Bambara of 
Malt-Guinea and Mande of Sierra Leone. They form a sub-group of the Niger- 
Congo family and share a number of highly distinctive features not 
encountered in neighbouring languages, whch dstinpish them clearly from 
the other Niger-Congo languages and suggest a long period of development in 
isolation. Among these may be mentioned a unique use of tones with a 
syntactic function. All the Mande are now Muslims: they are traders and 
craftsmen and number about 20 million. Mande is an agglutinative language, 
like Turkish, with post-positions to indicate the grammatical connections 
between words. 

Somali 
Somalt is spoken in several regional dialects by some 12 million people in the 
Republic of Somalia, north-eastern Kenya, southern Djibouti and the Ogaden 
in Ethiopia. It belongs to the Cushitic sub-group of the Afro-Asiatic language 
family and is related to Oromo and ‘Afar in Ethopia, but not to the Semitic 
languages. Arabic features as a second language in northern Somalia and in the 
coastal centres. Originally unwritten, other than some occasional use in the 
past of the Arabic script, after several attempts to create an official 
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orthography in the early 1900s, a Latin-based script was finally introduced in 
1973. This has resulted in the emergence of a modest literature, includmg 
short stories and novels. The grammar of the language is extremely 
complicated and very rich. It is a tone language with a two-tiered verbal 
conjugation system. 

Songhay 
Spoken in the great bend of the river Niger by approximately one d o n  
people, all Muslims, in Burkina Faso, Mah and Niger, Songhay forms a cluster 
of dialects, Den& and Danda in the south, Zarma or Zerma based on Niamey, 
and Songhay itself, radiating from Gao, the ancient capital of the Askiya 
empire of the late Wddle Ages. The Songhay are a negroid group, possibly 
containing Caucasoid elements. The society is structured on the basis of a 
nobility, commoners, artisans and, formerly, slaves. They practise small-scale 
cattle-rearing and fishing, with some cereal production during the rainy 
season. Their prosperity has largely depended on the caravan trade. Songhay 
seems to be unrelated to other languages in Africa and possesses a quite 
complex phonetic system. 

Swahili 
A member of the Benue-Congo branch of the Niger-Congo language family, 
this attractive and logcal language dominates all of East Africa, from Lamu 
Island in Kenya to northern Mozambique in the south, and westwards to 
northern Zambia and most of the eastern part of the Congo. It is also 
employed for administrative purposes and in education in Tanzania and Kenya 
and to some extent in Uganda and the Congo. It is dvided into a number of 
dialects and has, over the centuries, been subjected to a strong influence from 
Arabic. Its name, indeed, derives from the Arabic sawZb& (of the coast). 
However, its Bantu character becomes clear in such features of its grammar as 
the use of prefures to rank nouns wihn classes and to bring other parts of 
speech into agreement with the subject of the sentence, and its vocabulary is 
unquestionably of common Bantu stock. Developed over many centuries as a 
lingua franca to enable Arab traders to communicate with the Bantu peoples 
of the coast, it spread to the interior of the continent with the slave caravans 
and in the nineteenth century was employed by the European colonial powers, 
particularly Germany, as an administrative language. Swam possesses an 
extensive written literature, the earliest preserved specimens of whch go back 
to the sixteenth century and were written in the Arabic script, though 
nowadays the latter has given way to the Latin alphabet. 
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The scribes and the script 

O n  the subject of the copyists of the manuscripts w e  possess in Arabic script, 
a great deal could be said about some of them at least. Here, w e  have room for 
only one or two examples. 

In his Filon du borzheur iternel (Arabic title &fa ‘dan al-sa ‘Zda), Alfa Ibrahim 
Sow gives many detds of the scribe’s art, a little-known aspect of literacy in 
Arabic script. 

In Fulfdde literature, as in Swahh, the scribes had turned their literary 
endeavours into a fine art. In both cultures, the scribe or copyist was not 
necessarily the same person as the poet. Many are called, few are chosen. 
Among the students of one master scribe, who would all be set to copying 
work, one or two would later excel in ‘nature’s chef masterpiece, the art of 
writing well’. At the end of his work the scribe would copy the poet’s words: 

Here is the place where I completed ths work. 
If any of you readers find a fault, 
Let him remove it, I will gve hm thanks. 
I shall not disagree. I’m ignorant. 
I did not study long, nor did I read 
The work of the great master of the pen. 
May God forgive me. Reader, pray for me, 
God-fearing, poor, the son of So-and-so. 

In this last line the poet and/or the scribe would implicitly ask for some 
subvention and name hmself, sometimes dating his manuscript. Ibrahim Sow 
names some master scribes and the towns where they taught. In SwaWand, 
one of the great master scribes lived in Lamu, Muhammad ibn Abu Bakari 
Kijuma (d.1945), and in Malindi Ahmed ibn Nassir is continuing the fine 
tradition. Several Swahdi poems begin - after the invocation of God and his 
Prophet - with an exhortation to the scribe (the poet imaglnes hmself 
dlctating his poem, although most poets are known to have written down their 
own poems) to use the best Syrian paper, the finest black and red ink, and so 
forth. 
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Chapter 7 

THE LANGUAGES O F  T H E  
EUROPEAN MUSLIMS 

NmetulLah Ha)? 

For centuries there have been indigenous peoples in Europe who embraced 
Islam during the rule of the Ottoman empire and founded communities in the 
south-eastern part of the continent, particularly in the Balkans. These 
indgenous communities are part of the multi-faceted cultural mosaic of 
Europe, and formed a complex of nations which spoke a variety of European 
languages, as will be seen in the following pages. The Turks who came from 
Asia to settle in Europe wdl also be considered within this context. 

Among these indigenous peoples were Greeks, Bulgarians, Albanians, 
Rumanians, Yugoslavs and Hungarians, whose cultures, customs and languages 
were greatly influenced by Islam. Included among those who converted to Islam 
were the Pomaks, who still live in some areas of Bulgaria, Greece andYugoslavia. 
They are known as Pomaks in Bulgaria, Torbeshi in Macedonia, and Gorantzi 
(people inhabiting mountainous regions, from gora (mountain) in Serbian) in 
south-western Serbia, eastern Albania and north-western Macedonia. Then 
there are the majority of the Albanians in the autonomous regon of Kosovo in 
Serbia, Albania, eastern Montenegro, western Macedonia and north-western 
Greece, as well as the Bosnians belongng to the Bogomil region in the Sanjak 
district of Serbia, north-western Montenegro and Bosnia-Herzegovina. Most 
of the Roms (Gypsies) living in these countries also became Muslims and 
continued to live in Muslim communities, preserving their own languages. 
European ethnic groups developed their own cultural heritage, with an ad- 
mixture of cultural elements of Islam, and lived in harmony with people of 
other faiths. The languages used by the Muslim nations of Europe (from the 
time of the Ottoman rule in the region up to the present day), are the fol- 
lowing: Turkish, the Tatar language, Bosnian, Albanian, Serbian, Greek, 
Macedonian, Bulgarian, Romany (the ‘Gypsy’ language) and Circassian. 

The languages of the Balkan countries during the period of Ottoman 
rule, such as Greek, Albanian, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian, 
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Rumanian and Turhsh, are sometimes referred to as 'Balkan languages'. 
Among them, Greek, Albanian, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbo-Croatian and 
Rumanian are Indo-European languages, while Turkish is Ural-Altaic. Greek 
and Albanian belong to separate branches of the Indo-European family. 
Bulgarian, Macedonian and Serbo-Croatian are Slavic languages. Rumanian 
belongs to the family of Romanic languages. The term 'Balkan languages' is 
thus not only a geographically based name. Just as there is a culture and 
civilization peculiar to the Balkans, these languages, although they belong to 
separate branches and even dlfferent famdies, share a number of character- 
istics related to vocabulary and grammar. 

There is an extensive exchange among the Balkan languages in terms of 
vocabulary. Turhsh had a strong and pervasive linguistic influence on the 
region: to cite some examples: Turkish bya (paint, dye), Serbian, Bulgarian 
and Macedonian boja, Rumanian bqa, Greek mpogia, Albanian b$'; Turkish 
dolap (cupboard), Bulgarian, Macedonian and Serbian dolap, Greek ntolqi, 
Albanian dollap etc. Apart from a common vocabulary similar to the above, 
there are common characteristics and mutual influences among some Balkan 
languages, both phonetically and grammatically. 

Turkish had a very strong influence on Bulgarian, Macedonian, Bosnian, 
Albanian and Rumanian. The following publications provide the best in- 
formation on this influence: Fr. Miklosich, D z e  tiirkiscben Elemente in den siidost- 
und osteuropiihden Spracben: Griecbiscb, Albaniscb, fimaniscb, Bu&ariscb, Jerbiscb, 
KZeinmsJiscb, Grossrtlssixcb, Polniscb (Wien, 1885-1 886, 1890); idem, Uber die 
Einwirkung des Tirkischen a$ die Grammatik der siidosteuropaiscben Spracben (Wien , 
1890); Gj. Popovid, Turske i dmge isto&aZke reZ u naSemje@ku (Belgrade, 1889); 
H. Polenakovid, Turski elementi u ammunskom d9alektu (Skopje, 1939); Heinze 
F. Wendt, Tiirkische Elemente im fimaniscben (Berh, 1960); I?. Georgodis, De 
lautlicben Mrandemngen der tiirkiden Lebnwo+fer im Griecbiscben (Munchen, 1 974) ; 
N. Boretzky, Der tiirkiscbe Ein$usss aut das Albaniscbe (Wiesbaden, I, 1975, 11, 
1976). 

There are also quite a few words borrowed from the Balkan languages by 
Turhsh. On  this question see Fr. mclosich, D i e  slaviscben, magyariscben and 
mmaniscben Elemente im tiirkiden Spracbscbaqe (Wien, 1889) ; G. Majer, De grie- 
cbischen grid romaniscben Bestandteile im Won'scbatye des Osmaniscb- Turkiscben (Wien, 
1893) ; V. Topqiu, Albanixmat ne te folmat turke te Kosoves, Zbornik, Filoloskog 
Fakulteta, XVI-XVII (PriStina, 1981-1982); N. Hafiz, Uticg spskobmatskog i 
albanskogjezika na twskegovore na Kosovu, Dd ue Batik (PriStina, 1985). 

In recent years, these languages, except for Turkish, have been purged of 
foreign words, but, despite such efforts, none of them is completely purified 
from the influence of the neighbouring (Balkan) languages. 

The following information concerns the languages used by the M u s h  
nations in Europe from the settlement of the Ottomans in these areas to the 
present time. 
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Turhsh 

Ths laqguage is spoken in Bulgaria, Greece, Macedonia, the autonomous 
regon of Kosovo-Metohija in southern Serbia, parts of Montenegro, Rumania 
and some areas of Albania. 

The Turlilsh language has a long hstory from the time the Turks reached 
Europe until the present day. It was first used as the official language of the 
state. Although many elements were borrowed from other languages, the 
Turkish nation, consisting of people from different parts of the Ottoman 
empire, was able to preserve its own language to a large extent. Even after the 
decline of the Ottoman empire, ths language was used by the people who 
remained in these parts, and is stlll in use. The Turks in Europe used two 
alphabets. They adopted the Arabic script until the World War I1 and Latin 
characters in the post-war period. 

Name 

Elif 
Be 
Pe 
Te 
Sse 
Dschiir 
Tschin 
Ha 
Chy 
Dal 
Sal 
Re 
Se 
ie 

ssin 

Schin 

Umschrift 
und Lautwert 

Name 

Ssad 

Sail 
Tp 

SY 
A h  
Ghain 

Fe 
Qaf 
Kj ef 
Lam 
Rlim 
Nun 
XTaw 

He 
Je 

Umschrift 
und Lautwert 
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A a  
B b  
c c  
. c  G 
D d  
E e  
F E  
G g  

K k  

Because they felt related to the Ottoman civilization, the communities in 
the Balkan peninsula took a leading r6e in teaching this language, even during 
the declining years of the Ottoman empire. They had an understandable in- 
terest in the subject and published a number of dictionaries and grammar 
books. Most of these were published in Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Bulgaria 
and Macedonia. The following works are the most important: Llija K. 
Andj elkovit-Struianin's Ra.govom' srpski, nemazki, grzki, turski, francuski i tali- 
janski, Zemun (1861); the translation of Mehmed Fuad and Ahmed Cevdet's 
work entitled Kzvd'zd-i Osmdnbye, Mostar, 1870, by Josip DragomanoviC ; 
Djordje M. Pulevski, Rec'iik od &m' je+ka (in Serbian, Albanian, Turkish and 
Greek), Belgrade, 1873 ; Rein& C Fjalor C Dictionay (in Macedonian, Albanian 
and Turkish), published under the patronage of Sultan 'Abd al-'Aziz 
(Belgrade, 1875) ; Aleksa J. PopoviC-Sarajlija, Srpsko-Turski, Tarsko-Srpski rehik 
(Belgrade, 1899); Glisa ElezoviC, Trski bukvar sa vefbagima i retnikom (Skopje, 
1910); Ahmed Kulender, Trsko-Bosanski rehik (Monastir, 1912); Otto 
Hillmann, Nlnufn@i turski ra.govori ix svakidafy& fivota (Sarajevo) ; Hazim 
sabanovic, Gramatika turskog jexika (Sarajevo, 1944); Hifzi Idriz and Sukrii 
b o ,  Dilbilgisi (Grammar) (Skopje, 1954); N. Bancey, J. Kerimov, G. Iaasov, 
Str. Nikolov and Tr. Popov, Bulgam'an-Turkisb Dictionay (Sofia, 1961); Nikola 
VanEev, Giliv Glliboc, GenEo Klasov, Trajko Popov and Vasil Stanov, Tursko- 
Blgarski remik (Sofia, 1962) ; Fehim Bajraktarevig, Osnovi Tarske gramatzke 
(Sarajevo, 1962); Gilib D. Giliboc, Gramatika nu tarsk@ajaxik (Sofia, 1964); 
Mile Korvezirovski and Kevser Seyfdah, Macedonian-Turkish Dictionay 
(Skopje, 1967); Sureyya Yusuf, Dilbikisi (Grammar) (Skopje, 1975). 

Recently, Turcologists all over the world have conducted studies and 
research on the dialects of the Turkish language used in the Balkans. The 
Hungarian Turcologist J. Nkmeth examined the dialects in Rumelia in his work 
Zgr Einteilung der tirkiscben Mundarten Balgariens (Sofia, 1956), separating the 
Turkish dialects in the Balkan peninsula into eastern and western Rumelian 
Turkish dialects. The dialects of the Turks who settled to the west of 
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Kostendd (Kyustendil) are classified under a western group, while the dialects 
to the east are classified under an eastern group. In addition to &IS work, there 
are interesting books and articles by the following authors about various 
Turkish dialects spoken in the countries, areas and cities cited below: 
J. Nkmeth, Vidin (1965), Hungary (1970), Stari-Bar (1970), Albania, (1991); 
Jbnos Eckmann, Religions (Macedonia) (1 960), Kumanova (Macedonia) 
(1962); Gyorgy Hazai, Macedonia (1960), Rumelia (1960), Balkans (1960); 
Seliihattin Olcay: eastern Thrace (1966); Stanislaw Stachowsh, Albania (1967); 
Suzanne Kakuk, Bulgaria (1960), Ohrid (1972); Olivera Jaear-Nasteva, 
Gostivar (1970); Siikrii Elqin, Florina (1964); Mefkiire Mollova, Florina 
(1969), Yugoslavia (1980), Balkans (1980); Nimetullah Hafiz, Prizren (1979), 
Kosovo (1980); Siireyya Jusuf, Prizren (1987). 

On the basis of the research carried out on ths subject and the edited 
texts in the dialects, the Turlilsh dialects whch constitute the western group in 
the Balkans are divided into (a) Turkish dialects in Kosovo; (b) Turhsh dia- 
lects in Macedonia. The group of dialects in Macedonia and north-western 
Greece have the characteristics of the dialects of nomads (Yoriiks); Turkish 
dialects in Kosovo and Bosnia share many characteristics, including the change 
in the consonants k > q and g > 6. 

Albanian 
The Albanian language &&a Sbq@e) belongs to the Indo-European family of 
languages and is spoken by the Albanian nation. This language is also 
spoken in areas outside the political borders of Albania, i.e. in the north and 
the south, particularly by the Albanians who live in Yugoslavia, and Greece 
in the east. More than half of the Albanians, who number about 5,000,000, 
are Muslims. 

Albanian (Sbqip) is divided into two main dialects: the Geg dialect in the 
north and the Tosk dialect in the south. The Albanian literary language is a 
composite of these two dialects, but it is built mainly on the Elbasani dialect, 
which, in turn, is based on the southern Gegish language. 

There are many loan-words in modern Albanian. About 10,000 items 
in the vocabulary are Albanian; the others are originally Latin, Italian, 
Rumanian, Turhsh, Modern Greek and Slavic words. Many Albanian dic- 
tionaries have been published in recent years. Besides the etymological 
dictionary which G. Mayer published 1891, including the words whch he 
gathered in Skopje and Kalkandelen), there are two other important dic- 
tionaries: @alorjaleJb e sbprehjeb R baqja, 1986, published by Mike1 Ndreca in 
PriStina, and g a b  ijakve te bgqa, 1988, published by the Institute of 
Albanology in Kosovo-Metohija. 

In 1850 the German Consul J. G. v. Hahn indicated that there were two 
old systems of the alphabet in Albania, each known as the ‘national alphabet’. 
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There is also an alphabet prepared by Naum Bythakuqi in 1840. This includes 
Arabic characters. A&miudo literary texts were recorded in it. Bushkimi (Birlik) 
and Agimi (Safak) alphabets were created in 1899 and 1901 , respectively. The 
alphabet in the Tosk region was prepared by Sami Frasheri and is named after 
him. Ths form, which includes Latin and Greek characters and is partly used 
in the Geg regon, was the most widely used Albanian alphabet until 1908. A 
congress was convened in Monastir between 1-10 November 1908 where a 
new alphabet for Albania was designed. This congress adopted the Roman 
alphabet as the official system of writing, but with some minor changes (for 
example, using xinstead of a’?, xh instead of a’$, cinstead of ts, finstead of tsh). 

The following is the modern Albanian alphabet: 

Many books have been published about Albanian grammar. These 
grammar books, which were prepared in various languages between 1870- 
1930, were published in such cities as Paris, Shkoder, Istanbul, Athens, 
Vienna, Sarajevo, Milan, Tirana, London, Rome and Naples. Many more 
grammars were published in Albania and Yugoslavia. Besides, there are im- 
portant scholarly works by Albanian linguists, such as Eqrem Cabey’s Stta’ime 
@debre (Studies on Language) in seven volumes and Idris Ajeti’s work with 
the same title in three volumes. 

Bosnian 
This is the language spoken by the Bosnian Muslims of former Yugoslavia, 
and is a branch of the southern group of Slavonic languages (Serbian, 
Croatian, Bosnian). On the one hand, this language is related to the Stokav 
dialect, a literary form of Serbo-Croatian, which belongs to the group of 
Slavonic languages; on the other, it is influenced by the Rumelian group of 
dialects of Ottoman Turkish and Turkish used in the Turkish Republic. 

The name ‘Bosnak‘ (Bosunuc, pl. Bosunn‘, in Serbo-Croatian and Hercegovuc 
[one from Herzegovina], pl. Hercegovcz) was used to denote the whole popu- 
lation of Bosnia, i.e. ‘Bosnians’ in former Yugoslavia, irrespective of religion. 
However, the word ‘Bosnian’ in general means Muslim (Muhumedunac, pl. 
Mthumeduncz) Bosnians, who constitute 45 per cent of the population. The 
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Bosnians entered World War II as 'Muslims'. But, after ths time, the Muslims 
(Bosnians) in Bosnia-Herzegovina were regstered, by force, as Croats, 
Serbians or nationless. Later, when Muslim scholars criticized this injustice, 
they earned the right to their own nationality and were registered as Muslims in 
official documents. For h s  reason, Muslim Bosnians are called Muslims in 
terms of both religion and nationality. 

The Bosnian language (Rosmzsk or Bosnian) was used after the conquest 
of the regon by the Turlilsh armies in 1463. Immediately after the conquest, 
the majority of Bosnians (such as the Pomaks in Bulgaria and those called the 
Torbeshi and Gorantzi peoples in Macedonia, Greece and southern Serbia) 
accepted Turhsh as the official language and started to use it. The Turlilsh 
spoken by Muslims is called 'Bosnian Turhsh'. The language spoken by 
Christian (Catholic and Orthodox) Bosnians is called Bosr;lnskije+k (Bosnian 
Slavic) or Bosanski (Bosnian)). 

The Bosnian Turkish language lived side by side, and even mingled, with 
(See tables of Cyrdhc and Latin alphabets on page 94) Serbo-Croatian. Many 
works were written in a mixture of both languages. The following quatrain in 
Turkish by El-Abd Mustafa el-Bosnevi is an example of that mixture (words 
and phrases in Serbo-Croatian are underlined): 

Bum goxetnaeT,sz.ll, 9 yur-i kudim 
Aglarem, ?U tobom ialostun hodim 
Elarerzlfeyd, kud (U) te ne vidim 
Hqle pman old gormdna seni. 

0 old friend, you do not look at me. 
I weep and (wander in pain and sorrow because of you). 
I cry for help (when I do not see you). 
I have longed for your sight for such a long time. 
At first, the Cyrdltc alphabet, called Glagolicu and created by the brothers 

Cyril and Methodus, was used in the western areas of Bosnia. However, 
Bosnncicu (the Old Bosnian alphabet) was used more widely in later times. This 
kind of writing was current among Bosnian noblemen during the Ottoman 
period and untd recently. But later the Arabic alphabet was generally used, first 
for texts in Turkish, Arabic and Persian, and later for Bosnian. During the 
Austrian rule, the Bosnians began to use the Latin alphabet alongside the 
Arabic. All of the old and parts of new works of Bosnian literature are written in 
Arabic characters. These works were later printed in the same characters. There 
is extensive information about ths alphabet in the section about ulj,miado lit- 
erature in Bosnia. Today, Bosnians use firstly the Latin, and secondly the Cyrdhc 
alphabet. 

There are many manuscript dictionaries of the Bosnian and Turktsh lan- 
guages, varying in size. Altja Nametak's work entitled Rukopisi Turska-Hrvatsko 
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Spski~emik(Turkish-Serbo-Croatian Manuscript Dictionaries, 1968) dwells on 
these valuable manuscripts and presents information about all of them. The 
first printed work of h s  kind is a small dictionary entitled R..eti ix istocnih 
jezika koje se @otreb&zvajzl ZI Bosni i Hercegovini (Words of Eastern Languages 
Used in Bosnia-Herzegovina, 1910). Later, valuable dictionaries were pub- 
lished, such as Ahmed Ihlender, Tursko Bosanski rekik (Monastir, 1912) and 
Abdullah SkaljiC, Zrci.!p~i u Srpskohatskom jexikzl (Sarajevo, 1966). A dic- 
tionary containing 6,878 words which was prepared by Abdullah Skaljid, went 
through six editions. Milog Okuka and Ljiljana Stanid's work entitled Kyifevni 
jexik u Bosni i Hercegovini od Vuka Karadcita do krga azlstroagarske uladavine 
(Munchen, 1991) is another valuable book about the literary language of 
Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

a) The Cyrillic alphabet: 

Name 

A 
B e  
W e  
@e 
D e  
Je 
30 
Z e  
S e  

IQtot.ohLo 

IQLnclroi 

Ka 
El 
Em 
En 
0 
Pje 
Er 

I dminojr 

- 
intiqua - 
A s  
E 6  
B B  
I'r 
A n  
E a  
E e  

Hix 
3 3  

B E  
'I i 
ltfg 
K K  
A d  

M M  
H H  
0 0  
n n  
P P  - 

Kursiv - 
A a  
6 6  
B 6  
r z  
144 
E e  
26 
X X  
3 3  
m u  
I i  

K K  
A a  
J I M  
Hn 
0 0  
I I n  

& f a  

P P  

Umschrifi 
md Lautwert Name 

ED 
Tie 
U 
Ef 
Cha 
Tl3e 
Tsche 
Scha 
Schtscha 
Jer 
Jeriii' 
.Teg 
Jatj 
E 
Ju 
Ja 
Eta' 
I'Zitl3a 

Antiqua 

- 
Cursiv chreibschrift 
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b) The Latin alphabet 

ABCD€fGHIJKLMN 

abcdefghij klmnopqrs tuvwxyz 
b cd e fg h ijk 1 m n opg rst u v wxyzA-BCD€F 

Serbian 

This language belongs to the southern group of Slavonic languages. After 
World War 11, the mixture of the Serbian and Croatian languages was cded 
Serbo-Croatian. 

Serbian is divided into three main dialects, according to the use of the 
interrogative pronouns Sto, ka or ?a (what?). The dialects whch use these 
interrogative forms are called Stokav, Kajkav and Cakav, respectively. The 
Stokav dialect is widespread in Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia-Herzegovina 
and Croatia. The Serbian literary language is based on ths dialect. 

Staroslovenski (Old Slavonic), i.e. the language of the church, was used 
as a literary language in Serbia until the time of Vuk KaradiiC (1787-1864). 
KaradiiC , reformer of the Serbian language, collected Serbian folk literature 
(poems, riddles, proverbs and stones) and also published a Serbian gram- 
mar (1815), the first edltion of a Serbian dictionary, with 26,270 words 
(1818) and the second edition of the same dictionary, containing 47,427 
words (1852). H e  also created the Serbian alphabet (1827), which is sull in 
use. 

The Gorantzi people who live in south-western Serbia, Albania and in 18 
(see table of Serbian scripts below) villages in north-western Macedonia, speak 
a dlalect whch has the characteristics of a mixture of Serbian, Macedonian and 
Turkish. People who live in the villages of Restelica, KruSevo, Zli Potok, 
GloboEica, BaCka, Dikance, Brot, Kukulljane, LjuboviSte, LjeStane, RadeSa, 
VraniSte, OrEuSa, Velih, Krstec, Mali Krstec, Rapea, Mlike and DragaS in 
Serbia use the Serbian Cynllic alphabet; those who live in the Albanian villages 
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- 
Name 

~ 

b 
Be 
We 
G e  
De 
Die 
E 
Ze 

Se 
I 
Je 
Ka 
El 

m.i 
Em - 

Antiqua 

A a  
E 6  
B B  
I'r 
A d  

a $  
E e  
Xac 
3 3  

IiIH 

J J  
K K  
dJr 
JbJb 

M 11 

Kursiv Ichreibschrifi Umschrifi 
nd Lautwefl Name 

En 
Enj 
0 
Pe 
Er 
E13 
Te 
Tjsche 

U 
Ef 
Cha 
Tl3e 
Tsche 
DZe 
Esch 

Antiqua Kursiv Umschrifi 
ind Lautwer 

Serbian Script 

of Brje, Shishtevaac, Oreqak, Orgoshte, Pashika, Crnoljevo, Novoselo, Zapot 
and Kasharishte use the Albanian alphabet; the Gorantzi people who live in 
the two Macedonian villages of UrviC and Jelovljane use the Macedonian 
Cyrillic alphabet. 

The language spoken by the Gorantzi people is neither completely 
Serbian nor Macedonian. The dalects which most resemble this idom are 
those of the Torbeshi in Macedonia, who are descendants of the Pomaks (like 
the Gorantzi), and those of the Pomaks in Bulgaria. Because their dialects 
resemble those of Serbian, Macedonian and Bulgarian, the Gorantzi in Serbia 
are said to be Mislimanski Jrbi (Muslim Serbs), the Torbeshi in Macedonia 
Makedonski Mislimani (Macedonian Muslims), and the Pomaks in southern 
Bulgaria and northern Greece Bikarski Mubamedann' (Bulgarian Muslims). 

The only scholarly article on the dialect spoken by the Gorantzi is 
Radwoje Mladenovig's work entitled Goranski govor U odnosi nu granitne make- 
donske igraniine sqske govore (1986). In h s  article, the author states that the 
Goran dialect is most similar to the south-eastern Serbian and Prizren-Timok 
dialects with regard to phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax and accent. 

The Gorantzi were registered as a Muslim nation in the recent censuses, 
but they continue to write and publish most of their works in literary Serbian, 
in the Cyrilltc alphabet rather than in roman characters. 
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N a m e  

A 
Be 
W e  
Ge 
De 
Gje 
E 
i e  

Se 
Dse 
I 
Je 

Re 
Le 
Lje 
M e  

Name 

Fie 

Fije 
0 
Pe 
Re 
Sse 
Te 
Kj e 
U 
Fe 
Che 
TJje 
Tsche 
D i e  
Sche 

Ant,qua ichreibschnft 

Macedonian Script 

. .  
Macedonian 

Ths language is spoken by the Muslim Torbesh in Macedonia. Torbeshi 
( Tor/k" in Macedonian and in Bulgarian) is the name given to the Pomaks mho 
live in Macedonia. 

Macedonian (llfukrdom-ki), a branch of the southern group of Slavonic 
languages, is spoken in Macedonia. Upon the establishment of the hlacedonian 
Republic at the end of the World War TI, this language was accepted as the 
language of writing and flourished. It is based on the central Macedonian dialect 
and united the several dialects diffused over various areas. It has the char- 
acteristics of both Bulgarian and Serbian. Turlilsh has a considerable influence 
on the modern language. Two interesting books were published about this 
influence recently: Olivera JaSar-Nasteva, Zmki elementi 2.10 jaxikot i stilot izd 
ilfukedonskatn narodnnpoeqpi (Skopje, 1787) ; Ljubo hficunovit , Cowemeii Irksikan 
na stranski xborotli i Zp.' (Skopje, 1990). 

In former Yugoslavia, the nationahty of the Muslim Bosnians in Bosnia- 
Herzegovina was recorded as Muslim and they are therefore called Afukcdonski 
mdimuni (Macedonian Muslims). 

The Cyrilhc alphabet is used in Macedonia. Since the dialects spoken by 
the Macedonian Muslims are quite similar to central Macedonian, they write 
their literary works in this language and use the Cyrillic alphabet as well. 
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Na m e  

A 
Be 
We 
Ge 
De 
Je 
ze 
Se 
I P- 
I B h t h  

Ke 
Le 
Me 
Ne 
0 
Pe 

Antiqua 

A a  
E 6  
B B  
r r  
A d  
E e  
x x  
3 3  

M E  

Et% 
K H  
BJI 
M N  
H a  
0 0  
n n  

Kursiv ichreibschrift Umschrift 
nd LautweR N a m e  

Re 
Sse 
Te 
U 
Fe 
Che 
Toe 
Tsche 
Sche 
Schte 
Jer gowm 
Jer -ii& 
Je drojno 
Ju 
Ja 

JUl3 

ichreibxhrift Umschrift 
m d  LautweR 

r 

[PI 
t 
U 

f 
C?l [ E ; ]  

c [@I 

B [sclt] 
dt [Sdlt] 
&1)[laM 6, a] 

")LI 

& 
ia 
a [4.] 

E [tsch] 

k [e,&ja] 

Bulgarian script 

Bulgarian 
More than 200,000 Pomaks live in Bulgaria and they are all Muslims. Their 
dialect resembles Bulgarian. The Greek Pomaks who live in northern Greece, 
near the Bulgarian border, also speak das language. 

The Bulgarian Pomaks are a community living in the Rhodope area. In 
Bulgarian sources, after the Ottoman period, they were called Bz&akmoohamedmi 
(Muslim Bulgarians) instead of Pomaks. In 1984 even the Bulgarian Turks were 
forced to use this name. 

In the nineteenth century, the Bulgarian Pomaks lived in the Rhodope 
area in large communities. Besides, there were also small groups of Pomaks in 
cities such as Lovqa (Lovec), Selvi (Selvievo), Plevne (Pleven) and Rahova 
(Rahova, Orjahovo) in northern Bulgaria. There is quite a large number of 
Pomaks in the cities of northern Greece and in Thessaloniki. The dialects 
spoken by the Torbesh people in Macedonian cities and villages and by the 
Gorantzi people who live on the flanks of the mountains in south-western 
Serbia, do not differ much from each other. 

Although the Pomaks adopted Muslim Turhsh culture, their dialect is a 
mixture of Bulgarian and Macedonian. They also use the Bulgarian alphabet 
since they are educated in Bulgarian schools. 
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Bulgarian as spoken in Bulgaria is a Slavonic language. It belongs to the 
southern group of Slavonic languages, together with Serbo-Croatian, 
Slovenian and Macedonian. The old Bulgarians, who belonged to a Turkish 
tribe, migrated to the west and settled there. When in AD 863 they were about 
to be Slaviciaed in their new home, two Greek brothers from Salonika 
(Thessaloniki-Solun), named Cyril (Kurdlos, Ktri, d. 869) and Methodius 
(Metodji, d. 885), came from Constantinople to Bulgaria as orthodox mis- 
sionaries and spread Christianity and the Cyrilltc alphabet there. This is still 
used in Bulgaria (see table). 
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Romany 

The word ‘Rom’, whch is derived from ‘Romany’, is the name gven to the 
Gypsies. The language used by them is Romany. They emigrated from north- 
western India in continuous waves from the ninth century AD onwards. They 
are found in almost every European country, but they are more numerous in 
Balkan territories, where most of them became Muslims. But there are also 
Christian Roms. 

In the past, the language which the Roms spoke was called ‘Gypsy’, or 
‘the language of the Gypsies’. Recently, however, it has been defined as 
Romany (Romani cbib). It was derived from the Pastiici dialects of central India. 
It has been known since 1777 that ths language, as spoken by the Roms who 
emigrated from north-western Inda to Western Asia, West Africa, Europe, 
and even America, is related to the new north-western Indian dialects. The 
language was divided into a small number of branches as a result of this 
migration. The main branches of Romany are represented in Armenian, Syrian 
and European dialects. Apparently, these dlalects were influenced by the lan- 
guages of the respective countries where they were spoken (Armenia, 
Rumania, England etc.). Romany underwent a few changes in the countries 
where it spread and turned into a secret language in various places. Its gram- 
mar was modelled on the native language of the host country where it was 
spoken; its lexicon, however, was Romany. 

The Armenian and Persian elements in Romany clearly indicate the 
routes which the Roms followed on their migrations to the West. One also 
comes across Arabic words in Romany. Besides Armenian and Persian words, 
the form which is spoken in various European counu-ies also contains a few 
Turhsh words. There are also Greek, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Rumanian, 
Hungarian and Albanian words in the Romany whch is spoken in these re- 
gions. Despite the differences in the Romany language as used in dfferent 
areas, the Roms all over the world can communicate with each other, owing to 
the common characteristics of their dialects. 

For a long time, no major literary work was produced in ths language 
whch was spoken in so many parts of the world. Upon a suggestion made 
by Slobodan Berbersh in Belgrade in 1969, it was decided that the term 
‘Ram' be used instead of ‘Gypsy’. Thus, all ‘Gypsies’ in Yugoslavia were 
registered as ‘Roms’ during the censuses held in 1971. Immedately after- 
wards, they started to write their own literary works in their own alphabet 
and to prepare grammar books in Romany. The first book in this field was 
Rade Uhltk‘s prePo.yitivni i postpo~ihvni Zan u gurbetskom (1951), published in 
Sarajevo. Later, IGume Kapesh and saip Jusuf published a book entitled 
Romani gramabka - Romska gramatika (Romany Grammar, 1980), whch was 
the first attempt at a Romany grammar. The second grammar, entitled 
Romani fonetika tbaj lekh$a - Bnetika i pravopis romskogjexika (Phonetics and 
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Syntax of the Romany Language) was published by Marcel Cortiade in 
Titograd in 1986. 

A Department of Romology was opened in the School of Philology in 
Skopje, the capital of Macedonia, in the academic year 1991-1992. 

Circassian 
Ths language, whch is one of the main branches of the Abasg-Kerker 
languages (north-/western) Caucasia, entered the Balkans when some 
Circassian families settled in the Balkans peninsula. There are Circassian 
famhes living in various cities and villages in Bulgaria, Greece, Rumania, 
Albania and Yugoslavia. Although most of them emigrated to Turkey, some 
families sull speak ths language among themselves. It appears that the spoken 
language experienced a strong influence from Arabic. It was also greatly 
influenced by Turkish. 

W e  do not know of a special alphabet whch would have been used by the 
Circassians in the Balkans. Most of them continue to use in their writings the 
alphabets of the languages in which they were educated. 

Following the war between the Circassians and the Russians in 1858, 
400,000 Circassians emigrated from Caucasia via two routes: some settled in 
Anatolia and Asia Minor, others in the cities and dages of Rumelian countries 
such as Albania, Bulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia (whch were under Ottoman 
suzerainty). After many wars, including World Wa r  I, the majority of the 
Circassians in the Balkan countries emigrated to Turkey. At present, there are 
more than hundred Circassian famhes who have remained in their homeland. 
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Chapter 8 

CROSS-FERTILIZATION 
BETWEEN ARABIC AND OTHER 

LANGUAGES O F  ISLAM* 

IN T R o D u c T I o N 

Since the very bepning, the constituent elements of Islamic civhzation have 
shown a great degree of plurahsm and diversity. There has even been room for 
the efforts of the followers of other religions, such as Christians and Jews, 
with the framework of unity established by the Islamic approach. Islamic 
civilization also adapted many intellectual and cultural elements from other 
civiltzations, such as Greek, Persian, Indian and others, and thus acquired that 
cosmopolitan character which made it an important tributary to the European 
Renaissance, and a major component of a universal civilization. 

The efforts of the people who embraced Islam laid the firm foundation 
on which Islamic civilization was based, for when these people converted to 
Islam, they brought with them elements of their own cultures and many of the 
intellectual and cultural components thereof, including the language. The 
languages of these people both enriched and were enriched by Arabic, the 
language of religon. However, the non-Arab people who embraced Islam 
undertook to learn Arabic, firstly in the belief that to do so was part of faith, 
and secondly, in order to become more acquainted with the principles and 
tenets of the religion. It may be that the enthusiasm of various Muslim peoples 
for Arabic as the language of revelation prompted generations of them to 
abandon their own mother tongue for a certain time. When they started again 
to write in their native languages, it was natural that they found Arabic a rich 
source of ideas and culture, from whch they borrowed countless words and 
constructions. The strong influence exerted by Arabic over those languages 
continues to the present day. They borrowed Arabic words and technical 
terms relating to religous, literary and scientific concepts, and the common 
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cultural underpinnings of Islam. At the same time, Arabic in turn was influ- 
enced by ths process of cultural cross-ferthation between Arabic and other 
Muslim languages to such an extent that it is often difficult to determine the 
ethnic origin of many Muslim thinkers and writers in the first centuries of 
Islam. 

Wliat is remarkable here is the emergence of various languages as a result 
of the conversion of different people to Islam and the strengthening and 
development of yet other languages, such as Urdu and Malay in Asia, or 
Swahilt, Hausa and Fulani in Africa. 

Arabic always had links with other Semitic languages, as well as with the 
languages of neighbouring people, especially Wddle Persian or Pahlavi. Traces 
of these links are to be found in various archaeologcal sources such as in- 
scriptions, and in a number of Persian words borrowed by some Semitic lan- 
guages and Semitic words borrowed by Persian. However, such hks were 
sporadic and in no way comparable to the bonds established between Arabic 
and the languages of the neighbouring peoples after they had embraced Islam. 
In the pre-Islamic period, Arabic borrowed terms like mzz’ (mile), fdr~akh (a 
Persian measure of distance, a ‘league’), band (post), fd&%ziq (army guide, 
courier, letter-carrier), &tzd~ (a coin or monetary unit), dirham (a coin or 
monetary unit) and other words from various languages. 

Arabic underwent a number of phases of development following the 
Islamic conquests. The first phase extends from the beginning of the con- 
quests to the era of Hishiim b. ‘Abd al-Malik (105-125/724-743), which is the 
period in whch the Arabs began to associate more extensively with other 
people, contacts having previously been limited to commercial activity. Firstly, 
there was a need to preserve government offices as they were before Islam for 
a certain period of time; and then to establish the various institutions of state 
and to enlist the inhabitants of the conquered countries to run the offices and 
institutions and to fd the posts for which they were better suited than others. 
In Basra and ICufa, there were two chanceries, one using Arabic and the other 
Persian, and this was the case until the latter was abolished by al-Hajjsj in 78/ 
698. Muslims and non-Muslims ahke participated in the administration of the 
new state, as was evident in the Umayyad period, when the Islamic state 
gained control of the most important centres of ancient science, such that the 
cultural climate became an international one where the cultures of numerous 
people mingled. The use of Arabic began to spread, particularly following the 
Islamic conquest of Iran and the regions to the north and east of Iran; after 
the Persians had embraced Islam they felt a need for Arabic, the language of 
the Revelation, in order to study the Qur’gn and the practice (mma) of the 
Prophet Muhammad, and in order to become acquainted with the precepts of 
the new religion. 
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Arabic and Persian 

The Persian language current in Iran before the advent of Islam is known as 
Pahlavi, and fell out of use about 200 years after the Islamic conquest. Only a 
few works, mainly Mazdaite religious texts, mere composed in it. At thts 
period, Arabic was the sole language of administration and the language of the 
religious, linguistic, historical and other sciences, in short the language of 
civilization and culture. Al-Tha'alibi (d. 429/1038) wrote: 'He whom God 
leads to Islam believes that Arabic is the best of all languages and that the 
endeavour to learn it is part of the faith, since it is the key to religious 
understandng." Initially intending to master Arabic, speakers of Persian 
subsequently contributed to its development, transforming it from a language 
of literature, eloquence and rhetoric into a scientific and technical language 
with a precise terminology. They then began to translate Pahlavi texts into 
Arabic and to write in Arabic themselves. They also were appointed, alongside 
their influential conquerors, to important posts and worked in the government 
administration, so that Arabic was established as the sate's language and 
knowledge of it became indispensable. 

The first test of the suitability of Arabic was its use in treaties and for the 
settlement of matters between the victors and the vanquished, as well as for 
drafting lcgal clauses and contracts. Arabic was very exact and concise, having 
long performed similar functions in the pre-Islamic period and in the time of 
the Prophet. Arabic began to borrow from Pahlavi innumerable words relating 
to food, drink, plants and tools, and to construct new technical terms con- 
cerning land, surveying and irrigation, administrative divisions, mhtary and 
diplomatic matters, including such terms as imq (land tax in cash or in kind), 
ia.r~-iY (small unit of weight or currency), kzk (town, vdlage, region), rnxtifq 
(village), b q i  (furniture, utensils, or a group of people), h$6q ([Christian] army 
general), marpbifn (satrap, governor of a (border) province), arddbb (dry 
measure, approx. five bushels) and other terms hitherto uncommon in Arabic. 
Arabic also adopted a host of terms relating to various sciences, especially 
during the period of organized translation, which lasted from the reign of 
Hisham b. 'Abd al-Malik until that of al-Ma'mun. 

The lively translation activity in the 'Abbiisid period, in particular from 
Greek, encompassed the various natural and mathematical sciences, such as 
medicine, astronomy, arithmetic, alchemy, mechanics and agriculture, and the 
Arabs became acquainted with various terms designating separate disciplines 
such as philosophy, music and geography. The existing fiscal and adminis- 
trative institutions and systems continued to be adapted and their terminology 
was borrowed. The Arabs cast their eyes as far afield as India, talilng an 
interest in Indian astronomical tables and various works on arithmetic, and 

1. Al-Tha'dibi, J~t?mtul-n"zbl; Beirut, 1317/1900, p. 2. 
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they acquainted themselves with the doctrines of the Sabians and the 
Manichaeans, and borrowed their terminology, too. 

Arabic continued to develop in this way and was cultivated by Arabs and 
non-Arabs alike. It remained dominant until the emergence of the semi-in- 
dependent Iranian states in ‘Abbiisid times. The kings of the Btiyid dynasty 
(320447/932-1056) sull composed poetry in Arabic, and among their min- 
isters were great men of letters using Arabic, such as Ibn al-‘Amid and Ibn 

With the emergence of the semi-independent Iranian states, there were 
attempts to revive the glory of the Persian kings (kh~sraw) and their civihza- 
tion. The revival of Persian was a major component of this tendency; how- 
ever, the Persian that reasserted itself with the advent of these minor states, 
remained subsidiary to Arabic, which was an indispensible tool for all writers 
and scribes, and a prerequisite for all those who entered the service of the 
s~&n. Indeed, non-Arabs, and Persians in particular, employed Arabic and 
contributed signtficantly to the Arabic literary heritage. 

Ths New Persian, or Fiirsi, which began to emerge around the end of 
the thirdlninth century, arose alongside Arabic, developed under its influence 
and was written in the Arabic alphabet. Consequently, it used many Arabic 
words and terms, since Arabic had gained oral currency throughout Iran and 
had become predominant in the main cities. For a long time Arabic held a 
monopoly of scientific and artistic terms. The encounter of the Arabs and the 
Persians was to be of paramount importance for the reciprocal influence be- 
tween their two languages. New Persian was no longer the Pahlavi of the 
Siisiinid age. 

Persian came under even greater Arabic influence at the end of the 
Mongol period and was to remain subject to such influence until the Safawid 
period. Some Persian writers of that time attempted to follow in the footsteps 
of the poet Firdawsi, who had sought to avoid the use of Arabic words in his 
epic JhZh nZmu. However, there was little support for that approach and the 
works of the Persian writers, poets, students and scribes continued to be full 
of Arabic. The two languages were mixed together, especially when used by 
the cultivated &lite and intellectuals ; only in popular speech was there a smaller 
proportion of Arabic words. 

Translation of Arabic texts into Persian began with a version in that 
language of Jdrut ul-F2tibu (the opening Sgru of the QurJiin). Not long after al- 
Tabari had composed hts T&Tr (Commentary on the Qurk), the Samiinid 
prince Manstir b. Ntih, in the second half of the fourth/tenth century, brought 
together a number of religious scholars from Transoxiana and asked them to 
rule on whether it would be licit to have the Holy Qur’iin translated into 
Persian. He then chose the best and most competent translators to translate 
al-Tabari’s fi$Tr. Subsequently, numerous religious scholars composed their 
own commentaries directly in Persian. Persian religous scholars also began to 

‘Abbiid. 
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translate numerous books from Arabic into Persian, such as the SburZ’i‘ ul- 
IslZmJz musZ’if al-bald wa-l-burZm (The Revealed Law of Islam Concerning what 
is Permitted and what is Forbidden) by Abu-1-Qiisim Ja‘far b. Shams al-Din, 
known as ‘4-Muhaqqiq al-Hdli’, which was translated by Abu-1-Qiisim 
b. Ahmad al-Yazdi. Al-Shahrastiini’s al-AfiluL wu-l-nibul (pook ofj Religious and 
Philosophical Sects) was translated by Mus{afii IGiiliqdiid al-Hnshmi; whereas 
the TuqzvZm uf-Tibbu (The Tabulation of Health) by Ibn Budiin of Baghdad was 
translated anonymously. Al-Qushayri’s ul-Rz.rZlu ul-Qz&y@yu (al-Qushayri’s 
Treatise) was translated by Abii ‘Ah Hasan b. Ahmad ‘Uthmm-; Abu-1-Rayh%n 
al-Bifini’s EtZb upJqdunu (Book on Pharmacology) was translated by Abii 
Bakr ‘Ah b. ‘Uthmiin al-IGshiini; and Sadr &Din al-Shiriizi’s KtZb ul-mubdu’ 
wu-l-mu‘Zd (Book of the Begnning and the Return [i.e. Creation and 
Resurrection]) was translated by Ahmad b. Muhammad al-Husayni Ardakiini 
(among others). Persians composed a number of Arabic-Persian dlctionaries, 
such as al-Zamakhshari’s Muquddiimut ul-udub (Introduction to Literary 
Cultivation), Qiidi Khan Badr Muhammad Dhiir’s Du.rtz2 uf-ikbwin (The Rules 
of the Brethren), Hubaysh b. Ibriihim Tiflisi’s QZnin uL-udab (The Principles of 
Literary Cultivation), ul-Mrqd (The Stairs) by the celebrated man of letters 
Badl“ al-Zamiin (The Prodlgy of the Age), d-Madiini al-Nishiippuri’s ul-&m?j-l- 
u.rZmT (The Sublime Names) and the EtZb uL-bu@u (uL-bulZghu) (Book of 
Eloquence) by Adib Ya‘qub al-Kurdi of Nishiippur (among others). A number 
of important historiographes were written, such as Juwayni’s TZ%kb-i YubZn 
gu.rbd_y (History of the World Conqueror); Rashid al-Din al-Hamadiini’s &mic 
ul-tuwZ&h (Compendium of Historical Events) ; Ham-d Mi& al-Mustawfi al- 
Qazwini’s T&%kb-i guqda (Selected History) ; TZrZkb-i Bul‘umT (Bal‘ami’s 
History) ; ,TabuqZt-i ,VZ$i% (Niisir’s Historical Compendium) ; TZt5kh-i BqbuqZ 
(Bayhaqi’s History) ; Riiwandi’s &-but ul-;udiZr wu-3Zt u/-.ruri~ (The Repose of 
the Hearts and the Signs of Joy) and other general and local historiographies, 
in addition to books on Sufi mysticism and gnosticisim. 

When the caliphate was transferred from Baghdad to Egypt in the se- 
venth/ thrteenth century, a great transformation occurred in the Persian 
language, which began to evolve its own rules and move away from a typi- 
cally Arabic sentence structure, reverting to modes of expression common in 
Mddle Persian. Persian thinkers and scholars such as Nasir al-Din al-Tiisi 
developed new constructions. Persian writers produced some of the most 
beautiful examples of Persian prose, such as filflu wu-Dmnu (Kalila and 
Dimna) by Bahrnm Shiihi (Nasr Alliih b. Muhammad b. ‘Abd al-Hamid), the 
~MaqubZ~-nZimu (Marzubiin’s Book) by Sa‘d al-Din Wariiwini, Juwayni’s 
TZr%b-i Jub& gudg (History of the World Conqueror), which w e  have 
already mentioned and the Gzdi.rtZn (Rose-Garden) by Sa‘di of Shir%z. Some 
of the most exquisite examples of Persian Siifi poetry are to be found in 
Mawliinii Jaliil al-Din Riimi’s il/latllnuwT and BwZn. 
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Arabic and Turkish 

Before examining how Eastern and Western Turkish were influenced by 
Arabic and Persian, we must first acquaint ourselves with the Turks, with the 
way in which they first came into contact with the Arabs and the other 
Muslims, how they converted to Islam and became its loyal servants and 
standard-bearers. It is clear that there were no direct relations between the 
Turks and the Arabs in pre-Islamic times. Their initial contacts were mechated 
through the Siisdd empire, whch had dlrect relations with both ethnic 
groups. Turks played an important rde in the internal affairs of Iran in the 
days of the Siisdd ruler Kawadh (AD 485-531). Furthermore, the Arab 
Lakhmid kingdom of al-Hira was under Sasnnid suzerainty and it was the wars 
of the Sasdd empire which brought Arabs and Turks into contact for the first 
time, on the battlefield. 

With the transfer of the cahphate to the ‘Abbasids, the conflict between 
Arabs and Turks became less acute, and Chinese attacks against Turhstan 
helped to bring them together. The Turks asked the ‘Abbnsid governor of 
Khurlsiin, Abii Muslim, for help. H e  sent an army led by Ziynd b. Sah to join 
the Turhsh Qarluq tribes and together they defeated the Chinese in a decisive 
battle on the banks of the Talas (Tnrnz) river in Muharram 134/July 751. 
Thereafter, fighting ceased between the Muslims and the Turks and political 
and commercial relations began to be established between them. The Turks 
began to convert to Islam and to assume important offices in the service of 
the Islamic empire. ‘Ubayd Allnh b. Yahyii b. Khiiqiin was the first Turk to 
assume the office of wa@r (chef minister) in 236/851. 

The Turks continued to be drawn into the Islamic world and to occupy 
administrative and military positions unul the Shi Buyids took Baghdad in 
334/945, when Turhsh influence waned temporarily, reappearing on the 
Islamic political stage only with the establishment of Muslim Turlush dynas- 
ties, such as those of the Qarakhanid, the Ghaznawids and the Saljiiqs. In 
Egypt, the reins of government were seized in 254/868 by Ahmad b. Tuliin, 
who established the powerful Tdiinid dynasty (254292/868-905). Ths dy- 
nasty was followed by the Ikhshidids, who ruled Egypt untd they were over- 
thrown by the Shi Fnumids (358-567/969-1171). Then the A-bid dynasty 
emerged (567-648/1171-1250) and in turn gave rise to the Mamliik dynasty 
(648-923/1250-1517). The Mamliik age was one of the most brdliant periods 
in Egyptian history, during which Egypt became acquainted with the Turhsh 
culture through the Qipchaq dialect that gained currency there. Arab writers 
such as Aba Hayynn al-Andalusi wrote on Turkish culture. The Mamluk dy- 
nasty was superseded by the Ottoman Turks, who ruled Egypt and the Arab 
region for four centuries. 

The Muslim Turkish states made great efforts to promote the Islamic 
sciences. At the time of the Qarakhiinid, the Ghaznawids and the Turlush 
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sultanates in India, Bukhiira, Samarqand, Ghazna and Delhi were among the 
most important cultural centres of the Islamic world. The culturally Turlslsh 
region of il& z v m 2  nl-nahr (lit. what is beyond the river [Oxus]), or Transoxiana 
had already bepn to produce numerous celebrated Turhsh scholars. Ahmad 
b. Hanbal knew the scholar of fikd?tb (Prophetic tradition) ‘Abd Allah b. 
Mub~iral; al-Turki (d. 182/798) and described him as al-mtdlh (the hlaster, the 
Professor). 

Turhsh was the spoken and written language of the Qariikhanid, and the 
language spoken at the court and in the armies of the Ghaznawids and the 
E;h warizmians. - ’  It was also the language of the ruling classes and the army in 
the Turkish Delhi sultanate and of those of the Saljuqs. The Turks had for- 
merly used the Uighur alphabet, but then replaced it with the Arabic alphabet. 
K‘ith the advent of the Ottomans, Western Turkish gained in vigour and came 
to be used in numerous branches of scholarshp and literature. The Ottomans 
co-existed side by side with the Saljuq Turks and inherited from them their 
possessions and culture, of whch Persian was an important element. The 
Ottoman language w a s  thus influenced by Persian. 

In the works written from the fifth/eleventh to the ninth/ fifteenth 
centuries, the influence of Arabic and Persian on Turhsh was relatively weak. 
In various periods Turlilsh had borrowed words from Chinese, Sanskrit, 
Soghdian (an Iranian language), Greek and Armenian, but the number of such 
borrowings w a s  negligible. Borrowing from Arabic and Persian only began 
with the emergence of the Eastern and Western Turkish literary languages 
after the seventh/thirteenth century; these were later to develop into, re- 
spectively, Chaghatay, Ottoman ( c@s//lanlz) and Azeri (&am]. When the Turks 
entered the fold of Islamic civhzation, they borrowed numerous words from 
Arabic, the language of religion, and from Persian, the language of culture. 
Turhsh thus began to move away from the language of the common people 
and was gradually transformed into the language of the tlite, a development 
whch applies as much to Chaghatay and Azeri as to Ottoman. 

The history of Turkish may be divided into two basic periods. The early 
period extends from the first appearance of the language until the sixth/ 
twelfth and seventhlthrteenth centuries, and is followed by the later period, 
in whch the structure of the language changed, new grammatical rules 
emerged and the alphabet was replaced. From the point of view of the ex- 
ternal form of the language, Arabic and Persian elements began to enter it and 
continued to do so, albeit not in any great numbers, before the ninth/fifteenth 
century, In form and structure, Ottoman Turhsh is typical of the later period, 
whch is characterized by the disappearance of features of the early period. 
From the point of view of external form, the earlier period of Old Anatolian 
Turksh was characterized by simplicity and the predominance of Turhsh 
elements in the sentence; h s  period continued until the beginning of the 
ninthlfifteenth century. During that century, a balance was established be- 
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tween the Turkish and the foreign elements in the sentence. Thereafter, the 
quantity of Arabic and Persian words and constructions suddenly increased. 
The borrowing of Arabic prosody for Turkish poetry played a major r61e in 
this increase at that time. Eventually, Ottoman Turkish became extremely 
complex, with sentences containing few purely Turkish elements apart from 
the verb and a few conjunctions. 

What is of interest here is the way in which Turkish was influenced by 
Arabic and Persian. Muslim intellectuals saw themselves first and foremost as 
Muslims, and only secondly as Turks, Arabs or Persians. Hence, Turkish in- 
tellectuals were keen to vaunt their refined Islamic cultivation in the form of 
Arabic and Persian, and neglected their native Turkish. However, when the 
Turks began to establish their own Islamic dynasties and became aware of the 
importance of their language, they began to revive it, using, as w e  have already 
mentioned, the Arabic alphabet. Turkish thus appeared in a new guise 
alongside Arabic and Persian, to which Turhsh scholars and intellectuals had 
previously contributed. 

Since this form of Turktsh was a language which arose under the wing 
of Islam, it was only natural that it should borrow Arabic words which had 
previously been borrowed by Persian and did not exist in either language 
before the advent of Islam. These were terms for purely Islamic concepts, 
such as muslim (lit. he who surrenders [to God]), mzl'min (believer), .yukZt 
(alms tax), jkg (pllgrimage), tqummzlm (the performance of prayer ablutions 
with sand in the absence of water), qiblu (direction of prayer to the Ka'ba in 
Mecca) and other such terms. The same Islamic words were also borrowed 
by other languages such as Urdu, Malay, Bengali and various African lan- 
guages. 

The influence of Turhsh on Arabic and Persian began with the emer- 
gence of the Saljnq Turks. Turkish words began to creep into Arabic, a few 
even finding their way into dictionaries of classical Arabic, but most of them 
being limited to use in popular speech, particularly during the Ottoman peri- 
od, as a result of the intermingling of Turks and Arabs. 

Among the Turkish expressions that entered the Arabic language in 
various fields such as the military and administration, for example, were ul- 
b&bZ(pu,ru), ul-be" (by), ul'im3b (Favu,r sergeant), ul-bqruq (bqruk, flag or banner) 
and d-bqrqda-t- (bqrukdar, flag-carrier), tikh (t@, tuft from a horse's tail at- 
tached to the flag as an indication of the rider's rank), ul-zlhq (uluk, official 
courier in the old sense), ul-dumgbu (type of stamp or tax); and, in the area of 
food, terms such as bmtztmi (pustimu, jerked meat), bzlrghil (bulgur [boiled and 
dried] cracked wheat), buqsumit (peksimet, rusk or biscuit), sqzq (sucuk, minced 
meat stuffed into intestines), dur&(tortzl, dregs or sediment that settles beneath 
honey, oil or similar substances); in the area of tools and implements, dabbis 
(top%, mace), burghi (burgz, auger or gimlet), bukr6j (bukrg, copper coffee-pot), 
tunuku (teneke, tin vessel and pot for boiling coffee), tuwuru (tencere, cooking pot 
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or &sh made of copper or similar material); and in other areas, taqm (takznz, a 
complete set of implements for a particular purpose), kbZtin (hatun, noble- 
woman or lady), takbya (tekke, dervish monastery), khan (ban, caravanserai), 
takbta (karatah, blackboard), sbankal kengel, iron hook for closing doors, 
windows etc.), baqshzTb (bahsis, gratuity), bqram (bqrama, feast).’ 

Persian and other foreign words whch had entered Turkish were bor- 
rowed by Arabic, such as P chazvgzn (polo, polo stick, also a kind of ‘sceptre’, 
cf. P cbawgdd?r); P rang (colour); kbql al-.dZq wa-lyasaq (the horses of the 
couriers and law). Many compound words arose consisting of a native Arabic 
word plus the Persian suffix -&r (possessing, holding, guarding): sil2hdZr 
(sword-bearer, equerry) ; &jar& (book-keeper, accountant, secretary; chief 
tax collector of an [Ottoman] province); dawZdZr (Secretary of State); ustZdZr 
(major-domo, steward); or else the Persian suffix -kbZna (house), in com- 
pounds often (place for) : si/&h&a (armoury, arsenal) ; sharZbkhand (wine- 
cask, wine factory, wine cellar); jabkha, jabakhZna (powder magazine, ar- 
senal; ammunition). All these words were new terms in the Islamic states 
established by the Turks in Egypt and Syria. A-Qalqashandi’s $ibh nl-a‘sbri‘$ 
siai‘at al-inshZ’ (The Dim-Sighted’s Dawn on the Art of Composition) gives a 
detailed examination of these terms, wlvch were widely used by Arab hstor- 
ians, such as Ibn Iyiis and d-Jabarti. 

It is worthwile noting the interaction between the Arabic and Turhsh 
cultures in the field of music, thus leadmg to the enrichment of the Arabic 
language, whch adopted several technical terms of Turhsh origin. Interaction 
between the two cultures was long-lasting and Istanbul, the capital of the 
caliphate, was also the centre where speciahsts in literature, scientists and ar- 
tists from all the Arab and Islamic countries used to meet together to present 
their works and borrow from the masterpiece works they listened to, and from 
these encounters originated the remarkable similarity between the con- 
temporary Arab and Turkish pieces of music. Among the great visitors to 
Istanbul were ‘Abd al-Hgmdi from Egypt, ‘Uthmgn al-MawVili from Irak, ‘Ah 
al-Darwish from Aleppo, Muhsin Zafir from Libya and Ahmad al-Tawili from 
Tunisia. The result of all h s  was the emergence of new niaq&zZt in Arabic 
music, like al-j+iTkir, .Yb&%hnaT and Naw’athar, as well as other technical terms 
of music whch were not known in the Arab world. 

Numerous Turhsh as well as Persian and other words which entered 
Arabic became common in spoken Arabic. These are often connected with 
eating, drinking, clothing, military matters and other areas of life. Such words 
are listed in works deahng with colloquial dialects and foreign words in Arabic. 
Turhsh words (or words from other languages transmitted through Turkish) 
were not borrowed by Arabic alone; such also came to be used in Persian in 

2. See also the al-iFb<f dictionary, the KtZb al-Ailu‘arrab of d-Jawdiqi and Dozy’s Sz$pkment 
aux dictionnaires arabes. 
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the Saljiiq period. G. Doerfer, in lus studes, lists 1,727 Turlilsh words bor- 
rowed by Per~ian.~ 

In the Balkans, the Islamic languages Arabic, Persian and Turhsh became 
influential as the Ottomans gained ascendancy and the Bosnians and 
Albanians converted to Islam. During the Ottoman period, Bosnia produced 
over 300 writers using Arabic, Persian and Turhsh. Mehmed al-Bosnevi, 
known as ‘al-I(hiineji’, wrote ulyuwbur al-asnzj tur@tz ‘dumd’ wu-shu ‘aniJ Bosna 
(The Sublime Essence of the Biographies of the Scholars and Poets of 
Bosnia). Smad Bahg dealt with the same subject in De filtur derBosniuken (The 
Culture of the Bosnians), in whch he drew attention to the heritage left by the 
Muslim Bosnians in those three  language^.^ In hs study, A. Skaljic noted 
7,100 Turkish words and words from other languages transmitted through 
Turhsh whch found their way not only into Serbo-Croat, but also into 
Bulgarian, Greek, Albanian, Macedonian, Hungarian, Romanian, Polish, 
Czech and S10vak.~ Turkish words were also borrowed by various peoples 
living in the Caucasus, between the Black and the Caspian Seas, such as the 
Circassians (Cherkess), Georgians, Chechens, Ingush and Armenians. 

The emergence of Urdu under the influence of Arabic, 
Persian and Turhsh 
Muhammad b. al-Qnsim al-Thaqafi (d. 98/716) conquered Sind in 93/711. 
H e  took Multiin and within three years advanced as far as the borders of 
Mdwa. Sind was incorporated into the Islamic empire. Even before the 
conquest of Sind, Arab and Persian traders had sailed as far as the western 
coast of India and commercial relations were established between Muslims 
and Hindus. 

On the Indian subcontinent, a number of Islamic states emerged, such as 
the Ghaznawid dynasty in northern India with Lahore as its capital. It was 
followed by the Turkish Delhi sultanate and later the Mughal or Mogul em- 
pire. These states used Persian as their official language and as the language of 
literature and science, alongside Arabic, whch was the language of the re- 
ligious sciences. While Sultan Mahmiid of Ghazna, his mhtary leaders and his 
successors were Turks, they were deeply imbued with Persian literature and 
Iranian administrative culture. Persian poets and Arab scholars (or scholars 
who wrote in Arabic, such as Abu-1-Rayhiin al-Bimni and al-‘Utbi) thronged at 
the Ghaznawid court. 

G. Doer fer, Tkkiscbe und mongoliscbe Elemente im Ncupersiscben. II. iClongoliscbe Elemente inl 
Neiqersischen; IJIl/: Eirkischc Elementc im Neuprrsiscben, 4 vols., Wiesbaden, Franz Steiner, 
1963, 1975, passim. 
S. Balic, D e  Kultur der Bosaiaken, Supplement I, Wien, Balic, 1978. 
A. Skaljic, 7irr&pii u s~skobrz,atsko~~r~e~iku, Sarajevo, Svetlost, 1966. 
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The Muslim armies included Turks, Afghans, Persians and Arabs, of 
whom the Arabs were the least numerous, especially in the fifth/eleventh and 
sixth/twelfth centuries. The leadershp was reserved for Turks and Afghans. It 
is said that in the time of Sultan Mahmiid b. Sebuktegin and his son, Sul@n 
Mas'iid, the Ghaznawid army included a detachment of local Hindu troops led 
by their own commanders. These troops needed to communicate with the 
Turkish, Persian and Arab members of the army. At the same time, the 
Turkish, Afghan and Persian soldiers were in regular contact with the local 
inhabitants of Lahore, Delhi and the Punjab and attempted to speak to them 
in Turhsh and Persian, both of whch were influenced by Arabic. The local 
inhabitants spoke Old Punjabi, Basha, or Hindi. As time went on, they tried to 
find a common language to meet their dady needs, and a new language 
emerged whose vocabulary was a mixture of Turhsh, Persian, Arabic, Punjabi 
and Basha. This was the zpb&-i urdi-i mu'ah (I' the tongue of the imperial 
army camp). Historians of Urdu literature and language indicate that it was 
first known as Hind? or HindzwT (P Indian), and later as &bta (P mixed, hy- 
brid). The name Urdu (T and P urdi (army, army camp) finally became es- 
tablished in the eighteenth century. 

Turkish and Persian exerted a great influence on Urdu, which first 
emerged in northern India following the conquest by the Ghaznawids, who 
established their second capital (after Ghazna) at Lahore in the Punjab (now 
Pakistan). Despite different opinions among experts over where exactly in 
India Urdu first arose, it is generally agreed that the Siifi mystics, who went all 
over I d a ,  played a major r6le in the dissemination and development of the 
language, acting as a link between Islam and Hinduism. They used Urdu to 
spread their message and wrote many books and treatises in it. As a result, it 
developed and was then used by poets. Muslims used it as a means to achieve 
their religious, political, social and cultural goals, and subsequently translated 
into that language the main works of Arabic, Persian, Turlush and, eventually, 
English literature. 

Urdu received encouragement from the ruling circles only towards the 
end of the Mughal dynasty in the second half of the eighteenth century. It 
prospered and received much stronger official support in the Deccan than in 
the north, for it was adopted first by the great Bahmani dynasty (747-895/ 
1347-1490), who annexed the whole of the south, and then by the court of 
the 'Add Shnhi dynasty at Bijgpiir and that of the Qufb Shahi hngs at 
Golconda. 

However, the Urdu used in the south was somewhat different from that 
used in Delhi and the north of India, for it was strongly influenced by 
southern languages, such as Gujarati, Talang, Malayalam and Icannada, not to 
mention the old scholarly language of India, Sanskrit. The strongest influence 
on the Urdu used in the north was that of Persian and Arabic, as well as of a 
number of local northern Indian languages. 
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When the countries of the south finally submitted to the central Mughal 
state in Delhi in the days of ‘aamgir (Awrangzib) at the end of the se- 
venteenth century, a period began in which the northern and southern forms 
of Urdu began to intermingle in the capital, which had become a magnet for 
poets and writers. The arrival of the Deccani (southern) Urdu poet Wali al-Din 
Da&- in the capital at the beginning of the eighteenth century inaugurated 
a new era in the hstory of Urdu, and the southern and northern forms of the 
language merged very quickly. 

Given that the native territory of Urdu was the Indian subcontinent, its 
grammar, constructions, verbs and pronouns were pure Indian. On the other 
band, most of its terminology was derived from Arabic, Turkish and Persian; 
Persian verbs even replaced Indian verbs. The system of versification, in- 
cluding metre and rhyme, was that of Arabic. The language was written in the 
Arabic alphabet, with a number of ad&tional modified letters. 

Translations of the Qur’iin were extremely influential in fostering the use 
of Urdu prose and enhancing its quality. The most important and celebrated 
translation was the one made in the late eighteenth century by ‘Abd al-Qadir 
al-Dihlawi (‘of Delhi’) and his brother, Raf? al-Din al-Dihlawi, sons of the 
famous scholar of the history of Islamic culture in India, Shaykh &mad b. 
‘Abd al-Ra&n, known as Shah Wali All21 al-Dihlawi, the author of Hyat 
Ahib ul-bdigba (The Eloquent Proof of God) on the precepts of Islamic 
SbarZ‘a (divine law). 

Fort Wdliam College, established in the late eighteenth century in 
Calcutta by the directors of the East India Company, also contributed sig- 
nificantly to the advancement of literary prose. The College was founded to 
teach employees of the East India Company Persian, Urdu, Arabic, Hindi and 
other languages. The College employed both Muslim and Hindu scholars and 
writers, who composed dozens of works in Urdu, Persian and Arabic. Urdu 
thus attained a high degree of development in the nineteenth century. It be- 
came the sole language of scholarly writing and the main language of com- 
munication, being understood throughout the Indian subcontinent, while 
Arabic and Persian were increasingly confined to religious schools and only 
used by a small number of scholars and specialists. 

It may be seen from the above that Urdu is an idiom which arose and 
thrived under Islam. It is a fairly recent Islamic language (in comparison with 
Arabic, Persian and Turkish). But the number of Urdu speakers in Pakistan, 
Inda and Bangladesh is considerable. 

Bengali 
Before the advent of Islam, the Arabs maintained maritime trade relations with 
India, including the region of Bengal. These relations continued after the 
coming of Islam, and Muslim Arab traders played a major r6le in spreading the 
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faith in these countries. They actually brought Islam to the coasts of Bengal in 
the early seventh/thirteenth century, from where it gradually spread 
throughout the country. 

At the end of the sisth/tweIfth century, Turkish and Afghan Muslims 
founded the Delhi Sultanate in India. The Afghan leader Ikhtiyar &Din 
Muhammad b. Bakhtiyar I.;halii conquered Bengal at the very beginning of the 
seventh/thrteenth century and made it subject to the Delh Sultanate, and 
hence to Muslim rule for thc first the. A new period also began for the 
Bengali language. IT'hile e rulers of Bengal at that time were Turks or 
Afghans and used Persian as the official language of state, they granted the 
Bengali language complete freedom and regarded it lughly as the language of 
the common people. It prospered and developed and was gradually influenced 
by Islamic culture, borrowing numerous Arabic and Persian words. When the 
dynasty of Husayn Shah beraine independent from the Delh Sultanate in the 
middle of the eighthlfourtcectb century, it gave support to the Bengali lan- 
guage, which continued to deveiop and flourish until the arrival of British 
colonialism in I d a .  

No doubt, the fact that Bengal was subject to Muslim rule for six cen- 
turies contributed to the spread of Islam throughout the country, and the 
Bengali language, in addition to Persian and Arabic, played an important rcile 
in consolidating Islamic cnlture there. Some hnguists describe Bengali as an 
Indm language (descended from Smskrit) of the Indo-European family. 
However, others thtnk that the basic structure of Bengali is Dravidian, rather 
than Sanskrit, even though the language may later have come under Sanskrit 
influence, particularly owing to the efforts of Hindu writers. 

Writing in Bmg& came somewhat later, given that the official languages 
of the Islamic state and those of education were Persian alongside Arabic. For 
this reason we find no literary works by Musiims I n  Bengali before the sixteenth 
century, with the exception of two poets: Shah Muhammad Saghir, who wrote 
the didactic poem YZ~-afzwZ~la~&h2 (Yusuf and Zulaykha), and Amir Zayn 31- 
Din, who wkte Rasd v ~ q  (The Exploits of the Prophet). Islamic subjects in 
Ben& literature subsequently became more popular and Arabic, Persian and 
Urdu words, expressions and phrases entered the language. There were even 
some literary works written in the Arabic rather than the Bengali alphabet. 

These are the main Islamic languages in the east of the Islamic world, 
Central Asia and Anatolia, languages whch helped to spread Islam and Islamic 
culture in those regions. Arabic for them was a basic source from whch they 
derived much cultural inspiration and borrowed large amounts of vocabulary 
and terminology, even though their linguistic structure was quite different 
from that of Arabic. However, the influence of Arabic was not limited to the 
languages of these parts of the world but extended also to those of Muslim 
people in Africa, such as Hausa, Swahdi, Berber, the Ethiopian languages and 
Somah. Furthermore, with the flourishing of science and literature in Europe 
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in the Middle Ages, a number of Arabic scientific terms entered Latin (and 
passed from Latin into the modern European languages) as Europe was in- 
fluenced by Islamic civihation and the lively activity of translation from 
Arabic into Latin and Hebrew. 

When the non-Arab Mushs borrowed Arabic words to use them in 
their own languages, they adjusted them to their own habits of pronunciation. 
The Persians, Turks and Indians pronounced the letters th, 6, j, d, 5 ‘qn 
and q differently from the Arabs, as did speakers of Urdu. The Turks accepted 
q, whch existed in their language, but did not adopt the other letters. The 
letters th and j in Arabic words were pronounced like s, the b changed to h, d 
became an emphatic %, ‘qn turned into a glottal stop (hamp). The Persians 
changed q to gh, the Turks changed it to k. Speakers of those languages who 
had studied Arabic, endeavoured to pronounce these letters in the Arabic way. 

Simdarly, the Arabic words borrowed by various Islamic languages did 
not remain unchanged, but were assdated, evolved and multiplied through 
analogy and derivation. Indeed, many of the Arabic words used in Persian, 
Turlilsh and Urdu were not originally used in Arabic in the same form or with 
the same meaning. Likewise, prefixes and suffixes were attached to some 
Arabic words, such as Persian bfshakk (doubtless) (P bf [without], A shakk 
[doubt]), ikhlZjmand (sincere) (A ikhl& [sincerity], P -mand [-ful, possessing a 
quality]), dindZr (religious, pious) (A din [religon], P -dZr baving, possessing]). 
Arabic elements were combined with Persian elements to form compounds: 
waianparast (patriot) (A wuian @omeland], P -parast [worshipper]). Many words 
acquired meanings which were somewhat different from their original mean- 
ing in Arabic, such as nushgt (A activity, liveliness, P joyfulness); s&~a 
(A administration, policy, politics; P szjZsah, punishment); hi@ (A barrier, 
blockade, siege; P barrier, wall, fortress); jdb (A reconciliation, peace-makmg; 
P peace); tashannq (A contraction, shrinking, convulsion, spasm; P convul- 
sion, fit). W e  find further examples of such shfts of meaning in Urdu: madbet 
(A accurate, precise, controlled; U ma.@@ strong); him@ (A protection; 
U him9et support); mibna (A trial, ordeal, misfortune; U mibnet work); inkZr 
(A denial, dsavowal, rejection; U refusal); mustaqill (A independent; U con- 
stant, permanent); gha& (A strange, foreign; U poor). 

Malay 
Islam was carried to South East Asia by merchants - both Arabs and Indian 
converts - from Gujarat. Islamic missionary activity there started in the 
eleventh/fifteenth century. The number of Muslims grew as trade increased 
after the devastating Mughal wars ; these newcomers mixed and intermarried 
with the local population, simultaneously influencing and being influenced by 
them, spread Islam among them and transmitted to them their culture and 
many of their customs and traditions. 
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From Sumatra, Islam spread to Malaya. The ruler of Samudra (later 
Pasai) became related by marriage to the ruler of Malacca (Melaka) on the 
western coast of the Malay peninsula, who converted to Islam and established 
an extensive Muslim Ingdom. Islam and Islamic influence spread and 
Malacca became a major Islamic force there. The rulers of these countries 
embraced the new religion, whch spread to neighbouring areas. 

Malay is a member of the Malayo-Polynesian or Austronesian family of 
languages. It comprises a group of languages spoken on a number of islands in 
the Strait of Malacca, whch is a vital region located between the Malay pe- 
ninsula and the island of Sumatra. Malay is the official, native, literary and 
intellectual language of Indonesia, Malaysia and Brunei; it is also the language 
of one fifth of the population of Singapore and is used by Malays in southern 
Thailand in the region of Patani, and in the southern Philippines. The total 
number of Malay speakers is 200 milhon, who use it in business and at atl 
levels of education. 

Malay has been greatly influenced by Arabic, whch is the source of one 
t h d  of its vocabulary. Before European colonization, Malay was written in 
the Arabic alphabet, with the addition of several letters. Islam played a key rde 
in the emergence of Malay literature - with the exception of a few oral nar- 
ratives concerning the Hindu and Buddhst religions, there are scarcely any 
works of literature in Malay whch predate the arrival of Islam. A clear in- 
dication of the extent to whch the Muslim Malay people have been influenced 
by Islam is provided by the Arabic, that is, Muslim phrases used in everyday 
life, such as subbzn 14/lLib (glory be to God; exclamation of surprise, wonder- 
ment), al-bamdu li-llzb (praise be to God ; exclamation of thanks, contentment 
with what fate holds), mzsh’a lhh (what God wishes; exclamation of surprise, 
admiration) and others. Naturally, their language also adopted the same words 
and terms as did the languages of other Musluns. 

When Islam took root in these lands, Malay came to be written in the 
Arabic script and flourished. Numerous Islamic works were translated from 
Arabic into Malay, which thus became one of the richest Islamic languages in 
terms of the number of Islamic works translated into it, works whch in- 
cluded, naturally, the Qur’an, not to mention the books of taj2r (exegesis), 
bud& (Prophetic tradition), j q b  (Islamic jurisprudence), zq7L aljiqb (the 
methodology of Islamic jurisprudence) and sira nabuw9yu (biography of the 
Prophet). Communication with the Muslim world improved, and the Islamic 
laws whch were in force in the Ottoman sultanate (as contained in the iWqelle- 
y’ ubkzm-i’ ‘adlbe, the Ottoman Civil Code [1870-1877]), were translated into 
Malay in 1910 and became a source whch the Sultiins of the Malay States 
referred to. 

Students from these countries used to converge on the main Islamic 
urban centres in search of knowledge and then return home to teach the 
religious sciences. Among the most prominent of such students were Shaykh 
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D&id ‘Abd Allah b. Idris al-Jiiwi al-Fatiini d-Maliiyuwi (1769-1847), who 
wrote and translated numerous works; Shaykh Wan Ahmad b. Mdammad 
Zayn b. Mustafa b. Muhammad al-Fa@ni (1856-1908), who wrote in both 
Malay and Arabic; and Shaykh ‘Ah b. ‘Abd al-Samad al-ICattZni (1827-1912). 
The spread of religious education and the large-scale translation activity from 
Arabic into Malay enriched the latter with i4rabic and Islamic terms, which 
now form one third of the total vocabulary, as previously noticed. 

CONCLUSION 

Arabic was truly the orignal language of the Islamic religion. It played a 
pioneering rde in the formative Islamic period (at first alone, and then 
together with other Islamic languages) in laying the foundations of Islamic 
civilization and developing it in a variety of directions. It was therefore only 
natural that these languages should be influenced by Arabic and in turn 
influence it and that their linguistic terminology should be similar, given the 
unity of cultural and religious concepts and ideas. With the passage of time 
and as a result of the lively cultural cross-fertilization between various ethnic 
groups, numerous words and terms were to constitute a common linguistic 
edifice for the cultural concepts and values that Muslims share. 
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Chapter 1 

ARABIC LITERATURE F R O M  ITS 
ORIGINS TO 132/750 

Mohamed Abdesselem 

‘When 
bearing 
of the 

the Arab makes 
a precious and 
Word,’’ and it 

his first appearance on History’s stage, he comes 
formidable glft: hs profound sense of the beauty 
is through the Word that he reveals hs creative 

abilities. 
It is regrettable that, as a result of long years of selective, oral trans- 

mission, many of the literary works from this past, and the oldest in parti- 
cular, have been lost to us, and that those whch have survived are 
fragmentary and often of doubtful provenance .’ W e  are thus condemned to 
ignorance about both the beginnings and the early stages of the development 
of this literature. 

It is not until the sixth century AD that the texts become sufficiently 
numerous and their provenance sufficiently clear, so as to constitute valid 
documentation. 

Analysis does, however, suggest that they are part of a tradition that had 
long since established its own formal rules and thematic tendencies. It is one 
of the paradoxes in the history of Arabic literature to b e p  with what can with 
no hesitation, and full justification, be called ‘classicism’, a classicism that 
reigned for two and a half centuries. Even the message of Muhammad and the 
resulting upheaval of ideas and mores could not separate the Arabs from an 
aesthetic tradition inherited from their distant past. It was not untd 132/750, 
when the Banu-l-‘Abbas succeeded the BanG Umayya, that Arabic literature 
began to innovate on a large scale. 

1. R. Blachtre, ‘Le classicisme dans la littkrature arabe’, in G.E. von Grunebaum (ed.), 
.Jj@osium International 8Hstoire ai? la Civilisation MusuLmane, Actes, pp. 279-290, Bordeaux, 
1957, p.280. 
O n  this subject see N. al-Asad, A[a@dir a/-shi‘r aly2hiE wa-qtmatuhi al-tKkh&ya, Cairo, Dnr 
al-MaC%ri€, 1962, and R. Blachtre, ffistoire de la littlrature arabe des ongines 2 hjn de Xv dcle, 
3 vols., Pans, G.-P. Maisonneuve, 1952-1964, I, pp. 85-186. 

2. 
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The defeat of the Umayyads, whch ended the dominance of the tradi- 
tional ethical and aesthetic ideas whch they had tried to perpetuate for a whole 
century, opened the door to creative innovation. 

Although it remained faithful to the norms of classicism, Arabic literature 
had nevertheless begun to evolve before 132/750, and this evolution was 
accelerated by the historical events preceding and following the tragic death of 
‘Uthmiin b. ‘Affu. 

Shattering the consensus acheved by the Prophet and his early succes- 
sors, the revolt which culminated in the assassination of the third caliph in 
35/655 plunged the Muslim world into theological debates which it could 
neither resolve nor transcend, and provoked internal schisms with decisive 
consequences for its future.3 

Caught up in the controversies produced by h s  state of affairs, Arabic 
literature was forced to create new forms of expression which were better 
suited to the public’s preoccupations. The years 35-40/655-660 thus form a 
‘watershed’ in both the literary and the political history of the Arabs, a time 
which divides the classical period into two clearly demarcated phases. 

Arabic literature from its origins to 40/660 
Although it continued for some decades after the appearance of Islam, the 
hallmarks of the first phase of the classical period are the spirit of Arab 
bedouinism and paganism, or, to use the stock phrase, the spirit ofJZbihjya. 

JZbiL&p is the term which Muslim authors use to designate the period 
before Islam. Based on a fundamental opposition between pre- and post- 
Revelation - that is, between ignorance and irrationality on the one hand, and 
knowledge and wisdom on the other - ths term not only tended to disparage 
the period in question, it also, by presenting it as an undfferentiated whole, 
obscured any achevement prior to the message of Muhammad. This thesis 
does not withstand scrutiny, however. On the contrary, social and religious 
development in the Arab world was progressive and continuous. 

Although there is every indication that the Arabs - like all ‘primitive’ 
people - considered blood ties sacred-and originally organized themselves in 
clans, they were able at each stage of their economic and cultural develop- 
ment to adapt their social system to the imperatives of change. Adopting 
extensive nomadsm as a way of life, they used the concept of a real or 
myducal common ancestry to extend the concept of blood solidarity 
( ‘u&yya), by the clan with the tribe, and by the tribe with the tribal con- 
federation. When converted to caravan mercantilism, they established pacts 
of fraternity and mutual assistance (&$) between the various tribal groups 

3. Cf. in particular T. Husayn, al-Etna al-kdmi, Cairo, 1962, and H. Laoust, Les schismes &ns 
l’lslam, Paris, Payot 1965. 
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in order to ensure the conditions necessary for the harmonious expansion of 
their new activities. 

Similar changes marked their religious history. As one author put it, 
'To each socio-political stage of pre-Islamic Arab society, there corresponds 
a renewed concept of the individual and a specific stage of religious life.74 
These changes took the Arabs from animism and the cult of the ancestor 
to polytheism and the cult of the idol and then, once the divinities had 
been brought together in the same sanctuaries and the rites had been uni- 
fied, to a sort of religious syncretism, of whch the pilgrimage to Mecca, 
the mercanule metropolis par excdence, is one of the most significant ex- 
amples.s 

Although they introduced innovations and religious practices to their 
social system as a consequence of constantly changing economic and political 
circumstances, the Arabs of the pre-Islamic period never doubted that their 
present was the natural continuation of their past. There was no contradiction 
in their eyes between 

their membership in the clan, that building-block of society that was small but 
made strong hy its ethnic cohesion and the spirit of solidarity that motivated its 
members, and their adherence to a larger political entity, the tribal confedera- 
tion, whose strength lay in the number and prestige of the tribes it comprised 
and the multiplicity and solidity of the alliances that it established.' 

Nor did they see any contradiction between worshpping their divinities in a 
fiamhal or tribal setting, and worshipping in communal sanctuaries such as the 
Ka'ba, since the practices were identical and their idols were present in both 
places, either alone or 'in the shadow of more powerful gods'.' 

A second factor that helped convince the Arabs of the eternal validity of 
their ideals was their attachment to a moral code called honour. Tlvs code of 
values, which was deeply rooted in paganism and 'united all Arabs in a com- 
munion of acts',8 developed in successive generations of ths community a 
sense of belongng to a culture with immutable principles. 

Proud of hs status as a free man (hurm_ytiya), as a member of a powerful 
and respected social group ('ixxu), the purity of hs lineage (nasab) and the 
dlustriousness of his forefathers (bad), the young Arab @ti) strove at all 
times to show himself worthy of hs glorious hstory (mqd) by being loyal, 

4. J. Chelhod, Introduction a b socialogit. de lElum: de I'animisme 2 lirnivrrsalirne, (Islam d'Hier et 
d'Aujourd'hui, 12), Paris, G.-P. Maisonneuve, 1958, p. 15. 

5. M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes, 21ilahomtt, Paris, Albin Michel, 1957, p. 34. 
6. M. Abdesselem, Le th6me de la mort dms hi poisie arabe des originw a lajfi du IIIr/LYe sikle, 

Tunis, Universitt de Tunis, 1977, p. 36. 
7. J. Chelhod, Infroduction.. ., op. ni., p. 93. 
8. B. Faris, L'ffontieur '.hex fes Arabes ailant I'(slanl, Paris, G.-P. Maisonneuve, 1932, p. 191. 
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helpful, brave, generous and hospitable - in a word, by demonstrating a 
constant desire to surpass himself. 

It is easy to see why the Arabs would consider the call to renounce all 
their divinities save All&, to replace the multiplicity of tribal solidarities by the 
solidarity of faith and their proud assurance by an ethic of humility, as a radical 
break with their past, and why most of them would, at least initially, fiercely 
reject such a call. 

Monotheism was not completely unknown in Arabia, however. Having 
escaped the dominant imperialisms elsewhere, the Arab world was a haven of 
liberty and a refuge for persecuted Christians and Jews who settled in TaymB, 
Khaybar, Yathrib (later Medina), al-Hira and Najriin. The influence of these 
communities was very limited, however, being restricted to the urban centres 
where they had ~ettled.~ 

It would be left to the Qur'hc message to convert the Arabs to 
monotheistic concepts and the moral ideas they implied; and it would take a 
long time to eradicate the traces of ancient beliefs from the collective mind. In 
the early years of the Islamic era, the spirit of the]Zhiljyyu would continue to 
determine how the Arabs acted and thought, and provide the central themes 
for their creative artists. 

O n  the strength of the recensions prepared by the Muslim logographers 
of the second-third/eighth-ninth centuries, it would appear that the literary 
heritage of theJZhiljyyu and the first decades of Islam included not only nu- 
merous collections of poetry, but also a rich store of maxims and proverbs, a 
significant narrative genre and a few sequences of rhetorical prose. However, 
while this belatedly established corpzs provides a more or less accurate portrait 
of Arabic literature in that period, many of the texts it contains, and, in par- 
ticular, the prose texts, do not withstand critical analysis. 

W e  must remember, first of all, that the current scholarly opinion is that 
the specimens of 'divinatory prose' (s.jc ul-k.uhhh&), attributed to pre-Islamic 
magicians, are fakes." These deliberately abstruse and ambiguous texts are 
written in a 'modulated' rhythmic and rhyming prose, and are clumsy 
'counterfeits' of the cultic discourses, whose existence is historically docu- 
mented but which are forever lost. There is nothng surprising about that. For 
one thing, the Muslim authors did not show great zeal in codifying this cate- 
gory of discourse. Then, it would appear that, as early as the sixth century, the 
magicians relinquished all power to the tribal chieftains (sqyid), who left the 

9. R. Blachire, Hstoire, op. it., I, pp. 51-58; see also T. Andrae, Les origines de I'lsaam et le 
c73rirtianisSmee, trans. J. Roche, Paris, Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1955. 

10. R. Blach&e, Hstoire ..., op. it., pp. 189-195, and A. al-Maqdisi, Ta[amw al-as& al- 
natbnjyaj-l-dab al-'arabi, Beirut, Dar al-'Ilm li-l-Maliiyin, 1960, pp. 13-16. Examples of 
this oratorical prose may be found in al-Jiib, al-BqZn Wa-l-tabyFn, ed. 'A. M. H%%n, Cairo, 
1960, I, p. 290. 
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clergy with nothing except the honorific title of 'guardians of the sanctuary'." 
A few decades before the appearance of Islam, political discourse thus took 
the place of cultic discourse, and it was the sgyjid who, in addition to his 
political and martial duties, was called upon to assume the prestigous role of 
tribune (,&fib). 

Fervent defenders of Arabic eloquence, the Muslim historians of the 
third-fourthlninth-tenth centuries describe some of these sgyyid-tribunes in 
glowing terms,12 but they often neglect to provide us with examples of their 
work. The paradoxical result is that they have convinced us of the importance 
and quality of ths oratory prose whde leaving us in almost total ignorance as to 
its aesthetic qualities. The sparse documentation that has come down to us13 
only allows two observations: 
1. These 'discourses' are usually no more than brief improvisations, ap- 

propriate responses to 'exceptional situations', and their value lies in their 
suitabhty for, or against, the circumstances that inspired them. 
Forcefulness and concision are the dominant traits of ths prose, whch 
stressed 'lapidary formulas and the balance of phrases, with cadences 
rich in vocal tones'.14 
Alongside ths political prose, a prose of religious inspiration seems to 

have developed shortly before the appearance of Islam. The monotheistic 
churches, and particularly the Christian ones, appear to have had their ac- 
knowledged orators, some of whom, such as Quss b. S%cida,'5 acheved fame. 
Few in number and of varying quality, the texts attributed to them underhe 
the importance of ths literary genre, whch received a great impetus through 
the message of Muhammad, as can be seen in the admirable specimens of 
oratory prose attributed to the Prophet or his Companions, and in particular 
the famous Sermon of Farewell (kbziibat al-wad4.16 

Although the sermon assumes new dlmensions through a change of 
subject and tone, the oratory style retains the same characteristics. The sim- 

2. 

11. J. Chelhod, btroduction ..., op. cif., pp. 61-64. 
12. Al-Jiihiz. al-Ayrtn ..., op. Lit., I, p. 365. 
13. M-Jiihi?, al-Byrtn ..., op. cit., I, p. 317, and 11, p. 135; al-Qiili, al-Amib, Cairo, 1953, I, 

14. R. Blachkre, Hisfaire ..., op. it., I, p. 728 and A. d- Maqdisi, Ztuwww.. ., op. cit., pp. 20-23. 
15. R. Blachkre, HiJtoire ..., op. cif., p. 727; Quss b. Sii'ida of the lyiid seems to have been an 

itinerant Christian orator who lived until the end of the sixth century AD; al-J&?~i?, 
al-Bay&. . . , op. cif., I, pp. 308f; Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, al-'lgd aLja~d, ed. A. Amin et al., Cairo, 
Lajnat al-Ta'lif wa-I-Tarjama wa-1-Nashr, 10441954, lV, p. 128; cf. also E/', 11, p. 1228. 

16. Sermon delivered by the Prophet in the year 10/631. See the text of this speech in al-Jiib?, 
al-Byrtti.. . , op. cif., 11, pp. 31-33, and Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, ul-'Zqd alfarfd.. . , op. cif., IV, p. 57. 
Other examples of oratorical prose attributed to the Prophet and his Companions may be 
found in al-Jnhi?, al-Bayrtn ..., op. cif.., TI, pp.45, 5@-56, and in Ibn 'Abd Rabbihi, al-'Iqd 
alfarfd.. . , op. cif.., IV, pp. 58-81. 

pp. 167-229, and 11, p.168. 
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plicity of expression, use of concrete metaphors and skdlful arrangement of 
sonorities and rhythms gve these texts a remarkable persuasive power. 

Pithy and incisive, some of the sayings of the sgid, the kba& the 
Prophet and hs Companions were also integrated into the popular fund of 
adages, maxims and proverbs known under the generic term aHtbd. 

The vehcle of a people’s wisdom, this proverbial literature was effec- 
tively preserved by collective memory before being codified by the phdologists 
of the second-fourth/eighth-tenth centuries, and we can confidently say that 
the most reliable examples of ancient Arabic prose are to be found among 
these texts. Whichever c~llection’~ we turn to, we are struck by the amount of 
space allotted to pre-Islamic proverbs, which, despite later additions, remain 
predominant. The importance of pasturage, the sacred character of tribal so- 
lidarity and the praise of prudence, patience, frugahty, courage and generosity, 
constitute the essential themes of these proverbs, whose expressive language 
clearly bears the mark of the desert. 

From the point of view of form, the texts in the umtbd collections are 
quite &verse. In adhtion to the proverbs as such, there are maxims, adages, a 
few fables and a large number of proverbial expressions, in particular com- 
parisons using the elative u ~ u h  min followed by the name of a famous man or 
a wild animal: akmm min A3Wzm (more generous than Khiitim)18 next to ukb- 
bath min dhi’bin (more cunning than a fox 

Finally, it should be remembered that very few of these amthd are at- 
tributed to specific speakers, historical or legendary personalities such as 
Luqmi%n2’ or Aktham b. Sayfi.’l The majority of these sayings are, on the 
contrary, anonymous. Ths is, of course, normal, since proverbial expression is 
by def~tion the consensual expression of a people’s wisdom. 

Denying the obvious, the exegetes of the umtbd strove to determine the 
circumstances in whch these proverbs were uttered. They thus gathered a 

17. The oldest collections of the amthcilare those of al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi (d. 170/786) in the 
recension of al-Tiisi (d. 263/876); al-Mu‘arrij (d. 204/819), transmitted by his disciple Abii 
‘Ah al-Yazidi (d. 263/876); Abii ‘Ubayd al-Qiisim b. Sall%m (d. 224/838); Abii ‘Ikrima 
al-Dabbi (d. 245/860); al-Mufaddal b. Salama (d. 250/864); Ab6 Bakr b. al-Anbi%ri (d. 328/ 
940); Hamza al-Isfahm (d. after 350/961) and Abii Hild al-‘Askari (d. 395/1005). q. the 
analysis of these collections in the article ‘Mathal’ by R. SeUheim in E12. 

18. This refers to Hiitim al-Ta’i, the sq~iyid of the Tayy, who supposedly lived until the dawn of 
the sixth century; see R. Blachitre, Histoire.. ., op. cit., I, p. 267. 

19. EI*, IV, p. 809; see examples of these proverbial expressions in al-Qiili, al-Am&, op. cit., 11, 

20. O n  this hero of southern Arabian legends and wise man quoted by the Qur’pn, see R. 
Blachitre, Hstoire. .., op. cit., I, pp. 748-749 and E?, art. ‘Luli;miin’. 

21. Aktham b. Sayfi, a wise man whose speech was condensed into sayings and succinct 
expressions, was a native of the Tamim and reportedly lived until the year 9/630. 
R. Blachitre, B.rtoire.. ., op. cit., p. 726 and E12, art. ‘Aktham b. Sayfi’. 

p 11. 
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mass of hstorical and pseudo-historical accounts supposedly narrating the 
events that inspired them. 

This narrative literature, wlch often reveals the preoccupations of the 
thinkers of the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries, must be clearly dis- 
tinpshed from the amthdproper. W e  the latter are valuable examples of 
archaic Arabic prose, the texts that accompany them probably belong to the 
narrative literature of a later period. 

If the anthologists of the thrd-fourthlninth-tenth centuries are to be 
believed, Arabic narrative literature from the period before 40/660 constituted 
a rich and varied corpus. Authors as serious as al-Jiihi?,22 Ibn Q~tayba~~ and 
al-Qdi24 did not hesitate to attribute to ths period many enjoyable stories 
about fools and cowards, particularly crafty or gfted individuals, and mar- 
vellous accounts of fabulous animals or mythical  creature^.'^ Historians as 
celebrated as Ibn Hishiim:6 al-Tabar?’ and al-MasCudi2* reflect upon these 
ancient times in many of their historical or semi-historical accounts, such as 
the chanson de geste of al-Iskandar Dhu-1-Qarnayn, the adventures of al- 
Z~bbii’~’ and the glorified tales of battles between Arab tribes, known as the 
AyyZm aL-‘Arab, ‘the Days of the Arabs.’30 

Although some elements of these legends, stories and accounts probably 
date from that period, it has nevertheless been established that these narrative 
tcxts were not written down untd the second/eighth century. It was then that 

22. Al-J?ihi? is the nickname of one of the most famous Arab writers and thinkers, named Abii 
‘Uthman ‘Amr b. Bahr. Born in Basra around 160/776, he died there in 255/868. See the 
biography and bibliography in the article ‘al-Djal& by C. Pellat in /?I2. 

23. Abu Muhammad ‘Abd AUgh b. Muslim al-Dinawari, theologian and man-of-letters, born in 
ICufa in 213/828 and died in Baghdad in 276/886. See the article ‘Ibn butayha’ by 
G. Lecomte, in E?. 

24. Abii ‘Ah Ismii‘il b. al-Qiisim al-Baghddi, Arab philologist born in 288/901, died in 356/ 
967; see the article ‘al-I<di’ by R. Sellheim in E12. 

25. Such as af-54nq2 (the long-necked one), a type of unicorn (cf. the art. al-‘ilnk?i’ in E12), 
and the evil spirits named u L ~ h 3  and a/-&‘/&+ (cf. the art. ‘al-Ghiil’ in &). 

26. Abii hluhammad ‘Abd d-hfalik b. Hishiim, known mainly for hs biography of the 
Prophet, died in 218/833; see the biography and bibliographical references in E12. 

27. Abii Ja‘far Muhammad b. Jarir al-Tabari, traditionalist and historian known for hs exegesis 
of the Qur’an and his historical annals, 72’9fkh af-r~fsu/~J~-l-?)zul~k. Born in 224/838, &ed in 
31 0/923. 

28. Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ab b. d-Husayn al-Mas‘udi, author of an important hstorical work entitled 
Ahinijal-dbabab; born in 280/893, died in 345/956. Cf. the article ‘al-Mas‘udi’ in Er’. 

29. On Iskandar Dhu-1-Qarnayn, probably Alexander the Great, see the article by 
W. Montgomery Watt in Er?; on al-Zabba’ (=Zenobia?) see R. Blachi-re, Histoh.. . , 

30 

op. cif., I, p. 785; on the various pre-Islamic legends see M. Agna, A @ T r  a/-cArab ‘an d- 
JibiLipz, unpublished Ph. D. thesis, University of Tunis, 1991. 
On the literature devoted to these ‘Days’, see the art. ‘Ayy&n &‘Arab’ in E12, and 
M. al-k’a‘lawi, ‘Adub qy2m ai- ‘Arub’, HuwLj&yit alfZmi‘rt al-T,itiiJjgiu, 20, 1981, pp. 57- 
135. 
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they lost the fluidity and instability which are characteristics of oral transmis- 
sion and were set in fxed forms. 

Since these works date from a later period, they cannot be used to he1 
us determine the formal characteristics of the ancient narrative prose. 
Moreover, the story-teller, however talented he might have been, would not 
have been considered an ‘artist of the Word’ by the ancient Arabs - this status 
was reserved for the khat& and, especially, the poet. 

The poet enjoyed immense public prestige because of his essential social 
r81e and his almost magical gift. First acquired at a time when poetry was in 
the service of cultic practices, this esteem continued and was consolidated 
when the poet, renouncing his religious role, became the interpreter of his 
ethnic group, dedicating his verses to the defence of his tribe, immortalizing 
its exploits, glorifjmg its chefs and mourning its dead. 

Transmitted orally for three centuries or more, the poetic works of that 
era came down to us in fragmentary form, profoundly altered and inextricably 
mixed with a significant amount of apocryphs. 

The state of the corptls - first mentioned by some critics in the second/ 
eighth century, and in particular Ibn SallEm al-Jumag in his admirable work 
entitled GbaqLit al-sbzl - was used by some historians of Arabic literature 
at the begintung of the twentieth century as a pretext to express a radcal 
scepticism about pre-Islamic poetry, which they challenged in its entirety. 
Following the example of D.S. Margoliouth, Tiihihn Husayn maintained that 
almost all the texts attributed to the pre-Islamic poets were forgeries.33 

Ths extreme position, which aroused the indignation of Arab in- 
tellectuals profoundly attached to their heritage, has since been declared un- 
founded because ‘based on false 

By demonstrating the inconsistency of the arguments used by the pro- 
ponents of systematic doubt and by providing proofs that the majority of the 
pre-Islamic corpzts available to us is, if not authentic, then at least 
‘representative’ of the works of the era, recent studies are based on a more 
accurate and detailed textual analysis, free from methodological assumptions 
and hence, of great importance for the history of Arab literature.35 

8 

31. See W. Marpis, ‘Les origines de la prose litttraire arabe’, Artilej et Conzrences, Paris, 1961, 

32. See Ibn Sallam al-Jumb-, ,Tabaq& fuhd al-shucar~’, ed. M .  M. Shnkir, (Dhakha’ir al-‘Arab, 
7), Cairo, De al-MaCHrif li-l-Tiba‘a wa-1-Nashr, 1952, pp. 21-24; on Muhammad b. Sallam 
al-Juma@ (139-231/756-845) see the article ‘Ibn Sallam al-Djumal$ in EZ’. 

33. D. S. Margoliouth, ‘The Origins of Arabic Poetry’, ]MX, 1925, pp. 417-449 and 
Taha Husayn, E-l-sbi‘r al-&bik, Cairo 1926, republished in a toned-down version under 
the title E-L-adab a./jZdi, Cairo, Matba‘at al-I‘tirniid. 

pp. 49-57. 

34. H. R. Gibb, art. iArabiyya’ in EZ’. 
35. See the exhaustive accounts of these viewpoints in R. Blachere, h%stoire ..., op. it., I, 

pp. 166-186, and N. al-Asad, M&i&r, op. it., pp. 352-478. 
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The resolution of ths issue was particularly crucial, because pre-Islamic 
poetry, with its very elaborate poetic form, served as the model for many 
generations of Arab poets. 

Apart from the ur@x, short improvisations in the r@q-metre with no 
pretentions to being considered works of art, ancient Arabic poetry used two 
very elaborate structures: one reserved strictly for the funeral elegy, the mar- 
t&~, and the other, the qu&z (the ode), serving as the framework for all 
thematic developments. 

Heir to the rhythmical chanting during the lamentation for the dead - 
one of the funeral rites of paganism - the man%& retains the bipartite com- 
position and specific tonahty of its origms. 

An analysis of the examples passed on by the anthologists as models of 
the genre shows that the themes developed in these elegies are organized 
around two focuses. The first brings together the themes describing the pain 
which the poet and hs companions feel and the event’s great impact; the 
second is dedicated to the evocation of the deceased’s eminent social rde. The 
man%+ could thus be described as lamentation-glorification. 

Noticing that the poets did not hesitate to use stereotyped formulas in 
these elegies, some critics decided that the sentiments expressed were pure 
convention, whch seems a somewhat hasty conclusion. In general, the poet 
was bewailing the death of someone close, whose loss was deeply felt by the 
group. Whde not always original, the formulation of ths distress is often 
moving. 

It is also worth noting that it is quite common to find - interspersed in 
the mari!h~u’.r lyrical developments - meditations on the inevitability of death 
and the patience necessary in the face of the unfathomable reasoning of the 
al-mighty dahr (Time-Destiny). Set in a proverbial mould, these reflections give 
ideas dealing with personal events a universal scope.36 

Except in unusual circumstances when he was called upon to mourn a 
death, the Arab poet used a tripartite poetic stiucture called the qa$a to 
communicate his thoughts and transmit his emotions. 

In the first part of the ode, he recalls his youth, the loves of yesteryear 
and some of the special moments from his past. In these passages, in which he 
evokes the ‘passing of time’, his tone is naturally lyrical. 

The second part is, by contrast, descriptive - of the space surrounding 
and challenging him, the desert, and of the animal best adapted to ths en- 
vironment, the camel, his mount and ally in his struggle with the forces of 
nature. 

The thrd part of the qq&, which is, in fact, the core (‘ghurud, is dedi- 
cated to immediate and concrete matters relating to the daily life of the poet 

36. O n  the problems posed by the rn&h,jya and the characteristics of this thematic structure, 
see M. Abdesselem, Le thehe ..., op. cit., passim. 
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and his group; celebration of the martial exploits of his tribe and its allies; 
refutations of the accusations of hostile tribes ; or expressions of his gratitude 
to a generous and hospitable lord. 

It is also the thematic content of this last part which determines the 
‘genre’ of the entire poem - madb (panegyric), b&iJ (epigram),&kbr (boasting 
poem), or ham& (epic poem). Whatever the genre, though, the qa@& had to 
be tripartite and, despite the thematic diversity of its constituent sequences, to 
achieve a perfect unity of tone. 

By what secret alchemy did the ancient Arab poets, setting off with such 
heterogeneous elements, produce such homogeneous wholes ? That is the 
question which continues to fascinate critics to this very day - although for 
long they accepted without debate the interpretation offered in the third/ninth 
century by Ibn Qutayba, who maintained that the introductions to the qqkh 
were merely exercises in verbal virtuosity designed to impress the patron to 
whom the poetic work was dedicated, and that the description of the perils 
encountered during the imaginary crossing of the desert had no other purpose 
than to justify the presented request and the desired recompen~e.~~ 

Thts explanation, based solely on the relationship between the poet and 
the patron as the primary, and indeed exclusive, audience for ancient Arab 
poetry, seems too restrictive to be valid. In fact, it applies to only one genre, 
and that is a relatively late one, the court panegyric. 

Ibn Qutayba’s erudite analysis - while fairly suitable as a ‘recipe’ for 
beginner poets - is of no help to those seehng to penetrate the secrets of 
Arabic poetic art and it is surprising that such absurd statements satisfied 
numerous generations of critics. 

Putting an end to this surprising state of affairs, the modern studies of this 
question formulated new theories based on a symbolic interpretation of the 
various sequences of the qa@dz. It is, of course, unfortunate that some authors 
could not avoid excessive theorizing and textual interpretation, but there is no 
question that challenging the traditional point of view had a salutary effect. It 
brought to light the extent to which ancient Arabic poetry was rooted in its 
spatial and temporal realities, and it focused attention on the web of corre- 
spondences that gives each qu@da a perfect homogeneity of style and tone.38 

An artistic triumph such as this would not have been possible had the 
poets not had a fully developed linguistic instrument and a highly elaborate 
poetic art. 

37. Ibn Qutayba, al-Jhi‘r wa-l-shu‘ara’, Beirut, 1964, I, pp. 20€. 
38. See, €or example, Y. Khulayyif, ‘Muqaddima li-&%at d-qasida al-JhiliYya’, al-Miala, 98, 

1965, pp. 100, 104; A. al-Zubaydi, A4uq&ima li-dir&it al-di‘r al-Jhilf, Ben Ghai, 
Manshfiritt J%mi‘at Qaryunis, 1978; A. Hamori, On the Art of Mea’ievd Arabic Literatwe, 
Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1974; A. al-Battal, al-Jira al$ann&a Ji-l-shi‘r 
al-‘Arabi, Beirut, 1980. 
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It appears to be well established that, in the late pre-Islamic period, the 
Arabs used both their own dialects and a common language that enabled them 
to communicate and be creative.39 

With its rich and concrete vocabulary, its syntactic system which allowed 
multiple and varied derivations, and its phonemes of contrasting sonorities, 
this poetic koine‘ was the best tool poets could have had to produce their 
creations while at the same time respecting a rigid method of versification 
characterized by uniformity of rhyme and metre - a metre whose hallmark was 
the alternation of long and short syllables - and, as a result of the prosodic 
accent, strong and neutral beats. 

Three successive generations applied ths poetic art and imposed it as a 
literary model on their successors. 

The first generation (AD 500-550) apparently deserves the crelt for 
perfecting the thematic structure of the qa@da. The most famous of these 
pioneers are al-Muhalhd ‘Adi b. RabFa of the Taghlib, al-Muraqqish ‘Awf 
b. Sa‘d of Dubay‘a and Imru’ d-Qays b. Hujr of the IOnda. 

The poets of the second generation lived during the second half of the 
sixth century and died before the appearance of Islam. It is among this group 
that we find the most celebrated masters of pre-Islamic poetry, such as ’rarafa 
b. al-‘Abd of the Dubay‘a, Zuhayr b. Abi Sulma of the Muxayna, al-Nabigha 
Ziyiid b. Mu‘iiwiya of the Dhubygn, ‘,4mr b. Kulthfim of the Taghlib, al-Hiarith 
b. I;I&za of the Bakr, ‘Antara b. Shaddad of the ‘Abs, al-A‘sha XiIaymun of the 
Qays and ai-Shanfara of the Azd. 

The thrd generation (turn of the sixth century AD) is the generation of 
the rncikhadrutiztln, those who knew both paganism and Islam. The most fa- 
mous are Ka‘b b.Zuhayr of the Muzayna, Labid b. Rabi‘a of the IGlab, 
Hassiin b.Thiibit of the Aws, Abii Dhu’ayb Khuwaylid b.lilh&d of the 
Hudhayl, al-Hutay’a Janval b. Aws of the ‘Abs, Tamin b. Ubayy b. Muqbil of 
the ‘Ajliin and the elegiac female poet al-lihansii Tumiidir bint. ‘Amr of the 
~ulaym.~’ 

The works of all these poets are admirable examples of classical poetry, 
but they are stdl varied, and indeed singular, compositions which express the 
concerns and temperaments of their authors - individuals whose social status, 
way of life and character diverge to the point of being antipodes. Whereas 
‘Amr b. I<ulthiim and Imru’ a]-Qays were lords, al-Shanfara was a beggar.41 
Whde Zuhayr b. Abi Sulma and Tamim b. Muqbil remained tribal poets their 
entire lives, al-Niibigha d-Dhubyani and Hassiin b. Thabit were court poets, 

39. R. Blachkre, Histoire ..., op. cit., 1, pp. 79-82 and pp. 365-368. 
40. Biographies and bibliographies of these various poets may be found in R. Blachkre, 

41. O n  the subject of poets such as al-Shanfars, who were forced to live on the fringe of tribal 
Histoire.. . , op. cit., pp. 248-329. 

life, see Y. Khulayyi f, aL-Jh ‘ani’ a/-sa ‘&k ji-1- ‘aq a/@ili, Cairo, 1959. 
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and al-A‘sha Maymiin was a ‘wandering poet’, forever seeking a generous 
patron. Where the tone of ‘Amr b. Kulthfim’s ode is angry, al-Hgrith b. &Uiza 
adopts a measured tone in response. While ‘Antara b. Shaddid’s Macallaqa42 
on the conflict between D%Ms and al-Ghabr~i~~ resonates with martial accents, 
Zuhayr b. Abi Sulmii’s ode on the same event is distinguished by its sage 
appeals for harmony and peace. 

The same diversity is evident when we examine the introductions to 
these poems. For example, the amorous prologue to Ka‘b b. Zuhayr’s qa@&, 
in which he begs the Prophet’s forgiveness, expresses great anguish, while the 
prologue to the Mii‘allaqa of his father is marked by its perfect serenity. 

W e  can thus say with confidence that, despite the demands of a rigid 
poetic tradition animated by a common spirit of glorification, the ma$khara, 
the poets of the first classical period succeeded in imprinting the original 
accents of their individual sensibilities on their poetic dlscourse, and therein 
lies the value of these works, admired for many centuries, and held up as an 
aesthetic model. 

Arabic literature from 40-132/660-750 
Unanimously respected poetic forms, the martbiyya and the qa@h acquired 
considerable prestige and became recognized as classic structures of Arabic 
poetry. 

However, while the marth@ya, which was perfectly adapted to its pur- 
pose, was never really challenged or subjected to any notable change, the 
qa@da, whch was quickly deemed too complex and too clearly marked with 
the imprint of bedouinism, soon became more and more restricted in 
scope, gave way to new forms of poetic expression and was no longer used 
except for official compositions such as court panegyrics, or certain genres 
of typically ancient inspiration such as the mztfkhanit (poems of glorifica- 
tion). 

Nevertheless, the majority of famous poems from the first/seventh 
century used the qqida form. This is mainly due to the policy of the Umayyad 
caliphs and their powerful governors, who made it their responsibihty to 
maintain the Arab cultural tradition, of which they had proclaimed themselves 
the guardians. O n  the one hand, they required their bards to depict them as 
perfect desert lords; on the other, they encouraged the poets in their service - 

42. This is the laudatory term applied to ten or so pre-Islamic odes; see M. Abdesselem, ‘Fi-l- 
qaSii’id al-sab‘, fLawhjy& al-$miCa al-Tini.r&a, 2, 1965, pp. 5-15. 

43. A sixth-century conflict between the ‘Abs and the Dhubyiin, who belonged to the same 
tribal group of Ghatafiin; D*s and al-Ghabrii were the cause of this war, which seems to 
have lasted nearly forty years. 
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in particular the celebrated trio of al-Akhtal,44 al-Fa~azdaq~~ and J a r ~ r ~ ~  - to 
hold poetic jousts amongst themselves, lauding the merits of their tribes and 
denouncing the infamies of their adversaries. 

To read the nuqZ’i4, poems in which boasting goes hand in hand with 
satire, is to be whisked back to pre-Islamic times. Fortunately, however, these 
works perpetuating the spirit of bedouinism constitute only a portion of the 
poetic corpus of the first/seventh century. 

In order to respond to the concerns of a society undergoing a pro- 
found change - a society marked by the teachings of Islam, by the cul- 
tural symbiosis produced by its rapid expansion and by the political and 
religious controversies dividing the Muslim community at the dawn of its 
history - poetic discourse had to find a new subject and invent new 
forms. 

Rejecting what they saw as the yoke of the qu:f&, the poets most sensi- 
tive to the realities of their era took poetic expression in three new directions: 
exploration of the self, political commitment, and deeper meditation. 

This produced a total renewal of the themes of Arabic poetry and, most 
importantly, it produced three new genres, the love poem (qhuxal), the political 
poem (shi‘r sij&,) and the ascetic poem (z~hd$ju). 

A minor theme of Arabic poetry, love was dealt with, before 40/660, 
only within the confines of the poetic developments that served as a prologue 
to the qu@du. Halting hs mount at the place where he met hs beloved, the 
poet recalls their passionate adventure, celebrating the beauty of the one who 
had seduced him and recounting the emotion that seized hm at the hour of 
their parting, because, for these nomads, amorous interludes were as fleeting 
as the stops that punctuated their wandering life. Short-lived passions could 
inspire only melancholic laments. The only light touches in sombre pictures, 
the scintillating images of female beauty were barely able to dispel the gloom in 
these memories of lost loves. 

Following the example of their illustrious predecessors, the majority of 
first/seventh-century poets continued to evoke their amorous experiences in 
the introductory portion of the qu$& and used all their skdl to reinvigorate the 
themes inherited from a distant past. 

Feeling that this restrictive framework did not allow them to express their 
amorous emotions fully, some poets decided to free themselves from the 

44. Al-AkhtaI is the nickname of a Christian poet named Abii Miilik Ghayth b. Ghawth, of the 
Taghlib, born around 20/640, died around 91/709. Cf. R. Blachi.re, Histoire ..., op. cit., 

45. Nickname of Hamm2m b. Ghdib of the Mujashf, born around 20/640, died in 110/728; 

46. Aha Hazra Jarir b. ‘Auyya of the Kulayb, born in 33/653, died in 114/732; R. Blachkre, 

pp. 466-473. 

see the biography and bibliography in R. Blachkre, Histoire.. ., op. cit., pp. 495-505. 

Histoh ..., op. cif., I, pp. 484-495. 
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tradition that restricted their inspiration and to give love a specific thematic 
structure, the love poem. 

Thus new poetic genre was so favourably received by the public that 
some of the best poets devoted most of their efforts to it. Although all, or 
almost all were originally from the Ijijiiz, the creators of h s  new structure &d 
not develop a single, unified discourse. They favoured two divergent concepts 
of love. 

The first was adopted by bedouin poets such as Jan~il?~ Majniin L a ~ l a ~ ~  
and K~thayyir?~ who were collectively known as the ‘Udhrites in reference to 
the ‘Udhra tribe (although, in fact, not all of them belonged to it). Ths con- 
ception took a closer look at the traditional concept of romantic relations - 
relations which were thwarted by society and condemned to be unhappy. The 
new aspect which distinguished this group of poets from their predecessors 
was their insistence on the absolute, exclusive and eternal character of their 
passion. Intrinsically contrary to the prevailing norms, ths sentiment was 
forbidden, created an impossible situation, subjected the lover to the most 
arduous trials and led him to madness and death. 

Ths tragic conce t of love was not shared b the urban poets such as 

Arabic literature unjustly labelled with the pejorative term ib2&yTfi 
 permissive^).^^ In fact, seizing the transitory rather than the enduring aspect 
of love, they depict the pleasant banter, the ephemeral joys and the superficial 
‘bruises’. This is badinage love in whch the beloved ceases to be simply the 
object of desire on a pedestal. She is, on the contrary, an active and coquettish 

‘Umar b. Abi RabPaF al-&was5‘ and al-‘Arji, 5Y whom the historians of 

47. Jamil b. Ma‘mar of the ‘Udhra, born around 40/660, died’around 82/705; on this poet and 
his love for Buthayna, see R. Blachkre, ffi.rtoire ..., op. cit., pp. 653-657. 

48. M a j n ~  Layla of the ‘Amir b. Sa‘sa‘a, from his real name Qays b. Mulawwah; on this poet 
transformed into a love hero, see R. Blach&re, Histoire.. . , op. cif., pp. 657-660. 

49. Abu Sakhr Kuthayyir b. ‘Abd al-Rahmiin of the Khuzp‘a, born in the middle of the first/ 
seventh century, died in 105/723. The rzwrof Jamil, he composed love poems dedicated to 
his beloved ‘Azza; a supporter of the Kaysiinite Imam Muhammad b. al-Hanafiyya, he 
proclaimed his faith in his verses, but that did not prevent him from extolling the merits of 
the Umayyad caliphs. Cf. R. Blachkre, ffStoire.. . , op. cit., I, pp. 609-616. 

SO. ‘Umar b.Abi RabFa of the Makhzum, born in 24/644, died in 103/721; see R. Blachtre, 
Huttoire.. . , Dp. it.., I, pp. 629-642. 

51. Al-Ahwas is the nickname of a poet named ‘Abd Allah b. Muhammad of the Hubayca, 
born in 35/655, died in 110/728; on this Medinan aristocrat, see R. Blachtre, Hi.rtoire.. . , 
op. if., I, pp. 626629. 

52. Al-‘Arji is the nickname of ‘Abd AU& b. ‘Umar, grandson of the Caliph ‘Uthmiin, born 
around 75/694, died before 120/738; see R. Blachtre, E2”iftoire ..., op. cit., pp. 642-646. 

53. This expression - used by T. Husayn in a series of articles published in the journal ul-@2u, 
September, 1924, and then brought together with other studies in a collection entitled 
Hudth al-urbi‘z (Cairo, 1962, I) - has since become a recognized term in Arab literary 
criticism. 
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partner who knows how to fan the flame of a wavering affection with only an 
insistent regard or equivocal smile, a vague promise or ambiguous message, 
but who can also, with no drama or tears, put an end to those sweet but 
perilous exchanges with feigned anger or leave a meeting leading nowhere. 

Delightful portraits of the erotic games of a rich, cultured and carefree 
social group, these poems, evoking ‘the loves of a day’, were greatly appre- 
ciated by the Hijazian aristocracy, held under the Umayyads in gilded inactivity 
by a political power which mistrusted it. Put into music by the most famous 
contemporary musicians in Mecca and Medina and first sung before the idle 
lords of those two cities, they quickly gained a wide audience not only in al- 
Hijiiz but in the various urban centres of the Arab-Islamic world. 

And it was thus that the love poem earned its spurs and became a wholly 
distinct poetic genre.54 

Unlike the love poem, the political poem was lstinguished from the 
traditional poem, not by the specificity of its theme or the uniformity of its 
structure, but by the purpose of its discourse, which was one of political 
commitment. Inspired by an unshakable faith in the justness of their cause, 
the poets used their works to describe their partners’ political positions, eu- 
logue their chefs and mourn their martyrs.55 

Ths new genre was developed primarily among the opponents of the 
Umayyads, who were condemned for having usurped power, for having 
transformed the caliphate into an hereditary royalty and for acting, along with 
their governors, as piuless tyrants. There were two groups of poets, the 
Shi‘ites, supporters of ‘Ali and hs descendants, and the IUlarijites, former 
d e s  who broke away from the first group after the arbitration ‘affair‘ during 
the battle of Siff~n.~~ 

olitical phdosophy of the Sh*ites centres in the concept of the 
Im2rnate.”The ‘Chosen One of God’, the imzm is the infallible interpreter of 
the law and the holder of all power. Welcomed in Iraq but fiercely opposed in 
the other Muslim provinces, Shi‘ism in the early centuries was marked by 
aborted revolts followed by bloody reprisals. 

Even more ready than the Shites to take up arms, the Khiirijites were 
also subjected to terrible repression, whch they bore with courage, convinced 
that their tight was a sacred duty to defend Islam. 

The 

54. O n  this genre, see the article ‘Ghazal’ by R. Blachkre in EI’, and his Nistoire.. . , op. cit., I, 

55. On this type of poetry see N. al-QHdi, al-Firay al-~l~~~yaafi-l‘ral-Dinawz; 1970. 
56. Famous armed confrontation in 36/656 between ‘Ali and Mu‘iiwiya who, seeing that he 

was losing, raised the Qur’iin and declared that he would put his fate into the hands of two 
wise men, one from each camp. This stratagem merely had the effect of splitting the 
supporters of ‘Ali. 

pp. 661-717, which includes an exhaustive bibliography on the question. 

57. O n  this concept central to SWite thinking see the article ‘Imiima’ in E/.’. 
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While the Khiirijites demonstrated a remarkably democratic attitude to 
the caliphate, proclaiming that any pious and virtuous Muslim, regardless of 
tcibal or ethnic origin, could accede to the supreme magistrature, they dis- 
played an excessive and even intolerant rigour on the theological and moral 
level. They felt that practice was part of religion in the same way as faith; they 
thus regarded sinners as unbelievers and imposed the same sanctions upon 
them. Convinced that they belonged to the only sect that had remained 
faithful to the Qur‘anic message, they declared that all those who held a dif- 
ferent point of view were not part of the Muslim community and declared a 
holy war against them.58 To die in combat against such heretics was en envi- 
able privilege which God reserved for the most faithful of HIS servants. This 
was the source of the fervour and unshakable optimism that inspired their 
poetical works, whatever the subject. 

In ths, these works differed radically from the Slu’ite works, in which the 
tragic tone predominated. Enumerating the sufferings of their partisans and 
stressing the continued martyrdom of their imams, the Slu’ite poets tried to 
win the indignant sympathy of their readers.59 

The works of the political poets differed not just in theme and tone, but 
also in structure. It must be remembered, first of all, that the court poets felt 
obliged to back up the legitimacy of the Umayyad caliphs and to celebrate their 
splendid accomplishments by using the traditional form of the qqidz. The 
ShFite and IUliirijite poets adopted less rigid structures, which were more 
suited to their purpose. In general, the Khkjites chose the short poem 
centred on a specific subject, while the Shites, such as al-Kumayt b. Zayd al- 
Asadi,“ author of the H2him&yZt, showed a clear preference for poems de- 
veloped at length, combining polemic, epic and elegiac sequences in long pleas 
for their cause. 

The poets’ political commitment infused their compositions with a re- 
markable sincerity, a hallmark of accomplished works. 

Faced with the serious socio-political events shaking the Muslim world, 
the political poets quickly took a passionate stance; others, however, adopted 
a more basic and balanced attitude. Meditating on the Qurk, they came to 
the conclusion that ‘only living a life of piety, and abstinence from all transient 
things by the extinction of desire’61 can ensure for mortals peace on this earth 
and salvation. The exhortation to such behaviour constituted the central 
theme of a new poetic structure called xzihd$ya. 

58. O n  the doctrine and history of this politico-religious party see the article ‘Khkdjites’ in 

59. See M .  Abdesselem, Le thine.. ., op. it., pp. 245-261. 
60. O n  this poet and his HZshimipit cf. R. Blachi.re, Histoire.. . , op. it.., pp. 518-521. 
61. L. Massignon, art. ‘Zuhd’ in EZ’. 

EZ’. 
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It is customary to situate the birth of this poetic genre in the second/ 
eighth century, and there is no doubt that it was thanks to the poets of this era 
that the .-phd&y earned its spurs; yet, a careful examination of the Arabic 
poetic heritage reveals that this genre was developed several decades earlier. 
Even if we dsmiss the .yz~hd7pit attributed to the Caliph ‘Ab as forgeries, w e  
must accept the authenticity of those attributed to poets such as ‘Imrb b. 
Hittiin (miirijite chief, died in 86/770), A‘shii Harndan (SWite, pro- 
Yemenite, executed in 82/701 for his part in the revolt of Ibn d-Ash‘ath) and 
especially Siibiq al-Barbari (Sunni Qii@ of al-Raqqa under ‘Umar 11, 99-101/ 
717-720). A point worth noting is that despite their divergent political alle- 
giances, all these individuals were qumi’, ‘readers of the Qur’an’. It is thus 
obvious that the ur’w recited, meditated on and practised was the source of 
asceticism (?ui/d)?’ Although foreign influences may well have affected ths 
line of thought during a later period, it is clear from an analysis of the oldest 
specimens of zyhd$yZt that the Qur’iinic message was the inspiration for the 
earliest ascetic poets. It was from this sacred text that they drew the essential 
themes of their works - the inevitabhty of death, the ephemeral nature of 
worldly things, the need to exercise the soul in overcoming desires and the 
exhortation to live a God-fearing, abstemious life. 

The remarkable development of Arabic poetry at the end of the first/ 
seventh century and the beginning of the second/eighth century was ac- 
companied by a major renewal of literary prose whch took the form of a 
diversification of the art of rhetoric, a new definition of the epistle and the 
acclimatization of a borrowed genre, the fable. 

The political conficts, the theological controversies, the need to address 
a crowd of believers every week at the Friday sermons and the growing im- 
portance of the r6le played by the preachers (gtljjZ~), were all factors in the 
thematic and formal development of oratory discourse. Noted personahties - 
such as the Caliphs Mu‘iiwiya b.Abi Sufyiin, ‘Abd al-Malik b.Manviin and 
‘Umar b. ‘Abd al-‘Azi~,~~ and the governors Ziyiid b. Abihi, Rawh b. Zinbii‘ 
and al-Hajjiij b.YiisuP4 - often made use of their eloquence to counter the 
propaganda of opponents whose leaders were o€ten skilful orators. Such was 

62. L. Massignon, Essai sur les ongines du lexique technique de la myrtique musulmane, 2nd ed., Paris, 
Win, (Etudes Musulmanes, 2), 1954, p. 104. 

63. The first Umayyad caliph, Mu‘iiwiya, reigned from 4140/661-679; ‘Abd al-Malik 
b.Mamiin 65-86/684-705; and ‘Umar 11 (‘Umar b.‘Abd al-‘Aziz) from 99/717 to 101/ 
719. See examples of their oratorical works in al-Jqiz, ul-BqZtz ..., op. it.., 11, pp. 59, 120 
and 131, and Ibn ‘Abd-Rabbihi, IV, pp. 81, 83, 87, 88, 90, 92 and 95. 

64. Ziyiid b. Abihi was governor of Iraq under Mu‘iiwiya, Rawh b. Zinbii‘ governor of Palestine 
during the reign of Yazid b. Mu‘iiwiya, and al-Hajjiij b. Yiisuf governor of Iraq under ‘Abd 
al-Malik b. Mamiin; see some fragments of their oratorical prose in al-Ja?, ul-BqZn.. . , op. 
cit., TI, pp.61, 138, 145 and 307. 
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the case with ‘Abd All& b. al-Z~bayr,6~ the ShFite Imm Zayd b. and 
the Kh2rijrite Amir Qutari b. al-FujHJa,67 to name only the best known. 

The moving sermons of a number of preachers respected for their 
knowledge and their piety, such as al-Hasan al-Basri, Mutarrif b. ‘Abd Albh al- 
Harashi and M u s h  b. Jundub al-Hudhali,68 gained the oratory genre the 
favour of a wide public. 

Yet another group of orators, who had no other ambition than to dazzle 
with their verbal giftedness - including Afib b. al-Qirriyya, Khdid b. Salama 
and Khdid b. Sahiin - rivalled the others in the art of disco~rse.~~ 

These convergent factors favoured the emergence of a more conscious 
and elaborate form of eloquence. Sharing the creative literary space with po- 
etry, it attempted to curb its outpourings, diversify its themes and refine its 
expression. Like its illustrious rival, it would remain an oral art - that is, an art 
which sought an immediate effect, and thus favoured concrete images and 
contrasting rhythms. 

It was only in practising a new genre, the epistle, that Arabic prose em- 
barked on paths other than ‘orality’. 

The title of ‘founder of the Arabic epistolary genre’ is usually given to 
‘Abd al-Hm-d b. Y*ya b. Sa‘d, better known as ‘Abd al-Hm-d al-K2tib7’ 
or ‘Abd al-Hamid al-Kabir. This attribution is not, however, fully accurate. It 
has been established that from the founding of the M u s h  state, and 
probably for some decades before then, the Arabs corresponded not only 
among themselves but also with authorities in neighbouring countries. If the 
anthologists of the second/eighth and third/ninth centuries are to be be- 
lieved, two or three generations of scribes appear to have applied their ta- 
lents to this epistolary art and composed very accurate, concise and oripal 
missives. What ‘Abd al-Hamid &d was to transform what had been con- 
sidered an administrative exercise - sensitive perhaps, but limited by its di- 
mensions and pretensions - into a literary genre or, to be more accurate, into 

65. Born in Medina in 2/624, ‘Abd All& b. al-Zubayr b. al-‘Awwm refused to recognize the 
Caliph Yazid b. Mu‘gwiya. Recognized as caliph by numerous provinces after the death of 
Yazid, he was finally vanquished by the troops of ‘Abd al-Malik b. Marwnn and died in 
battle at Mecca in 72/692; cf. the article “Abd Allah b. al-Zubayr’ in EI’. 

66. Zayd b. ‘Ali b. al-Husayn b. ‘Ak b. Abi T ~ b ,  renowned Shl’ite imam, chief of the Zaydite 
sect, put to death following his rebeltion in 122/740. See al-Tabari, Ta’lzkh al-ruml wad- 
muhZk, ed. M. Abu-LFaa Ibrahim, Cairo, D& al-Ma‘~f, 1960,VII, pp. 180-191. 

67. Kharijite chief, died in 79/698; see samples of his oratorical prose in al-Ji+iz, al-hyZn.. . , 
op. it.., TI, p. 126, and Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi, al-‘Iqd alfacd, op. it., IV, p. 141. 

68. On these qug@ cf. al-J~?, al-Bayan.. . , op. cit., I, pp. 363-69, and the article ‘I(r?ss’ in EI’. 
69. On these orators and their oratorical art see al-J@z, al-BayZn ..., op. it., I, pp. 328, 336, 

346, 358 and 392; al-Isfahiini, 1927-1950, KtZb al-AgbZn?, 16 vols., Cairo, D&r al-Kutub, 
VIII, pp. 80f. 

70. See the article “Abd al-Ham-d b. Y&yn b. Sa‘d’ in E’’. 
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a literary structure adaptable enough to serve for centuries as a model for 
prose works. 

Two factors would appear to be decisive in the genesis of h s  genre: the 
Arabization of the government (the &w&) on the order of the Caliph 'Abd 
al-Malik b.Manvan and the rapid assidation of the non-Arab elite by Arab 
society. In fact, it was because they wished to retain the major administrative 
positions which they had occupied before the Muslim conquest that this elite 
was quick to learn and master the Arabic language. It is therefore not sur- 
prising that the first great prose-writers were non-Arabs. 

First, 'Abd al-Hamid al-I<atib himself. After a few years of teaching, this 
mawhi of the 'Amir b. Lu'ayy became a public servant in the central govern- 
ment. H e  ended his career as secretary to the last Umayyad cahph, Manviin 
b. Muhammad, whose tragic fate he shared in 132/750. 

Reflecting the political and social situation at the beginning of the sec- 
ond/eighth century, the epistles attributed to hm set out his ideas on power, 
government and the army, and remind hs correspondents of the principles 
which must gmde their conduct and inspire their actions. Written in a generally 
fluid and direct style, these epistles are not completely free of the character- 
istics of the oratorical and poetic style, in that they use picturesque expressions 
and strongly accented rhythms. 

Such influences are less noticeable with the second of these prose-wri- 
ters, 'Abd Alliih b. al-Muqaffa' (102-139/720-56). Like his elder and friend, 
Ibn al-Muyaffa' was a mawhi and worked as a secretary, first to certain 
Umayyad governors, then to 'Is2 b.'Ali, uncle of the 'Abbasid Cahph al- 
Mansfir, and it was on the orders of this sovereign that he was executed at the 
age of 36. 

Despite his premature death, he left a significant c07p.u~ of work. His best 
known work is &Lila wa-Dzmna, 'a collection of Indian fables for princes [. . .] 
translated from Sanskrit to Pahlavi by Burzde and from that language to 
Arabic by Ibn al-Muqaffa", who did not hesitate to insert numerous additions 
setting out his political and religious ideas. This book's immense success 
among a readershp unfamhar with ths genre of fables somewhat eclipsed the 
other works of Ibn al-Muqaffa'. Two of his epistles, however, deserve special 
mention: aL-Adab al-kabfr, a series of practical counsels for the sovereign and 
hs coterie, and al-Rz~ZlaJi-l-sd,h~iba, in which he developed daring ideas on 
social problems similar to those of hs own era. 

Through the originahty of their content, the diversity of their sources of 
inspiration and the subtleness and elegance of their style, the works of Ibn al- 
Muqaffac7' inaugurated a new literary period which was the expression of an 
Arab culture renewed by the various contributions of all Islamicized peoples. 

71. Al-Isfahsni, Khib al-Aghini, op. cit., IV, p. 524. 
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Chapter 2(a) 

POETRY O F  THE EAST 
Jamel Eddine Bencheikh 

Poetry continues to evolve in a Muslim society, whose religous basis defines 
political structures and ethical principles as well as the general lines of culture. 
Learned writings centre around the Qur’%n, establishing and elucidating this 
text and drawing from it the material necessary to constitute theological, 
juridical and moral thnking. This epistemologcal endeavour needs a linguistic 
tool. Lexical and grammatical thinking had recourse to poetry as one of its 
authenticating sources. Starting from a highly diversified use of Arabic (over 
the centuries and depending on the region), there appeared a theory of the 
unity of the Arabic language. Phdologists established a poetic reference 
system, shaw2hid. Hence, their need to constitute a corpus going back to the 
Jiihiliyya so as to establish a model canonical style. For a number of reasons 
they overlooked many aspects of earlier poetry, and were even led to what may 
have been serious intrusions into a corpus which had been entrusted for too 
long to memory atone. In ths way they defined a model language and even a 
poetic form following a theory devised by Ibn Qutayba (d. 275/889). A whole 
unifying movement grew which defined the nature and function of poetry. It 
comprised linguistic unity, whch instituted classicism ; ethco-political unity, 
whch provided those in power and their supporters with poets dedicated to 
singmg their praise; and aesthetic unity, which mapped out thematic areas and 
linked them to constitute the gu@k Al-Khalil b. Ahmad (d. between 159/776 
and 174/791), an outstanding grammarian and lexicographer, developed a 
prosodic system, the ‘unZd. H e  created a technical language, established the 
metres and wrote on melody and rhythm. An examination of rhetoric began in 
the ninth century and ruled on the use of figures of speech. Critics such as Ibn 
Qutayba (21 2-275/828-889), Qudiba b. Ja‘far (259/873-between 319/932 
and 338/948), ‘fi- al-Jurjgni (d. 291/904), al-&nidi (d. 369/980), Abii Hild 
al-‘Askari (d. after 400/1010) and ‘Abd al-Q%hir al-Jurjgni (d. 470/1078) 
sought to propound a theory of poetic writing. From the tenth up to the 
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thirteenth centuries, logicians and philosophers such as al-F%iibi (d. 338/950) 
and Ibn Rushd (Averroes, 519-594/1126-1198) analysed the poetic imagina- 
tion of what they considered to be the Aristotelian tradition. 

However, contrary factors were at work, gaining their impetus from the 
mingltng of people, changing mentalities, and generally from a surge of crea- 
tivity in reaction against orderly classicism. The expression of the passions of 
love, pleasure and spirituality cast classicism aside and chose a more appro- 
priate language. 

Canonical poetry: the formal ga;ida 
The qu;& was divided into three parts: a brief elegiac introduction, usually 
known as the nuszb; a descriptive passage symbolizing the poet’s approach to 
his protector, the ru@; and a laudatory part, the mud$, which formed the main 
theme of the poem. This pattern was not finally adopted until the ninth 
century. It may be recalled that in the seventh century half of the panegyrics of 
al-Farazdaq contained no nmfb. Eulogizing themes are to be found earlier in 
braggart poems @khr) and poems glorifying the virtues of a tribe, clan or 
town, but it was only gradually that they became a standard exercise, with rules 
laid down by theoreticians. 

Thus philologists, in particular in the eighth century, took decisive action 
to codify both the meaning of words and their syntactic relations. They first 
gave way to contemporary poets, who illustrated h s  model language. Ibriihim 
b. Harma from Medina (90-175/709-792), of the Quraysh tribe, whose work 
has come down to us in a largely mutilated form (630 lines out of 8,000), was 
in their view one of the last poets to master the exemplary use of poetic 
language. By contrast, Marw?in b. Sulayrnw (d. 180/797), a member of the 
Ibn Abi Hafsa family, who came from al-Yamma and settled in Baghdad, is 
the subject of conficting judgements. Bashshiir b. Burd corrects him and al- 
Asma? (d. 212/828) criticizes him severely, but Ibn al-A‘riibi (149-230/767- 
845) regards him as the last of the great poets. This’proves that the transition 
to classicism was not all plain sailing. Mamiin b. Sulaym2n remains a master of 
well-turned utterance; hs poetry is expansive, strongly rhythmical, and his 
phrases follow each other in a continuous movement which gives his q@& the 
strength of an oratorical period.’ 

The qqdu of mu&,, has a political key role dustrated by the supporters of 
the ‘Atids. For example, al-Kumayt b. Zayd al-Asadi (60-125/680-743), who 
knew al-Farazdaq and al-Tirimmiih, represents the Shism of Kufa. His 
300-line poem ul-Mzlduhhubu is aimed against the Yemenis and was probably 

1. See J. E. Bencheikh, art. ‘Mamu al-Akbar b. Abi Hafsa’ and ‘Mamu al-As&ar b. Abi-l- 
Djaniib’, in EI’. 
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the cause of hs assassination. His 56-line aL-MaLbama glorifies the Quraysh 
and, oddly enough, the Umayyads. His collection of H3bim+yZt is devoted to 
the Prophet, to ‘Ah b. Abi Talib and to hs descendants. His seven poems, 
four of them containing more than 100 lines, are entirely in conformity with 
the thematic sequence of the qa@z’a. While philologists have sometimes criti- 
cized his vocabulary and borrowings, he is nevertheless an important re- 
presentative of oratorical poetry. 

A younger poet, Abii Hashm Isma‘il, nicknamed al-Sayyid al-Himyari 
(d. 170/787), was also a Shi’ite, but an extremist, since like Kuthayyir (39- 
104/660-723) he was a follower of the Kaysiiniyya. Though he was an un- 
deniably talented poet, his work suffered from censorship due to hs violent 
attacks on the Companions and wives of the Prophet. His style is firm and 
combines elegance with purity of language. 

Even a poet using the rqax or u@xa metres, such as Ru’ba (d. 144/762), 
son of the poet al-‘Ajjiij, devotes most of his output to panegyrics of h s  kind. 
One of hs poems, 278 lines long, is dedicated to the last Umayyad Cahph 
Marwiin b. Muhammad (126-132/74&750); another, 400 lmes long, to al- 
Saffiih or the ‘Abbasid caliph al-Man$ir (1 36-158/75&775). His composi- 
tions are of great lexical interest and especially make frequent use of rhetorical 
figures whch were soon to characterize the so-called bad‘ mannered style. 

Poets such as Muslim b. al-\Valid (129-207/747-823) and Abii Tammiim 
(1 90-230/806-845), and even more so al-Buhturi (205-283/821-897) and 
Ibn al-Rami (221-282/836-896), fmally set the seal on classicism. They can 
be regarded as supporters of canonical poetry, sbi‘r ‘am%&, using a language 
governed by the rules of the@&; an extensive vocabulary, devoid, however, 
of terms which were rare (gbaeb) or unfamdiar (zuahshi), a form of rhetorics 
devoted to clarity of expression, and a precisely organized thematic sequence. 
The ma& accounts for 45 per cent of the number of poems of Abii Tammiim 
and 51 per cent of al-Buhturi. With both these poets, however, 70 to 100 per 
cent of poems of more than ten lines are laudatory. The works of these poets 
represent a considerable volume. Abii Tammiim wrote 7,104 lines, and there 
remains a total of 16,185 for al-Buhturi and nearly 17,000 for Ibn al-Riimi. 

Muslim b. al-Wdid should be regarded as an important link in this chain 
of development. Born in Kufa, it was in Baghdad that he achieved success and 
became court poet of the ‘Abbnsids and their hgh dignitaries. Out of a total 
estimated output of some 8,000 lines, less than 2,000 survive. More than half 
of his poems are eulogies. There is already evidence for a tendency to the 
mannered style whch was to culminate in Abii Tammam; Muslim b. al-Walid 
delights in metaphor and rhythmic speech. He also wrote light poetry on the 
subjects of love and wine. 

Abii Tammiim al-Habib b. Aws, the son of a Christian innkeeper and 
apprentice to a weaver, was the disciple of Dik al-Jinn al-Himsi (1 60-234/777- 
849). The latter never left Syria, wrote panegyrics in honour of the ‘Alids and is 
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known for his beautiful eulogies on his Christian wife, whom he assassinated 
out of jealousy. Abii Tammam is not regarded as a classical poet either by 
certain contemporaries or by subsequent theoreticians. H e  is sharply criticized 
for what they consider to be his excessive use of sound and stylistic effects and 
loose metaphors. H e  eulogized the chief dignitaries of his time and dedicated 
to the Caliph al-Mu‘tasim (217-227/833-842) eight major odes regarded as hts 
finest, on a level with the ode he pronounced in 223/838 on the capture of 
Amorium. However, the decorative exuberance of his rhetoric, his use of an 
outdated vocabulary unfamiliar to philologists and his complex syntax incurred 
the displeasure of those who favoured limpidlty of style. His style, called by 
rhetoricians the poetry of bad‘, was to trigger off one of the most violent 
battles in the history of literary Arabic and inspire several comparative treatises. 

The young Syrian Abii ‘Ubnda al-Walid al-Buhturi, a member of the same 
tribe, was for long to represent the classical ideal. The most important of his 
panegyrics were dedicated to the Caliph al-Mutawakkil (232-246/847-861). 
When the caliph was assassinated, he continued his career as a poet and sang 
the praises of six sovereigns and a number of ministers. Of a grasping nature 
and with lax moral principles, he dissimulated his SMism so as to stay in 
favour. His qqida made notable use of lyrical movement, description and 
laudation. His language, lofty but flexible, avoided both the hermetic quaky 
of Abii Tamm- and the popular inspiration of Abu-l-‘Atahiya, but he had 
neither the turbulent genius of Abii Nuwas nor the impassioned insolence of 
al-Mutanabbi. 

Abu-1-Hasan ‘Ali b. al-‘Abbas b. al-Riimi was the son of a Byzantine 
freedman and a Persian mother. A SWite and a Mu‘tazilite who took part in the 
Zaydite revolt in Kufa in 249/864, he increasingly showed his hostility to the 
‘Abbasid dynasty. However, he found favour with the regent of the empire of 
al-Muwaffaq (d. 277/891), who was more conciliatory towards the ‘Alids. Ibn 
al-Riimi sought patrons among families such as the Banii Tahir, the Banii 
Wahb, the Banu-1-Furat and others, but his pride and irascibdity did not make 
things easy and his life ended in great poverty. H e  was the author of an en- 
ormous dw& and his panegyrics incontestably bear the stamp of classicism, 
already foreshadowing the temperament of al-Mutanabbi. H e  also wrote 
poems ‘whose spontaneity, sensitivity, naturalness and clarity prefigure the 
expressive yetry of the fi-m+yZt of Aba Firas and the nature-poems of al- 
Sanawbm-’. 

This century also produced Di‘bil and ‘Ali b. al-Jahm. The former, 
nicknamed Abii ‘Ab Muhammad b. ‘Ah al-Khuza‘i (147-245/765-860), grew 
up in Kufa and then went to Baghdad, where he became a member of the 
literary set around H%fm al-Rashid from 178/795 to 193/809. Though a 
disciple of Muslim b. al-Walid, an enemy of Abii Tammam and a firm Shtite, 

2. S. Boustany, art. ‘Ibn al-Riimi’, in EI’ 
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he nevertheless eulogized a number of ‘Abbiisids. H e  could be violent in 
invective, but his poems are simple in style and language. H e  wrote a Et& al- 
Sba‘nri’ (Book of the Poets), completed in 231/846. This omitted the name 
of Abii Tammiim and preceded the Etih alJbi‘r of Ibn Qutayba; only frag- 
ments of it have survived. 

‘Ab b. al-Jahm (188-248/804-863), who came from an Arab tribe of 
Bahrain, was the son of a senior official in the service of the Caliphs al- 
Ma’mun (197-217/813-833) and al-Wiithiq (227-232/842-847). H e  held an 
appointment as magistrate under al-Mu‘tasim (21 7-227/833-842) before be- 
coming the poet of al-Mutawakkil (232-246/847-861). But he fell into dis- 
grace, was imprisoned and then eded. H e  was lcllled on the Syrian frontier. A 
friend of Abii Tammiim but an enemy of al-Buhturi on account of his op- 
position to the ‘Ahds, he left a strong mark on poetry. 

Abu-l-Tayyib Ahmad al-Mutanabbi (302-343/915-955) is regarded by 
the Arabs as the master of language. In his youth he was much influenced by 
the egalitarian ideology of the Qarmatians, their negation of the divine nature 
of forms of worshp and their rejection of the social organization imposed by 
religion. But after this youthful rebellion, he came back to the fold and h s  
panegyrics ceased to show any signs of subversion. H e  ideahed the Arab race, 
noting its qualities of pride and honour. As a man of the desert, he developed 
an epic bedouinism well suited to a lofty traditional style of writing. A past 
master of the Arabic language, exploiting its full range of resources, he con- 
tinually sought to achieve in hs poetry the right sound effects and well-turned 
images. Ths quest, in particular his choice of vocabulary, frequently carried 
lum away into preciosity and bombast, but hs style ultimately always con- 
vinces. ‘Pessimistic and haughty, finding in rigour and austerity the arguments 
which fed hs vanity, despising honours yet always unsatisfied with those of- 
fered him, he was unmistakably a person out of the common H e  dso 
composed three cynegetic poems in the rdjdx metre. 

His contemporary, Abii Firiis al-Hamdiini (31 9-357/932-968), a cousin 
of King Sayf al-Dawla, fought against the bedouins in the Syrian desert and 
later against the Byzantines, who held hm as a prisoner from 350/962 to 355/ 
966. The image of a valiant Muslim, he began by writing odes about the 
history of the Hamdiinid dynasty, tried his hand at short love poems and wrote 
poems with a ShCite and anti-‘Abbiisid slant. H e  acheved fame with his 
ul-&-m&jd (The Byzantines), very fine poems composed during his captivity 
in Constantinople, describing hs homesickness and despair. In these, hs 
lyricism is expressed in a highly limpid style. H e  also wrote a long cynegetic 
poem combining hunting and hawking themes. 

As noted by QudZma b. Ja‘far in hs Naqd al-Shi‘r (Criticism of Poetry), 
the rithi’, or poetry of lamentation, is central to canonical poetry. The madb&a, 

3. J. E. Bencheikh, art.‘al-Mutanabbi’, in Enycfopaedia Uniuersafis, 1985. 
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dedicated to an important personality, expresses political thinking or a religious 
choice. For example, al-Sayyid al-Himyari, Di'bil, al-Sharif al-Ra& and Mihyiir 
al-Daylam- drew their inspiration from the tragedy of the 'Alids. The poetry of 
the IChiirijites is similarly influenced. In fact, all the major poets accepted the 
duty of commemorating the dead. Abfi Nawwiis composed a score of such 
poems. Ibn al-Rfim- laments the members of his family. Al-Mutanabbi com- 
bines praise of the heir with commemoration of the dead. It is obvious that 
threnody had great dfficulty in distancing itself from the panegyric and even 
the phdjya, which also offered a medtation on death. Only the thematic 
sequence distinguished the rithZJ, which no longer contained either nasfb or 
rahij, but the style and language remained the same for both genres. 

The inventions of lyricism: the ghazal 
Decisive factors contributed to setting a new course for the poetry of passion. 
The creation of urban centres such as Basra, Kufa and above all Baghdad 
brought about a change in outlooks; the emergence in society and ruling 
circles of non-Arab ethnic groups, in particular the maw&? of Persian origin, 
enriched sensitivities; and the gradual exclusion of the bedouin from the 
places which represented centres of thought, defined morals and decided on 
genres, and gave new inspirational impetus. While the legacy of the love 
poetry of earlier centuries was still felt, the eighth century marked a profound 
change. Islamic doctrine sought to govern a common culture, incidentally not 
without controversy or opposition; but individual and emotional life 
frequently escaped its hold. Whole areas of human life withdrew from the 
injunctions of the scholars of the law. The passion of love was henceforth to 
define a space within which poetry expressed its creativity and introduced a 
rhetoric of love. 

The second/eighth century opened with the birth of Bashshiir b. Burd 
(95-168/714-785), the blind bard of Basra, a man of low birth and Persian 
origin, the poet of conflict and dissension who died at the hand of an assassin. 
His W g ,  on grounds of xandaga, i.e. heresy, in fact a mingling of Manichaeism 
and Zoroastrianism, may have been ethnically and politically motivated; it also 
cloaked hostility to a kind of poetry which expressed agonizing doubts in con- 
flict with official moral teaching. Bashshiir b. Burd is credited with 40,000 lines 
of poetry, only 7,000 of which remain. All his writings, whether love poems, 
eulogies or satires, evince the same temperament since 'his relation to the 
world, ambiguous, conflicting, a mix of defiance and submission, love and 
hatred, always expresses his irresistible temptation to make comprehensive 
statements which continually refer to happenings in one's innermost  depth^.'^ 

4. B. Najar, art.'Bashshar b. Burd', in Dictionnuire Uniuersel des Littiratam, Pads, 1994. 
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When he alludes in hs panegyrics to the writings of earlier poets, he internalizes 
them. Addressed to Umayyads, ‘Abbasids or ‘Alids, these panegyrics already 
enter into the classical thematic canon. In hs satire, he includes abuse, makes 
extensive use of sarcasm and is a deft caricaturist. But above all, he devotes to 
love some 3,500 lines, representing half of the diw& whch has come down to 
us. Among all hs many lovers, it was ‘Abda who symbolized hs passion. The 
dream of womanhood takes on new features. Throughout the courtly elegy run 
the accents of desire, but sensual pleasure turns to gloom, making way for an 
agonizing nostalgia for the absolute. Existential anxiety is expressed in scepti- 
cism. Dissatisfaction mars fulfilment. Gradually the poet idealtzes the loved one 
in a form which not only inspires the portrait of an unreal lady but also reflects 
the anguish of being. 

W e  now come to the society of refinement, or XaarJ; which defined a subtle 
code of love. Thts code formed part of the general development of a moral 
code of existence which princes and princesses, senior functionaries, kuttd, 
artists and, generally speakmg, the members of the hgh society of Baghdad 
and provincial courts sought to exemplify. Ths society included slave girls, 
q$&, chosen as chddren for their beauty. Educated in both the sciences and 
literature, they were also talented musicians and singers who, besides the 
princesses, were the only representatives of womanhood in cultured circles. 
They were continually criticized by men such as al-J&q (159-254/776-868) 
and al-WashshH’, who excluded them from the courtly ideal of add. Dispensed 
from the duties of virtue, they dustrated the rights of talent. They were loved 
passionately, and poetry from Baghdad to Andalusia was to be constantly in- 
habited by their presence. Thanks to them, the language of love was fine-tuned 
to express the stages of passion, its aspects, dangers and obligations. Ths 
rhetoric of love is to be found in epistles such as the Etfib rrl-Zahm (Book of the 
Flower) of Ibn D2-d (d. 294/907) and the Tawq al-kamZma (Neckband of the 
Dove) of Ibn Hazm al-Andalusi (383-456/994-1064). One of its most at- 
tractive themes is the strategy of confidentialtty, kitimift, developed for three 
reasons. The most common reason was the desire not to harm the reputation 
of a lady of high rank. The most ambiguous concerned the problem of 
homosexuality, which was widespread in this society of codifiers of emotional, 
social and moral relations. The thrd was the idea of the absolute sacrifice owed 
to the object of one’s desire. Here, Love found in Death its hghest justifica- 
tion. Not to avow one’s love was not only self-imposed despair but also a 
voluntarjr wasting away in the search for the Absolute, whch was never to be 
shattered by the spent desire of possession. Here, w e  are on the frontiers of 
mysticism. In this poetry, the themes of union, friendship, faithfulness, con- 
stancy, nostalgia, devotion to the Other and the Like, are subtly expressed and 
developed in a refined and elegant language. 

Among the ninth-century female singers, we may note Badhl and her 
pupil Mutayyim and, above all, ‘Arib d-Ma’mfiniyya (d. 276/890), perhaps the 
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daughter of Ja'far b. Yahya al-Barmaki. She, it is claimed, left a voluminous 
correspondence in both verse and prose, and also many notebooks in which 
she wrote down all the airs she sang.5 Musicians such as Ibrahim b. al-Mahdi 
(162-224/779-839) and Ishaq b. Ibr- al-MawsiIi (149-235/767-850), 
himself the son of a famous artist, played an important part in developing the 
poetry of love, making texts well known by setting them to music. 
Outstanding among the poet-secretaries of the second/eighth and third/ninth 
centuries were Ibn al-Zayyat (d. 233/848), Ibrahim b. al-'Abbns al-SCdi (175- 
242/792-857), several members of the Bana Wahb and Banti Mudabbir fa- 
mdies, 'Ah b. Y4ya b. al-Munajjim (201-275/817-889) and Khalid b. Yazid 
(d. 262-269/876-883). Though not creators, they enriched the poetic litera- 
ture of courtly inspiration. 

A notable example of this literature was the work of al-'Abbns b. al- 
b a f  (132-192/750-808), an Arab of pure descent who grew up in Baghdad 
and became the table-companion of Hnmn al-Rashid and the Barmakids. All 
his work is devoted to love and dedicated to Fawz, a historically identifiable 
but, from the literary point of view, mythcal lady. Here, 

the lady is the unattaitiable, the distant incarnation of a desired being whtch one 
owes it to oneself to love while obeying a self-imposed rule never to try to go 
beyond dreaming. Renunciation is the law imposed from the moment when the 
heart ceases to heed the reason; nothing can permit one to dream of being 
healed from an affliction sent by fate.' 

This poetry is not encumbered with any lexical research and uses short metres 
which call for a musical setting. 

A poet who is still little appreciated and whose work deserves more 
attention is Mihyar b. Marzawayh al-Daylam- (d. 428/1037). A Mazdaean, he 
did not adopt Islam until 394/1004. H e  was the disciple of al-Sharif al-Ra@ 
(359-406/970-1016), who gave him his education and converted him to 
Shiiism. Little is known of hs life, but his &w& attests to indisputable mas- 
tery and talent, not so much in his long panegyrics as in the gha& poems and 
very beautiful funeral elegies, in particular the lament for his teacher. Also 
noteworthy are Ibn Sukkaa (d. 384/995), al-Salami (d. 393/1003) and Ibn al- 
Hajjnj (d. 391/1001). But it was from Andalusia that new accents were to be 
heard. 

5. A. Cheikh-Moussa, 'Examples of Female Slave Singers in the 'Abbssid period', in figure3 de 
L'esclavage au Myen-Age et dam le monde modeme, 1994b. 

6. See R. Blachtre, art.'(;hazal. i. The eazal in Arabic poetry', in EI'. 
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The adventures of desire: from the passion for life 
to a well-tempered hedonism 

The eighth century began with the prince and poet al-Walid b. Yazid (89-1261 
708-744). Initially excluded from power, he plunged into a life of pleasure, 
surrounded by dissolute poets, artists, buffoons and beautiful slave girls. H e  
did not change his life style on ascending the throne in 125/743. 

Passionately in love with freedom, always deeply nostalgic for the bedouin way of 
life, now distingulshed from the urban, merchant empire of the new masters of 
Islam, al-Wahd joined a movement which, from Tarafa to Abii Nawwiis and the 
Andalusian poets, was from then onwards continually to nurture Arabic p~etry.~ 

The hundred fragments preserved of his work express an elegant lyricism and 
sensitivity, which left their mark long after hs death by assassination. 

But the subject of desire inspired poets of much greater stature, in par- 
ticular the most gifted of all, Abii Nawwas d-Hasan b. H~ni’ (d. c. 197-199/ 
813-815). Born in al-AhwBz between 129/747 and 144/762 of a Persian mo- 
ther and a muwh of a southern Yemeni tribe, he was taken up in Kufa by a 
formidable band of libertines, mostly homosexuals, such as Wnliba b. al-Hubab 
(d. 169/786), Khalaf al-&mar (114-179/733-796), Mup‘ b. Iyiis (d. 168/ 
785), Aban al-Liibqi (d. 199/815) and the three Hammiid: ‘Ajrad (d. towards 
163/780), al-Riiwiya (74-155/694-772) and Ibn al-Zibriqxn, all accused more 
or less of xunduqu, but who were certainly sceptics rather than genuine 
Manichaeans. Severe moral judgement was passed on th~s group, which might 
be described, in the terms used by Calvinists and Jansenists in the eighteenth 
century, as a ‘raging fanatical sect’ and ‘public poisoners’. They were in fact 
licentious, despised prejudice, flouted worshp and trampled morals underfoot. 
But their vital rble in the development of poetry should not be overlooked. 

Abii Nawwas was hghly educated, since h ~ s  teachers included the fa- 
mous philologist Abii ‘Ubayda (109-208/728-824). H e  attended courses in 
Qur’anic exegesis and the Prophetic trachtions, fi%&tb; and he increased hs 
mastery of language in a bedouin environment. Settled in Baghdad, he became 
friendly with the Barmakid family and left for Cairo after their fall. Returning 
to the capital, he became the table-companion of the Cahph al-Amin (193- 
197/809-813), whose assassination he lamented in poignant threnodies. He 
led between 197/813 and 199/815. 

In the Baghdad society, 

he was the poet who gave the liveliest expression to conflicting views, both held 
and experienced. He claimed the right to pleasure to assuage the existential 
anpsh which dogma failed to allay. He indulged in the kind of insolence which 

7. J. E. Bencheikh, art. ‘d-Walid b. Yazid’, in Uictionnaire UniverseLdes Littiratzms, Pans, 1994. 
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was condemned by the law. H e  ridiculed the bedouin life style, and in so doing 
levelled his shafts at Arab ethnicity, seen in its original bedouin form and also as 
laying claim to cultural and political supremacy. Thus his hedonism denoted not 
only personal impulses. He bore witness to resistance to a dogmatism which 
sought to govern society.’ 

Abii NawwHs raised the kham@ya to its highest point, starting from a 
heritage whch went back to the Jnhhyya, the precursors of al-&a and to 
the IJijiizi and subsequently Iraqi Bacchic poetry of the seventh century. 
However, it was in Kufa that this genre found its masters, with Abii 
Duliima (d. 159/776), Hammad ‘Ajrad and, above all, Abu-1-Hindi al-RiyW, 
who wrote nothing but Bacchic poems and must be considered an 
outstanding poet, the first to emancipate h s  genre. Abii Nawwiis exploited 
this inspiration and produced work unique of its kmd, not confining himself 
to coarse sensations but expressing an aesthetic of taste, perfume and 
colour. His art is intense, linking drunkenness to sensuality, pleasure to 
peacefulness - in a word, a love of life to the mercy expected from a God 
one would like to believe in. 

After him, the kham@ya lost its violent character and instead sang the 
praises of an agreeable pleasure linked to music, lovers’ talk or simple con- 
versation as such. Al-Sanawbari also produced Bacchc poetry in his descrip- 
tion of nature and its charms. But even though there axe occasional felicitous 
lines, it is obvious that in the tenth century the source of inspiration had dried 
up and that the Bacchic poem had in turn become an academic exercise which 
achieved depth only in the spiritual intoxication of the mystics, and violence 
only in the dissolute Bohemianism expressed by Ibn Quzmiin (d. 451/1060) in 
the Andalusian .ydal. 

The love poems of Abii NawwHs should be analysed in the same way as 
his kham%yZt. ‘From annihilation to beyond its limits, from the depths of 
intoxication to its Illusions, from voluptuous physical pleasure to the ecstasy of 
passion, the poet ranges through all the spheres where, liberated from himself 
and freed from everyday life, he experiences the brief eternity of artificial 
paradses. ,9 

But ths was not the end of his talents. The fifty-two cynegetic poems, 
or ~ar&pit, axe those of an aesthete and master of language. Written in the 
r4a.y metre, they deal with hunting, falconry and the art of training gos- 
hawks. It was under the Umayyad caliphs at the beginning of the eighth 
century that ths genre flourished with Ru’ba b. al-‘Ajjaj (d.144/762) and 
was developed in the poems of al-Fad al-Raqashi (d. 199/815), &mad b. 
Abi Karima and Ibn al-Mu‘adhdhal (d.239/854). ‘Abd All& al-Niishi 

8. J. E. Bencheikh, art. ‘Aba Nuw~s’, in Enc_yclapaedia Universals, 1985. 
9. J. E. Bencheikh, art. ‘Aba Nuw~s’, in Dictonnaire Universel des Littiratzlres, Paris, 1994. 
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(d. 293/906) devoted twenty-one poems to it; and Abu-l-Fa* M&mad al- 
Sindi, known as Kushiijim (d. 349/961), also an author of kham+yZt, wrote a 
treatise on hunting, the EtZb al-Ma@d wa-l-matiil;;d (The Book of Snares and 
Spears), a compilation of the best-known tard$yZt with the addition of 
twenty-four of his own. 

Ab6 Nawwiis also composed fierce and spirited satires. Likewise - and 
ths is less surprising than one would thnk - he wrote poems of meditation, 
Tuhd$yZt, whch express not so much religious faith as his anguish at the fate of 
humanity, his own torments and hs unquenchable hope of obtaining God's 
pardon. Enormously provocative, he was still lucid enough to admit these 
questionings. 

The adventures of desire also inspired al-Husayn b. al-Dahhiik (162-248/ 
779-864), who was nicknamed a/-khati' (the debauchee). A chddhood friend 
of Abii Nawwiis, he settled in Baghdad in the service of all the succeeding 
cahphs. H e  frequented the court and also sought his pleasures in taverns and 
monasteries. His work has come down to us only in fragments totahg less 
than 1,000 lines. These include threnodes and panegyrics, but are m d y  of 
Bacchic and erotic inspiration. Without being either provocative or obscene, 
they convey a highly acute sense of voluptuous pleasure. The language is 
ethereal, but never employs ddect. The prosody of the poems lends itself to 
short metres and subtle assonances, which encouraged composers to set them 
to music. 

Abu-1-'Abbiis 'Abd Allah b. al-Mu'tazz (246-295/861-908) was the son 
of the thirteenth 'Abbiisid cahph, and even reigned for one day before being 
assassinated, like his grandfather and father before hm. A pupil of the greatest 
teachers of his time, but having no official rcile, he wrote numerous poems on 
love and pleasure, dedicated elegies to the great members of his family, or 
described their palaces in poems whch have remained famous. H e  wrote a 
417-line zl@za for his cousin, the Caliph al-Mu'tadid (276-289/892-902), 
who invited him to settle in Baghdad. His work is of first-class quality, parti- 
cularly in his descriptive passages. An enthusiastic huntsman, he composed 
fifty-four !ard$yZt, including fourty-four in the rqbp metre. H e  also wrote three 
interesting works: the EtZb a/-Bad?', one of the first studies of figures of 
speech; the Tabu@ al-shu 'arZ' a/-muhdathn, which combine anecdotes and 
poems, many of which are not to be found elsewhere; and a Bacchic anthol- 
ogy, Fu~d al-tamdd$ tabdir al-sunTr (Chapter of Examples in the First Signs 
of Joy), whch also records subjects of discussion in literary circles. The work 
of ths well-read prince and poet partakes of the three types of canonical 
poetry we have described, while conferring on them the natural poise of a man 
of his rank. H e  loves with elegance, drinks without excess and praises with 
dignity, and his language confirms that in all these genres classicism has fylally 
found its place. Poems of pleasure now reflected social relations, which thus 
toned down their violence. 
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Also in the tenth century we note the khamnjZt of Kushiijim, al- 
Sanawbari and al-Wa’wii’, ‘a Damascene poet of simple and harmonious lan- 
guage [who] returned to the Bacchic tradtion in rediscovering, sometimes 
with felicity, the Nawwiisian inspiration.”’ 

The meditation on being and the four last things 
In the same way as love poetry and the expression of desire, spiritual poetry 
broke away from canonical writing. In the eighth century, the Basran preacher 
Sd& b. ‘Abd al-Quddus, executed for zandqa in 166/783, and the Baghdad 
poet Mahmiid al-Warriiq (d.229/844) set the pattern for ascetic poetry, 
zahd+ja. But it was Abu-l-‘At&iya (129-209/747-825) who established its 
pedgree. Born in Kufa of an Aramaean farmly converted to Islam, he was of 
very modest social background and frequented in Baghdad the licentious 
group of poets referred to above. H e  pronounced the eulogy of the Cahph al- 
Mahdi (158-168/775-785) and composed panegyrics in which he comme- 
morated the pro-Arab policy of the Cahph Hiim al-Rashid (169-193/786- 
809). His love poems, dedicated to ‘Utba, drew attention. After some years of 
a braant and eventful existence, he turned to the poetry of asceticism. H e  
chose to express hmself concisely, even if one of his poems runs exceptionally 
to 300 lines; he used short metres and a language of great simplicity, for which 
he was criticized in the same way as he was to be criticized for not singing the 
praise of Islam and its Prophet. Some critics have even regarded him as a 
heretic influenced by Manichaeism. The truth is that he expressed a fervent 
meditation on death and the vanity of existence. H e  thus came close to the 
form of mystical expression epitomized from the beginning of the seventh 
century by al-Hasan al-Basri (d. 109/728), Riibi‘a al-‘Adawiyya (d. 187/801) 
and Dhu-l-Nan al-lllisri (d. 244/859), and culminating in al-Hallnj (242-309/ 
857-922). But was he really a poet? As Louis Massignon noted, he did not 
consider himself as one. When hs dimin was compiled in the eleventh century, 
it was in the form of maqZmZt. While he is listed in dictionaries of poets, the 
eleven poems and sixty-nine fragments whch remain, touched up and even 
censored, reveal that this is a moot question. The Sufi style is so internalized 
that texts which have no poetic form - pauses, mawig& prayers, prose 
passages - are charged with a power which has no need of verse to express 
itself. Moreover, a poem may be found in a prose treatise by way of 
illustration, for example the EtZb al-‘A‘ a treatise on mystical love by al- 
Daylam- (d. early eleventh century). Even the fundamental registers of the 
poetry of tqawaf- the longing for love, ‘ishg, the intoxication of losing 
oneself in God, the call to self-immolation - all encompass medieval Arabic 

10. J. E. Bencheikh, art. ‘K&unriyya’, in EZ’ 
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poetry far more than they are encompassed by it. Symbols, metaphors and 
vocabulary are worked on with a soaring mysticism to the point where they 
cannot be analysed without conducting a deep doctrinal investigation. 
Borrowings from Bacchc poetry, the ghuxu/ and elegies involve such a 
metamorphosis of language that it is no longer possible to establish a link with 
a school or genre. Not until our own period can one find a style of writing 
which is so free from rules, or reduces them to absurd conventions. 

What may be called the poetry of the eleventh century is dominated from 
afar by the vastly imposing personahty of Abu-l-'Al%' Ahmad b. 'Abd Alliih al- 
Ma'arri (362-449/973-1058). Born of a family of Shiifi'i scholars whch in- 
cluded magistrates and poets, he became blind at the age of four. H e  was 
given a thorough education, in part by his father, a great connoisseur of poetry 
to whom he dedicated a beautiful funeral elegy in 394/1004. H e  travelled to 
Syria and to Baghdad, where he stayed for several months working in libraries. 
In 400/1010, he retired to Ma'arrat al-Nu'm&n, which he was to leave only 
once more in hs life, in 416/1026, 'a prisoner in his two prisons', blindness 
and hs dwelhng-place. A vegetarian, roughly clad, refusing to marry since he 
considered procreation a sin and saw no solution to the problem of humanity 
save extermination, he was without doubt a very singular character. H e  fell 
foul of Baghdadlan theologans, but hs dwelling was visited frequently by 
ministers, scholars and disciples. H e  corresponded extensively, in verse or 
prose, with outstandmg personahties, some of whom were to comment on his 
poetic work. H e  became closely involved with IsmH'flTs, who visited him in 
438/1047 and 448/1057 at the time when the Cairere Fnumids were trying to 
rally the Syrian chiefs against the Saljuqs, who were now in power in Baghdad. 

A-Ma'arri wrote two collections of poems. The Saqt ul-yund (The Spark 
of the Flint), reflects contemporary events such as the decline of the 
Hamdiinids in Aleppo, the rise of the hhrdasids, Byzantine and Fiiumid threats 
to northern Syria and the sieges of Aleppo. The panegyrics, dedicated for 
example to a Fiiumid general, a senior H a m d ~ d  functionary, or even to Sa'id 
al-Dawla, are usually in the classical form, even if they are not introduced by a 
nus2~. His eulogies are sometimes excessive and were regretted by the poet 
himself. His second collection, Lzq5m ma la yulxam (The Non-Obligatory 
Requirements) was given ths title since the author felt he must use a specially 
rich rhyme scheme. H e  presented it as 'an admonition to the forgetful and a 
warning to the negligent ... a word of caution to a world which dw-egards 
God. Yet hs existential and religious meditation is in no way orthodox. H e  
trusts reason more than faith. H e  takes a look at human beings and sees little 
justification for their lives. H e  examines the mediation of the Prophet and has 
little or no belief in resurrection and divine retribution. H i s  opinions were 
harshly attacked by men such as Ibn al-Jawai (519-596/1126-1200), his 
grandson Sib! (580-653/1185-1256) and Ibn al-Qifg (567-645/1172-1248), 
but were supported in an epistle by Ibn al-'Adirn (567-660/1192-1262). H e  
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also rose to his own defence in a partly conserved text, the Zajr al-nZbih (The 
Carper Rebuked). A great admirer of al-Mutanabbi, he peopled the next world 
with poets in his Rkilat alghz@in (The Letter of Pardon) and wrote several 
works on poetry: Ma yix Abmad (The Miracle of Ahmad) and al-Lcimi al- ‘a@@ 
contain commentaries on al-Mutanabbi; ‘Ab& ai-waEd (The Jest of the Boy) is 
remarkable both for its critical establishment of the text of the dwZn of al- 
B+turi and for its lexical, grammatical and metrical analysis of that text. 
DbikrZ Hab& (Remembrance of Habib) deals with the DwZn of Aba 
Tammim . 
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Chapter 2(b) 

ADAB LITERATURE IN THE 
CLASSICAL PERIOD 

Abdalah Geikh-Mozua 

Adab and power 
The Golden Age of what since the last century has been known as classical 
Arabic literature (adab) lies between the ninth and twelfth centuries. Its early 
works are characterized by 'a concern for literary elaboration, recourse to the 
appropriate resources of the language, especially phonetic',' and a predomi- 
nance of ethical themes. Ths literature was developed mainly by k:Uhkib 
(scribes) who were non-Arabs (maz&Tj worhng for the caliphal administration: 
Sam Abu-l-'Alii' (active c. 105-125/724-743), 'Abd al-Hamid b. Yahyii 
(d. 132/750), Ibn al-Muqaffa' (d. 139/757); and Sahl b. Hartin (d. 214/830).3 
The use of the written word seems in fact to be directly linked with power, 
and from the end of the eighth century onwards tends to be used as a strategic 
instrument of political practice, springing from the ruler's order or wdl. From 

1. A. Miquel, Lageograpbie kumaine du nionde musztlman jusqu'azl iniliea du I lime &le, (Civilisation 
et societts 7, 37, 68, 78), Pans, Mouton, 1967-1988. 

2. I. 'Abbiis, 'Nazra jadida fi baCd d-kutub li-Ibn d-Muqaffa", Mqallat al-Afijma' al-'Imi al- 
'Arabr, 52, 1977; J. Ashtiany et al., (eds.), 'Abb'isidBelfes-le~es, (The Cambridge History of 
Arabic Literature), Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1983 ; P. Charles-Dominique, 
'Le systeme tthique d'Ibn d-Muqaffa' d'aprk ses deux tpitres dites 'd-Sagir' et 'd-Kabir', 
Arabica, 12, 1965, pp. 45-66; F. Gabrieli, 'L'opera di Ibn al-Muqaffa", fivisz'a degli Stud 
Oriental;, 13, 1931-1932, pp. 197-247; S.D. Goitein, 'A Turning Point in the History of 
the Muslim State', in his Studies in Islamic History and Inshtutions, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1966; 
Ch. Pellat, fin al-lMuqdJac, mon' uers 140/757, ' Conseiller du Gal$', (Publications du 
Dtpartement d'Islamologie de l'Universitt de Paris-Sorbonne, 2), Paris, G.-P. Maison- 
neuve, 1976; D. Sourdel, 'La biographie d'Ibn al-Muqaffa' d'aprks les sources anciennes', 
Arabica, 1, 1954, pp. 307-323. 
M. Yaji, Sabl b. ffarun: vie & I'imvain etglanes encore existants, unpublished thesis, Sorbonne, 
Paris, 1956; A. Mehiri, Les tbiories grammaticales nTunJnni, (Publications de l'universiti. de 
Tunis, VI' Strie, Philosophie Litttraire, 5), Tunis, Universitt de Tunis, 1973; al-Ka'bi, Sahl 
b. NZm-n, Tunis, 1980. 

3. 
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this time, too, the figure of the kitib begins to emerge. This term denotes an 
official, but also, particularly when it is someone of the calibre of Siilim Abu-l- 
‘Al2 or ‘Abd al-Ham-d al-Katib, a master of the written word and a p d e ,  if 
not a necessary intermediary, of the prince’s actions. The duty of promoting 
an ideology, formerly the privilege of the poet (shZir), of the scholar, 
theologian or traditionalist (‘dim), of the orator (khagb) or the preacher (qci~), 
now fell to the kztib. 

The scanty texts which have come down to us from these early writers 
are, on the one hand, private or official correspondence, the latter being re- 
garded as unsurpassable stylistic models prescribed for the whole Arabic- 
Islamic administration; on the other, such works as a ‘Correspondence’ be- 
tween Anstotle and Alexander translated into Arabic by S h  Abu-l-‘Ala’? 
Director of the chancellery under Hisham b. ‘Abd al-Malik; letters ( r d 3 4 ,  
mostly very short, like the last Umayyad cahph‘s to his son, edited by ‘Abd al- 
Hamid al-Kiitib;5 and finally fables, such as the renowned K&a wa-oimna‘ of 
Ibn al-Muqaffa‘, translated from a Pahlavi version of the Indian Panc;ttdntra: 
or the Book $the Panther and the fix by Sahl b. Hiiriin. Whether written ori- 
ginally in Arabic, adapted, or translated, on the initiative of the kztib or by 
order of the prince, all these works make up what could be called an art of 
government: of oneself and others. Their fundamental aim is to structure the 
exercise of power by instituting a new practice of ethics and politics and 
codifying social interaction, or more precisely relations between the ruler and 
his entourage and between the different members of that &lite group. 

The function of the kdb, with its assumed dependence on power, is also 
found, though in a less institutionalized way, in the adb, who produced the 
writings known as adab. With the emergence of this personage, the prince, 

M. Grignaschi, ‘Les “Rasii’il Aris@@is ili%l-Iskander” de Sdim Abu-1-‘Ald et Pactivitt 
culturelle h l’tpoque omayyade’, Bulletin des Etudes Orientales, 19, 1967, pp. 7-83; idem, ‘Le 
roman tpistolaire classique conservt dans la version arabe de S2im abu-l-‘AliiJ, Le Muskon, 
80, pp. 211-269, 196713; idem, ‘La “Siyiisatu-l-‘~mmiyya” et l’influence iranienne sur la 
penste polidque islamique’, in Monumentam H S. Nybez, 3, (Acta Iranca, 6), Leiden, E. J. 
I. ‘Abbiis (ed.), ‘Abd ul-Hamid b. X&i al-Etib wa-mZ tabaqqa min rasi’ikbi wa-rasi’il SZlim 
Abi-l- ‘Ah’, Beirut, Tawzl‘ al-Markaz al-‘Arabi, 1988; A.F.L. Beeston et al., Arabic Literature 
to the End oftbe UmaJad Period, (The Cambridge History of Arabic Literature,l) Cambridge, 
Cambridge University Press, 1983; A. Cheikh-Moussa, “Abd al-Hamid b. Yahyii (al- 
Kiitib)’, in B. Didier (ed.), Dictionnuire Universel des Littkratues, 3 vols., Paris, Presses 
Universitaires de France, 1994; A. Schonig, Das Sendrcbreiben des ‘Abahlbamid b. E& &est. 
1421750) an den fionprinxen ‘AbduLLib b. M a w i n  11, WiesbadenIStuttgart, F. Steiner, 1985. 
Many editions of these fables have been issued on the basis of very late manuscripts. Thus, 
it is impossible today to distinguish between Ibn al-Muqaffa”s own writing and rewriting or 
additions of later centuries; cf. e.g. Ibn al-Muqaffa‘, &Ela wa-Dmna, ed. M.H.N. al- 
Mursafi, fourth ed., Beirut, 1981; L. Cheikho, KdLa wa-Dmnu, 12.ed., Beirut, 1973; 
A. Miquel (trans.), Le Livre de &klu et Dmna, Paris, Klincksieck, 1957. 
E. Lancereau, Pancatantra, intr. by L. Renou, Paris, Gallimard, 1965. 
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caliph, vizier or provincial governor - through the practice of dedication and 
patronage of literary works - continued to be the ftrst recipient of adab, and his 
circle the place where these works were most frequently received, judged and 
their authors dul appraised. The court circle formed what was in effect an 
assessment panel and had some influence on the nature of adab, its form and 
its themes, and on the success and the circulation of the works. This was the 
place where the ad& had to face not only rivals, hardly likely to be sympathetic, 
but also a prince who was well informed and a connoisseur of poetry and 
belles-lettres and who might hmself have been a poet or scholar. As the only 
real arbiter of style, of art and  letter^,^ his pleasure was unquestioned and his 
verdict was usually unchallenged. 

T 

A place for dialogue 
With its aphorisms, proverbs, exemplary verses, its short edifying narratives 
and amusing anecdotes, adab is at one and the same time the product of, and 
destined for, the cenacles of the prince and his high officials, where the art of 
conversation and disputation was a vital requirement and the only really 
effective weapon. A!l these fragments were put before the ‘man of the court’ 
to shne and to convince, to embellish a discourse or support an argument 
and, by the same token, to reduce opponents and competitors to silence. It is 
certainly for ths reason that so little place is p e n  to action in the texts 
known as adab, including the Sessions (MaqZtv2t) of al-Harnadhd” and al- 
Hariril’ (Fig. l), ne Physicians’ Banqzlet (Da‘wat aLaiibbZ3 of Ibn Bufliin,” I K e  
EpistLe of Pardon (Rz.rZLat-aL-gh.uj?Zn) of Abu-l-‘Alii’ al-Macarri7,13 and, to a lesser 
degree, the Narrative (hikaya) of Abu-l-Qasim al-Baghdkli by Abu-l-Mutahhar 
al-Azdi.14 

8. J. E. Bencheikh, ‘Le ctnacle pottique du calife al-Mutawwaliil (m. 247 H.): contribution a 
l‘analyse des instances de ltgitirnation socio-litttraires’, Budetin des Etudes Orientales, 29, 
1977; idem, Poitiqup arube: essai s w  les voies dirne mktion, Paris, Gallimard, 1989. 

9. G. E. von Grunebaum, ‘Aspects of Arabic Urban Literature mostly in the Ninth and Tenth 
Centuries’, al-Andalus, 20, 1955, pp. 259-281, 1955, pp. 276-281 ; also in h/amic Ltndies, 8, 
1969, pp. 292-295, and in his niemes in AhdievulArabic Literatwe, London, 1981. 

10. ACHamadhHni, a/-Ma@mrit, ed. M. ‘Abduh, Cairo, 1889. 
11. Al-Hariri, Les siances de Hanri, ed. and trans. Silvestre de Sacy, 2nd ed., revised by 

12. F. Kleit-Franke (trans.), Das Aqtebankett, Stuttgart, Hippokrates, 1984; idem (ed. and 

13. Al-Ma‘arri, Rmilat al&izin, ed. A. Bint d-ShaU’, 5th ed., Cairo, Diir al-Ma‘arif, 1969. 
1 4. A. Mez, Hikyat Abi u/-$&sim al-Bag&di: Abulk&im, ein Bugdzder Sittenbild, Heidelberg, 

C. Winter, 1902. This work has been re-edited by ‘A. al-Shalji, 1980, who attributes it to 
Abii Hayy?in al-Tawudi with the title a/-Risda al-Baghdidzjyu, see A. d-Shalji (ed.), al-fisda 
al-Bagb&d&ya, Beirut, Matba‘at D%r d-Kutub, 1980. See also F. Gabrieli, ‘Sulla “Hikzyat 
Abi-l-Q~sim” di Abu-l-Mutahhar al-Azdi’, Rivista degli Jtd Orientali, 20, 1942, pp. 33-45. 

J. T. Reinaud and J. Derenbourg, Paris, Irnprimerie Nationde, 1847. 

trans.), Be ZJ~sisicians’ Dinner Par& Wiesbaden, 0. Harrassowitz, 1985. 
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Pride of place is given instead to dialogues, declamations and various 
kinds of discourse. The arts of language are here enhanced and put forward as 
the only means of persuasion. It would seem that this is also why the works of 
adab, and in particular the great anthologies, appear so exceedingly hetero- 
geneous. For, in effect, we see here a succession of fragments, quoted just as 
they are and strung together, without the ‘composer’ (ma’allf) having tried to 
integrate them into a single account. Al-J%?i? (d. 254/868) asserted that adab 
mea& ‘tahng a little of everything (al-akhdh min kdl shq’ bi-;araf)’ and since 
the last century he has often been quoted, leadmg to the conclusion that adab 
had always adopted as its method compilation and repetition, eclecticism and 
digression, with a deplorable lack of coherence or cohesion, which was thus 
said to be the distinguishing feature of classical Arabic literature. 

However, to take this view is to forget that to compile or compose an 
eclectic work, it is necessary to proceed by means of selection and re- 
organization. While the adab text may consist not only of the expressions and 
words of its presumed author but also of previously existing texts, this does 
not mean that all the author has done is to copy or plagiarize; on the contrary, 
this text rereads, rewrites and redistributes the materials in a different way. It 
makes use of them for its own ends, as the basis for its own authenticity. The 
other texts are not used simply as quotations, but as raw material, and one can 
almost speak in ths context, with C1. Livi-Stra~ss,~’ of ‘bricolage’. 

If, then, an adab work reprocesses materials whch have already done duty 
elsewhere in other texts, in other situations, or even in other cultures, this is in 
order to reconstruct them with a new significance and with dfferent aims. By 
fitting them into a new structure, with a different layout, it gmes them a new 
rde. The fragments thus reused are given a resonance and, consequently, make 
the adab text ‘dialogc’, a space of confrontation and controversy, affirmation 
or denial. The relationship between these varied fragments can be one of 
conflict. The text which receives them, or more precisely contains them, 
brings together very disparate kinds of discourse which then enter into dialo- 
gue, oppose one another and argue, thus entering the genre of disputation. It 
can also be negative, when the old materials are taken up and assembled, only 
to be rejected, denied, by the current context. Similarly, it can be affirmative. 
When the different elements thus juxtaposed are not in opposition to the 
framework in which they are placed, but echo, renew and affirm an identical 
meaning, they are the authority which guarantees its recognition and the basis 
of its truthfulness. The relationshp between these varied fragments is re- 
miniscent of the discussions in the literary gatherings (m&) or in the huluqa of 
a mosque or madma, gatherings of students or scholars around a master. The 
conclusion and the lesson drawn, whch give meaning and cohesion to the 
whole discussion or to the confrontation between the various fragments, are 

15. C1. Lkvi-Strauss, Lapens& satlvage, Paris, Plon, 1962, pp. 26-47. 
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left to the reader, or more precisely the listener. For these works, although 
composed in written form, were very often communicated and circulated 
‘orally’.’‘ In fact, the lack of precision, the complexity and infrequency of the 
act of writing, and similarly the unaccommodating nature and relative expense 
of the material, and thus the unavailability of book~,’~ meant that the vast 
majority of texts, at least until the tenth century, were conveyed orally in 
mosques, later in educational establishments , or in private cenacles belonging 
to a man of high rank or a scholar who was in vogue. 

Borrowings, whether from predecessors or even contemporaries, were 
not considered reprehensible at that period and can therefore not be classed as 
plagiarism (sukqu). Authenticity does not seem to have been a major concern 
of the ancient ‘authors’. Al-Husri (d. 412/1022) puts this very clearly and very 
neatly in his Jamc uljuwzbir (The Collection of Jewels): ‘When these virgnal 
anecdotes are sought in marriage, their genealogy is not questioned (wu-hwu 
udab luy.ukb&bzl ubkZmbu bi-1-nasab).’” It was, however, vital that a text should 
be attributed to an author, for h s  was a measure of its reliabihty. Unless 
related to a name, or to an authority, a statement could not be taken into 
consideration. However, &IS attribution and the concept of authorship which 
it assumes are very different from what we understand by authorship today. In 
all probability closely modelled on the &&thy the transmission of the 
Traditions of the Prophet, ‘the author’s function fits into a strategy of the 
validation of knowledge, a whole system of knowledge enclosed by the sunud, 
a network of masters on whom authority has been conferred across space and 
time; the author is regarded only as an intermediary, a transmitter of knowl- 
edge whose validity rests on hs own reputation; he is not seen so much as a 
separate individual, but merely as a link in the vast network to which he of 
necessity bel~ngs.’’~ 

Like its ‘author’, the udab text works wihn a system referring to other 
texts, other discourses. The relationships of this ‘singular’ text with all its 
predecessors and contemporaries will then duplicate those of the author with 
the chain of authorities in whose wake he follows and the relationship be- 
tween the selected fragments established through their sharing the same 
space. Thus, the udzb text only has meaning with reference to all that which it 
evokes and which would undoubtedly be present in the mind of the reader or 
listener of that time. Its unity is thus fundamentally variable and relative and 

16. See our ‘Presence et effets de la voix dans les textes d’adab‘, in Y,x et calame en /slam 

17. We must remember that the diacritical points, for instance, were not used in a systematic 

18. Al-Husri,JamC aljawZihir, ed. ‘A.M. al-BijiTwi, Cairo, 1953, p. 111. 
19. A. Cheddadi, Le vyage &Occident et &Orient. fin Waldun: autobiqrapbie prisentk et traduite de 

midiival, ed. Y. Ragheb, Arabica 44, 1997, pp. 333-435. 

way before the tenth century. 

I’arabe, (Bibliothkque Arabe), Paris, Sindbad, 1980, p. 21. 
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its significance unstable: it is only built up, and can only be grasped, on the 
basis of the total sum of discourses to whch it is related, whether by refuting 
them or agreeing with them. It is often said that adub texts have no coherence. 
They do, but it is of a totally different kmd. This is not a coherence of a linear 
or ‘chronologcal’ nature - as for instance in texts whch are mainly narrative 
- but rather a matter essentially of association or topology. 

So there is continuity and, at the same time, a modifying process of 
creation between a single text and the series of texts, preceding or con- 
temporary, whch it uses or merely refers to. However, the more ths re- 
production of ancient discourses and narratives is simply repetition, the more 
udal? tends to become a literature of stereotypes, and its works become an- 
thologies of varying comprehensiveness. 

Religious or profane literature ? 
Adab has long been considered as profane literature whch must be held 
completely distinct from religious literature bearing the stamp of Islam. To 
paraphrase the words of Francesco Gabrieli, for instance, w e  may say that 
from the first century of the Hijra, adab took on an intellectual meaning which 
was added to the original ethcal and social meaning, before a further 
distinction was made: u&b is the totality of knowledge and know-how whch 
renders a man courteous and urbane, it is profane culture (in contrast to ‘ih, 
science, or rather religious science, Qur’an, HadTth and jqh).”” 

It should be noted that between the sacred and profane, the temporal and 
spiritual, there is hardly any contradiction or incompatibility which could allow 
u&b writings to be distinguished from those described as religious and whch 
deal with the same subjects or related themes. Furthermore, the inter- 
penetration of the religous, of whatever persuasion, and the profane was so 
complete in the minds and culture of the period that it would be at best arti- 
ficial, if not anachronistic, to try to separate them clearly. The religous in- 
spiration and tone of the k&ib u/-fAaym~&~~ (The Book of Ammals) of al-Ji%hiz 
are no less obvious than in the ‘@in a/-ukhbaar ( rhe Wells of Information) of 
Ibn Qutayba (d. 275/889) or even the Jhk&im d-akhhq (The Noble Quahties 
of Character) of Ibn Abi-1-Dunya (d. 260/874).23 Besides, these writers were 
all theologians, even if al-Ji&? belonged to the Mu‘taxilite tendency, usually 
considered more rationalist, whde the other two were more traditional. ‘ISnow 

-22 ? 

20. The brackets are those of F. Gabrieli, see art. ‘/$dab’, E?. 
21. Al-Ja?, Ra.riJda/-&5z~, ed. ‘A. M. Hartin, 2 vols., Cairo, Maktabat d1-lihanli,1965-1979. 
22. Ibn Qutayba, ‘@in a/-akhhir, ed. A. Z. al-‘Adawi, 4 vols., Cairo, Dar &&&tub al-Misriyya, 

23. See J. A .  Bellamy, Bhe AioOIr Dalities of Character 5 An ~4b?-d-D~inyd, (Bibliotheca Islamica, 
1923-1 930 

25), Wiesbaden, F. Steiner, 1973. 
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then’, said al-J&i? in hs epistles On the Fatare L@ and the L@ here ‘that 
adab writings are instruments as useful in the spiritual life as in temporal affairs 
(wa-li-anna-l-adab innamd hzja dldt t~lubu an tzlsta ‘mala j-l-din wa-tzlsta ‘mala j-l- 
datpi) . ’ 

This affirmation, already put forward by ‘Abd al-Hamid and in the in- 
troduction to al-Adab al-kabir of Ibn al-M~qaffa‘?~ whose Islamic convictions 
are questioned, was continually repeated. Thus, Ibn Qutayba writes in his 
‘u_Yn al-akhbZr: 

The path which leads to G o d  is not one, and the Good is not contained only in 
nightly prayers and continual fasting and in the knowledge of the lawful and the 
unlawful. The paths which lead to Him are many, and the doors of the Good are 
wide. The religious order goes hand in hand with the temporal (wa-laysa-l-?artq ila- 
/Lib wzbidan wa-lz kull al-kbayr mqtatni ‘an5 tabajud al-LayL wa-sard al-&itn wa- ‘iltn al- 
bald wa-l-bar&? bal al-?uruq ilaybi katbira wa-abwd al-kbayr w&i ‘a wa-salzb aL-dii2 bi- 
SaLib aL-xamztt).26 

‘Jm, religious science as Francesco Gabrieli understands it, can thus be 
opposed to adab only in the sense that, in setting forth the ideal rules of 
behaviour which should assure happiness in this life as in the next, it is based 
directly upon a precise corpus of dogma and established laws (sharz‘a). These, 
with their necessary dependence on the Qur’an, Hadith and the decisions of 
the great Companions of the Prophet or of the masters of theologcd-legal 
schools, define what is lawful and what is not. 

Adab in itself never refers explicitly to the doctrinal corpus whtch forms 
its basis, nor to a precise legal framework, but always to a doxa, an opinion, or 
to a Tradtion which is deemed to have decided what is fitting or blameworthy, 
appropriate and effective. This opinion can be conveyed by the sources or the 
great figures just mentioned, as well as by pre-Islamic and non-Muslim figures. 
Starting from here, it is true the aims of adab and ‘ilm can &verge. The former 
seems to aim only at consent and persuasion, while the latter, by the sword, if 
necessary, or threat of damnation, seeks to impose the Truth, a single in- 
tangible truth, as it is declared to be of divine origm and all must therefore 

24. A l - J ~ ? ,  ‘Rzsdat al-ma‘rid wa-l-ma‘Zsb’ [also known as ‘E-l-adaq, in idem, RasZ’iL.. ., 
op. cit., I, pp. 87-134, and in idm, &fdmzicat rasZJil aI;JZbix, ed. P. Kraus and M. T. al- 
Hnjiri, 1979, VIII; French trans. by Ch. Vial, aL-G-hiX: qzratre essais: arba‘a rasi’il U- 
&biz, (Institut Frangais d’Archtologie Orientale du Caire. Textes et Traductions 
#Auteurs Orientaux, 8), Cairo, Institut Frangais d’kchtologie Orientale du Caire, 

25. In M. Kurd ‘Ak,(ed.), Rara’ilal-bzrhghi’, 3rd. ed., Cairo, Lajnat al-Ta’lif wa-I-Tarjama wa-l- 
Nashr, 1365/1946, pp. 40-106. 

26. Ibn Qutayba, ‘l@n al-akhbZr, op. cif., p.yaJ. For a revised translation, see G. Lecomte, a n  
Qutqba (mort en 276/889): I’homme, son mure, ses idies, Damascus, Institut Fransais de 
Damas, 1965, p. 423. 

1976-1979. 
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submit to it. Finally, Francesco Gabrieli’s proposed definition of ‘i/h is very 
reductionist. It does not pay any attention to the other branches of learning 
( cuhm) of the time, whch are also governed by precise and supposedly im- 
mutable rules, such as grammar, geometry and arithmeti~.~~ 

An all-embracing literature 
Equally, it would be reductionist to say that the purpose given to adab is one of 
education in the spheres of morality and culture and to seek to dissociate these 
two spheres. From its beginnings, adab was seen as an all-embracing literature. 
Setting out to be both a mirror of the subject and a mirror of human society,” 
it sought to guide in equal measure both knowledge and action, which it states 
are inseparable (d- ‘ih w-/- ‘amul hh). The works of Ibn al-Mu affa‘, and even 
more those of al-Jdp?, Ibn Qutayba, Ibn ‘Abd Rabbih- (d. 328/940), 
al-Tawbdi (d. 413/1023) and al-Hu~ri~” (d. 412/1022), and all those works 
known collectively as ‘,,lfirrorIjor plimes’ (m.s&t dmzi/z&, literally ‘advice for 

are a perfect dustration, though in differing degrees, of h s  
pragmatic determination to be all-inclusive. It is, to say the least, illusory and 
artificial to try to distinguish different types or categories withn what the 
ancient authors call adah, and to affirm, for example, that 

4 

as soon as the transition occurs from om1 to written transmission, the precepts, 
rules of conduct, traditional knowledge and the teachings which make up this 
ndah give rise to three catcgories of books. The first comprises writings of a 
moral nature, what could be called the adah of exhortation; the second, collec- 
tions for the usc of society men and composed of fragments of prose or verses, 
of various traditions, of witticisms, of anecdotes which can be put to good use 
in refined conversation, the adah of worldly culture, to which is attached the adah 
of good manners; the third, manuals intended for members of certain in- 
tellectual rofessions, types of guide or vade-mecum, the adab of professional 
training. 3 P  

37. See al-J%b?, ILzsn’d, op. ut., 111, p. 35, where he contrasts adnb with ‘&n and ‘the true, the 
false, prodigality, economy, the serious and the amusing’ with‘[calhlgraphy, arithmetic, 
grammar, rules of inheritance and metrics’. 

28. The Book ofAnimalr (Etib nl-flqyaiz~iti) of al-J%hi? is certainly the most successful example. 
29. Ibn ‘Abd Rabbihi, c7L-c1qd aljuffd, ed. A. Amin et al.. 7 vols., Cairo, Lajnat al-Ta’lif wa-1- 

30. Al-kIusri, Znbr a/-add iva-tbamnr a/-nLbib, ed. ‘A. &I. d-l3ij%wi, Cairo, 1969. 
31. A h o r s f o r  fitices are understood in the sense of political mirrors intended for a whole tlite, 

for the prince, his companions, and all those with ambitions to be at court. 
32. Ch. Pellat, ‘Variations sur le theme de l‘adab’, in Corr-e.pondance d‘0rimf. Efudu, \“VI, 

Brussels, 1964, p. 21 ; also in idcm, Etiides siir L’llisfoirt. socio-cu/fzirr/k de L3Lam (1 7~-z17,” .r.). 
London, Variorum Reprints, 1976. 

Tarjama wa-1-Nashr, 1944-1954. 
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Ibn Qutayba is wrongly accused by moderns of having cut back and limited 
the horizon of add in trying to codify it. Yet he, in the introduction to his 
‘@tin al-akAb&-, clearly attributes to this literature the task of including all 
aspects of human existence and activity: knowledge, belief, the art of fine 
speaking and writing, action, the relationship to oneself and others, etc. H e  
even goes as far as to recall that his various works are only successive stages of 
a single process of education. The three categories of books which some have 
seen fit to dstinguish are, in fact, but the stones of one and the same building 
and the necessary components of ‘a complete art of being’. In addition, he 
suggests that the apprentice adb should take in the whole field of what is 
known or can be known, covering all the areas of a topic, of an unending 
space, which thus calls for additions, new developments or different 
 arrangement^.^^ Were it not for this desire to include everydung, it would be 
hard to explain the tendency towards encyclopaedsm which udzb developed 
from the end of the tenth century onwards. 

Literature of exemplarity 
Whether adzb took the form of an epistle or an anthology, its main object was 
to set out rules of conduct, to provide maxims and advice for conversation or 
action as was deemed appropriate. Its value is both aesthetic and drective, 
setting a model for a man’s development. Whether they come from myth or 
hstory, whether attributed to Arabs, Persians or Greeks, the narratives and 
sayings whch this literature contains are proffered in order to be enjoyed, 
meditated upon and imitated. Adzb texts generally proceed in one of two 
ways. They start with an episode in the life of some real or legendary person, 
or with an individual saying, which they transform into a universal model of 
behaviour and through whch they present an example of major principles or 
moral values which should be the basis of behaviour or speech. Conversely, 
they can transform a universal paradigm of ethrcs into a specific narrative, a 
particular story, or a fable, thus giving an illustration and example of the 
conduct or speech regarded as appropriate in a particular situation. Even the 
nzdira and malba, amusing narrative and witticism, where the intention to 
amuse and entertain would seem to be uppermost, involved the ethical- 
rhetorical dimension, and the emphasis is laid on the aesthetic and edifymg 
value of the story or saying in question. It is indeed this ever-present ethical 
element whch, for the learned tradition, distinguishes adab from so-called 
popular literature and whch leads to the exclusion from literature of stones 
like, for example, those of the Z?msund and O n e  fights. 

33. O n  the concept of ‘mirror’ or Jpecuhm in the Middle Ages as an open scholarly genre and 
on the purposes of compilations, see M. Beaujour, Miroirs d’encre: rhitotorique de L’an+o~ait, 
Paris, Editions du Sed, 1980, pp. 30-34 and 171-185. 
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Talilng as its starting-point examples recognized as models of knowledge 
and of action - virtuous ancestors, the masters of learning and lofty language, 
ancient sages or great names of Arabic poetry and oratory - adab has aspects in 
common with the Greekpr;lidei~?~ understood in the humanistic sense of a 
conscious ideal of culture and of self-perfection and based on an a-hstorical 
concept of ‘uq/ (reason or common sense) considered as the universal in- 
strument of the Good and the Beautiful. A timeless and intangible, and also an 
aesthetic, ethcal and socio-political order from then on found itself withdrawn 
from the contingency inherent in an indvidual, a particular social group or a 
particular period. Once separated from a particular time, the contents of these 
ancient texts and the attitudes of great personages of the past remain topical, 
and the norms preserved by tradition stdl efficient. 

The knowledge conveyed by udab is, in fact, always already there. It 
exists prior to its possessor, who has the duty to transmit it. ‘Add is nohng 
more than the ‘aq/ of others which you add to your own (wa-innu;ma-/-adaD 
‘uqlghaikka tu7FdubuJ; ‘uqlika),’ said In thts sense, it is an experi- 
ment by proxy; the experience of others, earlier or contemporary, is in- 
troduced to add its own contribution and round off one’s own personal 
experience. However, ths common sense and the knowledge it requires need 
to be internahzed. At any rate with the authors of the classical period, the 
tradition is not seen as a ready-made truth, which only needs to be repeated 
and must be followed blindly. It must be rediscovered, if not completely re- 
invented, with the help of the right intellectual disposition, an inquiring mind 
and perseverance. The true ad& is someone who is able to revivify and 
actualize it by tahng it over for hmself, as much through thought and 
feeling as speech and action. 

At the end of the quest (talub al-adab), the grantee is bound to modify 
radically hs existential system. At the end of hs apprenticeship or initiation, 
tu’addub, he is considered to have moved into a completely different existence 
from the one he led before. H e  must become, strictly speaking, another per- 
son. What adab urges him to do is to comply with a real discipline, in every 
possible sense of the word. H e  must cover all the areas of instruction, that is, 
the various branches of learning, with the corollary of direction of conscience, 
and ths will confer polished behaviour and refined language. Also necessary 
are the upholding and observation of norms shared by members of a social 
group and intended as a means of ensuring good order and harmony. As 
B.Lafaye said, ths discipline ‘teaches one to be what one should be and the 
way to achieve it, it leaves less freedom; it covers all the detds of behaviour; it 

34. On this, see the classic study by W. Jaeger, Paideia, laformat-iori de f’bommegrec, trans. A. and 

35. Al-Jiihiz, Risdat al-ma‘Zd wa-l-ma‘&h, op. cit., p. 6; see also the introduction to the Adab 
S. Devyver, Paris, Gallimard, 1964. 

al-kabfr of Ibn al-Muqaffa‘ . 
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does not even allow one to do good, if one has not been so in~tructed’.~~ Adab 
can therefore be considered as a ‘form of subjectivation.’ On the one hand, it 
seeks to compel the reader or listener to act in conformity with the patterns 
and exemplary figures of the Tradition, a tradition which it develops, com- 
municates and renews, and which, with its authoritative &scourse, justifies this 
subservience. O n  the other hand, it aims to make the readedlistener into a 
conscious, thoughtful, ethical ‘subject’, one who considers hs behaviour and 
lus actions, and who consequently should seek to improve, to reform hmself, 
not because he is forced to by the rule of law, but because he has internalized 
the wdl to transform himself and the models set before hm.37 

In this regard, it should be noted that the self-knowledge so highly prized 
by adab is not the same as that preached by the religous moralists or the 
mystics. For these it may entail fleeing from the things of everyday life, 
drawing apart so as to practise self-observation better and examining one’s 
conduct or inclinations in order to reform them and bring oneself into line 
with the &vine will and directions. For its part u&b asks the adb, a member of 
the tlite, to indulge in serious reflections on his conduct in order the better to 
be able to judge his relationships with others, to discipline his conduct as a 
man of the world and to acquire greater ‘distinction’ and effectiveness. And if 
a man is required to know himself and hs own passions as he does those of all 
men, this is to be more able to interpret the slightest movement or change in 
others’ attitudes to himself, whde concealing his own and revealing nothing. 

A ‘caste ethos’ 
Knowledge and culture acquired through udab are thus not an end in 
themselves, but help shape a man and give hm self-mastery and control over 
others. However, they are also sought as a ‘sign of social distinction (and) as a 
mark of belonging to an elite.738 Adub was addressed to the kh&ra, the socio- 
political, but also the intellectual and linguistic, &lite, and to it alone. Thus, as 
A. FUto remarks, adab was in fact ‘incompatible with the common people or 
with any vulgarism, it is bound up with the well-born, and with the refined 
language. Speakmg of adab (necessaril entads explicit or implicit reference to 
a social level and a level of language.’:;) A-J%€jz, for example, speaking of his 

36. Dictionnaire des yzonynes de la langue fraqaise, Paris, 8th ed., 1903. 
37. See M. Foucault, Histoire de la sexuaht, 2: lirsage desplaisirs, Paris, Gallimard, 1984, pp. 32- 

39. 
38. M. Rodinson, ‘La place du merveilleux et de l’ttrange dans la conscience du monde 

musulman mkdieval’, in M. Arkoun et al., L’itrange et le merveilieux dans I’hlam midieval. 
Colloqut de /Association pour I’Avancement des Etudes hlamiques, Paris, 1978, p. 178. 

39. A. Kilito, Les siances, &its et codes cultz~rels cbei HamadbZni et f f a ~ ~ ,  Paris, Sindbad, 1983, 
p. 172. 
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own writings in the opening passages of the epistle entitled On the Dference 
between Enmi9 and Env, says ths very clearly: 

These works, beautiful, noble, illustrious, far outshine the others for their cur- 
ious and begdtng stories, their elegant and refined traditions and their narra- 
tives which inspire virtue and noble actions with lasting and memorable 
effects ... raise them to the level of the nobility of the great (wa-innam; nabdat 
hzdbibi-l-kzltiib wa-hasunat wa-bara ’at wa-badbdht ghairabd li-mz/shzkalZtiba shard al- 
asbrq bimi fba min al-akbbdr al-aniqa algbaeba zva-l-ztbdr al-hasana al-la@a wa-l- 
ahZa’itb al-ba ‘itha ‘aki-l-akblZq al-txabmzida wa-1-niakdvim al-OLiq@a nl-ma ’tbih) .40 

And if, by chance, adab literature should deal with other social groups or with 
the common people ( CZmma), it is always to satirize or to reprove their conduct. 

Their main concern being to trace influence and search for origins, his- 
torians of classical Arabic literature very seldom inquire into the purpose of 
these texts and the nature of the miheu whch has raised and received them. It 
is generally sull forgotten today that all these works, even if translated from 
Pahlavi, Greek or other languages, were mainly intended for the prince and 
the court, sometimes even being directly commissioned by the ruler, whether 
Umayyad or ‘Abbssid. In ths way, works, whch were purely collective in their 
meaning, are related back to individual will and initiative. 

The authors of ths period were part of what we can call, with 
A. Greimas, a semi-autonomous socio-semiotic group, or a restricted language 
community; they are possessors of a particular knowledge and discursive 
abhty whch makes them form a group set apart from the rest of society and 
within whch closed circuits of communication are set up.41 Withn this re- 
stricted community it is important to recognize the whole Arabic-Islamic elite, 
and not, as has often been suggested, only the k:zlz%ib (scribes of the chancel- 
lery) of Persian orign; these, to challenge and take a stand against Arab poli- 
tical, social and cultural dominance, should have sought to review their past 
glories and their centuries-old culture. There is no doubt that there was real 
rivalry between the Arab members of the khZ;;a and the others, who were 
known slightingly as shu‘ibi~yz;4~ but there was nonetheless a shared interest in 
preserving a socio-political system which would guarantee all, Arabs and 
Persians alike, their positions of privilege and, consequently, an equal share in 
devising the standards which would perpetuate thts system and these positions. 
It is very likely, moreover, that the Arab rulers, especially the ‘Abbiisids, an- 

40. Al-J%hi?, iMnjmu‘at raZ’il, @. cif., p. 99; see also idem, Ktib al-fLqawZn, ed. M. ‘A. Hiiriin, 
3rd ed., 8 vols, Cairo, Sharikat Mafbacat MuStaf% al-B&i al-Halabi wa-Awladihi, 111, p. 367. 

41. A. Greimas, Simiotique et sciences sodales, Paris, Editions du Seuil, 1976, pp. 25 and 53. 
42. H. A. R. Gibb, ‘The Social Significance of the Shu‘ubiya’, in his Studies on the Civilization of‘ 

(Sam, ed. S. J. Shaw and W. R. Polk, London, Routledge/Boston, Beacon Press, 1962; 
R. Mottahedeh, ‘The Shu‘ubiyah Controversy and the Social History of Early Islamic Iran’, 
Inteniational]ournul of AAddle East Stndies, 7, 1976. 
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xious not to be dependent on any one group, would manipulate their rivalry for 
marks of distinction and their struggles over the attributes and benefits of 
social power. Through the interplay of etiquette and the system of gifts or 
allowances granted to the most illustrious of their members, the cenacles cer- 
tainly worked as a power structure whch allowed the prince to divide and rule, 
balancing the tensions, and to make the disputes and the power relationships 
work in his favour. This would make it possible to understand why al-J%Mg, for 
example, was ordered to compose, in turn, eulogy and satire on one socio- 

or ethnic group or another.44 The matter in question is not an in- 
dividual’s inclination to recant, but an undertaking which concerns the whole 
of the social order, and whose purpose was not only to bring about a balance 
between the different groups but to place them equally in the debt of the ruler. 

It is thus hardly surprising to fmd in add, from the time of Ibn al- 
Muqaffa‘, or even of ‘Abd al-Hamid al-IGtib and his epistle addressed to 
chancellery scribes,45 the affirmation that social superiority lies in political and 
symbolic submission and that ths is the only means of achieving distinction 
and success. Hence, the insistent demand that a member of the &lite, or 
anyone laying claim to adab or pf(refinement), should become a master in 
what must be called the art of ‘honest d~ssimulation’. H e  was required to 
possess certain psychological and behavioural aptitudes, as, for instance, the 
art of making his speech conform in style and content to established rules, 
whch nevertheless had to take full account of circumstances, of his own 
position and that of the person he was talking to. The result would turn life 
into theatre, the most complete illustration being given in the Mn-orsforn-ilaces 
and the work of al-Wa~hshii’~~ devoted to p$ The position of the individual 
ruled his conversation, his actions, his attitudes, as if life were only meant as 
an exhibition and acting-out of h s  status. The man of adab, in order not to 
demean himself, had to show forth in word and deed what he was supposed 
to be; he had to become his own text, to be nothing other than what he said, 
what he appeared. There had to be a total conformity between the level of 

43. H e  is the author of a treatise entitled E dhamm akhlaq al-kuthib, in al-J%&, Ra2il, op. cit, 
11, pp.187-209; French trans. by Ch. Pellat, ‘Une charge contre les secrktaires d’Etat 
attribute h Gal&’, Hesptris, 49, 1956, pp. 29-50; and of a eulogy on the secretaries (E 
madb al-kt/ttA), a lost work which is mentioned, among others, by Ibn al-Nadim in his 
Fib&, see Ibn al-Nadim, Etab al-fibrirt, ed. R. Tajaddud, Tehran, 1971, p.211. 

44. Al-Jiibz is thus said to have written Fdl al. ‘Arab ‘ah-l-maw& (On the superiority of the 
Arabs over the Clients), and Fadl aLmawik ‘ala-l-‘Arab (On the superiority of the Clients 
over the Arabs); see Ch. Pellat, ‘Nouvel essai d’inventaire de l’oeuvre ja$?ienne’, Arabia, 
31/2, 1984, pp. 117-164. 

45. References in note 6. 
46. Al-Washshii’, EtZb al-A4uwa.rbsh~i, ed. R. E. Brunnow, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1886; i&m, 1985, 

Khib al-Zarfwa-l ~uraji’, ed. F. Sa‘d, Beirut, 1985; Spanish trans. by T. Farulo, Madrid, 
1990. 
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words or behaviour and the socio-cultural and political level, a conformity 
whch, at the same time, gave members of the kh&:u and masters of uddb their 
identity and confirmed it by giving it visible expression. 

Court society: the place of orip and destination of this literature, 
certainly assumes some confusion between the private48 and public domain. 
Attitudes or expressions, just like works of the intellect, are, on the one hand, 
judged in accordance with criteria of propriety and their suitability in aesthetic, 
rhetorical/discursive, social or moral terms - in short, as compared with the 
established models of refinement and good manners; and, on the other hand, 
they are experienced as so many indications of a position occupied in a 
strongly herarchical system. Thus, there should be no difference between the 
social existence of an individual and its representation as projected by hm and 
accepted by others. It is failure in respect of this duty whch gves meaning to 
such works as the KtZb ul-NafnwZt ul-n~idiru~~ (The Book of Unusual Errors) of 
Ghars al-Ni'ma b. Hild al-Siibi' (d.407/1017) or the KtZb ul-HamqZ wu-l- 
mugh&ukn'" (Book of Weak Judgement and Simpletos) of Ibn al-Jawzi 
(d. 596/1200). It explains, too, why udub literature is so dominated by the 
approach or 'genre' called al-Ma&rin wu-l-mu~~iwi',~~ where the virtues sus- 
taining honour and social prestige are highly praised wfde deviations and vices 
are described and denounced. Adub is seen as a veritable institution in whch 
existence, communication and social standing meet and merge; and it is pre- 
cisely in ths way that d-Jii~z views it, criticizing the scholars and members of 
the dite portrayed in the KtZb ul-BztkhalZS2 (The Misers), or pouring scorn on 
Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhiib in the KtD ul-Tarbic ~u-l-tudw~r.'~ It is again in the name 

47. This expression refers not only to the entourage of the caliph, but to all the circles, 
provincial governors' courts or literary gatherings of high officials, where the princely court 
was the model for taste and behaviour. 

48. The only private domain, in the sense understood today, which was not subject to adab, was 
the relationship of a man with his wife/wives or his lawful concubines. The classical 
authors hardly ever touch on this subject. The only relationship &cussed, or where 
recommendations are given, is that between a man and a female slave singer (qqna), since 
she was the only woman who would go outside the harem to mix with men. 

49. Al-SBi', Etrib al-Hafawrit af-nidira, ed. S. al-Ashtar, Damascus, 1967. 
50. Ibn d-Jawzi, Akhbir af-flamqa wa-f-mgbaffakn, ed. I<. al-MuTaffar, Najaf, 1966. 
51. Certain adab works do have this title, as for instance the work of al-Bayhaqi, Et& af- 

Mubasin zva-l-masiwi', ed. A. Schwally, Giessen, 1902, and ed. A. F. I b r m ,  2 vols., Cairo, 
Maktabat al-Nahda al-Misriyya, 1961 ; see also I. Geries, Ungenre httiraiye arabe: aL-MabZrin 
wa-l-maJ&', (Publications du Dtpartement Islamique de l'Universiti: de Paris-Sorbonne, 
4), Paris, G.-P. Maisonneuve et Larosse, 1977 

52.Al-J&k, Etrib af-Bukhafri', ed. M. T. d-HHjiri, 1976, 5" ed., Cairo; French trans. by 
Ch. Pellat, Le Lure der avarer de Gihix, trans. C. Pellat, (Islam d'Hier et d'Aujourd'hui, lo), 
Paris, G.-P. Maisonneuve, 1951. 

53. Ibn 'Abd al-WahhHb, Ktib af-Tarbi' wa-l-tadwrr, ed. Ch. Pellat; French trans. by M. Adad, 
Arabia, 13,1966, pp. 268-294, 14, 1967, pp.298-319. 
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of adab thus defined that more than a century later al-Ta~@di~~ considers it 
appropriate to denounce the morality of the two celebrated viziers, each a 
skilled adb, Abu-l-Fadl b. al-‘Amid (d.359/970) and al-siibb b. ‘Abbiid 
(d. 384/995). For al-Ji&ig, as for his most distinguished pupil, to fall short in 
any one requirement of this institution meant inevitably to be unworthy not 
only of a position among the klite but also of learning, rhetoric and the virtues. 

Through alternating discourse on praise and blame, jidd and ba$, the 
earnest and the jest,55 and also by the systematic use of authoritative texts and 
constant recourse to a rhetoric of moderation and the golden mean, the pur- 
pose of adab texts was thus essentially prescriptive. The model figures of wise 
men, poets, orators and governors, whether historical or legendary, were the 
socio-cultural paradigms chosen by an tlite group to demarcate the axiological 
framework, commending certain modes of action and banning others, and 
therefore specifymg for the subject obliged to watch over his own behaviour 
both what was in conformity with the group’s identity and also what was 
considered deviant and, if not reformed, would bring about condemnation 
and exclusion. As a ‘caste ethos’ and as political dscourse not stamped as 
political, adab served as an ideological weapon for a kb&ra who, wishng to 
maintain the existing order, were obliged to explain and justify it by gving it an 
ethical and aesthetic foundation and by presenting it as based on reason and 
having universal significance. 

54. Al-Taw@&, Akbhq al-wa@rqn: MatbZlib al-wa@rqn al-SZbib fin ‘AbbZd wa-fin a/- ‘Amid, ed. 

55. See al-J@iz, Kitlb a/-&yawZn, op. cit., I, pp. 25 and 37, and Ch. Pellat, art. ‘Qidd wa-hazl’, 
Muhammad al-Tanji, Damascus, al-Majma‘ al-‘Ih- al-‘Arabi bi-Dimashq, 1965. 

in EI‘. 
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Chapter 2(c) 

POETRY IN THE MUSLIM WEST: 
SECOND TO FIFTH/EIGHTH TO 

ELEVENTH CENTURIES 
Brahim Niar 

Methodology 
The political history of the Muslim West from the eighth to the eleventh 
centuries A D  is a roll-call of dynasties swiftly obtaining freedom from Eastern 
power: the Aghlabids accommodating themselves to the purely formal 
suzerainty of the ‘Abbnsids; the Zirids escaping from submission to the 
Fatimids in Ifriqiya; the Umayyads first establishing themselves as an 
autonomous caliphate and then disintegrating into rival princedoms in Spain; 
and finally, the Almovarids spreading out the tentacles of the empire they had 
installed in Morocco. In literature, however, the history of the period is one of 
seamless continuity with the cultural heritage of the East, and nowhere more 
so than in poetry which, throughout these years, continued to follow the 
models put forward by the ‘modernists’ or muzvaladin.’ Ths is not to say, as 
certain critics would have it, that these models brought the Arab poetic 
discourse, including its Western segment, into the embrace of a closed system 
which excluded all possibllity of invention. The fundamental point is, rather, 
that Arabic poetry, by virtue of its unique linguistic texture (a language bearing 
the hallmark of Qur’anic revelation) and by virtue of its equally unique 
prosodic structures (fixed metres, single rhymes and the infinite phonose- 

1. With the qu$u, the poets of the Golden Age established a unified structure, a framework 
which imposed its authority immediately and without any apparent process of evolution, as 
well as introducing both a homogeneous cultural code (a set of invariants, forever 
connoting the civilization of the desert) and registers of expression (configurations of 
motifs, formulaic expressions and schemes of rhyme or syntax). The second and last 
attempt to create models before the modern era came from these Baghdad poets, who 
proceeded to reshape the framework of the qqi& to broaden the code and the registers, 
and so to lay down for more than a millennium the only forms in which poetry could be 
written. 
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mantic variety springing from the derivational processes of the language), was 
able within the space of just a few generations to strike a perfect internal 
balance between ancient and modern, a balance which conferred unity and 
consistency within a context of continuity, so that, by the eighth century, this 
poetry already appeared to everyone the ideal towards which all subsequent 
creative work should tend. Though the mzlwasbsbab genre, a typically 
Andalusian product (ninth-twelfth centuries), might no doubt constitute an 
attempt to break away from ths continuity, it dd not initiate an evolutionary 
process, a breaking of the mould whch could gve rise to a new model of 
poetry. 

Such then are the constant features of this poetry. 
Are we to conclude, therefore, that the poets of the Muslim West -who 

were, after all, latecomers to the literary scene, the bulk of their work stem- 
ming from the tenth and eleventh centuries - contributed nothing (apart from 
the oripal but ephemeral mzlwashhab) worthy of comparison with the great 
figures of the East, nothing bearing the stamp of their genius? The answer is, 
as we shall see, that these poets, while continuing with varying degrees of 
success to develop the models they had inherited, in much the same way as 
their counterparts in the East, proved themselves genuine innovators in a 
small but significant portion of the works produced. That this came about was 
due to their initiative and pioneering work in broadening the field of writing on 
certain major themes in the legacy of tradition, such as Love, Nature and 
Death. 

Our task here is to avoid the errors of judgement of certain critics who, 
with their nostalgia for lost greatness and exemplars and their penchant for a 
regional literature founded on national or ethnic particularity: would go so far 
as to treat Zirid Kairouan, Umayyad Cordoba or 'Abbiidid Seville as excep- 
tional areas of creativity, distinguished by exceptional men, innovators through 
and through, like al-Hu:ri, Ibn Zaydiin and Ibn Khafiija. This review of 
method has been necessary in order to focus more closely on the different 
facets of this Western segment of Arabic poetry, which we believe - not- 
withstanding the hasty judgements and bias of others - remained inseparable 
from its Eastern matrix. 

General context: the East-West equation 
The progress of poetic activity in the Muslim West from the eighth to the 
eleventh centuries falls into two clearly defined periods: 

2. This tendency is perfectly illustrated in Ch. Bouyahyia, L a  vie liffiraire en @@a sous les 
Zdes Paris, 1972, or H. PCrts, L a  poe'sie ana'douse en Arabe chssique au Xh si?&: ses aspects 
gine'raux, ses princzpaux tbimes et sa ualeur documentaire, 2nd ed., (Publications de 1'Institut 
d'Etudes Orientales, Faculti. de Lettres d'Alger, 5), Paris, Adrien-Maisonneuve, 1953. 
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1 . A slow period of apprenticeship andgrowing maturio, covering three centuries (eighth - 
tenth centuries) . 

The later stages of ths long development saw the emergence of a small 
number of poets, profoundly influenced by the Eastern model but by no 
means lachng in talent of their own, whose well-dlfferentiated works were 
already indicating the main directions this poetry would follow in the future. 
Three names, fairly representative of the period, have come down to posterity 
and, for once, w e  have collections of their works (dw2n.r) in our possession. 
From Andalusia, we have Ibn Darriij al-Qastalh (346407/958-1017) and, 
from Ifriqiya, the Andalusian-born Ibn Hiini’ (3 19-362/932-973) and the 
Faurnid Tam-m b. al-Mu‘izz (336-374/948-985). 

It should be noted that, during this long period of maturation, Kairouan 
and Cordoba, two fast-growing cities, were the centres of cultural influence in 
the region and the focus of the activity of the age. These ‘emblematic’ cities 
both served, in varying degrees, as melting-pots in which, over many gen- 
erations, the great enterprise of integrating the arts of the Arab East took 
shape. Here, there emerged a Pleiad of men-of-letters, scholars and linguists - 
all of them poets in their time - whose seminal works prepared the way for the 
subtlety which was to be the hallmark of the great poetic talents of the next 
century (in Andalusia, see the ‘(gd alfaed of Ibn ‘Abd Rabbih (d. 328/940) 
and the Am& of al-Qdi (d.356/967); in Ifriqiya, see the LiMmti‘ of 
al-Nahshali (d. 404/1014) and the Zabr al-zdzb of al-Husri. 
2. A secondperiod of maturig with a remarkable expansion ofpoetic ouput, covering the 

whole ofthe eleventh centu;ly and the following two or three decades. 
This development was supported by the great patrons of the age: Amirids and 
Jahwarids in Cordoba, ‘Abbadids in Sevdle and its sphere of influence, and an 
outstanding Zirid ruler, d-Mu‘izz, in Iiairouan. The period was exemplified by 
a dazzling array of names (al-Husri, Ibn Zaydiin, Ibn Khafgja, Ibn Hamdis et 
ai), who wrote some of the finest pieces of Arabic poetry. It must also be 
added that ths second period, the Golden Age of poetry in the Arab West, 
generated a reaction of pride among those active on the literary scene, who 
had often been taxed with slavishly following the fashons which came from 
the East. This feeling can be seen in their epistles, works of adab and other 
writings intended as a d+nse et ilLustration of the culture acquired in the West. It 
was illustrated in works like the Tawq al-/,,,,, of Ibn Hazm (383456/994- 
1064), the EtZb al-Dhakhra of Ibn Bassw (459-542/1067-1148), or in 
various epistles, for example, one critical from Ibn a.-Rabib al-Qayrawm- 
(d. 431/1040), one emphatic from al-Shaqundi (d. 628/1231) or, finally, one 
more measured and subtle from Ibn H a ~ m . ~  

3. These three epistles are reproduced by al-Maqqari, N a p  al&b tnin gbup al-Andah a/-rat&, 
ed. I. ‘Abbas, 8 vols., Beirut, D2r Sndir, 1968,111, pp. 156-223. 
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It should be stressed, furthermore, that, given the prejudices entertained 
by the cultural tlite of the East, who mocked the ‘iltitera~y’~ of the in- 
habitants of Ifriqiya and Andalusia, hs literature of &$me et illzistrahoon was 
also intended to affirm a deeply rooted Arab identity which had no need to 
envy those who in the East claimed the title of ‘eternal founders’ and sole 
depositaries of Arabism. A perfect example is the Risda al-ha$&ya, an epistle 
from the poet Ibn Zaydiin, a masterpiece of irony and erudition, serving as 
an Andalusian reply to another famous epic, i.e. that of the oriental al-Jii& 
(d. 255/869) entitled Risdat al-tarb?‘ wa-l-tadwTr. With a mastery whch comes 
from perfect knowledge of the sources, the author presents a hnd of en- 
cyclopaedic summary of the cultural heritage of the Arabs in all its com- 
plexity, a feat which lets it be understood that, contrary to the claims of 
Baghdadis like Ibn cAbbiid,5 the common heritage belonged no more to the 
East than to the West, and that Cordoba could as well be its guardian as 
Kufa, Basra or Baghdad. 

The same mastery of the cultural heritage is evident from epistles by two 
other authors who wrote in both poetry and prose: Ibn Sharaf (d. 459/1067) 
of Kairouan in the Rmilat al-intiqd, and Ibn Shuhayd (d.426/1035) of 
Cordoba in the Risdat al-tawzbi‘ wa-l-TawZbic, a kind of critical summary of the 
centuries of development of Arabic poetry. However, as we all know, pre- 
judices are not easily overcome. Thus, the old prejudice that ‘the Orient leads, 
the Occident follows’ - the illusion that the East had been granted precedence 
by virtue of anteriority - continued through the years until the age of the 
Nab& and its echo is sull to be heard, even in our own day. 

The poetic corpus 
An analysis of the sources relating to the poetry of the period‘ immediately 
reveals two fundamental features shared with the poetic corpus of the East: 

Al-Qdi, newly arrived in Andalusia from Baghdad, wrote that the people of Icairouan and 
Andalusia were ‘ignorant and lacking in understanding’ (ghabZwa wa-qillat al;fahm), see Ibn 
Bass-, EtZb al-Dbakbfraj ma&sin abl alyaera, ed. I. ‘Abbas, 8 vol., Beirut, Dar al- 
Thaqiifa, 1979, I, pp. 14f. 
Ibn ‘Abbiid (d. 384/995), vizier, man-of-letters and great patron at the time of the Biiyids. 
Speaking of the ‘Iqd al-jacd, a work of the Cordoban Ibn ‘Abd Rabbih, he delivered the 
arrogant, if often-quoted, epigram: bZdbibi bi&‘a&nZ m&t iiapi (they are just giving us 
back what we gave them). 
The works of authors of the period were collected in the UnmBdbg aI-?am&fi sbzl‘arZ’ 
al-QgrawZn of Ibn Rashiq (d. 456/1064) and the al-F(a&’iq of al-Jayym- (d. 365/976). 
These primary sources, however, are lost and all that now remains of the poetry of that 
age are the membra disiecta contained in later compilations, notably three works: the KtZb 
al-Dbakbira of Ibn Bassiim, the Qaki’id of &Fa* b. Khi%q%n and the Nafl al-pb of 
al-Maqqari. 
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Be emergence ofn mdtitude ofpoets. Ibn Rashiq in hls Unmidhg, lists more 
than one hundred for Ifriqiya7 alone. This confirms a perennial aspect of the 
Arab cultural scene, namely that poetry above all else was the instrument 
which gave expression to a linguistic rather than an ideological or racial 
monopoly. In an often-quoted remark, the Bishop Alvar complained that the 
young people of the Christian community were so attracted by the poetry of 
their neighbours that they had abandoned Latin to study Arabic. 

B e  state afpreservation ofthe corpus and the rde played in its dispersion by 
the anthologists, critics and compilers, the professionals of recension and 
copying, through whose efforts the corpus was scattered piecemeal in quo- 
tations and selected pieces of varying size, hewn from living works, now 
vanished for the most part. For the genuine lover of poetry, they were the 
weft of the ‘dazzling assemblages’ making up the works of add, of which the 
jewel in the Andalusian crown is the fit& al-DhakhTra of Ibn Bassiim. Of all 
this, nothing now remains but for a few collections probably put 
together during the lifetime of their authors. Is it a coincidence that these were 
among the most illustrious poets of their age? However, as the distinction 
between poetae maiores and poetae minores is less marked here than in the East, 
our study will not be confined to a few flustrious names. Equal weight will be 
given to that fragmented part of the corpus represented by the so-called minor 
poets who, sometimes as much if not more than the greatest of their con- 
temporaries, bear witness to the whole diversity of the times, even if, in most 
cases, literary tradition has retained only a few jewels, sparse fragments of 
works long since vanished.’ 

7. The phenomenon of the virtually endless proliferation of poets in the Eastern region 
(another feature in common) was noted by Ibn Qutayba, who, in hs ul-Sbi% utdshu‘ara’, 
wrote that the poets, ‘ancient and modern’, were beyond all measure, and any attempt to 
number them was doomed to failure. It will be recalled that Ibn Bassam listed some 
120poets for the great century of the &jw de E@ in Andalusia. 

8. Diwans of Tamim b. al-Mu‘izz (Faumid), Ibn Hd, Ibn Darraj (already cited), Ibn 
Zaydun, d-Husri, Ibn Hamdis and Ibn Khafaja. 

9. Recensions seeking to reconstmct the whole poetic corpus of the epoch are few and far 
between. Among the mini-collections whch have appeared recently, w e  may note: Ibn 
Rashiq, ed. Yaghi, Beirut, 1961; Ibn Sharaf, Dwuu, Tunis, 1989; al-Iibiri, Dmin, 
Damascus, 1976; al-Ballaniibi, Dw&, Baghdad, 1976; al-A‘mii al-Tutayli, 1965; DwZn 
%‘lJdA&b b. Ab? Huqra, ed. I. ‘Abbiis, Beirut; Ibn al-Zaqqiiq al-Balansi, Dw&, Beirut, 
1964; and A-Rusafi al-Balansi, Dw&, Beirut, 1964. Moreover, w e  must not forget the two 
remarkable recensions of Ch. Pellat, Zbn Sba&aid, Beirut, 1963, and R. Souissi, al-kfu‘tamid 
b. cA~~d, Tunis, 1977. 
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The poets 

Baghdad, Kairouan, Cordoba: wherever Islam settled, city life predomi- 
nated. An urban tradition,*’ preserving a way of civilized life strongly 
impregnated with Persian traditions, spreading outwards in concentric 
circles from the banks of the Tigris to the banks of the Guadalquivir, 
reproduced almost everywhere the same pattern of life in the city and 
dictated to the poet virtually the same strategy of existence. And poetry - 
hitherto the foundation of a cultural order born of the desert, perfectly 
dustrated by the trio of al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi (d. 794), al-Qurayshi (d. 183/ 
800) and al-Asma‘i (d.215/831) - was, in much of the work that came to 
be produced, transformed into the repository of a new urban cultural 
order. But the status of the poet changed hardly at all. Tied basically to the 
powers that were, he remained a court poet, dedicating his finest verse to 
protectors and patrons, even if occasionally certain of his works, like the 
muwashshah, broke with traditional structures and followed original paths of 
creation. 

The events whch marked the political history of the Muslim West in the 
eleventh century - the disintegration of the Umayyad caliphate in Spain, the 
Hildi invasion in Ifriqiya and the crumbling of the Arab presence in Sicily - 
favoured not only the emergence of autonomous provincial powers and the 
multiplication of petty princelings with their rival courts, but also various other 
developments whch made an impression on Andalusian society in particular. 
Peaceful co-existence with Christians on the margins of a composite society, a 
shift in attitudes towards greater tolerance, refinement of manners and civi- 
lized relationships, all in turn left their mark on a poetic landscape character- 
ized henceforth by the following features: 

A M O R E  ACTIVE PATRONAGE 
Patronage became a genuine institution, in whch the same class as- 

pirations combined concern for prestige, pre-occupations of a socio-political 
nature, or simply questions of affinity. Under the Zirids in Ifriqiya, the 
Am-rids in Cordoba and the ‘Abbiidids in Seville, there emerged the be- 
“nin~s of an organization called the dwZn aL-mzmridama or the dwZn al- 
shi 9,’ a functional body responsible for overseeing the selection of persons 
who would figure on an ‘approved list’ of official poets. The patronage 

10. The feasts of Nayfiz and Mahrajiin, Persian in origin, still formed part of city festivities in 
fifth/eleventl--century Andalusia. 

11. See al-Marrikushi, al-Mu3ibfi talkhff akhbrir abl al-Magbhrib, ed. Sa‘id ‘Iryiin, Cairo, al-Majlis 
al-A% li-1-Shu’fin al-Isl%miyya,l949, p. 117; see also G. Palencia (trans.), Rhoria de ia 
Litteratura Arabigo-EspatToka, Cairo, 1955, p. 65. 
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system also became more concerned with the quality of the works, while 
the patrons themselves were often poets or lovers of belles-lettres, two of the 
most celebrated being the Zirid sovereign Tamim b. al-Mu‘izz (d. 501 / 1108) 
and the ‘Abbndid al-Mu‘tamid (d. 487/1095). Finally, ths was patronage on 
a scale and of a generosity whch was not forgiven when the Almoravids 
annexed Andalusia and denounced the deposed princes for squandering 
public funds. 

Patronage, however, differed markedly between the two halves of the 
Arab world. In the Orient, it tended to favour the emergence of clans and 
schools, which quickly turned into coteries, imposing the dominion of an 
Abii Nawwas, an Abii Tammiim, an al-Buhturi, or an al-Mutanabbi. The 
great names then made themselves the sole focus of critical activity, a 
mandarinate whch excluded generations of young talents. In the Occident, 
the situation was quite different. Patronage here was much more decen- 
tralized, less elitist, and more responsive to audacious innovation. There 
was no opposition to a widening of the field of competence and the wel- 
come extended to greater numbers helped to avoid sharp distinctions. Two 
great collections of the period testify to this spirit: the U&zzk!bqi of Ibn 
Rashiq and the K t 2 b  al-DbakbFra of Ibn Bassiim, in whch the authors, 
perceptive critics and men of taste, offer us the full range of the talents of 
the age. 

A GREATER MOBILITY 
Poets might have to spend their lives in two or three countries and move from 
one continent to another. The examples are numerous: Ibn Rashiq, fleeing 
from the sack of Kairouan by the Hildis, ended hs days in Sicily; Ibn Hamdis, 
a native of this same Sicily, abandoned the island before the Christian advance 
to become successively the companion of al-Mu‘tamid at Aghmiit (in present- 
day Morocco) and the poet of the last Zirids at Mahdia, of the Khuriisiinids of 
Tunis and the Hammiidids of Bougie; al-Husri, born in Kairouan, went into 
exile in Spain, setthng successively in Seville, Malaga, Denia, Valencia, Almeria 
and Murcia, before hs death in Tangiers. Let us also note the example of the 
Andalusian, Ibn Hani’, who moved to Ifriqiya and became the court poet of 
the Fabids before they installed themselves in Cairo. Similarly, the poet, 
writer and scholar Abu-1-Salt Umayya left his native Denia to settle first in 
Mahda and then Cairo. 
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GREATER SCOPE FOR THE MAJALIS 

These were private festive gatherings at which poets held a place of honour 
and where the pleasures of wine, women and song were freely enjoyed.12 This 
was an ttlitist world in which culture and leisure were intimately linked and 
good taste was cultivated in an aesthetic system expressive of an a?f de vivre 
brought from the East and spread by men such as Ziryiib (d. 242/857). In the 
Orient, the salons of Baghdad were already blossoming with prafi’, 
outstanding representatives of elegance and refinement, musician-singers 
such as the ‘Abbiisid princess ‘Ulayya bint. al-Mahdi (d. 209/825), who would, 
as we shall see, be mirrored by the Andalusian princess Walliida. 

In much of their work, the authors of rn~a.rh~ha~’~ (poems written in 
stanzas, the opening generally being sung) and of adab leave us with a lingering 
echo of these mqiilis, imprinting an image of cities like Seville, which would 
remain forever in the collective memory of the Arabs. The entertainments 
tarab held in the homes of princes and notables are recalled in various pla- 
ces. Another celebrated mglis was the salon held by the princess Walliida 
(d. 483/1091), daughter of the last Umayyad caliph and herself a poet. In both 
behaviour and verse, she broke with conformity, takmg the poet Ibn Zaydtin 
as her lover and inviting the reader to enjoy a liberated erotic vision of life, 
elevating the ‘sexual’, an unmentionable taboo, to the level of the respectable, 
m@ibara bi-l-ladbdba . 

(* 1 1  

12. A life of pleasure echoed in a Hebrew poem by the Jewish vizier of the Zirids of Granada, 
Samuel b. Negrella (d. 1056): ‘Cinq choses comblent le coeur de joie,/Chassent la tristesse, 
Suscitent la liesse:/Une belle femme,/Un beau parc,/Du bon vin,/Le roulis d’une rivikre, 
/Un chant’ (Five things fill the heart with joy,/Drive out sadness,/Awaken gaiety:/A 
beautiful woman,/A fme park,/Good wine,/A roiling stream,/A song.) (trans. by Ami 
Bouganim, L’or et lejiu: lejua’aisme espgnol, Jerusalem, 1992, p. 137; quoted in Communauti 
Nouvelle,Jan-Feb. 1993, Paris); see Ibn Bass%n, Etcib al-Dhakhfra ..., op. cit, I, pp. 761-769. 

13. To harmonize with the taste of an age in which music and song were experiencing an 
unprecedented expansion, the muwashshab genre broke with the traditional structure of the 
qqfda and relied on a stanza structure in which different metres and rhymes alternated. The 
themes, however, remained virtually unchanged and here, as in conventional verse, madb 
and gbaxal predominated. H. Ghnzi’s recension ( O w &  aL-muwashdabcit al-andulw&a, 
Alexandria, 1979) has two pieces for the Umayyad period and some seventy for the 
period of the Reyes de Tafas. However, it was not until the twelfth-thirteenth centuries that 
the muwashshab reached its apogee (around 270 pieces). 

14. Ibn Bassm, EtZb al-Dbakhira.. ., op. it., 111, p. 385, N, p. 185; al-Tujibi, al-Mukhtcir ..., 
p. 14-16; Ibn Rashiq, al-Ufimidhj, Tiinis, al-Dn al-Tiinisiyya li-1-Nashr, 1986, p. 171 and 
255. 

15. Ibn Bassm, Etcib al-Dhakbfra.. . , op. it., I, p. 429. 
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GREATER PARTICIPATION OF POETS IN THE AFFAIRS OF THE CITY 

This policy was favoured by princes who were themselves poets, such as 
the already cited Tamim b. al-Mu'izz and al-Mu'tamid b. 'Abbiid, or the 
Aftasid al-Mupffar of Badajoz and the Banu-1-Mu'tasim of heria. Ibn 
Zaydiin, a great figure in the poetry and politics of the period, is a perfect 
illustration of ths prolific generation of poets - not to mention prose- 
writers - who occupied the hghest posts of government. In Andalusia, 
for example, there were the viziers Ibn 'Ammiir, Ibn 'Abdiin and Ibn 
Wahbtm and, in Ifriqiya, the chancellery secretaries al-Raqiq and Ibn Abi-l- 
Rjiil.'' 

The broadening of the scope for poetry in the city in turn favoured 
the expansion of an aristocracy of culture, of whch the poets were the 
finest flower. Ths hghly civilized elite, admirably portrayed by the 
Cordoban poet Ibn Hazm (d.456/1064) in hs fiwq al-ba;lndma, cultivated 
solidarity, interaction and dialogue among its members. Ths solidarity was 
marked by acts of solicitude. An example: Ibn Hasdiiy, vizier of the Banii 
Hiid, a Jewish poet and highly regarded letter-writer of the time, intervened 
on behalf of two poets of hs generation, al-Husri and Ibn al-Haddad. 
Social interaction was favoured by the profusion of fashonable gatherings, 
with poetry and literary circles providing the perfect ground on which to 
cultivate the art of mubZhha (impromptu exchanges) and mzlndmda (friendly 
poetic jousting). Nothng illustrates these social exchanges better than the 
much cultivated practice of epistolary correspondence (tarasztl), a genuine 
exercise in style, characterized by refinement of form, in whch the poet 
would extend hs versifying into prose. In their writing, they frantically 
pursued an aestheticism linked with strilung details, whch remained the 
hallmark of the genre. Models of considerable orignaltty are to be seen in 
the Risda jiddbya of Ibn Zaydiin and in the fragments surviving from the 
letters of al-Husri or, again, of Ibn Hasdiiy17 and Ibn al-Haddiid. 

It is worth noting here that, unlike the poets of the Orient who, with 
the exception of al-Ma'arri, only rarely turned their hand to the various 
prose genres, a galaxy of Western poets slipped the shackles of the epis- 
tolary form and found freedom in more original forms of writing. 
Examples abound. The poet and theologian Ibn Hazm offers us an essay 
on love and lovers, in whch the exposition, couched alternately in prose 

16. We might recall the unfortunate oriental poet al-Mutanabbi (d. 353/965) and hts frantic but 
vain quest for privileges and honours. 

17. For all the poets cited in thts paragraph, see the notes devoted to them by Ibn Bass- in 
his Khib a~-Dbakhira.. . , op. it.: Ibn Hasday (III,457-485), Ibn d-Haddad (I, 691-704), Ibn 
Hazm (I, 167-180), Ibn Zaydan (I, 336-428), d-Husri (IV, 245-278), Ibn Sharaf (IV, 169- 
238), Ibn Shuhayd (I, 191-336), Ibn Rashiq (IV, 597-645), Ibn al-Shahid (I, 670-691). 
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and verse, marries the rigour of philosophtcal thought with the freshness of 
psychological and personal observation; Ibn Sharaf (d. 452/ 1061) presents 
literary analysis or social satire in the form of portraits; Ibn Shuhayd 
(d.457/1065), in the celebrated epistle quoted above and in deft touches 
through texts scattered here and there, offers a critical portrait of the 
learned society in his time; Ibn Rashiq (d.462/1070) gives us hs treatise 
on rhetoric; Ibn al-Shahid (d. 451/1060?) narrates burlesque tales or writes 
in the rhythmic prose of the maqZm?t (sessions).” 

The works 
After the passage of a thousand years, nothing now survives of the poetry of 
the period but a few collections8 and a considerable number of membra disiecta 
from works now vanished, which the researcher can find only by constant 
delving and sifting through a great mass of a& works. Nevertheless, the 
works which remain are sufficiently homogeneous and representative to 
permit an overall appreciation. Thus, irrespective of the quantity of the works 
conserved, the distribution of content gives us a general picture whtch 
probably reflects the original state of these works. For each poet this content 
can be subdivided into two main sets, differing in inspiration and construc- 
tion. The distribution differs hardly at all from that whch governed the poetry 
of the East and corresponds perfectly to the status of the poet in the city as 
both a public figure and a private indwidual. 

The first set consists of poetry of circumstance, such as eulogy, 
threnody, satire, boasting etc., and in these the poet diverges hardly at all 
from accepted models. The construction is generally on a classical scale 
(e.g. the eulogy by Ibn Hnni’, rhyme m?, metre tawd, extending to 200 
lines), with a twofold distribution of themes into prelude and central motif. 
The metres chosen are full metres and the rhymes sonorous, while lexis 
and syntax are recherchi. Poetry of this kind constitutes the bulk of the 
works and accounts for some two-thirds of the total output of the period.19 
As a rule, the poems follow the conventional themes of madb,&khr, h+i’or 
&hZJ and signtficant innovation is rare. Anxious to ensure that their works 
would stand as legitimate examples, the poets continued to incorporate into 
their poetic universe the common legacy of lexicography, genealogy and 
toponymy, referring back to the high traditions of the old Arabs. Almost 
invariably, they returned to the ancients and to those who maintained their 
tradition, and at some key point in their poems we glimpse the shadow of 

18. Ibn Bass-, EtZb ai-Dbakbira ..., op. cit., I, 681-685: a very significant story with a 

19. For example, poems of circumstance constitute 75 per cent of the Dwin of Ibn 
monastery (&r) setting. 

Zaydiin. 
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al-Khans%’, Tarafa or ‘Antara, or chance upon ‘Umar, Jamil, Ibn al-Riimi, 
al-Mutanabbi, or even an immediate predecessor, al-Macarri. Some ex- 
amples: 

a love poem by Ibn Hani’ (rhyme im, metre taw?& 35 lines), which 
recalls - but certainly does not copy - the tone and sequencing of 
themes of a poem by ‘Umar b. Abi Rabl‘a, recounting one of his 
amorous adventures ; 
a long eulogy of Ibn Shuhayd (rhyme am, metre nzqz@’ al-k&d, 
7llines), in which the balance of the poem is skewed to allow a 
prelude stretching over 56 lines, a multifaceted picture whch brings 
together nature and love, play and pleasure and recalls a poem of 
the same structure (rhyme &f, metre m&zq&ib, 43 lines) by a poet of 
Baghdad, Abu-l-Shi? (d. 296/812); 
a threnody of Ibn al-Zaqqiiq of Valencia (rhyme tdz?, metre rawil, 
30lines), in whch the stress and rhythmical modulations are re- 
miniscent of a poem of Ibn al-RGmi, weeping for one of hs sons; 
a eulogy by Ibn Zaydiin (rhyme &, metre tawd, 47 lines), the overall 
structure of which (lexis, syntax, prosody) recalls a poem of the 
same rhyme and metre by al-Mutanabbi, dedicated to Sayf al-Dawla 
of Aleppo; 
and finally, there is the long lament of the blind poet, al-A‘m% of 
Tudela (rhyme &i, metre [awd, 47lines), a poem in which three 
echoes - if not three presences - come together: to begin with, that 
of another blind poet, al-Ma‘arri, inspiring the first 10 lines, a bril- 
liant &splay recalling his poem in ZPZ? rhyme, opening with the fa- 
mous interjection ‘aL&hT(console me!); the presence, too, of Mu$ 
b. Iy~s (d. 168/785), who is explicitly referred to in the body of the 
poem; and, lastly, an echo of the cry of pain rising from a poem of 
the same rhyme and metre by Tahm%n al-Ktlabi, a poet of the se- 
venth century condemned to wander the earth in flight from 
Umayyad justice. 

However, w e  should not lose sight of the fact that this mass of poems 
contains a ring of originality here and there. In a certain eulogy or in a lament 
by Ibn Hamdis, for example, the composition is marked by movement 
towards a more free form of expression, with passages on the conflict 
between Islam and Christianity, a nostalgic evocation of homeland or 
meditation on life and death. W e  should also note the many successful 
attempts to reinvent and rewrite the classical models. Here, a poet who has 
interiorized a culture in aIl its depth applies his genius to a task of reincarnating 
it, without necessarily resorting to an existing model. This approach is 
admirably illustrated in laments by al-Hu?ri, eulogies by Ibn al-Darriij or Ibn 
Hani’, or boasts by Ibn Shuhayd. 
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In the second set, the poet turns away from conventional genres and 
looks inwards to find a more personal inspiration. Here, the poetic construct 
changes, appealing to a different sensibility with shorter pieces, an in- 
dependent ordering of themes, a broadening of codes and registers in fol- 
lowing ‘modernist’ patterns, and an adaptation of the language to the taste of 
the times. These works are suffused with the light of three semantic cate- 
gories, three major tones often associated in the same poem, namely Love, 
Nature ‘forever renewed’ and the poignant sense of the passage of time.20 

LOVE 
Under this heading, which covers a multitude of forms, let us consider three 
names, beginning with al-Husri in his M a  ca.J-b.rbanZt, twenty-nine ten-line 
poems all based on the tawilmetre. The rhymes which are used represent the 
twenty-nine letters of the alphabet, whch are repeated each time at the start of 
each of the ten lines composing the poem. Ths original structure would 
inspire, among others, the Andalusian Safi master Ibn al-‘Arabi (d. 637/1240). 
The poem is a virtuoso work, recalling al-Ma‘arri in his Lzl@m&jZt, but, at the 
same time, one which, in its unity of thought and desperate search for the 
beloved, remains a hymn vibrant with love, a poignant plaint, repeated 
twenty-nine times, dedicated to the ‘lost’ lover. 

There is Ibn Zaydtin in his poems dedicated to the princess Walliida. One 
example is a short piece (rhyme Zqd, metre ba@, 15 lines), in whch the themes 
of love and nature are commingled and entwined in nostalgic memories. 
Another is the prelude to a eulogy in honour of a Jahwarid (rhyme Zki, metre 
kZmd, 12 lines), a love song which, nine centuries later, inspired Shawqi to write 
a ‘double’ (m~~~&-a&), which was set to music by Muhammad ‘Abd al-Wahhiib. 
And, finally, a famous work (rhyme ind, metre &mil, 5lhes), which some 
modern critics consider to be the ‘finest love poem in Andalusian literature’. 
The flow of the verse is enriched with rhyme, and the rhythmic interplay of 
derived and associated correspondences is the backdrop for a remarkable 
theme of courtly love, the precursors of whch were the mjiiziinnovators of the 
seventh century, Jamil and ‘Umar b. Abi RabFa, reworked later by Bashshiir b. 
Burd, ‘Abbns b. al-Abaf and Abii Naww%s. The poem - though filled with the 
language of absence, nostalga and suffering @niq, sbawq, b.dGC,p3) -is also a 
hymn to beauty andjoie de vivre, combined with an evocation of the welcoming 
nature of Andalusia (wql, uns, sacci!, lahw, ladhdba, @Zd). 

20. However, a fourth category - though small in scale - must not be forgotten. This is the 
poetry of laughter, of diversion, of humour (Jkkiha), of irony (mkb@a). This segment of 
the corpus, with its burlesque tinge, was disregarded by critical tradition. Its oriental 
models (Abu-1-‘Ibar, Ibn al-Hajj%j) would inspire the Andalusian poet Ibn Masbd (see Ibn 
Bassiim, Et& al-Dbakbfra ..., op. it., I, p. 549-562). 
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Finally we may consider Ibn al-Haddad of Guadm (a writer of epistles and 
author of an original treatise on prosody, in which metre and music are com- 
bined) in his poems dedicated to a Christian girl. Ths model of love across the 
religious divide had been exemplified in the tragic jealousy of Dik al-Jinn, a 
Syrian poet of the eighth century. The cult of the Christian favourite is also 
illustrated by Mudrik al-Shaybm (forth/tenth century) in his long poem 
Muphwja and by al-Shabushti in his work on monasteries and convents 
(d@&Zt). 

Ths love poem would carry to extremes the cult of the ‘Lady’ (or her 
avatar, the beautiful youth), as in the work of the two Andalusian poets Ibn al- 
Labbiina and al-Ram%&. Modern critics have associated this trend with the 
almost contemporaneous lyricism and courtly ideal of the troubadours of the 
Romance period. 

NATURE 
Starting out from oriental models, such as Ibn al-Riimi, al-Sanawbari and the 
like, the Andalusian poets in particular evoked nature in infinite variations 
throughout their works. In some cases, as with Ibn IUlafiija, dubbed alyanndn 
(Painter of Gardens), nature was central. These variations were set down with 
rapid touches in independent sequences or various arrangements which 
excluded virtually no poetic genre. However, while they attest an eagerness to 
renew poetic forms (Ibn Zaydim, Ibn Hazm, Ibn Hamdis et al.), they do not 
represent the fierce artistic commitment whch would make of nature 
something other than pure decoration, a mere set of arabesques in whch 
the composition - as in still-life - is an end in itself. An example of h s  
‘exercise in style’ was a poetic tourney reported by Ibn BassHm.” Seven poets 
took part and each one, taking inspiration from a basic model in the same 
rhyme and metre, offered his own composition. This was the opening of a 
eulogy in which the motif of a floralpan‘erre presents correspondences with the 
qualities of the person being praised. A further example is a poem by Ibn 
Khafaja (rhyme ek, metre mqix.z.7’ aL-kZmiL, 12lines), in whch the poet 
associates love and nature, term for term, in a finely crafted nepork of 
metaphorical correspondences throughout the poem. 

THE PASSING OF TIME, THE POETRY OF MEMORY 
The eleventh century was punctuated by a series of breaks with the past. The 
destruction of I<airouan, the first summons of the Papacy to the Crusades, the 
strengthening of Norman power in Sicily, the sack of Cordoba, the collapse of 
the cahphate and the tightening of the vice of the reconquista with the fall of 

21. Ibn Bassm, EtZb al-Dhakhka. .., q. tit., 11, pp. 202-206 
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Toledo. At the same time, life for the ever-growing number of poets was 
becoming increasingly uncertain and precarious, with many of them forced to 
resettle or to go into exile. As a result, much of the work in the second set of 
poetry of the period is tinged with sadness and profound nostalgia. One group 
of poems, often personal in tone, illustrates thls section of the corpus. Of 
these jewels of Arabic verse, let us note the following: 
- al-Husri in his IqtirZb al-gar$, which we would render as ‘Hymn to Sorrow’. 

This collection of 2,200 lines poignantly expresses the pain of a father in 
exile, weeping over the premature death of a son, to whom he pledges 
everlasting love. The sheer scope and genuine feeling of this masterpiece 
have no parallel in Arab literature, save in the work of al-Khand. 
Ibn Shuhayd in the poems in whch he anticipates and announces his 
death, expressing the solitude of a human being confronted with his 
destiny.22 

all the various laments over towns laid low with fire and blood in the civil 
wars, and especially the cries of desolation from Ibn Sharaf, Ibn Rashiq 
and al-Husri at the destruction of their native city, IGirouan; or, again, as 
exemplified by Ibn al-Labbwa or Ibn ‘Abdm and later, in the twelfth 
century, by al-Rundi, these ‘plaintive elegies in long mourning robes’, 
weeping for vanished states and dynasties extinguished. Nevertheless, 
here, too, it must be remembered that the great precursors and masters 
of this genre were the oriental poets, such as al-Khuraym- first/(seventh 
century), lamenting for Basra, and Ibn al-Riimi (third/ninth century) 
weeping for Baghdad. 
These nostalgic evocations of the past, these memories of Paradise lost, 
offering us glimpses here and there of a faraway woman, the sparkle of a 
cup, the delicate gestures of an ephebe, the rhythmic movements of a 
dancer, the coquetry of a musician singing to the music of her lute, the 
beauty of a landscape, a place or a dwelling - are all admirably illustrated 
by Ibn Hamdis (110, rhyme rZhZ, metre mzltaqZcib, 37lines) or Ibn 
Zaydiin (the two mzlwahshab poems in the DwZn and the poem rhyming 
hZ, metre tad, 19 lines). 

Such then are the main characteristics of a poetry which enjoyed its Golden 
Age in the fifth/eleventh century, a time when poetic inspiration in the East 
was already showing signs of flagging, with poets such as Ibn al-Habb~yya, 
al-Tughrg’ or Ibn al-IUlayygif. Our study has led us to stress the relationship of 
this poetry with a culture, with a status of writing and with a status of the poet. 
These three factors have enabled us to show the degrees of originality in the 
works produced. 

- 

Let us also note: 
- 

- 

22. Ibn Shuhayd, Diwin, 18,28, 45, 53. 
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A certain school of criticism, however, continues to approach this poetry 
(like that of the Orient) along purely philologcal lines. Hence, it is frequently 
argued 
- that because this poetry often confines its explorations to the search for a 

rare word or a ‘striking detail’, it must be uninventive. Yet, in response, 
are we not justified in echoing Voltaire and saying that it is precisely these 
strikmg details which make poetry? Are we not entitled to ask with 
Albert0 Moravia: ‘Is not the essence of a culture (of which poetry forms 
an integral part) the detad whch makes it unique?’ 
that, taken as a whole, this poetry amounts to no more than mgCZra&, a 
work of constant repetition, with infinite variations on the same themes, 
in whch the quality of the performance is measured by the degree of 
conformity to the orignal model. Yet, did not Paul Valery say that poetry 
is simply an ‘exercise’ in which the poet - like the musician (or indeed the 
calligrapher, the miniaturist, the engraver, the painter of ceramics) seeks 
‘to produce a diversity of variants or solutions on the same theme? To 
ths extent, it might be said that the poets of the Muslim West were 
excellent musicians, excellent calligraphers, excellent miniaturists, ex- 
cellent engravers - but that is not the least of their merits. 
Let us, then, give this poetry its due. Though much of the work pro- 

duced was - as has often been said - devoted to variations and arabesques and 
to an excessive refinement in the quest for detail, both traits marking the onset 
of decadence, let us allow with Jean Cocteau that ‘decadence may be the great 
moment at which a civilization becomes exquisite’. Let us conclude, too, that 
the apogee of this poetry - in the eleventh century when Andalusia had 
sheltered many of the poets joining the exodus from Ifriqiya and Sicily - was 
just such an exquisite moment. And its echo may be heard to this day in the 
maLouf of the Maghrib countries. For the lyrics of this typically Arab- 
Andalusian music are nothing other than the mzlwashshahrit, often indeed the 
very same as those sung nine centuries ago in Sevdle, Granada and Malaga. 

- 
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Chapter 3 

ARABIC LITERATURE IN THE 
POST-CLASSICAL PERIOD: 

SIXTH TO TWELFTH/TWELFTH 
TO EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES 

Leila Sa b bagh 

During this period, the Arab-Islamic world witnessed some significant political 
changes. In the East the Saljiiq Turks moved on to Iran and Iraq from their 
positions in Transoxiana (MZ ErZ’ al-l\iahr) and imposed their sovereignty on 
the ‘Abbasid caliphate in Baghdad in the year 447/ 1055. This was followed by 
the invasion of the region by the Crusaders in 490/1096, and then in turn by 
the Mongols, who brought down the ‘Abbasid caliphate in Baghdad in 656/ 
1258. These events led to a succession of non-Arab dynasties that ruled this 
region, such as the Zangid-Ayyfibid dynasty in Egypt and Syria, who toppled 
and replaced the Sli Faumid caliphate in Egypt in 567/1171 and who fought 
the Crusaders and ousted them from most of their locations, especially 
Jerusalem. The Mamliiks (648-923/1250-1517), who withstood the Mongol 
invasion, destroyed the last of the Crusader strongholds and restored the 
‘Abb2sid caliphate in Cairo. They were succeeded in the tenth/sixteenth 
century by the Ottomans (923-1336/1517-1918), who extended their 
sovereignty throughout nearly the entire Arab world. During this time, many 
Mongol dynasties came to power in Iran, Iraq and Transoxiana, some of them 
reaclng as far as India in the tenth/sixteenth century, although Iraq and Iran 
had dispensed with them at that time. 

In the West the Spanish Reconquista gained strength in Andalusia and - 
despite assistance provided to the Muslims there by the Almoravid and 
Almohad dynasties (from the Amazigh, or Berbers, the original inhabitants of 
the Arab Maghrib countries) - the Arabs relinquished city after city until 
Granada, their last stronghold, fell in the year 897/1492, thereby bringing an 
end to the Muslim rule in Spain. A variety of dynasties followed the Almohads 
(524-668/1130-1269) in the Maghrib (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia) until the 
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Ottoman Empire took control over Algeria, Tripoli and Tunisia in the tenth/ 
sixteenth century. 

These political developments - with their accompanying wars and de- 
struction, the collapse of economic and cultural life, and social upheavals - 
naturally left their mark on Muslim thinking, and therefore also on the Arabic 
language and literature. Most historians consider these effects to have been 
extremely negative and branded this lengthy period with such epithets as 
‘intellectual sterility’, ‘decline’ and ‘stagnation’, ready to adopt the widespread 
view that Arab civllixation, which took root and flourished during the period 
of Arab political dominance under the ‘Abbasid caliphate (whtch they call ‘the 
Golden Age’), was weakened and squandered by this non-Arab hegemony. 
Thus, they associated the decline in intellectual activity with the deterioration 
of the Arab political situation and the domination of the political scene by 
non-Arabs. This was one of the reasons why academics in the past have re- 
frained from studying the literature of this extensive period, especially since 
much of it is still in manuscript form or has been lost. However, some con- 
temporary orientalists and Arab scholars and historians have drawn attention 
to the importance of this period in Muslim intellectual life and put forward 
objective reasons for its neglect. 

And so research resumed mainly with Muslim scholars and historians, 
some of whom began to divide the post-classical period into shorter periods, 
associating these with specific areas of the Muslim world and the successive 
ruling dynasties there, for each period in any particular region or dynasty had 
its own peculiar literary characteristics, Many focused their research on the 
Ayyiibid and Mamhk periods in Syria and Egypt, others concentrated on 
literary or scientific figures living during the period but ignored the Ottoman 
era. This latter stage, however, has begun to warrant further research and 
evaluation. 

Various studies of this period do attest the fact that intellectual life in the 
Muslim world neither expired nor stagnated during that time, despite the 
momentous political, economic and social events that were taking place, and 
that the Arab intellectual contribution did not stop with the end of the pre- 
ceding period but remained active and prolific, despite the introduction of 
new features that did not adversely affect but rather enriched it, The pure and 
deep-seated Islamic civhzation stamped the ruling non-Arab dynasties with its 
Arab-Islamic character. Their leaders embraced the Muslim religion, taking it 
upon themselves to fight on behalf of Islam and establish its principles by all 
possible means in the face of extraneous and damaging ideas. They adopted 
Islamic legislation as the primary basis for government and lived together with 
their new subjects under the many different Islamic social and administrative 
systems. These dynasties thus evolved into ‘civilized states’, their leaders being 
concerned with Islamic learning and its dissemination and with Arabic litera- 
ture in all its variety, just as in the so-called ‘Golden Age’. It was the Turhsh 
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Saljuq dynasty, for example, whose Persian minister, the scholar and man-of- 
letters Ni@m al-Mulk (408-85/1018-1192), set up the madrdsas (schools) 
known after hm as the fipimijya, whch set about producing scholars versed 
in the Sunna and worked towards establishing and defending Islamic culture 
throughout the Islamic world. Indeed, some Saljtiq rulers were steeped in the 
classical Arabic language and literature, and so also were the rulers of all the 
various dynasties in the Arab East and West during this period. They sought to 
gather around them scholars and writers, encouraged them to be more pro- 
ductive and set up madmas and other seats of learning in all areas which were 
under their control. In fact, Islamic civilization was able to impart to Europe, 
the then invader of Arab lands, a wealth of its cultural experience, including 
the essence of its expertise, during a time of friction between the two sides in 
Syria, Andalusia and Sicily. The age of the European Renaissance then fol- 
lowed. Whether referred to by historians as the ‘Turktsh Mongol Era’ in the 
Islamic East and ‘Amazigh Era’ in the Arab West, or as the ‘Era of the 
Successive Dynasties’,’ ths period is one of rich and abundant literary and 
scientific endeavour that cannot possibly be covered fully in a single article. 
Indeed, it is hard even to give a brief outline of the descriptive or critical 
elements of the material because of the vast scope of this period both in time 
and place, the abundance of writers and scholars and the dwersity and en- 
cyclopaedic nature of their contributions. However, it is possible to identify 
certain common features in the literature, whch will be summarized in the 
remainder of this chapter. 

T h e  development of the Arabic language as a means 
of literary expression 
Having conducted exhaustive theoretical and practical research, philologists of 
the preceding period had sought to preserve the purity of the vocabulary of 
the Arabic language, its rules and constructions, so that, by the thrd/ninth 
century, it had become a rigid system to which writers adhered in their poetry 
and prose and their various compositions. From the fourthltenth century, 
classical Arabic was no longer spoken at the ‘Abbasid court or by the ruling 
classes : grammatical errors had started to creep in, interspersed with 
vulgarisms, and inflectional vowels (rules of i‘r~b) were seen as a sign of 
pedantry and affectation. As the break-up of the ‘Abbnsid cahphate into 
smaller states gained momentum, each society acquired its own lalect for 
day-to-day usage. These were the begnnings of the local dialects, or of 
colloquial Arabic, even though classical Arabic remained the language of 
literature for Arabs and non-Arabs ahke and, for many, retained its exemplary 

1. See N. al-Mursafi, Adab al-fugha al-‘Arab&ya, Cairo, 1326/1908. 
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eloquence and style. This can be seen, for example, in the work of writers like 
Abii Bakr al-Khw2rizmi (d. 383/993), Bad* al-Zaman al-Hamadh%ni (d. 398/ 
loos), author of the famous MqZmZt (Sessions), and Abu-l-‘AIa’ al-Ma‘arri (d. 
449/1057). However, their stylized language was no longer understood except 
by the educated klite, which meant that it was necessary for commentaries to 
be provided, either by the writers themselves or by their students, so that 
listeners or readers could understand it. The literary language had also been 
infiltrated during h s  long period by many non-Arabic expressions and terms 
from Turkish, Persian and the colloquial language. This gradually increased as 
literature, even in the fourth/tenth century, became more accessible to the 
popular classes, with the use of expressions and constructions borrowed from 
their dialects, as in thegqda al-J&in@a (The Sasiinid Ode) by the wandering 
poet Abii Dulaf (d. c, 345/956), and also when certain Arab and non-Arab 
writers appeared on the literary scene who were not versed in the rules of 
Arabic or who may have been overcome by the language of their profession or 
their own non-Arab mother tongue. 

The establishment of New Persian in the Islamic East had a real impact 
on the Arabic language, following its former adoption as the official language 
by the S w h d  dynasty, which became independent from the ‘Abbasids in 
Transoxiana and Khurasi?m (261-395/874-1005). It not only replaced Arabic 
at the court and amongst the upper classes, but also in poetry, the arts and 
other secular as well as religious literatures. It was also the language adopted by 
the Saljiiq dynasty in its sovereign areas and spread as far as India. The 
Ottomans also adopted it as one of the three main languages of education, 
namely Turkish, Persian and Arabic. 

The picture of the Arabic language that emerges from the Saljiiq period 
and what followed, is therefore a complex one. Literary prose was written in a 
sophisticated, classical Arabic, as, for example, the MqZmZt of al-Ham 
(d. 516/1122) pig.11; and poetry imitated the former master poets, though 
only a small number of literary and educated people were able to understand 
and appreciate it. O n  the other hand, there were scholars and writers from 
Persia who wrote in both F&i and classical Arabic, and others whose col- 
lections contained elements of the colloquial dialects, especially since many 
poets began modernizing their poetic styles, either by adopting the colloquial 
style of their contemporaries, like the Egyptian poet Baha’ al-Din Zuhayr (d. 
656/1258), or by making use of local dialects, like the Andalusian Ibn 
Quzmiin (d. 555/1160), who invented the ?gal (popular strophic verse), and 
the Egyptian Ibn Daniyd of Mosul (d. 710/1310), who merged poetry with 
popular prose in his dramatic dialogues in kh&d al-@ (shadow-play). This, in 
conjunction with the new poetic forms that came into Arabic poetry, such as 
dibqt, mawd$i, mtlt2mhshab, kZn wa-kZn and qimi, and the relaxation in the use 
of inflection, which may have been more appropriate for accompaniment by 
music and singing, accelerated the spread of grammatical errors. Philologists 
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began to accept expressions proscribed by their predecessors, and others, like 
Ibn Ya‘ish al-Halabi (d. 643/1245), wrote in a style in which they disregarded 
the rules that they themselves had set in place. Consequently, a literary form 
that did not preserve the pure, classical Arabic language appeared, particularly 
literature that its authors intended for the masses in order to incite them to 
fight the jibid against the Crusader and Mongol invaders, to teach and remind 
them of the Muslim moral code, kindle the Sofi spirit in their hearts or simply 
entertain and delight them. In this way, the colloquial language even en- 
croached into the works of famous historians towards the end of the Mamliik 
period, such as those of the Egyptian Ibn Iyiis (d. 930/1524) and Ibn Tdtin of 
Damascus (d. 953/1546), while poets such as the Egyptian Ibn Siidm 
(d. 868/1464) and many others, composed their odes exclusively in the ver- 
nacular. 

The Ottomans’ use of Turhsh as an official language also had an influ- 
ence on Arabic, although it did not lead to the latter’s disappearance from the 
countries of the Arab East or West which came under Ottoman control, be- 
cause they allowed the people there to retain their Arabic language, whch, in 
any case, retained its status in the minds of the Muslim Turks as the Holy 
Language, the language of the Revelation and the Qurb. The colleges es- 
tablished in Istanbul, therefore, taught Arabic, one of the main languages of 
Turkish culture, and in which important works were written by the Turks 
themselves. In fact, many of the books written in Turkish or Fiirsi had Arabic 
titles. The Arabic language and Muslim learning, particularly in its religious 
aspects, were essential elements in the education of individual Turks, especially 
in the upper, ruling echelons of society, both religous and political. There is 
no better evidence of this than the fact that a number of the Ottoman sultans 
and administrators were conversant in classical Arabic and that some had a 
solid educational grounding in Arabic literature, especially poetry. Indeed, 
some sultans were so proficient that they spoke in poetry, while some Turkish 
writers were good enough to write books in Arabic: thereby enriching the 
Islamic legacy. The most prominent names in this field were Ibn Kamd 
(Kamd Pnshiiziida) (d. 940/1534), who left twenty-six works in Arabic on a 
variety of subjects, Tiishkopriiznde (d. 968/1560), Kiitib Chelebi (Hiijji 
Khalifa) (d. 1067/1657) and Munajjim Biishi (d. 1113/1702). None of this, 
however, prevented a large migration of Turkish words into Arabic. 

Colloquial Arabic in its various ddects crept into Arabic literature in the 
Arab East. It also did so in Andalusia, especially when Andalusian Arabic 
poetry emerged from its traditionalist phase. The blind Abu-l-‘Abbiis al-Tu@- 
(d. 520/1126) introduced the muwashsha,h there and, later, Ibn Quzm%n in- 

2. See L. Sabbggh, &n a ‘lrim al-jkr al- ‘Arabij-l- ‘qr al- ‘Uthmrini al-awal: Muhammad al-Amin 
al-Mubibbi al-mu’amkh wa-kitzbuhu Bul@at al-riththriu fi a 3rin al-gam al-bii& ‘abar, Damascus, 
al-Sharika al-Muttahida li-Tawzi‘, 1986, p. 11, n. 1. 
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vented the xqal. Although the muwusbsbub was composed in classical Arabic, 
setting it to music weakened its inflection. The Arabic language completely 
disappeared in Spain during the tenth/sixteenth century, following the fall of 
the city of Granada to the Spanish in 897/1492, and the remaining Muslim 
Arabs were forced to abandon their religion and their language. They therefore 
combined the Castilian language, that had been imposed upon them, with 
elements of Arabic; the product, which they wrote in Arabic script and called 
ufiumiu, has its own literature, which scholars have recently started to study. 

As regards the countries of the Maghrib, there were areas where the 
Amazigh (Berber) language was spoken (and is sull spoken today), but wher- 
ever Arabic spread, the classical form always intermingled with the local dia- 
lects, producing in time a new poetic language known as mulbzin. This enjoyed 
increasing popularity in the Maghrib during the tenthlsixteenth century, al- 
though it did not stop classical Arabic from being used as the written literary 
language by most writers. 

It is worth pointing out here that, during h s  period, classical Arabic 
accompanied the spread of Islam and the Qur’iin beyond the boundaries of 
the Muslim world and was used by scholars and writers of jurisprudence, 
theology, hstory and the other literary arts in India, East and Central Africa, 
Malaysia and the Indonesian archipelago. 

Developments in the field of Arabic lexicology 
Throughout the Islamic world, writers and scholars of grammar and 
morphology appeared, who were concerned about the serious nature of the 
grammatical errors and bad usage entering classical Arabic and the grave 
implications these could have for the understanding of the Qur’iin and &&tb. 
They began to compile works on Arabic lexicology, reminding people of the 
proper rules and constructions of the language and warning of the danger of 
foreign loan-words and inflectional errors. They reviewed the previous works 
in the field, providing explanations, commentaries, summaries and classifica- 
tions for present and future generations of Arabs and newcomers from 
elsewhere. 

There were so many involved in this undertaking, both Arabs and non- 
Arabs from the East and West, that any attempt to list the most famous of 
them, together with their works, would fd more than a whole volume. 
However, the most prominent were Jiir Alliih al-Zamakhshari (d. 538/1144), 
al-Jawdiqi (d. 539/1145), aI-Muyxizi (d. 610/1213), the Egyptian Ibn al- 
Hiijib (d. 647/1249), al-Astariibiidhi (d. 688/1289) and, in Andalusia, Ibn Sid 
al-Batalyawsi (d. 521/1127), Ibn Miilik (d. 672/1274) and Abii Hayyiin al- 
Gharniip (d. 74-5/1344). The latter two left Andalusia to live in the East and 
were innovators in their field. Ibn M&k gathered together the rules of 
grammar in a poem of a thousand verses in the raj? meter, known as the 
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Afyyut Ibn Mdi', in order to help students learn and remember them. Unul 
recently it was still taught in the Muslim world. Abii Hayyan al-Gharniig 
compiled the rules of Farsi, Turhsh and Ethiopic, and produced a critical and 
comparative study of the works of the philologsts and what was avdable in 
those languages. Later, hs pupil Ibn Hisham (d. 761/1360), who eclipsed the 
reputation of his master, distingushed himself in Egypt with his famous 
philological work, the MzghnT d-Lab2 (The Sufficient for the Intelhgent Man), 
which remained in circulation as an interpretation and commentary unul the 
thrteenth/nineteenth century. In the Maghrib, there were many workmg in 
ths field, including al-Makkiidi (d. 807/1404) and Ibn Zah- (d. 899/1494), 
and, during the Ottoman period, Abii Bakr al-Shanawiini (d. 1019/1611), the 
Egyptian writer al-Khafiiji (d. 1069/1659) and many others. The Maronite 
Archbishop Germanus Farhnt (d. 1145/1732) from Aleppo also made his 
contribution. 

Just as the defects that arose in the classical Arabic literary language 
produced such a positive reaction, so, too, the spread of the new, innovative 
literary arts in poetry and prose, like .rajc (rhyming prose), for instance, and 
associated forms like tuwnja (double-meaning) andjif2i.r (paranomasia), caused 
philologists, who were worried by ths new development, to assemble the 
material on these arts into standard educational textbooks. The most famous 
of those who undertook such a task was al-Sakkaki (d.626/1229) from 
ICnwarizm, whose book entitled Mjib dCidzh (The Key to the Sciences) 
gave rhetoric the form it has kept to ths day. Ths work became the subject of 
interpretation and commentary in most of the books on Arabic lexicology that 
appeared during the centuries that followed. Among the best-known com- 
mentators were al-Taftazm- (d. 791/1389), Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya of 
Damascus (d. 751/1350) and the poet Safi al-Din al-Hilli (d. 749/1349), who 
included examples of the various forms of bad?' (an extremely ornate and 
figurative style of verse) mentioned in the book in hs own bddTc-style eulogy 
of the Prophet Muhammad, BadT'ipz. Ibn Hijja of Ham3 (d. 837/1434) did 
the same. 

The compilation of encyclopaedic lexicons 
The reaction of Muslim phdologists was not confined to stopping the Arabic 
language deviating from its original and pure path, as previously mentioned. 
They also turned their attention to the individual words and their meanings 
handed down over the years and attempted to continue the work of their 
predecessors in compihng dictionaries and lexicons in order to record these 
words and their meanings. They were no longer content with simply providing 
a brief explanation of the meaning of the word, but added all that was known 
about its occurrence in the Qur'an, the fAud&+h and the works of the master 
poets ; ths prompted contemporary researchers to sort these lexicons into the 
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encyclopaedias that were compiled during this period. They employed a 
scientific method of classification, arranging the words alphabetically, 
accordmg to the letters at the beginning or end of the words, with the 
explanations being given in a logical sequence. The most famous compilers in 
this field were the Egyptian Ibn Manaiir (d. 71 1/1311) with his encyclopaedic 
lexicon entitled Lis& ai- ‘Arab (The Tongue of the Arabs) and al-Fayfizsibsidi of 
Shirsiz (d. 817/1415) with hts book ui-@mz7s ul-m.zjbz;t (The Ocean Encircling). 
In Ottoman times, Murtadsi al-Zabldi (d. 1205/1790) with his dictionary Ej 
a/- ‘ulzSSJishar~ ul-q&nis (The Crown of the Bride) achieved particular renown. 

Amongst these encyclopaedic works came a new lexicon of the Arabic 
language which was devoted to the explanation of a variety of technical terms 
and their meanings, somethmg that had not been covered by previous lex- 
icons. It was called fibshq i;t&bZt ai-f..n (The Explorer of Artistic 
Terminology) and was compiled by the Indian philologst M~arnmad ‘Ah al- 
Tahiinawi in 1158/1745. 

Coinciding with the advent of lexicons was the compilation of collections 
of Arabic proverbs, arranged alphabetically and by subject, as in the Mgmu‘ ui- 
amtbd (Collection of Proverbs) of Abu-1-Fad1 al-Maydm (d. 518/1124) and 
similar works by Abu-1-Qsisim al-Zarnakhshari (d. 538/1144), Abu-1-Hasan 
Zahir al-Din al-Bayhaqi (d. 565/1169) and others. 

The scholastic Madrasiyya movement and its spread 
throughout the Islamic world. 
The Madrasiyya was strongly associated with the revival of the Sum- religious 
movement, adopted by the Saljiiqs and the dynasties that proceeded from them 
in the East, as well as by the Ottomans. It was also associated with the Safi 
movement, which burst on to the scene, particularly in the M u s h  East during 
the fifth/eleventh century, at about the same time as the unitarian movement of 
Ibn Tiimart (d. 524/1130) in Morocco. The focusing of instruction on to the 
mudrusu [Fig. 21, which constituted the new, systematic method of teaching - 
introduced, as mentioned above, in 458/1066 by Niasim al-Mulk - helped to 
promote the scholastic movement and its influence. Teaching then took on an 
official air, having been largely informal in the past. Teachers and scholars were 
required to prepare instructional books for students. Thus, the textbook, which 
was based on a collection of all the material on any particular subject that had 
previously been used to teach students, together with commentaries, explana- 
tions, reviews, summaries and logical classifications for easy comprehension, 
replaced the free book, which relied on creativity and innovation. The college 
textbook in turn became the subject of further interpretation and comment by 
other scholars and teachers. And so it continued. This occurred in every branch 
of the arts and sciences, even in poetry. 
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WWe this large and diverse collection of books succeeded in assembling 
the rich Islamic legacy in its entirety, from its very beginnings up to the time at 
which the books were compiled, thereby saving from extinction much which 
would otherwise have been lost during the Crusader and Mongol invasions, it 
could be accused of not having produced creative and innovative thought. 
However, the explanatory comments themselves, the occasional critical 
commentary and the logical, scientific structure of these books all form a new 
and original body of literature that may contain a hitherto unexploited and 
unstudied load of creativity. 

This trend towards scholastic compiIation appeared amongst the first 
generation of scholars and writers who taught at the Nizarniyya madrasa in 
Baghdad, such as Abii Bakr al-Tabrizi (d. 502/1109) and the ShafiCijqahdJ 
(religious jurisprudents), including the imam of the Two Mosques (imzm a/- 
hara~zqn), al-Juwayni (d. 478/1085), and hs pupil, Abii Hamid al-Ghazali 
(d. 505/111 l), in his first books dealing with methodology and the scholastic 
defence of Sunnism against Greek philosophy and Muslim heretics. The 
mainstream SunMjqahi’ followed in the footsteps of this group of writers 
and scholars throughout this long period of time and produced a vast body of 
literature, especially in the religious sciences, whose authors and compilers are 
too many to enumerate, although, in the field of doctrine, scholars like Abii 
Hafs al-Nasafi (d. 537/1142), ‘Adud &Din d-Iji (d. 756/1355) and 
Muhammad b. Yiisuf al-Saniisi (d. 892/1486) stand out from the rest. O n the 
subject of Naditb, famous names included Majd al-Din b. al-Athir al-Jazari 
(d. 606/1210), al-Haythami (d. 807/1405) and the Indian ‘Ah al-Muttaqi al- 
Hindi (d. 97S/1567) with hs KUJ? a/- c z i ~ m d  (The Workers’ Treasure). In jiqh 
(jurisprudence), many works were compiled and, among the various branches 
and madhbuh (schools) ofjqb, each one tried to record its own discipline in 
special compilations, The collections of fa&vd.s (legal opinions), which were 
issued by each mndhhali and concern certain problems affecting Muslim society 
during ths period, were an unprecedented development. The most famous 
fa&Zs were those of the Hanbali faqih of Damascus, Ibn Taymiyya (d.728/ 
1328). In the field of the religious sciences, one must not ignore the complete 
or partial exegesis of the Qur’an. It was during h s  period that the most 
famous interpretations of the Qur’an were written, such as those of al- 
Zamakhshari, Fakhr al-Din al-Rnzi (d. 606/1210), al-Qurmbi (d. 671 /1273) 
and al-Baydawi of Shiraz (d. 685/1286). Another contributor was the Turkish 
Arabist and m+iAbu-l-Su‘iid (d. 982/1574). 

It is true that all the religious sciences, including those that concerned 
knowledge of Qur’an-reading ( ‘i/m aL-qirCt’d) and the lstribution of legacies 
(‘ilm ul-jzni’i~, remained throughout the period a process of collection, in- 
terpretation and interpolation, most of which was in keeping with the madrasa 
methodology. Despite that, the force and novelty of the concept often forged 
a way ahead through these works. This is especially clear in the original and 
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innovative ideas of the Hanbah scholar Ibn Taymiyya and his pupil from 
Damascus, Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (d. 751/1350), who entered into a fierce 
debate about Sfifism and the inflexibility of the mudhhubs. These ideas bore 
fruit in the twelfthleighteenth century in the revolutionary movement of 
Mt&ammad b. 'Abd al-Wahhiib of Najd (d. 1206/1791). Such innovation also 
appeared to a lesser extent in the work of the Egyptian-Damascene Shiifi'i 
fqfh Tiij al-Din al-Subki (d.771/1370) and the Hanafi Ibn Nujaym al-msri 
(d. 970/1563). 

This method of compilation of religous material was also adopted by 
SMi scholars, who in turn wrote books on doctrine andjqh, using similar 
methods of collection and classification. The most famous scholars in this 
field were al-Mutahhar al-m- (d. 726/1326) and Muhammad Biiqir al-Majlisi 
(d. 1110/1699). 

Enc yclopaedism 
In this field, Arabic literature during the period under consideration achieved a 
high degree of sophistication. It seemed that Islamic culture had reached 
maturity and that Islamic thought had become more profound and far- 
reaching. The idea was to compile the full range of the Muslim cultural legacy 
since its beginnings and to present it as a continuous and integrated whole. 
Ths would, at the same time, free it from its disorganized and disparate state, 
save it from being lost and allow it to be transmitted to succeeding generations 
and to inquiring minds eager to become acquainted with it, as a single, cohesive 
and systematic collection. This encyclopaedc trend manifested itself in many 
ways during the period, throughout which it followed various scientific 
approaches for the collection of the material and its classification, the most 
common method being an arrangement in alphabetical order. It began with the 
book entitled uL4n.d (Genealogies) by Tiij al-Din al-Sam'2ni (d. 551/1156), 
followed by the geographical work Mu ?urn ul-bddin (Geographd Dictionary) 
by Yiiqtit al-Hamawi (d.626/1229). The method was used widely in the 
collection of biographies of personalities who contributed to various aspects of 
Islamic culture, and not just the transmitters of the fiWitb, as was the case 
beforehand. A collection was made of the biographies of great Muslims in 
history from the dawn of Islam up to the time of the compilation. The best and 
most celebrated example of this was the WufiZt ud-u3&. (Obituaries of the 
Nobilities) by Ibn Khahkiin (d.681/1282) from Irbil. It comprised 865 
biographies, for which the author had taken the trouble to record the names 
and genealoges, specify their dates, relate the virtues of the individuals 
concerned and the main events of their lives, highltght examples of their poetry 
and stories and identify the places mentioned in them. 

Certain categories of religious scholars and literary figures were gathered 
in specific biographical collections. For scientists, for instance, there were the 
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works of Tahtr al-Din al-Bayhaqi (d. 565/1169) and al-Qifg (d. 646/1248); for 
physicians, the work of Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a (d. 669/1270); writers, YiiqQt al- 
Hamawi in hs Muyam al-udabdJ (Dictionary of Men of Letters); fiqabd’ by 
madhbab: for the Shafi‘is, the work of Taj al-Din al-Subki, for the Hanafis, that 
of Ibn Qufliibughii (d. 879/1474), for the Md~kis, Ibn Farhun (d. 799/1397), 
with a supplement by Ahmad al-Bgb8 of Timbuktu (d. 1036/1626), and for 
the Hanbalis, Ibn Abi Ya‘lii (d. 526/1131); for scholars of Qur’iin-readmg, Ibn 
al-Jazari (d. 833/1429); for the Companions of the Prophet, ‘IZZ al-Din b. al- 
Athir al-Jaaari (d. 630/1233); for representatives of the science of HadFtb, Ibn 
Hajar al-‘Asqalzni (d. 852/1448) and Shams al-Din al-Dhahabi (d. 748/1348); 
and for phdologists and caliphs, Jald al-Din al-SuyUp (d. 911/1505). 

The encyclopaedic trend in collecting the biographies of writers and 
scholars was also apparent in the collection of biographies of eminent people 
from every city. Examples of this large category are the T&%b Dmasbg 
(History of Damascus) by Ibn ‘Asiikk (d. 571/1176) and the book by Ibn al- 
‘Adim (d. 660/1262) on Aleppo, those of Taqi al-Din al-Maqrizi (d. 845/1442) 
and Ibn Taghribirdi (d. 874/1469) on Egypt; the work of the Andalusians Ibn 
Bashkuwd (d. 578/1183) and Ibn al-‘Abbnr (d. 658/1260) on Andalusia, and 
that of Lisiin al-Din b. al-Khapb on Granada; and the work of Tiishkopriiziide 
(d. 968/1560) on the Ottoman scholars. 

Another method of collecting biographes was the compilation of bio- 
graphical dictionaries, in respect of the entire Muslim world, for each in- 
dividual century, usually the century in which its author lived; indeed this 
approach has been employed from the seventh/thirteenth century up to the 
present. The best-known were the works of Ibn Hajar al-‘Asqaliini on the 
eighth/fourteenth century, the Egyptian al-sakhawi (d. 902/1497) on the 
ninth/fifteenth century, Najm al-Din al-Ghazzi of Damascus (d. 1061 /1651) 
and Ibn al-‘Aydariis of Hadramawt (d. 1038/1628) on the tenth/sixteenth 
century, al-Mulybbi of Damascus (d. 11 11/1699) on the eleventh/seventeenth 
century and al-Mur8di of Damascus (d. 1206/1791) on the twelfth/eighteenth 
century. 

The collection of biographes using these various methods was not 
confined to the Sunnis. Shi scholars and writers followed the same practice. 
The Shi‘is called this biographcal science ‘the science of men’, the most 
famous work in the field being Amal al-zmil J; ‘ulamZ’ Jdbal ‘Akil (The 
Expectation of the Hopeful on the Scholars of Jabal ‘Amil) by al-Hurr al- 
‘ h d i  (d.1104/1692), with an appendix by Sayyid Muhammad al-Bahrm- 
(d. c. 1180/1766). 

Into ths type of encyclopaedism came bio-bibliographes of Arabic 
works and their authors or bibliographical encyclopaedias, the outstanding 
example of them being from the Ottoman period, entitled Kashf aL-pm%tz 
(Uncovering the Doubts) by the Turhsh Arabist Katib Chelebi (Hajji Iulalifa) 
(d. 1067/1658). 
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The encyclopaedism described above does not encompass the full range 
of learning and sciences. It is true that the first indications of the idea of 
collecting such a wide and diverse body of knowledge appeared in the pre- 
ceding period among the literary works of al-JdyZ (d. 255/868), Ibn Qutayba 
(d. 276/889) and the Andalusian Ibn ‘Abd Rabbih (d. 328/940). However, 
these works generally lacked a scientific structure. One can say that en- 
cyclopaedc compilation did not come into its own unul the M u s h  Arabs 
became involved in the classification of knowledge in the ‘clear’ sciences, as 
did al-FiirBbi (d. 339/950), al-IUlwBrizmi (d. fourthltenth century) and the 
Ikhwiin al-Saf2 (wu-khillZn al-wafz’, Brethren of Purity) in the same century. 
The Epistles of these letters are considered an encyclopaedia, albeit somewhat 
Shi‘i, which prompted al-Ghazdi to write hs book 41d’ ‘zihm al-dn (The 
Revival of the Religous Sciences) to defend the Sunna. The Miqaddima 
(Prolegomenon) of Ibn Khaldiin was, in fact, also a concise, abridged en- 
cyclopaedia of M u s h  learning and science. 

It was what happened to the Islamic legacy after the Crusader and 
Mongol invasions that really caused a group of encyclopaedsts to produce 
vast encyclopaedias of learning, with a long-term aim of preserving the legacy 
at a time when the Muslim world faced a number of dangers, and, in the short- 
term, to provide the kittZb (state secretaries) with the right kind of informa- 
tion since, accordmg to them, they were the ‘eyes of the Kings to see, their 
ears to hear, their tongues to speak and their minds to ~omprehend’.~ 
Egyptian writers of high cultural standing began to compile these en- 
cyclopaedias, foremost of them being al-Nuwayri (d. 733/1333) in his work 
H@at al- ‘Arabj fzintsn al-adab (The Ultimate Goal in the Literary Arts), which 
took htm seventeen years and amounted to 9,000 pages in thirty-one volumes. 
H e  classified its contents into five disciplines, each of which was divided into 
five sections, which in turn were divided into chapters. The first discipline 
comprised a description of the world, the creation of the earth and its com- 
ponent elements, ending with a description of Egypt, its inhabitants and an- 
tiquities. The next three disciplmes concerned living beings: people, animals 
and plants. The fifth discipline was set aside for history and comprised two- 
thirds of the encyclopaeda. In it, he set out the hstory of the world from the 
Creation up to his own time. The encyclopaedia was described as a gigantic 
work, encompassing a diversity of subjects and containing a wealth of in- 
formation. It was a balanced collection of both science and literature, as if its 
author not only wanted to educate the kZtib (official secretary), but also to 
form a kind of noble and highly cultivated man. 

The second encyclopaedia was the Madik aj-abfZr (Paths of 
Discernment) by Ibn FadFALlnh al-‘Umari (d. 749/1349), to whch the author 

3. See al-Qalqashandi, $.bb al-a‘sha,Ji~i~rinaCafal-i~5b~, ed. M. ‘A. Ibrahim, Cairo, Dar al-Kutub 
al-Khadawiyya, 133 1-1 338/ 19 13-1 920, XIV, p. 14. 
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appended al-Td ‘ni bi-l-mustalab al-shani (The Defintion of the Noble Term), 
and whch included a great deal of information on religion, jurisprudence, 
politics, administration, geography, history and cosmography. The work was 
no less considerable than the first encyclopaedia. 

The thrd of the great encyclopaedias was the &bb al-a‘shaJZ Tina‘at al- 
imhd’ (Dawn of the Short-sighted in the Art of Secretaryship) by 4- 
Qalqashandi (d. 821/1418), which the orientalist C. E. Bosworth described as 
‘stupend~us’.~ It took twenty-three years to complete, was printed in fourteen 
volumes, contained a very full introduction and a conclusion and was classified 
into ten dlscourses. The author provided a general study of the theoretical 
sciences and practical knowledge in whch the kdib was required to be profi- 
cient. H e  categorized ‘official administrative prose’ into thirty types, with 
examples of each. In one of the epistles, on the rare subject of the relative 
importance of the sciences, numbering some seventy dlsciplines, he began 
with lexicology and finished with the art of history, indicating the importance 
of each science over the one that preceded it. The encyclopaedla included 
orignal documents going back to the begnnings of Islam and covered all the 
Arab authors who had treated the art of ‘official’ writing and the sciences 
associated with it, especially hstory and geography. The Jzlbb al-a‘shd de- 
monstrated that Arab-Islamic culture was extremely ferule and made a rich 
and diverse contribution at every stage, and that it lost none of its vitality and 
richness during this period but had its share of innovation and ingenuity. 

Another aspect of encyclopaedlsm during this period can be seen in the 
endeavours of encyclopaedists who compiled works on a range of scientific 
disciplines, like the physician ‘Abd al-Latif al-Baghdadi (d. 629/1231) and Jald 
al-Din al-Suyiiti (d. 911/1505), who left more than 500 books on various as- 
pects of science and knowledge; and there were many others like them. 

A further aspect of encyclopaedism was the size of the historical works, 
the variety of methods employed and their coverage of the history of every 
part of the Muslim world, which caused amazement and admiration and 
prompted the French orientahst Claude Cahen to comment that ‘the historical 
sciences imbued classical Arabic with a profound ~plendour.’~ The scope of 
the present article is insufficient to cover even a small proportion of the most 
significant hstorical works. Writing world history in the form of annals fol- 
lowed, accompanied by the science of obituary. The most famous historians in 
this field were Ibn al-Jawzi (d.597/1200) with his book al-iMzmta~am (The 
Well Ordered), Ibn al-Athir (d. 630/1233) with his important and extensive 
work entitled al-fi-mil (The Perfect Book), followed in greater scope by Sib! 
b. al-Jawzi (d. 654/1257), the afore-mentioned al-Nuwayri, al-Dhahabi 

4. See C. E. Bosworth, art. ‘Kalkaskandi’, in EY. 
5. C1. Cahen, Ta’n’kh al-Aab wa-l-shu‘zsb al-hl&&a, trans. Badr al-Din Qiisim, Beirut, Diir al- 

Haqiqa, 1972, 11, p. 377. 
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(d. 748/1348) and Ibn Kathir (d. 774/1373). Egypt was teeming with out- 
standing historians in the Mamluk period, some of whom have already been 
mentioned, such as al-Maqrizi, Ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalgni, Ibn Taghribkdi, al- 
Sakhiiwi and al-suytifl. In Ottoman times, there were historians like 
Muhammad b. Abi-1-Sumr al-Bah- al-Siddiqi (d. c. 1063/1653) and al-Jabarti 
(d. 1241/1825). Muslim history was also compiled as the history of ruling 
Muslim dynasties, as in the renowned historical work of Ibn Khaldun entitled 
al-‘lbar, which is distinguished by relating the hstory of the Berbers; or as 
regonal or urban history, from East and Central Asia to the farthest reaches of 
West Africa and Andalusia. Rashid al-Din (d. 718/1318) wrote the Zr5kh al- 
Mgghil (History of the Mongols) in Fiirsi, which he then translated into 
Arabic. The hstory of India up to the author’s own time was written by ‘Abd 
AUiih Muhammad Ultigh Khgn (d. after 1020/1611), that of Andalusia by al- 
Maqarri (d. 1041/1632) and sub-Saharan Africa by al-Sa‘& (d. 1066/1656). 

The crowning glory of such a vast body of history was the Maqada’ima of 
Ibn Khaldtin (d. 808/1406), which established the author as ‘the true founder 
of social science’ and in whch he laid down the principles for the scientific 
methodology of hstorical research (especially the critical techniques), cen- 
turies before they were identified in Europe. H e  also examined and developed 
the laws governing societies and states. All critics amongst Arabs and or- 
ientalists are agreed that he was the greatest hstorical philosopher of hs time 
and one of the greatest historians of all time. Al-Sakh%m- joined in the polemic 
surrounding the science of history and defended it with an open mind and 
well-founded arguments. His book al-Icl& bi-l-tawbFkh liman dbamma ahl al- 
tZr5kh (The Open Denunciation of the Adverse Critics of the fistorians) in- 
cluded, in addition to the scientific methodology of history, history itself, the 
various types of compilation in that field, together with the details on most 
prominent historians. 

The development of poetry 
This period presents those studying it with a very rich tapestry of poetic 
endeavour. Poetic output was very copious and the collections of poetry 
abundant. Poetry retained its favoured position with sultans, ministers and 
rulers and was not confmed to professional poets. Many other groups of 
people became involved because they looked upon it as a kind of hobby, 
through which they expressed themselves, corresponded with one another, 
and with which they filled their evenings talks, especially the new art forms 
that were accompanied by music and singing, like the mawa.rh.rbab and xgal. It 
became part of the Sufi dhikr (worship) and entered the realms of 
entertainment and recreation in equal measure. Thus, poetry reflected the 
real lives of the people at all levels and became absorbed in all aspects thereof. 
It added to its former genres, such as ma& (panegyric), ritha’ (elegy), ghazal 
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(love poetry),fukhr (self-praise), h&i’ (satire), the description (WUIJ of nature, 
the praise of flowers, khamnjyd (wine parties), mystical love, the love of boys 
and Crusader and Turhsh women (particularly in Syria), describing hashT.h and 
bursh (drugs that were used by all sections of society), coffee and tobacco 
(coffee was first introduced to the Muslim Arab world during the tenth/ 
sixteenth century, while tobacco arrived during the following century; the 
fquh2’ and poets held controversial views on the two substances). Hmorical 
poetry, puzzles, riddles, didactic verse and other forms also appeared. Perhaps 
the most glorious of these genres during the period was the poetry of battle or 
jihzd, whch appeared during the Crusades in the Arab East and in Andalusia 
during the Hispano-Muslim confhct. It incitedjihd, describing the armies, the 
machnery of war, the castles and battles, and extolled the virtues of courage 
and bravery. It was also represented in the Arab East in eulogies and elegies 
for the sultans, princes and commanders who gained victories over the 
Crusaders and Mongols. Among the best-known poets, and there were many, 
were the Syrians Muhammad b. Nasr d-Qaysarani (d. 548/1153), Ibn Munir 
al-Tarabulusi (d. 548/1153), the Egyptian al-Jawwani (d. 588/1192), the 
historian ‘Imiid al-Din al-Isfah%ni (d. 597/1200), Ibn al-SH‘ati (d. 604/1207), 
the Egyptian Ibn San2 al-Mulk (d. 608/1211), al-Sharaf al-hsw- (d. 662/ 
1264), al-Shihsb Mahmiid (d. 725/1325), Ibn Nubata al-Misri (d. 768/1366) 
and the Syrians Manjak (d. 1080/1669) and Ibn al-Naqib (d. 1081/1670). 

Many eulogies of the Prophet Muhammad were composed during h s  
period and whole collections on the subject appeared. Some of them were 
referred to as muwLidby2t because they spoke of the glory of his birth. One can, 
however, classify them asjihdpoetry, because they reminded Muslims of the 
Prophet’sjihd for the Muslim cause and of hs character and teachings. The 
best-known ode in h s  genre is that of the Egyptian poet al-Biisiri (d. 694/ 
1295), entitled al-Bzlrdd (The Mantle), whch has no less than ninety ex- 
planatory commentaries in Arabic, Turkish, Farsi and Berber and which has 
been translated into German, French, English and Italian.‘ It has also been 
imitated by Arab poets up to the present day, foremost among them being the 
great Egyptian poet Ahmad Shawqi (d. 1351/1932). 

Poetry throughout h s  long period either followed the ‘Trachtionist’ or 
the ‘Modern School’ or both. The former preserved the general structure and 
traditional format of the qa$a, with the usual monorhyme and sixteen metres. 
The followers of this school tried to imitate the master poets of the previous 
period like Abu Tammm (d. 231/845), al-Buhturi (d. 284/897) and al- 
Mutanabbi (d. 354/965), with a greater inclination towards using the arts of 
bad?‘, such as tuwnja, .$ibZq,jimis and other forms. The most famous of these 
were Safi-l-Din al-w and Ibn mjja al-Hamawi, as well as the other poets 
already mentioned. The latter was the school of the ‘modern poetic arts’ and 

6. I?. Hitti, Ta’vikh al-‘Arab aL-m&awwaL, Beirut, D?ir al-Kashshiif, 1951, p. 814. 
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was distinguished by its use of poetic metres derived from the sixteen tradi- 
tional metres, as well as the new forms like muwasbsbab, d.@bqt, mawdl$i, kdn wa- 
kZn and qimd. The maqta‘bydt, with a limited number of verses, replaced the 
long qa@da. The most popular form among poets in the Arab East was the 
muwasbs$ab, which originated in Andalusia and of which the Egyptian poet Ibn 
Sang’ al-Mulk, who excelled in it, provided a critical explanation to those who 
would follow his lead in this field in his book Ddr al-tird? (House of 
Embroidery). The ?gal also spread from Andalusia and was a popular verse 
form written in the colloquial language. It was used in a variety of genres, 
including, in particular, social and political criticism. The most famous ex- 
ponents of ?gal during the Mamliik period were, in Egypt, Ibra-m al-Mi‘miir 
(d. 749/1348) and, in Syria, al-Aqsiiti (eighth/fourteenth century). Among the 
well-known popular qqTdas during the Ottoman period in Egypt was Ha?? al- 
qub$(The Shaking of the Skull-Caps) by the poet al-Shirbm-(d. c. 1098/1687). 

Just as the poets of the Muslim East amalgamated the old and modern 
schools, so too did the poets of Andalusia. There, poets like Ibn Khafiija 
(d. 533/1138) took an interest in the description of nature, kbam%ydt, gbaxal 
and youth pleasures. The most celebrated poets were al-Rusiifi (d. 572/1177), 
Ibn Sahl (d. 649/1251) and the master of Andalusian writers, Lish al-Din b. 
al-KhaCb (d. 776/1374). 

One must also mention didactic poems, in which thefaqah’ and scholars 
composed compendia in verse (using the rga? metre) on a variety of subjects, 
such as grammar and morphology,jqb, prosody, history and even siifism and 
other matters, in order to make it easier for students to remember them. 
Examples of these are the Ayyyat Ibn Mdlik and al-Ajitm-mjyya (attributed to 
the philologist Ibn Ajurfim al-Sinhaji (d. 723/1323) for grammar, al-Jb&b&ya 
for the science of Qur’iin-reading (attributed to Qiisim b. Firruh al-Shiiubi, 
d. 590/1193) and al-fiapj.&ya for prosody (attributed to Diyii’ al-Din ‘Abd 
AUiih al-Andalusi al- Khaxraji, seventh/thirteenth century). 

Poetry lost much of its vitality and purity when certain poets introduced 
other forms not yet mentioned here and whch literary critics have termed the 
p)yl&ya (Parasite): such as geometric verse, common rhymes, tm&r and 
mzikhalla‘dt, in which qqih were read in dfferent ways. 

Just as this period was taken up with the collection of the inheritance of 
the past in all its forms, a number of writers tried to collect the poetic legacy, 
especially of their own era. In Andalusia, w e  have al-Dbakbira J; mabdsin al- 
Ja@a (Treasures of the Peninsula) by Ibn Bass- al-shantam- al-Andalusi 
(d. 543/1148), in Iraq, Mubiirak b. Abi Bakr al-Mawsili (d. 654/1256) and, in 
Syria and Egypt during the Ottoman period, al-Khafiiji al-Misri (d. 1069/1659) 
with his book Raybdnat al-alibbZ’ (The Sweet-Smelling Flower for those of 

7. See N. al-Himsi, Nabwa fahm jadd L-a& al-duwal al-mzitatZbih wa-ta’&biba, University 
Books and Publication Department, 1978, I, pp.p. 365-377. 
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Intelhgence) and al-Mulybbi al-Dimashqi (d. 11 11 /1699) with his Naj$at al- 
rq&nu (The Fragrance of the Scented Flower). 

The diversity of literary prose 
In addition to prose works in the various scientific fields, writers continued to 
produce prose literature in a variety of genres, including political, religious, 
martial and exhortative rhetoric ; sultanic, fraternal and mystical letters, diverse 
descriptive literature, as well as epistles more akin to modern essays on 
particular subjects, such asjihdor the virtues of cities. They also adopted the 
style of the maqzmzt, with modlfications to its structure. This type of prose 
was interspersed with sdj‘ (rhyming prose) in particular, whch reached its 
zenith during the sixth/twel€th century before declining slightly, but not in the 
works of the kz&?b, nor of those who imitated the mag&&, nor in 
introductions and dedications of books. It reappeared during Ottoman times 
in the Raybanat al-alibbz’ of al-Khafgji al-Msri, in the NaJFat ul-rq&na of al- 
Muwbbi al-Dimashqi, in the &@at ul- ‘u;r (The Choice Wine) of Ibn Ma‘stim 
(d. 1119/1707) as well as in a number of other books. 

The kahkib of the successive ruling dynasties in the Arab East and West 
displayed a great interest in the literature of the k&b, until such time as it 
became known as the science of inshi’ (composition). This literature, in which 
the kat& composed a variety of state documents, including contracts, diplo- 
mas, signatures, decrees and official letters, flourished in the elegant style of 
al-Qadi al-Fadil, Salah al-Din al-Apbi’s kztib (d. 596/1199), a style that was 
interspersed with bad‘ forms such as tawnja. The science of insbd’ reached a 
high degree of sophistication in the book al-Ta ‘vi? bi-l-ma;.talab ul-sbunyby Ibn 
Fa& Allah al-‘Umari and in al-Qalqashandi’s Jabb al- u‘sha. 

New genres appeared in the field of technical literary prose during this 
period, such as autobiography, memoirs and diaries, which dealt with the 
writers themselves, providing vivid pictures of their lives and times, as, for 
example, the book al-Z‘tibZr (Memoirs) by Usama b. Munqidh (d. 584/1188) 
and Ibn IChaldtin’s autobiography. During the Ottoman period, there were the 
IZwm$yZtfin f i n n h  (Diaries of Ibn Kanniin) (d. 1153/1740), a historian from 
Damascus, and the work of al-Hallaq al-Budayri (d. after 1175/1762), also 
from Damascus. 

Some writers wrote q i ; ~  (tales), the best example of which was the phi- 
losophical @;;a entitled Pqy ibn EqXZn (The Living One, Son of the Awake) 
by Ibn Tufayl (d. 581/1185), the Andalusian physician and philosopher, in- 
spiration for which he drew from an Eastern example written by the philo- 
sopher-physician Ibn Sin2 (d. 428/1037). 

Travel literature also flourished during this period, unul it became almost 
customary for any scholar or writer travelling through the world to record his 
observations and the things he had seen. The most famous of these journeys 
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were those of Abu Hiimid al-Gharniip (d. 565/1169), Ibn Jubayr of Valencia 
(d. 614/1217) and IbnBatmtaofTangier (d. between 770-779/1368-1377). In 
the East, the journey of ‘Ab b. Abi Bakr of Hariit (d. 611/1214) was of com- 
parable fame. There were many other accounts by travellers during the 
Ottoman period, perhaps the most prominent of whom was a Sufi from 
Damascus, ‘Abd al-Ghani al-Niibulusi (d. 1143/1731). In addition to these 
journeys, there were the reports produced by official emissaries wlde on as- 
signment, like that of Abu-I-Hasan al-Tamghap (d. c. 1000/1591) from 
Morocco. 

Among the developments in technical prose in both the East and West 
was the prose form associated withjihd and warfare, whch was similar to the 
battle poetry mentioned above. A book by Ibn Hudhayl of Granada, written in 
763/1362 and entitled Tg/$at al-anfk wa-shi‘Zr sakkzn al-Anddas (The Gift of 
Souls and Emblem of the Inhabitants of Andalusia), and its abridged version 
@?bat alfarsZn (Ornament of Knights), are perhaps the best examples in this 
field. 

One can add to that the popular tale, whch was more akin to epic lit- 
erature since it told of heroic adventures during certain periods of pre-Islamic 
and Islamic history, such as those of ‘Antara, Sayf b. Dhi Yaaan, Si& Battd, 
the tale of the BaniELib ma ‘a-I-Rim, the MaghZmarZt Bani Hikil and the Xrat al- 
ZZhir B q b m .  Such popular tales reached the pinnacle of their development 
with Aflqla wa-@la (A Thousand and One Nights), which contained parti- 
cularly rich and fanciful stories, drawn from all periods of Arab history and 
from the experience of the different classes of society. Associated with this 
popular literature, albeit of a different hue, were the playlets devised by Ibn 
Diiniyd, to which we have already referred, and for whch he used puppets or 
figures made out of stiffened card to present the characters to the people. 

Also amongst the various prose genres of this period was morality lit- 
erature, which was, in fact, included in the other branches of prose, although a 
separate branch was created by the book AhZq ddhahab (Necklaces of Gold) 
by al-Zamakhshari and al-Zaw@r J; iqtirg al-kabz’ir (Restricting the 
Commission of Grave Errors) by the Egyptian Shiifi‘ifqih Ibn Hajar al- 
Haytm- (d. 974/1567), described by the orientalists Schacht and Van 
Arendonk as being the most important extant work in existence on the prac- 
tical morality of 

Technical literary prose in Andalusia was influenced by Eastern ex- 
amples, as can be seen in the J&@ al-mahk (The Light of Kings) of Ibn Abi 
Randaqa al-Tumshi (d. 525/1131), in the commentary on the MaqZmZt al- 
Sqirf by al-Sharishi (d. 619/1222) and the large encyclopaedic body of litera- 
ture of Lisa al-Din b. al-Khapb (d. 776/1375). 

8. See J. Schacht and C. Van Arendonk, art. ‘Ibn Had& al-Haytami’, in Er’. 
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The spread of Sufi literature 

Sufism, whch had met with fierce opposition from Sunni scholars in its 
early stages, following defections by some of their number from the Sunni 
articles of faith, returned to the fold during this period, as evidenced by the 
book fi_ydJ c~dzim ul-din by the Sufi scholar al-Ghazdi and in the exhortations 
and Sunni writings of 'Abd al-Qiidir al-Jih (d. 561/1166). Thus, the khZnqZh 
(monastery) and Sufi yZw& (corner) found their places in every region of 
the Muslim world, alongside the mahmz of the Sunni revival, and received 
the same support from the ruling class as the religious scholars. However, 
it was not long before the Sufi movement resumed its dssemination of 
ideas drawn from Neoplatonism and illuminism, which led to the execution 
in 587/1191 of the Sufi Shihnb al-Din Yahyii al-Suhrawardi, who had 
adopted the mystical dlumination phdosophy. Ths became established in 
the Muslim Orient and was expounded during the eleventhlseventeenth 
century by Sadr &Din al-Shirnzi (d.1050/1640). At the time, both the 
Muslim East and West were being influenced by the Sufi thinlung of 
Muhyi-1-Din b. al-'Arabi, who had moved from Andalusia to Damascus, 
where he died in 638/1240, and who advocated the universality of God 
and the unity of being. His ideas were expressed in many prose works that 
subsequently influenced the Arab, Turhsh and Incltan Sufi movements. 
Their widespread dissemination can be attributed to their systematic 
presentation in the book uL-In.rZn u.?-kZmil (The Perfect Man) by Qufb al- 
Din al-Jili (d. 832/1428). 

Arabic Sufi prose literature was gradually influenced by the Mudm.r&u, 
especially after most of the religous scholars eventually embraced Sufism. An 
abundant Sufi prose literature then developed, although it was more popular 
and more concerned with the miracles and noble deeds of the masters than 
with their thinkmg. Ths is evident, for example, in the book Bakyut ul-u.rrZr 
(The Splendour of Secrets) by al-Shattanawfi (d. 713/1314). Many religious 
scholars of the Ottoman period also wrote about Sufism, including the 
Egyptian 'Abd al-Wahhiib al-Sha'rCini (d. 973/1565) and Radi al-Din al-Ghazzi 
of Damascus (d. 935/1529). However, the most prominent Sufi figure during 
the period was 'Abd 4-Ghani al-NHbulusi of Damascus (d. 1143/1731) on 
account of both lus prose treatises and his poetry. Many of the writers and 
thmkers of the twelfthleighteenth century in Syria, Egypt and the Maghrib 
were influenced by hm. 

Perhaps even more important than the prose compositions of Sufi lit- 
erature was its body of poetry, whch played a major r6le in imbuing its fol- 
lowers with religious zeal. The main characteristic of such poetry was the 
adoption of themes from the k:hum+jlyt and ghaxd genres and superimposing a 
Sufi spiritual sipficance on them, either in the time-honoured bad' style of 
the traditional poetic art or with mzlwmh.rhu~ style verses about divine love and 
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divine ecstasy. The best examples of the first type are by the Egyptian Sufi 
poet ‘Umar b. al-F~d (d. 632/1235). However, Muhyi-1-Din b. al-‘Arabi 
surpassed him with his prolific output and by demonstrating hts extraordinary 
musical skill in composing Safi qqidax, not just in the traditional style but also 
in that of the muwmbxbah. The Egyptian ‘Afif al-Din al-Tilimsi~ni (d. 690/1291) 
and his son Shams al-Din, also known as al-Shiibb al-Zarif (d.688/1289), 
followed his lead. 

The introduction of scientific methodology into literary 
composition 
This emerged from the logical classification followed in the various 
encyclopaedias. The writings and compilations of the preceding period, 
despite their original and innovative ideas, were not presented in a logical and 
consistent arrangement; they were more the product of a random subjectivity 
than of any systematic treatment. During this period, however, writers 
attempted to analyse their subject matter and arrange it into logically flowing 
sections, chapters, categories and sub-divisions, in order to create a single 
homogeneous and integral collection. It included an introduction and epilogue 
and made reference to the sources from which the writer drew his material. 
The EtZb al-@qawin (The Book of Animals) by the great literary figure al- 
J* (d.255/868), for example, does talk about animals, and much of it is 
new, but it is not a dictionary of animals. Al-Damiri (d. 808/1405), in his book 
&&it al-bqawZB al-hbrZ (Larger Life of Animals), arranged the names of the 
animals in alphabetical order and accompanied his material on each animal 
with, in the first instance, philological observations, followed by a description 
of the animal, the references made to it in the Qur’iin and @a&, whether it 
was edible, proverbs in which it was mentioned, its medicinal qualtties and an 
interpretation of the dreams in which it appeared. This methodology became 
prevalent in all types of literature during the period, even in the classification 
by poets of their collections, and occasionally in the arrangement of their 
g q i h  and rhymes. 

One can see in this scientific methodology the growing trend towards 
‘specialization’ in the different branches of knowledge. Despite the intellectual 
encyclopaedism adopted by most of the writers and thinkers of thts period, 
the focus on any particular branch of knowledge within a compilation or 
treatise became that much clearer. 
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The continuation of the process of scientific compilation: the 
influence exerted by translations from foreign cultures, 
especially the Greek 
These seven centuries produced a considerable number of scholars of the 
rational sciences, such as mathematics, astronomy, physics and medicine, 
whose works were innovative and creative. Many were encyclopaedists and 
wrote about more than just science, occasionally adding philosophy. Some 
were Persian and wrote in both Arabic and Fnrsi. In the mathematical 
sciences, the encyclopaedist Nasir al-Din al-Tusi (d. 672/1273), Kamd al-Din 
al-FPrisi (d. 719/1319), Ibn al-Band al-Marrakushi (d. 721/1321), the 
encyclopaedist al-Qalasiidi of the Maghrib (d. 891/1486) and al-Kiishi of 
Persia (d. 832/1429) - all excelled in their field. In astronomy, alongside al- 
Tusi, al-FPrisi and al-Knshi, Qufb &Din al-Shiriiai (d. 710/1311), Ibn al-Shatir 
al-Dimashqi (d. 777/1375) and Taqi al-Din b. Ma‘rtif al-Riisid (d. 993/1585) 
became renowned in the East. Ibn BPja (d. 533/1138), Ibn al-Tufayl (d. 581/ 
1185), al-BiWji (d. c. 601/1204) and others also became prominent in 
Andalusia. In medicine, many physicians continued to collect information 
from both the past and present. Syria, Egypt and Andalusia, during the sixth 
and seventh/twelfth and thteenth centuries, were distinguished for their 
wealth of valuable works on medicine. Hibat AllPh b. Jumay‘ of Egypt wrote a 
book at the end of the sixth/twelfth century on psychiatry and psychology, the 
Egyptian Ibn al-Nnqid (d. 584/1188) on ophthalmology, Ibn al-Nafis of 
Damascus (d. 687/1288) - who explained the nature of the blood-circulation 
system centuries before it was understood in Europe - on general medicine. 
D2ud al-Anfiiki (d. 1008/1599) also wrote a particularly celebrated work 
during the Ottoman period. In Andalusia, Ibn Biija, Ibn Rushd (d. 595/1198) 
and Ibn Zuhr (d. 558/1162) became famous. Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a (d. 669/1270), 
the greatest medical hstorian of the Islamic world, provided in the only book 
of its hnd in Arabic literature, the ‘@& al-anbZ’j[abaq& al-atibbz’ (Sources of 
Information on the Classes of Physicians), the names of a large number of 
writers in this field. Among these physicians were those who wrote on drugs 
and pharmacology, with particular emphasis on the use of plants. Two of the 
most famous names in the field were al-GhPfiqi, the physician from Cordoba 
(d. 560/1165), and Ibn al-Baytiir of Malaga (d. 646/1248 in Damascus). 

Other sciences covered during that period included zoology, in whch the 
encyclopaedia by the afore-mentioned al-Damiri was an important example. 
Scholars like Ibn al-‘Awwiim al-lshbili (d. 580/1185) and Raa al-Din al- 
Ghazzi of Damascus (d. 935/1529) also produced works on agriculture. 

Arabic compilation in world, regional and astronomical scientific geo- 
graphy reached a high level in al-Sharif al-Idrisi of the Maghrib, who compiled 
the EtZb fij&with maps for Roger I1 of Sicily in 548/1154, and in the Equim 
al-bzrld& (Survey of the Countries) by Abu-l-Fid2’ al-Hamawi (d. 732/1331). 
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Ths development opened the door for compilations to be made in the new 
and comprehensive science of cosmography, an example of which can be seen 
in the work of Shams al-Din al-Dimashqi (d. 727/1327) and in the en- 
cyclopaedia of al-Nuwayri. 

The Muslims during &IS period produced works on a science that no- 
body had addressed before, namely, that of navigation and the seas. Shinlng 
examples in their field were Shihsib al-Din &mad b. Msijid (at the beginning of 
the tenth/sixteenth century), who was reputed to have piloted Vasco da Gama 
to India, and his contemporary Sulaymw al-Mahri. The French scholar, 
Gabriel Ferrand, devoted a great deal of time to studymg their works. 

The Muslims of this period did not stop producing works on philosophy, 
as is clear from the books of Fakhr al-Din al-Rsizi and Nasir al-Din al-Ttisi, as 
well as al-Ghazdi in his Tah@t aL$L&$a (Refutation of the Philosophers). In 
the Islamic East, however, it changed to Sufi phdosophy, as it did also in 
Andalusia, following the appearance of the great Muslim philosophers already 
mentioned, such as Ibn Biija, Ibn Rushd and Ibn al-Tufayl. There, Stif? phi- 
losophy flourished in the collections of Muhyi-1-Din b. al-'Arabi, who had 
moved to the East, and Ibn Sab'in (d. 668/1269). 

One can see from this brief essay that the Islamic world and the Arab 
region, in particular, were host to an active and fertile literary movement 
throughout this long period. Such was the amount of material produced that 
the description of &IS period of history by some academics and hstorians as a 
period of decline can never be justified. It was a period marked by the pre- 
sence of many of the greatest thinkers of Islamic civilization, who provided in 
every one of their works a legacy of the past, enriched by novelty and in- 
novation, appropriate to the thinking and diversity of the period in which they 
lived. 
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Chapter 4 

THE M O D E R N  A N D  
CONTEMPORARY PERIOD O F  

ARABIC LITERATURE 
M~stuphu Baduwi 

Modern Arabic literature began to emerge halfway through the nineteenth 
century; it was the product of the meeting of the indigenous Arabic literary 
tradition and Western cultural influences. In certain respects, it was a 
continuation (with significant modifications) of ths tradltion, while in others 
it constituted entirely new departures. Its development was a slow process 
marked as much by conservative opposition as by revolutionary zeal. It started 
in Egypt and Syria (which then included Lebanon), from whch it spread to 
the rest of the Arab world, slowly at first, but in recent years the movement 
has gathered momentum, so that at present new experimental modes of 
writing can be found in what was once seen as the periphery of Arabic culture, 
namely North Africa and the Gulf States. 

Historians probably exaggerated the extent of the decline of Arabic litera- 
ture under Ottoman rule, which began in the sixteenth century, but there is no 
doubt that by the eighteenth century there was an unmistakable loss of vigour 
and orignality, with poets and prose writers alike being enamoured of an ex- 
cessively ornate and artificial style of writing in whch more attention was given 
to manner than matter. Creative writing consisted mainly of nzuq~%as (short 
narrative pieces written in a highly ornate mixture of rhyming prose and verse) or 
muqzma-like epistles, pious verses in praise of the Prophet, popular Sufi poems, 
empty panegyrics addressed to local notables, verse celebrations of trivial social 
occasions, numerous conventional love poems employing stock imagery and a 
clichk-ridden language. It was a literature of an exhausted and introvert culture, 
living virtually in cultural isolation from the West, complacent and convinced 
of its own superiority. Out of this complacency it was rudely shaken by 
Bonaparte’s invasion of Egypt in 1798, which revealed at once the great su- 
periority of the well-organized and technologcally advanced French forces. 

The French occupation of Egypt lasted only three years; yet, its con- 
sequences, both direct and indirect, were incalculable for the political, social 
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and cultural development of the whole of the Arab world. This violent en- 
counter with the West had such a profound and traumatic effect upon the 
Arab imagination that the East-West opposition continued to be, in one form 
or another, a leading motif in Arabic literature. The occupation also marked 
the beginning of Western colonization or domination of virtually the whole of 
the Arab world, with the result that the nationalist struggle for independence 
became an almost obsessive preoccupation for writers for a long time. An 
inbect result of the French campaign was the rise to power of Muhammad 
‘Ab, the Albanian officer who came to Egypt with the Ottoman forces to help 
drive out the French, but who became the virtual ruler of Egypt in 1805, 
founding a dynasty which ended only with the deposition of King Farouk by 
the army revolution led by Nasser in 1952, an event which, amongst other 
things, helped to change the course of modern Arabic literature. Having seen 
the military superiority of the French, Muhammad ‘Ah launched a programme 
of military reform, importing Western technicians and Western forms of 
education and sending educational missions to Europe. H e  superimposed 
upon the country a Western type of educational system, different from the 
traditional theocentric one of the Azhar university. 

The drive for modernization begun by M ~ a m m a d  ‘Ah and strengthened 
by his grandson Khedive Ismii’il, resulted in the introduction of secular edu- 
cation, printing, journalism and much translation, at first of Western science 
and technology and subsequently of thought and literature. Consequently, a 
new readership public was formed which, thanks to the introduction of 
printing, had access not only to modern ideas, but also to the Arabic classics, 
htherto available only in a few manuscript copies. Likewise, a new conception 
of literature emerged. Inspired by growing political and social consciousness, 
rising nationalism and the conflict between Islam and Westernization, writers 
sought to reflect and indeed change social and political reality, instead of being 
largely contented with the display of verbal skill. Together with translations of 
scientific works, journalism helped gradually change the style of Arabic prose, 
ridding it of excessive rhetorical devices and making it a simpler and fitter 
vehicle for conveying ideas as well as for sustained narrative. 

The editing of the first official Gazette in Egypt was assigned to the man 
who came to be regarded as the father of modern Arab thought, Rif2a 
al-Tah@wi (1801-1873), an Azharite by training, who in 1826 was sent to 
France, where he spent five years acting as Im%m to mission students. After 
his return, he published in 1832 an account of his trip to Paris in which, as well 
as in his numerous other writings, he expressed his admiration for the ra- 
tionality and good organization of the social and political institutions of the 
West. Al-Tahtiiwi included in his account specimens of what must be the first 
Arabic translation of French verse, which had formed part of his training as a 
translator. Al-Tahtiiwi later held the position of Director of the newly estab- 
lished Cairo School of Languages (1835), where Italian, French and English 
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were taught, as well as of the Translation Bureau (1841), whch marked the 
beginning of a major translation movement that is still flourishing today. 
Muhammad ‘Ah’s liberal attitude towards Europeans made the decade of the 
Egyptian occupation of Syria (1831-1840) crucial in that it led to a dramatic 
increase in French, British and American missionary and educational institu- 
tions. The graduates of these institutions, mostly young Christians, were eager 
to experiment in new literary forms, unknown in classical Arabic literature, 
such as drama and the novel. 

Both in Egypt and in Syria the newspapers provided a forum for political 
activists and religious and social reformers, resulting in the birth and devel- 
opment of the modern essay - from the rather crude attempts at providing 
information in official or semi-governmental periodicals to the more powerful 
and impassioned work of politically or socially committed writers, including 
women. At the hands of some of these writers, particularly the Egyptians 
Ibrahim ‘Abd al-Qiidir al-Mazini (1890-1949) and Tiihii Husayn (1 886-1973), 
the essay attained its most elegant form from the second decade of the 
twentieth century onwards. A close connection between journalists and ser- 
ious literature was forged to the extent that w e  find not only poems and short 
stories, but also works of literary criticism (e.g. by Tiiha Husayn), and even 
whole novels, such as those by the Lebanese Egyptian Jurji Zaydiin, appearing 
(serially) in newspapers or magazines. Even today, the Egyptian Najib 
Mahfufs novels first appeared in instalments in dA4brZm. 

The history of modern Arabic literature can be divided roughly into three 
main periods. The first extended from 1834 to 19 14 and may be called the Age 
of Translations, Adaptations and Neo-classicism. In 1834, al-Tahtiiwi pub- 
lished his celebrated account of his trip to Paris, whde around 1914 Arab 
authors produced works whtch go beyond the stage of adaptation, reveakng 
their virtual mastery of the imported literary forms: in the novel, Muhammad 
Husayn Haykal’s Zuytzab and in drama, Ibriihim Ramzi’s comedy i4d~ii~-sion to 
tbe Butbs and his hstorical drama The Heroes ofilfhszo-a. The second period, 
covering the years between the two World Wars, may be termed the Age of 
Romanticism and Nationalism, whde the thtrd, beginning from the end of 
World War I1 and continuing to this day, may conveniently be called the Age 
of Confhcting Ideologies and Experimentation, since it embraces a wide 
variety of schools, approaches and styles. 

In poetry, the modern revival was a slow process. For a long time after 
the initial contact with the West, Arab poets continued to pursue the same 
path as in the eighteenth century. It is in the second half of the nineteenth 
century, in the work of the Egyptian Mahmud %mi al-Biirudi (1839-1904), 
that we can detect signs of change. Here was a conscious return to the clas- 
sicism of early medieval poetry, that of the ‘Abbasid period (132-655/750- 
1258), an attempt to rid the language of poetry of excessive artificiahty and to 
recapture the tautness and forceful rhetoric of the past, combined with an 
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abitity to express the poet’s own earnest mind and impressive personality, thus 
making poetry more relevant to modern life. Ths is clear even in his long 
traditional panegyric on the Prophet Muhammad, a poem exceeding 400 lines, 
in which he traces sketchily the main events of the Prophet’s life. In a sense, 
the return to the past glory of Arabic poetry was an expression of the Arab’s 
drive for self-assertion in a world dangerously threatened by powerful ahen 
forces. It is not, therefore, surprising that, until the beginning of the World 
War 11, the poets who were most popular in the Arab world were neo-classical 
poets: followers of al-B~di, for instance, the Egyptians m a d  Shawqi 
(1868-1932) (the greatest of them all) and Hiifi? Ibriihim (1871-1932), the 
Iraqis Jamil Sidqi al-Zahiiwi (1 863-1 936) and M a h f  al-Ru@fi (1 875-1 945), 
and among the younger generation the Iraqi Mc&amrnad Mahdi al-Jawlihiri 
and the Syrian Badawi al-Jabal, the last great survivors of the neo-classical 
school. 

The neo-classical poets accepted as their norm the old Arabic polythe- 
matic ode, qu&z, with its monorhyme and monometre, its heavy reliance 
upon rhetoric and declamation and the sonority of its music. They even 
sometimes borrowed its traditional desert imagery and structure. However, 
they did not regard it as a sacrosanct ideal. Within the formal and stylistic 
limitations of the qqidu and using the language of statement at its highest 
potency, they managed to give expression to modern problems and pre- 
occupations, whether social, political or even psychological. They played the 
role of community spokesmen with such frequency and seriousness that they 
had a lasting effect upon the later development of modern Arabic poetry, 
whch has never been entirely free from social or political commitment. 

The reaction against the neo-classical conventions was felt first around 
the turn of the century, but it was best expressed in the work of the major poet 
Khalil Mutriin (1 872-1949), a product of Lebanese-Christian missionary 
education who emigrated to Egypt at the age of twenty. Mutriin knew litera- 
ture well and his reaction against the limitation of Neo-classicism was an ex- 
pression of a much wider movement towards Westernization. H e  set out to 
write specifically ‘modern’ poetry (‘apf] and introduced a number of as- 
sumptions which were fully incorporated into the poetic thinking of later 
generations, to the extent that he can be regarded as the father of the new or 
modern school of poetry. Briefly, these assumptions are: first, the unity of the 
poems; second, the primacy of meaning; third, the view that the un- 
commonness of the imagmation and the strangeness of the subject are es- 
sential qualities which he tried to realize in his own poetry. These qualities, 
which are a far cry from the conventional themes, poetic diction and poetic 
vision of the neo-classicists, bring Arabic poetry closer to the work of the 
European Romantics, who valued originality and creative imagination highly. 

Mutriin wrote a number of intensely subjective poems revealing an 
overwhelming emotion very different from the generally controlled and im- 
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personal character of neo-classical poetry. In them, the lonely figure of the 
introspective poet appears in the presence of nature, communing with himself 
and revealing an essentially romantic sensibility which finds a deep spiritual 
affinity between external nature and the mind of man. Here, too, Mutriin 
exercised a profound influence upon many of the younger generation of poets, 
who developed further this romantic attitude to nature. Yet, there is much in 
Mutriin’s use of language which, with its occasional archaisms and relative lack 
of spontaneity, harks back to the ‘Abbnsids and prevents him from being a 
thorough-going Romantic. In this respect, he resembles the so-called Diwa 
group of Egyptian poets: ‘Abd al-Rahmnn Shukn- (1866-1958), ‘Abbas 
M a b a d  al-‘Aqqnd (1889-1964) and al-Miizini who, despite the important 
r&le they played in the development of Arabic poetry through their polemic 
criticism in helping to dethrone Shawqi and the neo-classicists from their 
position of eminence, were less gifted poets than Mupiin. Under the influence 
of English Romanticism they held an exalted view of poetry. The poet, in their 
opinion, is not a craftsman or commentator on his society but a man with a 
deep emotional experience and a personal attitude or philosophy. 

The tension between language and sensibility which marks the work of 
Mupiin and the Diw& group, disappears altogether from the work of the 
Romantic poets, whether they belong to the expatriate Mdhjar (the Lebanese 
Arabs who emigrated to America around the turn of the century in search of 
fortune or freedom) or came from the Arab world itself. Their works are 
marked by a great lyricism and spontaneity, simple and evocative language, 
subjective feelings, a sense of mystery and wonder, reverence for nature and 
life in general, and in particular for women, who are highly idealized, a deeper 
self-awareness, coupled with more freedom in handhg stanzaic forms. The 
part played by the &&a~poets (particularly Jibriin Khalil Jibriin (1883-1931), 
Mikhii’il Nu‘ayma (1889-1988), and Iliyyii Aba Mii$ (1889-1957) in spread- 
ing romantic attitudes was considerable. Because of their popularity among 
the young, they exercised a liberating influence upon modern Arabic poetry, 
adding a spiritual dimension to it. They turned away from rhetoric and de- 
clamation in favour of a more quiet tone of voice, keeping the feeling of 
homesickness and nostalgia, yearning to return to nature and the simple rural 
life and introducing biblical themes and images into their poetry, in which they 
had a distinct preference for short metres and stanzaic forms. 

In the Arab world itself, the person who played the largest r6le in 
spreading romantic poetry was the Egyptian physician, m a d  Zaki Abti 
Shdi (1898-1955), who, with the help of another physician, Ibr%him Niiji 
(1898-1953), edited the poetry review Apokko (1932-1934). The spirit of 
Romanticism swiftly spread and dominated much of the poetry written in the 
thirties and forties in most Arabic-speaking countries. The most outstanding 
figures were undoubtedly Abu-l-QHsim al-Shnbbi (1 909-1 934) of Tunisia, 
Ilyns Abti Shabaka (1903-1947) of Lebanon and ‘Ah Mahmtid Thii (1902- 
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1949) of Egypt. Tiihii enjoyed enormous popularity in the Arab world, partly 
because of his highly developed sense of music, partly because of his attractive 
romantic themes of nostalgia and mysterious longing for strange and un- 
defined objects, the strong emotive appeal of the unknown, vague metaphy- 
sical doubts about the end and meaning of existence and the feeling of a loss 
of direction, together with a hedonistic attitude to life. By encouraging a whole 
generation of younger people among his admirers to imitate his themes and 
images, thereby rendering them the mere stock-in-trade of facile romantic 
poetry, Tiihii unintentionally hastened the downfall of the romantic ideal. 

By World War 11, Romanticism was felt to be too vague and escapist, too 
full of beauty and day dreams, too sugary and sentimental to express the 
increasingly harsh social and political reality of the Arab world. The horrors of 
urban life intensified by the war, the chasm separating the rich and the poor, 
the increasing appeal of Marxist thought, and momentous events such as the 
Palestine tragedy of 1948 and the Egyptian army revolution of 1952 under the 
leadershp of Colonel Nasser made it difficult for poets to continue dreaming 
about a world of beauty and love instead of following the general call for 
political commitment. Even a romantic poet like the Syrian Niziir Qabbiini was 
converted to socially and politically committed writing in 1955. Besides 
commitment, whether to Marxism or Arab nationalism, one of the factors that 
contributed to the demise of Romanticism was the Arab poets’ increasing 
knowledge of the Western post-Romantic poetry of Symbolism and 
Modernism, as is seen in the Beirut avant-garde poetry magazine Shi‘t-, founded 
in 1957 by the Lebanese poet Yiisuf al-Khd. The work of T. S. Eliot in par- 
ticular exercised a strangely powerful influence on the development of modern 
Arabic poetry. Formally, the revolt of what was then called ‘new poetry’ 
against the past, whether Marxist or Symbolist-Existentialist, was more ex- 
treme than any previous movement in the history of Arabic poetry. The tra- 
ditional Arabic verse line that consisted of two hemistichs of equal length or 
metrical value was replaced by h e s  of unequal length with the single foot 
becoming the unit instead of a fxed number of feet or a combination of 
certain dfferent feet per line. This new form, whch gradually found accep- 
tance throughout the Arab world, was connected with the names of the Iraqi 
poets Badr Shiikir al-Sayyiib (1926-1964) and Niizik al-Malii’ika (1923-1992). 
An even more extreme form, which does without the principle of prosody 
altogether, is the prose poem as used by the Lebanese Unsi al-Hiijj, the 
Palestinians Jabrii Ibrghim Jabrii (1 91 9-1 995) and Tawfiq al-Sgyigh (1923- 
1971) and the Syrian Muhammad al-Mgghiit, perhaps the greatest poet of all, 
and which spread widely later on. 

The modernist poets who fell under French symbolist and surrealist in- 
fluence, such as the Syrian Adm-s, developed a view of poetry with meta- 
physical and mystical dunensions. Others, influenced by modern English 
poetry (particularly that of Eliot), like the Lebanese Khalil Hiiwi (1925-1982), 
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Yiisuf al-Khd (1917-1987), the Iraqi Badr Shiikir al-Sayyiib and the Egyptian 
Sal* ‘Abd al-Sabar (1931-1981), resorted to the use of asides, interior 
monologue, mythology, allusions to popular songs and beliefs and occasionally 
colloquialisms. However, by far the most important feature of all ‘new’ poetry 
is its handling of language. Its syntax and its peculiar use of imagery are the 
features that link it to a lot of contemporary Western poetry. Whether he is a 
Marxist or an existentialist, the modern Arab poet deliberately avoids the 
language of statement. Having learned from the Romantics how to exploit the 
evocative power of words, he has gone a step further in resorting to an oblique 
style, to imagery as a means of objectifying his emotional experience. In the 
process, he sometimes transcends logic and it is often the absence of all ex- 
plicit connections that makes this poetry as difficult as the most obscure 
Western poetry. Unfortunately, h s  obscurity has become damagingly com- 
mon in much of contemporary Arabic poetry. 

Among the distinguished committed poets of the ‘pioneers’ of 
Modernism are the Iraqis ‘Abd al-Wahhiib al-Bayiiti (b. 1926), Badr Shiih al- 
Sayyiib and Buland al-Haydari, the Egyptians Saliih ‘Abd al-Siibtir and Ahmad 
‘Abd al-Mu‘q Hijiiai (in their earlier work) and the younger Palestinian 
Mahmtid Darwish (b. 1942), who is perhaps the greatest poet of his genera- 
tion. Among the Symbolists-Existentialists mention must be made of the 
Lebanese Yfisuf d-Khd and Khalil Hiiwi and, of course, the Syrian Adanis 
(‘h &mad Sa‘id, b.1930), the most articulate champion of Modernism, 
whose influence on the subsequent development of contemporary Arabic 
poetry is probably greater than that of anyone else, including the Iraqi Marxist 
‘Abd al-Wahhiib al-Bayiiti. Nowadays, Arab Modernism is no longer the 
shocking phenomenon that it appeared to be in the Fifties and Sixties. It has 
been adopted by many of the younger generation of poets throughout the 
Arab world, e.g. Muhammad Bm-s (Morocco), Muhammad al-Ghuzzi 
(Tunisia), Muhammad ‘Abd al-Hayy (1944-1989) (Sudan), Amjad Niisir 
(Jordan), ‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Maqdih (Yemen), Muhammad ‘Afifi Matar, Amal 
Dunqul (1940-1982), Hasan Tilib and m a d  al-Shahiiwi (Egypt), Ytisuf 
Siiyigh, Hasan al-Shaykh Ja‘far, Sa‘di Yasuf and Fawzi Karim (Iraq), ‘Abbiis 
Baydfin and Shawqi Bad (Lebanon), ‘Ah al-Jundi, Mamdtih ‘Udwiin and Nfiri 
Jarriih (Syria) and the Palestinians Murid Barghuth-, Walid Khiizindiir and ‘Izz 
al-Din al-Maniisira. One striking feature of contemporary Arabic poetry, 
especially in the past two decades (which is partly but not wholly due to the 
influence of Adm-s), is the growth of interest in and the increasing impact of 
Islamic mysticism, particularly as represented in the work of the tenth-century 
Iraqi Safi al-Niffari. Inevitably, this added to the obscurity of h s  poetry. 

Unlike poetry, in which the problem the authors faced was one of ac- 
cepting new idioms and attitudes, the novel as a literary form was new to 
Arabic literature and, therefore, initially viewed with suspicion and, for a long 
time, not regarded as serious literature at all. Yet, of the literary genres bor- 
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rowed from the West, the novel proved, despite the technical difficulties it 
presented, to be most alluring and most important in the modern Arabic 
literature. Arguably, it has replaced even poetry in status. Few writers receive 
the universal respect accorded to the Nobel Laureate, the Egyptian novelist 
Najib Mahffi?. 

Although an Arabic translation of Robinson Cmsoe appeared early in the 
nineteenth century, it is in the 1860s and 70s that the movement of translating 
Western novels and short stories into Arabic really commenced in Lebanon 
and Egypt. Significantly, one of the early translators was Rifat al-Tahtiiwi, who 
published his translation of the French writer F6n6lon’s Zlbmupe in Beirut in 
1867. The movement gathered momentum and a vast number of novels and 
tales was translated primarily from the French - a mixture of heterogeneous 
standards and types, ranging from sentimental stories of love and adventure to 
didactic novels, from historical romances to science fiction, crime and detec- 
tive stories. Despite their serious shortcomings, these adaptations and trans- 
lations generally contributed to the development of the Arabic novel in that 
they helped to familiarize readers with the novelistic genre, even though not at 
its best, and encouraged Arab authors to try their hand at writing novels. 
Besides, by using the simple and more straightforward language of journalism, 
they also helped literary Arabic prose to shed many artificial features such as its 
rhymes, far-fetched conceits and other laboured figures of speech, thereby 
rendering it eventually a more suitable medium for narration. 

Lebanese authors made the first experiments in the novel. The didactic 
firest of Tmtb (1 865) by Faransis Marriish was followed by the historical L o v e  in 
Jj&n Gardens (1870), dealing with the Islamic conquest of Syria, by Salim al- 
Bustm-, who published serially in his periodical ul-jnZn nine novels, historical 
and non-historical. Many imitations followed, a noteworthy feature of most of 
which was the introduction of Western characters and settings. This was not 
due simply to copying Western models, but also to the difficulty of treating 
love, which was regarded as an essential ingredient of the novel, within the 
restrictive context of traditional Arab Muslim life. For a specifically Arab set- 
ting and specifically Arab characters, we have to wait for the Egyptians 
Muhammad al-MuwayG-’s fdudtb ‘&i b. Hshim (The Story of ‘Is5 b. Hishm, 
1907), a work cast partly in the mqZmu form but with certain novelistic fea- 
tures, and Muhammad Husayn Haykal’s Zqnub (1913). In the meantime, the 
Lebanese-Egyptian Jurji Zaydw (1 861-1914) continued the historical novel 
tradition by publishing serially in his periodical ul-HilZl 21 novels (1 891-1 91 4) 
dealing with Arab history. These earliest attempts at writing historical fiction 
were in fact a curious combination of historiography and popular romance; 
yet, they still maintain their popularity in the Arab world. 

Mdpnrnad al-Muwayliws fAud.b ‘32 b. HsbZm, originally a series of 
newspaper articles published in Cairo between 1898-1 902, deals, through a 
number of situations and characters loosely held together by a narrative 
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thread, with the impact of Western or modern culture upon Islamic society in 
Egypt. The clash it represents between Western and traditional Islamic values 
proved to be one of the chief themes in modern fiction, found in various 
forms in the work of the Egyptians Tawfiq al-Hakim (1898-1987), notably in 
his A Birdfrom the East (1938), and Y6yH Haqqi (1905-1994) in Qzn& Umm 
HZshiw (1944), translated as ne Saint’s Lamp, which also deals with the 
question of religious faith and doubt within an Islamic context, in the 
Sudanese al-Tayyib Siilivs celebrated Season ofMgration to the Nod (1 969), and 
in the Saudi Arabian ‘Abd al-Rahmb Mm-f who, in his citiex of Salt (1984- 
1989), depicts the tragic impact of Western capitalism and technology (mainly 
the oil industry) on traditional Islamic values in Arabia. See Muhammad 
Husayn Haykal’s Zgnab, which betrays the strong influence of French litera- 
ture, is subtitled ‘Scenes and characters from the country life.’ It is about love 
and the place of love in Egyptian society, both among the peasant class and 
the middle class of the landlords. It set the pattern for many subsequent 
novels in the juxtaposition of country and city life. Its protagonist, H%mid, a 
young man from a well-to-do family, returning from the city where he studies 
to his home in the village to spend his summer vacation there, is exposed to 
unsettling and thought-provoking experiences and becomes the prototype for 
many figures in future novels, mainly by Egyptian writers such as Tawfiq al- 
Hakim and ‘Abd al-Rahmiin al-Sharqiiwi. 

It is generally agreed that with Zgnab the novel as a serious genre of 
Arabic imaginative writing was born. The next important novel to appear was 
Ibrahim the Wkiter by the Egyptian Ibriihim ‘Abd al-Qiidir al-Miizini, published 
in 1931. But the years in between witnessed the appearance of the Egyptian 
TShihH Husayn’s classic autobiography aL-&yZw (translated as An Egyptian 
CWdhood), which first came out serially in the periodical al-Hld between 
1926-1927. Although more an autobiography and a work of social criticism 
than a proper novel, it is distinguished by its irony and detachment, its vivid 
characterization, its humorous and pathetic situations. (Tiihha Husayn, in fact, 
did subsequently write several straightforward novels, one of which has a 
profound influence on the famous Tki60~ of Najib Mahfii?, but the first of 
them, Ihe Call ofthe Cariew, did not appear until 1934.) Besides, during this 
period many experiments with Arabic prose narrative took place. The short 
story, as a serious branch of Arabic literature, began to assert itself and was 
eventually destined to become one of the most important literary genres in 
Arabic. The short story had its beginnings in the short didactic fictional pieces 
published in Egypt by ‘Abd Allsh N a b  (1854-1896) in his weekly magazine, 
in which he dealt with contemporary social and political problems in a rela- 
tively simple language. From these modest beginnings the short story gradu- 
ally developed, either in realistic, humorous and satirical vein or emotional and 
sensational mode, in the works of the Egyptian Manfalati and Muhammad 
Taymfir, as well as the Levantine Jibr5n Khd Jibrw, Khalil BaydHs and 
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M-khii’il Nu‘ayma. It can be said that this new form attained its maturity in the 
Twenties, in the works of the Egyptian Malynad Taymar (1894-1973) and, 
especially, Mahmiid Ziihir L2shi1-1 (18941954), a member of a group calling 
themselves ‘The Modern School’, with their own periodical al-Fajr (1925- 
1927). Inspired by French and Russian literature, they were possessed by an 
intense desire to write specifically Egyptian literature, which has a manifesta- 
tion of the growth of nationalism at the time, already to be seen both in the 
novel Zgnnab and in the plays of Muhammad Taymiir. Their works abound in 
characters from Egyptian urban life as well as Egyptian dage types. 

The short story soon became a very popular genre and its later devel- 
opment produced some of the finest achevements of modern Arabic litera- 
ture. For instance, amongst Tiihs Husayn’s most original works is his 
collection of short stories ‘Ah bZmi.rb al-Jzra (On the Margin of the Life of the 
Prophet), in which he expresses his deeply spiritual experience of Islam in a 
language of great lyrical beauty, redolent of religious fervour. The names of 
those who distinguished themselves in the short story are so many that it is 
difficult to enumerate them all. For lack of space only a few can be mentioned: 
Yahyii Haqqi, Mahmiid al-Badawi (1908-1986), Yiisuf Idris (1927-1991), 
Yiisuf al-Sh~ni and Edwiir al-Khari-21 in Egypt; M&ammad Khudayyir and 
Fu’iid al-Takarli in Iraq; ‘Abd al-Saliim al-‘Ujayli and Zakariyyii Ti%mir in Syria; 
al-Tayyib Sdih in Sudan; Tawfiq Yasuf ‘Awwiid (1911-1989) in Lebanon; and 
the Palestinians Sa-ra ‘Azziim (1 927-1 967), G h a s s ~  I<anafm- (1 936-1 972) 
and Emile Habibi (1921-1996). The themes of their stories range from the 
social and political to the psychological, existential and mystical and the mode 
of treatment varies accordingly from the realistic and documentary to the 
symbolic, the poetic, the expressionist and the downright surrealistic. 

But to return to the novel. During the Thirties, it continued to grow in 
strength, particularly in Egypt. Two major Egyptian writers began to publish 
novels then: the great humorist and ironist Ibriihim ‘Abd al-Qiidir al-Miizini 
and the much-talented Tawfiq al-Hakim. After the semi-autobiographical 
ZbrZhZm the Wvikteer, al-Miizini went on to produce his memorable Retwn to a 
Beginning (1943), which affectionately draws a vivid picture of a middle-class 
Egyptian family, marked by the author’s tolerance, irony and urbanity of spirit. 
It ranks among the great works of humour in Arabic literature. Tawfiq al- 
Hakim continues the autobiographical type of novel, to which Zgnab and 
ZbrZhZm the Whiter belong, in his Be Retwn ofthe Spivit (1933), which tells the 
story of a middle-class Egyptian family which the author finds a symbol for 
the whole nation. Al-Hakim wrote five novels in all, but perhaps the most 
important is his Diaq of a Dstni-t Attorngy (1937, translated as Be MaTe of 
jutice). The main theme of the book, from which much of its pathos derives, 
is the opposition between a highly elaborate legal system borrowed from a 
sophisticated modern European culture, and the simple and rather naive vil- 
lagers upon whom the system is imposed and who view its workings and its 
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direct impact upon their lives with helplessness and inarticulate in- 
comprehension. In 1939, M&miid Taymiir published his 7 h e  Call of the 
Unknown, which is an Arabic experiment in the Romantic Gothic novel and 
marks the end of a stage in the development of the Egyptian Arabic novel. 

From the Forties onwards, a new type of novelistic writing emerged 
which was soon to dominate the scene; it emphasized social injustice and 
pushed to the background the world of inlvvidual emotion and private sor- 
rows. Unlike the established writers, the pioneers in whose work the novel 
constituted only one of the several genres they attempted, many of the 
younger generation of novelists devoted themselves almost exclusively to the 
novel. In addition, the Forties witnessed a dramatic rise in the number of 
novels written. As a form, the novel acquired sufficient respectability for the 
Egyptian Ministry of Education to initiate in 1941 a novel-writing competi- 
tion. Three of the five novels declared best were, interestingly enough, the 
works of young university graduates who later became the most significant 
novelists of their generation: ‘&liI IGmil (b.1916), ‘Ak &mad Bikathir 
(1910-1969) and Najib Mahfiiz (b.1911). They all sought to express their 
intense preoccupation with the social and political conditions of contemporary 
Egypt, indirectly at first by writing historical novels. K m  and Mahfii? chose 
Pharaonic Egypt as their setting, while B2kah-r turned to events from Islamic 
history. Space allows a consideration of Mahfiiz only, the greatest of them all, 
who was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1988. H e  wrote three historical novels 
(1939-1944) before he turned to contemporary Egypt for material. In them, 
he used the distant Ancient Egyptian setting as a vehicle for commenting on 
the political and social situation in contemporary Egypt. With Kh& al-Bali. 
(published in 1945), he began a series of eight novels in which he proved 
himself to be the master of the Egyptian realistic novel. H e  took the titles of 
his novels from the names of streets of Old Cairo, offering a panoramic vista 
of the Egyptian lower and lower-middle classes, recording vividly and lovingly 
the minute details of their daily lives. The powerful impact that Cairo has upon 
the lives of his characters is as memorable as that of Dickens’s London, 
Dostoevsky’s St. Petersburg, or Zola’s Paris. 

There is little doubt that Mahfiig’s realistic art reaches its pinnacle in his 
Tdog (published 1956-1957), which stands as a unique monument in the 
history of the modern Arabic novel. The work traces the fortunes of a Cairene 
middle-class family over three generations, covering a huge canvas, with a 
gallery of unforgettable characters, offering a panorama of Egyptian society 
from 19 17 to 1 944. Keenly sensitive to the passage of time and recording the 
minutest changes in social and political life, including those of women, the 
Trilogy testifies to M&fiip’s admirable architectonic sense and his ability to 
design in almost epic dimensions. After a baffling period of silence lasting five 
years, Mahfii? wrote one of the few Arabic allegorical novels, Awhd &ratin2 
(1959), translated as 7 h e  GKildren of Gbelazvi, dealing with man’s quest for 
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religion from Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, Moses, Jesus, Muhammad, right 
down to the last of the prophets, the modern man-of-science, indirectly re- 
sponsible for the death of their ancestor Gebelawi, the Mountain Man, who 
clearly stands for a certain conception of God. Despite its imperfections, 
particularly its inordinate length and loose episodic structure, this novel points 
to M+fii?’s future works in its spiritual preoccupation and its existentialist 
terror of death. The next novel, I h e  Ihitfand the Dogs, signals the beginning of 
a new phase of shorter novels, generally concentrating on one protagonist. 
They are more dramatic in nature, more lyrical in style, more symbolical in 
mode, and in them, Mahfiiz employs interior monologue and some of the 
stream-of-consciousness techniques, dreams and flashbacks and other mod- 
ernistic devices. They afford an indissoluble mixture of the political, the psy- 
chological, the metaphysical and the mystical. ne 7Ehitfand the Dogs even has an 
Safi shqkh as one of its main characters to counterbalance the r6le of the 
militant revolutionary mentor of the protagonist. The shock of the 1967 Arab 
defeat had a stunning effect upon the Egyptian literary scene, to which 
M+fiiq was not immune. After a number of short stories characterized by 
their dark, irrational and surrealistic vision of reality, he resumed writing no- 
vels in 1972, which marks yet another phase in his development as a novelist, a 
phase of bold experimentation in form and mode of writing, rangmg from 
fantasy to unadorned realism, documentary and traditional Arabic narrative. 
All in all, whatever his mode of writing, Mahfii? emerges as the chronicler of 
twentieth-century Egypt and its most eloquent social and political conscience. 

M+h?’s steadily growing reputation since the publication of the Trilo&y 
tended to overshadow the work of his Egyptian contemporaries, particularly 
his younger ones, many of whom were distinguished novelists in their own 
right, such as ‘Abd al-R+m?in al-Sharqiiwi (1920-1987), whose ul-A~&(1953), 
translated as Egyptian Earth, gives a panoramic view of village life and the 
different types of village inhabitants and sets the sociahst-realist trend in 
Egyptian fiction. Al-Sharqiiwi even wrote, in 1962, an imaginative biography 
of the Prophet entitled M.bummud rmz2.l a~-~wcjyu (Muhammad, the Apostle of 
Freedom) in which the Prophet is presented almost as the prototype of some 
kind of active Marxist revolutionary. Yiisuf Idris (1927-1991), a great ironist, 
wrote with considerable sensitivity and insight about the relation between 
politics and love and the great moral issues raised by Egyptian society. Biting 
social satire marks the work of Fat& G h a ,  whose I h e  Man who Lost his 
Shudow (1 962), using the multiple-viewpoint narrative technique, excels in 
portraying the moral and spiritual aridity of Egyptian society. 

A reaction against social or socialist realism, accompanied by a great 
desire for experimentalism, set in during the late Sixties with the rise of a new 
generation whose work expressed alienation at all levels and a sense of political 
impotence as a result of living under an authoritarian regime, a mood of dis- 
illusionment following the traumatic defeat in the Six Day War. The heroic 
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protagonists of earlier novels, strongly committed to a socialist or nationalist 
ideal, were replaced by anti-heroes, diffident and emasculated, wracked by 
self-doubt and incapable of mastering their destiny. The emphasis is now laid 
on the inner world, to the deliberate neglect of a well-constructed plot and 
linear narration, in favour of blurring the line separating dream from reality 
and employing flashbacks and a poetic language, making full use of the po- 
tentialities of indigenous myth and folklore together with the Islamic Arab 
literary heritage. Their best works display an impressive fusion of the mod- 
ernist techniques derived directly or indirectly from the West and the creative 
use of the classical Arabic prose tradition. Among the most distinguished 
novelists who expressed this ‘New Sensibility’, as it has been termed, mention 
may be made of Edwiir al-Kharriit, Sun‘ All;ih Ibrghim, ‘Abd al-Hakim Qasirn 
(1935-1990), Yiisuf al-Qa‘id, Jamd al-Ghitm- and BahP Tghir. The last two 
decades also witnessed a steady rise in the number of interesting Egyptian 
women writers, such as Nawd al-Sa‘dgwi, Salwii Bakr and Radwg ‘Ashtir. 

Outside Egypt, novels of literary merit developed slowly. In Lebanon, 
the first mature novel, ul-hgbg by Tawfiq Yasuf ‘Aww%d, set in a Lebanese 
village during World War I, dealing with Arab nationalism and social justice, 
came out in 1939. But from the Fifties onwards, several important novelists 
began to emerge, such as Suhayl Idris, Halim Baraknt (whose experimental 
fiction displays a successful use of modernist techniques), as well as a number 
of remarkable women novelists, beginning with Lay13 Ba‘albakki, then Layla 
‘Usayr%n, who portrayed the existentialist young woman in rebellion against 
man-made society, and Emily Nasr All&, and culminating in Hudii Barak5t 
and Haniin al-Shaykh, perhaps the most talented of them all. Set against the 
background of the horrors and absurdities of the Lebanese civil war, Hangn al- 
Shaykh’s novel Be Story of Zahra (1980) unfolds, through a subtle use of 
modernist narrative technique, the personal tragedy of the heroine, whose 
mental illness is a powerful metaphor for the tragically diseased Lebanese 
society. 

The mature Palestinian novel began to make its impact with the work of 
Ghassiin Kanafiid, whose series of novels, especially Men in the Sgn (1963), 
revolve around the plight of the Palestinians, without ceasing to be at the same 
time works of art. This also true of the fiction of the late Emile Habibi, whose 
use of pastiche of medieval Arabic prose, combined with a modern idiom 
(whch bears some resemblance to the work of the Egyptian novelist Jarnd al- 
Ghi@d), his employment of devices borrowed from the picaresque as well as 
the traditional muqZma, from science fiction and farcical situations, paint a 
bitterly ironic and even tragic picture of the life of the Palestinian Arabs in 
Israel. Another major figure in the Palestinian novel is the multi-talented Jabra 
Ibriihim Jab@ whose works, starting with B e  Sbp (1969), portray the pro- 
blems and sufferings of the Palestinian intellectuals in exile. One of Jabr&’s 
novels, Maple.sx World (1982), was written in collaboration with one of the most 
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important figures in modern Arabic fiction, whose work in some respects can 
stand comparison with that of Mahfii?, namely the Saudi Arabian ‘Abd al- 
Ralpniin Munif (b. 1933). Especially in his monumental five-volume Cities of 
Salt (1984-1989), he proved to be the novelist of the desert par excellence, just 
as the distinguished Syrian novelist H a m a  Mina (b. 1924) is the novelist of the 
sea. In Iraq, which is still to produce a novelist of the calibre of its great poets 
or short-story writers, the most significant novel to date is I h e  Distant Echo 
(1980) by Fu’iid al-Takarli. Sudan, on the other hand, produced one of the 
masters of modern Arabic fiction, al-Tayyib Sa, whose Season ofMgration to 
the North (1969) provides, amongst other things, one of the subtlest treatments 
of the themes of the confrontation between East and West. In North Africa, 
where the Arabic novel was also slow to develop, several names can be 
mentioned. To choose but a few, we may mention the Libyans Ahmad al- 
Faqih and Ibriihim al-Kawni, the Tunisians M&mud al-Mas‘adi and al-Bash 
Khurayyif, the Algerians ‘Abd al-Hamid b. Haddaqa and al-Thr Watfnr, the 
Morrocans ‘Abd al-Karim Ghalliib, ‘Abd Allah al-‘Arwi (Laroui), Muhammad 
Barriida and Ahmad al-Madini. Of these, perhaps the most remarkable is al- 
T&r Wattnr who since 1974 has published novels of considerable artistic 
complexity and great national and universal interest, such as Be Ace and I h e  
Earthquake, which are an eloquent testimony to the hgh standard which the 
modern Arabic novel has reached. 

Arabic drama was consciously and deliberately imported from the West 
by the Lebanese Christian Miiriin al-Naqqiish (1817-1855) in Beirut in 1847 
and the Egyptian Jew Ya‘qiib Sannii‘ (1839-1912) in Cairo in 1870. Al- 
Naqqiish’s first play, I h e  Msery, was inspired by Moli&-e, but he also turned for 
his material to the Arabian Mghts, which continued to be the source of in- 
spiration for many Arab dramatists to this day. Sannii‘, on the other hand, 
dealt with issues raised by contemporary Egyptian society. Both dramatists 
were also men of the theatre who viewed drama primarily as a text to be 
produced on the stage. For various reasons, their theatres proved to be short- 
lived, but the tradition was continued in Egypt by several theatrical troupes, 
Syrian and Egyptian, and there, drama developed much faster and reached 
maturity long before the rest of the Arab world, and this despite the con- 
siderable moral and social opposition it encountered for a long time before it 
reached respectabihty. By 191 5, the Egyptian Ibriihim Ramzi (1884-1949) 
produced the first fully-fledged Egyptian comedy of intrigue and social satire, 
Admission to the -Baths, as well as hs historical drama Be Heroes of Mansura, 
which uses the Crusades to comment on burning issues of the moment. In 
1921, the Egyptian Muhammad Taymtir (1891-1921), who in a series of plays 
had set out to write specifically Egyptian drama, produced I h e  Beczpice, a 
bourgeois tragedy dealing mainly with the problem of drug addiction and the 
need for responsible relations between married couples. Even more im- 
pressive is I h e  Sam$ce.r, written by the Lebanese-Egyptian Anpn Yazbak in 
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1925, whch is drafted in the colloquial and is the most tragic work of the first 
half of this century. It treats the problems of marriage and the question of the 
emancipation of Egyptian Muslim women within the context of a mixed 
marriage (an Egyptian husband and a European wife). 

The most important figure in the history of modern Arabic drama is 
undoubtedly Tawfiq d-Hakim. Al-Hakim wrote more than eighty works over 
a period of half a century, from the twenties to the seventies, a period which 
witnessed the full flowering of modern Arabic drama. H e  started while s d  a 
student by writing, for the popular stage, musical drama and satires on political 
and social issues, such as the British occupation of Egypt and women’s 
emancipation. During his three-year stay in Paris, he learnt to regard drama as 
a serious form of literature. After his return to Egypt, he wrote a remarkably 
wide variety of plays ranging from the comedy of manners, emphasizing the 
war of the sexes, to dark comedes of social criticism in whch the playwright 
probes deeply into the psychology of lus characters, and to the dramas of 
ideas, of which the best known examples are I h e  People Ofthe cdve (1935), 
haded by the Egyptian critic T a g  Husayn as the first serious drama in Arabic 
(based upon the Qur’gnic version of the Christian legend of the Seven Sleepers 
of Ephesus [Sara XVrIr]), and ShahraxZd (1934), in which he put forward his 
ideas of time and place, art and life, illusion and reahty. H e  even dramatized 
the life of the Prophet in his play Muhammad (1936). Al-Hakim’s major con- 
tribution to Egyptian Arabic drama, clearly seen in these plays, is the philo- 
sophical dimension he added to it and for which he was partly indebted to the 
avant-garde European dramatists whose work he had come to know in Paris, 
notably Luigi Pirandello. Al-Hakim continued to develop and experiment in 
his plays. His early enthusiasm for the 1952 Revolution was expressed in plays 
in which a true marriage was effected between hs so-called theatre of the 
mind and popular theatre, whde his later disillusionment was conveyed in 
darker plays which use some of the techniques of the Theatre of the Absurd. 

Al-Hakim’s prolific output and constant experimentation tended to 
overshadow the more traditional work of his distinguished Egyptian con- 
temporaries, Malyniid Taymfir and ‘Ali &mad Biikathir. A remarkable revival 
of the Egyptian theatre occurred in the fifties and sixties, following the mood 
of euphoria and optimism created by the 1952 Revolution and the en- 
couragement the theatre received from the new rkgime. The new dramatists 
were young men, more eager to experiment with the form and the language of 
drama than the older generation, with the exception of al-Hakim. Because of 
the banning of political parties, authors used the theatre to express their po- 
litical views, often obliquely, particularly later in the growing disillusion with 
the Revolution and the anger at the crushing of the individual by a totalitarian 
rkgime. Among the new dramatists, mention may be made of Nucmi?in ‘Ashtir 
(1918-1987), Sa‘d al-Din Wahba, Ytisuf Idris, Mikha’il Rtimiin (1927-1973), 
Alfred Faraj, Rashiid Rush& (1913-1981), M&mtid Diyiib (1938-1983), and 
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‘AJ S h .  Verse drama, which had started with the interesting work of the 
neo-classical poet &mad Shawqi in the thirties, received a fresh impetus in 
the experimental work of ‘Abd al-R*m%n al-Sharqgwi and, particularly, Sal* 
‘Abd al-Sabiir, whose contribution to Arabic poetic drama was considerable 
even in his first play MaJxZt al-fAal@ (The Tragedy of al-Hallaj, 1965), which 
deals with the martyrdom of the ninth-century Iraqi Safi d-Hallgj, emphasiz- 
ing the social and revolutionary aspects of Islamic mysticism. 

The Egyptian theatrical revival had its impact upon many parts of the 
Arab world - Syria and Lebanon, Iraq and North Africa. But perhaps the most 
distinguished non-Egyptian Arab dramatists to date are the Syrians Sa‘d All& 
Wanniis and Muhammad al-Mgghiit. Wanniis, who received his training in 
Cairo and Paris, set out, under the influence of Piscator and Brecht, to use the 
theatre as a means of educating people politically. Al-Mgghiit, resorting to 
surrealistic as well as farcical technique, produced the most powerful and 
haunting dramatic statements of political oppression and tyranny in the 
modern Arab world. What characterizes contemporary Arabic drama on the 
whole - apart from its almost obsessive concern with politics - is the persistent 
search everywhere for a specifically Arab form of drama, be it based on the 
popular traditional Egyptian village entertainment al-.rZnzir, the Lebanese story- 
teller bakawZfT, the medieval maqZma or the shadow play. This is yet another 
manifestation of the desire in modern Arabic literature to emphasize Arab 
identity vix-his the modern world. 
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Chapter 5 

PERSIAN LITERATURE 
YaLaL Matini 

The Persian language 
The Persian language belongs to the family of Iranian languages, which 
linguists divide into three periods: 
1. 
2. 

Old Persian, the language of the Achaemenids (559-321 BC). 
Middle Persian or Pahlavi, i.e. the language of the SasSinians (AD 224- 
653). Among the surviving examples of Middle Persian, other than 
inscriptions and religious texts, are some secular works. Apart from 
these, during the first centuries of Islam, Iranians translated a re- 
markable number of Sasanian works into Arabic. Thus, surviving to 
this day is a full Arabic translation of the hlii'a wa-Dimna pig. 11 and a 
complete Persian translation of the NZma-i Tansar, as well as the 
translations of such books as the Kh~&-i ncimak, A-% nzmak and Ej 
ncimak. Arabic translations of these were extant until the ninth-tenth 
centuries. 
New Persian, the Persian of the Islamic period, which dates from the 
middle of the ninth century and is used to the present day. This article is 
concerned solely with the New Persian period. 

1 

3. 

New Persian literature 
Any discussion of the beginnings of New Persian literature requires a 
preamble about the two centuries that elapsed between the fall of the 
Sasi%nians in the middle of the seventh century and the emergence of that 
literature well into the ninth century. Subjected to repeated Muslim Arab 
assaults during the reign of the Rightly Guided Caliphs, Ab& Bakr (d. 12/634) 

1. Al-Mas'iidi, 1967, pp. 104ff.; Ibn Qutayba, '@@tin uL-ukhhir, Cairo, 1963, I, pp. 11, 15,27, 
45, 59, 84, 96. 
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11-5.1 Kalia wa-Dmna by Bidpay, translated by Ibn d-Muqaffa', 
eighthlfourteenth century 

0 Topkapi Palace Library (H-363, fol. 54b) 
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and ‘Umar (d. 23/644), the Sasanian empire was effectively overthrown in 20/ 
641 or 21/642 after the Battle of Nihgwand, known in Arabic as the ‘Victory 
of Victories’ (Futb uI+t$~). Later, during the reigns of ‘Uthmw and the 
Umayyad caliphs (40-132/661-750), the Arabs took control over the Iranian 
lands in their entirety. The two centuries between the Arab conquest of Iran 
and the appearance of New Persian literature are known as the ‘Era of 
Severance’ (Duwu-i i~q$ 2 ) . ~  Periodization such as this is only valid on the 
assumption that the Iranians themselves did not govern the country during 
those centuries, or that no written work of literature in New Persian was 
produced then. However, from other points of view, the era is considered one 
of the most eventful periods in Iranian history. During these two centuries, 
Iranians who had converted from Zoroastrianism to Islam rejected the religion 
time after time and the cahphal armies waged wars against them. After the 
‘Abbnsid caliph had ordered the murder of Abii Muslim, the leader of a revolt 
in eastern Iran which overthrew the Umayyad caliphate in 136/754, several 
uprisings aimed at avenging his murder or at destroying the religion of Islam 
(such as the revolts of Sindbiid, Ustiidh Sis and al-Muqanna‘) broke out. Other 
revolts aimed at liberating Iran from the caliphal rule (like those of Biibak-i 
Khurramdin, Miizyi%r and Afshin) also took place. All these uprisings were 
suppressed by the ‘Abbiisid cahphs (from 131/749 onwards) and as a result, 
not only did the entire Sgsgnian empire come under Arab control, but almost 
all Iranians gradually converted to Islam. The process of conquest and 
conversion extended into the ninth and tenth centuries. 

Of course, there were a number of Iranian converts who mastered 
Arabic, the language of the Qur’u and Islam, and who wrote works in the 
language on Islam, various sciences and even on Arabic itself. Perhaps the 
first books Iranians wrote protested against the pro-Arab racial policies of the 
Umayyad caltphs. Basing their objections to the assertion of Arab superiority 
over all other Muslims on a particular passage in the Qur’iin (XLIX.13) which 
says that God created nations and tribes, they became famous as the 
Shu‘iibiyya or  national^'.^ Al-Hasan al-Basri (20-109/641-728), who laid 
the cornerstone of the science of kalzm, was Iranian on both sides of his 
far nil^.^ AI-Hasan’s student Wiisil b. ‘At%’ (79-130/699-748), who is often 
said to have founded a philosophical movement whose adherents, the 
Mu‘tazhtes, used dialectical means to defend Islam against rival theologies, 
was also among the non-Arabs who embraced Islam. The polymath al-Jiib? 

M.M. Malsyiri’, Erikb warfarhang-i dar dawriin-i intigd aq ‘api Skini bib ‘api hlrimi, 
2vols., Tehran, Intishiirgt-i Yazdw, 1372/1993, p. 552. 
Ibn al-Nadim, 7 h e  Fihrist of al-Nadiim; a Tenth-Century Survey of Muslim Culture, trans. 
B. Dodge, (Records of Civilization. Sources and Studies, 83), 2 vols., New York, Columbia 
University Press, 1970, I, p. 30. 
M. M. Malqiri, TkZkb wafarhang-i.. ., op. cif., I, p. 23, 
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(d. 255/869) also mentions an Iranian prodigy of bilingualism, Mas5 Usw%ri, 
who in the first century of Islam could engage in the exegesis of the Qur’iin 
to Arab and Persian audiences, and his audience of native speakers - Arabic 
speakers to the right, Persian speakers to the left - were at a loss to say in 
which language he was more el~quent.~ Two of the greatest Arabic poets of 
the Era of the Interregnum were Iranian by race, namely, Bashsh& b. Burd 
(d. 166/783) from Tukhgristiin and Aba Nuwiis (d. 198/814) from 
Khtizistgn. The Grand Imh Abii Hm-fa (d. 149/767), leader of one of the 
four principal schools of Sum- Islam, was from the Iranian rural gentry 
(dbq&.r) of the Sbibian period. The same can be said of Qstinguished 
scholars in other fields. For example, the greatest grammarian of Arabic, the 
Persian Sibawayh (d. 176/793), wrote al-fitzb (The Book), which was con- 
sidered the last word on the subject for centuries. Other eminent Iranians 
wrote books on mathematics, philosophy, medicine, rhetoric etc. in Arabic.‘ 
It should also be noted that some of the zoroastrian priests wrote works in 
Pahlavi. During the period of Islamization, some poems in the local dialects 
of Iran were recorded in Arabic texts. 

What is clear from this brief survey is that during the two centuries after 
the Arab invasion of Iran, when there was no sign of independent Persian rule 
in the country, in addition to instigating various social and political revolts 
against caliphal hegemony, Iranians were responsible for many valuable works 
in Arabic. One should also not fail to note that the pace at which Persians 
authored Arabic works increased markedly after the eighth century. It is no 
coincidence, but nevertheless remarkable, for example, that in the ninth cen- 
tury all six compilers of the most authoritative collections of the HaaW 
(sayings and reports of the Prophet Muhammad), known collectively as ‘The 
Six Sound (fa&$) Ones’, were Persians from the Iranian towns of Bukh&ii, 
Nishiipcz, Qazwin, Sijist~, Tirmidh and Nasii. The most comprehensive 
commentary on the Qur’w, $mic al-bqiflj t&ir a l - & % z  (Comprising All 
there is to Say on the Exegesis of the Qur’iin), and the first world hstory in 
Arabic, Z&b al-mwl WQ-~-RZZ~& (The History of the Messengers and Kmgs), 
are the works of an Iranian, Muhammad b. Jarir al-Tabari (d. 310/923). Such 
authors as the physician and encyclopaedist Abii Bakr Muhammad b. 
Zakariyyii al-&zi (d. 312/925), the physician and philosopher Ibn Sin5 
(Avicenna, d. 369/980), the scientist Abu-1-Rayhiin Muhammad al-Biriini 
(d.442/1051), the theosopher or reviver of Islamic doctrine al-Ghazdi 
(d. 504/1111) and the mathematician and poet ‘Umar Khayyiim (d. c. 515/ 
1122) are renowned representatives of the hundreds of Iranians who produced 
significant works in Arabic. 

5. &-J%.I&, Ghib al-Hayawin, ed. M.‘A. H m ,  3rd ed., 8 vols, Cairo, Sharikat Matba‘at 

6. Dh. Safii, Erikh-ia&b&y&dzrhn, 3 vols., Tehran, 1335/1956, I, pp. 111-116. 
Musrafii al-Biibi al-Halabi wa-Awliidihi, 1969, I, p. 30. 
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In addition to composing works in Arabic, Iranians also influenced how 
the language itself was written. The epochal contributions of two Iranians in 
particular to the development of Arabic prose, namely, ‘Abd al-Hamid al- 
Kgtib (d. 129/747), the scribe of the last Umayyad Caliph Manvgn, and Ibn 
‘Amid (d.358/969), vizier to Rukn al-Dawla al-Daylarm-, are epitomized in 
the Arabic saying: ‘Writing began with ‘Abd al-Hamid and ended with Ibn 
‘Amid.’7 Another Iranian, Bad? al-Zarnb al-Hamadhgni (d. 397/1007), cre- 
ated a new genre, the maqZmZt, a mklange of prose and poetry that became 
one of the most important and entertaining means of story-telling in the 
language. 

When it looked as if the stage had been set for Arabic to become the 
official language of Iran, Persian suddenly revived and supplanted it and, as 
the second language of the Islamic world, is alive and well until this day. The 
reason for this unexpected linguistic resurgence must be sought in the fact that 
Iranians generally differentiated between the religion of Islam, to which they 
had converted, and acquiescence to the rule of the caliphs, which they re- 
sisted. The continuous political and military uprisings mounted by Iranians 
during the first two centuries of Islam, all of which ended in defeat, were 
aimed at gaining independence. The first effective step towards this end taken 
by Iranians was the revolt of Abii Muslim (132/750), which put an end to the 
Arab supremacy of the Umayyad dynasty, but ended in 136/754 when the 
second ‘Abbnsid caliph conspired against and killed Abii Muslim. The next 
phase came when Persians penetrate the ‘Abbgsid court and occupied so many 
prominent positions that they were able to revive S%siinian administrative and 
ceremonial practices in the Baghdad caliphate. The first governor of Iranian 
background was Tghir Dhu-1-Yaminayn, who had helped the Caliph al- 
Ma’miin (r. 197-217/813-833) in his power struggle by killing his brother al- 
Amin (r. 193-197/809-813) and was rewarded with the governorship of 
nurgsiin in 205/821. Tghir soon eliminated the name of the caliph from the 
public sermon (khu@a), but members of hs family continued to rule in 
Khuriisiin until 259/873. 

Iranian independence, however, was actually achieved by a series of na- 
tive rulers whose common objective was the conquest of Baghdad, the centre 
of the ‘Abbnsid caliphate. Ya‘qiib b. Layth (r. 252-265/867-879), the founder 
of the Saff%rid dynasty, who laid the basis for Iranian autonomy, led an army 
against Baghdad but did not live long enough to take the city. The founder of 
the Ziygrid dynasty, Mardgwij (314-323/927-935), after defeating the 
‘Abbasid commander and taking 19fahib and Khiizistb, tried to complete the 
task Ya‘qiib b. Layth had started. His attack on Baghdad was thwarted in 323/ 
935, when one of his Turhsh slaves murdered him. Finally, in 333/945 one of 
the ShFite kings from the Biiyid dynasty (319-453/932-1062) captured 

7. Al-Tha‘dibi, Ztimat ai-&br, Beirut, 1983,111, p. 183. 
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Baghdad. From this point onwards, Biiyd kings began to install and remove 
caliphs and had the public sermons in the mosques and pulpits of the city read 
in their names. It is this struggle for political autonomy that explains why New 
Persian supplanted Arabic as the official language of Iran. 

THE COMPASS OF NEW PERSIAN 
With this introduction to the so-called ‘Centuries of Severance’ in mind, it is 
now possible to begin a discussion of literature in New Persian. The official 
language of Iran and Tajikistan and one of the two official laguages of 
Afghanistan, New Persian was one of the dialects of the Persian used in 
Khuriisgn and Transoxiana. In texts dating from the tenth century, New 
Persian is known as F&si, Fiirsi-i D a n  and Dan, which are synonyms. 
Hereafter in this article w e  will use ‘Persian’ instead of ‘New Persian’. Local 
dialects existing in other parts of Iran at that time include Rgzi, Gilaki, Tabari, 
Azan, Liiri etc. W e  possess written works in some of those dialects, for 
example, in Tabari and Rgzi. When the founder of the Saff~ds, Ya‘qiib b. 
Layth, overcame hs enemies, poets imitated the Baghdad court practice and 
composed panegyrics to him in Arabic. Ya‘qiib b. Layth objected to their 
using a language that he did not understand.’ Thereafter, his court poets used 
their local dialect, Fgrsi-i Dari, to praise him, which was the first step for this 
dialect to become the official court language. When the time came for the 
Smiinid emirs to rule parts of Iran (203-395/819-1005), they used the same 
dialect as the official literary and scholarly language. It was in ths period that a 
number of books were written in Persian or translated from Arabic. The next 
major dynasty to rule in Iran, contemporary Afghanistan and parts of the 
Indian subcontinent, the Ghaznawids (366-581 /977-1186), like the Siimdds 
made Persian their official court language, even though they were not Persian 
but Turkish by race. Many court poets praised Sultan Mahmiid (r. 387-420/ 
998-1030), the Turhsh-speaking founder of the dynasty, in skilful panegyrics 
which detailed his victories both in and outside Iran. 

All the Turkish dynasties that followed the Ghaznawids evince the same 
pattern of Persianization. The Turkmen Saljiiqs (429-590/1038-1194) and 
other dynasties such as the Khwitrizmsh%hs (469-628/1077-1231), the 
flkhi%ns (653-750/1256-1353), the Timurids (771-91 1/1370-1506), the 
Qara Qoyunlii (781-872/1380-1468) and the Aq Qoyunlfi (779-913/1378- 
ISOS), which ruled over all or parts of Iran, relied on the military to maintain 
power. Since the chefs of these groups had no experience in empire, they 
entrusted the administration of the territories under their control to Iranian 
viziers, secretaries and overseers. Thus, just as had happened among the 
Ghaznawid dynasts, Persian became the official court language of all these 

8. 7ZcW-i S&in, Tehran, Mu‘assasa-i khawar, 1314/1935, pp. 209-212. 
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Altaic rulers. If they had been bearers of the rich and literary Turkish lan- 
guage, they would doubtlessly have chosen Turkish as their official court 
language. 

These Turksh rulers were also responsible for the spread and popularity 
of Persian in the non-Iranian lands they conquered. As a result of Sultan 
Mahmud's forays into Inha (391-416/1001-1026) and those of the Saljfiq 
Alp Arslsn into Anatolia and Asia Mmor (461/1069), for example, commu- 
nities of Persian speakers and readers came into being. After the era of the 
Ghaznawids, Mu'izz al-Din Muhammad, the founder of the Gharid dynasty, 
came to power in northern India in 570/1175. He, in turn, allowed one of his 
vassals to take control of Deh and to found the Slave Kmg Sultanate (602- 
962/1206-1555). During the reign of one of these sultans, Nizam IShiin 
Sikandar II Lbdi (894-922/ 1489-1 51 7), Persian literature gained a wide cur- 
rency in Inclta. Persian poets and scholars flocked to his court, natives of India 
engaged in Persian language education and, by necessity, a productive era in 
monohgual Persian lexicography began in India. Past enthusiasms notwith- 
standing, however, no period in the spread of the Persian language and lit- 
erature throughout India can compare to the era of the Great Mughals (932- 
1274/1526-1858). The founder of this dynasty, Zahir &Din Muhammad 
Babur, although the author of a Chaghatay memoir, composed verses of a 
metaphysical nature in Persian. The Golden Age of Persian literature in India 
came during the reign of Akbar I (963-1013/1556-1605), when a style of 
Persian poetry known as 'Indan' (sa&-i Hindi) emerged in Iran and Inda. In 
989/1582, Akbar decreed that Persian should become the official language of 
the seat of government as well as of the entire Mughal empire. One of the 
enlightened rulers of his time, he tried to promote harmony between his 
Muslim and Hindu subjects by ordering that sacred Sanskrit texts, the most 
important of whch were the Mah&%&atZ and the &-ma_ydna, be translated into 
~ersian.~ 

Persian poetry flourished in India not only because of the many Iranians 
who migrated to India over a period of eight centuries, but also because of the 
remarkable number of indigenous writers and scholars, both M u s h  and 
Hindu, who appeared on the scene there. Among the more famous of the 
hundreds of Persian poets of India are Mas'ud Sa'd Salman (born in Lahore 
c. 437/1046 or 438/1047), Abu-l-Faraj Rfini (born in Lahore and died at the 
turn of the eleventh-twelfth centuries), Amir Khusraw (650-725/1253-1325) 
and Hasan (650-728/1253-1328), both of whom were from Delhi. 

Needless to say, Persian prose writers also found the Subcontinent a 
fertile ground. Works on mysticism, literary biography and monolingual 
Persian lexicography, and studies on various sciences, such as medicine, were 
written in India. The pull of Persian in India was so strong that even after 

9. J. Rypka, Histo9 ofIranian Literature, ed. Karl Jahn, Dordrecht, D. Reidel, 1968. 
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English replaced it as the official language, prose writers and poets continued 
to produce compositions in Persian. Two of the greatest native authors 
during the Raj were Asad Albh GhAib (1210-1285/1796-1869) and 
Muhammad Iqbd (1293-1356/1877-1938), both of whom wrote poetry in 
Persian. O 

On another front, as previously mentioned, Persian entered Asia Minor 
with the armies of Alp Arslan. The Saljiiqs of Anatolia (469-706/1077-1307) 
had a completely Persianized court, with many of the viziers and figures being 
Iranian. From the standpoint of Persian poetry, the Saljiiq court was on a par 
with the court of M*rnad of Ghazna. In adltion to renowned poets from 
Iran, natives of Asia Minor also composed poetry in Persian. There is Saljiiq 
correspondence in Persian which has survived, and by the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries, most of the books in these areas were written in that 
language. Of course, one of the factors in the pronounced influence of Persian 
in these areas was the Mongol invasion of Iran in the middle of the thirteenth 
century. This caused many Iranians, the most famous of whom was the great 
mystic poet of Persian Jald al-Din R W -  (603-671/1207-1273), to migrate 
westward to Saljiiq lands. The Mawlawi Sufi order, established by R W ,  
played a very important r61e in fostering Persian in the area. 

After the Saljiiqs, Asia Minor came under the rule of the Ottomans (679- 
1342/1281-1924), whose empire began with Mehmet I the Conqueror’s 
conquest of Constantinople in 856/1453. The Ottoman sultans attached great 
importance to the Persian language. Much of the imperial correspondence was 
conducted in Persian; however, it soon became less important, a province of 
only the nobility or the &e. Persian also travelled with the Ottoman armies to 
the Balkans, where signs of its influence are stdl evident.” It should also be 
noted that a number of kings who were ethnically Turks composed Persian 
poems in Iran, India and Asia Minor. 

The foregoing epitomizes the expansionist phase in Persian. By the six- 
teenth century, several factors conspired to limit the influence of the language 
in areas that had been receptive to it. First, the Safawid (906-1200/1501- 
1786) declaration of ShICism as the official creed of Iran tended to cut the 
country off from its Sunni neighbours in northern KhurPsi%n. Second, north 
of Iran, the establishment of the Khgnates of Bukharii, Samarqand etc., by the 
Turkish speaking Uzbeks and the Czarist interventions there tended to 
isolate Persian literature from what was formerly fertile ground. Finally, the 
Soviets changed the Perso-Arabic alphabet to the Cyrillic writing-system, 

10. J. Rypka, Hstoty ..., @.it., pp. 711-734; S. ‘Abd All&, AchbzjyZt-i FZrJi dzr m+in-i 
Ehdawan, trans. M. ‘A. Khm, Tehran, Majmii‘a-i Intishaiit-i Adabi Wa-Tiirikh-i Mawqiifzt 
Duktur M&miid Afsh& Yazdi, 1371/1992, pp. 21-52. 

11. M. A. Riya, Nzfia’b-i ?ab& wa-ahbipit-i FZrsf dar qahmraw-i ‘Utbminf, Tehran, Amir 
Kabir, 1350/1971, pp. 5-27. 
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which severed the literary links between Iranians and their fellow Persian 
speakers in the north. In India, the British declared English the official lan- 
guage in 1250/1835, and, after the foundmg of the Turhsh Republic, in 
1346/1928 Mustafa Kemal changed the alphabet from the Arabic-based 
writing-system to the roman one. The Soviets in Tajikistan also changed the 
name ‘Persian’ to ‘Tgjiki’ and in Afghanistan, in an attempt to assert cultural 
independence from Iran, the name ‘Persian’ was changed to ‘Dan-’. 

Linguistic adaptation in Persian 
In the Islamic period the Iranians replaced the Pahlavi alphabet, which the 
Si%s&ans had used, with the Arabic. Although thts last did not accommodate 
the vowel sounds of Persian, it was still simpler than Pahlavi. From this point 
of view the choice was a correct one. Moreover, Arabic letters could be 
modified to represent the Persian consonants p, ch, .$I, and g. 

As for loan-words, Persian borrowed terms from many other languages. 
In the twelve centuries from the birth of Persian, words from several foreign 
languages entered the language. In the beginning, from the Arabic language, 
the language of Islam, the number of words used in Persian was limited; 
however, as Iranians became more familiar with Arabic literature, the use of 
Arabic words and phrases in Persian poetry and prose increased to such an 
extent that ‘knower of Arabic’ was considered a mark of erudition and 
learning among poets and other writers. Of course, Iranians generally used 
these Arabic words with altered pronunciations and, in some cases, with al- 
tered meanings. In the present century there has been a discernible decrease in 
the use of Arabic words. In the Mongol and Ilkhiinid periods, a number of 
Mongolian words entered Persian. In the last two centuries, a limited number 
of words from European languages have also been adopted, first from Russian 
and then, especially in the case of the terminology of modern sciences, from 
French and English. During the Constitutional Period a stock of adminis- 
trative and political terms from modern Arabic found its way into Persian 
through the influence of the Ottoman state. In Tajikistan, a considerable 
number of Russian and Uabek words, and, in Afghanistan, a number of 
French words have entered Persian; these words are not used in Iranian 
Persian. 

Persian literature 
W e  shall now consider the most important works in New Persian literature 
under two headmgs: first, classical literature (which is subdivided into a. Verse 
and b. Prose); and second, modern literature. 
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CLASSICAL LITERATURE 

a. Y,,, 

Classical Persian poetry has two fundamental elements: metre and rhyme. Each 
poetic unit is called a bgt (line), which is dvided into two mi~r2 (hemistichs). 
In each poetic form the metre and length of all the hemistichs are the same. 
The manner of rhyming at the end of a hemistich or line depends on the hnd 
of poetic form. In some cases, the poet repeats a word or several words after 
the rhyme in each line; this is called the radjj(refrak). Moreover, in Persian 
verse it is fundamental that the lines be independent in meaning. 

Metre. Because the metres and rhythmical structures share the same 
names in Persian and Arabic, many scholars thought that the metrical system 
of Persian was derived from Arabic prosody. This view is not correct for a 
number of reasons: (a) the Persian language is an Indo-European language, 
while Arabic belongs to the Semitic languages; (b)verse existed in Middle 
Persian (Pahlavi); (c)the most important difference between the two lan- 
guages lies in the pronunciation of vowels: in Arabic there are three vowels, 
each of which has two forms, one short and one long, while in Persian the 
articulation and timbre of these vowels differ from one another and therefore 
there are six, not three, basic vowel sounds in the language; (d) for this reason 
some of the metres commonly found in Arabic, like bas@ and khd, are rarely 
found in Persian; even the metres that are common in both languages have 
their own particular forms, respectively; and (e)the metres of the rub53 
(quatrain) andfablaw&it (regional songs) are unprecedented in Arabic. In one 
case, the mtltaqzd metre (whch is devoted to martial epics in Persian), there is 
speculation that it is Iranian in origin. In view of these differences, from the 
eleventh century onwards Iranian prosodists did not follow Arabic metrical 
schemes totally, and spoke in their books of 'the metrical circles of the 
~ersians'. l2 

Poetic Forms. There are more than ten poetic forms in Persian, six of 
which I shall deal with in ths article: qajda, mathnawZ; ghaTal, rzlbz'i, q$'a and 
jiblamjy&. 

It should be noted that classical Persian poetry is in no way analogous to 
poetry in European languages; the differences go beyond considerations of 
metre, rhyme and poetic form, encompassing the manner of expression, use 
of words, rhetorical and semantic devices and other such matters. For ex- 
ample, Europeans who are familiar with lyric poetry in their own languages 
'will not easily grasp the points of difference between individual (Persian) 
poets, especially lyric poets (like Riidaki, Farruh-, and SaC&), when examining 

12. P.N. Khiiinlari, LFhp-i shirr-i FZrsL, Tehran, Buny2d-i Farhang-i kin, 1345/1966, pp. 75- 
77, 84, 88, 107, 125, 168-173,214-216. 
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their artistic characteristics, quite apart from the finer shades of meaning7.l3 
The styles of Persian poetry, moreover, are not comparable to European lit- 
erary styles; the oldest European style, Classicism, dates back to the seventh 
century AD, while the oldest Persian poetic style goes back to the ninth. 
Persian poetic styles are generally divided into four categories: (a) Bm%ZnT 
(ninth to the end of the twelfth centuries), in whch the qa@& and the mathnaw- 
forms predominate; (b) ‘ZhiqT (thirteenth and fourteenth centuries), which is 
the period of the ghapl; (c) Hinu5 (sixteenth to eighteenth centuries), in which 
the ghazal achieves a semantic intricacy and complexity; and (d) Return (from 
the eighteenth century onwards), in which poets imitated the ‘1%3T and the 
Bur2sZni styles. 

With the foregoing remarks in mind, w e  will now introduce the pre- 
dominant poetic forms in Persian and the important works that were written 
in each form. 

The qa;T& (ode) is the most important of the poetic forms in Persian, 
with rhymes and metres that follow those of the opening h e  throughout. The 
total number of lines ranges between hrty and fifty, though there are shorter 
qqTh and longer ones that reach 300 lines. The genre in Persian is formed in 
imitation of Arabic q@das. Poets employ ponderous metres and diction in 
them. They were first used for panegyrics of the shah and the tlite and, later, 
for venting themes, such as various religious, ethical, moral, philosophical, 
mystical, satirical, plaintive subjects. In panegyric qa.&dL7.~, poets usually de- 
voted an introduction of some five to fifteen lines to eroticism or descriptions 
of wine-drinking, these being called the taghaxp? or nasib; or they began with 
descriptions of nature or complaints about the times etc., which are called the 
ta.rhbTb. The line which links the introduction and the panegyric part of the 
poem is called the tukhallu;. In the panegyric gqida, the poet also devotes a 
few lines at the end of the poem to prayer and benediction for the patron. As 
we already indicated, there are also qa@&s in which the poet begins directly 
with the praise of the patron, or the main topic of the poem. 

The qqfda thrived in periods from the ninth to the end of the thirteenth 
centuries. At first, simplicity in diction and meaning were fundamental to this 
form; and one also finds in it a concern for national customs and pride and the 
primacy ofjoie de vivre. However, from the second half of the fifth/eleventh 
century onwards, simplicity and frankness gradually gave way to complexity 
and verbosity, and poets, to demonstrate their erudition and learning, included 
what they knew of the fields of science, philosophy and religion in their po- 
etry. They began to use obscure Arabic words more frequently in poetry and 
chose complicated rhymes and refrains. They even repeated a word or words 
in each hemistich or line, so that their attention was focused on rhetorical 
devices, similes and metaphors. 

13. J. Rypka, ffistoty ..., op.cit., p. 89. 
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The oldest complete panegyric qu& is from Riidaki of Samarqand 
(d.328/940-941), who is known as the ‘Father of Persian poetry’. The 
number of qqdz-composing poets in this and succeeding periods was great. 
From the point of view of diction and meaning, only the qqTdux of Sa‘di 
(d. 691/1292) differ from the qqfdax of other poets, because for the first time 
be advised his patron like a father or venerable teacher would, giving advice 
and counsel, not merely praising him. The qa@h of I(h%q&- (second half of 
the sixth/twelfth century) are perfect examples of masterly and dfficult qqTh 
in Persian. The poet of renown as far as religious qqTdux are concerned was 
Nnsir-i Khusraw (d. some time between 464/1072 and 469/1077), for mys- 
tical qu$a Sandi (d. 524/1130-1131), and for defamatory qqfdar S&m- of 
Samarqand (d. 568 / 1 173-1 1 74). 

The muthnum- (couplet form) is a poem in one metre and composed of 
independently rhyming hemistichs. The number of lines in the muthnawTis not 
limited nor is the number of metres. Because there is no limit on the number 
of lines, the muthnuwTaccommodates long narratives with a variety of subjects. 
The number of mdthnawir composed in Persian is great; there is much variation 
in the length: there are short mathnuwTs as well as others approaching some 
75,000 lines. 

Five masterworks of Persian literature were composed in the muthnuwT 
form. 

The JhZhndmd of Firdawsi Fig. 21 was written around 364/975-976. 
Hakim Abu-l-Qiisim Firdawsi (d. some time between 410/1020 and 416/ 
1026)’ having obtained a copy of the prose SbZbnZma-i Ab2 MunJ26, which 
had been written in 345/957, began to compose a verse ShZhnZmu and 
worked on it for thrty years. The SbZbtzZma contains the legendary history of 
Iran, which Iranians at the time accepted; this covers from the creation of 
GaFmart, the first shah or human, until the Arab Muslim invasions of Iran, 
which makes it one of the longest epics in the world. The first half is about 
the heroic and legendary eras of Iran, whde the second is devoted to his- 
torical events from Alexander the Great’s foray into Iran to the Arab Muslim 
invasion. For a millennium, the JhZhncimu held the attention of the great mass 
of Iranians, which explains why today there are more than a thousand 
manuscripts of this extensive work (which contains between 50,000 and 
60,000 lines) held in libraries throughout the world. Over the centuries, 
various strata of society, from kings to the common folk, became familiar 
with the ShZhnZma. In past centuries and even to ths day, people known as 
‘S’bZhnZma-reciters’ have recited the epic’s famous stories in public places. 
One must also bear in mind that the work owes its fame and immortality not 
only to its subject matter but also to Firdawsi’s language and manner of 
expression, whch are unrivalled and exemplify the heights of eloquence. 
Nig3mi ‘Afidi, in his chub2r muqZLu (written between 549-551/1155-1157), 
commented on the rarity of this eloquence: ‘I know of no poetry in Persian 
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11-5.2 ShZhnZma of Firdawsi by Mas'iid b. Ma+r b. Ahmad 
al-Mutatayyib, 772 /1370 

0 Topkapi Palace Library (H-1511, fol. 82b) 
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which equals this, and but little even in Arabic.’14 H e  excepted only the 
Qur‘?in, and Ibn Athir went so far as to call the ShZhnZma the ‘Qur’iin of the 
Persians’.’’ After Firdawsi, a number of poets composed epics with natio- 
nalistic, historical and religious themes in imitation of the ShZhn&za and in its 
metre (mtltaqZrib).The entire epic or parts thereof have been translated into a 
number of European and Asian languages. 

The Bamsa of Nizm- Ganj3wi (d. some time between 599/1203 and 
607/1211) [Fig. 31. H e  was not the first poet to compose romantic poetry. 
Before b, Fakhr al-Din As‘ad Jurjm-, around the middle of the eleventh 
century, attempted to turn the Parthian romantic tale of Ks and fi-mTn into a 
mathnawT of about 10,000 lines and completed the task. However, by writing 
the m a m a  Niziimi became the acknowledged master of that form in Persian. 
This 28,000-line poem is composed of five separate mathnamLr, each with a 
different metre: Makhzan aL-asrzir, an ethcal and mystical matham- of about 
2,000 lines; Bimaw wa-ShTrfn, the 6,500-line story of the love between 
Khusraw Parviz, the Siisiinian king, for Sh-n, an Armenian princess; LqLa 
andM@Gn, an Arabic romantic tale of 4,500 lines ; Hafttpqkar or BdhrZm-nZma, 
a 5,000-line poem about the legendary adventures of the S p s d a n  Bahriim 
Gar V and seven daughters of the kings of the seven climes, each of whom is 
associated with a particular day of the week, a planet, a colour and a scent; and 
the hkandar-naind, a two-part epic which portrays Alexander the Great of 
Macedonia, not as he is known in history but as he is pictured in Islamic and 
Iranian sources, which elevate him to the status of a prophet. 

Ni@mi in the Bamsa possesses lus own particular poetic expression, and 
for this reason no poet has been able to imitate hs style. The extraordinary 
success he achieved by writing the Bamsa caused others to try and write 
mathnawTs in imitation of him in Persian, Urdu and Turkish. The only poet to 
achieve notable success in this effort was Ami-r Khusraw of Delhi (d.725/ 
1325), the great Persian poet of India. 

The Mathnam- of Ram-. Before Mawliinii Jald al-Din Rm-, two poets 
began the composition of mystical epics: Sanii’i of Ghaxna (d.524/1130- 
1131) and ‘Attiir of Nishiibibur (d. 616/1220). Sanii’iI’s fLaa5qat al-&Fqa (The 
Garden of the Truth) is well known, and among ‘Affiir7s epics his Man& a&qr 
(The Eloquence of the Birds) has achieved world-wide fame. However, 
Ribumi’s Mathnam-has eclipsed all mystical epics before and after. Jald al-Din 
Rami (d.671/1273) was originally from Balkh, but after he emigrated to 
Qonya (in present-day Turkey), he became known as Riim- (the Greek). His 
work, which is composed in the muthnawf form and has become known simply 
as the MathnawT, comprises six books and 26,000 lines. It is like an en- 

14. Nizi%m--i ‘Ariidi, CKabzr mapila (Bw L2.rcot.me.r) o f i r q a ~ ~ ,  trans. E. G. 

15. D. Nasr AUB, al-Matbal al-Jz’irfiadab al-hihb wa-l-.rbZ‘ir, Cairo, 1312/1895, p. 324. 
Browne, London, Luzac, 1900, p. 79. 
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cyclopaedia, containing all mystical ideas and Islamic knowledge of the time. 
To frame the difficult concepts of mysticism and religion in the Mathaw-, 
Riimi used parables and, by selecting apposite tales, he made the under- 
standing of difficult matters easy for readers. Riimi, unlike other poets, con- 
sidered meaning and subject first, not stylistic beauty. In the view of Persian- 
speaking Sufis or those familiar with Persian, the Mathnaw- is the most im- 
portant book which is read in lodges, and for this reason in past centuries 
there were several individuals who were known as ‘Matbnaw?-reciters’. Siifis, as 
Rum- said, know the Matbfiawjas ‘a ladder to heaven’ and, next to the Qur’iin, 
held this book in the highest esteem. The Mathnawf has been translated into 
several Asian and European languages; a complete English translation by 
Reynold A. Nicholson enjoys world-wide fame. 

The BmtZn of Sa‘& of Shiriiz. Sa‘di (d. 691/1292) -who was an absolute 
master of romantic ghaxals and the author of a mtlange of prose and poetry 
called the GidistZn - exhibited his artistry in the Bzj.stZn (The Rose Garden), an 
ethical matham-. H e  wrote this masterpiece in ten chapters and 39,000 lines in 
the mtltagrirb metre, which is generally used for heroic and martial epics. As 
one scholar said, Sac& depicted the Utopia he was searching for in the Bt/stii: 
‘. . . the world of the BustZn is all goodness, rectitude, justice and humanity, i.e. 
the world as it ought to be.’ Sac& expressed all these subjects in short and 
captivating tales and parables with the most beautiful, eloquent and simple 
language and style.“ It is for this reason that experts believe that Sa‘di’s ex- 
pression in poetry and prose is ‘simple yet impossible’. It took centuries be- 
fore the Bast& was translated into a number of European languages and 
praised by Western literary critics. Among them is Henri Mass&, who called the 
Bast& a moral book and Sa‘di’s masterpiece. H e  traced the poet’s popularity in 
Europe to his affinity to Western genius. The important point here is that 
Sa‘di’s breadth of thought, liberahty and humanitarianism made all translators 
of the Bast& sing his praise. 

The ‘Ifin of Bidil. M-rza ‘Abd al-QTidix Bidil (d.1133/1721) was of 
Uzbek ancestry but born in India. His mother tongue was Bengali and he 
learned Persian in school. The most famous of his five mathaw3 and other 
works is the ‘ZfZn (The Perception), which is composed in 11,000 lines. This 
work contains fairy tales, historical notes and gnostic matters, as well as the 
author’s philosophical, social and ethical opinions. Bid combined his own 
opinions with difficult and subtle subjects, metaphors and allusions. H e  
brought the Indian Style to its pinnacle. HIS works became very famous in 
northern India, Afghanistan and Central Asia from the middle of the eight- 
eenth century and his poetic style was emulated. His popularity in those re- 
gions was such that a week of ‘Bid-recital’ was organized, in which his works 

16. Sa‘di, Btlst2n, ed. Ghdm Husayn Yasufi, Tehran, Intishgriit-i Khwslrizmi, 1368/1989b, 
p. 17. 
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were read and discussions of his ideas and thoughts were held17 - just as in 
Iran SbZhhnriina- and fitbnawi-recitals were held. Despite his popularity in Iran, 
few people know Bidil and rarely do literary people read his works. Perhaps 
the reason for this is that works in the Indian Style have generally not been to 
the taste of Persian-speaking Iranians. 

Gbaxal. Although in Arabic the term gbaxal connotes dallying with wo- 
men and lovemaking etc., in Persian it refers ody to a type of poetry that has 
generally between seven and fourteen lines, with a uniform metre and rhyme 
established, as in the qqida, in the opening line. In thegbaxal, unlike the qa;da, 
the accepted metres are appropriate to the delicacy of the meaning and dic- 
tion. Poets generally mention their pen-names in the last line. Thematicgbaxah 
first and foremost are devoted to erotic subjects, whether true or fanciful; 
secondly, they take up mystical, philosophcal and social themes. Gbaxalx with 
these specifications came into being in the peculiar political and social cir- 
cumstances of Iran during the Mongol period. 

Und the twelfth century w e  do not have an independentghaxalin Persian 
poetry. During earlier periods, the term was used for poetry that had an erotic 
or sensual side and was mostly accompanied by music. Good examples of 
such poetry were composed by Riidaki, Farrukh-, and Maniichihri. However, 
in the twelfth century the ghaxal separated from erotic lyricism and became an 
independent poetic form. Two important factors in this process were the 
spread of Safism and the decrease in the number of courts in which poets 
would compose panegyrics. Several twelfth-century poets set the stage for the 
greatgbaral-writers in Persian. In this article I wdl deal with four famous poets 
in that genre. 

Riimi. Theghaxals of Riimi (d. 671/1273) uniformly deal with the poet's 
impatience to be united with his eternal beloved ; they were generally sung while 
adepts were dancing at Safi musical gatherings. In them, Riimi did not pay 
much attention to literary details. His gbaxah amount to over 30,000 lines. They 
are not all of a kind. At times, he uses heavy and inapproriate metres, and 
likewise he composed ghaxalx of considerable length. At the end of hs poems 
Riimi, unlike other gbaxal-writers, would mention Shams-i Tabrizi in place of 
his own pen-name, for the latter changed his life completely and led him on the 
path to spiritual enlightenment. For this reason his collected ghqah became 
famous as &lL&vZt-i Sbam, or Be Complete Gbaxals of Sbams. 

Sa'& of Shiriiz. The gbaxaix of Sa'& differ from phose of Rami in many 
ways. Despite the fact that he had not completely left the Safi path, he gen- 
erally dealt with a physical beloved. The key to Sa'di's fame is the fluidity and 
simplicity of his writing and the appropriateness of hs choice of metre for his 
gbaxalx. Moreover, it is evident from them that he was no stranger to the 
realms of love. In most of his gbaxah, as in those of Riimi, the standard of 

17. J. Rypka, Hstoy.. ., op.cit., pp. 515-520. 
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unity of meaning is observed. In some of them themes relating to gnomic 
wisdom and advice and homiletics are introduced. Although SanQi and ‘AI@r 
pioneered this type of ghaxal in Persian, they were mostly concerned with 
mystical problems while SaC& focused on the actual homiletics and wisdom 
themselves. 

Hafq of Shir37. Hiifiz (d. 719/1320) chose his particular pen-name be- 
cause he was one of those who memorized the Qur’iin (hzifid. Among 
Persian speakers and those famlliar with the language he is known as Li.r& al- 
ghqb (Tongue of the Unseen World). Accordingly, his &wUn has been used in 
bibliomancy. To say that unul one or two generations ago there would be a 
&w& of Hafi? next to the Q u r ’ ~  in every Muslim Persian-speakmg household 
is not to exaggerate. Hafig has left less than 500 ghaqzls, which do not amount 
to 5,000 lines. H e  mixed theghaxai styles of Ram- and Sac& in his own poems. 
Some of his ghapl.. are mystical in nature, but in some the eroticism is com- 
pletely palpable. In the majority of them erotic love, mysticism, wisdom and 
advice are amalgamated. An important theme of Hiifiz’s ghupls, as opposed to 
those of Ram-, is his artistry in choosing appropriate metres and diction and in 
using rhetorical devices and juxtaposing words which makes his art like that of 
a jewel-smith who places precious coloured stones next to each other. 
Thematically, Hgfq’s enmity for religious hypocrites and Siifis who turned 
their Safism into a business is fully evident. O n  the other hand, some critics 
have taken some of hs ghaxah to task for not having a uniformity of theme in 
so far as this element is considered one of the characteristics of the Persian 
ghaxal. It is also important to note that from the fourteenth century to this day 
ghaxd-composers, with the exception of followers of the Indian Style, gen- 
erally use Hgfig and Sa‘& as r6le-models, without achieving any success. 
Furthermore, for several centuries now singers in Persian-speaktng regions 
have used the gha7ai.r of Sa‘& and Hafig as lyrics of their songs. 

S2ib of Tabriz. S2ib (d. 1080-1081/1670 or 1085-1086/1675) is the 
best-knownghapl-writer in the Indian Style. The lines of his ghaxa1.r number at 
least 100,000. His style is grounded in complexity and ambiguity of meaning, 
subtlety of thought, exaggerated conciseness and, especially, in finding ‘alien 
meaning’ and innovation. In this way he created a style that few poets were 
able to imitate. His particular art was tamthfl (analogy), in which he would 
express a general meaning in one hemistich and exemplify or rationalize it with 
a concrete or palpable image in the second. In his ghayals there is no thematic 
uniformity, to the extent that in some the number of themes amounts to the 
number of hes. 

&hicf. The basic form here is two lines (four hemistichs) with one ex- 
clusive metre and, occasionally, one rhyme throughout, but more often than 
not with the fiust, second and fourth hemistichs rhyming. Poets use one metre 
so exclusively for the mbz‘ithat they never construct other forms with that 
metre. Since the poem has only two lines, any form of pleonasm or extraneous 
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material is alien. The first, second and third hemistichs introduce the state- 
ment of the basic theme in the fourth. Rzlb&.composition began with Riidaki 
(d. 328/940-941) and many poets composed mbZ'zTr with a variety of themes. 

'Umar Khayyw of Nishnbur. The outstanding figure in mbZ'f-compo- 
sition was 'Umar Khayyslm of Nishiibibur (d. 515/1122), a mathematician, as- 
tronomer, cosmologist and philosopher. In Iran and the Islamic world, 'Umar 
Kha y y w  is acknowledged as a 'savant' in those disciplines. Though all of his 
works on these subjects are in Arabic, the person who is responsible for his 
fame as a poet in Iran and the rest of the world was Edward Fitagerald, who 
freely translated his poetry into English verses in 1275/1859. Fitagerald's 
translations of the rzrb2'Ts were then translated into various other languages. W e  
should also note that 'Umar IUlayyiim reciprocated and brought about 
Fitzgerald's world-wide reputation. 

Qt'u. This form consists of several lines of uniform metre and rhyme, 
but generally, unlike the qqFdu and the gbupj, does not have an opening line. A 
q$'u has at least two or more lines, but good ones run from five to twelve 
lines. The q$'u is composed in various poetic metres. Whenever a dlscerning 
poet noticed some witty or subtle point, he would put it into the qit'u form. 
Often the point of the poem would be made in the last line. What is worth 
noting is that there is no better source for information on a poet's mentality, 
thoughts, beliefs and morality than the q$'u.r in his &win. Though a lot of 
poets wrote q$'m, the most famous ones in Persian poetry are those by Ibn 
Yamin (d.769/1368) and, next to him, Anwari (d. 584/1189-1190). From the 
eleventh century onwards, q$'u.r have survived which contain panegyrics and 
eulogies, invective and humour, short narratives, literary jokes and drolleries, 
wisdom and advice, etc. 

Fubluw&jZt or dzAqtf. These terms refer to poetry and song of a dialec- 
tical or local nature as found in the central and western parts of Iran, and 
which have a specific metre different from the mbi'i. No doubt a great 
number of people composed poetry in local dalects over the centuries. 
However, due to the ascendancy of Persian and its poetic metres, the names 
of fublum--composers and their poetry are rarely found in books. The im- 
portant point is that the metres of fdhluw&j& do not fit into the classical Arabic 
metrical system, yet with the passage of time the local metres came to be 
considered variants of the classical ones. Some scholars believe fubhm- metres 
are extensions of Middle-Persian poetic metres. The characteristics of fublami 
are simplicity of language, similes and clarity of meaning. 

b. Rose 
Apart from writings in or translations from Arabic, Persian prose styles appear 
about one century after the poetic forms, under the tutelage and encourage- 
ment of the Siimiinid rulers (203-395/819-1005). All of the works from ths 
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period are in simple language with few Arabic words. However, from about 
the mid-eleventh century to the end of the twelfth, as time passed since the 
establishment of Islam in Iran and as more Iranian writers became familiar 
with Arabic literature, simple Persian prose was influenced by the more artful 
and conventional prose of Arabic. As a result not only did Arabic words and 
phrases increase in Persian prose, but also simplicity and concision gave way to 
formality and prolixity. Prose-writers also began to use rhetorical devices and 
tropes like poets, and by employing the rhymed-prose forms, as in Arabic, 
created an ornate and rhythmic prose style. The mimicry of ornate Arabic 
prose became so slavish that by the late twelfth century the most formalized 
specimen of rhymed prose in Persian, the MqZmZt-i fiCamTdi, was written in 
550/1156 in imitation of the Arabic magZmZt. The ornate prose style of writing 
was more common in court correspondence or books of tales and works of a 
literary character, but not in scientific or Sufi works. However, with the 
Mongol invasion of Iran at the beginning of the thirteenth century, Hd2giYs 
sacking of Baghdad in 655/1258 and the fall of the ‘Abbiisid caliphate, the 
importance of Arabic decreased considerably and the Persian language enjoyed 
a correspondmg growth in several areas. The prose style of the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries continued in the vein of that of the twelfth century, 
except for a number of Turlush and Mongol words whch made their way into 
Persian. In the latter period, the writing of works on eminent Sufis, caliphs, 
kings and viziers, of heroic tales and large collections of the correspondence of 
noted secretaries was in vogue. However, after the fifteenth century no work 
of Persian prose worthy of consideration was produced. The writers of this 
period tried to create works in the ornate prose of the writers of the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries, but none was successful. The salient feature of the 
prose of thts period is prohty of the most wearisome kind. In the period of 
the Return, some writers who tried to imitate the style of writers of the twelfth 
and thtrteenth centuries produced noteworthy results. 

Introducing the thousands of books written in the last ten centuries on 
various topics in Iran, Inda, Asia Mnor, Afghanistan and today’s Central Asia 
is not possible in an article such as this. An index of all such books has not 
even been compiled, nor have most of the works been published. Moreover, 
separating literary works from purely scientific ones from the period under 
discussion is a difficult task, because in Persian we even have works of hs- 
toriography that have been written in an ornate, literary prose. 

So that readers may become acquainted with the Persian works written or 
translated during the approximately one hundred years between the mid-tenth 
and the mid-eleventh centuries, I will list the most important ones here: 
SbZbnZma-i Abi Maapit%; TZt%kh-i Bal‘ami (a translation of al-Tabari’s TZt%kb al- 
rn~d wa-l-mdik) and Tagama-i Ejir-i Tabat% (a translation of hisJZmi‘ al-bqZnnJi 
t4ir al-&.z$rJZn) ; a Ri5Zla on Hanafi jurisprudence ; the geography fiCgdad al- 
‘dam min al-mabriq iki l-magbrib (The Limits of the World from the East to the 
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West); the medcal work H&yat al-mata ‘allimin $-l-.tibb (The Guidance for 
Students of Medicine) (all written in the second half of the fourthltenth 
century); DZnixhnZma-i ‘Ah? (The Book of Knowledge for ‘Alp’) (on natural 
science and mathematics) and RzSria-i nabdh (on medicine), both by Ibn Sin2 
(d. 427/1036); al-TaflFm li-awZ’il TinZ‘at al-tayk (Instructions in the Basics of 
Astronomy) by Abii Rayhiin al-Bifini (d. 439/1048); al-Abnzja ‘an baqd’ig al- 
adwzja (Fundamentals of the Facts of Drugs) on pharmacology by Aba 
Manstir Muwaffaq b. ‘Ah al-Harawi (fifth/eleventh century); Z&b-i S.t& 
(the first half written in the fEst half of the fifth/eleventh century), TZ?fkh-i 
Bqhaqi, (written in the middle of the fifth/eleventh century), both on history; 
and more than ten volumes in Persian by Muhammad b. A m b  Tabari, a 
mathematician of the second half of the eleventh century. This list reveals that 
at the outset of Persian prose, writers valued above all scientific and scholarly 
works. Another matter that we ought to mention here is that Persian writers of 
this period would try to use Persian terminology in their scientific works in- 
stead of Arabic, while at the same time they had no compunction about using 
Arabic terms. 

Of the thousands of works written after the mid-eleventh century in 
Persian I wdl mention only a few. Information about the rest wdl be found in 
Dhabih All2h Safii.” W e  have, for example, the QZbzTx-nZma of ‘Unsur al- 
Ma‘& Kaykityiis, a Mirror for Princes written in 474/1082-1083; the S$Zrat- 
nZma (Manual of Administration) of IUlwiija Nizm al-Mulk (killed 484/1092), 
the famous Saljiiq vizier, a treatise on civil administration and politics; the Sufi 
treatises of Khwiija ‘Abd All& An@ (d. 480/1088); and the mystical AmZral- 
tawbFdj magZm2t al-Shqkb Ab# Sa ‘id (The Secrets of Unity in the Sessions of 
Abii Sa‘id) written in 591/1195, which is notable for the way it was composed. 
Outstanding as far as ornate prose is concerned is fihla wa-Dmna, which is a 
free translation by Nasr All& Munshi (between 535/1141 and 538/1144) of 
an Arabic translation by Ibn Muqaffa‘, which became the standard text. One 
of the works written to thts standard is the MaqbZn-nZma of Sa‘d al-Din of 
Wariiwini in the first quarter of the thirteenth century; another is the AnwZr-i 
Sahqli (Illuminations of Suhayli) written by Mull2 Husayn Wii‘iz-i Kashifi 
(d.in the first years of the tenth/sixteenth century). All these works are col- 
lections of fables in whch animals and plants speak. One must also mention 
the Gal&% of Sa‘& (written 655/1258), the masterpiece of Persian prose. The 
GalistZn was written in eight chapters containing short tales in a mixture of 
prose and poetry. It had more readers in the Persian-speaking world than any 
other prose work. Sa‘di’s great achievement was to free Persian prose from the 
clutches of debhtating conventionality, theory and ornamentation, and from 
obscure Arabic words and phrases. Because of the fame of the GahtZn, several 
writers produced works imitating it. Until about sixty years ago it served as a 

18. Dh. Safg, Erikb-i.. ., 0p.d. 
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textbook in all the regions in which Persian was used. Another fact about this 
work worth mentioning is that some 400 phrases and lines from it have be- 
come famihar quotations in Persian.19 Since the seventeenth century, the 
Gulistgn has been translated into several European languages. 

Among the collections of heroic tales, apart from the works on pre- 
Islamic figures, most of whch are lost, three works are worth mentioning: 
Jumuk-i ‘AjjZr (The Vagabond’s Fish), written by Fargmarz b. Khudildiid b. 
‘Abd Allah al-Gtib al-Arrajiini; the D~ri-naina (The Book of Darius) of 
Tarsasi; and the Story of EKZ~~.I%L~ by MawlZninH Bighm-. 

MODERN LITERATURE 
Iran’s very limited famdiarity and contact with Europe towards the end of the 
Qgjar period (1 133-1343/1721-1925) -which witnessed the establishment of 
the College of Arts in Tehran, the hiring of several Europeans to teach the 
new sciences and, later, the sending of a small number of students to Europe, 
the travels of some prominent figures to Europe, the translation of various 
European works of literature into Persian and an acquaintance with the simple 
prose of the press and laws governing European countries -, had two 
remarkable and beneficial results. One was the Constitutional Revolution in 
1906. The other was a fundamental change in Persian literature, which for 
several centuries prior to that time had undergone stagnation and precipitous 
decline. In this way, court poetry and the composition of erotic and mystical 
ghaxah in imitation of poets of previous centuries gave way to themes like 
social and political criticism, defense of freedom and the rule of law and 
opposition to tyranny. Likewise, the convention-bound and difficult prose of 
the past several centuries gave way to a simpler style of writing. During the 
reign of Reaa Shah Pahlavi (r.1925-1941), the trend towards contact with 
Europe, acquaintance with European literature and borrowing from European 
institutions and cultural matters grew apace, while, at the same time, there 
were still noted poets in ths period - and even und the time of the present 
article - who composed poetry in the style of classical poets, albeit with new 
themes and in their own special modes of expression. In their poetry the 
attempt at innovation is more or less evident. The most important of these 
poets include Mahk al-Shu‘arii’ Bahiir, haj Mirz~, ‘&if, ‘Ishqi, Muhammad 
Husayn Shahriyiir, Parvin, I‘tisiim-, Rahi Mu‘ayyiri and Mihdi Hamidi. 

However, in order to find the &ect effect of some Iranians’ acquain- 
tance with European literature, especially literature in French, one must ex- 
amine modern poetry in Persian. ‘Ah Isfandiyiiri, known as Nimii Yfishij 
(d. 1960), and his familiarity with French language and literature changed the 
course of Persian poetry. H e  did not reject metre and the use of rhyme. 

19. See Sa‘di, BuJt&, op.Cit, p. 38. 
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However, he brought about changes in them and stated that poetic forms 
should serve the theme. Some of the faults in his theory, which resulted from 
an incomplete grasp of the finer points of the metrical system, were removed 
by poets later on. During the reign of Muhammad Reza Shah (r. 1941-1979), 
modern poetry gained a great number of adherents. It should be said that the 
publication of h s  poetry in magazines, and even in newspapers, was the cause 
of its wide currency. It should also be remembered that, in 1934, the first 
Congress of the Union of Soviet Writers declared the traditional forms of 
classical Persian poetry in Tiijik literature too limited and confining to express 
new ideas. In Tajikistan the cultural revolution entered the arena with the 
slogan ‘The democratization of form and content’. The Hizb-i Ttideh (Toilers’ 
Party) of Iran, which was subordinate to the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union, followed Soviet policy in h s  regard without referring to the Union of 
Soviet Writers’ decision. Among Nimn Ytishij’s followers, who first composed 
poetry in the framework of his ideas and later went on individually to stake out 
their own independence, we find Khnnlari, Faridan Tawalluli, Majd al-Din Mir 
Fakhrn’i (Gulchin-i Gilm-), Faridiin Mushiri, Niidir Niidirpur, Hiishang Ibtihiij 
(Siiyeh), Furtigh Farrukhziid, Suhriib Sipihri and Akhawiin-i Sas. In 1947, 
with the publication of Ahungbi-i Far&zd Sbzkdeb, Ahmad Shmlii declared 
the existence of Sbi‘r-i S$Fd gxlhlte Poetry) in Persian literature. In the year 
1965, the first ‘new wave’ in Persian poetry emerged; its founders were 
m a d  Ridii m a d i ,  Sipiinla and Bizhan Alliihi, and their theoretician was 
IsmnM Nuri ‘Ah’. Later splits developed in the followers of Modern Persian, 
and among those who went their own ways was Yad AU& Ru’yii’i, the author 
of Sbi‘r-i bdjm (the Poetry of Volume). After the Islamic Revolution in Iran 
(1979) and the eight-year war with Iraq, poets entered the arena who declared 
themselves the ‘third wave’. They called Nimii Yfishij the ‘first wave’, the 
poets of the sixties and seventies the ‘second wave’. They also took their 
inspiration from the poets of the sixties and seventies as well as from foreign 
sources like the Japanese Haiku. O n  another front, during this same period 
some of the modern poets returned to composing qa@duJ and gbuzah in the 
classical mode, but each with his own particular style and with remarkable 
innovations. These poets include Simin Bihbihiini, Hashang Ibtihiij and 
Akhawiin-i Sdis. 

W e  have said that as a result of the growing acquaintance with the press 
and various of the works of European literature and translations of them into 
Persian, a simple form of writing took the place of the convention-bound 
prose of previous centuries in Persian literature. In some instances, journalists 
even turned to colloquial prose, the best example of which is CBaran Parand 
(i.e. the colloquial language with satire) of ‘Ab Akbar Dihkhudn (‘Dakhaw’). 
Some authors began to write educational, historical and social novels in imi- 
tation of European models. The first step in the writing of the short story in 
the European style was taken by Sayyid Muhammad ‘Ah Jamdziida (b. 1892) 
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with his collection XkZ bGdyakZ nabid in 1921-1922, which was praised by 
foreign and Iranian critics alike. Hasan Muqaddam (1898-1925), the author of 
the satirical play Jasfar &in a? farbang Zmadz, achieved great success when the 
play was performed in Tehran in 1923. 

In short-story writing, Jamdzgdeh was followed by Sndiq Hidnyat (1903- 
1951), who achieved great fame in and outside Iran with his collections Zindz 
bi-Gir, Si qatra khn, and especially his Bzsf-i kGr. After him, individuals like 
Buzurg ‘Alavi, Sadiq Chabak, Ibriihim Gulistnn, Muhammad Ijtimiidziida 
(famous as ‘Bih Azid) and dozens of others created prose works, each with 
his own special techniques and to a greater or lesser extent with an eye toward 
Siidtq Hidiiyat . 

Novel writing continued as it had gone on during the previous several 
decades. Among the works published are Sbijwbar-i Aha Bincrm by ‘Ali 
Muhammad Afghm- and E.&dzr by Mabud Dawlatiibndi. 

In the field of essay writing, which is relatively recent in Persian, the 
following individuals are among the well-known figures: Muhammad ‘Ah 
Furiighi (Dhakn’ al-Mulk), ‘Abbns Iqba Kshtiynni, Mujtabii Minovi, Pm-z 
NHtil Khiinlari, Sa‘id Nafisi, ‘Ab Dashti, Ihsiin Ynrshn& ‘A.A. Sa‘idi Sirj5ni, 
M.A. Bnstm- Pmi and Jald a-i &mad. 

O n  another front, in the last sixty or seventy years a number of Iranian 
scholars have produced valuable works of literary research and critical editions 
of classical texts. In addition to the several hundred classical Persian literary 
texts edited in a scholarly manner, and besides the translations of hundreds of 
books from various languages into Persian, several valuable literary journals 
were published, such as ArmagbZn, Mbr, YZa’zgZr, Sijkban, Egbmi, h-bnima-i 
fitZb and the journals of the Faculties of Literature of the Universities of 
Tehran, Tabriz and Mashhad (Firdawsi). 

W e  must identify the period of modern Persian literature with the blos- 
soming of Persian prose and agree with Parviz Natil Khgnlari, who called it 
‘the age of prose’, for in it, after ten centuries, Persian prose overtook Persian 
poetry. 

It is necessary to mention that classical Persian literature - with the ex- 
ception of folklore - shared the same general framework in various countries 
from its beginnings to the end of the nineteenth century. However, from the 
beginning of the twentieth century, basic changes appeared in that common 
framework in Tajikistan and, more or less, in Afghanistan. Contemporary 
Tajihstan was part of old Transoxiana, which the former Soviet Union de- 
clared to be one of its Central Asian Republics. Soviet ideology, as we said 
before, called the Persian of Tajihstan Tiijk-, nominally separating it from the 
Persian used in Iran and Afghanistan. It replaced the Perso-Arabic alphabet 
with the Cynllic script for writing Tiijiki and, in 1934, determined that the tradi- 
tional forms of Persian poetry were unsuitable, declaring the ‘democratization 
of form and content’ a necessity. As a result, Tajikistan followed Soviet cultural 
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and political theories. In the first generation of poets and prose writers of 
Tajikistan was Sadr al-Din ‘Ayni, who is rightly called the ‘Father of Tiijik 
literature’. In the last decades, a gradual return to classical Persian forms re- 
flecting the ancient heritages of Persian literature has come into being, and 
from 1989 onwards w e  see an amalgam of the traltional and the innovative 
and a reliance on the literary past and the roots of Tiijik society, which are 
deeply embedded in the Persian world. It must also not go without saying that 
Tiijiki differs from the contemporary Persian of Iran by virtue of its phonology, 
grammar and Turkish and Russian loan-words. 

In Afghanistan, which became independent in 1921, literary modernism 
appeared later than it did in Iran. Malyntid Tarzi (1865-1933) was one of the 
pioneers of this movement. The publication of newspapers, the writing of 
novels and short stories and the composition of modern poetry generally 
imitated the works of prose writers and poets of Iran. In the same way, 
Marxist literature of recent years is also in every way imitative of the Hizb-i 
Tadeh of Iran. Writers began to write short stories around 1940. In the early 
sixties, a kind of literature that is revolutionary, engagi: and in tune with so- 
cialist societies appeared in Afghanistan. In contrast to the writers of h s  
movement stands a group of short-story writers, novelists and poets whose 
only common ground is that they oppose the engagi: writers. 
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TURKISH LITERATURE 
Gifiay Kkt 

Pre-Islamic Turkish literature 
The Turks, who lived over a broad area of Central Asia stretching from 
Siberia in the north to the Himalayas in the south, from the Ural river to Lake 
Balkhash and from the Caspian Sea as far as China, embraced Islam between 
the second half of the seventh and the mid-tenth centuries AD. One of the 
Turkish communities that converted en mmse to Islam during the tenth 
century was the Itil Bulgars (310/922) in the north-west (around the Volga 
and Q&i%n). The QargkhiXnid Kh%qi%n Satuq Bughrii became a Muslim in 
308/920, taking his people with him, while the Oghuz Turks converted in 
349/960. 

Although Turkish literature dates back to the earliest periods of Turkish 
habitation in Central Asia, it is extremely difficult to trace oral literature 
through written records. Data concerning the oral tradition can only be 
gleaned from translations into other languages, from later observations in 
Turkish and from ongoing traditions. The earliest evidence concerning the 
oral tradition of poetry is a goshmu-like quatrain relating the rout of the Huns in 
119 BC, which is encountered in the Chinese sources. While the ughit (lament) 
of Alp Er Tungha, regarded as a fragment of the oldest legend, was written 
down in the eleventh century AD, it was composed for the Saka ruler, who was 
killed in 625 BC. The BwZn Laghit d-Tark and the@tudgha bilig mention Alp 
Er Tungha, who appears as Afriisiyiib in the Iranian sources. Most of the 
poems in the BwZn Lz/gh& ul-Tz/rk very probably date to pre-Islamic periods 
when the Turks used hece (syllabic metre) in quatrains, with the rhyme-scheme 
uuub-cccb-Mb.. . Information regarding Turkish legends is also found in some 
Arabic and Persian historiographical literature. 

Important data concerning the written literature of the Koktiirk period 
have been obtained from tombstones and some inscriptions dating from the 
sixth and seventh centuries. The stones on which these literary data, known as 
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Bengiitash literature, are inscribed were generally found in the Yenisei region 
and are known as the Orkhon inscriptions. The most important of them are 
the KO1 Tigin, Bdge Qaghan and Tonyuquq monuments found in the valley of 
the Orkhon river. The KO1 Tigin Beng2ta.d was erected by Bilge Qaghan on 21 
August 732, that of Tonyuquq between 724 and 726 and the Bilge Bengitab in 
735. As well as being the first known written examples of Turkish literature, 
these monumental stones also contain considerable information about the life 
of the Turks at that time. After the stones were discovered, various scholars 
worked at a feverish pace to decipher them. 

In 745, the Uighurs defeated the Koktiirks and established their hege- 
mony over the Orkhon region. Accepting first the Manichaean religion and 
then Buddhism, the Uighurs developed two separate literatures known as 
Manichaean and Burqandji under the influence of these two religions. 

Turkish literature under Islamic influence periods 

THE QARAKHANID PERIOD: ICHAQANIYYA OR KASHGHAR TURKISH 
In 840, the Qirgiz Turks destroyed the Uighur dynasty, forcing them to shift 
their centre to East Turkistan. Simultaneously the Qariikhdds ruled over a 
region immediately adjacent to the Uighurs, where the cities of Baliisiighnn, 
Tarza and Kgshghar were located in the west of East Turkistan. Their official 
state and written language was Khiiqiiniyya Turlilsh. As Mahmiid of Gshghar 
points out in lus Diivrin Lugbat ai-Zrk, the Turkish language is divided into two 
branches, eastern and western. Western Turkish is Oghua Turlilsh, Eastern 
Turkish the language of the Qariikhdd state. The language of the latter 
Ksishghar and Balasiighiin, ehbits a close affinity with the Turkish spoken by 
the Chid, Yaghmsi, Arghiin and Uighur Turks. 

While the Uighurs still adhered to Mani and Buddha, the Qariikhiinids 
had become Muslims. This coincided with the rule of ‘Abd al-Karim Satuq 
Bughrii Khiin, whose conversion to Islam eventually became a legend known 
as the Tadbkirat-i Satuq Bugbra Akin, which exists in a number of different 
versions. Although the first great literary work of the Qar&hdd period is the 
fiutdgbu bilig (Happiness-giving Knowledge) written by Ynsuf Khiig Hsijib in 
462/1069-1070, it is highly probable that other literary works had been 
written around 390/1000 as forerunners of a work of this magnitude. Some of 
the poems of uncertain date in the DwZn Lugbrit ai-Turk, for example, can be 
dated to this period. 

The Islamic metre called mutapin%, which is both a verse form and a 
metrical scheme known as Sbrib-nZma metre, was used in the Qzitadgbu Bilig, 
which is dedicated to Tabghach Bughra Kha. There are, however, 
173quatrains of this work that are rhymed according to the aaa scheme. 
Furthermore, occasionally a rhyme appears at the beginning of the hemistich 
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in accordance with the Uighur tradition. A verse and prose introduction at the 
beginning of the work is a later addition not written by Yiisuf Khnss Hnjib. 
Although it is not known who wrote it, it is nonetheless important for in- 
formation about his life. 

In the gutadghtl Bdg, an allegorical mathnawf, four principal personages 
represent four abstract qualities: the ruler Kun Togh& (rising sun), justice; the 
minister Ay Told (fd moon), prosperity; the minister’s son Ogddmush 
(highly praised), intelligence ; and the minister’s brother Odghurmush (wide 
awake), prudence. The work, which consists of the mz/nZxara (debates) among 
these four, is thus a so-called ‘Mirror for Princes’, or a manual of moral and 
political advice. 

As well as the importance of the subject, the preponderance of terms 
relating to the organization of the state indicates the level of culture and ci- 
vilization among the Turks of the time. Similarly, the pure Turktsh used 
throughout the work (there are only about one hundred Arabic and Persian 
words) makes it worthy of study. The intellectual fabric of the pQtrtadghu Bilk is 
also strongly Islamic, even though traces of pre-Islamic customs and traditions 
and numerous interactions with neighbouring China are also evident. 

The Dw& Lughd aL-Grk, written by M&mud of Kashghar, is one of the 
seminal and chief works of Turhsh literature of the Qarskhgnid period and 
also the first dictionary of the Turkish language. Lost for a long time, it was 
finally recovered for the scholarly world as the result of a fortuitous purchase 
by ‘Ah Emiri (d. 1924). This work, which was completed on 10 JumsdaII 
466/10 February 1074 and presented to Abu-l-Qnsim, son of the Caliph 
Muhammad al-Muqta& was written to teach Turkish to the Arabs. Its ex- 
planatory sections are thus in Arabic. The DwZn LtlgbZt aL-Ttlrk is the single 
source we have today for the various literary genres, the properties of the 
language, the richness of folklore, the legends, epics, proverbs, vocabulary 
and, finally, the social characteristics of the Turks of that time. Unfortunately, 
the exact date of the verse fragments in this work, which reflects Qariikhhd 
literature in a variety of examples, is unknown. These examples, however, can 
be assumed to have been recited for several centuries. The poems narrating 
the wars of the Qar%khdds with other Turkish tribes definitely belong to the 
Qarnkhdd period. Most of the quatrains in the Ow& are in 7-syllable syllabic 
(4+3 with caesura) verse. The next common form is 8-syllable (4+4 with 
caesura). The rhyme-scheme of the quatrains is as in the qoshma. The subject is 
usually war or, as a secondary theme, spring. There are also lyrical poems on 
the subject of love and the beloved. Some poems in the DwZn are in the form 
of couplets in ‘a6d (traditional Arabic prosody). 

The ‘Afabat al-baqZ’iq, written by Adib Alpad Yuknaki in IGPqdyya 
Turkish in the twelfth century, is dedicated to Dad Sipahs&r M4ammad 
Beg. In subject matter, it is a book of morality written in the Sh&nZma metre 
and exhibiting the verse techniques (mz/n&jZt, na ‘t, madb&a, sabab al-tal$ etc.) 
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observed in works of the matham-genre in classical diwcin literature. The forty 
opening couplets are in qa$a form, while the rhyme-scheme becomes aaa 
where the work actually begins. ‘Aiabat al-baqci’iq, which belongs to the genre 
of the nu~$at-nZma (book of counsel), consists of 101 quatrains on the benefits 
of knowledge, the fickleness of the world, praise of generosity and criticism of 
greed, humility and courtesy, benevolence, patience and other virtues, and the 
corruptness of the age, as well as the writer’s apology. 

At the end of the ‘Aiabat al-baqz’iq is a quatrain by an unknown writer, 
another quatrain by Sayf al-Din Barlas, known by the pen name Sayfi, and a 
verse of ten couplets by Arsliin Khocha Tarkhiin. The quatrain by the un- 
known writer, which gives information about Adib Alpad and the work, tells 
us that he was born blind. while it resembles the @tadgh Bilk in subject 
matter, this work contains a larger number of Arabic and Persian words. 

m a d  Yasawi, who was born in the town of Sayr%n (Isfijii) in West 
Turkistan at the end of the eleventh century, wrote his poems in Qariikhbd 
Turkish. But Yasawi’s aphorisms (bikam), which have undergone linguistic 
alteration if not changes in content during their survival to the present, do not 
exhibit a perfect harmony with Qariikhiinid Turkish. The heartfelt and sincere 
poems he wrote spread widely among nomadic people, virtually weaving a 
legend that overshadowed even such contemporaries of his as Adib &mad 
and Yiisuf Khiiss Hiijib. Ahmad Yasaw-, who lost his father as a small child 
and moved to Yesi, where he joined the followers of Arsliin Biibii, became a 
shqkh in 555/1160. Through his religious-mystical aphorisms he tried to teach 
Islam to the Turks; for him, poetry was thus a mere means to an end. Most of 
hs aphorisms are in the form of quatrains using syllabic metres and half- 
rhymes. Although some are written in the gbazpl style of Arabic prosody, his 
use of the characteristic Turkish verse forms, syllabic metre and rhyme- 
scheme ensured that his poems, which spread widely among the common 
people, were not forgotten over the centuries and his aphorisms were copied 
numerous times. In Anatolian Turkish literature, Yiinus Emre was especially 
influenced by Yasaw-. 

LITERARY PRODUCTS OF K H W ~ R I Z M  AND THE GOLDEN HORDE 

At a later date, we frnd products of the Turkish language which had developed 
in eastern Central Asia in fishghar and its environs, in places such as 
Khwiirizm, Yedisu and Manv-BukhHrii. Most prominent among these centres 
is Khwiirizm, which freed itself from Saljiiq rule and established its economic 
hegemony in the eighth century. The development of Khwiirizm Turkish was 
completed in the eighthlfourteenth century when it was replaced by 
Chaghatay Turkish, which is largely a continuation of it. Literary develop- 
ments in the fourteenth century are observed particularly in the Golden 
Horde. The oldest known work here is Bz/sraw wa-ShZtfn, translated by Qutb in 
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honour of Tini Bey Khm and his wife Melike Khiitiin. This work is of special 
importance since Ni?m-’s MathnawTof the same name was the first translation 
(741/1341) in Turkish literature. 

The most important written work of the Khwiirizm region is a book of 
ha& (traditions of the Prophet), Nahj al$arZdi.r, thought to have been written 
by Mahmtid of Kerder. Its literary importance lies in the fact that it is the first 
example of its genre, and in the material it contains. Its linguistic importance is 
based on the vowel points in the Istanbul copy, which were done according to 
Khwiiriam Turkish. As Fuad Kopriilii points out in his Erk Edeb$atz Tarii, 
the Nahj alfarZdis is an important link in the chain of development from 
Khiiqiiniyya to Chaghatay Turkish. 

The language of an ‘Jm-i bal (catechism), entitled Ma% al-mzifld and 
written in 713/1312-1313 by someone called Islam, while not very different 
from Khiiq~yya Turkish, exhibits the phonetic characteristics of Oghuz 
Turkish since it was written in the Khwiirizm region. Noteworthy in this work 
is the evidence of an interaction with Qipchaq-Oghuz Turkish as a result of 
the impact of the Mongol invasions of Khw&izm. al-mtlrz’d must 
nevertheless be classified among the works in Eastern Turkish. 

Another work from this regon is the religio-mystical workJawZhir al-asrZr. 
Since it is found as a gloss in the margins of a collection containing the Macin 
al-marfd, written in quatrains with the same rhyme-scheme as well as being 
similar in subject matter, it brings to mind the possibdity that it was written by 
the same writer. W e  the author of the Mababbat-nZmu gives no definite in- 
formation about Khwiiriam, the work implies that it was written in 754/1352 
for Muhammad Khwiija Beg. Copies of this work, a mathnam-(poem in rhymed 
couplets) in the raj? metre of 'sed, exist in both Uighur and Arabic script. 
Awork entitled Micrg+aZma in Uighur script by an unknown writer is one of 
the major products of Islamic Turkish literature in terms of subject matter. 
The fact that it had been copied in 840/1436 places its original composition in 
an earlier period. 

There are a number of divergent views concerning when and where the 
Q@ al-anb$ZJ, written in 710/1310 for Nasir al-Din Tuq Bugha by Burhw 
al-Din Qii& Niisir (pen name Rabghuzi), was actually written. While Caferoglu 
considers the work a product of West Turkistan in the Eshghar dialect, 
Kopriilii locates it in Khwiirizm and Radloff regards it as Uighur. 

Works were also written in Qipchaq Turkish among the Mamltiks in the 
thirteenth/fourteenth centuries. In addition to works such as the KtZb al-idr& 
li-b.rZn al-AtrZk on lexicography, the Khib b@at al-mu.rhtZq and the KtZ.3 al- 
tabfat al-zakiga j-l-lagha al-Tarkiga, the chief literary work is Sayfi Sariiyi’s 
translation of the GaliJtZn, which was completed in 793/1391 and exhibits the 
characteristics of Qipchaq Turkish. 
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CHAGHATAY LITERATURE 

The term Chaghatay has been interpreted variously by historians of literature. 
While Fuad Koprulii defines it as the Central-Asian literary ddect that 
developed in the thirteenth/fourteenth centuries within the framework of the 
states (Chaghatay, flkhhd, Golden Horde) founded by the sons of Genghiz 
Khm, Samaylovich regards it as the literary language of Central Asia between 
the fifteenth and twentieth centuries. M. A. Serbak considers Chaghatay 
Turhsh a period of Uzbek. J. Eckmann, who regards it as the third period of 
Central-Asian Turkish, following Qardchiinid and Khwiirizm Turkish, thus 
divides it into three periods, whereas Fuad Kopriilii divides it into five. 

Among poets in Chaghatay literature who lived between the second half 
of the fourteenth and the fifteenth centuries are Sakiiki, the first great poet and 
composer of a &win (collected poems); Haydar Tilbe, known for his nu@z 
(emulative poem) of Ni?m-’s Mukhpn ul-mrir; MawlSinii Lutfi, author of a 
&win and translation of the historical work Zufur-nimu by Sharaf al-Din ‘Ah 
Yazdi; a love mutbnuwT called Gul i-Num-7 translated in 814/1411 from a 
Persian work of the same name by Jald al-Din Tiibib ; Yikuf Amiri, known for 
his mixed prose-verse mz/nipru (debate) called Beng ii-Gughir, a matbnuwTcalled 
Deb-nima consisting of ten letters, and a &win; Saydi m a d  Mirzn, author of 
a muthnuwz; Tu‘mhshz/q-nimu; &ma&, known for his munipru on stringed 
instruments; and Yaqini, known for his work entitled Oq yqning miinipai. 
The greatest poet of the classical age is ‘Ah Shir Nawii’i, who not only influ- 
enced the poets of his own period but also those of subsequent times in 
Central Asia and whose fame was legendary among the poets of Anatolia, too. 

In Turkish literature Husayn Bayqara - actually Husayn Mirzii b. Manstir 
b. Bayqara, known as Husayn-i Bayqara (842-912/1438-1507) -was a poet- 
ruler of the Timiirid dynasty who succeeded to the throne of Khuriisiin in 
873/1469. A &win and a riidu (treatise) exist by him, using the pen name 
Husayni Husayn. Bayqara is also important in Turkish literature for the in- 
terest taken in him by the prominent poet, writer and vizier of the time, ‘Ah 
Shir Nawii’i (844-906/1441-1501), who was his close friend. Never had any 
other poet been so exalted by the supreme ruler as ‘Ab Shir Nawii’i. 

Nawn’i, who found himself in literary circles and composed poems already 
as a child, at various times collected his poems in &wins with various titles and 
modes of arrangement. In the final arrangement, he organized his work in four 
&wins called Gburi’ib al-&$m-, Nawidir ul-sbubib, Bud9di ‘ul-wmu[ and Fawi’id ul- 
kibur. H e  also has a Persian &win in which he used the pen name Fm-. 

Nawii’i was not merely a court poet but also a thinker. Translating several 
famous muthnuwTs from Persian into Chaghatay Turkish, he also added a great 
deal of his own. Besides the khumsa (set of five muthnuwz? consisting of fAqrut 
ul-ubrir (888/1483), firbid wu-JhT6z (89/1484), Lqli wu-Man~n, Sub‘u-i Jqyir 
(889/1484) and Sud-i hkundarf (890/1485), he also translated ‘Attiir’s 
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11-6.1 Khamsa-i NawH’i by ‘Ah Shir Nawa’i, 937/1531 
0 Topkapi Palace Library (H-802, fol. 19b) 
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mathnam-, Manliq al-ta_yr, under the pen name Fiini, making his own additions 
and calling it Lis& al-@r [ Fig. 11. 

The NasZ’im al-mababba min shamZ’im al$atwwa, written in prose in 901 / 
1495, is a translation of Jiirds work Ndabat al-zms min ba&rZt al-gad. Nawii’i, 
who was strongly influenced by Jiimi, as well as being his friend, belonged to 
the Naqshbandi order of dervishes, like Jslmi. He is important as the writer of 
the first tadhkirat al-shtr ‘arZ’ (biography of poets) in Turkish literature. H e  took 
Ji%mi’s BahZ&Zn and Dawlatshiih‘s Tadhkirat al-shzl‘arZ’ as his models for lus 
own tadbkira, M+ilis al-n@’is. With his work entitled Mi&ikamat al-laghatqn, 
written to prove the superiority of Turkish over Persian and in reaction to the 
practice among the enlightened and cultured class of Chaghatay Turks of 
writing their works in Persian, he inaugurated a new period in the history of 
the Turkish language. 

His Mzmsba’Zt (epistolography), as well as Napz aljawZhir and Mz@n al- 
aw@n on Arabic prosody, show Nawii’i’s extreme versatility, while his W2jjya 
gives extensive information about the various awqq (pious foundations) he 
established. 

Nawii’i influenced numerous people in both lus own and later periods. In 
fact, some Anatolian poets literally started a fad of including one ghaTal in 
Chaghatay Turkish in their dwzns. 

Another poet of the period of Husayn Bayqara is Hiimidi, known for hs 
mathnam-, Yis@ile ZdqkhZ. J. Eckmann places this poet in the classical period 
of Chaghatay literature. 

In the tenthlsixteenth century, Chaghatay literature lived on in two se- 
parate regions, Central Asia and India. After the death of Husayn Bayqara in 
912/1507, the nomalc Uzbeks put an end to the Timiirid rule. Harnt de- 
ched in importance whde Samarqand and Bukh~ir~i flourished again. Thus, 
the Chaghatay language and literature continued to tkve in the Shaybiinid 
period. When Biibiir was unable to capture Khwnrizm from the Uzbeks, he 
migrated to India and founded a Turco-Indian empire there. Starting with 
Babiir himself, Chaghatay literature went on producing works under Kiimrixn 
Mirzii and Bayram Khw unul the eighteenth century. 

Important poets in Central Asia are Shaybm- Khiin, ‘Ubayd Akh Khan 
and Muhammad Sdih. Shaybm- Khan (855-916/1451-1510) wrote classical 
poems as well as verses in the bikmat genre out of his great esteem for A b a d  
Yasawi. Besides a dwZn he also has a treatise on Islamic law called Babr al-hadZ. 
Among the Shaybm-s, ‘Ubayd All& Khiin (d. 945/1539) is a ruler-poet with a 
dwZn as well as a work on Islamic law, EtZb MmZ’il al-falZt, and a prose work, 
Ta?juma-i qawz‘id al-Qw’Zn wafawz’id al$iwqZn, whde Muhammad Sa (d. 941 / 
1538-1 539) has a verse chronicle entitled ShgybZnF-nZma. 

The most important Chaghatay writer and poet of the sixteenth century is 
Ghazi Z h - r  al-Din Muhammad Babiir b. ‘Umar Shaykh Mwii (888-937/ 
1483-1570), who, as pointed out earlier, was the founder of the Turco-Indian 
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empire. Babiir, who succeeded to the throne at a tender age (899/1494), 
waged a number of struggles in which he fought against and defeated Shaybiini 
Khan. In 909/1504, he took Kabul and, penetrating as far as Sind in 910/ 
1505, became PdisbZb. Biibur left behmd hts memoirs, which reflect his own 
intelligence, powers of observation and wit, and which are also of sociologcal, 
folkloric, geographical, ecological and historical sipficance. Commonly 
known as the BZb2er-nZma this work was entitled WaqZ’i‘ & BZb& bimxeg 

Apart from lus memoirs, Babur has left a number of other works: a 
diwzn, a treatise on ‘acd, a verse work called Mubqyan about Islamic law of the 
Hanafi school and a matbnawf entitled Ridat-i wdidjya on the ideas of ‘Ubayd 
AUiih Ahrnr, a Sufi of the Timurid period. Other works from ths period 
include the Shejeere-i TerZkime of Abu-1-Ghiizi Bahiidur Khiin (101 1-1073/ 
1603-1663), one of the Shaybnnid Uzbek Khans, and I s  Sbajdrat al-AtrZk, 
whch was completed by his son. 

Although the Astrakhans succeeded the Shaybiinids after the eleventh/ 
seventeenth century, they were unable to prevent the break-up of Central 
Asian Turkish unity. While Chaghatay literature appears to have lived on in 
centres such as Bukhnrn, KhTwa and Khoqand, it declined in the seventeenth- 
eighteenth centuries and gave way to the Uzbek written language by the 
twelfth/eighteenth century. 

The Turhsh people of Central Asia encountered Western literature in the 
nineteenth century. Ths experience had a significant impact on their concept 
of literature. In the second half of that century, a brand-new Uzbek literature 
was thus born, with poets such as Furqat, Muqimi, Dhawqi, Muhyi, smidi and 
Kmil Khwiirizmi. They published their first newspaper, TGrkixtZn b%&vetinin 
Ga@i, in Tashkent in 1883. In this newspaper, Uzbek artists and authors 
wrote articles about widely &verse topics, ranging from Russian civilization to 
the life of the poet Furqat. The first theatrical work in Uzbek literature was 
Behdiidi’s Peder-kid, written in Tashkent in 1913. 

TURKISH LITERATURE IN ANATOLIA AND LITERARY W O R K S  IN 
WESTERN Tu RKI s H 

Bunding Period 

The development of Turhsh literature in Anatolia occurred in five phases. 
The first or founding period covers approximately the years from 648/1250 to 
857/1453 and can be termed the Period of Eastern Anatolian Turkish. The 
founding period of Turkish literature runs parallel with the political 
development of the Ottoman Empire. 

The Turhzation of Anatolia began with the arrival of Alp Arsliin (r. 455- 
464/1063-1072). In the Great Saljiiq Empire set up by Sul@n Mahkshh 
(r. 464-485/1072-1092) in the fifth/eleventh century, Persian was the lan- 
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page of culture and Arabic the language of the state. Since most of the Turks 
who came to Anatolia were Oghuz, the literary dialect developing there was 
based on the Oghuz language. 

Literary developments in the second half of the thirteenth century oc- 
curred in two areas: poetry and prose. The Turks’ greatest achievment in this 
century is to have carved their name in history and culture through their works 
in the Turkish language. Of course, such efforts to write in Turhsh can also be 
observed in works of the fourteenth century. In 676/1278, the Qariimiinid 
Mehmed Bey, who had claims to the Saljiiq throne, published a decree pro- 
claiming Turlsh the official language in order to win the support of the 
Turkish people. Although Mawliinii Jald al-Din Riimi (604-672/1207-1273) 
still wrote in Persian, he influenced through his work the fledgling Turkish 
poets as well as the Turkish thinkers, poets and writers who emerged in sub- 
sequent centuries. Following hm, his son Sulgin Walad (623-712/1226- 
1312), the founder of the Mawlawi order of dervishes, spread his father’s ideas 
in hs own works. The Bh&’-nZma (compiled in 690/1291), RdbZb-nZma 
(compiled in 701/1301) and the &wZn of Walad, who preferred to write all hs 
works in Persian, contain a total of 367 Turkish couplets. Walad’s poems can 
be regarded as the first written examples of Eastern Anatolian Turkish. 
Although some Turkish scholars have cast doubt on whether Dehhiini, who 
came from IUluriisiin and settled in Qonya, was a poet of the thirteenth 
century, according to Fuad Koprulu he lived in the time of ‘Alii’ al-Din 
Kayqubiid I11 (d. 702/1302), and according to mkmet ilaydm in the time of 
‘Alii’ al-Din Kayqubiid I (d. 634/1237). First introduced to the scholarly world 
by Fuad Kopriilii, Dehhm-, whose non-religious verses are extant, was a 
precursor of classical Turkish poetry. 

Yiinus Emre, regarded as having lived in the last half of the thrteenth 
and the first half of the fourteenth centuries since his death date is given as 
720/1320 in the extant sources, has been remembered over the centuries for 
the power and lyricism of his poems, characterized by a sincere expression of 
feelings shared with the common people. His poems have been passed down 
from generation to generation, enshrouding hm in legend. Verses by other 
Yanuses who emulated his style and regarded him as their master have even 
been confused with his own. The Yiinus DwZn, a unique example of Turkish 
national literature regarded as the first product of the classical literary culture, 
is not only important as the first &wZn in Turhsh literature but is also the 
Turks’ most priceless treasury of knowledge about the Turkish spoken in this 
century. In form and content, Yiinus was influenced by both Yasawi and 
Rami. There is a Esstrf wa-Zzthykhi story, translated from the Crimean lan- 
guage (Desht) into Turlsh by Khaliloijlu ‘Alz, which is reminiscent of Qul 
‘AFs 0::a-i YGsstrfin Eastern Turkish and sustains in quatrains the tradition of 
ancient Turkish poetry. The single fact available today concerning Ahmad 
Faqih, whose life and dates are controversial, is that there was in thls century 
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more than one m a d  Faqih, one of whom wrote a religio-mystical poem on 
the perennial ‘world-man-death‘ theme of the dwZn literature. Whde the ori- 
pal consisted of one hundred couplets, only eighty-three have survived from 
this poem, a ga@& known in Turkish literature as Gar&-nZma. Another work 
attributed to &mad Faqih is the &tZb Aw;qmas@id al-sbanJfd. 

It has now been firmly established that Shayyiid Hamza, thought until 
recently to have lived in the thirteenth century, in fact lived in the fourteenth. 
His place in Turhsh literature is determined by hs 1,529-couplet mathnawZ; 
Y%af wa-Zglaikb2, the first translation in Western Turkish. 

The translation of ‘AtIgr’s mystical matbnawiMantiq al-tay by Giilshehri is 
the first example of this genre in Turkish literature (717/1317). Faithful to the 
framework of the story in his translation, Giilshehri replaced some of ‘Att%r’s 
stories with stories from the Matbnaw?, Kalila wa-Dtmna and the QZbis-nZma. 

The approximately 12,000-couplet mathaw?, Gbaeb-nzma, written by 
‘Kshq Piisha (670-733/1272-1332) in 730/1330 was composed to dis- 
seminate mystical teaching among the common people. 

Another masterpiece of translation from this century is the 5,300-couplet 
love-matbnaw? Jubql wa-NawbabZr, made by Mas‘iid b. &mad in 751 /1350. 
Another work by this writer, Farbarg-nZma (written 755/1354), is a versified 
translation of the Baskin of Sa‘& of Shiriiz (d. 691/1292). 

Also in this period Shaykhoglu Sadr al-Din Mustafil (741-before 812/ 
1340-1409) made translations from &verse genres. Although the source of 
the subject and the heroes in the love-matham- - known variously as the 
BarsbTd-nZma or Burshtd wa-FarabsbZd or J6abnhTn-i ‘UsbsbZq - is not speci- 
fied, the work is Iranian in origin, as claimed by Hiiseyin Ayan. The first 
example of this genre of .@Zsat-nZmn (manual of morahty and policy) in 
Western Turkish is a prose translation of the MaqabZn-nZma, very similar to 
Kalila wa-Dmna with its elements of the story and fairy tale embodying ho- 
milies and political advice based on fables. This is based on the work of Sa‘d 
al-Din al-Wariiwini, a thrteenth-century writer. A translation of the QZbzis- 
nZma is another prose work in the genre of the political manual, written by 
A m i r  ‘UnTur al-Ma‘di I<ayq&ms in 745/1082 for his son Giliinshiih. A 
translation, called fin? al-kabarZ’wa-mabaqq al- ‘alam2’ (written 8O3/ 1401), of a 
final section of the work entitled Mirgid al- ‘ibZd min al-mahda’ ila-ha ‘Zd by 
Najm al-Din Razi (d. 654/1256), together with some additions, was also made 
by Shaykhoglu. 

A poet named Fakhri translated Busraw wa-SbZmn in 768/1367 for ‘ki b. 
Mehmed Aydin, one of the Aydinogullari. A work entitled ‘hbq-nzma, written 
by a poet named Mehmed in 800/1398, the matbnaw? al-hkandar-nZma and 
&msb?d wa-Bursb?d of Ahmadi Taj al-Din Ibriihim b. Khi& (735-815/1334- 
1412), the Turkish translation of Mahmiid Shabistari’s (d. 720/1320-1321) 
Gulsban-i 9-2~ by Elwiin-i Shirilzi in 829/1425, Shaykhi’s (d. 834/1431) trans- 
lation of Busraw wa-Jb?rfn into Turkish for a second time, the matbnawi Warga 
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wa-Gilsbab translated from Arabic by Yiisuf Maddiih in 770/1368-1369, and 
the firah-nZma (written in 789/1387), compiled from Arabic, Persian and 
Turkish works by I<amdo@u, are among other mathnawi translations of this 
century. 

In addition to the above-mentioned verse works, a major prose transla- 
tion of universal value is that of filfla wa-Bmna, again produced in the 
founding period. Originally in Sanskrit, ths was translated into Turhsh from 
the Persian translation by Qul Mas‘ud at the behest of ‘Umar Bey (709-748/ 
1309-1342-1343), son of Mehmed Bey, one of the Aydino&llari. As a 
manual of morality and policy, fikla wa-Dmna is of enormous importance and 
has been translated at various times over the centuries. 

Alongside religlo-mystical and moral texts based largely on translations, 
religio-epic works also begin to appear in the founding period. Important in 
this connection are Ashrafoglu Riimi’s (d. 873/1469) dimin, Jfuxakk al-nzlfs, 
and ‘Ashiq P%sh~’s son Elwiin Chelebi’s (d. 760/1358) verse manZqib-nZmu 
(religous epic), Manzqib al-quds&ya ji manZ;ib al-uns$ya. The verse and plain- 
prose works of Qayghusuz Abdd (d. 848/1444), an admirer of Yanus Emre, 
in particular his BudaLi’-nZma, Mutbnawi-i BZbZ Qqgbusux and his dwZn, were 
extremely popular and often recited among the common people. 

‘&if ‘Ah (d. after 762/1360), keeper of the Tokat castle, wrote a prose 
account of the legendary victories of Mahk Diinishmand Ghiizi (d. 360/970) 
of the Battiil dynasty. Among works dealing with IUlmfism, RafF’s two 
matbnawzTr, Bashirat-nZma (written in 8 1 1 / 1408) and Ganj-nZma, and ‘Abd al- 
Majid b. Firishta’s works entitled ‘hbq-nZma (833/ 1430), an abridged version 
of Fadl AllBh‘s Jwidhndma, and A%hirat-nZma are significant for showing the 
influence of Fadl Allah and Nasim- on Anatolian Turhsh. The disruption of 
the Ottoman state by the battle of Ankara (804/1402) was followed by a ten- 
year succession dispute among the princes of the line. This period of in- 
stability, which was finally ended when Chelebi Mehmed succeeded to the 
throne in 814/1411, had an unsettling effect on poets and writers as well. 
Despite the upheavals, one of the poets born in this period, &mad Dii‘i, 
presented hs 1,440-couplet Gang-naina to Amir Sulaymiin in 808/ 1406. 
&mad DB‘i has a Turhsh and Persian dwZn, a translation of theJZmZsb-nZmu 
and an Arabic-Persian dctionary in verse entitled ‘Uqid aljawZbir, which he 
wrote while he was the tutor of MurBd 11. 

Another work of interest for its religious content, its language and its 
subject matter is a matbnawf, Khakl-nZma, written by a poet named ‘Abd al- 
W%sic in 817/1414-1415 about Ibriihim’s sacrifice of his son Ismii‘il. The 
mawlid (nativity poem of the Prophet Muhammad), Wa;Flat al-nqiit, by 
Sulaymiin Chelebi of Bursa (d.825/1422) was a model for the over sixty 
muwlids written afterwards. Sustaining its popularity, it has been recited at 
gatherings over the centuries. Yazijioglu Mebed’s mathnawi, Muhammadzjya 
(written in 853/1449), is another religious work as popular as the mawlid. 
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Among the diwZnx, Ahmadi’s (d. 815/1412) dfw& and, especially, the 333- 
couplet work entitled DZxitZn-i tawZ&b-i md.k-iA% ‘UtbmZn (appended to the 
end of hs hkandar-nZma), made an important contribution to Ottoman his- 
tory. It is now certain that the tranlsation of ‘Alfar’s AsrZr-n&za was made by a 
different Ahmadi. The &wZn of Shayh- (d. 834/1431), whose real name was 
Yiisuf Siniin, lus matbnawz; fizlxraw Wa-Xb‘hzmn and his fiar-nama - one of the 
outstanding examples of satire in Turkish literature - are famous. 

THE TRANSITION PERIOD FROM MEHMED 11 
TO BAYAZID II (857-918/1453-1512) 

Prior to the conquest of Istanbul, the Ottoman sultans had lived together 
with their people as one of them. After the conquest, under the title su(tdn, 
they took up residence in the palace, which had become synonymous with 
the imperial administration, and began to lose direct links with the people. 
A new genre of literature thus emerged in the palace and its circle, where 
artists and important men-of-state and learning assembled. Mehmed the 
Conqueror is known to have valued artists and scholars and to have invited 
those he favoured (like ‘Ah al-Qushji, the mathematician and astronomer to 
Istanbul, even to have created for them a climate for dscussion in hs own 
presence. 

The poems of Ahmad Piishii (d. 902/1497), a poet of the Mehmed the 
Conqueror’s period famous for hs qaFdax, have been severely criticized as 
mere translations of Persian poets. Ahmad Pasha, who rose to the rank of 
Mtnister in the palace, was arrested owing to the excessive interest he took 
in one of the sultan’s companions. Although he was pardoned, thanks to 
the penning of hls Kerem qasfda, he was eded to Bursa and never allowed 
to return to Istanbul. Another poet of the period, who was loved especially 
for his gbaxals, was Najnti (d. 914/1509). Earning fame while at Qasfamuni, 
he became an intimate of the palace circle after coming to Istanbul. H e  was 
introduced to the sultan by one of his companions, Yorgo Amiruki, and 
appointed clerk at the court. Today, only the diw& survives of Najiiti, who 
earned the titles Khuuaw-i &-m (IUlusraw of Anatolia) and &Ialik al-.dw‘arZ’ 
(King of Poets). Najnti owes his success to hs vivid images and to the 
inclusion of Turkish saymgs, proverbs and traditions in his poems. A wo- 
man poet, Mihri IUliitih of Amasya (d.912/1256), who was influenced by 
Najiiti and, much to his chagrin, made a name for herself by imitating hs 
verses, was present at the social gatherings of Biiyezid’s son Prince &mad 
(d.918/1512) while he was governor of Amasya. As evidenced by her line 
Bir mu’ennetb yigdumr kim ebl ola/Bin mudbekkerden ki ol nd ebl ola (‘One 
competent woman is better than a thousand incompetent men’), Mihri was 
perhaps the first Ottoman woman poet to express openly her ideas as a 
woman. 
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The poet Ja‘far Chelebi (d. 921/1515), also from Amasya, is known by 
the name Tiiji Begzade. H e  was a teacher in a mudrum and became Biiyazid II’s 
nisbZ@ (inscriber of the Sultan’s imperial monogram on all imperial letters- 
patent). Although he was dismissed briefly for having been embroiled in 
succession disputes, he became nfsrh2j.i again on Selim 1’s accession to the 
throne. In 921 /1515, this poet was executed for his alleged involvement in a 
Janissary uprising. Apart from a dwZn, hs works include a mutbnuwi, Hewes- 
nZmu (written 899/1443), important for its local elements, Munsbu’Zt, Anfs ul- 
‘Znjn and Mubhlz7sd-i htunbd. 

Another important court poet of this period is Ma@ of PriStina (d. 918/ 
1532), who introduced a new genre, the sbebr-engfx (rouser of the city), into the 
dwZn literature. The oldest extant sbebr-engf? are those of Dhati and Mas@. 
Mas*- also wrote a work entitled GiL-i sud-berk consisting of hundred letters in 
the insh’, or ornate prose style. 

Other than M e b e d  I1 (pen name ‘Awni) two prominent court poets to 
be remembered in ths period are Jem Sultiin and Bayazid (pen name ‘Adli), 
who were sons of Mehmed 11. Both composed diwZns in Turkish, and Jem also 
has a Persian dwZn as well as a work entitledjmsbid u-Bursbfd based on the 
Iranian poet Salmiin-i Siiwaji. 

The five mutbnuwfs in the Bumsu of Aq Shams al-Dinoglu Hamd Allah 
Hamdi (d. 914/1508), who acheved fame through ths work, are Yisszlf wu- 
ZuluykbZ (written 81 7/ 1491-1 492), LqLZ wu-Mqkin (written 905/ 1499-1 SOO), 
TuFut ul- ‘usbsbdg, @y$ut-nZmu and MuwLid (908/ 1494). Among these, I%sszlfwu- 
ZuluykbZ, whch is to some extent based on hs own life, became the most 

Apart from mutbnuw3 on the theme of love, mystical and allegorical 
works in this genre include Darwish Shams al-Din’s Deb MuTb, m a d  and 
M+bbi’s Muwlid, the voluminous mystical mutbnuwi entitled M u  ‘num- or 
Gulr@-i mu‘num-by Ibrahim Gulshani (d. 939/1533), founder of the Gulsheni 
order, and Sharifi of h d ’ s  (d. 920 or 930/1514) translation of the SbZb-nZmu. 
Other prominent works besides these are IChalik’s Farqut-nZmu in the Hewes- 
ndmu genre, written in the nature of a basb-i bd, or friendly chat; Anwari’s verse 
Dastir-nZmu (written in 869/1464-1465) in the genre of the gbupwZt-nZmu or 
chronicle; Da‘ifi’s GbuyZ-nZmu, relating the military exploits of Murad 11; and, 
fmally, Uzun Firdawsi’s Qu/b-nZmu. 

Sinan Pasha (845-891/1440-1486), the major prose writer of the period, 
wrote his Turkish works while he was a teacher at the DZr ul-budtb at Ehne 
during the reign of Biiyazid 11. Sin& Pashii is known in Turkish literature for 
his mystical work entitled Tu&rm‘-nZmu, written in the ornate style. H e  also 
has a translation of the Zdbkirut ul-uwLijZ’ and a Mu‘ZnfnZmu, known as 
Nu$&zt-naind, on Islamic ethics. 

Among mystical writers, Ashrafoglu R m -  (d. after 874/1469) is known 
for his MuTukki-1-nzafs, and m a d  Bijiin (d.870/1465) for his AnwZr ul- 

popular. 
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‘ZsbiqTn (written 855/ 1451), Durr al-maknin, ‘AjZ’ib ul-mukhliqZt, AilzmtubZ 
(written 870/1465-1466), &-b al-anilZb and BustZn al-buqd’iq. The EwZ&h-i 
AI-i ‘UbmZn (Chronicles of the Ottoman Dynasty) is a genre whch appeared 
for the first time in works of the fifteenth century written by ‘Ashiq 
Piishiizade, Nashri, Oruj Beg and anonymously, and is of literary interest for 
its content and style. In addition to these, a history entitled JZtTn-nZmz by one 
Kamiil, the TZ~Tkh-i~4bu-l-Futh in ornate style by Tursun Beg, and the prose- 
verse heroic poem of military exploits entitled FZhb-n2ma-i Sa&& Jfebmed by 
Qiwami are the chef works of this period. 

Abu-l-I.Chayr Riimi, about whose life nothng is known, was commis- 
sioned by Jem Sultan to write up the life of Sari Saltuq by collecting tales of his 
mhtary prowess and miracles from the oral tradition. This work, which is one 
of the finest examples of Ottoman plain prose style, can be regarded as another 
link in the Ba@-n&zu tradition. One work of thls genre is the Abt7Jfudim-nZmu, 
which relates the mhtary expeditions on behalf of Islam undertaken by Abii 
Muslim al-IUlurasani. Extant Ab5 .l.Ai.rlim-nZnzcw have also been translated from 
Persian. When the campaigns mounted against the Byzantines in 98-122/717- 
740 by an Arab commander, ‘Abd Allah Ba@l, became legendary, this gave rise 
to the appearance among the Arabs of the romance .fit Dbi-l-bimmu 
(Delhemnzcz), and to the Bu.ffZl-nZma texts among the Turks. Sayyid Battiil stones 
are also widespread among the Turks outside Turkey. 

The Book OfDedefiorqut, whose writer is uncertain but which is surely a 
fragment and continuation of the Oghuz epic, is the written form gven in the 
fifteenth century to the oral traditions of the Oghuz following their settlement 
in the Middle East. 

THE CLASSICAL PERIOD 
(SELIM I TO AHMED I, 918-1011/1512-1603) 

Selim I, Sulaymiin the Magnificent, who wrote under the pen name Muhibbi, 
and Muriid I11 (pen name Muriidi) were both sultan poets. Dhnti of Balikesir, 
one of the first representatives of ths period, is famous for his &wZn, a 
ntdthnawi entitled Sham ‘ Zva-puwZna, his prose LaiZ’f and hs sbebr-engix about 
Edirne. Dhnti, who trained the famous sixteenth-century poet Baqi, was 
recognized as the master of the time by young poets. Tahng wordy love as its 
subject, DhXti’s nzuthnawi, Sham‘ u-PawZnn, is quite different from Liimi’i’s and 
Mu‘idi’s of the same name. 

Lami‘i of Bursa (877-938/1472-1531/1532), who won fame as ‘the 
Jgmi of RGm’ for his translations of the works of the widely known Jami 
(d. 898/1492), noteworthy for his large number of verse and prose works and 
his treatment of a variety of subjects, was a Naqshbancli Sufi like Jam-. Lami‘i’s 
works number over hrty. Among his verse compositions, in addition to a 
&wZn, are his translations of ‘Unsuri’s (d. 431/1039-1040) Emig wu-‘Adhd, 
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Fakhr al-Din JurjmTs ZbTs wa-fi-min, FarhZd wa-ShZmn from ‘Ah Shir Nawn’i’s 
(d. 906/1501) version, ‘Arifi’s (d. 853/1449) G@ wa-chawgZn, Ni?m-’s 
(d. 610/1214) Hi pqkar, Ehli-i Shirnzi’s (d. 942/1535) Jham‘wa-PawZna, 
J m ’ s  AbsZl wa-JalamZn and his Tabfa, compilations such as Maqtal-i flasqn 
and his shehr-engTx of Bursa, and, finally, among his prose works, translation of 
Jm’s iViab& al-am, JbawZhid al-nabawwa and a translation of Fattnh-i 
Nishnbiiri’s (d. 853/1449-1450) verse-prose fhsn wa-Dl. 

Khaydi (d. 964/1557) is noteworthy among the court poets of this per- 
iod for his refined images and sincere form of expression. The poet, who won 
the favour of Sulaymnn, took part in the Baghdad campaign and met Fud&- 
during this time. 

Baqi (932-1008/1526-1600), whose ghazah are characterized by an epi- 
curean tone, exhibits in his poems the splendour of the age through his 
beautiful Turkish. Although he was ambitious, he never succeeded in be- 
coming shqkh ai-hhm, despite engaging in a number of intrigues to this end. 
Nadim‘s reference to the ghaxals of Bnqi, HZleti ewc-i mbZ‘ide afar ‘AnqZ gibi 
Olamaz ammZ ghazelde BZqi wi-E& gibi (Hdeti soars like the phoenix in the 
mbZ‘i, but in the ghaxal he will never be like Bnqi and Yahyn), confirms the 
position in Turkish literature of this poet, who expressed the transitoriness of 
the world in his poems and, with advancing age, one’s need to avenge oneself 
on it. Bnqi, who also has prose works, won fame with his dwZn. pig.21 

Tashlijali Yahyn Beg (d. 990/1582) is better known for his Khamsa than 
for his dwZn. In the Khamsa consisting of ShZh wa-GdZ, Gyka-i RZG YGsgwa- 
Zalqkhi, f i b - i  U4.d and Galshun-i AnwZr, only the first is original. 

Although Gelibolu Mustafn ‘Ab (d. 1008/1599-1600), who has two 
dwZns, is better known as a historian, besides his four-volume finh al-akhbZr, 
he also produced works in a number of different genres, such as Na&at al- 
sahtin , Maw2 ‘id al-ndZ’isfi qawZ’id al-m@Z.s, Fufd al-ball wa- ‘aqd wa-a.@l-al-kharj 
wa-nqd) ManZqib-i HGnewerZn) JZmi ‘ al-khivbir dzr MgZlis-i JGr) Hdt m@sJ 
NaTrat-n&a, &-bat al-nzlfs and Mhr a-MZh . 

Again at the start of this period, Nazmi of Edirne (d. 955/1548) and his 
friend Mahrami of Tatawla (d.943/1548) launched the Trki-i bas$ (Plain 
Turkish) movement, whch defended the necessity of writing poems in a 
Turkish purged of Arabic and Persian words. Although Mahrami wrote a work 
entitled Ba.rft-nZma on this subject, it is unfortunately lost. N~mi of Edirne 
composed his dwZn in line with the principles he advocated. But it never 
became popular since its language was devoid of euphony. The ‘Plain Turkish‘ 
movement came to an end with these two poets. 

In the tenth/sixteenth century, Sahi of Edirne (d. 955/1548) produced 
the first work in Anatolia in the tadhkira (biography of poets) genre with his 
Hmht bihisht, which he wrote under the influence of Nawii’i’s Mqiilis al-ndZ’is. 
Between SMs Hmht bihisht and FaF’s (d. 1283/1866) mZhzat al-arh‘Zr, 
twenty-four tadhkirm were written in the Ottoman realm. 
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11-6.2 Baqi, DivZn-i BZqT 
0 Siileymaniye Library (Ayasofya 3887) 
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The appearance and popularity of Sahi’s tadbkira inspired other poets, 
and Lagfi of Qastamonu (d. 990/1582) produced one almost immedately in 
953/1546-1547. ‘Ahdi of Baghdad produced hls tadbkira, Gzllshan-i sbzl‘ani’, in 
971/1563, with a later, revised version in 1001/1592-1593. ‘&uq Chelebi 
(d. 979/1571) produced a tadbkira called MmbZ‘ir al-sbzl‘arZ’ (Fig.3), which he 
arranged in abjad order, i.e. according to the numerical value of the Arabic 
characters. Qinalizade Hasan Chelebi (d. 1012/1597) and Baym- (d. 1006/ 
1597) followed them. Among mystical works, the most prominent is W2bdi’s 
Bqa-ijibZn wa-natz;ja-ijZn (or TawZ’$i ‘mbara), written in 928/1522 and dealing 
with aspects of the various Dervish orders. Among the important commen- 
taries of thls period are those by Sham‘i (d. 1000/1591) and SU& (d. 1005/ 
1596-1 597), translated from Persian. 

THE PERIOD FROM AHMAD I TO MUSTAFA 11 

Although the eleventh/seventeenth century was a period of political and 
economic instability in the Ottoman empire, its literature was characterized by 
developments, even innovations. With his qa@& and satirical verses, Nafi 
(d.1044/1635), whose real name was Omer, was at once a rebel and the 
victim of the century. Besides his diwZn, his SbZm-i qadZ (Arrows of Fate) 
satirized poets such as Nadin, ‘At&, Waysi, ‘Ab Pasha, Y&ya, and even his 
own father, as well as many a man-of-state. H e  also has a diwZn in Persian and 
a Persian qa&z called T&at al-‘ztShshZq. Although Nafi swore an oath in the 
presence of Mur%d IV that he would pen no more invective, he was later 
murdered by strangling when he satirized Bayram Pasha, who was married to 
the sultan’s sister. Nafi was influenced by the sebk-i Hndi (Indan style), a 
movement of Turhsh literature in this period. 

Among pioneers of the sebk-i Hindi in the eleventh/seventeenth century, 
Rid%, one of the tadbkira writers of the century, characterized the dwZn poet 
Nn’iti (d. 1077/1666), who was a member of the Gulsani order, as a creative 
poet and Gufti as a ‘miracle-working’ poet. Shaykh al-Islam Yahyii (968- 
1045/1561-1644), the greatest contemporary master of the gbaxal, was not 
influenced by the Indan style. With his subtle witticisms, his epicureangbaxah 
and his pure Turkish, he earned the esteem of all the other poets of the age, 
includmg Nafi. Another sbqkh al-hlZm, Baha’i Efendi (1010-1064/1601- 
1654), also attracted attention for his gbaxals. Bahn’i, who wrote sentimental 
verses, was influenced by Baqi and Y&ya. The sebk-i Hindi poet Nash2t.I 
(d. 1085/1674) produced a dimin, written in his own hand, as well as works 
entitled Sbebr-engix-i Edirne, fAba-i AnbjyZ: Barb-i MirbkilZt-i ‘U@ and 
gawz‘id-i FZks&a. Jawri (d. 1065/1654), a Mawlawi and a calligrapher like 
Nashag, wrote a diwZn and other works entitled @&a-i cbahZr YZr-i Gtlen, Hall- 
i TabqiqZt and Sakm-nZma. 

(1011-1114/1603-1703) 
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11-6.3 MdshZir nl-shtl ‘ard’, tudhkird (Biography of poets) 
by ‘Kshq Chelebi (d. 979/1511) 
0 hiillet hbrary - Ali Emiri. (Tarih 772) 
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Fahim (d. 1058/1648), who began writing poetry as a child, has a diw& 
and a pornographc Sbebr-engix titled Babr-i tam1 dar cband ZabZn. Another re- 
nowned poet is Nabi (d. 1124/1712), known for hs gbaTals in the aphoristic 
style of the century. Niibi, who valued simplicity in language, said that the 
gbaxul was not meant to be a lexicon and should be written so as to be un- 
derstood. Apart from his diwzn, he also has a book of homlltes in matbnam- 
form, entitled Ba_yn%ima or mqriyya, written for his son Abu-1-IChayr; a 
matbnam- called Bqr-ZbZd, an expanded version of a story taken from ‘Attiir’s 
AibZ-ndina; a translation of Jiimi’s Hadfib-i arba‘z;lz; a Si7r-nZma; and two prose 
works, Tabfat al-baramqn and hs Dbql (supplement), based on Waysi’s 
(d. 1037/1627-1628) biography of Muhammad. Waysi of Alashehir, known 
for his s+ar (biography of the Prophet) entitled Darvat al-tqji sirat Jiibib 
al-mi‘rGj, made a name with hs prose works, fiwZb-nZma or WZqiCa-nZma. 

The two famous kbamsa writers of the period are Nawciziida ‘At& (990- 
1055/1582-1635?) and Nargisi (d. 1044/1635) with his prose kbamsa. In ad- 
dition to hls kbamsa consisting of ‘A!am-nami, Nabat al-az$Zr, Jabbat al-abkir, 
H.ft miin and Hibat al-@Zr, ‘At23 also wrote a work entitled Dbq/--i Jbaqd3q. 

Two Ottoman sultan-poets were &mad I, who wrote poems under the 
pen name Bakhti and who has a diwzn, and ‘Uthmiin 11, who wrote under the 
pen name Fiirisi. Other poets of this period who composed diwzns include 
Hdeti (d. 1040/1631), master of the ruba‘i, Mantiqi (d. 1045/1635-1636), 
ay%& (d. 1054/1644-5) with hs S2qT-mima and diw&t, $abri-i Sharif (d. 1055/ 
1645-1646), who has a dwiin, Sabd$ Dede (d. 1057/1647), a Mawlawi sbqkb, 
‘Ismati (d. 1076/1665-1666) and N a b - i  Qadim (d. 1081/1670-1671). 

Tadbkira by poets of this period include Riyiidj: Mehmed’s (d.1054/ 
1644) Ri3/~al-sbzlCa~~~(wntten in 1018/1609), presented to Ahmad I, Qafziide 
F%’i$’s (d. 1031/1621) Zabdzt aL-asbcZr (written in 1030/1620), R~dii’s 
(d. 1082/1671) Zdbkira (written in 1050/1640), Yumni’s (d. 1073/1662) 
Tadbkira, C&im’~ (d. 1086/1675) Dbql-i Zabdzt al-asb‘lr and Gufti’s (d. 1088/ 
1677) verse Tabn@t al-sbzl ‘arz’. 

Kiitib Chelebi (1017-lO69/1609-1657), who attracted the attention of 
the Europeans with his works on such diverse subjects as bibliography, his- 
tory, geography and logc, was one of the leading figures of this period. As 
well as being of literary and cultural importance, he also arranged all the ex- 
isting works of Arabic, Persian and Turhsh literature in alphabetical order in 
his work entitled Kabf al-pm&. ‘an asaini-l-kzltab wa-l$ani7n, written in simple 
Arabic, whch was the first example of its genre. Apart from this, IGtib 
Chelebi also produced a total of twenty-three major works such as Tivat al- 
kibzrj!? asfir all-bib% (written in 1067/1657) about naval campaigns, a general 
history entitled Taqwim al-tawzfikb, JbZn-namZ on geography and fistfir al- 
‘amalj i&b a.Lkbal2 (written in 1063/1652-1653) deahg with the organiza- 
tion of the state budget. His last work is the Mi@ al-baqqjikbtzj~ir al-abaqq on 
logic. 
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Neither the name nor the biography of Awliyn Chelebi (1 020-1 096/ 
161 1-1 684), known for his ten-volume Sj@3at-nZma and fascinating person- 
ality, is encountered in the old sources. Only in the En@md (Reforms) period 
did it become possible to glean information about this outstanding work. A 
keen observer, Awliyn Chelebi wrote up his travels in 1050-1086/1640-1675 
through the Ottoman realm and neighbouring lands. The writer and hs work 
were first introduced to the scholarly world by Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall. 
One of the foremost prose writers in Turktsh literature, Awliyn Chelebi wrote 
his J&Z,hat+zZf?za in a style midway between plain and ornate prose. 

Among the renowned commentators of the period, Ismn‘il Rusiikhl- 
Efendi (d. 1040/1631) and sari ‘Abd Allah (d. 1071/1660) are the most im- 
portant. Major represent:iti\ cs of ‘&-hiq literature in this period include ‘Ashiq 
Omer (d. twelfth/eightccntli century), Emrnh of Erjish (twelfth/eighteenth 
century), Ghnzi ‘Ashq Hasan (d. after 1110/1699), Gawhari (d. after 
1127/1715), Qayikch Qul Musfafg (eighteenth century), Qoroghlu, Oksuz 
‘Ashiq and $unci. In addition to his Dw&, ‘Ashiq Omer also has a work 
called .%i‘ir-nZina. 

THE PERIOD OF LOCALIZATION (1 1 1  1 -1255/1700-1839) 
This period, which appears to be a continuation of the previous one in terms of 
its aesthetic concept, is one in whch poets outdid themselves in producing 
works that surpassed those of earlier periods and were constantly in search of 
the new. As well as the sebk-i Hindi, this quest also produced the movement 
known as ‘LocaliLation’. Nadim composed a tiirkii (folk song) in syllabic metre 
and the writing of sharqf(songs) also became fashonable. Ths was the path 
followed by Shaykh Gh&b. Again, during this period, known as the Tulip era, 
poets added colour to literature by the chronograms they wrote to adorn the 
many buddings constructed in extensive public-works projects. The introduc- 
tion of printing through the printing-house set up in 1140/1727 by Ibrghim 
Muteferriqa (d. 1158/1745), a Hungarian and Unitarian who converted to 
Islam in 1102/1691, was a major turning-point in Turkish culture. Receiving a 
jdwZ from the then .Ybqkh aJ-hhm and afzrnlnn from Ahmad 111, he set up lus 
D&al-.tibi‘a (printing-house) and printed hs first work, the Wanqulu (d. 1000/ 
1592) translation of Jawhari’s (d. 400/1010) Lzlghat-i;i,hZ,h, on 1 Rajab 1141/31 
January 1729. Only seventeen books were printed between 1141/1729 and 
1156/1743. The printing business was interrupted by Muteferriqa’s death in 
1158/1745. Later, in 1169/1755-1756, it was restarted by a newjrmZtz, but 
only seven works could be printed up to 1209/1794-1795. Meanwhile, a 
second Turkish printing-house was established in the Afiibendi.s-kh&v 
(Engineering School) in 1210/1795-1796. The thrd printing-house was the 
lithographc press of H. Cayol, a French lithographer and convert to Islam, set 
up under the auspices of IChusraw Pasha in 1217/1802. 
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11-6.4 BtlbZn-nZma, matbnam- (poem in rhymed couplets) 
by Fa&l-i Andartini (d. 1225/1810) 
0 Istanbul University Library (TY 5502) 

The leading court poet of the period, Ahmad Nadim (1092-1141/1681- 
1730), expressed the climate of the period in hs gbaxah, qa$&s and sbarqG. 
Nadim, who won the favour of Ibrahim Pasha, was employed as a librarian of 
his library and appointed to the translation board. At the behest of Ibriihim 
Pasha, he translated the chronicle of the Chief Astrologer, entitledJZmi' al- 
dtlwal. The famous Istanbul qqTda of Nadim, who also wrote a &win, together 
with his poems immortalizing palaces and pavhons such as Sa'd-ZbZd, 
ChhigbZn, Bqr-ibzd and Nasbat-&id, reflects the myriad facets of the period. 
'Uthmiinzade Ta'ib (d. 1136/1724), a contemporary of Nadim, first used the 
pen name Hamdi and later Tii'ib. H e  earned the titles Malik aL-sb.z4'ariJ (King 
of Poets) and RaTs-i SbZ'irZn (Chef of Poets) for hs qasfda written in honour 
of the birth of Prince Ibrahim. In addition to a &win, which has not survived, 
his chief works include NadTtb-i arba 'Tn sbarb, $bbat-ZbZd, fAa&qat al-wtlxari', 
which contains biographes of all the Ottoman grand viziers up to 1 11 8/ 1706- 
1707, hs summary of fladTqat al-m.uhk, consisting of biographies of all the 
Ottoman sultans up to Mustafii 11, and an abridged version of the Him+IZn- 
nZma. Sayyid Wahbi (d. 1149/1736), who emulated Nadim and adopted the 
philosophical style of Nabi, was famous more for his S%-n&za than for his 
DiwZn. H e  also translated the Hadtb-i arba'in and completed the Lqli wa- 
MdnIZn left unfinished by Qiifzade. 
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Sunbulziide Wahbi (d. 1224/1809) is another of those known as Chef 
Poet in hs time. His works include a dmin, his Lzd$ya, written for hs son 
Luffi in the style of Niibi’s Beyr-nzmn, a Persian-Turhsh verse tub@ and an 
Arabic-Turhsh verse nzu4hba, and his Shehr-eng;? in the form of a debate. 
Fiidd-i Endefini (d. 1225/1810), who produced the finest examples of the 
period of localtaation, won fame with his five zrzathnawis, Defter-i ‘Ashg, 
A’huD2n-tzZlrta (Fig. 4), ZanZtz-nZma, Gangf-nZma and Ragg&nZmn, as well as 
with a dimin. 

The Mawlawi mystical poet of the period, Shaykh Ghiilib (1171-1213/ 
1757-1758-1798), used the pen names As‘ad and, later, Ghalib. Having 
already composed a dimin by the age of twenty-four, Shaykh Ghiilib wrote his 
allegorical work fiksn u- ‘Asbg to demonstrate his reaction against the notion 
that such a beautiful work could never again be written after Niibi’s k’qr- 
~ Z ~ L Z .  @kn U- ‘A&q virtually expresses the essence of diwZn literature. Besides 
his other works, Ghdib began a tadhkira on Mawlawi poets, whch was later 
completed by Asrar Dede, who named it Zadhkira-i shid ‘ar2-i nzawlaw&ya. 

Fitnat Khiinim (d. 1194/1780), a female poet, wrote a &min. Endeiftnlu 
Wiisif (d.1240/1824) was the author of a dwZfz and representative of the 
Locahzation movement. ‘Izzat Mda (d. 1245/1829), a Mawlawi poet, wrote 
two &w2ns called Bab2-i 4kZr and Bn@n-i &%ir, as well as G14hban-i anwi?, and 
Mbnat-ka.rh& (The Sufferers), expressing the pangs of exile. Another poet of 
the period, Nahifi (d. 1738), won fame with hs translation of Mawlana Iald al- 
Din Rtimi’s :1/Jdhnaz,ui as well as writing a diwdn and other works, such as a 
AJawlid, Hjkt al-Nabi and A& ‘r&ya. 

Among tadbkiru and other prose works, the following are from the 
eighteenth century: the Tarlhkira (written in 1134/1721) of Mtijib, about 
whom nothng is known, which is a supplement to Byiidi’s; Safiiyi’s Tarzhkira 
(written in 1134/1721), known by hs own name; Siilim Mehmed Amin’s 
(d. 1156/1743) Zdhkira (written in 1134/1721); Baligh’s (d. 1142/1729) 
Zdhkira, entitled Nukhbat nl-athir li-dhyl Zubdat al-d ‘Zr (written in 11 39/ 
1726); Riimiz Husayn’s (d. 1200/1785) A&& prajZ’ (written in 1198/1783) 
and appended to the Zdhkira of Siilim; The Tadhkira of Siliihdiir (written in 
1204/1789); and, finally, Kamiksiz-znde Safwat Mustaf2s (d. ?) Zdhkira 
(written in 1198/1782) entitled Nzdkhbat al-ZthZr min farZ’id al-ash ‘Zr. 
Nineteenth-century tadhkiras, include the Zdhkira (written in 1229/ 181 3) of 
Shefqat (d. 1242/1826), known by his own name, Tawfiq’s iI4+wicat al-tar$im 
(written in 1242/1826), the Tddhkira (written in 1250/1834-35) of ‘&-if 
Hikmat Bey (d. 1275/1859) and the Tadhkira of Fatin (d. 1283/1866) entitled 
A’hZtimat al-ash ‘Zr (written in 1269/1852). 

Also noteworthy are the MaCrifat-n2ma (written in 1163/1750) of the re- 
nowned contemporary scholar Ibriihim Haqqi (d. 1186/1772) of Eraurum. A 
book of stories entitled A4ukhqyilZt by ‘Ah ‘Aziz of Girit (Crete) (d. 1211/ 
1796) constitutes a bridge between the ancient story-tehng tradition and the 
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genre of the short story adopted from the West, whde hs ;rhoztsand and On e  
Nghts is the last link in this chain. 

Formeost among those who established reputations in the nineteenth 
century is Dhihtl- of Bayburt (d. 1276/1859), a folk-poet who wrote a dwZn 
and other works entitled Jergiidhesbt-naina and Hikea-i Gba~ba. Sayrw- of 
Kayseri is known for hs destln (epic poem) on the abolition of the Janissaries, 
and two other epics, J+ibat destzn? and Wiid-nZma. 

Although the innovations introduced by the Tan@mZt changed the course 
of court literature, which suffered yet another series of setbacks later on, there 
is still a handful of poets who left their mark in this field and continued to 
produce works up to the second half of the twentieth century. Among them, 
Shaykh al-Isliim ‘&if Hikmat Bey is known for his &wZn, Ghdib of Lesqofcha 
(d. 1284/1867), leader of the Etyiimen-i Jhzt ‘arZ’(Poets’ Society), for his poems 
in the style of Shaykh Ghiihb, and ‘Awni of Yenishehir (d. 1301/1864) for his 
dwln, his translation of the first three volumes of the Matbnazviand his works 
entitled Mir‘Zt-ijunin and Atesb-kede. The final links in thls chain are Kgzim 
Piishii (d. 1297/1878), Niimiq Kamd (1295-1306/1840-1888) and Yahyg 
KamA Beyath (d. 1960). 

TURKISH LITERATURE FROM THE TANZTMA-TTO THE 
REPUBLICAN PERIOD (1255-1341/1839-1923) 

After the seventeenth century, the Ottoman empire became conscious of its 
political, administrative and, particularly, military decltne in the face of Europe 
and initially attempted some reforms in the military field alone. When efforts 
were made to form a new army (N@m-iJadd in the time of Salim 111 (1203- 
1222/1789-1807), the Janissaries revolted, costing Salim 111 hs life. Despite 
the abolition of the Janissaries (Vaq‘a-i K%qnta in 1241/1826) in the time of 
M&mud I1 (1223-1255/1808-1839) and the modernization of the army, the 
empire’s capitulation to the West was inevitable. As a remedy, European 
civilization was adopted as a model in the cultural and administrative spheres. 
Institutions of learning, such as high-schools, a war academy and a m e d d  
school, were opened, dress was altered, students were sent to Europe and, 
most importantly, newspapers began to be published (Taqwfm-i WaqZ’i‘ in 
1247/1832). 

During the reign of ‘Abd al-Majid (1255-1277/1839-1861), Mustaf2 
Rashid Piishg, with the reforming sultan’s support, put an end to the Ottomans’ 
classical notion of government through hs Gulkhgne Rescript of 8 Sha‘biin 
1255/3 November 1839, known as Zn@mdt-iK%q%ya. But since the reaction 
of the WamZ’was feared, not all the old institutions could be abolished. The 
new was therefore added to the old, with the result that the old educational 
system as well as the old laws and courts now existed alongside the new edu- 
cational institutions and European-style legislature and judiciary. From the 
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Tangmat up to the Turhsh Republic, Turlilsh literature passed through four 
periods: Tdn@mZt, 7Kenve.i-i FuntTn, fijr--iA%and National Literature. 

Z~NJ~~VL-~TLITERATURE (1 859-1 895) 

The founder of ths literature, whch took Western literature as its model, was 
Shinasi (1 826-1 871), who introduced the genre of Western-style theatre into 
Turkish literature with hs play Jba‘ir ewlenmesi (The WedQng of the Poet, 
1860). The Turlilsh people, who only knew the traditional orfa ynzt (folk - 
theatre), initially became acquainted with Western theatre and actors (1 842) ; 
later, local groups staged a number of plays in translation. Some Turlilsh 
intellectuals had encountered this genre abroad. Shnasi, for example, returned 
from Paris in 1855, where he had been sent in 1849 by Fa&- and Rashid 
Pssha. In 1859, he made verse translations from French poets such as Racine, 
La Fontaine and Lamartine under the title Tafzma-i ///an@/za. At ths time, 
some Western novels were also translated into Turhsh. Yusuf 1Gmil Pasha’s 
(d. 1875) translation of Fknklon’s Elihuqiw (printed 1862), Mud Pasha’s 
(1 828-1 9 10) AhbdzoarZt-i bika/n&ya, translated from various French thnkers, 
and the TavumZn-i Abwd (1866j, brought out by Shnasi and Agiih Efendi, 
were the first products of ths process. The translations of both Elimape and 
Les AiWrabh were serialized in Jundu-i Hawidth in the same year. Meanwhile, 
diivan literature, whose world view had survived over the centuries, still 
addressed the Turkish people. 

Tanximrit poetry, which had dealt with social and metaphysical themes as 
well as love and nature, had now turned to a form that had nothmg to do with 
the imaginary world of the &wan literature. Shnasi was one of the pioneers of 
ths literature in both language and thought. Apart from hs above-cited 
works, he also produced the Aililntakhabdt-i ash ‘& (compiled 1 862), whch is an 
anthology of hs own poetry resembling a small diwan, as well as the Qm2-i 
amtbal-i ‘ Uthm5npz ( 1 8 6 3). 

Diya’ Pnshii (1 829-1 880) collected hs poems first under the title -4~h~5r-i 
DjZ’ and later Kull&yZt-i ZiyZ’, The versified &$ar-niine, whch he wrote in 
Paris, was intended to lampoon ‘ALi Pasha, whde hs RZL32, though written in 
London, was an attack on the Grand Vizier ‘Ah Pasha. His famous anthology 
BarZbZtwas printed in three volume in 1874. Diya’ Pasha, who displayed here 
a viewpoint dametrically opposed to his own innovative ideas - in particular, 
to I s  own article Sbi‘r wa-insha’, was ruthlessly criticized by Niimiq Kamd in 
hs Takbd-i kharZbZt and TacqTb. Diya’ Piisha also produced Andah t&%bi, 
P2zrdhat-i Jaitunat-i Sanpz, translations from Moliire, J-J. Rousseau and 
Fkntlon, as well as articles in the newspapers Ahkhbir and j3ur@yat. The third 
great poet of the Tan@?&, Namiq I<amd (1840-1888), is a poet whose life 
followed a lively, but occasionally sad, course. Apart from his poems, he also 
experimented with all the new genres that came in with the Tan@w&. 
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Rajii’iz3.de Mabtid Ekrem’s (1847-1914) principal books of poetry are 
the three-volume Zemxeme (printed 1882-1 885), Z+kk:zrr (1 888) and 
Pezsm:zrrde, 1895. Ekrem too used the new verse forms in his poetry. H e  also 
produced works of literary history and criticism, such as Td‘hm-i ahb&yd 
(1871) and Tag&-i a@& (1886). ‘Abd al-Haqq H5mid (1852-1937) achieved 
fame with hs poems entitled sabra (1 879), an example of pastoral verse, firsi-i 
(Stighrzq and Bir wd‘iza bir maw‘iza, as well as Mqbar (1885), whch he wrote 
upon hs wife’s death. The latter not only departs widely from the old poetry 
in terms of prosody, but also incorporates original ideas on the subject of 
death. Oh, whch deals with metaphysical subjects, Hqla, B&hn bir ses, 
written in syllabic meter, Ebdem (1913) about hs mother and his childhood, 
and &im-i Eatan (1916), containing poems about World War I, are hs prin- 
cipal works in &IS genre. Finally, the works of Mu‘allim Niiji (1850-1893) 
include AteSh-pZre (1883), Sherare (1885), F:zr~zan (1886), Sunb:zr.ia ((1890) and 
Ydg&i NCi ( 1 8 9 6). 

Tan~TmZt literature was influenced by French literary movements such as 
Classicism, Romanticism, Reahsm and Naturalism. Writers like Shingsi, 
Ahmad Wafiq Piishii and Teodor Qasab opted for Classicism, Niimiq Kamd, 
Ahmad Midhat, RajP’izgde M&mfid Ekrem and ‘Abd al-Haqq Hiimid for 
Romanticism, and Siimi Piishiiziide Sezii‘i, Niibiziide Niizim and Bashir Fu%d 
for Reahsm and Naturahsm. 

It has already been mentioned that the Turks became acquainted with the 
genre of theatre in the 1840s. There were French and Italian (Naum Theatre) 
theatres in Beyoglu. Following these first experiments and a few theatrical 
troupes formed by Armenians, the first Turkish theatre to stage Turkish plays 
was the Ottoman Theatre set up at Gedikpiisha (1868). At this theatre, under 
the direction of Gdlu Agop, dramatic works by both Turkish and Western 
writers, as well as Western operas and the first Turhsh opera, were staged. 
Theatre of the Tan@%& period is divided into two branches, drama and co- 
medy. 

Shniisi’s (1826-1871) theatrical work Bit sbz‘ir ewlenmesi, which criti- 
cizes traditional marriage customs, is the first Turkish play. Its model was 
Molil-re’s Le ma~age force.. A h a d  Wafiq Piishii (1 823-1 891), besides hstor- 
ical and lexicographical works, also translated sixteen plays while he was 
governor of Bursa and adapted Molil-re’s play to the taste of the Turkish 
audience. Some of the most popular of these are hj‘d-i ‘abg, Zor ni&b 
(1 869), Zoraki iabib, Hrgbaki hndini, _Qojalar maktabi and Qadiniar maktabi. 
While ‘Ah Bey (1844-1899) is known for his contributions to the hu- 
mourous magazine Dyogen, the first of the Tan@mst period, published by 
Teodor Qasab, he also worked with Ngmiq Kamd and Gdlu Agop in the 
Ottoman Theatre at Gedikpiishii. 

Among the dramatists of the period, Niimiq Kamd wrote Waran yZkb.& 
siiistre (1 873), Zawalli cbojtrg, Gzllnibd (1 875), ‘Akf By (1 873), Jahi ai-lZn-i 
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A%wdn.ymsb& (1875) andQuru Bel5 (1908), and ‘Abd al-Haqq Hamid (1852- 
1913) (ChlipZX (1875), Dgkbtur-i Hndi (1876), Nesteren (1877), TZriqy&b&t 
Anddlus Fatibi (1880), ZTer (1880), Esbber (1880) and Finten (1916). Shams d- 
Din %mi (1850-1904), who is known as the fir!jt novelist in Turkish literature, 
not only translated plays but also wrote his own plays such as Besu (1875) and 
Said? J’i&5 (1875) in five acts on a tragc theme, as well as producing the 
lexicographical studies on whch his true fame rests. 

Ahmad Midhat’s (18461922) first play is ,$wVb. Although he later wrote 
Acbig basb (1875), ffiukm-i dil (1875), Fzirs-iQadTm’de bir fqi‘u (1877), Oiengi 
wgyz D2niJ-b Gal& (1877), Cljerkex onderler (1883) and S@ZwzTsb, this prolific 
writer is more famous for his novels. He also produced short stories, essays 
and critical writings. 

The Western novel entered Turkish literature through translation, starting 
with Yusuf Kamd Pasha’s above-mentioned translation of Fenelon’s 72linzupe 
in 1862. But that work cannot be said to have influenced the Turlush novel. 
Les hfisirablrs (trans. 1862), Robinson Cmsoe (trans. 1864), 2% Count ofilhnte 
Cliristo (trans. 1871) and Puul et LTgiinie (trans. 1873), however, certainly did 
have an impact. The first Western-style Turkish short story is Ahmad Midhat’s 
&+!;adan &-sa (1870), whde the first attempt at a Turlash novel is Shams al-Din 
Sami’s Ta ‘absbuq-z Tal‘at wu-Etnut (1 872). 

Some of the major stories and novels of the period are Ahmad Midhat’s 
Lu&i’$i v?w@it (1871-1896, in twenty-five parts), Hasan melldb (1875), &iusqn 
falldb (1 875), Fe/&& Bey ile h-qinz Ejndi (1 876), He~ii~ Oyedi yasbindu (1 882), 
BraZne Bcinim (1 882), ,4bmud Metn wa-Shfq&‘ (1 891) and ]biz Tirk (1 908). 
Nnmiq Kamiil’s Intibdb and]upTare also worthy of mention. Realism became 
the predominant influence on the Turkish novel after 1885, and Sami 
Pashazade Seza’i’s (1858-1930) novel SeTidbest (1 888) is regarded as the first 
example of ths current. This is followed by Nabizade Nazim’s long stories 
(1 862-93) QUM bibik (1 892) and Jkw&a-yi tankukb (1 892) and hs novel Zubrd 
(1890), and by Rajg‘izade Ekrem’s novel ‘Araba sawdki (1898) and Mtzanji 
Murad’s (1852-1914) Pfandd mi I h p  Pfu nzi (1890). 

A b a d  Jawdat Pasha (1 822-1 895) contributed to the genre of the 
‘memoir’ whch was developing in Tan$mZt, literature with hs works 
TadhZkir wu-ma ‘nidzt, Diya’ Pasha with his 0fter-i U ‘md, Mu‘allim Naji with 
his ‘Omer’in cbr$uqlugbu and Madrasa kbZtiralum’ and Ahmad Mtdhat with 
MenfZ. A number of writers pioneered in criticism and the essay: Narniq 
Kamd with Lis&-i ‘Utbmdn?n?n adubiyZti buggindd ba ‘di mzddbu@ sbzmil, 
Takbrib-i kbar&t and Tu‘gyb, Diya’ Pasha with Shirr wu-insbd, and 
RajB’izZde Ekrem with his foreword to ZemXeme 111 and Tugdin2 al&n ex- 
pressing his thoughts on poetry. 
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THERWET-I F U N U N  LITERATURE ( 1  896-1 901) 

After 1888 the younger generation, centred around RajP’izBde Ekrem, formed 
a group with a Western literary orientation. They termed their movement 
Adab&y&iJa&da (New Literature), but are also known by the name Ikenvet-i 
Fanun (The Riches of Science) since they wrote for a magazine of that name. 
This magazine, which first appeared in 1891, had little to do with science but 
was entirely literary in nature, with poems, stories, novels, criticism and essays. 
Prominent among Benvet-i Fanin’s staff of sixteen were such figures as Tawfiq 
Fikrat, Jannb Shihgb al-Din and Husayn Sirat. After Tawfiq Fikrat took over 
the editorship, the magazine attained the level of its Western counterparts. In 
this period, Arabic prosody was again employed in poetry, while a few ideas 
from French poetry were transferred into Turktsh. The new concepts, 
generated by introducing Persian and Arabic terms, non-existent in Turkish, as 
well as a passion for foreign words, led the Benvet-i Fanzln writers to use an 
ostentatious and artificial style writing. 

Those who adopted the style of the New Literature produced works in all 
genres observed in the period of Tan@,& literature, with the exception of 
theatre. But ‘Abd al-Hamid 11’s oppressive regime deterred them from dealing 
with social issues. The only new genre in this period was the prose poem. The 
three principal poets of the New Literature were Tawfiq Fikrat (1867-1915), 
Jangb Shhiib al-Din (1870-1 934) and Husayn Sirat (1 872-1959). Tawfiq 
Fikrat generally wrote poems of social content ( ~ a s t a  chojzlq, Baliqcbiiar, Pakn 
~awalblara, SabZb olarsa, Jis, En%h-i qa&m, m2n-i yaghmi?). Among Fikrat’s 
major books of poetry are &bib-i shikeste (1900), 22dd-i qadm (1905), 
fialiq’zjn dejeeri (1911) and Shemfn (1914). Other poets wrote poems in which 
love and sentiment predominate. While the story-writers and novelists of the 
period were influenced by the French realists and naturalists (Stendhal, Balzac, 
Zola), under the pressures of the ‘Abd al-HHmid I1 period they dared not deal 
with social problems but turned rather to personal subjects. Works like IChdid 
Diyii’ Ushaqligd’s (1866-1945) Erdzva-ShirekZsi (1894), MZwa-s&Zh (1897), 
‘Asbq-imam& (1900) andQkq bqZtiar(1924); Mehmed Ra’iifs (1875-1931) 
Ailzll (1900); Husayn J~hid’s (1874-1957) Khgd ichinde (1901); Muftuoglu 
m a d  Hikmat’s (1 870-1 927) K3akstZn (1 901) and C3aghlqanlar (1 922) are the 
major novels by the chief representatives of Aukb&yZt-i-iJ. Among them, 
Husayn Jiihid is a writer whose reputation was largely based on the field of 
journalism. 

There were also poets and writers who opposed the Ikenvet-i Fanun 
principle of ‘Art for art’s sake’ and thus remained outside h s  current. The 
poems in Rid2 Tawfiq Bolukbashi’s (1869-1949) SerZb-i ‘Omriin (1934), for 
example, reveal that he was influenced by the SwZn literature and took the 
Bektashi poets as his model. Emulating the folk poets, he used the syllabic 
metre as well as ‘aGd. Another poet outside h s  group was Mehmed Amin 
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(Yurdaqul) (1896-1944). Ths poet, who fought in the Turhsh War of 
Independence, produced books of poetry entitled Tiirk suxi (19?4), Ey Tirk 
zgan (1915), Tun seslem‘(1915), hk$kjZKamZ/(1928) and Anguru (1939), the last 
two combining prose and verse. Defending the principle of ‘Art for society’, 
Mehmed Amin, who was full of national feeling, vitally injected ths into hs 
poems and was accordingly crowned as the ‘National Poet’. 

Another social poet was Mehmed ‘Akif (Ersoy) (1873-1936). ‘Akif, who 
began issuing a magazine called $r&i Ahstuqfm in 1908 (changed to JubTl ul- 
Rushdin 1912), published a large number of articles and poems. A supporter 
of Islamic unity, he collected together his books of poetry, &+u&t (1911), 
Julgmvinzjyu kiirsiinde (1 9 1 3), ffuqqin seslem’ (1 9 1 3), FZtib kursisinde (1 9 1 4) and 
K&tirulur(1915), under the title JkjubZt. Among other poets who did not join 
the Berwet-i Funin the most important are Isma‘il Safii (1867-1900), Mehmed 
Jald (1867-1912) and Nigar K h ~ m  (1856-1919). They were not, however, 
opposed to theatre. Husayn Rahmi (1864-1944), who followed the path 
struck by Ahmad Midhat, adopted the principle of ‘Art for the sake of society’ 
and wrote with the purpose of opening the eyes of the uneducated masses, 
dealing with the peculiar results of social change and breahng down super- 
stition. His major novels are hfimzbbzjpz (1899), Arletres (1900), Sbipsuwdi (1911), 
&uwdZ pesbinde (1 9 1 2), Gbu&bunf (1 9 1 2)’ Ben deli mzjim ? (1 927) and Qoqotlur 
muktuh’ (1929); he also wrote short stories. 

Ahmad Rasim (1865-1932), who earned fame as a journalist, was an- 
other who supported ‘Art for the sake of society’. In technique, he emulated 
Ahmad Mdhat in his novels and short stories. Giixel Eleni (1891), Aluktub 
urqudushim (1895) and Ikigii$giinubk&+ (1922) are his best-known stories and 
novels ; hs newspaper articles are collected in Lfiubir muktiblum’ (1 91 2-1 91 3, 4 
vols.) and AsbkZl-i .yumZn (1918). His memoirs and historical works include 
Fubsb-i ‘atTq (1 922, 2 vols.), Fulugu (1 927), Rusimli wu-kbu$tali ‘Lithmddi tZkhi 
(1910-19-12, 2 vols.) and Iki kbGtirZt - iicb shakh:&yuf (1916). 

When the Ikenvef-i Fun.@n broke up in 1901, a new generation interested 
in literature appeared during the seven years leading up to the proclamation of 
the Second Constitution in 1908. These youths again gathered around Benvet-i 
Funin, dubbing themselves fijr-i A>f (The Coming Dawn). They included 
Ahmad Hnshim, ‘Ah Jiinib, Aqa Gundiiz, Yacqiib Qadri, Tahsin Nahd and 
Mehmed Bahjat. They were later joined by Shhnb al-Din Sulaymiin, 
Kopniluz%de Mehmed Fu’ad, Rafiq ICdid, Jald Sa& and Fa’iq ‘Ah. They 
published a manifesto in which they proclaimed that the 7Kerwet-i Funin was 
outmoded and that their own group was going to work for progress in lan- 
guage, literature and the social sciences by taking the West as a model. 
Although they clashed with the 7herwet-i FHnin writers in order to prove 
themselves in literature, they eventually joined them, only to dsband withm 
two years, leaving behind some works, nonetheless. Later on some of these 
writers would appear again in the period of National Literature (1911-1922). 
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The proclamation of the Second Constitution was instrumental in gal- 
vanizing the enhghtened nationahsts, who claimed that Islamism and 
Westernization were not vahd policies which would produce results ; these 
people formed the Tiirk Derngi (Turhsh Society) in 1908. Among the foun- 
ders of the society, which aimed at cultural union among all the Turks in the 
world, were famous names such as Al?mad Midhat, Najib ‘&im, Bursah 
Ziihr, Aqchuraoglu Yiisuf and Rid2 Tawfiq. In 191 1, the society’s name was 
changed to Tiirk Erdg (Turkish Homeland), Mehmed Amin was made 
chairman and a publication of the same name began to appear. Although the 
name was changed again a year later to ZZrk Qagbi (Turhsh Hearth), the 
magazine continued to appear up to 1931. Although the pan-Ottoman 
movement had lost momentum following the empire’s defeat in the war and 
the shrinking of its borders, the pan-Islamic and pan-Turhst movements re- 
mained strong. The most important figure among the pan-Turkists is Diyii’ 
Gokalp (1876-1924). Gokalp, who had met ‘Omer Sayf al-Din and ‘Ali Jiinib 
in Salonica, wrote articles and poems for their magazine, G n c b  Qalemler 
(Young Pens), and later published his poems under the title &.$ elma (1914). 
His major works include ZZrkcbulz2gbiin esklari (1 923) and Erk tiiresi (1 923) , 
whch expound the principles of Turkism and Turhsh nationaltsm. 

Another of the major movements of this period is that of language 
simplification. The head article, Eni lis& (New Language), which appeared on 
11 April 1911 in the magazine GncbQalemler, published in Salonica by ‘Omer 
Sayf al-Din (1884-1920), ‘Ah J%nib and Diya’ Gokalp, and other articles with 
the same title that appeared in later issues (No.17) launched a new period in 
Turhsh literature. The advocates of National bterature proposed a simplifi- 
cation of the language, the abolition of Arabic and Persian grammatical con- 
structions, the use of words with their Turkish meaning and the acceptance of 
the Istanbul dialect as a standard language. This aroused a reaction among the 
newet-i Fgnin writers. When Salonica was lost, the writing staff continued 
their activities in Istanbul. 

While poetry in ‘an$ continued to be written in thts period by Mehmed 
‘&if, Ahmad Hashim and Yqyii I<amiil, ‘&if espoused realism, Hiishtm 
symbolism and Yahy2 I<amd romanticism. Other famous poets of the period, 
Mehmed Amin (1869-1944), kdii Tawfiq (1868-1949), IUldid Fakhri (1898- 
1973) and Orkhan Sayfi (1890-1972), wrote in syllabic metre. 

There was a movement in the writing of short stories and novels as tales 
of the provinces and the villages entered these genres. Works in this frame- 
work include Ebiibekir Khiidim’s ficbiik PZrbZ, Rafiq Khdid’s Mamlakat 
bikgelem’ and Rashiid Niiri’s Chaliqzlsbzl. The first important writer of this 
period in the genres of the novel and short story is Khhda Adib Adiwar 
(1884-1964). Taking part in the National Struggle with her husband, she left 
the country when he fell out with Atatiirk and lived in France and England 
unul1939. Among her twenty works, the most important are Memoirs 6HaLde 
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Ed$ (1926), 7ilrkgl Faces Fist, Ibe 7ilrkisll ordeal (1928), Z!!e Clown and his 
Dazghter (1935), originally in English, and, in Turhsh, Sinekli baqqd(1926) and 
T%kiin Ztesble imi‘i&ni (1 962). 

A new era in theatre was also ushered in during this period. The famous 
French actor Antoine was invited to Turkey (1914) and the drama school 
known as D& d-hd2’iC-i ‘Uthnldnf was founded. 

Genres such as the article, short column, essay, memoir, satire, dialogue, 
analysis, humour and literary hstory were all given impetus in ths period. As a 
result of the Balkan Wars, World \Var I and the serious losses sustained by the 
Ottoman empire, followed by the National War of Independence, Mustafii 
&mid Ataturk founded the Republic of Turkey on 29 October 1923 and 
immediately undertook a program of continuous reform, whch he pursued 
untd hs death in 1938. The new state was guided by the principles of secu- 
larism and nationalism and an effort to catch up with contemporary civiliza- 
tion. It was decided to adopt the Latin alphabet in order to make learning 
more widespread, since the Arabic alphabet, adopted by the Turks together 
with Islam, did not fit Turhsh phonetics and was difficult to learn; the al- 
phabet reform was therefore launched in 1928. 

Adheri literature 
Ethnograplucally, the term Adheri means ‘the land of those speaking the 

Adheri dalect’, thus ‘belonging to Azerbayjiin’, and has been used since the 
tenth century. Strengthened by the founding of the Saljuq states, the Oghuz 
tribes rapidly settled in Axerbayjiin, Iraq and Anatolia. Starting in the four- 
teenth century, for geographical, hstorical and social reasons, two dialects 
developed in Turhsh: kdheri and Anatolian Turkish. The complete 
Turhfication of Azerbayjiin occurred in the period of the Ilkhiinids and 
Jalii’irids. Adheri Turkish, which can also be called Eastern Oghuz Turkish, is 
distinguished from Anatolian Turhsh, or Western Oghuz Turhsh, by certain 
phonetic and morphological differences and by some small differences in verb 
tenses, personal endings and the use of participles and gerundives. 

The earliest poet in Adhen literature is Shaykh ‘Izz &Din Isfarm- 
(fourteenth century), who wrote hs poems under the pen-name Hasanoglu. 
Although he wrote in Persian, Nigimi of Ganjiiwi is also known to have been 
kdheri. Mustafg Zarir, an important poet and writer from the Adheri area, 
wrote Eszlf wu-Zuluykhd as well as other works in prose on religlous and hs- 
torical subjects. His true place in Turkish literature is determined by his five- 
volume translation, based on the works of Ibn Ishgq and Abu-1-Hasan, which 
he made in 779/1377-1378 and which is known variously as TarJZmut a/-Zamr 
or Sjyar-i Zamr. Nasimi (d. 824/1421) was flayed to death at Aleppo because of 
his beliefs in IUlurufism, founded by Fad1 AUgh IUluriifi. Nasimi, who left 
behnd a dfmin embodying both mysticism and the principles of IUluriifism, 
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played a major r61e in the spread of this order among the Turks of Iran and 
Anatolia. Qiicji Burhnn al-Din (d.800/1398), whose &wZn is important for 
exhibiting mystical principles and the impact of Fa@ Alliih and Nasm- on 
Anatolian Turkish, also produced two works in Arabic. 

In the ninth/fifteenth century, Iraq and Adheri came under the hege- 
mony of the QarZ Qoyunlii (Black Sheep) (1380-1436) and the Aq Qoyunlii 
m t e  Sheep) (1 403-1 508) Turcomans, whose rulers contributed significantly 
to the development of Iranian and, equally, Turhsh literature. The Qarn 
Qoyunln ruler Jahiinshiih b. Ynsuf (d. 873/1467) compiled a &wZn under the 
pen-name Haqiqi. Habibi, who earned the patronage first of the Aqii Qoyunlii 
ruler Sultan Ya‘qiib and later the Safawid ruler Sh& Ismii‘il, was a fifteenth- 
century Adheri poet. His receipt of the title malik al-sbaCarZ’ from Shiih Ismn‘il 
and hi’s inclusion in the Ottoman tadbkiras of ‘Ashiq Chelebi, Lagfi and Hasan 
Chelebi prove his fame in hls period. Habibi came to Istanbul and died in the 
time of Salim I. Among poets of Sultan Ya‘qtib’s time, those worthy of 
mention are Khatiiyi, who wrote his Yh$wa-Zalqkbz for the sultan, and 
Shaykh ‘Umar Riishani, who was from Aydm but who settled in Tabriz. 
Hiimidi, who came to Anatolia from the Shirwan region and attached himself 
first to Jandaroglu Ismii‘il Beg and then, after 864/1459, to Muhammad 11, 
penned a &w& in his own hand to present to the sultan. Later he fell out of 
favour with the sultan and was exiled to Bursa, where he died. The Turkish of 
his poems is thoroughly Ottoman in syntax as well as spelling. Hamidi is 
mentioned here purely as a poet who hailed from the Adheri region. Shiih 
Ismn‘il (1487-1524), who used the pen name Khatii’i and was a prominent 
ruler-poet in sixteenth century Adheri literature under Safawid rule, has, apart 
from his &w&, a matbnawf called Deb-naine, consisting of some madb&ya 
(eulogies) of Hadrat-i ‘Ah. Shgh Isma‘il, who was a Shi’ite, also wrote qua- 
trains in the form of qosbma for religious propaganda purposes. 

The lyric poet Fuddi (d. 963/1556), who has a special and permanent 
place among Turkish poets, wrote his works in Adheri Turkish. Apart from his 
dEwZn, the work which made him famous is his Lqh wa-Mqnin. Another of his 
major works is the Ha&qat al-sg ‘adz’, whi’ch he based on Husayn Wii’iz [Fig. 51 
Knshifi’s (d. 910/1505) Rawdat al-sbuhacki’; it is interspersed with rhymed 
sections. Fudiih, who remained with the Safawids until Sulayman the 
Magnificent captured Baghdad in 1534, stayed on in the city afterwards. He 
was influenced by the Chaghatay poet Nawa’i as well as by Anatolian Turkish 
poets and the Adheri poets Habibi and Nasimi. Apart from the above-men- 
tioned works, Fudiib’s Turkish and Persian dwZns, his Hadtb-i arba‘fn and his 
prose letters are best known. 

Adheri writing continued to develop in the seventeenth-eighteenth cen- 
turies under the influence of Iranian and Ottoman literature. During the reign 
of the last Safawid ruler, ‘Abbgs I (d. 995/1587), matbnawfs such as DZm a- 
DZna, Zenbir a- ‘Asal and Farqa wa-GalsbZb were written. The prominent poets 
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of the Safawid period are Safi Quli Beg, who won fame with hs seventeen 
ghaxah and some Persian-Turkish mdammas, Sa‘ib of Tabriz (d. 1081/1671), 
who influenced Ottoman poets such as Nabi, Rsghib Piishii and Munif, 
‘Abbiis 11, who wrote Turkish and Persian poems using the pen name Thiini, 
as well as Zarzi, Mhri ‘Arab and Dariini, and finally, in the seventeenth and at 
the beginning of the eighteenth centuries, Mirag Muhsin (pen name Tahr), 
who is known for his dfw& and mathnawis, and Miraii Dhald Shahrastani, who 
wrote poems in Turkish as well as Persian. 

After the Safawids, Adheri Turkish was unable to sustain its earlier de- 
velopment under the Afshiirs, Zands and Qajgrs. Nevertheless, a major work 
such as the Sang-lakh was written in this period. The most important change in 
Adheri literature in the seventeenth-eighteenth centuries was the development 
of a classical literature parallel with folk literature; verse folk-stories such as 
Koro$g, ‘A&q gha&, ShZh hmZ‘2 and Ash wa-&rem formed a bridge between 
classical literature and the local dialects, and poets such as Masil$, Sii‘ib 
Tabrizi, Qawsi, Widiidi and Wiiqif were popular with the masses. 

Tabriz, the centre of Adheri literature, gave way to Tiflis in the nine- 
teenth century and later to Baku. Then, in the second half of that century, 
literature began to decline in Kzerbayjw, whch was divided into North and 
South. Among the many poets in this century who wrote either in Persian and 
Turkish or exclusively in Turkish, such names as Mirzii Muhammad Taqi 
(1235-1309/1819-1820-1891-1892) with hs fin? al-ma;Z’ib, Riiji (1247- 
1293/1831-1832-1876) with his DwZn, Maraghali Mull2 Husayn with hs six- 
volume Ahqtal, the DwZn poet Dilsuz and his anecdotes, and M-rza ‘Ab Khiin 
(1261-1325/1845-1907) with his DwZn are symbolic of the age. A period of 
innovation began in Adheri literature in the nineteenth century under Russian 
and European influence and Fath ‘Ah Akhundziide (1 81 2-1 878) ushered in a 
new age with fresh new genres such as the novel and theatre, which were 
popular in Europe. 

Starting in 1882, theatre made significant progress through the efforts of 
writers such as Najaf Beg Wazirli, Hiishim Beg Wazirli, Sultiin Majid 
Ghanizade and Sulaymiin Beg Akhundziide (1 875-1939), who wrote theatrical 
works such as Emahkdr, JhZh sanemgiilperf (about women’s rights), and Lachin 
yawmi dealing with ideological and social issues. 

The nineteenth century was also the period in which journalism was 
launched in Adheri literature. The first Adheri-Turkish newspaper, which 
began to appear on 22 July 1875, was closed down three years later by the 
Tsarist regime. Hasan Beg Zerdiibi (1841-1907), the publisher of this news- 
paper, Ekiqi, was a pioneer of the innovation movement. Until the Russian 
revolution in 1905, the newspapers ByZ’ and QyZ3-iQ4qa.r in 1897-1884, 
Kmhkd in 1883-1891 and Sharq-i &-J in 1903-1905 covered social issues of 
concern to the Adheri people, as well as publishing articles on the educational 
system. Following the proclamation of the Second Ottoman Constitution and 
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the Russian Revolution, Akhund Beg Aghaoglu (Agayef) issued the news- 
papers &@it, hbZd and EraqqL and ‘Ah Beg Husaynziide (1 864-1 940) pub- 
lished a magazine that fostered the development of national ideas in 
Azerbayjiin. 

Husayn Jiihtd (1882-?), who is cited as the most powerful writer of tlvs 
period, was influenced by Hamid and Fikrat and wrote plays in verse such as 
Jbqkh SanC&, Lbgydi, Pqgbambar, L2bzlrmm and Zbh, and also published a 
magazine. 

Recopzed names in Adheri literature after 1905 include Neriman 
Nerimanof, authoress of the first Adheri novel, Bahzdir wa-Juna, Jalil Mehmed 
Qdzade with hts magazine Ahhi NaTr al-Dn and lus play 7Ke Dead, ‘Uzayr 
Beg Hajji with his operettas Ashin md &/an and B.a o/Jnn, and Sabir (d. 191 l), 
who collected hts numerous satirical verses under the title HOp-HOp-izZma. 

The best-known contemporary Adheri poet is Shahriyar, who rapidly 
achieved fame in Iran, northern Azerbayjgn, Iraq and Turkey with hts long 
verse work HgyCldr babgya sahim. Many poets have imitated ths work and 
Shahriyiir has written verse replies to some of them. 
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C h a p t e r  7 

LITERATURES O F  THE MUSLIMS 
IN THE INDO-PAKISTANI 

SUBCONTINENT 
Annemarie Scbimmel 

The Indo-Palilstani subcontinent boasts a vast amount of literature in the most 
diverse languages. One finds works in Arabic, Persian, Urdu and Turkish, as 
well as in Sindhi, Panjabi, Pashto, Balochi, Kashmiri and Bengah; in the 
southern part of I d a ,  Malayalam, Telup and Tamil contain literary works 
whch are rarely studied. 

Arabic 
The Arabs conquered Sind in 92/711-712, but hardly any literary works from 
that period are known. It seems, to judge from the nisbas of some scholars, 
that one studed HadYth, and Abii ‘At2 whose father came from Sind, is noted 
as a poet in Arabic whose verse was included in the fAariz&-a. Arabic works on 
mathematics conveyed Indian knowledge to Iraq. But only after the Muslim 
conquest of north-western India in the days of Mahmud of Ghazna &d the 
first major Arabic works appear, such as collections of Hudfth and 
commentaries on Hanafi jqh. The famous HadYth scholar al-Saghiini hailed 
from Lahore (d.649-650/1252); Bengal was likewise a centre of Had& 

I 

studies, especially in the fourteenth century. The madrasas whch were founded 
in India during the twelfth century later remained the repositories of Arabic 
studies throughout the centuries and kept an interest in the theological 
language of Islam alive. Yet, in tune with the course of instruction, not only 
were theological works composed in Arabic but, as the AfaqZmZt al-fdurfri 
formed part of the syllabus, they were imitated several times in India. 

Muslim lngs developed an interest in Arabic and sometimes tried to 
attract authors from Arab lands as, for example, the Bahmanid court at 
Gulbargi? in the fourteenth century, from where Arabic missions were sent to 
the Yemen and Iraq to import scholars. The same holds true for the later 
Deccani lungdoms, especially for the Qutbshnhi court at Golconda, where the 
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Arab author Sayyid &mad and his son Sayyid ‘Ah played an important rde in 
literature and politics in the seventeenth century. Situated on the way from 
India to Mecca, Gujarat, too, attracted a number of scholars and Sufis, mainly 
from South Arabia, the most famous name being that of the Yemeni ‘Aydartis 
family, some of whose members helped popularize al-Ghazdi’s work in India. 

Arabic literature flourished also in the fax south, in the Carnatic and 
Madras, where Arab settlements were founded at the beginning of the Islamic 
era - the conversion of a South-Indlan kmg, Shakrawarti Farmad, was attrib- 
uted to hs beholdmg the miracle of the Splitting of the Moon from hs 
homeland, whereupon he embraced Islam. Ibn Batiita witnessed the nu- 
merous madrasas on the Konkan coast, where boys and grls were taught 
Arabic, and in the community of the NawZ‘it, Arabs married to Indian women 
served for centuries in maintaining Arabic literature, collecting vast libraries 
with mady religous texts as well as participating in writing Arabic poetry in 
honour of the Prophet. This art was widespread in the Subcontinent; two of 
the masters in Arabic religious poetry were ‘Abd al-Jalil Bilgrami and his 
grandson Aziid Bilgriim- (d. 1199/1785), both of whom were accomplished 
poets in Arabic and Persian and excelled in skdful chronograms. The multi- 
faceted Aziid - hstorian, biographer and poet - was praised as the ‘Hassiin al- 
Hind’ for his Arabic poetry in honour of the Prophet; it was he who com- 
posed a book, Subbat al-matyiin (The Rosary of Corals), in which he tried to 
show the close relations between Arabic and Indian culture and literature. 

Arabic was not neglected at the Mughal court either; a somewhat strange 
example is Faydi’s (d. 1004/1595) commentary on the Qur’iin in exclusively 
undotted letters - a rather useless tour deforce. Much more important is the 
work of ‘Ah al-Muttaqi, born in Burhiinpiir (d. 976/1568), whose collection of 
Had&, Kanx al- cummZJ, was used for centuries. While commentaries and su- 
percommentaries on the Qur’iin and Haditb constantly kept growing, phdo- 
sophical and scientific works were composed in Arabic in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries; but the most far-reaching work in Arabic written in Indla 
is Shah Wah Allah’s (d. 1176/1762) HWat AlZb al-bdigba, a first attempt at 
understanding and seehng a cure for the dismal political and economic si- 
tuation of Indian Muslims in the eighteenth century. It may be mentioned in 
passing that al-Sayyld al-Murtadii, known as al-Zabidi (d. 1212/1797), author 
of the dictionary Tg’ al-‘arZls, was born and raised in India. Among the nu- 
merous Arabic works of the later period of Indo-Arabic literature one should 
mention the Maniiqib al-fiiqdanjya by the Arab writter &mad al-Shinviini at 
the court of Lucknow; hs entertaining, mapima-like work gives some inter- 
esting insights into the life of King Ghazi al-Din Haydar of Oudh. It was the 
first book ever to be printed (in 1227/1812) on the recently introduced Arabic 
letter-press at Lucknow. 
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Early Persian writers 

W e  Arabic literature in the Subcontinent is predominantly learned literature, 
Persian covers all aspects of life. But few people realize that the Persian 
literature written in the Subcontinent is larger than that composed in Iran 
proper. After Mahmtid of Ghazna’s conquests of north-western India, 
Persian, the language in whch masterpieces were composed at Mahmiid’s 
court, was taken over into the Panjab. The first book ever to be composed in 
Persian on theories of Sufism was written in Lahore by ‘Ah al-Jullabi al-Hujwiri 
(d. c. 464/1071). AL-Hujwiri, called bv the people Data Ganj Bakhsh, is 
venerated to this day in that city. About the same time, poetry began to 
flourish in Lahore. The names of Abu-1-Faraj Rtini (d. 484/1091), admired by 
Anwari, and even more of Mas‘tid b. Sa‘d-i Salman (d. c. 525/1131), were well 
known in Iran; San& collected Mas‘ud’s verse. H e  is the first and one of the 
few poets to introduce Indian forms into hs DIP&, such as the D&dmzZra, the 
Twelve-Months poem, a form widely used in the indigenous tradition. 

With the expansion of the M u s h  empire eastward and the choice of 
D e h  as a capital in 603/1206, numerous authors appeared on the scene. 
Many of them had fled, after 514/1120, from Genghs Khan’s hordes and 
found shelter at the court of Qubacha in Ucch in the southern Panjab, which 
was conquered by the Delhi lungs in 625/1228. Among the refugees was 
‘Awfi, whose Lrdd al-albzb is a highly important source for early Persian 
poetry. In D e h ,  a good number of Persian hstorical works were composed, 
and in 651/1253 one of the greatest figures in Persian literature was born in 
Patiala as the son of a Turhsh father and an Indian mother. This was Amir 
Iausraw, ‘India’s parrot’, who wrote elegant panegyrics for the seven kings 
under whom he lived. But hs fame rests mamly upon hs delightful, hghly 
refined lyrics, whch are in most cases very singable, for Amir Khusraw is also 
regarded as the founder of Hindustani music and the inventor of the sitar. To 
ths day, hs ghqals are important ingredients of qawwdi sessions. LVidely tra- 
velled due to his attachments to certain princes, the poet gives interesting 
insights into the conditions of the hngdom, whch he loved deeply; hs 
complicated epistolographcal work, the Rz.rc;iln-i iy‘~, reflects different cus- 
toms as well as stylistic levels in Indo-Muslim society. Like most medieval 
poets, Amir Khusraw also imitated Nig~mi’s 33am.ra and hs renderings of the 
five poems JJafla al-anuGr, Bzl.rmzv ZzIa-Shffin, Lqki AJqizhz, Hash bihishf and 
A-3nZ-i A-kandaliT later were often illustrated and imitated. Besides, he was the 
first to compose mathnawTs about contemporary events in epics such as Ginin 
d-sa ‘dayn, &wal Kiini B i d r  B Z n  and Tughluq n h a ,  whch shed light on events 
in political history. Am i r  Khusraw was not only a most versatile poet but also a 
disciple of the great Chshti saint of Delh, Nizam al-Din Awliya’, and was 
buried close to his mausoleum after dying shortly after hm in 725/1325. His 
lifelong companion, Am-r Hasan Sijzi, was among the large number of people 
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from the Delhi elite whom Sultan Mhammad Tughluq sent to the Deccan in 
727/1327; Hasan Sijzi’s lyrics are sweet and delightful, but his main con- 
tribution to the development of Indo-Persian literature is his fiwz’id alrfzl’zd, 
the sayings (ma@@t) of Nizm al-Din Awliyii’. This first collection of ma@@ 
became a model for later Safis, and the ma&@ of almost every major saint 
were collected in the following centuries. These offer an insight into the life 
not only of the religious leaders but also of the common people who came to 
ask help and guidance from them. Another genre that developed over the 
centuries was the letters of spiritual guidance, among which the impressive 
Hundred Letters of the Firdawsiyya master Sharaf al-Din ManEri (d. 782/1380) 
were often copied. The letters of the Naqshbandi reformer &mad Sirhindi 
(d. 1033/1624) are another important example of this literary genre. 
Introductions to Safi doctrine in prose or rhyme are not lacking either. 

Persian became the generally used official language at the Muslim courts. 
This is why Hindus, who often served as officials, became acquainted with it. 
Rfimi’s Mathnam-was read in Bengal by Hindus in the late fifteenth century, 
and up to our century Bengali intellectuals, such as Rabindranath Tagore, have 
enjoyed the flavour of Hiifig’s and Rami’s Persian verses. 

In the eighth/fourteenth-century Delhi kingdom, excellent Persian 
chronicles, such as Barani’s work, were composed, and Diyii’ al-Din Nakhshabi 
(d. 751/1350) wrote a Persian version of the TztT-naina, an Indian parrot-story; 
his rendering made the work (which was also beautifully illustrated) known all 
over the Persian-speaking areas, in Turkey and, thence, in Europe. Siifi poets 
like Bfi ‘Ab Qalandar (d. 724/1324) of Panipat and, somewhat later, GEsiidariiz 
of Gulbarga (d. 825/1422 at the age of one hundred years) added to the me- 
lodious Sufi poetry that became part and parcel of Indo-Muslim culture. 

In Kashmir, Persian literature began in the late ninth/fourteenth century. 
Strengthened by the Sufi leader Sayyid ‘Ah al-Hamiidani (d. 839/1435), a long 
h e  of poets took over the classical Persian diction; translations from the 
Sanskrit were made under the benevolent Sultan Biidshh (r. 823-875/1420- 
1470). The Deccan likewise offered a wide range of Persian literature, which 
was strengthened by the influx of Persian intellectuals after c. 834/1430. 
Among the early prose writers, Mahmiid Giiwan (d. 887/1482), for some time 
the de facto ruler of the Bahmanid kingdom, excelled in his work on epistolo- 
graphy; he was a friend of JW- of Hariit. 

Chaghatay Turkish 
Biibur’s victory over the Ldi sultans (again patrons of poetry) in 932/1526 
marks the beginning of a new period of Persian literature in I d a .  To be sure, 
Biibur hunself wrote his autobiography in Turlilsh and Chaghatay Turkish, 
which had been used at the court of Harat as well, remained a language of 
conversation at several Indian courts. Besides, it certainly influenced some 
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structures in the growing Urdu language. The fact that Fakhri Harawi’s Raw& 
al’-Jal&n and its sequel, theJawZbir al- cqZ’ib, composed around 937/1530 at the 
Arghun court of Thattha (Sind), contain numerous verses in Turlsh 
composed by earlier noblemen and women shows that the ruler must have 
been acquainted with hs ancestral language (the Arghuns hailed from Hariit). 
Turhsh was spoken at the Mughal court up to the late eighteenth century, as 
some manuscripts from that time attest. But the history of Indo-Turkish 
literature has suU to be written. 

The ‘Idan style’ of Persian 
The Mughal emperors contributed largely to the growth of literature in India. 
Under Babur’s grandson Akbar (r. 963-1014/1556-1605), major historical 
works were composed, in particular the A%& Akbatf and Akbamima by the 
emperor’s confidant Abu-1-Fad1 (d. 101 1/1602); he describes his master’s rule 
with hghly hyperbolic statements, but also offers useful information about the 
administration of different offices at court. His adversary (and former friend) 
Badii’tini (d. c. 1024/1615) later became extremely bitter about Akbar and hs 
ilhntakhab-i tawZrZkh contains a hghly interesting, though often scathing, 
description of the life at court and the people in the emperor’s entourage. One 
has to read both books to appreciate Akbar’s complex personality correctly. 

Akbar was interested in the translation of Hindu works into Persian, in 
whch Bada’tini successfully participated (though with great aversion). 
Another translation that was offered to h was that of his grandfather 
Babur’s rl.l’emoirs (fixuk) from Turkish into Persian. The translator was the 
famous generalissimo of the Mughal court, IGsn Khanan ‘Abd al-Ra&m. 
Like his father, Bayram Khiin, to whom Akbar’s father Humiiyun largely owed 
his return to India from hs Persian ede, Khan Khanan ‘Abd al-Rab wrote 
tender verses in Persian, Turlilsh and Hindi, but more importantly, he was the 
greatest patron of poets in India. Nihswandi’s iMa’Zthz‘r-i Ra&, enumerates no 
less than 104 poets who eulogized him or lived under hs protection; Hindi 
poets likewise were fond of him. His library was the great treasure-house of 
Persian and related literature. One of the poets he patronized was ‘Urfi 
(d. 999/1591) who, like many Persian poets, had migrated to India from Iran 
because Shiih Tahmasp (after his ‘sincere repentance’) and his successors were 
mainly interested in religiously coloured poetry. Ths migration fertilized 
Persian literature in India. ‘Urfi was without doubt one of the most impressive 
qa@&-writers in the history of Persian. Many critics have blamed him for his 
extreme self-aggrandizement and his literary feuds with hs rival, Akbar’s fa- 
vourite Fay& (d. 1004/1595), the brother of the hstorian Abu-1-Fadl); but 
some of hs poems, fded with dark and moving images, are more than mere 
masterpieces of rhetoric - they also reveal a deeply suffering human heart. 
The comparison between ‘Urfi and Fay& (who also wrote an imitation of 
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Nigimi’s KZmmu, introducing the In&an theme of Nal and Damayanti) was a 
favorite topic for literary critics, even in Turkey; Ottoman gu@du-writing is 
greatly influenced by ‘Urfi’s work. 

‘Urfi is the first representative of those poets who axe called masters of 
the Indian style, sabk-i find, which Hermann Etht- has elegantly styled as the 
‘Indm summer of Persian poetry’. ‘Seek a far-fetched comparison, look for a 
difficult metre!’ says Napiri (d. 1021/1612), one of the leading masters of ths 
style. H e  and Tiihb-i huli (d.1037/1627), and somewhat later Kahm 
(d.1061/1651) and Ghani (d.1072/1661), are typical of the new develop- 
ment. Traditional images are broken up; strange grammatical forms are used, 
such as infinitives in the plural; high-soaring philosophical thought is com- 
bined with practical wisdom; and the language is enriched by new metaphors 
that reflect the new items introduced into India and are often represented in 
painting. The hour-glass, spectacles, Chmese porcelain and velvet appear, and 
the use of the word shikast ‘broken’ is typical of this style, especially in the later 
period, whch fits well with the melancholic feeling that permeates this poetry. 
The poet who is perhaps the easiest to understand is Kalim, to whom we owe 
not only fragde lyrics but also topical descriptions of palaces, manuscripts and 
landscapes. Zuhiiri, in the Deccan, had tried his hand at such descriptions - 
though even more fancifully - of the cheerful life at the court of Ibrghim ‘Add 
Shiih I1 of Bijiipiir. 

Poetry and historiography were not restricted to the Mughal and Deccani 
capitals but also appeared outside the centre, such as in the province of Sind, 
where some valuable hstorical books were produced in the early seventeenth 
century, and where indigenous poets took up the local folk-tales such as Sasmi 
Punhun when imitating Ni@mi’s Khamsa. 

Hagiography likewise flourished and, just as the Mughal rulers were im- 
mortalized by their historiographers (see, for example, the PZdishZh-nZma), the 
venerated saints of this or that area were also enumerated in vast volumes 
(thus, for example, the saints of Gujarat). 

The emperors and their families indulged in literature as well. Just as 
Biibur wrote hs Tquk in Turlush and his daughter Gulbadan the Hum&&- 
nZma in the same language, later princes produced lyrics in both Persian and 
Turkish; and the heir-apparent in Shgh JahPn’s days, Prince DPrP Shukbh, 
composed and compiled mystical texts and hoped to unite ‘the two oceans’, 
that is, Islam and Hinduism, on the basis of mystical thought. For this reason 
he translated, with the help of some pandits, fifty Upanishads into Persian. 
Dgrii Shukbh was executed at the hand of his younger brother Aurangzeb in 
1070/1659 and so was his favorite poet, Sarmad, a Judeo-Persian poet turned 
Sufi, who was one of the greatest masters in the art of the mb&(quatrain). 
Darii Shukbh‘s elder sister Jahiin~g and hs niece Zebunnisii both wrote in 
Persian (the latter’s poetry is very moving), and, like their male relatives, they 
were patrons of writers and commentators on classical Sufi literature such as 
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Rtimi’s ikluthnuzzi(of whch, incidentally, Aurangzeb was also very fond). In the 
phdosophical and mystical writings of the seventeenth century the influence of 
Ibn al-‘Arabi’s theories becomes more and more evident. 

The Indian style culminated in the works of Niisir ‘Ah Sirhindi (d. 1109/ 
1697) and fi-rza Bidil (d. 1132/1721), whose works were described by the 
Persian refugee and poet ‘Ah Haxin as completely incomprehensible. Bias 
lyrics, of extreme difficulty, fill more than 1,000 pages in print, and his GlZr 
‘unpr, a phdosophical work in mixed prose and phdosophy, as well as hs 
Ah&t ul-U ‘pm, whch point to the constant upward movement of everything 
created, have never been fully studied by Western scholars. But, despite the 
aversion of Persian scholars in Iran against Bidil, he has greatly influenced the 
literatures of Afghanistan and Central Asia, and the works of both Ghiihb and 
Iqbiil bear witness to this. The persevering reader will find, in his verse, many 
exquisite poetical pearls. 

Persian literature in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
Bidil was certainly the major figure at the turn of the eighteenth century, but 
not the only one. A considerable number of writers composed works in poetry 
or prose, often on religious themes: thus, for example, Iihwitja M-r Dard 
(mainly known as an Urdu poet; d. 1199/1785). His mystical ‘Jk ul-kit2b and 
his Four Rmz’il are written in a complicated but enjoyable Persian style. H e  
tries to explain the mysteries of the Muhammadan path, but also the loneliness 
of a religious seeker in the time of disasters. M-r Dard’s compatriot and 
contemporary, Shih Wali Alliih, who wrote in Arabic as well as Persian, served 
the Muslims of India through hs Persian translation of the Qur’an, whch was 
called by hs admirers iyii@ (miraculous). His sons were to do the same in 
Urdu. 

Among the poets of the ninteenth century, Mirza Ghab of Delhi stands 
out. Although he is known manly for his Urdu verse, he regarded his Persian 
poetry as much superior to his ‘colourless’ Urdu poetry. His ghupl.., and even 
more hs qu@’aI, show the influence of Bidil’s convoluted style and his me- 
taphors often seem too far-fetched. But again, as in the case of Bidil, single 
verses are so moving that they became almost proverbial. 

In the twentieth century it is in the first place Muhammad Iqbd (1877- 
1938) who must be mentioned among those Indo-Muslim poets who used 
Persian in most of their works. Inspired by the hope that hs verse might reach 
Muslims other than those living in India, Iqbal, first known as an Urdu poet, 
turned to Persian in hs AsrZr-i khu& (The Secrets of the Self), (1915), a 
muthnuwFwritten, like all hs tEathnuwFI, in the metre of Riimi’s AfuthnawF. While 
he taught in this work the development of human individuahty, k h d ,  he 
preached the strengthening of the community’s Self in the Rztmiy-i b&hudi 
(The Mysteries of selflessness). In the PqZm-iMuhiq (Message of the East), 
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he gave a poetical answer to Goethe’s Est-Ostlicber Divan, and his ZubEr-i 
‘Ajum (1 927) contains powerful, sometimes rebellious, prayer-poems. Iqbd’s 
masterpiece in Persian is the JiwTd-nimu, a mutbnuwi describing his journey in 
Riimi’s company through the spheres into the Divine Presence, while dis- 
cussing hs political and religious ideals with representatives of various currents 
inside and outside Islam. The reader is amazed by the poet’s wide-ranging 
imagmation and the deep insights offered in this mutbnuwi, which is inter- 
spersed with ghu!pl., partly those of poets such as Ghdib or Naziri. 

Iqbd’s poetry makes use of all the inherited metaphors and poetical 
forms, which he, however, fded with new contents and messages to brighten 
up the Muslims’ future. Their strong rhythmical quality makes his poems easy 
to memorize. 

Urdu in the beginnings in the South 
Iqbd’s other works are written in Urdu, and we now turn to this language and 
its literature. An indigenous Indian language, enriched by Arabic and Persian 
elements, it was usually called Hindw- in the later Middle Ages. It was filled 
with Islamic concepts and was written in Arabic letters (often nasta‘hq). As a 
language of literature, Urdu developed first in the Deccan, perhaps thanks to 
the immigrants from Delhi who settled there after 727/1327. Mawlawi ‘Abd 
al-Haqq, the B2biba-i Urdii, emphasized the role of the Stifis in its development 
into a literary language and indeed, as in other regional languages, it was the 
mystical preachers who first used the folk language to preach the basic 
concepts of mystically tinged Islam to those who did not know Arabic or 
Persian. Attempts at using the popular language began not only in Urdu but 
also in Bengah around 1400 and it is still disputed whether AmIr Khusraw’s 
Hindwi riddles and some Urdu works ascribed to Gistidarib are genuine. In 
Gujarat, Urdu mystical romances like Mr&ammad Khtib Chishti’s B E b  turung 
were written around 1009/1600, at a time when a major Urdu literature was 
already flourishing at the courts of Golconda and Bijgptir. The Qutbsh&- 
kings of Golconda were very interested in poetry and Muhammad Quli 
Qutbshgh (r. 988-1021/1580-1612)’ under the pen-name Ma‘m-, is the 
author of a collection of Dakhni Urdu poems that reflect the colourful life at 
his court. His descriptive, fresh verse is quite different from the complicated 
Persian style in northern India. H e  and his successors attracted many poets, 
among whom Mull2 Wajhi wrote a romance called @!b Mzlsbturf ‘Polaris and 
Jupiter’, alluding to the dynasty’s name. H e  is also the author of one of the 
earliest prose works in Dakhni Urdu, Sub Ras (All Senses), an allegorical story 
based on the Persian fi?.sn zl-dil (Beauty and Heart) of FattiiM, in which all 
senses are involved in the love-story between the children of King Reason, 
who lives in the West, and Love, the ruler of the East. Ghawwasi wrote a 
muthnuwT about the old love-story of Jgf ul-mdik, a favourite with Indian 
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writers, and a Dakhni variant of the &G@-n2ma. Among the stories inspired by 
classical Arabic tradition, San‘ati’s Qga-i bfnaqr (The Incomparable Story) is 
based on the adventures of Tamim al-Dan, the Prophet’s Companion, and 
somewhat later a highly romantic mathnaw?, Gldshan-i ‘ishg, (The Roseparterre 
of Love) was composed by Nusrati. 

A similar development is visible in neighbouring Bijapur, where Ibriihim 
I1 ‘Adilshiih (r. 988-1036/1580-1626) is credited with a small collection of 
singable Dakhni verse, the k Z b - i  nawrcw, in which Hindu deities and the 
Muslim saint Gisudargz are invoked side by side. 

The Deccan was apparently also the area where, at the SMi court of 
Golconda, madzjyas were first written, Such marth$as, threnodies for the 
Prophet’s grandson Husayn and the martyrs of Karbalii, became increasingly 
important and reached their culmination at the Shi‘i court of Lucknow in the 
late eighteenth and first half of the ninteenth centuries. The poets Anis 
(d. 1874) and Dabir (d. 1875) extended the detailed descriptions of the suf- 
fering of the Prophet’s family over hundreds of stanzas, using the medium of 
the six-hed mzlsaddas, whch thus became associated with elegiac and educa- 
tional poetry. For this reason, the great reformist poems in Urdu, such as 
Hdi’s Ebb and Flood ofrslam (1879) and Iqbal’s ShakwZ (Complaint) and its 
Jawzb (Answer) (1 9 12) are written in mzlsaddas form. 

The development in the North 
Whde Dakhni has produced a remarkably vast literature in the south, poets in 
the Mughal empire learned to use the Urdi-i muCa&i, ‘the language of the 
court’, comparatively late. One reason for the interest in this language around 
11 12/ 1700 may be that Bijnpur and Golconda had been incorporated into the 
Mughal empire in 1686 and 1687 respectively, or else because with the death 
of Awrangzib in 1119/1707 the whole fabric of the empire dissolved and, 
instead of the Persian that served as a kind of umbrella, regional languages 
now became more eloquent. It is said that the arrival of Wali Deccani (d. after 
1119/1707) in Delhi - whose poetry is delightful, playful and full of puns - 
triggered the interest of the Delh poets in the possibllities of developing a 
new literature. Meetings of poets who worked on the refinement of the 
generally spoken language took place in the first decades of the eighteenth 
century in the Enat al-masLzjid mosque near the Red Fort in D e h  and, with 
the help of IUlan-i Arzii, ‘who did for Urdu what Aristotle did for logic’, as 
&ad wrote, the rhetorical rules and regulations were elaborated. Persian 
metres were taken over, but the problems of scanning, the treatment of 
aspirated consonants etc. had to be solved. Earlier literary critics held that the 
decisive r6le in &us development was played by the ‘Four pillars of Urdu’, i.e. 
MaThar Jan-i Jiiniin (d. 195/1781), a member of the Naqshbandi order who, 
however, wrote mainly in Persian; Mir Dard, whose very brief Urdu D w 2 ~  
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contains some of the tenderest mystical Urdu verse ever written - fighty like 
footprints on water or the dew on the rose, to use two of hs favourite 
expressions; the great lyricist is Mzr Taqi Mir (d. 1225/1810 at a great age), 
who in a very sweet, often colloquial, language sings of his hopeless love and 
is perhaps the most ‘lyrical’ writer ever in the Urdu language; the fourth one is 
M-rzii Sawds (d. 1195/1781), a staunch Shi, who wrote marfhzju.r but whose 
main fame rests upon the satires in which he describes life in the disintegrating 
northern-Indian society in merciless but witty terms. HIS satires against the 
quack Dr. Ghawth and the story of a solder and his miserable horse, Ed&%-i 
r&gZr (The Laughing Stock of the Age) give a picture of the deplorable 
situation in Delhi. The city had been sacked by Ndir Shnh of Iran in 1152/ 
1739 and was pillaged time and again by enemies and ‘helpers’ ahke. Both Mir 
Taqi Sawdn and Mirzn Mir speak of the fate of the once-glorious capital where 
‘now tears flow instead of the river’. No patronage of poetry was left and only 
religous leaders such as Maghar and Mir Dard remained in the ruined town, 
whde Sawdn, and later also M-r, migrated to Lucknow, where the nawZb.r, later 
kings, of Oudh extended their realms and introduced a lavish cultural life. 

Instead of Maghar Jiin-i J%niin, a modern critic would probably choose 
M-r Hasan (d. 1206/1791) as the fourth pdlar of Urdu because he left a de- 
lightful epic, Xbr al-bqZn (Magc Speech) - one of those highly romantic fairy 
tales in which early Urdu abounds. Mir Hasan, too, went to Lucknow, where a 
new style developed. The language was constantly refined until ‘it tripped on 
the tongue’, as M. Sadiq wituly states. The poets delighted in charming love- 
poems, in descriptions of their more or less frivolous beautiful friends (it was 
the hgh time of courtesans), and some poets even took to writing in ~khtz; the 
women’s idiom. Others, extremely fertile, knew how to play with the different 
languages of the kmgdom (thus Rangin). The ma&&-writers moved their 
audtence to tears, and all the festivities connected with memorials of the im- 
ams seemed to transform Lucknow into a place of constant feasting. Even a 
first attempt at dramatic art was made at Lucknow. Amiinat’s Inhr Jabha is a 
musical play about the ‘court of Indra’. The ‘orchid house’ Lucknow was 
taken over by the British in 1856 and the last king banished to Calcutta. 

The British were trymg to introduce a less complicated, straightforward 
Urdu literature for the benefit of their administrators and the publications 
issued in Fort William, such as BZgh u-bahdr (Garden and Spring), proved 
useful in facilitating the style, although they were never taken seriously by the 
true masters of Urdu literature. 

One has also to mention that the old genre of the &&in, the long-winded 
tale, continued to blossom, and there was at least one poet who did not fit into 
the general schema of classical Urdu, i.e. Nagir Akbarnbadi (d. 1830), whose 
matter-of-fact, extremely colloquial verses are a far cry from the sophsticated 
lyrics of the Lucknow poets. They are important as genre-pictures of the life of 
the lower classes of society and as a repository of very colloquial expressions. 
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D e h  regained some of its old importance, and round the 1830s poets 
rahed once more around the Mughal throne. The aged monarch Bahiidur 
Shah Zafar (r. 1839-1857) was a gifted cahgrapher and author of some of 
the most lovable Urdu songs, although !as poetry is certainly not as ‘great’ 
as is Ghdib’s. Ghiihb (1797-1869) had tried hard to associate hmself with 
the king, competing with Dhawq, whose verse is nowadays barely quoted. 
Ghiilib’s small Urdu D w d n  has become the favourite of most Urdu- 
spealung people because of its clever combination of a most sophisticated 
use of the ‘Indian style’ and fluent colloquial language. After the fall of Delh 
in 1857, Ghiilib complained about ths fact in extremely archaic Persian 
prose but at the same time wrote his letters in fine colloquial Urdu. The 
great threnody on the city of Delhi, ‘whch was the heart of men, jinns, 
nay, of the universe’, was composed by Dagh (d. 1905), who found a niche 
at the Ni?iim’s court in Hyderabad (Deccan), a growing centre of Urdu 
literature. 

Post-1 957 trends 
After 1857 Muslim hnkers began to reconsider their approach to hstory and 
life. New literary styles developed, partly under British influence. Lucknow’s 
poetry appeared too frivolous, mystical poetry too escapist, and H U s  
criticism of poets and poetry as well as his rnixradda tried to introduce a new 
attitude into Muslim poetry and prose in order to awaken the slumbering 
Muslims. Novels appeared for the first time, often with educational goals. 
Women’s education was advocated in many of them and the past glory of the 
Muslims was highlighted. Such ideas were expressed in clear, simple Urdu in 
the work of the reformer Sir Sajyd Ahmad Iihan (d. 1898), the founder of the 
Anglo-Muslim College of Ahgarh, and they reached their summit in the work 
of Muhammad Iqbal. His Con@aint and An.wer (in whch God tells the Indan 
Muslims that they, oblivious of their religous duties, do not deserve a better 
fate) soon became centre-pieces of the newly developing progressive Urdu 
poetry, and Iqbd attempted in all of hs later Urdu work - such as BdL-iJZbd 
(Gabriel’s Wing) and Qarb-i fihn (The Stroke of Moses) - to remind the 
Muslims of their past glory and instil strength in them for a happy future. A 
typical example of Iqbd’s poetry is his ode on the mosque of Cordoba (Spain 
figures prominently in Indo-Muslim literature from the late ninteenth 
century). 

In the 1930s, then, new trends appear in Urdu literature, as virtually 
everywhere in the Muslim world. The traditional forms were largely aban- 
doned and free verse became the preferred vehcle, although some of the 
inherited symbols and images remained ahve - such as the theme of ‘gallows 
and rope’, originally connected with the martyr-mystic al-Hallaj (d. 309/922), 
whch is often used to allude to the fate of freedom-fighters who suffer for 
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their convictions. The names of J6sh Mahhiibiidi and even more of Fayd 
&mad Fayd (d. 1984) stand out among the poets of modern Urdu. But even 
more active were and are prose-writers whose work reflects all trends and 
styles that appear in Western literature, so that it is difficult to predict what the 
future development of Urdu is going to bring. 

Sindhi, Panjabi 
About the same time that Dakhni-Urdu mystical poetry was composed in 
southern India, folk-poetry began to flourish in the other regional languages 
of the Subcontinent. The fifteenth century marks the be@g of mystically 
inspired poetry in various areas. This poetry is very similar in character in the 
Indus Valley and in the country of the five rivers, Panjab. First of all, the poets 
did not use the Persian metrical rules but rather went back to the indgenous 
forms and they took their imagery from their environment. The ubiquitous 
roses and nightingales of Persian and, in part, Urdu literature appear rather 
rarely; instead, images from the Indian tradaion are taken over (the swan that 
feeds on pearls, the banyan-tree etc). Poetic metaphors and allegories are 
based on the folk-tales of the great lovers such as S'sai Piinhan or Sohni 
Mehanval, common to Sindhi and Panjabi, while Hr &@$a is typical of the 
Panjab and Lila GKanesar (a historical tale) and Omar M a m i  (the story of the 
abducted village girl who remains faithful to her home) are typical of Sind. The 
brave women in these stories, who reached union with their beloved through 
death after long suffering, became, in mystical writings, symbols of the 
longing soul, the vTrZhini of Indian tradition. 

The first known mystical verses in Sindhi, a hghly complicated Prakrit- 
based Indian language, are Qii& Qiidan's (d. 957/1551) A~IZS (two-lined ver- 
ses) whch capture the atmosphere of the country very well. Shortly after him, 
Miidh6 Ld Husayn of Lahore (d. 1001/1593) sang in powerful Panjabi verses 
of his mystical infatuation, while about the same time the Pathan warrior Sufi 
Biiyazid, the Br-i Rawshan, preached his doctrines in his native Pashto. Thus, 
as in the case of D a b -  Urdu, the foundations of literature were laid by 
mystical teachers. Of course, there existed a large amount of orally transmitted 
folk-poetry - such as lullabies, riddles, wedding-songs and ballads - but the 
beginnings of literature proper date to the early Mughal time. Poets in the 
plains (as in the Deccan) took over the spinning-songs, using the spinning of 
cotton as a metaphor for the dhikr, the thousandfold repetition of God's name 
or religious formulas; just as cotton becomes finer by spinning, thus the heart 
becomes subtler by constantly remembering God. In the late seventeenth and 
in the eighteenth centuries, both Sin&- and Panjabi reach their zenith. In 
Panjabi, Sultan Biihii of Jhang (d. 1103/1692) expressed the growing of the 
divine presence in the lover's heart under the image of the jasmine-tree in his 
Sba@ (Golden Alphabet); somewhat later appear the two major figures in 
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Sindhi and Panjabi. Shiih ‘Abd al-Lapfs (d. 1165/1752) Sindhi RasZ’il, a col- 
lection of mystical songs, is almost a sacred scripture for the Sindhi, Hindus 
and Muslims. The poet saw the heroines of the folk-tales as models of the 
soul’s quest; he speaks of the Yogs as the true ‘men of God’, and praises the 
Prophet as the generous rain-cloud that brings mercy to the parched hearts of 
people. Yet Shah ‘Abd al-lagf never opens the last veil before the mysteries of 
union; that was left to his contemporary, the Panjabi Bullhe Shiih (d. 1167/ 
1754), who sings without inhibition of the union between the soul and her 
Divine Beloved (under the imagery of H%-Raqhz). H e  defies all distinctions of 
creed, race and person and numerous poets in both the Panjabi and the Sindhi 
tradition followed him. In Sindhi, it was especially Sachal Sarmast (d. 1826) 
who expressed his rapture in Sindhi and Sirayki (a dialect between Sindhi and 
Panjabi) as well as in Urdu and Persian. Somewhat earlier, Wiirith Shiih had 
given the story of Hir Ray2a its classical form in Panjabi after it had been 
rendered into Persian verse dozens of times. 

In Sindhi, the ecstatic Siifi poetry was somewhat modified by the sober 
Naqshbandis, who used the language to explain the teachings of the Qur’iin 
and Hadth in simple verses. Makhdiim Muhammad Hiishm’s (d.1761) 
&fgqaddimat al-JalZt is one of the first works of this character. Slightly later, 
mawli%h were sung, small poems in honour of the Prophet and hs birthday, 
and numerous legends about the miracles of the Prophet and the saints were 
composed in Sindhi. Ballads tell about historical events. From the bepning 
of the British occupation of Sind in 1843, the language was carefully studed, 
in the first place by the German missionary Ernest Trumpp, who wrote the 
first Sindhi grammar, based mainly on Shiih ‘Abd al-Lagf s poetry. Reading- 
books and journals emerged, printed in Arabic, Gurmuh and Devanagari 
characters, although the Arabic alphabet remains in use to ths day. The in- 
defatigable Mirzii Qalich Beg (1854-1929) wrote more than 300 books in hs 
mother-tongue and can be called the father of modern Sindhi literature. H e  
translated dozens of Persian and English works, tried to use the Arabo-Persian 
metrical system for Sindhi poetry and wrote novels and plays, while his novel 
Z a t  (1892), which deals with female education, is much more progressive 
than many books published in the following decades. In the fu-st half of the 
nineteenth century the majority of Sindhi writers - journalists, novelists, his- 
torians - were Hindus ; many of them developed a deep interest in the mystical 
poetry of the country without, however, realizing the deeply Islamic back- 
ground of this literature, whch seemed to them ‘Hinduized Islam’. After the 
partition in 1947 most Hindus left for India, but a remarkable activity in all 
fields of literature emerged. The activities of the Sindhi Adabi Board in the 
preservation of classical and folk-literature are very praiseworthy. 

The situation in the Panjab was slightly different as most Panjabi authors 
who wanted to write poetry or higher prose turned to Urdu (Iqbiil is a prime 
example). Since much Panjabi was written in Gurmub script, the alphabet of 
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the Sikh community, the Musluns were not particularly keen on writing in this 
language, whch all of them spoke and whose folk-poetry they enjoyed. Only 
comparatively recently do w e  find a greater output of Panjabi literature printed 
in Arabic characters. 

Pashto, Balocht, the Hindu Kush languages 
Besides the languages of Indian background, two Iranian languages are used in 
the Subcontinent (now Pahstan). Both Pashto (also spoken in Afghanistan) 
and Bdoch contain many powerful ballads and folk-tales. Balochi literature 
was only rarely written down, but the hstory of Pashto goes back to the 
Middle Ages. Developed then under the influence of religious leaders like Pir-i 
Rawshan and his adversary Akhund Darwiiza, Pashto produced a masterly 
poet in the tribal chief Khushhd I&& Khattak (d. 1100/1689), who for some 
time was imprisoned by Awrangzib in India, whch he compared to hell. His 
poetry comprises of all genres, from passionate love-lyrics to educational 
quatrains, from mystical songs to practical advice on falconry and medcine. 
His language, though following to a certain extent classical Persian models, is 
straightforward and matter-of-fact, quite different from the involved Indo- 
Persian verse written during his lifetime. As a good number of IUlushhd's 
forty-nine sons were also active in poetry, he has been rightfully called 'the 
father of Pashto poetry'. 

The mystics who wrote in Pashto rarely indulged in the vast imagery of 
'Unity of Being' as did the mystics of the plains; their style, especially in the 
case of Rahman Biibii (d. c. 1118/1707), is reminiscent of early Persian Siifi 
poetry and some poems remind the reader of the deep piety and sonorous 
sound of the Psalms. 

Pashto boasts a delightful popular poetry. Besides expressive ballads, one 
finds the genre of land9 or tappa, verses that consist of two lines of nine plus 
thrteen syllables and express love, tenderness and courage; this genre is 
somewhat similar to the Japanese haiku. 

The Dardlc languages of the Htndu Kush, such as Shina and IUlowar, 
have their own literary forms. Recent linguistic research (especially by German 
scholars) into these and other slowly disappearing idioms brings to light in- 
teresting religious poetry; the genre of radlo play has become quite popular in 
the Hindu Kush valleys. 

As for Burushaski, a language not connected with any other linguistic 
tradltion, it has old folk-traditions (such as fairy-tales), but there is also re- 
ligious poetry in Persianizing style written by some members of the Ism2'iLi 
community of Hunza. It would be interesting to compare these poems to the 
Ismii'ili tradition of the plains, the so-called ginzm. 
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Gujarati 

These giniim, noted down in Iihojh script, whch is used only by the IsmaCilis, 
are ascribed to the medievalprrJ, the missionaries who converted parts of the 
population in Sind and Gujarat to the Ismii'ili version of Islam. They are often 
composed in mixed language (Sindhi, Cutch and Gujarati constitute the main 
elements) and contain devotional songs and exhortations, but also semi- 
mythological stories such as the Dasalnzo auatiir, with 'Ah, the first SMi imam, 
appearing as the hoped-for tenth avutzr of Vishnu. This literature is becoming 
available only recently. 

Like its northern neighbours, Gujarati too has a long tradition of mystical 
songs on the folk level. The Bohorgs, an Isma'ili sect, use Gujarati (besides 
Arabic) for educational and exhortative poetry and prose; some mystical 
verses are known from the mddle Ages. The Aghakhani Isma'ilis use it for 
jmiiins (orders) of the Agha Khan, but also in the process of modernizing and 
simplifying the complicated language of the ,P;niim. 

Kashmiri 
Kashmiri, an Indo-European language, has a lovely indigenous lyrical tradition 
but has also adopted epical works from the Persian tradition, such as L Zzf'wa- 
ZuLqkhii. But the province became an important home for Persian from 
c. 802/1400 (see above). 

Bengali 
It is remarkable that the same theme of YZsifzzmZzdaykhZ (based on Sura XI1 
of the Qur'iin) also inspired some of the earliest works in medteval Bengali. 
Ths language is replete with Islamic legends and their elaboration because the 
country's literature grew under Sufi influence and thus most themes that occur 
in classical Persian were reflected in Bengal. Rumi's ilfathmv7 was known even 
among the Hindus as early as the fifteenth century, and Bengali mystical 
poetry sometimes blends the reed-flute that is invoked at the beginning of the 
hhthnawt with Lord Krishna's flute. Such syncretism in particularly visible in 
the songs of the bads, or folk mystics. Bengali writers composed epics about 
the Prophet's night journey (micr@jpz) and the life of the Prophet (RdsiL z@@) 
as early as the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. Unfortunately, Muslim Bengali 
literature has not yet found a researcher who is wdhng to do justice to ths 
poetry by recognizing the strongly Islamic roots in the imagery instead of 
tracing back generally known Sufi concepts to Hindu influence. Since 
Partition, the artistically minded Bengahs have excelled in poetry and fine 
short stories, whde the late Jasim al-Din skilfully blended tradition and folk- 
themes in hs poems and plays. 
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Malayalam and Tamil 

It is not only the languages spoken by Muslim majorities and which generally 
have Indo-European roots which have produced Muslim literature, but also 
the southern-Indian Dravidian languages. Brahui, the only Dravidian language 
spoken in Pakistan, has hardly any literature, but there is literature in 
Malayalam, for Muslim settlements on the Konkan coast of India go back to 
early times. The leadmg author in Malayalam in our day, Valkom Bash 
Muhammad, is a Muslim (some of his short stories are available in English). 
His writings reflect the problems of Muslim families in Kerala and the 
hardships the Muslim minority has to face there. 

Even more important is the Muslim Tamil literature. Stories of Arabic 
origin, such as the saga of Tamim al-D&i, a favourite with the Deccani writers, 
were elaborated in Tamil and in the early eighteenth century one finds a 
lengthy poetical description of the life of the Prophet (XmpwZm), which must 
have catered to the spiritual needs of the Muslim population in South India. 
Even more surprisingly, there are lullabies and rocking-songs for 'baby 
M~ammad', as Paula Sanders has recently shown. More research may pro- 
duce even more unexpected features. 

The Muslim literature of the Subcontinent, which has developed over 
nearly 1,000 years, well reflects the variety of races and languages of the 
Muslim community, which comprises of every possible aspect of literature, 
from Arabic theological writing to emotional love-songs for the Prophet, from 
complicated Persian lyrics to powerful epics and ballads in Pashto. It shows 
the Muslim world in its fullness, but much research is still to be done before all 
its treasures will be discovered. 
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Chapter 8 

MALAY LITERATURE 
Jfohamed Taib Bin Osman 

INTRODUCTION 

Scholars have found it logcal to describe Malay literature as having two parts: 
classical literature and modern literature. The former refers to the literary 
expression nurtured within the traditional society, while the latter refers to the 
writings resulting from socio-cultural contacts the Malays experienced with the 
West since the nineteenth century. Chronologically, the nineteenth century is 
the watershed between the two expressions of literature as well as of the 
nature of the society that nurtured them. However, in reality the two overlap, 
as even in the present century traditional literary elements prevail. 

Traditional society can be said to be the heritage of the past. The accu- 
mulated collective memory of civilization is encapsulated in the various forms 
of literary expression. Although these were mainly the products of a certain 
period - Malay Islamic civdization began in the thteenth century and was 
moribund by the nineteenth century - they reflect the Malay civiltzation over 
the ages. Thus in oral tradltion, mythologies, legends and folktales, the col- 
lective memory goes back to the animistic beliefs of the people. The period of 
Hindu-Buddhst influence whch began in the first century AD and extended 
to the thrteenth century had left not only the great Hindu epics the %-m@yam 
and the it;rh&Zrata, but also ideologcal concepts such as god-kmgs, the laws 
of karma and the pyramidal structure of society. But the main bulk of classical 
literature relates to the Malay-Islamic civdization, for this era saw the crystal- 
lization of the Malay mind and the epitome of Malay culture and social values. 

The West established its presence in the Malay world in the sixteenth 
century, but it is not until the mid-nineteenth century that it brought extensive 
and irreversible changes to the local culture, albeit more in the material and 
physical sense. Ideological influences are also present, but not enough to 
transform the bases of local civhzation. In literature, although the seeds of a 
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modern literary tradition were sown by the mid-nineteenth century when 
realism in writing made its appearance, it was not until the twenties that a 
break with the traditional forms was concertedly attempted. In the Dutch-held 
territory, the novel in its true form appeared in 1922 along with new poetic 
expressions. But the conscious effort to forge a modern literary traltion in 
Malay, which by then had been adopted as a vehcle for Indonesian national- 
ism, was made in 1933 when the literary magazine Pzjungu Bum (New Writer), 
became the rallying point for a new breed of writers. The modern writing in 
Malay developed into fd bloom after the War of Independence, propehg 
yet a further dynamism in literary expression. However, from the seventies 
unul today, there has not been a marked and significant development in lit- 
erature in Indonesia. 

In the British-held territory, the twenties saw some innovating elements 
in literary expression and this trend continued until the outbreak of the 1941 
war in the Pacific. But modern literature &d not emerge until some young 
writers - inspired by events in Indonesia (including the dynamism in literary 
output) - formed a group calling itself Angkutun Sdsteruwun’ 50 (Generation of 
Fifties Writers). Contact with British colonial rulers did not include intellectual 
nourishment. Western education provided the basic sktlls to live in a colonial 
society but faded to awaken the bulk of the subjected people to the richness of 
Western intellectual tradition, barring some political philosophy which was 
used to turn the table on their colonial masters. Since the days of Angkutun 
Smtevuwun’ 50, writing in Malay has continued to develop into a modern tra- 
&tion wihn a short span of time, although with some support from the 
official quarters. 

Classical literature 
Classical Malay literature can be categorized as follows, reflecting the 
variegated expressions which survive to the present century: 

THE FOLK OR ORAL TRADITION 
In the traditional society of the Hmdu-Buddhist era, the royal centres, whereto 
the learned and the Brahmin (priests) flocked, were the focus of the ‘great 
trad~tion’, while in the villages and settlements outside the pale of the 
civilizational centres, the ‘little tradition’, or folk tradition, flourished. Ths 
dichotomy continued up to the twentieth century. However, in a modern 
society the ‘little tradition’ can exist among the ‘unlettered’ populace, even in 
the cities. 
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il$ths una’ mythologiees 

Myths are narratives pertaining to the belief in gods or a pantheon, deities, 
giants, ghosts and other supernatural beings believed to wield powers that can 
influence the life of man. Surviving up to the twentieth century are Malay 
myths rationalizing the powers invoked by the bomoh and puwung (traditional 
specialists) in conducting rituals such as healing the sick, breahng ground for 
an agricultural venture or even locating lost items. A common theme is the 
nature or origin of the beings invoked or the subject being dealt with. Besides, 
there are myths supporting the structure of the society. These tales relate the 
origm of chefs, rulers and hgs, coming from the bamboo-clump, arising 
from the foam in the sea or being carried on the head of an elephant. The 
extraordinary genesis of the ruler therefore justifies his position as the head of 
his hngdom or territory. Other categories of these myths have come down as 
tales explaining nature and the origin of the natural elements such as 
mountains and lakes, the power of lightning and thunder, the nature or being 
of supernatural entities such as ghosts and deities, the unusual shape of 
landmarks and rock-formations, or the meaning of the names of localities or 
even states such as Kelantan or Perak. 

Legend 
Legends are folk-stories, relating events purporting to have taken place in the 
past, especially to explain present phenomena; tehng the great deeds of the 
heroes of the past, but sull revered today; or accounting for the local hstory 
of places and landmarks. To the first belongs the legend of Si Tenggang, the 
ungrateful son who was cursed and turned into stone by his mother for not 
wanting to acknowledge that she was hs mother in the presence of hs rich 
and beautiful wife. To the second belong the legends of great personages like 
Badang (the strong man of old Singapore) or Panglima Hitam (the Robin 
Hood of Kedah peasants). And the third includes the legends of Bukit Merak 
in Kelantan or the dragon of Tioman Island. 

Animul tules 

The repertoire of the old Malay story-teller (known as the pengI$ur Iura, 
‘soother of woes’) of animal tales must have been very rich. The 
characteristics to be seen in animals are accounted for in tales such as why 
the python lost its venom, how the tiger acquired its stripes, or why the sea- 
snake is the most deadly of its kmd. The Islamic story about the escape of the 
Holy Prophet from his pursuers provides favourite tales for the Malay folk. It 
rationalizes the killing of the house-lizard on Friday eve because it is told that 
the lizard tried to betray Muhammad by pointing with its tail to where he was 
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hidmg. But it was sinful to harm the spider because it had spun its web at the 
mouth of the cave, thus side-tracking the Qurayshi pursuers. But most epical 
is the SZng kzncil, the mouse-deer. Lke the trickster it is, it has become the 
focus of many tales, cheating and outwitting much bigger and stronger 
animals in the Malay jungle of old. 

Malay)lk-taleJ 

Besides the pengl$ur lara, some localities feature a specialized way in story- 
telling. In Kedah and Perlis, known as Awang Batil, the teller beats a rhythm on a 
metal bowl while reciting his tale. H e  embellishes further by donning 
appropriate masks to highlight his story-line. In Kelantan and Terengganu, 
7% Selaqitintones his tale accompanied by a rebab, a hnd of stringed fiddle. 
In Hulu (upriver) Tembeling, Pahang, the female story-tellers rely on their 
melodious voices to relate stories, which sometimes take two or three night- 
sessions (two to three hours per session) to complete. These tales belong to the 
M&cchen category, telling stones about the adventures of princes and princesses, 
colourful romances and battles and of course superhuman feats and magic. 

To have a glimpse at how an epic of the ‘great tradition’ was converted 
into a folk-tale, we have the example of Hikayat Sem’ &ma, collected in the last 
century in Perak. Some dramatispersonae and place names were localized - such 
as Tuan Puteri Si Kebun Bunga for Sita, Shah Numan for Hanuman, Kacapuri 
for Langkapuri, or lebai and ch@ (local village dgnatories) in place of the epical 
warriors. Only the basic story-line and names such as Seri Rama, Rawana and 
Raja Laksamana help us to recogmae its true origm, the h d u  epic of 
&&@ana. There are hundreds of these folk-tales collected and published so 
far. But those retrieved from the well-known story-tellers of the previous 
century (like Pawang Ana and h4ir Hasan) could reveal the nature of these tales 
through their titles like Rqa Donan, Awang Salang Merab Mzda, M a h z  Deman or 
Raj, Mzda. They all allude to the main character, who bears a high-status name 
in the village environment. 

Subsumed under the folk-tales are those which are supposed to invoke 
mirth and amusement among their audience. The tales of the straight and dull- 
witted Pak Pandir; the luckless pious man, Lebai Malang; the sharp and tricky 
Si Luncai and Pak Belakang; the silly Pak Kadok, whose fighting-cock wins 
but his village is lost as a stake, are some examples. Mat Jenin is a dreamer 
who, while climbing the coconut-palm, dreams of the fortunes he would rake 
from his commercial ventures, beginrung with the sales of the coconuts he 
intends to pluck. But alas, his dreaming makes him lose his hold and causes his 
death. Thus the saying ungan-angan MatJenin (dreams of Mat Jenin) refers to a 
dream unattainable and futile. However, the new Malay generation gives the 
tale a twist: Mat Jenin makes his dreams come true, an inspiration for the 
modern entrepreneur. 
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THE ‘GREAT’ OR WRITTEN TRADITION 

Literary products belonging to the ‘great’ or written traltion are usually 
written in the Jawi script, adopted from the Arabic alphabet, and had their 
origins in the royal centres which supported cultural and religious activities and 
personages ; they survived because they were copied again and again by later 
scribes. A great many survived to this day because they were usually preserved 
in the homes of the Malay aristocrats, who regarded them as heirlooms, and 
also because of the activity of the European colonial officials and scholars who 
collected and preserved them in the learned centres and museums in Europe. 
Surveying classical Malay literature, we can conveniently categorize them as 
follows: 

Epic literature 
A heritage from the Hindu-Buddhist era, Inlan epics like that fi-mgana and 
the MabZbbZrata and lesser works like the stories of the Pandawas and Bhoma 
were popular in Malay literary circles. They are believed to have been derived 
and translated from Javanese literature, which is richly imbued with Sanskrit 
literary elements. In spite of the religious injunction against it by a M u s h  
scholar as early as the seventeenth century, Indian epic literature remained 
popular not only in Malay culture, inspiring the folk-tales with its colourful and 
granlose description of battles and romances, but also in Malay theatrical art, 
such as wqang kulit (shadow play). Attempts to gve it an Islamic colouring 
extended from minimal to total adaptation, rendering it into a tale with 
prominent Muslim elements. The B k g a f  Seri Rama, which is the fi-mgana, 
has a part inserted at the begmning linking the epic to the story of the Prophet 
Adam, thus rationalizing the epic’s presence in a Muslim civihzation. But an 
extensive adaptation is also possible, as the &GkZyat Marakarma is transformed 
into @@at Si Miskin, and the @k@at Seranga Bayu is also known as fiikgat 
Abmad Mubammad. Epics of Indian provenance would be known as fiJik9at 
Sera’ Rama, Hikgat Pendawa Lima, fiikgat Sang Bhoma, HikZyat Sang Samba and 
fiJik9at Pendawa Jqa . 

Javanese literature bequeathed the epic called the Pa@ cycle. Many Paqi 
tales are spun around the figure of Prince Inu Kartapati of Kuripan and hs 
betrothed, and later consort, Raden Galoh Cindra IGrana. The leavening 
element of the epic cycle is the numerous plots surrounding the adventures of 
the two lovers, who were constantly in &spse, and the various circumstances 
in which their paths crossed, and yet they are not aware of the presence of 
their true selves. Some of the epical tales are rendered in a poetic form, called 
the gair, such as $air Ken Tdmbuban or Jjair Paqii Semirang. In prose, among 
many others, are @kiyat Raja finpan, flik9at Cekel Waneng Pati, fi%iyat 
Gharang K u h a  and Hikgat Paqi mla Kemma. 
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A truly Malay heroic epic is the Hikgat Hang Zah. It must have been put 
together after the fall of Malacca to the Portuguese in 1511, for it centres 
around the exploits of Hang Tuah, who served his lord, the Sultan of Malacca, 
and made the kingdom the epitome of Malay greatness. Hang Tuah was not 
only a warrior well known throughout the Malay world for hs prowess, but 
also as a faithful servant, a good son, a smart trader, a reliable diplomat, a 
polyglot and a lady-killer. In fact he is a composite character representing all 
the ideals one wishes for a Malay youth. A classic example of literary tragedy is 
to be found in flikgat Hang Taab, whch gves rise to many dramatic pre- 
sentations conveying dfferent points of view. True to his fealty to hs feudal 
lord, Hang Tuah chooses to combat and kill hs closest friend, who had re- 
belled against the ruler for wrongfully punishing Hang Tuah. 

Epics from the Islamic world in the Middle East, depicting Muslim 
warriors from the first days of Islam, were known to the Malays quite early. 
The tales of M ~ a m m a d  b. al-Hanafiyya and Amir Hamza have been men- 
tioned as the epics requested by the Malaccan warriors on the eve of the 
Portuguese invasion of that city. 

Sqarab or hist0rie.i 

The Malay-Islamic civhaation, whch spans a period from the thirteenth to the 
twentieth century, saw the rise and fall of numerous polities identified as 
sultanates along the trade routes. Some became prominent in their time and 
some had a short existence. One common feature of these polities was that 
they left their hstories, or qarah. Probably written by court scribes and then 
slavishly copied by others, even as late as in the nineteenth century, the sejarah 
mainly focuses on the reigns of the rulers, their order of succession over the 
period, their genealoges and a record of sipficant events and happenings. 
Linked very much to the dipty of the state, the sejdrah seems to buttress the 
pyramidal social structure of the polity. 

However, unlike the Hindu concept of deva-rga or god-king, Islam in- 
troduced through the sqarah the concept of just guardanship of the ruler over 
his rakyat, or people. The sultan was All2ih’s representative on earth, looking 
after his people as a shepherd would his flock. The genealogy of the Malaccan 
rulers, for example, traces their ancestors to the great warrior kings, from al- 
Iskandar Dhu-l-Qarnayn to the mythml kmgs of the In&an sub-continent 
(e.g. Rnja Suran) and through just rulers like AniishrwHn the Just of Persia. 

Some of the well-known lxstories include Hik9at h?a-&$a Pasai 
(Samudra-Pasai), Sqarab MeLqa or SaLata.r-SaL&n (Malacca), &hilab &?a-R@ja 
Brmnei (Brunei), @@at Acbeh (Acheh), Hikgat Patani (Patani) or Hikgat 
rlhrong Mahawatzg.ra (Kedah). Besides such lxstories, another type of historical 
writing includes a direct narrative of events, sometimes in gair (such as $air 
Perang Makm.rar or $air 1nggeeri.r Meyerang Kota) . 
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hlamic religious literature 

Subsumed under this genre are various forms of religous writing, from 
spurious traditions to scholarly kitZbs by the ‘danzZ’ and Siifi writings. Popular 
traditions emphasizing the miraculous powers of the Holy Prophet were 
widespread, such as HikZyat ngr ~$fiq$ummd, &%@at Be&lah, &%qat 
maYixatNab7, or fAk@atfiabi IF+t. Tales of the prophets were to be found in 
fit2bQgz.r al-nnb&i’, fi2@yat Nahi Nib or Hikd_at Nabi I- 2sz$ Other spurious 
traditions include @kd_yat RijjZJclmiZlma, fik@at &j2 Handak or @k<yat R@i 
KhiDar. Such writings appealed to the unlettered folk, but played their part in 
the early propagation of Islam. 

At the royal centres such as Malacca, Acheh, Brunei or Banten, serious 
religious works were turned out by the ‘dam2 in the service of the ruler. 
Malacca and Samudra-Pasai, according to .Yqarah ilhlqu, used to pose theo- 
logcal questions to each other, while the court of Acheh hosted well-known 
‘zdami’~ like Nur al-Din al-Raniri, Hamza Fansuri and Shams al-Din al- 
Sumatra’i. The latter two were local scholars who were also renowned Sufi 
thnkers. The court of Acheh has bequeathed a rich religious literature to the 
Malay world, including translations of works by leading Islamic scholars, 
works on religious principles and issues in Malay (known as A2ZbJaw.z) and 
monumental Sufi poetry. 

Hamza Fansuri’s collections of yair - such as Jjair PcrabEhu, Jjair Dagang, 
or <yair Bumng Peniai - are sull revered today for their poetic skill as well as 
their erudte Sufi thought on ‘being’, or wyZd&a. Even books on statecraft 
were written, such as the BzfstZn a/-.ral<tCz or Tq’ al-sal$tfij, giving the mundane 
subject a religious as well as a philosoplvcal dimension. 

Be romames 
The romantic hikityat derives mainly from the treasure-house of Arabic, 
Persian and Indun literature, with which the Malays had come into contact. 
The tales were either translated or retold and carry titles like Hikqat Lq- 
Lang Buann, @ikd_yat Gd Aakawali or &@at Alarakarma, whch must be of 
Indian origin. Others, like Hikqat hma Esinz, &%@at Bastamam or Hikqat 
Bakhtbar, must have originated from Persia or Arabia. There is a 
preponderance of moral messages in the narratives and &IS seems to be a 
mark of Muslim romantic literature. Hik@at Bqan Bzddiman and Hikeat Kalila 
wa-Dmna are two cycles of moral stories already popular in Muslim countries. 
These romances must have circulated widely in the urban centres when 
lithographc printing was introduced in the nineteenth century. They provided 
material for the leisure-reading of the urban dwellers in Singapore and 
Penang. 
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Poety 

The quatrain rhyming abab with two sections - the first two lines, thepembgang 
makwd, and the last two conveying the message - is the mainstay of traditional 
poetic form. Calledpantan, it is even used for a competition, not only to test 
the poetic skills of one side, but the wit and sharpness of the message as well. 
But usuallypantm, which is essentially oral poetry, is invoked to grace various 
occasions, from a welcoming speech to betrothal and wedding ceremonies. For 
example, to express gratitude, one is bound to quote a stockpantm: 

Rsang mas di bawa beLgar 
Maak sebji ataspeti 
Hutag mas boleb dibgar 
Hatang bcldi dibawa mati. 

The first two lines have no connection to the second two lines except to provide 
the rhyming scheme. It is the last two that matter and convey the meanings: If 
gold is owed, it can be repaid, But if it is gratitude, it’s carried to the grave. 

The stockpantun functions like a proverb. However, the beauty of the 
pantun is that it can be improvized as the occasion demands it. Two important 
elements need to be observed: the rhyming scheme and the terseness and 
appropriateness of the message. Although essentially oral poetry, pantzrn has 
become a written tradition as literacy spreads in the Malay world. 

@air is written poetry, consisting of four-line stanzas rhyming aaaa in a 
flowing narrative. However, the narrative may not be a story or a tale, but can 
be an exposition conveying a teaching or advisory message. W e  have seen the 
yair form being used as a vehicle for histories or sgarab, epics, romances, re- 
ligious teachings and Sfifi thoughts. The form appears to be rigid as each stanza 
faithfully keeps to the aaaa rhyme, but the content can be as versatile as the 
fancies of the author. The art has survived until the present century, as in- 
dicated by the work of Sultan ‘Umar ‘&- Safi al-Din of Brunei, who chronicled 
his country’s constitutional development in his $air Perlembagaan Bmnei. 

There are other forms of poetry in Malay, such as gutinhm, seloka, mentera, 
teromba and the foreign-inspired matbnam-, mbi7 and gbazal, but they are not 
very popular and rarely invoked, unless the occasion calls for them. Pantun and 
yair are therefore the basic poetical forms in classical Malay literature. 

MODERN LITERATURE 

D e  beginnings 
By the nineteenth century there were already entrenched colonial pockets 
throughout the Malay world, in Batavia (now Jakarta in Indonesia), Singapore 
or Penang. Although literary activities in these places still appreciated classical 
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works, the need for a new form of writing had emerged. The printing-press, 
newspapers and the requirements of urban life helped its emergence. 
Although classical romances were ready materials for the lithograph press at 
the time, the revolution in thnhng that moulded the new literary expression 
was more important. The writings of ‘Abd Alliih Munshi, dubbed the Father 
of modern Malay literature, reflect such thinking. 

Essentially a language teacher and a clerk to Stamford Raffles, the so- 
called founder of modern Singapore, ‘Abd Alliih Munshi was a chronicler of 
his time. His accounts of early Singapore are embodied in his f&k@zt ‘Abd 
All55 (The Story of ‘Abd Alliih) and his voyage to Iielantan, a traditional 
Malay kmgdom on the north-east of the peninsula, was recorded in Ksub 
pelqurun ‘AbdAlLih (‘Abd Miih’s Sea Voyage). Not properly belonging to the 
tradltional Malay society, ‘Abd All& Munshi can be said to be an outsider 
looking in. But not belonging to the new colonial society either, he mas also 
looking into such a society from the outside. The result was that his writings 
are said to be harsh towards the old Malay society and at the same time paint 
hs English benefactors rosily. Thus, he earned from hts contemporaries the 
epithet ‘AbdAllih pudri (‘Abd Alliih, the padre) and, from later commentators, 
taliburnt Ingeris (English sympathtser). 

‘Abd Alliih Munshi’s ‘world-view’ represents a new outlook on the Malay 
world. Gone are the days of the kmgs and princes, ghosts and demons, fairies 
and goblins, or even the nakboda (sea-captain) or the kbda (merchant) of Malay 
literature. Such narratives gave way to newspaper-reporting, serious textbooks 
for schools and news from abroad. The presence of the newspapers and the 
beginning of a new educational system helped to mould the new way of 
thinking. But serious literary works were not attempted until the Twenties. 

Be rise ofthe novel 

It was no accident that the novel as a modern form appeared first on the 
horizon of modern Malay literature. It has close affinities to the folk-tale or the 
written romantic &@ut, except that the novel does not dwell on the never- 
never land, but is firmly anchored to this world. However, the evolution of the 
Malay novel follows progressive stages. The novels of the twenties were still 
entitled bikgut, like &%@ut Faridd Hunzlm (The Story of Farida Hanum) 
published in 1926 and f3kgut Percintuun fisib Kemzdaun (The Story of 
Youthful Love) published in 1927. The former, by Saiyi Shaykh al-Hiidi, a 
M u s h  reformist bent on modernizing Malay Muslim society based on Islamic 
teachings, is set in Egypt and dwells on the issues of the emancipation of 
women, correct behaviour between males and females, patriotism towards 
one’s fatherland and modernism in the Islamic way. The modern hikguts by 
Saiyi Shaykh &Ha&, and those by other writers, feature a foreign background, 
thus not far removed from the setting in fairy-lands and heavenly kingdoms. 
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Novels with a local setting and dramatispersonae also made their appear- 
ance by the mid-twenties. &wan Benar (True Friend) by Ahmad b. Muhammad 
Rashid appeared in 1927, others like Lakah Salmu? (Is it Salma?) by the same 
author appeared in 1929, and Pe;rj;oduhan Xing Setid (The Faithful Marriage 
Match) by ‘Abd al-Hamid H3jj &mad appeared in 1926. Translated novels of 
Western origin were also introduced by the colonial government through the 
Education Service. Treaswe Nand, Coral (sland, I h e  Bisoner qf Zenda and I h e  
Invisible Man were some of the works translated by the Malay Translation 
Bureau from simplified edtions. Starting in 1925, the Bureau was attached to 
Sultan Idris Teachers’ Training College and was made responsible for the 
production of readers under its two programmes: the Malay School Series and 
the Malay Home Library Series. 

In the Dutch-held territory there appeared by the twenties some serious 
novels, mamly by Sumatran writers, taking up the issues of outdated adzt 
(customs) still practised by the traditional society, causing dislocation to young 
men already imbued with Western thinking. The favourite theme is true love 
engendered by a cosmopolitan life-style and threatened by traditionally regu- 
lated matches already arranged by the elders back in the village. Novels like 
Axab dan Sungsara (Sufferings) by Merari Siregard, Jitilvurbayal- also known as 
Maksztd tuk sampai (Desire Unattained) - by Marah Rusli, or SaLah aszihan 
(Wrong Upbringmg) by Abdul Moeis were considered pioneers of the modern 
novel in Malay. 

But it was the thirties that saw a conscious literary awakening in the 
Malay world. Spearheaded by a group of intellectuals in Batavia who founded 
the movement pzrjdnggd Barn, novels with clear and conscious messages were 
attempted. Lqur terkembung (Full Sail) by Sultan Takdir Alisjahbana, which 
appeared in 1936, is a well-constructed novel dealing with the dilemmas of an 
emancipated modern woman. Belengg (Shackles) by Armijn Pane tackles the 
pitfalls of women too emancipated in a modern society. Even on the Malay 
peninsula, new horizons in novel-writing emerged. Led by the intellectuals 
who were aware and conscious of the colonial stranglehold on the native 
people, novels dealing with the theme of patriotism and nationahsm were 
published. fitera Gztnmg Tahan (The Son of Mount Tahan) by Ishak Hajj 
Muhammad and Man’ kita berjzlang (Let Us Struggle) by ‘Abd All& Sidek are 
two among many. In fact, a series invoking the greatness of the Malays during 
the Malaccan Golden Age was written by Ahmad Bakhtiyar. The historical 
novel was a favourite genre to convey the spirit of nationalism against colonial 
surveillance. 

The Japanese occupation and the ensuing struggle for independence 
from Dutch colonial rule brought new heights to novel-writing among writers 
in Indonesia. Not only did the war experience provide a fertile ground for 
subjects to write about, but the novel furnished the writers with sensitive 
insights into man hmself.Jalan tak ada hzjztng (An Unendmg Road) by Mukhtar 
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Lubis deals with the various forms of fear that man has to grapple with; Atbeis 
by Achdiat I<. Ahhardja tackles the issue of godlessness in a society tradi- 
tionally imbued with religosity, albeit in various forms ; KeLtldrgageriJu (Guerdla 
Family), by the internationally acclaimed writer Pramoedya Ananta Toer, de- 
picts the various facets of suffering a family is caught in during unusual times, 
such as the War of Independence. By the seventies, however, novel-writing 
did not seem to bloom in Indonesian circles except for works that emerged 
once in a whde, including new attempts by previous writers like Pramoedya 
Ananta Toer upon hs release from detention on Buru Island. Such works 
include Grotto A7uru by Sultan Taklr Ahsyanhbana or Bzmi Alanusia by 
Pramoedya Ananta Toer. 

The post-war years saw a renewed vigour in novel writing on the Malay 
peninsula. The early years up to the fifties were a continuation of the pre-war 
tradrtions. Didactic novels portraying social dls and their remeles, indirect 
expressions of patriotism and contemporary social issues dominate the 
themes. Ahmad Lutfi‘s PeLgyan (Waitress), BiLik 69 (Room 69) and Subuh di Zpi 
Luut (Dawn by the Beach) are examples of the first theme; PangLima mung 
(Awang the Warrior) by Hiifin Amin al-Rashid and Buriscm Zubqdu (The 
Zubayda Movement) by Hamza represent the second; whde RNmub itu duniukzI 
(The House in M y  World) by Hamza and &Ius@‘% (Wanderer) by Hasan ‘Ah 
represent the thrd. 

Independence in 1957 brought the creation of Dewan Bdhdsa dun Pustaku, 
a government agency charged with the task of promoting the national lan- 
guage and literature. It organized competitions in novel-writing from time to 
time and many well-written novels resulted from such efforts. By the sixties, 
there emerged ground-brealung novels, such as SuLina (Salina, the protagonist 
of the story) by Samad Said, Desa pingitan (Nurturing Vdlage) by Ibriihim 
‘Umar, Eduk udajulun kehar (No Way Out) by S. Markasan and Angin bitam 
dud kotu (Black Wind from the City) by Wahab ‘Ah. These efforts signalled 
more to come. Writers who have etched their names as novelists and have 
consistently turned out respectable works include Arena Wati, Shahnon 
Ahad, Keris Mas, A. Samad Said, A. Samad Ismail, ‘Abd Alliih Husain, 
Anwar Ridw~, Aziz Jahpin, Alias Hiifin, Yahyii Ismd and many others. 
Women novelists would include Adiba Amin, Khadija Hiishim, Salmi Manja, 
Zahara Nawawi and Fiifima Busu. 

ne short story 

The short story, or cerpen (acronym €or cedu pendek), is a popular genre 
because it has been the tradition of Malay newspapers to carry a short story at 
least once a week. It has, as its antecedent, anecdotal tales of traditional 
literature. In the thrties, a well-known short-story writer was ‘Abd al-Ra@m 
Kajai, whose contributions appeared in the newspaper he elted. It was the 
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post-war years that saw the short story being developed stage by stage into the 
matured form it is today. Beginning with didactic tales like those of ‘Abd al- 

Kajai, giving advice to the readers through examples in the narrative, 
the short story became a vehicle for national aspiration, redressing social ills, 
voicing protests for the oppressed, crying for the poor and all sorts of social 
dissatisfaction. As such it was topical. However, the exposure to other 
literature and a better educational background of the writers - including 
university graduates - has matured the short story, which now transcends 
narrow and limited visions. It is not uncommon today to read short stories 
with philosophical slants, psychological insights, ideological leanings or 
sociological analyses. The novelists also delve into short-story writing, and 
so we get names like Shahnon b a d ,  Kens Mas, Samad Said and Samad 
Ismail besides younger writers like ‘Azizi ‘Abd All&, Affandi Hassan, 
‘Uthmiin Kelantan, ‘Ali Majod, Alias ‘Ak, Nora, Mana Sikana and a host of 
others. The women writers include Khadija H&im, Salmi Manja, Fiifima 
BUSU, Zahrah Ariff, Sri Diah, Zahara Nawawi and others. 

Poetry 
The free verse called sqak, whose poetic forms like panttln or Tair are rigdly 
regulated, is symbolic of the break with the past. The transition can be seen in 
the twenties when poets such as Rustam Affendy or Muhammad Yamin in the 
Dutch-held territory gave vent to their feelings, although the panttln and yair 
four-line structure was still retained. The thirties saw the stalwarts of fijangga 
Barn such as Amir Hamaa, Sanusi Pane, Sultan Takdir Alisjahbana, Armijn 
Pane or R. M. Dajoh penning their ideas and insights into scjak, although the 
foyr-line stanza was still evident. The past-war years witnessed the rise of 
young writers who revolutionized poetry-writing in Malay. The trauma of the 
war, the struggle for independence and the deprivation and ravages entailed by 
that had sharpened the writers’ sight so as to bring out in their poetry the true 
image of man. Working with the slogan ‘human universalism’, poets like 
Chairil Anwar, Sitor Sitomurang, Ajip Rosidi and others were no longer bound 
to the confines of their political or cultural boundaries in the quest of their 
poetry writing. 

The growth of modern sqak in Singapore and Malaysia was inspired by 
writers in Indonesia in the early post-war years. ‘Uthm&n Awang and Masuri 
S.N. were two among many whose experimentations with scjak attracted 
much attention. A. Samad Said came later, but the three can be said to be the 
model usually emulated by aspiring young poets who vied for a place in the 
newspapers. Some of the poems have been collected in anthologies so that it is 
now easy to trace a well-known sqak, for otherwise one would simply be 
buried under the heap of the newspapers. Besides the three mentioned above, 
the names of Kemala, T. Alias Taib, Ba&ir al-Din Ismail, Salmi Manja, 
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Muhammad Hajj Salleh, Jaffar H.S., Rejab F.I., Lim Swee Tin, Latif 
Mohiddin, Dharmawijaya and Suhaimi Hgjj Muhammad are some of the many 
that have graced the newspaper and magazine pages with their poetry. Apart 
from their preoccupation to convey significant and in-depth ideas, the poets 
are very conscious of their craft. Perhaps a quotation from a poem by Jaffa 
H. S. would encapsulate the world of modern poetry in Malay: 

When love poems become mute, 
I would still persuade the world to sing, 
And in the misty morning I would stand, 
With a computer I would dub faith, 
And design an entity, 
Whlch I would call God. 

It is a world reflecting the unending drive to seek freedom from the shackles 
of society and time. 
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Chapter 9 

LITERATURE IN AFRICAN 
LANGUAGES 

Jan Knappert 

Ever since the first Islamic literature was printed in Africa just over a hundred 
years ago, an incredible wealth of literary works has been published for the 
benefit of the scholar, and much of it has been translated for the benefit of the 
literary enthusiast. Yet, that is only the Up of the iceberg. In Swam alone, a 
whole library is waiting to be published; ths literature is partly preserved in 
manuscripts in Arabic script, partly sull present in the minds of the senior 
Swam scholars living their modest lives along the East African Coast. In West 
Africa too, discoveries of old manuscripts are stdl being made and oral 
traditions are at last being recorded, edited and published. 

Vast is the field and few are the workers, partly because the Islamic 
literatures of Africa are enjoying neither the interest of anthropologists, nor 
that of students of African literature. 

Manuscripts in Arabic script are known to exist in not less than twenty 
African languages, namely, Fula, Dagomba, Ganda, Gurage, Harari, Hausa, 
Kabyle, Kanuri, Mandika, Makua, Malagasy, Nubian, Oromo, Somali, 
Songhai, Soninke, Swahlb, Tamasheg, Wolof and Zengga. 

Ths list is probably not complete, and one cannot speak of a literature 
when only a few manuscripts are known to exist. However, the incredible 
wealth of oral tradtions in Africa has only begun to be recorded. When we 
finally have a complete inventory of African tales, songs and proverbs of the 
Islamic traditions, then we can undertake a real survey of the Islamic literatures - 
but that wdl be a long time from now. What follows is a condensed survey of the 
chef Islamic African Literatures, in the same order as the list of the languages. 

Berber 
In the great literature of the Berbers, the Biblical and Qur’gnic prophets are 
well represented. Noah, i.e. the prophet Nuh, landed with his ark on the Jabal 
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al-Jiidi (Qur‘W Xr.45) which, we are told in Morocco, is one of the Riffian 
mountains. Noah’s son and daughter are buried in Morocco, like their father, 
who founded the town of Saleh. Moses, Nabi Miisii, also visited the Maghrib, 
accompanied by the mysterious al-Khidr. It was also on the coast of Morocco 
that the fish spewed out Jonah, or Nabi Ymus, when the latter had done 
penance to God’s satisfaction. Nabi SulaymTm, King Solomon, ruler of thejjm, 
is identified with a Moroccan sultan. Nabi Yiisuf, or Joseph, is sung in a Berber 
poem which has some features in common with the Swahili epic. The purpose 
of all these legends is the edification of Muslim youth. As for the Prophet 
Mulpmmad, the Berber relate a tradition in which Fi$ima spoke: ‘My father 
told m e  that my sons would be killed by Arabs, but that their descendants 
would be well received by the Berbers, who are better than Muslims.’ 

Of the many beautiful Berber songs only a few can be quoted here. In 
the following song a religious man-of-the-people comments on the public 
display of wealth: 

0 cloth! What makes you proud? You clothe the lepers. 
0 pearl! What makes you proud? The harlots wear you. 
Fortress! What makes you proud? The heathens built you. 
Fountain! What makes you proud? The camels drink you. 

There are many poems about love, and a few gems about friendship. It is not 
suggested here that ‘friend’ refers to the Divine proximity or spiritual reality, 
even though a great deal of tasawwtlfliterature in Arabic exists in North Africa. 
Here is one such song: 

When your heart is broken, who wiU heal it, 
If not the presence of your friend, hs soothing words? 
If your heart has no one to console it, 
It is like exile. Who is happy without friends? 
To be betrayed by one who was a friend is bitter. 
To see one’s friend shed tears of hopelessness is bitter. 
To be without a friend in loneliness is bitter. 
To suffer for your best friend’s sorrow, that is bitter. 

Apart from longer poems on the lives of Joseph (see above), there is also one 
on Job (Ayyiib, as in Swahili), but even better known is a long poem Sabi, from 
south-west Morocco, published by Rent Basset.’ Sabi, the title-hero of the 
epic, is an orphan who studies the Qur‘W and the traditions of the Holy 
Prophet diligently, especially the terrors of the Day of Judgment, on which 
there is a long passage. Finally, Sabi dies and arrives in Paradise, hoping to join 
his parents there, only to be told that they were sinners and are now in Hell. 
Sabi prays to God for their release and God graciously grants him the release of 

1. R. Basset, ‘Le potme de Cab?, inJoUmalAiatipe, 10 strie, 13, 1879, pp.476-508. 
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one parent of his choice. Hastily, Sabi travels to Hell where he explains to its 
ruler, who is seated on a throne of fire, what his parents look like. But 0 terror! 
When they are finally found, they are both black, scorched by hellfire. When 
Sabi announces that God will release one of them, his father says: 

Here, take your mother with you, son, let her go free, let her be saved. 
She carried you inside her womb, she tired herself out for you. 
She suffered labour pains for you, she fed you milk from her own breast. 
I will stay here, my heart is steel, the flames no longer frighten me. 

And h ~ s  mother says: 

Your father has worked hard for us, take him, my son, to Paradm. 
He laboured while the sun was hot, he kept the watch in freezing nights. 
He has suffered enough. Let him go free. I will do penance here. 

(See also Shuliih.) 

Ethopian 
The principal modern language of Ethiopia is Amharic, whch is the official 
language of the Ethiopian state (see also Gurage, spoken further south in 
Ethiopia, which is 40 per cent Islamic). 

AMHARIC 
Amharic is the chef Semitic language of Ethopia, now spoken by over 
20mfion people. It is not known when Islam began to penetrate the 
Ethopian hghlands - the heartlands of the Amharic language, called Arnnrii or 
Amiirinya by its speakers - but it appears that at least the eastern part of the 
country was definitively affected by Islam from the thirteenth century 
onwards. The capital Addis Ababa was founded by the Emperor Menelik I1 
only about a century ago. Its language is Amharic, but its inhabitants descend 
from all the different peoples of the country; that is why the citizens, who 
include over 50,000 Muslims from various parts of the country, have only one 
common language: Amharic. Of course, the religous leaders, most of whom 
are shaykhs of the Qndiriyya order, learnt Arabic, but the broad layers of the 
population only know Amharic. For this reason, all the learned works on 
Islamic law and theology are in Arabic while the liturgical works are in Amharic 
and can be obtained in the three Islamic bookshops of Addis Ababa. The 
subjects arejqh, the six points of the creed, the ‘&Zda, and an outhne hstory of 
the Prophet Muhammad’s life. A few of these books - less than a dozen - are 
printed. The majority exist only in manuscript form, always written in the 
Amharic script. Here are some fragments of the Islamic liturgy, called .@&-in 
Amharic, intended for recitation. 
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De Merits offihy 
When the dawn arrives on Friday, 
Hell turns into glowing embers. 
For the Muslims in the Fire 
Punishment d be suspended. 
Even for the unbelievers 
Punishments will be much lighter. 
Whoever dles on Friday 
will not suffer in the Fire. 
On Friday, by God’s favour, 
will the souls converse together. 
O n  the night preceding Friday, 
Muslims should perform the xi&. 

(Free, after Drewes’s translation) 

Zikrfor the Holy Propbet 
Prophet, whose neck is like a golden flask, 
Whose eyes, adorned with black antimony, 
Shine like the moon in the darkest night, 
You are my medlcine, my amulet, 
Come quickly, help me, a true slave of God. 

Prophet, whose fmgers shine like stars at night, 
Who leads the faithful into Paradise, 
W e  all, who say Muhammad is our @de, 
W e  all, who make perfection our htgh goal, 
May be safe when Resurrection comes. 

Prophet, whose calves resemble golden cups, 
Our hearts are pure of sensuality, 
For soon our bodies will fall into dust. 
W e  love you, we are yearning like dry land 
For your own love. May it soon fall like rain. 

To you God had assigned His Paradise, 
Where virgms, clothed in silk, rest on &vans. 
0 ruler of the world, o king of kings 
You are for m e  like trousers, like a shirt. 
Please help m e  when my soul feels overcome. 

GURAGE 
The Gurage live in central Ethiopia between the Awash and Omo rivers. They 
form a dialect cluster belonpg to the family of Ehopian Semitic languages. 
They are divided into seven (according to most authorities) tribes speaking 
rather different dialects. One group of these tribes, the Silt’e, is Islamicized. 
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They belong to the eastern Gurage and use their own language for their Islamic 
literature, as well as Amharic, whch at least the educated among them speak as 
well as their own. All Gurages are conservative Shafi'is. The men migrate to 
Adds Ababa once a year after the harvest to earn some supplementary income 
and there they learn about Islam rather than in their own mountainous 
countryside. 

It is possible, but unproven, that Islam was introduced to East Gurage by 
missionaries from Harar some 300 years ago. One female saint, Makkula, is 
particularly venerated, especially in the Makkula mosque near her grave, where 
the +kr is recited every Thursday night. The present leader of the Gurage 
Muslims is Sayyid Budala Abbaramuz, known as Getoch or Shekhoch, the 
head of the Qgdiriyya order for all the Gurage, the p.tb (pole) of the age, who 
was created before Adam, so hs followers say. H e  writes hts own ~ikr hymns, 
all in Arabic, whch are printed for the liturgy of hs followers. The rules of 
Islam (prayer and fasting) are very devoutly observed by the Eastern Gurage. 
They have schools where they study the grammar of Arabic, the Qur'an and 
jqh. Schools and teachers are paid from the ZakZt, whch the Muslims pay in 
the form of sheep, bread and cheese. Finally, here is the last stanza from a long 
poem in praise of Shekhoch, written by a Silt'e Gurage (after Drewes): 

By God's good grace this poem is complete. 
Your faithful follower is drunk with love, 
With love for you who were created first. 
Lord, may our end Le good on the Last Day. 
May his light shine upon us. Bless Muhammad. 

Fulani 
The name Fulani is originally Hausa, being the plural indicating the people who 
call themselves Fulbe, singular Pdo. The French call them Peul and their 
language Poular ; various branches of the nation are called Toucouleur 
(Tuculor), Fula etc. The Fulbe call their language Fulfulde and are very proud 
of it. Indeed, its intricate structure has exercised the minds of some of 
Europe's most prominent linguists, such as Meinhof, Iilingenheben, Gaden, 
Labouret and Arnott. 

Fulfulde belongs to the West Atlantic family of languages and its origin 
must be sought in the extreme west of Africa. From there, the Fulani spread 
towards the east along the savannah belt of West Africa, so that they are now 
well established as far east as Cameroon. They are cattle owners and thus a 
large part of their oral literature centres around their herds and their herding 
work. The beginning of ths eastward movement in search of fresh grass is 
unknown, but it has certainly taken the Fulani several centuries. At some stage 
during their wanderings they were Islamicized, perhaps as early at the late 
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Middle Ages, although the process called Islamization must be seen as a long 
evolution, from adopting a few semi-Islamic customs - such as wearing ta- 
lismans made from folded-up chapters of the Qur’gn - to instituting schools 
of theology where the Qur‘iin is properly taught and interpreted. It was only in 
the mid-eighteenth century that reform movements seriously began, usually 
preceded by ajihid, which resulted in solidly Islamiaising the Fulani and most 
of the people they conquered. The central leader of the Fulani at the close of 
the century was ‘Uthmnn ibn FE&, better known by his Hausa name Osman 
dan Fodio (Fulfulde: Usman bii Fooduye). H e  styled himself ahzami (i.e. imZm) 
of the region which comprised most of what is now northern Nigeria and the 
surrounding &strictS. Finally, he was recognked as caliph and established hs 
capital at Sokoto. Apart from ruler and general, he was also scholar and au- 
thor, writing Islamic works in both Arabic and his native Fulfulde. Ths 
Islamic empire lasted for about a century, untd 1903, when the British occu- 
pied Sokoto and the modern period of history began. 

The oldest texts in Fulfulde we possess were written by the reformists of 
the late eighteenth century, prominent among whom were Osman dan Fodio 
himself and his brother ‘Abd Allnh, who, being more intellectually inclined 
than hs warrior brother, devoted himself to study and may be the inventor of 
Fulfulde literary forms. It was a well-tried device in Islamic scholarly circles 
that works on doctrine and duties had to be composed in verse in the ver- 
nacular, so that local preachers could memorize these works and recite them 
before their illiterate audiences in the villages. 

One of the first poets to use Fulfulde, writing Arabic script, was the 
famous scholar Muhammadu Tukur, an older contemporary of Osman dan 
Fodio. H e  is stdl revered as a saint in the area where he was born, in Zamfara, 
south-east of Sokoto. H e  lies buried in the same region, in the village of 
Matuaaigi. The poem from which the following lines are selected, comprises 
1,000 lines and may be dated as early as 1203/1789 according to Haafkens, 
who edited and translated it:2 

163 Spoke Aba Lahab: ‘If you are a prophet, prove it, 
That we may see a thing we never saw before. 

164 When Ibrh-m and Mas% dtd appear on earth, 
They showed their signs so that the people followed them.’ 
... 

167 Spoke Z&r: ‘Yes, by God, Muhammad, show us signs 
So that we know that the Creator sent you down.’ 

168 Muhammad spoke: ‘All things are light for the Creator. 
Prepare yourselves to watch the signs that He will show.’ 

2. J. Haafkens , aunts muhumans en Ped: textes de l‘hhitage reh@eux de la communauth musuhane de 
Maroua, Cameroun, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1983, pp. 37, 171. 
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169 Muhammad called the sun: ‘Come down and greet me here.’ 
The sun descended, bowed and spoke: ‘Saliim, 0 Prophet!’ 

Praise songs are also composed in honour of saints and fellow poets. Especially 
famous is an elegy mourning the death of Buuba Ndiang, the great poet, 
composed in 1927, in which the expression of the poet’s sadness at the death 
of the master is followed by an assurance that he is entering Paradise as a result 
of his many virtues and a sermon about the recompense for virtues and the 
punishment for sins. 

The commonest theme in the poetry of oral tradition is the pastoral 
poem, the praise song for the herdsman’s favourite animal. Towards the end 
of March, the dry season causes severe heat in the Sahel so that the grass soon 
dries out, except in the river valleys, Dmp, where the water - already vanished 
- has left enough humidity for the grass to grow. The cowherds lead the cattle 
of their clan into these valleys, descending ever deeper along the gorges. This 
period is called ‘descent’, dga/. During several months, the entire summer, the 
young herdsman is alone with hs cows and bulls. H e  whdes away the long 
days by composing a praise-song for hs cattle, describing their beauty as well 
as the landscape, the sky and other natural phenomena. When the Niger be- 
gins to rise again in autumn so that the creeks along its lower valley are fang 
up once more, the men drive the cattle back to reunite with their fellow- 
herdsmen. The animals are mustered by the elders of the tribe as they pass in 
their thousands along the place where the jury sits. The fattest animals get 
prizes, and so does the best poet, as each herdsman recites the poem he has 
composed during the lonely weeks. Here are some specimen lines (after 
Seydou) :3 

Have patience! Patience! Soon there will be a change: 
The dm-stars are not yet in the sky; 
The geese from Egypt have not yet returned; 
The first warm drops of rain have yet to fall; 
The last green grass is drying in the sun; 
The sand is hot like ashes in the hearth; 
No cloud, no plume or feather in the sky; 
No mist that rests upon the sandy hills. 
Patience, my cow with copper-coloured back! 
Patience, white-bellied bull with twisted horns ! 

The two genres - pastoral and scholarly poetry - meet in some poems in 
which the (often anonymous) poet may compose a few lines of both genres in 
the same metre, addressing hs animals in one line, praising the saints in the 
next. Christiane Seydou has published one poem, chanted in Bandiagara by a 

3. C. Seydou, Lageste dr ffam-Bo&io: ou ffama Le Rouge, (Les Classiques Africains, 18), Paris, 
Armand Colin, 1976. 
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blind bard, Hammadl Missi by name. It was composed by two poets of the 
Fodiya Moussa family, uncle and nephew, who flourished around 1800. The 
poem has 140 lines, 28 stanzas of five lines, in takhmf~. Each stanza ends either 
with the name Ahmad2 or Muhammad%, the final 2 being the epenthetic vowel 
needed in most word-fmal positions. Here are a few specimen lines, a poor 
imitation of the original: 

When the sun rises from behind the hills, 
Who fails to feel its penetrating rays? 
When the moon brightens, breaking through the clouds, 
Who can withhold its splendour from the world? 
The brightest light of all shines forth from b a d .  

M y  camel has strong feet, ltke tree roots standtng firm, 
Her legs are like the posts that hold the weaver’s loom, 
Across the rocky plain it walks without delay. 
She never hesitates. H o w  graceful is her step! 
M y  camel, carry m e  towards Muhammad’s grave! 

M y  camel left the caravan a long, long way behind. 
They said: H o w  lightly steps your camel, like the wind. 
Her nostrils and her eyes wide open, her ears up ! 
The sun has set behind me. God has lit the stars. 
Tonight the moon will rise over M~ammad’s grave. 
M y  camel carry me. May I pray there at dawn. 

In 1937, Gilbert Vieillard published four poems in the Fulfdde of Fouta 
Djallon with translation: they date from about 1910 and apparently reached 
Viedlard in the form of manuscripts in Arabic script. Unfortunately, he does 
not discuss the question of authorship, although he does give the names of 
two famous poets of that period: Tierno Samba of Mombea and Seleyanke of 
the Kollade, who flourished in the late nineteenth century. Vieillard concludes 
his brief introduction with the words: 

It is not surprising that the Fulani, who has created a feudal state founded on 
serfdom and the Holy War in their hilly grazing lands, cannot forgive us for 
having destroyed it; their Muslim fraternity was exceptionally solid in Black 
Africa. We have torn them out of their contemplative life of hermits and 
herdsmen, we have robbed them of the proud joys of warriors and master, 
offering them jobs as labourers, drivers and storekeepers in our service. 

The following lines are an attempt at recreating in English the con- 
templative mood of these poems, which reflect so well the spirit of despair that 
descended upon all the M u s h  people after their lands had been conquered: 

4. G. Vieitlard, ‘PoPmes peul du Fouta Djallon transcrits et traduits’, Bulletin du Comiid’Etudees 
Hutoriqtief et Scienhipes h l!!fk@e Occidentale liaqaise, 1937, pp. 255-31 1 . 
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I praise the Lord, my Master, One, Omnipotent, 
And may H e  bless His favoured Prophet eloquent. 
I am His humble slave, I speak the truth, by God, 
But no one listens to the scholars of Fouta. 

Men are divided by desire and walk the path 
Of crookedness, yearning for wealth instead of faith. 
For money, women, houses, horses and for slaves 
They have corrupted sons and daughters, and their souls. 

Harari 
The Haxari language is used for literary works in the Arabic script in the city of 
Harar, eastern Eduopia. The chief prose work is the EtZb al-fird’i&(in Haxari), 
whch Cerulh edited.5 It contains the basic doctrinal and moral precepts of 
Islam. Much of the poetry in Harari is liturgcal, called xikri, intended to be 
recited during nocturnal prayer-meetings, often under the supenision of the 
local leaders of the Qadiriyya. Here are a few of the almost 600 lines of the 
Zikri of ‘Abd al-Malik. 

0 Prophet, may God’s blessing be upon you, 
We seek our refuge with you from our problems. 
You are a medicine for all dseases. 
Praying to God for you will be salvation. 

0 Prophet, whom the Lord of Light created 
From light that is more radiant than sunshine. 
0 Prophet, who revealed the hidden knowledge, 
Whose name was first of all the names God mentioned. 

0 God, admit the people who have studed, 
And love the humble servants who implore Thee. 
Open for us the shining gate of mercy, 
As Thou hast showered mercy on Thy Prophet. 

0 Prophet, who hast filled our heart with splendour, 
Pray God for us that He may give us blessing. 
His blessings have no end and no beginning. 
May you guide us towards the gate of Heaven. 

(Free, after Drewes) 

5. E. Cerulli, La ling.ua e la storia di Harar, (Studi Etiopici, l), Rome, Istituto per l’Oriente, 
1936. 
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Hausa 

Hausa-Islamic literature is classifiable according to the following seven 
categories: waa.p and Zuhdi, describing death and resurrection, the inter- 
rogation in the grave, divine reward and punishment on Judgment Day. 
1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

6 

mad& an-Nabi, panegyric to the Prophet and sometimes to other saints. 
tazlhidi, didactic and mnemonic verse setting out the attributes of God 
and the basic principles of Muslim theology. 
jkihi, didactic and mnemonic verse dealing with the precepts of Islamic 
law and personal duties (prayers, abultion, mheritance, etc.). 
sira, the biography of the Prophet Muhammad, including his campaigns 
and his miracles. Best known in this category is the Wakar sira by ‘Abd 
N k h  Muhammad. 
tarihi, history. There are several versified chronicles in Hausa. 
ilmin m@mi, astrology, or hisdbi, calculation of auspicious days. There are 
numerous works on the subject which prove its popularity in Nigeria. 
Mmor compositions, e.g. political verse; addaa (invocation). Much of ths 
category is secular rather than Islamic. 
It might be of interest to note that all these categories also exist in Swahili 

literature, though their relative importance is different. In Swahili, there are 
only a few chronicles and all the works on astrology are in Arabic. There is, 
however, a very important subcategory of the Swahili qq&, namely the 
matllidi, panegyrics sung at the Prophet’s birthday during the week following 
12 RabT I. However, in &IS madidi literature, all the conventional praises are 
repeated that Hiskett mentions in this Hausa category (see 2 above): the palace 
of the Persian king caved in when Muhammad was born while the sacred fires 
of the Magi were extinguished; old and shrivelled goats gave milk when the 
Prophet touched them etc. 

Charles Robinson collected a volume of Hausa manuscripts in Arabic 
script, whch he published with transliteration and translation. Here is a spe- 
cimen from a poem on Resurrection, Hell and Paradise, by Shehu Usuman of 
Sokoto, composed in 1802, and first written down by his brother ‘Abd All& 
in 1843:7 

5. 
6. 

7. 

Those who pass along the bridge will 
Come to Kawthar, do not doubt it. 
They will bathe in crystal water 
Which removes all sin and blemish. 

6. M. Hiskett, A ffisto? 0fHausa Ldamic Virse, London, University of London, School of 
Oriental and African Studies, 1975. 

7. C. H. Robinson, @ecimens of ffausa Literature, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 
1896. 
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They come out pure white and shining. 
They will then put on clean garments. 

They wd mount on dappled horses 
And on light-brown woolly camels, 
Harnessed, groomed and decorated. 
Seated in their golden saddles 
The Believers will ride forward, 
Following the Holy Prophet. 
All the friends will be together, 
All rejoicing and conversing. 
Into their palaces they enter 
Through gates of shining rubies. 
In the rooms inlaid with coral 
Where the young houris await them 
Saying: ‘Welcome home, my master.’ 
The believers wd then marry 
These young brides who never weary, 
W h o  will not grow old and ugly, 
But make life forever happy. 

It is again striking to realize how close this literature is to Swahili poetic writings 
on these subjects. 

Mande 
The Mande or Manding people are spread over a large area of western Africa 
between Gambia and Upper Volta. They are found as Dyula traders as far 
south as the Ivory coast, while some live as farmers along the Senegal river. As 
they ramify and settle in various regions of West Africa, so they are known by 
different names: Mandika in the west, Bamana in the north, Bambara in the 
east, and also Mandigo, Mandigue or Malinke. They have been in contact with 
Islam probably since the eleventh century, but their Islamization was a slow 
process, so that many practices survive which orthodox Muslims regard as 
paganism. During these centuries, the Mande developed an intricate culture 
and social system with the king, mama, who was always accompanied by hisjail, 
or praise-singer, at its top. It is to these singers that w e  owe almost all our 
knowledge of Mande literature, since it was the singers’ well-trained memories 
that preserved the ancient traditions, in prose and verse, proverbs and songs 
included. Although the Mande scholars, as Muslims, were familiar with the art 
of writing, they used the Arabic language for the composition of their 
numerous learned works. Mande was already a written language before the 
arrival of the European scholars who took down oral traditions from dictation 
or asked Mande scholars to write them down themselves, which some did, in 
Arabic script. Nevertheless, the written documents in Mande are extremely 
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scarce so that there is little traditional written literature. The traditional Mande 
literature has been written down and published by European scholars, such as 
Delafosse, Labouret and Innes, and by those African scholars who had 
received a Western education, such as Moussa Travtlt, Camara Laye and other 
modern writers, who wrote mainly in French, neglecting to develop their own 
language as a literary medium. 

Shulfih 
Shuliih is the Arabic name for a Berber tribe with its own language. It is called 
Chleuh in French and, by its speakers, Tasheh-t. It is spoken in the area 
between Morocco and Mauretania along the Atlantic coast. The region was 
under Spanish influence for many centuries. It is inhabited by the Ayt Bamran, 
who belong to the Chelha subdivision of the Berber (also spelled Chleuh or 
Shuliih), whose language is spoken in large parts of southern Morocco. 
Arcadio Palacin has described a special kmd of tradtional song (cancion) which 
is sung by a professional bard, rais, literally ‘chief (probably because these 
bards sometimes conduct companies of dancing boys). The songs which the 
rais sings resemble in structure the Persian and Urdu ghapl, a type of which 
there are a few examples in Swahili. It consists of a string of stanzas of the 
same prosodic scheme, is sung to the same tune, but deals with different 
subjects, romantic, religious or lyrical. Even the songs with narrative themes 
contain stanzas which are philosophical or lyrical digressions from the main 
theme. For our present study, w e  are concerned only with the religious Islamic 
aspects of Ifni poetry. Here are some specimen of stanzas: 

Whither, o faithless world, have the good people gone? 
From those you treat with grace, only contempt. 
For only God is grateful; only He will last. 
His grace is medcine for healthy men and sick. 
Whatever we may eat, we eat it by His grace. 
Whatever clothes we wear, we wear them by His grace. 
Whatever alms we give, it’s only by His grace. 
Thus, friends, be free of care, H e  is your warranty. 
The world prays God that He may save it from decay, 
That He may free it from its want and misery. 
There are more ruins than good buildings in the world. 
Pray God eternal and His Prophet of the Truth, 
That they may gve you peace in this life and the next. 

There is an extensive literature in this language, preserved in manuscripts in 
Arabic script. Little has been published. 
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Somali 

The Somali language is spoken in the Horn of Africa, the eastern corner of the 
continent, roughly east of a line that runs down from north to south, from 
Djibouti to the point where the Equator meets the shore of the Indian Ocean. 
In places, the Somali ‘bulge-out’, spilling over to the west in search of fresh 
grass, successfully pushed the older Bantu population westwwd into central 
Kenya, as the Somah countryside dries out as a result of overgrazing. Similar 
attempts to push north-westwards into Ethiopia were met with such fierce 
resistance that the Somali had to withdraw into Somalia again. Those people 
are now called refugees. 

The Somali were Islamicized probably in the late Middle Ages when they 
still lived in what was to become British Somaliland, from where they ex- 
panded south and west during the following centuries. 

W e  leave aside the turbulent history of those centuries, which can be 
found in the textbooks of Ethiopian history. 

Somali literature was not written until 1972 when at last an orthography 
was agreed on, based on the Roman script. In quick succession, numerous 
books were published containing the traditional prose and poetry of the 
Somali. The Islamic literature of the Somali was written in Arabic. 
B. J. Andrzejewsky said that there is no truly Islamic literature in the Somali 
language. That may be so; nevertheless, the influence of Islam is well illu- 
strated by the following love poem, composed by a caravan guide: 

No oryx will expose her young one to the hunter’s eye; 
Then why do you so shamelessly expose your thigh? 
A flash of lightning, which thirst can it satisfy? 
H o w  can my heart be happy, when you just pass by? 

When I a m  being carried to the grave, 
Come to my bier and whisper a sweet word. 

I strained my eyes to get a glimpse of you. 
It was like lightning flashing in the &stance. 

My heart is single: no-one can divide my love. 
Alas! The object of my love is &stant hke the moon. 

Until I &e I will continue singing songs. 
With my last breath my last verse will go out. 

(Free, after Andrzejewsky) 

The poem shows some typical features which betray the Arabian inspiration. 
The oryx occurs frequently in Arabic poetry; the description of repeated 
lightning-flashes preceding the long-awaited rain is found in the poetry of 
many peoples of eastern Africa; an early Arabic example is quoted by Arberry. 
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The next poem was composed in the late Middle Ages, when Islam 

N o  house can hold a saint, a friend of God. 
H e  does not own a building or a field. 
H e  leaves the fields, and travels to the hills. 
The desert weeps when he has gone away. 
The saint will pray to God while shedding tears: 
‘0 Lord, my heart is broken and distressed! 
‘What I will ask of Thee is not a house, 
‘Nor precious stones, nor buxom concubines; 
‘Not even any of those gardens high, 
‘Where all the trees are fd of scented fruits. 
‘I only want your presence near my soul, 
‘For ever after may I see Thy light.’ 

started to expand: 

Ths poem was written by Shaykh ‘Abd al-Ralpna Ism2il (d. 897/1491), who 
was an important figure in the history of the Somali people in what is now 
northern Somalia. His work in the Djibouti region preceded the great 
expansion of Islam, which was checked only by the Portuguese coming to 
the aid of the Ethiopian emperor. 

Songhay 
The Songhay language is spoken in Niger along the river just above the north- 
western corner of Nigeria. The Songhay rulers once commanded a vast 
empire, straddling the river and stretchmg across to what is now Niger, MA 
and parts of Upper Volta. The Songhay people were Islamicixed from the later 
Mddle Ages onwards. Only a small part of their extensive oral traditions has 
been published, all of it with French translations. One might argue that this oral 
epic poetry is not Islamic, but rather of a pagan origin. Nevertheless, one will 
find numerous allusions in it to the Islamic faith of the poet and the people. 
Here is the begvlning of the Legend OfDinga, a poem of about 400 h e s  of 
irregular length, in which the exploits of the mythical hero Dinga are sung. The 
bard‘s recital is interrupted at every pause in his singing by his audience 
shouting: ‘Dinga hey!’ to show him their apprdciation; this shouting is 
repeated more frequently after each of Dinga’s epithets: 

Here is the tale of Dinga, Dinga of the spears ! (Dinga hey!) 
H e  was a child of cunning as soon as he was born. 
Only a fortnight later his mother left the world. 
She left this little infant, her soul has gone to God. 
His mother’s younger sister then looked after the chdd. 
Only a fortnight later she also left this world. 
She left the little infant, her soul has gone to God. 
His father’s younger brother then looked after the cud. 
Only a fortnight later, he also left this world. 
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H e  left the little infant, his soul has gone to God. 
The people said: 'This orphan has brought us all bad luck.' 
They threw him in the forest, they left him in the bush. 
A leopard mother found him, a panther gave hm suck. 
He grew up d d  and savage, strong like an elephant. 

Swahili 
Swahili Islamic literature began as a series of oral traditions in the Middle Ages, 
mostly legends about the Prophet Muhammad and the other prophets, but also 
songs of devotion and praise. 

The oldest surviving manuscript of Swahili literature is a qa$z in Arabic 
script, the famous flam@ya of the Egyptian poet al-Basiri, translated into 
beautiful Swahili by Aidarusi of Pate in 1062/1652. This date makes it the 
oldest extant poem in an African language south of the Sahara. However, the 
sophisticated metre suggests that it was the fruit of a long poetic evolution. 

The next oldest known text is a manuscript of the Herakali, i.e. the battle 
of Tabiik, in Swahili verse of 1,150 stanzas, dated 1141/1728, also composed 
at Pate, which was then a great sultanate. 

The next two poems, the Sesebani or Katiij5.i and the Uten@ wa-Fat.ima, the 
epic of Fiifima, daughter of the Prophet Muhammad, were also written in the 
middle of the eighteenth century, by Bwana Mengo, hs son Abu Bakari and 
other poets, all in Pate. 

In the nineteenth century, Lamu became the centre of Swahili Islamic 
poetry, both written and oral, as well as of scholarly prose. The greatest poets 
were Muhiuddini Kahatani (d.1869 at Lamu), and Saiyid~ Abu Bakari 
Mansabu, born at Lamu in 1828 and buried there in 1922. Many poets fol- 
lowed their great example. 

In Tanga, now in Tanzania, there existed, during the nineteenth century, 
an illustrious school of poets of the al-Buhri family. They wrote long narrative 
poems on the lives of Muhammad and Husayn. 

In Dar es Salaam, the poet Hamisi Juma was still alive in 1964. H e  wrote 
a complete Sra, or life of the Prophet, in over 6,000 stanzas, the longest 
known epic poem in any African language. 

In Zanzibar, the poet Hajji Chumu, wrote an epic poem on the battle of 
Uhud and one on the Day of Resurrection. 

Today, Mombasa is the undisputed centre of Swahili poetry, with thirty- 
three poets flourishing in the city, some still writing in Arabic script. 

The liturgical poetry has been described and published in my Swahili 
Islamic P'et7y.8 This work contains several versions of the text of the madidi 
celebrations commemorating the life and death of the Prophet. 

8. See J. Knappert, SwabdihLamic Poety, 3 vols., Leiden, E.J. Brill, 1971. 
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The lyrical poetry has been anthologized and translated in my A aoice of 
Bowers. An Antbolou of Swabili Love Songs.’ There are numerous allusions to 
Islamic ideas, customs and beliefs in these very popular songs. 

The mythology of Islamic literature with particular reference to Africa 
has been collected in my Isamic Legends” This work is intended to serve as 
background information, as a handbook for the student of Islamic works. 

A general literary work surveying the history of the Swahili people and 
their literature can be found in my fiur Centzlries of Swahili ,Virse (London, 
1988). 

The utenxi or tendi poetry, that is epic and didactic verse in Swahih, has 
been described and exemplified in my Traditional Swahili Poetry, an analysis of 
the cosmology of East African Islam.’’ 

The dua, hymns or sung prayers in Swahili, perhaps the finest poetry their 
poets have ever composed, has been collected in my as yet unpublished 
Religious Songs of the Swabili. 

A survey of narrative verse in Africa can be found in my Epic Poetry in 
Swabib and Other African Languagees. 

The famous tarabu son s (taarabu is not correct) have been illustrated in 
my ‘Swahili Tarabu Songs . , 1 5  

9. See J. Knappert, A GKoice of Bowem, GKaguo la Maua: an Anthology of Swahili Love Poetry, 
10. See J. Knappert, hhmic Legend: Histories of the Heroef, Saints and Propbets of hlam, 2 vols., 

11. See J. Knappert, TraditionalSwahiliFbetry, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1967. 
12. J. Knappert, Epic Poetry in Swabili and otber Afican Languages, (Religious Texts. Translation 

Series, NISABA, 12), Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1983. See for a brief summary in English of one of 
their epic poems, pp. 30ff. 

London, Heinemann, 1972. 

(Religious Texts. Translation Series, NISABA, 15), Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1985. 

13. J. Knappert, ‘Swahili Tarabu Songs’, Afrika und &ersee, 60/1-2, 1977, pp. 116155. 
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Chapter 10 

THE LITERATURE O F  THE MUSLIM 
PEOPLE IN EUROPE 

nliinetdlah Ha$? 

It is said that the influence of Islam in the Balkan peninsula was first felt in the 
twelfth century when the missionary San Salpq travelled and settled in this 
area. Unfortunately, the only traces remaining from this figure are the 
widespread oral legends among Muslims and Christians and the tombs 
attributed to him by both faiths. There are graves in Rumania, Bulgaria, 
Greece, Yugoslavia and Albania which, according to the Muslims in these 
countries, belong to San Saltuq. According to Christians, he is buried at the 
church of Aya Spiridon in lGrf, or at the church of Aya Naum in Oh. Other 
than the above, there are no reliable extant documents about him. After the 
time of San Salpq, the influence of Islam in the Balkans continued with the 
csming of the Ottomans when Sulaymsin Piishii arrived in Rumelia, passing 
through the Dardanelles with forty companions in 756/1356. Ghiizi Evrenos 
Bey entered western Thrace in 762/1361. Following the wars of Maritza and 
Kosovo in 786/1385 and 791/1389, respectively, and particularly after the 
conquest of Constantinople in 856/1453, the Balkan peninsula became the 
crucial focal point for the surrounding states. Thus, consecutive wars saw the 
Ottoman armies in the plains of Hungary and near Vienna. 

The Ottomans established control over the neighbouring territories in 
the course of their expansion. These territories were turned into the status of 
tributary vassals who had to provide troops for the campaigns. In this way 
they kept their political identities. In the second stage, the Ottomans formally 
annexed the regions and introduced the tim$ system there, and thanks to this 
system they were financially strengthened and formed troops that served them 
loyally in campaigns. They also protected the village people and the population 
from the oppressions of local authorities and at the same time tolerated the 
indgenous nobles and the military class. Most of the soldiers who served in 
their army, supplied by the tributary vassals, were non-Muslims. Thus, a 
conquered domain was gradually Ottomanized by tolerating the local popu- 
lation, rather than in an abrupt and radical way. 
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Due to the historical developments and changes which followed 
Ottoman rule in southern Europe and almost all of the Balkan peninsula, the 
culture, education, language, traditions and customs of the people in this area 
changed considerably. The Ottomans not only built mosques, bathhouses, 
denvish lodges, tombs, bridges, caravanserais and fountains in these lands, but 
they also introduced, in a very short period of time, various crafts of their 
homeland. Commercial and economic life developed quickly. Moreover, 
Turkish became the official language of the state. In that period, some families 
in the Balkan territories accepted Islam in order to keep up with the standard 
of living in these areas while others became Muslims for the sake of Islam. 
The Bosnians, Albanians, Roms (Gypsies), Pomaks, the Torbeshi and the 
Gorantzi people form the majority of those who accepted Islam between the 
fifteenth and the eighteenth centuries. They embraced Islam en masse. 
Therefore, it is necessary to examine the Islamization of Muslim nations in 
Europe in order to study the histories, languages, literatures, customs, tradi- 
tions and folklores of each of these nations. Since Islamization in Europe is 
beyond the scope of thls paper, we will focus on Muslim literature. 

When the Ottomans first reached Europe, Turktsh officers and soldiers, 
and later Turkish officials, merchants, workers and villagers settled in cities 
and villages, established households and tried to expand their cultures and 
protect their language, literature, traditions and customs with great care. The 
best examples of Turkish oral folk-literature and, later, of Arabic and Persian 
folk-literature spread in places where the Turks settled and Islam was ac- 
cepted. These oral genres of Islamic literature were first recited in military 
barracks, later in the homes of M u s h  people, their quarters, schools and the 
madrasas, and afterwards, gradually, in various ceremonies such as the religious 
festivals, Bqram and others, weddings and circumcision feasts, even at the 
dervish lodges of different religious orders, which were widespread, and in 
many other places of gathering. Thus, the foundations of M u s h  folk-litera- 
ture in Europe were laid down. Anatolian Turkish folk-literature, and on a 
smaller scale that of Arabic and Persian were preserved by word of mouth or 
passed on from generation to generation in their original form, or with minor 
changes, until the present day. During the spread of Muslim folk-literature, 
many of its genres must have disappeared completely. Most of them became 
the properties of Balkan nations such as the Greeks, Bulgarians, Serbians, 
Macedonians, Albanians, Montenegrins, Bosnian, Muslims, Rumanians and 
Hungarians. The Pomaks, the Torbesh, the Gorantzi and the Muslims 
(Bosnians), who had settled in the Balkans as a result of various raids before 
the Ottoman period, immediately embraced Islam as introduced by the Turks 
and started to create the genres of their own literature in this period. 
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M u s h  literature in Europe under Ottoman Sovereignty 
THE RICH MUSLIM FOLK-LITERATURE 
The Muslims, who penetrated as far as Vienna under Ottoman rule, settled in 
these regions. In time, following the wars of independence started by the 
Christian nations, the Ottoman armies and the Muslim people retreated again 
to the south, settling in Bosnia, the region of Kosovo-Metohija in southern 
Serbia, Macedonia, Bulgaria, Greece and even in what is today modern 
Turkey. For this reason, quarters for emigrants were established in many cities 
after the Balkan Wars. These peoples’ languages and literature flourished in the 
new regions where they wandered and settled. The genres of folk-literature 
which developed in these places form the voice of the Ottoman State in 
Europe. For example one can mention in oral folk-literature the idioms, 
proverbs, riddles, man? (a form of Turkish folk-music), lullabies, folk-songs, 
anecdotes, fairy tales, tales and stories; in written folk-literature w e  find in 
syllabic metre qosbma (musical compositions played and sung in free form), 
varsaif (a folk-music form), semz’i (a rhythmic pattern with three beats), ihhf 
(hymns), nefes (hymns of the Bektiishi order), epic poems and folk-songs; in 
prosody, one sees the bwzn, sets, semz’i, qalenderi (a mystical poem sung to the 
accompaniment of sa? music), mzl‘amm2 (riddle), satray’ etc. In this period, 
there were quite a few folk-poets called ‘Zsbiq. Manuscripts indicate that many 
minstrels flourished who improvised songs and music. Among them are Ferki, 
Piivderi, Semii, Savfet, Mu‘ati, Fikri, Mustafa, Sefki and Kvzi. 

The anecdotes of Nasr al-Din Khoja are as rich as those of other Muslim 
countries in the East. A number of books have been published about these 
anecdotes in Bosnia-Herzegovina (in Bosnian), Serbia (in Serbian), Albania, 
Kosovo in southern Serbia, and Macedonia. New anecdotes which are told in 
the Balkan countries must be added to these. 

There are also Turkish folk-tales, such as Kerem andAsb, Tdir and Zibre, 
A&k Gacib, Koroilzl and Asaman and zican. These were told in their original 
forms, and versions included in manuscript collections of folk-poems. 
However, neither are any studes written about them, nor are any of these 
versions published. 

Most of this treasure-house of Turhsh folk-literature was recorded in old 
manuscript collections of folk-poems and on pieces of paper, thus surviving to 
the present. Unfortunately, these examples of common Muslim folk-literature 
were not published in a collected form in the Balkan countries until today. 
Some studies of the texts of folk-literature, excluding newspapers and peri- 
odicals, were published in Bulgaria and Yugoslavia after the Second World War 
and in Rumania in recent years. The following books appeared in this field: 
Bakaia: Yusuf Kerimof and Beytullah $ivmano& Tirk ataso?leci ve o?li soxler 
(Turkish Proverbs and Sayings, 1955); Rma Mollof, Edebf makaleler (Literary 
Articles, 1958) (jingles, mZizis, lullabies and folk-songs) ; Mefiure Mollova, 
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Bilmeceler (Riddles, 1958) ; Yusuf Kerimof, Beytullah Siymanoglu and 
Sabahattin Bayramof, Tirk atasoxleri (Turhsh Proverbs, 1965) ; Salih 
Baklacief, Yanzlmgyan var mz? (Is there Anyone who is not a Mistake?, 1966) 
(anecdotes and short stories); Emil Boev and Hayriye Memova Sulaymanova, 
Rodq Turkuleri (Rhodope Folk-Songs, 1966) and Rod@ Turk balk maallan 
(Rhodope Turkish Folk-Tales, 1963); Sekibe Yamaq, Slavoyko Martinov and 
Muhittin Mehmedeminof, Trk masallan (Turkish Tales, 1957); Ahmet 
Timiyef, Mehmet Behrof and Ismail Ibiyef, Eneli Sakalar (Satirical Jokes, 
1965) (anecdotes and epigrams). 

Based on all these books containing the texts of Turkish folk-literature in 
Bulgaria, Nimetullah Hafiz published these texts collectively under the title 
Bakaristan’da Turk balk edebzjatz metinleri 4 ZZ (The Texts of Turkish Folk- 
Literature in Bulgaria I, 11, 1990). 
Egoslavia: Mustafa Rarniz, Ranzeli Tzirkileri (Folk-Songs of Rumelia, 1958); 
Nimetullah Hafiz, Kosova Turk balk edeb5atz metinleri (The Texts of Turkish 
Folk-Literature in Kosovo, 1985) and Makedoqa Turk balk edebzjatz metinleri 
(The Texts of Turhsh Folk-Literature in Macedonia, 1989); Aluy Nu?, Rameh 
Trkiileri (Folk-Songs of Rumelia, 1988); Sevim Piliqkova, Makedonya Joyalist 
Ckwhijeh’nde Yqgyan TirkLerin manileri (The Minis of the Turks from the 
Socialist Republic of Macedonia, 1986) and 13zlog Ron prozttavanjeto no narodnite 
poslovici kai Tarcite od Sr Makedonga, 1987. 
Greece: Abdurrahim Dede, Bah Traba Turk folklorn (Turkish Folklore in 
Western Thrace, 1978); Rahmi Ali, 4 ile Giny (The Moon and the Sun, 
1982); and Huseyin Alibabaoglu, Brdzlr ile firkar (Durdur and Kurkur, 
1982). 

Selections from the texts of Turkish folk-literature were made available 
much later in Rumania. There are two valuable books published by Mehmet 
Ali Erkan, entitled Bulbil sesi: Dobruca Tirkleri folklorunah sefmekler (Voice of 
the Nightingale. Selections from the Folklore of the Dobrudja Turks, 1981) 
(folk-songs, plays, minis, poems, lullabies, epic poems, tales, anecdotes of 
Nasr al-Din Khoja, proverbs and puzzles) and Zpgox 1985 (Tales from the 
Dobrudja), which he co-published with hs wife Hilrmye. 

There are also Muslim peoples such as the Crimean and Nogay Turks, 
the Gagauzes as well as the Tatars who live in eastern Rumania and produce 
works of folk-literature together with the Turks. The only printed collective 
works which are available at present are the books entitled Bxtoqgy, published 
by Mehmed Nagi G. Ali, Mehmet Ablai and Nun Vuap in 1980, and collec- 
tions of folklore such as folk-songs, m&iJ, poems, proverbs, gtzzms (boxlaws), 
couplets, riddles (tqfamalar), epic poems, jingles, stories and tales. 

In addition to the specimens of Turkish folk-literature, Muslims 
(Bosnians), Albanians, Roms, Gorantzi and the Torbesh people made col- 
lections of genres of oral folk-literature, such as idioms, proverbs, lullabies, 
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folk-songs on lyric, epic, epic-lyric, historical and other themes, and anecdotes 
(those of Nasr al-Din Khoja and others) in their own languages. Today, some 
of these works have been collected into books. The primary work of folk- 
literature produced by the Muslims is Mula Mustafa Sefki Bageski's Mecmua 
published by Mehmed Mujezinovig (second edition 1987). Later, the following 
works were published: Mehmet KapetanoviG (1 968); Narodno-Blago (1 888); 
Kosta Horman, Narodne pjsme Mlhamedovaca U Bosni i Hercegovini (1 888), IstoCio 
Blago I (1889), I1 (1890), (idioms, proverbs, anecdotes, tales about animals, 
historical folk-songs and stories) ; Hamid DizdareviC, Sevdalinke (Love Songs, 
1944) ; Ahja Nametak, Junaike Narodne @exme Bosans~o-Nercegavai~ib iVushzana 
(1 967), Od beiika do motika (1 970) and Narodne pnjbovzjesti Bosansko-Hercegova~kib 
Mislimana (1975); Nasko Frnjdid, Mklimanske janatke pjsme (1969) and 
Narodni bumor i mzldrost Mzlslmana (1 972) (rumours, anecdotes, humorous 
poems) ; Sait Orahovac, Stare narodne pjeme Ahslimana Bosne i Hercegovine (1 976) 
and Sevdahke, balade, i romanse Bosne i Hercegovine (1978). The works entitled 
Mote li biti.20 bit ne mote (1991) and Zaman filepo knamgradi (1991) contain the 
epic and lyric folk-songs of the Muslims in Sanjak. 

Johann Georg von Hahn published a work in two volumes entitled 
Albanesiscbe Stzlden in Vienna in 1853. In ths work, he first presents in- 
formation on Albanian history and language and then includes various ex- 
amples of Albanian folk-literature. Later, many books which contain texts of 
folk-literature were published in Albania as well as in Kosovo-Metohija. 
Among them are the following: 

filklor Sbq$tar I, fioxa Popullore (Anecdota) (1972) ; Demush Shda, Kenge 
Popullore LirzZe (1972) and KengePopullore Histo&e (1973); Anton Cetta, Ballada 
dhe ligenda (1974) and Rralla, I, I1 (1979); Rrystem Berisha and Muzafer 
Mustafa, Kenge dwhurie, I, I1 (1979); Anton Ceta and Anton Berisha, Knge 
Dame, I, I1 (1980); Nuhi Vinca, Kenge te ndvysbmepopulore (1982); Sadri Fetiu, 
Kenge dbe Lojera te fimzjeve (1983); Rexhep Munishi, Kenget Malsore Sbpjbtare 
(1987); Anton Ceta, Fazli Syla and Anton Berisha,AnegdotaI (1987), I1 (1988); 
Jorgo Panajoti and Agron Xhagolli, Gale te urta sbq$e (1987). 

The texts of Alabanian folk-literature such as proverbs, riddles, lyric and 
epic poems, anecdotes of Nasr al-Din Khoja and others, fairy tales, tales and 
stories etc., produced by Muslim Albanians, have been brought to light 
through the above publications and others. 

The texts of the folk-literature of the Roms have neither been collected 
nor published. The only published work is entitled Peralle Rome teKosoves (The 
Tales of the Roms in Kosovo, 1985) by Ali Krasniq. 

Harun Hasani's Granske Narodne Pesme (1987) (lullabies, jingles, epic and 
lyric works, weddings, customs and folk-songs) is the main work on the folk- 
literature of the Gorantxi (Gorantzi Pomaks). 

The genres of the folk-literature of the Pomaks in Bulgaria, Greece 
and Macedonia are the property of the nations of Bulgaria and Macedonia. 
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Since their languages are quite sirmlar, the Bulgarians and Macedonians 
considered the texts of the folk-literature of the Pomaks as their own 
property and published them. The best example for that are the claims 
made in Greece to the effect that Nasr al-Din IUloja was a Greek, and that 
many such anecdotes are associated with H m r  Peur in Bulgaria and with 
Peyo in Macedonia. 

The Muslim literature of Europe in Oriental languages 
(Turkish, Arabic and Persian) 
In addition to folk-literature, Muslim nations in Europe also created and 
developed a classical school of poetry, with contributions from the Turks and 
other Muslim nations in Europe. Generally speaking, it was Muslim 
intellectuals who created the classical school of poetvy in Europe as in the 
Ottoman state. Almost all of the Ottoman writers, regardless of their 
nationality and mother-tongue, produced their works in Ottoman Turkish, 
which is composed of Turkish, Arabic and Persian. The authors who wrote 
works in Arabic and in Persian are quite famous. The writings consist of 
stories in verse in the form of matbnaw?~, biographcal memoirs, histories in 
verse, gba~ah (lyric poems of a certain pattern), qa#das (eulogies or 
commemorative poems) etc. Most of the men-of-letters who were educated 
in Europe also collected their works in anthologies arranged alphabetically 
(&w&5). They wrote valuable historical studies as well. Unfortunately, most of 
these precious manuscripts were lost before they could be published. A 
number of them survived to the present day since they were preserved in 
various state and private libraries all over the world. Some of these 
manuscripts are important not only in Turkish literature but in world literature 
as well. What proves this case best are the Ottoman and other biographcal 
memoirs and studies carried out by oientahsts all over the world. The 
following biographical works are very important in this field: Adni’s Gzlhban-i 
5bzlcarZ’(1563-1564), ‘Ashiq Chelebi’s Maw’arZ‘ (1566-1567), Fam’s BZbmat 
al-ash ‘Zr (1 852-1853), Hasan Chelebi’s Tadbkirat al-~bzl~ani’ (1585-1586), 
Lagfi’s Edbkira-i La.t$(l546-1547), Rida’s Zdbkirat al-5bzl ‘arZ’ (1 640-1641), 
Sdim’s Tadbkirat al-Shu‘arZ’ (1897-1898) and Sharifi’s Hdsht bibisbt (1 538- 
1539). These works present information on the names, lives and works of 
various authors who were educated in the Ottoman state. They were born and 
brought up in European countries and later settled in the Ottoman lands. The 
names of hundreds of authors who flourished in European countries were 
recovered by examining the above-mentioned biographical memoirs and 
manuscripts in addition to printed works such as E. J. W. Gibb’s AHirtoy cf 
Ottoman Poetry I-IV (1 900-1909), Franz Babinger’s D i e  G~chicbtsschreiber der 
Osmanen ztnd ibre Brke (1927), Joseph von Hammer-Purgstall’s D i e  Geschicbte 
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der osmaniscben Dcbtkunst I, IV (1836-1838). The work jointly published by 
Haluk Ipek, Mustafa Isen, Recep Toparh, Hacl O k p  and Turgut Karaboy, 
entitled Texkirelere gore divan edeb4atz isimler sozli$ (Dictionary of Names in the 
Classical School of Poetry according to Biographical Memoirs), gives a most 
extensive list of authors by referring to the biographical memoirs in 
manuscript form. Based on the examination of all the above-mentioned 
biographical works, the best-known authors in Europe who produced works 
in the classical school of Ottoman poetry are the following: 
Greece: 'U$& (d. 1538), Gharibi (d. 1547), Hay& (d. 1557), Agiihi (d. 1577), 
'An-fi (d. 1647), Dartini (d. 1650), Tab'i (d. 1666), &mad (d. 1701-1702), 
Zuhdi (d. 1772), Qiizim Husayn (d. 1814-1815); 
Bukaria: 'Ah Chelebi (d. 1543), Hazm- (d. 1571), Wuslati (d. 1588-1589), 
'Awni (d. 1664-1665), Shukri (d. 1670-1671), Fay$ (d. 1688-1689), Sarif 
(d. 1748-1749), 'Abd al-Baqi Efendi (d. 1812). 
Serbia: Adni (d. 1474), Masiw (d. 1592), Sham'i (d. 1530), Bahari (d. 1551), 
Sazi (1455/1465-1525), Sujudi (d. 1538). 
Macedonia: Zm (d. l509), Ishaq Chdabi (d. 1541-1542), Fan& (d. 1546), 
Wusdi (d. 1598), Wazni (d. 1578), Tiji (d. 1618), Sihri (d. 1717-1718). 
Bosnia-Heqtgovina: Hasan Kafi Prushchak (1 544-1 61 6), Darwish Pasha 
Beyazidagich (1560-1603), Diya'i (d. 1584), Kaymi (d. 1599), MajPzi 
(d. 1610), Nerjisi (d. 1634), Fawfi Mostari (d. 1747), Mustafii Pruschak 
(d. 1755), Sirri (1785-1847), W&dati (d. 1598), Fa&l Pasha Sherifovich 
(1802-1882), Ghaybi (end of the seventeenth century), Akif m e t  (1839- 
1903), Bosnewi (second half of the nineteenth century), Basheski (1731/ 

Albania: Y&y% Bey of Tashhca (d. 1682), Darwish (d. 1645), Wajdi (d. 1669- 
1670). 
&mania: Heliiki, Tariqi, Zarifi. 
Hungary: 'An-f (d. 1724), M-ri (d. 1690). 

Some Europeans countries under Ottoman rule attempted to publish the 
originals or translations of works by authors of their own nationality who 
wrote in Turkish, Persian and Arabic. Yugoslavian Muslims produced the 
most successful and valuable studies in this field. Through the publication of 
the following works, many Muslim writers from Bosnia-Herzegovina were 
brought to light: Savfet-beg BagagC, BoSqan' i Hercegovn' U islamskoj ktjifevnosti 
(1 912 and 1986) Hazim SabanoviC, hjifevnost Muslimana Bosne i Heqgovine na 
ogentalnim jeyikwa (1 973) ; Fehim Nametak, fijifevnost Bosanko-Herctgova?kib 
muslimana na turskom jexiku (1 989) and Dvanska ky'ifevnost XWi XW1sto)eca u 
Bosni i Hercegovini ( 1 9 9 1 ) . 

1732-1 809). 
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ALJAMIADO LITERATURE IN EUROPE 

Some men-of-letters in the M u s h  nations of Europe did not cultivate the 
eastern parnas literature, a branch of the classical school of Ottoman poetry 
whch flourished in Europe. They wrote and later published their literary 
works in their mother-tongue, but in Arabic characters which were also used 
by the Persians and Turks, just as in the Muslim Arab world. After the Arabs 
left Spain, Spanish songs and other works continued to be written in Arabic 
characters for a long time. Such valuable works, which are s d  extant today, 
are called aJamia or a#amiaab literature by the Spanish. In host all Balkan 
countries that were under Ottoman rule, the nations which embraced Islam 
produced works in Turkish, Arabic and Persian as well as in their mother 
tongues, but written in Arabic characters. This genre of literature in Europe 
was also called alhatnqado and aJam+& literature. 

Among the oldest texts of the aJamiaab genre are two short manuscripts 
which the sultans used in order to learn foreign languages and which are 
presently kept in the library of the Hagia Sofia Museum. These two works, 
both entitled LHghzt, are in four languages (Arabic, Persian, Greek and 
Serbian). They were both copied before 917/1512. Polish Muslims (the Tatars 
in eastern Poland) also have works of this kind which are written in Arabic 
characters but in the Polish language and Belorussian (Whtte Russian). Greek 
Muslims tranlated Birgivi's grammar into Greek and wrote it in Arabic char- 
acters. 

Based on an examination of the a4amiado texts whch are still available in 
Bosnia, the writing of such literary texts began in the first half of the se- 
venteenth century and became customary after the eighteenth. Most of these 
texts are monumental linguistic, cultural and historical works. Later, the script 
used in aJamiado texts was used in schools and madraa and many books were 
published in these characters. 

Among the works of this genre of literature are versions of Sulaym& 
Chelebi's M a w h d  which were translated into other languages and written in 
Arabic characters. Gageviq first translated this work in Bosnia-Herzegovina. It 
has several editions in the Latin alphabet. 

The authors who produced the first works on aJamiado texts written by 
Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina were Otto Blau, F. S. Krauss, M. Braun, A. 
Bebler, W. Lehfeldt, V. Corovid, I, Kemura and Karl Patschu. They were 
followed by Derv& M. Korkut, Alija Nametak, Mehmet Handiid, Osman A. 
SokoloviG, K a s m  DobraCa, Hivzija Hasandedk and Fehm Nametak. The 
published works which offer critical collections of aiamiado texts, presenting 
the richest information on h s  subject, are the following: Abdurahman 
Nametak, Hrestoma@a Bosanske alhamyado knjixevnosti (1 981) and Muhamed 
Hukoviq, ALham@do knjixevnost i njeni stvaraoa' (1986). Judging by the above 
studies , it appears that aJumiado literary texts contain materials such as lyric 
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and epic folk-songs, religious articles and counsels, dictionaries in the form of 
couplets and qqdas. The principal authors in Bosnia-Herzegovina who pro- 
duced their works in this alphabet are the following: Muhamed Hevai, Uskufi, 
Had2 Jusuf Livnjak, Mehmet-aga PruSCa, Ilhami, Sulejman TabakoviC, 
Mehmet Bjelopolac, Muhamed Ruidi, Omer Humo, Abdulah Bjelovac, Salih 
KalajdiiC, Hasan Kaimi, Mustafa Firaki, Hasan Kadja, Abdulah Iljami, Mula 
Mustafa BaSeski, Abdurahman Sirri, Abdulah Bjelavac and Mustafa Firaklija. 
They used the following Arabic alphabet: 

I 

I l a  A 

Likewise, numerous works in ajamiado literature were written by Albanian 
Muslims. These were first produced in Albania itself, and a century later by 
Albanians in Kosovo-Metohja and Montenegro. The oldest specimen of this 
branch of literature, entitled Mwizade, is dated 1136/1724 and comprises se- 
venteen quatrains. But the most important works in thls field are the DwZn of 
Nazim Berati (or Nazim Frakula) (1680-1754), followed by the writings of 
Sulejman Naibi (d. 1760). Hasan Zuko wrote the first mawlid in Albanian 
(eighteenth century) ; Ismail Floqi translated Sulaym%n Chelebi’s mawlid from 
Ottoman Turkish into Albanian for the first time, but unfortunately this work 
was lost before it could be published. Ali Rza Ulqinaku (d. 1913) wrote hs 
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work Terciime-i Meulid ala Lis&-i Arnavud in Arabic characters and published it 
in Istanbul in 1878. A copy is located in the Yd&z library in Istanbul. 
Afterwards, sbqkbs and derwishes such as Tahir Boshnjak, Regjep Voka and 
Shejh Mali5 who were trained in denvish lodges, wrote chans using the fol- 
lowing alphabet: 

There are also studies which give information on abamiado literature in 
Albania. The first work which gives a brief description of this subject is 
Osman Muderizi's article entitled Letersya sbq$e me ayabetin arab. Later, Hasan 
Kaleshi provided the most extensive survey of this literature in his two articles 
entitled %log popavanjzl albanske kyifjevnosti ix vremena preporoah (1 956) and 
Albanska aJamiado kqiteunost (1970). Recently, this branch of Albanian litera- 
ture has grown even richer with the addition of new abamiado texts to books 
about Albanian culture and language. 

Muslim literature after the period of Ottoman Rule 
After Ottoman rule ended in the Balkans, the literature of each nation 
gradually underwent changes. Since the Ottomans did not leave all Balkan 
countries at the same time, such changes in the literature of these nations did 
not occur simultaneously. For example, Bosnia-Herzegovina fell under the 
rule of the Austro-Hungarian empire between the years 1878-1918. During 
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this period, new works were produced in the M u s h  literature of this area in 
the genre of eastern parnas and aJamiado; in particular, Albanian and Muslim 
(Bosnian) national literature began to flourish. Kqifevnost mzdimana xa vreme 
prepodoroh (Muslim literature during the period of Renaissance) emerged in the 
literature of the Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina during the rule of the Austro- 
Hungarian empire. At the time, the following newspapers and periodicals were 
published in Bosnia-Herzegovina: Vatan (Motherland), fibber (Leader), Bahar 
(Spring) (for one year only) in Turkish and Gqret (Zeal) in Bosnian and 
Turkish, bilingually, and Bopak, Mmavat (Equality) and Gqret (Zeal) only in 
Bosnian. The principal men-of-letters who were involved with these news- 
papers and periodicals were Mehmed Beg Kapetanovit-LjubuSak, Safvet Beg 
BaSeski, Ethem Mulabdq and Musa Cazim Catit. 

New authors emerged in Albania who belonged to the new literary cur- 
rent called Letersa Shgz$e e Rdin4es Kombetare (Albanian Literature of the 
Renaissance). It began in 1878 concurrently with the Albanian movement of 
national feeling for the independence of Albania. The most important authors 
in this new literature were Rrapo Hakeli and Zenel Gjokela. Some authors 
among Albanian Muslims who were fond of religion and religious orders 
continued to write their works in easternparna literature, like the Muslims in 
Bosnia. Most of them were the shqkhs and denvishes from the denvish lod- 
ges. The information based on manuscripts shows the emergence of authors 
who were trained in these lodges. Among them are Fakiri, Yari, Sirri, Zapti, 
Rahbi and Nafiz. However, there is no further information about the life of 
these authors. Two men-of-letters among them wrote about Islamic history, 
the more eminent being Naim Frasheri, who wrote the work entitledgerbelafle 
(ICarbala) . 

Muslim literature between the two World Wars 
Between the two World Wars, Muslim peoples such as the Albanians, 
Bosnians, Pomaks, Torbeshi, Gorantzi, Gypsies and Circassians continued to 
live in the Balkans. They had their own writers, but these were less in number 
compared to previous periods. Muslims in Bosnia-Herzegovina, Montenegro 
and Sanjak continued to publish their works in their mother-tongues, in 
newspapers and periodicals; the Turks published them in Bulgaria, Greece, 
Kosovo and Macedonia, the Albanians in Albania, Greece and Yugoslavia. 

The new literary society and its publications invigorated Muslim literature 
between the two World Wars. The most important periodical of this period 
was Novi Beha in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The year-books called Narodna zqdunica 
and Ggret are particularly important in this new literary activity. Besides 
Ethem Mulabdiq, who started to produce his works during Austrian rule, the 
best-known authors are Ahmed Muratbegovik, Alija Nametak, Hasan KikiC 
and Zija Dizdarevit. 
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In Albania as in Herzegovina, Muslim literature started to develop 
around a few newspapers and periodicals published by the Muslims. These 
were: Sbkqi, h t a ,  Ziiibad-z MiLl_Yye and Basbkimi Kombetar. These publications 
are fewer in number than those in Bosnia-Herzegovina since most of the 
Muslim Albanians who wrote works in this period belonged to the numerous 
religious orders. Most of these authors were members of the Bektgshi order 
and wrote their works on the religous orders and religious subjects. Among 
the well-known figures are Mula Husejin Dobraqi, Mula Salih Pata, Shejh 
Ahmed Elbasani, Shejh Sulejman Tenani, Ha& Ahmed Beg Tirana, Kazim 
Baba of Yakova, Sulejman Efendi of Prietina, Shejh Abdulkader of Mitrovica, 
Ah Hoxha Muderis, Shejh Mahq of Priaren, etc. 

Muslim literature after World War I1 
Following World War 11, the modern European states gained their 
independence and preserved their culture and literature. The Muslim 
Bosnians, Albanians, Turks, Torbesh, Pomaks, Gorantzi and Roms, along 
with the Christian nations, continued to expand their contemporary literature 
and tried to write and publish in almost all genres. 

The Muslim nation in the Balkans (Muslim Bosnians), whose population 
exceeded ‘three million, continued to contribute works to their contemporary 
literature between the two World Wars. Like the Catholic Croatian, Orthodox 
Serbian and Montenegrin nations, they wrote and published all kinds of lit- 
erary materials in their mother-tongues as spoken in Bosnia-Herzegovina, 
Serbia and Montenegro. Since the war, more than fifty Muslim men-of-letters 
have published works up to the present time. The most important authors are 
the following: 
Bosnia-Heqgovina: Edhem Mulabdid (1 862-1 954), Savfet-beg Bas’agid (1 870- 
1954), Semsudin SarajliC (1887c1960), Musa Cazim CatiC 1878-1915), Hamzo 
Hum0 (1895-1970), Ahmed MuradbegoviC (1898-1972), Hivzi Bjelavac 
(1886-1982), Hasan KikiC 1905-1942), Alija Nametak (1906-1987), Salih 
AliC (1906-1982), Enver HolakoviC (1913-1976), Carnil Sijarit (1913-1989), 
Skender KulenoviC (1910-1978), Zijo Dizdarevid (1916-1942), Zaim Topeit 
(b. 1920), Nusret Idrizovid (b. 1930), Iaet SarajiC (b. 1930), Mega SelimoviC 
(1910-1982), Mak Dizdar (1917-1971), DerviS SuSiC (b. 1925), Sead FetahagiC 
(b. 1935), Nediad Ibris’imoviC (b. 1940), Abdulah Sidran (b. 1944), Muhamed 
KondiiC (b. 1932), Irfan Horozovid (b. 1947), Kemal MahmudefendiviC 
(b. 1942), Enes KiSeviC (b. 1947), Harndija DemiroviC (b. 1954), Diemaludin 
Latid (b. 1957), Ferida DurakoviC (b. 1957), Selim Arnavut (b. 1962). 
Montenegro: Sait Orahovac (b. 1909), Alija HoidiC (b. 1929), Husein BaSidiC 
(b. 1938), F e h  Kmajevid (b. 1945), Ismet MarkoviC (b. 1948). 
Serbia: Muhamed AbdagiC (b. 191 6). 
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Goatia: Sead BegoviC (b. 1954). 
These authors wrote in almost all literary genres. Their poems and stories 

are examples of a most brilliant artistic creativity. A few novelists have come to 
prominence recently. The principal authors among them are Alija Isakovik and 
Dievad Karahasan. 

After World War 11, many Albanian newspapers and periodicals were 
published in Albania and Kosovo. These publications played a great r61e in 
the development of Albanian literature. Albanian Muslim literature devel- 
oped in several regions, but the mother of ths contemporary literature is 
Albania. The Albanians, who live in Kosovo-Metohija (1,500,000), 
Macedonia (500,000), Montenegro (1 50,000) and Greece (300,000), were 
very productive in this literature. Following the example of the Albanians of 
Albania, those of Kosovo-Metohija wrote the most impressive works. They 
have an institute called qhmime albanologike (Institute of Albanology) and 
also an Akademja Jhkencore (Academy of Science), sirmlar to the one in 
Albania. Thousands of books were published withm the framework of the 
programme of the Institute and the Academy. The most valuable works on 
Albanian literature are Hsistor+a e leterssis shqiptare (1983); Rejep Qosja, 
Atologiia histor&e e leterssiste Jhq@e I, Poexia dhe proxa (1985); Hasan Mekuli, 
Pesme Gorke i ponosne Poe*a Siptara Fm] (1962); Agim Deva, Antologii e 
poexise shqipe perjmje (1978) etc., published by the Albanian Academy of 
Science. 

On the basis of publications such as the above and books published 
about the writers and their works, the principal authors of contemporary 
Albanian literature are the following: 
Albania, Kosovo-Metoh3a: Jusuf Bugjovi (b. 1946), Fahredin Gunga (b. 1936), 
Rahman Dedaj (b. 1939), Nebil Duraku (b. 1934), Enver Gjergjeku (b. 1928), 
Ibrahim Kadriu (b. 1945), Ramiz Kelmendi (b. 1930), &fat Kukaj (b. 1938), 
Agim Mala (b. 1951), Din Mehmeti (b. 1932), Adem Gajtani (b. 1935), Ali 
Podrimlja (b. 1942), Nazmi Rahmani (b. 1941), Mustafa Spahiu (b. 1948), 
Qerim Ujkani (b. 1937), Sabri Hamiti (b. 1950), Sinan Hasani (b. 1922), Azem 
Shkreli (b. 1938), Muharem Shahki (b. 1927) and Agim Deva (b. 1948). 
Macedonia: Fejzi Bojku (b. 1937), Rahman Zejneli (b. 1952), Murat Isaku 
(b. 1932), Abdylaziz Islami (b. 1930), Kemal Komina (b. 1950), Ferit Muhik 
(b. 1943), Murteta Peza (b. 1919), Lutfi Rusi (b. 1923), Nehas Sopaj (b. 1954), 
Luan Starova (b.1941), Sejfedin Sulejmani (b.1938) and Resne Shabani 
(b. 1944). 
Montenegro: Esad Mekuli (b. 1916) and Rejep Qosja (b. 1936). 

The literature of the Roms in Europe dates back to the post-war period. 
Before the war, these people were not called by the name ‘Rorn’; they had 
neither a Rom literature nor Rom authors. It was only in the eighties that they 
started to call their nation, scattered over various countries of Europe, by the 
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name ‘Rod and developed the Rom alphabet. With this, they laid the foun- 
dations of their literature in their mother tongue and during the 1991-1992 
academic year established the Department of Romanology in their Faculty of 
Philology in Skopje, the capital of Macedonia. Romany, Rom literature, folklore 
and folk-literature are examined and research is carried out in this department. 

The principal men-of-letters of the Roms up to the present day are the 
following: 
Serbia: Ismet JaSarevig, Eslan Drudan, Dievad Gagi, Ali KrasniCi (b. 1952). 
Montenegro: Ruidija, Ruse Sejdovid, Iaeta Sejdovid. 
Macedonia: Ilyas Saban, Saip Jiisuf, etc. 

Some Rom authors continue to write and publish their works in other 
languages. For example, Muharrem Serbezovski, the Rom musician from 
Skopje, published his three novels in Serbo-Croatian in Sarajevo, and Iljaz 
Saban wrote hs works both in Macedonian and Romany. 

Between 1944 and 1950, and afterwards, very few books were published 
in Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Greece. But the members of the Turkish nation 
who continued to live in these countries began to publish their first literary 
works in newspapers and periodicals such as the following: 
Bukaria: Ijzk, EylZlcg cocuk, Xni (szk, Xni Hqat, H a k  Gen&i, Xi (szk and 
Eni (szk-Nova svetlina. Hak ve Ogiirliik, and H i p  were published after the 
proclamation of democracy. 
Egoslavia: Birbk (1 944), Rjoner, Sevinc, Emurcuk, Sesler, Tan, cevren, fij, Esin 
and Qi. 
Greece: Hakyolu, Sebat, Akzn, MubqhaxakZr, ATnlzk Postasz, Zeri, Gerfek, 
Trakya ‘nzn sesi, Aile, Muallim Mecmuasz, Pggamber Binasz, hbat, Batz Trakya, 
Alij, Birbk ( @?-etmen) and Yuvamzp. 

From 1950 onwards, occasional textbooks for primary and secondary 
schools (the period of instruction is eight years) started to appear in Bulgaria, 
Yugoslavia and, particularly, in Greece, in addition to numerous books on 
general subjects. Other books for the public by various Turkish authors were 
also published in those countries. These were books of poetry, stories, novels, 
plays, criticism, diaries, essays, texts of folk-literature, translations and inter- 
views. The number of books of contemporary Turkish literature published up 
to today is about 600 in Bulgaria, 500 in Yugoslavia, fifty in Greece and twenty 
in Rumania. Based on d these publications, anthologies containing poems, 
stories, interviews and novels were published in Bulgaria. The following an- 
thologies have been published about contemporary Turkish literature: 
Bzjkaria: Ibrahim Tatarh (Tatarlief), Cumbu@et’in babtjyar focuklam (Happy 
Children of the Republic, 1952), Antologya, 1960; and Bztlgaristan Turklerinin 
edeb&atz 1944-1964 (Literature of the Turks in Bulgaria 1944-64, 1964), 
Nimetullah Hafn, Bukaristan’da fa&?aj Tdrk edebbatz Antolqisi (Anthology of 
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Contemporary Turkish Literature in Bulgaria I, I1 (1987), I11 (1989); and 
Mehmet Cavuy, Yzqyd Bz&art;stan TiMezi pizi (Ant049 (Poems of the 
Bulgarian Turks in the Twentieth century - Anthology, 1988). 
Eigoslavia: Necati Zekeriya, Qfek (Flower, 1969), Demet (Bouquet, 1982), 
Gjjdem (Crocus, 1985) and Sevgle (With Love, 1988); Siireyya Yusuf, 
EigodayaUa Erk $izi (Turkish Poetry in Yugoslavia, 1976); Bedri Selim, 
cajjdq Eigosla ya Tzik hikqeleri (Turkish Stories in Contemporary Yugoslavia, 
1978); Reyhan Isen and Mustafa Isen, Egoslava Ti& coca,& fiirlerinden segmejer 
(Selections from the Poems of Turkish Children in Yugoslavia, 1983); Fahri 
Kaya, Gokkqajjz (Rainbow, 1 985) and Yzlgoslaya Tirk hikqesi antolcyisi 
(Anthology of Turkish Stories in Yugoslavia, 1990); and Nimetullah Hafiz, 
I5gosLaya’da &dq Tirk edeb4ah antokjisi I, 11,111 (Anthology of Contemporary 
Turkish hterature in Yugoslavia, 1989). 

The majority of Turlush people in Greece emigrated to Turkey just as 
they started to produce their literary works. Some continued their output 
there, while others decided not to contribute to their literature. Some of these 
authors published poems, stories, criticisms, interviews, diaries and other 
works in newspapers and periodicals in Greece when they were still in that 
country. There were also a few books published privately. Examining all these 
newspapers, periodicals and books published up to 1989 in Bulgaria, 
Yugoslavia, Greece and Rumania, Feyyaz Saglam prepared his studies entitled 
Batz Trakya ( Enamistan) ’da faj&,r Tirk edeb+atz antolcyisi (Anthology of 
Contemporary Turkish Literature in Western Thrace (Greece)), 1990), Batz 
TraLya Erkleri coc.uk edebjyatz (Children’s Lterature in Western Thrace, 1990) 
and Evzanistan (Batz Trakya) T&k edeb4atz ixerine incelemeler (Studies on Turlush 
Literature in Greece (Western Thrace), 1991). Thus, through the publication 
of these three works, he brought to light contemporary Turlush authors to the 
number of about one hundred in Bulgaria, eighty in Yugoslavia, fifty in Greece 
and twenty in Rumania. 

O n  the evidence of literary works and anthologies which have been 
published in Europe and outside, we can identify the following Turkish writers 
in Europe: 
Bzllgaria: Ahosman Ayrantok (1877-1952), Mehmet Miizekka Con (b. 1885), 
Selim Bildof (b. 1915), Sabri Demirof (b. 1915), Riza Mollof (1920-1985), 
Yusuf Kerimof (b. 1922), Salih Baklaciyet (b. 1924), Hasan Karahiiseynof 
(b. 1925), Mefkiire Mollova (b. 1927), Ahmet Serifof (b. 1926), Ahmet Timigef 
(b. 1926), Sabri Tatof (b. 1925), Siileyman Gavazof (b. 1924), Niyazi Hiizeynof 
(b. 1927), Lutfi Demirof (b. 1929), Mehmet Bekirof (b. 1930), Nadiye 
Ahmetova (b. 1931), Mehmet Cavugef (b. 1933), Halit Aliosmanof (b. 1932), 
Gzim Memiyef (b. 1933), Hiismen Ismailof (b. 1933), Yusuf Ahmedof 
(b. 1933), Recep Kupsuef (b. 1934), Sabahattin Bayramof (b. 1931), Omer 
Osmanof (b. 1934), Nevzat Mehmedof (b. 1934), Mustafa Mutkof (b. 1930), 
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LHtif Aliyef (b. 1935), Siileyman Yusufof (b. 1936), Faik Ismailof (b. 1936), 
Durhan Hasanof (b. 1937), Osman Azizof (b. 1937), Sabri Ibrahimof 
(b. 1937), Sahin Mustafof (b. 1938), Ali Kadirof (1936-1962), Saban 
Mahmudof (b. 1938), Ahmet Eminof (b. 1944) and Naci Ferhadof (b. 1940). 
Xgodauia: Enver Tuzcu (1916-1958), Huseyin Siileyman (1900-1963), Surii 
Ram0 (1918-1988), Mustafa Karahasan (b. 1920), Siireyya Yusuf (1923- 
1977), Lutfu Seyfdah (b. 1926), Necati Zekeriya (1928-1988), Mahmut 
Ku-ath (1929-1988), Fahri Kaya (b.1930), Ilhami Emin (b.1931), Esat 
Bayram (b. 1934), Recep Bulgariq (b. 1934), Naim Taban (b. 1937), Nusret 
Digo Ulku (b. 1938), Nimetullah Hafiz (b. 1939), Enver Baki (b. 1943), Vefki 
Hasan (b. 1943), Giiler S e h  (b. 1944), Hasan Mercan (b. 1944), kif Bozaci 
(b. 1944), Murteza BuSra (b. 1946), Secaettin Kola (b. 1945), Ahmet S. Igciler 
(b. 1945), Avni Engullu (b. 1948), Bayram Ibrahim (b. 1947), Mustafa Yagar 
(b.1948), Altay Suroy (b.1949), Aliiettin Tahir (b.1949), Erol Hayrettin 
(b. 1949), Suat En@u (b. 1950), Agim Rifat Yegeren (b. 1951), Ethem 
Baymak (b. 1952), Fah.ri Ali (b. 1948), Enver Ilyas (b. 1955), Sabahattin Sezair 
(b. 1948), Fikri Sigko (b. 1949), Regit Hanedan (b. 1955), Nuhi Mazrek 
(b. 1956), Sabit Yusuf (b. 1957), Irfan Belur (b. 1954), Fahri Mermer 
(b. 1950), Zeynel Beksaq (b. 1952), Osman Baymak (b. 1954), Raif IGrkul 
(1964), Burhan Sait (b. 1965). 
Greece: Aslm Haliloglu (1923-1980), Huseyin Alibabaoglu (b. 1936), Aliriza 
Saracoglu (b. 1938), Huseyin Mahmutoglu (b. 1939), Kadir Ali (b. 1939), Rami 
Ali (b.1941), Salih Halil (b.1941), Mustafa Tahsin (b.1942), Imam Kasim 
(b. 1943), Abdurahman Dede (b. 1940), Mucahit Mumin (b. 1944), Naim 
I<Iizun (b. 1945), Mehmet Calak (b. 1946), Refika Nazim Rida (b. 1947), 
Huseyin Mazlum (b. 1947) and Ibrahim Onsunoglu (b. 1948). 
Rtlmaniu: Ahmet Ismail Davut, Ismail Ziyaeddin, Esin Ada, Ekrem Menlibay, 
Emel Esin, Enver Mahmut, Altay Kerim, Cevat Regit, Deniz Kamer Baubek, 
Belkiz Sena Bild, Fatma Sa&, Ayten Kerim, Nevzat M. Yusuf, Cenan Balat, 
Emin E. Ismail, Kerim Abddah and Tahsin Cemal. 
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Chapter 1 

REVEALED TEXT A N D  THE 
MANIFESTATIONS O F  REASON: 

INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY 
IN ISLAM 

Fehmi Jadaune 

W e  can speak about the phdosophy and wisdom of Islam only if w e  go directly 
to the ‘scriptural texts’. Ths is because the hstorical religious heritage does 
not give us much scope to claim that Islam itself is a ‘phdosophy’; and within 
Islam there have always been those who were ready to lay the charge of 
deviation, error, unbelief, stupidity and weakness against anyone engaged in 
ths field of human activity. The echoes of this opinion can still be heard today, 
its adherents denying that the teachng of ‘the Book and the Wisdom’ (Qur’sn 
11.129,157) could have any connection with the concepts and preoccupations 
of philosophy. However, ths is a minority’s view in Islam. What is presented 
by Islamic hstorical experience is that ‘scripture’ opens up wide horizons for 
unbiased speculation, scientific thought, phdosophcal reflection and spiritual 
conduct; and that these horizons are manifest in the studies of the speculative 
theologians, in the works of the philosophers and in the achevements of 
scholars of mathematics, astronomy, natural science, medicine and other 
disciplines and in the lives and teachings of the Sfifis. 

In fact, Islamic historical experience, despite being part of lived hstorical 
reahty and despite its involvement in the condtions and demands of this reahty, 
has always gone back to the scriptures to justify its movement, its actions, its 
manifestations, its interests. It is not difficult to produce testimonies which 
clearly show the desire of the speculative theologians, the phdosophers, Sufis 
and scholars, in order to confirm that what they produced or thought agrees 
with the scriptures and is in perfect harmony with them. Although all this has 
come under the category of ‘justification’, the entire matter is in parentheses; 
and for us, the modern uninvolved in the old obscurity about knowledge, only 
approachng the texts directly - i.e. the Qur’gn and the material of the pro- 
phetic Haditb - leads us to confirm and accept this ‘justification’. 
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There is no doubt among Muslims that the scripture surpasses rhe ma- 
terial world and humanity, and that it is Revelation which descended from 
heaven upon a human being. So in this sense it surpasses nature and its con- 
tent cannot be human ‘philosophy’ or ‘science’, which humankind creates or 
deduces or discovers by purely natural activity, that is by their reason, senses, 
technical means, or intuition. There is no doubt, too, that some aspects of h s  
Revelation deal purely with matters of the invisible, and there is no way in 
which the human being, by nature, can grasp these, nor become acquainted 
with any of them by whatever means avadable to him. 

But that is not the whole Revelation, whether with respect to contents 
or method. For if it is true, on the one hand, that a human being cannot say 
a single word about Paradise and Hell, the Throne, the angels or reward and 
punishment, it is true, on the other hand, that he can say a great deal about 
himself and other people, about nature and the universe, and even about 
God - in short, about anything which is connected directly or indirectly to 
the ‘visible’ world. For the human being is invited to study aspects of this 
world, to examine it, think carefully about it, comprehend and reflect 
thoughtfully upon it, to use all his ability and effort to get to know it and to 
master it for the benefit and good of manhd. All this is dlstant from 
Revelation, scripture and prophecy, and connected to man’s natural activity 
and his simple human powers; i.e. embodying the presence of Homo sapiens 
and of Homo faber in accordance with the well-known anthropological clas- 
sification. 

In reality, the religious texts bring the human being directly before not 
only God and the unseen, but also created humankind and nature. For they 
require him to direct all the natural powers with which he has been endowed 
towards fulfilling the aim of creation - that is hs status as vicegerent and 
dwelling on the earth - for the sake of mankind’s good and God’s approval. 
This good is not in the text-word only, but is also of this world; for existence 
in itself is not evil, as was believed by some ancient phdosophers, but good 
and must be sought and fulfiled in some way and in accordance with a host of 
understandings, concepts, rules and aims. 

Some modern thinkers in Islam, and some of its contemporary ideolo- 
gical movements, have looked at these concepts, understandings and rules, 
seeing them as a firm ‘ideology’ in a philosophtcal, confessional, organized 
way; but the ancients clearly saw in the texts only a body of creeds and rules, 
linked to ritual worship and ways of conduct, which effectively cover the basic 
aspects of life. For many of them these remained, in the field of conduct, in a 
special way subject to contemporary rules of $&id, varied and renewed. 
Islamic religious experience, in fact, eventually organized the creeds and rules 
of Islam in accordance with the philosophcal classifications; these mainly 
relate to ancient epistemology which distinguishes between the theoretical and 
practical areas, putting the sum of opinions, thoughts, beliefs and sciences in 
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the former, and the sum of rules, values and organizations connected with 
moral, social, economic, political and industrial life in the latter. 

D o these understandings, values, rules and organizations, whch form 
the sum of what Islam embodies in a practical way in scriptures and in the 
reality of life, represent a phdosophy in the true sense of the world? Or to put 
it another way: can we, in the light of these given facts, speak of ‘Islamic 
philosophy’ arising from Islam itself, that is from the scriptures, and not from 
what came down to the Arabs and to Islam from the ancient Greeks and 
whch, after much debate, was given the name of Islamic phlosophy? If it is 
possible to say somethng like ths, then what does it mean and how can it be 
expressed? 

In fact, a measure of precision and definition is necessary in order to 
answer such questions; and the whole matter is connected primarily to the 
meaning of phdosophy and the conditions of its verification. 

To begin with, Revelation itself, with respect to its origin and source and 
the manner of its manifestation, is not a ‘phlosophy’. This was decided by the 
thnkers, theologans, philosophers and scholars of lslam in the time when 
they first knew Greek phdosophy and science, in the second century of the 
Hijra. For the Revelation is somethng transmitted and sent down from the 
divine presence, whde phdosophy is a human construction, a purely human 
science and a wisdom whch man can acquire by his natural powers. So there is 
no possible meeting between Islam itself, which is a divine text revealed, and 
phdosophy, whch is human wisdom. 

However, the question cannot that easily be resolved in Islam. The ‘text’ 
is not simply Revelation sent down and nothng more; it is also a book of 
wisdom - that is a scripture whch directs, builds, lays a foundation and is a 
guide to the proper way, forming humanity, society and life. From another 
point of view, philosophy too is not merely a rational, sensory or intuitive 
activity, but it is also wisdom in existence and a path in life; it is its nature to 
lead towards happiness, regardless of the source from which it arises. Putting 
it another way, it is possible for the nature of philosophy to be defined by its 
structure, contents, subject-matter and aims, and not by the instruments used. 
It is in the nature of ths way of definition that it forms from the products of 
speculation and practical work on scriptures a foundation which is in agree- 
ment with most of the traditional definitions of phdosophy. 

There is no doubt that the ancient definition of phdosophy, that it in- 
vestigates the principles and furthest causes of existence, represents one of the 
fundamental concerns to whch the Qur’Hnic text reverts when it continually 
raises questions about the creation of the heavens and earth, about the cause 
and the nature of this creation, and urges the believers to reflect on how the 
creation began, confirming that only God is this Uncaused Cause. 

Certainly, the statement that philosophy is a definition of the most im- 
portant and essential thngs in the spiritual life of mankind enters the very 
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heart of ‘the message of Revelation’. It is also certain that our definition of 
philosophy as reflective thought agrees with the Qur’iin’s encouragement to 
thought, reflection, observation and consideration of the human being’s re- 
lationship with himself and with the external world. 

To express philosophy as a drective for conduct, a basic structure for 
values, a foundation for spiritual and public life, does not contradct a single 
one of the chief directives of the religious system. 

Even the saying that philosophy is, by its nature, critical thought is in 
accord with the Qur’anic summons to ‘criticize the tradition’ and the ways of 
the ancestors, and to bdd faith on a basis of firmly rooted certainty, even if 
h s  summons does not go so far as to believe that the function of religion is 
‘criticism’ and critical thought. 

Finally, there is no doubt that the affirmation of philosophy as a com- 
prehensive view of the world agrees completely with the position of religion, 
which also expresses a comprehensive view of the world, from which pro- 
ceeds a clearly defined pattern for action and conduct. 

So it is clear that the contents of the religious text respond to some of the 
definitions of phdosophy given by philosophers. The value of the philoso- 
phical nature of the whole contents of the revelation is not diminished by the 
fact that some of the definitions of philosophy oppose the contents and aims 
of the ‘scripture’. For there is no real agreement among philosophers them- 
selves upon one meaning of philosophy, nor does complete agreement exist 
among the scholars and historians of philosophy. 

Despite that, there is a kind of consensus about the statement that phi- 
losophy is truly philosophy only if it is ‘natural’, that is a result of natural tools 
of human activity, which means that it is based on practical observation and 
human experience, human reason and the senses, and the totality of what 
forms the basis of human and scientific thinking. How could what comes 
through Revelation, without human and natural activity, be part of philoso- 
phy? In conformity with this assessment, we must, where the religious text is 
concerned, in fact distinguish between the text and its origin on the one hand, 
and the content and demands of the text on the other. From this viewpoint, it 
is essential to say that the religious text as regards its principle and origin is not 
a philosophcal creation, but as regards its content and demands it includes 
partial and comprehensive concepts, making it a philosophy of a certain kind. 

Apart from that - and h s  is most important of all - the religous text 
confirms all the instruments which are used by philosophical reflection and 
scientific activity, and refers the interested human being to using those in- 
struments which the philosophers and scholars use. This relates to all matters 
which are outside the domain of ‘the invisible’, or about which there is no 
‘legal judgement’ or clear decision; these are the subject of human $ihd, open 
across time and place. There is no connection here with reason’s deducing 
rules for whch there is no legal text, but it is connected, in particular, to 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

everything which is related to ths world here below and to the reahation of 
the human being’s status as ‘vicegerent’ over the earth - not by way of 
comparing the visible with the invisible, but simply by way of speculation, 
thought, reflection, proof and consideration. The way to all that is reason, not 
Revelation. For reason, here in tlvs sphere, is independent in its own powers 
and the judgements it reaches, complying with the conditions and principles of 
proof. 

The Qur’iinic verses make continual mention and reference to reason and 
appeal to its decisions. Ths proceeds along four paths: 

the path of faith, Revelation and scripture, where reason employs its 
ability, principles and rules to establish the supports of faith, to justify the 
propositions of Revelation, which need a natural or rational justification, 
to understand the scripture, which needs speculation and the actions of 
thought, and to learn from the texts in the directing of life; 
the path of knowledge, whch is concerned with humanity, life, ex- 
istence, the relationshp with the Creator, and the notion of destiny - 
sometlvng whch is determined purely by the activity of reason and by 
complete freedom of the human being, hs desires and aspirations, 
spiritual and phdosophical, ‘additional to faith’; 
the path of pure spiritual and medtative conduct, whch leads to tran- 
quillity of spirit, soul and intellect; 
the path of knowing about the ‘natural’ details of existence, both in order 
to understand and analyse them, to become acquainted with them in 
themselves, and also in order to use and subject them in various useful 
and practical areas of human life. 

Reason proceeds along all these paths in the religious texts and its viewpoint is 
defined. The basis here, in a!l these drections, is that ‘this religion’, whch is 
‘Islam’, in its essential nature - despite its pronouncements on the unseen 
region - does have a natural rational character - that is, its Revelation was in 
order to agree with the logic and rules of human reason. It is not in the nature 
of the unseen region to repress human nature or to limit any natural rational 
activity. Undoubtedly most of the fAaa5tb on reason are false or weak, but it is 
perfectly clear that there are numerous Qur’iinic texts which give a high regard 
to reason and treat its knowledge as authoritative; yet, citing them here would 
only be a repetition of matters very well known. What the texts are anxious to 
establish in the minds of the persons addressed, is that all the articles of faith 
and issues relating to God, creation, existence, action, the after-life, destiny, 
reward and punishment, and values, are matters which do not oppose reason, 
but are in complete agreement with it; and that when the reason thinks, 
meditates, reflects and comprehends in a sound way, then it ends in confirming 
them all, even if at the same time it may not understand everything. 

There are some matters and issues whch are ‘in God’s knowledge’; the 
human being cannot know these nor can reason grasp their essence. The 
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‘reason’ of whch the scriptures speak so highly, is a guide for mankind only in 
their worldly affairs; for it is able to know the essence of the created world, its 
principles, origm and destiny. Ths is apart from acquiring comprehensive 
wisdom in life ‘wisdom’, which the scriptures estimate can only be in agree- 
ment with the wisdom and law of Islam; this is equally so whether the matter 
is connected with issues of theology and faith or with issues of action and 
virtue conducive to salvation. It is then philosophcal reason in the fd 
meaning of the word. It is this reason which applies itself to nature in order to 
acquire pure knowledge of it and to enable human beings, through this 
knowledge, to be in control of it, to rule over it and subject it, in accordance 
with the principles of observation, skill and experimentation and other means 
of ‘science’ proper. 

If, finally, the Sufi spiritual experience is an experience opposed to dry 
speculative reason, in reality it does not deny reflective intuitive reason, which 
deals with the interior of dungs and brings mankind back to their pure spiritual 
roots. For it embodies that which was formed by humanity longing for its divine 
origin. In addition, it is something suitable to separate itself from the temporal 
and attach itself to the eternal, without recourse to any external causes. 

Examination of the scriptures, then, from the methodologcal and epis- 
temological point of view, wdl explain sources of rational, scientific and re- 
flective thought in their entirety. It can truly be said, for this reason, that the 
‘scripture’ in &IS sense is appropriate as an incentive and motive for phllo- 
sophical and scientific thought ; and this has been confirmed by historical 
experience. 

Although the religious text is a revealed one and sent down from heaven, 
believers decided in their practical life that, for the understanding and justifi- 
cation of many of the issues with whch social and political life confronts 
them, this transmitted account was not sufficient. So, to solve problems whch 
might suddenly occur, they had recourse to opinion  TU^), supported here by 
the hudtb of the Prophet, who decided for Mu‘adh b. Jabal that he should use 
his opinion when he found no (Qur’iinic) text. 

Seen from another angle, the Muslims were not able to defend their 
religion against opponents who were followers of other rival or contradictory 
religions or against the upholders of rational and materiahst philosophies, by 
relying upon religous texts not accepted by these opponents. So they were 
obliged to use rational arguments and precise scientific and natural ideas to 
form the science of kahm as a foundation of religious beliefs and a support for 
faith, and to make Revelation a basis for a knowledge which strengthens and 
agrees with natural knowledge. 

In th~s way Islam responded to the challenge of leaving its original limited 
cultural circle, accepted the cultural contest and the struggle of civilizations, 
opened its doors to the sciences and philosophies of other peoples and thus 
discovered their boundless advantages and benefits. So Islam drew copiously 
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on these sources, reshaping and re-creating some aspects of these civhzations 
and cultures. Its position regarding the culture of the Greeks was a unique 
human position since it opened its own treasure-houses to welcome the Greek 
phdosophcal and scientific heritage, acquired, through study, a thorough 
perception of it and exploited to the full all its beneficial aspects. Ths heritage, 
in short, was the product of Greek intellectuahsm, whether in connection with 
philosophcal works or purely scientific writings. To accept all this, study, 
assimilate and re-create it, was an easy matter for the Arabs and Muslims, 
thanks to the strong scientific and intellectual preparation which Islam itself 
had created in the minds and lives of the Muslims. Were it not for the pre- 
paration, developed by the ‘scriptures’, it would not have been possible for 
this rational heritage to find a home in the realm of Islam, prior to its being 
conveyed onwards to Europe. Thus, we see an expansion and flourishing of 
philosophy and science, helping to make possible the appearance of such 
thinkers and scholars of great standing as Jiibir b. Hayyiin, al-Khwiirizmi, Abu 
Bakr al-Riizi, Ibn Sins, al-Ghaziili, al-Bifini, Ibn al-Nafis, Ibn al-Haytham, Ibn 
Rushd and Ibn IChaldun. These were all eager to embody the intellectual and 
scientific ideal in their works and to be in contact with a fundamental thought, 
which was that the phrlosophcal and scientific intellect, the source of their 
productivity, was but God’s agent on the earth and His creation by which H e  
gave humanity strength and honour and gave them so much knowledge, 
learning and s a .  

The pure reflective, spiritual life, first in the form of the ascetic life, then 
in that of an intellectual or cognitive way, made use of reason in the search to 
know the Originator of existence, to see Him and to be united with Him. 
Ths, too, was not foreign to some of the spiritual tendencies expressed by the 
scriptures or whch came to be embodied in some of the sons of the first 
generation of Companions and believers. Sufis, great and small, were anxious 
to base their sayings and experiences on the religious texts at all times - 
sometimes on the basis of rational interpretation, sometimes on that of 
spiritual interpretation - to explain, support and justify their experiences. 

Nonetheless, w e  must continue to bear in mind that the earliest people of 
the Sanna at least, who strictly speahng are the people of Hadib, never be- 
lieved that Islam, or more precisely religion and Revelation, possessed these 
original rational and phdosophical tendencies whch gave legitimacy to the 
science of RalZm, to philosophy, to rational Sufism and to natural science. For 
they did not see these natural or human sciences as in any way necessary or 
beneficial for the life of Islam and Muslims. Their approach was that desirable 
knowledge is that which is useful in the religious context, and that expansion 
in the sphere of education, whch the Sham's urged people to seek, does not 
permit one to go so far as to include what is called rational sciences. 

There is no doubt that this attitude weakened the opportunities for the 
spread of scientific and phrlosophcal intellectuality which were defended by 
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the rational theologians, the philosophers and scholars. But it never succeeded 
in forming a general supervisory current which would naturally give birth to 
the scientific and philosophical movement in Islam. This movement found its 
helpers in society, in the state and in public and private life, and successfully 
promoted considerable achievements in science and philosophy, thereby im- 
posing itself on the cultural map of Islam, arousing admiration and forming a 
source of pride. 

At the time when the modern Islamic world emerged from the darkness 
of the later centuries of decline, the call came to revive these achievements and 
to celebrate the Islamic phdosophcal and scientific share in all sectors of 
speculative and practical knowledge. This is one of the greatest means to 
justify Islam’s important place in history and for encouraging awareness of its 
presence, of the Renaissance and the definite approach of a great period of 
florescence to form for Islam and Muslims all the conQtions suitable for and 
needed by them in the civilization of humankind which will come in the fu- 
ture. Today the people of Islam, more than at any time in the past, are con- 
cerned with a very noble idea, a duty for all of them, which is that the Islamic 
Revelation came in conformity with reason and science, and that Islam is the 
religion of reason and science. Moreover, that is able to bring into being new 
religious paths, which are firmly rooted in these domains - just like the si- 
tuation of the people in its classical heyday, which was realized only by virtue 
of the natural powers which sprang from the original sources of Revelation. 
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PHILOSOPHY IN ISLAM: 
THE ROYAL ROAD 

fibmi Jaduane 

I 
Islam emerged at the end of the sixth century AD into a world mapped out by 
Arab mythology, by pagan and natural philosophy, by Judaism and 
Christianity, and at the crossroads of ancient nations such as Byzantium, 
Persia and India. While no-one would claim that this new religious 
phenomenon was unique or that it was created ex nihilo, everyone would 
agree that its path offered the means to assimilate and absorb, to cleanse and 
purify, to construct and transcend, to draw on its surroundings and to open up 
the ways for a new civilization. It would have to play a great r61e and would 
leave its impress on the course of human history. 

The spirit of Islam entered history to build a world in which there would 
be no contradiction or confict between the temporal and the eternal, between 
the real and the ideal, between the material and the spiritual, between heaven 
and earth. Islam would ensure that man could achieve happiness in this life 
and the next through his own efforts, provided that he was determined to do 
so and that he was guided by faith along the road to salvation. 

Thus, it was to be expected that the Qur’an would direct man, on the one 
hand, to think and reason and, on the other, to act in accordance with mor- 
ality, in order to fulfd the purposes for which he was created. Man, therefore, 
must know his place in the universe and his position in the kingdom of 
Heaven and Earth; he must confront the facts of history and reality with 
reason and feeling, with intellect and faith. 

Yet, the Qur’an exhorted people not merely to stand by and reflect on 
the world around them but also to be its stewards, to bdd and cultivate it, to 
make it serve man and human happiness. 

The religon of Islam, therefore, called for belief and action in ac- 
cordance with the laws of nature and the facts of existence laid down by 
God for his creation. By these means, man could attain happiness, blessing 
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and salvation. And, if successful in attaining what he was called upon to 
achieve, man was promised what no eye had ever seen, what no ear had ever 
heard, what no mind had ever conceived. ‘Thus, from the very begnning, 
Muslims saw Islam as a picture of both religious and worldly existence. 
Equally, it brought to a close the course of divine Revelation; Muhammad 
was the ‘Seal of the Prophets’ and God would send no other human mes- 
senger. Islam, therefore, stood for the final stage of religous knowledge and 
moral action, the two elements which man needs to respond to the divine 
call. The religion of Islam, then, is the goal or the ultimate aim towards 
which humanity strives by God’s inspiration and direction: a goal and an aim, 
in that it is a final and irrevocable endorsement of pure monotheism, devoid 
of all anthropomorphc accretions ; a goal and an aim, in that it is a fmal and 
definitive expression of the highest standards of morality and behaviour re- 
quired of humanity in hs world.” 

When the time came for Islam to discharge its historic mission, it em- 
barked boldly on one of the greatest adventures in the history of mankind, 
guided in this immense undertaking by hope and optimism. The first Muslims 
showed unalloyed confidence in the tremendous success acheved by Islam as 
it emerged from its first blaze of glory. There was never any doubt in their 
minds that boundless progress was to come and that the first era would be 
followed by others in which Allah’s message would be universally heard. The 
innocent confidence of the early Muslims, however, would soon be shattered 
by the harsh reality of bloody strife and the disintegration of the community or 
nation, bringing a sense of impending doom and a yawning abyss between 
what should be and what was. 

Thus, since the fourth decade of the Islamic era, Muslim minds have 
been preoccupied with the question of how to mend the breach, to close ranks 
again, to fight off division, to restore innocence for the faithful and their faith, 
to regain a ‘paradise lost’. In those eventful times, faced with the ensuing 
turmoil, Islamic consciousness was focused on the establishment of doctrine 
and the religious sciences, on combating the enemies and opponents of the 
faith and on the search for the ‘Royal Road’ to salvation. 

I1 
In the real world there were many problems, foremost among them the urgent 
need to preserve, safeguard and defend the text of the Qurk in the face of an 
uncertain future. History records that, in the year 12/634, the battle of al- 
Yam2ma saw the martyrdom of many who had committed the Qur%n to 
memory. Thus, fearful lest ‘the killing of reciters of the Qur%n should spread 

1. See F. Jadaane, U!til al-taqaddum ‘inda mufakkiif al-hlZmj5-1- ‘Zlam al- ‘Arab?aL-ba&ib, 3rd ed., 
Amman, D~ al-sh-q, 1988a, p. 25. 
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through the land and result in the loss of much of the Book‘,2 the second 
caliph set in train the vital process of gathering and preserving the full text. 
This task was completed during the lifetime of the third caliph ‘Uthmiin, when 
copies were made and the text to be circulated throughout the world was 
unanimously agreed. 

This text became the authoritative and undlsputed source, not just for 
the conscience of Muslims but also for the formulation of the laws regulating 
the dady life of the individual. The result was the emergence of the sciences of 
the Qur’iin: exegesis, the seven readings of the Qur’iin, the occasions of 
Revelation, abrogating and abrogated verses, ambiguous and unambiguous 
verses, Meccan and Medinan verses, the miraculous nature of the Qur’iin and 
the likes. To Muslims, ths ‘text’ was the be-all and end-all, many going so far 
as to say that it contained everythng to whch an answer might be sought and 
that nothing existed whch had not first been referred to in the Q~r’iin.~ To 
these people, the combination of the two texts - the Qur’iin and the Hadith - 
was so complete that no other source had meaning or value for the for- 
mulation of Muslim doctrine and the laws and institutions regulating personal 
and social life. 

The text of the Haditb or, more generally, that of the Skna - namely all 
the words, deeds and decisions left to us by the Prophet - I d  not, in the 
beginning, attract the attention or enjoy the status accorded to the Qur’iinic 
text. The caliphs themselves applied strict criteria before accepting any &&ad&, 
firstly because it might be confused with the Qur’iin, and secondly because of 
the dangers of invention and dlscrepancy. 

For the same reasons, the scholars of the second/eighth century were 
prompted to examine the material of the Hadtb in order to authenticate the 
chain of narration. On one level, this meant ‘careful editing out of anything 
added to what had been said, done, decided or described by the Prophet and 
his companions and followers’. O n  another level, authentication was con- 
cerned with knowledge relating to ‘the acceptance or rejection of the status of 
the narrator and the material narrated’. 

To ths end, there emerged the various sciences of HadTtb, such as 
invahdation and amendment of hadtb; the relators of badtb; dlscrepancies in 
hadith; occasions of hadtb; obscure terms of ,hadEtb; abrogating and abrogated 
haditb. Scholars produced ‘compilations’ (mqannafZt), in whch the different 
hadzths were classified into various types and identified as genuine, fair or 
weak. 

2. Al-Qastalliini, Ir&id al-sdn li-sharb JabTb al-BukbZn, 10 vols., Cairo, Diir Ihyii’ al-Turiith d- 
‘Arabi,1285/1869, VII, pp.446447; Ibn Hanbd, al-AfiunarE, ed. A. M. Shiikir, 15 vols. in 
8, Cairo, Ditr al-Ma‘iirif, 1949-1953, I, p. 185. 

3. Subb al-Sdih, MabZhiibj ‘z&n al-Qzir’in, 13th ed., Beirut 1981 ; see also al-Supti, al-fiqin 
J; ‘crlclm al--Qw’Zn, ed. Muhammad Abd d-Fiidl Ibr&im, 4 vols., Cairo, 1974. 
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Thus, the sciences of the Qur’an and the f&a&tb came to provide a 
general framework for the main sources of Islamic doctrine and jurisprudence. 
However, despite the growing corpus of principles of law and the appeal of 
the various schools of jurisprudence to notions such as consensus, analogy 
and public interest - all of which led to substantial growth in the foundations 
of legslation - the Qur’a and the Hadtb remained the definitive sources, and 
‘textualists’ would look outside them only if the texts themselves suggested 
other testimony or context. This, then, was the basis for the ‘viewpoint’ of the 
scholars of Nadtb, or traditionists, who claimed for themselves alone the title 
of ‘men of the S’nna and the community’ (ab1 aI-sHnna wa-IjamZ‘a). Their 
vision may be summarized as follows: 

The Hadb speaks of the principles of monotheism; God’s promises and ad- 
monitions; God’s words on the theses of the heretics; Heaven and Hell as 
God’s reward for the pious and His punishment for blasphemers; the miracles 
and wonders of God‘s creation in Heaven and on Earth; the guardtan angels; 
the righteous and those who praise God; the stories of the Prophets, the as- 
cetics and the saints ... an interpretation [t&Fd of the Qui-’& and its message 
and wisdom; the sayings of the Companions of the Pr~phet.~ 

More precisely, the scholar Yams b. Sulayman al-Saqap maintains that in the 
Hdatth w e  find mention of ‘God’s divinity, majesty and grandeur; God’s throne 
and the description of Heaven and Hell; the prophets and messengers; what is 
permitted or forbidden; the encouragment of family ties. It is the source of all 
that is This typifies the general movement explicitely associating itself 
with the earliest traditions. Its followers came to be known as ahlal-sanna wa-I- 
jamZa and their views continue to be represented by the Salafi movement.‘ In 
their view, the Royal Road is to be found in the text, which is pure and absolute; 
it is the frame of reference for and above all things ; it is the ultimate authority, 
salvation and the sole explanation of reality and its various facets. Beyond the 
lunits of the text, no other source has one iota of credibility; the text is fured, 
eternal and absolute; everythtng else is transient, temporal and relative. 

I11 
The immediate problems of temporal reality led off into a number of other 
paths, the proliferation of which was epitomized in a saying attributed to the 
Prophet Mdpnmad, according to which: ‘The Jews were divided into 
seventy-one sects; the Christians were divided into seventy-two; and my own 
nation will be divided into seventy-three.’ Though the authenticity of this 

4. Al-Baghdiidi, Sbarafanszb al-hadtb, Ankara, Ankara Printing Press, 1971, p. 8. 
5. Al-Baghdiidi, op. it. 
6. See E Jadaane, ‘Ma‘nii al-Salafiyya’, in Dr&it E&b&a, Amman, 1988b. 
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haaW cannot be verified, it served as the basis for classifying and categorizing 
the sects and distinguishing the path of salvation from the paths which lead 
astray. Whatever has been said or may be said about the nature and doctrines 
of these sects, we can confidently assert that the socio-political element is 
common to them all and that not one of them has succeeded in formulating a 
comprehensive religious or political system of belief. Invariably they focused 
on some particular dopa: at one time, this might relate to religious doctrine 
and questions of action, faith, unbelief, God’s attributes or the like; at other 
times, it might be more a matter of politics, such as the caliphate, the imamate 
or positions in relation to authority; or, again, it might involve social questions 
and concentrate on attitudes towards others. 

The sects became part of the dialectics between text and intellect on the 
one hand, and reality on the other. The Jabriyya never pretended that they 
could provide their followers with salvation, nor did the Qadariyya, the 
Sifiitiyya or the other smaller factions.’ Even the major sects, such as the 
Khawsrij, the Shi‘a and the Murji’a, only came into being outside the general 
framework of Islamic belief because they udaterally espoused, sympathized 
with and adopted some particular idea or stance, whether theoretical or 
practical. Regardless of size, the sects were limited and marginal. 

For each, there was some specific issue: for the Jabriyya and the 
Qadariyya, this was divine and human action; for the Sifgtiyya, the nature of 
God’s attributes ; for the Khawiirij, the cahphate, authority and the commu- 
nity, faith and unbelief; for the Murji’a, faith and unbelief and the struggle 
within the Islamic community; and even for the SWa, in the last analysis, the 
issue was no more than an imsmat deriving from the ‘Text’ versus a ruling 
power based on despotism and usurpation. 

In short, if we ignore the partial positions which the sects adopted on the 
basis of contingent circumstances or particular hstorical situations, it may be 
said that they all turn to the ‘Text’, whether by conscious choice or rationa- 
lization, to support their positions and arguments. However, from a metho- 
dological point of view, the sects cannot be placed on a par with the textualists 
(a&ib al-nag), because their concerns were primarily practical rather than 
theoretical and systematic. 

The spur for a new methodological approach in the political, social and 
cultural development of Islam was the confrontation between ‘us’ and ‘them’, 
i.e. those who held beliefs and principles other than those of Islam. In this 
conflict, the adversary was incarnate in the misguided followers of the other 

7. A-Nashi’ al-Akbar, AhsZ’il ul-imcima wa-muqtuiafzt min ul-EtZb ul-uwsaij-L-Muqdit, in J. van 
Ess (ed.), %be mu Ctu.$tiscbe Haresiqrqhie, (Beiruter Texte und Studien, 1 l), Beirut, 
Orient-Institut der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft/Wiesbaden, Franz Steiner, 
1971 ; see also al-Ash‘ari, MuqciLZt al-hlZm&in wa-ikbtil~ul-mu~ullin, ed. H. Ritter, 2 vols., 
Istanbul, Matba‘at al-Dawla, 1930. 
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revealed monotheistic religions, particularly the Christians, and in the sects and 
cults whch were hostile or contrary to Islam, such as the Manicheans, the 
Naturallsts, the Philosophers, the Zoroastrians and the Atheists. It is thanks 
to, or because of them, that an Islamic intelligentsia arose at the beginning of 
the second/eighth century to spread the message of scholastic theology (‘ilm 
al-kahm), defending, explaining and justifjmg the faith. According to Ibn 
Khaldiin, this was ‘science which argued doctrinal beliefs by rational evidence 
and by countering the positions of innovators who strayed from the First 
Generations (sal4 and the people of the Sunnay.* 

Ibn Khaldiin’s definition agrees with the approach of the Ash‘ariyya 
school, which follows the path of the salaf and the ahl al-sivnna rather than 
the dialectics of the Mu‘tazila, who took upon themselves the task of de- 
fending their doctrinal belief through understanding and reasoning. 
Although the beginnings of scholastic theology may be traced back to al- 
Hasan al-Basri, the science itself was founded by the pioneers of i‘ti@l and 
the great Mu‘tazila of Baghdad and al-Basra. They realized well that the 
‘traditional’ approach of comprehension, justification and defence was no 
longer possible in a civilization of divergent creeds, sects and cults. The 
founders of scholastic theology realized that conflicts between various 
ideas, religions and doctrines could be settled only by appeal to man’s 
intellect and to nature. In this context ‘Reason’ was no more than the 
collective wisdom, which was an old-established tradition in Islam. This 
tradition dated back to the earliest days of the religion when it developed 
in the absence of the ‘Text’, and its proponents clung to it just as strongly 
when the ‘Text’ appeared. The emergence of this trend can safely be 
traced back to a Companion of the Prophet, Mu‘gdh b. Jabal, who de- 
clared that, in the absence of the ‘Text’, he would rely on his own per- 
sonal opinion in maktng judgements. However, the rules governing this 
approach to religion would not be consolidated until much later by Aba 
Hanifa al-Nu‘mw (d. middle of second/eighth century). According to al- 
Baghdad, it was he who was the first scholastic theologian and the 
founder of Islamic jurisprudence. 

In this connection, mention can also be made of the early Qadariyya, 
such as Macbad al-Juhani (killed after 80/700) and Ghayliin al-Dimashqi, who 
adopted a scholastic approach to interpretation, and of the early 
‘determinists’, the Mujabbira, such as al-Ja‘d b. Dirham and al-Jahm b. Sah& 
(killed in 128/746), who called for the acquisition of knowledge through 
rea~oning.~ It might even be argued that the path of reason starts in the 
Qur’w itself. This can be seen in its call for reason and thought, the philo- 

8. Ibn Khddun, al-Mtqa&z’mu, 2nd ed., Tunis, Diir d-Nashr al-Tunisiyya, 1989,II, p. 557. 
9. ‘A. S. al-Nashshiix, Nab’at al$kr alfalJajj-l-hlim, 8th ed., 2 vols., Cairo, D% &Macarif, 

1962-1964, I, pp. 314371. 
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sophical and metaphysical issues whch it poses and the reasoned arguments 
whtch it deploys against those who oppose or deny Islam.l0 

Whatever the case may be, there is no doubt that it was the Mu‘tazila 
who championed the supremacy of intellect and the power of reason. They 
went to such lengths that they were attacked on various grounds by opponents 
who questioned their faith. Objection was taken to their theory of personal or 
intellectual responsibility for good and evil, to their belief that judgement 
should be based on reason alone and to their insistence on the application of 
intellect in all matters, whether of belief or nature. Their approach inevitably 
involved them in complex and intractable issues. 

The Mu‘tazila, however, never claimed that reason alone was sufficient 
or that Revelation was irrelevant. This is a long way indeed from a rationalism 
independent of any religious doctrine. On the contrary, they believed that 
reason and Revelation go hand-in-hand and are interdependent. It is true, 
however, that the Mu‘tazila held the view that, in the natural world, good and 
evil, right and wrong may be distingushed by reason alone. They rejected the 
view that good and evil are defined solely by reference to Revelation. 

Because of this, and because they believed that God may be known 
through reason, they were described as rationalists. Their rationalism is evi- 
dent in all of the tenets of their theory: monotheism, justice, the divine pro- 
mise of Heaven and warning of Hell, the ‘middle way’ and, to a lesser extent, 
the injunction to do good and avoid evil. 

The Mu‘tazila believed that God must be known rationally. Thus, their 
belief in the unity of God and His attributes reflected an explicit philosophical 
stance in contradistinction to the crowded Pantheon of pagan times ; their 
principle of justice was based on the removal of the contradiction between the 
concept of ‘religious obligation’ (taklzf) and fair, dvine action; and their the- 
ory of &vine reward and punishment sought to eliminate any possibllity that 
God might be seen as unjust. 

There is no doubt that all the forms of explanation and interpretation 
proposed by the Mu‘tazila were tinged with rationahsm. They were scornful 
and hghly critical of tradtionahsts such as Muqiitd b. Sulaymiin, the Hanbahte 
school and the majority of scholars of jurisprudence, whom they dismissed as 
ah/ a/-hash They were dametrically opposed to the followers of literal inter- 
pretation of text and tradition. Thus, the gulf between the two sides grew ever 
wider, the rationalists criticizing the textualists for their use of anthro- 
pomorphic terms, for their lack of regard for divine justice and fairness, vir- 
tually accusing them of polytheism. The traditionalists and men of the Had%%, 
on the other hand, criticized the rationahsts for denying God any attributes, 
for following the teachings of the]ahm&ya, for lackmg depth of faith and even, 
on occasion, for lapsing into blasphemy. The struggle between the two sides 

10. S. al-Sdih, AFabZbitby cd.um al-Qz~r’a~, 1985, I, pp. 24-29. 
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raged throughout the third/ninth century and spluttered on into the fourth/ 
tenth century as well. 

Though the traditionalists were fighting an internal battle on just one 
level, it was waged on two fronts: against the rationalists and the ah1 aha4 on 
the one hand, and against political authority on the other." For their part, the 
rationalists or men of reason were conducting campaigns at two levels: one 
internal, against the traditionalists, and the other external, against those who 
upheld other doctrines or belonged to different religions and sects. It is im- 
possible to underestimate the crucial &le played by the rationalists and their 
successes in the external struggle. However, it has to be said that, in their fight 
with the traditionalists, the rationalists failed to win over the masses and the 
majority of those involved in matters of religion, scholastic theology and 
philosophy. By the end of the third/ninth century, out of the thesis of the 
traditionalists - i.e. the men of the @a&tb and the Hanbalis - and the antithesis 
of the rationalists - i.e. the men of opinion, the Mu'tazila and the phdosophers 
- there emerged the inevitable synthesis. This held out the promise of the 
'Royal Road' so long awaited by the 'community' of Muslims and yearned for 
by those who were confused and at a loss in face of the wasteful indulgence of 
both the traddonalist and the rationahst camps. 

IV 
The school founded by Abu-1-Hasan al-Ash'ari (260-324/874-936) at the 
beginning of the fourth/tenth century was neither a radical reaction against 
the Mu'tazila nor blind devotion to the school of the Imam Alpad b. Hanbal. 
W e  should not take at face value the furore that followed his defection from 
the Mu'tazila after forty years as a disciple of al-Jubs'i, the leader of the 
Mu'tazila in Basra. Nor should we be misled by al-Ash'ari's plea that he was 
untouched by 'the scandals and hsgraceful acts of the Muctazila', his ever- 
closer links with Imam &mad b. Hanbal and hs effusive praise of the latter 
and the Sa14 In fact, al-Ash'ari directed his most pointed criticism to the 
excesses in both camps: to the dismissal of reason by the traditionalists and to 
the over-emphasis of reason by the rationalists. The aim of al-Ash'ari was to 
reconcile 'Text' and 'Reason' and so to end the confrontation between the 
radlcal stances adopted by the two camps. 
With penetrating insight, al-Ash'ari saw that the traditionalist (textualist) 

answer was inadequate and could not satisfy basic human requirements. 
Similarly, he realized that the rationalist answer was also lacking, given an 
arrogance which was difficult to justifv or defend, particularly as the matters at 
issue were so subtle and far from being self-evident. How could man, a 
creature of limited capacities and wholly ignorant of the nature of the Divine, 

11. E Jadaane, al-Mbna: babtb Jijadalyat al-dn wa-l-.@i.ra j-L-hkim, Amman, D%r al-Shuriiq, 
1989. 
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settle the issue of the relationship between God and the divine attributes? 
How can man tell for sure that his actions are his own, whether in one, some 
or all respects, particularly when the texts point at one time to determinism 
and at another to fatalism? How can man pronounce with certainty on whe- 
ther God’s words have existed since the beginning of time (with dire im- 
plications and consequences for the Muslim-Christian debate in particular) or 
state that they are recent (a view which leaves Muslims confused and per- 
plexed). 

For al-Ash‘ari, everydung seemed to argue for the need to reconcile the 
various conflicting positions, because their contradictory methodologes and 
ideologies were threatening the unity of the community itself. Thus, al- 
Ash‘ari’s way not only had ideological and scholastic theological implication, 
but had important socio-political ones as well. The synthesis with which al- 
Ash‘ari sought to transcend the thesis of the traditionahsts and the antithesis 
of the Muctazila consisted mainly in following the straight path, the path of 
unity, community and consensus, and in bridging the gap between the two 
sides. 

Thus, it may be noted that al-Ash‘ari held certain basic principles in 
common with the textuahsts or ‘theorists among the people of the Hadith’.12 
However, on other issues and principles he parted company with them. The 
same holds good of hs stance vis-$-vis the rationalists, or people of opinion 
and reason. It is apparent that - on such issues as reason, oral transmission of 
the ‘Text’, the commandments of religon and knowledge of God, His attri- 
butes and actions - al-Ash‘ari argues in favour of reasoned analogy and dis- 
agrees with the scholars of jurisprudence, the men of the fAud&, and the 
Hanbalis, who were content to stay with the ‘Text’ and shun reason. H e  
considers rational argument to be essential and lays down the rules for debate 
and rebuttal in hs work hti&in al-khawd$ ‘ilm ~l-kalZm.’~ 

O n  the question of the divine atu-ibutes, al-Ash‘ari seeks to reconcile the 
opposing positions of the rationalists and the textualists in the debate over the 
anthropomorphization or de-anthropomorphzation of God. H e  affirms that 
the divine attributes belong eternally to God Himself, but does not seek to ask 
the question ‘why’. Similarly, in dealing with the word of God, al-Ash‘ari tries 
to arrive at a synthesis which will combine the rationalist belief that the Qur’w 
was created and the textualist belief that it is eternal. Al-Ash‘ari’s pupils con- 
solidated this position by bringingin the distinction made by the Stoics between 
mental and spoken words ; if the former are antecedent, he is in agreement with 
the textualists, particularly the Hanbalis, and if the latter are subsequent, he is in 
agreement with those who argue that the Qur’iin was created. 

12. Ibn al-Fiirak, hhyarrad magdit aL-Sbqkb Abi-l-ffasan al-Ash‘an (Expos6 de la dochke d’al- 

13. Ibn al-Fiirak, Myarad maydit.. . , op. cit., pp. 284-310. 
Ash‘an], ed. D. Gimaret, Beirut, Diir al-Mashriq, 1987. 
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The Ash'aris hoped that a synthesis of the two contradictory positions in 
a single formula would succeed in reconchg the two factions, but in this they 
were disappointed and the opposite sides remained in entrenched positions. 
Similarly, al-Ash'ari attempted to resolve the difference over the issue of ac- 
tions between the Mu'tazila and the Qadariyya on the one hand, and the 
Hanbalis and the Jabriyya on the other. In his theory of kasb, he puts forward 
the thesis that God creates actions which accord with man's will and ability, 
and does not leave them to man's will and abllity. Thus, on the one hand, the 
action is God's will, whch agrees with the Hanbalis and the Jabriyya, and, on 
the other hand, it is also man's own responsibility, for which he may earn a 
reward or deserve a punishment. This is a thesis calculated to appeal to both 
the Qadariyya and the Mu'tazila. 

Nevertheless, al-Ash'ari did not develop this line of thought when he ad- 
dressed the crucial political issue of the Imiimate. Here, he explicitly sided with 
the textualists, saying that 'the Imiimate is established by the laws of religion and 
must be accepted and obeyed'. H e  would not condone rebellion against a tyr- 
annical imam, instead advising that inward disapproval should be cloaked by 
outward obedience for the sake of avoiding intrigue, chaos and corruption. H e  
advocates the same approach to the issue of the injunction to do good and to 
prevent evil. This was contrary to the views of the Khawdj and the Mu'tazila, 
who held that it was a duty to rise against tyrants, using arms where p0ssib1e.l~ 

Upon reflection, it is tempting to dunk that al-Ash'ari might have viewed 
'inward disapproval' as the middle way between inward and outward abed- 
ence and armed rebellion. If ths were the case, then al-Ash'ari would still have 
remained on the course that he had set himself, upholding unity and re- 
pudiating division. This general line was followed by the disciples of al-Ash'ari 
in the form of the basic principle that Islamic law takes precedence over 
reason. Nevertheless, they expressly used reason and the premises of natural 
philosophy as a means of promoting matters of the law. For example, atomism 
was adopted as the basis to resolve questions of nature, divinity and creation. 
Thus, in the work of such early disciples of al-Ash'ari as al-Biiqilliini (d. 404/ 
1013), al-Baghdiidi (d. 428/1037) and al-Juwayni (479/1086), the science of 
scholastic theology was permeated with the terms and issues of philosophy. 

However, when al-Ghazdi died in 505/1111, the followers of the Ash'ari 
trend began to move in diametrically opposite directions: an anti-rationalist 
Siifi trend, whose most prominent supporter was Abii Hiimid al-Ghaxdi, and 
a rationalist trend expounded particularly in the Mub&tb al-mashtiqip by 
Fakhr al-Din al-Riizi (d. 606/1210) and in uL-MawZqfby 'Adud al-Din al-Tji. 
The truth of the matter is that the old dance between the rationahsts and the 
textualists suffered a severe blow at the hands of the Siifi Ash'ariyya, such as 
al-Ghaadi, whose quarrel with the philosophers culminated in hts denial al- 

14. Ibn al-F~ak, Mzjurrud mu@&. . . , op. tit., pp. 180-184. 
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together of causahty and natural explanations. The result of this was the re- 
jection of reason and the break-up of the golden ahance between reason and 
tradition in Islam. As Ibn Rushd would argue later, the removal of causahty 
ultimately meant the removal of reason.I5 

There is no doubt that the provision made for Siifi spirituality was a 
fundamental addition to the unique phtlosophical approach embodied in the 
teachngs of al-Ash'ari. It is equally clear that an approach whch draws on the 
heart, the mind and the text can reach the very essence of human existence in 
all its wealth and universality. However, if the introduction of the spirit or the 
heart is designed to replace reason, the result can only be likened to an am- 
putation which duninishes human existence. By the same token, if rational 
atomism and scholastic theology are pushed to extremes in both the theory 
and practice of Islam (as was the case in the extreme abstraction of later 
scholastic theology), h s  too can only represent a form of self-mutilation. 

In his work, Day' ta'zmd al-naql wa-l- 'a$, Ibn Taymiyya (d. 728/1324) 
might have thought to help put matters right and restore the balance and har- 
mony between the various strands of authentic Islamic experience by uphold- 
ing the text on the one hand whde conceding the r6le of reason on the other. 
The concession to rationalism, however, was minimal. For hm, the text was 
the be-all and end-all, and reason played the most peripheral of r6les, in much 
the same way as in the work of the Znhiri philosopher Ibn Hazm (d. 457/1064). 
In addition, Ibn Taymiyya was hostile to the chorus of Sufi voices calltng on all 
sides for the adoption of their spirituality in face of the political, social and 
moral collapse around them. Of course, it was to be expected that Ibn 
Taymiyya would reject not only the doctrine of the unity of existence advocated 
by Ibn al-'Arabi and others, but also any form of unity which might lead to a 
solution. Yet, some degree of spirituattty to relieve the rigour of the text on the 
one hand and the severity of reason on the other (as evidenced in the works of 
al-Muhgsibi, al-Qushayri and al-Ghazdi hmself) could have taken us some way 
towards the heights of human perfection sought by al-Ash'ari. 

It was not until the modern age, with Muhammad 'Abduh and hs dis- 
ciples, that all the elements of the Royal Road, whch had been sketched by al- 
Ash'ari, finally came together. Now, perhaps more clearly than ever before, a 
new, rich and dynamic scholasticism came into existence, solidly founded on 
the three pillars of text, reason and feeling. 

V 
Ibn Khaldiin (d.808/1406) fully understood the two contrasting ways by 
whch people everywhere up to hs time had acquired knowledge. The first of 
these, represented by the sciences of philosophy and law, pursued the natural 

15. Ibn Rushd, Tah+tal-tab@jt, ed. M. Bouyges, Beirut, Imprimerie Catholique, 1930, p. 523. 
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knowledge acquired by intellectual effort; the second way, more passive, 
accepts as its frame of reference the knowledge handed down from the law- 
gvers, and here there is no place for the exercise of reason except in following 
up the ramifications of basic issues, i.e. the so-called shar'&&, which cannot 
be traced back to the Qur'iin and the Sanna by the text, by consensus or by 
adjunction." Ibn Khaldun praised Abu-1-Hasan al-Ash'ari, describing him as 
'the Imam of the scholastic theologans' who had 'found the middle way', a 
happy medium between reason and tradition. 

However, Ibn Khaldun did not fad to point out that reason has its lim- 
itations, nor to note the contingent nature of the philosophical sciences and 
their detrimental effect on religion. Hence, they might be refuted and their 
champions condemned as corrupt .17 H e  further concluded that scholastic 
theology, 

which argues for doctrinal belief on the basis of reasoned evidence and rebuts 
innovators whose beliefs depart from the doctrines of the salafand those who 
follow the traditions of the Prophet,'* 

was 

an irrelevance for people seektng knowledge in thts age. The atheists and the 
innovators are long gone and the scholars of the Smna have already amply argued 
their case in their works. The support of reasoned evidence was needed when the 
case was still to be won but, now, it amounts to no more than mere words, 
against the snares of which God has given many warnings . . . However, such a 
pursuit stiU has its merits and any M u s h ,  layman or scholar, should not be 
unaware of the theoretical arguments put forward in defence of their religion." 

It comes as no surprise that Ibn IUlaldiin should dismiss these various 
approaches. He had established a new science which he expounded in a work 
that was wonderfully original in content, method and style, explaining the 
origins of civilization, the symptoms and maladies of human societies and the 
means by which they might be cured:' and exploring new avenues and paths 
not often frequented by scholars of old. However, the ways trodden by old 
scholars were deserted for a long time, and the questions of h s  world and the 
next and the debate between tradtion and reason which occupied their minds 
were only revived long after the time of Ibn Khaldm. 

This phenomenon was apparent in the various religious movements 
which sprang up here and there - the Wahhiibi movement in the Hijiiz, and the 

16. Ibn KhaSdEn, al-Muqaddima, op. tit, 11, p. 528. 
17. Ibid., p. 67. 
18. Ibid., p. 557 
19. Ibid,, p.567. 
20. Ibid., pp. 32-33. 
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Sanusi and the Mahdi doctrines in Africa. These were simple, even naive 
movements, with a limited outlook on life, following the byroads of religion 
and relying on the letter of the text or some immature spiritual or practical 
approach. What is certain is that the old Ash‘ari dialectic had little if any place 
in their thinhng. 

To find the old dialectic, albeit in a new guise, w e  have to return to early 
nineteenth-century Tunisia, Egypt and Syria; though it had undergone con- 
siderable changes, these related more to form than substance and the central 
issue remained essentially the same. Reason and text, and the synthesis of the 
two poles were the basic elements of the old dialectic. However, when the 
Islamic world, spearheaded by the Ottoman empire, entered a modern age 
dominated by Europe, the basic opposition changed so that, now, we have 
Islam as a whole on one side and the Western civhzation on the other. 
However, initially at least, the two sides of the opposition were limited to 
Islam, represented by religion, Revelation and the past, and the \Vest, re- 
presented by reason and modern science. The real new factor, however, was 
the astounding ‘progress’ achieved by the West in every sphere - scientific, 
intellectual, industrial, mhtary. It w a s  in the name of ths ‘civlltzation’ that the 
West claimed supremacy over everythmg and everyone. 

Islam and the West were now separated by a wide gulf. The power of the 
West had grown and developed since it had left bchnd the Greek model of 
knowledge for its own sake and had made a re&ty of Bacon’s famous &ctum 
that ‘knowledge is power’. Thus, it had become a real threat to the Islamic 
world and its potential. In the words of Khayr al-Din al-Tunisi (1810-1889), a 
great thnker who perceived the true nature of the problem in the middle of 
the nineteenth century: 

European civilization has overflowed its banks, and anything standing in its 
way is swept away by the force of the flood. The countries which border on 
Europe are in danger of being swamped unless they follow the West, and if 
they arc not to sink, they must adopt Western ways in so far as secular life is 
concerned.” 

Islam’s entry into the modern age dates from Ibn Iaaldun’s warning of the 
impending collapse of the old order, and of the new cycle materiahzing with 
the arrival of the Turks and the emergence of the Ottoman empire. Islam and 
Europe confronted each other once again with the expansion of the Ottomans 
into Europe and the inroads made by the West into the land of Islam, most 
notably Bonaparte’s campaign in Egypt. For centuries, the confrontation 
between the two camps was conducted as a fight to the death. This was a 
confrontation which was fought not only on the battlefield but also through a 
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merciless cultural and ideological onslaught. Within the world of Islam, this 
led to major changes, the most significant of these being the various ways 
adopted to bring about progress and revival. A pragmatic, personal (i.e. 
political) approach now emerged and took root, as efforts were made to 
slough off the past and enter an era of renaissance. 

However, though the new ways tried were many and various, few were 
of great importance. Greatly simplifjmg matters, it may be said that, from the 
early eighteenth century to the beginrung of the twentieth century, there were 
two main trends, with a third somewhere in between. The first of these might, 
with a great deal of reservation, be called the Salafi or, perhaps more accu- 
rately, the classical trend. Borrowing from the vocabulary of the West, the 
second might be termed the liberal trend, one aspect of it being known as 
secularism. Between these two opposite trends, there was what I propose to 
call the ‘modernizing’ trend. 

The classical tendency in modern Islam has roots going far back in his- 
tory to such men of @a& as Sufyiin al-Thawri, Sufyiin b. ‘Uyayna, Yazid b. 
Hgrim, w a d  b. Nasr al-Khuxiik, Abad b. Hanbal and his dlsciples all the 
way down to Ibn Taymiyya. It has continued into the modern age, subsuming 
in varying degrees the doctrines of the Wahhabiyya, the Sanikyya and the 
Mahdlyya and, to a lesser extent, the ‘reformist’ trend represented by 
M&ammad ‘Abduh, Rashid Rid% and the Muslim Brethren. Its influence is 
more evident in Taqi al-Din al-Nabhm- and his Islamic Liberation Party, and 
even more in the contemporary movements referred to as Islamic 
Fundamentalists. 

In fact, we are over-simplifying matters by lumping all these movements 
together as ‘classical’, i.e. insisting to the exclusion of all else on religion and 
the Islamic heritage as the bases for the life and destiny of society and of the 
individual. However, we may not be too far from the truth if we say that all of 
these trends adhere to the text and the classical heritage as the frame of re- 
ference for everything in their theory and practice. In most, though not all 
cases, these trends have cultivated hostility towards reason, science and 
modernism. Indeed, hatred of modernism could be said to constitute their 
common denominator, despite the laudable efforts of some of them to 
emancipate man from man and from the power of myth and illusion. To 
summarize, it might be concluded that the concern of modern classical Islam 
is a return to the text, which must be revived and made the focus of the life of 
the individual and the group. 

In other words, the central element in classical dialectics is the concept of 
monotheism, while doctrine is theocentric, seeking to cleanse religous 
thought of any impurity. It also seeks to infuse new spiritual implications into 
this notion, insisting that what is required is not knowing God in the sense 
that H e  exists but rediscovering and renewing links with Him through an inner 
desire so great that the heart of the believer throbs with life, leaving no place 
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for stagnation, inertia or complacency (Muhammad Iqbd) .22 The believer feels 
that he is filled by divine inspiration and that his energies are released by God 
(Mid& b. Nabi).23 

The classical view of the Islamic heritage is expressed in the following 
terms: 

A civilization complete in every respect has been formed and has borne fruit: 
this is the Arab-Islamic civilization. The heritage of this civilization is not merely 
a collection of ordinary, contingent achevements - though some of its elements 
may be contingent - but is essentially an idea and a way of thinking, acting and 
living. Its worth is beyond dispute, the finest civilization in the hstory of man. 
Any attempt to replace it could only prove futile. 

In support of ths view, the classicists add that: 

In other civilizations, even those more advanced, man has only been miserable, 
wretched and without direction. In Islam, however, man has attained a degree 
of happiness unrivalled in this 

However, with the advent of the modern age came the victory of the West and 
its values. The effects of this triumph were felt deep within the Islamic world 
in every Muslim home and ths helped to promote Western values, alongside 
Western manufactured goods. As a result, there arose the liberal and secular 
element whch was diametrically opposed to Islamic classicism or Salafiyya. 
Naturally, free thinkers in the Islamic world were attracted to &IS homocentric 
tendency, which glorifies knowledge, reason and the inlvvidual. They viewed 
the question of civdization in the following terms: 

Man's creativity has been stifled by heritage and tradition and his potential 
should not be limited to what was achieved in the past. It is necessary and 
possible to release man's energies, leaving the past behind completely and 
creating a new man by striking off the shackles of tradition and setting free his 
creative potential. In this way, man will be able to reach a level of attainment far 
beyond anything which could have been imagined in the past.25 

This opposition encompasses a number of other dichotomies: past versus 
future, heritage versus modernism, text versus reason, revelation versus 
science, religion versus civdization, God versus man, truth versus history. 
Could these r a d d  oppositions be reconciled in some way comparable to al- 
Ash'ari's melvation between text and reason? The answer was no. Attempts 
were made by many writers and thinkers to replace the state of confrontation 

22. M. Iqbiil, 1955. 
23. Mdik b. Nabi, L%@at aL-'&m al-hlZmf, Cairo, 1959, p. 55. 
24. F. Jadaane, Napr&Zt al-tt/r&, Amman, 1985, p. 23. 
25. F. Jadaane, Ibid. 
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between Islam and civilization, between religon and science, between 
Revelation and reason, between heritage and modernism, by a constructive 
and understanding relationship rather than one of discord and dissent. 
Heading the long list of such thinkers, let us cite Hasan al-‘AiIiir and, among 
others, Mdik b. Nabi. These men represent the ‘modernist’ trend which 
attempted to medate once again between the classicists and the liberal- 
secularists. 

VI 
Shaykh Hasan al-‘AtIiir (1180-1250/1766-1835), who witnessed the French 
campaign in Egypt, was perhaps the first to pursue the new line of thinking. 
H e  made contact with the scientists accompanying the army, read their books, 
saw their astronomical and engineering instruments and witnessed some of 
their experiments. H e  expressed his wonder and admiration in these 
perceptive words: ‘We must chan e the conditions in our country and acquire 
the new knowledge that we lack.’ The governor of Egypt, Muhammad ‘Ah, 
responded positively to the spirit of these words and began to send young 
scholars to Europe, particularly to France, to study and return with the 
knowledge of the West. As a result, the new trend spread and took root 
throughout Egypt. 

One of the early students to return from Europe had these illuminating 
words to say: Islamic countries ‘have excelled in the legal sciences and their 
application and in the various branches of philosophy, but they have ignored 
the practical sciences altogether, concentrating exclusively on Shum‘u law and 
linguistics. They must turn their attention to the sciences, arts and useful crafts 
necessary for m~dernization.’~~ Al-Tahtiiwi ascribed the ‘progress of moder- 
nization’ to what he called ingenuity in matters of ‘industry’ or ‘general 
amenities’. According to al-Tahtiiwi, there are two dimensions to modernism: 

One of these is spiritual, i.e. modernism as it affects morals, customs and 
manners. These fall within the purview of religion and the Islamic Shutf‘u. Ths 
dimension covers the values of a civilized community, which is dstinguished 
from other nations by its religion and race. The other aspect of modernism is 
material, i.e. progress in general amenities based on work and manual skills.28 

Thus, al-Tahtiiwi envisaged a renaissance and a future with a place for religion, 
on the one hand, and modernization, on the other. In response to those who 
would claim that such a structure is an heretical innovation and a deviation 

26. Al-‘Ali Mubiirak, al-aifat aGtawjfTq&ya aljadfda li-hfifr a/-qiibira, 20 vols., Biilgq, 1306/1889, 

27. Al-Tahpwi, Zkb/iT al-ib~? &i t&b@ BiH?, Cairo, 1323/1905, pp. 9ff. 
28. Al-Tahciiwi, op. cif., p. 9. 

IV, p. 528. 
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from the tradition of the Salaf, al-Tahtiiwi had h s  to say: 
Present day knowledge is shifting inexorably towards scientific theories and in- 
dustrial skills which are of practical value in everyday life. This does not mean, 
however, that we should neglect the legal sciences, literature and foreign lan- 
guages. W e  should seek knowledge from every country or town in order to 
provide Egypt with both essentials and luxuries. This is a new mode of teaching 
and learning which usefully combines the old and the new. It is a wonderful 
system wluch, properly and wisely managed, deserves the highest esteem. 

In response to those who would claim that we live in times which are devoid 
of the values handed down by our ancestors, that our age is beyond 
redemption and that the pursuit of new sciences and industry is an heretical 
innovation, al-TahTiiwi goes on to say: 

Not every innovation should be condemned. Indeed, most are desirable for one 
and all. It is God’s way to shroud things in mystery, so that men must use their 
faculty of reason and intellect in order to discover the hidden secrets, to bring 
them into the light of day and to make them known to all. The inventions of this 
modern age, gratefully received by kings and commoners alike, are among the 
most honourable of the products of the mind and, as they pass from one hand 
to the next, they are continuously improved and perfected. They serve the 
welfare of the people and the building of the country. As that wise statesman, 
IChayr al-Din Piisha, explained most admirably in his book (14qwam u/-ma.rdikj 
maCrifdt abwd aI-mamiLik>, we must accept ‘the useful sciences and general 
amenities’, encouraging and embracing them for the sake of the ‘glory of Islam’, 
the prosperity of ‘Muslim lands’ and the progress of ‘the Islamic countrie~’.’~ 

The fact is that ths position was also held by Shaykh Qabadfi al-Tunisi, who 
believed that the gap between the foreigners who enjoyed power and the 
Islamic countries whch had sunk into weakness and ignorance, was due to the 
fatahtic attitude of the latter. While the foreigners were obsessed with the 
laws and workmgs of nature, these were ignored by Muslims. If Islam was to 
escape from this condition and bridge the gap, it had to use the same means by 
which the West had acheved progress, that is mathematics, natural sciences, 
industry and mhtary know-how. In short, a synthesis had to be reached 
between Islam and recent European modernization. 

IUlayr al-Din al-TGnisi (1 225-1 308/ 181 0-1 889) shared the same aim as 
Qabadfi and al-Taht%wi. H e  warned that the Islamic nation would be com- 
pletely annihdated if it did not follow in the steps of European modernization. 
H e  pointed out that, in the Islamic Shnm‘a, provision must be made for life 
both in this world and in the next; it is ody possible to lead a good religious 
life if our needs in this life are adequately catered for. 

29. Al-Tahtgwi, Zkhh:.. ., op. cif., pp. 441-444. 
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As IShayr al-Din al-Tiinisi himself says, he followed a twin-pronged ap- 

Firstly, he sought to convince motivated and determined politicians and scien- 
tists to seek, by all means at their disposal, to improve the condition of the 
Islamic nation and to pave the way for progress by encouraging the study of 
science and the acquisition of knowledge, developing wealth-creating resources 
such as agriculture and commerce, promoting industries of all kmds and deahng 
with the root causes of unemployment. The basis of all this is sound govern- 
ment, whch leads to a sense of security that gives people hope. This, in turn, 
will lead them to emulate the assiduity in the work of the Europeans. 

Secondly, he warned Muslims against the systematic Qsregard of the good 
things in the ways of other creeds, simply because they have got it into their 
heads that anything done or said by non-Muslims must be abandoned and that 
their writings must be denounced or ignored. Indeed, the vehemence of their 
denunciation increases the more useful such writings are.3o 

proach to acheve this aim: 

It is clear that Khayr al-Din al-Tiinisi was most concerned to show that there 
was a need for harmony between the basic premises of the Islamic SburZ'u and 
useful secular systems. Ths concern recalls the Muslim philosophers of the 
third/ninth century and the times of al-Kindi, when attempts were made to 
reconcile philosophy and Shu~Pu, the secular and the religous. These were 
based on the golden principle that: 

It is the duty of the perceptive critic to discover the truth by examining the 
evidence, whether words or deeds; if he believes that the matter before hlm is 
right, he should accept it and follow it up, regardless of whether it issued from 
one of the righteous or not. Truth makes the man rather than vice versa. The 
believer must seek wisdom wherever he can find it.31 

According to Khayr al-Din al-Tiinisi, the Islamic nation owed its past 
greatness to two fundamental factors: the influence of the rules of Shart'u and 
socio-economic development, underpinned by justice and consultation. These 
same essential values, which are the foundation of European progress in the 
modern age, hold the key to the future of the Muslim nation. Thus, the duty 
of Islamic scholars and policitians alike is to extend their horizons beyond the 
h i t s  of the teachings of the Shuri'u and to explore other avenues in order to 
find the material conditions whch are needed if the Arab nation and Islamic 
ShurZ'u are to flourish. 

This golden principle was held by many modern Arab thmkers after 
Khayr al-Din al-TGsi. These men included Shakib Arslw, Mahiid Shukn- 
al-Aliisi, Tnhir al-Jazn'iri, 'Abd al-Qndir al-Maghribi, Husayn al-Jisr, al- 
Tangiwi, al-Jawhari, al-Thir al-Haddnd, Mubbb al-Din al-Khatib, 

30. Al-Tiinisi, Aqwam al-ma.&k.. . , Op. cit., p. 5f. 
31. Al-TEnisi, Aqwam al-mmdik. .., op. cit., p. 6. 
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M4ammad Rashid Rid%, ‘Abd al-Hamid ai-Zahrnwi, Rafiq al-‘A?m, ‘Abd al- 
R$miin al-Kawnkibi, ‘Ah Yiisuf, Muhammad Farid Wajdi, ‘Alld al-Fasi, Mdik 
b. Nabi and others. 

Needless to say, an equally long list of writers and thinkers could be cited 
from non-Arab Islamic countries. Whether Arab or non-Arab, they all call for 
the same thing, namely a synthesis between Islam and modernism, between 
the religous and the secular, between text and reason. They condemn any 
attempt to dt the balance in one direction rather than the other. They reject 
any notion of Salafiyya whch is restricted to absolute religious precepts, as 
understood by the textualists, or to an Islamic approach in whch everything is 
confined wihn the strait-jacket of textualist doctrine and theology. At the 
same time, they refuse to go to the other extreme and adopt a purely worldly 
stance in which Islam is pushed to one side in favour of a unidimensional, 
secular and liberal world-view. 

They reject the view whch takes the text as the sole frame of reference in 
matters relating to this world, just as they reject any interpretation of man’s 
existence and life on this earth in the light of pure science alone. W e  have to 
abide by the rules and systems of modern civilization if we are to adapt to the 
laws and conditions of this temporal world. Equally, we must abide by the 
commandments of religon if we are to acheve salvation in the eternal world. 

Many of these thinkers have taken the synthesis between reason and text 
one step further, adding a third dimension, ‘feeling’. 

This represented a turning point in the traditional scholastic theology, 
transforming it into a liberated humanist science. 

The first steps along ths new path were taken by Muhammad ‘Abduh 
(1266-1323/1849-1905) in his Rzsdat aL-Ewbfd, which was written in a lan- 
guage htherto unknown in works of scholastic theology. While it is true that 
the belief-system of the traditionalists was most clearly presented in h s  work, 
together with clear sympathes towards Mu‘tazhte rationalism, Muhammad 
‘Abduh refused to accept that knowledge and faith should be seen in terms of 
reason and the text alone. H e  argued that reason has limitations, as it cannot 
see beyond the contingent manifestations of creation and is unable to divine 
their essence. Despite the crucial importance of reason as a basis for faith, 
religious discourse cannot look to reason alone. By the same token, purely 
textual pronouncements which reach no further than the ear do not form a 
sound basis on which to bdd a living faith. 

Thus, according to Muhammad ‘Abduh, in the domain of belief and 
faith, one power is greater than all others, namely the power of feeling, whch 
‘gives insight into the forces surrounding us on all sides. It is the backbone of 
religious belief and it is throu h it alone that eyes can weep, sighs be released 
and hearts be made humble.’ Muhammad ‘Abduh defines tawbzb! (unity of 8 

32. M. ‘Abduh, Risdat al-Tawbfd, 4th edn., Cairo, D&r al-Ma‘iirif, 1971, pp. 126ff. 
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God) as a liberating force of the highest order, uniting text, reason and feeling. 
Under h s  definition, the shah&Lz (profession of faith) or tawbTd acquires a 
number of meanings: 

Firstly, the removal of the root causes of &scord in all its shapes and forms, that 
is cleansing the mind of all corruption and superstition and elevating man to the 
heights of &pty. Secondly, man’s freedom is regained and his will freed from 
its confining shackles. Thirdly, war is declared on any blind following of con- 
vention. Finally, diversity is turned into unity, and feudng, &vision and dissent 
into union, harmony and togetherne~s.~~ 

The loss of all of these meanings, whch must be redressed unwaveringly, 
should not be construed as due to any inertia in the nature of Islam itself, but 
rather to stagnation in the hearts and minds of Muslims. This state of affairs 
can be seen in the fact that Islam has been transformed from ‘an Arab religion’ 
to ‘an Arab science’, from a creed in which faith springs from reason to one in 
which tradition is paramount. Yet, for a religion to be whole, it must combine 
reason and feeling: they are the eyes of the soul, looking now on what is close 
at hand, now on more distant horizons. Thus, by means of reason, we 
perceive motives, causes and effects and distinguish the simple from the 
complex. Feeling, on the other hand, focuses on instinct and intuition, relating 
them to the immediate and day-to-day existence. The soul needs to perceive 
through both reason and feeling, and a complete religion is one which 
combines ‘science and sensitivity, mind and heart, demonstration and 
submission, intellect and feeling.’34 

Such a religion would be capable of shaking off stagnation and blind 
adherence to convention and would not stand in the way of modernization. 
O n  the contrary, ‘it would help to tame modernization and purge it of harmful 
elements’. To achieve this end, there was a need for ‘a religous movement’, in 
the sense in whch Jamd al-Din al-Afghm used the word. In fact, ‘movement’ 
is synonymous with the ‘religious reform’ or ‘Islamic reform’ referred to by 
‘Abd al-Qgdir al-Maghribi. For him, the aim of this would be to .take religous 
teachmg and reform it from top to bottom ‘in science, religion and morals’. 
H e  asserts that ‘our religion is congenial to modernization and compatible 
with human interests’; it is the source of praiseworthy moral acts stemming 
from ‘a heartfelt desire to do good’ and an inner drive that we call conscience 
or feeling.35 

This emphasis on an ‘inner’ world, the self and a moral sense was further 
developed by a number of thinkers who came after Muhammad ‘Abduh, such 
as Muhammad Rashid Ridn, Hasan al-Bann8’ and, in particular, Shaykh ‘Abd 

33. F. Jadaane, U$ al-taqa&um.. . , pp. 206-207. 
34. M. ‘Abduh, op. it., p. 152. 
35. Al-Maghribi, al-Akhlzq wa-l-wqibd, Cairo, al-MaCba‘a al-Salafiyya, 1334/1919, pp. 36f. 
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al- €Jamid b. Biidis (d. 1359/1940). There were also ‘Uthmiin Amin and Mdik 
b. Nabi, and many others active to this day. All of them believed in the trinity 
of text, reason and feeling as the basis for a sound Islamic path in both theory 
and practice. 

Having said this, the old dichotomy of text and reason s d  has its ad- 
vocates, who openly associate themselves with the Ash‘ari doctrine and have 
found in modern European philosophy material to support their traditional 
premises. A notable figure in this trend is the Ottoman Shaykh al-IslBm 
Mustafii Sabri (d. 1954), who, though he seems at first sight to oppose mod- 
ernism and its protagonists, was in fact only against the secularists who, he 
felt, were undermining the foundations of Muslim faith, society and state. His 
sharpest criticism was aimed at modern intellectual writers who would have it 
that the prophets were men of genius rather than messengers of God.36 So 
deeply are they steeped in materiahsm that they pay more heed to science than 
to the Qur’an and the Jzlnna. They deny the existence of such supernatural 
phenomena as miracles and prophecy, as these are understood by ‘the re- 
ligious comrnunity’,3’ saying that they are based on tradition rather than rea- 
son. 

that the proofs of 
the .l;hanca support reasoned evidence3’ and that man is capable of demon- 
strating the existence of God by pure reason (contrary to the Kantian position, 
which left no room for thls and had to prove the existence of God by practical 
reasoning or ethics).40 However, the influence of Ash‘ari doctrine on Sabri is 
evident when he says that the proofs of the Shan‘a are stronger than those of 
reason, when he accepts predestination and determinism, among other pre- 
mises of scholastic theology. All of Sabri’s philosophcal ideas are contained in 
lus major work Mawqf al- ‘aq/ wa-1- ‘i/m wa-1- ‘dim min rabb a/- ‘dami?a wa- ‘ibidibi-1- 
mzlrsalin. Ths book presents ‘all the scientific and philosophcal issues which 
the student of Islam needs to be familiar with if hs faith is to stand firm 
against the distortions of the modern age’. 

In the social field, Sabri was mostly concerned with the issue of women 
and was critical of Westernized Egyptian thinkers such as Qiisim Amin and 
others, who cded for the veil to be cast off and for European dress to be 
adopted.41 His loudest criticism, however, was reserved for the unionists, the 
Young Turks and the modernists who had violated the Islamic tradition of the 

Sabri concedes that Islam ‘does not oppose 

36. M. Sabri, a/-Qawl al-jiql lia_yna-lladbinayu’min’mincSna bi-lghyba u&iyu’minzina, Cairo, 1361 /1 942, 

37. Ibid., p. 24. 
38. M. Sabri, iZfawqfal-caql wa-l-‘ilm wa-l-‘dim, 4 parts, Cairo, 1950, 111, p. 44. 
39. Ibid., 111, p. 45. 
40. Ibid., 111, pp. 65ff. 
41. M. Sabri,Qawbj-l-marca ..., op. cit., Cairo, 1353/1934. 

p. 21. 
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Prophet by abolishmg the caliphate. H e  declared that they were ungrateful for 
the blessings which God has bestowed on us in the form of religion, the 
caliphate and the imamate. H e  accused them of ‘stabbing religion in the back‘ 
and of deserting the rule of God. Echoes of this cry of outrage reverberated 
throughout contemporary Islamic movements, which saw the Islamic state or 
caliphate as the ultimate road to salvation. 

Thus, what had at first seemed to be a Royal Road was, by the last three 
decades of the twentieth century, strewn with obstacles and difficulties of all 
kinds. It was no longer safe to follow the path of ‘modernization’, for the 
‘accursed tree’ which M&ammad ‘Abduh denounced as the root of all evil 
had started to grow again with renewed vigour. The majority of Muslim 
countries had lived under the yoke of foreign domination in every form and 
the political regimes which followed were oppressive and unjust and remained 
subservient to foreign powers. The pan-Arab, nationalist and collective 
movements were in turn fdures. Faced with this reality and in an attempt to 
ward off social, moral and economic corruption, large sections of the Muslim 
population - intellectuals, politicians and ordinary people - began to look at 
existing problems afresh in terms of political action. 

This is what led Taqi al-Din al-Nabhm- and his T&rir party, in the be- 
ginning of the second half of this century, to fall back on the ‘subjective pious 
morality’ advocated by the Muslim Brethren. At the same time, in the fifties, 
the Muslim Brethren themselves opted for open confrontation with the poli- 
tical establishment, first in Egypt and then in Syria. Political radicalism 
strengthened in the ranks of the various Muslim movements, with mllitant 
political thinkers such as Sayyid Qutb mapping out the way to change the 
existing political and social structures throughout the Arab and Islamic world. 

The ‘Islamic solution’ came to be seen as an alternative to all the other 
universal solutions, whether communism, socialism, capitalism or pan- 
Arabism. All the Islamic groupings, large or small, monolithic or scattered, 
opted for politics as the means by which to effect change, rather than the 
traditional approaches through religious, social and ethical reform. At the end 
of the seventies, the Islamic revolution erupted in Sh*ite Iran under the lea- 
dership of Imam Ayatullgh al-Khumayni and succeeded in overthrowing the 
pro-Western secular nationalist regime. This success gave Islamic groupings in 
other parts of the Muslim world high hopes of a brilliant future for Islam 
under their leadership. The Islamic fundamentalism which now emerged 
chose to relinquish the paths of wisdom and counsel, directing d its might 
and energy into confrontation and struggle. 

As these groups engaged in increasingly violent action, in open opposi- 
tion to political regimes and to communities and individuals, a new face of 
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Islam began to emerge, both within Muslim societies themselves and around 
the world in general. The Royal Road followed by the first pioneers and by 
later generations of thnkers, scholars and reformers gradually disappeared 
from view so that Islam is now beset with misfortune and isolated. The Royal 
Road is no longer royal. 

Today more than ever, Islam is in need of more wisdom, awareness, 
intelligence and effort if it is to be seen once again, at home and abroad, as it 
was first proclaimed in the Qur’an and if it is to return to the path of kindness 
and compassion and to set a good example for people far and wide. 

W e  are faced with two alternatives: either an Islam which is in step with 
human progress towards post-modernism, an Islam in which traditional or- 
thodoxy is critically viewed in the light of modern concepts, an Islam which 
remains aloof from political obscurantism; or an Islam whose advocates have 
declared war on ‘the other’ and focus all their energies on ‘the self and po- 
litical adventurism. Given ths choice, it is best for Islam to follow the first 
alternative if it is to survive unscathed into the post-modernist age, thereby 
preserving its mission and maintaining links with ‘the other’ rather than 
withdrawing behind closed borders, under siege from all sides. 
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Chapter 3 

THE W A Y  O F  THE HELLENIZERS: 
THE TRANSMISSION O F  
G RE E I< P HI L 0 S 0 P HY T 0 
ISLAMIC CIVILIZATION 

Abdztrrabman Badawi 

Ernest Renan exaggerated tremendously when he maintained that Arabic 
philosophy was only Greek phdosophy in Arabic lettering; in fact, the most 
important Muslim-Arab phlosophers not only assimilated Greek phdosophy 
but also developed it by elucidating its more obscure or imperfectly-made 
points, by drawing the consequences and, especially, by systematizing it all, no 
easy task in itself. Moreover, and this was a key contribution, they wrought an 
original synthesis out of the philosophes of Plato, Aristotle and Plotinus. 
Hence, one cannot reduce the writings of al-Fgriibi or (Ibn Sing) to any one 
particular system of the Greek phdosophers. To be convinced, one need only 
compare the portion on metaphysics (iLd@yZt) in Ibn Sing’s great phdosophical 
encyclopedia entitled aL-Jh$’, with the hAtapby.rics of Aristotle. Aristotle would 
no longer have recognized hmself in Ibn Sing, as Plato would not have 
recognized himself in al-Fargbi. The case of Ibn Rushd is very different from 
that of al-Fariibi and Ibn Sing, because Ibn Rushd was, in fact, a very great 
commentator on Aristotle, not a phdosopher in the strict sense of the word. 

Nevertheless, one may equally argue that without Greek philosophy there 
would have been no Arabic phdosophy (or Islamic philosophy - the two terms 
are interchangeable here). And it is thanks to the translations of several dialo- 
gues of Plato, all of Aristotle’s works, of a few paraphrased chapters from the 
Enneads of Plotinus (IV-VI) and to the renditions of writings of the great Greek 
commentators (Alexander of Aphrodisias, Simplicius, Themistius, John the 
Grammarian, Ammonius, Olympiodorus, Syrianus and Iamblichus) that phi- 
losophy indeed made a start in the Islamic world. Without such translations, no 
Muslim would have developed an interest in philosophy. Equipped only with 
the Qur’an, the Hudtb and the tradttional maxim-literature of the time, no 
Muslim could have structured a philosophical system of any value whatsoever. 
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Now that such preliminary points have been made clear, we may proceed 
to the heart of the matter. 

The work of the translators 
Let us first examine how the translators of Greek philosophy into Arabic set 
about their work. 

PROCURING MANUSCRIPTS 

In order to be translated, manuscripts had first to be obtained. This was 
the task either of official missions sent by the caliphs, the most important 
of these missions being that lspatched by the Cahph al-Ma’mun (r.197- 
217/813-833), who appointed several scholars (al-Hajjiij b. Matar, Y4yii (or 
Y&annii) b. al-Bitriq, Ibn al-Samh and others) to travel throughout the 
Byzantine empire and bring back Greek manuscripts from there; or of 
private missions sponsored by rich scholars, such as that sent by the Shiikir 
brothers (members of this particular mission, one should point out, 
included the most famous of all the translators, Hunayn b. Ishaq (d. 259/ 
873) [Fig. 11); or, finally, of learned translators who dwelt in monasteries 
(such as the monastery of Qunnii), or who procured manuscripts on their 
own, or who enjoyed close ties with traditional centres of teaching such as 
the celebrated School of Jundishiipiir (in the south-west of present-day 
Iran). Manuscripts used by this third group of translators were mostly 
Syriac versions of only a handful of philosophcal works, gven the fact that 
the number of philosophical texts translated into Syriac before the rise of 
Islam was not very large. 

CRITICAL METHODS 

Once the translators had their manuscripts before them, they obviously had to 
subject their material to some kind of textual criticism. They quickly realized 
that several of their manuscripts offered defective readings or had been 
tampered with, or indeed were corrupt beyond remedy. Here it would prove 
necessary to hunt for other manuscripts of the same work. This is why a 
painstaking translator like Hunayn b. Ishiiq would begm translating a work 
only after having established a sound Greek text through careful collation of 
the different manuscripts available. If at any given time he could secure only 
one single manuscript, he would immediately revise his translation once other 
copies of it came into his possession. 
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111-3.1 Persian miniature showing Aristotle as a seated 
Mulla, from a manuscript of the 14phor;mls on Hyggiew, 

attributed to Aristotle. 
0 Clichi: Bibliothcque nationale de France (57 Sup. Pas. 1967, fol. 2) 
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THE LANGUAGES FROM WHICH THE ORIGINALS WERE TRANSLATED 

Concerning the languages in which works to be translated into Arabic were 
origmally written, three periods may be distinguished. (a) In the eighth and 
early ninth centuries, works were translated either from a previous Syriac 
version or from a Persian (Pahlavi) rendition. This was the case with the 
translation of the first three books of Aristotle’s Organon, carried out by 
Muhammad, the son of the great writer and translator from Persian into 
Arabic, ‘Abd All& b. al-Muqaffa‘. It should be pointed out, however, that 
in this period few texts on philosophy were actually translated into Arabic, 
interest at the time centring more on works of pure science and medcine. 
(b) From the second third of the ninth century to its end, translation was 
generally made directly from Greek into Arabic. This was true especially of 
Hunayn b. Ishaq and of his son Ishaq, who translated far more works on 
philosophy than did his father, then mostly busy with hts renditions of 
medical texts. (c) In the tenth and eleventh centuries, nearly all the 
translators were working from Syriac versions. This group of men included 
Matt2 b. Yiinus, ‘Is% b. Zur‘a, Abii ‘Uthmgn al-Dimashqi, Y&y% b. ‘Adi and 
Abu-1-Faraj b. al-Tayyib. Although these translators were numerous, their 
renditions are rather medocre and sometimes quite unreadable, as happened 
especially with Matt2 b. Yimus’s versions of Aristotle’s Poetics and Posterior 
Anabtics. 

ASSESSMENT OF THE TRANSLATIONS 

This brings us to a discussion of the value of these renditions. From the very 
beginning of the age of translations, a number of scholars - who knew no 
foreign languages themselves - took issue with what these translators were 
doing. The most telling text in this regard is to be found in a passage from a 
book on animals, Ehib aL-Hapwin by al-Jii&. W e  quote here a few paragraphs 
from this crucial text.’ 

The translator must be up to what he translates and command the same 

knowledge as the author he renders. H e  ought to be well versed both in the 
language of the work from which he translates and in the language into which he 
renders, in order to prove equal in both . . . . Now, how could he have great skd 
in both languages at once, comparable to the skill he would have if he knew only 
one language? . . . And h s  only concerns books on geometry, astronomy, ar- 
ithmetic and music. What then should one say when deahg with writings on 
religion and theology! . . . The translator will make mistakes in his interpretations 
of religious texts, and error in matters of religion is more grievous than error in 

1. Translated in full in ‘A. Badawi, La transmission de iuphi~osophiegrecpe au monde arabe, Paris, J. 
Vrin, 1968. 
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mathematics, alchemy or philosophy . . . If the translator does not prove perfect 
in this, he will blunder because he falls short of perfection. 

Al-Jd& further censures the translators of his day according to this norm: 'In 
what way were an Ibn d-Bitriq, an Ibn Nii'ima, an Abii Qurrii, an Ibn Fh, an 
Ibn WW-, an Ibn d-Muqaffa', like unto Aristotle? How could a IUldid be 
like unto Plato?' 

To summaxize, al-Ji%l&s main ideas bearing on hs critique of the very 
notion of translation are as follows: 
1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

5. 

the translator must be of the same intellectual level as the author he 
translates ; 
he must know both languages equally well or nearly so; 
no perfect correspondence exists between different languages ; each en- 
joys its own particular genius, manner of expression, peculiar idtoms, 
structure and syntax, its own means of spinning out a statement or 
putting thmgs in a nutshell; 
gven how hard it is to translate texts on geometry, astronomy or medi- 
cine, one may imagine the difficulties, not to say insurmountable ob- 
stacles, lying in wait for those deahg with religious and theological 
writings, to say nothng of pure literature and poetry; 
al-Jiiw? also discusses textual criticism, the poor condition of the texts 
and a translator's duty to ensure the soundness of his manuscript's 
readings. 
All these notions have a very contemporary ring and show quite pene- 

trating critical sense. To my knowledge, no other ancient or medieval writer 
has expressed such pertinent ideas on ths topic. 

METHODS OF TRANSLATION 

Salah d-Din al-Safadi tells us of the methods the Arabic translators of the 
ninth century applied in their work. Here is an extract from what he has to say: 

The translators had two methods of translating. The first was the one followed 
by Yiilpnnii b. al-Bitriq, Ibn Nii'ima al-Himsi and others. It consisted in the 
translator examining each individual Greek word and its meaning; then he 
would take an Arabic word of equivalent meaning and transcribe it; then he 
would examine the next word, and so on until he finished what he had to 
translate. But this method is a poor one for two reasons: 
1. because the Arabic language does not offer equivalents for every Greek 

word; hence we see a number of [Greek] words simply left as they are in 
translations of this sort; 

2. because the syntax and sentence-structure of one language do not always 
correspond to those in another. To this may be added misunderstandings on 
account of the use of metaphors, which are numerous in all languages. 
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The second method of translation was the one followed by Hunayn ibn Ishiiq, al- 
Jawhari and others. It consisted in reading a sentence and understanding it; then 
the translator would render it by a corresponding [Arabic] sentence, regardless of 
whether the inchidual words were equivalent or not. Ths method is better.2 

VARIOUS QUESTIONS 

A few miscellaneous questions remain unsolved concerning the translators. 
The first one is, why did Hunayn b. Ishiiq, who knew Arabic thoroughly 

and always worked for Arab caliphs and Arab scholars, translate the great 
majority of the books he worked on into Syriac, even if this meant leaving his 
students and his son to translate these versions later from Syriac into Arabic? 

This oddity cannot be explained by saying that it was easier for him to 
translate from Greek into Syriac than from Greek into Arabic, since all the 
bibliographical sources, notably Ibn al-Nadim’s al-F;;hrist (Book Catalogue), 
Ibn al-Qifti’s ZkhbZt- al- 'dams' bi-akhbzt- al-bz&amZ’ (Information of the 
Learned Ones concerning the Reports of the Wise Ones), Ibn Abi Usaybica’s 
GbaqZt ai-atibbz’ (Classes of the Physicians), concur in stressing Hunayn b. 
Ishiiq’s mastery of literary Arabi~.~ 

In addition, what use was it for him to translate texts into Syriac when he 
could not be paid for these Syriac versions - while he himself loved money to 
the point of demanding his own weight in gold for any book he translated into 
Arabic ? ! 

The vocabulary and syntax of Syriac, a Semitic language, are also much 
closer to those of Arabic than to those of Greek, added to the fact that the 
Greek technical terms involved were then as new to Syriac as they were to 
Arabic. 

Furthermore, such works - especially those of Galen - had not been 
translated into Syriac before Hunayn undertook to do so. If they had been, he 
would have had no need to translate them afresh from Greek into Syriac. In 
addition, he never tells us that he consulted any previous Syriac version of any 
of the books he translated. 

Hence we are faced here with an insoluble problem, unless we consider 
that the traditions concerning his reported translations from Greek into Syriac 
are only a myth - a hypothesis as dfficult to put forward as it is to prove. 

The second problem lies in determining who amongst ths very great 
number of translators actually knew Greek and could translate from it directly 

2. Quoted by Baha’ al-Din al-‘kd-, al-kkshkd, Cairo, 1960, I, p. 388. 
3. See Ibn al-Nadim, Etzb uL-fihci.t, ed. G. Flugel, 2 vols., Leipzig, F. C. Vogel; ed. R. 

Tajaddud, Tehran, 1971, 1871-1872; Ibn al-Qifti, Whbzr al-cuhmi’ bi-akhbzr al-bukami’, 
Cairo, Matba‘at al-Sa‘ada, 1903; Ibn Abi Usaybi‘a, cQin al-anbi’fi tabaqat al-atibbz’, ed. 
N. Rid%, Beirut, D& Maktabat al-Hayst, 1965. 
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into Arabic. O n  thls we can only be sure about the following: Hunayn b. Ishiiq, 
hs son Ishnq b. Hunayn and Qustii b. Lfiqii of Baalbek. Certainly there were 
others, but we cannot identify them by means of the sources available to us. 

A curious case in this regard is represented by Yahyii b. ‘Adi. According 
to Ibn al-Nadim; he ‘knew Greek well’. In addition, he wrote a treatise, 
which has reached us through several extant manuscripts, entitled Be 
Dzzerence between Arabic Grammar and Greek Grammar, demanding considerable 
knowledge of Greek. But all the translations whch have been attributed to 
hm state that he carried them out on the basis of Syriac versions. For ex- 
ample, his rendering of Aristotle’s On sophistical fifiitations derives from a 
Syriac translation of the Greek due to one Athana~ius.~ 

Authors translated 
The writings translated may be classified as reference works and the works of 
the phllosophers and their commentators. 

REFERENCE WORKS 

These include biographies of the phdosophers, collections of their sayings, 
maxims and saws and accounts of their philosophcal systems. 

7 K e  biographieJ 
The Lives ofthe Philosophers of Diogenes Laertius was not translated but much 
of the information whch it contains was transmitted indirectly through other 
authors to the Arab world. 

However, the main Greek biographical source, which the Arabic sources 
often quote in turn, was the Hixtoy of the Philosophers by Porphyry. Ibn al- 
Nadim of Plotinus says this book: ‘I saw its fourth maqda (article) in a Syriac 
translation. Ibn al-Nadim hmself uses information ultimately drawn from 
thls work when he describes the beginnings of phlosophy, as he learned of it 
from the mouth of Ibn al-IUlamm~r.~ What ths proves is that the book had 
been translated into Syriac, but not necessarily into Arabic, in any event at the 
time when Ibn al-Nadim wrote hs own book, al-EhriSt. By means of this 
Syriac version, Arabic authors familiar with Syriac were able to draw upon a 
considerable amount of information concerning the Greek phdosophers and 
reproduced this in their own accounts in Arabic. 

6 

4. Ibn al-Nadim, al-fibrirt, op. cit., p. 234, 1.19. 
5. See our edition of the Organon, ‘A. Badawi, Organon Ari’fotelir, 1952, 111. 
6. Ibn al-Nab, op. cif., p.254, I, 18. 
7. Ibn al-Nab, op. cit., p. 253, 11, 18 ff. 
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Hunayn b. Ishaq in his small treatise, ne Maxims ofthe Philosophers,8 gives 
information about the Greek philosophers, anecdotes, gems of wisdom and 
the like, but does not tell us from what sources he draws them. 

Collections of maxims 
In the same treatise, Hunayn b. Ishaq preserves a large number of maxims and 
saws attributed to the Greek philosophers. 

After Hunayn b. Ishaq, Ibn Hindii (d.420/1029) put together another 
such collection, entitled al-filim al-n&n&ya j-l-bikam alyinZn5ya (Spiritual 
Sayings in Greek Matters of Wi~dorn).~ Since Ibn Hindti had a good command 
of Syriac, he drew on books written in that language. 

But the compilers of other collections of philosophers' maxims knew 
neither Greek nor Syriac, and yet their books are much larger and filled with far 
more content. W e  are speaking here of Abu Sulayman al-Sijistani, $wZn al-bikma 
(The Treasure-Chest of Wisdom)" and al-Mubashshir b. Fntik, Makhtzr al- 
hikam wa-mabain ai-kalim (Choice Matters of Wisdom and Beautiful Sayings) .'' 

Accozlnts ofphilosophical gstems 

The most important and thorough of the accounts of the systems and ideas of 
the Greek philosophers was undoubtedly the Placita Philosophomm (Principles 
of the Phdosophers), spuriously attributed to Plutarch even in antiquity, where 
it is ascribed to him by Eusebius, Cyrillus and Theodoretus. W e  also published 
this in Cairo in 1954 in a collection entitled D e  Anima d'Akstote et autres texts 
(Aristotle's On the Sozll and other Texts)." 

It was especially through this Pseudo-Plutarch that the Arabs were to 
come to know of the doctrines of the minor Greek phdosophical schools: the 
Pre-Socratics, the Epicureans, the Stoics, the Pythagoreans, the Sceptics and 
so forth. 

THE WORKS OF THE PHILOSOPHERS AND THEIR COMMENTATORS 
Let us now go on to the works of the philosophers themselves. 

8. See our edition of this work, 'A. Badawi (ed.), Adzb alfahda: Hump b. fib+ ikbtqarabu 
Mahammad b. 'Ah b. hihim b. Muhammad al-Angitf, Kuwait, al-Munqzama-1L'Arabiyya li-1- 
Tarjama wa-1LThaq;ifa wa-l-'Ulm, 1985. 

9. Ibn Hindii, al-Glim al-nib&&a min al-bikam al-Ygn&&a, Cairo, 131 8/1900. 
10. 'A. Badawi, A&~tCnji-l-hhm: Platon en pgs d'hfizm, Tehran; 2nd ed., Beirut, 1980. 
11. 'A. Badawi, 1958. 
12. 'A. Badawi, De anima a'Aristote et autres texts, Cairo, 1954. 
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Plato 
Works attributed to Plato in Arabic bibliographical sources fall under two 
headings: authentic works and apocryphal works. W e  mention here only the 
authentic works translated into Arabic ; 

- 7Ke Repablic, translated by Hunayn b. Ishiiq. Ibn Rushd paraphrased 
this, and hs paraphrase has reached us through a Hebrew version 
(edlted by Erwin Rosenthal with an English translation);13 the Arabic 
original of ths paraphrase, however, has not yet been found. 

- 7Ke Law.r, translated by Hunayn b. Ishnq and by Yahyii b. ‘Adi. 
- ne Sophist, translated by Ishgq b. Hunayn with the commentaries of 

Olympiodorus. 
Emaeux, in three mqdu.r (articles or sections), translated by Ibn al- 
Bitriq, then also by Hunayn b. Ishiiq, unless Hunayn b. Ishiiq only 
corrected what Ibn al-Bitriq had translated. 

Galen drew up a compendium of the Timaeus whch is known to us through 
an Arabic version.14 

- 

b .. 

111-3.2 Hippocrates’s and Galen’s portraits, in Liber de herbis 
by Manfred0 de Monte Imperiali 

0 Cliche Bibliothkque nationale de France (MS lat. 6823, fol. 1.) 

13. E. I. J. Rosenthal, Averroes’ Commentary on Plato’s Republic, (University of Cambridge Oriental 
Publications, No. l), Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1960. 

14. Published by P. Kraus, Galeni compendium Zmaei Platonis aliommque dialogorurn yqbsis quae extant 
frugmenta, (Corpus Platonicum Medii Aevi. Plato Arabus l), London, Warburg Institute, 1951. 
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A further compendium, of ne Laws, is to be found in a manuscript 
(MCCCCXXX = Cod. 169 Golius) preserved in the Library of the University 
of Leiden, Netherlands. 

W e  ourselves have published all that sull exists of texts by Plato translated 
into Arabic, with a selection of the apocryphal epistles attributed to him. The 
collection is entitled AJlLitzsn$-l-hl&z (Plato in Islam), with a French title as 
well: Pluton enpgs d’hlam (Plato in the Lands of Islam).” 

Aristotle 

All of Aristotle’s authentic works were translated into Arabic. The Stagirite 
was far more fortunate in this than Plato. This can easily be explained by the 
fact that the works of Plato did not seem serious enough in the eyes of Arab 
thinkers and phdosophers because they had been written in a poetic style. 
They drew on myth. Plato’s recourse to the form of dialogues left his Muslim 
readers perplexed, and his lack of rigorous reasoning inspired them with little 
- if any - confidence. 

All of Aristotle’s works translated into Arabic have come down to us 
except one, On Generation and Comption, but a paraphrase by Ibn Rushd bears 
witness to the fact that an Arabic translation of this work was extant at least as 
late as the end of the sixth/twelfth century. 

Below is a list of these works with the names of their Arabic translators. 

(a) Works on logic 

ne Categories, translated by Ishtaq b. Hunayn. 
Peri Hemnfneias [On Interpretation], translated by Ishtaq b. Hunayn. 
fior Analytics, translated by Tudhari (= Theodorus). 
Posterior Anaijtics, translated by Matt2 b. Yiinus. 
ne Epics, translated by Abu ‘Uthman al-Dimashqi (the first seven 

On Sbphistical Refgtations, translated three times over by Yahya b. ‘Adz, ‘fsH 

I K e  Ad @Rhetoric, very poorly translated by someone who belonged to 

I K e  Poetics, translated by Mattta b. Yiinus. 
W e  have published the texts of all these translations - most of them for 

books) and Ibrtahim b. ‘Abd Alliih al-Ktatib (the eighth book). 

b. Zur‘a and al-Nta‘im-. 

the first category of translators but whose name has not come down to us. 

the first time - in three volumes entitled Oganon Aristotelis.“ 

15. ‘A. Badawi, k@tin.. . , op. cit. 
16. ‘A. Badawi, Organon Ali;stoalis. See also idem, finn al-sbi‘r wa-l-tatjama-l- ‘Arabbya-l-qadma 

wa-sbun$ al-FZrZbi wa-lbn Ani wa-lbn Rtlshd, Cairo, Maktabat al-Nahda al-MiSriyya, 1953, 
and al-mitiba: Ali;s&&Zs: al-tayama al- ‘Arabbya al-gadma, Cairo, Maktabat al-Nahda al- 
‘Arabiyya, l 959. 
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(b) Works on physics 

Ph_ysics, translated by Ishaq b. Hunayn. W e  have published this in two volumes, 
with the commentaries of Ibn al-Samh, Yahyn b. ‘Adi, Matt3 b. Yiinus and Ibn 
al-Tayyib.” 

On the Heavens, translated by Yahyn b. al-Bifriq as corrected by Hunayn b. 
Ishiiq. W e  have published ths together with the iMeteorologica.lg 

&fiteorologica, translated by Yahyii b. al-Bifriq. W e  published this together 
with the work cited immediately above. 

(c) Works on psychology 

On the Sod, translated b Ishiiq b. Uunayn. W e  have published ths under the 
title Aristotelis de Anima. 

On Sense and Sensible Objects (De Sensu et Sensato). W e  only know &IS 
through the paraphrase by Ibn Rushd, whtch w e  published in our book 
Aristotelis de Anima, cited in the previous entry. The D e  Jenszj et Sensato here 
includes all nine treatises of Aristotle’s Pama Naturalia (Minor Treatises on 
Natural Phenomena). 

&I 

(d) Works on animals 
Aristotle’s writings on animals are classified as follows: 

- Historia Anihaliwz (History of Animals), in ten books ; 
- Parts @Animals, in four books ; 
- Be Generation @Animals, in five books. 
They were all translated into Arabic by Ibn al-Bitriq. W e  have published 

the first two of these works and the thrd was published by Brugman and 
Drossaart.20 Vol. I of our edition was issued in Kuwait under the title phi‘ al- 
hqazuZn (The Nature of Animals),”’ which is the traditional standard title of the 
Arabic translation of the Hstoria Animakum; Vol. I1 appeared the same 
under the title Aj@’al-bgyazuZn = Departibus animalium (Parts of Animals). 2yar 

17. ‘A. Badawi, al-Tabi‘a: Aris@i: tavaizat (shag b. @unqn ma‘a sb14n$ fin al-Samh w a - h  Udq 
wa-hfaftci b. Y%uis wa-Abi-l-Faraj b. al-TaTib, 2 vols., Cairo, Dnr al-Qawmiyya li-1 Tibg‘a wa-l- 
Nashr, 1964-1965. 

18. ‘A. Badawi, Aristotle, De caelo and &hteoralogica, Cairo, 1960. 
19. ‘A. Badawi, De anima a’h’ristote et autres textes, Cairo, 1954; 2nd ed., Kuwait, 1982. 
20. J. Brugman and H. J. Drossaart-Lulofs, Aristotle: Generation of aninah, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 

21. ‘A.Badawi, Pbci‘ al-hqawcin: Arisp?cilis: tagamat Ebannci b. al Bth?, Kuwait, Wakdat al- 

22. ‘A. Badawi, Aj@’ al-bqawcin,: Atis(z?Zks: tagamat I@annZ b. Bihq, Kuwait, Wakdat d- 

1971. 

Matbii‘nt, 1977. 

Matbu‘nt, 1978. 
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(e) Metaphysics 

The Arabic version of Aristotle’s Metaphysics is incorporated in Ibn Rushd‘s 
great Commentary. The translation was carried out by Ishiiq b. Hunayn for 
Book a; by Niiqif b. Aymiin for Book A; by Eustathius for Books a, p and the 
following as far as Book h. It seems that the last two books, were not 
translated. From Ibn Rushd’s indications, it appears that other translations of 
the Metaphysics existed. W e  have published several of the books of the 
Metaphysics translated by Ishiiq b. Hunayn and Y&y& b. ‘A& in our two 
collections Aristote chex les A r a b e ~ ~ ~  and RasZ’il fals4yya (Philosophical 
Epistles) .25 

23 

(f) Nicomachean ethics 
This was translated by Ishiiq b. Hunayn. W e  have published this translation, 
based on the single manuscript preserved in Fez, under the title Aristz7tZhs: 
al-AkhlZq (Aristotle: The Ethics).26 The said manuscript contains many gaps 
which w e  have filled by direct translation from the Greek original. 

Plotin~s and the Neo-Platonists 
Plotinus 

Plotinus, the founder of Neoplatonism, was known to the Arab world under 
the appellation of a/-shqkh al-YinZni, ‘the Greek Master’ (or, literally, ‘the 
Greek Elder’). But mention of his real name, Plotinus, is to be found in 
Muhammad b. Zakariyii al-Riiz?’ and in the list furnished by Ibn al-Nadim.” 

However, the texts drawn from hs only work, the Ennead, are not at- 
tributed to him - either under his real name or under his Arabic appellation. 

These texts include: 
- The so-called irheology OfAristotle (Arabic Uthilz@Z A~$zitZhs). This is 

drawn, not so much literally as under the form of a paraphrase, from 
Ennead, IV, V and VI. 

23. Ibn Rushd, Z$fr mi ba‘da al-tabf‘a, ed. M. Bouyges, 3 vols., (Bibliotheca Arabica 

24. ‘A. Badawi, Ar~sti ‘inda-l-‘Arab: Airtote chex les Arabes, (Didsat Isliimiyya, 5), Cairo, 

25. ‘A. Badawi, RasZ’ilfalsajya k-l-find, Benghazi, al-Jh‘a al-Libiyya; 2nd ed., Beirut, 1980, 

26. ‘A. Badawi, al-Akbkiq .... 
27. See al-wi, 1939, p. 121. 
28. Ibn al-Nadim, al-Ehrist, op. it., p. 357, 1. 15. 

Scholasticorum, Skrie Arabe, 5-7), Beirut, Dar al-Machreq, 1938, 1942, 1948. 

Maktabat al-Nahda al-Misriyya, 1947, pp. 1-11. 

1973, pp. 168-203. 
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There exist two versions of the so-called lheology @Aristotle, one 
which we might call a Vulgate, first published by F. Dieteri~i?~ the 
other - in Hebrew lettering but in the Arabic language - in the 
Firkowitsch collection in the Museum of St. Petersburg (Number 
1198, New Series), which has not yet been published. I. Borisov first 
mentioned it in 1930.30 
A treatise entitled Epistle on Divine Knowledge, is attributed to al-Farabi 
in the only manuscript that contains it, and, as Paul Kraus proved, 
consisted of extracts from four chapters of Plotinus’ fifth Ennead. 
There is no overlap whatsoever between the text of the so-called 
‘Theology of Aristotle’ and that of the Epistle on Divine Knowle&e, 
proving that other extracts of Plotinus’ Ennead were indeed translated 
into Arabic. 

- Other fragments of the Ennead have been found in the manuscript 
No. 539 Or. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, in the $w& ul-bikma 
(Treasure-Chest of Wisdom) of Abu Sulaymw al-Sijistani and in the 
Et& ul-Milal wu-l-nibul (The Book of Communities and Faiths) of al- 
Shahrasti%ni?l in the chapter which he devotes to al-Shqkh ul-En2nT. 

In 1955 we published all the texts of Plotinus which had been translated 
into Arabic and were known at that date, in a volume entitled Plotinas apzid 
Arubes: lheologia Aristotelis et fiagmentu quue s~@ersant.~~ 

Through extracts drawn from the Ennead and especially through the so- 
called Geology @ Aristotle, Plotinus exerted considerable influence on the 
elaboration of the systems of thought of the Arab philosophers. The 
syntheses achieved by al-Fiirabi, Ibn Sin2 and al-Suhrawardi are a blend of 
the phdosophy of Aristotle and of that of Plotinus. What they found in 
Plotinus was the complementary material necessary for the building of a 
system which could take into account not only the demands of rationahsm 
but also imperatives of a mystical and religous nature. In order to promote a 
form of philosophy acceptable to the Islamic world, the Muslim philosophers 
had to avail themselves of the resources of a Plotinus as well as of those of 
an Aristotle. 

29. E Dieterici, De sogenannte neologie des Aristoteles, repr. 1969 Hildesheim, G. Ohs. 
30. I. Borisov, ‘Arabsky original latinskoi versii tak nazuivaemoi “Teologii Aristotleya”’, Zapiski 

31. AI-Shahrastw-, Etgb al-Mkdwa-I-nibal, ed. M. E Badru, 2 vols., Cairo, 1370-1375/1951- 

32. ‘A. Badawi, Plotinus apud Arabes: 7heologia Aristoteh et fiagrnenta quae Supersunt, Cairo; 2nd 

Kollgii fistokovedov, 5, 1930, pp. 83-98. 

1955. 

ed., Cairo 966; 3rd ed., Kuwait, 1982, 1955a. 
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Proclus 

Besides Plotinus, borrowings were made from other Neoplatonists: Porphyry, 
Proclus and Iamblichus. Proclus especially stands out amongst these three. 

As was the case with the texts of Plotinus, extracts of Proclus also were 
translated into Arabic under the title EtZb al-&@j-l-khayYr al-mabd (Concerning 
the Pure Good), without being explicitly attributed to him. The extracts ac- 
tually drawn from Proclus’s Elements of neology either went under the name of 
Aristotle again, or remained anonymous. This little treatise was translated 
from Arabic into Latin in the twelfth century, at first under the quite properly 
rendered title: Liber de bonitatepura, then under the quite erroneous one: Liber 
de camis (Book of Causes). 

A second key work of Proclus is hs treatise entitled De mundi aeternitate 
(Concerning the Eternity of the World). The Greek original had been lost, but 
then the text of it was found incorporated in the refutation directed against it 
by John Philoponus the Grammarian in hts De aeternitate mundi contra Proclmz 
(Concerning the Eternity of the World against Proclus), with the exception of 
Proclus’s first argument, since the first part is missing from the single sur- 
viving manuscript of John Philoponus’s work. 

Fortunately, I was able to locate an Arabic translation of Proclus’s ar- 
guments, including the text of the first argument33 not to be found in the 
unique manuscript of the Philoponus refutation. I have published this 
Arabic translation of Proclus~s first nine arguments in my book Le 
nhplatonisme chep les A r a b e ~ . ~ ~  I have also translated into French the Arabic 
text of the first argument. Finally, other fragments of Proclus’s Elements of 
7heolog have been recovered and published: 

- a treatise entitled Treatise ofAlexander to Demonstrate the Existence of 
@iritual fims Devoid of Mabfer. This is attributed to Alexander of 
Aphrodisias but in fact it is an extract from Proclus’s Elements o 
neolog. W e  have published it in our collection Aristote chep les Arabe~.~ 

- a treatise also attributed - spuriously - to Alexander of Aphrodisias 
and entitled m a t  Alexander ofAPhr0disih.r bas drawn from the Book of 
Aristotle entitled the neology. Again, in fact, it is drawn from Proclus’s 
Elements of neology. This treatise was published by Gerhard Endress in 
his book Proclus A r a b u ~ . ~ ~  

f 

33. ‘A. Badawi, Plotinus apud Arabes.. . , op. it. 
34. ‘A. Badawi, La transmission de lapbilosopbiegrecpe au monde arabe, Paris,J. Vrin, 1968, pp 133- 

35. ‘A.Badawi, An;stt7 ‘inaM‘Arab. .., op. it., 1947. 
36. G. Endress, Proclus Arabus: pan?& Abschnitte aus der Institutio lheologica in Arabiscber 

134. 

aersetpng, (Beiruter Texte und Studien, lo), Beirut/Wiesbaden, F. Steiner, 1973. 
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7 J e  Greek commentutors 
The Greek commentators who glossed the works of Plato and, especially, 
Aristotle, and who were then translated into Arabic, are legion. The more 
outstanding ones include Alexander of Aphrodisias, Themistius, John the 
Grammarian Phdoponus, Porphyry, Ammonius son of Hermias, Nicolaus , 
Olympiodorus of Alexandria, Galen, Iamblichus, Syrianus and Simplicius. 

Of all these, by far the most important was Alexander of Aphrodisias. 
Unfortunately, not one of the great commentaries he wrote on Aristotle and 
whch were translated into Arabic, has come down to us; but the use made 
of Alexander's commentaries by Ibn Rushd does confirm that they still 
existed in Arabic versions in Ibn Rushd's own days, that is to say in the 
twelfth century. 

What is still avdable to us, in Arabic renditions, is a group of treatises 
by Alexander of Aphrodisias, most of which w e  have published in our two 
collections, fxstly Ar;irfote chea les A r ~ b e s , ~ ~  and subsequently Gzvmentuires sur 
An?tote perdu$ en gre~.~' 

The original Greek texts of a considerable number of these treatises have 
been lost, with their contents only surviving in the Arabic versions. 

Concerning the other commentators mentioned above, we merely refer 
here to our book Lu trunszvission de Iu phiIosophie grecque au nionde ~zrahe.~~ 

Conclusion 
The above account proves that Muslim-Arab philosophers and thinkers had a 
wide and profound knowledge of Greek phdosophy thanks to innumerable 
translations. No other civilization, either in the Middle Ages or even in 
modern times, could ever boast such familiarity with Greek phdosophy. I say 
'even in modern times' quite deliberately because a great number of Greek 
commentaries on the works of Aristotle were known to the Arabs in Arabic 
translations whch have not survived to our own day, whether in their original 
Greek form or in medieval Arabic or other rendtions. 

Some might be tempted to say: If that was to the advantage of the Arabs, 
it was also their handicap, since the heavy burden of Greece's philosophical 
legacy so weighed down upon their hnkers and phdosophers that they were 
suffocated by it and only produced commentaries and patchwork syntheses 
devoid of originality. There could be some truth in such an argument, indeed 
the history of modern phdosophers might go some way to prove it, since 

37. 'A. Badawi, Aris@Z 'in&-/- 'Arab. 
38. 'A. Badawi, ShimZh 'u/Z Anstti rna&qS&fi- /-YSnZn&a wa-rasa''i/ ukhra': Commentuires sur Alistote 

per& en grec, (Recherches. Universitk de Saint-Joseph, 1. Institut de Lettres Onentales), 
Beirut, Diir d-Mashriq, 1971. 

39. 'A. Badawi, La trunsmiaion.. . , op. cit., pp. 115-130. 
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those most erudite in the history of philosophy, it is said, have also been the 
least original. But in our opinion, this last assertion is false. To begin with, 
Aristotle, for example, knew the doctrines of earlier Greek philosophers far 
better than did Plato. Does this mean that Aristotle proved any less original 
than his teacher, Plato? In modern times, could w e  say that Hegel and 
Heidegger, both of whom were steeped in the history of philosophy, showed 
less originality than Descartes, Leibniz or Bergson? Nothing could be less 
certain. 
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Chapter 4 

PHILOSOPHY IN ISLAM 
Midsin S. Mahdi 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

It is perhaps useful to begin this account of philosophy in the Islamic world by 
inhcating its relation to Islamic theology. Islamic theology (kahm) and 
philosophy vah$a) are two traditions of learning developed by Muslim 
dunkers who took a position intermediate between the tradtionalists, who 
abhorred refined reasoning and remained attached to the literal sense of the 
primary sources of Islamic doctrine (the Qur’gn and the fAadth), on the one 
hand, and those whose reasoning led them to abandon the common beliefs of 
the Islamic community (the urnma), on the other. Those who engaged in the 
rational clarification and defense of the principles of the Islamic religion were 
known as the matakallimzvz, whde those who pursued the ancient Greek and 
Hellenistic sciences were called the fahz$a. Such a division of opinions was 
bound to have doctrinal and political consequences, includmg frequent 
charges of unbelief and heterodoxy. Yet, the status of the believer in Islam 
remained in practice a juridical question, not a matter for either theologans or 
phdosophers to decide. Except with regard to the fundamental questions of 
the existence of God, Islamic Revelation and future rewards and punishments, 
the juridical conditions for declaring someone an unbeliever or beyond the 
pale of Islam are so demanding that it is almost impossible to make a valid 
declaration of h s  sort about a professing Muslim. In the course of Islamic 
hstory, representatives of certain theological movements, who happened also 
to be jurists, succeeded in converting rulers to their cause, made those rulers 
declare in favour of their movements and even encouraged them to persecute 
their opponents. Thus there arose in some places and periods a semblance of 
an official, or orthodox, doctrine. 

The beginnings of theology in the Islamic tradition in the second half of 
the seventh century are not easily distinguishable from the beginnings of a 
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number of other disciplines among the Muslims - Arabic phtlology, Qur’iinic 
interpretation, the collection of the sayings and deeds of the Prophet 
M&ammad (the Ha&tb), jurisprudence and historiography. All were con- 
cerned with ascertaining the facts and contexts of the Islamic Revelation and 
with understanding its meaning and implications as to what Muslims should 
believe and do after the Revelation had ceased and the Islamic community had 
to chart its own way. During the first half of the eighth century, a number of 
questions - which centred on God‘s unity, justice and other attributes and 
which were relevant to a human being’s freedom, actions and fate in the 
hereafter - formed the core of a more specialized discipline. This was called 
kalh (speech). Ths term was used to designate the more specialized dis- 
cipline, probably because of the rhetorical and dialectical ‘speech‘ used to 
formulate the principal doctrines of Islamic belief and to debate and defend 
them against M u s h  and non-Muslim opponents. Eventually, kalZm included 
all matters directly or indwectly relevant to the establishment and definition of 
religious beliefs. It developed its own systematic rational arguments about 
human knowledge and the nature of the world in as much as these were found 
necessary or useful to its primary purpose - the defense of the Muslim creed. 
Despite various efforts by later hnkers to fuse the concerns of theology with 
those of phtlosophy (and mysticism), theology preserved its relative in- 
dependence from phtlosophy and other non-religious sciences. It remained 
true to its original traditional and religious point of view, confined itself with 
the lunits of the Islamic Revelation and assumed these limits (as it understood 
them) to be identical with the limits of truth. 

The origin and aspiration of philosophy in Islam are quite different. 
Phtlosophy developed out of and around the non-religious practical and the- 
oretical sciences; it recognized no theoretical limits other than those of human 
reason itself; and it assumed that the truth found by unaided reason does not 
disagree with the truth of Islam when both are properly understood. Islamic 
philosophy was not the handmaid of theology. The two dsciplines were re- 
lated, because both phdosophers and theologians followed the path of rational 
inquiry and distinguished themselves from the literalists and the mystics. 
Islamic theology was Islamic in the strict sense: it confined itself within the 
Islamic religlous community, and it remained separated from the Christian and 
Jewish theologies, which developed in the same Islamic cultural context and 
used Arabic as a linguistic medium. No such separation is observable in the 
philosophy developed in the Islamic cultural context and written in Arabic: 
Muslims, Christians and Jews participated in it and separated themselves ac- 
cording to the phdosophical, rather than the religious doctrines they held. 

The present state of knowledge of the two dsciplines is based on com- 
paratively solid ground in respect to the classical period (from the thirdltenth 
to the eighth/fourteenth centuries), but it suffers from the paucity of the 
sources and monographc studies of the earlier period and a general lack of 
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interest in the later period of decline. Its most glaring deficiency is the neglect 
of the vast body of quasi-phdosophical, quasi-mystical literature (primarily in 
Arabic, but also in Persian, Turhsh and Urdu) produced in the Ottoman 
empire, Iran and the Indian subcontinent. The understandng of the two 
disciplines is presently in a state of flux in whch the earlier hstorical and 
philosophcal orientation is gradually being supplemented by the analysis and 
interpretation of theological and phdosophical content proper. 

The pre-Islamic and non-Islamic legacy with which early Islamic theology 
came into contact included almost all the religious thought which had survived 
and was being defended or disputed in Egypt, Syria, Iran and India. It was 
transmitted by learned representatives of various Christian, Jewish, 
Manichean, Zoroastrian, Buddhist, Hindu and Siibi’an communities and by 
early converts to Islam conversant with the teachngs, sacred writings and 
doctrinal hstory of the religons of these areas. Access to this legacy was 
primarily through conversations and disputes with such persons, rather than 
full and accurate translations of sacred texts or theological and phdosophcal 
writings, although some translations from Pahlavi, Syriac and Greek must 
have been available. The characteristic approach of ea& Islamic theology to 
non-Muslim literature was through oral disputations, whose starting-point was 
the statements presented or defended (orally) by the opponent. Oral dis- 
putation continued to be used in theology for centuries and most theological 
writings reproduce or imitate that form. It was from such oral and written 
disputations that writers on religions and sects collected much of their in- 
formation about non-Muslim doctrines. A great deal of Hellenistic, Iranian 
and Indian religious thought was thus encountered in an informal and indirect 
manner. Begnning in the ninth century, Muslim theologians had access to an 
increasingly large body of translated texts, but by then they had already taken 
most of their basic positions. They made selective use of the translated lit- 
erature, ignoring most of what was not useful to them, until al-Ghaziili (450- 
504/1059-1111) showed them the way to study it, to &stinguish between the 
harmless and harmful doctrines contained in it and to refute the latter. 

The situation of philosophy was different. Islamic phlosophy &d not 
come into being unul the middle of the ninth century. It was the dnect result 
of the translation movement of scientific works from Greek and Syriac in such 
fields as alchemy, astrology, astronomy, mathematics, medicine, logic and, 
finally, phdosophy proper. It developed out of the study of, and commentary 
on, authors and texts of exclusively Greek or Hellenistic origin. 

The translators who made the phdosophcal and scientific heritage of the 
Greeks available to the Muslims, worked for the most part in Baghdad and 
formed two successive schools. The first reached it apogee during the ninth 
century, when Christians (notably Hunayn b. Ishiiq (1 92-259/808-873) and 
hs students) and Siibi’ans (notably Thixbit b. Qurra (c. 218-288/834-901)) 
began to translate classical texts from ancient Greek rather than merely from 
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their Syriac versions. This involved a painstaking effort to learn ancient Greek, 
collect and collate Greek manuscripts and prepare polished Arabic versions 
that combined accuracy with a high degree of literary merit. By this time, 
Islamic theology had coined a vast number of technical terms, and theologians 
such as al-J&iz (c. 149-254/767-868) had forged Arabic into a versatile lan- 
guage of science; Arabic philosophy had matured; and the religious sciences 
(jurisprudence, the study of the Qurk, @ad& criticism and history) had 
developed complex techniques of textual study and interpretation. The ninth- 
century translators avaded themselves of these advances to meet the needs of 
demanding and generous patrons. Apart from the practical demands for 
medcal and mathematical works, the translation of Greek learning was fos- 
tered also by the early ‘Abbasid caliphs and their viziers to be used against the 
threat of Manicheanism and other subversive ideas that went under the name 
xandzqa (the primary weapon being theology). The second school reached its 
apogee in the tenth century, when a group of Christian philosophers, trans- 
lators and commentators devoted themselves almost exclusively to phdoso- 
phical texts translated from Syriac, writing extensive philosophical 
commentaries on them, using information drawn from later Greek (Athenian 
and Alexandrian) commentators. Together, the two schools of translation 
rendered into Arabic almost the totality of Greek philosophy from Plato to the 
Alexandrian commentators of the sixth century. Aristotle’s writings (with the 
possible exception of the Pokbcs) were available in full translations, as were the 
works of most of his commentators (Alexander of Aphrodisias, Themistius, 
Ammonius, John Philoponus, Damascius, Simplicius etc.). Plato’s writings 
were available for the most part in the form of paraphrases, although a 
number of dialogues, such as the Emaem, the Repubh-c, the Laws, were also 
available in full translations; so, too, were the philosophcal works of Galen, 
Plutarch, Plotinus (under different names), Porphyry and Proclus. Stoic and 
Epicurean doctrines, too, were transmitted through the translation of bio- 
graphies of philosophers and collections of their sayings. The works of Latin 
authors, on the other hand, were not translated as such and information about 
them trickled into Arabic almost exclusively through Greek sources. The 
Muslim communities of North Africa and Spain depended on the East for 
their knowledge of ancient thought, and their own contribution by way of 
translation from Latin remained slight and insignificant. 

The translations of the ninth and tenth centuries provided the basis on 
which the tradition of Islamic philosophy was built. But from the beginning, 
Islamic philosophy set itself apart from the phdologcal and historical learning 
which characterized the translators’ achievement. The philosophers were 
concerned primarily with understanding and interpreting the teachings of the 
ancient authors, expounding and defending philosophy in the Islamic com- 
munity, establishing a tradition of philosophical thought under the new con- 
ditions created by the new religion and culture and continuing the 
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investigation of philosophical and scientific 
their Greek and Hellenistic predecessors. 

issues they had inherited from 

The Eastern tradition 
The background of phdosophcal interest in Islam is to be sought in the earlier 
phases of Islamic theology, but its origin is more specifically connected with 
the translation of Greek phdosophcal works. By the middle of the ninth 
century there were sufficient translations of scientific and phdosophcal works 
from Greek, Pahlavi and Sanskrit to show careful readers that scientific and 
phdosophcal inquiry was somethng more than a series of disputations based 
on what the theologians had called ‘sound reason’, and that there existed a 
tradtion of observation, calculation and theoretical reflection that had been 
systematically pursued, refined and moIfied for more than a mdlennium. The 
scope of ths tradition was broad. It included the study of logic, the sciences of 
nature (including psychology and biology), the mathematical sciences 
(includmg music and astronomy), metaphysics, ehcs and politics. Each of 
these Isciplines, in turn, had a body of literature wherein the classical authors 
had investigated its principles and problems. These investigations were 
subsequently discussed, criticized or developed by various commentators. 
Islamic philosophy emerged from its theological background when h1uslim 
thinkers began to study ths foreign tradttion. In time, they became competent 
students of the ancients, criticized and developed their doctrines and showed 
what light they throw on the fundamental issues of Revelation, prophecy and 
the divine law. 

The first M u s h  phdosopher, al-IGndi, who flourished in the first half of 
the ninth century, lived during the triumph of the Mu‘tazila in Baghdad and 
was connected with the ‘Abbasid cahphs, who championed the Mu‘tazila and 
patronized the Hellenistic sciences. But there is no clear evidence that he 
belonged to a theological school. It is true, however, that hs argument from 
the finitude of motion to prove the world’s creation ex nihdo would have met 
with Mu‘tazhte approval; as would hts ingenious argument that unless there is 
a being (i.e. God) who is utterly one and totally transcendent, the existence of 
plurality in the world cannot be explained. But ths does not necessarily mean 
that he was a Muctazhte. 

Al-IOndi’s writings show that he was a dhgent student of Greek and 
Hellenistic philosophical authors and also famhar with Indan arithmetic. His 
unabashed acknowledgement of earlier contributions to scientific inquiry 
(which he recogmzes, records and assimilates, and which he accepts with ut- 
most gratitude even as he seeks to complete or modify it to accord with the 
usage of the new language, the circumstances of the new age and the demands 
of the new religion) is foreign to the spirit, methods and purpose of the 
theologians of the time. His acquaintance with the writings of Plato and 
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Aristotle was still incomplete and technically inadequate. He improved the 
Arabic translation of the 7heoloB afAristotte, but made only a selective and 
circumspect use of it. H e  devoted most of his writings to questions of natural 
phdosophy and mathematics and was particularly concerned with the relation 
between corporeal dungs, whch are changeable, in constant flux, infinite and, 
as such, unknowable, and the permanent world of forms (spiritual or sec- 
ondary substances), which are not subject to flux, yet to which humans have 
no access except through thmgs of the senses. H e  insisted that a purely human 
knowledge of all things is possible, even though it can only be realized by long 
search and great effort, including the use of various scientific devices, learning 
mathematics and logic and assimilating the contributions of earlier thinkers. It 
is true that he also acknowledged the existence of a supernatural way to &Is 
knowledge in whch all these requirements can be dspensed with: God may 
choose to impart it to His prophets by cleansing and duminating their souls 
and by giving them HIS aid, right @dance and aspiration; and they, in turn, 
communicate it to ordinary men in an admirably clear, concise and compre- 
hensible style. Ths, the prophets’ &vine knowledge was characterized by a 
special mode of access to the truth and by a special style of exposition. In 
principle, however, this very knowledge is accessible to humans without di- 
vine aid, though such human knowledge may lack the completeness and 
consummate logc of the prophets’ divine message. Reflection on the two 
kinds of knowledge - the human knowledge bequeathed by the ancients and 
the revealed knowledge expressed in the Qurk - led him to pose a number 
of themes that became central to Islamic phdosophy: the rational-metaphorical 
exegesis of the Qur’Sin and the Hadith, the identification of God as the First 
Being and the First Cause, creation as the giving of being and as a kind of 
causation distinct from natural causation and Neoplatonic emanation, and the 
immortahty of the individual soul. 

The philosopher whose principal concerns, methods and opposition to 
authority were inspired by the extreme Muctaaila was the physician Abii Bakr 
al-Raxi (c. 250-310/865-923). H e  adopted the Muctazila’s atomism and in- 
tended to develop a rationally defensible theory of creation that would not 
require any change in God or attribute to Him responsibility for the im- 
perfection and evil prevalent in the created world. To &Is end, he expounded 
the view that there are five eternal principles - God, Soul, prime matter, 
infinite or absolute space and unltmited or absolute time - and explained 
creation as the result of the unexpected and sudden turn of events ($uttu) when 
Soul, in her ignorance, desired matter, and the good God eased her misery by 
allowing her to satisfy her desire and to experience the suffering of the ma- 
terial world, and then gave her the faculty of reason to make her realize her 
mistake, finally delivering her from her union with matter, the cause of her 
suffering and of all evil. Al-R%zi claimed that he was a Platonist, that he 
disagree with hstotle and that hs views were those of the Sgbi’ans of Harriin 
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and of the Brahmans. Isma'ili theologians became aware of the lnshp be- 
tween certain elements of his cosmology and their own. They disputed with 
hm during his lifetime and continued afterwards to counter his doctrines in 
their writings. According to their account of his doctrine, he was totally op- 
posed to authority in matters of knowledge and believed in the progress of the 
arts and sciences. H e  is said to have held that all reasonable men are equally 
able to look after their own affairs and that they are inspired and able to know 
the truth of what earlier men had taught and able to improve upon it. Isma'ili 
theologians were especially incensed by his wholesale rejection of prophecy, 
particularly Revelation and &vine laws, and by hs criticism of religon in 
general as a device employed by evil men and a lnd of tyranny over human 
beings whch exploits their innocence and credulity, perpetuates ignorance and 
leads to conficts and wars. 

Although the fragmentary character of al-IOndi's and al-R%zi's surviving 
phtlosoplucal writings does not permit a firm and independent judgement on 
their accomplishments, they tend to bear out the view of later Muslim stu- 
dents of phdosophy that they both lacked competence in the logical founda- 
tions of phdosophy. Both of them were knowledgeable in some of the natural 
sciences, though not in metaphysics. Neither of them was able to narrow the 
gap which separated philosophy from the new religion, whch had created a 
new context, way of life, set of beliefs and community, and which philoso- 
phers had to come to terms with rather than merely accepting or rejecting it. 

The first phdosopher to meet this challenge was al-Farabi (c. 256-338/ 
870-950). H e  saw that theology and the juridical study of the law were deri- 
vative phenomena whch must be understood within the framework set by the 
Prophet as lawgiver and founder of a human community and by the 
Revelation, whch prescribes both the opinions and actions of the members of 
ths community. Philosophy could not understand the framework of religion 
as long as it concerned itself almost exclusively with the defense of that re- 
ligon's truth and confined the study of practical science to individualistic 
ethics and personal salvation. In contrast to al-IOndi and al-Razi, al-Farabi 
recast phdosophy in a new human and social framework meant to make the 
framework of the revealed religons more intelligible. The sciences are orga- 
nized within ths framework, so that logc, mathematics and physics and me- 
taphysics culminate in a political science whose subject matter is the 
investigation of happiness and how it can be achieved in cities and nations. 
The central theme of this political science is the founder of a virtuous or 
excellent community and the supreme rulers who follow him in leading it, 
their quhfications and how the community must be ordered so that its 
members attain happiness as citizens rather than as isolated human beings. 
With this new framework, it became possible to conduct a philosophical in- 
vestigation of all the elements that constituted the Islamic community: the 
prophet-lawgver, the aims of the divine laws, the legislation of beliefs as well 
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as actions, the r61e of the successors to the foundmg legislator, the grounds of 
the interpretation or reform of the law, the classification of human commu- 
nities according to their doctrines in addition to their size, and the critique of 
what he called ignorant (pagan), transgressing, falsifying and erring commu- 
nities. Philosophical cosmology, psychology and politics were blended by al- 
Fiiriibi into a political theology whose aim was to clarify the foundations of the 
Islamic community and secure and defend its reform in a direction which 
would promote scientific inquiry and encourage philosophers to play an active 
r61e in practical affairs. 

Behind this public or exoteric aspect of al-Fiiriibi’s work stands a massive 
body of more properly philosophical or scientific inquiries which established 
his reputation as the greatest philosophical authority after Aristotle, the great 
interpreter of the thought of Plato and Aristotle and their commentators and 
the master to whom almost all major Muslim, as well as a number of Jewish 
and Christian philosophers turned for a fder understanding of the con- 
troversial, troublesome and intricate questions of philosophy. Continuing the 
tradtion of the Hellenistic masters of the Athenian and Alexandrian schools, 
he broadened the range of the phdosophical syllabus and fured its form. H e  
paid special attention to the study of language and its relation to logic. In his 
numerous commentaries on Aristotle’s logical works, he expounded for the 
first time in Arabic the entire range of the scientific and non-scientific forms 
of argument and established the place of logic as an indispensable prerequisite 
for philosophical inquiry. His writings on natural science exposed the foun- 
dations and assumptions of Aristotle’s physics and dealt with the arguments of 
Aristotle’s opponents, both philosophers and scientists, pagan, Christian and 
Muslim. In metaphysics, he distinguished between the inquiry into being and 
the examination of the foundations of logc and the theoretical sciences, on 
the one hand, and theology and cosmology, where religious and political 
considerations play an important if not decisive rde, on the other. This dis- 
tinction, which he owed as much to hs understanding of Platonic politics as to 
Aristotle’s metaphysics, made it possible for hm to make a selective use of 
Neoplatonic theology and cosmology in his own political writings, and yet 
present an account of Plato’s and Aristotle’s philosophy which is singularly 
free not only from Neoplatonic doctrine, but also from such theological and 
cosmologcal views as are to be found in Plato’s and Aristotle’s writings, and 
which al-Fiiriibi considered exoteric and thus not belonging to their philosophy 
proper. 

Al-Fiiriibi’s theologico-political writings showed later M u s h  philoso- 
phers the way to deal with the question of the relation between phdosophy and 
religion and presented them with a complex set of problems which they 
continued to elaborate, modify and develop in dfferent kections. Starting 
with the view that religion is analogous or similar to philosophy, al-FiirirZlbi 
argued that the idea of the true prophet-lawgver ought to be the same as that 
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of the true phdosopher-king. Thus, he challenged both al-Kindi’s view that 
prophets and phlosophers have different and independent ways to the highest 
truth available to humans, and al-Riizi’s view that phdosophy is the only way to 
that knowledge. That a human being could combine the functions of pro- 
phecy, lawgiving, philosophy and kmgshp did not necessanly mean that these 
functions were identical. It did mean that they are all legitimate subjects of 
philosophical inquiry - phdosophy must account for the powers, knowledge 
and activities of the prophet, lawgiver and king, which it must distinpsh 
from, and relate to those of the philosopher. The public or political function 
of phdosophy was emphasized. Udke Neoplatonism, which for long had 
limited itself to the Platonic teaching that the function of philosophy is to 
liberate the soul from the shadowy existence in the cave, al-Fiiriibi insisted 
with Plato that the philosopher must be forced to return to the cave, learn to 
talk to its inhabitants in a manner they can comprehend and engage them in 
actions which may improve their lot. 

Although it is not always easy to know the immediate practical intentions 
of a philosopher, it must be remembered that in al-Fiiriibi’s lifetime the fate of 
the Islamic world was in the balance. The Sum- caliphate’s power hardly 
extended beyond Baghdad, and it looked quite likely that the various Shi 
sects, especially the Ismiicilis, would finally overpower it and establish a new 
political order. Of all the movements in Islamic theology, Ismz‘ili theology was 
the one whch was most clearly and massively penetrated by phdosophy. Yet 
its Neoplatonic cosmology, revolutionary background, antinomism and gen- 
eral expectation that divine laws were about to become superfluous with the 
appearance of the qdJim, mihtated against the development of a coherent po- 
litical theory to meet the practical demands of political life and present a viable 
practical alternative to the Sunni caliphate. Al-Fiiriibi’s theologico-political 
writings helped point out this basic defect of Ism?i‘ili theology, and it is a fact 
that under the Fabids in Egypt (358-566/969-1171), Ismii‘ili theology 
modified its cosmology in the direction suggested by al-Fiiriibi, returning to 
the view that the community must continue to live under the divine law and 
postponing the prospect of the abolition of divine laws and the appearance of 
the gd’im to an indefinite point in the future. 

Even more indicative of al-Fiiriibi’s success is the fact that hs writings 
helped produce a philosopher of the stature of Ibn Sin3 (369-428/980-1037), 
whose versatility, imagmation, inventiveness and prudence shaped philosophy 
into a powerful force that gradually penetrated Islamic theology, mysticism 
and Persian poetry in eastern Islam and gave them universality and theoretical 
depth. His own personal philosophcal views, he said, were those of the an- 
cient sages of Greece (including the genuine views of Plato and Aristotle), 
whch he had set forth in the ‘Oriental Philosophy’, a book of whch only 
fragments may have survived and the rest probably was never written or 
meant to be written. Ibn Sing’s views are not identical with the common 
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peripatetic doctrines and are to be dstinguished from the learning of hs 
contemporaries, the Christian Peripatetics of Baghdad, which he attacked as 
vulgar, dstorted and falsified. His most voluminous writing, De Healing (aL 
Shfi’), is meant to accommodate the doctrines of the Peripatetic philosophers 
as well as hint at hs own personal views, whch are elaborated elsewhere in 
more imaginative and allegorical forms. 

Ibn Sing had learned from certain hints in al-F?ir?ibi that the exoteric 
teachings of Plato regarding forms, creation and the immortahty of individual 
souls were closer to revealed doctrines than the genuine views of Aristotle, 
that the doctrines of Plotinus and later Neoplatonic commentators were useful 
in harmonizing Aristotle’s views with revealed doctrines, and that philosophy 
must accommodate itself to the divine law on the issue of creation and the 
issue of reward and punishment in the hereafter, which presupposes some 
form of individual immortality. Following al-FgriibTs lead, Ibn Sing initiated an 
elaborate inquiry into the question of being, in which he distinguished be- 
tween essence and existence. H e  argued that the fact of existence cannot be 
inferred from, or accounted for, by the essence of existing things, and that 
form and matter by themselves cannot interact and originate the movement of 
the universe or the progressive actualization of existing things. Existence must 
therefore be due to an agent-cause that necessitates, imparts, gives, or adds 
existence to an essence. To do so, the cause must be an existing thing and co- 
exist with its effect. The universe consists of a chain of actual beings, each 
gving existence to the one below it and responsible for the existence of the 
rest of the chain below. Because an actual infinite is deemed impossible by Ibn 
Sing, this chain as a whole must terminate in a being that is wholly simple and 
one, whose essence is its very existence and that is therefore self-sufficient and 
not in need of something else to gve it existence. Because its existence is not 
contingent on, or necessitated by, something else, but necessary and eternal in 
itself, it satisfied the condtion of being the necessitating cause of the entire 
chain which constitutes the eternal world of contingent existing things. All 
creation is necessarily and eternally dependent upon God. It consists of the 
intelligences, souls and bodies of the heavenly spheres, each of which is 
eternal, and the sublunary sphere, which is also eternal, undergoing a perpe- 
tual process of generation and corruption and succession of form over matter, 
very much in the manner described by Aristotle. 

To this eternal process of generation and corruption in the sublunary 
sphere, the human rational soul, however, does not totally conform. Now, Ibn 
Sing argues, a human being can affirm the existence of his soul from direct 
consciousness of his Self (what he means when he says ‘I,), and he can ima- 
gine this happening even in the absence of external objects and bodily organs. 
This proves, according to Ibn Sin%, that the soul is indivisible, immaterial and 
incorruptible substance, not imprinted in matter, but created with the body, 
which it uses as an instrument. Unlike the rest of immaterial substances (the 
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intelhgences and souls of the spheres), it is not, as an indvidud entity, pre- 
eternal, but is generated or made to exist at the same time as the individual 
body which can receive it is formed. The composition, shape and disposition 
of its body and the soul’s success or failure in managing and controlling it, the 
formation of moral habits, and the acquisition of knowledge - all contribute to 
a particular sou1)s individuality. W e  the body is not resurrected after its 
corruption, the soul survives and retains all the individual characteristics, 
perfections or imperfections, whch it achieved in its earthly existence, and in 
this sense is rewarded or punished for its past deeds. Ibn Sing’s claim that he 
has presented a phlosophcal proof for the immortality of generated (created!) 
individual souls without a doubt constitutes the hgh point of his effort to 
harmonize philosophy and religious beliefs. 

Having accounted for the more difficult issues of creation and the 
immortahty of individual souls, Ibn Sing proceeds to explain the faculty of 
prophetic knowledge (the sacred intellect), revelation (imaginative re- 
presentation meant to convince the multitude and improve their earthly life), 
miracles and the legal and institutional arrangements (acts of worship and the 
regulation of personal and public life) through which the divine law acheves 
its end. Ibn Sing’s explanation of almost every aspect of Islam is pursued on 
the basis of extensive exegesis of the Qur’an and the HadTtb. The primary 
function of religion is to assure the happiness of the many. Ths practical aim 
of religion (which Ibn Sins saw in the perspective of Aristotle’s practical 
science) enabled him to appreciate the political and moral functions of divine 
Revelation and account for its form and content. But revealed religion has a 
subsidiary function as well, that of indicating to the few the need to pursue 
the kind of life and knowledge appropriate to rare indviduals endowed with 
special gifts. These men must be dominated by the love of God to acheve 
the hghest knowledge. In many places Ibn Sing appears to identify these 
men with the mystics (he paid special attention to the study of the mystics’ 
way of life and experiences and made use of their sayings in interpreting 
religious texts). The identification of the phdosopher as a kind of mystic 
conveyed a new image of the phdosopher as a member of the religous 
community - one who is distinguished from his co-religionists by his 
othenvorldliness, and who is dedicated to the inner truth of religion and 
consumed by the love of God. 

Ibn Sing’s allegorical and mystical writings are usually called esoteric in 
the sense that they contain his personal views cast in an imaginative, symbolic 
form. The esoteric works must, then, be interpreted. Their interpretation 
must move away from the explicit doctrines contained in so-called exoteric 
works such as the Be Healing and recover ‘the unmixed and uncorrupted 
truth‘ set forth in the ‘Oriental Philosophy’. Yet the ‘Oriental Philosophy’ has 
never been fdy available to anyone and it is doubtful whether it was com- 
pleted. This dilemma has made interpretation both dfficult and rewarding, for 
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M u s h  philosophers and modern scholars, as can be seen from the extensive 
literature on the subject. 

The Western trahtion 
Andalusia and western North Africa contributed little of substance to Islamic 
theology and philosophy until the twelfth century. Legal strictures against the 
study of philosophy were more effective there than in the East. Scientific 
interest was channeled into medicine, pharmacology, mathematics, astronomy 
and logic. More general questions of physics and metaphysics were treated 
sparingly and in symbols, hints and allegories. By the twelfth century, 
however, the writings of al-Fgrgbi, Ibn Sing and al-Ghazdi had found their 
way to the West. A philosophical tradition emerged, based primarily on the 
study of al-Fgrgbi. It was critical of Ibn Sing’s philosophical innovations, 
though not convinced that al-GhazDs critique of Ibn Sing had touched 
philosophy as such; and it refused to acknowledge the position assigned by 
both of these authors to mysticism. The pursuit, even the survival, of 
philosophy in the West required extreme prudence, emphasis on its scientific 
character, abstention from meddling in political or religious matters and 
abandoning the hope of effecting extensive doctrinal or institutional reform. 

Ibn Bgjja (d. 532/1138) initiated this tradition with a radical interpretation 
of al-Fnrgbi’s political philosophy which emphasized the virtues of the perfect 
but non-existent city and the vices prevalent in all existing cities. H e  concluded 
that the philosopher must order his own life as a solitary individual, shun the 
company of non-philosophers, reject their opinions and ways of life and 
concentrate on reaching his own final goal by pursuing the theoretical sciences 
and achieving intuitive knowledge through contact with the Active 
Intelligence. The multitude live in a dark cave and can see only dtm shadows. 
Their ways of life and their imaginings and beliefs consist of layers of darkness 
which cannot be penetrated through reason alone. Therefore, the divine law 
has been revealed to enable humans to illumine this dark region. The philo- 
sopher’s duty is to seek the light of the sun (the intellect). To do so, he must 
leave the cave, see all colours as they truly are, see light itself and finally 
become transformed into that light. The end, then, is contact with 
Intelligence, not with something that transcends Intelligence (as in Plotinus, 
Ism&lism and mysticism), a doctrine criticized by Ibn Bajja as a way of ima- 
gination motivated by desire and aiming at pleasure. Philosophy is the only 
way to the truly blessed state, which can be achieved only by going through 
theoretical science, even though philosophy is superior to theoretical science. 

Ibn Bgjja’s cryptic style and the unfinished form in which he left most of 
his writings tend to highlight his departures from al-Fiirgbi and Ibn Sing. 
Unlike al-F%r%bi, he is generally silent about the philosopher’s duty to return to 
the cave and partake of the life in the city, even though he asserts that the 
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philosopher’s presence in imperfect cities is the cause which may lead to the 
emergence of a perfect city. H e  appears to argue that the aim of philosophy is 
attainable outside of, and independent from the ph~losopher’s concern with 
the best city, attainable in solitude or at most in comradeshp with philoso- 
phcal souls. Unlike Ibn Sing, who prepared the way for him by the clear 
distinction between theoretical and practical science, Ibn Bnjja’s concern with 
practical science is confined to its relevance to the life of the phdosopher. H e  
is contemptuous of allegories and imaginative representations of phdosophical 
knowledge, silent about theology and shows no concern with improving the 
multitude’s opinion and way of life. 

In hs philosophical story fAgy b. J5q@~ (five Son of Awake), Ibn 
Tufayl (d. 580/1185) completes what Ibn Bgjja had left unfinished. The story 
communicates the secrets of Ibn Sing’s ‘Oriental Philosophy’ as experienced 
by the solitary hero who grows up on a deserted island, learns about the dungs 
around him, acquires knowledge of the natural universe (including the hea- 
venly bodies) and achieves the state of andlation (fan2) of the self in the 
&vine reality. This is the apparent and tradtional secret of the ‘Oriental 
Philosophy’. But the hero’s wisdom is still incomplete, for he knows nothing 
about other human beings, their way of life, or their laws. When he chances to 
meet one of them - a member of a religlous community mhabiting a neigh- 
bouring island, who is inched to reflect on the divine law and seek its inner, 
spiritual meanings and who has abandoned the society of his fellow-men to 
devote himself to solitary meditation and worship, he does not at first sight 
recognize that ths is a human being hke himself, cannot communicate with 
him and frightens him by his wild aspect. When he learns about the doctrines 
and acts of worship of that religious community, he understands them as 
alluding to and agreeing with the truth he had learned by his own unaided 
effort and goes so far as to admit the validity of the religion and the truth- 
fulness of the prophet who gave it. Yet he cannot understand why the prophet 
communicated the truth by way of allusions, examples and corporeal re- 
presentations, or why religion permits men to devote much time and effort to 
practical, worldly thmgs. His ignorance of the nature of most humans and hs 
compassion for them make him insist on becoming their saviour. H e  con- 
vinces his companion to take him to his co-religionists and help him convert 
them to the naked truth by propagating among them ‘the secrets of wisdom’. 
His education is completed when he fails in hs endeavour. H e  learns the limits 
beyond which the multitude cannot ascend without becoming confused and 
unhappy, and comes to appreciate the wisdom of the divine lawgiver in ad- 
dressing them in the way they can understand, enabling them to acheve lim- 
ited ends through doctrines and actions suited to their abilities. The story ends 
with the hero taking leave of these people after apologizing to them for what 
he did and confessing that he is now fully convinced that they should not 
change their ways but remain attached to the literal sense of the divine law and 
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111-4.1 Medieval Latin manuscript of Ibn Rushd's (Averroes) 
commentary on the Book oftbe S ,  and the Podd of Aristotle 
0 Clicht Bibliothkque nationale de France (4162 Latin 15453, fol. 121) 
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obey its demands. H e  returns to hs own island to continue hs former solitary 
existence. The hdden secret of Ibn Sin2s ‘Oriental Philosophy’ at least ap- 
pears, then, to be that the philosopher must return to the cave, educate 
hmself in the ways of non-phlosophers and understand the incompatibility 
withm the phdosophcal life of the multitude, whch must be governed by 
religion and &vine laws. Otherwise hs ignorance will lead hm to actions 
dangerous to the well-being of both the community and philosophy. Because 
Ibn Tufayl’s hero had grown up as a solitary human being, he lacks the kind of 
wisdom that could have enabled hm to pursue phdosophy in a religous 
community and be useful to such a community. Neither the conversion of the 
community to phdosophy nor the philosopher’s solitary life is a viable alter- 
native. 

To his younger friend, Ibn Rushd (519-594/1126-1198), belongs the 
distinction of presenting a solution to the problem of the relation between 
philosophy and the Islamic community in the West - a solution meant to be 
legally valid, theologically sound and philosop’rucally satisfactory. Here was a 
philosopher fully at home in what Ibn Biijja had called the many layers of 
darkness. His legal training (he was a judge by profession) and extensive 
knowledge of the history of the religious sciences (including theology) enabled 
hm to speak with authority about the principles of Islamic law and their 
application to theological and phdosophcal issues, and to question the au- 
thority of aI-Ghaz& and the Ashcaris so as to determine correct beliefs and 
right practices. H e  was able to examine in detad, from the point of view of the 
divine law, the respective claims of theology and philosophy to possess the 
best and surest way to human knowledge, to be competent to interpret the 
ambiguous expressions of the divine law and to have presented convincing 
arguments whch are theoretically tenable and practically salutary. The inten- 
tion of the &vine law, he argued, is to assure the happiness of all members of 
the community. This requires that everyone profess belief in the basic prin- 
ciples of religion as enunciated in the Qur’an, the Had& and the consensus of 
the learned, and perform all obligatory acts of worship. Beyond ths, the only 
just requirement is to demand that each one pursue knowledge as far as hs 
natural capacity and make-up permit. The few who are endowed with the 
capacity for the hghest, demonstrative knowledge are under a legal obligation 
to pursue the hghest wisdom, whch is phdosophy; they need not constantly 
adjust its certain conclusions to whatever theologans claim to be correct in- 
terpretation of the divine law. Being dialecticians and rhetoricians, theologans 
are not in a position to determine what is and is not correct interpretation of 
the divine law as far as philosophers are concerned. The divine law directly 
authorizes philosophers to pursue its interpretation according to the best - 
that is, demonstrative or scientific - method, and theologians have no au- 
thority to interfere with the conduct of this activity or to judge over its con- 
clusions. On the basis of this doctrine, Ibn Rushd judges d-Ghazdi’s 
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refutation of the philosophers still-born because al-Ghaziili did not under- 
stand, and even misrepresented, their positions and used arguments that only 
demonstrate his incompetence in the art of demonstration. H e  also criticizes 
al-Fiircibi and Ibn Sing for accommodating themselves to the theologians of 
their time and for departing from the path of the ancient philosophers merely 
to please the theologians. At the other extreme are the multitude for whom 
there are no more convincing arguments than those found in the divine law 
itself. Neither philosophers nor theologians are permitted to disclose to them 
interpretations of the ambiguous verses of the Qur’ib or to confuse them with 
their own doubts or arguments. Finally, there are those who belong to neither 
of these two groups, either because they are naturally superior to the multi- 
tude, though not endowed with the gift for philosophy, or else are students in 
the initial stages of philosophic training. For them, theology is necessary. It is 
an intermediate discipline between jurisprudence and philosophy. It lacks their 
certain principles and sure methods. Therefore, it must remain under the 
constant control of philosophy and the supervision of the divine law so as not 
to drift into taking positions that cannot be demonstrated philosophicdy, or 
are contrary to the intention of the divine law. Ibn Rushd himself composed a 
work on theology to show that these requirements can be met. 

In Western Europe, Ibn Rushd was best known for hs philosophical 
answer to al-Ghazdi, his Incoherence of the Incoherence (Eh$& al-tuh$.&t) and for 
his extensive commentaries on Aristotle - works that left their impact on 
medieval and Renaissance European thought. [Fig. 1 .] 

The new wisdom in the East 
The Western tradtion in Islamic philosophy formed part of the Arabic 
philosophical literature translated into Hebrew and Latin and played a 
significant role in the development of medieval phdosophy in the Latin West 
and the emergence of modern European philosophy. Its impact on the 
development of philosophy in Eastern Islam was less dramatic but never- 
theless important. Students of this tradition, such as the prominent Jewish 
philosopher Maimonides (529-600/1135-1204) and the lvstorian Ibn 
Khaldiin (732-810/1332-1408), moved to Egypt where they taught and had 
numerous disciples. Most of the writings of Ibn Biijja, Ibn Tufayl and Ibn 
Rushd found their way to the East too, where they were studed alongside the 
writings of their Eastern predecessors. There continued to be thinkers in both 
regions for whom the idea of phdosophy as formulated by the Muslim 
philosophers discussed so far remained normative. But they became isolated 
and overwhelmed by the resurgence of traditionalism and the emergence of a 
new kind of philosophy whose champions looked on the earlier masters as 
men who had made significant contributions to the progress of knowledge, 
but whose overall view was defective and had now become outdated. 
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Resurgent traditionalism found effectiveness in men like Ibn Taymiyya 
(81 O-728/ 1263-1 328), who employed a massive battery of philosophical, 
theologcal and legal arguments against every shade of innovation and called 
for a return to the beliefs and practices of the pious ancestors. But these 
attacks did not deal a decisive blow to phdosophy as such. They drove it 
underground for a period, only to re-emerge in a new garb. The most im- 
portant reason for the decline of the earlier philosophical tradition was the 
renewed vitality and success of the program formulated by al-Ghaza for the 
integration of theology, philosophy and mysticism into a new kind of phdo- 
sophy called wisdom (&~HLz). It consisted of a critical review of the phdosophy 
of Ibn Sin%, preserving its main external features (its logcal, physical and, in 
part, metaphysical structure, and its terminology) and introducing principles 
of explanation for the universe and its relation to God based on personal 
experience and direct vision. 

If one disregards the popular theology preached by the philosophers 
from al-Fiiriibi to Ibn Rushd and asks what phdosophy proper had meant to 
them, one learns that it was what al-Far%bi had called a state of mind dedicated 
to the quest and love for the hghest wisdom. None of them claimed that he 
had achieved h s  hghest wisdom. In contrast, every leading exponent of the 
new wisdom states that he has acheved or received it through a private illu- 
mination, dream (at times inspired by the Prophet), or vision and on ths basis 
proceeds to give an explanation of the inner structure of natural and divine 
thmgs. In every case, this explanation incorporates Platonic or Aristotelian 
elements, but is more akm to some version of a later Hellenistic phdosophy 
(Plotinian, Proclean, Neopythagorean, pseudo-Empedoclean, Stoic etc.), 
which had found its way earlier into one or another of the schools of Islamic 
theology but whch, because of the earlier theologians’ lack of an adequate 
phdosophcal education, had not been either elaborated or integrated into a 
comprehensive view. Like their late Hellenistic counterparts , exponents of the 
new wisdom proceed through an examination of the positions of Plato, 
Aristotle and Plotinus, pay special attention to the insights of the pre-Socratics 
and the myths and revelations of the ancient Near East and offer to resolve 
the fundamental questions that puzzled earlier phdosophers. In its basic 
movement and general Irection, therefore, Islamic philosophy between the 
ninth and the nineteenth centuries AD followed a course parallel to that of 
Greek phdosophy from the fifth to the sixth century AD. 

The critique of Aristotle whch began in Mu‘tazili circles and found a 
prominent champion in Abii Bakr al-Rm was provided with a more solid 
foundation in the tenth and eleventh centuries by the Christian theologians 
and philosophers of Baghdad, who translated the writings of the Hellenistic 
critics of Aristotle (e.g. John Philoponus) and made use of their arguments in 
commenting on Aristotle as well as in independent theological and phdoso- 
phical works. Ibn Sin2s attack on these so-called Aristotelians and their 
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Hellenistic predecessors (an attack which had been initiated by al-Fiirirbi and 
was to be continued by Ibn Rushd) did not prevent the spread of their theo- 
logcally based anti-Aristotelianism among Jewish and M u s h  students of 
philosophy in the twelfth century, such as Abu-1-Barakiit al-Baghdiidi and 
Fakhr al-Din al-Riizi. These theologians continued and intensified al-GhazDs 
attacks on Ibn Sing and Aristotle (especially their views on time, movement, 
matter and form, the nature of the heavenly bodies and the relation between 
the intehgible and sensible worlds) and suggested that a thorough examination 
of Aristotle had revealed to them, on phdosophical grounds, that the funda- 
mental disagreements between him and the theologes based on the revealed 
religions represented equally viable alternatives, and that Aristotle’s view of the 
universe was in need of explanatory principles that could very well be supplied 
by theology. This provided the framework for the integration of philosophy 
into theology from the hrteenth century onward. 

Although it made use of these theological criticisms of philosophy, the 
new wisdom took the position that theology did not offer a positive substitute 
for the Peripatetic tradition of philosophy and was incapable of solving its 
dtfficulties. It dtd not question the need to have recourse to the Qur’gn and 
the HaaB to find the right answers. However, it insisted (on the authority of a 
long-standing mystical tradition) that theology concern itself only with the 
external expressions of this divine source of knowledge; the inner core was 
reserved for the adepts of the mystic path, whose journey leads to the ex- 
perience of the highest reality in dreams and visions. Only these mystical 
initiates are in possession of the one true wisdom, the ground of both the 
external expressions of the divine law and the phenomenal world of human 
experience and thought. 

The first master of the new wisdom, al-Suhrawardi (547-587/1153- 
1192), called it the ‘Wisdom of Illumination’. H e  rejected Ibn Sinii’s distinc- 
tion between essence and existence and Aristotle’s dtstinctions between sub- 
stance and accidents, possibility and actuality, and matter and form, on the 
ground that they are mere distinctions of reason. Instead, he concentrated on 
the notion of being and its negation, which he called light and darkness, and 
explained the gradation of beings as gradation of their mixture according to 
the degree of strength, or perfection, of their light. This gradation forms a 
single continuum that culrmnates in pure light, self-luminosity, self-awareness, 
self-manifestation, or self-knowledge, which is God, the light of lights, the 
true One. The source of the stability and eternity of ths single continuum is 
due to the fact that every hgher light overpowers and subdues the lower, and 
the source of movement and change is due to the fact that each of the lower 
lights desires and loves the hgher. 

Al-Suhrawardi’s ‘pan-lightism’ is not especially close to traditional Islamic 
views concerning the creation of the world and God‘s knowledge of parti- 
culars. The structure of his universe remains largely that of the Platonists and 
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the Aristotelians. His account of the emanation process simply avoids the 
many difficulties that had puzzled Neoplatonists as they tried to understand 
how the second hypostasis proceeds from the One. H e  asserts that it proceeds 
without affecting the One in any way and that the One’s self-sufficiency is 
enough to explain this procession, which is a giving-out that seems to be both 
spontaneous and necessary. His doctrine is presented in a way whch suggests 
that it is the inner truth behnd the exoteric teachngs of Islam as well as 
Zoroatrianism, indeed the wisdom of all ancient sages, especially Iranians and 
Greeks, and of the revealed religions as well. This neutral yet positive attitude 
to the dversity of religions, which was not absent among Muslim phlosophers 
and mystics, was to become one of the hallmarks of the new wisdom. 
Different religions were seen as different manifestations of the same truth, 
their essential agreement was emphasized and various attempts were made to 
combine them into a single harmonious religion meant for all of mankind. 

Al-Suhrawardi takes an important step in this direction through his 
doctrine of imaginative-bodily resurrection. After their departure from the 
prison of the body, such souls as are fully purified ascend directly to the world 
of separate lights. The ones whch are only partially purified or which are evil, 
however, escape to a world of images suspended below the hgher lights and 
above our corporeal world. In this world of images or forms (not to be con- 
fused with the Platonic forms, which al-Suhrawari identifies with higher and 
permanent intelhgible lights), partidy purified souls remain suspended and are 
able to create for themselves by their own power of imagination figures of 
pleasing and desirable objects in forms more excellent than their earthly 
counterparts; these they are able to enjoy forever. Evil souls become dark 
shadows, suffer (presumably because their corrupt and inefficient power of 
imagmation can create only ugly and frightening forms) and wander about as 
ghosts, demons and devils. The creative power of imagmation, which as a 
human psychological phenomenon had already been used by the phdosophers 
to explain prophetic powers, was seized upon by the new wisdom as divine 
magic with which to construct an eschatology, explain miracles, dreams and 
other saintly theurgc practices and to facllitate the movement between various 
orders of being. 

The account of the doctrines of Ibn al-‘Arabi (560-637/1165-1240) 
belongs properly to the hstory of Islamic mysticism. Yet his impact on the 
subsequent development of the new wisdom is in many ways far greater than 
that of al-Suhrawardi. This is true especially of hs central doctrine of the unity 
of being and hs sharp distinction between the absolute One, which is un- 
definable Truth (Huqq), and His self-manifestation (ph&) or creation (khalq), 
whch is ever-new (ju&d) and in perpetual movement which unites the whole 
of creation in a process of constant renewal. At the very core of this dynamic 
edifice stands nature, the dark cloud (‘urn23 or mist (bukhr), as the ultimate 
principle of things and forms: of intelhgence, the heavenly bodies and the 
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elements and their mixtures which culminate in the perfect human being. This 
primordial nature is called the breath of the Merciful God in His aspect as 
Lord. It flows throughout the universe and manifests Truth in all its parts. It is 
the First Mother through which Truth manifests Itself to Itself and generates 
the universe. And it is the universal natural body, which gives birth to the 
translucent bodies of the spheres, to the elements and to their mixtures, all of 
which are related to that primary source as daughters to a mother. 

Ibn al-'Arabi is attempting to explain how the first or universal 
Intelligence proceeds from the absolute One by inserting between them a 
primordial feminine principle, which is all things in potentiality, but which also 
possesses the capacity, readiness and desire to manifest or generate them - 
first, as archetypes in Intelligence, and then as actually existing things in the 
universe below. Ibn al-'Arabi gives this principle numerous names, including 
prime matter ('.qwr), and characterizes it as the principle 'whose existence 
makes manifest the essences of the potential worlds'. The doctrine that the 
first simple originated thing is not Intelligence but indefLnite matter and that 
Intehgence originated through the mediation of this matter, is attributed to 
Empedocles in post-Plotinian doxographtes translated into Arabic. It re- 
presents an attempt to bridge the gulf between the absolute One and the 
multiplicity of forms in Intelligence. The Andalusian mystic Ibn Masarra (269- 
31 8/883-931) is reported to have championed pseudo-Empedoclean doc- 
trines, and Ibn al-'Arabi (who studied under some of his followers) quotes Ibn 
Masarra on a number of occasions. Ths philosophical tradition is distinct 
from the one followed by the Ismii'ih theologians, who explain the origination 
of Intelligence by the mediation of God's will. 

After Ibn al-'Arabi, the new wisdom developed rapidly in intellectual 
circles in Eastern Islam. Commentators on the works of Ibn Sinii, al- 
Suhrawardi and Ibn al-'Arabi began the process of harmonizing and in- 
tegrating the views of the masters. Great poets made them part of every 
educated person's literary culture. Mystical fraternities became their custo- 
dians, spreading them into Central Asia and the Indian subcontinent and 
transmitting them from one generation to another. Following Hiiliigti's entry 
into Baghdad (655/1258), the Twelver Shis were encouraged by the ilkhiinid 
Tatiirs and Nasir al-Din al-Tfisi to abandon their hostility to mysticism. 
Mu'tazdi doctrines were retained in their theology. But theology was down- 
graded to formal learning, which must be supplemented by htgher things, the 
latter including philosophy and mysticism, both of earlier Shi (including 
Ism%'ili) origin and of later Sunni provenance. al-Ghazdi, al-Suhrawardi, Ibn 
al-'Arabi and Ibn Sins were then eagerly studied and (except for their doctrine 
of the Imiimate) embraced with little or no reservation. Ths movement in 
Shi thought gathered momentum when leaders of a mystical fraternity es- 
tablished themselves as the Safawid dynasty (906-1200/1501-1786) in Iran, 
where they championed Twelver SWism as the official doctrine of the new 
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monarchy. During the seventeenth century Iran experienced a cultural and 
scientific renaissance whch included a revival of philosophic studies. Here, 
Islamic philosophy found its last creative exponents. The new wisdom, as 
expounded by the masters of the school of Isfahiin, radiated throughout 
Eastern Islam and continued as a vital tradition until modern times. 

The major figures of this school were h&r Diimad (Ibn al-Dgmiid, 
d. 1039/1630) and his great disciple Mullii Sadrii (Sadr al-Din al-Shiriizi, 
c. 978-1049/1571-1640). Both were men of wide culture and prolific writers 
with a sharp sense for the history and development of philosophical ideas. n/LTr 
Diimiid was the first to expound the notion of eternal origmation (hzldz7th dahn’) 
as an explanation for the creation of the world. M u s h  phlosophers and their 
critics had recognized the crucial role played by the question of time in the 
discussion of the eternity of the world. The proposition that time is the 
measure of movement had been criticized in the twelfth century by Abu-l- 
Barakiit al-Baghdiidi, who argued that time is prior to movement and rest, 
indeed to everythng except being. It is the measure or concomitant of being, 
lasting and transient, enduring and in movement or rest. It characterizes or 
quahfies all being, including God. God works in time, incessantly w&ng and 
directly creating everythng in the world. His persistent wdl creates the eternal 
beings of the world and His ever-renewed will creates the transient beings. 
The notion of a God who works in time was, of course, objectionable to 
theology and Fakhr &Din al-Rnzi refused to accept ths solution, despite its 
attractions. Al-Riizi also saw that it leads to the notion (attributed to Plato) that 
time is a self-subsistent substance, whose relation to God would further 
compromise His unity. Finally, he explained that this self-subsistent substance 
would have to be related to different beings in different ways. It is called 
everlastingness (sarmad) when related to God and the Intelhgences (angels), 
who are permanent and do not move or change in any way, eternity (dahr) 
when related to the totality of the world of movement and change, and time 
(pziitz) when related to corporeal beings that make up the world of movement 
and change. 

Mlr Damiid returned to Ibn Sing and sought to harmonize his views with 
those of al-Suhrawardi on the assumption that what Ibn Sing meant by his 
oriental (mashn’qby) philosophy, was identical with al-Suhrawardi’s wisdom of 
dlumination (ishr2q), which he interpreted as a Platonic doctrine asserting the 
priority of essence (form) over being (existence). Time for hfir Diimad is 
neither a mere being of reason nor an accident of existing thmgs. It belongs to 
the essence of thngs and describes their mode and rank of being. It is a 
relation that beings have to each other due to their essential nature. There 
must therefore be three ranks of order of time corresponding to the three 
ranks of order of being. Considered as the relation of God to the divine names 
and attributes (Intelligences or archetypes), it is everlastingness. Considered as 
the relation between the Intelligences or archetypes and their reflections in the 
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mutable things of the world below, it is eternity. And considered as the relation 
between these mutable b g s ,  it is time, creation or origmation, which is hs 
very relation. Thus the origination of the immutable Intelligences or arche- 
types is called everlasting creation, the origination of the world of mutable 
beings as a whole is called eternal creation and the generation of mutable 
things wih the world is called ‘temporal creation’. 

Mull2 Sadrii superimposed Ibn al-‘Arabi’s mystical thought (whose phi- 
losophcal implications had already been exposed by a number of commen- 
tators) on the Peripatetic-Illuminationist synthesis developed by M i r  Diimiid. 
Against his master, he argued with the Aristotelians for the priority of being 
(existence) over essence (form) - for essence according to him is an abstrac- 
tion - and with Ibn al-‘Arabi he argued for the unity of being, within which 
beings differ only according to priority and posteriority, perfection and im- 
perfection, and strength and weakness. All being is a graded manifestation or 
determination of absolute or pure Being and on every level it possesses all the 
attributes of Being, but with varying degrees of intensity or perfection. H e  
considered his unique contribution to Islamic philosophy, however, to be hs 
doctrine of nature, whch enabled hm to assert that everything other than 
God and His knowledge - that is, the entire corporeal world, including the 
heavenly bodies - is originated eternally as well as temporally. Ths doctrine of 
nature is an elaboration of the last manifestation of Ibn al-‘Arabi’s nature, or 
prime matter, articulated on phdosophcal grounds and within the general 
framework of Aristotelian natural science and defended against every possible 
philosophical and theological objection. 

Nature for Mullii Sadrii is the substance and power of all corporeal beings 
and the direct cause of their movement. Movement (and time, which mea- 
sures it) is therefore not an accident of substance or an accompaniment of 
some of its accidents. It signifies the very change, renewal and passing of 
being, itself in constant flow or flux. The entire corporeal world, both the 
celestial spheres and the world of the elements, constantly renews and en- 
hances itself. The matter of corporeal things has the power to become a new 
form at every instant; and the resulting matter-form complex is at every in- 
stant a new matter ready for desiring and moving to another form. The fact 
that w e  do not observe ths constant flux and movement in simple bodies is 
not due to the endurance of the same form in them, but to the close similarity 
between their ever-new forms. (To avoid the criticism leveled by Aristotelians 
against the atomism of the theologians, Mulls Sadrii describes perpetual re- 
newal as a continuous rather than successive process.) What the philosophers 
call movement and time is not, as they believed, anchored in anything per- 
manent, that is to say, in what they call nature, substance, or essence. For 
essence is permanent only in the mind, and nature and substance are perma- 
nent activity. Nature as permanent activity is the very being of natural things 
and identical with their substance. In so far as nature is permanent in this 
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sense, it is connected to a permanent principle whch manifests activity in it 
permanently; and in so far as it constantly renews itself, all renewed and 
emerged thmgs are connected to it. In this manner, nature is the link between 
what is eternal and what is originated, and in this sense the world of nature is 
originated both eternally and temporally. 

Mull% Sadrii distinguished ths primary movement-in-substance (d-baraka 
j-ljuwhar) from haphazard, compulsory and other accidental movements, 
which lack proper direction, impede the natural movement of substance, or 
reverse it. Movement-in-substance is not universal change or flux without 
direction, the product of confict between two equally powerful principles, or 
a reflection of the non-being of the world of nature when measured against 
the world of permanent forms. It is the natural beings’ innate desire to be- 
come more perfect: that is, what directs this ceaseless self-renewal, self-ori- 
gination, or self-emergence into a perpetual and irreversible flow upward in 
the scale of being - from the simplest elements of the human body-soul 
complex and the heavenly body-soul complex, both of which participate in the 
general instability, the originating and passing, of being that characterizes the 
entire corporeal world. But ths is by no means the end. For the indefinite 
matter (Ibn alLcArabi7s ‘cloud’ and the mystics’ created Truth) is the sub- 
stratum of everythmg other than its Creator, the mysterious pure Truth. It 
extends beyond the body-soul complex to the Intelligences (divine names), 
whch are Being’s first, highest and purest actualization or activity; and ths 
extension unites everything other than the Creator into a single continuum. 
The human body-soul complex and the heavenly body-soul are not moved 
externally by the Intelligences. Their movement is an extension of the process 
of self-perfection. Having reached the highest rank of order of substance in 
the corporeal world, they are now prepared, ready and sull moved by their 
innate desire to flow upward and transform themselves into pure intelhgence. 

Conclusion 
The new wisdom lived on during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
conserving much of its vitahty and strength but not cultivating new ground. It 
attracted able thinkers such as Sh%h Wali AU%h of Delhi (1 1 13-1 175/ 1702-62) 
and Hiidi Sabzawari (1212-1294/1798-1878). It became a regular part of the 
program of hgher education in the cultural centres of the Ottoman empire, 
Iran and the Indian subcontinent, a status never achieved by the earlier 
tradition of Islamic phdosophy. In collaboration with its close ally, Persian 
mystical poetry, it determined the intellectual outlook and spiritual mood of 
educated Muslims in the region where Persian had become the dominant 
literary language. 

The wholesale rejection of the new wisdom in the name of simple, robust 
and more practical piety (whch had been initiated by Ibn Taymiyya and whch 
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continued to find exponents among jurists) made little impression on its de- 
votees. To be taken seriously, reform had to come from their own ranks and 
be espoused by thinkers like Ahmad Sirhndi (971-1033/1564-1624) - a re- 
former who spoke their language and attacked Ibn al-‘Arabi’s unity of being 
only to defend an older, presumably more orthodox form of mysticism. 
Despite some impact, however, attempts of this kind remained isolated and 
were either ignored or re-integrated into the mainstream, until the coming of 
the modern reformers. Jamd al-Din al-Afghgni (1 838-1 897), Muhammad 
‘Abduh (1 849-1 905) and Muhammad Iqbd (1 873-1 938) were initially edu- 
cated in this tradtion, but they rebelled against it and advocated radical re- 
forms. 

The modernists attacked the new wisdom at its weakest point, that is its 
lack of social and political norms, its individualistic ethcs and its inability to 
speak intelhgently about social, cultural and political problems generated by a 
long period of intellectual isolation and further complicated by the domination 
of the European powers. Unlike the earlier tradition of Islamic philosophy 
from al-Fiirgbi to Ibn Rushd, which had consciously cultivated political science 
and investigated the political dimension of philosophy and religion and the 
relation between philosophy and the community at large, the new wisdom 
from its inception lacked genuine interest in these questions and had no ap- 
preciation for political philosophy, and only benign toleration for the affairs of 
the world. 

None of the reformers was a great political philosopher. They were 
concerned with reviving the Muslim nations’ latent energies, urging them to 
free themselves from foreign domination and impressing on them the need to 
reform their social and educational institutions. They also saw that all this 
required a total re-Orientation, which could not take place as long as the new 
wisdom remained not only the highest aim of a few solitary individuals but a 
social and popular ideal as well. Yet as late as 1917 Iqbd found that the 
‘present-day Muslim prefers to roam about aimlessly in the valley of Hellenic- 
Persian mysticism, which teaches us to shut our eyes to the hard reality 
around, and to fur our gaze on what is described as “illumination”.’ fis re- 
action was harsh: ‘To meet this self-mystification, this nihilism, that is to say, 
seeking reality where it does not exist, is a physiological symptom, giving m e  a 
clue to the decadence of the Muslim world.’ 

To arrest the decadence and infuse new vitahty into a society in which, 
they were convinced, religion must remain the focal point, they advocated a 
return to the movements and masters of Islamic theology and philosophy 
antedating the new wisdom. They argued that these, rather than the ‘Persian 
encrustation of Islam’, represented Islam’s original and creative impulse. They 
were attracted, in particular, to the Mu‘tazila, their affirmation of God’s unity 
and denial of all similarity between Him and created things, and their reliance 
on human reason, emphasis on human freedom, faith in a human being’s 
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ability to distinpsh between good and bad and insistence on a human being’s 
responsibility to do good and fight against evil in private and public places. 
They were impressed by the traditionalists’ devotion to the original, un- 
complicated forms of Islam and by their fighting spirit, and by the Ash‘aris’ 
view of faith as an affair of the heart and their spirited defense of the Muslim 
community. They saw in the scientific and philosophcal tradition of Eastern 
and Western Islam prior to the Tatgr and Mongol invasions irrefutable proof 
that true Islam stands for the liberation of the human spirit, promotes critical 
thought and both provides the impetus to grapple with the temporal and 
shows how to set it in order. These ideas initiated what was to become a vast 
effort to recover, edlt and translate into the national languages works of earlier 
theologians and philosophers, for long neglected or known only directly 
through later accounts. 

Finally, they insisted that Muslims must understand the real meaning of 
what has happened in Europe, which in effect meant to understand modern 
science and phdosophy, including modern social or political phdosophy. 
Initially, ths became the task of the new universities. In recent decades, 
however, the gap between the program of theologcal and phdosophcal stu- 
dies in religious colleges and in modern universities has been narrowed con- 
siderably. Condltions appear to be ripe for thmkers who possess the gift for 
theological and philosophcal inquiry and who understand that theology and 
phdosophy are not national ideologies but genuine dsciphes with unfinished 
tasks of their own. 
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C h a p t e r  1 

THE EARLY PERIOD O F  SUFISM 
Annemarie Schimmel 

Sufism is the inner dimension of Islam and, like Islam itself, it has many facets 
and developed into dfferent forms, ranging from voluntaristic and persona- 
listic mysticism to highly sophisticated theosophical systems. But, while in 
former times it was thought that Sufism is ‘a foreign plant in the sandy soil of 
Islam’, research during the last decades has shown that it indeed grew out of 
Islamic thought and developed in the course of the centuries - the same way a 
large shady tree grows from a small root. 

The word Sufism is derived from ;zq(wool), pointing to the woollen 
garment of the early ascetics. The term was first used in the mid-eighth cen- 
tury. However, Stifi authors such as al-Hujwiri (d. c. 463/1071), while ac- 
cepting ths derivation, pointed out that one could also derive it from the word 
;$(pure), thus balancing the external and internal aspects of Sufism. ‘The Sufi 
is he who purified himself, the Sufi is he who is purified by God,’ as it was 
said. Other derivations of Sufi relate the term to the word ;$fa, ‘the verandah‘, 
because the Sufis seemed to follow the example of the abl al-;iyfa, the poor 
members of the first Muslim community in Medina at the time of the Prophet. 
Was the Prophet not a true Sufi himself, espousing poverty and trust in God, 
and do the chains of initiation and transmission in all later Safi fraternities not 
go back to him? His companion Abu Dharr al-Ghtfiiri, whom Louis 
Massignon called ‘un sociahste avant la lettre’, was often regarded as the first 
true ‘poor’ man among the Muslims. 

Another derivation of the term Sufism, which was popular among or- 
ientalists at a certain point, is that from Greek sopbos (wise), which, although it 
makes good sense, is phdologically unacceptable. 

The first ascetic movements 
Among the first generations of Musluns one can observe a tendency towards 
asceticism, although the Qur’iin certainly does not encourage that kind of 
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‘monasticism’, which seemed to be a hallmark of Christianity. ‘There is no 
rahbZn&pz (monasticism) in Islam’ is a saying of the Prophet. Yet it is natural 
that the pious Muslims should have been very conscientious of their spiritual 
duties - the numerous admonitions in the Qur’an that emphasize man’s 
weakness and the necessity to act constantly according to God’s will, as well as 
the threats that spoke of the impending hour of Judgement made the true 
believers tremble with fear. When the Muslim empire began to expand rapidly 
in the days of the first caliphs and then under the enterprising Umayyad rulers, 
wordliness, love of luxury and interest in worldly goods increased in the 
Muslim community, a development that worried the pious. They therefore 
time and again reminded their co-religionists of the Qur’iinic injunctions 
concerning trust in God and ethical behaviour. The most famous representa- 
tive of the early ascetic trend is al-Hasan al-Basri (d. 109/728), preacher and 
scholar, who seems to have been a pivotal figure in early Islam. Fear of God’s 
wrath seems to have overshadowed his life, and in his sermons and addresses 
he eloquently reminded the Muslims that each and every one of them will 
stand alone before the Divine Judge: 

0 son of Adam! You will die alone and you will be resurrected alone. 0 son of 
Adam, you are the one intended.. . ! 

Various trends in Islam claim al-Hasan as their example, and he apparently 
deeply’impressed the pious of Iraq (who, in any case, were opposed to the 
ruling Umayyad dynasty in Damascus). The pious devoted themselves 
intensely to religious acts such as the recitation of the Qur’an, to prayer, 
especially to nightly prayer (recommended in the Qur’%n but not a duty for the 
Muslim) and to extended periods of fasting. There were men and women 
known as al-bakkZJin (those who weep constantly), because they thought of 
their sins and wept in fear of Hell. Who could know whether he or she was 
not destined for hell-fire? 

Ascetics who appeared in Basra and other parts of the Islamic world were 
in touch with ascetics in the Christian community. Early sources are eloquent 
in describing visits of Muslim ascetics to Christian hermits or monks in the 
mountains of Lebanon or the deserts of Egypt. Numerous stories were spun 
around such meetings - stories in which the Muslim ascetic generally admires 
the feats of asceticism shown by the Christian but pities him because he does 
not belong to the community of the believers. Typically, the image of Jesus 
loomed large among the early Sufis: he is an ascetic, but he radiates kindness 
and happiness, and his face shines like gold thanks to his love of and trust in 
God, for he was convinced that God’s grace is infinite. 

It may well be that Muslims living on the eastern fringe of the Islamic 
world, in Khurasiin, had encounters with Buddhist monks, for the area of 
Balkh - ancient Bactria - had been a centre of Buddhism and a famous 
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Buddhst story was taken over into early Muslim hagiography. This is the 
legend of a prince who, awakened by a strange incident, leaves home to 
wander into homelessness. This story is told about someone who haled from 
the Arab settlers in the Balkh area but appears in legend as the indigenous ruler 
who, like Buddha, gave up everythng for the sake of God. It is Ibrh-m b. 
Adham (d.6. 160/777), one of the most famous early ascetics. Wandering 
around, he enjoyed his poverty and destitution and thus became the d e -  
model for those who strove to live in absolute poverty and trust in God. 
Slightly later, other ascetics from the eastern Islamic areas appear as models of 
trust in God; thus, Fudayl b. ‘Iyad (d. 187/803), a highway robber who was 
converted to the true faith after pichng up a piece of paper on whch a 
Qur’anic verse was written, and Shaqiq al-Balkhi (d. 193/809), formerly a 
well-to-do merchant. 

The feats of asceticism which the sources, or legends, tell about their 
early seekers sound almost incredible. They considered it sinful to sleep too 
much and might use a few bricks as pdlows, or even spend night after night in 
a standmg or sitting position; they not only avoided prohibited food and 
goods, as was natural, but also everythng that was of doubtful purity. 
Anecdotes tell about the danger inherent in food sent by a well-intending but 
not-so-pious neighbour or, even worse, by government officials, for the 
government was usually thought to be in leaguc with everything evil. The milk 
of a sheep that had grazed by mistake on the neighbour’s lawn should no 
longer be used by the owner, nor was the wool spun in the light of the 
neighbour’s candle considered ritually clean. 

The early ascetics kept to the tripartite rule of ascetism: little food, little 
sleep, little talk, and thus extended their periods of fasting far beyond the 
month of Ramadan. The hagiographers speak of Sufis who, claiming that 
hunger was the food that God sends to His friends, hoped to reach the state 
of angels by dminishing their intake of food. One can speculate that the great 
age which many of them reached may have been a result of their extremely 
moderate diet. 

The introduction of love 
The picture of the early ascetics looks rather sombre and seems to have been 
overshadowed by constant fear - fear of legal transgressions, fear of the 
Judgement, fear of God’s ‘ruses’. For asceticism to become true mysticism, 
another ingrechent was needed - love of God. Ths ingredient was introduced 
by a woman, Rabi‘a al-‘Adawiyya of Basra (d. 184/801), whose life spans the 
better part of the eighth century. Legend has combined her story with that of 
al-Hasan al-Basri, her compatriot, who allegedly proposed marriage to her, 
although at the time of hs death she was at the most eleven years old. Riibi‘a, 
so it is told, was a slave-girl set free by her master for her excessive piety. 
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Although a stern ascetic in her daily life, she seems to have been the first to 
express her feeling toward God in short, touching Arabic verses in which she 
sings of her love. Miracle stories are ascribed to her. When she went on 
pilgrimage, the Ka‘ba itself came to greet her (a fact that terribly disturbed her 
male colleagues!). She is remembered mainly for her symbolic actions. 
According to the best-known of these stories, which found its way into 
Europe in the early fourteenth century, she was seen in the streets of Basra 
carrying a torch in one hand and a bucket of water in the other. Asked the 
meaning of this act she answered: ‘I wdl pour water into Hell and set fire to 
Paradise so that these two veils disappear and nobody worships God any more 
out of fear of Hell or hope for Paradise but only for the sake of His eternal 
beauty.’ Her example as the first great representative of love of God has been 
cited by generations of admirers and her absolute love has coloured the Sufi 
path through the centuries. The hagiographers pay hghest respect to her, for 
‘when a woman walks in the path of God, she cannot be called a “woman” 
but is considered a true “man of God”’. 

Nbi‘a is also credited with the remark that she, on a beautiful spring day, 
refused to go out to the garden, for ‘the gardens and the flowers are inside’ - 
that is, the outward world is only a weak reflection of the infinitely more 
beautiful world of the heart. 

This attitude is certainly in harmony with the general ascetic trend. The 
early Sfifis hated the ‘world’, this dangerous place, which is like a dunghd, 
visited only in case of need, or like a stinking corpse, which was worth less 
thari a gnat’s wing. Reflections on this aversion to the ghastly ‘Mrstress World’ 
are frequent in literature, for the world appeared to ascetically-minded people 
like an old hag, or like a whore who seduces men and then devours her own 
children - images that are well known from medeval Christianity, too. 

RIibi‘a was not the only woman saint in the late eighth century. Margaret 
Smith has shown in her classic study on Riibi‘a that quite a number of women 
followed the path of asceticism and love. For slowly, the Sufi movement 
spread out. From 183/800 onwards one finds an increasing number of names 
of Sufis - the frrst one called by this sobriquet was Abu Hnshim al-Sufi. A 
colony of pious men was founded near Abadan on the Persian Gulf. 

The consolidation of the Path 
The personalities mentioned more or less extensively by the hagiographers 
belonged to different parts of the Muslim world, from Egypt to Afghanistan; 
therefore, their attitude towards life also differed in some respects. In the 
ninth century, the Safis began to develop theories about the path that was to 
lead them to God, and slowly the ‘narrow path‘, tar%@, which is based upon 
and branches out from the Jhar%‘a, the highway which it is incumbent upon 
every Muslim to follow, was mapped out. The Safis speak of stations and 
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states on the path and, although the sequence of these long-lasting stations 
and stages changed in different schools, the path always begins with 
repentance, tazvba, i.e. turning away from one’s bad qualtties in a serious 
attempt to take upon oneself the hard duties of a wayfarer, -I-&, who travels 
slowly towards higher and higher levels until he may reach, after experiencing 
love and/or direct knowledge, macn;fa, the last goal, that was defined as fani’ 
(annihilation) in God, the object of worship and love (the medieval German 
term Entwerden,‘de-becoming’, expresses the goal better: ‘to become as one 
was before one was’, to use al-Junayd‘s definition). 

The spiritual path is a constantjibid, a war against the qualities of the 
lower soul, nafs. The nafs, basically the human soul in general, is usually taken 
in such contexts as referring to the nafs ummira bi-l-.rG’(the soul that commands 
evil) (Qur’Hn XII.53), and the Sufis never tired of describing this nafs in the 
most colourful images - it appears as a black dog, a restive horse or camel, a 
mouse, a disobedient woman, or the arrogant Pharaoh, and the like. The goal 
of fighting it and educating it, is its transformation into the nafs lazvwzma, ‘the 
blaming soul’ (Qur’2n LXXV.2), a term that corresponds roughly to 
‘conscience’; finally, it may reach the rank of nafs m.a@za’inna (the soul at peace, 
Qur’Hn XCIX.27) and then can return to its Lord. During thisjibidagainst the 
nafs, the Sufi experiences various stages which are fleeting and stations in 
which he may remain for some time. Basic experiences are tawukkd (trust in 
God),@qr (poverty), fear and hope, gratitude and patience, to mention only 
the very important ones. 

Z w a k k d  (trust in God) was taken literally by the early Sfifis, who 
sometimes overstressed ths trust so much that they did not take any medcine 
in case of Illness, or would not even stretch out a hand to take some food, 
because they did not know whether or not it was meant for them; they might 
even travel in the desert ‘ah tawakkd, that is to say without company and 
without provisions. However, as such overstressed tawakkd could rarely be 
practised, it was slowly modified and interiorized. It is the trust that God, the 
All-Wise, knowing in every moment what is needed by His servants, will give 
or withhold according to His wisdom. Ths tawakkd, not as the stoic accep- 
tance of whatever may come, but as the loving trust in the wisdom of a Lord 
who cares, has largely coloured Muslim piety through the ages. Then, under- 
standably, gratitude is counted as one of the highest stations. W e  patience is 
recommended in the vicissitudes of fate, gratitude is higher, and one distin- 
guishes gratitude for the gft, gratitude for not being given and gratitude for 
the capacity of being grateful. Such a tripartite approach to each and every 
station on the path is typical of the Sufi way of hscerning between the com- 
mon folk, the Clite and the ‘Clite of the Clite’. 

Another concept central to early Sufism is faqr (poverty). Did the 
Prophet not say f a q ~  fakhtf, ‘poverty is my pride’? The best-known terms for 
those who follow the path are indeed faqir, the poor, and its Persian equivalent 
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dam3h. Poverty was taken very literally in the beginning: to own only what is 
absolutely needed and, as a corollary, to give away anything that is not im- 
mediately needed (includmg money). This was the Sufi attitude, which entailed 
the wish to share everything with one’s brethren. But fa4~ could also be m- 
derstood as the attitude of the human being who feels that he stands in the 
presence of the eternally rich God, possessing for himself nothing that should 
belong to Him, for, as the Qur‘iin says, ‘You are the poor, and H e  is the rich‘ 
(Qur’iin XXXV.16). Seen from ths angle, even a rich person could be per- 
fectly poor if he were willing to part with his wealth without any regret. It is 
one of the paradoxical developments in later Sufism that many Sufi leaders 
became wealthy landlords and, despite the early aversion to the government, 
played, and still play, a considerable r6le in politics. 

O n  the path, fear and hope are necessary because they are the two wings 
with which the soul flies into the Divine Presence. Man is constantly between 
fear and hope (because he is, according to tradition, ‘between two of God’s 
fingers’) - just like the villager who fears a sudden hail-storm that may de- 
vastate his fields but constantly hopes that Divine Grace wdl provide him with 
a rich harvest. 

One of the hghest stations on the path is b&i (absolute contentment), 
which means the joyful acceptance of whatever God sends. A story tells of an 
early Sufi who, proud of his spiritual rank, asked God: ‘0 Lord, are You 
satisfied with me because I am so content with You?’ And the Lord answered, 
‘You liar! If you were really satisfied with Me, you would not ask!’ 

The upward path culminates in love of God, a love that contains different 
stages, such as longing, intimacy, friendship and proximity. The orthodox 
considered the problem of love very dangerous, for they held that man cannot 
love God, but only God’s commands and His law. That is, love is nothing but 
absolute obedience. But one could argue that the absolute surrender to the 
Beloved is, in itself, perfect obedience, and, when at some early point the Sufis 
would say that ‘love is to remain at the beloved’s threshold even though driven 
away’, in somewhat later times they would rather express their conviction that 
it is better to leave the friend’s door if he so wished rather than to show any 
trace of self-will. The discussion about the possibility of love between man and 
God was very heated in the early days, and the Sufis would derive their answer 
- as Riibi‘a al-‘Adawiyya had done - from the Qur’iinic words (Qur’w V.59): 
‘He loves them and they love Him.’ Although these words are taken out of 
context, they served the Sufis to highlight their point: God’s love of man 
precedes human love, which is only an answer to the Divine Love. 

The requirements of the Path 
The mystical path required extremely careful introspection and a control of even 
the subtlest and seemingly most insignificant feelings or thoughts. Al-Muhiisibi 
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(d. 242/857), a Baghdadian Sufi, received hs nickname from this mz~&saba 
(soul-searclung introspection), and ths remained a duty of the Sufis through the 
centuries, particularly in those trends which grew out of the so-called ‘sober’ 
Baghdadian school to whch al-Muhasibi belonged. But it is impossible for a 
person to control hmself completely. One needs a spiritual guide, the shqkh. 
The mwfd (the one who has made up hs will [to enter the path]) entrusted 
himself to someone in whom he had absolute trust, and even if the master 
whom he had chosen treated him harshly or sent hm away, perseverance at the 
master’s door usually led to acceptance. Some seekers wandered from town to 
town until they found the spiritual guide they were in need of. The relation 
between master and disciples (usually very few indlviduals) was very intimate 
and the instruction usually took place in the master’s house or shop. For during 
the early period most of the spiritual leaders had their own professions, be it that 
of a craftsman, a petty merchant, or a scholar in one of the four legal school. 
The development of real Sufi centres (khZnqZh, datgZb, dzit etc.) belongs to a 
later period when large fraternities developed which attracted not only seriously 
striving seekers but also lay members. 

After accepting the mzlrtd into the silsia - the chain of initiation whch 
leads back to the Prophet, either through Abii Bakr or ‘Ah b. Abi T h b  - the 
shqkh has to supervise all hls actions and thoughts. By clasping the master’s 
hand during the initiation ceremony, the mzirtd is bound into the unin- 
terrumpted spiritual flow that comes from the Prophet and continues through 
the ages. At some point the mmfd was also invested with the mzlragqa‘, the 
patched frock, or khirqu, the Sufi frock, and headgear. In later times the dif- 
ferent shapes of the headgear enabled people to recognize to which spiritual 
path the person belonged. Part of the education was the dialogue between 
master and disciple, but one of the most important duties of the shaykh was to 
teach the ;Ilzurtd the formula of dhikr, the remembrance and thousandfold re- 
petition of a Divine Name or a religious formula. This dhikrhad to be carefully 
selected in accordance with the spiritual station of the dlsciple, for the re- 
petition (about or in the heart) of a powerful formula many thousand times a 
day has not only spiritual but also physiological results. Hence the master’s 
wisdom shows itself best in the correct choice of the dbikr. It is not quite clear 
exactly when the custom of forty days’ seclusion (arbu ‘z&, chilla) became an 
integral feature of Sufi education. During these forty days of lonely confine- 
ment in a narrow, dark room with barely any nourishment but constant prayer 
and dhikr, the master had to check the marfd’s progress regularly and guide hm 
further. His jrZsa, the ‘thought-reading’ or cardognosy, again proved his 
wisdom, and understandably the mztrtd had to subject hmself completely to 
the master’s order, without a will of his own, just ‘like a corpse in the hand of 
the undertaker’, as an early formulation says. 

The path is long and difficult, but the Sufis knew also that some people 
are carried away by a sudden act of Divine Grace and experience a rapture that 
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takes them completely out of themselves. Such a rapture,jadhba, is a perfectly 
legitimate experience; it results, however, often in a state of mental instability. 
A person who has experiencedjaa’bba is called mgdbib, whch frequently de- 
notes somewhat mentally deranged people. A mqdbib can never become a 
spiritual leader because he lacks the experience of the slow, painstaking pro- 
gress on the path. 

An important part of the Sufi’s education was his studying the Qur’iin, 
because, as an early master said, ‘A Sufi who does not know the Qur’an by 
heart is like a lemon without scent.’ In his ground-breaktng book Ex&?se 
coranique et language mystique, Pkre Nwyia spoke of the fact that the constant 
meditation on and interpretation of the Qur‘iin among the Sufis contributed to 
the development of the Arabic language into a ‘language of experience’, and 
the Sufi’s total immersion in the Qur‘an resulted in what Nwyia calls ‘the 
Qur‘anization of the memory’. That is, thought and feeling were totally per- 
meated by the sacred words, which resounded in the Sufi’s mind at every 
moment and coloured his sayings and his complete outlook. Small wonder, 
then, that the Sufis also strove to interpret the Qur’an. Precious little has come 
down from the individual masters, but the different strands of exegesis were 
collected towards the end of the classical period in the comprehensive T@sfr, 
(commentary of al-Sulm-) (d.411/1021). It is certdy an exaggeration to 
claim that one Safi knew 70,000 explanations of a single verse of the Qur’a, 
but such a remark shows that a trend to enter into deeper and deeper levels of 
the Revelation developed among the Sufis, and it continued to remain the 
basis of all Sufi thought and speech. Neither Ibn al-‘Arabi’s (d.637/1240) 
‘gnostic’ approach to the mysteries of Sufism nor the ecstatic poetry of 
Mawliina Rwi (d. 671/1273) are imaginable without a solid knowledge of the 
Qur’a, which, as God’s own word, had to be as infinite as God Himself. 

The Sufis always emphasized oral instruction and rightly stated that one 
cannot learn the secrets of the path by reading books. Yet they felt the ne- 
cessity of noting down some of their thoughts and composed small treatises 
on central problems such as introspection, the secrets of the heart, and others, 
or else they sang little artless verses, following Ri%bica al-‘Adawiyya’s example. 
Some of these verses were recited in the mystical concerts, sam2, which ap- 
parently became more prominent in the course of the ninth century, for it is 
known that a samZ‘kbZna, a house for Safi music, existed in Baghdad in 255/ 
869. The use of music and, inspired by this music, whirling dance, was looked 
at with great suspicion if not outright hatred by the traditional scholars, and 
the problem of whether such musical meetings were permissible at all trig- 
gered a controversy that lasted for almost a millennium. When judging the 
sam2, one should not forget that this was not part of official education; 
rather, listening to music was one of the rare occasions when the Siifi left his 
extremely hard spiritual exercises and relaxed for a few hours, to return, 
strengthened, to his hard spiritual struggle. The great masters - such as al- 
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Hujwiri - have therefore rightly emphasized that sam2 is only one, and not a 
central, aspect of Siifism, and not, as many people thought and still think, the 
essence of Sufism. Indeed, it was institutionahzed only among the Mevlevis 
[Fig. 13 , the followers of Mawliinii Rum-, in the late thirteenth century. 

Some leadmg figures of the early period 
While the different stages and stations were elaborated, a number of 
outsanding Sufi masters appeared on the scene, often connected with the 
definition of this or that aspect of Siifi thought or practice. In Egypt, the most 
fascinating personality is the Nubian Dhu-1-Niin (d. 244/859), who was often 
regarded as an alchemist (and what is Sufism but ‘spiritual alchemy’, the 
transformation of base matter into spiritual gold?). His name is also connected 
with the definition of ma‘rifa, ‘gnosis’ (in the classical sense), but his most 
interesting contribution to Sufism seems to be that he did not cling to the 
world-hating attitude of earlier ascetics, but rediscovered the r6le of nature 
and was able to understand the silent praise of God uttered by everydung 
created - a praise which is mentioned several times in the Qur’gn. H i s  prayers 
of adoration translate into human words the laud of trees and fountains, of 
clouds and stars, and prefigure later Persian poetry in whch everything is 
regarded as giving witness to God‘s glory in its own silent speech - stones 
with their crystalline perfection, flowers with their loveliness and fragrance, 
birds with their twittering and stars with their radiance. Dhu-l-Niin also seems 
to be the first to explain high mystical experiences in brief anecdotes, such as 
discussions with anonymous people: with a black slave, a girl, or an old 
woman. 

H e  met an old woman and asked: ‘What is the end of love?’ She an- 
swered: ‘You simpleton, love has no end.’ ‘Why?’ ‘Because the Beloved has 
no end!’ 

In later time the historical Dhu-1-Nun &sappears under a cover of le- 
gends, but this is even more true for his younger contemporary in northern 
Iran, Bgyazid al-Bis@mi (d. c. 260/874). Hi s  exclamation Si&Ztzni, ‘Praise be to 
me!’, is among the most frequently quoted of shai&jZt, ‘theopathic utter- 
ances, or paradoxes. B5yazid was a strange, lonely person who tried to express 
his quest for the Divine in beautiful, though at times strange images. H e  
seems to be the first to use for hs own experiences the image of the heavenly 
journey, but, while in one moment he boasts of having been glorified by God 
and placed on the Divine Throne, he feels in the next that everything he had 
seen ‘was a cheat’. His words oscillate between the feeling of absolute anni- 
hilation in God,fandJ, and boundless distress, and the same man who claims to 
have ‘rolled together the seven heavens into a pillow to sleep on’, says to a 
visitor that ‘he himself is in search of Biiyazid’. One has supposed that a 
certain Abii ‘Ah al-Sindi, with whom he associated hmself, was a man from 
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Sind, perhaps a former Hindu who might have introduced hm to uduuitu 
philosophy, but that seems rather unhkely. Biiyazid did not hope for an ex- 
tension of the &man, the innermost kernel of the soul, to attain unification 
with the all-pervading bruhmun, but rather strove for a complete annihilation of 
the self. 

Different was his contemporary from Iran, Yahyii b. Mu‘iidh al-Riizi 
(d. c. 257/871), called ‘the preacher’, whose delicate sayings are preserved only 
in small fragments. H e  is famous for his short prayers and ‘spoke constantly 
about hope’, because he trusted fully in God, whose mercy is so infinitely 
greater than His wrath and who wd accept even the miserable sinner who 
believes in His mercy. So he prays simply: ‘Forgve me, for I belong to You!’ 

The majority of Sufis known from the ninth century lived in Iraq, 
especially in the capital, Baghdad. Leading figures were Ma‘mf al-Karkhi 
(d. 199/815) and Sari al-Saqag (d. c. 252/867), along with al-Muh8sibi. 
Workmg on the systematization of the path, they contributed in particular to 
the definitions of love. ‘Love is not right unless the one says to the other one, 
0 Thou I’ (San- al-Saqag). The attitude of complete unification of lover and 
beloved remained central in later centuries. But Sari al-Saqaps saymg also 
points to yet another aspect of Sufism whch may well be called its heart, that 
is, tuwhTd. Every Muslim acknowledges that there is no deity but God and that 
H e  is the Creator, Sustainer, the King on the Day of Judgement, and that 
there is no other bestower of material goods and spiritual graces but He. But 
for the Sufis, God was more than that: H e  is the Only Existing and whatever 
is besides Him has no real existence. The person to find the shortest for- 
mulation of the mystery of Divine Unity was d-IUlarriiz (d.282/896), who 
claimed that ‘no one has the right to say “I” but God’. The acknowledgement 
of God’s unity in the profession of faith amounts, so to speak, to shirk, as- 
sociating something with God, and is only valid when the human ‘I’ has 
annihlated himself in the Divine ‘I,, so that God testifies to His Unity through 
the human word. This mystical tuw&d became the corner-stone of Sufism and 
was later defined in a highly phlosophical language by Ibn al-‘Arabi and his 
followers. 

Other Baghdadian Sufis stressed the practical aspects of Sufism. The 
somewhat eccentric, passionate Abu-1-Husayn al-Niiri (d. 294/907) gained 
fame by offering his life for that of the Sufi brethren during the first trial 
against the allegedly heretic Sufis in 263/877, for to prefer others to oneself is 
a basic attitude of Sufis. Al-Nuri sometimes clashed with the main re- 
presentative of ‘sober’ Sufism, al-Junayd, who is the pivotal figure in Sufi 
history. Contrary to al-Nuri, al-Junayd was well aware of the dangers inherent 
in emotional behaviour and thus he taught his disciples to use coded expres- 
sions difficult to understand for the non-initiated in order to avoid mis- 
interpretation. The letters of ths prudent teacher are fded with cryptic 
expressions and he never participated in the dance that enraptured al-Niiri and 
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others during musical sessions. ‘If intellect were a man it would have al- 
Junayd’s shape’, said one of his contemporaries. And his goal was ‘to become 
as he was before he was’. 

Other masters in Baghdad, like Ruwaym, appear more ‘human’ than al- 
Junayd. For Ruwaym did not advocate the hard ascetic way outwardly; rather, 
he cared for hs family and ‘concealed his sanctify under the garb of wealth’. 

New and interesting developments are visible in Sufism at the same time. 
Doctrines about a herarchy of saints were formed by several Sufi masters. 
Most famous among those who attempted mapping the grades and degrees in 
the hierarchy of sainthood was al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi (d. c. 317/930), whose 
work shows traces of Hellenistic-gnostic thought (his surname Qakfm, ‘wise, 
philosopher’, points to this peculiarity). From his time onwards one speaks 
about degrees and grades in the mystical hierarchy into which one can enter 
only through proper initiation. The world of saints, literally ‘the friends of 
God’, aw&i’ALL& (sing. wali,), resembles, as it were, a great dome with the 
qz$b, the ‘pole’ or ‘axis’, in the centre. Around this saint the world revolves, 
and he is accompanied by three nzqabz’ (representatives). In descending ranks 
one finds the Seven (usually called abdd (substitutes)) and the Forty; both 
groups play an important rble in Islamic folklore and were considered patron 
saints of several places (Marrakesh is under the protection of the Seven; 
IQrklareli in Turkey under the Forty, kirk). Then follows a group of 300. 
These basic theories were later elaborated in sophisticated speculations, and 
the saints, who are thought to be responsible for well-being on earth, could 
even be regarded as the eyes through which God looks at the world. In later 
times one often finds that the actual leader of a mystical fraternity considers 
himself, or is considered by hs faithful disciples, to be the qiqb or, as he is also 
called, the gbawth, the ‘Help’. 

Yet, most of the issues in which the majority of the Siifis around al- 
Junayd were interested, seem to have been of a somewhat different character. 
There were, for example, questions of proper etiquette, adab, for the Sufi had 
to learn how to behave in each and every moment of life, in the house and 
while travehng, in eating and sleeping, in meeting with brethren and in solitary 
prayer. Many of these rules developed out of traditions about the Prophet’s 
behaviour and were collected in handbooks of Sufism which begm to appear 
towards the end of the tenth century, such as the EtZb al-Lama by al-Sarrgj, 
the EtZb aL-Tacamf by al-I<al%bgdhi and the git al-qahb of Ab6 Tdib 
al-Makki. This genre was later continued in the famous RzGLa of al-Qushayri 
(d. 464/1072), a1-Hujwi1-i’~ Persian KaSf al-mabjib and, in particular, in the 
widely read works of Abu Najib al-Suhrawardi (d. 563/1168) and his nephew, 
Abu Hafs ‘Umar al-Suhrawardi (d. 631 /1234), whose ‘AminYaL-ma ‘Znyspread 
moderate Sufi ethcs into every corner of the Islamic world. 
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Al-Halliij 

Such books were deemed necessary because Sufism, undergoing its first 
public trials in the late ninth century, was developing in a direction that seemed 
dangerous even to some Safis themselves, including the prudent al-Junayd. 
The trend against whch he was warning is connected with the name of al- 
Husayn b. Mansfir al-HalliXj (244-309/859-922), a mystic from Persian Iraq, 
who spent some time with Sahl al-Tustari in his exile near Basra. Sahl al- 
Tustari was the first to meditate upon the role of the mystical Muhammad and 
thus laid the foundations for the ever-growing veneration of the Prophet as a 
luminous primordal being who was created earlier than Adam and for whose 
sake God in fact created Heaven and Earth. Thus, the Prophet now appears 
not as the founder of the Muslim community but rather as the meaning and 
end of creation. Al-HalliXj took over some of these ideas, as one can see in his 
fit& al’-TawZ&, a small book filled with high-soaring meditations in rhyming 
prose interspersed with verse (a literary genre that became very popular, 
especially in Iran). Legend tells that al-HalliXj knocked at al-Junayd’s door and, 
being asked ‘Who is there?’, answered: ‘ana-l-bagq, I a m  the creative Truth‘, 
i.e. ‘I am God.’ This expression was to become the hallmark of many trends in 
later Sufism. However, the story never actually happened that way; rather, the 
and-baqg is contained in the Et& al-TawZrfn in a dscussion among al-Hallgj, 
Pharaoh and Iblis (Satan), each of them claiming superiority. Pharaoh said, ‘I 
am your highest lord!’ (Qur’iin LXXIX.24); Iblis, ‘I am better than Adam’ 
(Qur’gn V11.12); and al-Halliij, ‘I a m  the Truth.’ Al-Halliij was surrounded 
with legends, positive and negative, and appears as a somewhat dsquieting 
member of the society. People were overawed by the extreme feats of 
asceticism which he performed, both in Baghdad and during his pilgrimages to 
Mecca. H e  travelled through the eastern lands of the caliphate and thus, 
shortly after 286/900, visited Gujarat and Sind, and reached Inner Asia, 
probably via the Silk Route. Upon his return he became even more than 
before a target of attention, in part due to the confused history of the caliphate 
after 286/900, when viziers and factions changed constantly. Al-HalliXj 
apparently tried to interfere with the social order by calling for just taxation 
and by admonishing people to an interiorization of the ritual duties (which he 
himself took extremely seriously). A point that was held against him was his 
contention that, instead of performing the pilgrimage to Mecca, one might as 
well collect a group of orphans, gve them new dresses and celebrate the Feast 
of Offering with them. The government also suspected him of having 
contacts with the Carmathans near Multa, a sect which was, at that time, the 
most dangerous enemy of the ‘Abbasid caliphate. 

Al-Halliij hmself was often seen in extended nightly prayers, and these, 
as far as they were noted down by his friends, show his intense longing for the 
One God, who is invisible everywhere and yet hides Himself from the spiri- 
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tually blind. The longing is expressed in ever-new images, in which, however, 
he never uses the language of eroticism. That is also true for his small poems, 
in which he tried to sing of the mystery of union, when in moments of ecstasy 
and bliss the uncreated Divine Spirit takes over the created human spirit, 
although the veil that separates the Primordial God from that which is created 
in time cannot be lifted in this life. Al-Hallaj describes the moment of hap- 
piness when his spirit and that of the Divine Beloved are blended like water 
and wine, like musk and ambergris, and he feels that the Divine Friend is 
moving between his heart and the pericardium just like tears from his eyelids, 
or else he sings: 

I saw m y  Lord with m y  heart’s eye 
And asked, ‘Who are you?’ And H e  said: ‘You!’ 

There are cries of despair, and again words in which the happiness of suffering 
is highlighted, for ‘Suffering is H e  Himself.’ This longing for suffering and 
death is expressed best in a poem that has been repeated time and again by the 
Siifis, and indeed points to the ideal to ‘die before one dies’: 

UqtdiniyZ thiqztf innaJi qatk ha_& 
W me, o m y  trustworthy friends, for in m y  being killed there is m y  life! 

It must have been embarrassing for the inhabitants of Baghdad to see al-Hallaj 
calling for death in the streets and mosques of Baghdad, because they knew 
how strictly he observed his religious duties. Yet, strange miracles were 
attributed to him and his method of interpreting the Qur’an or his 
idiosyncratic way of appropriating the meaning of a haa’ftb must have been 
confusing for the pious circles in the capital. H e  did not quote the had% with 
the normal chain of initiation that leads back to the Prophet through several 
‘classes’ of transmitters, but rather leads them back through cosmic forces, 
through angels and powers, to the original source, to God. (The he thus 
quoted was, however, in full harmony with the generally known ones.) The 
government observed the mystic with increasing suspicion, all the more as 
letters written in strange calligraphy on beautiful decorated paper and with 
high-sounding forms of address reached him from the eastern part of the 
Muslim world. Given all these unusual ways of behaviour, it was easy to see in 
al-Halli%j a magician, a sorcerer and pretender to spiritual ranks who posed in 
the garb of a Siifi - that is, at least, the picture one gets from some of the later, 
inimical literature. In 299/912 he was apprehended and put into a pdlory for 
some days and one year later he was imprisoned. The friendship of the 
chamberlain and the interest of the young caliph‘s mother in his cause made 
his imprisonment tolerable: it is likely that he wrote his Khib aL-raw&fn during 
those years. Despite the general aversion of a considerable group of lawyers, 
and even Siifis, against hm, it was difficult to find a judge to sign the death 
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sentence against h m .  The Persian Sufi Ibn Khafif (d. 371/982), thanks to 
whom al-Halliij’s tradition was implanted in Shiriiz, visited hm in prison just 
before his death and, impressed by his words and miracles, called him ‘dim 
rabbzn;, a ‘divinely inspired scholar’. His execution took place on 24 Dhu-l- 
Qacida 309/26 March 922. Farid al-Din ‘Attiir has beautifully summed up the 
secrets of his death in his Tadhkirat al-aw4yZ’: 

A dam& came to his prison and asked him: ‘What is love?’ He answered: ‘You 
will see it today and tomorrow and the day after tomorrow.’ That day they cut 
off his hands and feet, the next day they hanged him at the gallows, and the 
third day they burned his body and cast the ashes into the wind. 

Al-Halliij’s last prayers during the mutilation of his body speak of the intense 
happiness of finally being freed from the veil of the created body, and he 
prayed for those who lded him because they acted in good faith in order to 
save Islam. It is said that he went dancing to the gallows, whch, as Sindhi 
poets sing to ths day, ‘was hs bridal bed’. 

Al-Halliij’s fate has moved generations of Siifis. The legally minded 
Muslims usually lslike him because of hs dangerous utterances, whch sound 
like heretical statements. Certain groups among the Siifis felt that he had 
betrayed the secret of loving union between the soul and God by claiming, ‘I 
a m  the Truth‘, and that he therefore deserved capital punishment. Others 
regarded him as too narrow a vessel for the heavy flood of inspiration that 
came upon him; he could not keep it to hmself and spilled it by uttering 
‘songs that one is not allowed to sing’. (The image of the shallow vessels 
contains, incidentally, a fine allusion to the term shath, the ‘theopathic utter- 
ance’ which comes from the mystic in a state of ecstasy; its literal meaning is 
‘spilling of water over the riverbank‘.) But on the whole, al-Halliij was re- 
garded, especially in the eastern Islamic world, as the r6le-model of the lover 
who is wilhng to sacrifice everythng, including his life, for his unconditional 
love and is therefore killed by the ‘establishment’. In hm, the tension between 
the ‘religion of Love’ and the ‘religion of the Law’ seemed to have become 
visible, and thus his name was taken over and applied even to those who 
suffered not for religious but for political purposes. Therefore, allusions to ‘al- 
Mansid, as he is usually called with his father’s name, and to ‘gallows and 
rope’, or ‘gallows and pulpit’ (in the mosque) occur in poetry to ths day. 

One of the ideas found in al-Halliij’s fit& al-TawZsTn was probably even 
more controversial, and dangerous, than hs ana-l-&aqq, but one does not 
know to what extent the scholars of Baghdad were aware of it. That is hs 
rehabilitation of Iblis (Satan) who, according to al-Halliij, addresses God with 
the wordsj&&laka taqdTs, ‘My rebellion means to declare Thee holy!’ That is, 
by not bowing down before the newly created Adam, he acknowledged God’s 
eternal will that nobody should prostrate before anyone but Him. H e  was, 
thus, caught between the Command and the Will, ‘cast in the water and told 
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not to become wet’, as it is said, and poor Iblis chose to remain faithful to 
God’s eternal will not to show obeisance to anyone. H e  is the absolute 
monotheism, the lover who rather takes the Beloved’s curse upon himself 
than disobey Him. This interpretation of Iblis was taken over by a number of 
Sufis in Iran and India. 

Sfifism between al-Hallgj and al-Ghaza 
With al-H&j’s execution in 309/922 the first period of Sufism was, so it 
seems, over. There was, of course, no dearth of Sufis in all corners of the 
Muslim world. One can mention, for example, al-Hall5j’s friend al-Shibli 
(d. 333/945), who popularized some of the martyr-mystic’s ideas but was not 
apprehended because he tended to feign madness. In the generation after him, 
al-Niffari (d. 353/965) has to be singled out, for his Maw&pfand MukhtabZt 
reveal an extremely interesting dialogue between God and man. Al-Niffari 
translated God’s words, in which H e  often scolds the externalists who blindly 
follow the letters and who rely on letters and words instead of listening 
exclusively to Him. Al-Niffari’s works thus contain words that were 
considered as true Divine inspiration and it seems that his books were 
influential in the medieval world of Sufism. Yet, a fully satisfactory 
interpretation or a comparison with similarly structured works is still missing. 

In the latter part of the tenth century handbooks of Sufism were com- 
posed, as mentioned earlier. Likewise, the first historical approaches to the 
lives of the Sufis appear. Al-Sulam- (d.411/1021) followed the tabqZt, 
‘classes’, system in his brief but useful work, while somewhat later Abu 
Nu‘aym al-Isfahgni (d. 428/1037) composed a ten-volume work, @&at al- 
awl&iJ (The Ornament of the Saints), which, however, devotes only parts to 
Sufism in particular. As for al-Sulam-, he wrote some useful treatises about the 
MalZmut&yu, those who draw blame upon themselves (in order not to be ac- 
cused of hypocrisy or pride in religious works) and about the futuwwa, men 
who tried to embody the youthful religious heroism of the Prophet and of ‘Ali 
b. Abi Tdib and whose trends were later to develop into a kind of sodality. Al- 
Sulami’s Tab.@ was soon translated into Persian by the Hanbali mystic ‘Abd 
A&h al-An@ri of Herat (d. 481/1089), author of an important work on ex- 
egesis and of a small, beautiful prayerbook in Persian. 

His mu~@Zt (prayers), are among the first Persian Sufi works, for the early 
Safis, though often hailing from Iran, used Arabic for their writing. Now, 
Persian developed into a pliable vehicle for mystical writing, especially in po- 
etry. Although Aba Sa‘id b. Abi-l-Khayr (d. 440/1049) is no longer regarded 
as the first to compose Persian mystical quatrains, mbZc&yZt, to be sung in the 
mystical concerts, he is important as one of the first to whom the in- 
stitutionalization of a fraternity can be ascribed, even though such fraternities 
developed fdy more than a century later. Ibn Khafifs disciple Kiizartmi 
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(d.425/1034) is likewise credted with forming an active group of disciples 
whose activities stretched to India and China. 

Iran was also the native country of the man who is usually regarded as the 
most important figure in moderate Sfifism, namely Abii Hiimid al-Ghazdi 
(449-504/1058-1111). Born in Tiis, he became professor at the leadulg ma- 
dram of hs time, the Niziimiyya in Baghdad, the centre of Ash‘arite theology, 
and composed numerous philosophical, anti-phdosophical and theological 
works. But he finally became aware of the lack of depth and inner experience 
in the works of many of his colleagues, as well as of the danger inherent in the 
very active Ismg‘ili esoteric teachng, with its strong emphasis on authoritative 
instruction by the im- or his representative. Al-Ghazgli turned to Sfifism, 
although next to nothing is known about his chain of initiation or about the 
way he spent the years between his departure from Baghdad and his return to 
his home-town, where he ded in 504/1111. His work clearly shows the tra- 
dition of the ‘sober’ Baghdadan school, and his main book, the @yZJ ‘ztlzsm 
al-dEn (The Revivification of the Sciences of Religon, i.e. of theology in the 
broadest sense), follows, in a certain way, the classical adzb works. Its first 
three parts deal with the duties of the Muslims and instructions about proper 
behaviour, for the believer knows that he stands immediately before God 
every moment of his life. Thus, the rites of prayer, behaviour in trade and 
marriage, sins to be avoided, are all dealt with on the basis of Qur’?inic in- 
junctions, traditions from the Prophet and examples of the pious elders 
among the Siifis. Only the fourth part of the work deals with topics which 
would seem to be truly ‘religious’ in the modern sense, and the mystical 
stations such as poverty, trust in God, love and longmg and the like, are 
discussed in a clear, logical language. The fortieth and last chapter deals with 
the moment when the human being encounters God in the event of death, a 
moment both dreaded and, at least in the case of the lover, longed for. One 
can say that the whole fiy2 ‘ulim a]-& is a preparation for this last event, 
since the goal of true Islamic ‘ilm (knowledge) is to prepare the believer for a 
happy life in the Hereafter. 

The number of chapters, forty, was not chosen by accident; it is the 
number of patience, expectation and maturing, as well as the number of days 
which the Siifi should spend in purifying seclusion. With its unique combi- 
nation of interiorized legalism and deep religious feeling, the @yiJ was ideally 
suited to introduce moderate Sufism into the lives of many people who would 
probably not have identified with theosophical mysticism or exuberant mys- 
tical poetry. It is, however, strange that al-Ghazdi composed a small book in 
which he discussed exactly those gnostic-theosophtcal trends in Islam, which 
he otherwise criticized so sternly. The place of h s  book, the M~bkZt al-unwzr 
(The Niche for Lights), in his biography has not yet been fully ascertained. 

Abti Hamid al-Ghazdi left an indelible mark on moderate mystically 
tinged Islam. More of a true mystic in the fast-growing tradition of love- 
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mysticism was his younger brother &mad al-Ghadi (d. 416/1026), whose 
small Persian meditations, the Saw&$ al-cmhhiq (Flighty Ideas), tried to ex- 
press in the tenderest possible sentences and verses the mystery of love - a 
mutual love in which lover and beloved became mirrors of each other, united 
in overarching Love. His work inspired many others in the Persian world. 

Thus, both brothers, representing two very different aspects of Sfifism at 
the turn of the sixth/twelfth century, point to the ways into which Scifism was 
to develop in the centuries to come. 
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Chapter 2 

THE SIGNIFICANCE O F  SUFISM: 
ITS PLACE A N D  VALUE IN THE 
UNIVERSAL A N D  PERENNIAL 

PROCESS O F  SPIRITUAL INQUIRY 
Enes Karic 

I 
‘Time is an island in the ocean of eternity’ is a saying of Islamic mystics. 
However, it is a signkficant island since it is a place where we make the 
preparations for eternity, an island through which and from which we reach 
the depths of eternity, the depths and expanses of the ocean which surrounds 
that island. 

It could be said, without fear of falling into error, that the Sha7z‘a reg- 
ulates the application and the realtzation of God’s eternal d in time, ‘at the 
bottom of the moon sphere’, as Islamic mystics would say.2 The Shalz‘a, 
understood in that way, is an eternal and external law and norm which stan- 
dardizes the life and conduct of the Muslim from his conception in his mo- 
ther’s womb to his death, and in some cases after death, too.3 In its main 
currents, Sufism considers the Shari‘a to be the external aspect of Islam, its 
esoteric side, which, by its tenets, standardizes on the exterior level the rela- 
tions of the Muslim towards God, towards other people, towards nature, as 
well as towards history. 

1. In his al-FutfibZt aL-Makkga, Ibn al-‘Arabi says that the Qur’iin, this last testament of 
Eternity addressed to mankind, is the sea without shores, al-babr ki s&fa lahu. See Ibn 
al-‘Arabi, Etab al-Futfibrit al-Makkzjya, Cairo, 1329/1911, passim. 

2. The Ikhwnn al-Safg’ employed this syntagma several times in their encyclopaedia. See 
Ikhwiin d-SafZ’, RasZ’ilIkhwZn al-JajZ’ wa-khilkin al-waj”, 12 vols. in 4, Beirut, D%r Sndir, 
1356/1957. 

3. W e  refer to the regulations on inheritance, testaments and the like. 
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Islam, however, contains the hqfqa too, i.e. its esoteric component, its 
internal essence, which is transtemporal and transhistorical. It was Sufism that, 
together with Shiiism, particularly attended to such an approach towards 
Islam, recognizing in it a unity through those two main aspects of the Shan‘a 
and the hqfqa. 

But, of course, the above-mentioned approach would not be possible 
without a special manner of reading the Qur’ixn, without penetrating its mes- 
sage and plunging into its word according to the principle of the internal layers 
of the Text. To be precise, from the very beginning Sfifism insisted on the fact 
that in the reading and the hermeneutics of the Qur‘gn (ta’mq, two different 
meanings should be recognized: the external meaning (XZhir) and the internal 
one (bghn). Besides, Sufism insisted on the symbolic reading of the Qur’ixn, 
too. In order to explain, at least roughly, the meaning of symbolic reading in 
Safism (and in Shiism), the understanding and comprehension of the Text, 
we must start with another explication. 

The world has issued from the pages of God’s words. And though man 
himself is but a great word of God - more precisely a great sign on the 
horizons of the world - it is man alone who is in a position to interpret here ‘at 
the bottom of the moon sphere’ not only God’s Book, the Qur‘iin, but also 
another open book revealed by God - the world. Ibn al-‘Arabi says that ‘the 
world is God’s written book‘, which needs to be interpreted just as the Qur’w 
does? 

Safism underlines the fact that both the Qur’gn and the world should be 
interpreted by means of the same hermeneutics (ta’zd), the transhistorical 
hermeneutics. Safism does not deny or eradicate historical interpretations of 
the Qur’gn, but it considers them to be too short and insufficient concerning 
the reading of the eternal intentions pressed into the text of the Qur’ixn and 
the ‘text’ (namely, the context) of the World! That is to say, the historical 
interpretations of the Qur’iin and the world are correct and justifiable, but only 
on their own level. Since Sufism does not search for the temporal meaning of 
the Qdixn and the world, or, more precisely, does not put the main stress on 
it, its teachings develop a special methodology of searching for the eternal 
meaning of the Qur’Bn and for the traces of Eternity, which are hoping for us 
and which are coming to us from the very signs of the world on the horizons 
of  observation^.^ 

What, then, is that Safi ‘methodology’, woven in the Safi hermeneutics, 
and what does it demand from the reader of the Qur’iin and the world, re- 
spectively? 

4. Ibn al-‘ArabI, al-Futt&t.. . , op. cit., p. 163. 
5. This is discussed in S. H. Nasr, ‘Sufism and the Perennity of the Mystical Quest’, in his 

Living &jm, London, AUen and Unwin, 1980, pp. 16ff. 
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I1 

Sufism says that the search for the eternal is good at its very start, provided 
the ‘Qur’gn is listened to from the Being, and the Being is seen and observed 
in the text of the Qur%n’.‘ 

For the realization of this methodology it is necessary, however, to 
perform an action, to perform the act of ‘transition’ (d-iCh&r). Ibn al- 
‘Arabi considers action as a conditio sine qua non in starting the search for 
the eternal meaning of the Qur’gn, as well as the eternal meaning and 
the symbols of the world. The Qur’iinic verse: ‘Learn the lesson, 0 ye 
that have insight into hgs7,7 is interpreted by Ibn al-‘Arabi in a way 
typical for him, inherent in the Sufi methodology of the treatment of the 
text, and the world, of course. In his Futibzt, Ibn al-‘Arabi says: ’Pass 
from the forms seen by your eyes to the essence offered to you by 
those forms. . . ’ 

The meaning of this sentence of Ibn al-‘Arabi is complex, but it could be 
rightly said that it contains the confirmation of the Islamic symbolic reading of 
the worlds of the Qur‘iin as well as of the manifest World. It is such a symbolic 
reading that is promoted and pleaded for by Sufism. The Qur’iinic worlds as 
well as the manifest world are abundant in symbols (mmzid and allusions 
(ish%&). In fact, it could be said that Sufism ‘came into existence” as a 
teaching which requests the symbolic reading of the Qur’gn and the world, in 
the course of whch man does not create the symbols of his own will9 but only 
interprets those presented by the Qurk and the world. That is what is called 
‘ubir or i‘tibzr, the transition from the more external to the symbols and from 
the symbols to the symbolized! The Symbolized is He, the Eternal, the 
Omnipotent God! Eternity Itself! 

This principle, acceptable as such, is to be explained, of course, in a way 
conforming to Sufism. 

According to the main sources of Sufism, the language itself is a series of 
symbols. The ordinary human language, each human language, is nothing 

6. N. U. Abii Zayd, Falsafat al-taW: dirZsaJi ta’ml al-Qur’Zn ‘in& Mubyi-l-Dn b. al-‘Arabi, 
Beirut, al-Tanwir/D%r d-Wahda, 1983, p. 266. 

7. Marmaduke M. Pickthall, in his translation of the Qur’&, 7 h e  Meaning fthe Glorious Koran: 
an EqLnatov Translation, London, George Allen and Unwin, 1956, p.393, offers the 
following translation of the above verse: ‘So learn the lesson, o ye who have yes!’ This 
translation does not correspond to the Sufi intention of transition. 

8. Sufism appeared only historically. It is not a teaching with a precedent. Al-bikma al-ladunbya 
is the eternal wisdom, the existence of which is limitless and which is only presented in the 
fEst instance to the Safis. 

9. The reader may fmd more about the symbolic understanding of the Q u r k  in S. H. Nasr, 
Ideal and Realities in hlam, London, Allen and Unwin, 1966, in his chapter dealing with the 
QU&. 
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other than an echo of the Divine lan a e, i.e. the manifestation of the Divine 
language on the level of existence. 

Ordinary human language points to the Divine language, and the Divine 
language to the Reality, to the Absolute. The Divine language, the Qur’m, for 
example, contains symbols which can be understood only by God’s chosen 
admirers .I1 

Those chosen ones are, in the first place, the Sufis themselves. In ev- 
erything they see and hear, in everyhng they reach by thulking and con- 
templation, they recognize the symbols, and by their means, they perceive the 
Symbolized ! 

The hermeneutics of the Qurk in the Sufi manner, which played and 
has been playing a brilliant part in the history of Islamic civilization, contain 
the principles of the internal (b&n) and the external (Zzhir) interpretation of 
the text. The relation between the word itself and its meaning is the same as 
the relation between the external and the internal,12 that is to say, the Sufi 
discovers the very reality in the Qur’iin, such as it is. Sufism has often referred 
to the examples given by the Qur’iin for adequate explanation. Just as it is 
explained in the Qur’iinic Light Verse (3at al-ni~)’~ how glass and light are 
imbued with and open to one another, in the same way ~ & r  and b&n 
permeate one another, with a certain restriction, namely, that b&n can never 
be explained by  hi^, while ~Zhir must be explained by bgtin. 

1P 

I11 
Such a Sufi teaching watchfully guarded and preserved the herarchy of 
knowledge and cognition and presented it to the Islamic civili~ation.’~ 

Thus, it is Sufism in Islam that has always held up the torch, by the 
light of which both the Qur’an and the World have been read and inter- 
preted, not only in width but in depth, too. The two previous parts of this 
chapter dealt, on principle only, with some main and fundamental assertions 
of Siifism. Yet, it is necessary to point out here that Sufism has also in- 
jected its principles, in a visible and an invisible way, into the rich content 
of Islamic civhzation. 

10. Cf. Ibn al-‘Arabi, al-Fgtu&t.. ., op. cit. 11, pp. 86, 219-220 et seq. 
11. N. H. Abo Zayd, filsdat al-ta’wil.. . , op. cit., p. 269. 
12. N. H, Abii Zayd, Falsdat al-ta’d ..., op. cit., p. 278. 
13. Qur’%n XXIV.35. 
14.Through the Islamic civdization this hierarchy of knowledge was presented to all of 

mankind, which is to say that Siifism has stood shoulder to shoulder with the traditional 
teachings of the world, with Taoism, for example. See T. Izutsu, Sz/fism and Taoism: a 
Comparaative Stu& of the Ky Philosophical Concepts, Berkeley, University of California Press, 
1984, and also R. Guinon, Aperps sur i‘isotirisme islamipie et le Taoiime, Paris, Gallimard, 
1973. 
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In the first place, Sufism has brought into Islamic civilization a great 
reminiscence, the reminiscence of Eternity, though Islam itself is a constant 
and continuous reminiscence of Eternity. That is to say, the basic principle of 
Islam: 12 ihba iLLi ’Lhb (there is no divinity except God!) means that all the 
phenomena of this world, as well as the World itself, are only manifestations of 
the Absolute, the Reality, the Eternity. To describe these manifestations the 
Sufis liked to use the Arabic word tgaLL&y&. Tlvs Sufi assumption is fully 
expressed in everything that has been and is being created by Islamic cid- 
zation, since that very cidzation is only the reminiscence of Eternity. 

Let us go back to the ga on light and glass, takmg the liberty of reading 
the whole of Islamic civhzation into the context of the message of that @. 
Muslim houses throughout the Islamic world from Bosnia to Indonesia are 
built so that they can scoop light, as you scoop water in your palm. These 
dwehgs usually face the sunny side, with protruding verandas and second- 
floor porches, and their rooms are full of light. In fact, such buildings are 
meant to be light and easy for dwelling in and to eliminate the impression of 
massiveness - that quality which could stir man’s Promethean aspirations on 
the earth and cause the oblivion of Eternity. 

For every human civilization, and especially in the Islamic one, to whose 
orip and shaping it has made a great contribution, Sfifism has read the sandy 
dunes, having in mind the Qur’iinic verse of the same title.I5 Everything that 
has been built in the Islamic world, in conformity with the Islamic principles 
of bddmg, reminds us of the tqaL&yZt from the Sufi teachings, of the mani- 
festations of the lJaqfqa in ths world. 

Islamic archtecture offers numerous examples of that. The bridges bdt 
during the Ottoman empire in Bosnia, Serbia, Macedonia and further to the 
east were usually built in white stone. When, the sun dtssipates its beams over 
the water underneath such a bridge and on to the bridge itself, one gets the 
impression of looking at an embroidery, a lace-pattern: the strange combina- 
tion of light, water and the wlvteness of stone - of the real and the unreal. It is 
surprising what an unbelievable lightness the whole construction reveals to the 
observer’s eyes on such an occasion. 

When on a sunny day you cross the bridge built by Mehmed Pasha 
Sokolovic over the Drina river in Visegrad, you have the impression of going 
across that eschatological bridge, the so-called &&-bridge, on the Day of 
Judgement. In fact, all the bridges that were built, mostly by the members of 

15. One of the chapters of the Qur’an bears the title ~1-~4bq& that is, the sandy dunes shaped 
by winds. In his translation of the Qur’an, M. M. Pickthall, op. it., translates this literally as 
‘the wind-curved sandhills’. That is to say, the Jim? al-Abqcfconveys the message that 
human civilizations are unstable, that they are like sandy hills which, by winds, are shfted 
from one place to another. Therefore, edifices should be built with the remembrance of 
God, of Eternity. 
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the Stifi traditional fraternities, by Mimar Sinan, for example, are at the same 
time the symbols of the eternal and the changeable aspects of reality. The 
dancing of light on water, the whiteness of stone and the reflection of the 
bridge in the river allow us to perceive easily the main contour of the Islamic 
view of the world and distinguish the movable from the static, immovable part 
of Eternity, the separation of the external from the internal, the illusion from 
the Truth!“ 

The principle of the internal and the external in architecture is noticeable 
even in ordinary dwelling-houses of the Mediterranean region that has em- 
braced Islam, not to mention the Turkish, Arab and Iranian Islamic cultural 
zones. Many Muslim houses in Sarajevo or, let us say, in Bursa can at the 
same time be used as takgya and @wya. That is to say, the Muslim houses 
and.other dwelling-places that are built in conformity with Islamic tradition - 
where the principle of the distinction of the internal and the external is strictly 
applied and especially supported by Sufism represent sacral spaces of special 
significance. The house is the place where the members of its household 
experience and attain a sort of paradisiacal tranquility (sakfm); but at the same 
time, the house is a necessity of this world, a protection from the tempers of 
climate and natural phenomena. Tuk&m.r and @z~+r are sacral buildings, but 
they are dwelling-places as well.18 

17 

Iv 
Thanks to Siifism and the esoteric teachings of Islam, the world of Nature and 
the world of history have not remained separated from one another in Islamic 
civili~ation.~~ Nature is not man’s enemy. Being the field of the reception of 
God’s mercy, it is, moreover, a great inspiration for the spiritual search, with 
all its riches, wildernesses, mountains, rivers, trees and flowers. In addition, 
Nature is a powerful emanation of God’s noble names. The greatest Sufi 
works have titles dealing with nature:’ or natural titles. 

Such a status of Nature cannot be attributed to its eternity, of course. 
Nature is not eternal, but eternal is H e  Who manifests Himself through it, 
W h o  is symbolized by its innumerable signs. Compared to time and history, 

16. Shadow and light are frequent motifs of the Qur’&n. To observe the way in which God 
spreads shadow, i.e., distinguished illusions from the reality, is a duty of each Muslim. 

17. In architecture and the culture of dwelling all over the Islamic world, a uniform spiritual 
tonality is felt. 

18. The words sukinu and sakun ultimately derive from the same root. The former means 
‘calmness’ and the latter ‘dwelling-place’. 

19. For more on the status of nature in Islam, see S. H. Nasr, 2% Enco.unter $Mun and Nature: 
the Spiiritual Crisis $Modern Man, London, Allen and Unwin, 1968. 

20. E.g., GU(isdn (Rose Garden) or Gulshrn-i ni? are frequent titles of Safl books in which 
Nature is celebrated as a great sign of God. 
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which are non-static parts of Eternity, Nature is the visible and variable aspect 
of the Absolute, of the Eternal. 

From the inexhaustible world of Islam, Siifism has, by its insistence, 
procured the status of an angel (muluk) for Nature. Sometimes one reads that 
Sufis renounce this world. W e  must add here that they ‘renounce’ it by so- 
journing for years in places where Nature is at its most beautiful! In Bosnia, 
for example, tuk&ym are built on magnificent hills, near rivers and springs - in 
short, in the most beautiful countryside. 

Here it might be appropriate to point out the part Sfifism has played in 
Islamic culture, more precisely in ‘translating’ Nature into culture. 

Let us remember, in this context, Rmi’s tale from the il.i’athhnuwf. Once 
there was a craftsman who had a cross-eyed apprentice. Although there was 
only one bottle on the shelf in the workshop, the apprentice, upon his master’s 
request to fetch him the bottle, would ask: ‘Which one, Master, the bottle on 
the right or the one on the left?’ One day the master got annoyed by the 
question and answered: ‘Well, my boy, break either of the two.’ The appren- 
tice broke the bottle on the right, but the one on the left also disappeared. 

V 
This is a Safi parable which in a way explains and tells a great deal about the 
status of this world and the Hereafter in Islam and the relation between the 
external and the internal, or, if we prefer, about the general relation between 
Nature and culture in Sufism. This states that the main spiritual courses in 
Islam do not know any r a d d  split, any regionalization of Being into separate 
and strictly divided wholes. The world’s level of existing has been included in a 
higher level of existence; in other words, numerous levels of existence are 
harmoniously included in the Unity (tuwj!~fd).~~ 

Wherever the Islamic world has been powerfully influenced by Sufism, a 
harmonious inclusion of Nature in Islamic culture is achieved. Here, Nature 
and culture were never seen with cross-eyes! Seeing how the mosques built in 
the Turhsh style fit into the landscape without any apparent line separating 
them from their surroundings, is proof enough. It is difficult to say whether 
Nature turns into culture or culture into Nature! Sufism has always supported 
the unity of those two factors, through which the Mushs discovered the 
ways of spiritual insight and spiritual search. Owing to their support of this 
conception of the cultural Nature and the natural Culture, Islam in general, 
and Sfifism in particular, have won over large areas of the world, both in the 
geographcal and the spiritual sense. 

21. Riimi’s MatbnZw-is called ‘the forge of Unity’ by Islamic mystics. It is probably the best 
Siifi commentary on the Qur’sn in poetic form. 
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Let us now briefly discuss the r6le that Sufism plays in Islamic civilization 
concerning the courses of eternal wisdom, perennial thought and spirit.22 

It was the Qur’gn and Islamic tradition in the first place in which Sufism 
found the ground and the domicile of ancient teachings and ancient wisdom. 
God-inspired wisdom and thought have a perennial quality. Just as man has no 
physical evolution on the Earth, no matter what had happened before he 
appeared on it, so, according to the perennial philosophy, he has no radical 
continuity of the abrupt spiritual changes. In fact, man is predisposed to 
perennial wisdom, which has been stored in him as a seed, as a spark. That 
spark can be neglected by man, but it cannot be extinguished. Islam, and 
Sufism within it, insist onfitrd in man, pointing to the unchangeable aspect of 
the human nature. 

In fact, Sufism as such does not see a new faith in Islam, but a con- 
tinuous flow of the belief in one God, the belief in pure monotheism, ac- 
cording to which only the Absolute is absolute. In other religons and 
traditions, too, provided they are truly traditional, perennial phdosophy and 
thought (sophiu perennis) were kept in the form of unextinqshed sparks. 
Siifism has always been able to recognize those sparks in Hinduism, 
Shintoism, Buddhism, Judaism, Christianity and so on. In spite of that, 
Sufism, of course, never accepted their exterior and institutional concepts, the 
trinities of various kinds, but it does accept and encourage the dialogue among 
various traditions. Such a dalogue is not to be a dialogue of cheap, ecumenical 
intentions, but it should be a dialogue of a metahistorical nature, so much 
needed by mankind nowadays. 

Within Islam, the Sufi perennial thought and spirituality urged in Sufi fra- 
ternities in the first place, but in common Muslim believers, too, a sharp, an- 
cient, perennial instinct for the Truth. Just as a master and an apprentice of a 
gudd headed by a Sufi shqkh know magnetism, in a similar way a common 
believer learns from his or her local imam that ‘everything alive was made of 

but that statues cannot be made from water.24 The solid state of water, 
namely ice and its melting, shows the destiny of ignorance of the faith in the 
One, in the Absolute. Sufism is just that warmth in Islam which provides 
Muslims with the power of melting the idols of thought as well as the idols of 
reality. It is that light which causes all things be seen on their true level and within 
the Unity. 

Nowadays, in the age which is usually called modern times or, what is 
even more morbid, post-modern times, the perennial teachings of Sufism and 

22. Cf. E Schuon, Islam and the PerenniaLfiilosopby, trans. J. P. Hobson, London, World of Islam 

23. Cf. Qur’%n, XXI.30. 
24. Creation belongs only to God, not to His creatures. Idolaters cannot make their idols from 

Festival Publishing Company, 1976. 

water, from which Sfifism suggests learning a lesson! 
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the comprehension of things in the ancient manner of seeing Unity in multi- 
plicity and multiplicity in Unity, can be of great help in reminding man of hs 
primordial part of witnessing God. 

When, at present, Islam and its civilization are in question, it is Sufism 
which constantly gives them additional freshness, cleansing Islamic theological 
systems from outside and strengthening them with new, live saps from inside. 
Sufism has given the heart and the intellect to the theological mind in Islam, 
saving it in that way from the torture of the theological God and the violence 
of the theology of heartlessness. 

Besides, it was Sufism again which in the course of centuries caused the 
principle truths of Islam and the Islamic perennial thought and phdosophy to 
be discussed and talked about in beautiful gardens, such as are those of Bosnia 
or Anatolia. One of the merits of Siifism is also the fact that it helped Muslim 
thnkers not to have to proclaim their ideas and conceptions at the stake, on 
the gallows or under gdlotines, as was the case over centuries in Europe. 

Accordingly, Siifism is destined to help the rose-gardens of sapient 
thought spread and flourish in the future of Islamic civilization, too. 
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Chapter 1 

GEOGRAPHICAL INVESTIGATIONS 
U N D E R  

THE GUIDANCE O F  ISLAM 
Anton M. Heinen 

Definition of the field 
An impressive number of works in Islamic literature have been classified under 
the generic term ‘geography’.’ However, what seems to be the most obvious 
descriptive classification soon dissolves into the misty light of uncertainty 
when the critical reviewer tries to draw reasoned border hes: whch treatise 
truly belongs to geography, whch one not, and why? WTuch one is truly 
representative of the scope of Islamic geography, of its methods, its resalts? 
For, unlike other disciplines, geography did not exist as a recognized science in 
the curricula of the schools and colleges in Muslim lands.2 What seems 
unbelievable in view of the hgh esteem Muslim geography enjoyed in 
Orientalist scholarshp, is true nevertheless: geographical writings were - with 
some noted exceptions - hardly more than ‘side products’ of Muslim 
astronomers, astrologers, mathematicians, pharmacists, historians, lexicogra- 
phers, administrators and story-tellers, among a number of other speciahsts. 
In other words, they were not the distinctive creations of an independent, 
inherited science, but the products of cultured people with far-reaching 
interests. It surprises all the more what standards were reached in the scientific 

1. The best illustration is A. Miquel’s important work Lgigmphze humah du m n d p  mudman. 
Systematically, and with good reasons, he traces geographical texts in practically all literary 
genres; more important than the wealth of source materials, however, is his perspicacious 
analysis of the changes of perspectives brought about in Islam and Islamic culture. An 
informative general survey of Muslim works on geography is found also in the article 
‘Qughrgfiya’ by S. Maqbul Ahmad in the Er’. But for the manuscript sources, the serious 
reader should, of course, be referred to volume XI1 of Fuat Sezgin‘s Geschichte deJArabirchen 
Jchn@m.r. 

2. As a matter of fact, it was only in the last century, after Alexander von Humboldt’s (1769- 
1859) and C. Ritter’s (1779-1859) time, that geography was methodically developed into 
an academic discipline with a clearly defined subject-matter and taught at the universities. 
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geography of the Muslims, or with what highly scholarly dedication a wealth of 
information was collected, chiefly about the regions under Muslim control or 
infl~ence,~ that went far beyond the well-studied heritage of the Hellenistic 
period. 

The division of the sciences proposed by a number of authors at the 
height of Arabic scientific achievement in the early Middle Ages may give us 
the impression that these scientific disciplines were kept nicely separate. 
Nothing, however, could be more misleadmg, as the innumerable writings on 
geographical subject-matters, in particular, will demonstrate quite quickly to 
the impatient researcher. Even the apparently unambiguous terminology is 
deceptive. For the Greek derivativejz/ghrZjyz was introduced into Arabic only 
at a fairly late stage, and precisely in such a scholastic context, to be precise, 
around the middle of the tenth century by the Ikhwiin al-Safii’. They devoted 
the fourth Bsda of the first part of their en~yclopaedta~ (on mathematical 
subjects) to ‘alj.ugbrZfy2. But not even at this time, when the Ptolemaic tra- 
dition had been adopted as the predominant methodological standard, did 
geography become one of the academic disciplines. The Risdaj-l-&gbr@yZ of 
the otherwise quite scholarly Ikhww al-Safz’ was surely not conceived as an 
academic programme, but is only a rather brief description of that Greek 
world-model, based on the seven  climate^,^ and exploited as a unitarian device 
of meditation. Thus the foreign terminology is used like a mask for a scientific 
activity thoroughly permeated with a certain Islamic ideology. 

Unlike what happened in the case of astronomy or medicine, neither the 
earlier geographical concerns nor the later interests were entirely eclipsed 
through the strong light of the Greek heritage. Rather, such older titles as 
Etb al-BulaZn, Jurat al-ard and al-MasZlik wa-l-mamdik continued to be used , as 
we can still see in Yiiqat al-Hamawl’s (d. 626/1229) comprehensive Mayam 
al-bal&n: the harvest of centuries of Arabic geography. The inclination of 
historians of science to recognize as truly scientific only works produced after 

3. That not only factual knowledge about the world in its physical aspects was the goal, but a 
geography inspired by Muslim culture, religion and civilization (in this sense also ‘Human 
Geography’) is clearly enunciated by such leading geographers as d-Istakhri (d. after 340/ 
951) and Ibn Hawqal (fl.367/977). The younger author almost repeats his older 
colleagues: ‘I did not describe the land of the black people in Africa and of the other 
nations belonging to the torrid zones; for, since by nature I love wisdom, acumen, religion, 
justice and orderly government, how could I have taken notice of such people and 
heighten their importance by including a description of their lands ?’ See Ibn Hawqal, opcls 
Geogr&icumt fit& Jirat al-urd, ed. J. H. Kramers, 2 vols, (Bibliotheca Geographorum 
Arabicorum, 2), Leiden/Beirut, E. J. Brill, I, p. 9f. 

4. In the Beirut edition of Diir Sadir, the Ri.rduj-L+gbr&z covers only p. 158-182. 
5. Cf. E. Honigmann, Die sieben Xirnata und die poleis epistmoi: eine Untersucbung der Geographic und 

Atdogie im Alterturn und Mittekalter, Heidelberg, C. Winter, 1929. 
6. Yfiqiit al-Hamawi, Muyam al-buk&, 5 vols., Beirut 1397/1977, p. 11. 
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and under the impact of the translation period - in the case of geography, at 
least - can be considered justified only after a number of significant reserva- 
tions have been made.7 

To be somewhat clearer about the subject-matter with which we are 
concerned here, it is obviously unavoidable to turn to modern geography 
(without drawing anachronistic conclusions). Thus, it has become customary 
to adopt the modern tripartite division of geography for the classification of 
medieval Arab works as well: mathematical, physical and human geography.* 
The first, however, receives the most attention, contrary to the modern 
practice, which reduces it to a mere propaedeutic 1-6le.~ In general, it can be 
observed that today’s geographers are just as vague about their field of studies 
as their medieval Arab predecessors. Thus, the very learned survey article in 
the Engdopaedia Britannica of 1959 advises us to include all phenomena found 
on the surface of the earth: 

[geography is] the mother of sciences. Geography cannot be defmed by its 
subject matter, for anything that it unevenly lstributed over the surface of the 
earth can be examined profitably by geographical methods. Rather geography is 
a point of view, a system of procedures. . . . Geography is that field of learning in 
which the characteristics of particular places on the earth‘s surface are ex- 
amined. It is concerned with the arrangement of things and with the associa- 
tions of thmgs that distingwsh one area from another. It is concerned with the 
connections and movements between areas. Geography seeks to interpret the 
signtficance of likenesses and differences among places in terms of causes and 
consequences. 10 

O n  h s  basis, then, we can approach Muslim geography only with a measure 
of despondency. For the topics included in the works of the Muslim 
geographers, and in turn in those of orientalists and hlstorians, are almost as 
far-reaching as can be derived from the modern definition of geography: 
whatever can be found on earth, and even whatever is above and below it. To 
deal comprehensively with h s  vast geographical literature of the Muslims, one 
would have to write a new literary hstory almost as extensive as the general 

7. Sometimes a brilliant formulation is preferred to inner consistency, as when A. Miquel 
categorically states at the outset of his grand study, which relies quite heavily on the early 
literary sources, that ‘La gkographie arabe est fde du califat de Bagdad’, cf. A. Miquel, L a  
giogr@bie, op. cit., I, p. 1. 

8. A. Miquel, Lagiographie.. . , op .it., p. 9. 
9. ‘Heute ist die Mathematische Geographie, die, soweit sie sich mit der Erde als 

Himmelskorper befa&, auch Astronomische Geographie genannt wird, fir die Erdkunde 
nur noch eine propadeutische Hilfsdisziplin’, cf. G. Fochler-Hauke (ed.), Allgeemezne G o -  
graphie, Frankfurt, Fischer Bucherei, 1959, pp. 274f. 

10. P. E. James, art. ‘Geography’, in Engohpaedia Britunnicu, X, pp. 139ff., London/Chicago/ 
Toronto, Encyclopaedia Britannica Ltd. 1959, p. 139. 
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one.” In a short survey like the present one, we can therefore only follow the 
general lines and concentrate on new insights and discoveries that have been 
made over the past decades. 

Where to begin? 
Closely related to the question of a reliable def~tion of the field of geography 
is that of the chronological limits. Are we to follow the well-trodden path of 
orientalist scholarship that takes its departure from that most productive 
‘translation period‘ early in the ‘Abbiisid Cahphate, when tables and texts of 
Greek, Persian and Indian provenance became available to Arab scholars? Of 
course, this is the safest way of proceeding. But for a rather vaguely defined 
discipline like geography it can hardly be justified. Proof is provided by various 
sources, even texts of later centuries. 

Thus, from the outset we should be aware that, parallel to the science of 
geography along the lines of Hellenistic scholarshp, there existed another type 
of geography, perhaps ‘sacred geography’, if - in spite of all inaccuracies - we 
accept D. Iong’s terminology in his article ‘Malaka. 4. As the Centre of the 
World’ in the Engclopaedia ofhlaam.l2 This was a geography which by all pos- 
sible means endeavoured to remain faithful to the old traditions of the re- 
ligous authorities, and especially of the representatives of the Sharf‘a. The 
main concern of this ‘sacred geography’ was the determination of the qibla 
accordmg to the traditional principles of the Companions of the Prophet.13 
And the qibla is just one example that reminds us of the great significance of 
space, movement, direction and the like for the Islamic religion that prefers to 
interpret ‘divine Revelation’ as ‘guidance’ and the divine Law as ‘the Way’. 
Consider, for instance, the following classic verse from the Sz?rat al-Nad 

11. Thus, A. Mquel, in his Lagiographie humaine du monde musulman, has left aside mathematical 
and physical geography, and largely also the later centuries, but nevertheless filled four 
heavy volumes. It may be asked, however, whether a more methodical concentration on 
the systematic, scientific treatment of geographical topics is not possible and preferable. 
Even an author with such far-reaching interests as al-Ya‘qGbi did concentrate on the proper 
geographical factors. As regards the sources, in recent years the Institute for the History of 
Arabic-Islamic Science at the Johann-Wolfang-Goethe University in Frankfurt a. M. under 
its director Fuat Sezgin has undertaken the very laudable task of collecting facsimile 
editions and reprints of the most representative texts and studies on Muslim geography. 
The interested reader thus has easy access to a whole library of original sources and 
interpretations in case he wishes to pursue his studies in more detail. 

12. EZ*,VI, pp. 180-87. 
13. Especially interesting in this regard is the Uqixa entitled Tuyat al-qu&t by Shihgb al-Din, 

‘The Fourth of the Three’, &mad b. M%jid; it was made known already by G. Ferand, 
1928, pp.209f. The exact methods used for the determination of the qibla, naturally, 
belong to the history of Arabic mathematics and astronomy, not geometry. 
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God’s it is to show the way; 
And some do swerve from it. 
If H e  willed, He would have 
gulded you all t~gether.‘~ 

Gratitude towards the Creator, Who has glven man lus place in the universe, 
is, furthermore, one of the most significant factors in Islamic religiosity. The 
experience of His greatness and the response in His glorification (tu ‘@m Alhb) 
are arguably even more profound. This is the main theme harped on in the 
genre of the Kktub al- ‘azuma, further sources of geographtcal texts which have 
not yet been studied and interpreted with a view to a complete picture of 
Arabic human ge0graphy.l How much geographcal discovery can benefit 
from this religious motivation is immedately evident: The further you go, the 
more you discover, the greater is the Lord. In Islam, of course, the vision of 
the Revealer has been somewhat played down. For the Prophet lumself, 
however, it certainly was more fundamental and left its impact on lus soul, it 
may be said, as the kernel of the Islamic religon. As such, it is confronted not 
with the imagery of a divine figure, but with the experience of greatness Par 
excellence, a greatness that fiUs all space between heaven and earth: ‘This is 
naught but a revelation revealed, taught him by one terrible in power, very 
strong; he stood poised, being on the higher horizon, then drew near and 
suspended hung, two bows’-lengths away, or nearer, then revealed to hts 
servant that he revealed.’16 

Somewhat summarily, the Qur’~c message may be set off from that of 
the Bible by saying that the Bible emphasizes history, earthly time in which 
God’s saving action is demonstrated; the Qur’iin, on the other hand, em- 
phasizes space, hence orientation, divine guidance for man’s existence on ths 
earth (experience in time versus guidance on the way). 

Orientation, guidance was apparently also the essential function of the 
Ka‘ba and the pre-Islamic ritual around it. According to traditional fragments 
of an ancient cosmology, the Ka‘ba’s major axis pointed towards the rising of 
Canopus, the brightest star in the southern hemisphere,” while the minor axis 
points towards summer sunrise in one du-ection and winter sunset in the 

14. Qur’an XVI.9, see A. J. Arberry’s translation, 7he Koruii Interpreted, London, Allen and 
Unwin/New York, MacMiUan, 1955. 

15. See A. M. Heinen, hlutnic Cosmology: a Stulg of aS-JyiX’S ul-Hq’a aS-Sh&u Ji-f-buy’u us- 
szmniyya, (Beiruter Texte und Studien, 27), Beirut, Orient-Institut der Deutschen 
Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft/Wiesbaden, F. Steiner, 1982, esp. pp. 27ff. 

16. Qur’an LlIISff., see A. J. Arberry, 7 h e  Koran.. . , op. cit. 
17. That is the rational explanation for the preference given to this star. But there is an older, 

almost magical one, as we learn from al-BirCmi : ‘It is said that the eye loses its sight when it 
glances at it’; cf. al-Biriini, Bc Chonolou ofAncienf Nutions: an Englirh Transfution oftbe Arubic 
Ext oftbe Afbcir-d-BZkiya ofAfbininG or Vistiges of tbr Pust Collated und Rednced to h%ting @ the 
AatborinA.H 370-1, *4.0 1000, trans. C. E. Sachau, London, W. H. Allen, 1879, p. 343. 
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other; or the idea seems to be that the Ka‘ba points towards the physical 
‘Throne of God’ located in the ‘highest Heaven’, which is indicated by 
Capricorn. In this scheme there also could be place for the ‘Footstool’ 
(al-1Girrsz’) in front of the Throne of God.18 [Fig. 11 

Like the other sciences, geography certainly has a history; its historical 
development is even more significant because geography is part and parcel 
of human culture.” The fact that the Muslims have developed it so 
splendidly, characterizes their culture probably more clearly than any other 
of their activities, including prayer and mysticism. The dispute about the 
beginnings of scientific enterprise in Islam, if applied also to geography, 
could turn around the direct evidence of literary works on geographical 
subjects and, secondly, the indirect evidence of results testifying to earlier 
scientific interests and tools. The first category is found among the extant 
pieces of Arabic literature; but the second requires much more attentive 
search. The traces left by Arab tradesmen and soldiers in the inscriptions of 
Babylonian and other neighbouring cultures, lead into the darkness of 
Middle Eastern history in the first millennium. One case where they can be 
identified with greater precision is the work of Hippalos Kybernetes 
(fl.c.BClOO), who with the monsoon winds discovered the most practical 
sea-route from the Red Sea to the Indian Subcontinent. This discovery was 
appreciated in its importance and Hippalos was honoured for it by having 
these winds called by his name.20 But he no doubt had received his 
knowledge from the local Arab seamen, hence the first Arabs with valuable 
geographical information based on observation and experience.2’ It is a 

18. In early Islamic times it became a heavily discussed theological question whether the 
Throne of God, together with the Kursi, was a physical reality or a mere figure of speech 
(as the Jahmiyya sect explained); cf. al-D~mi’s treatise al-Rudd ‘al&llahm&a, ed. 
G. Vitestam, 1960, esp. pp. 25ff.. 

19. This is the central thesis of A. Miquel’s comprehensive study, Lagbographie humaine dn monde 
musulman, which harps so much on the importance of adab that the frontiers between 
genuine scientific interest in the description of the earth and its artistic presentation 
disappear in nebulosity. Thus, even an al-BiW-, in this scheme, is declared ‘une figure 
marginale’, A. Miquel, La gbographie ..., op. cit., I, p. 223. But then, not every poem on 
mountains, valleys, rivers, gardens etc. belongs to geography. 

20. Cf. also the Petplus Marir Ecythraei, a Greek handbook of navigation of the second half of 
first century AD. 

21. Cf. G.F. Hourani, Arab Se.f..ine in the Indian Ocean in Ancient and Ear& Medieval Ernes, 
(Princeton Oriental Studies, 13), Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1951, pp. 27f.; the 
reputation of the Greeks as great seafarers, in any case, does not seem to be founded on 
solid evidence; an expert like Krumbacher states categorically : ‘Echt byzantinische Karten 
mit griechischer Legende scheinen nicht erhalten zu sein, und Seekarten haben sie wohl 
Uberhaupt nicht besessen’ (quoted in H. Hunger, D i e  hochsprachkche profane Literatur der 
@pnh%er, (Handbuch der Altertumwissenschaft, Abt. 12, T. 5), Miinchen, Beck, 1978, I, 
p. 524). 
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V-1 .l $.war al-fiw&ib by Abu-1-Husayn ‘Abd al-Rahmiin 
b. ‘Umar al-Sufi, 525/1131 

0 Topkapi Palace Library (A-3493, fol. 52b) 
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curious coincidence of history that some 1,500 years later the Turkish ad- 
miral Sidi ‘Ah still benefits in a similar way from the Arab pilots in the same 
parts of the world.“ In any case, direct observation and personal experi- 
ence, which requires much travelling on the part of the geographer, were 
hghly appreciated even by an outstanding historian like al-Mas‘di (d. 355/ 
956-957), whose works also contain much geography. 

But geography in Muslim culture has a history, too, in so far as it was a 
tradition. The individual authors sometimes knew each other, as in the case of 
al-Istakhri and Ibn Hawqal, even to the extent that one author literally in- 
herited the work of the other and continued it (A. Miquel pointedly speaks of 
Ibn Hawqal as the ‘lkgataire d’Igakhri’),23 they read the books of their pre- 
decessors, used them as sources for their own compositions, travels and sci- 
entific enterprises, and they corrected them or commented on them. With 
varying degrees of seriousness, Muslim geographers also used ‘the instrument 
of imZd’, the obligatory unbroken chain of supporting authorities - even au- 
thors who otherwise stressed the usefulness of travel and personal experience. 
Thus, not even travel books were as a rule wholeheartedly presented with the 
claim of being the independent reports of some individuals who collected their 
own observations and experiences. The intention apparently was to emphasize 
the hgh standards of a systematic methodology, or to avoid the suspicion of 
only echoing the vagaries of a single individual (today, one would say that a 
truly scientific proof must be accessible to the whole scientific community). 
As a result, medieval Arabic geography only too often was too traditional, 
mere book-knowledge; critical judgement, independence, experiential in- 
dividuahty were lightly set aside. The formula ‘I myself saw’, in some cases, 
may not actually say as much as ‘I witnessed with any own eyes’ (it can be 
copied from an older text, together with the whole story, or simply be in- 
vented, or used as a literary device). An example are the tales of Sindbad. 
However, there are also contrary examples. Of particular value among them, 
to cite but one, is the work of the highly respected al-Muqaddasi (d.390/ 
lOOO), which characteristically starts with a rational methodology and a harshly 

22. ‘Pendant un long stjour de cinq mois que j’ai fait b Basra [en 15541 et qui se prolongea 
jusqu’au commencement de la mousson; pendant mes trois mois de traverste de Basra 
dans l’Inde, depuis le commencement du mois de gacb%n jusqu’b la fin du mois de Sawwid 
(= 2 juillet-27 septembre 1554), pendant ces huit mois, je ne laisserai passer aucun moment 
sans m’entretenir, jour et nuit, de choses nautiques avec les pilotes c6tiers et les marins [du 
pays] qui se trouvaient b bord [de mon navire]. Ainsi ai-je appris comment les anciens 
pilotes de Hormuz et de l’kdustan: Layth bin Kahliin, Muhammad bin hd%n et Sahl bin 
Abiin avaient autrefois manceuvrt dans l’octan Indien’, cf. al-Mibft, preface, see trans. by 
G. Ferrand, Essai &grammain Makache, Paris, Ernest Leroux, 1928, pp. 196f. 

23. A. Miquel, Lagigraphie.. ., op. cif., I, p. 299. 
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critical evaluation of hs predecessors, whom he blames for laclang personal 
experien~e.‘~ 

Modern geography, particularly in its speciahty, the geography of religion 
(a branch of biogeography), is well aware of the mutual relationship between 
religous practice and geographical conditions: faith determines how man 
shapes the surrounding world, but is itself conditioned by the geographcal 
conditions in whch men live. Thus, Arabic geography has embraced the 
Qur’dc world view, especially through the numerous verses admonishng 
man to observe and reflect on God’s signs in His creation, or to acknowledge 
such gifts of His as the gardens of Ma’rib, with gratitude.25 The geogra hcal 
conditions of Arabia are echoed in the religious practices of Tslam.2’The 
modern discipline of the geography of religion, no doubt, will consider such 
an example of ‘Qur’iinic geography’ as more meaningful and effective than the 
isolated verses concerning a disc-shaped earth, or ‘the sun setting in a muddy 
spring’ (Qur’an XVIII.86 - which usually has been interpreted as a geo- 
graphical statement). 

As it is, the example of Ma’rib has acquired further significance. Recent 
research on such remnants of pre-Islamic culture as the Dam of Ma’rib has 
finally corrected the common view that Arabia, with respect to geography, 
has always been dependent on outside cultures. Thus, orientahsts like 
J. H. IGamers, mainly impressed by the numerous borrowings from Greek 
geography in the Arabic geographcal classics of the ninth century, tended to 
overemphasize their dependence on the Greek models. Much more than the 
trading routes of ancient caravans, which already presupposed a reliable 
knowledge of the distances and geographcal conditions, irrigation schemes 
such as that of Ma’rib are evidence for a highly developed geographical 
science, predating the Greek school books, that could radically determine the 
material and cultural life of whole population groups.27 

24. ‘Know that a good number of scholars and viziers ha\Te written books on this subject, 
though rather bad ones. Most of them, if not all, are based on hearsay only’, cf: al- 
Muqqaddasi, -4hmn al--taqZsiB J ma‘rzft al-aqihz, ed. M. J. de Goeje, (Bibliotheca 
Geographorum Arabicorum, 3), Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1906, p. 43. 

25. The Qur’iinic verse is quite dramatic: ‘For Sheba also there was also a sign in their 
dwelling-place - two gardens, one on the right and one on the left : Eat of your Lord’s 
provision, and give thanks to Him; a good land, and a lord All-forgving. But they turned 
away ; so W e  loosed on them the Flood of Arim, and W e  gave them, in exchange for their 
two gardens, two gardens bearing bitter produce and tamarisk-bushes, and here and there a 
few lote-trees’, cf. Qur’iin, XXXIV.l5f., cf. A. J. Arberry, The Koran, up. cif. 

26. These few examples may suffice to show that generalizations such as ‘Islam - the Religion 
of the Desert’ can be avoided in the geography of religion. Cf. W. Gebel, Der Islam: die 
Rdgion der IFLrfe, Breslau, 1922, pp. 104-133. 

27. Cf. J. Schmidt, ’Die sabiiische Wassemirtschaft von hla’rib’, in U. Daum (ed.),jmen: 3000 
Jabre f i w t  und R u h r  des gluckbchen Arahn, Innsbruck/Frankfurt, Pinguin Verlag, 1988, 
pp.57-73: ‘Die ersten historischen Quellen berichten im 8./7. Jh. v. Chr. 
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The Dam of Ma’rib is definitely one of the best illustrations of what 
man’s geographical understanding can achieve. With human ingenuity it was 
possible to produce, for a specific area, benefits similar to those which nature 
itself had provided for the people living in the valleys of the Nile or Euphrates 
and Tigris. The area thus gained for agricultural production, naturally, was 
much smaller, but with some 9,600 ha. of irrigated land, it was quite im- 
pressive on the western side of the great desert. As far as can be deduced from 
‘the numerous remains and the fragmentary history reports, it was the in- 
genuity of many generations, hence of a whole national culture, that gathered 
the necessary experience with the geographcal condtions of that region, that 
is the morphology of mountains, valleys, plains, the water available from 
sources and rainfall, the winds and other such meteorological phenomena, the 
productivity of the earth, the plants that could be cultivated under prevailing 
conditions and the like. The achievement can be appreciated even more when 
we consider comparable irrigation systems of our time. One detail, for in- 
stance, is the prevention of s h t y  of the soil by exactly proportioned 
flooding. In modern projects like the Assuan Dam, irreparable damage has 
occurred even after a short span of time. When catastrophes struck the Dam 
and the lands depending on it, the accumulated geographical knowledge and 
social co-operation of later generations succeeded several times in repairing 
and modfying the magnificent work of centuries.28 Only the last destruction 
of the Dam at the beginning of the seventh century found the community of 

uber den Bau von Wasseranlagen. Der beriihmte Damm von Ma’rib und die dazugehori- 
gen, noch heute erhaltenen AuslaBbauwerke gehen auf das 6. Jh. v. Chr. zuriick, sie haben 
mit einem immer verzweigter und komplexer werdenden Funktionssystem ein Jahrtausend 
hindurch in Betrieb gestanden. Aber die Anfhge der Wassertechnik in Ma’rib reichen vie1 
weiter zuriick. Die Atesten noch sichtbaren Zeugen eines fest eingerichteten und bereits 
technisch ausgereiften Bewasserungswerkes sind uns in Form von massiven Stau- und 
Ableitungsanlagen aus dem 3. und 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr. uberliefert. Ausgangspunkt 
hierfiir waren die naturraumlichen Gegebenheiten, die vorgefundene geomorphologische 
Situation’ @p. 59f.). See also W. W. Muller, ‘Skizze der Geschichte Altsudarabiens’, in W. 
Daum (ed.), Jemen.. . , op. it., p. 50 : ‘In der zweiten Hdfte des 6. Jh.s v. Chr. errichteten 
zwei aufeinanderfolgende Herrscher den groRen Damm von Ma’rib mit seinen imposanten 
Schleusenanlagen.. . und zahlreichen Wasserverteilern.’ 

28. ‘Die Bewohner Sudarabiens hingegen waxen seit altersher darauf angewiesen, sich die 
periodisch auftretenden Monsunregen zunutze zu machen, um die zur Lebenserhaltung 
erforderliche Wassermenge zu gewinnen. Die in der Regel zweimal jahrlich niedergehende 
heftigen aber kunzeitigen Regenfde hatte man aufzufangen und in leistungsfahige 
Bewasserungssysteme umzuwandeln. Dies erforderte eine in hochstem Mane koordinierte 
Planung, ein prazisiertes Konzept und eine hochstehende Technologie. Unabdingbare 
Voraussetzung dafur war eine straffe Organisation des Gemeinwesens, sowohl des Staates 
als auch der Stadt, die in den meisten Faen zum tragenden Fundament bei der 
Verwirkltchung der Ideen wurde. Die Sabaermetropole Ma’rib, die zum religiosen und 
politischen Zentrum des Reiches heranwuchs, war Keimzelle und zugleich Kulmination- 
spunkt fiir jede Art geistiger und materieller Evolution. Hier entstand das umfassendste 
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Ma’rib in such a sad state of unpreparedness that the geographcal experience 
of almost a millennium could not save the oasis any longer. 

And the Dam of Ma’rib demonstrates yet another aspect of geographcal 
knowledge. The pre-Islamic Arabs were not merely nomads, bedouins or traders 
and seafarers, who had a constant need of guidance through the hostile elements 
they were forced to traverse; they were also farmers who had a privileged, and 
even vital, relationship to special regons and, as a natural consequence, showed 
much understanding of the cause-and-effect relationshp in nature, on the basis 
of which they formed a variety of landscapes according to their economic and 
general human interests, Oversimplifications of the Arabs as desert dwellers, 
unable to speak of the sea and use metaphors taken from it in their poems, are 
still en uogue among some booktsh orientalists, but are certainly false. 

The linguistic unity of the Afuslim world is often one significant reason 
why people speak of ‘Arabic science’ rather than ‘Muslim science’. 
Geography, although it apparently profited from the work of such lexico- 
graphers as al-AsmaCi (d. 213/828), who is reported to have authored several 
treatises in the field,29 nevertheless is in a special position. The linguistic ex- 
pression naturally plays a less significant rcile than in the formation of thought 
along the logical paths of the other sciences. Geography is in search of, and 
therefore guided by, the physical conditions of places and regions. Sometimes 
it even has led to theories of exaggerated determinism of human lifc by the 
mheu, the physical conditions of its earthly existence.3a Man’s language or 
logic do not impose themselves on ths truly universal ‘earth science’, but on 

Kkrk antiker Bewasserungskultur, ein kornpliziertes und technisch ausgereiftes System 
ingenieurmaiger Konstruktionswcisen. GewiI3 besaen auch anderc Stadte des alten 
Sudarabien derartigc Einrichtungen zur Wasscrversorpng, an Bedeutung und Umfang 
erreicht jedoch kcine dicjenigen von Ma’rib. Der Ruhnl der sabaischen Wasserkultur von 
Ma’rib drang denn auch wveit uber die Grenzc Siidarabiens hinaus und lebte bis in die 
Neuzeit fort, nachdem dic mdken Reiche langst zugrunde gegangen und in Vergessenheit 
geraten waren.’ Cf. J. Schmidt ‘Die sabaische \’C’asserwirtschaft.. . , qb. cif., pp. 57-73. As a 
quote by al-Biriini shows (see al-Biriini. k&ih Zhdid nih@dt dmGkiti li-t&h nm@t nl- 
masZkin, ed. P. G. Bulgakor, Cairo, hfatba‘at Lajnat al-Ta’lif wa-1-Tarjama ma-I-Nashr, p. 
44 ; trans. Jamil Ah, 7bt Detewiilrrifion ofthe Loordinutrs of Positions jor the Correctioti of Distances 
betuwn &ties: a IlFnnslafion from the -4rabic of al. Biriini? kifcib Tabdid niheyat nf-a?z&in li-ta:bih 
mas@t al-/nas&in, Beirut, American University of Beirut, 1967, p. 18), the Dam of Ma’rib 
had become a legend; but the basic geographical knowledge on which its success depended 
had been lost. 

29. Two titles should be noted as specially relevant: k&h A,l&ih al-%rab and EtZb Jaxirat 
ul-C4rzzb, the latter especially appreciated and used by Yiiqut d-Hamawi in his A h ~ a t n  
al-bddin. 

30. Several authors could be mentioned here, for instance al-Jiihi+ and al-Mas‘tidi, among many 
others. Especially interesting is al-Hamdiini’s $&tJax?raf a/- 54ab, ed. Muhammad b. ‘Ali 
al-Akwa’ aI-Hawdi, 3 vols., Cairo, hlatba‘at d-Sunna al-hfuhammadiyya, 1394/1974, 
pp. 32ff.). 
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the contrary the physical conditions on earth exert their mighty influence on 
human language and logic. 

Since some ten geographical treatises of Hishgm b. al-I<albi (d. c. 204/ 
820) are no longer available to us, al-Hasan b. Ahmad al-Hamdiini (279-333/ 
893-6. 945-946) is the most remarkable literary source for old Arabian geo- 
graphy, as represented in Arabic philology and predating the adoption of the 
Greek scientific tradition by Muslim writers.31 Especially in his encyclopaedia 
entitled al-ZkMj-l-amib,32 he widens our knowledge beyond the ancient irri- 
gation schemes in the service of higher agricultural exploration and informs us 
in addition of such other important geographical fields as mining. In the case 
of the silver-mine of al-Radriid, hs reports were verified fifteen years 
Industrial geography, therefore, had a place in traditional Muslim literature as 
well, although it appears to have been somewhat marginal, less appreciated in 
the value-system of Arab writers. In the particular case of silver-mining we do 
not have to search long for a rational reason. The miners living close by in a 
special village - al-Hamdiini speaks of some 1,000 - were all foreigners, 
namely ‘Magi’ from Persia, who were even in possession of two Zoroastrian 
fire-temples. And al-Hamdiini adds that all the silver produced there in the 
Yemen, which must have been quite a lot because nowhere else in this region 
existed an equally rich mine, was carried away by Persian, Syrian and Egyptian 
dealers, who made handsome profits. It then comes as no surprise that 
eventually the mine of al-Radrgd was abandoned because the foreign miners 
were murdered by the local population. Even in early Islamic times, industrial 
geography obviously had its problems in society, and the parallels to modern 
times come to mind immediatel~.~~ 

31. Nevertheless, as the names for localities outside Arabia indicate, al-Hamdiini knew the 
(translated) text of Ptolemy’s Geogrzpb. But for the Arabian Peninsula his work echoes the 
old local traditions, in particular with regard to the predominating philological interests of 
the Arabs. 

32. Esp. Et& al-IktlJ-l-ansZb, ed. Muhammad b. ‘Ah al-Akwa’ al-Haw&, Cairo, Matba‘at al- 
Sunna al-Muhammadiyya, 1979, Book 8; cf. al-Hamdibi, sfat /.@rat al-‘Arab, ed. 
Maammad b. ‘Ah al-Akwa’ al-Haw&, Riyadh/San‘ii’, Markaz al-Diriisiit wa-l-Batith al- 
Yamani, 1394/1974. 

33. C. Robin, ’Das Bergwerk von ar-Radriid: al-Hamdm und das Silber de; Jemen’, in 
W. Daum (ed.), Yemen.. ., op. cit, pp. 129-131. also C. Toll, EtZb al-Gauharatain al- 
‘atiqatain al-m2i ‘atain as-sajiri’ wal-bai&’. D i e  beiden Edelmetalle Gold und Slber von al-Hamd&i, 
(Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. Studia Semitica Upsaliensia, I), Uppsala, Almqvist and 
Wiksells, 1968. It should also be noted that it was not through military prowess but 
superior geographical knowledge that a conquering army of the Roman empire was 
overcome. In the years BC 25-24, Aelius Gallus tried in vain to conquer Ma’rib for Rome, 
because his army all too often lost its way. 

34. Cf. E. Wirth, ‘Der heutige Irak als Beispiel orientalischen Wirtschaftsgeistes’, D i e  Erde, 8, 
1956, pp. 30-50; repr. in idem, .hE&xcbajgeeographie, Darmstadt, Wissenschaftliche Buchge- 
sellschaft, 196913, pp. 391-421. 
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A quite important field of modern geography is the geography of vege- 
tation, or biogeography (the distribution of plants and animals in specific ve- 
getation zones). Although hardly any research has been done on relevant 
contributions of the Muslims to similar studies, numerous texts in Arabic 
poetry and the Hudith can be found that reveal a keen interest on the part of 
the Arabs in the correlation between vegetation and geographical location 
before they opened themselves to Hellenistic scholarship. The sudden ap- 
pearance of small animals like frogs and certain plants right after rainfall often 
made them suspect that these forms of life had come down from heaven 
together with, or inside, the raindrops.35 Even ideas of a spontaneous gen- 
eration of such small animals from desert sand were discussed.36 Especially 
fruitful for the field of biogeography were, of course, careful descriptions of 
the plants characteristic of specific regions, such as the treatise of Abu ‘Ubayd 
al-Bahi (d. 487/1094) on the trees and other plants of Andalusia.37 

The greatest achievement of biogeography belongs to the change of 
whole territories through new methods of cultivation. Thus, new plants, fruits 
such as rice, sugar-cane, cotton, grapes and the like, were cultivated and in- 
troduced into foreign territorie~.~~ In the spirit of Islam, man is the vicegerent 
of the Creator. He uses and modifies nature according to his needs and 
wishes. Especially in Persia, an elaborate system of irrigation was developed 
that changed the total character of whole provinces. When speaking of Arabic 
geography, one should never forget that they lived near the sea, in oases and 
valleys with a rich vegetation, just as much as in deserts and in trading-centres 
like Mecca. Not only was reliable orientation on trading journeys of vital im- 
portance to them, but also the thorough geographcal knowledge of herds- 
men, who could evaluate the quality and quantity of pastures and discover 
water supplies and even medical herbs. 

Lexicography was another discipline that introduced the geographical 
observations of plants, as for instance the palm-tree, whch, naturally, has 
always played a special r6le in the life of Near Eastern people, in many 
variegated regions and vegetation zones. Thus, we have a whole treatise on 

35. This explanation is ascribed to Ibn ‘Abbiis. See A, M. Heinen, Idamic Cosmology: a Jfn4 of 
a-JqXk al-ffgy’a a-Lan&yaj-l-hay’a as-sunn&ya, (Beiruter Texte und Studien, 27), Beirut, 
Orient-Institut der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschaft/Wiesbaden, F. Steiner, 
1982, p. 113. 

36. A. M. Heinen, hlamic Cosmolog y..., @. cit., Gf. E. Wiedemann, ‘Zur Lehre von der generafio 
sponfanea’, Naftmvissei2schaftliche E%cbenschrift, XIV, 191 6, pp. 279ff. 

37. He also wrote on other geographcal topics, as the generic title of a EtZb a/-MaZLik wa-l- 
mamdik clearly shows. But this work is useful only for local, and philological, interests. See 
also W. M. De Slane (ed.) Description de LYlique septentnonale, par Abou- Obeid-El-Bekm’, 
Algiers, 1857. 

38. Cf. M. Lombard, L’hLam dans saprefizi2regrandetrr ( c7IIedX% sikle), (Champ Historique, 59), 
Pans, Flammarion, 1971. 
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the palm-tree by such an expert on the Arabic language as Abii Hiitim al- 
Sijistiini (d. 255/869): Et& af-i%~khl.~~ After the translations from Greek 
had made their impact on Islamic culture, it was principally the work of 
Dioscorides that encouraged Arab scholars to continue his observations of 
the various kinds of plants and their occurrence in specific areas. 
Sometimes, naturally, the exact identification of rare plants growing only in 
restricted geographcal locations was a problem; and w e  hear of some Arab 
botanists setting out on systematic expeditions in order to discover such 
locations in Arab lands. Obviously, the research work of Carsten Niebuhr’s 
colleague P. ForskHl (he died during the Yemen expedition in 1763) had a 
pre-hstory involving Arab scholars some eight centuries earlier. An echo of 
such botanical research can be traced in al-Qaawini’s (d. 682/1283) Athdr al- 
bil~id,~’ where he records that such fruits as dates, bananas and citrus fruits 
grow only in hot countries, the various kinds of nuts only in cold ones, 
sugar-cane near rivers, desert thorn on dry ground. More important for a 
better appreciation of the proper geographcal methods that guided this 
Muslim geographer will be the careful enumeration of places where rare 
spices are exclusively produced. For that is the kind of knowledge in which 
modern biogeography, with its advanced methodology and instruments, is 
able to demonstrate its greatest achievements, too. 

Al-Birani (d. 440/1048) already was fully aware of the dependence of 
vegetation on temperature and general climate. Thus, in hs geographical 
monograph Zbdd nib@it al-am&in4’ he cites an item of information from 
Abu al-‘Abbiis al-Iriinshahri, that in the vicinity of Shirjiin in the province of 
Kirmiin remnants of palm-trees can be found that perished due to a colder 
climate. Obviously, the ecological consequences of climatic changes were not 
discovered only by modern geographers. 

The Greek heritage and mathematical geography 
Although there are numerous fragmentary pieces of information in the H5a!& 
whch reveal geographical interests and practical schemes even among the 
followers of the Prophet (such as that of an order by ‘Umar to regster the 

39. B. Lagumina, , ‘I1 libro della Palma di Abu Hatim as-Sigistani’, Atti dela Reale Acadmia dei 
Lincei (Rome), 8, 1890. 

40. Athiir al-biliid, p. 6; trans. M. Ullmann, Die IVatur- und Geheimwissensch~ten im (slam, 
Handbuch der Orientalistik, Abteilung I: Der Nahe und Mittlere Osten, Erganzungsband 
6/2, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1972, p. 93. 

41. ALB~sx~Is, Ktab Zbdfd.. . , op. cit., trans., p. 17: Ab5 al-‘Abbiis al-hnshahri related that he 
had seen in a castle, known as the “White”, at a distance of onefarsakh from Shirjiin, a 
town in the district of Kirmiin, the stems of date-palms which used to grow there, but the 
climate of the locality grew colder and the palms died and withered, and that ar his time 
there were no palms within a radius of twentyfursukhs from the castle.’ 
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amount of rainfall for particular regions), the turn to the scientific heritage of 
the pre-Islamic cultures and thus to systematic scholarship and writing, came 
about only with the ‘Abbasids. The most noteworthy example of applied 
geography for thts period is beyond doubt the foundation of the new capital, 
Baghdad, by the Caliph al-Man$ir (135-153/753-775). Its site between the 
Euphrates and the Tigris was carefully chosen on the basis of factors whch 
show a remarkable understanding of favourable geographcal conditions. In 
addition to the military aspects of facllitating defence, economic conditions 
also, such as food production over a longer period with varying climatic 
changes, are considered ; further, transportation of food-stuffs and other 
materials is taken into account (the arguments sound so familiar that such an 
important principle of modern geographical theory as the ‘circles’ of J. H. von 
Thiinen immediately come to mind).42 City planning, it seems, has not just 
recently become one of the most influential branches of geography; today’s 
urban geogra hy would not consider the same factors as the planners of 
Baghdad did. 

Although some astronomical and astrological works of foreign origm 
appeared on the scene in the latter half of the eighth century, al-Ma’mun (197- 
21 7/81 3-833) more than anyone started the Arabic tradition of scientific 
geographical study under Greek, Pahlavi and Indian influence: a new map was 
ordered and executed, whch is commonly referred to as the $&a al- 
iMa’m2~&~; according to al-Mashdi (d. 356/956-957), it was superior even to 
the maps of Marinus and Ptolemy. 

Marinus of Tyre (c. AD 70-130) compiled a Gograph whch may have 
been translated into Arabic early in ‘Abbzisid times, since it was hghly 
appreciated by al-Mas‘~di;~ who compared it with other geographcal 

g3 

42. The most complete report on the foundation of Baghdad is probably that of YHqiit al- 
Hamawi (574-626/1179-1226) in his great work “bfu~am ul-buld& (139711977, I, pp. 457- 
460). His source probably was al-Muqaddasi’s Abs& ul-taq‘L.rh j m a  ‘$ut ul-uqdim 
(completed in 377/988); cf. d-Muqaddasi, &.run al-tuq/.rFni.. . , op. cit., pp. 119-121. O n  
the general geographical questions cf. E. Wirth, ‘Zm Problem &er allgemeinen 
Kulturgeographie’, Die Er&, 100, 1969a, pp. 155-193; repr. in E. Winkler, 1975, 

43. P. Scholler, (ed.) Alkemeine Stadtgeogrupbie, Darmstadt, Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 
1969. For a modern study of the Islamic city in the Near East, see E. Wirth, ‘Der heutige 
Irak ...’, op. cit. 

44. Al-Mas‘udi, fit& uL-Tunbfb wa-L-i.rhr4, ed. M. J. de Goeje, (Bibliotheca Geographorum 
Arabicorum, 8), Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1894, p. 33: ‘I found these climates depicted in more 
than one book, in different colours, the best of this kind being in the geographical book by 
Marinus ..., and in the Jira al-Mrr’mz?n&ya made for al-Ma’mun, for the making of which a 
number of sages of his time came together. They depicted in it the universe, with its orbs, 
stars, land, sea, inhabited (parts), non-inhabited (parts), dwelling places of the peoples, 
cities and so on. It is better than what was done before, such as the geographies of Ptolemy 
and Marinus.’ 

pp. 338-492. 
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works and was impressed especially by the famous world-map of this au- 
thor of whom we unfortunately know so little. But the bibliographical 
sources remain silent about such an Arabic translation, and not even 
Ptolemy - if we understand him correctly - had a complete copy of the 
work of his predece~sor.~~ 

Claudius Ptolemy’s (c. AD 90-168) Geogra& was a synthesis of all the 
work done in that subject by Greek scholars up to that time and as such 
enjoyed the highest reputation as the most accomplished geography of an- 
tiquity. In fact, it eclipsed all other works in this field (with which, there- 
fore, a short survey does not need to be burdened). It was translated into 
Arabic two or three times, namely by (or perhaps only for?) Ya‘qub b. Ishnq 
al-Kin& (d. after 256/870), then by Thiibit b. Qurra (d.288/901) and by 
Ibn Khurradiidhbih (d. after 272/885).46 This is certainly one of the most 
influential books of all times and - for good or bad - it has guded geo- 
graphers for some 1,500 years. Its main goal is to set down the principles of 
cartography and ‘the representation, by a map, of the portion of the earth 
known to us, together with its general features’ (1,l). Therefore, the greatest 
part of the book is taken up with cataloguing the latitudes and longitudes of 
some 8,000 cbfferent places, cities, islands, mountains, rivers and other 
features all over the then known world. The circumference of the earth is 
estimated to amount to 180,000 stadia and all the known regions and 
oceans of the world are more or less accurately fitted into this model. 
Although he had already reduced the excessive estimates of his predecessor 
Marinus with respect to the extent of the world (180 instead of 225 de- 
grees), he himself greatly overestimated even the length of the 
Mediterranean Sea (some 62 instead of 42 degrees) and thus gave a strong 
incentive to all hs readers to come up with more exact measurements. 
Without going into detds, we can consider this constant encouragement his 
greatest contribution to the development of geography. 

How much the correct measurements, not only of the earth but also of 
the heavenly bodies, were a concern of the scientists at the court of the caliph 
is obvious also from a short treatise on ‘the Relative Magnitudes of the Sun, 
Earth and Moon’ by Sanad b. ‘Ah (d. before 273/886). H e  was a member of 

45. Thus, Ptolemy writes in his own Geogruply: ‘If I could have known that the book was 
in its final form, I would have contented myself with the description of the inhabited 
part of the earth, based upon his tables only, without the necessity of my doing the 
work‘ (I, 6.2). 

46. Cf. Ibn al-Nab, Et& ul-Rhi~t, ed. G. Flugel, 2 vols., Leipzig, F. C. Vogel, 1871-1872, p. 
268; Ibn Khurradgdhbih, ul-Ma& wa-l-mumZ&k, ed. M. J. de Goeje, (Bibliotheca 
Geographorum Arabicorum, 6), Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1889, p. 3. 
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the team of scientists worhng for the Caltph al-Ma’mur~.~~ The treatise was 
probably written in order to clarify the background of the measurement of a 
degree along the meridian. 

To take over the heritage of Greek antiquity in geography, it was of 
course essential to know the equivalents of the measurements, a problem we 
can hardly appreciate now that universal standards have been introduced. It 
bespeaks the seriousness of the new scientific endeavour that already the 
Caliph al-Ma’miin had taken the measures necessary to solve thls obvious 
problem. The project was of such eminent importance for Muslim geography 
that the hstorical reports deservedly have received the hghest attention and 
cannot be omitted in any survey. Here w e  are guided by the great al-Bmni. 

As to the observations that were made by al Ma’mun, they were started after he 
had read in some Greek books that one degree of the meridian is equivalent to 
500 stadia, where a stadium is the standard measure of length whch was used by 
the Greeks for measuring &stances. However, he found that its actual length was 
not satisfactorily known to the translators, to enable them to identify it with local 
standards of length. Then, according to Habash, who obtained his information 
from Kh&d al-hfarwaadhi, al-Ma’mun ordered a group of learned astronomers 
and expert carpenters and workers in brass, to prepare the required instruments 
and to select a locality for a geodetic survey. They chose a spot in the plain of 
Sinjiir, which is in the neighbourhood of Mosul, nineteen farsakhs from the town 
itself, and 43jirr~ak:bs from Siimarrii’. They liked its level ground and transported 
their instruments to it. They chose a site and observed with their instruments the 
sun’s meridian altitude. They then departed in two parties.. . While proceeding 
on their paths, they measured the distances they had traversed and planted ar- 
rows at different stages of their paths. W M e  on their way back, they verified, by a 
second survey, their former estimates of the lengths of the courses they had 
followed, until both parties met at the place whence they had departed. They 
found that one degree of a terrestrial meridian is equivalent to 56 miles.. . But it is 
said that al-Farghiini reported an extra two-thrds of a mile, in addttion to the 
mentioned number of miles.. . That difference is a puzzle ; it is an incentive for a 
fresh examination and observations. ‘Who is prepared to help m e  in this?’48 

47. We know little of him, but he probably died before Abu Macshar, hence before 272/886, 
since the latter has been accused of plagiarizing Sanad b. ‘Ali’s works. The treatise is 
probably the only work of Sanad b. ‘Ali that has survived. See A. M. Heinen in D. A. King 
and G. Saliba, €?om Dpferent to Eqgant: a I.5lume of,Sfudies in the ffi.rtov ofsciences in the Ancient 
and &ldiesa/ Near East in Honor of E. J’. & m e & ,  New York, New York Academy of 
Sciences, 1987, pp. 167-174. A-Biruni still knew a calculation of the circumference of the 
earth which Sanad b. ‘Ab executed for the Caliph al-Ma’mun, cf. d-Biruni, Et& Tabhd.. . , 
op. cif., p. 220; trans. pp. 185f. 

48. Al-BiW-, Et26 ZhCtiii.. . , op. cif., pp. 178ff. Cf. the careful study of C. A. Nallino, ’I1 valore 
metrico del grado di meridian0 secondo i geografi arabi’, Cosmos, Serie 2, XI, pp. 20-27, 
50-63, 105-121 ; reprinted in idem, Raccolta di scritti e d d  ea‘ inediti, V, Rome, Istituto per 
l’Oriente, 1944, pp. 405-457. 
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However, as the perspicacious remarks of al-Biriini show, differences about 
the exact values of the measurements persisted. And since the further problem 
of determining the geographical longitudes of places required much more 
research on the part of the astronomers and mathematicians, generations of 
scholars collaborated in mathematical geography in order eventually to 
establish the precise distance between the towns of the Muslim world. 

Similarly, much attention is usually given to the form of the earth withm 
the whole universe. Its significance for the progress of geographical knowledge 
is strongly emphasized, even to the extent that the discovery of America is said 
to have depended on it: since Ptolemy’s work, the earth had been definitely 
established as being of spherical shape. Nevertheless, in the tenth century, at the 
height of Arabic scientific activity, al-Bimni’s teacher Ab6 Nasr wrote a special 
treatise on the sphericity of the earth (Rkzzmyyatal-mmZ-?); and in his own ZtZb 
al&%n~n al-M2~‘27dZ;4~ al-Biriini devotes a long section to this question, after he 
has discussed the equally possible elliptical or oval form of the world in his 
correspondence with Ibn Actually, there were also some rare writers, 
usually considered as somewhat excentric, who proposed or revived different 
models of the cosmos. The most notable figure in the time between Ptolemy 
and the Arab translators, no doubt, was Cosmas Indicopleustes (before AD 
533).51 No-one really appears to have adopted such models; their true im- 
portance comes from the light which they shed on the fragmentary pieces of 
older conceptions that were not completely superseded by the mathematical 
systems of such astronomers as Ptolemy. The latter - in spite of many undeni- 
able inconsistencies -were put forward as absolutely valid, in the first place, of 
course, by pupils and admirers. Nevertheless, almost all writers on mathema- 
tical geography feel the need to emphasize the global form of the earth again 
and again, a bone of contention that had long since ceased to be one. In this 
context it is curious that Colombus (d. 1506) - supposedly the practical proof of 
the world’s spherical shape since because of it he was encouraged to undertake 
his hazardous voyage west into the open sea - held a quite different view: the 
earth is pear-shaped with an irregular protrusion. H e  even takes up an archaic 
theory when he proposes that there has been an evolution on one side of the 
earth, apparently the place of Paradise. But where is it located - on the eastern 
extremity or the southern? Is it in any way connected with God’s throne? 

49. Al-Bim-, EfZb alQZnt7n al-Ma%&Ji -l-bgy’a wa-l-n@m, 3 vols., Haydarabad, Dn’irat al- 
Ma%f al-‘Uthmiiniyya 1954, I, pp. 30ff. 

50. S. H. Nasr and M. Mohaghegh (eds.), aL-Bimni and(bn Sna: al-a’da wa-l-gwiba 6QcestionJ and 
Answers), Tehran, 1352/1972. 

51. W. Wolska-Conus, La topographic cbdtienne de Cosmm Indicopleustes. Itiologie ef science au We 
siicle, Paris, Presses Universitaires de France, 1962, pp. 63-111 ; B. Schleissheimer, Kosma 
Indkopleusfes, ein al.cbrirtlti.hes L%lfbild, Diss. University of Munich, Faculty of Philosophy, 
1959, pp. 10-15 and 100-111. 
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In another text, al-Bifini tells us how much ths lengthy work had oc- 
cupied him. Apparently, he not only made his trigonometric calculatons but 
also collected information from all hnds of travellers and, in order to sys- 
tematize and simplify the task, he constructed a large globe and marked all the 
places fixed by him. But he complains that the work was interrupted violently 
by hs personal ‘calamity’ (his involuntary transfer to Ghazna?) and could only 
be completed when God decreed his return home.52 Nevertheless, he must 
already have continued the work during hs emle in Ghazna, as the exact co- 
ordinates of some 620 towns in his Ehib aI-@nin al-A4ascia’i indicate. H e  
could achieve these remarkable results because he not only relied on numerous 
reports of travellers (we may see it as a kind of statistical method favoured 
through the regularity and historical continuity of caravan but, as a 
student of Abu-l-Wafii’ al-BuzjHni, al-Khujandi and Abu NaSr b. ‘Iraq, he 
could apply their new methods of spherical trigonometry. One of his personal 
projects, as he shows in the greater part of hs geographical ,Firmma, the Tab& 
ni@& Ctl-amZkin, could thus be realized, namely the determination of the 
longtudinal distance between Alexandria and his location of Ghazna. Starting 
from Alexandria, he worked hs way through the intermediary stages of 
Baghdad, Shiriiz, Sijistiin, Rayy, Nishiipur, Jurjiiniyya in Khwiirizm, and 

Today, relying on the results of generations of scholars after al-Bifini, 
who could work with improved methods of determining longitudinal dis- 
tances, w e  reahze with the highest admiration how good his results were. Our 
admiration for the person of this great scientist wdl be even higher if, in the 
objectivity and truthfulness of the critical historian of science, we further 

52. Al-Biriini, Et& al-Q&z?ti.. ., op. cit., 1954, p. 14. 
53. It is noteworthy that al-Biruni was quite aware of the precarious nature of such reports 

by travellers, whch introduced uncertainty even into the admired Gograph_y of Ptolemy: 
‘I say : Most of the terrestrial longitudes and latitudes mentioned in (Ptolemy’s) book 
(called) the Geograpky were derived on the basis of the reported distances between the 
various localities on the surface of the earth. Ptolemy himself certainly adopted the 
best methods, but others may or may not have followed him. However, determina- 
tions were based on hearsay evidence’, cf. al-Bfriini, Et& TabaZd. .., o,b .a?., p.225; 
trans., p. 190. 

54. ‘Now, let us evaluate the longitudes of some towns, or their latitudes, from the correct data 
known to us about one of them; or from data correctly derived for another town, so that 
we can derive the unknown data for the remaining town. W e  make Baghdad, the City of 
Peace, as the reference base for measuring longitudes, because astronomical observations 
are made there and it is the seat of the Caliphate and the source of royalty and princes. The 
difference (of longitude) between it and Alexandria is known, because Baghdad is in the 
vicinity of Babylon; and Babylon was an ancient city long before the Deluge, and it existed 
after it, down to the time of Alexander, in its present location’ (al-Biriini, Et& Tabad.. . , 
op. tit.., p. 235; trans., 1967, pp. 200f.). 
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consider with open eyes the restrictions under whch this ‘genius in exile’ had 
to 

Soon after the time of al-Bifini, a number of other Muslim scholars 
continued the work of determining the co-ordmates of cities with the 
theorems of spherical trigonometry. Some fifty years later, an anonymous 
treatise, called the Bstir al-mwqrimfn, has new and better figures. And 
finally, two centuries later, we find one of the most complete and exact 
Arabic lists of place names in the Ehib Zgwfm al-bzrld&,56 the well-known 
geography of the Syrian Abu-l-Fidg) (d.732/1331). H e  could use the re- 
sults of a greater number of predecessors, which unfortunately also im- 
plies many discrepancies. But the great Syrian geographer was prudent 
enough to put differing figures side by side - until the matter could be 
decided. Before this last synthesis of Arabic geography appeared, the most 
accomplished mathematical geographer, Abu-1-Hasan al-Marriikushi 
(d. c. 647/1250), had proposed the most modern method of determining 
geographical localities through spherical trigonometry. This approach was 
published in his comprehensive work on time-keeping called the J&iic al- 
mabcidj’ wa-l-gh@itJi ‘ilm al-mTg~it.~~ Finally, at the Moghul court in India, 
Abu-1-Fad1 ‘Allmi (d. c. 988/1580) completed the rich tradition of place 
names and co-ordmates with his Persian treatise A-%+ Akba~??~ whch, 

55. Consider, for instance, al-B~iids revealing and concealing words: ‘. . .my intention is the 
determination of the longitude of a specified city on the surface of the earth, whose 
position will be known, relative to the all other cities. That city is Ghazna, but so far I have 
been able to determine its latitude only. As to its longitude, by the methods discussed 
above, there were reasons which prevented its determination. If I excuse myself for those 
reasons, my soul would feel ungrateful to God for the apparent and inner blessings H e  has 
bestowed upon me, and to my patron for the gifts and favours extended to me by his 
generous hand. However, I do beseech the Almighty to grant m e  the facilities for making 
the researches which I have loved, for in their pursuit I have not flinched from imminent 
danger to both body and soul. Nay, in those critical hours, I was always anxious to 
complete those researches before I pass away, and I requested Him to grant me a virtuous 
life here on earth, and in the hereafter’, al-Bmni, EtJb Tab&.. . , op. cit., p. 224; trans. 
pp. 189f. 

56. Abu-1-Fida, Taqw-m al-bulhn: texte arabe les manusmh de Paris et de Lqde, ed. J. T. 
Reinaud and MacGuckin de Slane, Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1840. 

57. Two volumes are published in the Facsimile Editions of the Institute for the History of 
Arabic-Islamic Science in Frankfurt: al-Marrhushi, J&i‘ al-mabadi’ wa-lgh3it fi ‘dm al- 
miqzt, Tubi‘a bi-l-tagwir ‘an makb[utd Abmad 111 3343, Maktabat Tqkapz Sarq, Istanbul, 
(Publications of the Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic Science, Series C, Fascimile 
Editions; 1,2), Frankfurt am Main, 1984. But the work first became known in the last 
century through the French translation of father and son J.-J. and L.-Am. SCdillot, 1839. 
The mathematical theory of longitudinal measurements was studied by C. Schoy, 
‘Lkgenbestimmung und Zentralmeridian bei den 2teren Volkern’, Mtteilungen der 
/Cziserlich-Kon$ichen Geographischen Geselschaft, 12, 191 5, pp. 39ff. 

58. ‘Alliimi, A-qn-iAkbatf, trans. and ed. H. Blochmann, 3 vols., Calcutta, 1867-1877. 
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according to E.S. Kennedy's great survey, contains the largest number of 
localities (656).j9 

Thus, all the principles needed for a satisfactory map - as Ptolemy had 
planned it and the Caliph al-Ma'mun had ordered it - were finally at the 
disposal of the Muslim geographers. Actually, geographical maps were pro- 
duced on the model of the Greek predecessors, Marinus of Tyre (c.AD70- 
130) and Claudius Ptolemy (c. AD 100-170); as noted before, al-Mas'tidi tells 
us that he sull could compare all three of the maps and that the one ordered by 
al-Ma'mun was superior to the older ones. There certainly was a tradition of 
pictorial representation of geographical knowledge ; the survival of the mosaic 
map of Palestine in a church in Madaba in Jordan dating back to the early sixth 
century AD is physical proof for that, although, as a mosaic, it naturally cannot 
have been very exact (and in any case, it may not have become known to an 
Arab geographer)." W e  are on firmer ground, however, with the works of al- 
Istakhri and Ibn Hawqal. From the introduction of the KitLEb al-masdik wa-l- 
mamdik, it is fairly obvious that a cartographc description of the world was 
guiding the authors in their geographcal research, either as a plan to be fol- 
lowed and completed, or as the goal to be acheved at the end, or both. The 
images of the great 'world-bird' or the 'sleeve of a garment' do not need to be 
mystified in ths context, they are hardly more than dustrations of the 
schoolmaster." 

The goal of this tradition of geography, without doubt, is reached with 
Muhammad al-Sharif al-Idrisi. Some time before 548/1154 he wrote a re- 
markable description of a large silver map made for the Norman kmg of 
Sicily, Roger 11, which includes seventy-one maps. An extract of this work 
was printed in Rome in 1592 in Arabic; a Latin translation of it was pub- 
lished in 1619 by two Maronite scholars under the misleading title Gographin 
Nu biensis. 

59. E. S. Kennedy and M. H. Kennedy, Gographical Coordinates of Locafities from hLamic Source.r, 
(Veroffentlichungen des Instituts fur Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaf- 
ten, Reihe A, Bd. 2), Frankfurt am Main, Institut fur Geschichte der Arabisch-Islamischen 
Wissenschaften an der Johann Wolfgang Goethe Universitat, 1987, esp. p. xvi. 

60. Cf. V. R. Gold, 'The Mosaic Map of Madeba', The Biblical~~rchaeofogist, 21, 1958, pp. 50-70. 
61. Such pictorial representations already impressed al-Mas'udi in Ptolemy's Geography: 'Dam 

la GCographie, ces mers sont enluminkes de couleurs varites et diMrent par leur ttendue 
et l e u  aspect. Les unes ont la forme d'un manteau court (taiLa~&), d'autres celle d'un 
harnais (chabocrrah) ou celle d'un boyau, et d'autres sont triangulaires; mais leurs noms sont 
en grec dans cet ouvrage et par consitquent inintelligibles' (al-Mas'iidi's al-Tanbih, quoted in 
B. Carra de Vaux, Lr fiim de lhtIe,ertirsement et de fa n%siom, Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1896, 
p. 53). 
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The growth of the trabtion of Muslim geography 

However, the translation of Ptolemy’s Geograpky did not inspire only 
mathematicians to take up geodetic measurements and determine the exact 
co-ordinates of places ; generations of Arab scholars in the following centuries 
pursued the other branches of Hellenistic geography as well. They apparently 
remained restricted to the work of the Alexandrian astronomer and had no 
access to the seventeen books of the Geographica (completed in 23) of 
Strabo of Amasea (Pontus). But there can be no doubt that the Arabs made 
much better use of the heritage of antiquity than their B zantine contempor- 
aries, who had easy access to more, and better, sources. 

Ya‘qtib b. Ishnq al-Kin& (d.260/874) apparently was one of the first 
scholars, in geography as well as in other branches of learning, who took the 
initial steps towards an appropriation of what had been translated from pre- 
Islamic cultures. Nevertheless, he remained in the scientific tradition of 
Ptolemy. Of his important treatise Rasm al-ma ‘mtsr min al-ard, we can only have 
the title and the echo in the later writer al-Mas‘tidi, while of hs RiJZlaJi-l-bihZr 
wa-l-ma& wa-ljay only a Latin translation is known. The case is similar with hs 
younger colleague &mad b. M4ammad b. al-Tayyib al-Sarakhsi (d.286/ 
899), who is reported to have written such relevant treatises as al-Masdik wa-l- 
mamZbk and a RisdaJi -I-bihZr wa-l-m&ib wa-l’ibd. In the historical development 
of Arabic geography these two authoritative writers, nevertheless, seem to 
have been quite influential in so far as they encouraged further research be- 
yond the Ptolemaic tradition. 

Around the same time (272/885), Ibn Khurradiidhbih, the Director of 
the Postal Service, completed his influential book Et& al-Masdik wa-l- 
mamdik. As can be gathered from the title, and of course his official func- 
tion, the Ptolemaic (and perhaps also old Persian) tradition of a geography 
with exact measurements of distances was adopted to be put to the service 
of his government department. The postal routes, after all, could be fmed 
much more conveniently on the basis of extensive geographical information. 
Sunilar practical interests guided the work of two younger officials of the 
government: al-Jayh%ni was vizier at the Snmdd court and in &IS function, 
around the year 286/900, he wrote another Ehib al-MasZkk wa-hamcibk, 
obviously by enlarging the earlier work of Ibn Khurradiidhbih. If we accept 
al-Muqaddasi’s harsh judgement, the vizier just collected information to 

& 

62. ’Es scheint so, als ob &e Byzantiner nicht nur im theoretischen Bereich der Geographie, 
d.h. in bezug auf deren mathematisch-astronomische Grundlagen, sondern auch in der 
prakrischen Landerkunde keine eigenen Initiativen entwickelt hatten’, see H .  Hunger, D i e  
hochsprachliGhepmfane Literatar der Byzantiner, (Handbuch der Altertumwissenschaft, Abt. 12, 
5), Miinchen, Beck, 1978, I, pp. 518f.). 
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prepare the mditary conquest of other countries.63 The second official was 
Qud-a b. Ja'far from Baghdad (d.337/948); he used geography in the 
interest of a more efficient administration of government taxes and instructed 
hs colleagues in hts book Et&$ al-Hia@ wa-;ind'at al-kitdba. Today, these 
writers would be practitioners of political geography, for the focus of their 
works is already the same. Usually Ahmad b. Abu Ya'qGb b. W%&h al-Ya'qiibi 
(d.284/897), with hs Et& al-Bdd&, is also taken to be a geographer of 
political administration, but A. Wquel is probably right when he interprets al- 
Ya'qiibi's research programme, with its special stress on travelhng and 
personal verification, as going beyond the mere practical interests of political 
geography. 64 

The Muslim geographers who continued the tradition of geographcal 
writing nevertheless adopted a surprisingly different approach only one or two 
generations later. No longer was the government administration of the 
'Abbiisid caliphate the prime focus of interest, but, apparently on the basis of 
greater independence and the personal impressions gathered on extensive 
travels, they became aware of the greater 'world of Islam'. Thus it was no 
longer the administrative &vision of the seven Iranian kishwars, imposed on 
the new political order, with Baghdad as its centre, that determined the frame 
of geography; now it was as if the conquest of the world, going out from 
Mecca and Medina, had been fully realized by the geographers as well. For the 

63. 'Abu 'Abd AU%h al-Jayhani, vizir de l'tmir du Khurasan, philosophe, astrologue et 
astronome, reunit les gens qui connaissent les pays etrangers pour les interroger sur les 
Etats, leurs ressources, leurs voies d'accss, la hauteur sous laquelle y gravitent les astres et 
la position qu'y prend l'ombre. C'etait pour hi le moyen d'arriver i conqukrir ces pays, i 
connaitre leurs ressources et a perfectionner sa science des astres et de la sphkre celeste.' al- 

64. A. Miquel, La giogrqbhie.. ., op. cif., pp. 102 ff. Consider, for example, al-Ya'qfibi's 
autobiographical notice: 'Des le debut de mon adolescence, dit-il, h cette tpoque ou l'esprit 
est plus tveillk et plus penetrant, j'avais le plus grand desir de conngtre l'histoire des pays et 
leur situation geographique ; car des mon enfance, j'avais fait de longs voyages. Aussi, 
toutes les fois que je rencontrais quelqu'un de ces regions eloignees, je ne pouvais m e  tenir 
de lui demander quel etait son pays ; apri.s quoi je l'interrogeais sur les habitants, dksirant 
savoir s'ils etaient arabes ou barbares, quel etait leur genre de cultures, d'oh ils tiraient leur 
boisson, comment ils s'habillaient, a quelle secte ils appartenaient et qui les gouvernait. 
Puis je les questionnais sur l'ttendue de son pays, sur les pays qui l'avoisinaient et sur les 
routes. Si l'homme m e  semblait digne de foi, j'kcrivais ses rCponses outre les noms des 
d e s  et des pays, de leurs habitants et de leurs souverains, les distances des d e s  entre 
e h ,  les noms des gtneraux qui les ont conquises B l'Islam, la date de cette conquite, 
l'imp6t foncier qu'elles payent, la description physique des regons, a savoir si elles sont de 
plaine ou de montagne, continentales ou maritimes, la nature du climat, humide ou sec, 
l'indication des cours d'eau et des sources et des points d'ou les habitants tirent leur 
boisson', 4 M. J. de Goeje, Descrzpha aL-Ahgribi, Su.npta ex Libra Regiomm al-japbii, Leiden, 
E. J. Brill, 1860, p. 32; quoted in B. Carra de Vaux, Lespensewrs de /%lam, 2nd ed., 5 vols., 
Pans, 1984,11, pp. 4f. 
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Hij% is clearly the centre of their world description. The main author who 
brought about this change of view was Abu Zayd Ahmad b. Sahl al-Balkhi 
(d.322/934); and the scholat-s following him, therefore, were classified as 
belonging to the ' B m -  School of Geography'. How exactly this school tra- 
dtion is to be conceived of, whether it was more a school of methodologcal 
work or a literary tradtion of shared reports - this evaluation still remains a 
matter of dispute, because the main work of al-BalkhT, entitled Jiiwar aI-aq&m, 
is probably lost forever. 

But from the works of the early exponents it is obvious that the human 
factor, and thus also religion and culture, played a sipficant r61e in the geo- 
graphy of the Balkhi School. Thus, al-Istakhri (d. after 340/951), at the be- 
ginning of hs fit& aI-Mmdik wa-I-mamdik, explains as his central 
methodologcal principle that the Muslim countries, and to a lesser extent also 
the lands of the People of the Book, were of primary interest to him. He even 
gives reasons why he decided to leave aside the lands of uncivilized people in 
Africa.65 And his disciple Ibn Hawqal (d. after 378/988), to whom al-Istakhri 
entrusted his work, was even more emphatic in thts choice, as his Etab sirat 
aI-urd shows on many occasions. Hence, not merely is the physical description 
of the earth of interest to the geographer of the Balkhi School, but also the 
culture, religon and political order of the inhabitants give geography its hu- 
man, and hence scientific, touch. For it is only man as an intellectual being, 
and then the Muslim as living hs life on earth under the guidance of the One 
God, who can give orientation in and direction to the physical world. Since 
Ibn Hawqal does not hde his partiality to the Fii~ids;' we may even sur- 
mise that the divine direction, imposed on creation, was seen in the light of 
the Shiite BHwyya. The same was probably the case with the Et& aL-Mm&k 
wa-I-mum& by al-Muhallabi (d. 380/990), whch was even dedicated to the 
FH@nid Caliph al-'Aziz and of which, understandably, only citations survived. 

The human and religious factor is also emphasized in the work of Ibn 
Rustah from Isfahiin (fl. begmning of tenth century), the A'hq aL-nu$sa 
(Atoiirspnfcietrx), of which only the seventh part on geography is extant. This 
geography, as can easily be seen, is only one part of a whole encyclopaedia, 
hence not intended as a speciahzed book, but rather an entertaining collec- 
tion of materials meant to benefit the kztthib. It is permeated with a strong 
universahst Islamic spirit, emphasizing the unity of the Islamic world around 
its centre in Mecca. This ideological goal evidently could supersede the 
curiosity of the geographtcal discoverer - which also characterizes medieval 
geography. 

65. A-Istakhri, Etzb al-hfmdik wa-l-mamdik, (Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum, l), 
Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1870, pp. 4f.; Ktb al-Ahdik wa-l-mamdik, ed. M. J. 'Abd al-'& al-Sini 
and M. Shafiq Ghurbd, Cairo, 1381/1961, pp. 15-19. 

66. Ibn Hawqal, Opzlsgeographiczlm.. ., op. kt., pp. 70ff. 
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From about the same time is another book by a kZtib, Ibn Faqih al- 
Hamadhiini (fl. first half of tenth century), who used geographical materials 
and tradtions for hls literary concerns. The title is also quite traditional: &tZb 
ul-&dd~iva (written c. 290/903). Thus, it can be expected that the professional 
geographer will not be impressed by the numerous anecdotes and traditions 
from various regons of the Islamic world, squarely centred around Mecca, 
and the historian will often doubt their authencity. 

Both the geographer and the historian wdl feel much more at ease when 
they open the geography of Ab6 ‘Abd Allah Muhammad b. Ahmad al- 
Muqaddasi (d. 390/1000), entitled Absan ul-taq&Tm J; mu ‘rifdt uL-aqZkm. Thls 
book was finally completed in 375/985, after its author had undertaken nu- 
merous travels and had collected reports and personal experiences since his 
early ch~ldhood.~~ What at first may look like a literary device to entice the 
reader, actually reveals the methodologcal programme of appeahng to per- 
sonal observation and critically assessing reports. Concepts and classifications 
are not simply taken over from authoritative sources, but rationally con- 
sidered. Thus, the fact that he introduces a new division of the world, four- 
teen iqhms instead of the twenty-odd schematically retained by the Balh- 
School of Geography, may appear as rather formahstic at first glance. But, as 
the various examples show, the driving force here is the patient and truly 
scientific spirit of the geographer who lets the laws of nature, the mutual 
dependency of spacial units on our earth, determine the variegated adminis- 
tration of distinct lands, provinces and regions. Ths spirit motivates al- 
Muqaddasi to start the work of observation and systematization with each new 
territory, each new city, but also each new sect and grouping, religion or 
linpstic family. In other words, he probably could have joined a research 
team of modern geographers. 

67. See his charming introduction:‘J’ai ttudit le droit et les lettres, pratiqut l’ascktisme et la 
dtvotion, enseignt le droit et les lettres, fait le pr6ne en chaire, appelt a la prikre sur les 
minarets, tenu le r6le d’imam dans les mosqutes, prononct les sermons dans les 
mosqutes-cathtdrales, frtquentt les tcoles, invoqut Dieu dans les rtunions, pris la parole a 
des stances, partagt le pkt des mystiques, le potage des moines et la bouithe des matelots, 
dtguerpi des mosqutes la nuit, voyagt dans les solitudes, erre dans les dtserts, pratiqut 
souvent et sinc2rement l’abstinence, et puis mangt ouvertement des aliments interdits, 
acquis l’amitit des dtvots de la montagne du Liban et frtquentt quelquefois les 
gouvernants, posstdt des esclaves et puis laisst charger des paniers sur ma ttte, manqut 
de peu et a plusieurs reprises la noyade, vu la route de mes caravanes couptes, servi les 
cadis et les grands, adresst la parole aux puissants et aux vizirs, lit amitit, chemin faisant, 
avec les libertins, vendu des produits au marcht, connu les prisons ou les accusations 
d’espionnage’, al-Muqaddasi, Ahran al-taqi.r?m.. . , op. cif., p. 44; trans. A. Miquel, 83-87. 
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Travel, trade and dscovery 

After the field of geography had been well established by such great 
scholars as al-Muqaddasi, it never was really lost thereafter but remained 
available and was developed by a galaxy of authors, navigators, military 
leaders and merchants in various directions. Properly within the field 
remained those scholars who made this store of information better available 
in the form of alphabetical dictionaries, the most impressive being the 
above-mentioned M u  yam al-bul&% by the great Yiiqiit al-Hamawi (d. 626/ 
1229), or by improved cartography, as for instance the seventy regional 
maps of the Sicilian geographer al-Idrisi (d. c. 1165) [Fig. 21. At the transition 
to the modern world, in the beginning of the sixteenth century, it was left 
to an Ottoman scholar, Piri Mdqi-l-Din Ra’is (d. 962/1554), to produce the 
best cartographical work, the peak to be reached on this long ascent of 
Muslim geography through the centuries. This was a map of the world in 
two parts, one for the West and one for the East. The western world, for 
the first time, included also the &scoveries of the Portuguese and especially 
also those of Colombus on his third voyage to the Americas, whtch had 
become known through a Spanish sailor made captive by Turkish agents in 
Valencia.68 Obviously, the frontiers between the M u s h  East and the 
Christian West also had been bridged in an almost curious co-operation; for 
the pilot, who is reported to have guided Vasco da Gama from the East 
African harbour Malindi to Calicut in India, was the famous Shihiib al-Din 
m a d  b. Miijid.69 

Other authors turned rather to the unusual, exotic or even miraculous 
features of the universe. The result was a whole library of cosmographical 
works, fd of all kinds of fantastic phenomena, but occasionally also scientific 
observations. Usually, these works carry the title ‘AjZ’ib al-makhlfiqZt (The 
Wonders of Creation), hence a kind of science-fiction literature. As still quite 
serious and useful may be mentioned the ‘AjZ’ib al-makhlfiqZt of al-Qazw-T 
(d. 682/1283), or those of I b r b  b. Wasif Sh& (d. 605/1209), Mukhtqaral- 

into Turkish and through their magnificent dlustrations they often proved 
quite effective as an inspiration for the artists. 

C q a  ‘-3 ib (= Lgbdge‘ des Mer~eilles).~~ Many of these works were later translated 

68. See P. E. Kahle, Be uerscbollene Columbus-Karte uomJabre 1498 in edner thkiscben Wekkarte uon 
1513, Berlin/Leipzig, W. de Greuther, 1933. 

69. This is, however, contested by the editor of the complete works of Ibn Mgjid, see Ibr- 
KhiirI, Abmad b. M@id: munqfir al-milzba alfalak&yaj-l-M.b@ aL-Hina2 wa-bib&bi al-hiti’&a 
j-l-qam al-t&i‘ al-Hitf/al-kbZmir ‘asbar al-Mha2, (Silsilat al-Mili%ljyya al-‘Arabiyya al- 
Falakiyya, 4), 4 vols., Ra’s al-Khayma, Markaz al-Diriisiit wa-1-Wathii’iq fi-l-Diw~ al- 
M bi-Ra’s al-Khayma, 1980. 

70. Trans. by B. Carra de Vaux, Les Penseurs.. . , op. czt. ; cf. A. Miquel, Lagkgr@bie.. . , op. tit., I, 
pp. 254 ff. 
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t ’ Y  ‘c 

V-1.2 Map of England, from the treatise on geography 
(N5qhat a/-mwhti?qJ; dhikr aL-am;Zr ZzJa-L-aqtZr) 

written by al-Idrlsi towards the middle of the twelfth century 
at the court of Roger 11, &ng of Sicily 

0 Cliche Biblioth6que nationale de France (MS ar 2221) 

As far as the art of literature is concerned, the reports of the numerous 
travellers ($du-literature) became even more influential. Some of them, 
however, also contain valuable geographical information, as for instance the 
R$lu of Ibn Jubayr (d. 614/1217), or even more, in view of the unbelievable 
distances covered, that of Ibn Battiita (d. 779/1377). The latter can best be 
compared with Marco Polo, because he also spent years in the countries of 
South East Asia, which he eventually described. However, Ibn Battiita shares 
with the Italian traveller the fate, too, that his reports often do not find full 
credence. The most valuable contribution to the $?lu-literature again has been 
made by an Ottoman scholar: Awliyii Chelebi (1022-lO92/1614-1682), 
whose S&Z@-nZme (Travel Book) in ten volumes is a mine of information for 
historians and geographers alike. 

For European scholarship, the interest in Muslim works on geographcal 
subjects was not only an historical one; it followed in the wake of the dis- 
coverers of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries and was part of their search. 
In that sense it started with Vasco da Gama’s employment of the Arab pilot 
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Ibn Msjid, who was to guide him on his journey from the East African coast 
to that of Inda. As the European discoverers, adventurers and colonialists 
penetrated ever deeper into unknown regions, they eagerly directed their 
curiosity to the geographical works of the Arabs because they hoped to profit 
from their earlier experiences in those alien lands and from their accumulated 
geographical knowledge. Picturing them in accordance with their own image, 
they naturally - though mostly falsely - assumed that their Arab neighbours to 
the east had preceded them in adventurous expeditions into the ‘wild terri- 
tories’ of Africa and Asia. Thus, the earliest prints of Arabic geographcal 
works appeared as early as the sixteenth century on European bo~k-markets.~~ 
However, in spite of numerous travel journals, the guides of seafarers or an- 
cient legendary traditions of expeditions to the sources of the Nile or the great 
wall of Gog and Magog:2 it remains doubtful whether any expedtions 
comparable to those of the fifteenth to the seventeenth centuries (or Carsten 
Niebuhr’s to Arabia) were ever undertaken from the Islamic regions. Since 
such expeditions required careful preparation and considerable fmancial ex- 
penditure, our questions regarding why the rich geographical heritage of the 
Muslim scholars was not invested into a greater advancement of knowledge 
concern more the political organization of the Islamic lands than the ingenuity 
of their scientists. As the example of al-Bmni (among many others) 
the ingenuity and interest of the scholars was not lacking; rather the respon- 
sibility and sagacity of the political rulers was in a deplorable state. Thus, 
Turkish sailors could not participate in such journeys of discovery as their 
West European contemporaries undertook; but there are several treatises ex- 
tant in Turkish manuscript libraries that betray a vivid interest in the dis- 
coveries made fax beyond the frontiers of Europe. The most important one is 
the Turkish translation of the TZrXkh-i Hnd-i GharbF, i.e. the history of the 
discovery of the ‘West Indies’, by an anonymous author writing in the year 

71. Thus the Italian nobleman, Comte de Marsigli, after having spent the years 1679-1680 and 
1692 in Istanbul, directed the attention of his countrymen to the rich harvest of Muslim 
geography: ‘We can never have perfect maps of the Ottoman, Persian, Tartar and Arab 
Empires if we do not make use of the translation of these authors’ works on geography’, cf: 
L. E Marsigli, Stato militare dell’lmperio momano: inmemento e dememento del medisimo/l’Etat 
militaire de l’Eqbire Ottoman: sesprogris et sa &cadence, The Hague, D. Gosse et J. Neaulme, 
reprint Graz, 1972, I, p. 39. This work is extensively quoted by E. Ihsanoklu, ‘Ottoman 
Science in the Classical Period and Early Contacts with European Science and Technology’, 
in his Tranfer ofModern Science and Technology to the Mislim World, Istanbul, Research Centre 
for Islamic History, Art and Culture, 1992b, pp. 1-48, esp. pp. 8ff. 

72. Thus, according to Yaqnt al-Hamam-, the Caliph al-Wnthiq sent the interpreter Sall%m to 
inquire about the great wall of Gog and Magog. 

73. Because he was puzzled by the differing measurements of a degree along the meridian, al- 
Bwni wished to undertake a new project of verification. But he states quite clearly (and 
that at the court of the conqueror M&miid of Ghana!) that the co-operation of a 
powerful ruler is necessary, cf: al-Bim, Etzb ZbdZd.. . , op. cit. , p. 214f.; trans. p. 180. 
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1583.74 H e  obviously made good use of the contemporary Spanish 
publications and made their new geographical information available to his 
Turkish readers. I came upon another instance in an Arabic manuscript written 
by the mathematician Ghars al-Din Ahmad b. Ibr2him al-Halabi (d.971/ 
1564), a copy of which is kept in Istanbul’s Yeni Cami library.75 O n  fol. 154r, 
the author quotes a report of some sailors who had discovered that ‘the 
lnhabited area in the regons of the North extends to seventy-two degrees’. 
Unfortunately, he does not give us any clue where tlus place might be; but in 
any case, it would be well beyond the northernmost tip of Scandinavia. 

When the central political authority, which controlled all resources of the 
state, promoted scientific work, vigorous cultural and scientific activities could 
be carried out even in the later centuries. Thus, under the patronage of 
Mehmed the Conqueror (835-885/1432-1481), who hmself was devoted to 
classical literature, a number of geographical treatises were written. H e  even 
had Ptolemy’s influential Geogrupky newly translated into Arabic and enriched 
with a world map, a work for whch he could rely on the Greek scholar 
Georgios Amirutzes from Trab~on.~~ Similarly, we hear of a goodly number of 
scientists who worked for the later Sultan Siileyman the Magnificent (926- 
967/1520-1566). Since this was the time of the greatest extension of the 
Ottoman empire, it is no surprise to find geography also in a position of 
highest appreciation. Naturally, the sub-dscipline of cartography, already 
mentioned above in connection with the famous sailor Piri Ra’is, flourished, 
especially after the Turhsh navy had become a powerful weapon. But the 
campaigns on land also yielded a rich harvest of geographcal knowledge, as is 
impressively illustrated by such beautiful works as the Bgy5tt-i menz+L-i J+r-i 
‘Irukein by Nasfih al-Sil&i al-Matraqi. Not quite as artistic, but probably more 
important from the scientific point of view of the geographer, are the recently- 
published registers of the Ottoman tax administration in the Balkans.77 They 
confirm nicely an observation which the above-mentioned Comte de Marsigli 
had already made in the capital Istanbul, namely that ‘ . . .no other government 
in the world has more accurate registries’ (than the Ottoman one). At a later 
time, corrupt officials were often accused of having exploited the country 

74. The book has been published in Istanbul under the title Tarib-i Hind-i Garbiqa Hads-i Neu 
(A Hstoy dtbe Dscovey ofAmerica), 1987. It has been studied by T. C. Goodrich, 7 h e  
Ottoman Turks and the New KGrld: a Stuh of Zhrih-i ffind-i Garbi and Sixteenth-Century Ottoman 
Americana, (Near and Middle East Monographs. New Series, 3), Wiesbaden, 0. 
Harrasowitz, 1990. 

75. The title is Tanbib al-naqqZd ‘ah mZj%l-ba_’a al-mashbira min alfasZd, MS. Istanbul, Yeni 
Cami, 1181, 16, fols. 147-154. 

76. Cf, E. Ihsano& ‘Ottoman Science...’, op. cif., p.18. 
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mercilessly for their own benefit; but when the Turkish administration was 
stiU functioning according to the laws of an orderly government, it did so by 
keeping records of the geographical and climatic conditions of the country. 
These registers, therefore, testify to the application of geographical knowledge 
by government officials and serve the historian of Turkish geography as highly 
reliable source material, although they may appear to provide only secondary 
evidence. 

To sum up this survey, it is good to take note of the difference of ap- 
proach (sine iru et studio!) when w e  today, as historians of science and culture, 
study Muslim geography in an academic and hstorical context (ideological 
preconceptions are as harmful as prejudices !). ‘Self-glorification’ because of 
the high achievements of Muslim geographers should not be the main moti- 
vation either. Only a critical evaluation of the actual work done in geography 
can serve a fruitful purpose, namely, the further development of Muslim 
geography. After all, geography largely determines economic progress ; only 
think of the tremendous importance of the oil industry, which depends 
squarely on geographical and geological surveys, or the study of the routes of 
communication in global dimensions. Thus, the questions of why classical 
Muslim geography has not yielded the results that could be expected - for 
instance, the openness and vigour of the so-called Age of Discovery - and 
why to this day not only archaeological but also geographical projects are 
hindered in some countries unless they promise immediate financial benefits 
to the political figures in authority - these questions should also be thoroughly 
investigated by the historians of Muslim geography. 
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Chapter 2 

ARABI c HIST OR1 0 GRAPHY 
Abdul-A+x DH~’ 

I 
Ta’7zkh means ‘date’ and ‘htstory’. It has come to cover annals, chronicles, Sra 
works, biographies and genealogies. 

Historical studies form part of general cultural developments in Islam. 
Initially, history was related to the HaaM and to literary interests (stories, 
anecdotes). Historical works that have reached us come from the third/ninth 
century and hardly from the second/eighth (except for Ibn Ishiiq), yet they 
often refer to earlier works, even as far back as the fKst/seventh century. 

The first three centuries of the Hijra were the formative period of Arab 
historiography, when the basic lines and ideas were set and the bulk of the data 
on that period was gathered. This, however, did not preclude further devel- 
opments later. The Arabs had settled in bedouin communities before Islam, 
but they had no idea of history. In Southern Arabia they had cultured societies 
that left inscriptions dating from the eighth century BC to the seventh century 
AD, some of which record laws, treaties, expeditions and other achievements, 
but they do not compare to hstorical records. 

Al-Hamdiini (d.334/945) refers to royal records and archives and to 
registers of genealogies of tribes that he had seen. The Yemenis introduced a 
calendar about 11 5 BC which could indicate some notion of history. Yet all w e  
receive are semi-mythical accounts and some vague stories and confused 
memories, even for as late as the sixth century AD. These were expanded in 
the firstlseventh century into popular stories extolling the achievements of the 
Yemenis, which may be found in works attributed to ‘Ubayd b. Sharya and 
Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 114/732). Thus, we get no historical method or idea 
from the Yemen. But it is likely that their idea of a calendar had its impact on 
the introduction of a Muslim calendar. 

The Arabs of Northern and Central Arabia had their anecdotes (akhbzr) 
and stories, especially on their tribal wars (gjzm) and genealoges. Poetry 
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documented or enriched these stories. In time, poetry ensured continuity and 
became the regster, &w&, of the Arabs, both for their genealogies (an$&) and 
for their exploits. The apim stories were one-sided and were undated. 

Tribal interest in the exploits of the Arabs continued in Islam. The way of 
relating these had its influence, but in a new (Islamic) and much broader 
context, that of conquests. 

Tribal interest in genealogies was intensified with the establishment of the 
dw& by ‘Umar and the organization of the mapitila (fighting forces) in the 
am:Zr (cities, regions). In the first/seventh century the tribes had their own 
registers (katab) containing their genealogy, poetry and akbbzr. The Arabs in 
al-ma had books containing their akbbzr, genealogies and some accounts of 
their rulers, whch they deposited in their churches. These were seen and 
utilized by Ibn al-Kalbi (d. 204/819). The concern with tribal activities in the 
apim and ansiib only indcates a line of interest and a simple way of relating 
akbbzr, but there was no idea of history. 

I1 
Islam introduced new ideas and notions. The past with its experiences was 
looked at seriously. The idea of some universal hstory was introduced, based 
on the succession of messages - albeit basically one message - propagated by 
many prophets, with Muhammad as the last messenger. The concept of the 
amma was introduced and this amma had a mission to perform and a historical 
r6le to play, hence its progress had to be indicated. The conquests stressed its 
r61e. The sayings of the Prophet were ‘revealed‘ and his sZra was the model for 
all Muslims. 

The introduction of a calendar was important. The trend towards ur- 
banism and the emphasis on reading and writing were positive factors. 
Though oral tradition continued, writing played an early and growing r6le 
in historical studies. It was widely resorted to, starting from the second half 
of first/seventh century, in studies of the maghe (campaigns) and tradi- 
tions. 

A survey of the early period of historical writing indicates that there were 
two centres: 1) Medina, the first centre of the Islamic amma, represents the 
Islamic trend; and 2) Iraq, represented by Kufa and Basra, two centres of the 
tribal maqZtida (dir hgra), where tribal interests and trends in the cultural field 
persisted in the culture, but in an Islamic context. The Islamic line in Medina is 
represented by the writers on maghzxi, while the tribal line of the mzlqZtiLa is 
represented by the akhbZCJ and others associated with them (linguists and 
genealogsts). 

In each centre a school developed through the system of studies em- 
ployed; each scholar studied with a sbqkb (or more than one), took knowl- 
edge from him and added his own research. This approach was repeated and 
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led to the accumulation of knowledge, and thus a school was formed; hence 
the mug&@ school and the school of the ukhbZris. 

There was interest in hstorical studies in al-Fustiit and Damascus, both 
related to Medina, but their activities came later. 

The Companions and Followers (Ju&bu and Ebi‘in) were keen on 
studying the sayings of the Prophet and his activities, looking for gudance in 
legislation and behaviour and for norms in life. Some broadened their activ- 
ities to study the life of the Prophet and the early Muslims. Then there was a 
social need to know who participated in the early campaigns and activities of 
Islam and a growing interest in the early Islamic community. All ths shows up 
in studes of the mughi@, extended to the beginnings of the mzmu. 

Interest in the maghZ@ (or Jim) follows in two lines. First w e  have the 
approach of the traditionists. Among these were the first rrtaghZ@-writers. Here 
these developed a serious approach to hstorical writing in Medina, with a 
critical attitude to reporters and texts. Accounts were initially given in short 
traditions, and only later were longer reports made. Thus, scholars judge 
mughi@-writers by the criteria of fluStb criticism with regard to the imid (line 
of transmission) and texts. But gradually the idea emerged that historical tra- 
ditions (reports), which entail no judgement or verdict, do not require the 
strict rules for tradtions (Hudfth). 

The second approach was to utilize stones about the mughZ@, a con- 
tinuation of old interests. People, motivated by pride, piety or enthusiasm for 
the new religion, related stories and reports about the mughi??, includmg much 
poetry. It is probable that someone produced a compilation of the maghZzf 
stories, as was done for the Conquests. The existing part of the mughZxfof 
Wahb b. Munabbih could well lllustrate such a compilation. There appeared 
the pi;;& (preachers, story-tellers), who related anecdotes to arouse en- 
thusiasm for Islam or to entertain; and some made of this an exciting popular 
literature and consequently invited others to forge poetry to make their tales 
effective. 

Thts line was reflected by hstorians of mughi?, where some stories or 
forged poetry found its way into mughZxfliterature. Yet the serious approach to 
the mughi@, or the line of traditionists, remained basic. 

Now, it cannot any longer be maintained that the mughZ@, or Xm, were 
first written down by Ibn lshiiq (d. 151 /761) and that they had been reported 
orally until then. Writing was used to record traditions and reports in the first/ 
seventh century. Abbiin b. ‘Uthmiin (d. c. 100/718) showed Sulaymiin b. ‘Abd 
al-Malik (a prince then) a written copy of his mughZ@in 82/701. ‘Urwa b. al- 
Zubayr (d.94/712) probably did the same. ‘Urwa and Abbiin represent the 
first generation of maghixi historians. 

The works of the first two generations of mag&@-writers are known only 
through quotations by later historians. Of the first two generations of scholars 
of mughZ@, two stand out as the founders of mughlq studies: ‘Urwa b. al- 
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Zubayr and Ibn Shihab al-Zuhri. Both resorted to writing down their tradi- 
tions and reports and encouraged others to do the same. 

‘Urwa established the main lines of the mag&@, or Sra. Starting with 
Mdpnmad’s forefathers, he touched on his early life, his marriage, the be- 
ginnings of Revelation, the h‘wu (call) in the Meccan period, the Hqra, the 
first activities in Medina, most of the maghi@ and the conquest of Mecca, 
Hunayn and al-Ta‘if. The letters of the Prophet to different communities and 
the Farewell Pilgrimage are referred to. Then he talks of the Prophet’s death, 
his character and other personal affairs. ‘Urwa gives the dates of many events. 

‘Urwa used the isnd, the line of transmission, though freely. His studies 
extended to the amma under the four Orthodox caliphs, an indication of the 
trend of the maghZ@ scholars. 

Al-Zuhri (d. 124/742), a student of ‘Urwa, followed similar lines. His 
extensive research completed the frame of the Sru and enriched its material. 
Thus, he gave a more balanced and fairly detailed account of the Prophet’s 
life. His basic sources, like ‘Urwa’s, were the Qur‘an, traditions, reports of the 
Companions and other reports and documents. A solid foundation was es- 
tablished for the Sru. H e  used the isndmore regularly, as befitted his time, 
but he introduced the collective isn5d by combining more than one isad to give 
a more detailed report, a step important for historical narratives and writing 
generally. 

Al-Zuhri resorted regularly to writing, wrote his maghde, or Sru, and 
allowed others to report from his sheets. H i s  studies also covered the affairs of 
the ammu under the Orthodox Caliphs. 
With al-Zuhri (and his generation) the ltnes of the maghe and Sru were 

set, the basic data collected and the traditionist method - with more freedom 
- established. The style was direct and simple. 

It was Wahb b. Munabbih (d. 114/732), a Yemeni, not of the mughZ@ 
school, who introduced popular and other stones. H e  wrote the Mabtah’ 
(Beginning), dealing with the creation and the history of the prophets, relying 
on stones of the People of the Book (hri‘itypit) and Arab popular stones and 
referring to the Scriptures and some old books. H e  introduced the idea of a 
universal history around the series of prophecies and had an impact on later 
historians. His work on the maghze follows the approach to popular stories. 

Two of al-Zuhri’s students wrote on the maghZe and Sru: MESH b. 
‘Uqba (d.141/758) and Ibn Ishnq (d.151/761). The first followed the 
method of the school of Medina. H e  examined reports, emphasized the 
isnLzdr and re-examined the names of participants in the maghZ@ and dates. 
H e  relied heavily on the work of al-Zuhri and added to his research. 

Ibn Ishaq wrote on the Mabtuh’ and on the Sa (Mub ‘ath [mission] and 
magbZ@). In the former, he was influenced by Wahb b. Munabbih and dealt 
with the creation and the history of the prophets. H e  also wrote a general 
history dealing with the caliphate (or the ammu) up to his days. Thus, he wrote 
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a universal history, followed by the sfra and the hstory of the umma. The Jzra 
was written in Medina while the history of the caliphate was written in Iraq and 
relies mainly on Iraqi sources. 

His pre-Islamic studies were the weakest part of his work, since he used 
popular stories, Yemeni tales, hrZ?fi&Zt and other reports, with few isnzd. For 
the Mab‘ath he had reports and tradtions, used the imzd more, but added 
stories and weak anecdotes. hmid become more frequent and regular with the 
maghZ@, leaning more on the traditions of the mag&@ school. 

Ibn Ishiiq combined the method of the m a g h e  with the popular story. 
Thus he did not abide totally by the methodology of the magbZ@. H e  was cen- 
sured for not being critical of his sources or strict about his isnzds, for mistakes 
in hs ansZb and for quoting forged poetry. However, the different versions of 
his Xra that we have - of Salama b. al-Fa& (d. 191/806) in al-Tabari, of al- 
Bakkii’i (d. 183/799), edited by Ibn Hishm, and of Ymus b. Bukayr (d. 199/ 
814) - are in addition to its perception by later historians (such as Khalifa b. 
Khayyii!, al-Tabari and Ibn Kathir) and show its impact and importance. 

Al-Wiiqidi (1 3O-207/748-823) elaborated the method of the maghZ.@ 
school and broadened its interests. H e  went far in using the collective isnZdand 
by giving hs main sources at the beginning, to be supplemented later by 
variant reports with single isnZd. H e  is more critical with his reports, dates and 
istzZdr. Though he lectured on the Jzra, he wrote on the maghzeproper. 

Al-Waqidi’s studies met the requirements of the Islamic ideal. H e  wrote a 
book on the classes (tabaqZt) of the JahZba and the TZbicz7n for the benefit of 
Hadiitb studies. This was carried further by hs student Ibn Sa‘d in his Tabaqzt. 
H e  wrote about the umma in his al-Ta’vfkh af-kabfr, presumably dealing with the 
hstory of the cahphs (until 179/795). In addtion, he wrote on major topics 
like the ridda (Apostasy),_yazvm al-DZr (the murder of ‘Uthmiin), the battles of 
Siffin and the Camel, and the conquests of Iraq and Syria. Here, he stood on 
common ground with the Iraqi school of history. 

Ibn Sa‘d (168-230/784-845) is known for his F&ib al-TabaqZt af-kabTr. 
H e  dealt with the Xra, then the Companions and the Followers. H e  organized 
his Sra by topics and added the dafi’if (signs of prophecy) and shamZ’if 
(characteristics of the Prophet). His data were taken from the two schools. 
However, the end of these schools was near. 

III 
Tribal interests and activities were pronounced in the new centres of Kufa and 
Basra. Concern with their exploits and genealogies (anszb) continued, but in a 
new context. The conquests, the question of the caliphate, the rise of political 
parties and the idea of the umma - all had their impact. 

Tribal centres became lively focal points of culture, where akhbzfis, lin- 
gusts and genealogists were active. The akhbzfis (khabar means ‘report’ or 
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‘anecdote’) pursued hstorical studes, others did it as a side-line. Tribal an- 
ecdotes and reports were of common interest to a family or tribe and passed 
down from generation to generation. Their traditions accumulated, like those 
of the Azd, collected together with other reports by Abii Mikhnaf (d. 157/ 
774), the traditions of the Kalb, gathered by ‘Awana b. al-Hakam (d. 147/ 
764), and those of the Tamim gathered by Sayf b. ‘Umar (d.cu. 180/796). 
There were lesser tribal traditions as well. 

AkhbZr were transmitted by single reporters. Before the end of the first/ 
seventh century, some of these gathered a large number of reports on one 
event (or more). These were the grand r2wi.i. (reporters), who represented 
another step towards writing hstory. In the second/eighth century some of 
these rZwi.7 of ukhbzr began to collect whatever reports they could relating to an 
event or movement, and then to present them, organized in coherent narra- 
tives, with some dates, and in book form. These were the ukhbzks, the first 
hstorians in the tribal line. 

As pioneers, the ukhbZ& worked extensively to gather ukhbZr. Thus, they 
acquired indwidual, family and tribal reports in their places of origin. They 
went outside Iraq to Medina, and possibly Syria, for supplementary reports. 
They probably acquired documents in Kufa or Damascus, or even in Medma, 
from the d.Zm (bureaux) as well as the tribal registers. The akhb2tf.s could not 
neglect the imZd (as is usual for tribal tales), yet used it with some laxity. 
Growing use reflected the influence of fAu&tb and maghe studles. 

The early works of the ukbbzgs date back to the same time as the first 
collections of badtb. This indicates that historical studies went in line with 
general cultural developments. General trends in Kufa, such as tribal lines, 
party politics, opposition to the Umayyads and their idea of determinism, and 
the emphasis on human responsibility, can be detected in the works of ukh- 
b2k.r. The Umayyad concept of the state is rejected and sympathy with re- 
bellions, or some justification for the rebels, is expressed. These activities, as 
well as those of the mugbZe, show that they were natural developments with 
no trace of external influence as to ideas or method. 

The early akhbZks were Kiifis of different tribes. Abii Mikhnaf, with ‘Alid 
leanings, dealt with the kd&, the conquest of Iraq and Syria, the s&rZ 
(consultation), Siffin and other events - especially revolts - during the 
Umayyad period, and also the Khawarij. H e  took material from older and 
contemporary ~ZW~J, such as al-Sha‘bi (d. 110/728), al-Kalbi (d. 164/763) and 
Mujdid b. Sa‘id; and some of hs rZwi.3 had even participated in the events. 

H e  benefited from family reports (especially on Siffin), traditions of his 
tribe, the Azd, and from rZwi.3 of other tribes like Tamim, Hamdiin, Tayy and 
Kinda. H e  added reports from Medina and his extensive research is shown by 
the large number of isnZa3 he uses. H e  usually gives the Iraqi (especially KEfi) 
reports on events, since tribal pride could be seen in them. His family relations 
with the ‘Alids draw hm closer to them and he links the cause of Kufa with 
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that of ‘Ak. Sull, he is moderate in his views. H e  gves a lively account of 
events, with speeches, dialogue and some poetry, reminiscent of the q.Zm 
stories and indicative of tribal assemblies. 

‘Awana b. al-Hakam (d. 147/764) combines interest in am& with that in 
akhbzr. H e  wrote on the Orthodox Cahphs and the Umayyad period, thus 
deahng with the ridda, the conquests, thejttza (U-id, sedtion), the abdication of 
al-Hasan and the affairs of Iraq and Syria to the end of ‘Abd al-Malik‘s reign. 
H e  is credited with two books: a @a of Mu‘gwiya and the Umayyads (possibly 
the family’s hstory), and the &tzb al-Ta’&h, probably history in annalistic 
form. H e  may have been ‘Uthmani. H e  reports Umayyad traditions, knows 
much about internal Umayyad affairs and expresses the Umayyad concept of 
political destiny. H e  reports mainly traditions of the pro-Umayyad I<alb (his 
own tribe). Yet he gves other Iraqi and Medinan reports, some of which are 
anti-Umayyad or pro-Zubayrid or ‘Ahd. H e  presents mostly the Umayyad 
version of events as opposed to the Iraqi. ‘Awwa is lax with hs istzZdj. 

Sayf b. ‘Umar (d. 180/796) wrote two works: Et& aljktih al-kabfr wa -I- 
ridda (Great Book of the Conquests and the Apostasy) and &t2b al-JamaI(Book 
on the Camel) on the$&a. The first links the rid& to the conquests, probably 
to show the one line of expansion. H e  relied much on the traditions of the 
Tamim and returned to Medma especially for data on the ridda. O n  the con- 
quests, he is Ktifi in hts traditions, Tam-mi in his inclination, while his style 
reminds us of that of the ~ ~ Z P Z ,  with much poetry. On thejttza, he is closer to 
the line of the ashrg(descendants of the Prophet) and gives a coherent general 
view. Sayf dealt with major events which concerned the Iraqi tribes and is well- 
versed in their affairs. 

With al-Madg’ini (135-225/752-839), a Basran, the studies of the akh- 
bZris reach their climax. H e  researched extensively the whole field of Arab- 
Islamic hstory unul the ‘Abbnsids and made use of the reports and works of 
akhb&r, of the maghi.@ and of razvzS in Medina, Kufa and Basra, and he dealt 
with topics of the akhbZS, the Xra and the arid. H e  wrote monographs on 
each of the following: the akhbzr of the Arabs, the Xra, the conquests, the 
‘Abbasids, the am& and other topics. H e  represents the merging of the dif- 
ferent schools and trends of htstorical writing. His contributions and accuracy 
made him an important source for later historians. 

W e  should also refer to genealogsts who contributed to hstorical studies 
in their work, such as Hishiim b. Muhammad al-I<albi (d. 204/818), who ex- 
panded his father’s work on Arab genealogy, Jamharat aL-na.rab (Collection of 
Genealoges), wrote works on Arab hstory before and after Islam and used 
different types of sources Persian histories, Yemeni popular stories, records of 
the lngs of al-Hira and Lrr&Ljyd. 

His contemporary, al-Haytham b. ‘A& (d. 206/891) was an akhbzeand a 
genealogist. H e  wrote a history of the adm$ Ta’&h al-ashrqal-kabfr, probably 
in a genealogical frame. H e  also wrote a book on the classes, not only of tra- 
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ditionists but also of jurists, Tabaqdt al-jiiqahZ’ wa-l-mu,haa’a’itbin. H e  wrote on 
Kufa and on Basra, probably a topographical introduction with biographies of 
their traditionists. Finally, his Ta’Hkh ‘ala-l-sinin (History, Year by Year) seems to 
be a history in annalistic form. His book points to some future development. 

The genealogy (with historical notes) of the Quraysh received special 
attention, starting with al-Zuhri’s book, then Muscab al-Zubayri’s (233-236/ 
847-850) work Nasab@rgysb, which gives important notes or details on 
personahties in the J m y y a  and Islam, with interesting information about 
women. From Zubayr b. Bakkiir (172-235/788-850) we have a history of the 
Quraysh elaborated in a genealogical frame. 

IV 
Historical and quasi-historical studies produced a vast material of varying value. 
There was need for criticism and selection, and some common evaluation of 
works had already emerged. With the advent of the ‘Abbssids, the idea of the 
amma gained a new emphasis, the general &mic (consensus) replaced local jmd‘ 
and tribal ideas receded in public life. The new class of the secretaries emerged 
in public affairs and began to participate in historical studies. 

The two schools soon shared common grounds and interests and, in line 
with cultural trends, a new development began with the rise of a number of 
great historians in the third/ninth century, who wrote general histories en- 
thused by the idea of the amma, or universal history. The traditionist-jurist, the 
literary and the kattdb lines are represented. 

Al-Bahdhun- (d. 279/891), a literary figure of kattzb background, had a 
broad horizon. H e  travelled to many cities in Syria, al-Jazira and Iraq and 
gathered local traditions. H e  wrote two works: Fatgh al-bul&n (Conquests of 
the Lands), or simply al-Bd&n, and Ansdb al-abrg The former is a compre- 
hensive study of the conquests and later developments in the conquered ter- 
ritories up to his time. 

Al-Baliidhuri followed the geographical lines of the conquests, the wes- 
tern one, starting from Syria, and the eastern one, spreading from Iraq. The 
historical sequence is observed in each. In addition, he dealt with relevant 
cultural, administrative and financial questions, such as the Arabization of the 
&wZns, currency and taxation. Here, al-Baliidhuri explains the message of the 
Arabs and their r6le through Islam. His sources are extensive, including earlier 
works on the conquests, studies on history andjqb, and he seems to have 
used official documents from the dw&s. H e  was critical and selective in 
dealing with his sources. The core of his data is based on collective traditions 
(groups of sources), supplemented by single reports. 

The AnsZb al-mbrqis a general history of the Arabs in a genealogical 
frame. It unveils the continuity of history as played out by the ash% people 
noted for their lineage (nasab) or r6le in public life and culture. Some Arabized 
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individuals (such as al-Hasan al-Basri and ‘A& al-Hamid al-Kgtib) are in- 
cluded. In plan, the And made use of the tabagZt and akhbzr approaches 
within the genealogical frame. Thus, he starts with the Xra (and relevant pre- 
Islamic genealogy), the ‘Alids, ‘Abbasids and Umayyads, the rest of Quraysh 
and the rest of Mudar. However, Rabta and Yemen are not included. al- 
Baliidhuri did not live to finish this work. 

The plan of genealogical works was set early, for it followed the lines of 
the &wZn (regster of the mzxqzhla). 

In the AnsZb, his method is clearer in the extensive use of sources, in 
using collective traditions and in evaluating single reports. H e  relied heavily on 
the traditions and reports of Medina and paid special attention to relevant local 
reports and traditions. H e  frequently gives the im5d in single reports, but 
basically he used collective traditions (taken from a group of historians) to 
form the core of his data. H e  tried to be objective with the ‘Abbasids, neutral 
with the ‘Alids and moderate with the Umayyads (to whom he devoted over 
one-third of the And). Al-BalHdhuri paid much attention to administrative 
and economic affairs. 

Al-Dinawari (d. 282/891), basically a linguist and botanist, wrote a uni- 
versal history with emphasis on the ritle of the Arabs and Persians before and 
after Islam. H e  is brief and concentrated on specific events and topics. As 
sources he used the Iranian traditions and, mostly, works of the Iraqi school. 

Al-Ya‘qtibi (d.292/905) was a kZtib, acquainted with some of the new 
sciences, and a traveller with an inquisitive mind. This influenced his writing. 
His Z’&b is a universal history. The first part, on the pre-Islamic period, is 
topical and deals with old nations, with the emphasis on culture. The second 
part covers Islamic history (unul 259/872), caliph by caliph, gves dates reg- 
ularly and makes use of mathematical and astronomical calculations. His 
sources are wide. They include the Scriptures, translations from Greek and 
Persian, studes of his& (computation) and astronomy, and earlier works on 
hstory and genealogy, some of which he mentions by name. H e  could be 
critical about his sources, especially those on Iranian history. As to Islamic 
history, he was selective and he chose, so he says, the most comprehensive 
and trustworthy narratives and reports. 

Al-Ya‘qfibi was pro-‘Abbasid, but had Imiimi loyalties. This is seen in hs 
glossing over some episodes embarrassing to the ‘Abbasids and in his pro- 
‘Alid attitudes in anything concerning ‘Ali and the Imams. 

H e  probably wrote for the benefit of the kttttZb and is usually precise and 
balanced. H e  wrote a small work, MzxshZkalat al-nZs li-xamZnibim (Resemblance 
of People to their Epoch) to show that people alter with the change of times. H e  
seems to be a forerunner of historians of the next period, such as al-Mas‘W. 

The general h e  of traditionist historians is well represented. Khalifa b. 
Khayygt’s (d. 240/854) Ta’6kh is the earliest annalistic hstory received, and 
probably the first general Islamic history. H e  starts with the Xra and ends in 
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the year 232/846. He is highly selective of his reports and uses the isnzd, 
especially for controversial events like the jtna. Yet he employs the isnzd less 
regularly or strictly in history than in badths, which became the h e  of tradi- 
tionist historiography. HIS sources are varied - works on maghz?, akhbzr and 
genealogy from Medina and Iraq. H e  seems to have used official documents 
and gives lists of administrative officers and judges for each cahph. His atti- 
tude to the 'Abbnsids is detached and his history reflects the areas of interest 
of the traditionists. 

Ibn Qutayba (d. 276/889) wrote ak-Ma'Z$ (Knowledge), an en- 
cyclopaedia of historical information, to meet the needs of the cultured in 
every-day life. H e  combines what constitutes universal hstory, an.rZb, sects and 
biographies of groups important in culture, and was the first to include the 
qjZm. H e  referred to the Old Testament, used weak and solid sources, but 
could be critical. His work shows the relevance of history to general culture. 

Al-Fasawi (280/894), a traditionist, wrote al-Ma'nya wa-l-ta'gkh, a general 
(universal) history, followed by biographies. It is brief and annalistic, and deals 
with history up to the year 242/856-857. Then he gives biographes of 
Companions and Followers and traditionists after them. 

There were other indicative developments. There was the tabqd ap- 
proach, the first w e  find here being the EtZb al-TabaqZt al-kabfr (Great Book of 
Classes) of Ibn Sacd. Its purpose was to help traditionists to evaluate the isnZdof 
a badith. The author started with the Xra and wrote also on the TahZba, without 
passing judgement on them, as he did with the tzbz'in and their followers. H e  
set some measures to define the tabaqa, first of whch was to meet the shqkh and 
to report directly from him. In the biography, he usually gives the nasab and 
recounts the personal affairs, traits, character, employments, scholarly attain- 
ments and participation in public life of each personality. H e  looked into history 
through the activities of the &lite scholars of different backgrounds. 

Local histories were written, such as the Fatib al-ShZm (Conquest of Syria) 
of al-Azdi (early third/&& century) and the Frit$ M:r (Conquest of Egypt) 
of Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam (d. 257/871). The latter, a traditionist, wrote the first 
hstory of Egypt, which is especially valuable for the conquests of that country, 
North Africa and Spain, the Arab settlements and the judges of Egypt. He 
gathered local reports and traditions mainly from traditionists and from 
Medtna, with hardly any criticism, and became a source for later historians. 

Al-Azdi's account of the conquest of Syria, the first, contains Kufan, 
Basran and Syrian reports and seems to reflect Syrian traditions and interests. 
His sources include works of great maghZ.@ scholars and traditionists from 
various cultural centres. 

Al-Tabaxi (d. 310/923), a jurist and traditionist, represents the climax of 
this formative period of hstoriography with hs Ta&h al-msd wa-l-mal& 
(History of the Messengers and Kings). H e  moved between the great centres 
of culture and made an extensive survey of available sources. h i d  research, 
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the careful choice of sources and the selection of reports are his means of 
criticism. Occasionally, he criticizes a report or rejects it. H e  tries to give more 
than one account of events, but usually - especially for the first/seventh 
century - he takes one historian, either an ukhb&Y or a mughi@ scholar, as the 
basis and supplements him from other reports (from Ibn Ishiiq for the Sm, 
Sayf b. ‘Umar for the riddu and Abti Mkhnaf for the revolt of al-Husayn). H e  
made extensive use of archves and official reports. For his own period, he got 
information from participants in, and eye-witnesses of, events and sometimes 
recorded what he hmself had witnessed. 

Al-Tabari described the Islamic period amalistically, up to 302/924. H e  
gives more attention to Iraq and the East than to Egypt and Syria and neglects 
North Africa. H e  brings this period to an end, and many works were written 
after hm as continuations of his Ta’rfkb (‘Arib, d-HamdBni) or were based on 
the period covered by him in hs Z’&& (like Wskawayh and Ibn al-Athrr). 

The main lines of historical writing among the Arabs were set in the 
formative period (first-thirdlseventh-ninth centuries). Yet there were further 
developments. Historical studles were initiated in centres of political opposi- 
tion, so that human responsibility was stressed. History was to deal mainly 
with the activities of men, especially in biographcal works. It was written to 
show &vine wdl, to express the idea of the amma, to indcate the r61e of the 
mhrqin history, or to stress values of good and evil. 

V 
The fourth and fifth/tenth and sixth/eleventh centuries were a period of 
maturity for Islamic civilization and of decline for the ‘Abbnsid caliphate. 
More people with knowledge of the new sciences, as well as secretaries, 
participated in writing. 

Al-Mas‘udi (d. 345/956), a historian and geographer, comes first. A 
dedtcated traveller, interested in the sciences of hs age, both phdosophical and 
natural, he wrote universal hstories, in successive and narrowing circles, 
AkhbZr ul-pm& (Reports on the Times), al-Awsut (The Mddle Book), Adurn~ 
al-dhuhub (The Meadows of Gold) and finally, ul-TufzbFh wal-isbrq (The 
Notification and Revision), with a cultural bent. But not each work is a 
summary of the previous one, as is the case of the Marry and ZBbib, but may 
constitute a fresh writing with some new data. Al-Mas‘adi had a comprehen- 
sive view of hstory and noted the impact of geography on the cultures and 
traits of nations. His interests are broad, covering history, ethnography, re- 
ligious beliefs and culture. His sources are wide: previous works, information 
he gathered on his travels and his personal experiences. He tried to be critical 
with hs written sources, but probably could not be so with information he got 
from people he met from various walks of life, yet he considered the people of 
a province the best source of information about it. H e  gves a fairly compre- 
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hensive list of historical works and commented on some, but he mentioned 
only those by famous or well-known authors. H e  particularly praises historians 
or sources who are direct observers or are original. 

Al-Mascadi was influenced by the Mu'tazila, hence his emphasis on re- 
search (bu&h)and observation (napr), rather than imitation, as the proper way 
to knowledge ('ilm). And that is felt in his history. 

The main type of history was now annahstic and contemporary, preceded 
by a summary of universal history. It was led by high-ranking officials and 
courtiers. Thus, their sources were mainly official documents, contact with 
high official and court circles, oral and personal knowledge. Historians like 
Mskawayh and Hild al-sgbi (d. 488/1056) show much objectivity. Mskawayh 
(325-421 /936-1030), a historian, philosopher and secretary, wrote the Zjkib 
ul-umam (Experiences of the Peoples). H e  served Buwayhd ministers 
(especially al-Muhallabi and Ibn al-'Amid) and had contacts with the great 
minds of his time. H e  studied al-Tabari with one of his students. 

H e  wrote a universal history to record the experiences of nations for the 
benefit of people, especially rulers, ministers, generals and other adminis- 
trators. This he did because he found that history gves lessons and enriches 
experience. Therefore, it deals with human behaviour unconnected with the 
miraculous. H e  seems interested in the reasons for the rise and fall of dynasties 
and in the historical process. Mskawayh based his Tgc%ib on al-Tabari for the 
period covered by the latter, but presented it condensed and without i.rfiZdr. 
These were available in the sources, and historians who were not traditionists 
were not much concerned about them. For the period from 295/907 on, he 
relied on Thnbit b. Sinitn. 

It is from 340/951 that the history of Mskawayh changes in method, 
tone and significance. H e  states that from that date he related what he saw and 
observed, or what amounts to that in accuracy, that is information from Ibn 
al-'Amid, al-Muhallabi and some ma.rh@kh. His position under the Buwayhids 
enabled him to widen hts sources, to have access to documents and to observe 
developments closely. H e  dealt with events and paid attention to economic 
and social condtions. H e  concentrates on human affairs, evaluates his sources 
and is critical of Buwayhid umZrs and the army. His approach is regional and his 
views are influenced by his philosophical interests, whtch centre on ethics and 
political ideas. 

Al-Biriinz (362-440/973-1041), a scientist concerned mainly with as- 
tronomy, mathematics and natural science, but almost as much with religion 
and philosophy, wrote on cultural history. His work on India, EhibJitu& ma 
Ii-I-Bnd (Book of Investigation of what is in India) is a profound study of a 
foreign culture - Hindu religion, philosophy, traditions, morals and scientific 
achievements - and a comparison with the parallel aspects of other cultures. 
His other work, uI-A%ir uI-b2q& (Surviving Remnants) pig. 11, shows much 
interest in chronologies and concern about cultures outside Islam. 
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V-2.1 ALA 4;hir al-hiq& ‘am al-qunin al-&l&a 
of Muhammad b. Ahmad aI-Bifini 

Anonymous copy from tenth/ sixteenth century 
Finxz, the Snsgnid IQng of Persia, in the temple of the 

Holy Fire, p. 1042 
0 ClichC- BiblithPyue nationale de France 
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Al-Birmi had a critical mind bent on observation and research. ‘Hearing 
(news) is not like observation,’ runs a proverb. In the past, reliance was upon 
written sources, but many wrote with a bias, or with ulterior motives and lies, 
so they must be carefully scrutinized. H e  criticized what was written on Hindu 
religion. Al-Bi~fds objective was the search for the truth and he rejects what 
contradicts logic or the laws of the physical sciences. H e  did not write on 
Hindu religion for refutation, but said, ‘My book is nothing but a simple 
historical record of facts.’ H e  dealt with sources in the original language (for 
example, Sanskrit), whtch represents a step beyond al-Mas‘di, who relied on 
secondary works. Being a linguist, he was sensitive to the exact translation of 
idioms. He devoted much effort to finding Sanskrit sources. Yet he valued 
observations and discussions with scholars and specialists. Here he is as dis- 
cerning and critical as he is with written sources. But the search for truth 
requires honesty and objectivity, beyond prejudice or ambition or greed. 

These hstorians made man the centre of attention, valued observation 
and ignored the isnzd. They tried to be critical and dealt with social, cultural 
and economic aspects. 

There appeared some great historians who wrote biographtes in an urban 
context. It was a period of intense cultural activity in the great cities. They did 
not write the history of the city in the context of general history, like Tayffir’s 
(d. 280/896) history of Baghdad, nor a history of a city containing details of its 
topography with reference to tradtionists who lived or stayed there, only to 
quote some traddons they reported, as Bahshal (d. 292/905) dd in his history 
of al-Wnsit. They would write the history of the city with detads on its topo- 
graphy, followed by biographies, as al-Khapb al-Baghdndi did in his Ta’&b 
Baghdzd, Ibn ‘Asiiklr in hs Ta’c%b Dimasbg (629/1230) and Ibn al-‘Adim 
(d. 660/1262) in hs hstory of Aleppo, Bugbat al-iaLab (The Object of Desire). 
Al-Khapb al-Baghdiidi (392-463/1002-1071) travelled widely in search of 
hadith (Iraq, Iran, Syria and the €Jij2z). In lus Ta’n%b Bugbdid, he gave a fairly 
detaded topography of the city, followed by biographes of caliphs, ministers, 
commanders, judges and other hgnitaries, but gave more attention and space 
to traditionists, including some women. H e  tried to give fairly full biographies 
(personal data, education, activities, careers, ideas and beliefs). H e  used the 
imzd strictly and was critical in dealing with hs sources in order to detect 
unusual reports or to compare reports and to check data, or simply to express 
hs doubts. H e  relied on previous masters in assessing reporters and tradi- 
tionists, aljarh wa-L-tacdd (impugning and confirming), and expressed hs per- 
sonal views. For contemporaries he used his judgement, as he was a master in 
evaluating tradtionists. 

Another approach was to weave history around biographies of some 
public figures: ministers like al-Jahshynri (d. 331/942), Hild al-Snbi and al- 
Sayrafi (d. 524/1147), judges like al-Kin& (d. 350/961), and public figures 
with poetic talents such as al-Sa (d. 335/946). 
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VI 
Starting from the mid-fifth/eleventh century, the Saljfiqs moved westwards, 
the sultanate emerged, the army took control of the administration and 
mhtary iq@ (feudal estates) expanded. The tmdru.ra was institutionalized, 
spread to Syria and Egypt and took the r6le of the preserver of knowledge. 
Gradually, the mhtary and the ‘dumZ’became the two pillars of authority. Yet, 
the common people had at times some r6le to play and could not be ignored. 
The centre of cultural and political activities moved to Syria and Egypt. 

Earlier approaches to hstorical writing continued with some new devel- 
opments. During the sixth/twelfth and seventh/hrteenth centuries, universal 
histories were written, as were annals with biographies. This expresses an 
emphasis on the concept of the one mzmu above political entities. Ibn al-Jawzi 
(d. 597/1201), a traditionist, initiated the method of arranging biographes 
alphabetically, following each year of the annals. For his al-ilhmtuxam (The 
Well-Organized) sources are vast, so he is selective and, occasionally, critical. 
H e  omitted most of the isnZd~ for ‘brevity’. In addltion to economic data, he 
gave many details about the activities of the ‘gyin& and .rhu@r (vagabonds 
and villains, i.e. the masses). In the last part, he concentrated on Iraq. 

Ibn al-Athir (d. 630/1233) wanted his fi-mil fi-l-ta’&h (Complete 
History) to be a solid and balanced history, covering the Mashriq and the 
Maghrib. Though annahstic, in hs method he maintained the unity of his 
topics and tried to give a coherent account of some dynasties. H e  is fairly 
comprehensive as he is a product of the Islamic idea of the fimmn. Ths is 
emphasized in lus references to external dangers threatening it from east and 
west. H e  had a comprehensive view of the events in his time and shows an 
independent mind in hs comments and criticism. His sources are varied, in- 
cludmg oral sources for his own time. 

Local histories were written concerning the Zangids and Ayyfibids. They 
were produced mostly by officials and secretaries in contact with events. Oral 
reports were an important source for these. Ibn al-Qaliinisi (d. 555/1160), a 
secretary and twice TU% of Damascus, wrote the Damascus chronicle, com- 
bining annals with biographes. H e  gave a solid account of the first fifty years 
of the Crusades, deriving hs data mainly from trustworthy contemporaries 
and participants, from personal observation and partly from documents. Ibn 
al-Ah-r in hs history of the Atgbaks of Mosul relied mainly on his father and 
resorted to some contemporaries. Ibn Shaddiid stated that in hs biography of 
Sal* al-Din, he relied in the first part (unul 584/1188) on reports of trust- 
worthy people who witnessed events. But for the next part, he wrote of what 
he saw and what people whom he trusted had seen. 

Al-‘Imiid al-Isfahiini (d. 597/1210), a secretary who served Nfir &Din 
and Saliih &Din, wrote a-Burq ul-Jh&~T(Syrian Lightning) on both sultans. His 
sources are direct: hs own observations, reports from participants and ar- 
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chives. Thus, it comes closer to being an official document. His al-Fa@ al-qih? 
(The Holy History) on thejibzd of Salah al-Din, centring on the conquest of 
Jerusalem, depended on his own observations and information. 

Biographical dlctionaries were written. Ibn Khallikiin clearly developed 
this genre. His WZjiqZt al-a4Zn (Death Notices of Eminent Persons), is a 
comprehensive biographcal dictionary, not limited to a group, but dealing 
with all those who ‘gained fame’. H e  did not write on caliphs, Companions 
and Followers, except for a few, because much was already written on them. 
H e  read all relevant material, important or not, and took already from great 
contemporary scholars, condensed lus data and tried to be accurate, honest 
and fair. H e  kept on returning to his first draft to check and add. H e  thus 
stressed the importance of historical knowledge for the benefit of all. 

VI1 
After the Mongol invasion of Iraq (656/1258) hstorical writing declined there, 
except for two authors who continued the tradition: Ibn al-Sa‘i (d. 674/1275), 
who wrote a detded annalistic history, al-JZmj‘ al-mikbtu:ar (The Concise 
General History), lost except for the years 595-606/1198-1209, and Ibn 
al-Fuwag (723/1323), to whom the first centennial history, al-fAawZditb 
u@mi ‘a [Comprehensive Events]) covering the seventh/thirteenth century 
(the years 626-700/1228-1301), is attributed. H e  also wrote a biographcal 
dictionary arranged according to nicknames and titles (Mi yum ul-alqzb) . 

The general lines of hstorical writing continued during Mamliik times. It 
was a period of expansion for the madraJa and of accumulation of knowledge, 
leading to voluminous or encyclopaedic works, such as al-Nuwayri’s (d. 732/ 
1332) Nb@at ul-Arab (The Ultimate Goal), al-‘Umari’s (d. 749/1348) Mudik 
ul-ab:Zrj mamdik al-amJZr (Paths of Vision, on the Kingdoms of the Regions) 
and al-Qalqashandi’s (d. 821/1418) Jnbh al-acshZ (Dawn of the Dim-sighted). 
Historians were either religious scholars or related to the mditary caste. They 
usually held hgh posts in the judiciary or administration, which enabled them 
to be well informed. There were several general or universal hstories, but 
Egyptian historians, especially of the ninth/fifteenth century, concentrated on 
their own regon. For earlier periods, they are brief, but they become detailed 
for their contemporary period, recording daily events and activities, including 
matters of daily life, such as prices, crops, the building of a mosque and the 
like. 

This interest in contemporary history explains why some historians wrote 
continuations (tukmila OR dbql) of histories written earlier. Thus, Ibn 
Taghribirdi’s fAuwZditb ai-dibir (Events of the Ages) is a continuation of the 
SulEk of al-Maqrizi, while al-Sakh2wi’s al-Ebr al-masbik (Smelted Gold) is yet 
another continuation of the Jilik and Ibn Hajar’s InbZ’ al-ghimr (Advising the 
Ignorant) brings Ibn Kathir’s Bid@u up to date. 
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For past periods, historians take material from earlier sources without 
criticism and occasionally mention who they are. For contemporary periods, 
they express opinions, or criticize or make other comments. Their contribu- 
tion here depends on their abihty to obtain news and data from public figures, 
credible sources and official documents. 

General histories usually combine history and biography, a trend estab- 
lished by lbn al-Jawzi. Al-Dhahabi’s (673-748/1274-1348) history, Ta’rfkh al- 
hlZm, deals with events and biographies from 1-700/622-1300. H e  divided it 
into units of ten years each, called LabaqZt (classes). With events, he adopted an 
annahstic approach; with biographes, he mixed them with events for the first 
forty years, while from 41/661 to 300/921 they are grouped in periods of ten 
years each and arranged alphabetically. Thereafter, he gves the biographies 
(obituaries) annually. His main interest lay in these biographes, so they be- 
came the core for the later periods. H e  had to be selective with regard to the 
mass of sources. They covered all groups of people, whether rulers, admin- 
istrators, judges, religious scholars, philosophers or lingWsts, from East and 
West. H e  turned to all types of hstorical literature, oral sources (by hearing or 
correspondence), personal knowledge and documents, and was critical in his 
biographtes, and occasionally of hs sources. 

Al-Nuwayri (677-732/1279-1332), a secretary, wrote the A4h@at al- 
’Arab, an encyclopaedia of all the knowledge a good secretary (k&) needed. 
It is dvided into five parts @min). The fifth is a universal hstory and makes 
up about two-thirds of the whole. It deals with Islamic hstory, Eastern and 
Western, in regional or dynastic sections, and ends with the hstory of Egypt in 
annalistic form up to his own time (731/1331). His importance lies in hs basic 
plan and in his sources and he is of great value for the contemporary period, 
for in hs position he could get access to official documents and direct in- 
formation through his contacts with hghly placed officials. 

lbn KatMr (700-774/1300-1373), a Syrian traditionist, wrote lus 
al-Bi&ya wa-l-niha_Ya (The Beginning and the End), a universal history ‘from the 
creation to 767/1365-1366’, but he adds a chapter on the end of the world. 
His is a fine example of annalistic hstory. H e  refers to his sources, whch are 
rich and most important for the respective periods. In addition to classical 
historians, he used Iraqi and Syrian sources of the sixth/twelfth and seventh/ 
thrteenth centuries. His contribution is obvious, at times even for the early 
periods when he used such materials as the Xra, as he appealed to the earliest 
sources. The contemporary part is mainly a history of Syria, whch Ibn Kathir 
knew or drew from contemporaries. It touches on all aspects of life: admin- 
istrative, financial, social and cultural. 

Al-Maqrizi (766-845/1364-1442) adopted another approach. His histor- 
ical works dealt mainly with Egypt. H e  wrote al-MawZix wa-l-l’tibZr 
(Exhortations and Contemplation), which covers the history of Egypt and the 
affairs of the people through the history of its cities, especially al-Fus@t (Cairo), 
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including its topography, quarters and monuments. H e  dealt with social, eco- 
nomic and cultural history. His experience, through the various posts he had 
held, enabled him to see and appreciate the life of the people. Thus, he expected 
his work to be useful for the &lite and for ordinary folks. His sources, he said, 
were three: (i) previous works, and he mentioned those who wrote on the kb& 
before him; (ii) reports from shqkhs and dgnitaries he had met; (iii) observa- 
tions on what he had seen and inspected. H e  does refer to his sources, but not 
always. However, his MuwZ'ix tends to be a cultural history. His other works 
were an expansion of the following three periods: the early Islamic (al-FustHt) 
period; the f2tic2x (Admonition), about the Faemid period; and the Sj4lik L- 
mu 'nyut ul-mtxlik (Acquiring Knowledge of the Kings), about the Ayyiibids and 
Mamliiks (not to mention biographical works). The Stxlik is an annalistic his- 
tory, getting more detaded as the author approaches his own time. It has a 
wealth of data, administrative, economic and social, in addition to obituaries. 

Ibn Hajar (773-852/1361-1418), a great traditionist holding high posts in 
the judiciary, wrote a contemporary history, Inb2 ulgbtxm, starting with 773/ 
1371, the year of his birth and continuing to 850/1446. It is an annalistic 
chronicle combined with biographies. H e  recorded what he saw or heard from 
other scholars and public figures. Besides, he used sources written by his shqkhs 
and colleagues. H e  dealt with Egypt but also referred to other Muslim lands. 

Ibn Taghribirdi (812-874/1406-1469) belonged to the military estab- 
lishment (uwlZd ul-n&). H e  wrote ul-Niim ul-xZbiru (Shining Stars), a general 
history covering the years 20-872/641-1468, but centred on Egypt. The 
contemporary period is detailed and important, owing to his contacts with 
sultans and dignitaries. H e  also wrote a biographical dictionary, ul-Munbulul-:Zj 
(The Limpid Pool), of scholars, dignitaries, emirs and sultans during the 
Mdiik period. History for him (even in biographies) set examples to be 
followed or avoided. H e  tried to be fair and to give his sources. 

Ibn Iy~s (852-930/1448-1524), also of the udid ul-nds, roughly followed 
the method of Ibn Taghribirdi in hs Budi'i' ul-?j4b,tZr (Wonders of the 
Blossoms), which is a general history of Egypt until 928/1522. It is of special 
importance for the decline and fall of the Mamliiks as the author was an eye- 
witness of the Ottoman conquest - an honest and critical one. For earlier 
periods, he mentions his sources; for contemporary history, he uses oral 
sources and personal observations. 

Biographcal literature flourished, as can be seen in obituaries and espe- 
cially in biographical dictionaries, whch became comprehensive. This ap- 
proach continued even when the writing of hstory declined (as happened in 
Syria during the Ottoman period). 

Biographes are now considered history. Al-Safadi finds examples and 
experience therein. Al-Subki considered his ,Tabupit ul-Jb@'zjyu a book of 
bu&tb,jqb, history and udub. Al-Kutubi finds in it 'the mirror of time'. Al- 
Suyhti (d. 911/1505) begins his biographies in his NU~M ul-'igZn (String of 
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Gold) with an introduction on the merits of hstory and his method. Al-Subki 
(d. 771/1369), in his critical attitude, stated the conditions of a good historian 
and set regulations for the proper writing of a biography. 

The basis for writing a biography is the subject’s achievement or con- 
tribution. There were biographies of special groups: men-of-letters, secre- 
taries, physicians and the like. In this period Ibn Hajar initiated the writing of 
biographes for one century in hs ul-Dzlrur al-kimina (The Hidden Pearls) (for 
the eighth/fourteenth century). H e  was followed in the succeedmg centuries 
by al-Sakhzwi (for the ninth/fifteenth), al-Ghazzi (for the tenth/sixteenth), al- 
MuMbbi (for the eleventh/seventeenth) and al-Muriidi (for the twelfth/ 
eighteenth). 

Al-Safadi, quoted by al-SuF~, indicates that the elements a biography 
should contain are: who the subject is, his origns, madhhab, distinction in ‘ihz, 
position and masters (shyikh). Dates of birth and death were added and an 
evaluation was made. Sources for biographies were previous works and oral 
sources were always there. Personal knowledge, correspondence and in- 
formation provided by others were important sources for contemporaries. 

In the ninth/fifteenth century works were written on the science of 
history. Al-Itiifiyaji (d. 874/1474) wrote ul-Mukhtqur J; ‘ilm al-ta’&h 
(Compendium on the Science of History) and al-Sakhiiwi (d. 902/1497) pro- 
duced hs uL-Z‘lin bi-l-tuwbFkh (Declaration of Reproach). Both dealt with the 
origns, definition and objectives of history. The qualifications of hstorians, 
their history and their methodology are treated with an enumeration of his- 
torical works. They defended history against those who considered it un- 
necessary or useless. 

Ibn Khaldan (808/1406) wrote a universal history in three books. The 
first Part is called the Muqa&imu (Introduction), the second is concerned with 
the Arabs and their contemporaries and the third covers the Berbers. In the 
Mgquddimu, he deals with the historian’s craft - the excellence of hstory, the 
verification of historical methods and the faults of historians. H e  distinguishes 
between critical inquiry (nuxar) and mere copymg (nu@). H e  classifies earlier 
historians and criticizes their methods. H e  tries to relate the reasons for mis- 
takes made in history to the inabhty of historians and their ignorance of the 
conditions of culture. H e  tried to establish and develop the science of culture, 
a new science which constitutes a rational inquiry into the nature of man and 
culture. If history ordinarily ascertains external events, ths new science ex- 
plains the nature and the reasons for those events. 

Ibn Khaldtin evolved a comprehensive dialectical view of the develop- 
ment of societies and tried to define the stages in the rise, development and 
decline of nations. Though he did not apply his critical method in his own 
history, his ideas about the nature of culture can be detected in it (especially 
for early Islam). 
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VI11 

The first Ottoman period (tenth-twelfth/sixteenth-eighteenth centuries) was 
one of cultural decline. The writing of history suffered a decline in method, a 
neglect of sources and an absence of any historical idea. 

In Egypt there were two approaches. The first was that of the czdum2’, 
who tried to follow traditional lines of writing by annals or dynasties, like al- 
Ishaqi (d. 1060/1650) in his L&i’fakhbZr al-dawul(Niceties of the Reports of 
Dynasties), which dealt briefly with the successive states that ruled Egypt up 
to the Ottoman conquest and the subsequent governors until 1031/1622. 
M&amrnad b. Abi-1-Smr al-Bah- (d. 1087/1676) wrote al-%.$u ul-.@hzja 
(The Splendid Diversion), a brief survey of the rulers of Egypt until 1042/ 
1632. H e  also dealt with the judges of the country. The last chapter is on the 
cities and wonders of Egypt. The second approach was the school of the YnZd 
(the military), who wrote on the history of Egypt out of interest and in a 
modest and almost popular style. There was hardly any plan, but they offered 
interesting data. First came b a d  b. Sunbul al-Rammd (d. after 961/1552), 
who wrote the Ta’rTkh Miq min al-JarZkisa (History of Egypt from the 
Circassians), and then Ahmad al-Damurdashi (d. 1169/1755), who wrote al- 
&rur aL-mqZnaj ukhbZr ul-KnZnu (Pearls, on the History of the Kinilna). 

In Iraq, the earlier writers came from the second half of the seventeenth 
century, such as al-Ka‘bi (d. c. 1095/1683) with his ZZd ul-m.zjs@r (Provisions 
of the Traveller) on the first dynasty in Basra (a Afriisiygb), and al-Ghurabi 
(end of the seventeenth century), who wrote a general annalistic history of 
Islam until the Ottomans, with special reference to Iraq. His sources for the 
contemporary period were oral history, inscriptions, archives and, from 1140/ 
1776 onwards, his own observations and notes. 

In Syria, writing wavered between narrow local accounts and general 
histories. Ibn Ttiliin al-SdiM (d. 953/1545) wrote works on Damascus and its 
governors, judges and ‘.dam2 (such as his Zc12m ul-war2 (Information for 
Mankind), in which he wrote its history, governor by governor, from 658/ 
1260 until his own time. Ibrhim al-Halabi (d. after 971/1563) wrote the Brr 
al-@ulub (Pearls of Aleppo) on the history of the notables of Aleppo. 

In Syria, the approach to historiography was generally biographical, 
covering scholars from Egypt, Iraq and the Hijgz, in addition to Syria. Al- 
Ghazzi’s (d. 1061/1651) ul-fiwZkib al-sti’iru (The Wandering Stars) on the 
notables of the tenth/sixteenth century, al-Muljbbi’s (d. 11 11/1699) k%zd&-ut 
ul-ZthZr (Essence of Traditions) on the people of the eleventh/seventeenth 
century, as well as al-‘Imiid al-Hanbali’s (d. 1098/1697) ShadharZt al-dhuhub 
(Particles of Gold), were all annals with biographies. 

The eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries saw some developments 
that affected historical writing: the rise of local rulers, the beginnings of a 
merchant class in the cities and the stirrings of a cultural awakening. 
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A-Jabarti (d. 1241/1825) wrote his ‘AjZ’ib ul-ZtbZv- (Marvels of Relics), 
dealing briefly with the history of Egypt from early times until the Ottoman 
period, when it becomes detailed, then the French occupation, and finally the 
period of Muhammad ‘Ab. It is a great work, combining the traditions of the 
annals with obituaries and the broad, popular interest of the @&school. H e  
shows objectivity and a critical mind. With his wide interests he gives prices, 
refers to social and economic life and extends his obituaries to Siifis, craftsmen 
and merchants. His sources include oral reports, inscriptions and, from 1190/ 
1776 on, hs own observations and notes, as well as documents. 

In Iraq, under the Mamliiks (1163-1247/1750-l831), the ‘dami’wrote 
contemporary histories of wulis (governors) or of Baghdad, such as the work 
of ‘Uthman b. Sanad al-Basri (d. 1242/1827), Afu@i‘ aL-scl‘zid (The Onset of 
Good Fortune), on D S M d  Pasha; al-Suwaydi’s Nudiqut u L - ~ u w ~ ~  (The Garden 
of Baghdad) on the viziers Hasan Pasha and his son Ahmad Pasha; and al- 
Karkddi’s (d. 1240/1824) Duwbut uL-wcl~uv-Z’ (Family Tree of the Viziers). The 
approach is usually annallstic and official contacts enabled writers to get first- 
hand information, private papers and archives. 

IX 
The nineteenth century saw important changes: the growing impact of the 
West, the reforms of Muhammad ‘Ah, the Tun@m& in the Ottoman empire 
and the Awakening (nab&), both Arab and Islamic. Excavations and the 
deciphering of ancient languages aroused interest in past civihzations. 

The missions to Europe sent by Muhammad ‘Ali and his successors had 
their impact. Rifa‘a Bey al-Tahpwi (d. 1290/1873) played a leading r61e. 
Works on European and ancient hstory were translated under his supervision. 
Later, he planned to write a history of Egypt. The first volume covered the 
ancient period to the Arab conquest. H e  was the first to make use of ex- 
cavation reports and of modern European studies. His tone was patriotic 
(walung and his method fairly critical. His second volume, on the life of the 
Prophet, is interesting for the section it had on institutions. 

Al-Tahtawi’s circle had basically undergone an Islamic education, while 
‘Ab Mubiirak (d. 1311/1893), an engineer, and his circle had enjoyed a mod- 
ern (scientific or other) education, but both were exposed to French culture. 
Mubiirak wrote on the ,&$a! (following al-Maqrizi). It is a topographical study 
of cities, with biographies of prominent people who lived there: dignitaries, 
‘~lumZ’ and men-of-letters. H e  made use of written sources, archaeological 
excavations, personal knowledge, documents and inscriptions. 

In this circle, there were archaeologists and historians who wrote on 
ancient history, especially that of Egypt, such as Ahmad Kamid Pasha (1850- 
1923), and on the Islamic period, ‘Ah Bahjat Beg (1859-1928), who wrote on 
the excavation of al-Fust@. 
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The national movements (watanip), represented first by the Urabi revolt 
and later by Mustafg Kiimil and his party, had a great impact. Most of the 
writers of the latter part of the nineteenth century were members of these 
movements. Some wrote their memoirs of the Urabi revolt to justify or ex- 
plain themselves (Urabi hrmself, ‘Abd Alliih al-Nadim). Others wrote on 
Egypt and the Eastern Question (for example, Mustafii K-il, Sdim Naqqiish 
and ‘Abd al-Rahmi?in al-Riifi‘i). 

Some methodology began to develop. Writing on specific topics began to 
replace annals, criticism and analysis were applied and the style became simple. 
Then, history was introduced into the curriculum of the Diir al-‘uliim and the 
Teachers High School, and finally into the Egyptian University (1928). 

Syria and Iraq lagged behind and historical wriung there was traditional, 
mainly biographical. Still, there were some pointers. A general history of Syria 
was written by al-Dibs (d. 1907). IGmil al-Ghazzi (d. 1932) wrote a work on 
Aleppo, covering its monuments, quarters, crafts, wag5 and history. Al-Qiisim- 
(d. 1900) wrote on the industries and crafts of Syria. In Iraq, the r61e of tribes 
is seen in al-Suwaydi’s study of the an.rZb of Arab tribes, Sabz’ik: al-dbabab. 
Malpiid Shukri al-hisi wrote a fine work on the Arabs before Islam, a cul- 
tural hstory indicative of new times. 

X 
In the twentieth century historical writing gradually took its present shape, as 
is reflected in its method, documentation, choice of subjects and attitudes to 
history. In general there are two lines of writing. The first follows tradtional 
approaches, rather modestly, and the second is more influenced by modern 
methods and ideas. 

Initially, hstorical writing was done by people with no training in history 
- lawyers, mhtary people, men-of-letters, ‘ztlami’and the like. And some still 
make such contributions. The others were mainly trained in universities. 
Writing in accordance with modern methods and approaches became clearer 
after the frrst decades of this century. 

The motives for writing history are varied. History is necessary to es- 
tablish an identity, to meet external cultural threats and to foster unity (local or 
Arab). Questions of progress and of Western expansion (political and cultural) 
were basic factors for the return to historical research. Excavations in Arabia 
and the deciphering of ancient scripts led to studies on the ancient htstory and 
civilizations of Arabia, not just of the]zbil!ya (the two centuries before Islam). 

New developments took place in writing. There are histories of the 
nmna of Islam. General works were written on the history of the Arabs be- 
fore Islam or after, or both, by dynasties or periods. Studes were written on 
major dynasties in Arab history (for example the Umayyads, the ‘Abbiisids), 
or on smaller dynasties for their local importance (the Tdiinids and the 
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Aghlabids). Biographes of great figures in politics, war, Islamic studes, ad- 
ministration and the like were written. This could be in line with traditional 
writing, but in most cases a new trend can be seen in studying the milieu or 
period in which the person lived, too. In fact, a historical period could be 
studied by writing on a caliph or another great figure. 

The Crusades are considered a topic in their own right, a new trend. 
General studes and investigations of individual Crusades or of outstanding 
Muslim leaders were carried out. Ths line was fostered by European works, 
European expansion and finally the confict with Israel. Some considered the 
encounter as a war of liberation, while some saw it as a phase of the confhct 
between East and West or between Christianity and Islam. 

Local histories were written. After the World War I, the trend arose to 
write a modern hstory of indwidual Arab countries. The creation of new 
states explains increasing attempts to give the country or state an identity and a 
rBle in history. Past periods of such a country received more attention, too. 

However, general works on modern Arab hstory have been written. 
Increasingly, studies are undertaken on the history of Arab-Islamic cities - a 
few along traditional lines, but generally along new ones. Thus, studies on 
topography, urban life, socio-economic and cultural factors and historical de- 
velopments were carried out. Sources included hstorical and geographcal 
literature as well as archaeologcal data. 

Writings were mostly on political hstory, usually the history of one per- 
iod or more, or of a dynasty or a ruler. Gradually, more studies were carried 
out on different aspects of civilization - institutions, administration and cul- 
ture. In the last few decades, socio-economic htstory has received much at- 
tention. Thus, we have works on the economic history of a country or period, 
or on aspects of economic life and finance, such as agriculture, markets, 
crafts, hisba, taxation, land tenure or coinage. 

The Arabs have also written on other countries and peoples, involving 
topics such as Greek, Roman and Byzantine history, the history of Europe and 
of the United States, and that of the Asian and African countries. Ths is a 
modern trend. Yet what has been written here is rather limited. 

Methodology requires an evaluation of sources. Ths led to studies on 
hstoriography (especially Arab), as well as to translations. Works appeared on 
Arab historiography in general, on historians of a specific country and on 
individual scholars. This is a new trend. 

Political and social currents had their impact on historical writings. 
Islamic ideas - Arabism, nationalism and other concepts - are represented. In 
the Islamic field, hstory entails that of the Islamic zrmma and Islamic history 
becomes the centre of all history. Here it is the expression of the will of God, 
and the process of history is the creative meeting between God, man, nature 
and time. History is linked to creed, and the method of fdadib criticism is 
applied to historical study. 
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In the view of Arabism, the umma is the Arab nation and emphasis is 
placed on its r61e and achievements in history. History here is the common 
memory of the ummu and a basis for its common spirit and for its identity. It 
arouses national feelings and drives towards unity. It was a major factor in 
movements of liberation and in building the nation. The aim of historical 
studies is to understand the present and to build a better future. 

Nationalism (wu~un~ja) and localism (iqBm&u) affected writing. The 
fragmentation of the Arabs since World War I led to attempts to write history 
in such a way that each political entity would be given a special identity and 
r6le and be provided with legitimism. Marxism, in one form or another, in- 
fluenced some studies - though few - on social movements and economic 
and cultural history. 

The attitude to sources is another problem. Usually writers limit their 
sources to annals, chronicles and biographies. But attempts have been made to 
broaden this base so that it includes all sorts of literature. Lately attention has 
been paid to documents as a major source. Ottoman documents, wugfand 
religious courts’ registers and other official papers (Arab and Western) are 
being referred to. But their use is still kted. The same applies to the use of 
the results of archaeological studies and excavations. 

Writing Arab history is now carried out by people of three different 
disciplines. In addition to historians of all kinds, some scholars study history in 
the field of religious studies and others the realm of add-literature. Each circle 
within has its own approach and, probably, method, a situation which could 
enrich these studies, or indeed weaken them. Much depends on evolving a 
common methodology. 
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Chapter 3 

PERSIAN H I S T O R I O G R A P H Y  
F R O M  THE TLKHANID 

P E R I O D  TO THE VIGILANCE A N D  
RENAISSANCE ERAS 

Irdj AfJShar 

Persian hstoriography during the seven centuries whch elapsed from the 
Ilkhiinid period until the end of the nineteenth century is based on the same 
axis as that of past centuries and is a continuation of earlier historians' 
customary rules. While Firdawsi has included the histories of the Sasiinid 
dynasty in hs Shd~-ndma, from the Tlkhnnid period onwards there have been 
poets and hstorians who have followed the example of his epic-writing and 
composed epic and hstorical poetry on later events, and such hstories were 
composed in poetical form for Genghis Khm, Ernfir, Sh&h Ismii'il, Fath 'Ali 
Shah Qiijar and Rid2 Shnh Pahlawi. 

Official and courtly hstoriography was in vogue during all the periods of 
these seven centuries. Most of the important and famous historical accounts, 
which became increasingly common, were written by historiographers or men- 
of-letters upon the request or order of kmgs, princes and ministers. If any 
historian wrote a book of his own, he generally dedicated it to some king or 
minister in order to get a reward. The number of works written about Iranian 
hstory during these seven centuries is quite hgh and if w e  wish to have 
statistics, takmg into consideration the published bibliographies (C. A. Storey, 
Kh. Mushiir and A. Munsawi), about 1,500 titles on history can be mentioned. 
These may be divided into the following branches: 

General hstories' 
Historical works in thts group generally start by mentioning events and stones 
from the era of Adam and end at the time of the writer. These books are 

1. Works which have been published are marked in this chapter with an asterisk. Further 
details may be found in the General Bibliography. 
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sometimes divided into dynastic or periodic chapters, as in the copies of the 
Zr2 by Ghiizi m a d  Ghaffiiri (written in 972/1564), and are sometimes 

written in chronological order, as, for example, the A4yhzal-i F@$J? (The 
Compendium of Fa&)* by FaSih al-Din Alpad Khwiifi (written in 8451 
1441). 

As regards the content of such books in the contemporary sections, 
a certain similarity is rather obvious in that each new writer generally had 
at hand the common and known sources of earlier hstorians. But 
whenever he tried to include information and events that were nearer the 
time and place he lived in, his book would gain preference and distinction 
over similar works, and obviously such parts of general histories would 
have more importance and academic value than, say, the events con- 
cerning the first half of the eighth/fourteenth century in the TZfikh-1 
gzqfda (The Choice of History) by Hamd Allgh Mustawfi Qazwini (written 
in 730/1329) or the section on Timiir's successors in theJZmi' al-tawZr5kh-i 
Hasan? (The Universal History of Hasan) by Hasan b. Shihiib Yazdi 
(written in 855/1451). 

Of course, the approach of writers to analysing past events, and even the 
style of writing and the mention of sources, are effective in the validity and 
survival of such general hstories, and this is why two such histories, namely 
Raw& al-&Zjsirat al-anb&iJ wa-l-mz&k wa-l-khdafi' (The Garden of Purity: on 
the Lives of the Prophets and Kings and Caliphs)" by Mir Khwand (d. 9031 
1497) and HabZb al-s@arj akhbZr-i @Zd al-bashar (The Travel Companion on the 
Reports of Mankind) by Khwiindamir (in 930/1524), have attracted more 
fame and more general acceptance and attained the status of general reference 
books. 

There can be no doubt that the general hstories produced in India, such 
as the TZdzh-i a& (The History of the Millennium), which was written upon 
the order of Akbar in 993/1585 and contained the history of Islam until the 
year 1000/1591, inevitably possess much information about India and the 
ruling dynasties of that region. The same quality is found in the histories 
written in Anatolia, including the Bahjt al-tawZ&h (The Splendour of History) 
by Shukr AUiih Remi, which was written in 851/1447. 

Sometimes, in general histories, the annals of a regon, due to the in- 
formation available and attachment of the writer to that area, are treated more 
extensively. Owing to this fact they have special importance, as is the case with 
the events relating to Fiirs in the Safawid period in the ByZd al-firdzs (The 
Gardens of Paradise) by Muhammad Mirak b. Mas'ud al-Husayni (written in 
1082/1671). It contains information about southern Iran which is not found 
in other books. 

Among the general histories in Persian, theJZmic al-tawZ&h of Rashid al- 
Din Fadl Atkh Tabib Hamad&- (645-718/1247-1318) pig. l] has a higher 
value and validity than all other texts on general history because the writer, 
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V-3.1 Ahmature from the manuscript J&i' nl-tamifikh by 
Rashid al-Din Fad1 All& Tabib Hamadgni. 
Actors and dancers at the court of HUlii@, 

ruler of Mongolia (seventhlthirteenth century) 
0 Tehran National Library 
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who for a long period was a minister of the Ilkhiinid dynasty under Ghaaq 
UljaF and Abu Sa'id, for the first time wrote the history and events of the 
world in a universal context. 

Ths brought about the view that those who were interested in history 
should know, along with the hstory of Iran, the circumstances and events 
affecting other nations and societies, the events related to Mongol kings in 
Islamic countries and the circumstances of Jews, Chinese, Indians and 
Europeans. It was Rashid al-Din who, for the first time, wrote a general world 
history in Persian.' 

Other reliable historical works of the period include: 
Zabdzt al-tawZ&b (The Quintessence of History), by Abu-l-Qasim 'Abd 

Allah Kashiini (703/1303), which has been published in part; 
Rawdat-i zslz l-albZb fz tawZHkb al-akZbTr wa-l-anszb (The Garden of the 

Intelligent: on the History of the Leaders and of the Ancestors)* by Fakhr al- 
Din D 2 m d  Ban&ati (after 717/1317); 

TZdd-igueS by H m - d  Allah al-Mustawfi al-Qazwm- (730/1329); 
&@ma' al-ansZb, or JZmi' al-anszp, by Muhammad b. 'Ak Shabiinkiiri 

(written 733-743/1332-1342). 
General historiography in the Tiicirid era and under their successors, 

until the beginning of the Safawid period, became more extensive and many 
books were written, of which the most important ones are: 

ErWs al-tawzekb by Khusraw Abarquhi (808/ 1405) ; 
Mantakbab al-tawZ&b-i Ma'TnF * which was presented to Sh& Rukh in 

Mqha' al-tawitfkb, or Zubdzt al-tawZHkb, by Shhiib al-Din 'Abd All&, 

Mqmal-i FTTbT * by Fa& al-Din &mad Khwafi (up to 845/1441); 
JZmi' ai-tawZ~kb-i fldsanT, by Hasan b. Shihgb Yazdi (855/1451), part of 

which is published; 
Raw& al-+$ZJ; sfrat al-anbzjZ' wa-l-mulik wa-l-kbul@P by Muhammad b. 

Khwiind Shgh, known as M-r IUlwiind (d. 903/1497); 
HabTb al-s@arfz akhbZr-i +id al-basbar by Ghyath al-Din b. Huma al- 

Din, known as Khwnndm-r (d. 930/1524). 
This process continued until the Safawid period and many historio- 

graphers produced histories. Labb al-tawzfikb (The Essence of History), one of 
the works of this period, was written in 948/1541 by Mir Y&ya b. 'Abd al- 
Lagf Sayfi Qazwini. It was a concise hstorical study, as its name implies. A 
Latin translation was published in Paris in the year 11 01 /1690. 

The most important general historical works of this era are the fol- 
lowing: 

NagaristZ# by Q%$ A h a d  Ghaffgri (written in 959/1552); 

81 7/1414; 

known as Hafig-i Abm (830/1426) (ths book has been partly published); 

2. See J.A. Boyle, 'Rashid al-Din: the First World Historian', Iran, 9, 1971, pp, 19-26. 
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E6kh-i &hi-i A+im Sh&, known as E6kh-i Qz$bT, by Khfir-Shah 
b.Qubiid Husayni (written in 970/1563), part of which has been pub- 
lished; 

Nirakb-iJahZn A;* by Qii& &mad Ghaffiiri (written in 972/1565); 
Mir’Zt al-admir wa-mirqZt al-akhbZr by Muslih al-Din Li%ri (written after 

Jaw&!%- al-akhbzr by Munshi Budaq Qazwini (written in 984/1576); 
974/1567); 

En7kh-i a@, written during Akbar’s time by several scholars from the year 

T2zGkh-i @ydLzrfby Haydar b. ‘Ah Husayni Riizi (1028/1619); 
Bzdd-i bar% by Muhammad Yiisuf W h h  (1078/1668); part of this book 

has been published. 
The writing of general history was also of concern to the historians 

during the Qii@ period and some of the more famous books whch can be 
included in this series are: 

N&ikh al-taw&f,kh (The Transcriber of History)* by Muhammad Taqi 
Sipihr Kiishiini (1 273 / 1 857) ; 

T2Hkh-i mzmtd~am-i NZ~irf (The History of the Rule of Nasir)* by 
Muhammad Hasan Khan I‘timad al-Saltana (Siini‘ al-Dawla) (1 300/1883). 

A kind of tabular history, which is usually called T&i?kh-ip&h-b&in-i 
‘Ajam (History of the IGngs of Iran) and sometimes also Zrfkh-i s&Zqi, 
or J&Zq ul-taw&kh, should be included in the category of general his- 
tories of Iran. This type, which is arranged in the style of the s&@ 
(indictional account books), apparently came into existence during the 
Safawid period. 

993 / 1 5 85 onwards ; 

Dynastic and periodlc histories 
Persian historiographers carried out valuable experiments in writing the 
histories of dynasties and hstorical periods from the times of the Tlkhhds 
until Pahlavi times. In the Ilkh&id period, unul the arrival of the Timcirids, 
w e  have histories in prose and poetry written about the dynasties or kings 
who had ruled in Iran. Some of them are very important texts, such as the 
E~kh-iJahdng~shi, by ‘At%’ Malik Juwayni, the T&ikh-i Ujiy1ti2 by Abu-l- 
Qnsim Kiishm- and the Ejeat al-am@- wa-ta.y&at al-a‘;ZF (The Reward of 
the Regions and the Passing of the Ages) by Shihiib al-Din ‘Abd AUiih 
Shirzzi, known as Wassiif (or Wassaf al-Hadara). As a whole, the historical 
information on the &h&d period was compiled in a scholarly way in the 
Ma.rZ’il ‘qr-i (Questions of the Era of the Ilkhiins) by Manfichihr 
Murtadzwi (Tabriz, 1980). 

Here we list the most important historical works, introduced in chron- 
ological order: 

TZ~kh-i JabZngusb3 by ‘Alii’ al-Din ‘A@’ Malik Juwayni (658/1260), 
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covering the time from Genghis’s invasion up to the struggle between Hdiigii 
and the Ismii‘ilis ;3 

En7kh-i U&ti by Jamal al-Din Abu-1-Qasim Kashiini (703/1304); 
Ejwat a]-amjlr wa-tav$at aL-a ‘+ir ( TZrZkh-i Wa!jZfl* by Shihiib al-Din 

GhZyZn-ndma, a poem by Niir al-Din b. Shams al-Din (763/1362). 
Regarding the history of the Mongols, and especially those who ruled in 

Mongolia and Kiishghar from the time of Tughluq Timiir (748/1347), the 
basic and most reliable source is the TZrZkh-i Ra;chTdT by Muhammad Haydar 
Dughlat, which was written in 948/1542. 

For the period of the a-i Mugaffar (Muzaffarids), there are two 
exclusive hstorical studies. One of them is Mawdhib-i iL& (The Divine 
Gifts)”, apparently written in 767/1366 by Mu‘in al-Din Mu‘allim Yazdi, 
and the other Risda-i Mabmid KutubT, which concludes with the events 
relating to the downfall of that dynasty at the hands of Timur in 795/ 
1393. 

‘Abd Allh Shirazi (728/1328); 

The most important contemporary works of ths period are: 
Rz2.pGma-i GhaXawZt-i HindistZn (Diary of the Campaigns of Hindustan)* 

by Ghiyath al-Din ‘Ah b. Jam21 al-1~1- Yazdi, which was the most important 
source for the two xa$ar-ndmas by Sharaf al-Din ‘Ah Yazdi and Nkiirn al-Din 
Shiimi; Hiifiz-i Abm also utilized this in his book; 

Za$ar-nZma (Account of Victories)* by Ni@m al-Din Sham- (ascribed to 
Shanb-i Ghiiziin of Tabriz), which was written in 804/1402 upon the order of 
Timiir; 

Shams al-busn (The Sun of Beauty)* by Tiij al-salmani on the order of 
Shiih Rukh to complete the Za$r-nZma of Niaiim al-Din Shiim-; 

MatLa ‘-i Sa ‘dayn wa-majma ‘-i Babrqn (The Rising of Venus and Mercury 
and the Meeting of the Two Oceans) by ‘Abd al-Razziiq Samarqandi, relating 
events from 703/1304 to 830/1427; 

DyZr-i Baknjy& by Abii Bakr al-Tihr%ni al-Isfahm- in the name of Uzun 
Hasan (written in 875/1471); 

EZvfkb-i ‘dam hi-i AmTnT (The History of the Realms of Amin)” by Fad1 
Alliih Ruzbihiin Khunji for the Aq Qoyunlii dynasty (written in 897/1429); 

Eymir-nZm2, a poem by ‘Abd Allah Hatifi (927/1521); 
ShZh Rakh-nZma, a poem by Muhammad Qiisim Qiisim- Gunabiidi 

(composed in 950/1543). 

3. Trans. J. A. Boyle, T h e  ffistoy oj the lF6rld Conqueror 541a al-Dn ‘Ata-Ma1i‘ Juvaini, 
Transkzted from the Ext oj Miqa Mubarnmad Qapini by John Andrew Boyle, (UNESCO 
Collection of Representative Works. Persian Heritage Series), 2 vols., Manchester, 
Manchester University Press, 1958. 
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V-3.2 Futi&t-t-i Ham@2n, history of the conquest of IUlur5siin 
conducted by Shiih ‘Abbiis the Great, written by Siygqi Ni@m in 

1023/1615. K m g  Shiih ‘Abbas hunting 
0 Cliche Bibliothkque Nationale de France (Supp. Pers. 226, fol. lv) 
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In the Safawid period, the interest of historiography was focused on 

official histories and biographies of the Safawid kings that were mostly 
written by court historians and secretaries (mqlix nawixzn). 
Sh*ism being the official religion, books about the history of Islam and 
the biographies of imams and their sons received priority. These books 
were written in a style and language that could be read and appreciated by 
common people and were narrated from the pulpit by the preachers and 
munzqib khanan (readers or chanters of virtues). 
another category of works about hstory written in h s  period comprises 
histories that employed a narrative and mimicking style, describing the 
battles and services of the conquering kings of the Safawid dynasty. 
These are the real and main sources of social history. The texts are 
generally introduced by the name of ‘&am Arii. 
Undoubtedly the most important history of the Safawid period is the 

‘A?am-Zni-i ‘Abb&-? by Iskandar Turkamiin, secretary of Shah ‘Abbas Safawi. 
Though this book was written by a court secretary and historian, it is free of 
common exaggerations and absurd phrases and for this reason it has been 
favoured by historians and  scholar^.^ 

The other historical works of thls period which should be mentioned in 
this context are: 

ShZh-nZma-i hmZ‘T1, a poem by Muhammad Qasim Q3sh-r~ Gunabadi 

T2rZkh-i SbZh hmi‘i, wa-JhZb Tahm&p* or Dhq1-i HabZb ahbar, by A m - r  
M a b u d  b. Khwiindam-r (957/1550); 

A,hsan ai-tawz~kh, by Hasan Beg Ramla Qummi, who planned to write 
his history in twelve volumes. This existing portion comprises the eleventh 
and twelfth volumes, from the time of Shih Rukh to the year 958/1551 
(completed in that year);5 

Bz&at al-tawZ?%kh*, by Qadi &mad Qummi. Apparently only the 
Safawid section was written (999/1591); 

FatgbZt-i Hhz&z7nSn, by Siyiiqi N$im Fig. 21 , concerning the first twelve 
years of the rule of Shih ‘Abbiis (written in 1007/1599); 

ErZkb-i ‘AbbZsP by Jald, the astronomer at the court of Shah ‘Abbas, 
covering the period from the birth of this h g  to the rule of Sultan 
Muhammad Khudiibanda; 

‘A!am-ZrZ-i ‘Abba?, by Iskandar Turkamiin Munshi (between 1025/1616 
and 1038/1629); 

three areas: 
1. 

2. 

3. 

(940); 

4. R. Savory, Histoly of Shah ‘Abbas the Great (Erikh-i ‘dam&i-ye ‘Abbsi ky Eskander Beg 
Monshz), 3 vols., (Persian Heritage Series, 28), Boulder, Westview Press, 1978-1986. 

5. The twelfth volume has been translated by C. N. Seddon, A GKronicle ofthe Ear& Jiawis, 
being the Ahfanu’t-tawZ6kh of Haan-i-Rumlu, 2 vols., Baroda, Oriental Institute, 1934. 
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Rawht al-Jqhamyya, by Mirzii Beg b. Hasan Gunabiidi (between 1023/ 

BdZjat a/-$@& by Muhammad Macsum b. IShwnjagi Isfahm-, on the 

‘AbbZs-nZm& by Mc&ammad Tnhir Wd$d Qazwini, on the history of 

B~LZJ al-BZqZnf by Wali Quli Shmlti, concerning the history of Shah 

Slsilat al-nasab-i Jafa@y& by Shaykh Husayn b. ‘Abd al-Ziihidi (probably 

Dastir-i Jhah@ZrZn by Muhammad Ibriihim Nasr, on the history of Shiih 

Mjma aL-tawZfikP by Mc&ammad Khalil Mar‘ashi Safawi (1 207/ 1 793) ; 
Zdhkira-i d-i DZwgd by Mc&ammad Hiishim, son of Shih Sulaymiin 

(121 8/1803). 
There are two official histories of Niidir Shiih‘s reign, both written by 

Mirzii Mahdi Kh&n Astariibiidi. One of these is Jah&zgm%&i Nidi8 (1171/ 
1758) and the other is Dzlrra-i NZdira (The Rare Pearl) *. 

Another important work of this period is the cAjamZr&i NZdifi, by 
Muhammad Kiizim Mm-, who personally witnessed many wars and events in 
the region. There is also the B9Zn-i wZqi‘ (The Explanation of the Event)*, by 
Khwiija ‘Abd al-Karim Kashmiri, who was one of the companions of Nndir 
on his journey from India to Iran (after 1156/1743). 

Among the historical works of the Zand period, four important ones 
must be mentioned: the Mgmal al-tawZ~kh* (after Niidir’s period) by Abu-l- 
Hasan Gdstiina (1196/1782); the Zn%h-i GJi Ga d 8  by Muhammad Siidiq 
Niimi Miisawi (probably in 1209/1795); the GalshZH-i mmid (The Rose- 
Garden of Desire) by ‘Abd al-Hasan Ghaff%ri Kiish&ni (1210/1796); and the 
Zr%kh-i Zand&y& by ‘Ah Rid2 Shiriizi (probably in 1210/1796). 

Another book which relates to circumstances of this period and has so- 
cial importance, while also bearing a critical aspect, is the Rzlstam al-tawZfikh* 
by Muhammad Hnshim Rustam al-H~kamii’.~ 

1. 

2. 

1614 and 1038/1629); 

biography of Shiih Safi (probably in 1052/1642);6 

Shnh ‘Abbiis I1 (probably in 1066/1656); 

‘Abbiis I1 (probably in 1077/1667), partly published; 

in 1105/1694); 

Sultan Husayn (probably in 1135/1723); 

Histones of the Qiiju dynasty may be divided into four periods: 
From the establishment of the dynasty to Niisir al-Din Shiih‘s reign 

The period covering Niisir al-Din Shas rule, thus spanning fifty years 
(1193-1264/1779-1848); 

(1264-1 313/1848-1896) ; 

6. Trans. G. Rettelbach, Huh&-as-stjar: derlran unter Shah Sa$ (1629-1642) nach der Gronik des 
Mahammad Maum b. Huagagi /.abani, Miinchen, R. Trofenik, 1978, (Beitrage zur Kenntnis 
Sudosteuropas und des Nahen Orients, 29). 

7. Trans. B. Hoffmann, Persische Geschichte 1614-183s erlebt, erinnert und efunden: das &tam at- 
tawarih in deutder Bearbeitung, 2 vols., Bamberg, Aku, 1986. 
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3. 

4. 

The period from Mqaffar al-Din’s reign to the proclamation of a con- 
stitutional government ; 
The period from the proclamation of the Constitutional Government to 
kdii Shiih Pahlawi’s reign. 
The historical works written up to the beginning of Niisir al-Din Shiih‘s 

reign are based on the same earlier pattern and show no difference from the 
point of view of style. The following are the most important of these books: 

Erfkh-i Muhamma@ by Muhammad b. Taqi Sarawi (1212/1798); 
Ma ’Zthir ul-sdtZn&ja (The Exploits of the Sultan) * by ‘Abd al-Razziiq Beg 

Dunbuli, whose pen-name was Mitin (probably in 1229/1814); 
TZrfkh-ijahZn ZrZ by Muhammad Siidlq Marzawi, whose pen-name was 

Hami; he was the hstorian of Fa+ ‘Ah Shiih during the first twelve years of 
his rule (1 21 2-1 233/ 1798-1 81 8) ; 

TZrfkh-i SZ~ib-qirZni, by Muhammad Mirzii Qiijiir, son of Fath ‘Ah Shiih 
(probably in 1248/1833); 

IksZr al-tawZrfkh (The Ehr of History)* by ‘Ah Qulz Mirzn I‘timiid al- 
Saltana, son of ‘Abbiis Mirzii (1259/1843); 

TZkh-i Dbu-l-Qamqn by Fad1 Alliih Khawiiri Shiriizi (1 263/1847); 
TZ~kh-i nafl by Jahiingir M-rzii, son of ‘Abbiis M-rzH (covering the years 

between 1240/1825 and 1265/1849); 
TZrfkh-i ‘AdudP by Sdtiin &mad iWrzii ‘Adud al-Dawla, son of Fa* 

‘Ab Shiih (1304/1887); 
Dhql-i Rawdat al-;dZ [X;i4* by Ridii Quli Khiin LA% Biishi Miizandarm- 

(Hidiiyat) ; 
the Qiijiir section of the Naikh al-tawZrfkh* by Muhammad Taqi Sipihr 

Kiis hb-. 
Some minor changes occurred in historiography during the reign of Niisir 

al-Din Shiih. A publishing house was established and managed by ‘ALi Qdti 
Mzrzii I‘timiid al-Saltana and Muhammad Hasan Khiin (who was at first known 
as Sild al-Dawla), successively. 

I‘timnd al-Saltana also wrote ai-Ma ’5th~ wa-l-Zth& (Activities and Deeds)* 
on the fortieth anniversary of Niisir al-Din Shiih‘s coronation. The importance 
of this book Lies in the fact that, in addition to historical events, it notes the 
cultural and social changes that took place as a result of acquaintance with 
European culture and science and imports of flowers and other vegetation. 

During the time of NBsir al-Din Shh another development that took 
place in the field of hstory was the writing of diaries. This became the vogue 
during this period. The king and many other distinguished men maintained 
diaries. Among them, the memoirs of I‘timiid al-Saltana (Muhammad Hasan 
Iuliin) and ‘Ayn al-Saltana Salur (Qahramnn Mirzii) have special importance. 

The most important history of the Muzaffarid period is the Af&i al- 
tawZrfkh (The Finest History) by Afdal al-Mulk Kirmiini, where the history of 
the fEst four years of Muzaffar al-Din Shiih‘s reign is recorded. 
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Historiography during the Constitutional Period was affected by political 
changes and shfts of thought in Iran. The T2fikb-i bdafii Ikn@Zn (The 
History of the Awakening of the Iranians)*, written by N@im al-Islam 
KirmSinI, specifically describes the circumstances and conditions in Iran during 
the years preceding the establishment of the Constitutional Government and 
the succeeding fours years. 

Local, urban and tribal histories 
The historiography of events and incidents involving cities and local areas is a 
tradition which is encountered in all centuries and many books are available on 
the subject. Most of the remaining texts are about the Giliin and Miizandariin 
areas (known in history as Tabanstan and Rayan), followed by those about 
Yazd and Fiirs (including Shirgz) and Hargt. Accounts of Isfahw, IGrmiin, 
Sistan, IChazistPn and Khuriisan (includmg Mashhad) were also written. 

One type of local history has ethnological aspects; ths covers the his- 
tories of tribes and clans, such as the accounts written about the Turks. These 
include the Jhajarat al-AtrZk (The Pedigree of the Turks)*, which has been 
considered an abridged form of the work written by Ulugh Beg, or the Mu 'i?? 
al-anszb j shdjdrt al-ansib (Honouring the Families: on the Family Tree), a 
product of Shah Rukh's period. 

The Shardf-nzma, compiled by Sharaf Khan Bidlisi in 1005/1597, is the 
most important work on the history of the Kurds and their ruling dynas- 
ties. O n  the rulers of Ardalan, two books were written during the Qiijnr 
period. 

The effect of historiography relating to regions and cities may be felt all 
over the area of the Persian language, and particularly in India, which itself had 
an unparalleled expansion. There, Hasan Nigami Nishabtiri wrote the Zj al- 
ma'Z@+ (in the seventh century) and Amir Khusraw Dihlawi produced the 
oran al-sa'ahz& (The Conjunction of Venus and Mercury) (in 688/1289), 
M$ib al$utz7@ (The Key to the Conquests, 690/1291) and BaxZ'in alfatz7p 
(The Treasure-houses of the Conquests, 711/131 l), while UsHmi composed 
his Fatz7b al-sal@& in poetical form on the general history of India (in 950/ 
1543). Historiography in Persian was then one of the main branches of writ- 
ing. Accordmg to the catalogue published by D. N. Marshall, more than 2,000 
authors wrote historical works about the Mughal kings of India. Some of these 
wrote more than one book on the subject. C. A. Storey, in an analysis of 
historical writing relating to India, identified about 500 authors. 

The number of writers of histories concerning Central Asia, including 
general and dynastic hstories and hstories of individual cities, in addition to 
whatever is written about Asia Minor and the Ottoman domain and books on 
the regions of Arrw and the Caucasus, totals more than one hundred. 
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Lateral sources 

To get to the roots of hstoriography, some other branches of writing must be 
mentioned. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

Writings about the deeds of the Prophet and the biographies of the im- 
ams are found in greater number from the period of the Ilkhhds. 
Among them are Niqbat al-kirzim wa-bzlstZn aG ‘awZmm (The Recreation of 
the Nobles and Garden of the People)” byjamd al-Din Muhammad Ezi 
(seventh/thirteenth century), Absan al-kibZrJi ma ‘n>t al-a’immat al-a;thZr 
(The most Distingwshed among the Leaders in Knowledge of the Pure 
Imams)* by Muhammad b. Abi Zayd b. ‘Arab Shah Waramini (eighth/ 
fourteenth century) and Raw& al-sbZlhad2 * (The Garden of the Martyrs) 
by Mulls Husayn Wa’i? Kashifi (from the ninth/fifteenth century). 
Autobiographies or travelogues, such as MbmZn-i-BakbZra-nZma (The 
Guest-book of Bukharii) by Fadl Allah Riizbihm Khunji (tenth century), 
Badi’i‘ al-waqii’i‘ (The Wonders of the Events)* by M6mii.d Wnsifi 
(from the tenth/fifteenth century), Fgtz$ a/-Haramayn (The Conquests of 
the Two Holy Places)* by Muhp Lan and Tadbkira-i Ha@n (The 
Biography of Hazin)* (from the twelfthlseventeeth century) by ‘Ah 
Hazin Lii@ji. 
Tudbkiras (biographies) of poets (among them the LubZb ul-ulbiib (The 
Quintessence of the Hearts), Tadbkira-i Dawlat SbZb Samarqandi and 
Tadbkira-i NqrZbZd), saints, mystics and ‘ixlami’ (such as NdabZt al-uns 
(The Fragrances of Friendship), M@h al-mR’minTn (The Assemblies of 
Believers), &%jq al- ‘ulamZ’ (Tales of Scholars) and ;TarZ’iq al-baqZ’iq (The 
Rules of Realities), ministers (such as DaJtz7r al-wzqarZ’ (The Laws of 
Ministers) and A%Zr al-wqarZ’ (The Deeds of the Mimsters)) and finally 
philosophers, physicians, calligraphers and the like. 

On pre-Islamic times 
Writers of history in Iran in all ages were interested in learning about pre- 
Islamic Iran and, as an example, during the Ilkhhd period Sharaf al-Din Fadl 
Allah Husayni Qazwini wrote his al-Muyam ZtbZr-i mzrlik al-‘Ajam 
(Dictionary concerning the Deeds of the Kings of the Persians)* in the name 
of Atiibak Nusrat al-Din &mad b. Yiisuf Shh Liir (695-733/1296-1333). As 
this book was written in a literary and artistic style, it was used as a text-book 
from the time of its writing until about a hundred years ago and was taught in 
classical schools just as the GdistZn of Shaykh Sac& was. 

In the Safawid period, ths interest is seen more in India; in addition to 
books such as the DabistZn-i madbZbib (The School of Religions) (in the field of 
the religious thought of the Iranians) and the DasZtFr (Statutues) (on early 
Persian words), a book such as the Shi%ristsn-i chah% chaman by Bahram b. 
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Farhad Yazdm-, containing the biographies of the Pishdadids, QiyIinids, 
Ashkgnids and Snshids, was written during the reign of Akbar (963-1014/ 
1556-1606). 

This interest was revived during the nineteenth century by the writing of 
the firay aL-tjGn J; tzfikh-i Bani AshkZn (The Pearls of the Crown: on the 
History of the Bana Ashkm) by M&ammad Hasan I'timad al-Saltana, and 
thereafter such books as the Fariizistfin by Mulpmmad Isma'il Kha Zand 
Turkistanii, the A-5n-i hkanda+ by mrza AqS Khan Kirmmi, the Zfikh-i 
sahfin-i S'ZnT (The History of the SSshd Sultans)* by Mdpmmad Husayn 
Dhaka' al-Mulk Furiighi, the Nztza-i RwsrawZn (Account of the Khusraws) by 
Jald al-Din Mwza Qiijiir and the SaLZr-nZma (The Story of the Commander)* by 
&mad Adib Kirmiini were gradually printed and published; the I&-i b&gnZ* 
and Zfikb-i k n - i  b&tZni (The Nstory of Ancient Iran)* by Hasan Pirniyii 
treated the subject more academically and seriously. 

Historiography during the last sixty years 
Scholars and students who were sent to Europe became acquainted with the 
academic methods of Western historians, with the result that there was a basic 
change in the Iranian method of hstorical writing. 

At the time, 'Abbns Iqbd, Ghuliim Rid3 Rashid Yasami, Sa'id Nafisi, 
m a d  Kasrawi and Nasr Allah Falsafi were among the scholars who pro- 
moted historical writing in Iran and adopted the academic method instead of 
the traditional approach. 

Of the later generation, the names should be mentioned of Dr. Abdul- 
Husayn Zarrinkub, Dr. Abbas Zaryab, Dr. Abdul-Husayn Nawai and E 
Adamiyat, the bounty of whose works continues until the present day. During 
the last forty years, special attention has been given to the writing and pub- 
lication of memorials and it has become a custom. Many works in this field, 
including those written in the Qiijar period and this present age, have been 
published and are now available. 
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Chapter 4 

O T T O M A N  HISTORIOGRAPHY 
Mebmet &i+..i 

Although Ottoman historiography is fundamentally a continuation of, and 
constitutes the last ltnk in Islamic historical writing, it has at the same time, 
because of its long tradition (six centuries), formed a new type of 
hstoriography termed the 'Ottoman Style'. Considered from the viewpoint 
of its historical development and its characteristics, Ottoman historiography 
can best be examined by dividing the topic into four separate categories: the 
Developmental Period (eighdfourteenth and ninth/fifteenth centuries), the 
Mature Period (tenth/ sixteenth and eleventh/seventeenth centuries), the 
Change and Renewal Period (twelfth/eighteenth and thirteenth/nineteenth 
centuries) and Various principles and problems. 

The Developmental Period 
The Ottoman principahty, which had emerged with a passion for conquest and 
a spirit for ghapv, flourished and was strengthened by means of the activities of 
the frontier beys and warrior dervishes. Relative to that fact, the first historical 
chronicles to appear were mencikib-names and ghapucit-ncimes. Thus, YahshI 
Faqih's Mencikib-name (Account of the Victorious Actions) (which is no longer 
available to us but which was the initial source for chiq-piishii-ziide's history 
and many other accounts), certain anonymous menZkib-nZmes, and Alpnadi's 
(815/1412-1413) Dcisitcin-i tevcid-i mzllflk-i til-i Osman (The Epic of the House 
of Osman) are among the fKst examples. In fact, hmadi's DSitZn is the 
oldest text on Ottoman history written by an Ottoman writer to have survived 
to our day. 

After the disaster of Tifir in 804/1402, as the Ottoman Empire was 
reunited during the time of Chelebi Mehmed and the sultanate was strength- 
ened under Muriid 11, historiography came once again into prominence. 
During this period there appeared an abundance of writings, both in terms of 
types and in terms of choice of subject-matter and message. An example of 
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the writings of this period can be seen in Y3ziji-ziide Mebed’s Mgbummed3e, 
which is a forceful description of the Islamic beliefs of the Ottoman regime; 
another is Yaziji-zade ‘Ali’s TevZd-i d-i Sehk (The History of the House of 
Saljaq) which describes, in an almost epic fashion, the experiences of the 
Ottoman Oghuz, who was of pure Turkish lineage, at the hands of the 
Mongolian descendant, Timiir. In addition, through the encouragement of 
Muriid 11, certain important Islamic texts were translated. 

Among the other works of this period are the hstorical calendars, which 
are known to have been used as sources for the early Ottoman historians 
because of the valid information they contained and in spite of the brevity of 
the texts. 

Following Mehmed II’s successful struggle, which created the basis of a 
world empire, a need for the preservation in writing of h s  great rkgime’s 
history and victories was felt. Actually, these historical writings started during 
the first days of the sultanate of Mehmed 11: Shukr Alliih‘s (d.893/1488) 
Persian Bahjat ul-tuwZ&h (The Splendour of fistories), Enveri’s (Anwari) 
Turhsh Dzistgr-nZme (The Register) and Karamm- Mehmed l%sh%’s (d. 885/ 
1481) Arabic Ta’fikh were all written during ths time. These works were 
written by using parts of various pre-Ottoman sources, by availing themselves 
of fairly condensed historical calendars of the Ottoman period and by using 
the menZkib-nZmes. They do not, however, within the scope of historical writ- 
ing, constitute an important stage. 

The sultanate of Fiiws son, Biiyezid 11, ushered in a new period of apt 
historical compilations. This period is considered the beginning of the golden 
age of historical writing and formed a secure historical foundation because of 
the efforts accomplished both in subject matter and in variety. The transition 
to systematic historical writing also occurred during this period. The first 
successful example to be cited is ‘Ashiq-p%shii-z~de’s (d. after 894/1489) 
Ottoman work entitled Tev&ib-i 21-i Osman. This work, written in the last years 
of the writer’s almost century-long life, comprises the events of the first sul- 
tans (taken from Yahshi Faqih’s MenZkib-nZme) through to the Yddwn 
Biiyezid and parts of the Interregnum (804-815/1402-1413), as reported by 
first-hand participants, and also the career of Muriid I1 and Mehmed the 
Conqueror, as based on the writer’s personal observations and the reports of 
those who had participated in the campaigns. This work was written in an 
exceptionally clear, fluent and natural linguistic style and was published in a 
booklet, in question-and-answer format. Just as the author added hts own 
appraisals in parts of the text, he also did not hesitate to criticize certain 
government administrative officials. ‘Ashiq-pasha-zade was known to have 
utilized very systematically both the historical calendars and another, today 
unknown work, and to have written his compilation in a masterly fashion. H e  
appraised the important sources of his time in a careful and critical manner. 
Another important work compiled during this period was Neshri-l’s Ktub-i 
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Ghannimz. This madma-educated writer claimed that he had prepared his 
universal hstory in six parts; he presented the sixth chapter, which was en- 
tirely devoted to the ancestry of Oghuz Khan, to Biiyezid 11. The work is 
important because of its influence on later historians, including Idris-i Bidhi, 
Kemd-pi%sh%-zgde and Khoja Sa‘d al-Din Efendi. 

Tursun Bey, who participated in the conquest and who was privy to all of 
the events during the conquest period, wrote his history Tan3-i Ab@-/-Fa@, 
based on his own personal observations and on the reports of that period’s 
high government officials, and he later added materials for events which 
happened during the Biiyezid period. This work, which investigates the 
foundation, the ruling ethics and the legal characteristics of the Sultanate, 
became the first example of a sultanate history. 

The Mature Period 
The sixteenth century was entered with an accumulation of 150 years of 
historiographical experience. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
Ottoman historiography reached its pinnacle in terms of the numbers of 
works written and of characteristics of type, language, manner and content. It 
entered a new phase when Bayezid 11, strongly encouraged by Mucayyad-zgde, 
ordered the writing of two Ottoman histories, one in Persian by Idris-i Bidlisi 
and the other a Turkish version written by Kemd-piishii-zade. 

Biiyezid 11, who believed that the existing compilations were not ade- 
quate for the dustrious, victorious Ottoman history, ordered Idris-i Bidlzsi to 
write a complete history. Idris, then, using well-known Iranian historians such 
as Juwayni, Wassiif and Sharaf al-Din Yazdi as his models, wrote the Hmbt 
bihiM (The Eight Paradises), a history beginning with the rise of the Ottomans 
and continuing up to the year 908/1503 (comprising the reigns of eight sul- 
tans) in a rather heavy and laborious Persian, with a text reaching 8,000 lines of 
verse, This work, both in its own and in later times, enjoyed considerable 
appreciation (perhaps more than it deserved) and was highly influential. Its 
effect upon IUloja Sa‘d al-Din and Mustafg ‘Ah can especially be mentioned. 
O n  the other hand, it did receive some criticism based on its difficulty to read, 
due to its obscure and bombastic style. 

Inspired by Idris-i Bidlisi’s work, Kemd-pasha-zade, in accordance with 
the wishes of Bgyezid 11, endeavoured to write a history in clear Turkish which 
would be easily understood by everyone. Thus, his monumental work Tev2d-i 
di Oman - organized by allocating one volume to each sultan and later adding 
the Setm-n2me and the SiLymin-naine (a total of ten volumes) - proved that 
Turkish was not inferior to Persian. In historiographical terms, this text was by 
far the finest achievement to that date. However, it did not receive its well- 
deserved appreciation for a long time and its great value was only realized at a 
much later date. In this way, both Idris and Kemd-pasha-zade in particular not 
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V- 4.1 Niqm-name by Mustaf2 b. 'Abd al-Jalil, 99211584 
0 Topkapi Palace Library (H-1365, fol. 54a) 
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only wrote standard Ottoman histories, but also were used as models for 
historians following them. 

In this manner, the tradition of Tev@ih-i 21-i Osman, whtch began with 
Fiitih Sultiin Mehmed, continued to the middle of the sixteenth century. 
Besides historians like Oruj b. ‘Ad, RUM Chelebi, Hadidi and Lutfi Piishii, 
who wrote both in prose and verse, many other, anonymous authors also 
wrote a Zvrirkh-i 21-i Osman. These tevZrih-iA%i Osmans were usually written in 
the chronological order of the sultans, and largely used the men&ib-niimes and 
historical calendars, as well as first-hand observers, as their sources ; because 
the compilers generally used the same source material, their descriptions clo- 
sely resemble each other. 

The times of S a h  I and Sulaymiin the Magnificent were both quite rich 
from the viewpoint of sultanate history. The sultanate of Yavuz Sultiin Salim, 
unhke those of many other sultans, encouraged both the investigation and the 
writing of a large number of SeTzm-names which were characterized by their 
historical and literary quahties. These chronicles, which usually begin with 
Salim’s 914/1509 Trabzon governorship, then proceed with his struggles with 
his father and brothers and fmally describe his wars with the Safawids and the 
MarnlGks during his sultanate years, are considered, if one disregards the 
sections flattering Salim, to be first-hand sources for this period. These works, 
which were written at the behest of Sulaymiin the Magnificent, number ap- 
proximately twenty, and although all are investigations of the same time-per- 
iod, each shows remarkable differences in language and style. An even smaller 
number of SiiymZn-a3xe texts was written in honour of the sultanate, travels 
and public building activities of Sulaymiin’s reign. 

SHEH-NAMECILIK 

The appearance of the sheh-name during Sulaymiin’s reign infused Ottoman 
historiography with a new flavour. The poet Shehdi was initially ordered by 
M e b e d  I1 to write a sheh-name; furthermore, both Idcis and Kemd-piishii- 
zde were commissioned by Biiyezid I1 to write Ottoman histories. However, 
these efforts cannot really be regarded as the beginnings of formal 
historiography. The emergence of this institution in a real sense occurred 
during the era of the Kanuni Sultiin Sulaymiin, The oripd Iranian literary and 
historical tradition of the sheh-n2me developed alongside the Ottoman tradition 
of formal writing and contained narratives of palace affairs and of the rulers 
and their circle’s activities in the framework of a somewhat exaggerated and 
comparatively literary style. From the late sixteenth to the middle of the 
seventeenth century ‘&fi Chelebi (d. 969/1561), AGpn (d. 972/1564), 
Sayyid Luqmixn (d. after 1010/1601), Ta‘liqi-ziide (d. 1008/1599), H u h -  
Hasan Efendi (d. after 1048/1638), Ghani--ziide NiidirI (d. 1626/1036) and 
Mulhem- I b r h  (d. 1650/1060) were all given this assignment, and all wrote 
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sbeb-names in prose and verse, some of which are not available to us any longer. 
Sayyid Luqmiin holds an extraordinary place among all the writers of sbeb- 
names. H e  wrote the Sbeb-name, Hiner-name, E$ya al-insan&ya $ sbamz’il al- 
‘UbmZn9ya (Human Sufficiency: on the Character of the Ottomans), Zzrbdat 
al-tazvafikb (The Quintessence of History) and Mgmal al-@mir (The 
Compendious Register). The events described in the sbeb-n&ze are usually 
accompanied by quite striking miniatures, and these works achieve an even 
greater importance because of their illustrations. These particularly illustrate 
portraits of the sultans, battle-scenes and important events, all within the 
general framework of tradtional miniature depiction. 

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARIES 

In the middle of the sixteenth century new types of biographical attempts, 
written with widely varying capabilities, began to appear. This type of writing 
had held an important place and tradition in Islamic literature. The tradition 
was continued in all the Islamic and Turhsh states and was fostered by 
Turkish historians. As a result of the demand for these kinds of biographical 
dictionaries of various professional masters and other groups which arose in 
society, these kinds of writings, with appendices attached, continued to be 
written even up to very recent times. Although sultanate history and the sbeb- 
naine origmated from Persian tradition, the art of biographical writing is seen to 
have an Islamic-Arabic influence. In fact, as a direct result of this, the first 
attempts of this kind were actually written in Arabic. 

Besides one or two inconsequential exceptions, the first precursor of this 
kind of writing was the work of Tgshkopriiziide m a d  Efendi (d. 968/1561). 
In his al-Jbapi ’iq al-Nzr ‘mZn&ya J; ‘idam2 al-dawla al- UtbmZn5ya (The 
Anemones of Nu‘miin: on the Scholars of the Ottoman Dynasty), he wrote, in 
a fairly clear Arabic, the biographies of over 500 ‘dam? and mmb@kb from 
‘Osmw Ghiizi through to the Kanuni period. This work, which was highly 
respected, has been translated into Turkish many times. With the supplements 
written by ‘Ata’i (d. 1045/1635), ‘UshPqi-ziide (d. 1136/1723), Shaykhi 
(d. 1145/1732) and Ismet Efendi (d. 1321/1904), it was extended to include 
all of the Ottoman period. Because of the high esteem in which this text was 
held, other biographies were written for sultans, grand viziers and masters of 
other professions such as sbaykb ai-hl2m.r) naqfb al-mbr@, and kaptanpqm, and 
the addition of these supplements ensured each work an on-going continuity. 

In addition to the above, from the tenth/sixteenth century onwards in 
the standard Ottoman histories, after a detailing of each sultanate, a short 
biography was given of the viziers, ‘zrlam?’) masb@kb and sbzd‘ar2’living during 
that period. In these works, which were written in chronological order ac- 
cording to Hijn years, it became a tradition to list the deaths of any particular 
government officials which had occurred during year. In the tenth/sixteenth 
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century, Khoja Sa‘d al-Din and Mugafii ‘Ah, among many other historians, 
took ths biographical information from the Jhaqz’iq al-Ntl ‘mZn&ya and from 
the tudhkirus of poets. On the other hand, histories which comprised of lists of 
grand viziers, shuykh al-hhims, qzd ‘askan, the judges of Istanbul and nuqfb 
al-ahr@ were also written. Examples of such works are the Takvimii t-tevZkb 
(The Rectification of Histories) and EsmZ~ t-tev(?rih (Stones from History). 

Two twentieth-century examples of this biographical style are the Sicill-i 
Osmuni(The Register of the Ottomans) written by Mehmed Surrejya (d. 1321,’ 
1904) and published in four volumes in Istanbul, 1308-1311/1890-1893, 
being an alphabetical list of all Ottoman administrators and of the Ottoman 
dynasty, and secondly, the Osmanlz miielhJeeri (Ottoman Writers) written by 
Bursali Mehmed Tiihir (d. 1344/1926) and published in three volumes in 
Istanbul, 1333-1342/1914-1923. Both are clear and concise encyclopaedic 
works. 

The sixteenth and seventeenth centuries produced the most perfect ex- 
amples of Ottoman historiography, with special characteristics both in terms 
of quantity and subject-matter. During thls period, Jald-ziide Mustafzi Chelebi 
(d. 974/1567), IUloja Sa‘d al-Din Efendi (d. 1007/1599), ‘Ah Mustafg Efendi 
(d. 1008/1600), Selanih Mustafii Efendi (d. c. 1008/1600), Hasan Bey %de 
Pechewi (d. 1059/1650) and Topchular Kiitibi (d. c. 1054/1645) wrote won- 
derful texts, each with its own particular characteristics. Except for Khoja Sa‘d 
al-Din Efendi, all of these hstorians were engaged in the scribal profession. In 
terms of content, language, style, expression and interpretation, their works 
are both oripal and standard examples of Ottoman historiography. Some of 
these writers also wrote in more than one kind of style, yet each sought op- 
portunities to criticize the newly felt administrative and professional defects by 
speaking with a quite open and courageous voice. 

After these developments in historiography, Kiitib Chelebi’s (d. 1067/ 
1657) writings in the eleventh/seventeenth century indicated a turning-point 
both in terms of subject-matter and approach. His works embody the trust- 
worthiness and reliability of the historical works produced during that time. 
H e  uulized earlier historical studes in a most complete manner by system- 
atically analysing and criticizing those sources, and thus became a precursor of 
a new kind of hstorical composition. This trained writer also was interested in 
Western sources, and he became the first Ottoman historian to use them in an 
effective manner. Even though there were some Ottoman hstorians before 
hm who had used Western sources, their work was not of real consequence. 

The $mi ‘ ai-duwul (Comprehensive Dynasties), written by Munaj jim 
Bgshi &mad Dede (d. 11 13/1703), was an exhaustive universal history which 
utilized Arabic, hstorical Islamic and Ottoman sources, along with Western, 
primarily Byzantine, texts. During the same period, an important historian, 
Heziirfen Husayn Efendi (d. 1103/1691), wrote using both Western sources 
and the observations of foreigners who had come to Istanbul. His Tanqfh 
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tawZ&h al-mz/lt7k: (The Revision of the Histories of the Kings) is a nine-part 
universal history which gives information regarding Asia and America taken 
completely from European sources. Thus, the number of Ottoman historians 
who used Western, Byzantine and Roman sources, along with the observa- 
tions of travellers and foreign diplomats, began to increase. 

HISTORIES OF THE ADMINISTRATION 

With the emergence of political corruption in the mid-sixteenth century, 
certain intellectuals and historians of the period began to record their 
observations, using a relatively straightforward language. Some examples of 
this kind of writing are Lutfi Pnshii’s A&fnZme and ‘Ah’s Nzlshatii’s-sekitin 
(Advice for Sultans) and MevZidii’n-nefiis (The Meeting-places of Precious 
Things). Later writers, like Hasan Kiifi, Kochi Beg and Kgtib Chelebi, wrote 
articles concerning the administration and, again, some texts whose writers are 
unknown (such as Etab-i mistetab (The Book of the Repentant), Etabzl mesdibi 
l-mislimin (The Book of Benefits of the Muslims) and Hqii l-mihk (The Safe 
Refuge of Kings)), urged a return to an older system (kantmz-i kadzm) as a 
solution for the corruption. During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
these kinds of works, which addressed the same sorts of problems, often 
proposed, in a European fashion, ‘Layihd (Reports) in place of ‘Risale’ and 
‘N@m-z cedid instead of ‘finan-z kadim’. 

RO z - N A M E  s AND G H A z AV AT- N A M  E s 
During the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries certain kinds of 
composition, such as rix-nZmes, gbaxavzt-mimes, jtib-n2me.r and x4eer-nZmes, were 
especially prevalent. It was quite natural for these types of text to be in the 
majority during a time when ‘conquest’ and ‘gha@ were proclaimed to be the 
mottoes of the period. During these two centuries it was not unusual for more 
than one account to be written about any one campaign. In these writings, 
strategic areas, camp-sites, the unique task of the army and its commanders, 
battle-scenes, victories and celebratory ceremonies were described in lively and 
heroic styles. Sometimes copies of the letters and jtib-nZmes, which were 
written both for home and abroad, were added to the text. Because of the 
richness of language, style and subject-matter with which these were written, 
they became important sources for military history and strategy and for the 
description of the Ottoman army’s successes and failures. At a later date, the 
term riz-nZme was also used to describe the daily lives of the sultans and some 
government officials. The best example of this kind of n&-n&ve is the one 
written by S e h  111’s private secretary, &mad Efendi. 
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HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY AND BOOKS OF TRAVEL 

As the Ottomans began their course of victories on both land and sea and to 
emerge as a world power, numerous accounts describing the countries, lands, 
seas and courts they encountered began to appear. The most important works 
of this type are Piri Ra’is’s Ehib-i bab@ (The Book of the Navy), Seydi ‘Ali 
Ra’is’s EtZbii I-mz&t (The Book of the Encircling Ocean) and Mr’Ztii I-mema& 
(The Mirror of Kmgdoms), ‘Ashiq Mebed’s MenZp% I-avZhm (Views of the 
Worlds), Katib Chelebi’s Gihanniima and Evliya Chelebi’s S&y?ihut-name (The 
Book of Travel). 

CITY HISTORIES 
The writing of city histories, especially the compilation of the biographies of 
the leaders who emerged from those cities, was a traditional form of writing in 
the Islamic world. This continued in the Ottoman era, though to a lesser 
extent. The histories of a number of Arab, Anatolian and Balkan cities, 
especially Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem, were written. Most of the 
information detailed in these histories was taken from earlier literary sources 
and, in places, from information culled during the Ottoman period. Ths 
tradition of city histories continued through to the Tanzimat period. 

Period of Renewal and Change 
The eighteenth century marked the begnning of a new period in terms of 
changes in both the sciences and cultural life. These same changes and 
developments also affected the writing of history. The vanguard of this 
development was the Divan-i Hzm%fln organization, the vekqi‘niivis, whch 
began its activities at the start of the eighteenth century and continued until 
the end of the Ottoman empire. The vekayi‘niivis compiled both information 
from the periods prior to their own, and information about the events of their 
own time and presented this as a continuous historical source. Among these 
writers can be found historians such as NacirnB, Rashid, Shanizade and Ahmad 
Jewdet Pasha. Thus, events such as promotions and dismissals were recorded 
on a daily basis for the later use of historians. In addition the vekqi‘niivis 
usually were satisfied simply to record the event without detailing reasons or 
describing behind-the-scenes manipulations. Some of the vekqi‘niivis com- 
plained about the insufficient amount of opportunity to write. These 
complaints are understood to be, at least partially, well founded. However, 
the greatest blow to the office of vekgi‘niivis occurred upon the publication of 
the first official newspaper, the Tukvim-i fikgi (Calendar of Events). 

Another very important development which occurred during the first 
quarter of that century was the establishment, through the efforts of Ibr- 
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Muteferriqa, of the first publishmg-house and the printing of many hstorical 
texts. Also during those same years a translation committee, instituted through 
the encouragement of Diimiid Ibrahim Pasha, caused some standard historical 
works to be translated from Persian and Arabic into Turkish. 

Towards the end of the twelfth/eighteenth century, the institution of 
permanent envoys prepared the way for a new source of historical informa- 
tion. Although European countries had, for centuries, permanent envoys as- 
signed to Istanbul, the Ottoman regime ignored the principle of reciprocity 
and engaged in unidirectional diplomatic endeavours. However, the institution 
of permanent envoys was established near the end of the twelfth/eighteenth 
century and those envoys assigned to European and Eastern countries were 
expected to record their observations of European history, institutions, society 
and government life. Because of this application an abundant body of travel 
literature appeared. Although this genre forms an important historical source, 
not all can be said to contain worthwhile or reliable information. 

The thirteenth/nineteenth century witnessed the beginning of a new 
period in Ottoman historiography. While, on the one hand, classical and 
tradtional Ottoman works continued to be produced, on the other, new 
genres and experimental pieces appeared. Shi~niziide's history was an im- 
portant work which appeared among the vakqi'nuvis histories. Jewdet 
Piishii described ShiiMziide (who knew Latin, Greek, Italian and French, 
besides Arabic and Persian) as that century's unique physician and philo- 
sopher. 

Just as Kemd-piishii-ziide signaled the turning-point in historiography for 
the sixteenth century and Kiitib Chelebi for the mid-eleventh/seventeenth, so 
was Jewdet Piishii the precursor of change for the thrteenth/nineteenth. 
Jewdet Piishii, who was a historian, a lawyer, a statesman and a writer, wrote in 
many fields, his chief historical work being the 12-volume Tdrih-i Cevdet, which 
coverered the years 11 87-1241 /1774-1826. To prepare himself as a historian, 
he spent many long years studying the vakqicniivis writings, official docu- 
ments, the Ottoman ambassadors' reports and notes and appendices on var- 
ious subjects. H e  was much more successful in citing Western sources than 
any of his predecessors in the vakqi'niivis had been. H e  approached events as 
a whole and appended numerous documents to each volume regarding what 
had been covered in that part. H i s  Te@kir (Memoirs) and iMa'nqat (Reports) 
were the first important examples of memoirs and are apt reflections of the 
period in which he lived. 

The publication of the Takvim-i fikqi, which first appeared just before 
the Tanaimat period in 1247/1832, and which was followed by the publication 
of many privately owned newspapers, had profound effects upon historio- 
graphy. During &us period, historians who knew Western affairs and thus could 
make comparisons between the West and the Ottoman rtgime began to appear. 
There were, therefore, many new developments in historiography at this time, 
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even while there was still, in many areas, a continuation of the traditional 
methods. 

Various principles and problems 
The richness of types in Ottoman historiography is immediately apparent. 
During this period, in accordance with the political and institutional 
developments, many new types of writing, such as menZkib-mimes, ghuXuav&- 
naines, general histories, sultanate histories encompassing the periods of one or 
more sultans, city histories, campaign histories, institutional histories, diaries 
(nT~-nZmes), biographies, memoirs, travel accounts, sefdret-nZines, the chronicle 
of a single event, or the description of an individual occurrence and so forth, 
were initiated by the Ottoman historians. 

Another of the special characteristics of Ottoman historiography is the 
way in which historians made use of the sources available to them. They 
sometimes mentioned their historical sources in the contents of their work. 
Archival documents were used by some historians from the tenth/sixteenth 
century onwards, although the method of utilization was far from systematic 
and usually occurred when the writer had access to particular documents as 
part of his professional duties. Some examples of this latter type can be found 
in Jald-z5de Mustafii Chelebi, Selaniki Mustafii Efendi, I<iitib Chelebi and 
especially the nineteenth-century Jewdet Piishii. Some writers also complained 
about their inability to get hold of the formal documents. When they used 
historical sources written before their own time, they either referenced the 
names or they quoted the source. However, among this group, IGtib Chelebi 
and Jewdet Piisha can be seen to have analysed and critically sifted their 
sources as they combined the information in a masterly way for their own 
histories. 

Historical science and philosophy, the benefits of history, critiques of an 
event and the qualities of historiography were all subjects of concern to, and 
written about by historians during the tenthlsixteenth century when Turkish 
historiography began to develop fundamentally. Even though historians like 
'Ab, Katib Chelebi, Munajjim Bashi, Na'imii and Jewdet Pnshii were among 
those to mention these subjects in their introductory sections, it must be 
admitted that the majority of historians did not give special consideration or 
place to those kinds of concerns and only dealt with them in a most haphazard 
fashion. 

It is well known that in the eleventh/seventeenth century Ibn Khaldtin's 
views and understanding of historiography - especially his concept of etvZr-i 
hamse - were well received by Ottoman historians, particularly by Kiitib 
Chelebi, Na'imii and Jewdet Piishii. 

One of the special characteristics of Ottoman historiography was the 
readiness to criticize individuals and events. While criticism was expressed in a 
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very careful but moderate way in commissioned works such as the sbeb-naines 
and the uakqG‘-n&wes, independent historians were quite courageous when 
criticizing. One can see how different means of criticism were utilized. 
Sometimes individuals were criticized with a very clear and open intent. 
Usually, however, a more polite method was used, such as quoting an ap- 
propriate verse from the Qur’an or a tradition from the life of the Prophet, or 
a proverb or an apophthegm. 

Ottoman historians, especially those who wrote standard works, are 
known to have sketched several drafts and only after having prepared these 
versions did their final work appear. For instance, Idris-i Bidlisi’s text had two 
versions; parts of Selaniki’s also had two; Hasan Bey-z~de’s had six; Pechevi’s 
three; and mtib Chelebi is known to have written his cihunniimd a second time 
after having lscovered new information from a European source. Some co- 
pies of these versions written by various authors can be found today in 
Istanbul libraries. 

One of the most important problems for the modern researcher is that 
the autographs of most of the Ottoman chronicles are not available and that 
the existing copies, on the other hand, differ substantially from one another. 
Some of the differences in expression, vocabulary and sentences cause great 
difficulties. It is also true that very few of the Ottoman historical sources are 
edited. A considerable number of standard Ottoman chronicles were pub- 
lished in the second half of the nineteenth century by the Matbaa-i Amire; in 
fact, some had second or even third editions printed in Istanbul and Bdiiq. 
However, quite incorrect criteria were often used when choosing which copies 
should be printed. Usually the contents were not appraised, but those copies 
with attractive and easily understood contents were selected. Also, sometimes 
in multi-volume histories, the early and insignificant part of the chronicle was 
published, but the historian’s eye-witnessed account was omitted. For in- 
stance, in ‘Alr’s finbii I-ubbar (The Essence of the Reports) the material up to 
the time of the conquest of Istanbul was printed wMe that from his own time 
was deleted. Likewise, the beginning of Selaniki’s history was printed while the 
very detailed and valuable section for the years after 1000/1592 was not, on 
the grounds that this same period was also found in Na‘imii’s history. 

From the tenth/sixteenth century on, certain Ottoman chronicles were 
translated by Europeans into Western languages. A number of Western his- 
torians, travellers and lplomats, who were curious about and wanted to un- 
derstand the Ottoman Empire, translated, either wholly or in part, works of 
the greatest of the hstorians, such as Jald-ziide, Khoja Sa‘d al-Din, Kiitib 
Chelebi and Na‘imii into Latin, Italian, French, Greek and English, and these 
translations have been published. 

In fact, Ottoman historians can be categorized into two separate groups: 
the learned profession (dm&e) and the scribal profession (kaleM&e). The first 
were known as ‘dam2 and the second as kdbs. However, it would not be 
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wrong to say that the majority of those who belonged to the first group had 
had the standard madma-education while the second were trained within the 
auspices of the office-apprenticeship programme. A common feature of both 
groups was their knowledge of both Arabic and Persian. However, it can be 
seen that, whether writing a hstory on an individual basis or for a public 
entity, such as the deb-naine or the vakqiC-ndme, the majority of the writers 
were of madra.sa-provenance. 

Conclusion and appraisal 
Ottoman historical literature occupies the foremost place amongst all 
literatures of compilation. Although the notion that there was a paucity of 
religious and scientific writing during the Ottoman period has been advanced, 
it can be seen that works of a historical nature were at the same time plentiful 
and successful. This literature serves as a mirror of the entire Ottoman period. 
To illustrate this point, we may cite the ability to trace, through an examination 
of historical writing, the spirit of gha? and conquest which formed the basis 
for the foundation of the empire, the reasons for its lull and decline, the 
corruption of its institutions and search for solutions and proposals which had 
been suggested by its administrators, the thirteenth/nineteenth-century 
identification with Western models and, during this same time, the mistakes 
made and the vicious circles which were created, and, finally, the unique 
manner in which the Ottoman empire was purged. Ottoman historiography 
utilized all the special characteristics of content and subject-matter of the 
Islamic historical tradition which preceded it and developed this form of 
writing to new heights. The greatest deficiency in this area is that the majority 
of these texts have still not been evaluated in a scientific manner. 
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Chapter 5 

THE INDIAN S C H O O L  
Balid Ahmad AQami 

Historical writing in India was influenced by the Iranian tradition of 
historiography: arrangement of data according to dynasties in preference to 
year-by-year presentation of details, concentration on political and military 
events, keeping out references to the social and cultural life of the people, and 
dedication to the reigning monarch. This was in sharp contrast to the Arab 
tradition of historiography, whch dealt with an age rather than a dynasty, 
covered details of cultural activities and did not approve of the dedication of 
historical works to rulers. The JhZh-nZma was the first historical work written 
in India about the Arab conquest of Sind. Originally composed in Arabic, its 
Persian translation, made by 'Ah b. Hiimid Kiifi during the time of Qubiicha, 
has survived.' It follows the Iranian rather than the Arab method of historical 
writing. With the establishment of the Sultanate of Delhi, historical studies 
received an impetus due to the influx of a large number of scholars from 
Central Asia and Persian territories. Three major works, the Ej al-maW$ 
(The crown of the Exploits), Jhajara-i an~-Zb~ (The Family Tree) and Gbqit-i 
Nlin'; appeared during the early period of Turkish rule. The Zj a/-ma 'Zthirj-L- 
tZn%h of Hasan Nkiimi Nishgpwi, which deals with the Turkish conquest of 
northern India, breathes the spirit of Persian &t&nZmm (communiquks 
extolling the victories of rulers). Fakhr-i Mudabbir, the author of the Shajara-i 
ansdb, was interested in preserving the genealogies of royal dynasties, a 
subject on which he could consult 1,000 books in Lah~re.~ Fakhr-i Mudabbir's 

1. Ed. 'Umar b. Muhammad Daudpota, Delhi, 1939. 
2. The earliest MS., in the Daftar-i fitub KhrSna-i fiyd AjEh Efe&, was transcribed in 698/ 

1295. 
3. Only a fragment has been edited and published by Sir E. D. Ross as TZrZkh-i Mru 'd-Dn 

Mubcirak ShZh, London, 1927. 
4. Ed. 'Abd al-Hayy Habibi, Kabul, 1963-1964. 
5. See E. D. Ross, ErZkhi ..., op. cit. in n. 3. 
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other work, Adab ai-barb wa-L-sb@'a6 (The Art of War and Bravery) supplies 
interesting details about the art of warfare and is the first study of its kind 
compiled in those days of hectic military activity. Minhiij al-Siriij wrote the 
TabqZt-i Xjirf, a continuous history of the world with the focus on the ruling 
Muslim dynasties up to the reigning monarch, Sultan Niisir al-Din Mahmad 
(643-664/1246-1266). Following the Iranian tradition, he concentrated on the 
court and the camp. His total exclusion of the literary and religious trends of 
the period was deprecated by his contemporaries? History, as Hasan, Fakhr-i 
Mudabbir and Minhiij understood it, was determined by the political and 
military activities of the rulers. With the Erfkb-i ET%% JbZbz8 of Diyii' al-Din 
Baran& completed in 758/1357, the historical perspective began to change. 
Though arranged according to dynasties and dedicated to the reigning 
monarch, it treats history in a somewhat broader framework and refers to 
the rde of saints, religious scholars and philosophers. Barani had his own views 
about the scope and a perspective of history and also the ideals which the rulers 
were expected to follow. H e  believed that kingship was not possible without 
following Iranian traditions of governance and royalty. The theoretical 
exposition of his approach towards history is found in his EztZwZ-iJahZndZ~ 
(The Opinions of Jah~diir).~ It is not known whether Barani deduced his 
political philosophy from his TZtfkh or prepared his Erfkh in the light of his 
fitZwZ. It remains to be decided whether he was a historian who turned into a 
philosopher, or a philosopher who turned to history. Nevertheless, Barads 
impact on historical writing in India was so significant that literary and cultural 
events began to find their place in historical works. The TZ&h-i ET%% JbZbi of 
'Afif," the Smt-i 8%~ ShZb?' of an anonymous author and the Erfkb-i 
MijbZrak Shih?* of Yahyii Sirhindi do not go much beyond referring to new 
incidents of literary or cultural significance. Though AmIr IUlusraw (d. 725/ 
1325), the famous Persian poet who wrote his Khamsa as a rejoinder to Niziim- 
Ganjiiw-, was not a historian as such, he left works of great historical 
significance. His two prose works - fiaZZJin al@tz?b (The Treasure-Houses of 
the  conquest^),^^ which deals with 'Alii' al-Din Khalji's campaigns in the 
south, and a collection of documents, Z@-i Khasrawi (The Wonder of 
Khusraw),14 contain valuable information about political and cultural life in 
medieval India. The former follows the tradition of the Ej al-mu'Zthir in its 

6. Ed. &mad Suhayli Khwiins%ri, Tehran, 1345/1927. 
7. E.g. Ghawthr Shagiiri, GaLrar-i ahir (MS). 
8. Ed. Sayyid Akpnad Khiin, Calcutta, 1860-1891. 
9. Ed. Afshiir Salim Khiin, Lahore, 1972. 
10. Ed. Ullayat Husayn, Calcutta, 1888-1891. 
11. MS. in Bankipur Library, Patna. 
12. Ed. Hid;iyat Husayn, Calcutta, 1931. 
13. Ed. M. W. MTrzii, Calcutta, 1953. 
14. Published by Nawal Kishore, Lucknow, 1876. 
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ornate style and hyperbolic statements. Khusraw’s poetical works, Qran al- 
Sa ‘dayn (The Conjunction of Venus and Mercury), Mi&$ al+tz$ (The Key of 
the Conquests), DmvalRZnifiidrKhdn (The Empire of m- Khidr Khiin), NGb 
Xiiihr and fighlzq-ncirna, contain valuable details of social and political 
significance. Among later poets, Badr-i Shh, Mutahhar, ‘Urfi, Niisiri and 
Fay& have supplied details of historical importance in their panegyrics and 
versified accounts. Thefatb-nimm drafted by Kabir al-Din during the reign of 
‘Aln’ al-Din Khalji have not survived. A samplefatb-n&za dealing with Balban’s 
conquest of Lakhnawti, as prepared by Amir Khusraw, is found in the I7cix-i 
fiasram-. 
With the advent of Akbar, a new phase began in Indian historiography. 

New principles were propounded about the collection and co-ordination of 
data and the historical landscape was surveyed from such varied angles as the 
imperial, sectarian and feminine. While Abu-l-Fa@ gave the imperial point of 
view in his Akbar-ncima,15 BadP‘iini, in his Mzintakhab al-tawciHkh (Selections 
from Histories),“ looked at the milteu from the point of view of an Orthodox 
Muslim and Gulbadan Begam referred in her Harn*fln-ncirn~h~~ to the r61e of 
women in political developments of the period. This variety of approaches 
added to the fascination of hstorical literature. Language and style also 
changed and works were produced in simple and colloquial as well as elaborate 
and ornate prose. Akbar suggested a new experiment in chronology by 
adopting the death of the Prophet (ribla) as the bepning of the Islamic ca- 
lendar. The EHkh-i a@ (The History of the Millennium)18 was planned ac- 
cordingly. Akbar’s two other directives had far-reaching effects: (a) he sought 
the collection of data on the basis of a large-scale co-operation of people of 
different backgrounds - princes and plebeians - and asked those who had 
participated in different activities to supply data based on their personal ob- 
servations. The Edhkirat al-wlqi‘cit (Memorial of the Events)19 of Jawhar and 
the Edhkira-i Hzimez7n wa-Akba?’ of Biiyazid Bayiit were written in colloquial 
language by persons without any academic background. They referred in their 
works to many trivial but interesting incidents which would not have attracted 
the attention of professional historians. Rizq AU& Mushtaqi in his 12% icci8’ 
and Muhammad Kabir in his Ajcina-i Shcihcin (The story of the Shahs) col- 
lected a large number of anecdotes of historical significance and in a way 

$ 

15. Ed. Agha b a d  ‘Ah and ‘Abd al-m, Calcutta, 1873-1887. 
16. Ed. &mad ‘Ah etal., Calcutta, 18641869. 
17. Ed. AS. Beveridge, London, 1902. 
18. For MSS. see C. H. Storey, Persian Literature: a Bio-bibliographical &rug, Vols. 1-111, V, 

London, Royal Asiatic Society, 1927-1939, I, p. 120-121. 
19. See C. H. Storey, Persian Literature.. ., op. cit., pp. 536-537. 
20. Ed. by Hidzyat Hussayn, Calcutta, 1941. 
21. For MSS. see C. H. Storey, Persian Literature,. ., op. cit., pp. 512-513. 
22. MS. in British Library, Additional 24409. 
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V-5.1 Hurng-i Humgin 
0 Topkapi Palace Library (R-1045, fol. 23.) 
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picked up the tradition of Muhammad Nigm al-Din ‘Awfi’sJawZmi‘ al-bik@it 
(Collections of  narrative^):^ (b) Akbar appointed a board of historians to 
prepare the history of Islam and introduced the principle of collective re- 
sponsibility in the preparation of historical works. A posse of historians ap- 
pointed by Akbar worked on the Zr5kh-i a@. Moreover, for the first time in 
Asian history statistical data about geographical and economic matters were 
presented in the A-Tn-i A k b a ~  (The Story of Akbar). It thus extended the 
historical perspective by taking into account the r6le and contribution of ar- 
tisans, craftsmen, mystics, literati, poets and others. ‘Abd al-Qiidir Badn’iini 
and Niznm al-Din Bakhshi added in their works separate sections on literary 
and religious figures. Several general histories like the Dbikr al-mulzk (The 
Commemoration of Kings)24 of Shaykh ‘Abd al-Haqq, the Ztfkb-i fi~7ibta~~ 
of Muhammad Qiisim Hinda Sh& and the Mkztakbab al-hbZb (The 
Quintessential Selection)26 of Khwnfi Khan appeared during the Mughal 
period. 

This extended perspective of history, which emerged as a result of 
Akbar’s innovative zeal and Abu-l-Fags broad historical vision, covering ev- 
ery aspect of social life (though from the imperial angle), paved the way for 
independent works on nobles (e.g. Dbakbirat al-kbwZnin (The Stores of the 
Kh?i.n~),2~ Ma’&+ ul-amZrt’ (The Exploits of the Princes)28 etc.), on poets 
(e.g. Nafi’is al-ma’ztbir (The Gems of the E~ploits)~~) and on religious scholars 
and saints (e.g. AkbbZr al-aklpir (Reports of the Best People):’ GidTar-i abrZr 
(The Rose-garden of the P~ous)).~’ This literature added new dimensions to 
the historical perspective. However, the tradition of compiling histories of 
monarchs with a concentration on political events continued throughout and 
political chronicles named after rulers became the general pattern of historical 
writing. The IqbZl-nZma-i JahZngi?f (The Coming of Jah?i.ngi~-)?~ the Ma’&&-i &bZnp-:3 the PZd.rbZb-nZma (The Account of the S~vereign),”~ the ‘A?amgFr- 
nZma and others adhere to the same tradition. 

23. Ed. Ban0 Musaffa, Tehran. 
24. For MSS. see C. H. Storey, pp. 440f. 
25. Nawal Kishore Press, Cawnpur, 1884. 
26. Two volumes edited by Ahmad and GhulIim Qiidir, Calcutta, 1860-1 874, the third by T.W. 

27. Ed. by S. Noin ul-Han, Karachi, 1961-1974. 
28. Ed. ‘Abd al-u et al., Calcutta, 1888-1891. 
29. For MSS. see C. H. Storey, Persian Literature ..., op. tit, pp. 801-802. 
30. Mujtabii’i Press, Delhi, 1914. 
31. For MSS. see C. H. Storey, Persian Literature ..., op. tit, p. 984. 
32. Ed. ‘Abd al-Hayy and m a d  ‘Ah, Calcutta, 1865. 
33. Ed. Azra Alavi, Bombay, 1978. 
34. Ed. Kabk al-Din, Calcutta, 1862-1872. 
35. Ed. Khiidim Husayn and ‘Abd al-Hayy, Calcutta, 1865-1873. 

Haig, Calcutta, 1925. 
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Regional and provincial histories were also produced during the Mughal 
period, such as Mlr M&ammad Ma'siim's E&%-i Snd, Haydar Malik's 
E&b-i fibmir, Sdim Alliih's TZkh-i Bangda, Abii Turiib Was E&b-i 
GgarZt and the like. These histories, named after regions, throw light on many 
aspects of regional culture otherwise not dealt with in general histories. 

The tradition of autobiographical accounts in In&a is generally traced to 
Muhammad b. Tughluq, but the autobiography ascribed to him is apocryphal. 
The fitz7bZt-i F ~ x  ShdZ (The Conquests of Firnz Shh-) attributed to Fmiz 
Tughluq is an inscription, not an autobiography. The autobiography of Biibur 
(originally written in Turhsh but translated into Persian by 'Abd al-Rab 
Khiin-i Khiiniin) and Jah&ngir's 7k-pk (The Statues) provide a valuable insight 
into the process of historical development and supply details otherwise not 
available. The letters of Awrangzib have taken the place of an autobiography 
since very interesting details of a personal nature are avadable in them. 

Two other sources, though not technically histories, refurbished the au- 
tobiographtcal approach in India and extended the perspective of history: 
ma@@ (table-talks of saints) and maktgbzt (epistolary collections of Siifis, 
scholars and others). The tradition of ma#i.ix-writing was introduced by Hasan 
Sijzi, who collected the conversations of his spiritual mentor Sha kh N&%m al- 
Din Awliyii' in his fiwZJiJal+%d (The Benefits of the Hearts),3"Yost at the 
same time as the ma@@t of Mawliinii JaM al-Din Riimi were compiled in Ebi 
mzfhi (It Contains what it Contains). The tradition set by Hasan Sijzi led to 
the birth of an enormous mafl.2 literature in India. The conversations of 
eminent Sufi saints like Shaykh Niisir al-Din Chiigh (By al-majbs (The Best 
of Assemblies ,37 Shaykh Burhiin al-Din Gharib (Absa8 al-aqwd (The Finest 
of  saying^)),^ Shaykh Sharaf al-Din Yahyii Maneri (Ma'din al-mu'Zni (The 
M m e  of  meaning^)):^ Sayyid Muhammad Gisii Dar% @w&ic al-kabm 
(Comprehensive Sayings)):o Sayyid Jald al-Din BukhM (Sr@ ul-bi&?a (The 
Light of Guidance)):* Shaykh b a d  Maghribi (ThHat al-mqiibs (The Gift of 
the A~semblies))~~ and a host of others, are of great historical significance. 
Written in almost every part of the sub-continent, these ma@@ throw light 
on the social and cultural trends of the period and provide woof and warp 
for a comprehensive social and intellectual history of India. The epistolary 
collections, which are of varied nature - political (like the InshZ-i M2m43 

2) 

36. Ed. Latif Malik, Lahore, 1966. 
37. Ed. K. A. Nizami, 1981, Mgarh, 1959. 
38. See K. A. Nizami, 1981, (J@plementto H. M. Elliot and J. Dowson, 1887,III), pp.95-96. 
39. Sharaf d-Akhb%x Press, Bihar, 1301/1883. 
40. Ed. M. H. Siddiqi, Zanpur, 1937. 
41. Ed. Qiia Sajjiid Husayn, Delhi, 1983. 
42. MS., India Office Library, Persian Collection D.R. 979. 
43. Ed. by S. A. Rashid, Lahore, 1965. 
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(The Epistolography of Mihi) and ZnsbZ-i Abu-l-Ezdl ),44 reli ‘ous (like the 
maktz7bZt (Collections) of Shaykh ‘Abd al-Quddfis of Gang6h’ and Shaykh 
m a d  of Sirhir~d~~) - throw invaluable light on social and rebous trends 
which cannot be neglected in any comprehensive historical study. 

Thus, the historiographical tradition in India introduced by Hasan 
Nipm, Fakhr-i Mudabbir and Minhiij concentrated on kings exclusively. 
‘Ism- wrote the Futih al-.ra&fin (The Conquests of the Sultans)47 as an epic 
poem on the rulers of India from the Ghaznawids to the Bahm&ds on the 
pattern of Firdawsi’s ShZh-nZma. The Mughal official historians from Akbar to 
Farfikh Siyar followed this tradition. The extended perspective of history as 
presented by Barani influenced the Mughal historiographical tradition in cer- 
tain ways but could not change the Iranian perspective of history. Recently, 
attention has been drawn to the need to apply psycho-historical methods to 
medieval Indian hist~riography.~~ 

44. Nawal Kishore Press, Lucknow, 1280/1863. 
45. Published by Matbac-i Alpnadi, Amritsar, 1332/1913. 
46. Published by Niir b a d ,  Amritsar, 1332/1913. 
47. Ed. AS. Usha, Madras, 1948. 
48. See K. A. Nizami, ’Psychohistory and Medieval Indian Historiography’, (slam% CUlture, 

61/2,1987, pp. 1-22. 
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Introduction 

ART A N D  AESTHETIC CREATIVITY 
Ajf Bahnassi 

Islamic art: definition and criteria 
Islamic art emerged with the advent of Islam and took shape with 
unprecedented speed. While it then evolved and developed varied forms 
throughout history, it still retained its own distinctive identity. Indeed, so 
unique is the nature of Islamic art that it cannot be compared with other forms 
of art or studied in terms of the theoretical principles applying to them. 

Islamic art sprang from a land which had embraced the religon of Islam. 
Just as the fKst Muslims preserved their linguistic and ethical heritage, so too 
did they maintain their creative tradition, which formed the basis of the new 
Islamic art, now manifest in architecture, decorative art and calligraphy. 

The people who produced this art came from Syria, Iran, Egypt and 
Morocco, countries where art had existed before the coming of the new re- 
ligion but which were now imbued with the tenets of Islam. Thus, if the arts at 
the dawn of Islam displayed a continuity in form and style, this may be at- 
tributed to the artists who lived during the period of transition from paganism 
and who retained their original inspiration. Art, however, continued to de- 
velop with the evolution of Islam in the hearts and minds of Muslims, so that, 
before long, Islamic art had begun to assume its own form and to free itself 
from the intellectual and philosophical attitudes surviving from pre-Islamic 
times. In this development, art was tied to the principles of Islam, which were 
no longer simply religious precepts, but a new concept based primarily on the 
Islamic Shmf'a, continuously drawing inspiration from Islamic philosophy. 

The study of Islamic art, therefore, is not subject to the aesthetic criteria 
used in the study of Graeco-Roman or post-Renaissance art. O n  the contrary, 
it is necessary to seek other aesthetic criteria, since Islamic art has found 
expression in forms which are wholly different from those of other cultures. 
For example, the art of the Greeks and Romans was based on the principle of 
respect for the anatomical perfection of the human body; the art of India and 
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Chma sought to express moral ideals in ritualistic portrayals and sculptures; 
the pre-Columbian art of the Aztecs expressed the image of man through that 
of their gods. 

Islamic art, on the other hand, did not give expression to any form 
depicting God, the universe, the ideal, or man. Its goal was to express the 
ardent passion and quest for the world of the Absolute and the Secret which 
lies behind these lofty concepts. 

The aesthetic criteria of Islam are: 
1. freedom and creativity 
2. the quest for the ideal 
3. the search for the Sublime and the Absolute 

Freedom and creativity 
From the Stone Age to the beginnings of history in Ancient Egypt and 
Mesopotamia and from classical times up to the last century and the 
emergence of abstract art in the West, no artists have enjoyed the creative 
freedom from which Muslim artists benefited. Throughout hstory, they have 
been chained to the realism depicted in the cave paintings of Lascaux and 
Altamira and their attempts to break free from its shackles have been confined 
to myhcal imaginings. The reason for this is the fact that the artistic ideal in 
all of the examples cited was clear and concrete. The task of the artist was to 
communicate with and to imitate the ideal, or to turn about it within the limits 
of experience and the artist’s subjective view of objects and the external world 
in general. This meant that the student of aesthetics, whether adopting a 
psychological or a sociological approach, faced no particular difficulty in the 
search for the roots of genius or the bases of creativity and aesthetic 
appreciation: man in both his psychological and social dimensions stood at the 
centre of Western art and was the focus of its philosophy. 

Thus, the artist was not free and Western art was not based on freedom. 
The tyranny of the law and other obstacles continued to cramp the potential of 
Western art up to the modern period. The crucial difference between Islamic 
and other forms of art arises because of the yawning gap between the 
Concrete and the Absolute. Islamic art is the art of the Absolute and, within 
the broad confines of this universe, the artist enjoyed the highest degree of 
freedom in choosing the medium and form of his work and creation. 

When the abstract movement finally arrived, Western art was still unable 
to achieve this freedom. Having shaken off the fetters of realism, it lost its way 
in the labyrinths of nothingness. Abstract art was tied to nihilism rather than to 
the Absolute and its road, instead of leading to freedom, proved to be no 
more than a blind alley, leading nowhere. 

The freedom of Muslim artists came about as a result of the comechon 
of their art with the Absolute, in accordance with the monotheist perspective 
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which forms the foundation of the Muslim faith. Though monotheism was a 
well-established concept, it took on a new meaning with Islam as the basis of 
Muslim civilization. 

Some scholars have erroneously taken the view that Islamic art is based 
on prohibition' and that it is heavily constrained rather than free, for the 
simple reason that it is not allowed to represent the human form. Muslims 
could not represent objects and faces lest they should defy God and be in 
danger of creating images and idols. 

The QdW condemns the worship of idols as shirk and kiyk 
G o d  forgiveth not 
That partners should be set up 
With Him; but he forgiveth 
Anythmg else, to whom 
He pleaseth.' 

However, it is the intention rather than the action which counts. If the 
purpose of portrayal is to instruct or edfy, no law prohibits it. The Prophet, 
for example, tolerated the image of the Messiah on the walls of the Kacba and 
allowed hs wife 'K'isha to keep a hanging which had representations on it and 
which he used as a cushion or stool. For their part, the caliphs permitted many 
representations in palaces, on walls and tents, on coins and weapons. 
Moreover, though the mosaics on the walls of the Umayyad Mosque in 
Damascus represent nature as God created it, they have never, to this day, 
been the subject of any objection or criticism. It is beyond the capacity of man 
to vie with God in what he creates. 

This point leads us to reassert the freedom enjoyed by Muslim artists. If 
they pursued the interpretation of plants and symbols, it was because the 
Muslim faith, which centres around an infinite and incomparable God, led 
them to establish an art based on the representation of the Absolute and the 
creation of works of pure art, springing from a special perception of nature 
and God's creatures. 

Here, M u s h  art is at one with the schools of modern art which, 
spurning the views prevailing hitherto, believe that independence from realism 
is no constraint but, on the contrary, a means to attain the highest degree of 
creative freedom. 

Throughout history, people in their devotions worshipped the forces 
which would ensure their prosperity and survival. Worship progressed from 
the mother goddess and the calf to the stars, the moon and the sun (Amon). 
Religions then evolved to include a god of the sky (An) and a god of the earth 

1. Cf. A. Papadopoulo, L%lam et I'art musulman, Paris, Mazenod, 1976, Isam and Muslim Art, 
trans. R. E. Wolf, London/New York, Thames and Hudson , 1979, pp. 22-48. 

2. m. 48 
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(Enlil). Eventually, there emerged the concept of a god of both the heavens 
and the earth (El) and it is likely that this was the god worshipped in the times 
of Abraham. 

If Islam believed in the god of Abraham, it was because Allah was not 
just an object of worship. H e  was the absolute power, the supreme ideal and 
the fundamental cause of our existence. Accordtng to the Qur‘w: 

He is the First 
And the Last, 
The Evident 
And the Immanent; 
And H e  has full knowledge 
Of all things.3 

Allah is not restricted in any way: H e  is everything and H e  is above everythtng: 
..there is nothing 
Whatever like unto Him, 
And He is the One 
That hears and sees (all  thing^).^ 

The first article of the Muslim creed is the Testimony: ‘There is no god but 
God’, that is to say, there is no power, no ideal and no absolute value except in 
the concept of God, who is above all things. 

The religion of Islam lays down the rules and principles by which to 
achieve piety and faith. Taken as a whole, they provide the means to come 
closer to God and discover the secret of the universe. The Prophet came as a 
guide and preacher to show people how to put their faith in God and piety 
into practice. The believers testify that Muhammad is a servant and messenger 
of God and the teacher and guide of the Muslim nation or urnrna. 

The mission of Islam, carried out by the Prophet and by the believers 
after him, is a humane and civilizing one. The Qur’a says: 

W e  did indeed ‘offer 
The Trust to the Heavens 
And the Earth 
And the Mountains ; 
But they refused 
To undertake it, 
Being afraid thereof; 
But man undertook it; 
He was indeed unjust 
And foolish.’ 

3. LVII. 3. 
4. XLII. 11. 
5. XXXIII. 72. 
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Materialism and idealism in art 

Outside Islam the basis of the arts was materialistic and utilitarian, artistic 
expression being no more than the fulfilment of a need or a wish. The 
mammoths and extinct animals depicted on the walls of Lascaux were painted to 
day fears and to reassure man that these creatures were under his control; the 
representation of Christ is similarly reassuring because Christ is the redeemer 
who will forgive all sins; Goya’s canvases of the Maja, clothed and unclothed, 
satisfy instincts both open and concealed; pictures depicting the life of the 
bourgeoisie were intended to satisfj. feelings of superiority and class distinction. 

Islamic art, on the other hand, was based on an idealistic model, one in 
which the artist strives towards the hidden meanings of hngs, especially the 
divine. Hence, the aim of the artist was not to satisfy some material need but 
to plumb the htdden depths of life through hs creative powers. The work of 
exploration is an act of creativity and piety, an attempt to come closer to God. 
The art forms are an indirect expression of the piety of the Muslim artist and 
these pictures satisfy a spiritual rather than a material need. The representation 
of the symbols of Paradise is not a material demand, even though it en- 
courages repentance. The artist often depicts Paradise as the haven of the 
righteous, using images which symbolize piety and proximity to God. Plants 
referred to in the Qur’an as marks of Heaven (dates, pomegranates, figs and 
grapes, olives, grains and flowers) serve the artist as metaphors. Many verses 
of the Qur’gn contain such references. For example: 

And the shades (of the Garden) 
Will come low over them, 
And the bunches (of fruit), 
There, will hang low 
In hudty.‘ 

The artist, however, does not always depict such thmgs in a realistic manner 
but through a ‘similitude’ (Qur’iin 11. 25). This serves to underline the 
absolute rather than the relative nature of things: it is Heaven and its various 
aspects which are depicted rather than the fruit itself. 

When the Muslim artist depicts living creatures or the human face, they 
are represented in the nebular condition, whch is the first of the three stages 
of creation. The Qur’i%n says: 

Such is he, the Knower 
Of all thmgs, hidden 
And open, the Exalted 
(In power), the Merciful; 

6. Ixxvz. 14. 
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He Who has made 
Everything which He has created 
Most Good; He began 
The creation of man 
With (nothing more than) clay, 

And made Ius progeny 
From a quintessence 
Of the nature of 
A fluid despised; 

But H e  fashioned ?am 
In due proportion, and breathed 
Into him somedung of 
His spirit.’ 

The Transcendental and the Absolute 
The artist can depict the face, but must leave out the features in a process 
known as subtraction (tmb). This confirms his inability to create man from a 
quintessence of the nature of a fluid despised, or to breathe into the 
representation something of ‘His spirit’. Thus, the aim of the Muslim artist 
was not creation but creativity. 

The aim of the Western artist, on the other hand, was to imitate the 
Creator in his ability to create. Moreover, he might represent the deity as he 
pleased, as Michelangelo, for example, painted God in the guise of Jupiter to 
depict the creation of Adam on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in Rome. 

This form of representation is at odds with the fundamental principle of 
Islamic art, whereby the One God is shown through His Kingdom, which 
consists of the Universe and Heaven. However, there is no reason why the 
Muslim artist should not represent the face, provided that his aim is not to 
depict God or to vie with Him in his creation. One of the sayings of the 
Prophet is this: ‘Those to suffer the direst of punishments on the Day of 
Judgement will be the makers of images who defile God‘s creativity.’ 

W e  plant motifs represent Paradise and the reward of faith, more ab- 
stract geometrical designs serve as a direct expression of the universe. These 
are patterns of star-shaped centrifugal designs in the form of glittering rays, 
with straight lines separating geometrical and symmetrical surfaces. These 
designs consist mainly of triangles, squares and combinations of the two to 
form stars or more complex figures. This design, known as khqg, expresses 
the ground-plan of natural phenomena, geographical space and the funda- 
mental elements. 

7. XXXII. 6-9. 
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The analysis of these designs is certainly not a science obeying the logic 
of mathematics. On the contrary, it is mathematics which must bend to the 
analytical will. Hence, the study of these forms and the analysis of their 
meaning are based on ‘symbolization’, for just as letters combine to form 
words, so too do geometric forms combine into creative sentences with a 
spiritual or mythical meaning. The arabesque is the most effective way of 
expressing meaning which is not, or cannot be, personified and concretized. 

Forms of Islamic art 

REPRESENTATION 

By failing to insist, in discussion of the arabesque, on the concept of 
monotheism and the framework of absolutism withn which the Muslim artist 
works, we have often left Islamic art open to criticism. However, the logic of 
this position is based primarily on the Western concept of art and on a 
relativism whch has been rejected by modern art in the West itself. 

Justification for the arabesque may, however, be found in the views on 
the impermanence of matter held by the Ashcariyya school’ (according to 
whch the only attribute of God is His eternal nature). 

hIassignon believes that the decorative artist seeks to affirm this eternal 
nature of God by atomizing or abstracting  object^.^ The idea that pictures 
distract us from the contemplation of God helps to explain the attempts to 
eliminate and conceal matter. This is a further interpretation of the principle of 
atomism developed by the Ashcariyya. 

The traditional explanation is that decorative art and abstract re- 
presentation arose from the prohibition referred to in the Two po- 
sitions are taken in ths respect: 
1. the prohibition relates to the interdiction imitating God‘s creation. 

According to Abii ‘Ab al-Fiirisi, this means that it is forbidden to depict 
God in bodily form.” While it is agreed that representation of God is a 
heresy contrary to monotheism, the prohibition does not include the 
representation of other objects. 

8. Atomism rejects Aristotle’s view of the precedence and permanence of matter because it is 
contrary to monotheism. Instead, it holds that matter is divisible into atoms. This 
philosophy was adopted by the Mu‘tazilites and then hy the Ash‘ariyya. The French 
orientalist L. Massignon sought to explain the arabesque on the basis of this philosophy. 

9. L. Massignon, ‘Les mtthodes de rkalisations artistiques des peuples de l’Islam’, Jjria, 2, 

10. Cf. Muslim b. Al-Hajjsj A-Qushayri, Jahfh bi-Jbut.h ul-Nuwawi, 18 vols. in Beirut, 6, n. d., 

11. See Abii ‘Ali al-Hasan d-Fiirisi, MakhtzitZf bqat ul-qir&it, Alexandria, Alexandria 

pp. 47-53, 149-160,1921. 

XIV, p. 81. 

Bookshop, n.d. 
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2. physical representation is neither prohibited nor a mortal sin. Proof of 
this can be seen in the fact that it has been practised in almost every 
phase of Islamic history. It flourished both in ShTite Persia and in Sum- 
Turkey without it being considered heretical or forbidden. Awliys’ 
Chelebi (traveller and historian, 1611-1684) wrote of two artists in 
Constantinople who excelled in representational art. However, this has 
not prevented some religious schools, such as the Mdiki, from taking an 
extreme stand against figurative art. 
Although figurative portroyal is clearly evidenced in the early days of 

Islam, it was not without some degree of distortion or even deliberate viola- 
tion of the rules of anatomy, linear perspective and light and shade which have 
been perfected in Western art. Does this mean, therefore, that the Muslim 
artist was incapable of perfecting figurative representation, as claimed by Max 
Van Berchem?” Not unless we are prepared to believe the same of painters 
such as Van Gogh or Picasso! To see that every artist has his own way of 
looking at reality, we need only take the example of the Muslim artists who left 
us the masterpieces in the Mq&mit of al-Hariri, the SbZbnrima, or KzHa wa- 
Dimna. Nevertheless, in our attempt to provide a comprehensive view of 
Islamic aesthetics, we have to ask why Muslim artists shunned all the con- 
ventions of figurative art. 

W e  can turn for an answer to Roland Barthes13 and semiotics. Plastic art 
is a form of visual communication, similar to written language, which, in turn, 
is similar to spoken language. The relationship between language and form is a 
significant semiotic one. The manifestation of the divine is but a clarification 
through the combination of language and writing. The language of the Qur’b 
required an appropriately elevated form of penmanship, that is one subject to 
the rules of calligraphy. Thus, the task of the calligrapher was to elevate the 
level of the graphic form of the Qd& so that it might approach the elo- 
quence of the language of the Book. The same is true of the level of ab- 
straction in the arabesque, which is linked to Truth and Existence in their 
absolute meaning. The importance of abstraction lies in the superior aesthetic 
significance it assumes. 

In keeping with the springs of literary creativity, whch found a peerless 
model in the style of the QUI’&, the artist leaves to the beholder of his work 
the widest scope to perceive its meaning in accordance with the circumstances 
of the time and situation. The Holy Qurk insisted on respect for the point of 
view of the reader in understanding and comprehendmg what he reads.14 This 

12. Swiss scholar (1863-1921), initiator of the Corpus Insmptionum Arabicawm, planned to 

13. French thinker and critic (1915-1980), founder of the semiotic approach to criticism. 
14. The Qur’iin refers to the mind and discernment in forty-nine places, usually with the words 

assemble all known Arabic inscriptions. 

‘Do you not realize ?’ 
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was a respect and freedom not vouchsafed to the readers of any other sacred 
books and classical works until the advent of modern art and literature. 

The M u s h  artist had many reasons to depart from the laws of mathe- 
matical perspective. For a start, perspective did not form part of his ancient 
tradition and was absent from the pre-Islamic art of ancient Egypt and 
Mesopotamia, Persia and Byzantium. It did not become widespread until the 
Renaissance15 and even then continued to be alien to the tradition of Islamic 
art. 

Vitruvius had discussed the science of perspective in Roman times but 
this was in the line of classical tradition, which venerated the laws and rules of 
mathematics and the imitation of reality. As such, the ideas were finite and 
contrary to the concept of creativity. 

A second reason is that the perspective shared by the Qur’gn, Islamic 
literature and art was spiritual rather than material. In Chinese art, the per- 
spective puts the reader or the beholder in the centre of the painting: the point 
of view emanates from the subject so that far-away objects appear bigger than 
those in the foreground. In Indian perspective, the point of view is taken from 
behind the reader. The spiritual perspective, however, is based on an entirely 
different principle. l6 

The painter’s view of hs subject is based on the fact that all things exist 
by the will of God. Perception, therefore, is not confined to one particular 
angle but takes in the universe as a whole. In the science of optics, rays of light 
have a conical shape with the origin at the point of view. These rays, therefore, 
are relative and differ accordmg to the nature and position of the viewer. 
However, the rays of light emanating from the universe as a whole are parallel 
and thus absolute rather than relative. To clarify this point, let us consider the 
sun’s rays. These appear as parallel straight hes, with the shadows of objects 
corresponding to their own dimensions. On the other hand, rays from any 
terrestrial light source are conical in shape and the shadows thrown become 
wider the further they are from the objects causing them. 

Western painters opted for the relative rays which originate from the eye 
of the beholder. Muslim painters, on the other hand, chose the rays of the 
universe, with the result that their work was two-dimensional. As these rays 
were thus straight universal lines, they fded the working-surface completely 
and sometimes lay one across the other in tightly woven arabesques, their 
geometry of stars and planes pregnant with cosmic meaning. 

15. From the ninth/fifteenth century to the tenth/sixteenth. 
16. See ‘A. Bahnasi, 1979, Jw.tal&yZt alJfam aL‘Arabi. (‘&am al-Ma‘rifa, Series 14), Kuwait, 

p. 4. 
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THE ARABESQUE 

The six-pointed star, consisting of two interconnected triangles, represents a 
cosmos made up of the earth and the sky, the earth represented by the triangle 
with its base at the bottom and the sky by the triangle with its base at the top. 
The eight-pointed star, consisting of two interconnected squares, again 
represents the universe, one symbolizing the four directions of north, south, 
east and west, and the second square symbolizing the four elements of water, 
air, fire and earth.*' 

God is the Universe and Truth, Time and Existence. The artist experi- 
ences the divine cosmos, not through prayer and reverence, but because he 
has a vision of God through the unity of Existence and the Universe: 

There is not a dung 
But celebrates His praise; 
And yet ye understand not 
H o w  they declare HIS glory! 
Verily H e  is Oft-Forbearing, 
Most forgiving!'* 

There is a clear attempt at creating a link between the world of reality as 
such and the intuitive reality which lives and develops within the artist. 
The difference is readily apparent in modern art and students of aesthetics 
nowadays accept that there is a distinction between true and artistic 
reality. 

From the time of the Greeks to the Christian era, the West was based on 
materialism. The Greeks, the Romans and the early Christians all held that 
God himself descended to earth from the heavens to become a person similar 
to a human being and, to this day, Christ is seen in the West as a heavenly 
power on earth. The Muslim East, however, was founded on a different 
principle; here, man turns towards Heaven, represented by the sky, or to the 
universe, represented by the circle and the star. The Prophet himself, though 
carrying a divine message, is a human being and continuously prays to God: 

G o d  is the Light 
of the Heavens and the Earth.19 

To God belong the East 
And the West: whithersoever 

17. See 'A. Bahnasi, Ma'ZnT al-nujtsm Ji-braq al-'Arabt; 1983 International Symposium in 
Istanbul, p. 53, Istanbul, Centre for Research in Islamic History, Art and Culture, 1983, 
p. 53. 

18. XVII.44. 
19. xxIv.35. 
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Y e  turn, there is the Presence 
Of God.20 

The upward-striving towards the divine is the counterpart in religion of what 
modern philosophy calls ‘the search for the Absolute’. No matter how far we 
go in Islamic jurisprudence, philosophy sees in this religion one basic and vital 
principle, namely, a monotheism of a consistency unparalleled in any other 
creed. The phdosophy of Islamic art must be seen more as an aspect of 
Muslim civilization than as a branch of Islamic jurisprudence. It is the same 
with philosophy and thought, science and industry. Though they may touch 
on or overlap with jurisprudence, each has its own independent sphere and 
together they serve to shape the identity of Islamic civilization. 

The search for the Absolute is circumstantial in nature and cannot be 
defmed. Things in themselves have fned and finite values, whereas the dungs 
that lie behind and beyond them in any hection have values whch are in 
constant flux and evolution. They generate other values, whch cannot be 
obtained or comprehended through reason alone but whch require the action 
of the mind and the senses together, that is to say, intuition. It is these values 
which the Muslim artist seeks. 

Thus, the Olympian art - mathematical realism - whch arose in Greece 
and re-emerged during the Renaissance was the art of objects as such in their 
ideal state, an ideal of beauty, power, majesty and perfection. To depict them 
demanded a skill to whch the history of art bears witness. Modern art does 
not, however, regard ths skill as creative, true creativity being held to reside in 
the search for what lies hdden behnd objects. Thus, new movements ap- 
peared - impressionism, surreahm, expressionism - to reinforce this concept 
of creativity. 

As far as Islamic art is concerned, there is nothing new in all this. When 
Western philosophers now talk about intuition as a means of creativity and 
appreciation, they are only repeating what al-TawI$di had to say a thousand 
years ago: ‘Intellect is the key to the works of man . . . and inspiration is the 
key to matters divine.’ 

LIGHT 
Outside the Muslim world, the imitation of reality appears to be both the 
method and the goal of the arts. Islamic art, however, seeks not the material 
which best reflects reality but rather the forms which best express the 
Absolute. Here, the boundaries of relativism melt away, the recollections of 
perception fade and relative values recoil before the strength of light 
emanating from the heart of the universe. 

20. 11.115. 
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Islam saw light as the essence of things. God, for example, is the Light of 
‘the Heavens and the earth‘ (Qur’iin XXIV.35); the Prophet is ‘a lamp 
spreading Light’ (Qur’iin xxxTII.46); and ‘We have made (the Qur’iin) a 
Light, wherewith we guide’ (Qur’iin xLII.52). 

By means of geometric decoration, the artist sought to express light 
through the sparkling movement of six- and eight-pointed stars and multiples 
of them. 

As in decorative art, so too in archtecture, light is an essential aesthetic 
element: the light which pervades the courtyard of a house or the courtyard of 
a mosque; the gleaming white which covers the walls; the massive lighthouse 
shape of the minaret, topped with a copper chandelier (jzmozrr>. The stress 
which the artist gives to light and the prominence with which it is expressed 
are fundamental to Islamic aesthetics. 

It is argued by some that distortion (tabair) in Islamic art arises because 
perfection in art must be shunned, in accordance with the Ash‘ari school or 
because of the ‘impossibility’ of conveying reality. These views, however, stem 
from the idea that Islamic aesthetics has failed to follow the Greek model. 
They ignore the fact that Islamic aesthetics is different both in terms of origin 
and result, being linked to the causes of things rather than things themselves, 
to substance rather than appearance, to the absolute rather than the relative. 

The striving after the light (that is the essence) is one of the reasons for 
the unity of Islamic art. Tabw-r, distortion, and the arabesque confirm that this 
art belongs to the core of the universe and to the oneness which prevails in 
Islamic thought. Thus, art remains as a unifymg factor throughout time and 
across continents. 

Western artists believed in the beauty of the human body, whether the 
female body of Aphrodite or the male body of Hercules. While Islamic artists, 
on the other hand, appreciated the skiU and beauty of these works, they re- 
served to themselves the judgement that the artistic works of the Alhambra 
Palace, the Great Mosque of Cordoba, the minbar of Kairouan, the m~qornm of 
the Saljiiqs and the carvings of the Figimids were masterpieces of creativity, all 
shimmering in their blends of light and shade, as if cut from the diamond 
which is the light of existence. 

Form and content 
Islamic art derives its eloquence from the Holy Qur‘iin. Just as the content and 
form of the Holy Book combine to produce the beauty of Qur’sinic style, so 
too do form and content combine creatively to produce Islamic art, whether 
from the meanings of the geometrical and plant forms in the arabesque or 
from the meanings of the Qur‘sinic verse in calligraphy. 

The pellucid style and all-embracing content of the Qur‘h provided the 
theoretical and the artistic foundation for the creativity of Arabic calligraphy 
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and the arabesque (ruph), which is the representational form. This strove for a 
symbolic transition from word to picture, influenced by the content of the 
Qur’~. The arabesque combines both a spiritual content and a hieroglyphic 
image. Upon close examination of the arabesque and the changes in the art 
and forms of calligraphy, whether in the soft script or in the Kufic script, we 
can discern how the embellishments accompanying it have separated to form 
the arabesque. This was the art form par excellence of the Muslim artist and it 
spread, developed and evolved until it was to be found on objects of every 
kind, from architecture to clothing. 

Given the clear ties between Islamic thought, the script and the arab- 
esque, it is evident that our search for an aesthetic theory must always turn to 
the principles of Islamic doctrine and phdosophy. 

However, Islamic art was not Manichean:* which is to say that it was not 
based on a specific religious function or obligation. There is nothing in the 
Islamic Sha~-T‘u to show that art is a religious form. Yet, though certain his- 
torians wrongly consider this art to be the art of Islamic religon, it remains, 
nonetheless, the art of Islamic thought. 

Art and Islamic thought 
The legacy of Islam is a complete body of thought with a distinct personality 
in all fields of jurisprudence, science and art. Believers from all corners of the 
Muslim world have contributed in equal measure to propagate this thought 
and to deepen our understanding of it. 

Islamic art came to be practised outside the land of Islam by non-Muslim 
craftsmen and communities, particularly of the Christian faith. They helped to 
build and beautify such early architectural wonders as the Dome of the Rock, 
the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus and the Great Mosque in Cordoba. 
Although non-Islamic artis tic tradttions were reflected in these early con- 
tributions, the religon of the craftsmen dtd not affect their work. Then, they 
gradually conformed to the aesthetic and artistic traditions which evolved with 
the development of Islamic thought and its own separate identity. 

It remains apparent that Islamic art was an application of Islamic 
thought. The inter-relationship between thought and artistic form demon- 
strates that the aesthetic foundations of art had themselves been explored by 
such scholars as al-IGndi, al-FgriXbi, al-Jdpg and Abfi Hayyiin al-TawMdi. 
When we return to these sources, we find before us the first threads which 
would be woven into the philosophtcal structure of Islamic art.22 

21. Maichaeism derives from the teaching of Miini of Babil (216-c.274), who preached an 
ascetic doctrine during the Siisiinid period. H e  was a gifted artist and considered painting to 
be an important means of propagating his beliefs. 

22. See ‘A. Bahnasi, Fahdat aLfann ‘inda-l-Tawhid, Damascus, Diir al-Fikr, 1987. 
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More than a thousand years ago, Abii Hayyiin al-Taw@di succeeded in 
establishing the first comprehensive science of aesthetics. In his writings, he 
was scrupulous in attributing ideas and views quoted from his contemporaries, 
such as al-Sijistiini and al-Sayrafi. His book, al-Imhi' wa-l-mtl '&mu (Pleasure and 
Convi~i&ty)~~ is a basic source of his ideas, which can be followed up in his 
other works. 

Arabic calligraphy was and remains the field in which the creative genius 
of Muslims has flourished. Prominent among Muslim calligraphers are Qutba 
al-M&arrir, Ibn Muqla, Ibn al-Baww%b (a contemporary of al-Tawhiidz), 
Yiiqct al-MustaC@, Mir 'Ah, al-Hafi? 'Uthmiin and many others. Arabic 
calligraphy was the subject of writers such as Ibn al-Nadim in his Eh&. See 
also al-Qalqashandi and al-TawNdi for the discussion of Islamic  aesthetic^.'^ 

Ideas proposed on the philosophy of art related not only to creation in 
the script but concerned creativity in general. Mushs understood that there 
were correspondences uniting all forms of art - poetry, architecture, the 
arabesque and calligraphy. In architecture, for example, we find poetry, 
sculpture and music; in the arabesque, rhythm and dance; in calligraphy, ar- 
chtecture, song and image; while in poetry, movement, sound and form 
combine to represent all the arts, as in the famous lines of Imru' al-Qays, 
where he described his steed as charging, retreating, advancing and turning - 
'like a boulder swept by a torrent from on high'. 

Arabic calligraphy is the art of drawing and of architecture, the art of 
meanings given melodic expression. However, if we take calligraphy to ex- 
emplify creativity, the example is not confined to calligraphy alone but relates 
to all the other forms of art. 

The quest for a philosophy of Islamic art 
The contributions of the earliest thinkers were insufficient to provide a 
comprehensive theory for the philosophy of Islamic art and, following them, 
the discussion of artistic creativity was abandoned for centuries. When 
aesthetic thoughts subsequently appeared in the West, Muslims had to learn 
the rules of creativity and appreciation from this source. However, they failed 
to take account of the fact that Western aesthetics based the idea of artistic 
beauty on the nude. Thus, when the new science was taught in their 
universities and they tried to apply it to the understanding of Islamic art, they 
mistakenly accused the latter of inadequacy. 

23. See for example, Aba Hayyiin al-Taw@di, al-Imt2 wa-l-md&z.ra, ed. A. Amin and A. 
al-Zayn, 3 vols., Cairo, 1939-1944,11, p. 53. 

24. Ibn ai-Nadim, Ktcib al-Ebrist, ed. G. Flugel, 1871-1872, parsim; al-Qalqashmdi, Jubb al 
a'sbshaj sinl'at al-insha, ed. M. 'A. Ibriihim, 14 vols., Cairo, Dn al-Kutub al-Khadawiyya, 
191 3-1 9 1 9 ; al-TawMdi, al-Imta '. . . , op. it. 
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Muslims then found that modern art in the West had advanced beyond 
the rules of aesthetics inherited from Plato, transcending the human form to 
penetrate the world of its spirit, meaning, dreams and ideas. The contradiction 
between Platonic aesthetics and modern art became manifest with the advent 
of surrealism and abstract art. It was now necessary to find a new aesthetics, 
based on philosophical conceptions different from those prevailing in the age 
of Kant and Hegel. 

With the old aesthetics toppled from its position as the science of all the 
arts, the quest began for a philosophy of aesthetics specific to Islamic art. This 
was the first step on the road to a re-appraisal of Islamic art, whch orientalists 
had often considered mere decoration or abstraction because it shunned the 
representation forbidden by religion. 

Certain speciahsts in the field?5 depending on their religious or theore- 
tical background, wished to draw a distinction between the aesthetics of the 
former and other forms of aesthetics and to consider the originality of Islamic 
art and its phdosophy. However, they were unable to overcome their pre- 
conceived notions that Islamic art was begotten of prohibition, that it was a 
religous art form and that its orips lay in the Byzantine or Sasiinid art whch 
preceded it. 

Although one of these scholars26 proudly proclaimed his discovery of the 
spiral perspective in the art of miniatures, he was unable to explain its as- 
cending aspect, which was a common factor in archtecture, dance, music, 
Qur’iinic recitation and even the circumambulation of the Ka‘ba. When 
Muslim scholarsz7 then set out to look for the principles underlying a theory 
of Islamic or Arab art, hs was no doubt a positive step in efforts io explain the 
phdosophcal background of Islaniic art. 

It goes without saymg that defining the identity of Islamic art is of the 
greatest importance in determining the distinctive features of a cultural heri- 
tage which nations and reglonal and international cultural organizations are 
trymg to explain and support. Islamic art is one form of Islamic identity and 
by studying it, we can hope to achieve a more profound understanding of thls 
identity and to define its characteristics. Such an historic study wdl help to lay 
the foundations for the authentic art of the future. 

The discovery of cultural identity is not just academic research but rather 
a long-term project, which will serve to define the characteristics of a new art 
and to save it from impropriety, triviality and fragmentation. 

25. 

26. A. Papadopoulo, L’lslam.. . , op. cif., pp. 19-32. 
27. Among them we might mention Bishr FHris, Hasan Fat& Hasan Shhr A1 Sa‘id, Sayyid 

0. Grabar, Be fimatioti of(samic Art, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1973, 
pp. 19-24. 

Husayn NaSr, ‘Ah d-Law@ and ‘Abd d-Kabir Iihatibi. 
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Modernism and Islamic art 

Modern artists have been following the currents of Western art. Some among 
them have been using elements of the Islamic form in applying the new trends 
and methods, a r p g  that their aim is to modernize Islamic art. What these 
people do not realize is that modernizing one art does not mean incorporating 
it within an older one, but rather renewing the old, that is, developing it and 
pursuing the task of creation within it. Authenticity does not reside in passing 
on and repeating the old but in preserving its rules and principles. Hence, an 
aesthetics of Islamic art will serve to ensure that authenticity is achieved in 
modern works of art. 

Efforts to establish a genuine modern art are growing increasingly im- 
portant. Art critics in the Arab world, Persia and Turkey are presently in search 
of a modern art rooted in Islam. However, failure to identify the theoretical 
criteria of Islamic art will result not in authenticity but in sterile imitation and 
repetition. This would be in contradiction to the whole concept of art, which 
is based on innovation. 

Understanding the innovative elements in Islamic art will allow us to 
establish the basis for modern arts. 

The shape of the Islamic city 
The visual shape of the Islamic madihz, or city, is defined by authentic 
architectural features relating to the spiritual values associated with every part. 
The original heart of this city comprises the mosque and markets, residential 
areas and walls. 

The mosque is the focal point, where people from the same neighbour- 
hood meet for group worship, where all Muslims of the city gather for Friday 
prayer, where seekers after knowledge, young and old, come to receive in- 
struction, where scholars of religion and religious law carry on their activities 
and where the Qurk and the Haditb are recounted and read. The mosque is 
the centre from which culture radiates, so that it is surrounded by religious 
establishments, houses for the study of the Qur’gn and the fiaditb, baths, 
hospitals, .@W&Z.J,~* libraries, schools and apothecaries. 

O n  one side of the city wall, there is the citadel, erected to protect the 
ruling power and the soldiery. It is surrounded by the markets, in which 
horses, saddles and fodder are traded. 

The Muslim city thus constituted is the urban model most closely asso- 
ciated with Islamic values. This can be seen in the form of the alleyways and 
side streets, which are the arteries of the city: here narrow and winding, there 

28. A small mosque with cupola, usually belonging to a religious order, erected over the tomb 
of a Muslim saint. Teaching facilities and a hospice are attached. 
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wider and straighter, they provide shelter from sun, wind and rain and satisfy 
all the aesthetic and social needs of those who pass through them. The 
American architect Frank Lloyd Wright referred to the aesthetic quality of 
winding streets, which offer the pedestrian some new sight around each bend, 
which entertain and distract. Thus, the lmk between the home, the market 
place and the mosque is acheved effortlessly and without need for any means 
of transport. The fabric of the old city is a direct function of residential needs 
and is, therefore, quite different from the mathematical logic of zoning which 
determines the modern architectural fabric in the West. 

These alleys and streets define the parts of the city and its various 
quarters. A large city will consist of a number of districts, created one after the 
other. These districts may be populated by various clans or by those engaged 
in a particular profession, craft or trade. Ths means that the city is composed 
of ethnic groups forming social units based, on the one hand, on mutual 
solidarity and on the close ties between religous and cultural life, and on 
economic and political life, on the other.” 

Some M u s h  cities were created after the advent of Islam while existing 
cities were swiftly transformed to become Muslim both in spirit and appear- 
ance. In this way, Islam, now covering an enormous geographical area, sus- 
tained a prospering urban culture, its cities uniquely lively, forever burgeoning 
and blooming. 

Though the Muslim lands cover a vast expanse, the fundamental reahty 
remains an urban unit nurtured by Islamic monotheism. That this is the case 
can be seen from the practice that the city always faces Mecca and in the fact 
that dwelling-houses never rise hgher than the mosque. The houses them- 
selves are on two floors and one does not overlook another, so that the 
privacy of neighbours is not invaded. The outside of the house, unhke the 
interior, is modest in appearance. In Muslim cities, public parks may exist only 
in the suburbs. The city breathes through the courtyards and open halls of the 
buildings, whch provide light and air. These open spaces reflect the aspira- 
tions of believers to the Heaven promised by God to his righteous servants. 
The courtyard, with its trees, aromatic plants and fountains, is a corner of 
Paradise unparalleled in non-Muslim architecture. 

Man, as a physical and spiritual being, is the scale of the Muslim city, 
whch is planned and built around hs needs. It must satisfy various criteria: 
environmental - climate and pollution; living - leisure and security; religous - 
culture and ethcs. Thus, the Muslim city was a humane and civilized place, its 
precincts defining the features of Islamic identity predominant in all urban 
architecture. 

29. See N. Elissieff, ‘Physical Layout’, in R. B. Serjeant, ne A ~ R J ~ C  fig: Selected PapersJi-am the 
Coloquiizlm N d d  at the Afiddle East Centre, 14;ldg $ Onental Studies, Cambridge, United Engdom, 
JFom 19 to 2 3 J 4  1976, Paris, UNESCO, 1980, pp. 90-103. 
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Unfortunately, however, the human scale has been lost in modern ar- 
chitecture, due to new factors, such as the penetration of Western architectural 
ideas, the dissolution of the ties between man and city and the interference of 
secular with Islamic culture. Thus, mathematics rather than humanity has 
become the norm. The modern city, incompatible with the spirituality and 
ethcs of Islam, is driving back the old, if not to say destroying it, by makmg it 
a dumping-ground for the refuse-matter of the modern city and a slum for the 
urban poor. 

House of God, house of Paradise 
Creative genius first manifested itself in the construction of buildings whch, 
though serving various functions, were all concerned in some way with 
worshp: the mosque, the school, the hospice, the Ha&tb academies, the burial 
shrine and the hospital. Almost every other building would have a room for 
prayer recognized by the presence of a mihrzb (prayer-niche). While it would 
have non-religious functions as well, it would always be involved in the search 
for the secrets of the universe through coming closer to God. 

The most important building to incorporate the marvels of arabesque, 
calligraphy and architecture was the mosque, though these arts were not ne- 
cessary for worship, nor were they commanded by religion. O n  the contrary, 
religion discouraged them and the first mosque built by the Prophet consisted 
of no more than a roof raised on the trunks of palm-trees. For the Muslims, 
the mosque had but one basic function and that was to come close to God, to 
pray and glorify him, while facing towards the Ka'ba within the compass of 
the mihrzb, an enclosure symbolizing the house of God. The cry of the 
muezzin was a call to pray and exalt the greatness of God. 

It is to later architecture that w e  owe the now famihar elements of the 
mosque. Architects understood the mosque to be an expression of the uni- 
verse in miniature and built a house of prayer, topped by a dome to represent 
the sky, a mihrzb as the symbolic entrance and corridor linking this microcosm 
to the Ka'ba in Mecca and pointed minarets striving upwards towards the 
heavens. A copper lustre, in the form of a chandelier made up of three full 
moons and a crescent, hung in the sacred hall as a symbol to strengthen the 
bonds linking the faithful with the heavenly throne. 

Although these symbols underlining the function of the mosque could 
have remained quite unadorned, artists found them to be an appropriate 
medium for the expression of pure beauty and majesty through the arabesque 
and calligraphy. In doing so, however, the utmost caution was needed to avoid 
becoming ensnared in the subjects and aims of this world. When, as in 
Isfahiin, the building of mosques was bound up with political glorification, the 
artist strayed from the path of the spirit and began to serve purposes that were 
more or less material and political. 
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The edifice of the mosque, meanwhile, did not remain frozen in time and 
its architecture was adapted to provide the optimum conditions for the prac- 
tice of religion. The first need was to suit the structure of the mosque to the 
climate and this the architect did by providing a sanctuary, consisting of a 
covered house of prayer and a courtyard which was open to the sky and 
surrounded by colonnades. The inspiration for this design was the Prophet’s 
mosque in Medina. It persisted until the introduction of air-conditioning in 
modern times, when archtects were able to build the mosque without a 
courtyard. 

The earliest mosques, stressing the aspect of majesty, confined them- 
selves to successions of columns supporting the roof, whether directly on the 
capitals or by means of vaults and arches. The delightful form of this con- 
struction can be seen in the Umayyad Mosque in Damascus, the Great 
Mosque of Cordoba and the Si& ‘Uqba Mosque in Kairouan. The mosques at 
Cordoba and Kairouan would soon acquire artistic embellishments, but the 
Dome of the Rock and the Umayyad Mosque would certainly have been faed 
from the very beginning with the decorative carvings and mosaics that we see 
in them today. 

During the ‘Abbiisid period there emerged a religious archtecture drawn 
from the Mesopotamian tradition whch preceded Islam. This can be seen in 
the Siimarrii’ and Abii Dulaf mosques. In Fiicmid and Maghribi times (under 
the Almoravids and Almohads), mosque archtecture grew in perfection and 
variety, its unity preserved despite the acquisition of elements from Turhsh 
and Persian religious buildings. Ths architectural development reached its 
high point in the cities of Isfahiin, Cairo and Istanbul, where the finest ex- 
amples of Safawid, Mamliik and Ottoman mosques are sull to be found. 

The mosque was the focus of an Islamic city fded with sip and shops, 
caravanserais and hospitals, schools and citadels. Most important of all, 
however, was the private dwelling-house, which represented a distinctive ar- 
chtectural model, perfectly adapted to the climate and to man’s spiritual 
needs. 

One characteristic feature of the Islamic house is that it is built to face 
inwards on to an open courtyard. Whde the outside appears modest and 
austere, the walls looking on to the courtyard are decorated and painted pa- 
nelltng adorns the cehgs and walls of the rooms, the floors of which are 
bright with variegated marble. The inside temperature is controlled in such a 
way that, in the summer, fresh cool water, gushing from fountains, counter- 
acts the dryness and heat, whde in winter, the raised floors of the rooms 
provide protection against cold draughts and the high ceilings and thck wds 
of stone or baked brick with wooden cladding serve to retain heat. The outer 
courtyard acts as a barrier between the atmosphere outside and withm. It is an 
established fact that the outside air, whether hot or cold, circulates above the 
courtyard and is kept out due to the absence of openings to draw its currents. 
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Thus, the open courtyard enfolds the household, protecung it against the 
pollution and tumult of the outside world. The house is a paradise, in which 
the householder and his family dwell in harmony, surrounded by objects of 
beauty, by the very grapes, figs and flowers which the just will find in Heaven 
and by springs flowing into larger pools. Paradise is indeed in every house, 
however small.30 

The interiors display all the elements of Islamic art - decorative features 
of wood, stone, plaster and ceramic - rather than the statues and paintings 
which would have adorned baroque buildings in Europe. In addition to these, 
we find clothing, furniture, carpets, utensils and weapons, all of which, though 
articles of everyday use, were equally masterpieces of creative art. 

Arts and crafts 
There was a time in the Western world, when the term‘art’ was confined to 
statues and paintings, while the making of useful things was considered a 
minor or applied art. However, with the advent of machines and industry, 
handmade works of every kind were considered to fall within the scope of the 
fme arts. 

The handcrafts that we have inherited from the Islamic tradition were all 
fine art. Craftsmen did not distinguish between the importance of one object 
and another because of make or function, but rather because of their creative 
values. Thus, works in ceramic, wood and metal are original objects of fine art, 
forming part of the tradition of Islamic creativity. The museums of the world 
are fded with them: ceramic pots and porcelain tiles from Turkey, swords 
from Damascus, leather from Morocco, silk from M o d ,  calligraphy in floral 
Kufic, tbdnth and nmkb (from the Ottoman Empire), manuscripts and min- 
iatures from Persia. 

An unmistakable artistic unity means that Islamic o&ets d’art can be im- 
mediately identified by style and period, despite a rich variety and diversity 
springing from boundless creative freedom. Thus, Islamic art remains an im- 
portant manifestation of cultural unity and identity. 

30. See ‘A. Bahnasi, al-Zmira al- ‘Arabjyya: aljamZlbya, al-wabhdz, al-tanawwu‘, Rabat, al-Majlis al- 
Qawm- li-l-Thaqiifa al-‘Arabiyya, 1992 
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Chapter 1(a) 

THE ART O F  CALLIGRAPHY 
IN ISLAM 

MiJtafa Qir Derman 

There can be no doubt that the importance of some professions which bear 
the characteristics of ‘art’ increases even more if they aim essentially to fulfd 
the important purpose of serving humanity. As a case in point, cahgraphy, 
whose primary purpose was to meet the needs of Muslims to read and write, 
turned into an independent art form owing to the efforts encouraged by 
Islam. 

After the emergence of Islam, the first purpose was to record the divine 
text without error in the form of mu&$ which contained the Holy Qur’an in 
writing. Efforts were directed to record the characteris tics of Arabic correctly 
and completely in written form to ensure the spread of religious and scientific 
matters which were to change the world view of the Arabs completely. The 
greatest spiritual support of such efforts stemmed from the fact that the first 
Qur’iinic verse that was revealed to the Prophet began with the injunction 
‘Read !’, and later the importance of the pen in the teaching of the divine text 
was stressed (Qur’iin XCVI.l-5). The reason for this interest may lie in this 
Qur’iinic verse and others that were revealed later (Qur’iin 11.282; XXXI.27; 
LXVIII.l), as well as in the traditions of the Prophet which mention the 
script. The fact that writing was the most permanent factor whch made it 
possible for the quickly expanding Islam to spread into different regions per- 
fectly and without any shortcomings, was another important reason for this 
interest. 

T h e  origin of the Arabic script and its spread 
after the emergence of Islam 
There are a number of opinions concerning this issue. According to the most 
reliable view, before the advent of Islam an early form of the Arabic script, 
which was originally derived from Phoenician, was used by the Nabataean 
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people outside the I;Iij&. In its original form, called Nabataean, letters of the 
Arabic script consisted of very simple forms and bore no sign of the great 
aesthetic value which they acquired later. With the emergence of Islam, 
especially after the Hijra (the emigration of the Prophet from Mecca to M e h a  
in 622), the Arabic script was glorified as it became the means of writing for 
this new religon. Naturally, owing to the spread of Islam, it did not remain 
confined to Arabia and the Arabs. 

Almost all peoples who embraced Islam adopted the Arabic script, above 
all because of religious perseverance. For this reason, a few centuries after the 
Hijra, it became the common asset not only of a nation, but of the of entire 
Islamic zlmma; ‘Arabic script,, which was correctly used to denote the essence 
and origin of this form, was later expanded in meaning to be defined more 
correctly as ‘Islamic calligraphy’. The reader should not be surprised at the 
fact that this art emerged with a religious character and continued this way for 
a long time. It should be remembered that the arts which emerged in Europe 
during the Renaissance dealt with religious themes and were subject to this 
influence for centuries, too. 

Those who are f d a r  with Arabic or the various languages which used 
the Arabic script throughout history will know that in this writing system most 
of the letters undergo structural changes according to their position at the 
beginning, in the middle or at the end of a word. This script, after it had 
developed into an art form, was open to endless changes and innovations 
characteristic of art itself, because the letters were connected with each other 
in a very vivacious way to captivate the eye, while it was also possible to write 
the same word or sentence in different compositions. Individual letters by 
themselves could be written in several ways; moreover, there was a surpris- 
ingly abundant number of forms that could be achieved by using the types of 
script that will be introduced below. 

Considering all these facts, one cannot but agree with the following 
concise def~tion of the art of calligraphy in Islamic sources: ‘Calligraphy is 
spiritual geometry constructed with material instruments.’ And this art con- 
tinued to develop throughout the centuries with an aesthetic understanding in 
line with this definition. 

T h e  development of Islamic calhgraphy 
Although in the beginrung only a small number of people knew the Arabic 
script, the means to learn and teach it developed quickly and in time it was 
equipped to record the Qur‘iin without any errors and, hence, the language 
generally without any imperfection. There were no letters or signs to represent 
the vowels in the Arabic alphabet. According to the requirements of Arabic, at 
first couloured dots and, about one century later, special diacritical marks for 
the letters (bur&) were invented to denote the short vowels carried by the 
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consonants. Lkewise, a method called raqsh was developed which entailed the 
use of dots (in the beginning, slanted lines) in different positions (above, 
below) and numbers (1, 2, 3,) to denote structurally similar letters whch 
would otherwise read by conjecture. In time, to prevent possible confusion, 
special signs (midmal) were used in order to drstinguish undotted letters ’from 
dotted letters of the same shape. Although there are different views as to the 
dates when these movements to improve the script began, they developed 
within the first two centuries after the Hijra and mostly concern Arabic 
philology. But, the ornamental shapes of the dots, diacritical marks and 
undotted marks all played a great r6le in the development of calligraphy into 
an art. The definite article (alzj%m), which was frequently used in the Arabic 
script, was an element of balance adding to the beauty of the script. 

Northern Arabic script was known under different names, depending on 
the places where it developed in different periods, namely as AnbZrf or flirf 
(from al-Anbar and al-Hira), MnkkT( Meccan) when it reached the Hijiiz and 
mnduni (Medinan) after the Hijra (these last two scripts developed together 
under the name of H@yi). The Holy Qur’an was the first Islamic text to be 
arranged in the form of a book and was originally parchment on Meccan- 
Medinan script with black ink, without dots and diacritical marks. These first 
attempts lacked the artistic touch of the later examples. 

At this point, let us leave aside the historical development of the art of 
calhgraphy and briefly introduce the instruments and materials used in ex- 
ecuting this art to help the reader follow the test more easily. 

Instruments and materials used in Islamic calligraphy 

PAPER A N D  EARLY MATERIALS 

In the pre-Islamic period and the preliminary stages of Islam, the various 
materials used for writing were the following: peeled branches and twigs of 
date-palm, shoulder-blades and ribs of cattle, such as camels and the like, soft 
whte stones called Lib$, tanned animal-skins and, finally, the most precious 
one, silk or cotton cloths known as mzkhraq, whose surface had been glossed 
after being soaked in gum. 

The need for other new materials arose with the spread of Islam when 
the importance of writing began to increase. The following materials became 
available upon the conquest of Egypt: leaves of the papyrus plant called bar& 
- later known as qi@Zs - and qab@, whch was similar to nzakhraq. In the 
second half of the eighth century, leather and papyrus were widely used, first 
in Samarqand and later in Baghdad, unul the manufacture of paper was in- 
troduced in the eighth century. They were then gradually replaced by this new 
and beautiful material. But bur& remained prevalent as it was found abun- 
dantly in Egypt. In later periods paper, which was also manufactured in Syria 
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and Palestine, passed on to Sicily and Andalusia by way of North Africa. 
Europe became acquainted with paper after its production started in these 
areas as well. 

As the artistic features of calhgraphy were emphasized, the production of 
paper and the variety of its types increased. During the eras of the Mamliiks, 
Tiiiirids, Safawids and Ottomans, a widespread method was often used 
whereby paper was first dyed in a faded colour, then its surface was glossed 
(;qqal, ZkhZr) by applying rice powder, starch or flour which had been boiled 
in water, or by rubbing it with egg-white, whose viscosity was eliminated by 
adding alum. 

THE KINDS OF INK 
Although the formula for the ink used in Islamic calligraphy includes many 
additive materials, it consists essentially of a suspension which is obtained by 
pounding for a long time soot, extracted by burning oily substances such as 
beeswax, naphtha and linseed oil, together with a solution of gum Arabic. At 
first, the inkpot was made of carved wood, later of ceramic, glass or metal. A 
piece of raw sdk (@a) was placed in the inkpot so that it would absorb the ink 
and prevent it from flowing too much. Practical writing-sets (dm-t, gab.@) were 
developed in the earlier centuries by attaching a cylindrical or prismatic reed- 
holder to the inkpot. The most widely used ink was made from black soot; 
red, blue, yellow and green inks, made from natural materials, were also used. 
Splendid works were produced by using gold ink obtained by mixing pounded 
gold-leaf, which was then reduced to minute particles, with a gelatinous 
solution. 

THE PEN 
The rims of the reeds which grew in hot countries were opened by cutting 
with a qalamtirarh (penknife). The width of the nib of the pen would be 
determined according to whether the script was to be thin or thick. The nib of 
the pen was sharpened on a long, thin, but small ivory plate (it could also be 
made of bone or tortoise-shell) called migatta (or, wrongly, maq&9. A vertical 
incision would be made in the middle of the nib to allow the ink to flow. 
Special wooden pens were prepared for writing thicker scripts. [Fig. 1 .] 

OTHER INSTRUMENTS 
As the calligrapher is seated with his knee in a perpendicular position when he 
performs his art, he needs a small portfolio on which to place a sheet of paper. 
In addition, a frame of cardboard (mi@j, with parallel threads stretched on it 
according to the arrangement of the lines, serves as a ruler. 
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VI-1 (a). 1 Various reed pens used in writing thin andjah (thick) scripts 
0 M. U@ Derman Collection, Istanbul 

In the centuries when calligraphy was held in favour, great importance 
was attached to the instruments and materials employed in order to perfect 
th~s art. A subsidiary industry of fine craftsmanshp emerged, particularly for 
the manufacture of audiary instruments. In the modern times, one can see 
the most ingenious examples of such instruments - especially those dating 
from the Ottoman period - in museums and collections. [Fig. 21 
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VI-l(a).2 The writing-set of the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed V 
(Reshgd) (1844-1918). Four inkpots, two reed pens with their nibs 
in a case, paper scissors, miqa.t?a (maqp'), a pen-knife with its cap in 

a case, ivory stirring-stick, paper-knife 
0 Museum of Turkish-Islamic Works 

The development of calligraphy into different styles 
Now let us continue from where w e  had stopped. The following two varieties 
of the Northern Arabic script, which were in evidence from earliest times, 
continued after the advent of Islam. A script consisting of characters with 
sharply pointed angles was devoted to the copying of m.&~gs and permanent 
correspondence, and engraving on stone. It was used in Damascus and, 
mostly, in Kufa. Hence, it came to be known as the I<ufic script. The other 
kind, characterized by a cursive hand instead of sharp angles, could be written 
swiftly and was used in daily and official correspondence, but it was more 
suitable for executing art forms, owing to its cursive and soft characters. In the 
Umayyad period, this script developed more quickly and was used more 
frequently in Damascus. In the eighth century, pens with nibs of a particular 
width were developed on the basis of this script and, gradually, a number of 
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new kmds of calligraphy began to emerge according to the type of pen. The 
first known examples of such scripts are the ja&l (splendid), reserved for grand 
script, and the official standaxd large script called ti%z&-. This latter word 
means ‘roll (of paper)’ in Arabic. Since official state correspondence was also 
written on leather (and later, on paper) of certain sizes, being then rolled and 
sent to the authority concerned in a sealed cover, naturally, the script devoted 
to this activity was given the same name. It was probably Qutba al-M4arrir 
(d. 154/771) who invented the tzimzrscript. The masters ?a&& b. ‘Ajliin and 
Ishaq b. Hammad, who lived in this period, contributed greatly to the 
evolution of calligraphy into an art. Ibriihim al-Sijzi, a student of Ishnq, 
invented two types of pen and, hence, two forms of script corresponding to 
the thuluthzn (two-thirds) and thzalcdth (one-third) of the tim5rpen. Ibriihim al- 
Sijzi’s brother Yfisuf Laqwa invented the iZsZ script (later known as tawqic5t), 
whde al-Sijzi’s student &mad Ahwal (third/ninth century) invented the qalam 
al-nisf(half pen) based on the ‘grand’ pen reserved for the timzr. H e  also 
developed the khajf al-nid (light half) and the khajf al-thuhth (light third), 
which were reserved for the thmner h e s  of the ‘third’ and the ‘half. The 
scripts called mmalsal (unbroken), mu ‘5mar5t and &a: are also attributed to 
Ahmad Ahwal. 

As is clear from their names, these new types of script, based on the 
$&tZr, were written with a pen whose nib was reduced in width to a certain 
proportion (half, one-thrd, two-thds). While the resulting scripts gained new 
characteristics as a result of this reduction, the term qalam (pen), which basi- 
cally referred to the writing-instrument, was also used more generally to de- 
note cakgraphy. However, the term kt3a.g was used rather than qalam to 
denote scripts (@a$, mzlC6marZt.) which had been devised for certain fields of 
application without being based on the proportional reduction of the nib of 
the pen. 

In the ‘Abbasid period, thanks to the developing scholarly and artistic 
movements, a growing interest in books emerged and the number of warr5q.r 
(copyists) who produced them increased in the major cities, especially in 
Baghdad. The script whch they used for copying books was called warrzqt; 
mubaqqq or ‘IrziqZ. Approximately from the end of the thnd/ninth century 
onwards, thanks to the efforts of calhgraphers in search of beauty, the script 
grew into a proportionate form and was called al-khatt al-qk wa-l-maw@n 
(original and balanced script). The Ibn Muqla brothers, who were the students 
of Ishnq b. Ibrahim al-Barbari, hold a special place among those who devel- 
oped these scripts to an advanced level. At present, there are no samples of 
calligraphy which are definitely known to have been produced by Abii ‘Ali b. 
Muqla (d. 328/940). Abii ‘Abd Allah (d. 338/949) and Abti ‘Ali (the better 
known of the brothers, who was also a wa@r (minister)), set the rules for the 
order and harmony of calligraphy; such scripts were called al-khaki al-manfcb 
(proportioned script). This type, which emerged first as ‘measured’ and later 
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as ‘proportioned’, is based on the qkim al-sitta (the six pens), whch wdl be 
discussed below. Although some sources state that Ibn Muqla derived this 
style from the Kufic script and introduced some changes, this view is not held 
in favour. 

Along with these developments, the Kufic script pig. 31 enjoyed a period 
of brilliance, particularly when used for copying m14:&$5. It showed differences 
in the areas where it spread. It was characterized by a cursive hand in North 
African countries. It reached its most perfect form in Andalusia and the 
Maghrib under the name of Maghribi in the fourth / tenth century and re- 
mained the dominant script for a long time. Again, from the fourth/tenth 
century onward it was known as Eastern Kufic in Iran and to the east of that 
region, where it was used until the spread of the aqhm al-5itta. A style of Kufic 
script which is differentiated by a few letters in the form of a weaver’s shuttle 
is called Qarmathian Kufic by some. 

The variety of script known as Qayrawiin Kufic reflects a different style 
which bears the characteristic of Eastern Kufic, during the transition period to 
the Maghribi script. 

VI-l(a).3 Classical Kufic script written on parchment dating 
from the thirdlninth century. 

Structurally similar letters are not differentiated with dots. 
The hayakas (special diacritical marks for the letters) 

are represented with dots 
0 Istanbul University Library, Yildiz Section, Istanbul 
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Particularly in the sixth/twelfth century, a larger Kufic script as found 
mostly on monuments acquired a decorative and sometimes geometric char- 
acter with the addtion of some ornamental elements. As well as plaited, 
floriated and foliated forms, squared and rectangular geometric shapes were 
used, whch are also called ma ‘q&, bawzz? and shairaq,? in late sources. 

A form of the proportioned script known as wawzqfaround the bep- 
ning of the fifth/eleventh century was generally devoted to book-copying and 
thus was also known as naskhT. The mabaggag (tightly woven) and ray&nf 
(fragrant) scripts were derived from this form. 

Ibn al-Bawiib (d.413/1022), who was a brikant man of h s  period, 
developed the style of Ibn Muqla, whch thus continued to be used until the 
mid-seventh/thirteenth century. Ibn I(hazin (d. 51 8/1124), who employed 
the same style, influenced the tuzuq,?‘ and bqz‘ scripts. With their emergence of 
these scripts, the types known all together as uq/zm al-sitta, ‘the six styles’, were 
completed with the addition of thhzilutb. However, when the tbuhth script was 
added to ths group, it must have lost its origmal meaning implying propor- 
tion. 

Although the naskh,? script has a thin structure, for some unknown rea- 
son, in some studies the grand script used in the inscriptions of ths period, 
which must be calledjuh!, has been termed nuskhi and even dvided into 
branches such as Ayyiibid (569-658/1173-1260), Atabeg (521-658/1127- 
1260) and SaljUq (430-590/ 1040-1 194). However, the jab. script continued 
unul the uqlZm ul-sitta were fully developed and was then replaced byjuh thiduth 
(clear thnluth) . 

The aqlzm al-.&a during the period of Yaqtit 
The aqhm ai-sitta group of scripts (thulnth, nuskhi, muhuqqaq, raybZn,?, tuivq,?‘ and 
dq29, whose artistic features were gradually emphasized, was characterized by 
the term ‘pen’ rather than ‘calligraphy’ since its members emerged from the 
same basic form as a result of differentiation. It was during the period of 
Yiiqut al-Musta‘simi (d.698/1298) cFig.41, who lived in Baghdad in the 
seventhlthrteenth century, that all the rules of this script were determined 
and it was written accordingly. 

Unul Yaqut’s time, the nib of the reed pen was trimmed flat. He in- 
troduced an innovation and cut the nib with a slant towards the calligrapher, 
which added an attractive aspect to the art of cahgraphy. As the uql& al-sitta 
were now established with all their rules as a part of Islamic calligraphy, apart 
from the scripts introduced above, the following types, some of whch only 
exist in name at present, were abandoned: mu‘amaq, &bq; p z b z ,  mzfu&ab, 
lu ’lu 9, mu ‘uluq, mmuL buwzshi. 

Baghdad was occupied by the Ilkhanids during Yaqiit’s lifetime (656/ 
1258). Mamlak rule was newly established (648/1250) in Egypt (Cairo) and, 
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VI-l(a).4 A page in mz&zqqq script by Ynqiit al-Musta‘siw-. 
(His signature on the left-hand page is in taw@ script). 

It is dated 681/1281 
0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library, Istanbul 

hence, also in Syria (Damascus, Aleppo), where the rest of the Caliphate was 
recognized. The Mamliik calligraphers persistently followed Ibn al-Bawwgb’s 
style. However, they did not totally overlook Ygqet’s. But Ibn al-Bawwiib’s 
style was finally to be abandoned in Egypt. O n  the other hand, during the 
period of the Ilkh&ds (654-754/1256-1353), who fully embraced Islam, 
Ygqut’s style spread in the areas where they ruled and the state supported the 
art of calltgraphy, as was the case in the Mamhk territories. 

Yiiqfit had died by this time, but his students in the first and the second 
generations spread his style of cahgraphy as far as Anatolia, Iran and 
Transoxiana. However, only individual examples of Ygqet’s style reached 
North African countries beyond Egypt and the Maghrib. Local scripts origi- 
nating from the Kufic style were preferred in those regions and this favour is 
still prevalent. 

The ninthlfifteenth century was an extraordmary period for Samarqand 
and Hariit, not only in calligraphy but in all the arts of book-making 
(illumination, miniatures, binding). Timar (d. 807/1405), who brought an end 
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to the rule of the Jalii'irids (736-835/1336-1431) in Baghdad in 795/1393, 
sent all the artists of this city to Samarqand. His grandson Biiysonghor M-rzii 
(d. 837/1433) opened a glorious period for these arts with his efforts in cal- 
ligraphy and the other branches of art. 

The same dynasty continued with this attitude unul the end of the reign 
of Husayn Bayqara (873-911/1469-1506). Naturally, the most beautiful ex- 
amples of Yiiqiit's style in the aqhm al-Jitta date from this period. Likewise, the 
Aq Qoyunl~ (780-908/1378-1502) and the Safawid dynasty (907-1145/ 
1501-1732) which followed them, greatly valued the arts of the book and 
calligraphy. In the B2burid state (932-1275/1526-1858), of Turkish original 
founded by Babur in India, the craftsmen from Persia influenced the art of 
calligraphy. 

Before w e  introduce scripts such as ta'lig (suspension) and nastu 'kq, 
whch had just emerged in these periods, let us examine the activities related to 
the art of calhgraphy in Anatolia. 

During the period of the Anatolian Saljuqs (471-708/ 1078-1308), the 
Kufic script was no longer used in books. In the era of the Principalities (472- 
864/ 1080-1460) and from the establishment of the Ottomans (698/1299) 
onwards, the styles of Ibn al-Bawwiib and later of Yaqut were prevalent in those 
regions. After the conquest of Istanbul (837/1453), thus city became the cultural 
and artistic centre of the Islamic world. Before examining the art of calhgraphy 
in the Ottoman period, let us briefly review the oglriir/ ul-sittu in their state of 
maturity. These six types of script can be examined in groups of two which 
depend on one another: thc/l&-naskhT, r??zlbaqqaq-r~~ibhiillt, tawqTC-t+ic. [Fig. 51 . 

W e  the first elements of these three groups (thzhth, m4baqqaq, tuwqF) 
are written with a reed pen with a wider nib (about two mm.), the second 
group (nuskhl; rqbZnT, 77q29 is written with a reed pen with a nib of about one 
mm. width. In regard to the character of the script, mubuqq-gczq and r&;)MG, on 
the one hand, and tawqT' and .pi', on the other, are very much alike, the first 
elements of these pairs being in larger format. Ths is not the case for thidtlth 
and nuskhf, however. There are clear differences between them in regard to 
form, apart from the size. The extremely thn form of naskhi, whch is as fine 
as dust (ghzibZr), is called theghzibzrf script. ?7xdc/th, which is called C~YHPZ ul-khup 
(mother of calligraphy) in old sources, is the most prone to lend itself to 
artistic forms among the aqlim a/-sittu. Owing to the cursive and stretched 
character of its letters, it invited very rich forms and new compositions. Ths is 
more evident in the jah thzllzith script on monuments, whch is written with a 
pen with a very wide nib so that it can be read from a distance oak means 
'large, evident'). ilhsalsal (continuous) is the form of tbd& or juh thuhth 
which is written without breaking the groups of words or letters; the form in 
which the same two passages were written facing one another and intersecting 
in the middle was called nmthannd (mirror-image). These two were often used 
and added various forms to the existing ones. 
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VI-l(a).5 A qit'a in thuhth-nashkT by Hiifiz 'Othmw 
0 Collection of Kubbealti Foundation for Culture and Art, Istanbul 

The various types of nask.hTscript, which had been written with a fine pen 
despite the cursive character of their letters, always depended on the ar- 
rangement of the h e s  and were not suitable for use in compositions; they 
were used in copying long texts, mainly the Holy Qur'an (m.z&aJ. 

Mzbaqqaq and r&ZnT, which closely resembled each other, were suitable 
for writing in lines because flat letters were dominant in them. Until the six- 
teenth century, mgbaqqaq and rqbZni were used for copying large- and small- 
sized mzqbafs, respectively. In some cases, all of the above three scripts were 
used, following an order of arrangement, in copying mu&$ (eighth/four- 
teenth-tenthlsixteenth centuries). 

TawqT' and bqZ, which are very close in regard to the character of the 
scripts, were largely confined to official correspondence and rarely used for 
multiple copying of books. As a requirement of Arabic, harakzt (diacritical 
marks) and other signs which are necessary for correct reading were employed 
in all of these six types of script. The nmkhT, tawqi' and bqi' scripts may also 
be written without dacritical marks. However, after the emergence of the 
&w& (administrative) andjah &wZnT styles in the Ottoman period, tawqT' was 
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used in more restricted areas, while riqL7‘ developed into a form known as &a 
(licence), which was preferred in writing all kinds of certificates (in the fields 
of cahgraphy, learning and religous orders). 

The aqhm al-fitia in the Ottoman period 
The calligrapher Shaykh Hamd Alliih (d.926/1520) pig. 61, who came to 
Istanbul from Amasya, aesthetically evaluated Yiiqfit’s calligraphic works with 
the encouragement of the Ottoman ruler Biiyazid I1 (851-918/1448-1512), 
who was his student at the same time. H e  thus developed a new style, whch 
was different in appearance but in essence not contrary to Yiiqiit’s principles. 
Among the aqhm ul-&tu, this process of refinement introduced by the Shaykh 
is best seen and felt in the naskbf script. In the tenth/sixteenth century, when 
the Ottoman lands reached their widest extent, the style of the Shaykh was 
established in favour while Yiiqtit’s began to be forgotten. Another 
calhgrapher by the name of Ahmad Qara Hisiiri (d. 963/1556) tried to revive 
Yiiqiit’s style in Istanbul, but this attempt did not last for more than a 
generation of calligraphers. Since the Ottomans found nuskhf more congenial 
for mzl~bdfcopying, gradually the mzlbaqqclq and the rqbZnZ, where flat letters 
were dominant, were used less and less. Tdwqf‘ was replaced by its dunner 
form, namely riiqZ‘, under the name of iczxet hutti. Shaykh uamd Allah‘s style, 
whch lasted for more than 150 years, was replaced by Hiifi? ‘Othmiin’s 
(1052-11 10/1642-1698) at the end of the seventeenth century. Ths great man 
of calligraphy found his own style through the aesthetic evaluation of Shaykh’s 
calligraphc works and thus the latter’s style was forgotten. Hi&? ‘Othmiin’s 
still prevds today. 

In the ninteenth century, however, two Ottoman calhgraphers by the 
names of Kazasker Mustafii ‘Izzet (1216-1293/1801-1876) and Mehmed 
Shawqi (1 245-1 304/ 1829-1 887) interpreted Hiifi? ‘Othmiin’s works in dif- 
ferent ways and perfected those types of the u q h z  ul-sdtu whch are used 
today. 

Jukthzlhth, whch could be read from far off and was used on monu- 
ments, reached its final stage thanks to the efforts of Mustafii Riiqim (1171- 
1241 / 17 57-1 826). H e  was knowledgeable in drawing and perspective and 
combined Hiifiz ‘Othmiin’s style of tbzlLutb with thejali style in a htherto 
unprecedented way. S m i  Efendi (1253-1330/1838-1912) perfected the jub 
thulutb script which is in use today. 

Other styles of script 
The nasta‘bq script has the broadest field of application after the aq& ul-s-sitta. 
It emerged from the development of the ta‘bq script whch originated from 
tawqf‘, with the addition of some changes in Iran from the seventh/thrteenth 
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VI-l(a).6 Aqhm al-sitta (the six pens) by Shaykh Hamd 
Ugh. From top to bottom: 

tbuhtb, naskbz; mubaqqaq, q&n$ tayP and rig 'a 
0 Collection of Kubbealti Foundation for Culture and Art, Istanbul 
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century onwards. Tuc@ was used by the mzlnsbTs (secretaries) in official 
correspondence. 

Because nasta ‘bq replaced the tu ‘hq, it was called naskb-i ta ‘bq to reflect 
this. However, since the pronunciation of the phrase was difficult, the letter 
following the sound kb was elided and the orthography was changed into 
nasta‘tiq. The characteristics of this script began to emerge in the eighth/ 
fourteenth century and in the &&/fifteenth century it reached its golden age 
through the efforts of Mir ‘Ali Tabrizi (d. 850/1446). During the times of the 
Qara Qoyunln (782-873/1380-1468) and Aq Qoy~dii (780-914/1378-1508) 
dynasties, this script was introduced into Anatolia for the purpose of copying 
books, but it came to be known under the name of ta‘kq in Istanbul. Again, in 
Iran in the ninthlfifteenth century it was interpreted differently by the calli- 
graphers ‘Abd al-Rahman Khwarizmi and Ja‘far-i Tabrizi and was dwided into 
two styles. 

The first style, which was not favoured in its birthplace, spread in India. 
Great cahgraphers flourished in the second style during the Safawid period 
(907-1145/1501-1732) and ‘Imad al-Hasani (d. 1024/1615) developed 
nmta‘&q to the highest level of perfection. At this point, let us note that from 
the seventeenth century onwards, the six styles in Iran, which were influenced 
by the nmtu‘hq script, no longer carried the characteristics of YaqGt’s style. 

The nastu ‘kq script was already used in Istanbul under the name of ta ‘kq. 
Through the works of Darwish ‘Abdi of Bukharn (d. 1057/1647), who was 
‘Imiid’s student, it was used more extensively in Istanbul and the calligraphers 
who imitated ‘Imad were called ‘5zZd-i Rim (‘Imad of Anatolia). Among those 
who followed this style, one may name Mehmed As‘ad (d. 1213/1798), who 
was known by the nickname Yasiiri (because he was left-handed). Just as the 
Shaykh applied his aesthetic evaluation of Ynqiit’s calligraphy in the previous 
periods, he chose the more appeahng aspects of ‘Imiid’s work and produced the 
Turkish style in ta‘hq script. His son Yasar-ziide Mustafii ‘Izzet (d. 1265/1849) 
set the rules of thejaLta‘Lq script, which is still used in modern Turkey. 

In Iran, the nustu‘kq script, whch is written quickly and without strict 
observance of rules, is called shikastu. It was mostly used in official corre- 
spondence. The script which emerged in Iran under the name of tu‘kq was 
introduced by mtlnshzs who went to Istanbul from the Aq QoyunlG Palace after 
877/1473. Cahgraphers worked on this script and harmonized it with taw@‘, 
thus producing the Ottoman dzvinnZ scripts, without diacritical marks, and the 
more intricate and glorious jati diwzni, with diacritical marks. These preserved 
their particular script characteristics for over 400 years. 

In the Ottoman period, the Sultan’s official monogram (itlgbrZ), whch 
was written in the name of the ruler, represented the state unul the end of his 
reign. Mustafa &qim (1171-1241/1757-1826) [Fig. 7] finally gave this special 
emblem, which contained the names of the Sultan and hs father and the 
prayer for victory, an aesthetic and mathematical unity. 
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VI-l(a).7 A prayer to keep away the evil eye calligraphed by Mustaf5 Rnqim 
for Sd@n Mahmud I1 (1785-1839) and dated 1227/1812 

0 Private collection. Istanbul 
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VI-l(a).8 A Afuruqqu' consisting of two slanted qi.tCu.r in nustuChq 
by W-r 'Ah al-I<iitib on the left and by 'Imiid al-Hasani on the right, 

ths latter being dated 1015/1607 
0 Istanbul University Library, Yildiz Section, Istanbul 

Rtq'u emerged among the Ottomans as a script that carried the char- 
acteristic of a cursive hand. It was used in official correspondence under the 
name rig'u of Biib-i 'fi (Rtq'u of the Sublime Porte). A variety of this script, 
whose rules were set more clearly, was known as the riqcu of 'Izzet Efend 
(1257-1320/1841-1903). The script, whch was also called x&5qat 
(accountancy) and was devoid of artistic refinements, was used in financial 
documents and registers as a cipher. 

The historical progress of the art of calligraphy shows that it developed 
during the high periods of the leading states in the Islamic world. The 
Umayyad and 'Abbiisid regimes were followed by the Muslim dynasties in 
Andalusia, the Mamluks of Egypt, the Timurids, the Safawids and, finally, the 
Ottomans. To name all the artists who devoted great efforts to this field of art 
would fd &IS chapter with a long list of names. Here, w e  have mentioned only 
the names of the epoch-mahng calligraphers. Such scripts as were known by 
the names of persons or places (Biibur, Bihiir, Qandasi) have not been in- 
cluded in the narrow framework of this chapter as long as they remained on 
the local level. As a matter of fact, not all works of calhgraphy reflect high 
artistic achevements. 
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Fields of application of calligraphy 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Let us glance briefly at the vast range of applications of calligraphy. 
Books. Before the development of the printing-press, manuscript books 
were widespread. Among them, the Holy Qur'iin occupies the leading 
place. Lkewise, sections of mu;bafs, collections of prayers and prayers of 
religious orders were all assembled in books. Alongside these come col- 
lections of tradtions and other scholarly works 
Of course, it would be ridiculous to think that all manuscripts represent 
works of calligraphy. However, statesmen and well-to-do personalities 
encouraged this art in order to possess beautiful works and to support 
the artists. In the later centuries, n a M 2  and fine nasta'bq were used 
mostly for copying books. 
Copied passages (&'a). These are works produced in a special form, 
consisting of passages copied in one kind of script (for example, 
nata 'hq), or two (for example, tbulutb-naskbi m~$aqqaq-ra$ini.) on one 
side of the paper only, and as large as a medium-sized book. They are 
pasted on wide cardboard sheets, leaving an equal space on all sides. The 
surrounding area is illuminated. Albums which contain collections of 
such passages are called mwaqqz. [Fig. 8.1 
Call&pbicplates. During the last two centuries, calligraphic plates in jab 
script were in demand, particularly among the Ottomans. Thus, the art of 
calligraphy could be displayed on the interior walls of houses in the form 
of a picture, representing a beauty that appealed to the beholder, who 
could both read it and look at it. The @bat ul-nabi (Embellishment of the 
Prophet), which contains the description of the Prophet, has an excep- 
tional place among cahgraphic plates. [Fig. 9.1. 
The art of illumination emerged from and developed as a result of efforts 
to make the three above-mentioned forms more attractive through or- 
namentation, with designs of an oriental flavour in gold and various other 
colours. 
&h scripts, which are large enough to be seen from a distance, are em- 
bossed on stone, executed on glazed tile and baked, in countries with a 
climate with favourable external conditions, or applied to walls with 
paint. Examples of calligraphy in mosques and inscriptions on monu- 
ments fall into this category. Although less frequently, the jah script is 
also used in wood-carving and metal engraving. 
In addition to the above, there are several other special applications, such 
as the decoration of ceramics (oil lamps, vases and the like), whch axe 
then baked, engraving on precious stones and work in gold relief on 
metal. However, the calligraphy often lost its original grace as a result of 
such applications. 
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vl-l(a).9 A @~MZ Iaw&z dated 1209/1794, calligraphed in 
nizlhaqqffq-tbr~bt-n~~~h by a w o m a n  calhgrapher, 
‘Isma ‘Ibrat. Illumination by M e h m e d  Shawqi 

0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library 
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The learning and teaching of calligraphy 

Throughout history calligraphy has been taught privately in schools and 
privately. The calligraphers took great care not to perform ths art on a purely 
material business basis. Talented students who took lessons in this art at a 
young age developed an interest in it in the future and even the less capable 
ones trained their eyes for orderliness and beauty through learning calligraphy. 
The aesthetic measure of calligraphy is the rhomboid dot which is produced 
by the reed pen. The dot determines the length, curved lines and slant of the 
letters. In other words, learning calligraphy was the first step towards living a 
well-balanced life. Instruction in calligraphy is completed by first teaching the 
letters one by one, then as components of words and sentences. Afterwards, 
when the student has reached the point of imitating a piece of calligraphy 
exactly, he is given a diploma and the right to put his signature under his 
works. 

There are several reasons which account for the continuing development 
of the art into the twentieth century: a) the transmission of the skill from 
master to student on the basis of a firm method of teaching, founded on 
patience, and through presentation of an Jii~eet-mime (certificate), which was a 
requirement (the fact that calligraphy was not taught in return for money had a 
positive effect on its progress); b) the adaptability of its structure to change 
and innovation, rather than remaining in a state of stagnation; c) of all the 
branches of Islamic art, there is none in Europe comparable to calligraphy, 
hence perhaps it is the only art that escaped Western influence. Thus, it was 
not spoiled. 

The power of present-day technology leads the interest of man away 
from handicrafts which require patience. However, this situation does not 
prevent man from learning the beauties of earlier times and applying them to 
the facilities of the modern day (such as printing). 

Throughout the centuries, Muslim calligraphers dedicated their efforts to 
developing the most graceful writing system, which was the mirror that re- 
flected the first divine injunction revealed to the Muslims in the word 'Read!' 
Thus, the calligraphers who produced the distinpshed works of the Islamic 
cultural heritage deserve to be remembered with prayers for God's mercy and 
grace upon them and with gratitude. 
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ISLAMIC MINIATURES 
Nzrhan A t a q  

Islamic miniature art is a style of painting which originated in the countries 
which saw the birth and advent of Islam. A product of the synthesis achieved 
through a blending of the new religion and the traditions of the countries 
whch came under its dominance, ths style of painting developed and 
continued as one of the arts of the book. Although portrayals had not been 
explicitly forbidden in the Qur’gn, the maxims of the Prophet Muhammad and 
the interpretations of the Holy Book were apparently aimed at preventing a 
propensity for worshipping representations or idols and, in order to accustom 
people to this ban, the masters of painting in the Islamic world were directed 
into a path distinct from that of Western painting and prevented from any 
possible inclination towards working on light and shade, perspective and a 
three-dimensional style. The production of portraits, reliefs or sculptures of 
people, which survived from pre-Islamic times, could only continue until the 
secondleighth century in the Islamic countries, but it finally came to an end, 
other than in painting. The artist adopted a two-dimensional and ornamental 
style which was already known to the old Middle Eastern art tradition. 

Islamic painters found a way to escape an attitude that could be inter- 
preted as an imitation of God’s creativity by using human figures only on 
pages of books. When Western scholars first began to research and examine 
the Islamic art of painting, they called this practice miniature-painting, simply 
because these pictures were executed in small dimensions in books. Later on, 
scholars in Islamic countries replaced the terms ‘ornamentation’ and 
‘representation’ with the Western concept of miniature. 

Arab culture and art merged with those of late antiquity through the 
influence of Islam during the Umayyad (39-101/660-720) and ‘Abbzsid 
(132-655/750-1258) periods. To the east of the Euphrates they met with the 
Parthian-Sgsiinid and Mesopotamian cultures and to the west they en- 
countered the Hellenistic and Roman culture and art, which had been adopted 
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by the Byzantine world. The victories won by the Islamic armies over the 
S%%nids at Talas in 20/641 and over the Chinese at the same place in 132/750 
first introduced Central Asian and especially Uighur influence and later on 
brought the influence of the Far East and China into Islamic art. 

During the Umayyad and ‘Abbasid periods wall-paintings using the 
fresco and mosaic technique, whch preserved the Byzantine, Hellenistic and 
late Roman traditions, were used in secular and religious buildings. Examples 
of this art movement are the Great Mosque of Damascus, Qasr d-Qusayr 
‘Amrii, Khirbat al-Mafjar and Qasr al-Khayr. 

When the caltphs started choosing their guards from amongst the Turks, 
there appeared an Uighur influence from the East. Ths style, whch was 
derived from the palaces of Jawsaq and Bdkuwiirtm in Siimarra’, in time 
dominated the palace wall-paintings of the Ghaznawids and reached Sicily 
through the Faumids. 

The existence of miniature fragments from the Uighurs dated between 
the second/ninth and thrd/tenth centuries and illustrated manuscripts and 
paintings on parchment from the Roman period found in al-Fayyiim and d- 
Fus@l in Egypt is known to us. After the beginning o€ the Islamic period, the 
Caliph Ma’mun (197-217/813-833) had some of these early manuscripts 
translated into Arabic and the paintings copied. Although they were copies, 
they influenced the art of book-painting practised during the Islamic period. 
But no examples have survived to our day. The earliest specimens to come to 
us date from the fifth/eleventh and sixth/twelveth centuries. 

The Saljiiq Turks began to migrate from Central Asia towards the West, 
entered Iran in 441/1050 under the leadershp of Tughril Beg and were re- 
cognized by the caliph. They dd not stop there and, after capturing 
Mesopotamia and Syria, finally entered Anatolia in 463/1071 after the battle of 
Mdazgird. Then, besides the Saljtiq state in Iran, various Turkish dynasties 
were established in Syria, Mesopotamia and Anatolia. The scientific texts 
produced at various periods and in different regions under the influence of the 
Sdjuqs had been exact copies of early works. The characteristics of the min- 
iatures in the various copies of the KtZb aL-fAadd’isb (Book of Herhs; M.A. 
2127 Topkapi Saray, 2147; Istanbul, Aya Sofya 3707, 3702, 3703; Leiden 
University Library, Cod. or. 289, etc.), which was copied from Dioscorides’ 
Haterta medica, written in the second century AD, reflect the stages of devel- 
opment of the peculiar style of Islamic miniature art. These scientific works 
are sometimes exact copies of ancient originals and sometimes copies of their 
Byzantine interpretations. Some provide a new synthesis which is dominated 
by the influence of the traditions of the Near East or those of Uighur painting 
of Central Asia. The miniatures in the €oUowing works are examples of these 
characteristic traits: the &tdb $.zva. al-kdwakib al-thzbita (The Book of Pictures 
of the Fixed Stars, Oxford, Bodleian Library Marsh 144; Topkapi Saray 
A. 3493; Aya Sofiya 2595; Paris, Bibliothtque Nationale arabe 2489; Vatican, 
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Bibliotheca Apostolica, Ross. 1033). Ths had been reinterpreted by al-Sufi in 
the third/ninth century, relying on Ptolemy’s original work, the Almagest, 
written in the second century AD; the translations and copies of pseudo- 
Galen’s &tZb al-ppiq (Book of Antidotes, Paris, Bibliothkque Nationale arabe 
2964; Vienna National Bibliothek A.F. 10) from the late antique period; al- 
Jazari’s & t b  I;z ma‘niat al-bzjal al-handasba (Book of the Knowledge of 
Mechanical Devices, New York, Metropolitan Museum 57.51.23), the origin 
of which was an ancient work; Ahmad b. al-Husayn al-Ahnaf s EtZb al-Bayiara 
(Book of Veterinary Sciences; Topkapi Saray, A. 21115); and the collection of 
ancient texts M&htZir al-hikam (Choice Maxims) and Ma&.& al-kalim (Beauties 
of Words; Topkapi Saray A. 3206) by Abu-l-Wafn al-Musiihx. 

For the miniatures in literary works, the following may be examined: the 
seventh/thirteenth-century copies of the MaqZmZt of d-Hariri (Paris, 
Bibliothtque Nationale arabe 6094), who lived between 445/1054 and 515/ 
1122 in Basra; the Arabic and Persian translations of the KakLa wa-Dmna 
(Washington, Freer Gallery of Art 54.2), whch was written in the fourth 
century AD in India by Bidpay to show the right way of conduct to mankind, 
and especially to monarchs ; the KtZb aL-Aghinf (Istanbul, Millet Library, 
Feyzullah Efendi 1566), whch was written by Abu-1-Faraj al-IsfahiiM and 
could only have survived through copies miniatured in the seventh/hrteenth 
century; and IEraqa wa-GzllshZh, a Persian translation of a seventh-century 
Arabic love poem of which a single miniatured copy, apparently made in 
Konya, is preserved in the Istanbul Topkapi Saray Library (H. 841) today 
pig. 1-31. Byzantine influences are visible in the miniatures of the Book of 
Astrology and Magic (Paris, Bibliothitque Nationale pers 174) prepared by Nasr 
al-Din al-Siwiisi in 669/1271 in Aksaray and dedicated to the Saljtiq sultan 
Ghiynth al-Din Kaykhusraw, but ths influence was gradually replaced by a 
completely new painting style. 

The invasion of Iran by the Mongols in 616/1220, the capture of 
Baghdad in 655/1258 and the abolition of the caliphate created an immense 
stir leading to change in the Near East. Some Iranians and Turks, with artists 
among them, who escaped the Mongol invasion sought refuge in 
Mesopotamia, Syria and Anatolia. Many works of art were destroyed during the 
Mongol invasion. The following period saw a new stage of Saljtiq style. The 
figures in the miniatures of the 671/1273 copy of the fifth/eleventh-century 
risda, Da‘wat aL-aiibbZ’ (Invitation to Physicians), written by Ibn Budiin of 
Baghdad (Ambrosiana, Arab 125 i fr.), and the copy of a thrd/tenth-century 
work produced in Baghdad, the RasZ’iL IkhZn al- &Z’ (Istanbul, Sideymaniye 
Lbrary, Esad Efendi 3638), sull preserve traces of the Saljtiq style, but their 
setting in archtectural perspective, the folds of their clothing and the colours 
that were used are precursors of a new stylistic period. The Mongols, who 
continued to conquer lands on the one hand, and brought many a state under 
their suzerainty, on the other, seized China in the east and enlarged their empire 
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VI-l(b).l Wuruqa wa-GzllshZh, Persian translation of a seventh/thirteenth 
century Arabic love poem with a single miniature, copy 

apparently made in Konya 
0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library (p 13b) 
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... 

VI-1 (b) .2 E%raqa zua-GuLhih 
0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library (p 16b) 
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vI-l(b).3 Waraqa wa-GalXGb (p 43b) - detail of Fig. W-l(b)2 above 
0 Library of Topkapi Museum, Istanbul 

as far as they could. This development resulted in political as well as cultural 
changes. A new culture emerged in these vast territories. 

The death of Chinghiz Khiin was followed by political turmoil. Gh%z& 
Khan, son of Chinghiz, accepted Islam as the official religion, established the 
Ilkhdd dynasty, invigorated trade and brought the East and the West closer. 
He employed artists of various origins and developed an atmosphere in which 
a great many artistic works were created. The Man@' al-hqawdn (Benefits of 
Animals; New York, Pierpont Morgan Library M. 500), a work written at the 
end of the thirteenth century in Mariigha, near Tabriz, by Ibn Bukhtishii', 
includes ninety-four miniatures in the Saljiiq and Far Eastern style, some of 
whch were copied at a later date and were not influenced by each other; al- 
BWTs al-A%ir ai-bdqzja, one copy of whch is to be found today in the 
Edinburgh University Library (no.161), the other at the Bibliothkque 
Nationale (Arab 1489) in Paris, included miniatures that were strongly under 
Saljiiq influence, as well as some of Far Eastern inspiration; and the Jimi' al- 
tawankh, which is a universal history dluminated with miniatures by Uighur 
artists, influenced as they were by the Far East, as well as by artists from 
various nationalities, all emerged from this new style which amalgamated the 
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m-l(b).4 &mi' dTuzi@t%b!~ by Rashid &Din Fad1 Allah b. lmiin al-Dada 
Abu-1-Khayr, 829/1425 

0 Tnpkapi Pdace Library (H-1653-fd. 313a) 

East and the West in these monumental works of Islamic art. In 697/1298, 
Ghnznn Khan founded a cultural centre near Tabriz, which he called Rab-i 
Rashidi and whch was to assemble under its roof many scientists and artists. 
The management of the centre was given to Rashid al-Din, a court physician, 
scientist and vizier of the Abiiza period. Rashid &Din began to compile an 
dustrated world history, the f5mi' aL-taiiti~Sh, during the reign of Ghiizan 
Khnn, using a multinational team of scholars. Only a few copies of the work, 
the miniatures of whch mere likewise in international styles, have come down 
to us, though a number of copies had been made. These date from 705/1306 
to 717/1318 (Paris, Biblioth6que Nationale arab 2324; Edinburgh University 
Library no. 20; the one kept for years as Morley no.1 at the Royal Asiatic 
Society in London untd it was included in the I G a l h  collection, also in 
London; Topkapi Palace Museum H. 1653 and 1654; London, India Office 
Library no. 912). 
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Miniature art went through a fruitful period in the eightlfourteenth 
century during Mamliik rule as well. The Mamliiks had founded a new dynasty 
in Egypt after vanquishing the Ayyiibids and governed Syria at the same time. 
A Moghul influence is clearly seen in the fourteenth-century copies of the 
MaqZmdof al-Hariri (Vienna National Bibliothek, A.F. 9, dated 1334; Oxford, 
Bodleian Library Marsh 458; London, British Library add. 21.114 and Or. 
971 8) that were produced in Syria, and especially in the Central Asian Moghul 
types, in the Chinese-style flower motifs and in the dark-light colour tones of 
draperies. The scenic depiction in the miniatures of al-J&iz’s EtZb al-&awZn 
(Book of Animals, Milano, Biblioteca Ambrosiana Ar. 140 Inf.) are also typical 
of the Mamliik style of the period. 

The most important of the works produced towards the end of this 
period in Iran are the miniatures of the Mcri-nZma of &mad Mnsii, the leaves 
of which were found dispersed through Album H. 2154 in the Topkapl Saray 
Museum Library. It reflects the spirit of tolerance of this century as far as the 
art of painting was concerned, as its style originated from Uighur art and 
Central Asia. 

A group of albums, mmqqir, in which fragments of paintings, drawings, 
calligraphic essays, illuminations, poems, paper scrap-books, even the 
Demotte ShZhBZma, represent further important works dating from the same 
period. The Far Eastern style had by now blended even more successfdy with 
the Saljtiq miniature style in the illuminations found in this SbZhnZzva, the 
pages of which were dispersed and had found their way to various collections, 
changing hands frequently during these last years. 

The same characteristics can be seen in the Jala’irid miniatures from the 
fibla wa-Dmna produced in Tabriz, as was the Demotte SbZbnZma. These are 
to be found in the Istanbul University Library, with their fragments pasted on 
pages of album no. E 1022. The nine miniatures (Add. 11813), produced in 
Baghdad to embellish Khoja KirmHni’s Khamsa of 1396, one of which is signed 
yunayd, nag&% of the Sultan’, include an imaginary scene from nature with 
trees and flowers, whch are unbelievably graceful and beautiful. Its scenery 
reflects the diminishing Chinese influence. 

The most frequently depicted subject matter of miniature art is certainly 
the epic of the SbZhnZma, the Book of Kings, of Firdawsi, which pig. 41 was 
completed in 399/1009-1010 for presentation to Mahmiid of Ghaana. This 
colossal work, which covered all the Persian kings, had its roots in the old 
written and oral traditions. The earliest surviving miniatured version of the 
JhZhnZma was produced in Shiraa in 730/1330-1331 and is to be found in the 
Topkapi Saray Museum Library (H. 1479). The characteristics of the minia- 
tures suggest that some of the painters who contributed to their making had 
cognizance of the Central Asian tradition of painting. They also reflect an 
Ilkhiinid influence. A group of miniatures of the fibla wa-Dimna, an example 
of which is in the Topkapi Saray Museum Library (H. 363), would generally be 
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VI-l(b).5 Throne scene, Jhihhnima OfErdawi, 772/1371 
0 Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul 
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painted on a background of red or some other lively colour, in small format, 
with Saljfiq and Mongol figures and presented as simple narrative composi- 
tions. The impact of the Far East had been replaced by a new taste. This SbZh- 
ndma has a visible affinity with the group of &k/a wa-Dmna manuscripts. 

After the reign of Timiir, in the ninth/fifteenth century, Hariit replaced 
the most important centres of miniature painting in Iran, Tabriz and Shirgz. 
Among works produced during the Bgysonghor period, which has bequeathed 
us many exquisite examples of miniature art, one should mention a version of 
Kakla wa-l;);imnn, to be found in the Topkapi Saray Library (R. 1022), and 
SaCdi's Guli.rt&z, now in the Chester Beatty Lbrary in Dublin (no. 119). Hariit 
regained attention in the second half of the present century through the works 
of Bihziid (c. 853-942/1450-1536), who is considered the greatest master of 
miniature art, not only of his own time, but also of later centuries. The most 
important characteristics of his compositions are the richness of hls colours, 
their relation to the subject-matter and balance. His most significant works are 
the miniatures he executed for the eleven BuJt2n.r of Shaykh &mad (Dublin, 
Chester Beatty Library), his miniature of a portrait of Sultan Husayn M-rzii 
Biiyqarn covering two pages, dated 889/1485, to be found at the Guhstan 
Museum in Tehran, and the miniatures of the Bu.rtZn prepared for the same 
sultan, presently in the National Library in Cairo. 

Various schools of the art of miniature-painting were established at 
centres in a number of regions of Iran during the tenth/sixteenth century. The 
Turkoman school, which originated in Shiriiz, was one of them. Two examples 
of ths style are the SbZbnZma of Dunmarle and the Anthology OfSbiwZn, both to 
be found in the British Museum, whch are crowded with large-headed, stout 
figures on a scenery decorated with leaves and clouds. This style spread over a 
wider area through the Aq Qoyunl~ and the Qarii Qoyunlii. 

Following the establishment of Sh& Isma'il's rule throughout Iran in the 
second half of the ninth/fifteenth century, Tabriz became a major centre. 
Shah Tahmiisp, who also had a keen interest in the art of the book, made the 
city a Mecca of art during and after his reign. Renowned miniature artists like 
Bihziid, Dfist Muhammad, Aghii M-rak and Sultan Muhammad placed ex- 
quisite examples of h s  art in the palace atelier. Besides Tabriz, many other 
centres of art, such as Isfahiin, Qazwin, Mashhad and Shirsz, also thrived 
during the Safawid period. 

The Houghton ShZhnZma, known by the name of its owner, is a magnt- 
ficent sample of the Tabriz school and is presently in New York. It was pro- 
duced in 933/1527 by the joint effort of many artists. The 258 miniatures of 
this work, whch maintain the style of the old Hariit school to some extent, 
display an unbelievable elegance, both as a whole and in detail, with their 
supremely poetic colours and fairy-tale atmosphere. Since the narrative has 
been enriched with details that reflect daily life, it is also a source of reference 
for the social hstory of the period. 
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One of the representatives of the Harat school of the Safawid period is 
Nizmi’s mamsu, now in the Metropolitan Museum, New York. Other (Fig. 5) 
examples of the style are the ShibhnZma in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 
(no. 14624); Jami’s H.ft awaBg in the Freer Gallery (46.12); and the Yisgwa- 
ZdqkhZ, illuminated around 977/1570, in the British Museum (Orient 4222). 
The much-favoured depiction of daily life, which we come across in Indian 
miniatures, and an extremely realistic representation have become the main 
characteristics of this style. 

A continuation of the Turkoman style, although it had undergone some 
changes, was prevalent at Shiraz during h s  period. Examples are the fi&$yut 
of 1514, presently in the British Museum (Fraxer 73, Ethk 687) and versions 
of Firdawsi’s .YhihlhnZmn (H. 1504, H. 1494), dating from the beginning of the 
sixteenth century, and the Kh/nsa of Nigiimi, both to be found in the Topkapi 
Saray Museum Library (H. 791, H. 783, H. 766). 

When, at end of the tenth/sixteenth century, Shiih ‘Abbas made Isfahiin 
the centre of the Safawid state, a new period was initiated in the arts. The city 
was adorned with monumental buildmgs. The Shah‘s interest in archtecture 
rather than painting, and the newly developing relations with Europe in- 
troduced an immense change and novelty into the art of painting. People who 
were not courtiers began to commission paintings. matures made on single 
pages increased in number during &IS period. These were now depicting 
people from various ages and strata in an extremely reahtic manner and were 
mostly like actual portraits, but in general they were exaggerated and some- 
times extremely detaded. The greatest master of ths style was Ridii-i ‘Abbiisi. 
Numerous examples, some of whch were signed, have been attributed to 
him, but the actual number of his works is smaller than imagined. The min- 
iatures of this period, whch can be found in the albums H. 1492, 1503 and 
1512 at the Topkapi Saray Museum Library and in other museums of the 
world demonstrate that they are not miniatures pur exce//ence, but paintings that 
reflect a Western influence. 

In Inda, on the other hand, the art of miniature painting, which was 
entirely a product of Islamic-Indian culture, dd not unul the end of the tenth/ 
sixteenth century. The techniques employed in the miniatures produced at the 
atelier established by two artists invited to IGbul from Tabriz by Humaytin 
and gradually expanded, were linked to the native painting traditions as well as 
to those of the Iranian miniatures, and thus the Indian style proved to be 
different from the Iranian one. Indian miniatures were at their peak during the 
reign of Akbar (971-1013/1564-1605). The most popular subjects were court 
life and scenes of games and war, which were represented in minute detail to 
reflect reality as it was. The roots of portrait-painting, which had an important 
place in Indian miniatures, can be traced back to the old Indian traditions. 

The art of miniature-painting acquired some special characteristics in the 
Ottoman world and developed a different style. The miniatures of the 
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VI-l(b).b Majnfin offering his clothes to the gazelle hunter, 
mamsa-i Nip--, 849/1446-1447 

0 Topkapi Palace Museum, Library (H. 786, fol. 118a) 
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hkandar-nrima of &ma& (815/1413) (Paris, Bibliothtque Nationale ms. 
turc. 309), which were painted during the early years of the Ottoman state and 
have survived up to o w  time, reveal that the Saljfiq miniature style had been 
maintained until the beginning of the fifteenth century. Sultan Mehmed I1 the 
Conqueror, who was a great lover of the arts, invited many foreign artists to 
Istanbul. But the influence of Western artists like Gentile Bellini and 
Constanza da Ferrara on the art of the miniature was limited. The most no- 
table work of this period was the portrait of Sultan Mehmed I1 produced by 
Sin?in Beg (Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 2153,lO). The Dlsuz-nrime, dated 860/ 
1455-1456 (Bodleian Library Ouseley 133), which was prepared in Edirne, 
and the KuLL&at of Kiitibi (Topkapi Saray Museum R.989) are two further 
manuscripts whch represent the Ottoman miniature-painting style of the time 
of Sultan Mehmed 11. 

Many Eastern miniature-artists were brought to the palace atelier during 
the reigns of Biiyazid I1 and Selim I. Mmiatures of this period, which were 
characterized by the influence of Eastern miniature art and by the style of 
literary works, reflect an eclectic tendency. During the reign of the Qiiniini 
Sultan Sulaymw, a special miniature style had already been born, despite the 
continuing influences of the Eastern and Western schools. The most im- 
portant characteristics that formed the basis of the Turkish style could be 
found in the miniatures among the pages of works on Ottoman history. The 
dustration of hstorical and actual events led the Turhsh miniature art towards 
a realistic style. Mimatures in a version of the ,/;ltzm-nZma (Topkapi Saray 
Museum, H. 1597/1598), which was written by Shukm during the reign of the 
Qkani Sultan SulaymBn, depict some events which occurred during the reign 
of Yavuz Sulpn Sahm. The AlanZ@i safar-i ‘fiZqqn, which was written and 
dustrated by Nasiih al-Siliil$ al-Matraki in 943/1537-1538, is a history of 
SulaymiWs campaign into Iraq and has dustrations which show the cities and 
stations on the route from Istanbul to Baghdad, Tabriz, Diynrbakr and Aleppo 
through topographcal depiction without human figures. One of the last great 
works of this period, the miniatures of the SulqmZn-nZma (Topkapi Saray 
Museum, H. 1517), were about the Qiiniini period and brought together var- 
ious stylistic characteristics of the age, treated some new subjects and devel- 
oped fresh ways of expression. Turhsh miniature style reached its peak during 
the reigns of Selim 11 and Muriid 111. Some versions of the hstorical works of 
ths period, such as the Nqbat al-asrrir ma-l-akhbZr der safar-i Zketwar (The de- 
lights of the Mysteries and Reports of Zigetwar Campaign, Topkapi Saray 
Museum, H. 1339), which was written in 975/1568-1569 and was about 
Q%niids experiences on that campaign, his death and the coronation of 
Selim 11; I K e  Histoy $grinnW Sultan SglqmZn, written in 986/1579 (Dublin, 
Chester Beatty, no. 413); a history of the period of Sul@n Selim, SZm-nrima 
(Topkapi Saray Museum, Ahmad 111 no. 595), completed in 988/1581; a his- 
tory of the reign of Sultan Murnd 111, ShZhinshZb-nZma (University Library, no. 
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FY 1404), written in 988/1581; a htstory of the Ottoman Empire beginning 
with the reign of ‘Uthmiin Ghiizi and ending with the reign of Yavuz Sulliin 
Selim; the Himar-nima Z (Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 1523), written in 996/ 
1584; and the history of the reign of the Qiinm- Hinar-nZmu ZJ written in 
996/1588, reveal a great interest in portrait-making. Haydar Ra’is, who is 
known as Nigari, made portraits of Barbaros Iulayr al-Din Pnshii, Qiiniini and 
Selim 11. One of the most important examples of portraiture during the reign 
of Muriid I11 was the al-insZn&yaJi shama’il al-‘Uthmin&ya, written by 
Sayyid Luqmiin and illustrated with portraits of sultans by Naqqiish ‘Uthmiln. 

The story of the circumcision ceremony of Sultan Muriid’s son Mebed, 
which took place in 989/1582, the JtSr-nZmu (Topkapi Saray Museum, 
H. 1344), was illustrated by a group of artists under the direction of Naqqiish 
‘Uthmiin. The whole ceremony, which was attended by the tradesmen of 
Istanbul, who had been invited to the entertainment, was important in various 
respects, as is depicted in the miniatures. A history of the world beginning 
with Adam and Eve, Zzhht al-taw&%kh (The Essence of I-bstory, Museum of 
Turkish and Islamic Arts, no.1973), which was prepared for Sultan Muriid I11 
in 990/1583, is concerned with religious topics and the lives of the prophets. 
The miniatures of the S9ar-i nab, a work of six volumes about the life of the 
Prophet Muhammad, which was translated from the Arabic by Dariri and 
prepared upon the order of Muriid 111, are monuments of the religious 
painting of the period. The illustrations of the works produced during the 
period following the short but productive reign of Mehmed 111 reveal a change 
in subject-matter and style. The best works of the eleventh/seventeenth 
century were produced during the reign of ‘Uthmi%n 11. The use of perspective 
in the miniatures of the ShZqa ’iq al-nzl ‘mZnzjja (Topkapi Saray Museum, 
H. 1263), which was written by Tiishkopriiziide and illustrated by m a d  
Naqshi, the famous nuqq&h of the period, reveals the influence of Western 
painting. The last shZhnZma of Ottoman history told the story of the reign of 
‘Uthmiln I1 and was called the Etb-mima of Hotin or Sb&-nr;ima--i N2d-i~ 
(Topkapi Saray Museum, H. 1124). The last example of an illustrated historical 
chronicle of the events of the Ottoman empire, the P&hZ-nZma (British 
Museum, Slane, no. 3584), relating the victories of K e n b  Piishn, was prob- 
ably produced in the 1630s. 

Turkish miniature art experienced a new and frnal epoch of productivity 
with the works of Levni during the eighteenth century. The most notable 
examples of the works of this period were his miniatures illustrating the J‘r- 
nZma (The Story of Tyre, Topkapi Saray Museum, A b a d  111 no.3593), a 
history of the circumcision ceremony of the sons of m a d  111. The single 
figures of Levni, who was also a master of portrait-painting, were very suc- 
cessful. The influence of Western painting which found its way into Levni’s 
works gradually increased and the art of the miniature was replaced in time by 
a style of painting which had links with Western art. 
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Chapter 1(c) 

DECORATION A N D  ILLUMINATION 
David James 

The sacred text of the Holy Qur’iin is the mison d’ltre of Islam. That the being so, 
it is hardly surprising that from earliest times so much care and attention have 
been paid to the act of copying out the text. Indeed, the entire writing-system of 
Arabic was developed largely to ensure the accurate transmission of the 
Qur’gnic text. Furthermore, copying the sacred word was to become the main 
vehcle of aesthetic endeavour in the Islamic world. This, in turn gave rise to the 
art of calhgraphy, whch was not confined to the act of copying out the Holy 
Qur’gn nor limited to inscribing on parchment or paper. [Fig. 11 

W e  do not know when the idea of decorating the pages of the Holy 
Qur’iin arose, but ths seems to have occurred within the first century after the 
Prophet’s death. In both the Mediterranean area and Iran, Islam inherited 
well-established traddons of manuscript production. Although nothing sur- 
vives from Iran, we know enough about the book art of the Byzantine Empire 
to know that finely copied, illuminated and illustrated copies of the Gospels 
and literary and technical works were in existence in the lands incorporated 
into the nascent Islamic state. It was on the basis of provincial Byzantine and 
Iranian manuscript decoration that Islamic manuscript illumination arose, 
gradually transforming these inherited tra&tions into somethmg new and 
distinctive. 

The beginning of manuscript illumination 
The earliest ‘decorative’ additions to the text of the Holy Qurk were of a 
purely practical nature. They consisted of marks to indicate the division of the 
text into verses, symbols to show the number of verses after each group of 
five and marks to indicate the end of the sim. From these simple marks arose 
the art of Qur’&c Illumination. By the eighth/fourteenth century Muslim 
painters were producing Qur’gn illuminations which rank among the finest 
examples of religious art created by any civhation. 
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VI--l(c).I Folio from a Qur'iin, Baghdad, 707/1307 
0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library 
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Secular writing was also undoubtedly illuminated under the Umayyads 
and early ‘Abbnsids, but we know nothing of this as only Qur’i?mic fragments 
have survived from the first centuries of Islamic rule. But in general, Qur’iinic 
illuminators used a similar artistic vocabulary to that of their secular collea- 
gues, though they were much slower to adopt the decorative innovation which 
occurred in the latters’ work. Often, the appearance of new styles of secular 
manuscript illumination, which themselves reflected developments in Islamic 
secular decoration generally, pass entirely unnoticed in Qur’dc illumination, 
though the artists who worked on the sacred text were obviously aware of 
them. It is known for certain that the same artists often illuminated both 
literary and QurWc manuscripts.’ 

Technique and practice 
Those parts of a manuscript, whether secular or QurWc, whch required the 
attention of a painter, were essentially the same: the begnning and the end, 
together with any sub-divisions. Copies of both the Holy Qur’iin and secular 
manuscripts often commenced with double pages of Illumination, which may 
have incorporated the name of the person commissioning the work. But more 
often than not, the name of the commissioner - if given at all - would be 
included separately on the opening or closing leaf. 

Scribes often gave their names at the end of the text, together with the 
date of completion. It is much rarer to find the names of Illuminators. Even 
when they are given, it is frequently in the form of minute inscriptions con- 
ceded in the Illumination. Quite often a scribe who was worhng as an Illu- 
minator may have signed his name as scribe at the end of the text, but would 
not necessarily record the fact that he was also responsible for the itlumina- 
tion. Scribes sometimes worked as binders, and occasionally illustrators, but 
likewise, such information is only rarely recorded. 

A considerable amount of detail has been amassed by earlier writers in 
Arabic, Persian and Turktsh on the lives and work of calligraphers. These same 
writers occasionally gve information on painters and thls information has been 
significantly expanded upon, thanks to the researches of Western and Muslim 
scholars this century. But there is almost no historical information on the work 
of manuscript illuminators, due to the lack of documentation and the difficulty 
of identifying indwidual artists. Paradoxically, where detailed research has been 
undertaken on small but specific groups of the illuminated manuscripts, it has 
been possible to trace the work of individual illuminators over many years.2 

1. Cf. D. James, ‘Ruzbihan Muhammad of Shiraz: a Master Calligrapher and Illuminator’, in 
D. James, After Emur:Qur’rins ofthe 15th and 16th Centuv, 1992b, pp. 144-149 

2. See D. L. James, @dim Dftbe iWam/zikJ, London, Alexandria Press in association with 
Thames and Hudson, 1988. 
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Occasionally, several generations of artists have been identified, because the 
professions of scribe/llluminator/painter (Arabic k Z ~ b / ~ ~ d b a b b i b / ~ ~ ~ a ~ i r )  
were usually passed on from father to son. 

The use of paper in the Islamic world from the second/eighth century 
onwards meant that manuscripts could be produced relatively cheaply. All 
kinds of knowledge - religious, technical and literary - were transmitted in this 
way among the various classes who made up Islamic society, literacy being 
much more common than in the medieval, and even post-medieval, West. 
Manuscripts were quite often copied out by individuals for their own private 
use. Such works would only rarely have been decorated. Decorated and illu- 
strated manuscripts were the work of a special class of professional illumi- 
nator. Most of them would have also been scribes and occasionally illustrators. 
They would have worked to order in conjunction with scribes on fine manu- 
scripts, which would usually have been commissioned by the wealthy and 
ruling classes. 

Centres of production 
The majority of llluminators and scribes would have worked in their own 
workshops in a special district of the town or city where they lived. Such 
ateliers could well have been part of their own homes, particularly when 
several members of the same family were engaged in different aspects of book 
production. 

Sometimes scribes and artists were recruited to staff the library of a 
monarch or prince who was interested in producing fine manuscripts for his 
own use. There are several instances of this happening, the best known being 
the establishment of palace workshops by the Mughal emperor Akbar and the 
Timerid prince Biiysonghor, where large numbers of scribes and artists were 
employed. Manuscripts could also have been produced by the scribes who 
worked in the chancery attached to every royal palace. 

But it is by no means certain that every prince or monarch kept a fully 
equipped scriptorium (Persian kZrkhZm) for the production of manuscripts. It 
is much more likely that in many cases they were commissioned from outside 
the palace. During the ninth/fifteenth and tenth/sixteenth centuries, work- 
shops in the city of Shiriiz appear to have supplied Qur’iinic and secular 
manuscripts throughout Iran, and even for export. W e  know from con- 
temporary written evidence that many famhes in the city were engaged in 
manuscript prod~ction.~ W e  also know that royal commissions were executed 

3. Cf. M .  Rogers and R. M. Ward, &Lyman the Magnjficent, London, British Museum 
Publications, 1988, p. 88, n. 14, quoting Budaq Qazwini on the painters of Shir&. 
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there for the Turkoman rulers of western Iran, and even for the  ottoman^.^ 
The production of illuminated and illustrated manuscripts attained the status 
of a major industry in tenth/sixteenth-century Shiriiz. In this respect, the city 
was probably exceptional. Nevertheless, even in contemporary Istanbul there 
was a thriving manuscript ‘industry’ outside that of the Imperial Palace and the 
same would have been true of other cities in the Islamic world at different 
stages of its history. 

O n  occasion, groups of scribes and avtists appear to have been brought 
together for a specific project. At the beginning of the fourth/tenth century 
an important Mamliik emir of Cairo, Baybars al-Jiishenkir, commissioned a 
large seven-part Qur’Hn. The scribe was Muhammad b. al-Wal;lrd, a Syrian who 
worked in the emir’s chancery. Three artists are known to have worked on the 
dlumination of the seven volumes, as each one signed hs work. Of the two 
who produced the designs for the frontispieces of the contrasting styles, one, 
Ab6 Bakr, called ‘Sandal’, worked in what was presumably the current Cairo 
style of dlumination, whch was to endure for a decade or more. But the other 
painter, Muhammad b. Mubadir, employed an entirely different fashion and 
almost certainly had been trained in Baghdad. No attempt was made to blend 
the two styles. That of Muhammad b. Mubadir &sappeared without trace 
from Cairo soon afterwards, presumably because he went to work else~here.~ 

This lack of co-ordmation contrasts with manuscript dlumination in 
Baghdad in the same period. There, a massive programme of Qur’anic illu- 
mination had been launched at the behest of the Tlkhanids. Two superb copies 
of the Holy Qurk, each in thirty parts, produced on sheets of the largest 
sizes of paper then in use, were duminated by Muhammad b. Aybak in pro- 
jects which lasted for more than a decade. The hands of several illuminators 
can be detected in the workmanship, but it is clear that Muhammad b. Aybak 
was in overall control and kept a very tight rein on the project. Unlike the 
multipart Qur’an made for Baybars in Cairo, those produced in contemporary 
Baghdad show no changes in style, only in quahty of execution. Even that, 
however, is almost uniformly excellent. Grandiose manuscript projects were 
much more common in the Ilkhnnid imperial capital than in Mamluk Cairo 
and their production was more systematically organized.‘ The Baybars Qur’iin 
was an isolated phenomenon. No other comparable Mamliik example exists. 

4. There is a copy of the Khamsa of Nizamii in the Nasser D. Ualili Collection of Islamic 
Art, copied by Na‘im d-Din Shiirazi, a well-known scribe of Shiraz, for a young Turkoman 
prince of Tabriz. AccorQng to information kindly supplied by Dr. Julian Raby, the same 
scribe produced a manuscript for the Ottoman Sultan Mehmed 11. 

5. Cf. D. L. James,Qdr’Zns ..., op. cif. 
6. See D. L. Jarnes,@r’Zns.. . , op. cif. 
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Methods of production 

Manuscripts were copied out by the scribe, in toto or in parts, before the 
unbound sheets were handed over to the illuminator for decoration. Some 
aspects of the latter’s task were so mechanical and laborious that stencils and 
templates were often employed. The technique of ‘pouncing’ - rubbing 
charcoal over a sheet on which a design had been pricked with a needle - was 
quite commonly used. Knot- or strap-work of infinite complexity could be 
produced by joining up systems of dots, probably marked out by the use of a 
special template. Nevertheless, a lot of manuscript decoration was produced 
simply by copying. Each artist and workshop would have collections of 
designs copied on paper, which could be copied directly or traced. Several 
museums have examples of these ‘pattern-books’, some of the most 
interesting being in Berlin and Istanbul. These originated in fifteenth-century 
Iran and were used by artists and illuminators in Tabriz and Shirgz. 

From the study of select groups of illuminated manuscripts in certain 
periods it is possible to trace the transmission of the same designs among 
groups of illuminators who stood in the relationship of master and pupil. 
Furthermore, the same designs were used on numerous occasions by artists, 
making a slight change each time the pattern was employed. Another method 
was to alter the colour scheme of a design when repeating it. W e  can see this in 
the work of manuscript illuminators from sixteenth-century Shiriia, where we 
have some examples of work being signed by artists. By and large, however, 
the volume of work was so great in Shiraz in this period, and the number of 
signed and attributed works so few, that much more detailed study will be 
required before a full picture emerges of the mechanics of manuscript dlumi- 
nation in this important period. In the eight/fourteenth century, it was com- 
mon practice among both Mamlfik and Ilkhiinid artists to change the colour 
schemes of the opening double pages of illumination in copies of the Holy 
Qur’gn. Although the design of the right- and left-hand pages is identical, the 
elements making up the geometric patterns have been coloured differently. 

A brief history of illumination 
Islamic manuscript illumination is made up of three constituent elements: the 
vegetal, the geometric and the naturdstic. At certain periods one or two 
elements predominated in the work of manuscript illuminators and only rarely 
were all three used together at the same time. 

The vegetal element, that is, stylized plant forms, was taken over by 
Muslim artists from the decorative repertoire of late Roman art. Initially this 
particular element consisted of various embryonic leaf forms, undulating 
scrolls, petalled borders etc. However, even those staple ingredients of Islamic 
decorative art, the arabesque and the palmette, originated in pre-Islamic art. 
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Other early elements were introduced from Siisiinid art, such as vases, ribbons 
and wings. Of all these elements, the palmette was undoubtedly the most 
important, lasting right down to the thirteenth/nineteenth century. It became 
an essential feature of Qur’iinic illumination. It was made up of a heart-shaped 
device with radating symmetrical lobes. Palmettes in combination were reg- 
ularly used in Islamic book decoration to adorn borders, which frequently 
incorporated other motifs. But while the secondary motifs tended to change 
with fashion, the palmette endured, virtually unaltered. 

The vegetal element is a constant feature of all Islamic book decoration, 
whether Qur%nic or secular. The geometric element, on the other hand, was 
sometimes totally dominating, at other times non-existent. It too had its ori- 
g m s  in late Roman art and consisted primarily of repeat-patterns, centrifugal 
compositions and interlace or strapwork. One of the most important uses of 
geometric decoration occurs in Qur’iinic manuscripts, where in the eastern 
Islamic world it was used in frontispieces from earliest times down to the 
fourteenth century. In the western Islamic world, geometric frontispieces 
continued in use down to the thirteenthlnineteenth century. Interlace was 
used in book decoration all over the Islamic world in all periods. 

In the fifthleleventh century, when a vertical format was adopted for 
Qur’an manuscripts as well as for secular works, geometric frontispieces from 
the earlier Kufic Qur’gns in horizontal format were easily adapted to the 
vertical format. The geometric frontispiece was further developed under the 
Saljiiqs in Iran and Iraq in the course of the sixth/twelfth century. However, it 
was under the Mamliiks and Ilkhiinids that the geometric frontispiece reached 
its greatest and finest development. During the reign of the Mamlfik Sultan 
Shacbiin (764-777/1363-1376), a series of Qur’ans was commissioned by the 
sultan, his mother and several emirs. A number of these manuscripts contain 
frontispieces whch took the centrifugal star-polygon design to its final de- 
velopment. But other manuscripts in the group, dluminated by an artist called 
Ibriihim d-Amidi, were illustrated in an entirely different geometric style, 
which introduced a much greater range of colours, as well as rather more 
naturalistic flora. During the period of the Bahri Mamliiks (653-801/1256- 
1399), both Qur%nic and secular manuscript dlumination saw the appearance 
of Chinese-inspired motifs such as the lotus and tree-peony blossom. These 
motifs came into Islamic decoration due to the introduction of Chnese luxury 
objects on a much greater scale than hitherto, thanks to the Mongol occupa- 
tion of China, Central Asia and Iran and the consequent development of 
closer trading links among those regions. Other Chmese elements which oc- 
curred in both Mamliik and Ilkharid decoration were cold-scrolls, Buddhist 
knots and cicada symbols, the last two being signs of longevity. [Fig. 21 

The geometric element in Iranian book art came to an end with the 
collapse of the Tlkhhds in the mid-eighth/fourteenth century and occurs only 
as an ancdlary feature from then on. Under the ninth/fifteenth-century Burji 
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vI-l(c).2 Ghad--nZma, mathnawf of approximately 12,000 couplets, 
written by ‘Ashiq Pasha in 730/1330 

0 Siileymaniye Library (Ldeli 1752) 
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Mamliik rulers, the geometric frontispieces survived for a time, but in a de- 
based and simplified form, increasingly influenced by Timiirid and Turkoman 
dlumination. In the second half of the ninth/fifteenth century, a number of 
Turkoman artists, both figurative painters and illuminators, made their way to 
Syria and Cairo, where they found employment producing work of good 
quality for their Mamliik patrons. 

Timiir’s invasion of Iran and the Near East at the end of the eighth/ 
fourteenth century was followed by the establishment of Timiirid dynasties in 
both Iran and Central Asia. The arrival of the new dynasties marked a wa- 
tershed in Islamic manuscript illumination. Timarid book art, both figurative 
and non-figurative, became the model for artists worhng in all neighbouring 
Islamic countries, long after the demise of the Timarids as a political power. 

Under the Timiirids a new style of illumination made its appearance, 
occurring first in manuscripts produced in Shir%. In the early manifestations 
of the new style, great emphasis was laid on long gold floral sprays, sometimes 
coiling and weaving to fdl up irregular spaces. These sprays often have co- 
loured blossoms and are always painted on a blue ground.’ Although cicadas, 
knots and other Chinese elements disappeared from the new style, other 
Chnese motifs took their place. Most notable was the cartouche with cusped 
ends, which was to have a long hstory in Islamic book decoration. 

Later, a more polished style arose, which is often called the Tiim~d 
‘international’ style. Foliate arabesque scrolls combined with palmettes, 
beautifully detaded and multicoloured, were assembled withn interlocking 
cartouches. Manuscripts dluminated in this manner were produced at both 
Tabriz and Hariit. There was a derivation of this style which appears in 
manuscripts made in Shirsz and Tabriz under the Aq Qoyunlii Turkomans in 
the second half of the ninth/fifteenth century. In the Turkoman version, the 
Tiiiirid elements are frequently combined in geometric configurations, the 
arabesque scolls are thn and wiry, whde the colours have a much harder and 
brighter enamel-like quality. It was illumination of ths Turkoman type that was 
to influence Ottoman court dlumination for a time in the late ninth/fifteenth 
and early tenth/sixteenth centuries, perhaps more than the pure Rmiirid 
‘international’ style. Prior to that date, Ottoman manuscripts were often illu- 
minated in a hybrid style, which, although frequently of the very hi hest 
quality, leaves its Mamliik, Timtirid and other elements unco-ordinated. F 

7. For a full survey of illumination in early Timerid manuscripts, see the unpublished M. Phil. 
thesis of E. Wright University of Oxford, 1991. 

8. For a particularly fine example, see D. L. James, 1992a, 7heitfmz’eerSnibes:QtrrJZm ofthe 70th 
to 14th Centwies, 11, (The Nasser D. Khalili Collection of Islamic Art, 11), London, N o w  
Foundation in association with Azimuth Editions and Oxford University Press, pp. 88-93. 
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In 906/1501 the Safawid dynasty came to power in Iran. The establish- 
ment of the new dynasty saw a change in manuscript illumination. Safawid 
illuminators usually made no Istinction between Qur’iinic and secular 
manuscripts, decorating all in the same manner. W e  see employment of mul- 
tiple levels of pattern, in which several ‘layers’ of decoration are painted one 
on top of the other, giving a richly embellished appearance, which is at the 
same time carefully controlled. The page was often divided into cartouche 
shape, with the patterns sometimes confined to these shapes, at other times 
flowing from one to another. The basis of the Safawid painter’s decorative 
repertoire consisted of multi-coloured cold-bands, ultimately of Chinese ori- 
gin, and fine, curling arabesque scrolls with polychrome blossoms and large 
fleshy leaves. Borders were fded with delicately painted blue finials. This 
feature appears in manuscripts as early as the thirteenth century, but it reached 
its greatest development in the hands of Safawid painters. 

The tenth/sixteenth century was the great age of Ottoman manuscript 
illumination. Although some new elements, such as the undulating cold-band, 
were adopted from the Safawids, Ottoman illuminators incorporated features 
of purely local derivation, such as a combination of rosettes and large, serrated 
saz-leaves. The most interesting developments are attributed to the artist Qarii 
Mem-. His contribution was the introduction of naturalistically drawn plant- 
and flower-forms: tulips, carnations, prunus blossom and the like. Although 
Qarii Memi worked on several Qurks, his more imaginative work is found in 
secular manuscripts, such as copies of the DizvLin of Mz&%, the poetical name 
of Sultan Suliiymw (926-968/1520-1561).9 

The tendancy towards naturalism in book illumination was not confined 
to the Ottomans. There are numerous examples in the work of eleventh/ 
seventeenth-century illuminators at the Mughal court in India. Mughal 
manuscript illumination was based on that of Iran. Quite a few Iranian scribes 
and artists emigrated to India in the tenth/sixteenth and eleventh/seventeenth 
centuries. However, the introduction of plant and flower decorations was a 
Mughal contribution which owed nothing to Iran. Many of the borders of 
albums made for Jah&Igir (1013-1036/1605-1627) and Shk Jahw (1036- 
1068/1627-1658) are covered with floral designs in which the plans are often 
recognizable botanical specimens. In Qur’iinic illumination, however, Mughal 
artists were rigidly traditional, employing adaptations of the old Tiiiirid 
‘international’ style and incorporating newer Safawid features. 

During the eleventh/seventeenth and twelfthleighteenth centuries, both 
Iranian and Ottoman illuminators tended to repeat the time-honoured artistic 
traditions of earlier centuries. But in the second half of the twelfth/eighteenth 
century, Ottoman illumination began to show the influence of Western 

9. See E. Atil, Be Age OfStlltan SlLgman tbeMag@cent, Washington, D.C., National Gallery of 
Art, 1987, pp. 68f. 
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European art in the form of a so-called ‘Turkish ROCOCCO’. Manuscript dlu- 
minators used motifs taken over from Ottoman architectural decoration, 
whch incorporated the fashion for the European Rococco style. Ths style 
had little or no influence on the painters of Iran in the twelfth/eighteenth 
century, nor in the Qiijiir period during the thirteenth/nineteenth century. 

Qiijiir manuscripts were usually elaborately Illuminated, and illumination 
now became the major form of book-painting. Figurative painting, in the form 
of miniatures, still continued, but was mostly painting executed on the lac- 
quered covers of the manuscript, rather than on the page. Although several 
distinct hands can be traced in Qiijiir illumination, few pieces of work are 
signed. Several examples, however, were signed by the painter Rim, who 
worked at the court of Niisir al-Din Shiih in the late thirteenth/nineteenth 
century. 

Unlike book-cover art, illumination made no break with the past. 
Virtually every motif which had appeared in Iranian manuscript illumination 
from the ninth/fifteenth century was used by Q%jiir illuminators. W e  even find 
entire tenth/sixteenth-century compositions reused. The outstanding char- 
acteristic of illumination at this time is the merging of traditional patterns and 
compositions with minute floral detail, which spreads, almost like a rash, over 
the surface. The duminated page is covered with a mesh of ornament in 
which form and content blur into a multicoloured haze. 

Although many different colours were used, red and several varieties of 
blue dominated the palate of the Qiijiir illuminator. By now commercial paints 
were being imported from the West for use in book decoration. 

Ottoman dlumination during the thirteenth/nineteenth century also 
continued the traditional forms of the previous two centuries. Qur%ns were 
still often decorated with the monotonous pattern of small blossoms on an 
underlying gold arabesque mesh, so typical of Ottoman manuscripts produced 
in the twelfth/eighteenth century. However, we see the introduction of sprays 
and bunches of flowers, often quite naturahstically painted, and fluttering 
ribbons, the latter probably due to Western influence. The end-papers of 
manuscripts often have been decorated, using the Turkish technique of mar- 
bhg (ebmi, but in the thirteenth/nineteenth century they were frequently 
painted with simple repeat-patterns, ribbons or floral sprays. 

In the thrteenth/nineteenth century leather bindings and slip-cases were 
often painted, giving the illuminator the chance to display his skdls there as 
well as on the manuscript page. Although this century was not one of great 
innovation in the area of illumination, when Illuminators were able to extend 
their SMS to other areas of the book, the result is sometimes of the highest 
quality, with all totally decorated. Some of the manuscripts so produced rank 
as true masterpieces of Islamic book art. 
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B o o KB I N D I N G 
NUJ@ Oktg Adunapu 

Bookbinding is the means of keeping a manuscript together and in sequence 
and, by putting covers on the front and back, to prevent the pages falling apart, 
and also to preserve them from the effects of deleterious influences. This must 
have been the original motive to develop ths profession and practice. 

Though South Arabia was one of the oldest centres of leather manu- 
facturing, the art of Islamic bookbinding started with the Egyptian Christian 
Copts, who first worked for the Muslims, then taught them their techniques. 
Copts also used decorations on the doublures. 

The first linings for bookbinding were made of papyrus or parchment. 
Later, classical geometric designs used on Coptic gravestones and fabrics were 
copied in ink on the linings. When papyrus was replaced by paper, they were 
also made of paper. The Coptic influence, carried through al-Qayrawsn, 
reached as far.as England. 

The twelve covers found in the Si& ‘Uqba mosque at al-Qayrawiin are 
the fxst Islamic bookbindings known. These provide various examples of the 
horizontal format, a characteristic of early Islamic bookbindings. Another 
example, one of the most elegant of Qayrawiin bookbindings, belongs to the 
eleventh century. In its raised design, a horizontally placed palmetto and four 
arabesque leaves were fashoned over a series of cords glued to poplar-wood 
boards. As the works of famous bookbinders of the ‘Abbasid Cahph al- 
Ma’mfin were burned during the Mongol raids, only the names mentioned by 
Ibn al-Nadim are known to us. 

The style of bookbindings produced by the Uighur Turks in Eastern 
Turkestan, who accepted the religion of Mani, resemble those of the Copts. 
Two fragments of Uighur bookbindings found by A. von Le Coq in the Qara 
Hocho (Black Hocho) excavations go back to the eighth and ninth centuries. 
These consist of filigree work and polychrome, with engraved geometric de- 
signs over a glded leather background. The close relationship between these 
two pieces of Manichaean Uighur manuscripts from Hocho and the fact that 
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their covers consisted of geometric filigree work over a gdded background, 
while the filigree technique was used in both regons, demonstrate that the 
Islamic art of bookbinding developed from the same source. 

Among the oldest Islamic bookbindings are those from the Tidiinid 
period in Egypt (second and third/eighth and ninth centuries). These re- 
semble the Coptic bindings with geometric designs, the only difference being 
that the covers were made of cedar-wood covered with leather instead of 
papyrus-covered cardboard. For oversized Qurhs, the durable cedar-wood 
was preferred to papyrus cardboard. Furthermore, bookbindings with 
stamped and punched decorations were also produced, examples of which 
were carried back by the Crusaders to their respective countries. 

Mamliik bookbindings are looked upon as the products of an outstanding 
period in the Egyptian art of bookbinding. In the beginning, influenced by the 
Copts, parallel squares around the edges and various decorations on the front 
and back covers and flaps were used. A large variety of geometric designs of 
the eight and ninth/fourteenth and fifteenth centuries was widely used in 
bookbinding decoration. From the eight/fourteenth century onwards, back- 
ground colours changed and a central medallion and R m -  designs (a type of 
arabesque motif in which the touching tips of the strokes end in semi-palm- 
ettes) became more widespread. Flowers, plants and Riim- designs over a 
coloured leather background, or gilded geometric designs are characteristic of 
Egyptian bookbindings from the second/eighth to the tenth/sixteenth cen- 
turies. These designs were made with heated blind tools. Cold-stamped or 
gdded, polygonal and epigraphic designs from North Africa and the Maghrib 
show slight differences. 

After Iran embraced Islam, it was dominated by Coptic bookbindings 
through the Arabic manuscripts that came into the country. The rich libraries 
and books in Iran mentioned by Ibn al-Nab disappeared during the Mongol 
occupation. 

Arthur U. Pope found an example of bookbinding in the Masjid-i Jum‘a 
mosque in 1:fahiin which he assigned to the beginning of the seventh/thir- 
teenth or eight/fourteenth century. The centre was decorated with small 
crosses and the unadorned corner-pieces were made with cold dies. 

In 655/1258 the Mongols conquered and burnt down Baghdad, but 
brought the technique of lacquering to Iran from the East, thus helping the 
development of the art of bookbinding. The ninth/fifteenth century, which 
coincides with the Timiirid era, is the most outstanding period in the Iranian art 
of bookbinding. Stylized plant patterns were used in Shiriiz and Tabriz, while 
gdding and polychrome were seen there before they reached HarBt. Some covers 
were filled with vine-leaves instead of the classic central medallion. pig. 11 

The presence of animal figures and writing on some bookbindings her- 
alds the tenth/sixteenth century. With the lacquering technique introduced 
from China, magnificent works were produced. The tenth/sixteenth century 
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W-l(d).l Inside of lower cover, with flap, Dw& of 
Sultan Ahmad Jalayr, 808/ 1406-1 407 

0 Museum of Turkish Islamic Arts, Istanbul (Baghdad 2046) 

during the rule of the Safawids was the most brilliant period for Iranian 
bookbindmg, whch thrived in cultural centres such as Tabriz, Shiriiz and 
Isfahiin. During the reign of Shfi Tahmasp (932-983/1526-1576), lacquered 
bowls became popular for the first time. These bowls were decorated with 
miniatures of scenes from hunting, nature and gardens, and with posies. In 
Sh& ‘Abbiis’s time these designs were applied to other arts as well. At the end 
of the twelfthleighteenth century, though the number of lacquered works 
increased in number, they lost their quality, techque and taste. 

When the art of bookbinding in Asia is mentioned, Harat specimens and 
the Tiiirid period come to mind. Shiih Rukh, whose father was appointed 
governor of Harat and Khuriisiin by Timiir in 799/1397, was one of the 
greatest Islamic bibliophiles and lived in the city for fifty-one years until hs 
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death in 850/1447. The art was introduced by masters from Syria and Egypt 
who were invited there by Timiir and, with Shh Rukh's patronage, book- 
binding reached its lvghest peak in Harat. Shah Rukh's successor Biiysonghor 
(799-836/1397-1433) established an art centre at the private Hariit Library 
and also founded a library and an academy in the city where, around 822/ 
1420, forty artists were gathered and trained under its roof; among them were 
calligraphers, bookbinders, engravers and gilders. Husayn Bayqara and 'Ali 
Shir Nawa'i followed in his footsteps, and Qawam al-Din, a master of book- 
binding from Tabriz, was another noted member of the academy. 

Very little has survived from the bnlliant examples of Anatolian book- 
bindings from the period of the Saljuqid 'Alii' al-Din Ayqubiid. These leather 
bookbindings were dark brown or reddish brown in colour and some of them 
were gdded. Geometric designs were never used in their decoration. They 
were composed of Rumis that did not have geometric designs, or of interlaced 
Saljuqid designs which either filled the centre medallion or the whole cover, or 
stylized scenes from nature. They did not have corner-pieces, the doublure 
was bare of decoration and the flap was not always visible. The eighthlfour- 
teenth-century bookbindings were mostly in relief and gdded. 

The ninth/fifteenth century saw the rise of the Turkish style of book- 
bindmg. Books that were prepared in the name of the Sultan MehmedII the 
Conqueror were representative of the quality and taste of the period. The 
stylized and landscaped designs of the Iranians, real or mythical animals, 
Riimis as used by the Mamliiks and points and geometric designs were not to 
be found in Turkish bookbindmg. In the ninthlfifteenth century, the Turks 
used three-leaved clovers, pelargonium-leaves, clouds, roses, ornamental 
knobs, cinquefoils (genq), Hatayi, centre-knots and needle designs in their 
decorations. Their main decorative feature was a central medalhon with 
corner-pieces. 

From the tenth/sixteenth century onwards, the medahons became oval 
in shape and were serrated. The compositions, consisting of a medahon, two 
decorative additions (sdbek) and corner-pieces, were framed in a border which 
sometimes was decorated with cartouches. In some instances the whole sw- 
face is gdded (miLemmu), the decorations consisting of two different shades of 
gold (yellow and greenish), one for the background, the other for the relief 
decorations. In some cases, only the background was gilded. Cartouche dec- 
orations were used by the Ottomans before the Iranians. Stylized pomegranate 
flowers, six-leaved flowers, tiger stripes, leopard spots and specially serrated 
leaves are very important in Turkish decorations. In some bookbindings the 
inside and outside covers were both embossed, while in others the medallions, 
with two decorative additions above and below the central medallion (sujbek) 
and triangular corner-pieces, were embossed, the rest of the surface being 
gilded. Gilt motifs of circles and stars and points were brushed on the leather, 
then impressed upon it with ayekph, a blind tool. 
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During the reign of Sultan Ahmad and his son-in-law Ibrahim Piishii in 
the twelfthleighteenth century, the quality of the work produced could be 
compared with that of the tenth/sixteenth century. The compositions and 
motifs are classical, Rumis and cinquefoils were often used. A new technique 
for lacquered bookbindings and gold-embroidered leather book-covers was 
devised. The Ottoman lacquered bookbindmgs began in the time of Sultan 
Mehmed I1 the Conqueror in the ninth/ fifteenth century. The difference be- 
tween Iranian and Ottoman bookbindings in the twelfth/eighteenth century is 
the stylized and natural flower designs that are used. Though the number of 
motifs is less, the work is much finer. Soft-toned colours and the harmony 
between motifs and the overall elegance are noteworthy. Lacquered works, 
called ‘patent leather’, were known as EdimekZ~ after the twelfth/eighteenth 
century. ‘Ab Uskiidari was the best-known master of ths style, being also a 
famous calhgrapher and a gilding artist. H e  brought freshness to the old style 
and started adding the date and hs name on hs works. Whde following the 
traditional medallion forms and corner-pieces, he made way for the style of 
the period, using shadowed colourings and posies in the decorations. The 
latter were widely used by the lacquering artists, who also signed their names 
in the doublures. Among them is one, ‘Abd Allah Bukhiiri, who added 
Western-style landscape scenes to hs decorations. The Turkish art of book- 
binding carried on the imitation of simple works from the nineteenth to the 
twentieth century. In 1936, a Turkish Decorative Arts Department was es- 
tablished withm the State Academy of Fine Arts in Istanbul and formal edu- 
cation in classical bookbinding began. 

In bookbinding, the first step is to place all the leaves on top of each other 
and sew them together, the spine being flat. The leaves are then bonded and 
stitched together at the top and bottom of the spine to prevent them from 
scattering. The materid of the covers is cardboard and their edges are always cut 
even with the pages. Whde the bookbinder ornaments the binding with various 
types of decoration, such as medalllon designs, the thck cardboard immediately 
under the decorations is cut out and fitted with a much thinner cardboard lining 
to preserve the decorations. Ths process is also followed for the envelope-flap 
of the cover (miqkib) of the binding, whch is a continuation of the back cover. 
The leather to be used for binding is pared, thinned, then soaked in water and 
stretched over the cardboard. To ensure that decorations are embossed in de- 
tail, a paste made of asphodel-root powder is generously brushed on to the 
cardboard. As ths layer of paste is soft, it cuslvons the embossed decorations. 

In the old style of Islamic bookbinding, the front cover opens to the right 
while the back cover opens to the left together with the fore-edge flap (serfab) 
and the envelope-flap. The sertab is the continuation of the back cover and fits 
over the outside edge of the pages, thus protecting them and keeping them 
free from dust. The envelope-flap, whch comes to a triangular point, fits 
between the book and the front cover. It may also be used as a book-mark. 
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VI-l(d).2 A tenth/sixteenth century book cover 
ormamented with precious stones 

0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library (Treasury Section) 

Portfolios and book-cases may also be considered wih the art of 
bookbinding. Portfolios also have two covers like leather bookbindings and 
have pockets on the inside of the covers to preserve papers and other valuable 
documents. Book-cases are covered with leather or ebn? paper and are used to 
preserve manuscripts. A ribbon attached to the interior of the case enables the 
manuscript to be withdrawn easily. 

In this art form, the protective cover was made of leather as it was found 
to be the best material for h s  purpose. In most cases sheep-, goat- and deer- 
slims, and in some rare cases cattle hide, were used for bookbinding. 
Originally they would preserve their natural colour or be dyed brown and were 
then pared to make the material thinner. Finally, h s  was pasted on to card- 
board which had been cut to the dimensions of the manuscript. Later a variety 
of colours was used in Tiiiirid bookbindings, while the Anatolian Saljiiqs and 
the Mamliiks used all shades of brown. After the &&/fifteenth century, in 
the Ottoman period, red bordeaux, green and black were used in addition to 
browns. Begvlning with the ninth/fifteenth century, blue dye as well as gold 
can be found in Ottoman and Mamliik specimens. 
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Bookbindings differ according to the material, decorations and technique 
that are used and the styles that are created, taking the name of the relevant 
cultural area. Within its historical development, the Islamic art of bookbinding 
consisted of the following major styles: Arab, Maghribi, Mamlnk, Hatayi, 
Turlush (Ottoman) and B&bZ%ijadfd (new Bukhiirii). 

There are many types of leather and cloth bindings, which are adorned 
with a variety of decorations, among them the sbamsa design, consisting of 
sunburst-medallions or circular designs that spread out from the middle to the 
four corners of the book (the word sbamsa comes from Arabic shams, meaning 
‘sun’). These are embossed on the leather and named according to the ap- 
plication of the design. Either the embossed figures are in natural leather whde 
the background is gdded, or the background is in natural leather while the 
figures are gilded, or both the figures and the background are gdded, in whch 
case two different colours of gold may be used. 

Leather filigree work is mostly found on the doublure. Delicate figures 
cut in leather are stuck on the doublure, which will be of a dfferent-coloured 
leather or cloth. 

Some bookbindings take their name from decorations commonly called 
‘latticed-medalhon’ decoration. Four-petal leaf- and lattice-designs are painted 
on the cover with paint made from crushed gold-leaf. This adornment can 
either be in the middle or cover the whole background. It is encountered at 
the end of twelfth/eighteenth and thirteenth/nineteenth centuries. 

Another type of binding presents a motif of circles, stars and points 
which are impressed on the leather with a fine-pointed embossing tool, known 
as a blind tool. There are bindings made of leather decorated with dfferent 
coloured threads and golden embroidery. A four-cornered binding is covered 
with velvet or a patterned or embroidered cloth, the sides and corners of 
which are reinforced with leather, while in some cases the binding is made of 
cardboard, which is then covered with linen, silk or velvet. 

236, or marbling, has a long history and an important place in book- 
binding. Such bindings are reinforced, using the four-cornered technique, Eh% 
is used on the cover as well as on the doublures. It is a material that is very 
popular in bookbindmg and on book covers. Jewel-encrusted bookbindings are 
decorated with rubies, emeralds, turquoises and diamonds and are very pre- 
cious, but rather rare Fig. 21. Though their artistic value is high, they are more 
related to the art of the goldsmith than the bookbinder. Lacquered bindings 
take their name from the lacquer or varnish used, the cardboard or leather 
binding receiving a thorough finish before being varnished. [Fig. 3,4]. 

The following are the materials used in bookbindmg. 
Cardboard was employed before the usage of paper and in the early 

phase of Islamic bookbinding. It is made from thn wooden plates and cov- 
ered with thin leather. Later, specially prepared cardboard replaced wood. 
Thin yellow silk thread, matching the colour of the polished leaves, is used to 
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W-l(d).3 Lacquered cover signed ‘Abdullh Bukhai 
and dated 1209/1795 

0 Topkapi Palace Museum Lbrary (Treasury 1380) 
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VI-1 (d).4 Outside of upper cover, lacquer with mother-of-pearl inlay, 
Nu.& bihz~ht of Am% I(husraw Dihlawi, 901 / 1496-1 497, Harat 

0 Topliapi Palace Library (€5-676) 

sew them together. Coloured silk thread is used to strengthen the stitches that 
hold the pages at the top and bottom of the spine. 

Gold relief, gold leaf and brushed gold are used in the preparation of the 
decorations that are frequently found on bindings and they have a prescribed 
thickness. One of the most important decorations used in Islamic bindings of 
the Mddle Ages is gold relief. Brushed gold decorations are also found on 
border-hes and pages, or around letters. In later periods, w e  find that gold is 
brushed across the entire surface, or figures are embossed on gdded covers. 

Tools used in bookbinding include the des made of metal, wood and 
leather whch produce the embossed figures on the cover. These are named 
accordmg to their placement there, such as the ‘medahon’ die or ‘corner’ &e. 
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Smaller practical dies are used to produce corner-pieces, chain-patterns and 
fillings for the medallions and the overlapping sections of the books. The tool 
that produces the chain-pattern can be included in this category. Additional 
tools called ‘blind tools’, among them the fine-pointedyekpzh and the teber 
(hatchet), are heated and pressed on the leather, thus producing the designs 
and colour changes. 

Relief-work, stamping and painting techniques are used in bookbinding. 
The stamping technique has two methods of application: firstly, by using dies, 
and secondly, by employing small hand-tools. In the first instance, the designs 
are cut into the die (female) and, after the stamping, they come out in relief 
(male). Other small designs are produced by hammering. 

The relief techmque entails applying gold-leaf or gold-plate to the leather 
and hammering it in by means of a round tool with a hollow centre and sharp 
edges. In painting, crushed gold-leaf is liquefied and applied with a delicate 
brush on to the leather. After it dries, it is polished to a shine with a burnishing 
stone. 

At present, the art of Islamic bookbindmg is practised only in restoring 
old and valuable bindings or, in very special cases, put to use in preserving rare 
manuscripts. 
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EBRU (MARBLING) 
THE ART O F  PAPER MARBLING 

APPLIED IN A N  EMULSION 
Mustafa L@r Derman 

Among the Islamic decorative arts, ebrm, or marbling, is a most attractive 
technique and yields immediate results. Though w e  are not certain about its 
origm, it is known that some work was carried out in the field using emulsions 
in China and Japan between the eighth and the twelfth centuries and 
subsequently, under the names of litl shu shim and mminugushi, respectively. 
Such examples give at least a vague idea about the historical development of 
this art, which appeared in Turkestan at a later date under the Chaghatay 
Turhsh name of ebre (dress). At the beginning of the sixteenth century, the art 
spread from Turkestan into Iran via the SAk Road. There, it was called cbc, a 
Persian word that relates to ‘cloud’. Indeed, the patterns in marbling, which 
resemble masses of clouds, justify this word, which was also used in the 
Ottoman lands. During the ninteenth century, however, it was changed to 
ebml, meaning ‘eyebrow’ in Persian, due to the difficulty of the pronunciation. 
Ths name is erroneous but not unsuitable since marbled paper contains 
patterns resembhg an eyebrow. 

It is reported that ebe, produced in India by Mir Muhammad Ziihir 
around the mid-16th century, spread to Iran and then to Istanbul. Towards the 
end of the same century, ebe paper was brought from Istanbul by European 
travellers returning to their homelands, where it became known as ‘marbled 
paper’ or ‘Turkish marbled paper’. It was first used and produced in Germany, 
then in France and Italy. Gradually marbled paper was introduced into 
England and the United States and the production in each country reflected 
dfferent tastes. Various materials used in its production also account for the 
minor differences in marbled paper. 

It is made by floating finely ground dyes on an emulsion, and its success 
depends on certain conditions. What follows is an account of the application 
of marbling to paper in Istanbul during the Ottoman period and the materials 
and tools used. 
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The dyes employed are natural ones called topruk byu, obtained from 
coloured minerals and soil which are insoluble and contain no oil. These are 
pounded and fmely ground on a stone slab, in a watery medium, by a small 
convex pestle (destesenk) . Some other dyes, like Lahore indigo and gumlac in 
their natural form, are also used in marbling. 

The ebe trough is rectangular in shape and six cm. deep, preferably made 
of zinc or galvanized metal. Its dimensions should be the same as the sheet of 
paper that will be used. In the old days wooden troughs were used and any 
cracks were filled with pitch to prevent water seepage. 

Gum tragacanth is exuded from the gum tragacanth plant (Atruguhs 
trugucunthu) and comes in cream-coloured irregular plaques or strips. These are 
dissolved in water, then strained through a cloth bag. The liquid is then added 
to the water in the trough so that the viscosity reaches the desired level and the 
dyes do not sink to the bottom. Approximately 600marbled papers can be 
obtained from a trough filled with the emulsion of water and gum tragacanth. 
In the West, artists use badderlock (Aluria escdentu) instead of gum tragacanth. 

Bile from cattle, which contains active surface bile acids, is added to each 
dye so that they will spread over the surface of the liquid without mixing with 
each other. Different amounts of bile are used to control the colours’ inter- 
actions. In the production it is necessary to add more bile to the dyes which 
are added later, so that they migrate on the surface of the liquid to the spaces 
between the lighter areas, pushing aside the other colours as they move. 

A special brush is prepared by winding horsehair loosely and cylindrically 
around a thin and smooth stick. Modern brushes are not suitable for spreading 
the dyes properly. 

The comb is a strip of wood which is pierced with nails at regular in- 
tervals and is used in making turukli eh- (combed ebm?. 

Thin wire spikes or needles are used to make patterns and thick wire 
spikes are used to drop dyes on the liquid. In olden days, only horsehair could 
be used for this purpose. 

Preparation of marbled paper 
The horsehair brush is used to sprinkle dyes containing the bile evenly over 
the surface of the liquid in the trough which has been prepared by the above- 
mentioned method; the colours are thus spread over the liquid like masses of 
clouds. 

To apply marbling to paper the artist slowly slides the paper from the 
right or left side of the trough and lays it over the surface of the liquid, where 
it remains for fifteen seconds. Thus the designs transfer to the paper with all 
their beauty, Then the craftsman holds up the two corners of the paper and 
draws it towards himself over the lip of the trough. The ebe is then spread 
over long wooden laths and dried in the shade. 
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Each newly added colour spreads over the surface by pushing its way 
over the others, depending on the amount of bile it contains. Ths type is 
called bai‘tal eb?% (a pattern of large blobs). A finer version of batta/, whose 
colour resembles porphyry, is known as somaki eb% (porphyry marbling). 

In producing the battaf ebe, the artist has no way of interfering with the 
patterns that are formed except by sprinkling dyes on the liquid in the trough. 
For ths reason, wise men considered the art of marbling as a vivid example 
that explains the manifestation of God’s absolute wdl and man’s individual 
will. The sprinkling of dyes was likened to the individual will, whereas the 
pattern of unpredictable shapes whch were formed over the surface of the 
trough were likened to the divine wd. 

Tarama &e&) ebml (hatching) is produced by spreading the dyes over 
the surface of the liquid first, as in the application of battd ebui. The wire 
spike is then moved over the liquid in sharp and straight lines, leaving 
horizontal and vertical zigzags. If the movements of the spike are irregular 
and circular (Tal irn@, or Paisley pattern), e h ?  is obtained, while spiral 
movements of the spike from the periphery to the centre result in b d b d  
ymw’ (nightingale’s nest). The craftsman produces taraklz ebni (combed 
marbhg) by sprinkhng the colours, as in the case of hattd eh%, and drawing 
the wooden comb across the length of the trough. More attractive patterns 
can be produced by the application of comb-marbling on a surface where 
hatching has been applied. Finally, s e p m l i  (sprinkled) ebrtl is produced when 
the craftsman sprinkles insoluble dyes of dark colours on the surface of one 
of the above types of marbling. If the same procedure is followed with the 
use of naphtha, small spaces will open up on the surface of the marbling. 
Ths type of marbhg is known as n@/i (naphtha) e h ? .  As the liquid in the 
trough gets dirty after many uses, the dyes that are spread on the surface 
appear as dots that resemble particles of sand. This is called kzimh eb% 
(sandy marbling). 

Hajf eb?% (light marbling) is produced if the above-mentioned types of 
marbling are made in lighter colours, and is used especially as a background for 
works of calttgraphy. In this case the paper is glossed. 

Mehmed Efendi (d. 1186/1773), a preacher at the Aya Sofia mosque, was 
a well-known artist worlilng in marbling and invented another type called hatip 
eb?%m (preacher’s ebmq pig. 11. Ths is produced by placing a few drops of 
strong colours over a light background with the wire spike, addmg different 
drops of colour if desired, to form concentric circles. Then, passion-flower, 
heart and star patterns are produced with the vertical and horizontal move- 
ments of the spike with these concentric circles. Likewise, craftsmen at- 
tempted to produce floral patterns on marbled paper. It was Necmeddin 
Okyay (1883-1776) who first produced the &ekL eb% (flowered ebmi with 
tulrp, carnation, pansy, poppy, rosebud, chrysanthemum and hyacinth designs, 
which looked very natural. His student Mustafa Duzgunman (1720-1790) 
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VI-l(e).l A specimen of marbling, known as Hatb ebm, 
by Hatib Mehmed Efen& 

0 Collecuon of M. U@r Derman, Istanbul 
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VI-l(e).2 Mustafa Diizgunman, a specimen of ehm 
shaped like the petals of a pansy 

Q Collection of M. U&r Derman, Istanbul 
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added papagali ebc (marbhg with daisies) to the above types. Flowered mar- 
bled paper is known in the history of Turkish art as Nemeddin ebcm pig. 21. 

The designs whch are produced on the surface of the liquid can be 
applied only to one sheet of paper, they cannot be used twice. No two mar- 
bled papers are exactly the same, there can only be similar designs. In this 
respect, each marbled paper is a unique work of art. 

Necmeddin Okyay pig. 31 also invented theja$z ebc (marbling with 
calligraphy), whch has its place in the Islamic art of calligraphy. To produce 
this work, calligraphy is first applied with a solution of gum arabic and left to 
dry. Then it is spread on the liquid in the trough. The marbling patterns do not 
affect the gummed parts and the calhgraphy corresponds to the original colour 
of the paper. 

In old manuscripts, the backgrounds for the text and the margins were in 
different colours. This was known as akkaSe, where the calligraphy was 
centred on a white field bordered with ebri colour, and the papers were called 
akkzseli kaiid. Thls practice was also applied to marbling. Marbled paintings 
are known to have been produced by the above technique in the city of 
Bij3pipur in India in the seventeenth century. Though Necmeddin Okyay did 
not see such works, he applied akk&eli ebri to marbled paper with calhgraphy. 
H e  performed ths technique in two stages: first by rubbing the solution of 

VI-1 (e).3 Calligraphed ebri by Necmeddin Okyay: dUi?ib) 
0 Collection of M. U& Derman, Istanbul 
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gum arabic on the middle of light marbled paper; then by laying the paper for 
a second time over the liquid in the trough, which had an application of strong 
colours. 

Throughout the hstory of marbling, there has been little information 
about the artists who practised this art. The names that follow are from the 
old generation of artists who operated in Istanbul: Shebek M e b e d  Efendi 
(sixteenth century) Shaykh Sdiq Efendi (d. 1846), his brother Sdih 
(nineteenth century), and his son Hezarfen Edhem Efendi (1829-1904), 
Hattat %mi Efendi (1 838-1912), Bekir Efendi (nineteenth century), Hattat 
Aziz Efendi (1871-1934), SHmi Necmeddin (1919-1933). Today, there is an 
increasing number of artists who are engaged in the technique. They apply 
marbling to fabrics, glass and faience. In addition to abstract designs, they also 
create figurative paintings. Since it is difficult to find the old dyes, synthetic 
dyes are now used. 

In the past centuries, marbled paper was used for bindmg manuscripts, as 
yar-kife kap (in bookbinding) andjafi kaiidi (flyleaf), for decorating the inside 
and outside borders of kit‘a (couplets) arid levba (framed inscriptions), as well 
as for ornamenting the two sides of couplets known as koltuk in certain works 
of calligraphy called hibe. Many exquisite examples of marbling are found in 
museums and libraries. 

From the seventeenth century onwards, the Western world developed an 
interest in this art. The first publication that cites marbled paper with the name 
‘Turkish paper’ was printed in Rome in 1646. Since then, many works have 
been written about this art. 
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ISLAMIC ARCHITECTURE 
A N D  URBANISM 

S. GHLxar Haider 

Culture, civhzation and architectures 
It is often stated that architecture is a concrete expression of culture and that a 
city is manifest civilization. Such statements imply that culture and civihzation 
somehow pre-exist as causes, whde archtecture and the city are their logical 
effects. This simplistic view masks the mutually essential, two-way, causal 
relationship between building and culturing within the larger scope of 
civilizing. It is our position, instead, that archtecture is an act that precipitates 
culture, whch, in turn, authenticates architecture as a civilizational sign. 

Culture is an all-encompassing description of such forces and patterns as 
cultivate the individual in the skills of participation towards a collective ful- 
filment. To be cultured is to become worthy of membershp of a group and a 
civilized community. Formative forces, or ‘culturing’ energies, as w e  would 
call them, are the internal driving forces that maintain the group and thus 
make it worthy of a unique identity. It is our position that locked up in the 
nature of Muslim archtecture and cities, culturing dynamos par excellence, is the 
uniqueness of the Islamic community. 

Most powerful formative energies of a culture come from an underlymg 
stratum of faith. Culture is crystallized by what people believe and how they 
formally and behaviourally express it in their lives. It is what they uphold as 
essential, valuable, desirable, and thus the basis of their choices, transactions 
and human relations. Islam, an all-encompassing system that so elegantly 
brings together every aspect of human thought and action, has been the for- 
mauve energy for many diverse cultural expressions which resonate with, 
without being duplicates of, one another. Beyond the belief-system and a 
shared view of how the world works, culture encompasses a society’s view of 
knowledge and what it believes to be its authentic sources. Culture is also 
sustained by myths, legends, folklore, traditions, collective memory and ex- 
perience. 
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Culture is a compounding enterprise and its artistic production, accreting 
on itself, evolves into an identifying expression. Literary, visual, plastic and 
performing arts, as well as crafted objects and devices of daily life, commercial 
conduct and religious rituals, all weave through one another and nourish and 
sustain the cultural landscape. A house is made to assert existence, not just to 
create a shelter. Tools are created and not merely used. Form is given, not just 
executed. Earth becomes a garden and water is disciplined into a bounded 
pool. Emptiness becomes an inspiring space and matter an eloquent form. It 
is then that shapes merge together as a geometric field and writing becomes 
calligraphy worthy of the divine word. Wood is split into a seat for the Book 
($ILz), stone is shaped into a mausoleum confronting the annihilation of death. 

In the drama of culture and the story of civilization, the city is the stage 
and architecture the choreographer. To build towards a settlement is ‘to 
dwell’, with intelligence and will, to fulfil our destiny vis-&-vis nature and God. 
Dwelling is thus the supreme act of transition from being a pure creation, in 
the sense of nature, to becoming a wilful participant in the scheme of things. 
Man the dweller makes a place and man the wanderer keeps returning to it. 
Christian Norberg-Schulz captures this idea, quoting Heidegger: ‘This dia- 
lectic of departure and return, of path and goal, is the essence of that ex- 
istential “spatiality” which is set into work by architecture.’ It is in this sense 
that the city becomes the collective act of ‘dwelling’, going from nomadic 
wanderings to sedentary settlement, from tribal simplicity to cultured ex- 
istence, from a transitory encampment to a civilizational landscape. 

The ‘venture of Islam’, borrowing the term from Hodgson, spawned 
numerous and diverse cultures around a centralist spiritual and legalist core 
that over a millennium came to be widely accepted as Islamic civilization. 
While Islam spread from the Iberian peninsula to the Indonesian archipelago 
and from China and Siberia to sub-Saharan Africa, encompassing numerous 
languages, local customs and traditions, its religious fountain-head remained 
anchored to the Arabic Qur’iin, revealed over twenty-three years in Mecca and 
Medina, and to the Prophet M&ammad’s tradition as organized in the Sru 
and @u&b literature. It is this tension between the geographic and ethnic 
indigenousness of cultures in the Islamic mosaic and the global and trans- 
historical characteristics of Islam and the civilization that has become asso- 
ciated with it, that is of special interest to our topic. What is it in the phe- 
nomena of Islam that has lent that ‘distinctive quality’ to its materid 
civilization? Why, in spite of great diversity in formal expression, are the 
buildings and cities of a millennium recognizable as ‘Islamic’, though there is 
no formal cannon nor a universal style? How to establish ‘Islamicity’ for any 
architecture, or for that matter any cultural production like a city? 

Various approaches have been taken in the search for answers to the 
above questions. There is the approach characterized by historians like 
Creswell, Pope, Ettinghausen, Sourdel, Papadopoulo, Grabar, Hoag, Blair and 
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Bloom, and Hdlenbrand. By the very discipline of their field, ’facts’ have to be 
systematically dug out, either from the ground or from authentic texts, col- 
lected and organized like the pieces of an ancient pottery, documented, drawn 
and double-checked, their mutual contingency established beyond reasonable 
doubt and, after critical review by peer historians, published and deposited in 
libraries. These are the ‘writers from without’ and their work has resulted in 
historical, geographical, functional, stylistic, formal, and even technical and 
decorative taxonomies. 

Their is another group whose approach is rooted in comprehensive fra- 
meworks based on their selected exegesis of the Qur’gn, their choice of 
Prophetic sayings, their understanding of Islamic ethics, law and history, and 
select texts from the vast treasure of literature. Within that framework they 
propose descriptive and even prescriptive models of architecture on which 
they can neatly affm their observations. Since these models are of their own 
making, it happens very often that their observations quite neatly confirm 
their models. These writers ‘write from withtn’ the chambers of belief. They 
are gazing at a reality that they have chosen to be immersed in. They are like 
the reflective sphere in the hand of the artist drawing his own face that stares 
back at hun. 

Islamic architecture 

ARCHITECTURE AND THE QUESTION OF ITS ISLAMICITY 

Architecture and culture, as discussed earlier, are each other’s formative 
energies and their accreted expression and extracted essence is civihzational. 
Islam is both a state of mind and a citadel of communal culture. To this citadel 
there are many paths, many gates to enter it and numerous windows to look 
into it. The Qur’iinic text constitutes one such ‘dual-carriage’ path because, on 
the one hand, it is the ever-relevant guidance for Muslims and therefore leads 
us to the believers’ inner ethm and aesthetics. On the other hand, it is 
intimately woven into the twenty-three years of the historical unfolding of the 
Prophet’s mission which, consolidated as the Sra and fAa&t. literature, has 
become the founding stratum of all Muslim cultural motivations, including 
architecture. Consequently, we start with this path to seek understanding of 
those philosophical and normative underpinnings of architecture which lend it 
its Islamicity. Later, we seek its spatio-formal aspects with examples spanning 
the vast time and space of Muslim history. 

GOD’S HOUSE 

Qur’gnic allegories are employed to ‘locate’ God in the sphere of human 
imagination and experience, to accommodate a man to God’s protocol and, 
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finally, a man to man’s ethics. The revealed text is replete with ‘architectural’ 
images of creating, constructing, inhabiting, laying foundations, raising walls, 
spanning without supports, sheltering canopies, houses, palaces and walled 
domains. A careful reading reveals that the Qur’iin has dwelt upon spatial 
concepts of location and has aimed at journeying, as opposed to dislocation 
and wandering, invitation across a threshold and hospitality within a sanctum 
rather than expulsion from a domain and exile into an undifferentiated, 
unsettled vastness. These allegorical images have had a major effect on the 
shaping of ‘Islamic space’. 

The Ka‘ba, built by man, the created, is God the Creator’s house. Fifteen 
times throughout the Qurh it is referred to as God’s House, and yet there is 
never the slightest hint of Him being the dweller. Associated with ths house is 
the sacred precinct, an area with clear boundaries. Within that is the sacred 
mosque, on which all are invited to converge (Qur’gn V.2; VIII.34-35). The 
Ka‘ba thus is the ontological centre of Islamic space. Just as a pebble dropped 
on the calm, undifferentiated surface of a lake creates emanating, active and 
converging, reactive, concentric waves, making manifest the original impulse 
that sets the process in motion, the act of locating the Ka‘ba’s foundation by 
the Archangel Gabriel remains manifest through the outgoing guidance and 
the incoming devotion. The Ka‘ba is the gibla, both the mosque for the living 
and the tomb for the dead. The Ka‘ba and its global bearings have rendered 
the whole earth into the believer’s mosque. 

THE PROPHET’S HOUSE 
If the Ka‘ba was the architectural marker as the House of God, then the 
mosque-house of Medina was the House of the Slave of God. If the Master’s 
house, in its emptiness, spoke of f i s  transcendence, then the slave’s house, in 
its fullness, expressed its earthly mission of establishing the dn of Islam. Here, 
the Qur’gn was received; here, &n was formulated; here, the Sbae‘a was 
refined; here, Islam was lived out with sincerity; and here, God’s help was 
sought with devotion. Its boundaries were well established. A wall defined the 
precinct. Here, there was a generosity towards the communal space and an 
economy of the private chambers of the Prophet. The construction was 
minimal and elegant, using existent skills. All functions were close to the 
humble earth, which was swept clean. It was a place of learning, of wise 
counsel, of settling disputes, of communal affairs, of preparation for 
campaigns and for much remembrance of God. Here, the curtain was 
lowered between the domestic and public domain, resulting in the passion for 
privacy of Islamic architecture and city. It was sitting among the pillars, in the 
four-cornered compound, that the Prophet analogized the testimony of faith 
(sbab&da), ritual prayer (;a&), obligatory charity (ZakZt), fasting in a prescribed 
month of prayer (;awm) and pilgrimage to the House of God (hq), with the 
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‘pdlars’ upholding, or the ‘corners’ (arkan) stabhaing din, the edifice of Islamic 
life. The Prophet’s house-mosque became the context as well as the core of 
his communal tradition. In spite of its successive physical transformations well 
beyond its original simplicity, it acquired an archetypal stature as a mental 
model of social behaviour and architectural imagination. 

ARCHITECTURE IN THE REVEALED HISTORY 

The Qur’snic uses of hstory to clarify theologcal and moral principles cannot 
be taken lightly as a force in a society of believers. Archttecture in the 
‘revealed‘ htstory acquires an essential moral dimension and cannot be treated 
free of the intentions underlying it. 

The architectural achievements of David and Solomon as well as those of 
Pharaoh and the nations of ‘Ad and Thamud are recognized but placed on the 
opposite sides of the moral divide. W e  the former are in submission (i.rhm, 
ta.rkm) towards God, the later are in denial (kz&) and thus in rebellion against 
God. O n  the one hand, the architectural magnificence of the Prophet-Kmgs is 
a ‘sign’ of God and their rule a domain of justice. O n  the other, the arrogant 
disbelief of Pharaonic Egypt, ‘Ad and Thamiid pollutes their achievements 
and earns them heavenly wrath and destruction. 

The Hereafter is presented both as a space and as a state of being. 
Concepts are put forth in natural metaphors and geometrical images so that 
the believers can ’construct this space’ and prepare for it. Paradise is si- 
multaneously physical and metaphysical. Just as the Ka‘ba is God’s ‘My 
House’ (Qur’sn, xxII.26) on earth, Paradise is ‘My Garden’ (LXXXIX.30) in 
the Hereafter. And while the believer is commanded to make a pilgrimage to 
the ‘House’ on earth, he is invited to enter the ‘Garden’ in the Hereafter. It is 
the excellent place of return, it is the ‘assembly of Truth, in the presence of a 
Sovereign Omnipotent!’ (LIV.55), it is a state of being beyond anxiety and 
mortality (XLII.68-73; xLIV.51-57), it is eternity in nearness to God 
(111.51.198), the hghest achievement (LVII.12). The longing for the original 
’garden’ of Adam and Eve, whose primordial memory lingers with the souls of 
their chddren, makes these images of Paralse relatable at both spiritual and 
sensual levels. Much has been drawn from the Qur’gnic Paralse to nurture 
the archtectural enterprises of Muslims, and one can sense the fragrance of 
the Hereafter in the architecture of the Here. 

Hell is opposed to Paradise in several respects. If Paradise is a dwehg- 
space of peace and fulfilled imagmations, Hell is a space of banishment for the 
arrogant (XXXIX.71-72), with no escape and totally imposed suffering 
(XXXII.20). If Paradise is free from anxieties of decay and death that w e  
know in ths world, then Hell is the perpetuation of that anxiety, as the suf- 
fering of death becomes a continuous experience where life is being made to 
die perpetually (IV.56; XIV.17; XX.74; LXXIV.26-29; LxxyvII.13). As the 
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dwellers of the paradisiacal abode are under cool shade, experiencing the 
nearness to God, those of Hell are under the shade of black smoke (LVI.42- 
44) and shut out from the Light of God (LXXXIII.14-16). If Paradise is a 
terraced garden and its dwellers are dressed in brocade and reclining on cou- 
ches of comfort, Hell is a bottomless inferno, the condemned are clothed in 
fire (XXII.19) and their beds have lid-covers on them (VII.40-41). Hell is 
thus anti-dwelling, anti-garden, anti-life, devoid of freedom, exile from mercy 
and, ultimately, even veiled from the light of God. The Muslim builder, per- 
haps subconsciously, saw Hell as his nemesis and took comfort in imagining 
Paradise. 

PATRONAGE AND POWER 
The Caliphal patronage of architecture during the Umayyad and ‘Abbasid 
periods spawned the process of competitive patronage that carried on in 
regional caliphates, like the Fawds, Saljuqs and Khiinid sultanates of Central 
Asia, the MamlGks of Egypt, the Nqrids of Spain, and later Mughal India, 
Safawid Persia and Ottoman Turkey. The size and grandeur of architecture, as 
Ibn Khaldiin theorized in the eighth/fourteenth century, required strong royal 
authority and dynastic continuity. And the rulers and dynasties asserted their 
presence through architecturally upstaging those who preceded them or those 
whose reputation from neighbouring lands had challenged their royal ego. 
Islamic ethics, however, had a disciplining impact on the royal desires. The 
entombing and, thus, self-enshrining impulse of the kings got ethically 
expanded into buildings of communal good, such as mosques, mudrams, 
kitchens, hospitals, gardens, sabZs and the like. The royalty or the nobility were 
commissioning facilities of continuing public welfare (is&r@, ib.s&, Tahqa, 
jZ@z) in this world, with the faith that the reward (thaw&), cashable in the 
Hereafter, wiU accrue as long as the building lasted. Inscribed on such facilities 
is often a request to the beneficiary to pray for the salvation (maghjru) of the 
patron, whose grave is not too far away. Despite strong legalist views against 
the architectural enshrining of humans, patrons also competed with one 
another in building befitting tombs over the saints. Often the saints, who, like 
Salim Chishti, shunned kings such as Akbar in their life and abstained from 
gifts of ‘royal robes and a seat in the court’, were appropriated by ‘clothing’ 
their remains in most beautiful buildings. Chishti’s mausoleum sits like a jewel 
in the courtyard of Sikfi’s Grand Mosque, that sits next to Akbar’s Hadrianic 
homage to himself as the ‘the JGng of Kings’. Islamic architecture flourished 
because of religiously motivated impulses and, at worst, religiously rationalized 
aggrandizement by powerful patrons. 
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C O N C E P T U AL A N D  SPATIO-FORMAL ASPECTS O F  ISLAMIC 
ARCHITECTURE 

After discussing the revelational, ethical, political and some philosophical 
phenomena whch underlie the ‘Islamicity’ of our archtecture, we now turn to 
those aspects that concern the realms of conception, construction, experience 
and interpretation of this architecture. Buildings that stand the test of time and 
earn the stature of historical significance are wilfully conceived and 
commissioned. The architectural desires underlying these wilful commissions 
are sometimes quite directly manifest, as in the case of the Qutb M h n r  in 
Delhi, and at other times veiled but quite forcefully felt, as in the case of the 
Shaykh Lutf Allah mosque in Isfahan. Their construction is carefully 
anticipated within the technology of their time, whether inIgenous or 
attracted from neighbouring lands or conscripted from a vast empire, as in the 
case of ‘Timtir Lang’s Samarqand. Often, the buildings of significance push the 
available materials and techniques, acheving a new plateau of technological 
slulls that, with time, are copied and become conventions. It is the 
phenomenal experience of archttecture , however, that constitutes its more 
significant reality. Though this experience is normative in a functional sense, 
like going to the mosque, it is relativistic in its sensual, emotional and 
phenomenologcal Imensions, like arriving upon the threshold of Sultan 
Hasan’s courtyard in Cairo or stepping into the Hall of the Two Sisters in the 
Alhambra. Finally, one may analogize our knowledge of buildings, as they 
acquire the stature of archtecture in our minds, with the reading of literature. 
Just as clinical or journalistic texts can be distinguished from literature, 
building as mere accommodation and stable enclosure can be distinguished 
from archtecture. Like literature, the latter is expected to carry ideas of 
permanent or universal interest, accessible to a keen ‘eye’, a seeking ‘mind’ 
and a receiving ‘heart’. It is with the intention of understanding the 
commissioning will, the constructional orders, the experiential choreography 
and the potentiality to bear meaning that w e  scan Islamic architecture and 
propose those attributes that may be considered common across the vast span 
of time and space. 

HIERARCHY 
Architecture is a formal construct requiring structure, for whch hierarchy is 
an essential condition. Hierarchy, however, is more basic to Islam in that it 
provides the structural underpinning for its moral progression at both the 
individual and the collective level. Islamic thought and life are structured 
around the moral axes, either ascending, aiming at the heavenly ‘archtecture’ 
of Paradise, or descending towards the abysmal ‘non-architecture, of Hell. 
Nothing ever happens suddenly, no station is achieved in one step, no journey 
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is finshed in a single leap. The bodily progression in ritual prayer (;a@), from 
standing oriented to the gibla (g&?m) to leaning on the knees (mkfl’), to 
prostrating the whole body and touching the forehead to the ground (sZljEsd), or 
the emotional progression during the stations of pilgrimage (by], is a 
hierarchical concept. Even God, the Undifferentiated ‘One’, asserts His 
creative will through the allegorical hierarchy of ‘seven heavens, one above the 
other, in harmony, . . . faultless’ (xLI.12). Islamic psyche is thus hierarchically 
organized and is both expressed and sustained by an architecture of 
corresponding qualities. 

The hierarchy in Islamic architecture can be quite directly of a spatio- 
formal kind in the sense of a structural progression from the footprint of the 
building to the apex of the enclosed space and expressed form. Such is most 
succinctly exemplified by the North Dome of the Masjid-i J%mic in Isfahiin 
(480/1088-1089), commissioned in the reign of the great Saljtiq Malik Shiih I 
(464-484/1072-1092) by Tiij al-Mulk, perhaps in competition with the South 
Dome, built for the legendary vizier Nigm al-Mulk [Fig. 11. This simple 
chamber rises from a square of 10 metres. Each corner has four narrow ar- 
ched recesses that are framed by slender brick columns forming an integral 
part of the wall. The geometry established at this eye-level never lets go its 
continuity and hierarchical blossoming into the transition zone of the dome, 
made of four tri-lobed corner mzlgarnm-squinches framed by four arches and 
four flat arches of the same geometry. These eight arches then a branch into 
further sixteen identical arches, eight of which are spatial, the others flat. On 
this ‘crown’, like a ring, sits the dome, whose ribs, contained in the surface yet 
visible because of the shift of brick pattern, depart from the square-octagonal 
ground-related order and borrow a totally different pentagonal system, prob- 
ably from an astronomical vision. 

Regarding this dome, Hoag states that ‘the (architect) achieved a struc- 
tural consonance and a hierarchy of ordered parts not again approached until 
the High Gothic of thirteenth-century France’. 

Hierarchy in Islamic architecture is also the result of behavioural norms 
rooted in religious codes. The ideas of the inner, hidden, private and abso- 
lutely restricted as opposed to the outer, manifest, public and accessible, even 
to strangers, are simultaneously operative in daily life and archtecture makes 
these oppositions possible. Numerous examples of this kind of experiential 
hierarchy can be found in the archtecture of Mamltik Cairo and Safawid Iran. 
Worth special attention is Shaykh al-Mu’ayyad’s complex and the herarchy of 
threshold experiences from the very public city gate, Biib al-Zuwayla, through 
the bazaar, the stepped platform to the entrance, the portal, mausoleum, 
mosque, maa’rma and the garden. 

Finally, citadels and palaces &e the Alhambra, the Topkapi and other 
physical settings of power, such as the throne-room of Fathptir S h -  or the 
gateway pavdion-palace known as ‘Ab Qapu in Isfahiin, even gardens like 
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VI-2.1 North Dome, Masjid-i Jami', Isfahgn (draft) 
0 G. Haider 
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Shkiir in Lahore or Chahel Satun in Isfah%n, call for progressively conver- 
ging domains leading one’to the very ‘seat’ of power and are thus direct 
embodiments of hierarchy as architecture. The act of giving a deserving place 
power through the conscious manipulation of the paths that lead to it, physical 
thresholds as well as emotional gateways of existed anticipation, and even fear, 
increasing preciousness of materials that matches the rarity of the encounter, 
are all tell-tale signs of an architecture not merely serving but even creating 
power. 

ORIENTATIONS AND MOVEMENT 

Orientation is fundamental to both the mosque and the mausoleum. From the 
earliest hypostyle mosques modelled after the Prophet’s mosque-house in 
Medina to the Ottoman mosques inspired by Byzantine precedents, the non- 
processional orientation is marked through the play between the ‘centre’ and 
the mibrzb. The centre can be either a courtyard, as in the Mu’ayyad Mosque in 
Cairo, or a domed space, as in the Shaykh Lutf Alliih mosque in Isfahw, or 
both hed in a sequence, as in numerous Ottoman jiimi‘s, such as the 
Siileymaniyye in Istanbul. 

The essential orthogonal relationship between the qibla, as indicated by 
the mosque mibrzb, and the orientation of the coffin in the tomb, with its 
body’s face turned right towards the qibla, has resulted in a typical square-to- 
octagon relationship between the mosque and the mausoleum. While the 
mosque is a square or a rectangular horizontal plane spread across the qibla 
orientation, the mausoleum is a square or octagon-based space rising hea- 
venwards into a dome. The mutual relationship between mosque and mau- 
soleum is very instructive in the context of orientations. Of special interest are 
the complexes of Qn’itbiiy, the Tiij M*all and the Siileymaniyye, whose subtle 
manipulation of orientation would now be discussed in some detail. [Fig. 21. 

The Siileymaniyye establishes a Grand Qzblu axis by setting the linear 
sequence of the courtyard, the domed prayer-hall and the funerary garden. Not 
only is the orientation established in the mapficent silhouette of the complex 
as it sits on one of the ‘hills’ of Istanbul, but it is also felt at the experiential 
level. The main entrance to the arcaded courtyard is unmistakable as it initiates 
the orientation. One arrives at the arcaded courtyard and the eye is forced to 
experience the sky in a frame and the rising volumes of the mosque that lies 
just ahead. The centre is occupied by the ablution reservoir, the container of 
the purifymg liquid. The orientation is clear by the shift in scale of the qibla 
side, as is the articulation of the entrance wall to the prayer-hall, the grilled 
windows and the calligraphic tablets. Crossing of the threshold into the main 
mosque is quite literally an awe-inspiring experience. But as the initial sensa- 
tion calms down, one can see the sophistication of the architecture in estab- 
lishing the orientation without literal axiallity. The central dome, ‘lightened’ by 
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VI-2.2 Suleymanijyye Mosque Complex, Istanbul 
0 G. Haider 
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the thxty-two windows defining its equator, sits gently on the apexes of four 
identical grand arches that come right down as surfaces of the four giant 
pilasters. The gibla being southward, two of these arches (that is, the eastern 
and western) are lateral to the sacred orientation. These have been filled with 
what in modern terms would be labelled as the glass infd wall. Both the 
flatness and the lightness of these two are set against the half-domes bulging 
out of the northern and southern arches, which, in turn, are supported by the 
smaller half-domes in the corners. The four pilasters, which defme a square at 
the ground level, thus blossom as they rise into this mutually enhancing sys- 
tem of two flat filled arches and six half-domes that orient the ‘head‘-space 
both literally and figuratively. An even more subtle device is the contrasting 
expression of the heavy buttresses on the northern and southern outer walls of 
the prayer-hall. On the southern, that is, the Mecca side, the defining wall is 
flush with the nearer faces, that is, the inside of the buttresses, thus absorbing 
them in the gibla plane and hidmg them. On the northern wall, however, they 
are fully incorporated into the space and are further subdivided to make sitting 
alcoves. While the qibla wall is an ornate yet disciplined ‘surface’ worthy of the 
mihrzb, the ‘back‘ wall is an inhabited ‘volume’. The architecture on the east- 
ern and western sides is symmetrical, each a reflection of the other. What is 
essentially a square plan has thus been imparted a perceptual and experiential 
orientation. 

Orientation as an internally determining formative force is also evident at 
the architectural junctures between the buildings and the street. Whether it is 
the streets of old Cairo, Damascus or Isfahiin, or for that matter any medieval 
Muslim city, there exist eloquent examples of the internal orientation cleverly 
meeting the natural order of the street. One of the earliest surviving examples 
of &IS is the Fiimd mosque of al-Aqmar in Cairo (518/1125) pig. 31. A 
wedge-like mass that has been hollowed out is employed to turn the entrance 
from the street to the arcaded courtyard by almost 20”. The composed 
formality of the street faqade and the directly experienced geometric discipline 
of the courtyard are both so absorbing in their own respective qualities that the 
turn through the comparatively constrained vaults of the entrance has little 
impact of its own. While the experience of the faqade is still lingering as an 
after-image, the powerfully orienting influence of the inner square courtyard, 
with its four corner pilasters, twelve arches and eight columns, takes over. The 
Safawid Masjid-i Shih (1020/1612) and the mosque of Shaykh Lutf All& 
(1025/1617) in Isfaha, almost five centuries later, deliberately set the con- 
dition of orientational switch between the mq&-n and the mosques. pig. 41. 

Finally, there are orientations at work that are symbolic, iconographic, 
and even political. The minaret, whose origin and development have received 
ample scholarly treatment by historians, is first and foremost an expression of 
Islamic presence. From the earlier minarets of the Great Mosque in Smarrii’ 
(232/847) to the Mamliik minarets of Cairo, the Ottoman minarets of Istanbul 
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VI-2.3 Al-Aqmar Mosque, 
Cairo (518/1125) (draft) 

0 G. Haider 

VI-2.4 Masjid-i Shgh, 
19fahgn (1020/1612) (draft) 

0 G. Haider 

and the Safawid and Mughal ones of ISfahPn and of D e h ,  Agra and Lahore - 
though quite distinct in their respective profiles - collectively illustrate an 
orientation towards Heaven. In the context of Eliade’s view of the universals 
in religious expression, the minaret does deserve recognition as the axis mmdi 
of Islamic architecture. The tomb-towers like the Gunbadh-i Qgbiis (397/ 
1007) at Jurjiin, south-east of the Caspian Sea, and the mzlgarnas-domed tombs 
like that of Imiim al-Diir at SPrnarrP’ (477/1085) and later examples of four- 
teenth-fifteenth century Timiirid tombs, all show a rather dramatic vertical 
orientation whose primary motivation is symbolic as well as visual. 
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VOID, LIGHT AND REFLECTION 

God‘s omnipresence makes His absence unimagnable. Since there is no 
vantage ‘away from Him’ from where one can ‘observe’ Him, H e  remains 
Unseen. And yet the striving to ‘see the linseeable’, to ‘imagine the 
Unimaginable’ and to ‘be closer to the One Who has no Location’ has been 
Islam’s aesthetic angst. This journey, the uia negatim, is in fact Islam in 
pursuit of its own countenance. All gods have to be denied before His 
‘godness’ can be sensed, if H e  is to be ‘present’ all else will have to be 
‘absent’. It is thus that Islamic archtecture, quite unconsciously, has arrived 
in the course of history at the celebration of the void, the absence of 
matter, through the splitting of monolithic mass as one of its characteristic 
ways of making space. The archetypal house of the classical Muslim lands 
results from the splitting of the ‘earth’-mass on cardinal axes to form a 
courtyard into whch is welcomed the ‘heaven’, whch is the divinely split 
and other than of the earth (Qur’iin XX11.30). The sense of the spiritually 
pregnant void is pervasive in mausoleums and mosques, for example, in the 
tomb of Niir al-Din al-Zangi in Damascus, Qa’itbsy’s complex in Cairo, the 
Soqollu Mehmed Jamie in Istanbul pig. 51, and even non-religious buddings 
hke the Caravanserai of Qiinsawh al-Ghawri in Cairo and the Court of the 
Lions in the Alhambra. 

VI-2.5 Soqullu Mehmed Mosque, Istanbul 
0 G. Haider 
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The Qur’iinic allegory of the light, the niche, the lamp, the glass and the 
flame (XXIV.35-36) has captured the imagination of phdosophers and artists 
alike. The physical light is taken as the reflection of the ‘true light’ of the verse 
and attempt is made to transcend the physics of light towards an ephemeral 
luminescence. The light aims to inhabit the void rather than spotlight the 
materiality of an archttectural element. Harsh shadows are avoided and often 
light is passed through parallel screens to soften its edges. The ceramic lustre 
or the stone’s soft reflectivity scatters the light and even the deep corners get 
lit as if from the floor. In the final analysis, it is quintescential light that fills 
everything and even the opaque matter seems to dissolve. The Dome of the 
Rock in Jerusalem, the mihrzb in the Cordova mosque, inside the maqarms 
dome of Imam al-Dfir in Siimarrii’ or the Maristiin d-Nuri in Damascus, the 
Uesil Jiimi‘ in Bursa, the Soqollu Mehmed in Istanbul and the Selimiyye in 
Edirne, the Lutf M%h mosque in Isfahw and the Tomb of Salim Chishti in 
Fathpur Sikri [Fig. 61, all illustrate ths intimacy of the void and the light and 
their aim of suggesting the Divine grace independent of figural representation. 

Finally, water, with its other-worldly paradisiacal qualities, its stature as 
‘God‘s mercy’, as the resurrecting life-force for the parched earth, its crops 
and the gardens and also as the agent of ritual purity for ablution, is widely 
employed in the service of Islamic architecture. It serves, beyond the en- 
vironmental purposes of cooling in the generally hot and arid Muslim lands, as 
a point-fountain, a connecting channel and a reflecting pool. It is as the re- 
flector placed symmetrically at the centre of the void that it reverses gravity 
and brings ‘cosmos into the courtyard’. The Cuarto Dorado, the Court of 
Myrtles, the Court of the Lions and, especially, the Hall of Abencerrajes in the 
Alhambra, the Ben Yusuf mudrasa in Marrakesh, the Masjid-i J%mi‘’s foliated 
pool on the north side of the courtyard in Isfahiin, Chhd Sattin in Isfahiin, the 
Lotus of the Rang Mahal in the Red Fort of Delhi and, of course, the central 
pool of the Taj Mahall are all examples of ths phenomenon. [Fig. 71 

CALLIGRAPHY 
The calligraphed Qur’5n connects the cultural and artistic production of 
Muslim history across time and space. Whether it is the book or the building, 
the seal of a sultan or a shroud to wrap his body, a box to hold the pens of, or 
the casket for the king, a tahsman to guard against evil, the glass lamps for the 
mosque or the astrolabe for a mariner, the Qur’an is there. Islamic architecture 
from the Dome of the Rock onwards has employed the calligraphic inscription 
with increased levels of richness and sophstication. The reasons underlying 
ths profuse and varied application of calligraphy in archtecture are complex 
and have been treated in a scholarly manner by Dodd and Iulairallah. It is 
possible to point out four reasons in the order of their importance. Firstly, the 
sacredness assigned to the Qur’hc text made it an instrument for the 
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VI-2.6 Tomb of Salim Chshti, Fathpur Sikri 
0 G. Haider 
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invocation of Divine grace and protection against the forces of destruction 
and decay. Just as the talisman or the amulet with its special ‘power’ can 
protect the person who wears it on his body, so can the Qur’iinic text, or 
God’s Beautiful Names (al-u.~-mZ’ al-hzlsnZ), or the names of the prophets and 
saints be placed in architecture and thus lend it a special value as well as 
protect it. Secondly, calligraphy was used to authenticate through the Qur’iin 
the function of the building or its parts. The detailed analysis of calligraphic 
inscriptions on the Dome of the Rock, the Nilometer of Cairo and the 
Miiristiin al-Nfiri in Damascus tells us how the chosen verses corresponded 
with the purpose and message of those buildings. In the Dome, the verses are 
mostly about the continuity of God’s message from Abraham and Jesus to 
M*ammad, and the thrust is that of correctives as well as invitations to the 
‘People of the Book‘, that is, the Jews and Christians. In the Nilometer, the 
verses focus on God’s creation and His power over the forces of nature and 
the phenomena of water and crops. And in the Miiristiin, the hospital, both 
the verses and the had.bs deal with charity, endowments in God’s way, 
sickness and health. It is with the recognition of such a conceptual 
correspondence between the purpose of architecture and the choice of verses 
that Wayne Begley decoded the Tiij Mahall and proposed that the king 
intended to construct the scene of the Day of Judgement. Thirdly, calligraphc 
inscriptions appear as a historical record of the date and in recognition and 
praise of the patron. Often there are prayers for prolonging of the patron’s life 
and rule. Sometimes the architect, the calligrapher and the artisan are also 
mentioned. Fourthly, calligraphy can be seen as religiously legitimized 
decoration. O n  the one hand, there are exquisite examples in the Alhambra 
or the mihrZb of Uljaytii that derive from an intimate play of the botanical 
arabesque scrolls with floriated Arabic calligraphy [Fig. 81. O n  the other hand, 
we have Timiirid examples in Samarqand and Saljfiqid and later Safawid ones 
in Isfahiin that are primanly geometric subdivisions of the planer and even 
curved surfaces. These include the names of Muhammad, ‘Ah, other 
Companions of the Prophet or imams, sometimes usmi’ hzlmZ or even simple 
invocations like AlZb akbar that are reflected and interwoven through 
symmetry-operations resulting in polygonal medallions, square or rhomboid 
panels and even infinite surface tessellations. Calligraphy in such cases 
becomes the constructed surface itself as even the mortar joints are 
exaggerated and made into decorative and calligraphic stamps. 

THE GEOMETRICIZING OF ARCHITECTURE 
While in the Umayyad and early ‘Abbiisid period the geometric orders 
underlying architecture were primarily a continuation of pre-Islamic traditions 
(as in the Dome of the Rock, Mshattii, the Tiiriq Khiina Mosque of Diimghiin, 
the minaret of the Great Mosque in Siimarrz’, Qasr al-Jass in Siimarrii’), by the 
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tenth century geometry seemed to have captured the Muslim imagination. Al- 
Kin& (184-272/801-837) and others at the Bayt al-Hikma in Baghdad had 
undertaken the translation, exegesis and extension of Greek and Indun 
knowledge, including geometry, arithmetic, musical structures and astronomy. 
The Ikhwiin al-Safii’ claimed that geometry ‘has as its aim the training of the 
soul, by which it realizes the promotion in knowledge from perception to 
conception, from the physical to the spiritual and from the concrete to the 
abstract. Geometry is of two kinds: hixxi~ya, tangible, sensible, or common 
plane and solid geometry, which helps man to acquire s k d  in crafts; and 
‘qlip, intellectual or rational, namely, analytical and descriptive, whtch 
enables man to be versed in the theoretical sciences.’ Part of such geometric 
knowledge was also numerology and magic squares, the smallest of which was 
a close packing of nine squares. 

Though it is hard, if not impossible, to establish a direct textual link 
between such geometric attitudes of the time and the architecture, it can be 
conjectured that amongst the gwlds of builders and artisans such ‘magic’ of 
shapes and numbers linked to divine attributes would be a prized skill. In small 
mosques as far apart as Bibi al-Mardiin in Toledo, Bii Fatiit2 in Susa, Nc& 
Gunbadh (nine domes) in Balkh (all built within the same period of history), 
we find the use of a nine-square order, whch was later refined in much bigger 
and more complex plans. The nine individually unique rib-vaulting geometries 
over each of the squares of Bibi al-Mardm hark back to the mihrib in the 
Cordova mosque and foretell such geometric masterpieces as the Qubbat 
al-B2riidiyyin in Marrakesh and the Tlemcen dome over the mihrib. 

By the sixth/twelfth century, geometry became an intimate part of 
Islamic architecture. A systematic study of the budding-plans shows us the 
ongoing struggle between the contingencies of the site and topography, on 
one hand, and the desire to lay out a perfect, usually square-based, geometric 
order, on the other. Nothing illustrates this better than the Alhambra (ninth/ 
fifteenth-century Spain) and Fathpiir Sikrl (eleventh-/seventeenth-century 
India). Geometric systems like square grids, compass-generated proportions, 
subdivisions of circles and symmetry operations were used as conventions in 
laying out the plans, and even sections. One also notices the simultaneous 
desire of the plan to emanate from the centre and to converge towards it. Of 
special interest are analyses of buildmgs like the Tomb of Ism2il the Siimiinid 
in Bukhiirii, the Madrasa al-Firdaws in Aleppo and the Ashrafiyya in 
Jerusalem. The genre of plans and sections of Timiirid and later Safawid and 
Mughal buildmgs confirms the primary role of geometry in shaping this ar- 
chitecture. 

Geometry is also operative in a very manifest manner when one ‘raises 
one’s eyes towards the Heavens’. W e  the orders of the floor can best be 
understood via the reductive process of plan drawings, the ‘orders above’ are 
directly experienced by the occupant of space. The geometric impact of the 
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VI-2.9 East FwZn of 
Masjid-i Jmi', Isfahiin 

0 G. Haider 

VI-2.10 Detail of South ivZn of 
Masjid-i Jiirni', Isfahiin 

0 G. Haider 

enclosing archtecture (from the Cordova mosque to the Tlemcen cupola, to 
the Gunbadh-i Kharqa in 1s fahiin, the 'Ishrat-Khiina in Samarqand, to Soqollu 
Mehmed of Istanbul, the Selimiyye of Edirne, the Lutf M % h of Isfahiin, Go1 
Gunbadh of Bijiipur and I'timad d-Dawla's tomb in Agra) cannot be under- 
stimated as a mere structural necessity or a decorative urge. 

Perhaps the most challenging domain for the geometer-architects was rhe 
transition between the orthogonal dlsciphe of the walls and pilasters and the 
circular seat of the dome. Islamic architecture co-opted and greatly developed 
the pre-existing solutions of the Siishds by going from the square to the 
octagon and then the circle through corner squinches. Bridging across the 
corner of the square or hgher polygons with vaults of successively refined 
frequency is used with impressive simplicity in the Tomb of Ismii'il the 
Snmnnid (294/907) and reaches the pinnacle of its refinement in the 
Gunbadh-i Kharqa (480/1088) of the Masjid-i Jam? of 13fahiin and later in the 
Masjid-i Jiimi' of Wariim (721/1322). The Saljfiq portions of the mosque of 
Isfahiin are in fact a library of variations on this theme [Figs. 9 and lo]. There 
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is another general solution to ths problem of transition where one arch jumps 
across the two adjacent sides of the square and, having done so once, then 
repeats the process as it rotates around the common vertical axis of the square 
and the circle. This creates discrete life-like curved surfaces that interweave 
and result in a stellated polygon whose apexes define the circle from which the 
dome can lift up. Though this idea can be seen much earlier in the ribbed 
geometry of lantern cupolas over the m&iibx of the Cordova mosque, its best 
illustration is the Shaykh Lutf Alliih mosque in Isfahiin and Go1 Gunbadh, 

Shiih's tomb in Bijiipar. 
The most original geometric contribution in the context of the transition 

of square to circle is what has commonly come to be known as the muqarnds, 
or the stalactite-like modular elements that combine to create the spatial 
transition between the concave square corner below and the quarter circle 
above. Muqurnus are generalized geometric orders in space and, as such, are 
independent of scale. One can see their application under domes, between the 
round shaft of the column and the square support for the arch, the rounded 
corner of a pilaster and the square corner above, between two parallel surfaces 
of a wall. While the scale, the material and local traditions can sometimes make 
certain types of muqumas more common than others, their characteristic visual 
impact is universal. Budding complexes like the Alhambra, Nur al-Din's 
m&ist& and tomb in Damascus, the Soqollu Mehmed JZmic in Istanbul and the 
Safawid mosques of Isfahiin, as well as the Mamliik minarets of Cairo, are 
replete with muqurnas-typologies and await a comprehensive study. Finally, 
though historians are not quite certain about the conceptual origins or the 
technical pedgree of the muqumus, they agree upon its exclusive association 
with Islamic architecture. 

Perhaps the most readily identified geometric features of Islamic build- 
ings are the surface patterns that cover the dados of the interior walls, as in the 
Alhambra and the madrdsds of Morocco and Tunisia, and which sometimes 
cover the entire plane surfaces in the Timiirid mosques and shrines of Central 
Asia, or the curved surfaces of domes, as in the Barsbiiy and Qii'itbiiy com- 
plexes in Egypt. Such patterns have also been carried through the wooden 
screens of North Africa and Egypt and the terracotta and marble screens of 
Islamic India. In their most elaborate versions, they combine with the arab- 
esque patterns and calligraphy. Essam El-Said has very systematically traced 
the construction of the square- (root-2), hexagon- (root-3) and pentagon- 
(golden-ratio) based patterns and found corresponding examples in historical 
buildings. Much has been written about the reason for the flowering of these 
surface-fang geometries. The ideas range from patterns as an aniconistic fall- 
back to patterns as carriers of hdden messages via numerology and magic 
squares. 
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MULTIPLICITY OF VANTAGE 

Islamic buildmgs and complexes project a collage-like, multi-dimensional 
character. Except for the most singular of shrines, such as the Ka'ba or some 
tomb-towers of Central Asia and North Africa, or the pristine settings of such 
monuments as the Tslj Mahall, Islamic buildmgs rarely project themselves as 
single experiences. An obvious explanation can be the progressive, circum- 
stantial and organic growth of buildings, as dustrated by the Bazaar of 
Isfahiin, and the huddhng of bddmgs, like animals on a watering-stream, 
along and across it. In ths sense the bazaar in itself becornes a complex 
architectural whole with proverbially diverse experiences waiting to be 
discovered at every nook and corner. The Alhambra and Fathpur Sihi, 
however, both representative examples of this multiplicity of experience, 
cannot be explained by the accretion process. The Alhambra is a rich collage 
of courtyard-palaces on top of the hdl, while Fathpur Sikri pig. 111, though 
bullt in red sandstone and marble, is the royal encampment of the great 
Moghul Emperor Akbar along the river. 

Behind this apparent multiplicity there are complex reasons and desires at 
work. While the geometric orders, visual symmetries and herarchies do exist 
at various levels, their expression is often that of overlays and interpenetra- 
tions. Spaces are not neatly bounded into chambers with designated single 
functions, nor are the vistas framed as idealized fapdes. Unless denied by 
issues of privacy, such as for the baths or security, or for the royal chambers or 
treasury, or jurisprudential avoidance of graves during the ritual prayer, spaces 
overlap both functionally and perceptually. Whether it is the courtyard of the 
mosque or that of a house, it serves as the integrating device for numerous 
functions. Depending on the size of the congregation, the climate and the 
desire for sun or shade, the prayer keeps moving to various parts of the 
courtyard, and so do the gatherings of students around their teachers. While 
the Cairene houses of the ninthlfifteenth and sixteenth centuries show certain 
typical spatio-formal features such as the @'a, maq'ad, takhtabish, malkafand 
ma.rhrab$ya, their richness lies in the complex interweaving of spaces and sight- 
lines and the multiplicity of experiences under various conditions. The phe- 
nomena that inhabit the building become important aspects of the arch- 
tectural experience beyond the mere physichty of arclvtecture. 

In Islamic archtecture, religio-social protocol and political ritual take 
precedence over the pure diagram of the plan or section. It can also be sug- 
gested that there is a characteristic tendency to avoid revelation of tothty in a 
single vision. Space is rarely fathomed in a single glance. Experiences unfold 
like the pages of a book and keep laying themselves over previous memories. 
Though the culture that produced tlvs architecture is geometrically sophisti- 
cated in solving both planar and spatial problems, its architecture is not driven 
by the perspectival space. While the view from the throne-room is com- 
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VI-2.1 1 Fatl?pfir Sikri Complex, India 
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manding and elevated in no uncertain way, it does notxommand the infinite 
space and the horizon, In the Alhambra, Topkapi and Fathp~r Sikri the halls 
of royal audience are dlfferent in their spatial character from their renaissance 
or baroque counterparts. The spatial experience in the lexes like the mosque of 
‘Abd al-Samad (698-711/1299-1312) in Napnz, that of Qa’itbay in Cairo 
(876-878/1472-1474) and Giihar Shud in Mashhad (ninth/fifteenth century), 
dustrate the broken, asymmetric, yet deliberately composed view of surface 
and space. That ths attitude towards archtectural experiences parallels the 
manner in whch architecture is composed on miniature paintings, especially 
of the Timurid and Safawid book arts, has been of some academic interest. 

A R c HIT E c T u R A 1, MIL E s T o N E s 
Our intention here is to scan Islam’s archtectural history in order to dustrate 
the fulfilment of formative and spatial ideas as discussed above. Competent 
historians have published the dynastic, stylistic and even typological presenta- 
tion of Islamic archtecture, and their work may be used as a resource-context 
for what follows. 

The seventh and eighth centuries saw the expansion of an Islamic empire 
and resulting encounters with pre-existing architectural traditions. Both 
Creswell and Grabar have done scholarly coverage of this period. Ziyad’s 
mosque in Kufa (49/670), the Dome of the Rock (68-72/688-692), the 
Umayyad mosque in Damascus (95/714-1 S), numerous secular and palatial 
constructions such as -bat al-Mafjar (121-126/739-44) and Mshattii (126- 
132/744-750), Circular Baghdad (144-149/762-767) and Ukhay&r (146- 
161 /764-778) mark these times. The Golden Dome of Jerusalem and the 
Great Mosque of Damascus are the longest-surviving examples of Islam’s 
archtecture of these early centuries. 

The ninth century is marked by the ‘Abbasid architecture maturing at the 
centre and evolving at the boundaries of the empire. The new capital 
S2mard”s architecture, represented by the palaces of Jawshaq al-I&iqani 
(221/836), Qasr al-Jass (256-278/870-892) and the Great Mosque of al- 
Mutawakkd (233-237/848-852) with its 53-metre hgh spiral minaret showed 
self-assured formalism. Ziyadat Allah, the third Aghlabid emir of the ‘Abbasid 
Caliphate, added to the fibat at Susa (205/821) and bwlt the Great Mosque at 
d-Qayrawan (221 /836), replacing the earlier and smaller first/seventh-century 
one. Abii Ibrahim &mad (241-248/856-863), the fifth emir, is credited with 
the famous rnihrd and the z&tbur of this mosque. In spite of later neglect and 
some reconstruction in the eleventh to thrteenth centuries, the orignal layout, 
form and character have endured. The fibay: of Siisa, in its plan and manner of 
construction, clearly displays its ‘Abbasid origins at Ukhaydir and Samarra’. 
But perhaps the most important ninth-century buildmg is the Mosque of 
b a d  b. Tdiin (262-265/876-879), in present-day Cairo but originally the 
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founding-mark of al-Qattii’i‘, the new settlement north of al-Fus@t. It re- 
presents the synthesis of archtectural developments in the first two-and-a-half 
centuries of Islam. In its plan it recalls the mosques of Kufa and al-Wasit. In 
the vastness of its :a&, its arcade on piers with attached columns, the spiral 
minaret and the overflow-areas known as wZ&, it harks back to Siimarrii’ an 
precedents, especially of al-Mutawakkd and AbE Dulaf. The geometric win- 
dow-grilles and the carved plaster decoration resonate with Damascus and 
Khirbat al-Mafjar of Umayyad times. In the manner of its use of cahgraphy in 
architecture it is comparable to the Dome of the Rock. It is not a ‘duplicate’ of 
an earlier type, but an ‘orignal’ because of its synthetic genius. 

By the early tenth century the independent Umayyad Caliphate was 
confidently at home in Spain. In 339/951 ‘Abd al-Rahmiin 111 further ex- 
tended the :aha and built the 11 1-foot-tall minaret for the Great Mosque of 
Cordova. H e  also started the palace-city known as Madinat al-Zahra (324- 
365/936-976) whch, though wrecked during eleventh century, has come 
down to us as an archtectural site of great value. A few decades later (349/ 
961-962), the Cahph al-Hakam I1 added twelve bays and a double qibla wall, 
perhaps inspired by the mosque at Madinat al-Zahra. It is the extraordinary 
stone vaultings in al-Hakam 11’s extension, three over the muq:ira north of the 
mibrzb and one over the lantern marking the threshold of the mibrgb aisle, 
along with the original triple-tiered arches introduced by ‘Abd al-Rmiin I, 
two centuries earlier, that combine to make ths b d h g  a universally re- 
cognized hallmark of Islamic architecture. Bibi al-Mardiin’s devotional 
‘mosque’ in Toledo (389/999), though minuscule in size compared to the 
Cordova one, is an outstanhg example of the interiority of Islamic space as 
well as its geometric passion. The eight tiny ribbed vaults, each distinct from 
the other, are arranged as the outer ring of the nine-square grid and are lit by 
the ninth in the centre, which rises above the others as a clerestory. Between 
the third/ninth and forth/eleventh centuries, there have been recorded at least 
seven mosques with nine-domed plans across the world: from Bibi al-Mardun 
in Toledo to Masjid-i Tiiriq at Balkh in present-day Afghanistan. Like the early 
blushes of youth, Islamic archtecture started to emanate in its geometric 
beauty in the tenth century, and one of the finest examples is the Tomb of 
Ism2il the Siimgnid (d. 331/943) at Bukhgrira. While it acknowledges its roots 
in the Chah&r Tiiq of the Zoroastrian fire temples, it heralds the plan-section 
type, the intimacy between the material and the construction detail and the 
geometric refinement in proportions, as well as transformations that were to 
become characteristic of Islamic tombs for centuries to come. Historically, this 
century must also be recogmzed by the founding of the mosque-university of 
al-Azhar in Cairo (378/989), that has seen many expansions and accretions of 
archtectural styles. 

The eleventh century is the time of Saljaq emergence in Central Asia, 
Iraq and Anatolia, Ghaznawid adventures in India, Fiiumid consolidation in 
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Egypt and much philosophical religous and sectarian activity. It was the time 
of Ibn Sing (d. 428/1037), al-Birhi (d. 441/1050), d-Ghadi (429-504/ 
1038-llll), the great Saljuq vizier Niziim al-Mulk (d.484/1092) and the 
Fiiumid vizier Badr al-Jamdi (d. 485/1093). The Masjid al-Hgkim in Cairo was 
completed (403/1013) and the Great Mosque of 1:fahiin got its south (467/ 
1075) and north domes (481/1089) that remain unparalleled till today. This 
century also saw tomb-towers and minarets mature as significant types. The 
51-metre-high tomb-tower Gunbadh-i Qabiis (397/1007), Gunbadh-i ‘Ak at 
Abarqiih (447/1056) and the Kharraqgn tomb (459/1067) are exemplary for 
their precise geometry, brick patterns, m~qurnas-transformations and I<ufic 
inscriptions. Though one finds the much earlier tomb of Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya 
at S-arri? (278/892), the Imiim al-Dur (477/1085), two centuries later in the 
same city, is one of the earliest examples of mzlgarnds dome-towers, whose 
influence one can see in many later towers. Geometrically refined and deco- 
rated minaret-towers like the ones at Sawa (400/1010) and Diimgh%n (419/ 
1029) herald the masterpiece Saljuq towers of the twelfth century. Finally, one 
of the finest monuments of Islamic archtecture of this century is the small 
mashhadmosque of al-JuyUshi in Cairo (477/1085). In its compact symmetrical 
plan enhanced by the asymmetry of the tomb-chamber, in its proportionally 
composed section that celebrates light and its precious small courtyard, one 
can see seeds of the future city of Sultan Hasan and Qn’itbny. The mosque of 
al-JuFshi also has the earliest extant example of the use of mzlqarms in Egypt. 

The Great Mosque in 1:fahan got the Zw&s and twin-minaret portal in the 
early twefth century and, along with Zawara (530/1136), became the earliest 
example of the Persian four-Zwin type. The architecture of brick minarets cli- 
maxed in the 46-metre QdyW tower in Bukhgrg (520/1127) and the 65-metre 
minaret of Jgm (594/1198). In the West, the art of geometric and structural 
ribbing became more ornate, as in Qubbat al-Bmdiyyin (513/1120) and the 
lantern dome of the Great Mosque of Tlemcen (530/1136). In Damascus, 
Niir d-Dk al-Zangi commissioned the maristlin (548/1154) and, later, the 
mudrasa (567/1172) that carry his name. These complexes represent the mid- 
twelfth-century architecture of the central Islamic lands, employ the four-&& 
idea in their plans and carry the mugurnas-application to its earliest pinnacle. 
The Madrasa al-Niiriyya al-Kubra has the attached tomb of its patron, which is 
a 72-foot-square chamber covered by an eleven-tiered mz/gdmas-dome topped 
by a ten-lobed domelet. what was an impressionistic attempt in the tomb- 
tower of Imam al-Dur in Si%marriiJ has now received the necessary geometric 
discipline. Contemporaneously, the tomb of the Saljuq Sultan Sanjar at Marw 
(551 /1157) was bdt as a massive square base that meets the 56-foot-diameter 
dome through an impressive transition zone employing geometry, masonry 
mass and light. The expressed masonry ribs on the inner surface of the dome 
are worthy of comparison with the Tlemcen geometry. The al-Aqmar mosque 
of Famd Cairo (518/1125) must be mentioned, not only as an example of a 
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geometrically pristine plan and of calligraphic and mugarnus quallty, but also as 
the first example where the orientational necessity of the mosque space and 
the urban necessity of the street faqade are tackled as an archtectural challenge 
and resolved in a precedent-setting manner. By the end of this century, 
Muslim slave dynasties had a foothold in northern In&a and the monumental 
Qufb W-nar and Quwwat al-Isliim mosques were started at D e h  (595/1199). 
Their construction carried on into the early eighth/fourteenth century. 

The seventh/thirteenth century is a period of major dynastic upheavals, 
except for the Saljiiqs of Anatolia, the Marinids and Hafsids of North Africa 
and the Slaves of India. Egypt and Syria passed from the FaTimids to the 
Ayycibids and later to the Mamliiks, with interruptions by seventeen 
Crusaders. Iraq, Iran and most of Central Asia came under the influence of 
IUliinids and Spain saw the establishment of the Nasrids. The tEadra.ra as a type 
matured after Zangd initiation and later the powerful patronage of the 
Apbids. Of special interest are those of Firdaws at Aleppo (632/12354236) 
and of Sultan Saliih at Cairo (638-641/1241-1244). W e  the former is dis- 
tinguished for its geometric precision, its calligraphc and symbolic sophisti- 
cation and its bold use of marble with ashlar masonry, the latter is known as 
the first mudrasa in Egypt to recognize architecturally the four schools of Sunni 
law, the type which later blossomed under the Mamliiks. In Spain, the citadel 
of Granada, known as the Alhambra, ‘the Red’, was begun in 635/1238 by the 
founder of the Nasrid house, Muhammad I al-Gh%hb pig. 121. At Divirgi in 
Turkey, a mosque-hospital was bdt (626/1229) that represents its regon and 
remains an architectural treasure of its age. Its plan is innovative in its place- 
ment of the hospital. Light ocd define interior courtyards in the cold clunate, 
stone vaulting is didactic in its variety, the dome in front of the nzihrzb is 
hidden under the conical roof and the three doors are framed with exuberant 
stone carvings. The Eshrefoglu mosque at Beyshehr (696/1297) with its 
forty-eight wooden columns with muqarnas carved capitals, its finely detailed 
minbar and its light-well on the mihrZb aisle, is the best of the Anatolian wooden 
mosques. Finally, the Qah- complex of Cairo (681-683/1283-1285) may 
be considered both as the archtectural finale of the thirteenth century and the 
progenitor of Mamliik excellence over the next two centuries. The mosque, 
madraa, mZ~&n and tomb are innovative in their mutual arrangement and 
intense, though eclectic, in their archtectural vocabulary and detd. 

The eighth/fourteenth could be called the architectural century of 
Muslim history. In 1306 Uljaytu, the Tlkhznid sultan, commissioned the con- 
struction of Sultiiniyya near Qazwin, whch was to replace Tabriz as the ca- 
pital. Of that grand scheme only the Great Tomb survives as a magnificent 
ruin. While the motivations of ths building are controversial, there is not 
much question about its structural bravado and its spatio-formal grandeur. 
Much more elegant is the Funerary Complex of Shaykh ‘Abd al-Samad (703- 
716/1304-1317) at Natanz. Its cruciform-shaped tomb-chamber is covered 
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I 

vI--2,12 Alhambra Complex, Granada 
0 G. Haider 

by one of the most exquisite mclqdrnas domes in the world. It sits on the light 
that filters through eight grilled windows, four of whch pierce through the 
corner squinches as in the monuments of Ism5'il the Sgmgnid at Bukhixrii and 
Sulii%n Sanjar at Marw. In Inda, the Tughluq sultanate of Delhi created a 
number of very fine buildings, which started with Ghiynth al-Din Tughluq's 
tomb (725/1325) and culminated in Fijfiz Shiih's (751789/1351-1388) bur- 
udum' at Kotla and the Hawz-i Khass complex at Turbabad, both new devel- 
opments outside Delhi. This work is known for its sober beauty, its climatic 
sensitivity and its respect for the indigenous Hindu archtectural traditions. In 
the West, the citadel-palace of Alhambra reached its completion through the 
successive reigns of three Nasrid kings, Muhammad 11, Yiisuf I and 
Muhammad V (d.793/1391), who spanned almost the entire century. This 
unparalleled complex of buddings and gardens illustrates all the spatio-formal 
concepts of Islamic archtecture. Of all the North African religious founda- 
tions, the madra~u~ of the eighthlfourteenth century acheved the highest levels 
of refinement under state patronage. The most beautiful of these are the 
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‘Att.%rh (722-726/1323-1326) and Bu ‘Inhyya (750-755/1350-1355) ma- 
drasas of Fez. Their quality resides in the handling of courtyard light through 
the ablution basin, the cloistered orderliness of the plan, the wooden mashra- 
bbya on the second level and the refmement of the ceramic and the carved- 
plaster decorations and cahgraphy. The Sultan Hasan complex in Cairo 
pig. 131, one of the most important works of Islamic architecture, was com- 
missioned in 756/1356 and, after four years of intense construction, to which 
budders and craftsmen from across the Empire were attracted, was stopped at 
the death of the Sultan. Ths is a unique building in that while, on the one 
hand, it aggregates the mausoleum, the madrasa and the infirmary on the qibla 
axis, it also subdivides the volume internally to create corner-cells for student 
habitation; it takes the main ?wan and occupies it as the ‘mosque’, thus elim- 
inating the necessity of a separate mosque enclosure; it takes the qibla-shift, 
first employed in al-Aqmar in Cairo (518/1125), and makes one of the most 
subtle and thus successful experiences of re-orientation as one goes from the 
portal to the threshold of the inner courtyard, an almost 30-metre cube 
without a roof. Through the intensity with which the solid mass, an urban 
block of medieval Cairo, has been ‘carved out’, a grand gesture to the finest 
muqarnas and calligraphy, to create magnificent surfaces and spaces, from the 
entrance to the four ?w&s gathering around a cubic courtyard, with madrusas 
loolung inward, the hanging lamps lending the human scale, the sun marking 
the time through internally cast shadows of the minaret and the courtyard rim, 
this building captures the architectural spirit of Islam’s civilization. In 
Baghdad, the Khiin al-Mirjiin (760/1359) took the tradition of simplicity of 
plan and sectional articulation, rhythm of the brick vaulting with light-seeking 
apertures, and the corbelled muqurna to yet another level of excellence. The 
Jm‘ of Gulbargii (768/1367), under the Deccan Sultanate of India, achieved 
a new Indo-Persian synthesis in structure, especially in its use of light through 
a screened cloister that wraps the three non-qibla sides of the prayer-hall. The 
Ulu Jiimi‘ (798-802/1396-1400) at Bursa marked the maturation of the early 
Ottoman pdlared mosque through its field of twelve massive limestone piers, 
and twenty domes of about 30 feet diameter, with the MibrZb aisle domes 
raised and one punctured as an oculus of light above the ablution fountain. At 
Yasi, Kazakhstan, presently Turkestan City, the shrine-complex of &mad 
Yasawi (796-799/139+1397) is the earliest and most impressive example of 
Tiinrid formalism of plan, raised up through daring geometric and structural 
choreography into a spiritually charged space. If Uljap’s ‘tomb’ marked the 
begnning of ths architecturally celebrated century, then ths shrine is its fitting 
climax. 

The ninth/fifteenth century is marked by the consolidation of the House 
of Ottoman and its expansion across the Bosporus, the fall of Istanbul and the 
shifting of the capital from Bursa to Edirne, and then to Istanbul. Yeshil, the 
Green Mosque of Bursa (814-827/1412-1424), is exquisite in its plan and 
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VI-2.13 Sultan Hasan Complex, Cairo 
G. Haider 
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section as well as its geometric transformations (Turhsh triangles and ma- 
qamas) and its use of ceramics and calligraphy, especially at the mj@b. While it 
sits at the juncture of Saljuq, Timiirid and even Mamliik influences, it is the 
representative climax of the ‘Bursa School‘. The Uch Serefeli Jiimi‘ (841-850/ 
1438-1447) at Edirne marks the begnning of the imperial Ottoman mosques, 
known for their scale and grandeur. The 79-foot dome sitting on a hexagon 
straddling two huge piers and two walls and the 220-foot minaret with triple 
balconies were daring in their own time. The sense of space is overpowering, 
though the prayer-hall area is smaller than that of the Ulu Jami‘ of Bursa. The 
conquest of Istanbul (856/1453), of course, led to massive imperial complexes 
like FaUh Jam? (867-874/1463-1470) and the initiation of the royal palace, 
Chid Kiosk (876/1472), which seeded the Topkapi Saray. In Central Asia, 
the architectural momentum of the fourteenth century continued and flour- 
ished greatly under Timurid patronage. Samarqand alone is enough to re- 
present the epoch through monuments like Bibi Khaninurn (begun 801/1399), 
Guri Mir (804-837/1402-1434), Ulugh Beg’s Madrasa and Observatory (819- 
822/1417-1420), Sha-i Zinda’s later additions and ‘Ishrat-Khana (868/ 
1464), the tomb of the women of the Tiiiirid dynasty. Apart from ‘Ishrat- 
Khwa’s geometrically ritualized plan and section, it is of special value in that it 
attempts to employ archtecture to extend the desired female privacy even at 
the threshold of death. In Egypt and Syria, Mamliik architecture climaxed in 
monuments like Qii’itbiiy’s Funerary Complex in Cairo (876-878/1472-1474) 
and his Ashrafiyya Madrasa in Jerusalem. In India, the Lodh and Sayyid sul- 
tanates refined the Tughluq experiments in tomb architecture. An important 
monument of this period is the JHrni‘ Mosque of Jaunpur (874/1470), whose 
;a& is defmed by three heavy gateways of TughIa style, thus setting up the 
clear cross-axes. On the @a side there is a 23-metre-high arched pylon with 
sloping sides that charges the ;abn as the main prayer-space in comparison with 
the modest covered cross-aisle beyond. The towering pylon screens the main 
dome behind it. The ninth/ fifteenth century is also marked by the maturation 
of those mud mosques of Timbuktu and Kano that have become the index of 
West African Islamic architecture. 

The tenth/sixteenth century is the era of the Ottomans, Mughals and 
Safawids. The Marnliiks of Egypt; before they were defeated by the Ottomans 
in 922/1517, left some refined buildings, especially Qan9awh al-Ghawri’s 
mosque-madma and tomb and the Caravanserai (908-91 O/ 1503-1 505). The 
latter still remains as one of the finest examples of non-religous architecture 
in Islamic Cairo. In Central Asia, Bukhiirii became the capital again and some 
major buildings like the Qalyiin Mosque (919/1514) and ‘Abd al-‘Aziz Khiin’s 
madracd (1054-1090/1645-1680) were built, but architecturally they could not 
surpass earlier Timfirid achievements. In India, the octagonal tomb tradition, 
whch had started in the mid-fourteenth century, reached its most developed 
state in the mausoleums of Shir Shiih Siiri at Sasaram (946/1540) and 
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‘hi Khiin Niyxzi in Delhi (951-953/1545-1547). This is the last and perhaps 
the best example of pre-Mughal tomb architecture before Hurniiy&~’s tomb 
(968/1560-1561), which so impressively implanted the Persian concepts of 
chahdr high, chahdrtzq and Hasbt Oihisht in India. In the larger context, however, 
ths century belongs to the great architecture under the royal patronage of 
three Ottoman sultans: Sulaymiin (926-973/1520-1566), Selim I1 (973-981/ 
1566-1574) and Muriid I11 (981-lOO3/1574-1595). There are a total of 477 
extant buildings that bear Murad III’s name, out of which 336 are in and 
around Istanbul. It is audacious to rank his bddings, but perhaps the most 
representative and influential are the royal complex of Siileymhyye (956- 
964/1550-1557), the baths of Haseki Hurrem (963/1556), the vizier’s com- 
plex of SoqoUu Mehmed (979/1572) in Istanbul and the royal complex of 
Selimiyye (976-981/1569-1574) in Edirne. The Siileymgniyye complex has 
been dscussed earlier as a paramount example of the subtleties of orientation, 
but its unique significance lies in its imperial silhouette and the technical fi- 
nesse of its dome and minaret structure. The Haseki baths, though diminutive 
in scale, are masterpieces of geometric plan and section, articulation among 
large and small elements of form, brick and stone detailing, use of glass in the 
dome and the mechanical systems of steam and water. The Soqollu M e b e d  
complex, like that of Sul@n Hasan of Cairo two centuries earlier, illustrates all 
the spatio-formal concepts of Islamic architecture and remains a masterpiece 
of the architect Sin&. Rarely have such a dfficult site and an equally complex 
programme been brought together with such mastery of form and spatial 
experiences, refinement of detail and choice of both content and style of 
cakgraphy. The Selimiyye is an archtectural wonder of the world in the way it 
lifts the stone against gravity, aiming at the sky with its 230-foot minarets and 
achieving the magnificence of space and light below its 102-foot-diameter 
dome. It is indeed the culmination of Sinb’s desire to perfect the Ottoman 
royal mosque and surpass its Byzantine precedents. The second half of the 
tenth/sixteenth century also sees Akbar, the great Mughal emperor (963- 
101 1/1556-1605), in control of the vast subcontinent of India. While he built 
many palaces and forts, his architectural legacy is enshrined in the palace-city 
of Fathp& Sih- (976-981/1569-1574) about 26 miles west of Agra. In this 
complex, one finds numerous contending motivations brought together under 
the archtectural will of an emperor who had started to see himself as the 
infallible, divinely protected ruler of the Four Quarters. His initial decision 
was to honour the Safi saint S a h  Chishti, whose exquisite tomb he built 
(988/1581) in the Sahn of the huge Jam? Mosque. The westward qibla or- 
ientation, set diagonally against the north-east-south-west sandstone outcrop 
on which the palace is built, has guided the entire layout. While the mosque is 
simple and self-contained, the palace is a stage to choreograph Akbar’s self- 
image. The adjacency and composition of buildings, axes and open courtyards 
are disciplined by the courtly routine, royal ceremony and the privacy and 
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individuality of his queens. The materials, techniques and styles reflect 
Akbar’s desire to recognize and coalesce the traditions of his diverse subjects 
and hs own Transoxanian heritage. The last decade of the sixteenth century 
saw the historic move of ‘Abbns I (996-1038/1588-1629) to Isfaha as the 
Safawid capital and his decision to turn it into the envy of the world. 

The momentum of Sinam’s genius carried on through the earlier decades 
of the seventeenth century, resulting in some important monuments in and 
around Istanbul, like the Sultan &mad Jgmi‘ (1017/1609), the uled mosque at 
Uskudar and the great mudrasa of Bayram Pasha. By the middle of the century, 
however, classical Islamic architecture across the Ottoman empire, including 
Syria, Iraq, Egypt and North Africa, had lost its energy and the decline had 
begun. In Persia and India, the Safawids and the Mughals, respectively, at- 
tained the peak of their political power and cultural expression during this 
century. Isfaha, initiated at the end of sixteenth century, fulfilled its vision of 
being ni8ijuhZn (Half of the World) through its urban extension as the royal 
capital and the resulting religious, palatial and civic projects. Around the grand 
setting of the Maydw-i Shgh (500 X 150 metres) arose the masterpiece of the 
Shaykh Lutf Allah mosque (1025/1617), the Masjid-i Shfi (1020-1046/1612- 
1637), the ‘Ab Qapu Palace pavilion and the new gateway entrance to the 
Bazaar. A serious comparative study of the Lulf Allah and the Shah mosques, 
the former a small devotional memorial and the latter a grand congregational 
state monument, both built at the same time, will reveal the matured spatio- 
formal, decorative and symbolic characteristics of Persian Islamic architecture 
that transcended the variation of scale. ‘Ah Qapu (High Gate), the Chihil 
Sutun (40 Columns) and, later, the Hasht bihisht (Eight Paradises), the com- 
plex of Safawid palaces west of Mayda, represent the refined interplay of 
landscape, climate, chuhzr bzgh (quadripartite) gardens, water canals, fountains, 
pools and architecture that integrates d these experiences through structure, 
geometry, surface decoration and even illusion created by water, mirrors and 
acoustic effects. The Khwajti Bridge, built by ‘Abbgs I1 (1050-1076/1641- 
1666), is perhaps the most interesting example of multivalent Safawid archi- 
tecture. Apart from being a bridge, it is a market, a haunt of poets and story- 
tellers, a place of seasonal recreation, indeed a celebration of the Z&unda fi-d 
(River of Life) through its interweaving with architecture. In India, the 
Mughals sustained a very high level of architectural achevement ull about the 
eighth decade. &bar was succeeded by his son Jahiingir (1013-1036/1605- 
1627) and grandson Shah Jahw (1036-1068/1627-1658), both of whom were 
impassioned builders. Jahwgir left us monuments like the I‘timad al-Dawla 
tomb (1037/1628) in Agra with its nine-square plan and stone-on-stone inlay 
work of exemplary quality. It was Sh& Jahgn, however, who brought Islamic 
architecture in India to its climax. While there are projects &e the Shhar 
Gardens (1042-1051/1633-1642) and the Wazir Khan mosque (1043-1045/ 
1634-1636) of Lahore that speak for his elegant taste and serious commit- 
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ment, it is the Tiij Mahall that remains unparalleled as an earthly achievement 
of ‘heavenly’ aspirations. This complex of gardens, the tomb, the mosque and 
charitable facihties, laid out on the Mecca-oriented cosmogram, replete with 
Qur’dc calligraphy alluding to the Day of Judgement and the Throne of 
God, executed in the finest of materials, crafted to perfection, is indeed the 
best representative of Islamic architecture of the later centuries. It is ironic that 
it also proved to be the last, most brilliant flash of this civilization’s archi- 
tectural genius. Sh2h Jah2n’s successor Awrangzib (1068-1 118/1658-1707), a 
puritanical ruler, restricted hs work primarily to mosques, among which the 
Badshh- of Lahore (1083/1673-1674) and the Moti of Delhi’s Red Fort 
(1072/1662) are noteworthy. 

By the beginning of the eighteenth century, the internal decay as well as 
the external temptations of European cultures reduced the architecture of 
Muslims to either bad copies of their own past or superficial mimicking of 
imported styles. 

The Islamic city 
In order to grasp the unique aspects of Islamic urbanism, we may look at the 
phenomena of transformation from the scattered network of pagan Arab 
tribes to the community that was concentrated in Medina at the Prophet’s 
death. The total duration of the Prophet’s mission was about twenty-three 
years, which are well recorded and studied. There is agreement, or at least 
shared wonder, at both the magnitude and the significance of the shift that 
happened in the theological, sociological, legal, political, and even anthro- 
pological outlook of the people of peninsular Arabia, the border regions of 
Byzantium and Persia. JZhiL$pz, the ‘Time of Ignorance’ as it is normally 
translated, refers to the suspiciousness and anxiety of the desert Arabs, 
reflecting weak faith (Qur‘gn 111.1 54), the desire to return to the ways of tribal 
justice rather than the justice prescribed by God (V.50), the desire for 
ostentatious display of riches and beauty (XXXIII.33) and blustering, excited 
and affectatious display of pride (xLVIII.26). The Qur’iin setsJZhi/&yz against 
the alternative patterns that it was offering. Von Grunebaum explains the 
societal transformation by identifymg the following three value shifts: 1) Islam 
sets for life an otherworldly goal. Life in this world is no longer an end in itself 
but rather a means to secure eternal felicity. Accordingly, the aims of heathen 
ambition, such as wealth, power, fame, remain acceptable aspirations only in 
as much as they are integrated in the organizational structure of the new life. 
2) By making the individual responsible for his fate in the next world, the new 
faith completed, or at least advanced significantly, the process of legal and 
moral individuation. Besides, it made every moment of the believer’s life 
supremely relevant; for the effort to gain salvation must never be relaxed. 
3) By accentuating the indispensability of the community to the fulfilment of 
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some of the basic obligations of the indrvidual Muslim, Islam stressed the 
necessity of political organization. Where the pagan Arab had thought in terms 
of clans and tribes, the M u s h  was led to dunk in terms of the political 
community co-extensive with the area of the faith - and therefore ultimately 
destined to dominate the world. Mankmd no longer divided into members of 
different tribes - it split into believers and unbelievers, and ths cleavage was to 
continue beyond the grave.’ 

The spatial spread of Islam was characteristically centrifugal, but the 
unifying scheme of a common faith under One God is what provided the 
centripetal balance. Perhaps the most succinct manifestation of ths phenom- 
enon was the Prophet’s final pilgrimage to Mecca (10/631), where he ad- 
dressed a multitude of about 140,000, including both the nomads and the city 
tlite, slaves and masters, men and women, Companions of long standing and 
those who had just joined the fold, all believers of different races, colours and 
origin. H e  declared their lives and properties to be inviolate like the sacred 
month. H e  emphasized the returning of trusts to their rightful owners, he 
waived the obligations imposed through usury and declared an amnesty for the 
vendettas of the pre-Islamic past. What had been evolving in Medina through 
daily and weekly rhythms of life, through settlements of conflicts among var- 
ious interest groups, through religious encounters with visiting delegations, 
through preparations for campaigns and the lstribution of bounties among the 
survivors, through marriages of widows and freeing of slaves, was con- 
solidated, summarized and disseminated through ths gathering in the 
Prophet’s life. This final major act of the Prophet became the reference point 
for socio-political structures that were to encompass growing populations of 
believers with diverse backgrounds. Through the physical fact of ‘hs’ Medina, 
the Prophet laid the foundation, and through the phenomenologcal memory 
of hs final pilgrimage, he set the co-ordmates of Islam’s urbanity. It is against 
this backdrop, be it phenomenological or physical, religious or political, folk- 
loric or historical, that the evolution of Islam’s cities can be critically under- 
stood. And it is this outward-expansive energy of Islam (with its political and 
economic rewards) and the inward-consolidating disciplines of din and Shan‘a 
that resulted in the characteristically organized settlements and the geographical 
networks of power and communication from the centre to the frontiers. 

It is now possible for us to discuss the formative forces that underlie the 
development of this phenomenon, as well as the physical reality that has come 
to be known as the Islamic City. 

THE NEW ‘ASABIYYA 
Ibn Khaldun, the eighth-/fourteenth-century Tunisian-Arab hstorian, in his 
‘ilm uL-‘ct/mnin, ‘science of human civilization’, proposed the typology of social 
organizations as budiwa (nomadrsm-rurahsm) and hu&ra (sedentary urbanism). 
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In his Miqaddima (Introduction) and in Book 1 of hs World History (fit& ul- 
‘&UT), he presented the distinguishing characteristics of badzwa and ba&-ra in 
great detail and proposed the cyclical pattern in history through the growth 
and decay of what he called ‘u:ab$.ya, whch can be roughly translated as ‘social 
solidarity’. Among many oppositional differences between the two social 
conditions, the key dfference is that of ‘a~ab$ya, which in the IUlaldiinian 
view is fundamentally abundant in badzwa and is characteristically lachng in 
&&m. It is a complex theory that makes sense when tested over the grand 
spans of hstorical rise and fall. However, when applied to the early socio- 
political and cultural evolution of Islamic urbanism, it might lead to some 
paradoxical observations. While the Medinese city-state (ba&m) emerged in 
the first decade after the Hijra, at the expense of the nomadic rurahsm of 
I;IijHzian Arabs (badiwa), the social solidarity, if that is what ‘qab$p is, reached 
its exemplary hgh levels rather than declining through this change. The term 
‘qub$ya, whch Ibn Khaldtin never precisely defined, has been translated 
beyond its tribal connotations as ‘ksprit de corps’, ‘vitahty’, ‘feeling of unity’, 
‘group adhesion’, ‘groupdom’, ‘sense of solidarity’, ‘group mind’, ‘collective 
consciousness’. In this sense we can say that Islam transformed the tribal, 
mostly blood-based ‘a&jy_yd to a new kind of moral, God-directed, collective 
consciousness that consolidated the fighting clans of Yathrib into the Madina 
of Islam around the nucleus of the Prophet’s mosque-house. It was thus that 
the utzmz.r (strongholds) of belligerent clans scattered between the mountains 
of Uhud and ‘Ayr got cemented into the first of the Muslim cities. The 
Prophet’s policy of constructing contractual accommodation among old 
enemies, bringing peace and ultimately faith-based solidarity in place of 
ongoing civil wars, transformed the internal ‘qab&.yu of old enemies like Aws 
and Khazraj into Islamic solidarity, which the Qurk refers to as ‘leaded wall’ 
and ‘severe on the enemies of God, but gentle among themselves’. 

This transformative process of Islam was analogous to a re-orientation of 
mutually cancelling vectors into a bundle of uniduectional ones, a unified 
order, a collective consciousness with a formative energy in search of fields to 
act upon. The mutual belhgerence of the pagan tribes and the internal weak- 
ness of the Byzantine and Sashan empires ripened the fields. It was this ‘new 
‘qabipz’ that characterized the phenomenal expansion of the Islamic 
Caliphate with the first twenty-five years or so after the Prophet’s death. It 
was during ths period that the formal, organizational and phenomenological 
example of Medina as a city got tested as the prototype for new settlements at 
the circumference of the Cahphate. 

FROM THE CENTRE TO THE CIRCUMFERENCE 
Islam, insisting on its communal fulfilment beyond its dogma, led to the 
necessity of stable order both at the centre and at the boundaries. It was 
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prudent to establish some sense of permanent presence in order to manage 
the fruits of conquest and to stage further expansion. This led to the earliest 
Muslim attempts at ex nihil0 settlements that have come to be known as 
garrison towns in the literature. Al-Sayyad, in his very important work on the 
genesis of Arab Muslim urbanism, presents an evolutionary typology of 
garrison towns. First there are&.$@, or mass encampments, of makeshift tent 
settlements that later grew into permanent cities as frontier opportunities, and 
a proselyuzing zeal led to migration towards them. Basra (13/634) and Kufa 
(17/638) in Iraq, al-Jiibiya (14/635) in Syria, al-Fusfiif (20/641) in Egypt and 
al-Qayrawiin in Tunisia were the earliest fa@Zts. Then there are &$s, fortress- 
like border garrisons as permanent defensive outposts and staging-bases for 
further campaigns. Rabat in Morocco and Monastir in Tunisia are the earliest 
examples. As confidence in the future of Islam’s expanded geography 
increased, the temporariness of encampments was replaced by a desire for 
rootedness and permanence. The Caliph ‘Umar thus designated Basra a mi:r, 
which meant that it had become ‘a centre to manage the conquered territories 
and a base from which further campaigns could be launched’. The Muslim 
victory over the Siissmids and their occupation of the capital city of al-Madii’in 
(Ctesiphon) after the battle of al-Qiidisiyya (16/637) led to yet a few more 
pronouncements by the Caliph ‘Umar that had a profound effect on the 
nature and shape of the emergent Islamic city. H e  instructed Sa‘d b. Abi 
Waqqiis, hs commander and governor on the eastern front, to establish a &r 
hyra, a man&ihZd and a gayrawin, meaning ‘a place towards which migration is 
encouraged’, ‘a centre for carrying out further campaigns’ and ‘a place of 
meeting, rest and rejuvenation’, respectively. This became the act of 
encouraging Muslims to migrate out of their ancestral homes in the Ijijiiz 
and other areas of Arabia and establish permanent settlements in the lands 
they had conquered in the name of Islam. In comparison to the hyra of the 
Meccan Muslims to Medina after their life had been made unbearable in their 
own home town, ths was a migration to assert a physical expansion of Islam 
through the settlement and eventual urbanization of conquered lands. 

From the development of Basra, Kufa and Syria one can also conclude 
that the Islamic puritanical spirit, embohed in the Prophet’s simple model, 
was being progressively challenged by the emergent Arab desires following 
encounters with the sophstication and comfort of Siismian and Byzantine 
cities. ‘Umar was jealously protective of Islam’s purity and afraid that the 
Arabs would get corrupted by the luxurious styles of the conquered empires. 
On the one hand, he did not like their settling down in the conquered cities, 
and on the other, while instructing them to create the new settlements, he only 
grudgingly allowed them the ‘urban materials and comforts’. In a letter to Sa‘d 
he stated a principle: ‘Abide by the Prophet’s traltions and the state wdl be 
obliged to respect your practices.’ It is this negotiated balance between the 
developing demands of the people and the reverential memory of the 
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Prophet’s traditions that gave the earliest of the Islamic cities its unique formal 
and social character. It set a precedent for the formative tension between 
juristic judgements WatawZ,) and the citizen’s desire to build, even encroach. 

Basra and Kufa on the eastern front and al-Fus@t in the West thus be- 
come the earliest examples of Islamic urbanization in the spirit, if not precisely 
in the form, of caliphal Medina. This spirit remained rather puritanical and 
modest until the authority of the centre relaxed during the caliphate of 
‘Uthmiin and later started to be openly challenged. 

Kufa represents the earliest and most authentic of Islamic urban at- 
tempts. From the chronicles of al-BalHdhun-, al-Tabari and al-Ya‘qtibi we can 
construct Kufa’s development as a city, as has been discussed in some detail 
by Al-Sayyad. Much care was taken in the choice of the site and it is reported 
that SalmHn al-FHrisi and Hudhayfa b. al-Yamiin were involved. After the trial 
of a few places over a period of two years, the choice finally converged on a 
plain lying on the west bank of the Euphrates about four miles from the old 
Persian city of al-Hira. Under the general principles promulgated by ‘Umar to 
Sa‘d, Abu-l-HayyHj started to lay out the plan of &fa. The first demarcation 
was that of the mosque through the shooting of four arrows, one towards the 
qibla and three others in cardinal directions with reference to it. It resulted in a 
200-cubit-square enclosure that would never need any enlargement. Secondly, 
he marked an open square area around the mosque. This came to be known as 
$abn or Jaban and was used as a sUq, or temporary market. Third in sequence 
was the dzr al-sa‘d, the army chiefs residence, which later became the dzr al- 
imzra, the seat of the government, as Kufa became the regional capital. The 
need arose to secure the bqt al-mil, the public treasury, that was located in the 
&ral-imZra. In response to, and at the Caliph ‘Umar’s instructions, the mosque 
was brought next to the d& with the idea that the mosque’s inhabitants would 
act as a deterrent against theft. These contingencies led to the development of 
mosque and dir al-imzra as a mutually adjacent complex across the qibla wall 
and became a prototype representing the centre of authority in early Islamic 
cities for over two centuries. Abu-l-Hayygj then laid out five main streets 
(mamibe) north of the sabn, four to the south and three each to the west and 
east. The main streets were 40 cubits wide (18 metres or 60 feet) and were 
served by secondary streets only 20 cubits in width and a labyrinth of narrow 
streets (~aqqzq) at least seven cubits in width, which is enough to let two 
loaded camels pass by each other. The zones (kbatatJ bounded by the main 
streets were intended to be land allocations among seven genealogically de- 
termined tribal groups (‘afba), whch were also the fighting elements 
(mztqztila). It is likely that larger groups were awarded more than one such 
zone. Each group was awarded its own jabbzna, open places for cattle-grazing 
and burial which later became absorbed in the expanding city. Beyond their 
obvious functions, the streets also acted as a transparent containment for the 
unbounded nomadic consciousness , encouragmg it towards an urban reality 
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with a sense of groundedness and a fned address, a sense of ownership and 
respect for neighbourly rights. Slowly, through the discipline of regulations by 
the Caliph and the governor, arbitrations among contendmg interests and 
varying pressures on densities through the arrival of new members (ruwZd&Jy 
the khuiut started to develop their own prototypical character. Each khz@ had 
its own open square called rubba, with a prayer-area and a burial-place. During 
the shifts from purity to power in its first three decades, Kufa was subjected to 
many population reorganizations that did not bring about any major shift in 
urban form. What started out as a conscious land-plan transformed into a 
dense urban organism with layered formal and informal orders. 

The Caliph ‘Umar had described Kufa as ‘the tower of Islam’ (qzlbbut ul- 
I’sZm) and ‘the head of the people of Islam’ (ruJx uhl ul-hlZm). For those who 
settled there he had phrases like ‘the lance of God, the treasure of Faith, the 
cranium of the Arabs’ and the like. At one time, there were more than 300 of 
the Prophet’s earliest Companions living in Kufa and it was considered the 
best centre of religious knowledge and learning after Medma. Increasing het- 
erogeneity of the population, especially the interaction of Arabs and Persians, 
lent richness to this city. However, it also attracted conscientious questioners 
as well as soldiers of fortune who wanted to capitalize on the increasing dis- 
satisfaction with the Caliph ‘Uthmiin in Medina. ‘Ah’s setting hs capital in 
Kufa gave the city a certain stature for a few years, but after hs assassination it 
became a haven for opposition to the Umayyads, who had shifted the capital 
of the empire to Damascus. Governing Kufa was a political and military 
challenge for the new dynasty. 

History has a way of producing personalities who seem to be a custo- 
mized response to unique situations. Ziyiid b. Abihi was such a man of the 
moment and became governor over both Basra and Kufa. Beyond his ruthless 
political intelligence and oratorical skdls, Ziyiid can be identified as the first 
Muslim consciously to have employed archtecture as a medium for dynastic 
projection and individual power. Afraid of the tribal musjidr in the khutai as 
seats of anti-State activity and wise enough to know that demolishing them 
would be an unpopular act, he decided instead to transform the existing Kufan 
mosque into an awe-inspiring building that ‘would be without equal’. 
Architects of the vanquished Siisiinids used the stones from Jabal Ahwiiz, 
drums of which were hollowed out and fitted together by lead and iron 
dowels. They achieved a hall of 148 columns, each soaring to a height of 51 
feet, with a flat teak roof and a large courtyard. The outer walls were of baked 
brick buttressed by semi-cyhdrical towers. Creswell has established that the 
mosque plan size remained the same (200 cubits square) as that of the original 
mosque Sa‘d had laid out 32 years earlier. Ziyiid’s programme, thus, was 
grandiosity rather than expansion. Five centuries later Ibn Jubayr stated: 
‘Nowhere have I seen a mosque of whch the columns are so long or the 
ceiling so elevated.’ For the &r ul-imZru, Ziyiid‘s plans were much more am- 
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bitious. As Creswell, Grabar and Al-Sayyad have suggested in their individual 
analyses, this ‘palace cum seat of government’ was inspired by Siis5nid palaces, 
especially that of al-m-ra, whch also became the source of materials. While the 
mosque was about 104 metres square, the palace compound measured ap- 
proximately 169 metres square, which is more than two-and-a-half times larger 
in area. Twentieth-century excavations revealed strong indications of Ziynd’s 
foundations of the Kufan palace, over whch later Umayyad and early 
‘Abbnsid elaborations were done. It is important to note that, in the evolution 
of the Islamic city, th~s is the first time that the mosque is so wilfdy ag- 
grandized and has attained a stature analogous to a Romanfomm or an apadztza, 
the ‘Hall of Columns’ of the Persian kmgs. The mosque, predominant in its 
profde, legtimized the Umayyad rule, but it is the increasing size and in- 
accessibility of the dZr al-imzra, where the real power resided and within whose 
walls important decisions were made, which is striking. Yet Kufa had started 
out as a modest garrison town. Through the urbanizing forces of power, 
population and commerce and the governing necessities arising from ethnic 
diversities, tribal rebellions and religous schisms, Ikfa matured into a com- 
plex provincial capital, setting precedents for both planning and architectural 
hierarchies and a symbolic r6le for state buildings that characterized the 
Muslim cities for centuries to come. 

TRANSFORMED CITIES 

Syria fell to Islam during the same period as Iraq (13-17/634-638), and yet 
the Syrian garrison town al-Jgbiya could not evolve into either a Basra or a 
Kufa of Iraq. For many reasons, Muslims found it easier or politically and 
commercially wiser to settle down in the existing cities like Damascus, 
Jerusalem and Aleppo. The credit for the trends that culminated in Damascus 
becoming the earliest capital of the Muslim empire must go to Mu‘5wiya 
(d. 60/680). An aristocrat at heart, he was a master-politician, a statesman and 
a far-sighted strategist. &ding Islam’s expansive tide, he saw in his future a 
dynasty for his Umayyad clan. H e  intelligently survived the puritanical scrutiny 
of ‘Umar and governed Syria with increasing autonomy under the Caliph 
‘Uthmw (23-35/644-656). H e  challenged the fourth Cahph cAII’s legitimacy 
and engaged him in a prolonged civil war, while maintaining his independence 
and hold on Syria. In 40/661, after ‘Ah’s assassination in &fa, he assumed 
the defacto caliphate of all Muslims. Over the ‘Alid loyalists in Iraq he 
appointed Ziy%d b. Abihi, of whose architectural achevements we have 
spoken earlier, as the governor. Symbolically, Mu‘gwiya crowned Damascus as 
the capital of the vast Islamic empire, which he further expanded and 
consolidated until his death in 60/680. Thus, for forty-one long years, 
seventeen of legitimate governorshp, five of defiant independence and then 
nineteen of ‘royal’ caliphate, Mu‘nwiya and Damascus shaped one another. On 
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the mature foundations of Damascus as a capital of earlier kingdoms, the 
Muslim urban imagination started to take shape. The pre-Islamic aristocratic 
tendencies of the Meccan Qurayshites, especially those of the Umayyad line, 
found a new legitimacy as they became the inheritors of Byzantine Romans, 
Nabataeans, Greeks, Achaemenids, Babylonians, Assyrians and Aramaeans 
who, as far back as the eleventh century BC, had ruled from Damascus. 

The city, as the Muslims found it, basically had a Graeco-Roman char- 
acter, with Byzantine Christian transformations. The Greek Damascus had a 
Temple of Jupiter, an agora and a regular grid defining small blocks of uniform 
houses. In Hadrian’s time, the city had two east-west colonnaded streets: one 
was the deczlmanas of the Roman cities, with commemorative arches, and the 
other was like a forum, joining the agora with the temples. A fortified palace, 
castrwm, was also bdt on the north-west comer of the city. The city had a 
defensive wall with seven gates. The deczlmanzls, the long colonnaded and 
straight street, connected the west (‘Jiibiya) gate with the eastern gate. By the 
end of the fourth century (AD 395), Damascus had become part of Christian 
Byzantium and the Temple of Jupiter was transformed into the Church of 
St. John the Baptist. Two Byzantine palaces and many churches were added. 
Conquering Muslims, the majority being desert Arabs, were impressed with 
the city that had fallen to them. Of special impact were the orderly grid, the 
vast Temple of Jupiter-Church of St.John enclave (temenos) and the long 
deczlmanzls that they called al-Mzlsta@m, ‘the Straight’. 

Muslims were cautious ‘colonizers’ as far as the city of Damascus was 
concerned. There was no destruction of property, religious or otherwise. They 
did not change the language of governance and commerce for almost fifty 
years. Collection of taxes from the non-Muslim population and settlement of 
the evacuated properties were perhaps the immediate changes in the city life. 
The culture slowly transformed from Graeco-Roman - Byzantine Christian to 
Arab-Islamic, with a healthy mix of ethnically non-Arab Muslims. For the first 
two decades, there were no major physical changes other than the creation of a 
prayer-place and the talung over the Byzantine properties of power by the 
Muslim governor and hs lieutenants. The extent of occupation and transfor- 
mation of the Church of St. John during this period remains a debated issue. 
According to Creswell, Muslims took over the east side of the temenos without 
encroaching upon the actual building of the church. Instead of a formal 
mosque, they were content with a m.a;a&i, a large place of gathering for prayer. 

In the year 40/661 Mu‘iiwiya declared Damascus the seat of cahphate. In 
the words of Hitti: ‘This started the city (Damascus) on its way to becoming 
for eighty-nine years mistress of the Muslim realm and key city in medieval 
world affairs.’ H e  started to build for himself a grand palace that came to be 
known in the chronicles as ul-Badv-2, ‘the Green Palace’, because it was 
crowned by a green dome. H e  also built a d& al-khyl to receive ambassadors 
and foreign notables. H e  was the first ruler in Islam’s history to hold court in 
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his palace rather than the mosque, and while the houses of ‘Umar and 
‘Uthmiin in Medina were known simply by their names as individuals, this 
‘palace’ was called D5r aL-khiLqa. Al-Sayyad talks of Mu‘3wiya’s administrative 
and political changes as ‘secularizing the caliphate, changmg it into monarchy, 
and erecting a throne in the palace for hmself that ‘forever changed the face 
of the city under his successors’. Even in the mosque the Caliph became 
removed from his people through the introduction of the mag:ira, a screened 
and elevated enclosure next to the mibrZt3 that he could enter through a secure 
door directly from hs palace. 

Two Umayyad Caliphs, ‘Abd al-Malik b. Mamiin and his son al-Walid, 
ruled from Damascus successively for a total of 30 years (65-96/685-715). 
This was the period when the vast Muslim Empire, stretching from 
Transoxiana in the north, Sind in the east and Spain in the west (including 
North Africa), was consolidated. Muslims were in the majority and the 
Byzantine character of Damascus was definitely in decline. ‘Abd al-Malik re- 
placed Christian officials at the court with Arabic-speaking ones and struck the 
first Muslim gold coins. HIS most important urban and architectural acts were 
to bdd the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem and the wall around Damascus. It 
was al-Walid b. ‘Abd al-Ma&, however, who is credited with the ultimate 
acquisition of the entire temenos and the construction of the great Umayyad 
Mosque of Damascus (85-96/705-715). Ibn ‘Asiikir, in his hstory of the city, 
presents various versions of the story of the final take-over of the Church of 
St. John. Archaeological evidence confirms that the church footprint was 
enclosed by the larger mosque and the cenotaph of John the Baptist (Prophet 
Yahyii to the Muslims) was maintained. It is not difficult to understand that, 
beyond satisfying the pragmatic demands of an increasing Muslim population, 
d-Walid wanted to follow in hs father’s footsteps and add a monument to the 
imperial capital of Islam by whch he would be remembered. The Caliph was 
also aware of Ziyiid’s great mosque of Kufa (rebuilt 49/670) and perhaps did 
not want it to be the only one with the most impressive hall of columns. When 
some people objected to the Caliph’s extravagance, he replied: ‘You, the 
people of Damascus, take pride in your city because of four things: its air, its 
water, its fruits and its baths. I wanted to add a fifth item to the things you 
take pride in.’ It was also al-Wahd who commissioned major expansions and 
the architectural aggrandizement of the sacred mosques of Mecca and Medina, 
possibly of al-Aqsi?i in Jerusalem, and also of the Great Mosque in San%’. 
Thus, while Ziyiid b. Abih in Kufa was the first to employ architectural 
monumentality of the mosque as the urban locus, the credit must go to ‘Abd al- 
Malik and hs son al-Walid for establishing it as the principal sipfier for a 
city’s Islamicity. 
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NEW CITIES OF POWER 

In 74/694, al-Hajjiij b. Yiisuf (d.95/714) was appointed governor of the 
eastern regions after having proved his loyalty and efficiency as chief of ‘Abd 
al-Malik‘s personal guard in Damascus. H e  is credted with crushg the 
Meccan revolt with exemplary resolve, even bombarding the Ka‘ba to achieve 
his goals. Hodgson uses phrases like ‘ruthless efficiency’, ‘administrative 
vigour’ and ‘frank terror’ to describe his achevements in the governance of 
the factious Iraqi population. As both Kufa and Basra were centres of 
opposition to the Umayyad power, al-Hajjiij founded, in 83/702, a new city, 
al-Wiisit, between the two. This was not a garrison town like the early Basra or 
Kufa of the Cahph ‘Umar’s time. Instead, it was a city built expressly to 
project and exercise power. It lacked the heterogeneity of earlier garrisons and 
was inhabited only by ‘loyal Syrian Muslims, who were kept jealously separate 
from the Iraqi Muslims’. Al-Wiisit had double defensive walls and a moat. 
From the chronicles of al-Tabari and al-Baghdiidi we learn about the legend 
that the wondrous ‘iron gates’ of al-Wiisit were actually the gates of the 
Prophet-King Solomon’s ruined city named Zandaward, not too far from the 
new site. Yiiqiit and al-Baliidhuri, however, reject the legend and suggest that 
the gates were plundered from various defeated cities. al-Hajjiij built a great 
mosque 200 cubits square, now the oldest in Islam of which remains have 
come down to us, and attached to it his palatial &r ul-imZru, 400 cubits square, 
which he crowned with a green dome, like the one in Damascus. From the 
four palace gates emanated four 80-cubit-wide roads that led to the city walls. 
Bahshal, the historian of al-Wiisit, identifies markets of grocers, second-hand 
goods and fruits, clothers, day-labourers, artisans and druggists along the 
streets (dub). The tradesmen of the different markets were kept separate from 
one another and each market had its own money-changers. 

The city-budding activities of the Umayyad Caliphs and their governors - 
whether in Medina, Damascus, Basra, Kufa, al-Fustat or Aleppo - were pri- 
marily transformative or developmental. Though Basra, Kufa and al-Fustat 
were created from scratch, the intentions behind them were communal and 
collective in an Islamic sense. Al-Wiisit was the first city in Islamic hstory 
founded and built as a manifest wdl of a powerful individual. Had al-Hajjiij not 
lived in a time when the Syrian centre of the empire was so firmly established, 
he would have been a caliph or a king with his own dynasty. It is in this sense 
that his city al-Wiisit becomes prototypical for future cities like Baghdad and 
Cairo. 

It is ironic that al-Hajjiij’s ‘success’ as the Umayyad governor of Iraq, 
while resulting in disciplined calm, imperial consolidation and an increase in 
revenues for Damascus, actually accelerated the anti-Syrian movements. The 
‘Abbiisid revolt finally succeeded in overthrowing the Umayyads in 132/750 
and Muhammad b. Abi-1-‘Abbiis al-Saffiih (the Bloodshedder) proclaimed 
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himself Cahph. Damascus was abandoned as the capital and the seat of gov- 
ernment moved to al-Hiishimiyya at the edge of &fa. Al-SaffQ ruled on for 
four years and the caliphate passed to hs brother Abti Ja‘far, known as al- 
Manstir, the Victorious. The general insecurity of Kufa, an assassination at- 
tempt around 140/758 and perhaps the precedent of al-Wasit, led to the desire 
for a new capital from where he could command the Empire in peace and 
without personal fear. It was also important for al-Mansar to assert his clan’s 
dynastic take-over as a divinely ordained destiny against not only the 
Umayyads but also the ‘Alid purists. Foundmg a new city expressing cosmo- 
logical perfection was an ancient tradition in the eastern systems by whch the 
earthly ‘kmg’ could sanctify hs own approval under the seal of divine ap- 
proval. A new beginning was immanent and it happened through the foun- 
dation of Baghdad. 

AI-Mansiir was a fastidious person and sent his emissaries as far north as 
Mosul to explore possible sites, especially their climatic suitability, commercial 
routes, transportation and the avdability of fertile hnterlands. The site se- 
lection was complex and extended over a period of four years. On 27 Rabi‘ 1 
108/1 August 726 his choice finally fell on the vdlage of Baghdad at the 
junction of the Nahr al-Sarat canal and the Tigris river. 

Much has been written about the sources and precedents of Baghdad’s 
round plan. K.A.C. Creswell claims that ‘circular cities had been known for 
fifteen centuries before the foundation of Baghdad, and concentric circular 
cities for several centuries before, in the region between Eastern Asia Minor 
and South-Western Persia, and it is possible that Darabjerd directly inspired 
the ‘Round City’ of al-Mansur’. Jacob Lassner has done a thorough review of 
the various attitudes towards the question of the round shape and Ibrahim 
Allawi, in a recent chertation, has presented a detailed astronomical and 
astrological analysis of Baghdad’s plan that greatly enriches our earlier under- 
standing. The fact remains that al-Mansiir had gathered the best builders and 
scientists of his empire and to them he had added scholars and great theolo- 
gians like the Imam Abii Hanifa. It is hard to imagine that this group would 
either simply copy an earlier city or be subservient to a single opinion. That the 
Caliph also decided to name the city Madinat al-saliim, literally ‘the City of 
Peace’, and uttered his famous prayer replete with the image of God‘s vice- 
gerency, shows that he was initiating much more than an efficiency-driven, 
past-replicating walled city just for hs own protection. 

From the chronicles al-Tabari, al-Baghadi and al-Ya‘qtibi, a number of 
historians, including Le Strange, Creswell, Herzfeld, Hitti, Lassner and Al- 
Sayyad, have re-constructed the plans of the original Baghdad pig. 141. They 
agree that the city had three concentric zones around the central circular rabba, 
the open space at the centve of which was the Palace of the Golden Gate, and 
attached to it was the congregational mosque. Compared with the founding of 
Kufa, it is important to note that the locus from which the city emanates is 
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1. Caliphal Palace 2. Mosque 3. Old Markets 4. New Market at Al-Karakh 
5. Al-Khuld Palace 
8. The Palace of Al-Mu'tasirn 

6. New Friday Mosque 7. Mahdi's Rusafah Palace 
9. Al-Firdaws Palace 

VI-2.14 Round City of Baghdad. The Developments Outside the Round 
City, Showing the Relocation of the Markets in d-Karakh and the 

New Mosques and Palaces Bdt by d-Mansiir and his Immediate Successors, 
Based on LeStrange 
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now the 80-cubit-high green dome marking the heart of the 400-cubit-square 
palace, rather than the centre of the courtyard from whch the arrows were 
sent out to enclose the 200-cubit-square mosque of Sa‘d b. Abi Waqqas. The 
second zone was formed by a ring of smaller palaces for al-Mansfir’s sons and 
his most trusted army chiefs. The third zone was the flat ring mass of the city, 
containing residential quarters and markets, and acted as one big and deep 
defensive mass protecting the Dzr al-kbilqa at the centre. The circular outer 
wall of the city had four gates, each marking the beginning of an arcaded street 
connecting it to the rahba and dividing the city into four sectors. The popu- 
lation within the city was tightly managed by the Caliph in order to minimize 
chaos and conspiracy. Each of the four gates of Baghdad was protected by a 
commander, with 1,000 soldiers whose families lived in the Round City. al- 
Baghdiidi says that the roads of the city were called after the names of the 
clients (al-maw&) of al-Man@, and al-Ya‘qtibi lists the names of twenty-nine 
such streets. Six other roads were named, four after the occupation of their 
residents: the guards, the police, water-carriers and prayer-callers ; one was 
called ‘the Narrow’ and another named after a group of people, the Marw al- 
Rtidhi, who were the staunchest ‘Abbiisid supporters in various military ac- 
tions and in the quehg of revolts. 

Before the Round City was even completed, some of its basic assump- 
tions started to change. The informal city of workers outside the walls started 
to grow fast and soon became larger in both area and population. The news of 
the ‘new caliphal capital’ attracted populations much larger than anticipated. 
The demand for services by the power-ilite resulted in the convergence of 
labourers and artisans on the city. These groups lacked the discipline of al- 
Mansfir’s army and had no particular allegiance to the ‘Abbasid house. 
Because of both the lack of space and the political threat of the untrustworthy 
‘men of the Bazaar’ (abl al-~fiq), the Caliph banished the markets to al-Karkh, 
an area outside and south of the Round City. This move proved to be a crucial 
blow to the ‘pure’ idea of the Round City and its conceptual diagram, pro- 
mising peace, harmony and security. al-Manstir decided to isolate himself even 
more and gave orders that the inner-ring portals, originally opening on to the 
rabba, be closed except at four main axes. The mosque and the rahba thus 
became ‘disconnected’ from the population and lost their value to the city. 
The entire inner circle was reduced to being the restricted domain of the 
Caliph, and it is very likely that he felt trapped in his own Qagram. 

Al-MansW, a formidable strategist, started to break out of the Round 
City by building a palace for his son al-Mahdi and moving some of his troops 
to al-Rusiifa on the other side of the river Tigris. For both the ‘suburbs’ of 
Karkh and al-Rusiifa, he also built two Friday mosques, which challenged the 
essentidty of the single caliphal mosque next to the palace. The dir al-imzra of 
earlier times, where the seat of the ruler and the mosque were adjacent, was 
now split and the term DZr ai-kbilqa became appropriate for the whole city of 
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the Caliph. Karkh grew very fast and was subdivided into many bazaars, each 
of which was confined to its own kind of trade. The Caliph moved his own 
seat by building a new palace called al-Iululd (Paradise), close to the north- 
east gate of the Round City. As a consequence, a new density of government 
buildings started to grow around this palace, while the centrality of the Palace 
of the Golden Gate was split and then rejected forever. In this process of shift 
from a centralized and radial form to a laterally spread-out, interwoven, con- 
glomerate form, one can see exemplified the emergent tensions and accreted 
compromises that became the hallmark of Islamic urban morphology. 

MATURATION AND METAMORPHOSIS 

In the maturation of Baghdad there are clues to the genesis of what w e  have 
come to know as the ‘classical’ Islamic city. The cosmologcal purity of the 
Round ‘City of Islam’ was challenged by the contingencies of an increasingly 
heterogeneous population and its &verse interests. Islamic universalism made 
the emergence of an idealized, fortified, island-like city state almost 
impossible. Islam’s acceptance of ethnic dversity and cultural continuity 
among new Musluns, on the one hand, and the caliphate’s ‘guardianship’ of 
communal Islamicity, on the other, led to complex institutional roles. The 
caliphate had to maintain its own power while dealing with the demands of its 
loyaltsts, the plots of its detractors, the challenges of the religous purists and, 
above all, the balance among the soldiers, shopkeepers, merchants, scholars, 
craftsmen and Islam’s interpreters. The political-administrative and the 
juridical-religous affairs started to separate. 

The ‘Abbasid ruler retained the status of imam-caliph and supreme deci- 
sion maker, but other offices were instituted, including the wak or ‘Zmik, the 
provincial governor assisted by the @bib al-sbu@a (the chief of police and his 
garrison), the SZbib ul-ma@lim (receiver of the petitions), the m.@a (the secre- 
tariat of the caliph) the qZdi-l-qZr&t (the chief justice above other qZ&, each 
assisted by a panel of approved witnesses or notaries (shzlbzidor and the 
mgbtasib or s$ib al-sz?g (the watchman of moral and commercial transactions). 
More than any other, the office of mgbtasib reflects the phenomena that con- 
stitute the Islamic city. The idea of a public moral monitor goes as far back as the 
time of the Caltph ‘Umar, who would personally perform this duty in Medina. 
Hisba as a concept is rooted in the Qur’iinic dictum, amr bi-l-ma‘ef wa-l-nah_y ‘an 
al-mzlnkar, to promote good and to prevent whatever is Islamicdy k i t .  The 
mabtasib was to look after public morals, to ensure conformity of religion in 
public and to suppress sedtious acts. H e  ensured weights and measures, wat- 
ched against fraud and cheating in manufacturing, sales and even labour rela- 
tions, prevented monopoly and hoarding, looked after sanitary condtions in the 
city, ensured that the streets were kept clean and kept a strict eye on property 
encroachments. H e  could check the qualifications of such professionals as 
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physicians, pharmacists and teachers and censure them in cases where he saw 
unfair practices. H e  watched the treatment of school chddren and prevented 
cruelty to animals. H e  could order dangerous constructions to be pulled down. 
H e  ensured the cleanliness of the water supply, sweeping of the mosques and 
their lighting at night. H e  was to be simultaneously well versed in the SharY'a, 
the practices of the craftsmen and manufacturers, the customs of visitors to the 
city, the e t h c  traditions and religious practices of non-Muslims and was ex- 
pected to be a man of discretion and good taste. Under him was a network of 
appointed assistants and he could access the inner affairs of any craft 
through its leaders ( 'zlr@? and representatives (~hyikh). H e  was thus some- 
what like a modern municipality, acting through the will of one single man. His 
r61e lasted over a thousand years and we can see him as the principal choreo- 
grapher of the phenomenon we call the Islamic city. 

Whether the physical form was willed by the Muslim ruler - as, for 
example, in Kufa, al-Wiisit, Baghdad and Siimarri? - or inherited - as in the 
case of Damascus, Aleppo and Cordova - it had to contend with the oppo- 
sitional paradigm of bald (permissible) and barZm (forbidden), ma 'nfi (good) 
and mzmkar (illicit), indvidual harm and communal interest, believers' re- 
sponsibilities and non-believers' (dhimmi) obligations, and the caliph's pre- 
rogative and the individual's right to justice. The transformations in the 
intended or inherited form, for example, the street patterns of Damascus and 
Baghdad, were more a consequence of negotiated transactions, subdivisions, 
conglomerations and complex rulings of the mzlbtasib, the q@, the wakor the 
caliph himself. Increasing autonomy within the quarters (religious, ethnic or 
commercial) caused the streets to have relational characteristics, for example, 
arterial roads and cul-de-sac streets of a mubulla, rather than geometric ones, 
such as right-angle grids. The ideal urban morphologies metamorphosed into 
the classical urban labyrinth, a living organism with its own systems of ten- 
sions, interfaces, compromises, checks and balances. 

THE CLASSICAL ISLAMIC CITY 
It is now possible for us to imagine the classical Islamic city by collaging 
oppositions like power and piety, commerce and intellect, communality and 
privacy. The tension between these oppositions provides the energy for the 
phenomena that characterize the city. Design resolutions and accreted 
compromises at the junctures of these oppositions constitute the places, paths, 
networks, nodes, surfaces, messages, symbols and signs of Islamic urbanity. 

Power is expressed by the citadel (qul'a), the palace (dZr ul-imiru, al-q@), 
the government centre (&w&), the courthouse (&r d'ud~) and the garrison of 
the caliphal guards. Islamic legitimacy and power, however, are expressed by 
thejiimi', the caliphal/royal mosque and often the mausoleum associated with 
the ruling dynasty. While the citadel is prominent because of its elevated site, 
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opaque ramparts and gateway towers, it is the mystique of royal inhabitants, its 
workings as a walled mini-city, that lend it power. The royal mosque has its 
power, not only because of its customary architectural predominance, but also 
because the religious sermon is given in the name of the imam-caliph and 
executive edicts are pronounced from there. Piety, on the other hand, is as- 
sociated with the madid, the small mosque of the mahalla, the twba, mashhad, or 
@Zra (shrine) of a great ImSim or a Sufi saint. There is an intimacy between the 
surrounding population and the msjid that is based on the ebb and flow of the 
five regular prayers. After every call to prayer, people converge hurriedly on 
the masjid and return, takng to one another, to resume their affairs. The 
caretakers of the shrine, often the descendants of the saint, live around the 
mashhad and a system of charitable kitchens, pilgrims’ hostels and shops with 
flowers, perfumes, ta.rb&r, prayer-rugs and other souvenirs form an urban 
node of piety that is complementary to the nodes of power. 

Trade and commerce is a hallmark of the Islamic city, providing craft 
gudds, manufacturing houses, storage facilities, khans, jiindiqs and car- 
avanserais for merchants, with facilities for their animals. The disposal of 
waste and the minimizing of noise and odours determine the location of such 
activities. Characteristically opposite to trades are the intellectual enterprises 
for which the classical Islamic city is so well known. O n  the tradition of the dZr 
al-bikma and the &Tal- ‘ilm, there are libraries with associated scholar-teachers, 
Formally, there are madrasa.r supported by the state or powerful patrons which 
are linked to the mosque complexes. Various schools of jurisprudence are 
often organized around the courtyard of a large mosque. Facilities for resident 
students, kitchens and an infirmary are invariably provided. ZZw&as, literally, 
‘corners’, are in fact corners of the mosque where teachers hold their classes. 
There are also specialized houses of learning, such as the dar al-bad%, the 
centre for the study of the Prophet’s tradtions, or the mZ&&, which is si- 
multaneously a charitable hospital and a medical college. 

Perhaps the most formative opposition underlying the Islamic city is that 
between communality and privacy. If the grand mosque is expressive of the 
community of believers, the humble courtyard of the house stands for the 
sanctity and privacy of the family. While the markets (siqs, qay;a@ya.r and 
bazaars) create linear, planar or random transactional fields between the 
shopkeepers and the customers, the hearth and the table spread in the house 
reinforces the convergent nature of the clan. While the bath-houses (hammzms) 
are public places where individuals of the same sex can wash within decency 
codes, the haram of the house is the sanctm sanctomm and inviolable except for 
those permitted by the Shan‘a. The population of the city can gather in the 
mzqahi or the mq&n for the prayers and other special occasions, but it is the 
immediate neighbourhoods, the Tabad, the m$al/a and the quarter, by which 
the individual locates himself in the city. It is thus that the feeling of publicly 
expressed community co-exists with sacredly guarded privacy and intimacy. 
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The encounters among the above oppositions have led to the unique 
architectural and urban features of Islamic civilization. The gateway between 
opposites, be it a house and the street, a bumm&z and the sgq, a mudram and 
bazaar, a mosque and the muyd&, or a citadel and the city beyond its walls, 
have produced exemplary solutions. The herarchy of pathways from major 
connectors associated with sip, among dwelling places called dzd, and even 
more private cul-de-sacs called xzqiq, which can even be closed at night, 
creating the temporary ‘citadel’ of the commoners, is a progressively evolved 
response to the oppositions of communal imperatives and the demands of 
privacy. The mushrubi~~u, or oriel window, the uniquely evolved fixture of the 
classical Islamic city, encapsulates the essence of our entire argument. It cools 
the precious water by putting the pitcher out and taking the wind in, it guards 
the hu~Tm without imprisoning it, it suggests the interiority gently, it announces 
its wooden lightness against stone, it projects into the street without snatchmg 
any ground from it, it borrows the street space but pays back by shadowing it 
under a high sun, it burdens only its own wall and it celebrates light by letting 
only some of it come through. Ltke the Islamic city, it sits in artful, dynamic 
equilibrium between the opposites that it creates itself. 

CAIRO: THE KEEPER OF ISLAM’S URBAN HISTORY 
Islamic civdization has been represented as well as nourished by many great 
cities, such as Mecca, Medina, Jerusalem, Kufa, Cairo, Damascus, Aleppo, 
Baghdad, Cordova, San‘2, Marrakesh, Tunis, Fez, Tlemcen, Timbuktu, 
Samarqand, Bukhiirii, Balkh, HarHt, Mosul, Bursa, Istanbul, Isfahiin, 
KHshi%n, Yazd, Shiriiz, IGibul, Lahore, Delhi and Acra. Cities were either 
founded or appropriated, as discussed earlier, and the motivations varied. 
Centres like Mecca, Medina and Jerusalem, through the authority of the 
Islamic text and tradition, were nodes for pilgrimage and their ‘holiness’ 
stood in the way of their evolution as representative Islamic cities. Others, 
like Damascus, Aleppo, Cordova and, much later, Istanbul, had firm pre- 
Islamic footprints whose memory lingered through many Muslim transfor- 
mations. Many cities, such as Samarqand, rose to high civilizational glory, 
but lost their civic energy with the fall of their founding dynasties and 
became mere sites of hstoric archtecture. Cairo, however, has the 
distinction of being founded by Muslims in 641 and remaining a seat of 
governance, a centre of culture and an influential node of its civilization 
continuously over fourteen centuries till today. Unlike Baghdad, which was 
effectively obliterated by the Mongols and has no trace of its original glory 
other than a few minor monuments, Cairo still has the founding mosque of 
‘ A m r  b. al-‘& and enough structure and mass of ‘AbbIisid, Tdiinid, 
Fnumid, Ayyiibid, Mamltik and Ottoman times, for us to study it as a text 
of the history of Islamic urbanism pig. 151. 
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VI-2.15 The Site of Cairo at the Time of the Fatimid Invasion and the 
Relationship of the New Capital al-Qiihirah to the Older Cities that 

Superceded It 

O n  the instruction of the Caliph ‘Umar b. al-IUla@b, his general ‘Amr b. 
al-‘& founded the garrison town of Fusp~ al-Misr, literally, ‘the Encampment 
of Egypt’. Its location at the juncture of upper and lower Egypt was preferred 
over Alexandria on the Mediterranean in order to avoid the Nile Delta and 
thus facilitate access to the Madina. It is also possible that, like the avoidance 
of Ctesiphon in Iraq, the Caliph did not want the desert Muslims to become 
victims of the luxuries that weakened the Siisiinids and the Romans. Al-Fust.3.t. 
was located on the east bank of the river because, as w e  have already noted in 
the case of Basra and Kufa in Iraq, the Caliph did not want avoidable bodies 
of water separating his garrisons from him. ‘Amr also restored the ancient 
canal (k:ha@] connecting the Nile with the Red Sea, further helping commu- 
nications between Egypt and the I;rijaz on the west coast of the Arabian 
Peninsula. Eventually all that was left of ths canal was a large pond south-east 
of the Delta that came to be known as Birkat al-fAg, as it was the first station 
on the pilgrim road to Mecca. 

Al-Fus@fs urban organization was typical of early Muslim towns and its 
initiation was achieved through the act of founding the mosque and the Amir’s 
residence next to it. At that time, the mosque was close to the river and an 
open ground called Tabn surrounded both the mosque and the house. The 
settlements, divided into khuiai, based on tribal allegiance quarters, sur- 
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rounded the mosque and spread along the river bank. In about half a century, 
al-Fustat developed into a major provincial capital and a commercial hub of 
the westward-expanding Muslim empire and Babylon, the old Roman fortress 
and town, had been absorbed by it. 

When the ‘Abbnsids replaced the Umayyads in 132/750, consolidation of 
their power over the provinces was an obvious top priority. They dispatched 
an army to Egypt which established a new town al-‘Askar just north-east of 
and adjacent to al-Fustat. The name literally meant ‘the gathering of soldiers’. 
On the one hand, the act of founding a new seat for the governor of the 
incoming dynasty is understandable in its symbolic value. On the other, one 
may propose that the indigenous population could not be trusted and the new 
governor found it safer to establish hs mosque, hs residence and the settle- 
ment for hs soldiers outside the existing city. It is also possible that the se- 
paration made the ‘Abbasid governor’s control of a population, hitherto loyal 
to the Umajyads, much easier. Whatever the motivation, in the founding of 
al-‘Askar one sees the initiation of a pattern that kept repeating itself, not only 
in the hstory of Cairo but in that of many other Muslim cities. Every new 
dynasty felt it necessary to build a new seat for itself not too far from the 
previous capital. 

Al-‘Askar grew as the governor’s capital, while al-Fus$it flourished as the 
commercial centre and the port on the Nile. \rVith time the new power settled 
in and there was less reason for a clear separation. Al-Fustat ultimately 
‘absorbed’ alL‘Askar and it became a single large city, with the latter surren- 
dering its identity to the former. The grand mosque of al-<Askar, one can 
imagine, could never quite attain the importance of ‘Amr’s mosque in d- 
Fustiit, founded by ths important Companion of the Prophet. 

In 254/868, A b a d  b. TdGn, the young and celebrated ‘Abbasid func- 
tionary from Samarra’, was appointed governor of both Egypt and Syria, but 
through lus political s l d  became effectively independent from the centre, thus 
foundtng the Tidenid dynasty that survived unul 292/905, In 256/870 he 
founded the new satelhte city of d-Qa@’ic to the north-east of the existing al- 
Fustat-aL‘Asliar conglomerate. H e  chose the hgher ground known as Jabal 
Yashkur, the area bounded by today’s Citadel and Sayyida Zaynab quarters. 
Neither the mosque of ‘Amr nor the one in al-‘Askar was big enough for his 
large garrison and the growing population. On the south side of al-QatH’i‘, in 
262/876, he commissioned a very large mosque whch till this day carries hs 
name. It is the largest, earliest and, indeed, most impressive surviving mosque 
in the entirety of Egypt that has retained its original archtectural form. Ibn 
Tdfin, perhaps recahg the luxuries of Baghdad and Samarra’ and anticipating 
the future of his dynasty, built a grand palace and a hppodrome at the foot of 
the citadel hills on the east. The palace was known for its luxurious gardens 
and the hippodrome was a stage for impressive ridtng displays, parades and 
games like polo. The ruler had a special viewing-box on top of a ceremonial 
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entrance known as the Gate of Lions. Obviously, Muslim rulers were settling 
into a pattern of internal luxury and a display of external power somehow fully 
legitimized by the interpretative genius of the legalist court scholars. Ibn 
Tiiliin's son Khumgrawayh far exceeded his father in his passion for luxury 
and novelty through building and collecting. His palace gardens had rare trees 
and flowers, exotic animals and birds brought from far places. The trees were 
decorated with gdded sheathings and clever watering-devices entertained the 
ruler. A pool of mercury supported his air-filled bedding, so that he could rock 
himself to sleep. In contrast with earlier times, the life of the ruler was be- 
coming less rugged and the palaces were turning inwards and becoming make- 
believe worlds of desire. Around the ruler there were expandmg spheres of 
imitated luxury of the notables of the court. One can only imagine the 
growing gap between the perceptions of the ruling and the ruled classes. Such 
decay feeds unrest and attracts adventurers. The 'Abbiisid centre dispatched a 
military campaign in 292/905, aimed at cleansing the Tidunid house. Instead, 
it resulted in its demise. The entire area of al-Qap'i' was destroyed, with the 
exception of Ibn Tiiliin's mosque and h s  civil works like the aqueduct. The 
city of al-Fusp-al-'Askar survived and, in spite of the destruction of the 
al-Qatii'i' palaces, the inherited infrastructure helped in the expansion of the 
population. After a few decades, in 322/934 to be exact, yet another auton- 
omous princedom called the Ikhshidids was established in Egypt with its seat 
in al-Qatg'i'. Following the Tiiliinids and pre-empting the Fg~ids, the 
Ikhshidids left nothing of significance for the history of Cairo. 

The Fii@nids were well established in Tunisia by the second decade of the 
tenth century and had founded cities like al-Mahdiyya and al-Mansuriyya. They 
were keen to move eastwards with the ultimate aim of challenging the 'Abbiisid 
Caliphate in Baghdad. Egypt's weakness spurred al-Mu'izz li-Din Alliih, the 
fourth Fawd caliph, to send a campaign under hs general Jawhar al-Siqilli, 
who easily overthrew the Ikhshidids in 358/969. The historian al-Maqrizi de- 
scribed in detail the founding of the new Egyptian capital by the conquering 
general. With unprecedented haste he started to lay out the city walls as an 
intended square with sides equalhg 1,200 yards each and a total of seven gates, 
and to build both a palace and a mosque Fig. 161. Of the total 340 acres 
enclosed, he assigned 70 to the d2r al-im2rq another 70 were covered by an 
existing garden known as al-Kafwi, while the rest of the area was divided into 
20 sectors assigned to different groups of an army that included Greeks, 
Armenians, Kurds, Berbers, Sudanese and Turks, in addition to Arabs. A main 
south-north thoroughfare cut the city and at its centre it had the may&& on its 
west and the palace on its east. The actual hstorical footprint of the city wall is 
not square and there are different explanations offered for this. Jawhar im- 
mediately started to build the palace and the mosque. The new city was named 
al-Mansiiriyya, honouring the memory of al-Mu'izz's father, who built a city of 
this name in Tunisia. Its gates were also named after the original city. The Caliph 
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1. Caliphal Palace 2. Garden 3. Maidan 4. Royal Palaces 5. Guest House 6. Mosque 
7. Gates 8. Rahbah 9. Residential Quarters 

VI-2.16 The Original Plan of Cairo lnitially Envisioned by 
Jawhar as al-Mansuriyyah (A Reconstruction Based on al-Maqrizi’s 

Description of the Plan) 

al-Muck obviously was more interested in the symbolic relocation of the dy- 
nastic seat from Tunisia to Egypt and less in building a new city in competition 
with hs ancestors. However, in 363/974, as he made hs triumphal entry into 
the new city prepared for hm by Jawhar, he declared it as the capital of the 
Faemid cahphate and renamed it al-Qahira, the city of al-Qahr, the Victorious, 
the one who subdues. The name is also related to the astrological sign of Mars, 
whch was in ascendance at the time of the city’s founding. Much later, al- 
Q2hra got poorly transliterated into French Le Caire and English Cairo. 

O n  the basis of d-Maqrizi accounts, one can say that the original mor- 
phology of Jawhar’s Cairo was quite deliberate and formal. Not unlike the 
‘Abbnsid al-Mansur’s attitude towards the founding of Baghdad, the Fiiumid 
al-Mu‘izz, who according to some hstorians actually gave Jawhar the entire 
‘plan’ of the city, saw ths as the fulfilment of their legitimate right to the 
cahphate of the Muslim Umma. Though it did not have the geometric form- 
ahty of the ‘Abbiisid Round City, it did follow a herarchcal logc that placed 
the Cahphal palace at the centre of the scheme, axially facing a great ma3/d& 
and then the garden on its western side. It had many great halls opening to the 
city through nine gates. The mq&z was for the Caliph to review his troops, 
which could be as many as 10,000 during special ceremonies. The al-KgfGri 
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gardens on the west of the mqdzn, inherited from the Ikhshidds, were walled, 
connected by an underground passage across the mqd& to the palace and 
reserved solely for the Caliph, his family and guests. Later, a smaller palace 
was built on the west, visually cutting off the gardens and enclosing the cer- 
emonial mqdZn in a royal square state guest-house. The vizier's palace and the 
al-Azhar mosque were both separated from the palace by open areas Fig. 17. 
Breaking the precedents of Kufa, Baghdad, and even Damascus, the mosque 
was quite deliberately separate from the residence of the ruler. The Fiiumid 
Cahph was both spiritual and political leader. However, he considered it to his 
advantage to create this physical distance between the al-Azhar mosque, which 
he wholeheartedly patronized as the centre of prayer and learning, and his 
palace, which was the domain of his royal luxury and the display of hts power. 
To various degrees, this simultaneous separation and collusion of the palace 
and the mosque had become a pattern across the Muslim capitals of the forth/ 
eleventh century and onwards. 

The Caliph al-Mu'izz was followed by hs son al-'Aziz and then a grandson 
al-Hiikim. They completed al-Mu'izz's vision of al-Qiika and made their own 
adltions, the most important being the Masjid al-Hh and the Diral-bjkma. 
The former was a large congregational mosque built outside the northernmost 
gate of the city. The location of a huge mosque away from the centre is im- 
portant at the least for its novelty. The Friday khz&u (sermon) was now being 
given from three mosques: 'Amr b. al-'& in al-Fustiit, and al-Azhar and al- 
Hiikim in al-Qiihira. The DZral-bikma, literally the house of wisdom, built to the 
north of the western palace, attracted scholars from d parts of the M u s h  
world and symbolized the Caliph's love and patronage of knowledge. 

Many travellers, especially al-Muqaddasi in the tenth century, Niisir-i 
Khusraw from Persia, who lived in Egypt from 438/1047 to 441/1050, and 
the French ambassador a century later (562/1167), have left detded eye- 
witness descriptions of both al-Q&ra and al-Fustiit. From these, one can 
construct the phenomena and the physical descriptions of the 'twin-city' 
Fiiwd capital. Al-Qiihtra was primarily a herarchical, ceremonial and de- 
fensive city where life revolved around the caliph and his power in both a 
symbolic and a real sense. A-Fustiit was the real city of the people, craftsmen, 
production and commerce. If the former was the world of the ruling Fiimds, 
created and embellished over the previous century, the latter was the city that 
had grown naturally over five centuries. It had a wondrous infrastructure, 
including a water supply and sewage system that has attracted much attention 
in modern archaeology. It reportedly had buildmgs that rose up to fourteen 
storeys with roof gardens and its markets had wares from as far off as Chma. 

While al-Man@r had to move the markets out of Baghdad to Karkh in 
order to avoid sedition by the merchant class, in al-Qd-ira the caliphs to start 
with did not allow any permanent footings for the markets within its walls. 
The city had a booming commerce during the day and the merchants from 
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1. Big Eastern Palace 2. Small Western Palace 3. Palace Square 4. fi-Azhar Mosque 
5. Guest House 6. Minister’s House 7. Stables 8. Kiiffiri Garden 9. A-Hiilam Mosque 
10. Mosque 11. Gates 12. Residential Quarters: A. Far+yah B. Bergoan C. Outoufiyah 
D. Barqiyyah E. Koutamah F. Tawiiriq G. Sharabiyyah H. Greek I. Daiylam J. ‘Umarah 
K. Judariyyah L. Zuaylah M. Mahmudiyyah N. ‘Uzriyyah 

VI-2.17 A Reconstruction of the Plan of Cairo as Implemented on Site, 
Based on the Egyptian Geographic Society Map of 1922 
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Greater al-Fustiit were allowed to come and set up their shops, which, ac- 
cording to Niisir-i Iulusraw, were as many as 20,000! But this was primarily a 
day-time activity. N o  one owned any shops or commercial property in al- 
Qara except the caliph, and even residences were built only with the per- 
mission of the court. The merchants kept their permanent residences and the 
production in al-Fustiit. The two cities were different as organisms but mu- 
tually dependent. With marked sectarian differences between the people in al- 
Fustiif and the rulers in al-Qiihira, one can only imagine the underlying cur- 
rents of mutual suspicion. Such oppositions between the sects of the ruler and 
the ruled had also existed in Kufa, Baghdad and Isfaha, causing the for- 
mative tensions so crucial to the transformation of ethnic boundaries into the 
boundaries among religious orders in the classical Islamic city. 

The Egyptian capital, especially the older parts of al-Fustiit, suffered 
numerous natural catastrophes in 460/1068 that resulted in much physical and 
economic chaos. The Caliph al-Mustansir called upon his Syrian governor Badr 
al-JamAi to restore order. Like Ni@m al-Mulk of Baghdad, Badr was a man of 
vision who understood the subtleties of population and power and the r6le of 
civic projects. His most important act was to open up al-QPhira by transferring 
some markets from al-Fustiit and permitting the limited construction of private 
residences by the wealthy. This broke the exclusivity of al-Qdira as the royal 
enclave and reduced the alienation of the citizens of al-Fustiit, by now known 
as Old Misr (ai-qadma). H e  consolidated the city by building a larger defensive 
wall against the threat of a Saljfiq invasion, which encompassed the Fiimd 
constructions outside its original walls of Jawhar. It is from this time that Cairo 
acquired the famous gates of Fut*, Nasr and Zuwayla. By his powerful per- 
sonality and as defacto controller of the affairs of the state, Badr made the Dcir 
al-wi.@ra, the office-residence of the vizier, almost on a par with the cahphal 
seat. Ths building became an important node of power and remained as the 
residence of the viziers until the final ‘vizier’ Sal* al-Din al-Ayyiibi occupied it 
in 566/1171 and overthrew the last Fiimd caliph. 

The second century of the Fii@nids (479-566/1087-1171) was plagued 
by indirect and, later, by the direct consequences of the Crusades. The First 
Crusade began in 489/1096 and Jerusalem fell to the Franks in 492/1099. The 
Saljaqs and Zangids of Syria kept up their campaigns against the Crusaders 
and in 559/1164, when the French king Amaury came from Jerusalem to take 
Egypt, N3 al-Din al-Zangi sent Shirkfih and his nephew Sal% al-Din to the 
rescue of the Fiiumids. The caliphate was weak and the government was in the 
hands of the viziers. Over the five years of turmoil for the control of Egypt, 
the old dminctions and symbiotic interdependence between al-Fuspt and al- 
Q&ira were erased for ever. In 563/1168 al-Fustiit was ordered to be burnt to 
the ground by a vizier named ShPwar in order to prevent it from becoming a 
garrison for the Crusaders. The population, ravaged by such disasters, moved 
towards al-Qiihira and for ever broke down its princely exclusivity pig. 181. 
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1. Caliphal Eastern Palace 2. Western Palace 3. Stables 4. W a d s  Palace 
5. Al-Azhar Mosque 6. M-H~kim Mosque 7. AI-Aqmar Mosque 8. Al-Sdeh Mosque 
9. Old Walls S Gates 10. New Walls S Gates 

VI-2.18 Cairo at the End of the Fatimid Rule, After Ravaisse 
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Saliih al-Din founded the Ayyabid dynasty (566-647/1171-1250) and his 
grand consolidating gestures set Cairo on the path to become the most 
magnificent city of the Islamic Middle Ages. H e  gave the Fiiwd palaces to 
lesser nobles and established himself in the h-r aL-m@a. Some palaces were 
torn down and replaced by schools and mosques. H e  encouraged the con- 
struction of houses and markets. The slowly evolved organic morphology of 
al-Fus@t laid itself over the formal and palatial set-up of Fiiumid al-Q&ira. H e  
set out to enclose the entire region of the capital in one large system of de- 
fensive walls. H e  wanted to cross the Khalij, (canal) that had for so long acted 
as the western boundary of the city, and even to enclose the Nile port of al- 
Maqs. South-eastward, beyond the Biib al-Zuwayla, he cleared out the pro- 
Faeid Sudanese garrison and restored the region to parks and gardens. At 
the al-Muqattam hills he started to construct the Citadel in the manner of his 
Syrian tradltion of hilltop fortifications and thts ultimately was to be his re- 
sidence. It is a remarkable coincidence of nature and history that the Nile 
started to shift westwards, freeing generous amounts of ferule land, about the 
same time as Cairo was breaking out of its seams with population and build- 
ing-energy. A great deal of what Saliih al-Din had started was completed by his 
successors before his dynasty fell apart by 64611249. 

After manoeuvering through a decade of internal chaos and then 
checkmg the Mongol advance in Syria, the noted general Baybars founded 
what came to be known as the Ba& Mamliik dynasty (658-783/1260-1382). 
H e  also opened the doors of Egypt to the ‘Abbasid Cahphate, which had no 
seat after the sack of Baghdad two years earlier (655/1258). This gave him 
much-needed legtimacy without sharing any power with guest caliphs. The 
Mamliiks were a peculiar development in the hstory of Islamic power struc- 
tures. They were mercenary soldiers of Kurdish and Turkish orips and were 
gven special powers by Sultan Malik al-SW, the last major Ayycibid sultan. 
They neither had any religous pretentions like the Faumids, or historical 
claims like the ‘Abbasids, nor had they any reforming zeal like the early 
Ayycibids. Being from an &lite corpse of fighters imported to protect the earlier 
caliphs, they had little feeling for the indigenous populations. They worked 
through local intermediaries and were primarily interested in the flow of taxes. 
They became formidable ‘merchants’ of power and understood the rde of the 
market, the mosque and money. These ‘ex-slaves’ made intelligent masters 
and exacting patrons. 

While Baybars focused primanly on defensive improvements in Cairo, his 
second successor Sultan Qalii~n built the famous hospital in the heart of the 
city. More remarkable, however, was his son Sultan al-Niisir Muhammad, who 
ruled between 692/1293 and 741/1341. Succeedmg at the age of eight under 
the protection of Mamliik emirs, he was removed twice but returned each 
time with an increased sense of power. Though two centuries earlier than him, 
his life and times could be compared to that of Akbar the Great in India. His 
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third reign, that lasted for thirty-one years (709-741/1310-1341), was the 
most nourishng period for Cairo. The city knew peace and security after a 
long interval; the importance of Cairo as the essential node on the east-west 
spice trade was at a peak; the coffers were full and the Nile had settled in its 
new position, releasing land awaiting construction and gardens. Cairo was 
transformed in four ways. Firstly, the north-south axis of the Faumid Cairo 
that connected the Biib al-Futiih and the Bab al-Zuwayla was greatly in- 
tensified and became the legendary Qasba, the business district with numer- 
ous new sip boasting a total of as many as 12,000 permanent shops and 
uncountable itinerant vendors. Ths Qasba in fact had spdled out towards the 
south of Bab al-Zuwayla. Secondly, Cairo expanded both north and south 
beyond the walls. The term ZZhirul-Qdiru, literally meaning the ‘visible Cairo’, 
was used for the Cairo emerging outside the walled city, whch of course was 
the Madinat al-Qiihra. Towards the north there developed the suburb of d- 
Husayniyya, whde in the south the process started by Salsh &Din blossomed 
as a luxurious residential development along the Birkat (the Pond) al-Fil. The 
phenomenon of the city expanding beyond the defensive walls was in fact 
happening in other parts of the M u s h  world too, primanly because the re- 
lative peace and the removal of the Mongol threat had made it attractive for 
people to budd outside the walls. The thrd phenomenon in the time of al- 
Nnsir was the long, narrow and contiguous development that connected the 
Great Qarafa, including the tomb of Imam al-Sh’dfi‘i in the south of the B2b 
al-Nasr cemetery, to the tomb of Badr al-Jamdi to the north. This later be- 
came the intense north-south residential city, sprinkled with mapficent 
Mamliik tombs like those of Barq~q, hil and Qa’itbiiy, and deserved the 
evocative title of the City of the Dead. Fourthly, and perhaps most im- 
portantly, al-N’dsir commissioned the Western Canal, known both as k%u@ ul- 
NZ:i~ and &!m@ ul-&lugbribi; that ran parallel to the existing canal, cll-A%ulq ul- 
M@ ul-kubir. This masterful act of urban vision consolidated the safest parts 
of the land, including the former al-Maqs harbour, that had been surrendered 
by the Nile. Four ponds that brought much fertility and beauty were attractive 
features of the new development. Off the old canal he developed another 
pond known as Birkat al-Qimn that revived the area, whch had been deserted 
since the destruction of the Tiiliinid aLcAskar. 

Al-Nasir Muhammad b. Qaliimn’s Cairo, in the mid-fourteenth century, 
not only was the largest and most mapficent city of the Islamic world of its 
time, but there was nothmg to match it in either size, quality of life or wealth 
in Europe and Asia. Ibn Batflta, who between 725/1325 and 754/1354 tra- 
velled much of the known world of hts day, waxed eloquently on the 

Mother of the cities,. . . mistress of broad regions and fruitful lands,. . . peerless 
in beauty and splendour,. . . she surges as the sea with her throngs of folk and 
can scarcely contain them for all the capacity of her situation and sustaining 
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power,. .. the madraras of Cairo cannot be counted for multitude, ... as for the 
Miiristiin, near the mausoleum of Sultan Qaliian, no description is adequate to 
its beauties.. . the noble vie with one another in building (religious establish- 
ments, (kh&q&). . . 

Egypt suffered much from plagues, external threats and internal dissen- 
sion among the Mamluks over the next 150 years. But the tradition and the 
momentum of patronage of religious, educational and charitable foundations, 
of tombs, of palatial residences and of luxurious life sustained the nature, if 
not the size and intensity, of Cairo. Even in the worst of political times, rulers 
such as Q2itb5y (872-901 /1468-1496) and Q%n?awh al-Ghawri (906-91 1/ 
1501-1516) kept refining the legacy of Cairo that was the envy of the world. 
The Ottoman conquest of Egypt provided much-needed political stability, but 
not for long. Cairo was reduced to being a provincial capital of the vast 
Ottoman Empire, whose main capital Istanbul received the prime attention. 
Many urban and architectural contributions of that period axe im- 
pressionistically alien to Cairo as they are reproductive extensions of Istanbul’s 
architecture. 

The severest blow to the city came from the reduction of Cairo’s es- 
sential status on the east-west trade routes through the development of al- 
ternative routes by the European sea-faring and colonizing powers. Like a 
great city, with progressively refined structures and ecology, Cairo did not 
surrender its inherent Islamic identity and quality, but the monotonic descent 
continued and accelerated after Napoleon marched in from the west of the 
Nile in 1212/1798. Even today Cairo retains enough Islamicity for someone, 
not even knowing its history in detail, to be able, walking from the Masjid al- 
Hnkim to the Madrasa of Sultan Hasan, to ignore the tell-tale impositions of 
modernity and phenomenologically savour the nature of Islamic urbanism. 
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Chapter 3 

MUSIC, SONG A N D  THE 
PERFORMING ARTS. TRADITION: 

PAST A N D  
PRESENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Metin An d  

Introduction 
Islam is the second largest faith after Christianity. As a religon, it has created a 
way of life whch has deeply influenced the arts and literature of the varied 
peoples who share this faith. However, in spite of the uniform character of 
Islamic civilization, there is, and has always been, a tremendous variety of 
expression arising from the ethnic and cultural diversity of all these constituent 
peoples. 

Throughout the ages, musical and theatrical culture and practices have 
spread and intermingled as the result of migrations, war, education and a host 
of other causes. The Islamic musical and theatrical culture was the fruit of an 
encounter between different cultures. Each race had its influence on the other. 
With the Arab culture acting as a catalyst, cross-ferthzation among Persians, 
Turcomans and Turks led to a particular style, texture and colouring. In their 
music, many Islamic lands were indebted to Persia, Syria, Turkey and, per- 
haps, to Byzantium in the East and Spain in the West. The ‘Abbnsids won the 
accession to the cahphate with the help of Persian and Khurnssnian levies and 
Arab arts became infected with Iranian and Turcoman ideas. Persian theory, 
especially in nomenclature, found expression everywhere in Arab, Turkish, 
Indian and Turcoman music. The conquests of the Islamic armies spread as 
far afield as the Oxus in the east and Spain and Morocco in the west. They 
touched the Caspian in the north and India in the south. Arab trading and 
raiding expeditions into South East Asia established contact between the 
peoples there and the Arab world, stretching from the mddle East to North 
Africa and the Iberian Peninsula. The Arabs embraced Islam between the 
seventh and tenth centuries AD and carried the Islamic religion to Java and 
other places in the region through the medium of small trading colonies that 
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they had established in the coastal cities. This led to the introduction of stories 
of Arab, Persian, Mesopotamian and Egyptian origin into the folklore of 
Muslim Inla and South East Asia. Consequently, Islam made an important 
contribution to the popular theatre in this region. Troupes avidly dramatized 
stories, as they were Islamic in context and exciting tales. The heroes of the 
ShZhnZina the hkandzr-nZma (the Alexander cycle) and, most importantly, the 
fAamxa-nZina were adopted into their folklore. O n  the other hand, the Arabs 
brought many h g s  from the Far East, among them the shadow-theatre from 
Indonesia. There is little doubt that this is the source of the Turkish Qaragoz, 
which was introduced into Turkey from Egypt in the tenth/sixteenth century. 
The Egyptian Mamliiks had enjoyed shadow-theatre since the Wddle Ages. 
Some curious resemblances between the Turkish and the Javanese traditional 
forms are noteworthy. 

During the heyday of Moorish music in Spain, Hispano-Moorish culture 
had spread throughout the Maghrib, which constituted Mediterranean Africa 
from the Atlantic to the border of Egypt, this is to say Morocco, Algeria, 
Tunisia and Libya. 

With the coming of the Ayycibids and Saljiiqs, who were of Turcoman or 
Circassian ancestry, a fresh cultural infringement began to show itself in 
Persia, Syria, Mesopotamia and Egypt. The music of other cultures was 
grafted upon Arab roots with a character of its own. 

The cultural influences of the Crusades were far reaching, but the ben- 
eficiary was the Christian world, not the domain of Islam. The Crusaders 
respected the culture of their Muslim foes and took home knowledge and 
objects which were unknown to the West. 

The various Turkish peoples in Central Asia and Siberia had a reciprocal 
influence with other Asiatic nations, particularly the Chinese. The movement of 
Asiatic peoples to America has been conjectured. There are certain cultural 
sdarities, such as the practice of shamanism, a number of games, musical 
structures and handicraft motifs. Moreover, the old civilization of Mexico bears 
unmistakable traces of Asiatic influence, which must predate the Spanish con- 
quest. At some time in the distant past, Asiatic cultural traits were carried to the 
North American continent. It has even been suggested that they were brought 
from Asia in the dawn of time before the Bering straits separated the regions. 

For centuries, the entire traffic between Iran, the Roman Orient and 
China on one side, and India and China on the other, passed through Eastern 
Turkistan. Along the two Silk Roads, the great lines of communication in the 
North and the South, passed not only material goods but many of cultural and 
intellectual value. Buddhism and Manichaeism advanced from the West to the 
East. A wealth of plastic and pictorial hscoveries from archaeological ex- 
peditions have brought to light valuable manuscripts, thousands of terracottas, 
plastics, frescoes and miniatures on which numerous musical instruments, 
musicians and dancers are portrayed, belonging to different periods from the 
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third to the ninth centuries AD. For instance, early in this century, two funerary 
caskets with twenty-one interesting figures depicting dancers and musicians 
dating from the sixth or seventh century were found at Kucha. The dancers, 
wearing masks and distinctive costumes, are performing the Japanese gigukzl 
dance. Such surface decorations with scenes of dance and music are also 
found on terracotta pieces from Khotan. The most respected musician-slaves 
sent to China as a tribute were instructors as well as performers. The Chmese 
musicians of the first-second/eighth century did not disdain to acknowledge 
that they had studed under a Kuchean master of musical instruments. Not all 
foreign musicians were court-slaves. There was a large number of free musi- 
cians from Kucha, Samarqand and Kabudhiin, situated below the Pamirs. All 
these wandering musicians made their contribution to the popular music of 
China. 

Young boy and pl dancers from Central Asia were also admired. Their 
dances were classified into two groups: pliant dances, which were graceful and 
refined, and vigorous dances. 

Among the important Arabic theorists of music are al-Fiiriibi, who was a 
Turcoman, and Ibn Sinii, who was born near Bukhaii. The influence of 
Persian instruments, such as the sihir, &nbzku, szlrng, nug@ru and d.ff, was seen 
in Turcoman lands and as far as China. The Turcoman rulers in Arab countries 
were partial to ths music, which resembled their indigenous type. 

At the end of the Middle Ages, following their conquests, the Ottoman 
Turks extended their rule over large areas of Europe, Asia and North Africa. 
The Ottoman Empire, the longest-lasting in history, embraced countless na- 
tions and peoples, resulting in a continual cross-influence of cultures 
throughout the Ottoman territories, as well as cultural exchanges between the 
Ottoman Empire and Christian Europe. 

At the beginning of the tenth/sixteenth century, the Turks had become 
the masters and brought their own music and musicians to Algiers, 
Constantine, Tripoli, Tunis and other cities of Mediterranean Africa. Turkish 
music soon showed its influence on the music of the Maghrib and other 
countries. Music in a number of countries became thoroughly Ottomanized 
and the Turks established a cultural aristocracy in countries such as Syria, Iraq 
and Egypt. In the thirteenth/nineteenth century especially, Turkish music 
predominated in Syria and Iraq and was much favoured at the Khedive’s Court 
in Egypt. Its influence on the instrumental music of the Near East and the 
Balkans was considerable. 

Turhsh military music was the first to influence the West. ThejaghZm, 
the crescent-pointed standard hung with horsetails and bells that was carried in 
front of the Janissaries, was copied in a modified form. Being mispronounced 
as ‘johanna’, it eventually was called the ‘jingling Johnny’ in English. Several 
classical composers, notably Mozart, were influenced by their knowledge of 
Turkish military music. 
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As for the theatre, regardless of whether the introduction of shadow- 
theatre is credited to the Egyptians or not, Qaragoz has developed in its 
maturity as a purely Turkish phenomenon. 

Many Ottoman Turks helped and encouraged the spread of Western- 
style theatre in the lands under their rule. Moreover, in the last years of the 
thirteenth/nineteenth century, Turlush theatre companies frequently per- 
formed in Egypt. When the great statesman Midhat Pasha became governor 
of Syria (comprising present-day Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and Jordan), he 
supported Qabbiini in his struggle to establish an Arab theatre there. 

Another Ottoman statesman who encouraged efforts for the establish- 
ment of the theatre was ‘Ah Bey. H e  introduced Molitre to Bulgarian audi- 
ences while he was the governor of Varna. As Grand Vizier, ‘Ah Pasha 
granted a monopoly to the Ottoman Theatre Company, which presented plays 
in Turkish, Armenian and Bulgarian. 

Islam’s attitude to music, dance and the performing arts 
Music, dance and all other performing arts were always regarded somewhat 
paradoxically in the Islamic countries. The paradox arose from the discrepancy 
between the unfavourable attitude of Muslim purists towards performing arts 
and the existence of abundant music, dance and dramatic forms as an almost 
indlspensable part of Islamic social life in practice. 

Alongside the presence of very rich and varied folk-music in Islamic 
lands, there is also a distinctive ‘art-music’ that developed in the Golden Age 
of Islam from the fusion of Arab music with that of other cultures, especially 
Iranian, North African and Turkish, together with elements from places as 
diverse as Syria, Greece and Spain. Whereas folk-music generally clung closely 
to local roots, art-music was enjoyed by cultured listeners throughout the 
Islamic world, despite some religious opposition. However, in the Qur’iin 
there is no verse where music is specifically condemned. It is known that 
music was played at the wedding of the Prophet to Khadija and also at his 
daughter Fiiba’s wedding. 

The argument whether music is permissible or not dates from the time 
when religious legists began collecting the sayings (ba&t,b) of the Prophet 
Muhammad. Some legists argued that certain forms of music were approved 
by the Prophet but that singing was generally considered improper because of 
its association with drinking and erotic dancing. As the rhythmic prose of the 
Qur‘iin inevitably led its readers to cantillation, the legists justified this by the 
term ‘raising the voice’ (takhr), also found in the infinite variations and 
haunting cadences of the ‘call to prayer’ that was so distinct from ‘singing’ 
(ghin2). The debate continued for centuries. O n  the whole, the great legal 
schools of Islam opposed music while the mystics venerated it as an essential 
aid to religious sublimation. Among the different views expounded by philo- 
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sophers and theologians, the Sufi al-Ghazdi (d. 504/1111) divided the people 
who were influenced by music into two groups: those who heard only the 
material sounds and those in tune with its spiritual meaning. 

Extensive literature exists in Arabic and Turhsh on the lawfulness and 
unlawfulness of music and dancing in the people’s exercises. Although dance 
was considered altogether reprehensible by conservative Muslims, the Sufis, 
who sought a more direct contact with God, looked upon it in a more tolerant 
way and cited occasions where dancing was allowed. 

Among the many celebrated Siifi disciples, ai-Ghazdi, a remarkable 
theologian and lawyer, makes an apology for dancing under certain conditions 
in hs book @yd ‘zllZam ul-& (The Revival of the Religous Sciences). H e  very 
ably explains that melodies which sur up feelings of gladness, joy and emotion 
and their manifestation through poetry, airs, dancing and movement are 
praiseworthy. He emphasizes that in the case of certain laws laid down by the 
Qur’b, the time, place, social usage, one’s ability and the circumstances 
should be taken into consideration when dancing takes place. H e  tells about 
the sanctions regarding singing and dancing, what constitutes dancing, the 
dance of the Abyssinians and the Prophet’s permission for listening to music 
and song on festival days. H e  tells of one instance when the Prophet allowed 
dancing and two others when he found it praiseworthy, adding the comment 
that, in the opinion of the Prophet, dancing was never befitting to a notable 
person. Al-Ghaziili also discusses the dancer’s attitude of mind towards the 
dance, noting that only genuine ecstasy will make his movements light and 
brisk. 

Similarly, commenting on the odes of Ibn al-Farid, one scholar makes the 
following remark: ‘Many Sufis looked with disfavour on the ecstatic dance, 
whch is a well-known feature of the satmi‘ (6 the saying al-ruq; nag$ ‘dancing 
is a fault’). Ibn al-Farid justifies this on the grounds that it is an anodyne to the 
fever of the soul; its violent movements calm the agitating reminiscences 
awakened by music and rock the soul to rest.’ Early Sufi writers such as al- 
Sarriij, al-Qushayri and al-Hujwiri do not agree with him in thinhng that the 
practice of sum2 is beneficial. The Syrian jurist Ibn Taymiyya was especially 
prominent in voicing his opposition by issuing many pamphlets andfutmTs 
condemning eminent Sufis and their practice in seeking ecstasy through music 
and dancing as contrary to the law. The dancing practised by these orders was 
condemned by the orthodox Muslims and ‘ulum~2 (learned men) on the 
grounds of its being sinful, or sometimes as not being praiseworthy. In some 
cases, the ‘dum2’tried to suppress the dances on political grounds. 

Some countries, such as India, Malaysia and Indonesia, retained their rich 
theatrical heritage when they embraced Islam, but the lack of great Islamic 
drama in their culture has often been remarked upon. Firstly, this is because, 
among all the great religions, lslam has the least mythology. The second rea- 
son can be found in the attitude of orthodox Muslims to the tu ‘@U dramas of 
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the Persian SWis, who have perpetuated the ancient myth of ritual murder and 
the sacred dramas that accompanied it in their dramatic representations of the 
martyrdom of al-Husayn. These performances have always been disapproved 
of, even condemned, as having no basis in the Hadtb. 

When trying to explain the absence of Islamic drama, some scholars have 
accepted the false premise that figural representations as well as imitation of 
other creatures are condemned in Islam. But the Qur’iin does not contain a 
single word against them. 

Another viewpoint was that Islam in medieval times was too preoccupied 
with metaphysics and was never interested in the emotions, the inner psy- 
chology of the indwidual. The artistic pleasure which Western audiences feel 
in the beauty of the awe-inspiring, the magnificent decline, the grandeur of the 
desperate battle of life without hope and success, is foreign to their traditional 
way thinking. 

Some scholars thought that the character of their language, which 
pleased only the klite, prevented the Arabs from finding their way to dramatic 
art. Another controversial conjecture is the lack of tension in the Arab mind, a 
tendency also found in Arab music. Another reason yet might be that there 
was no example of the drama from the West to be followed during the earlier 
years of Islam. Though Arabs had a deep knowledge of ancient Greek culture, 
instead of translating literature they preferred to translate works about philo- 
sophy, logic, medicine and science. The Arabs translated or summarized 
Aristotle’s Poetics (al-Fiiriibi’s Canons of PoeQ and the interpretations of the 
Poetics by Avicenna (Ibn Sinii) and Averroes (Ibn Rushd)). These translations 
not only showed misunderstandings of their Greek model but, because of the 
terminology and other particulars, failed in their efforts and were not influ- 
ential in the creation of a drama by the Arabs. 

Shadow-theatre is widespread in Islamic countries. In order to compro- 
mise with the teachings of Islam, shadow-play figures were stripped of the 
proportions of the human anatomy and became stylized bird-like figures, 
whereas in non-Muslim Bali, the figures look more like human beings. 

Turkey was the only country where dramatic representations were al- 
lowed under some religious pretext throughout all the regions inhabited by 
Muslim peoples. The very fact that there was a fatwci designed to limit the 
nature of the performance is ample proof that the representation and imitation 
of living figures were allowed. Plays and puppet-shows were favourite popular 
entertainments and the sultan occasionally attended such public performances. 
In the thirteenth/nineteenth century, a theatre was established in the Yd&z 
Sarayl (Yildiz Palace) by the sultan, who aided and supported the public 
theatres and the artists. 

Nevertheless, Islam, whether Arab or non-Arab, could not create a 
purely Islamic form. Yet two forms do approach an indigenous Islamic drama. 
One is the t a c ~ a ,  which acquired various dramatic and non-dramatic ele- 
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ments predating the existence of Islam. The other is D2b&, which is reflected 
in three shadow-plays written by the eighth/fourteenth-century Egyptian 
optometrist Muhammad b. Daniyd. There are evidences of a rich tradtion of 
theatrical and paratheatrical manifestations. 

Occasions for music 
In Islam, every anniversary and important event is an occasion for music. 
Besides the ddy calls to prayer, the birthday of the Prophet and the nights of 
Ramadan are marked by special chants and various musical genres have 
evolved for the veneration of particular saints, such as the music associated 
with the Passion-plays performed in Muharram to commemorate the 
martyrdom of Hasan and al-Husayn. 

Some musical forms are performed at certain religious festivals. O n  the 
nights of Ramadan, special tunes for ths occasion are chanted to neutralize, to 
some extent, the tension of the fasting period. O n  the anniversary of the birth 
of the Prophet Muhammad (mawlid, mevlid), celebrated on the twelfth of 
Rabi‘ I (the third month of the Muslim lunar year), hymns and narratives of 
the Prophet’s birth and life are chanted by the people assembled for &IS 
occasion. Among the large number of mazvlid poems in Arabic and Turhsh, 
that of the Turkish poet Sulayman Chelebi (d. 81 2/1409) entitled Mawhd-iNebi 
(a hymn about the birth of the Prophet) has attained such popularity that it is 
recited on other occasions, such as weddings and various anniversaries and 
following funerals. Subsequently, similar hymns were written by other poets. 

Those who recite the mawlid, on private or public occasions, are selected 
for the sweetness of their voice, often deeply affecting their audience, who 
are moved to tears. Sulayman Chelebi’s poem is in four distinct sections and 
each is chanted in a different maqzm (mode), namely dug&, ffusqnf, r2rt and 
‘Kq. 

Music played an important r6le in the ceremonies (dhikr) of nearly all the 
mystic brotherhoods or Dervish orders. The combination of dance and music 
achieved its hghest form in the mystic dance (santa9, of the Mawlawi, or 
Whirling Dervishes, whose founder Jdd al-Din Ram- described music as ‘the 
soul’s adornment, which aids to discover love and enter the Divine Presence’. 
The samZC is performed to the accompaniment of a song and an orchestral 
group, composed of flutes, drums and stringed instruments. There are cen- 
turies-old written compositions for &IS purpose. The significance of music in 
the ceremonies of the mystic orders greatly helped the development of a 
secular music and encouraged composers. 

Ottoman festivals were public celebrations marking every event in the life 
of the sultan and hs household: the sultan’s ascent to the throne, his victories, 
births, marriages, circumcision celebrations and the like. The latter provided 
great opportunities for song, dance and music. In domestic life women cele- 
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brated the birth of a baby with a song, marking the rhythm with tambourines 
and hand-clapping. Caliphs, sultans and wealthy noblemen had in their 
households skilled musicians trained in special schools. To this day, dis- 
tinguished musicians continue to teach the higkdy complex rules and con- 
ventions of the Islamic art of music. 

Conventions, modes and forms of Islamic music 
In ancient times many Islamic sages accepted music as part of the macro- 
cosmic system, so the melodic notes and rhythmic modes (ZqZ‘Zt) were closely 
linked with the universe. It was based on the ancient doctrine of the harmony 
of the spheres, and music, or rather sound, was a cosmic principle as far as 
primary elements were concerned, namely the humours, the seasons, the ages 
of men and so on, all being related to the planetary system. Among some early 
rulers, the cosmic influence of music was even part of the governmental 
procedure. Certain modes were used at appropriate hours of the day and the 
month, especially for their astrological significance. For instance, a certain 
maqZm might be connected with the hours of the day, like rZd (sunrise), rZbam- 
(morning), ‘3% (nine o’clock), bG.ra& (afternoon), @i.rqnT(end of the night), 
flaw2 (before night prayer). 

The idea of music embraced not only cosmological doctrine but moral 
and medical belief. Music had been part of therapeutic practice in Arab 
medicine since the second-third/&& century. Listening to certain kinds of 
music at particular times and in a particular maqZm was believed to be ther- 
apeutic, both for homoeopathic and allopathic treatment. For instance, the 
maqZm ‘Irq has a healing effect on palpitation and dementia, rZbam- on 
headache, rit on the eyes, bqurq colic, xengde on heart diseases, lg$abZn on 
colds, and so on. 

Mamliik sultans, who ruled Egypt between the years 647-922/1250 - 
1517, were of Turcoman stock. One of them, Qaliimn, established a hospital 
(m&i.rt&) where music was provided for patients, healing them through pur- 
ification. Another example is the hospital established in Edirne by the Turkish 
Sultan Biiyazid I1 (941-968/1535-1561) as part of his endowment. Concerts 
were given to the patients three times a week for psychiatric treatment. The 
expenses and fees of the musicians were covered by the income from the 
endowment. 

One small text of the ninth/fifteenth century may be considered as the 
fivst complete treatise on music and dancing in Turkey, There are two 
manuscripts extant, one of which is preserved at the Fa& Library (No. 5335) 
in Istanbul and the other in the Halk (public) Library (N0.320) in Ankara. 
This work provides a symbolic explanation of ancient Turkish dancing and, in 
fact, has reinforced with literary proof views and explanations which we had 
already formed from a study of the dances. 
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The unknown author of the old manuscript traces the development of 
dance from its spiritual birth at the creation of the world. H e  states that when 
God created the universe, divine energy resounded and from that sound arose 
the twelve modes of music, gving birth to four different types of dancing 
namely fad, raq;, mzr‘allaq and partaw. From this creation emerged a Sufi 
dressed in blue (Joj-i exrakpgs), who started whling. The author goes on to 
link the physical movement of the body in dance with the spiritual experience 
of the dance itself. It is here that he mentions the word sema. The connotations 
of this word are interesting, for its meaning is twofold. In the first place, the 
word means ‘listening to music’ (Arabic samZ3, but it has another meaning 
with a dfferent spebng in Arabic, .ram2 namely ‘the heavens’. 

The room where this dance was performed symbolized the year, whde 
the leader hmself represented the sun, the life-giver of the earth, and the 
dancers revolved around hm like the stars and the moon in the Garb, raqf, 
mu‘allaq and partaw styles. These symbolized the four seasons born of the 
twelve months, which in turn represented the twelve modes of music from 
which the four dances were born. These four dances were not only hked to 
the four seasons but also to the four elements, and the four elements com- 
prising the human body, all related to the four ages of man. 

In Islam there is no religious music in the same sense as Christian church 
music. Yet vocal music, in praise of God, has always found a place both in and 
outside the mosque. Firstly, there is the proper chanting of the Qur’iin, which 
is constructed in rhymed prose. Then we have the adhdn, the call to prayer, 
which is chanted five times a day from the top of the minaret by the 
mzl’adbdhin (the person who calls people to prayer) and wihn the mosque 
there is chanting in chorus known as iqima. 

Religious music finds expression even in the social activities of the people 
of Islam. There are a great number of hymns (nashi’id), known by the generic 
name ilabiin Turkish. Chanting of the takbir(Confession of Faith) is a constant 
feature of most religious occasions. The Turkish takbir is always in the ‘fiZq 
mode. Other religious forms are mz4n@it (secret conversation), marthba (dirge), 
na ‘t (quality) and madbiyya (like the ode, qa@da, which in this case is in praise of 
the Prophet). The Turhsh dzlrak is chanted by the dervish orders and based on 
the poems of the mystics. 

In the Islamic lands, all music is homophonic, that is, unisonal. It is 
quite devoid of what the Occident calls harmony. Ths exists, however, in the 
three forms of heterophony, drone and consonance that are used for the 
occasional adornment in whch two consonant notes, like the octave and the 
fourth, mingle in the same stroke. Nevertheless, it is only a simultaneous 
adornment. 

Islamic rhythm stems from the metres of poetry. Rhythmic patterns 
appear in all melodies, whether vocal or instrumental. Accents are given in 
timbre rather than force. 
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Owing to the high esteem in which poetry was held by the Arabs, Turks 
and Persians, vocal music was preferred. For instance, the Afghan and Persian 
ballad tqnf was composed on well-known poems by Sa‘& and HHfi?. 
Prevalent Arabic vocal forms are the qa$a (ode), ghayal (denoting love-song), 
the Andalusian ballad form mawahsha~ and the xcyal. Important Turkish vocal 
forms are kaiak, gaxel, arki, beste, mwabba, kZr and semai. 

The nawba (literally, ‘change, turn’) is the oldest and the largest cyclic 
form of the Maghrib, a composition originally a suite in four sections, to which 
a fifth was later added. Each of the vocal sections was introduced by an 
instrumental prelude. Similar cyclic forms have been known in other parts of 
the Islamic world. In Persian music, the nawba developed into nawbat-i marzbb, 
which is in several movements. The first one is a kind of prelude, and the 
others are tarZna, fandasht, amal, naqsh, Sawt hawZ and marasa. Similar to nawba 
is the Turkish fadwith several movements, both instrumental and vocal, ar- 
ranged in a certain order and all performed in the same mqZm. 

The Turlushpeyev (like Persianpishraw) is preceded by a taqsh, a kind of 
cadenza. Pesrev, which prepares the listener for the melodic mode, comprises 
four sections called bane, each followed by the teshhz kind of ritornello of the 
same structure. The other instrumental form, thefad, is sax-semai. Its sections 
are shorter thematically and are placed at the end of the faszl. In between the 
first and last movements, which are purely instrumental, there are the fol- 
lowing vocal movements : kar, beste, u@-semui, jarkt and yohiik semai. 

In other Islamic countries we find similar cyclic forms. For instance, in 
Turkistani music, they are called mqdms, a term denoting musical modes in 
Turkish and Arabic music, and are classified according to local characteristics 
as Bukhiiran or KhwSirizmian. Each mqlm is divided into three main divi- 
sions: mashkila, the instrumental section, nar, which is both instrumental and 
vocal, and qar, the finale. Each of these, comprising several parts, constitutes 
a cycle. In Azerbaijani music we find a similar mode of vocal (tu@) and 
instrumental (reng) sections. Each movement is based on one of the following 
modes : rat, shir, segdh, shaster, chdTdh, bqdfi-JhirZy and hamgin. Each move- 
ment in the cycle bears the name of the corresponding mode. 

The general name for a mode is maqZm in both Arabic and Turkish, or 
dux@& and ZuZy in Fgrsi. The former refers to primary modes and the latter to 
auxiliary ones. AhqZm is the exact counterpart of the Indian rdga, a pattern of 
melody based on one of the modal scales and characterized by stereotyped 
turns, by its mood, and even by its pitch. 

The most popular Persian modes are humZyin, sbir and mZhzSr. Similarly, 
the prevalent modes in Azerbaijani music are rat, shir and segZh. Every song is 
based on one of the following modes: rat, shir, segzh, shaster, @-gzh by&- 
JhTnix and hamgin. 

Folk- and art-music are never completely separate and there are some 
musical characteristics and instruments that are common to both, notably the 
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pre-eminence of the singer and the importance given to rythm. Moreover, the 
desire is not to create somedung new but to improve on an existing model by 
skdfd use of ornamentation and variation. In Islamic art-music, whde fixed 
compositions and improvization are both governed by strict rules and con- 
ventions, singers and instrumentalists are free to display their creative powers 
with variations of rhythm and melody, especially in the phrases linkmg the 
sections of a piece. Rhythm is seen as the way whereby the melody is dwided 
by rests of variable duration. Just as every verse in classical Arabic poetry 
expresses a complete thought and each verse is formed of two distinct halves, 
the rhythmical period also falls into two equal parts, each made up of a variable 
number of smaller elements. The singer displays lus (or her) artistry by the 
abdtty to produce an infinite number of variations on the short melody, with 
the accompanymg music emphasizing the phrases of the song. 

Because the emphasis is on the melodic line, Islamic music uses a far 
wider and more subtle range of intervals than its Western counterpart. The 
modes, which govern the basic scales as major or minor keys do in Western 
practice, have an expressive function and many special conventions with no 
Western equivalents. 

In the time of Ibn Sin2 (d. 422/1037) there were already twelve modes in 
use in Iran. At the courts of the Moghuls and the Muslim rulers of Spain, by 
the addition of secondary notes this numbcr was increased to forty-eight. In 
the Iranian system, each of the twelve modes is traditionally associated with 
twenty to forty melodic sequences which follow each other in a prescribed 
order. Thus, these sequences both provide the basic material wluch the per- 
former develops and limit hs freedom. 

Despite the widespread introduction of all forms of Western music, 
Islamic music is still enjoyed by select audiences. In many communities, folk- 
music retains its popularity, especially the songs and dances traditionally as- 
sociated with festivals, processions and Passion-plays. Some forms have 
moved from folk-art to art-music, developing into sophisticated theatrical 
forms as accompaniments to the shadow-theatre, or ortn oyunu. An increasing 
number of scholars and musicians are exploring their native music, both art 
and folk, and reworkmg it in contemporary forms whch will make it acces- 
sible to a wider public. 

In spite of the hosule attitude displayed by the Islamic ‘dam2’ to music 
and dancing, secular and traditional folk dancing survived. And the Sufi 
conception of the use of music and dancing, accepting both as part of the 
litany, gained acceptance. From &LIS latter attitude sprang various monastic 
dervish orders called [aKTqas. Dervishes were the practitioners of mysticism 
(ta:am.f or @igjcz). A very large number of dervish orders and sub-orders 
have flourished in different parts of the Muslim world. Their cloister was 
called tekke, their novices nzwfd and the head of the cloister shqkh, pZr or M 2 .  
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The major tradtiond theatrical forms 

Traditional performances in Islamic countries were presented to the public by 
three different classes of performers: 
1. live actors, jesters, dancer-mimers 
2. story-tellers who told their stories as a performance 
3. puppeteers (both shadow-play and marionettes). 

Imitation and mimicry of dialectal peculiarities, grimacing and imitation 
of people and animals, called taqkd, are the essential characteristic traits of 
various kinds of performances. These revolve around certain stock characters, 
easily recogmzed by the audence from their standard costumes and signatures, 
tunes and dances. 

There are in fact no true plays, but only scenarios giving a bare outline of 
plot and action. The actor, puppeteer or story-teller memorized certain stock 
phrases, some in rhymed couplets. All had a special interest as an expression 
of the colourful, everyday life and language of their time. They relied to a very 
small extent on properties and hardly at all on scenery, men playing women’s 
part. Performances were given, not in special buildings, but anywhere: in 
public squares, at national and religous festivals, weddings, fairs, in the 
courtyards of inns, coffee- or tea-houses. Everything was done to the ac- 
companiment of music. The play had little or no action, depending for its 
laughter on lively slapstick, monologue and lalogue, involving puns, ready 
wit, quick response, crude and practical jokes, double meanings, mis- 
understandmgs and interpolated quips. Performances were often interspersed 
with songs or dance, or both. 

Dancing-pls and boys who also sing are a recognized institution 
throughout the Near East. The dancing-girls and boys are very much like the 
actors and actresses of their times. The Turkish term for both boys and p l s  is 
cengi. Although this word is used for both male and female dancers, there are 
two other names for dancing-boys: one is kogek and the accompaniment is 
called kocekce; the other name is taufan (rabbit), with the accompaniment 
taufanca. This last name was gven to the boys because they made grimaces and 
facial contortions, took light steps and jumps and generally moved the muscles 
and s k m  on their faces like a rabbit in the dance called taupm raksi. The dif- 
ference between taufan and kocek lay rather in the manner of their dressing. 

T a c ~ a  (literally meaning ‘mourning, bewailing’) was developed by the 
Shis into a tragedy and a miracle play and required a minimum of ten days for 
its presentation. It was performed annually in the month of Muharram. The 
home of ta‘pja is Persia, yet it also exists in Lebanon, Iraq, Azerbaijan and 
Eastern Turkey, especially in the Kars region, where it is named shabi and 
performed very simply. Although it is mainly a Persian tradition, it is found in 
a rituallstic form in other areas where SWis reside, such as Inda, Indonesia 
and even Jamaica. Like other folk-plays and epics, ths production in its pre- 
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sent from is the result of growth and evolution. The purpose of ta'*a in the 
SWi world has been to induce personal communication, an immediate ex- 
perience, an experience both religious and political. Its central character is 
Imgm Husayn, and for the SWis he occupies the same position that Jesus 
Christ does for the devout Christian. Ta'@a awakens intense emotion and 
impassioned grief whenever it is performed. Although officially discouraged at 
certain times, it is still powerful in popular culture and the dominant form of 
theatrical experience. Pig.11 

VZ-3.1 Ta'@ab performance in Shusta, Azerbaijan, in the 1880s 
0 Metin And Collection 

Instrumental music for the ta'wa is provided by two different orches- 
tras, whose functions differ. W e  may easily call them the outer and inner 
orchestra. The former consists of fifes, double-sided drums and peculiar six- 
foot-long copper trumpets called kamk, which produce the privileged music 
of royalty and religion. The function of the orchestra is to herald the play. The 
inner orchestra consists of trumpets, drums and cymbals. The musicians are 
sometimes placed on the stage in full view of the audience. The music serves 
multiple dramatic functions: it marks the intervals, breaks up the scenes, 
provides music for the entrances and exits of the players, informs the audience 
of the particular conditions of the situation, provides background music to the 
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action and enriches and deepens the mood of the situation. It also helps to 
accentuate the actor’s gestures and movements, especially in the battle scenes. 

Anatolian Turks do not have ta‘wa plays but have a great number of 
literary texts, both manb&a (eleges) for recitation and maqtals (deaths, battles) 
for dramatic narration in the Muharram assemblies. A great many of them are 
written by established poets ; some are collective, anonymous folk-poetry 
transmitted either by written texts or by oral tradition. 

Turkey developed a fully-fledged, distinct and origmal improvisatory 
comedy called orta yuna, very much like the Italian cornmedia dell’arte. In the 
Ottoman Empire we can assume the orta yunu in its final form to be quite 
recent, dating only from the beginning of the thirteenth/ninetenth century. 

Among the popular genres that contributed to the flowering of orta yanu 
were professional story-telling, the shadow-theatre , puppetry, masked gro- 
tesque dancers, jesters, clowns and others from a great variety of traditional 
forms of Turkish theatrical entertainment. 

Prior to the orfa yuna, traces of Turkish dramatic art are to be found in 
farces, impromptu productions based on the humorous possibilities of rudi- 
mentary situations, characters and costumes. Animal mimicry played an im- 
portant part and the deer was a principal character in these farces. 

In time, all these coarse and crude farces, whether they were called kol 
yunu (troupe play) or meydun yunu (public play), or even takl‘id yanu (mimicry 
play), were associated with orta yunu. Before European influence was felt, a 
raised platform was never used as a stage by the performers. 

In Azerbaijan, there is a mask-theatre called kosagelin. Another type of 
Azerbaijani play is kefel, meaning ‘bald’. This is an independent type of play 
corresponding to the Turkish Garag6z. Pahlawzn kecel is also found in Iranian 
plays, but the only thing common to them is the name. The Iranian kefellacks 
the integrity of character of its Azerbaijani namesake. There were three types of 
ke,cel:yan (semi-bald) kegel, san (yellow) kefel and nohad’ (buff-coloured) keqel. 

Karavelli, a type of popular performance, is full of witticism and artful 
play on words, as well as several ingredients such as music, dance, song, lyrical 
passages, allusions, exaggeration and critical comments. It may also include 
gay, colourful farces and conjuring. 

Me@eke (rna&ika), farces, are another type of Azerbaijani improvisatory 
popular comedy. Although on the surface they may seem similar to karavelii, 
the latter is more serious, based more on situations, satire, witty dialogue and 
humour. Though mexbeke performances also tend to be satirical, the dialogue 
may be crude and vulgar and the lively gay comedy is sometimes obscene. 
These plays poke fun at feudal rulers and all representatives of the rululg class, 
the mullahs and imams, and at ignorance and illiteracy and the state of un- 
derdevelopment. 

Azerbaijan has many words denoting comedy players. The performers 
in mezheke are called maskaraba?. The words mexhekeci, hokkabaz and mas- 
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karaci are also used for them. A clown is called tahak and clowning is 
talbak$ik. 

Islamic Central Asia is divided into two regions: Western Turkistan, in- 
cluding Kazakhstan, and Eastern Turhstan (Sinhang), whch covers the area 
of the present-day Uyghur Autonomous Province in Chma. In Turhstan, in 
former times, when there were important guests or an occasion for celebra- 
tion, it was the custom to hold a tamasbaiz, an entertainment whch usually 
consisted of singing, instrumental music, dancing and acting. 

The folk-theatre of Uzbekistan was known by the name of kiTikCilik. The 
improvisatory players were so popular that people considered their presence 
essential at every social gathering. Plays known as askzja were performed in 
tea-houses in the evening. The subjects were love, death, burial, speculation 
and the like. Another form of farce called sapsata derived its humour from wit 
and play on words and its &dope was in the style of clowns. These farces fell 
into two groups: mz&al/id (imitation) and tenkid (criticism or censure). There 
are a number of stock characters in these plays. 

In Iran, the improvisatory folk-comedy was prominent untd recently. It 
had several names: n&zwdi, takhf-i haw& and szj2h-bciTf. The first two both 
in&cate playing over the pool with wooden planks, which then served as the 
stage. There were also called szjiib-b2Tz in honour of the black-faced central 
clown. In this form there is music, dance and mime, as well as the spoken 
word. There is always a black-faced servant who represents the common man. 
Also present is hs master, the &$, the archetypal bazaar merchant, hs wife 
and son, and the king. 

Plays about everyday life are all comic exaggerations of the problems of 
the less fortunate. In each play a simple person overcomes the difficulties 
caused by the wealthy and corrupt. 

In Afghanistan, an old traditional form of extravagant entertainment 
whch has lost favour in the city of Harat, a western province, is the mogoladi 
outdoor play. McgoLadi comes from the Arabic word mzqalhd, meaning 
‘imitator’. The term magadis also used in place of nzogoladi. Each troupe has four 
bnds of player, performing different types of d e .  First, there is the buffoon or 
clown, called mzqallid or maskham or l@;(buffoon or clown), who is the leader 
and director of the troupe. The second prayer, hamdast, acts as the helpmate and 
foil of the principal clown, assisting him to use hs wits in developing his &a- 
logue. The thrd character is a young man in women’s clothes, who dances 
between the scenes and plays the rde of the second wife in polygamous mar- 
riages. The fourth character is fahla, who appears as a soldier, thief, servant, 
animal, supernatural being, or even sometimes as a farm or household object. 

The performances in another Persian-speaking country, Tajikistan, show 
certain resemblances to those in Iran. The buffoons (nzaskhura-bZ~ in 
Tajikistan were versatile artists who, as well as dancing, singing and playing 
musical instruments, also acted in realistic parodies and imitations. 
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Usually a performance consisted of three or four comic or satirical 
sketches, each play improvised on a single central theme, with music and 
singing or, occasionally, acrobatic displays between the intervals. There were 
female as well as male ma.rkbara-bZ@ and they were skilful in parodying the 
contemporary social scene, with all the events of everyday life and the little 
tell-tale actions by which simple folk as well as those in authority betray their 
true characters. 

Contrary to the general assumption that there was no secular live Arabic 
theatre in Islamic countries in the Middle Ages, modern scholars have shown 
that there were unquestionably entertainments where live actors used action as 
ddogue to represent an event or situation before an audience and that this 
form of entertainment existed side by side with the puppet-theatre, shadow- 
theatre, story-telling and the religious tac+ya. Study of the old texts clearly 
shows that, while kbqd al-@ll denoted a shadow-play, kbqd was a live play 
acted by strolling players (mz&aflzEn) performing mime, that is buffoonery, 
in costume. was a form of mime imitating the facial expressions and 
gestures of individual characters. Sometimes the terms kbqd, Fikga and la‘ba 
(scene or play) were used as if synonymous and the texts suggest that mime 
developed into a short dramatic act imitating everyday life, with monologue or 
dialogue. In the ‘Abbnsid period, there are references to masquerades 
(mzltawajib or samga), where the actors wore masks or painted their faces for 
miming performances. 

In Egypt, there were also Syrian companies, with women playing the 
female r6les, who presented fafl mztdbik of a slightly higher standard. And 
again, according to Lane, Egyptians were often amused by players of ridicu- 
lous and low farces who were called ‘m.ubabbaxeen’.pig. 21 

In Arabic-, Persian- and Turkish-speaking countries, story-telling has 
been a form of entertainment for centuries. In the old days the professional 
story-teller drew his audience from all classes of listeners. These story-tellers 
usually represented different types of people by imitating the peculiarities of 
their dialects, which called for considerable skill. Sometimes they could be so 
realistic in their rendering that the audience would be influenced by the tale. 
For example, when the audience was listening to the episode involving a battle 
between Abii Zayd al-Hildl and Durayb, recounted by an Arab rciwf, or the tale 
of the battle between Qnsim and BadF (the two sons of Hamza) from the 
Ham~a-ncime, recounted by a Turkish medhb, the audience would also divide 
into two rival factions, sometimes fighting among themselves. 

Story-tellers in Islam are divided into many categories according to their 
style and repertoire. They may relate popular romances, national legends, 
pseudo-historical romances, purely fictional ones, epic tales of individual ex- 
ploits, or religious narratives. In Iran, they are specialized in these forms. For 
example, those reciting the SbZbnZma (Book of Kings) are more commonly 
called naqqd and they usually relate the romances while the raw&-kbcina nar- 
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VI-3.2 Masked performer at a local festival in Morocco 
0 D.R. 

rators tell of the martyrdom of the Muslim saint al-Husayn at Karbah. In 
Uzbekistan, dramatic narration is called bdki hikqa. 

In Tunisia, the story-teller is called fdaoui, or meddab as in Turkey. 
Story-tellers are sometimes accompanied by a musical instrument. In 
Turkestan men called bakbsbi narrate epics to the accompaniment of a 
stringed instrument called d&Zr or qjrak. In Arab countries, in the coffee- 
houses, the sbu'arZ or muhadditbtm, accompanied by a rabzb (a stringed in- 
strument), recite the epic exploits of Abii Zayd, Ziihir Baybars and other 
national heroes, mixing narration with dramatic elocution. The reciter, 
called shz'ir, is also an actor. In Samarqand, there were two types of story- 
teller: the meddab, who told amusing didactic tales while standing, and the 
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ksajafi, who remained seated while reciting his stories and legends in verse, 
playing on a two-stringed lute. 

In Egypt, there were three lands of story-teller. The sbu‘urZ’, a word sig- 
nifying ’poets’, were greater in number and accompanied themselves on a viol. 
They were also called Abi Zkyd&ya since they recited a romance entitled De L$ 
OfAbzi Zkyd from memory. The second group was known only by the name 
mubadditbin, signifylng ‘story-tellers’, and the sole subject of their narration was 
a work called De L$ Ofal-ZZbir. The third and smallest group was known as 
‘AnZtiru because the chief source of their narration was the life of ‘Antar. 

While discussing story-telling, one should also mention the sumTr, a 
popular story-teller among the Arabs. His performance combined poetry, 
music and dance. 

The Central Asian contribution to Turkish performances is the sung re- 
citation of long epic cycles to the accompaniment of a musical instrument, 
dombru or k o b u ~  ditzr or sax, as a rule. This tradition still lives in Anatolia with 
the tale-singers called a,&. These folk-performers, though called by different 
names, are part of the same tradition and assume the same rde. For example, 
among the Kirghiz they are called either Munacbi (singers of the epic poem of 
Minas) orjomokcbzl (singer of epic tales), and the common type is calledyircLy. 
In Icazakhstan, they are called akyn, whde among the Qaraqalpiiq the name is 
&ruws and among the Uzbeks sbair (more an honorary title) or the common 
bukbsbf. In ths context the word bukbshf (Sanskrit bhiksbu) is interesting. 

Bukbshf was originally applied not only to Buddhist hermits but also to 
people who had shaman-like functions. The word assumed the meaning 
‘writer-officials’ in the Mongol state, since the first teachers of the Mongols 
and the first state officials in the Mongol empire were Uyghur Turks. From 
this we may infer that the representatives of the cultured Uyghur classes in the 
service of the Mongols belonged, for the most part, to the Buddhist priest- 
hood. Among the Uzbeks, the bukhsbT is narrator, poet and magician and 
bikuyen‘ is a story-teller, whde asbulu& or gosbzlqfi are folk-singers. 

Puppetry in Near Eastern countries has hitherto been little explored since 
Islam discouraged representational and imitative arts. Figural representations, 
especially those three-dimensional ones which cast a shadow, were con- 
demned. However, the Qur’a does not contain a single word against such 
representations. Objections arose as a result of Islamic purists collecting oral 
traditions which were supposed to support the condemnation of figural re- 
presentation. This is connected not only with the fear of idolatrous worship, 
but with the more universal fear of rivaling creation itself, the prerogative of 
God. Yet the Turkish people of Central Asia had a long tradition of re- 
presentational art from pre-Islamic times and among them the instinct and gift 
for these arts were so deeply implanted that they indulged in them in spite of 
clerical &sapproVal. 

pig. 31 
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VI-3.3 A public story-teller in IGshghar, Turhstan 
0 Metin And Collection 

There is a long-standmg tradtion of puppetry among all the various 
Turhsh nations that inhabit Central Asia today. There are three main types of 
folk puppet-theatre where a number of string-puppets or marionettes can be 
manipulated simultaneously: the hand-puppet in a ‘tent’, where only two 
puppets can be used simultaneously; and the hand-puppet ‘without a tent’. 
Performances where puppets are pulled by strings are called gadzr hqaL The 
term kol-kzgircak designates performances with hand-puppets (which are worn 
like gloves), but with a wider application. Another term for a performance 
with hand-puppets is qadzrjamal, gadtr here designating the stage andjamal a 
pretty and fair face. [Fig. 41 

cadzr kba_aL is the name of the tradtional Uzbek puppet-theatre, where 
the puppets are activated by strings. cadzr, the primary meaning of which is 
‘tent’, signifies the stage or theatre, as explained above. The word khyajis rich 
in its associations. Here it may mean fantasy or illusion, and the term fadzr 
khqa/may be translated as the ‘theatre of fantasy or Illusion’. 

The second type of hand-puppet, Xochai da.rti ‘without a tent’, was 
common in the city of Bukhnrn. The puppeteer lay on his back on one of the 
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long seating-benches in a courtyard and covered himself with a cloak. Then, 
from under the cover, he stuck out hs hands with the puppets on them. 

The puppet-theatre was introduced to Afghanistan at the end of the 
thirteenth/nineteenth century by story-tellers from Bukhiirg and Samarqand 
and was called bz4tlg bawx, which meant ‘puppet-play’. In Afghanistan, espe- 
cially in Hariit, the dolls moved and danced freely along a string that passed 
through their chests, held at each end by a clown, while the bamdzst jerked it to 
the rhythm of a drum or a smd pipe. In a second form of magadz‘ puppet-play, 
the doll stands in a wooden cup which has a hole in its base. A string passes 
through this hole, concealing the puppeteer’s thumb from the eyes of the 
spectators. 

The Magads of Har& also stage plays with glove-puppets. Among the 
very few reports about puppet or marionette shows in Afghanistan in recent 
years have been descriptions of a performance known as bzdtbz?. Another 
goat-marionette is reported from Kirghixstan and Turkmenistan where there is 
a game called tak-teke, or jumping goat. 

W e  find exactly the same kmd of puppetry in Iran as in Central Asia, 
which has been described above. The marionette show called kbayal-dab baxi 
(night puppet-play) is similar to the cadzr bqal of Central Asia, with the plat- 
form at ground level, but with as many as sixty or eighty puppets. The other 
type, glove-puppet theatre, is called kagalpablazvdn and takes its name from the 
main character, kaqal, meaning ‘bald-headed’ or ’a scabrous or scruffy-headed 
person’, andpablamin, a hero athlete or wrestler. In Iran, the general term for a 
puppeteer is b‘bat-bz?. Both kinds of puppet are operated by two people. One 
stands outside the booth and takes part in the dialogue or directly in the action 
of the puppets, while the other manipulates the puppets from inside and 
speaks each puppet’s part. The puppets, which are called :irZt, are made by 
the puppeteer. 

In addition to these two major types of puppet-show in Persia, there are 
other lesser puppet-forms known as ham-bZ@ and am.rek, and some giant-sized 
effigies, some of which were used in layz’ueb (Persian, Passion-play) perfor- 
mances. 

An interesting tracbtional puppet-show called kilim ara.rz pig.51 comes 
from Azerbaijan, where puppets are manipulated behind a curtain (or kilim) 
whch is held up at both ends by two men. 

In twelfth/eighteenth-century Egypt, puppet-shows were very popular 
in Cairo and could be seen on the streets all over the city. There was a 
puppet-show whose chef character was called arago?. This was the local 
pronunciation of the Turhsh shadow-play’s chief protagonist, Qaragox in the 
Cairene dialect. According to a description from the early years of this 
century, the puppeteer sat inside a small folding booth made of cloth and 
manipulated the puppets on his fingers, so that they were only visible from 
the hps up. 
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In Tunisia, there is a kind of puppet show with marionettes that are 
manipulated by a principal rod and strings. Evidence suggests that most 
probably it was borrowed from Sicily. 

While thegaragox, which has long been identified with Turkey, had a 
world-wide reputation for centuries, little is known about the origins of 
Turkish puppetry, which had been a long-standmg tradition with the Turks 
before they came to know the shadow-theatre in the tenth/sixteenth century. 
Ottoman popular theatre tradition included a great variety of puppet forms, 
yet we have no idea about their repertoire or characters, unlike Persian and 
Central Asian puppetry and the Turktsh shadow-theatre Qarag6X. However, we 
can assume that various theatrical forms exercised a powerful influence on one 
another in characters and themes. In early texts, there is a wealth of references 

VI-3.5 Azerbaijani hand-puppet, called kdim ara.rz 
0 Metin And Collection 
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indtcating that puppetry, in one form or another, had flourished and remained 
an important part of folkculture unul the Western impact of the late twelfth/ 
eighteenth century. [Fig. 61 

Shadow-theatre, which involves two-dimensional figures casting their 
shadows on a screen, had an important place in Turkey as well as throughout 
the larger areas of the Ottoman Empire. The Turks, before they came to know 
the shadow-theatre in the tenth/sixteenth century, had enjoyed a long-stand- 
ing established puppet tradition. There is virtually no hnd of puppet-show 
that has not been tried in Turkey. 

Turhsh shadow-theatre Oaragod was borrowed from Egypt in the 
tenth/sixteenth century during the reign of Sultan Salim I, who annexed 
Egypt to the Ottoman realm in 937/1517. After watching a shadow-play in 

VI-3.6 Threesome shadow figures from Turhsh Karagoz 
0 Metin And Collection 
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the palace on Roda Island on the River Nile, the Sultan rewarded the per- 
former and invited his troupe of players to Istanbul so that the Crown Prince, 
later known as Sulaymiin the Magnificent, could also watch it. 

There are three extant medieval Arabic shadow-play texts by Mhammad 
b. Dhyd (d. 710/1311), an Egyptian physician. Between the years 658/1260 
and 675/1277, he composed three shadow-plays in prose dialogue, versified 
only occasionally and interspersed with songs and rhymed prose. 

The first play is Eyf al-khgd (The Spirit of Imagination). In the second, 
al-'A?b zvaghaeb (The Fantastic and the Bizarre), a wide range of characters 
and a long procession of animal trainers appears in the manner of Qarago? 
shows. The third play, al-mzttqyam (The Love-Stricken) presents a dwarf who 
asks an endless string of strange and humorous questions, reminiscent of the 
Turkish dwarf (Beberuhi), one of the most important characters in the Turkish 
shadow-play. This play, like the second, parades various characters, while the 
central character, al-Mutayyam, struggles to win the girl he loves. 

Thus, Ibn Dhyd's plays afford additional ground to accept the opinion 
that initially the Turkish shadow-play was borrowed from an Egyptian proto- 
type, not only because of the shared characteristics in structure and presentation 
and the similarity of the motifs between the Egyptian and Turkish forms, but 
because of further evidence provided in Ibn Dhyd's plays. One of the 
manuscripts of this playwright is in the Manuscript Library in Istanbul, Turkey. 

However, one leading question is the origin of the Egyptian shadow-play. 
There seems to be little doubt that it was borrowed from Java by the Arabs, 
who were in continuous contact with that region during their trading and 
raiding expeditions. They formed small colonies in the coastal cities of South 
East Asia and had been acquainted with Java even before the island was visited 
by the famous traveller Ibn BatNta of Tangier in 745/1345. Arabic, Persian 
and Egyptian stones were introduced to the region and some were adopted by 
the puppeteers of the Javanese shadow-play. 

In essence, Qaragc? represents a rich cross-section of Turkish culture, 
comprising poetry, miniature-painting, music, customs and oral tradition. In 
the early years of the tenth/sixteenth century, all these elements merged and 
fused, resulting in what is now known as PQaragG?, and had been wholly iden- 
tified by the eleventh/seventeenth century. The term itself, as well as kukla 
(meaning 'puppet' in Turkish), is attested for the first time in that century. 

The adoption of Western arts 
Western influence on music was felt more slowly. Apparently time was needed 
for the appreciation of an alien culture, just as in the West there is an 
increasing interest in the arts of Asia and Africa today. 

The European influence played its part in Turkey, Persia and Egypt in the 
mid-thirteenth/nineteenth century. In 1272/1856 the Persian army was 
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equipped with milttary bands formed on the French model under the guidance 
of French musicians. In Turkey the first move towards Western music was 
made by Sultan Mahmud I1 in 1241/1826, after he had disbanded the Janissary 
corps the same year. In the place of the Janissary nzehter band, consisting of 
reed-pipes, trumpets, cymbals and kettledrums, he decided to have a milttary 
band in the European style. The Sardmian hhnister in Istanbul was approached 
and his help was enhsted in obtaining suitable musical instruments and a 
bandmaster to train the army musicians. As a result, Giuseppe Donizetti, 
brother of the composer Gaetano, came to Istanbul, where he organized and 
conducted the newly formed military band. H e  later became Director of the 
Imperial School of Music, founded to train the musicians for the Sultan's new 
army, and was given the rank of Pasha. It is related that later hs successor 
trained and conducted an orchestra composed of ladies of the royal harem, 
who played for the entertainment of Sultan 'Abd al-Ham-d 11. pig. 71 

After the creation of the Turktsh Republic, there was renewed interest in 
music. Ataturk, founder of the Republic, in a speech to the National Assembly 
on 1 November 1934, stated that the measure of a changing country was the 
extent to whch it grasped the change in music. 

VI-3.7 Wind instruments used in Turhsh milttary music: two oboes (?urn.>, 
two trumpets (bow), kettledrums (&I dauuh) and drums (duvzll) 

0 D.R. 
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In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, with the opening of the 
Islamic countries to the pressure of conflicting civilizations, foreign influences 
were felt almost immediately and the Oriental theatre started abandoning its 
traditional forms. 

Countries such as Algeria, Tunisia and Egypt looked to France or Great 
Britain for models, whereas Azerbaijan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan copied 
Russian theatrical forms. This process of Westernization was carried on in two 
different ways. In some cases the playwrights appeared first with producer 
organizations which developed in response to their challenge; in others, local 
theatrical companies, visiting troupes and newly built theatres stimulated the 
development of new authors. In Pakistan, though new playwrights emerged, 
there never was a corresponding development in staging their works. Many 
fine playwrights, both in Bengali and Urdu, depended on amateur groups and 
radio outlets for their work. Lately, an interest in these arts has been observed 
in Islamic countries such as Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, the United Arab 
Emirates and the Yemen. In some Islamic nations which were to be under 
Soviet domination, religious taboos and the nomadic way of life prevented the 
emergence of theatres before 1917, a situation which changed after the Soviet 
Revolution. 
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MUSIC IN ISLAMIC CULTURE 
Salab Mabdi 

Islamic music is dtstinct from that of other cultures throughout human history 
because it is the quintessence of the music of all the people and countries 
which espoused Islam, a religion whch has always been receptive to other 
cultures and arts, provided that they are not linked in any way to paganism and 
that they are not contrary to any of the Pillars of Islam, especially the belief in 
the Unity of God. 

As we are told in the Qur’&n, Islam approves good taste and beauty of 
voice and condemns ugly voices. Ths is also confirmed by the Imam al- 
Bukhari, who cites ‘Umar b. al-Khattab as saying that one night, he was in the 
company of the Prophet Muhammad and Abii Bakr al-Siddiq when they came 
upon ‘Abd Allnh b. Mas‘iid, a man renowned for his voice, praying in a 
mosque. Listening to his beautiful recitation of the Qur’an, the Prophet 
commented: ‘If anyone wishes to recite the Qur’an just as it was revealed, 
then let hm recite after the fashon of Ibn Umm ‘Abd.’ Having said his 
prayers, the man then sat makmg his supplications to God, at which point the 
Prophet said: ‘Ask and it wdl be given!’ ‘Umar then vowed to be the first to 
give the man news of what the Prophet had said. However, when he went 
there the following day, he found that Abii Balir had preceded hm. 
Complimenting Abii Bakr, ‘Umar had ths to say: ‘Every time I vied with &IS 
man in performing a good deed, he would be ahead of me.’ 

‘Abd Alliih b. Mas‘iid relates that, on another occasion, the Prophet 
Muhammad asked lum to recite the Qur’an. Surprised, Ibn Mas‘iid inquired: 
‘Am I to recite for the one to whom the Qur’an itself was revealed?’ The 
Prophet answered: ‘Yes.’ Ibn Mas‘iid then recited from the Sura of the 
Women (Qur’an IV) and when he reached the verse: ‘How then if W e  brought 
from each nation a witness, and W e  brought thee as a witness against these 
people,’ the Prophet said: ‘That is enough.’ Ibn Mas‘iid turned hs head, only 
to find the Prophet with tears in hs eyes. 
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Abu Miis5 al-Ash‘ari was another of the Companions of the Prophet who 
was famous for the beauty of hs recitation of the Qur’an. According to Imam 
al-Bukhari, the Prophet once praised his voice, saymg that he had been ‘gifted 
with the pipes of David’, an allusion to the pipes whose music would mir- 
aculously awaken the Prophet David for the dawn prayers. 

W e  know that the Prophet Muhammad approved of singing and music 
on festive occasions. His wife, ‘Zisha, relates that her father Abu Bakr once 
came to visit them on a feast-day. At that moment, two slave girls were 
drumming and playing the tambourine and the Prophet hid his head in his 
clothes so as not to see or hear. When Ab6 Bakr scolded the grls, the Prophet 
revealed hs face and said: ‘Leave them be, Abu Bakr. This is a feast-day.’ 

From this review, we can see that music and singing enjoyed a prominent 
place in Islam from the very beginning. The one condtion, of course, was that 
engaging in such activity did not &vert anyone from worship, from earning a 
living, or from fighting in the cause of God. 

Islam emerged on the Arabian Peninsula, an area steeped in ancient tra- 
ditions of song, the home of al-Khansa’, the elegiac poetess, and of al-A‘shH 
Maymiin b. Qays, whose poems celebrated his love of Hurayra, a woman 
singer from al-Hira in the days of al-Nu‘miin. In the Sura of Quraysh, the 
Qur’nn also refers to rhythmic chanting on the winter and summer caravans, 
which made the camels forget their heavy burden. 

Prominent Islamic figures took special care of singers. For example, 
Am%, mother of the Caliph ‘Uthmw b. ‘Affiin, was the patron of the singer 
Abu ‘Abd al-Mun‘im b. ‘Abd Allah al-Dhn‘ib, known as ‘Tuways’. The first 
singer to emerge in Islamic times, he was also the first to marry Arab singing 
with the Persian tunes he had heard from the migrant labourers who took part 
in the reconstruction of the Ka‘ba. 

Sakina bt. al-Husayn held a reception in Medma to honour the venerable 
singer Hanin al-m, despite the fact that he remained a Christian. The throng 
of artists, men-of-letters and dignitaries attending the occasion was so great 
that the roof from which they were watchmg collapsed, killing the celebrated 
singer, who was then aged more than one hundred years. 

Upon listening to the singing of Abii Ja‘far Sa’ib b. Yasir, known as ‘Sa’ib 
Khiithir’, ‘Abd All& b. Ja‘far b. Abi Tdib was so moved that he engaged the 
singer in his service. The compendium &hib aLAghhani by Abu-1-Faraj 
al-Isfaha- cites him as the first singer to perform to the accompaniment of the 
lute, the fxst to introduce Persian rhythm in Arabic poetry and the first to use 
the rhythm known as al-thaqZ al-awwal, thus starting the trahtion of artistic 
musical composition. As singers were held in low esteem in this age, ‘Abd 
AUnh b. Ja‘far introduced Sa’ib IUlnthir to the Caliph Mu‘awiya b. Abi Sufyan as 
a talented poet and the Caliph rewarded him generously for his performance. 

Ibn Ja‘far extended his patronage to ‘Azza al-Mayla’, a woman who is 
regarded as having carried on the tradition started by the great female singers 
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RIi’iqa, Khawla and Sicin. Al-Muqawqis, the governor of Egypt, presented her 
to the Prophet Muhammad who in turn betrothed her to Hassiin b. Thnbit. 
‘Azza al-Mayla’ was famous for the weekly concerts held at her house, in 
which the taste for listening to good music was truly cultivated. Tuways de- 
scribed the audences on these occasions as being so attentive that they were 
literally on their toes. As with the assemblies whch listened to Plato, there was 
an usher armed with a stick to silence anyone creating a disturbance. Hassgn b. 
Thgbit vouched for the excellence of ‘Azza’s singing, saying that it reminded 
him of the Ghassibids in the days before Islam. A similar tribute came from 
Tuways, who described ‘Azza as the greatest of female singers. 

When prudsh opponents sought to bring ‘Azza into disrepute with Sa‘id 
b. a.-‘& the governor of Medina, ‘Abd Allah b. Ja‘far defended her staunchly. 
H e  convinced the governor that she was a paragon of virtue who, through her 
innocent art, was doing no more than nurturing a refined taste among the 
generations who came to listen to her. 

Among those who helped to bring about the marriage between Persian 
and Arab music was Abii ‘Uthman Sa‘id b. Mlsjah. The story goes that Ibn 
Misj*’s master heard hm one day singing a poem by Ibn al-Riqii’ which ends 
with the verse: ’But for shame of the grey which has invaded my hair, / 
I would surely have gone to visit Umm al-Qasim.’ As the song sounded un- 
familiar, Ibn Misjavs master asked him where it came from. H e  explained that 
he had first heard it from the Persian labourers constructing the Mosque of the 
Prophet in Mecca and had then reworked the song to make it compatible with 
Arabic poetry. As a reward for this artistic endeavour, hs master set hm free. 

In the fit& al-Aghznfit is related that, when information came to the ears 
of the Umayyad caliph that the young men of Quraysh were infatuated with 
the singing of Ibn msjah and were giving him their money, the caliph ordered 
his governor  dah^ al-Ashqar to confiscate the singer’s money and send 
him into exile. Ibn Msjah then moved to Syria, where he managed to gain 
access to the cahph by impressing one of the Syrian dgmtaries with his voice. 
The caliph asked him whether he could sing al-&kbZn (the Escort), and he did 
so. The caliph then asked if he could sing al-Mdqin (the Perfect), and this too 
he did. When the caliph in amazement asked who he was, Ibn Misjah pleaded 
that he was a man who had been wronged, who had had his money con- 
fiscated and who had been eded from his homeland: he was Sa‘id b. Misjah. 
The cahph smiled and said to him: ‘Now I know why the young men of 
Quraysh would spend their money on you.’ Ibn Misjah was then pardoned, his 
money was returned and he was showered with gfts. H e  went on to live in 
luxury until hs death in 96/715 during the caliphate of al-Walid b. ‘Abd al- 
Malik . 

Another famous singer was Muslim b. Muhriz. A student of both ‘Azza 
al-May12 and Ibn i?fisj&, he travelled to Persia and then to Syria to study 
singing. Combining the Persian and Byzantine modes with that of his own 
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origmal school, he invented the al-ramaL style of singmg. The Persian singer 
Salmak would later put these songs to Fasi words and perform them in his 
own country. 

Ibn Muhriz argued that ‘the single line cannot carry the melody to its 
end’ and so became the first to sing couplets, a practice that would be emu- 
lated throughout the Muslim world by all the singers who came after him. The 
new form gave rise variously to the dzlbqt of the Arab East, to the bqtZn of 
Morocco and to the nawba (alternate hes) of Tunisia. 

The second year of the Hijri calendar saw the birth of Yahyii ‘Ubayd AUiih 
b. Surayj , an excellent Turkish singer who learned music in Medina at the feet of 
Tuways and Ibn Msjah. H e  attended the concerts of ‘Axxa al-May12 and rose 
to fame by the age of forty. H e  specialized in a kind of singmg known as nawzb 
(bewdng) and was privileged to be part of the circle of Sakina, the daughter of 
al-Uusayn. H e  eventually became one of the greatest of musicians and would 
be remembered in the proverb: ‘Of proper singers, there are but two from 
Mecca, Ibn Surayj and Ibn Muhriz, and two from Medina, Ma‘bad and Malik.’ 

In the Umayyad period, the lives of the singers, their methods of singmg 
and their poetry were all chronicled by Yunus b. Sulaymiin b. Kurd b. 
Shahriya, known as Yiinus al-Kiitib. Though not an Arab, he was renowned 
for his beautiful voice, acute memory and excellent poetry. His Etab aL-AgbZnZ 
(Book of Songs) was the first of its kind and has remained an authority ever 
since. Al-mtib was a wealthy merchant by profession and singing was only a 
pastime. When he was in Syria on business with a number of his colleagues, 
the news of his arrival reached the heir-apparent, al-Walid b. Yazid, who in- 
vited him to stay, kept hm for three days and, at the end, made him a gift of 
3,000 din&. When al-Walid became caliph, he again invited al-mtib to stay 
with hm, and ths time the latter remained until hs death. 

When power passed to the ‘Abbnsids, music and singmg began to occupy 
an increasingly prominent position, receiving the patronage of caliphs and 
princes. Scholarly research into these artistic activities developed and new in- 
ventions were made. Great singers, composers and scholars of music now 
appeared, includmg the Cahph Ibra-m b. al-Mahdi, brother of Hiifin al- 
Rashid. The Caliph broke away from traditional restrictions and allowed 
himself the liberty of using forms and maqZmZt which he himself had invented, 
budding on what he had learnt from his mother, Shakla, daughter of the king 
of Tabaristiin. Defending his new music, he would say: ‘I a m  a king and the 
son of a hng. I sing as I please and as the fancy takes me.’ Thus, a school of 
innovators was to emerge. 

The musician ‘Ab b. Niifi‘, known as Ziryiib, contributed a great deal to 
Islamic culture. As well as laying down the basic principles of musical com- 
position and arrangement, Ziryiib developed the lute as an instrument, addmg 
its fifth string and introducing the use of an eagle-feather plectrum. 
Westerners adopted this method to make the harpsichord, an instrument 
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which remains in use to this day. Ziryab was also the first to introduce 
methods of testing singers and training them in proper enunciation. As if this 
were not enough, he was also accomplished in blending perfumes and in- 
venting new recipes for food and sweetmeats, not to mention the develop- 
ment of seasonal variations in young people’s fashons. A complete artist, he 
left behmd a rich heritage, whch is stdl with us. 

It is a well-known historical fact that Ibrahim b. al-Mahdi exploited the 
dfferences between the followers of hs nephews, the sons of Hariin al- 
Rashid, al-Amin and al-Ma’miin, to claim the Caliphate, whch he managed to 
hold for only two years (202-204/817-819). During this period, he was the 
butt of virulent attacks by satirical poets such as Di’bil, who wrote about hm 
thus: ‘If, by Ibriihim, the Caliphate should be won, / Then why not, after 
him, by any mother’s son.’ 

The place of the science of music in Islamic culture 
Like mathematics, medcine, veterinary science, phdosophy and astronomy, 
the science of music occupied a prominent place in Islamic culture and 
attracted the attention of many scholars. Among those who contributed most 
to the study of music were the following 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The Arab phlosopher Abii Yiisuf-Ya‘qiib b. Ishiiq al-findi (1 8S-2S2/ 
801-866), the author of a number of works. Some of these have recently 
been edited by scholars from Baghdad, Damascus and Cairo, including 
Zakariyyii’ Yiisuf, Majdi al-‘Aqili, Mahmiid Ahmad al-Hafni and Yiisuf 
Shawqi. The works of al-IOndi whch have been edited include the fol- 
lowing: (a) al-Rzsda al-kubrZji-l-ta’@, (b) RzsdaJi tar-& al-nagbm al-dZlla ‘ah 
tabZ’ic al-asbkbZ; al- ‘dba wa-tasbZbzib al-ta’lg (c) RisZfaJz madkbaf ilZ fin2 ‘at 
al-misTq2; (d) RiscilaJi-l-ZgZ‘; (e) Rzsda Ji kbabar finZcat al-ta’lg (9 Rzda ji 
;inZcat al-shi‘r; (g) Rhda ji akbbZr ‘ah Sini‘at al-mzisTqi; (h) EtZb tart2 al- 
naghm; (i) Mukbta;ar al-misiqZji ta’q nl-nagbm 2va-;inaCat al- ‘zsd; (j) fisdafz 
q&@’ kbabarijyaj-f-misFga. The contents of these works are documented 
in a book by the present author, af-MisZqZ al-‘Arabiya: tZ%&hZ wa- 
adabztba, published by al-Dar al-Tiinisiyya. 
Abii Ahmad Yahyn b. ‘Ah b. Mansur, known as Ibn al-Munajjim (241- 
300/855-912), whose most famous work is hs Et& af-Nagbm. 
Abii Nasr b. Tarkhiin, known as al-Fariibi (257-339/870-950), born in 
the town of Farab in Uzbehstan. His most famous works include: 
(a) al-Mzhiqi a/-kabir, edted by Gha;;iis IUlashba, Cairo; (b) 4.G’ al-iqii‘; 
(c) Et& af-nagra; (d) al-KalZm j-l-mzMgZ. As well as being a reputed 
scholar, al-Farabi was an accomplished lutenist and several of his books 
provide an introduction to the playing of the instrument. 
Abii ‘fi- al-Husayn b. ‘Abd Alliih b. Sing (370-438/980-1037), who was 
born in the town of Afshana near Bukhara in Uzbehstan. His books on 
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the science of music include: (a)Etcib al-Jh@. The present author has 
seen the manuscript, annotated by Ibn Sing himself, in the Siileymaniyya 
Library, Istanbul; (b)Eb al-n+it, with a chapter on music; (c)Ddnish- 
ndma, which was written in Fasi while the writer was resident in Isfahsin; 
(d) RjscilaJi taqaim ai-bikma, with a chapter on music. 
Abii Mansfir al-Hasan b. Muhammad b.Zayla al-Isfahm-, the best- 
known of his works being al-fiFj-l-m&-iqd, edited and published by 
Zakariyyii Ytisuf, Baghdad, 1964. 
‘Abd al-Mu’min b.Yiisuf b.Fiih, known as Safi al-Din al-Urmawi 
(213-293/1216-1284), who sang for the last of the ‘Abbiisid caliph, al- 
Musta‘sim bi-ll& and witnessed the fall of Baghdad in 606/1258. H e  
then sang for the new ruler, Hdiigii. Al-UrmawTs best-known books 
include: (a) Etcib al-Adwcir, translated into Turkish, Fasi, French and 
English and drawn upon by most subsequent works (the book has re- 
cently been edited and published by al-Hiijj Hiishim al-Fbjab, Baghdad, 
1980); (b)al-Escia al-Jharafga, written for his pupil, Sharaf al-Din al- 
Juwayni, and his brother Bahg’ al-Din. 
Abii Ja‘far Nasr al-Din b. Muhammad al-Ttisi (597-672/1201-1273). 
The surviving remnants of this author’s treatise on the science of music 
has been published by Zakariyyii Yfisuf. 
Abu-1-Fadii’il Kamd al-Din ‘Abd al-Qiidir al-Margghi (754-838/1353- 
1434), who was born in Azerbaijan. His most famous works include: 
(a)Jdmi‘ al-albdn (in Fgrsi) ; (b) Ktcib al-Misiqci; (c) Zzibdat al-adwZr; 
(d) Jbarb L-Etdb al-Adwcir li-l-Amciwi; (e) fin3 al-albcin Ji ‘il. al-adwcir. 
The melody of a famous mziwmhsha~ still to be heard in most Arab 

countries is attributed to al-MariighI. It begins: ‘Ahism shawqan ilZ d&cih / 
raJqtziJihcijamcila Jalmci’ (I yearn for these places in which once I saw fair 

‘Abd al-‘Aziz al-Mariighi, a grandchild of the author, was also a skilful 
musician and the author of a treatise on music entitled NqZwat al-adwZr, 
written for the Ottoman Sultan Sulaymsin the Magnificent (926-974/1520- 
1566). 

Apart from the authors referred to above, many scholars, poets and men 
of letters wrote on the subject of music. For example, Safi al-Din al-m- (677- 
750/1278-1349) wrote a treatise entitled FciJid*zJi tawalud ai-anghZm ba ‘dub2 ‘an 
ba‘d Wa-tartTbihci ‘alu-l-bum2’. The manuscript of this treatise is kept in the Fine 
Arts Section at the Dgr al-Kutub al-Misriyya (Egyptian Library, no. 50). 

As far as artistic practice was concerned, Islamic culture established ties 
between the various countries whose people wholly or partially adopted Islam, 
or which, like the Balkan states and Central Europe, came under the Caliphate 
at some period in their history. These ties are evident in the words of songs, in 
tones, rhythms and forms, and even in the instruments which are used to play 
the music or accompany the singing. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Salmg) . 
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VI-4.1 Sulayrniin and hs orchestra with two dancers, 
from al-Mariigbl’s Naq&at dll-adwZT 
0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library, Istanbul 
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The Sufi orders also played a r6le in preserving the heritage of song as a 
part of an Islamic culture capable of unifymg peoples despite differing lan- 
guages. 

Thus, in the lyrics of various muwashshahZt and a@we find a mixture of 
Arabic, Turhsh and Persian words. For example, in the last line of a muwash- 
shah famous in Egypt, Syria and Tunisia, we find: Ghamazak yyrabni / khabbi 
bugiarak / / ‘A?at/u sdtznim / All& yin firak . 

Another muwashshah famous in Tunisia and Libya has: yZgha2aLan bi-bscinin 
‘ArabT / wa-lis& a/-Furs q a  dostamin. 

To keep in harmony with the music, lyrics are punctuated by Arabic words 
such as yd lql, with all its derived forms, yak, bdi (from bda, or ‘verily, yes’); 
Turkish, such as dfandim,janim, aman; or Persian, such asya.dwt,filyadamin. 

The maqzmit, or modes, meanwhde, are distingwshed by fd, half, 
quarter and even smaller intervals on the musical scale, showing the precise 
acoustic &scrimination of the practitioners. Tones were studied by a number 
of Muslim scholars, some of them noted above, who gave them the Arabic, 
Persian or Turkish names whch are still preserved in the countries prideged 
to have had links with Islamic civilization (Greece, which has moved out of 
the orbit of the Islamic world, is an exception). The maqimcit include: 
(a) Arabic ‘Zriq, ffzjii~ Husqn, ramal and dhqk (b) Persian hfahin, bastan&, 
jahZrkzh, s&ah and ShZhnZz; (c) Turkish bisakk, kardan and kL?rch&Zr. 

In all these countries, including the Arab states, the points on the scale 
still bear Persian names: yakah, dukah, sakah, jabarkah, bayakah, shashkah and 
hajakah. 

Rhythm was another topic which attracted scholarly interest, beginning 
with al-Khalil b. Alynad al-Far&di, who linked musical rhythm with the 
metre of Arabic poetry. This was also the subject of Abii Yiisuf Ya‘qiib b. 
Ishiiq al-Kmdi in hs treatise Aj~~’khaba~ya~-l-misTq~ (manuscript 5503 in the 
Berlin Public hbrary). Details of the rhythms covered in al-Kindi’s treatise are 
presented in the chapter ‘ Ufil al-iqZ‘d wa-l-maqdjnt al- ‘Arab.&ya’ in the present 
author’s study entitled al-MisTqZ al- ‘Arab&ya: tZrfkhuhd wa-adabuhd. 

In his al-MiJiqi al-kabir, Abii Nasr al-FiXriibi deals with the subject of 
rhythm, defining it as the transition from note to note in intervals of de- 
termined quantity and ratio. In his work entitled al-N+it, Ibn Sina also con- 
siders the subject of rhythm, describing it as ‘any pluck from which a move is 
made to another pluck, such a move being either in a duration in which the 
second pluck does not erase the memory of the first one, so that both remain 
symbiotically intact, or otherwise’. Rhythm emanates from plucks whose in- 
tervals are of the first kind. 

A later scholar, Safi al-Din al-Urmawi (seventh/thirteenth century) de- 
fined rhythm thus: ‘Rhythm is a succession of plucks separated by intervals 
that are qualitatively measured, producing musical sturctures that are quanti- 
tatively equal, to suit specific situations.’ 
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VI-4.2 Musicians in Aleppo in the 18th century. From the 
Naturd Histo9 ofALe$po by Alex Russell, London, 1794 

0 D.R. 

In musical forms current today w e  find a connection with the feet of Arabic 
poetry, such as the foot rni$~'alatun from ah@, which corresponds to the 
seven-unit ngkht practised in Turkey and the Arab countries. Moreover,fZ'datmz 
(from dr-rrtmal), corresponding to ai-dawral-Hindi, is employed in Turkey and the 
Arab countries. Both metres have also been adopted in the Balkans. A major 
contribution to our present knowledge of classical metres is the result of prac- 
tice, research and experimentation, mostly carried out in Turkey during the reign 
of the Ottoman Sultan Sdim (11741222/1761-1808). The sultan was a musi- 
cian who composed several works whch are known to ths today. H e  played a 
vital r6le in developing music in Turkey and the countries of the Ottoman 
Empire by encouragmg the production of new maqZmZt andiqi'it. pig. 21. 

Interest in the field continued to expand and 1932 saw the holdmg in 
Cairo of the first Conference on Arabic Music, whch was attended by dis- 
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tinguished scholars from Muslim and other countries. Ths resulted in the 
presentation of various rhythms: the ghrbfatb, presented by Baron Rodolphe 
d’Erlanger; a scale of 176 temporal units presented by Shaykh ‘Ah al-Darwish 
from Syria; and the shanbar scale of 84 temporal units presented by the 
Egyptian delegation. 

By way of an anecdote, I may add that at one time, I was engaged on 
research into the source of every kind of rhythm and that included the 
‘Turkish‘ rhythm of seven minor units used throughout the Islamic world 
under the name of aqs2.r. In 1964 I took part in a Mediterranean Music 
Conference held in Istanbul, organized by our friend, Adnan Sayqun. O n  this 
occasion, while visiting the town of Izmir, I woke up one morning to hear a 
bird happily chirping away in this same aq.r& rhythm! 

Expressing the vowels and consonants in rhythm 
A-Kin& characterized the various rhythms in terms of the number of beats 
and measures. For example, he describes al-Miikh~~rTs rhythm as follows: two 
consecutive beats and one single beat. While Abti Nasr al-F%ciibi followed al- 
Kindi, Safi al-Din al-Urmawi was at variance. H e  identified the heavy beat as 
tuna with two vowels, and the light as tam with one vowel and a szlkzk The 
awtd (pegs) are expressed as tanana with each consonant followed by a vowel. 
The Tunisian scholar M b G d  Sayyda used Iinstead of t to give Iana and the 
awtid, lanana. 

Since the last century the following terms have been used to describe 
types of beats: dzlmm for strong, takk for light and kZb for lighter. With the 
development of music and the instruments used, we have added the terms 
hz tag and tar, for the large drum, ghg for the tightly drawn drum, hsh for 
the ordinary tambourine and ping’ for the cymbals. 

Arabic music and song went through a number of stages: the chant of 
the camel-drivers on the summer and winter caravans referred to in the 
Qur’iin in the S ~ a  of Quraysh; the songs classified by Abu-1-Faraj al-Isfahiini 
in his fitZb al-AgbZnz; the popular songs which are wide-spread throughout the 
Muslim world; improvised songs and musical instruments. The earliest work 
of reference for the rules of traditional composition was produced by Ziryiib 
of Cordova (third/ninth century), who devised a method of his own. This 
opened with an account of na.dFd (singing), followed by the ba.r$ metre and 
fmally with vowels, in accordance with the NaJih aI-tTb of al-Maqqm-. This 
method was the basis for all musical arrangements in the various Muslim 
countries: nawba in the Maghrib and Andalusia; wqIa in the Arab East; f@iI in 
Turkey; shish maqZm in the republics of Central Asia as far as Sinkiang, the 
Turkic area of China. They included the m~wa.rhshabZt, agi2 and other com- 
positions, whether bahnf, samZ‘4yZt or IanaqZt from Turkey, or taw.rb@t and 
mzqa&rZt from Andalusia and the Maghrib. The Ziryiib method was also 
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introduced to the West by the troubadours from Provence and was in- 
corporated in various forms of classical music. 

Safi orders played an important r81e in the preservation of the musical 
heritage of Islamic civilization, much of which would have disappeared in the 
face of blinkered opposition during a number of puritanical periods in its 
history. The Safis succeeded in keeping alive the heritage of the mzlwashsha&t, 
for example, by giving them new lyrics which extolled the Unity of God, 
praised the Prophet and hailed the deeds of their masters among the saints and 
the righteous. They include Bnb2 Tahir in Iran, who had a muqZm named after 
him, which was famous elsewhere as ai-Mzlbqy?. Another example was 
MawlSninB Jald al-Din Riim-, a driving force behind the development of Turkish 
music, which would spread to many other Muslim countries. Next to his 
burial-place, there is now gathered the most important collection of wind 
instruments in the Muslim world. Among other such Safis w e  can list, from 
Baghdad, ‘Abd al-Qadir al-Jili (al-Kaylani); in the Maghrib and Egypt, Abu-l- 
Hasan alSh2dhili; in Libya and Tunisia, Shaykh ‘Abd al-Salgm al-Asmiir, 
whose order combined with the ‘Artisiyya order of Shaykh &mad b. ‘Ms; in 
Algeria, ‘Abd al-Rqmiin al-Tha‘dibi; and in Morocco, Shaykh Muhammad b. 
IS~. With all of them, chanting was used as a means to attract young Muslims 
to join groups for the study of the Qurh and Islamic law. 

The Sufi orders of the Maghrib were particularly influential in bringing 
Islam to Black Africa. Followers of these orders used to travel deep into the 
African interior to buy children and bring them back to Safi schools, where they 
were taught the Qur’h and the basic principles of Islam, together with reading 
and writing in Arabic. They would then be freed and returned to their families. 

Modern history bears witness to the fact that most Safi orders took part 
in the struggle against colonialism. If a few were made use of by the colonial 
powers, this was inevitable, since there is good and bad in every community. 

C- 

Musical notation 
The earliest musical notation is to be found in the EtZb ui-AgbZnT of Abu-l- 
Faraj al-Isfahgni. This took the form of a number of symbols to indicate the 
position of the fingers of the left hand on the four strings of the lute (low, 
thtrd, second, highest). These are as follows: 
1. mutiaq on the course of the middle finger; 
2. mutiaq on the course of the ring-finger; 
3. index finger on the course of the middle finger; 
4. index finger on the course of the ring-finger; 
5. the middle finger on its own course; 
6. the ring-finger on its own course; 
7. the little finger on the course of the middle finger; 
8. the little finger on the course of the ring-finger. 
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. :  

VI-4.3 Stringed instruments used in Bukhara 
0 Natural Museum, Copenhagen, Olufsen Collection 
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Following in the footsteps of Hashim al-Rajab from Baghdad and Yiisuf 
Shawqi from Cairo, the author has deciphered these symbols, which turn out 
to represent no more than a statement of the Mapin/ scale. pig 31 

Musical notation evolved with Safi al-Din al-Urmawi, who introduced 
the subject in his book Et& aL-AdwZr. A manuscript copy of thts work, in the 
hand of ',U Fath Alliih al-Ma'%dh- al-Isfahm-, known as 'Sii'ir', was obtained 
by the author from the library of Biikti, the capital of Azerbaijan. 

In al-Urmawi's method, the first ten letters of the old Semitic alphabet (a, 
b,j, d, b, w, 5 h, t,y) are assigned to the positions of the fingers on the strings. 
For higher notes, the tenth letter is placed before the others in sequence, e.g. 
ya, jh, 3; _yd, yh, y5 yh, $. Even higher on the scale, the eleventh letter (k) 
replaces the-y, thus: ka, kh, kj, kd, kb, k3 kh, ki. Higher stili, the twelfth letter 
(I) would be added, and so on. 

Though more complete than that of Abu-1-Faraj d-Isfahgni, &IS method 
was still unsatisfactory and the Ottoman sultans exhorted musicians to devise 
better notations. In the eleventh/seventeenth century, a Byzantine prince, 
Demetrius Cantemir, appeared to fulfil this role, but was to desert hs 
Ottoman benefactors and join the Russian army. In the twelfthleighteenth 
century, Hambarsom, an Ottoman musician, devised a new notation whch 
was used in Turkey until the end of the thirteenth/nineteenth century, when 
present-day Western conventions were adopted. To this system, musicians 
from Turkey, Iran and the Arab countries have made additions, enabling them 
to express the music of the Islamic civdization in the finest detd. 
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Chapter 5(a) 

ISLAMIC CARPETS 
Jerare Xtkin 

Carpet-makmg has a distinctive place in the Islamic decorative arts. The art of 
weaving attained a superiority through the use of the knotting technique, and 
ths development gave colour and variety to the art. Described as the luxury of 
the Orient, dxs skiU is a glft of the Turkish people to the Islamic world. It 
originated in those parts of Central Asia where Turkish tribes lived. They 
introduced the art of carpet-weaving to the Islamic world during their 
expansion to the West. That the earliest dated examples were found in the first 
homeland of the Turhsh people is sufficient evidence for this fact. Later on, 
the art of carpet-weaving developed considerably and attained a richness 
worthy of its name in various Muslim countries. Since it had an uninterrupted 
development, any examination of Islamic carpets should properly start with 
Turhsh carpets. 

A few of the fragments which were found at al-FusfHt, Old Cairo, in 
Egypt, were ‘Abbssid carpets resembling these found in Central Asia. Both 
types were tied with single-warp knots, a technique later to become a char- 
acteristic feature of Spanish carpets. 

The carpets found at the Pazyryk burial-ground (k:..g.n> in the Altai 
mountains use the Turkish type of knot (symmetrical) and are roughly as- 
signed to the period shortly before Christ. The exact dating of them is sull a 
matter of conjecture. Other than these, the uninterrupted development of the 
Turhsh carpet-making art commences with the carpets found at Qonya and 
Beyshehir in the seventh/thirteenth century, dating from the reign of the 
Anatolian Saljaqs. Similar pieces found later at al-FustHt testify that those 
carpets had been widely exported. They are characterized by geometrical de- 
sips and by their Kufic borders in bold style. Pictorial representations of 
Turkish carpets of the eighth/fourteenth and ninthlfifteenth centuries, with 
animal designs, were made by European painters. These carpets were soon 
outshone by those with geometrical designs and stylized floral motifs which 
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were called ‘Holbein’ and ‘Lotto’ after the names of the painters who depicted 
them. The development of Turkish carpets in the tenth/sixteenth century was 
enriched by a great variety. Carpets named after the ‘Ush3q region were also 
known by their medallions. Star-medallion carpets influenced the British car- 
pet-making art as well. There are many other examples of tenth/sixteenth- 
century carpets with flowers, birds (ku,rlu) and with a motif called 
Tschintemani. The Ottoman examples from the tenth/sixteenth and ele- 
venth/seventeenth centuries, which are called court carpets and tied with the 
Persian knot (asymmetric), have a mapficence that reflects the court style of 
the era. The similarities between them and the MamlGk carpets, which are also 
tied with the Persian knot, led scholars to assume that Cairo was their place of 
origm. The floral patterns, such as tulips, hyacinths, carnations, roses and very 
elegant scrolled leaves, were drawn by artists called nuqq&-h. The carpets were 
made either of wool as fine as silk, or of silk. They became coarser in time and 
were called Smyrna carpets. Other examples of Islamic carpets with traditional 
geometrical designs and characteristic regional features have been produced 
continually up to this day. 

Turhsh carpets 
The uninterrupted development of the historical Turkish carpet from the 
seventh/thirteenth to the thirteenth/nineteenth centuries resembles the links 
of a chain. The first link is represented by Saljtiq carpets. All the of the 
eighteen known Saljiiq specimens have survived either complete or in 
fragments. Eight of them were first dscovered in 1905 by F.R. Martin in 
the ‘Ab’ al-Din Mosque, Qonya. These precious pieces add an extra value to 
the Museum of Turlush and Islamic Art, Istanbul pig. 11. R. M .  kefstahl 
found three more in 1930 in the Eshrefoglu Mosque at Beyshehir, Qonya. 
Two of them are still in Qonya mosques, while the third is now in the Keir 
Collection at Richmond, England. In 1930, C. J. L a m m  identified seven of the 
various fragments found at al-Fus@t, Old Cairo, as Saljtiq carpets. Today, they 
are in the National Museum, Stockholm. 

These eighteen carpets, which share common technical and decorative 
characteristics, show differences in detail. A small carpet, in the Museum of 
Turhsh and Islamic Art, with stylized floral motifs, and a fragment from the 
Keir Collection have distinctive floral motifs resembling those of Chinese silk 
cloths and are both dated to the fourteenth century. Another carpet in the 
Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art is similar to a fragment of a carpet in the 
Qonya Museum, with the exception of its colour. The wool used in the al- 
Fustiit carpets is thinner. Alongside these, the Saljtiq group of carpets that are 
decorated with geometrical and stylized floral motifs display variations sug- 
gesting great creativity. The variations observed in the characteristic Kufic 
borders are reflections of h s  creative power. Saljaq carpets had an immense 
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VI-5(a).l Turkish carpet, Saljiiq (Konya), seventh/thirteenth century. 
Museum of Turlilsh and Islamic Art, Istanbul 

0 D.R. 

impact on the later examples of Turkish, Caucasian and Spanish carpets. The 
repeat pattern of the motifs of Saljuq carpets is kept h v e  in many modern 
Anatolian carpets and kilims. 

AN I hf AL - FI GI1 RED C A R PETS 
Carpets with animal figures, whch are represented in the drawings of 
European painters, are dated to the begnning of the eighthlfourteenth and 
the end of the ninthlfifteenth centuries. Although origiial examples of this 
style are very few, a general grouping is possible through these paintings. The 
fields of these carpets are divided into large or small squares. Squares have 
octagons, and octagons have four types of animal figures in them. The first of' 
figures shows heraldic, single- or double-headed eagles; the second group 
consists of two birds on each side of a tree; the third, of a single bird or 
stylized quadrupeds in geometrical frames; and the fourth, of animals in pairs 
or in combat. The two most famous carpets, whch bear a resemblance to 
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those depicted in the paintings of European artists, are the Marby carpet in the 
Statens Historiske Museum, Stockholm, and the Ming carpet in the Staatliche 
Museen, Berlin. Among the original examples of this type, various other 
compositions, such as animal figures within or outside geometrical frames, 
large star motifs, or animal figures in rows, also are attested. In some examples 
the geometrical frames are completely abandoned. The carpet in the Vahflar 
Carpet Museum, Istanbul, combines the characteristic motifs of this group in 
a new compositional arrangement. This piece is especially valuable as the only 
example of a different composition. 

Animal figures disappear at the end of the ninth/fifteenth century and 
are replaced by knotted octagons, lozenges and stars within geometrical 
frames. Because the young German painter Holbein used to represent these, 
they have long been named after him. But in fact, Holbein had only depicted 
two types of these carpets and these had appeared in the paintings of Italian 
artists before this time. 

The first type is known as small-patterned Holbein, with knotted octa- 
gons and stylized palmettes and nZmTs arranged alternately in staggered rows. 
According to this scheme, the octagon is in the centre and the lozenges are in 
the corners. The earliest example of this type is the large carpet found in the 
Eshrefoklu Mosque at Beyshehir. It is in the Qonya Museum today. 

The second type, which has never been depicted by Holbein, is called the 
‘Lotto’ type because it frequently appears in the works of the Venetian painter 
Lorenzo Lotto. The scheme is the same, but the geometrical motifs are re- 
placed by completely stylized floral motifs. The octagons of the first type 
disappear in favour of em;~ and palmettes, and thus floral motifs are ex- 
clusively applied in a more developed manner to the same composition. The 
majority of the examples of this type are in yellow on a red ground. Later 
examples with blue and brown grounds are in the Museum of Turkish and 
Islamic Art and in the Vakflar Carpet Museum. This type was imitated by 
British carpet-weavers as well. 

The third type is called large-patterned Holbein. On the fields of these 
carpets are large compartments of rectangles with octagons in them. Generally 
there are two rows of rectangles, but occasionally there are four. The octagons 
are filled with knotted eight-pointed stars and geometrical motifs. A typical 
example of this type, a carpet with a Kufic border, is in the Museum of 
Turkish and Islamic Art. The important characteristic of this group is their 
compositional similarity to animal-figured carpets. Here, animal figures are 
replaced by geometrical motifs. 

The fourth group is a variation of the third one. A large octagon is 
surrounded by smaller ones. The repeat pattern of other carpets is replaced by 
grouping the secondary motifs around a central one [Fig. 21, so that they 
resemble Mamliik carpets. A group of carpets, which are called para-Mamliik 
and tied with the Persian knot, is considered part of this group. There are two 
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VI-5(a).2 Turlush carpet, ‘Holbein IV’ type (Bergama region), 
end of the seventeenth century. Museum of Turkish 

and Islamic Art, Istanbul 
0 D.R. 

carpets in the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art that draw attention with 
their Kufic borders, reflecting the link between the thrd and the fourth 
groups. Twelfth/eighteenth- and thteenth/nineteenth-century Bergama car- 
pets, some carpets produced today and Caucasian carpets share the char- 
acteristics of this type. 

OTTOMAN CARPETS OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD 

The tenth/sixteenth century marks a great change in the design and technique 
of the Turkish carpet-weaving art. Carpets with geometric designs began to 
emerge by the end of the ninth/fifteenth century and continued to be 
produced during the tenth/sixteenth century. Parallel to the s&r develop- 
ment in all spheres of Ottoman art, the tenth/sixteenth century brought an 
immense richness and variety in the art of carpet-weaving as well. The 
brightest period in the trend fded in the tenth/sixteenth and eleventh/ 
seventeenth centuries when two groups of carpets, which were the same in 
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essence but lfferent in design and technique, emerged. The first group is a 
large one called Ushaq and the second contains Ottoman court carpets, which 
are considered a part of Ottoman court art. 

‘Ushaq carpets are woven with pure wool and tied with the Turhsh, or 
symmetric, knot. There are two types with medallion schemes. They are called 
cusped medallion and star medabon accordmg to their forms. These me- 
dallions are repeated endlessly, in contrast to the tenth/sixteenth-century 
Persian style. The Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art contains magmficent 
examples of various types of these carpets. Medallions follow a repeat pattern 
in staggered rows. Borders cut the side axesand floral motifs are used as 
fhgs for the field. Some are filled with Tschintemani motifs. 

Two carpets which have star medallions and bear the dates 991/1584 and 
992/1585, help in dating s d a r  ones and prove that they were copied in 
Europe. There are three copies of them in a private British collection. No 
examples of ‘Ushaq medallion carpets are known for the ninthlfifteenth 
century, but sirmlar motifs on book covers and dluminations of the ninth/ 
fifteenth and tenth/sixteenth centuries indicate the influence of the art of 
illumination on such carpets. They were exported to Europe and generally 
represented in the works of Dutch and Spanish painters. The ‘Ushaq group 
shows a wide variety. A rare carpet with a design derived from the star me- 
dallion draws attention in the Vahflar Carpet Museum, Istanbul. There are 
various other examples in American and European museums. 

Some carpets, which have no medallions but display flowers, are also 
considered as ‘Ushiiq. Among those with whte grounds, the so-called bird 
carpet (Kuslu) is a different type. In fact, the illusion of a bird is created by 
bringng two leaves together and giving the ground between them a lfferent 
colour. Ths type had also been depicted by European painters. Some carpets 
with white grounds have a motif that has a symbolic meaning. The most 
exquisite example of this type, which is called Tschintemani, has two yellow 
bands and three blue balls on a red ground and is in the Museum of Turkish 
and Islamic Art, Istanbul. Later examples of this type, with their characteristic 
motifs on yellow and deep-blue grounds, are in the Vahflar Carpet Museum. 

Ottoman court carpets are the one group that remained outside the 
continuous development of the Turhsh carpet-weaving art. They do not have 
beginnings in the ninth/fifteenth century. The naturahstic floral motifs of 
tulips, hyacinths, roses, carnations, buds and scrolled branches were drawn by 
the court artist, called naqqi~h. Medallions seem as if they were attached to the 
field of carpets that have repeat patterns. The endless repetition of these 
motifs is felt under the medalhons. Since these elegant motifs with scrolled 
leaves could only be tied with the Persian, or asymmetric, knot, they are 
technically lfferent from other Turkish carpets, which are tied with the 
Turhsh knot. They were woven with very fine and brilliantly coloured wool in 
red, yellow, blue and green, and their first examples axe thought to have been 
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produced in Cairo. The early specimens bear the characteristic motifs of 
MamlCik carpets, so that some scholars believed that the court artists were 
drawing the motifs on cartons and sending them to Cairo to be woven. But 
after a short while, elegant floral motifs peculiar to the art of Ottoman carpet- 
weaving began to dominate. 

An important event in the development of the art of carpet-weaving was 
an imperial edict of Sultan Muriid 111 in 992/1585, ordering eleven carpet- 
weavers with the necessary equipment to be sent from Cairo to Istanbul. The 
technical changes observed in some of the carpets woven towards the end of 
the tenth/sixteenth century may be attributed to the work of these masters. 

In some court carpets, the warp and weft are sdk, while the white and 
blue parts are woven with cotton threads. These are believed to have been 
produced in Istanbul and in Bursa, whch is another weaving-centre famous 
for its silk cloths. 

One of the most popular and frequently used motifs of court carpets is a 
lozenge made of four large, feathery, scrolled leaves. In some examples, the 
medahons, which seem as if attached to this motif, are either in the centre or 
in the corners, that are cut with borders. In these examples, the meddons are 
filled with naturalistic floral motifs. In another type there is a composition with 
eight palmettes around a central rosette. The field of the carpet is decorated 
with rosettes and palmettes on scrolled branches and scrolled leaves in a repeat 
pattern. In some examples these motifs are framed with thm contours to 
produce a false medalhon scheme. In some eleventh/seventeenth-century 
specimens there are blossoming branches on the field and sometimes car- 
touches with naturdstic floral fangs are added to the pattern. Ottoman court 
carpets were copied by Polish and Spanish weavers. Such carpets were hghly 
regarded for their elegant motifs and fine techniques and the Ottoman sultans 
used to send them as gifts to European courts. 

Persian carpets 
The technical superiority of carpets tied with the Persian knot developed 
considerably from the tenth/sixteenth century on in Persia. As no dated 
examples of the originals have been found, w e  have to rely on the only source 
of information, that is, the carpet depictions in the miniatures of the Aq 
Qoyunlii, Qara Qoyunl~ and Timaid periods. These carpets, whch are 
decorated with geometrically stylized floral scrolls and Kufic borders, are 
considered to represent the begmning of the development of the art of Persian 
carpet-mahng. From the tenth/sixteenth century on, the medalhon became 
the principal motif of Persian carpets, whch had shown a considerable 
development under the influence of the art of Illumination. The medallion 
carpets of Tabriz are good examples for their distinction. Besides the 
medalhon, there are many examples of scrollwork with human and animal 
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figures dispersed in them. Hunting-parties, entertainments and sultans on 
thrones are frequently depicted scenes that reflect the daily life of the 
courtiers. But the most exquisite ones are the silk carpets of Kiishiin and those 
of the reign of Shiih ‘Abbns. The latter have a baroque appearance and their 
silk and silver or gold threads are knotted as well. Vase carpets are another 
type that give variety to the products of this period. A special group called 
garden carpets reflects the taste of the epoch in the arrangement of gardens. 
Their technical superiority, fineness and mature colour schemes, and the 
elegance of their motifs have always been admired. 

The most distinguished examples of Persian carpets were produced 
during the Safawid dynasty during the tenth/sixteenth and the eleventh/se- 
venteenth centuries. Various floral decorations on the scrolled branches of 
Persian carpets were enriched by fantastic animals, such as the dragon, 
phoenix and ch’i-lin, and Chinese clouds, all of which were derived from 
Chinese art. For that reason, Persian carpets are generally classified according 
to their designs. A classification according to the places where they were 
produced is also possible, yet not decisive. 

TABRIZ CARPETS 

The main motif of Persian carpets is a large central medallion in various forms. 
There are quarter-medallions in the four corners. The central medallion is 
sometimes decorated with cartouches and pendants. Scenes of hunting and 
entertainment with various figures of men and flying or combatting animals, 
drawn by miniature artists, are shown either within the medallions or on the 
field of the carpets. These are believed to have been woven in Tabriz, the great 
centre of art of the time. The existence of carpets with dates on them helps in 
dating the Safawid examples. The most important of them are a pair of 
carpets, one of which is in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Because 
it was brought from the shrine of Shaykh Safi in Ardabil, this famous piece is 
called the Ardabil carpet. The central star medallion is surrounded by sixteen 
small medalhons, from the lower and upper two of which hang mosque lamps. 
The inscription, which is near the border, reads the date 946/1539-1540 and 
the name Maqsiid of Kiishiin. It is not certain whether this carpet was woven 
or ordered by this person. Another important example of Persian carpets is in 
the Pol&-Pezzoli Museum, Milan. In a cartouche in the middle of the central 
cusped star medallion one reads the date of its manufacture, 949/1542-1543 
and the name of the weaver, Ghiyiith al-Din JM. The medaltion is filled with 
floral scrolls and various figures of birds. Figures of running animals among 
floral scrolls and hunters shooting arrows on horseback are symmetrically 
arranged in the field of the carpet. 
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K A S H A N  CARPETS 

Kiishiin is considered the major centre for silk carpets. Some Kiishiin carpets 
are brocaded with silver and gold threads. The most exquisite example of this 
group is a carpet with a hunting scene on it. The carpet belongs to the 
Habsburg Dynasty and is now in the Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna. In the 
border of the carpet, there are hozlris (angels). There are also smaller examples 
of K3shiin carpets. A small silk specimen, whch shows six rows of animals, 
either singly or in combat, in a mountainous landscape, is in the Altman 
Collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. 

A group of carpets of silk tapestry technique is also believed to have been 
woven in Kiishw. They are dated to the end of the tenth/sixteenth or ele- 
venth/seventeenth century and some are brocaded with gold and silver 
threads. Legendary animals, either single or in combat, lions, lion-masks and 
birds are sometimes placed in or outside the rows of the cartouches. A re- 
presentative example of this technique, with scenes taken from the miniatures 
in the central and corner medallions, is now in the Louvre Museum. 

KIRMAN CARPETS 
The vase carpets of the tenth/sixteenth and eleventh/seventeenth centuries 
are believed to have been woven in IQrmiin. This group takes its name from 
the vases in their designs, but they do not necessarily have this motif. A 
technical characteristic of these carpets is that they were woven on double 
warps. Their composition is very different from that of other types. They can 
be divided into three main groups. The first group has a lozenge diaper of 
lanceolate leaves. Four lotus palmettes and a vase are the characteristic fangs 
of these lozenges. The grounds of the lozenges differ in colour. A splendid 
example of this group, which may be assigned to the tenthlsixteenth century, 
is in the Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art, Istanbul. 

Two new groups, which indicate fresh developments, emerge towards 
the end the tenth/sixteenth century. Vertical lozenge diapers intersect in three 
rows and various lotus palmettes on slender scrolled branches are combined in 
the direction of the scrolling. Lozenges are filled with vases fd of flowers and 
elegant palmettes and rosettes. The advanced third group of the eleventh/ 
seventeenth century discards the vases, but preserves the lozenges with rich 
variations of flowers. Later on, the circular movement of the scrolled lan- 
ceolate leaves destroys the lozenge scheme and flower motifs become coarser. 
Some scholars suggest that vase carpets were produced at Jushagan, near 
Isfahiin, but this is not certain. 
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VI-5(a) .3 Persian carpet, so-called 'Polish' (Is faha) type, 
eleventh/seventeenth century. Museum fur Islamische Kunst, Berlin 

0 D.R 

HARAT CARPETS 

Hariit district is known for its carpets with symmetrical floral designs, which 
are made by combining the scrolled floral branches with large palmettes, 
occasionally with Chmese clouds among them. Tenth/ sixteenth-century Hariit 
carpets have large fan-shaped palmettes and various animals in combat or 
pursuing each other, on a lively red ground. The palmettes of the eleventh/ 
seventeenth-century Harat carpets become larger and coarser and elongated 
scrolled leaves appear. 

ISFAHAN CARPETS 

During the eleventh/seventeenth century, Isfahgn became the centre for a 
very different type of carpet, some examples of which are known as Polish 
carpets because of the Polish coats of arms on them [Fig. 31. Some parts of 
these silk carpets are brocaded with cotton and, especially, with silver and 
gold threads. Their warps and wefts are cotton, the piles are silk. The 
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design looks like a relief on the field. These carpets, whch began to be 
woven at the beginning of the eleventh/ seventeenth century, are generally 
in pastel tones. They were woven on court looms with expensive material 
and sent to European courts as gfts. Although the designs are adapted 
from other Persian carpets, especially from the Kiishnn type, they are more 
baroque in character. The medallion scheme acquires a deceptive 
appearance with the use of different colours. Different examples of 
Isfahm carpets are in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, and 
in the Staatliche Museen, Berlin. 

Tree and garden designs form another characteristic group of Persian 
carpets. They are in the shape of a schematic garden and divided into com- 
partments by water-canals fd of fish. The compartments are filled with 
blossoming trees and bunches of flowers. One magnificent example of these 
carpets is in the Figder Collection in Vienna and dated to the reign of Shgh 
‘Abbns. Others, in the Museum of Jaipur, have various realistically represented 
flowers, fruit-trees, birds and animals. The twelfth/eighteenth-century garden 
carpets, which are more schematic and coarser, are thought to have been 
produced in north-west Persia. 

Indian carpets 
During the tenth/sixteenth and eleventh/seventeenth centuries, Indian artists 
(despite the warmth of the climate) made carpets tied with the Persian knot 
under the influence of the Persian technique. These carpets had peculiar 
designs consisting of fantastic creatures and a variety of animals. Indian 
weavers created a fairy-tale world by bringing unrelated figures together in 
their free compositions [Fig. 41. The floral motifs are rendered in such a lively 
manner that they seem to be bursting out of the soil, while they almost acquire 
a plastic quality through the use of various tones of colour. 

Indian carpets reflect a strong Persian influence (especially from HarLt 
and IGrmiin). But browns, reds and deep oranges, whch are not found on 
Persian examples, are characteristic colours of Indian carpets. One in the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, reflects the Persian influence but 
differs from Persian carpets in its freedom of composition and realistic de- 
piction of trees and animal figures. Other Indian carpets, whch are woven in a 
pictorial style, share the same characteristics. On an Indian example in the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, various unrelated mythological scenes are 
freely arranged. The lower part shows a mythological animal like a winged 
elephant in combat with a phoenix. In the centre of the field is the re- 
presentation of a hunting-party returning from the chase, with figures of men 
and animals. O n  the top are scenes of entertainment during a garden party and 
a house with groups of people. The scenes resemble those of seventeenth- 
century Indian miniatures. 
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VI-5(a).4 Indian carpet with naturalistic rendering of flowers, middle of the 
eleventh/seventeenth century. Richmond E. de Unger’s collection 

0 D.R. 

The wool used in Indian carpets is brilliant and soft as silk. Indeed, 
although few, there are silk carpets that look like velvet. The technical per- 
fection of Indian carpets, especially of those woven during the reign of Shiih 
Jahiin, far exceeds that of Persian carpets. 

Mamliik carpets 

Mamltik carpets tied with the Persian knot appear at the end of the ninth/ 
fifteenth century. They are included in the art of Turkish carpet-making 
through the use of Ottoman motifs during the first half of the tenth/sixteenth 
century. The first examples of Mamlfik carpets are decorated with stylized floral 
motifs enclosed in geometrical areas [Fig 51. Leaves of papyrus, palm-trees and 
cypress-trees are frequently used. In the middle of these carpets is a large star or 
medallion with smaller stars or geometrical designs grouped around it. 
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VI-5(a).5 Mamlik carpet (Cairo), beginning of the tenth/sixteenth century. 
Osterreichisches Museum fur Angewandte Kunst, Vienna 

0 D.R. 

Coats of arms also help in dating Mamliik carpets. A carpet in the 
Museum of Applied Arts, Vienna, draws attention with its square-like shape 
and silk warps. The most magnificent example of the Mamltik carpet is one 
recently found at the Palazzo Pitti, Florence. It measures 1,088 cm. in length 
by 409 cm. in width. 

Caucasian carpets 
Caucasjan carpets form the group closest to Turkish carpets. They are tied 
with the Turkish knot. A characteristic type, the so-called dragon carpets, was 
produced between the tenth/ sixteenth and the end of the twelfth/eighteenth 
centuries. Their pattern usually consists of a lozenge diaper of serrate leaves, 
large rosettes and composite flowers enclosing Chinese dragons [Fig. 61, 
legendary creatures and animals such as deer and birds. The patterns are 
generally arranged in rows on a vertical axis. During the twelfth/eighteenth 
century, Persian influence enriched the designs with the addition of floral 
decorations. Caucasian carpets are extremely abstract in their designs, with 
contrasting outhes and bright and lively colours that amplify their impact. 
During the thirteenthlnineteenth century, they acquired a new richness of 
variety by adapting various geometrical designs from Turkish carpets and small 
animal figures. Caucasian carpets are known by the names of the regions in 
which they were produced. The main centres are Shirw&n, Biikii and Ganja. 
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VI-5a.6 Caucasian carpet, so-called ‘Dragon carpet’, 
eleventh/seventeenth century. Museum fur Islamische Kunst, Berlin 

0 D.R. 

Caucasian carpets are characterized by their unique power of mouldmg 
Turkish and Persian influences. They are made of vividly and briUtantly co- 
loured wool and woven with the Turkish knot. With their various types, which 
derive from each other, their level of uniformity is hgher than that of other 
eastern carpets. The most characteristic group consists of dragon carpets. The 
animal figures on them are derived from eighth/fourteenth and ninth/fif- 
teenth century Anatolian carpets. Fire-radiating dragons, figures of ch’i-lins and 
the cloud knots (teschz) on the leaves are indcations of Chinese influence. 

Such carpets are generally woven on a red ground, occasionally on blue, 
brown and green grounds. The different colours of the serrate leaves of the 
lozenge diaper create the scheme of two intersecting lozenges, as on the vase 
carpets of Persia. Inside rhe lozenges are vertically arranged dragons, a dragon 
and phoenix in combat (for some, they are ch’i-h and lion) and birds and 
running animals, their heads turned back. All the animals disappear during the 
eleventh/seventeenth century, to be replaced by stylized dragons. During the 
twelfth/eighteenth century, even dragons &sappear, or they become flower 
motifs. The leaves of the lozenge scheme are broken into pieces to create a 
scheme of encirchg large flowers. 

During the twelfthleighteenth century, which is a period of strong 
Persian influence, many floral designs were introduced into Caucasian carpet- 
making. But the geometrical pattern, whdi is a unique characteristic of 
Caucasian carpets, pervades the designs. The Museum of Turkish and Islamic 
Art and the Vahflar Museum in Istanbul have a rich collection of carpets that 
reflects all the stages of their isolated development. 
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Turkoman carpets 

Turkoman carpets were woven by such Turkoman tribes as the Tekke, Salur 
and Yomut and named after them. No orignal examples of the period of the 
thtrteenth/nineteenth century have survived, but as they kept using traditional 
patterns, they wdl have changed only slightly. Geometrical designs are the 
principal decorative pattern of the Turkoman carpet, but there are examples 
with small animal figures as well. They are generally woven with the Persian 
and, sometimes, with the Turhsh knot. The use of characteristic patterns that 
belonged to seventh/thirteenth-century Saljuq and the ninth/fifteenth-century 
(early) Ottoman carpets can sull be seen in the carpets produced today. 

The most characteristic motif of the Turkoman carpet is a geometrical 
motif called@/ (rose). The shape of the rose varies according to each weaving 
tribe. They are almost the symbols of the tribes. 

The most famous Turlioman carpets are woven by the Tekke tribe and 
they are called Bukhnra in trade Fig. 71. They have octagonal roses divided 
into quarters and filled with small leaves. A row of octagonal roses and an- 

VI-5(a).7 Turkoman carpet with ‘Tekke GUY (rose, 
woven by the Tekke tribe), end of the thrteenthlnineteenth century. 

Museum fur Islamische Icunst, Berlin 
0 D.R. 
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other of lozenge-shaped roses, which are arranged in staggered axes, extend all 
through the carpet. 

The roses of Salur carpets are flattened and have turreted ouhes. These 
carpets have deeper and lustrous colours. Saryks carpets have a cross motif in 
the centre of their roses. Door carpets of the same tribe, which are woven to 
be used as door-coverings for tents, have various geometrical motifs, some of 
which are in the shape of stylized bird heads. 

The Yomut rose is lozenge-shaped, its colour varymg according to the 
diagonal rows of different colours. The Chiidur carpets are woven in three 
shades of red. Some examples of the Ersan tribe are known as Beshirs. They 
are woven in a lustrous yellow and they have both geometrical and stylized 
floral motifs of Persian derivation. Within octagonal roses are small figures of 
animals, which are borrowed from Caucasian carpets. 

Afghan carpets have large octagonal roses with small leaves and stars in 
them. 

Baliich carpets have palmette designs derived from the Hariit patterns of 
Persia. 

The carpets of eastern Turkestan dffer from those of western Turkestan. 
The influence of China and of the Hariit carpets of Persia is visible. Kiishghar 
and Yiirkand carpets have a pomegranate motif. Khotan carpets have a me- 
dallion like that on Chinese carpets. Chinese clouds contribute to strenghten 
this influence, whde the characteristic roses of Central Asia maintain their 
domination. 

The carpets woven in North Africa, especially in Morocco, Tunisia and 
Algeria, reflect both the influence of Anatolian carpets and that of the regon. 
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CERAMICS IN THE ISLAMIC W O R L D  
Oliver Wat.ron 

The art of ceramics was one of the major achievements of the artisans and 
craftsmen of the Islamic world. From lowly cooking- and storage-pots, which 
formed the entire output of potters in the pre-Islamic period, there developed 
wares whch in techcal inventiveness and artistic creativity are fit to be 
judged alongside the finest ceramics in the world. 

This achievement is little known. Connoisseurs of fine ceramics have 
tended to overlook Islamic pottery in their admiration for the fine porcelains 
and stonewares of the Far East, which have set the standards by which cera- 
mics are to be assessed. Ths is partly because Chnese wares are much better 
known - they have, after all, been exported round the globe from early times, 
reaching the Middle East in the ninth century AD and arriving in Europe in 
truly enormous quantities from the seventeenth century onwards. Islamic 
pottery, on the other hand, though widely traded within the Middle East, has 
never formed an international trading commodity of any importance. The 
history of Islamic pottery has generally only become known to a wider audi- 
ence through the interest in antiques of collectors and museums during this 
last century. 

Furthermore, Islamic pots are often in poor condition, being made from 
soft earthenware bodies and mostly having been restored from fragments dug 
up on archaeological sites. Superficially, they suffer in comparison with the 
braant and hard Chinese porcelains, which often survive in perfect condition. 
Ths unfair comparison hides the real value of Islamic pottery and detracts 
from its true achevement. 

The truth is that within the area of low-fired clay bodies and their dec- 
oration, the potentials offered for decorative effect have nowhere been as 
greatly and magnificently exploited as in the Islamic world. Nowhere else in 
ceramic history has colour or painted design been used to greater effect. By 
1200 the Islamic potters had invented a range of decorative techniques which 
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were unsurpassed in the world until the development of industrial production 
by Josiah Wedgwood and his colleagues in eighteenth-century England. This 
later European development played its part in undermining and eventually 
destroying the local industries of the Middle East. 

Islamic pottery is not only important as a major craft within the Islamic 
world, it had a major impact on the development of the history of ceramics 
world-wide, being the origin of some of the most important and characteristic 
wares in Europe and China. The technique of painting in colours into an 
opaque-white glaze was developed in the second-third/ninth century in Iraq. 
Ths technique spread westwards into Egypt and North Africa, arriving 
eventually in Spain and Italy and spreading northwards into France, Holland, 
Germany and England. These wares, known variously as Hispano-moresque, 
majolica, faience and delft, provided Europe with its luxury pottery from the 
ninthlfifteenth century until the discovery of porcelain and the rise of in- 
dustrial pottery in the twelfth/eighteenth century. Similarly, it was in the 
Islamic world that painting in cobalt blue was frrst used. In the eighth/four- 
teenth century, the cobalt pigment, together possibly with the very idea of 
underglaze painting, was first exported from the Middle East to China to 
enable the Chinese potters to make what became their most famous and 
distinctive ceramic: blue-and-whte porcelain. 

The sole deficiency of Islamic pottery, if deficiency it is, is that the pot- 
ters only had the material and means to make earthenwares - soft, fragde 
pottery fired at about 1,000 degrees centigrade as compared with the 1,200 
degrees of stoneware or the 1,300 to 1,400 degrees of the porcelain kiln. This 
places a restriction on the potter - earthenwares can never have the hardness, 
strength, or purity and whteness of porcelains, and they rarely develop the 
richness or subtlety of colour and texture found in the best stonewares. The 
Islamic potter, however, worked with those qualities that earthenware could 
provide and through ingenious invention made possible effects hitherto un- 
known. The potters exploited soft textures and brilhant colours, but most 
impressively developed painted ornament to a high degree. The Islamic genius 
for design shows itself as much in pottery as in architecture, textiles or the art 
of the book. 

Notwithstanding the great achievements of the Islamic potter, we must 
guard against rating Islamic pottery too highly wih the hierarchy of Islamic 
arts. Pottery, surprisingly, is virtually indestructible. Though it breaks without 
much difficulty, the broken pieces are resistant to the decay that destroys 
cloth, wood, bone or other organic materials. It does not corrode or rust away 
as do most metals, nor can it usefully be collected for melting down or re-use 
as are discarded or unwanted objects of silver and gold, bronze and copper, or 
even of glass. From the vast number of objects in a wide variety of materials 
that were produced in Islamic societies, pottery, thanks to its resistance to 
both decay and recycling, survives as one of the most numerous and visible 
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artifacts of past periods - and the further back in time one wishes to explore, 
the more prolific it appears to become. The danger here is that pottery seems 
to have an importance that outshes the other arts. Yet it is clear from con- 
temporary writers that pottery was a minor industry compared, for example, 
to textiles. ‘VG‘riters such as Niisir-i Iihusraw, Yiiqtit or Ibn Battuta wdl lovingly 
recount the myriad of textiles from all parts of the Islamic world seen in the 
bazaars of the towns they visit. Pottery gets barely a mention. 

The best-qualiq ceramics, almost without exception, lack dedications to 
rulers or hgh-ranking officials, in striking contrast to fie metalwork or to the 
arts of the book. W e  are driven to the conclusion that pottery is essentially a 
‘middle-class’ art, not meant for the most important and wealthy ranks of 
society, whose members would commission individual articles, bu; for those 
middle-ranking people who were well-off enough to have some surplus 
money to spend on non-essential goods: not on the luxuries that satisfied the 
wealthiest levels of society - vessels in gold and silver, carved rock-crystal, or 
even Chmese porcelain - but on modest articles of skilfully-made non-precious 
material. Fine pottery was essentially a luxury product for those burgeoning 
urban classes involved in manufacture and trade in the new vast cities that 
characterize Islamic society. 

Pottery is by its very nature a mass-produced product. Even the most 
expensive pots are not worth rnalilng in small numbers. The organization 
required for the production of any pottery is extensive: clay, fuel and water are 
needed in large quantities and may have to be gathered over large distances, 
requiring much manpower. The clays and the materials for maktng the glazes 
and the decorative pigments wdl mostly need prolonged preparation before 
they can be used. IOlns, often sophsticated in design, have to be built to 
special designs of special bricks and they need much maintenance. The pro- 
duction cycle, from raw materials to finished goods, is long and labour-in- 
tensive. The making process brings its own uncertainties and a spoilage rate of 
ten per cent of pieces in a glaze-firing kdn would not be unusual. It is only the 
economies of scale that make pottery production economically feasible. 

When w e  talk of a hstory of Islamic pottery, we are essentially tallung of 
the hstory of its fiest wares, that is, those ceramics whose quality of man- 
ufacture and s l d  in design set them apart as luxuries and as ‘works of art’. It 
must be remembered that these fine ceramics, as interesting and enthrahng as 
they are, are but the very tip of an enormous pyramid of pottery production. 
W e  shall not be concerned here with layers further down: the plain, functional 
pieces of kitchen-ware, the cooking-pots and storage vessels, the humble 
unglazed water-vases, the chamber-pots or the drainage-pipes. These, how- 
ever, form the foundation for some of the greatest ceramic art that the world 
has seen. 
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The basic technology 

There are three distinct processes in the making of ceramics, each of which 
demands its own resources and its particular skills. In the first place, the raw 
materials must be gathered together and prepared. The pottery must then be 
fashioned and decorated. Finally it must be fired. 

The essential raw materials are the clay or other materials from which the 
ceramic body is made, the glaze ingredients and pigments needed for the 
decoration. Some clays can be used with very little preparation, almost in the 
state in which they are dug from the ground. Most clays, however, will need 
some preparation: two or three clays from different sources may be blended 
together. The mixture will doubtless need to be sieved to remove unwanted 
stones and wedged (or kneaded) in order to produce a smooth mixture. Many 
clays will need tempering in order to improve the texture by the addition of 
some coarse material (fine grit or chopped straw are common tempers). Most 
common clays suitable for pottery-makmg are naturally of a red or yellow 
colour, and many fine wares wdl need a coating of a fine, white, liquid clay (a 
white slip) to give a suitable background for decoration. In the sixth/twelfth 
century, the Islamic potter developed a new form of ceramic body. Fritware is 
composed largely of finely ground quartz with small admixtures of white clay 
and glaze-mixture. The white clay acts to bind the body together during 
manufacture before fuing and during the firing combines with the glaze to 
produce a glassy mass which binds the material together permanently. Though 
the frit body requires much work in its preparation, particularly in the grinding 
of the quartz, its advantages at its best are that it produces a fine, white body 
resembling porcelain in all but hardness ; it was used for all fine ceramics in the 
Islamic world from the sixth/twelfth century onwards. 

Glaze is essentially a thin coat of glass whtch gives the pottery a smooth, 
bright and water-proof finsh. The glaze mixture may be prepared in a variety 
of ways, nearly all of which require the making of a glass by melting shca 
(quartz) with a flux of lead oxides or of alkaline salts from plant ash. The glass 
is then ground to a fine powder and is applied to the pot as a suspension in 
water. The firing melts the powder again to a glassy coating. If the ingredients 
are pure, the glaze may be transparent and colourless, though a greenish or 
yellowish tinge is more common. Metallic oxides may be added deliberately as 
colourants. The commonest in use are copper, which gives greens and tur- 
quoise tones, iron, which gves yellows and browns, manganese, which gives 
purples and blacks, and cobalt, which gives a deep blue. The pigments will 
need some form of preparation: grinding to a fine powder at the simplest; 
some may require roasting with other materials before grinding. The glaze may 
be rendered an opaque-white in a number of ways, of which the best (and 
most expensive) is by the addition of tin-oxide. The same oxides which are 
used to stain a glaze may be used as the colours for underglaze-painting, when 
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they are painted on to the surface of the pot before it is glazed and the pattern 
shows through the colourless or coloured glaze after firing. 

Wheel-throwing is the most common method of forming the pot. The 
potter guides a mass of clay on a rotating horizontal wheel-head into the 
shapes he desires. The shapes thus formed are all circular in horizontal sec- 
tion. Pieces thus formed separately may be joined together, so that a vase may 
be made in two or three sections. Moulds of clay or plaster into which slabs of 
clay are pressed have been used from an early date for the mass production of 
complicated designs. If the potter intends a slip-coating to give a smoother or 
whiter finish, it would be applied at dus point. The pot may then receive 
carved or incised decoration. It wiU be left to dry before the application of 
underglaze-painting, if it is to receive any, followed by the glaze-coating. This, 
too, is left to dry to a powdery state before the pot is ready to be fired. 

The firing is perhaps the most complicated and most hazardous process 
in the potter's manufacturing cycle. All the pots, still fragde and with their 
delicate coatings of decoration and glaze, must be loaded and tightly packed 
into the kiln. The kiln is a brick structure designed to give the potter uniform 
and controlled rates of heating of a large body of work; its design and con- 
struction are the work of specialists, and special materials are needed to 
withstand the prolonged heating to hgh temperatures. In some techques, 
the temperature needs to be controlled to within +10 degrees centigrade at a 
temperature of several hundred degrees; and the potter must be able to 
control and judge this by experience alone. The kiln will consume a prodigious 
amount of fuel - one of the principle costs of the potter - and variations in the 
fuel's heating-quality or its dampness will give the potter unwanted problems. 
Too slow or too quick a rate of heating may cause the pots to spoil, dampness 
in the kiln atmosphere may cause glazes to behave erratically, too quick a 
cooling may cause the pots to crack. 

In the firing of glazed pottery, there is the added danger that any pots 
which may be touching one another, however slightly, wd be stuck together 
by the glaze as it melts and then cools ; even if it is possible to separate the pots 
without breaking them, they wd have an ugly scar. The dramatic collapsing of 
piles of glazed pots in the kiln, which are then irretrievably stuck together, was 
the all-too-common fate of the medieval potter. 

Once the kiln has been fired, it must be unloaded again and the ware can 
be sorted, graded and packed for the market. The potter may feel lucky if only 
one in ten pots is spoilt during the manufacturing process. Some decorative 
techques require yet another firing. Enamel and lustre painting are carried 
out on the hard-glaze surface of the fired pot. Enamels are finely-ground 
coloured pigments which are then fused to the surface of the pot in a second 
low-temperature firing. Lustre firing follows the same principle, except that 
the special pigment is subject to a reduction firing in which the supply of atr to 
the kiln is restricted. This causes the metalllc oxide in the pigment to reduce 
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and form a microscopically thin layer of metal bonded to the surface of the 
glaze. It is this layer that gives lustre its metallic flashngs and mother-of-pearl 
reflections for whch it was greatly valued. 

Islamic pottery: a brief history 
W e  may for convenience divide the hstory of Islamic pottery into three 
dlstinct phases. Each phase can be seen to have received a major impetus from 
Chmese wares, then being imported. These wares were highly valued and 
prized and the Islamic potters wished to compete. They started by copymg as 
best they could the Chmese import, using all their ingenuity to substitute for a 
lack of the materials whch would allow them to make the high-fired 
stonewares and porcelains. But they did not long remain mere copyists and the 
great achevements of Islamic pottery are seen, as the potters developed their 
own skills, in the adding of colour and painted design. 

THE EARLY CENTURIES 
The first arrival of Chinese wlxte porcelains in the Middle East at some point 
in the late second/eighth or early third/ninth century showed that pottery was 
capable of being more than just a utdttarian craft. Shipped probably as ballast 
in boats carrying even more precious cargoes of sdks and spices, these simple 
bowls of a hitherto unseen heavy, hard and white material, were greatly sought 
after. The local potters determined to help supply demand by making copies. 
To counterfeit the white body of the original, they developed opaque-whte 
glazes to cover their yellow or red clay bodies, which in all other ways copied 
the Chmese - low, wide dishes and bowls with flaring or rolled rims and broad 
foot-rigs pig. 11. Such pieces were being made, within a few decades it 
seems, at many sites across the Islamic world, in Egypt, Syria, Iraq and Iran. 

Soon the potters were not content to leave such pieces plain, and pattern 
and colour were added. The potters in third/ninth-century Iraq began to paint 
with cobalt into the whte glaze before it was fired. Painting into the raw, 
powdery surface meant that fie detail was not possible - the potter was able 
only to draw with a few sure brush strokes and often limited the design to a 
single line of calligraphy (usually the potter’s signature!) or a simple geometric 
motif. For all their simplicity, these can be some of the most beautiful of all 
Islamic pottery. 

A more spectacular technique was developed by the same potters, 
however, that allowed for more colouristic and detailed pattern. The lustre 
technique had been invented in Egypt or Syria, probably in the second/eighth 
century, for the decoration of glass. It was taken up by the Iraqi potters for the 
decoration of their new-found white-glaze wares. This complicated and ex- 
pensive technique produced some of the most dramatic finishes ever seen in 
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VI-5(b).l Earthenware bowl with painting in blue in an opaque whte glaze, 
Iraq, second/ninth century 

0 Victoria & Albert Museum, London (Circ. 175-1926) 

Islamic pottery. In the third/ninth century, the potters used several colours of 
lustre together in kaleidoscopic patterns of starthng effect. During the course 
of the century and into the next, the potters limited themselves to just two, 
and then a single colour of lustre, while the patterns became more formal. In 
the fourth/tenth century, figurative designs of animals and humans were not 
uncommon, usually painted in a stylized manner on a stippled ground as if 
copied from a woven textde. Both the blue-on-whte ware and the lustre wares 
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are painted on bowl shapes that still hark back to the Chinese, though the 
painting styles are purely Islamic. 

At some point in the tenth century, it appears that conditions for the 
production of luxury ceramics declined in Iraq, for the lustre potters seem to 
have left the troubled ‘AbbHsid lands and set up workshops in FHmd Egypt, 
where they worked for the next 200 years. In Egypt their styles of painting 
were open to the influence of pre-Islamic Roman and Byzantine traditions and 
a Mediterranean naturalism is seen at work in a proliferation of animal and 
figural designs pig. 23. 

In eastern Iran at the same time, there developed a production of luxury 
ceramics which, exceptionally, did not derive from the Chinese and indeed 
shows no trace of foreign influence in vessel-shape, technology or design. 
Using the most basic materials and techniques, the potters produced wares 
which some claim as the most beautiful, the most sophisticated and the most 
Islamic of any ever made pig. 31. A bowl of red clay is covered with a thin 
layer of a white (or sometimes black) clay slip. The design is then painted in 
other coloured slips and a thin transparent glaze applied over the top. The 
designs at their best consist of inscriptions encircling the dish - their calli- 
graphy of the highest order, their content consisting of Arabic proverbs: 
‘Planning before work prevents regret’, or ‘Knowledge - at first bitter to the 
taste, at the end sweeter than honey’. 

The wares described here - the white-glazed and lustre painted wares of 
Iraq, Syria and Egypt and the slip-decorated wares of Iran - represent the very 
highest quality of luxury ceramics. There existed at the same time a much 
larger production of fine glazed wares of simpler type. In the East a pro- 
liferation of more simply decorated slip-wares occurred and throughout the 
Islamic world splashed wares were common -where the decoration consisted 
of colours allowed to run freely in the glaze. A development of the slip 
technique was incised wares, where the design was scratched or cut through a 
slip layer to reveal a contrasting darker clay underneath. In this way precise 
patterns could be achieved without fear of the colours running in the glaze. 

The meheval period 
A dramatic change took place in the manufacture of luxury pottery in the Middle 
East during the sixth/twelfth century, a change that once again was given 
impetus by Chinese imported wares. The new imports were no longer the heavy, 
solid bowls of the third/ninth to fourth/tenth centuries, but were very finely 
thrown, translucent and decorated with subtle incised, carved or moulded 
decoration, often only just visible through the thin transparent or bluish glaze. 
These could not be well imitated in the old method, for the earthenware bodies 
were not capable of being thrown as finely and could never be translucent, while 
the thick opaque-white glazes would obscure any detailed carving on the body 
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VI-5(b).2 Earthenware bowl with an opaque white glaze and 
decoration in lustre, Egypt, early sixthltwelfth century. 

It depicts a Coptic priest, a design which underlines the close contact 
between communities of different faiths in the Islamic world 

0 Victoria & Albert Museum, London (C. 49-1952) 

underneath. In order to copy these new Chmese types, the Islamic potters 
revived an ancient technique that had enjoyed a long history in the Middle East: 
fritware. This artificially composed body of powdered quartz, white clay and 
glaze mixture had been used extensively in ancient Egypt but since the advent of 
Islam had been relegated to the manufacture of beads. Its advantages were that 
it provided a pure whte body, was translucent when thrown thinly and was 
capable of a wide range of forming and decorative techniques. 

The new material appears to have been first deveioped in Egypt at some 
point during the sixth/twelfth century, but by the end of the century was in use 
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VI-5(b).3 Dish, earthenware with slip decoration, Iran 
(probably Nishiipipar), fourth/tenth century 
0 National Museum, Copenhagen, Olufsen Collection 
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VI 5(b).4 Ewer, fritware with cut-out decoration and painting in blue and black 
under a transparent glaze, Iran (Khnshan), about 596-616/1200-1220. 

Ths extraordmary ewer has an openwork design of arabesques cut though the 
wall of the vessel. The liquid is contained in an inner vessel 
0 Victoria & Albert Museum, London (C. 170-1977 gift of Clement Ades) 
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throughout Syria and Iran, Indeed, it was the potters of Iran, and especially at 
the great potting-centre of Kgsh%n, that the technique was most fully 
exploited. In less than fifty years from its first appearance, the Iranian potters 
(perhaps including migrants who came from Egypt with the lustre technique) 
had managed to match the new imports, had introduced an entirely new range 
of vessel shapes, had developed moulded, carved and pierced decoration, had 
pushed lustre-painting to new heights and had invented the entirely new 
techniques of enamel- and underglaze-painting. 

Their first products, as three centuries before, were close copies after the 
Chmese, resembling them in all but hardness of material. However, as before, 
it was not long before the potters began to generate their own variations in a 
creative wave that very soon took them far from the Chinese prototype. They 
first added carved decorations of purely Islamic design and began to colour 
the glazes intense blue, singing turquoise and deep purple. In addition to 
carved decoration, they invented a style where the pierced background to the 
motif is filled with little ‘windows’ of transparent glaze. The lustre technique, 
no doubt introduced by potters looking for better markets than were available 
in Egypt at that time, was taken up with enthusiasm in a variety of styles. 
Enamel painting, known as m%Z, was invented at this period. Colours with 
glassy pigments were fused to the surface of the glaze in a second firing at low 
temperature. The invention of underglaze painting was the most important 
technical advance of the period, for it became the standard method of dec- 
oration of all luxury ceramics from this period onwards. It consisted of 
painting the designs directly on the body of the pot (or on an added smooth 
slip) and covering it with a colourless or tinted transparent glaze. The difficulty 
was in preventing the pigments from running, but when this problem was 
solved, it meant that detail patterns could be fured in one firing under a pro- 
tective coat of glaze. 

This extraordinary period of creative energy was brought to an abrupt 
halt by the Mongol invasions, which caused a hiatus in Iran in the production 
of luxury ceramics of some forty years between the first incursions in 616/ 
1220 and the setting-up of the Mongol state proper in mid-century. When 
pottery production resumed, a rather more dense style of painting was em- 
ployed, together with a somewhat sombre colour-scheme [Fig. 41. 

Syria had enjoyed a parallel burst of ceramic industry, with potteries in 
the Euphrates valley, most notably at al-Raqqa, making high-class wares. Their 
early frit wares were of extremely fine technical quality; after about 596/1200, 
this declined a little, but a wonderfully fluid style of painting gives the pottery 
a special status. The north Syrian kilns were destroyed in their turn by the 
Mongol armies in the mid-thirteenth century, leaving a more restricted pro- 
duction to carry on at Damascus and in Egypt. A number of large jars of 
Damascus manufacture have been found in Europe and were evidently 
treasured luxury imports from the Mddle East. 
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Just as potters appear to have left Egypt for Syria and Iran in the sixth/ 
twelfth and seventh/thirteenth centuries, it seems that Islamic Spain benefited 
from an immigration of craftsmen at the same period. Though its origins are 
obscure, by the seventhlthirteenth century a flourishing centre of lustre-de- 
corated pottery was established in the Nasrid kingdom of Granada, from where 
the wares were exported in quantity throughout Europe and to the Middle East. 

LATER POTTERY 
The third phase of Islamic pottery production can in broad terms be said to 
date from the eighth/fourteenth century, when yet a new type of Chinese 
porcelain began to be imported. Using cobalt pigment imported from central 
Iran, the Chinese potters had towards the beginning of the eighth/fourteenth 
century started on what may be seen as their most characteristic product, 
‘blue-and-white’ porcelain. Some scholars think that the production was 
originally intended for export to the Middle East and it is certain that much 
was exported, and it was valued very highly when it arrived. It is a fact that 
two of the greatest collections of early Chinese blue-and-white porcelain are 
still in the Middle East. Both are Imperial collections - that of the Safawids 
donated by Shgh ‘Abbns the Great to the shrine at Ardabil and now in the 
Museum in Tehran, and that of the Ottoman Sultans, still in the Topkapi 
Palace in Istanbul. Chinese porcelain, much of it blue-and-white, continues to 
be exported to the Middle East to this very day and it is not surprising that it 
has made a considerable impact on the wares made by Islamic potters. 

It appears, partly judged by evidence of their occurrence in paintings from 
manuscripts, that copies of Chinese blue-and-white porcelains started to be 
made in earnest in the early ninth/fifteenth century. A lively production was 
carried out in Egypt by a large number of potters whose names - Ghaybii, 
‘Ajami, Ghazal and others - are known from their signed pieces; these, how- 
ever, survive only as broken fragments, with hardly a complete piece known. 

In Iran, a somewhat disparate group of wares, dating through the later 
ninth/fifteenth and tenth/sixteenth centuries, is known generically as Dbahi 
after the small Caucasian village where many specimens were found intact as 
decoration in the houses; many of these show close acquaintance with recent 
Chinese imports. It is only in the eleventh/seventeenth century that the Iranian 
industry gets into full production, with two centres identified as major produ- 
cers: Kirmnn and Mashhad. Unlike the case in earlier times, it appears that the 
Iranian potter was, for the greater part of his output, content simply to produce 
close copies of the imported Chinese wares. The copies are done, not just of the 
latest imports, but also of Chinese styles already several hundred years old - 
eighth/ fourteenth-century designs copied in the eleventh/seventeenth century. 
The Safawid Iranian blue-and-white wares have their own naive charm but tend 
to be rather repetitive. Of more interest are those wares which show more local 
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invention: slip-painting in colours is added to the Chinese style in one class of 
wares and lustre painting enjoys a brief revival. 

It is in Turkey under the Ottomans that we encounter the last real 
flowering of an indigenous ceramic tradition. The wares of the western 
Anatolian town of Izniq reach, in the tenth/sixteenth century, a level of 
technical and artistic skill never as seen before in the Islamic world, and they 
form one of the great glories of ceramic production from anywhere in the 
world. The development of &IS ware begins with startling rapidity. Within a 
few years, at the end of the ninth/fifteenth century, the potters transformed 
their production from one of robust, ordinary earthenwares into fritwares of 
the hghest quality, skilfully painted with designs of the hghest sophstication. 

The earliest wares were painted in blue alone and the shapes of the dishes 
and some designs show the potters’ acquaintance with Chinese porcelains. 
However, most of the designs are purely Ottoman and the potters are less 
obsessed by the Chinese model than were their Persian colleagues a century 
later. The lack of dependence on Chinese prototypes may have been a result of 
their scarcity at the moment the Izniq pottery industry began. By the time 
substantial numbers of Chinese porcelains are known to have been available to 
the Ottomans, the Izniq potters had developed their own styles. Parallel to the 
way Islamic potters had reacted to Chmese models in the past, the Ixniq 
potters developed their original blue-and-white palette by the addition of 
colour and a wild profusion of styles and motifs. They began by adding just 
turquoise, then a soft purple and a sage-green, to produce one of the most 
luscious of all ceramic palettes (known as ‘Damascus’ after an early confusion 
as to the place of manufacture). The ‘Damascus’ colours were used for a 
variety of designs, of whch the floral are the most successful. Here the col- 
ours sing against a ground of pure milky white. 

After the mid-tenth/skteenth century, the Izniq potters changed their 
palette yet again, abandoning the subtle turquoise, purple and sage-green for a 
brilliant raised red slip, cobalt blue and an emerald green, all outlined in a sharp 
black. These provided the basis for the widely known ‘Rhodim’ palette (again 
named after an earlier mistaken attribution) and a greatly increased produc- 
tion. Technical quality slipped a little and did not again reach the heights of the 
‘Damascus’ period, but this decline was counterbalanced by the lively floral 
designs which predominate pig. 51. 

CERAMICS FROM 1700 

During the twelfth/eighteenth and thrteenth/nineteenth centuries, the 
ceramic industries of the Islamic world entered a period of decline, from 
which they have yet to emerge. As the Middle East lost economic and political 
power, its industries came under increasing threat from foreign imports, and 
luxury wares were the first to suffer. The Izniq potteries were already in 
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vI-5(b).5 Dish, fritware with polychrome underglaze painting, Turkey 
(Iznik, so-called ‘Rhodian’ period), about 982/1575. 

Some of the most beautiful of all lslamic pottery, the ‘Damascus’ - 
period Isnik wares reach a peak of technical and artistic skdl 

0 Victoria & Albert Museum, London (C. 1982-1910) 
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irreversible decline by the mid-eleventh/seventeenth century and had all but 
disappeared by 1 1 1 1 / 1700. During the twelfth/eighteenth century, produc- 
tion started at Kutiihiya, which made charmingly decorated tea- and coffee- 
wares, often in a folksy imitation of later Chinese porcelains. By the mid- 
thirteenth/nineteenth century the Kuthiya potteries were reduced to making 
copies, of variable quality, of earlier Izniq wares, which were by now attracting 
the attention of European and American collectors. A thriving production of 
such wares, mainly for the gift- and tourist-trades, survives to this day. 

In Iran, the great potteries of the eleventh/seventeenth century at 
Mashhad and Kirm%n saw a distinct decline in quality and quantity in the early 
years of the twelfth/eighteenth century and may have come almost to a 
complete halt after the Afghan invasions of the 1720s. The small production 
that continued into the thirteenth/nineteenth century reflects the increasing 
dominance of imported wares, not just Chinese now, but also English. At 
about the same time, a conscious effort was made to revive earlier fortunes, 
but, as in Turkey, these have resulted in the making of historical pastiches 
which largely cater for the gift- and tourist-ware markets. 

Tiles 
Tiles, strictly speaking, form part of the history of architecture, where, 
particularly in Iran and Turkey, they play a major decorative role. Tile-making 
is often a specialized skill and the purely ‘ceramic’ element is often a minor 
part. In the great Iranian tradition of tile-mosaic, for instance, which gave 
Iranian architecture its particular colouristic character from the eighth/ 
fourteenth century onwards, the potter’s only involvement is to make the 
plain coloured tiles. The real skill is that of the separate trade of tile-cutter, 
whose job is to shape and set together the jig saws of thousands of pieces that 
make up every panel. Other tile traditions rely on the skill of the potter, of 
which we may here mention two of the most important. 

In the seventh/thirteenth and early eighth/fourteenth centuries, the 
Iranian potters of JGshiin made tiles decorated with lustre painting, particularly 
for the decoration of tombs. The potters made star-and-cross tiles for the dec- 
oration of the dadoes, and also the mibrih and tombstones, often over two 
metres in height, which are some of the most spectacular products of the period. 

The Izniq potters of Turkey made a few very high-quality tiles in the first 
half of the century. The mid-century, however, saw a dramatic shift in their 
production and after they had adopted the ‘Rhodian’ palette, the manufacture 
of tiles became a major part of their business. No important building, religious 
or secular, in the second half of the tenth/sixteenth century was without its 
Izniq tiles, used in panels over doors and windows, for monumental inscrip- 
tions and to clad whole areas of the interior walls. 
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ISLAMIC METALWORK 
Esin Atil 

The tradition of metalwork* is possibly the most representative of all the 
Islamic arts in that it reflects the tastes and demands of diverse social and 
economic classes, ranging from royal courts to humble households. Imperial 
pieces were made of expensive materials and decorated with themes specified 
by the clients; the wealthy middle classes competed with the court and 
ordered equally sumptuous objects; and the public purchased items made 
from lesser metals and decorated with generalized subjects. Each piece, 
whether imperial or prosaic, was designed and executed with care, revealing 
the expertise and pride of the maker. 

A vast amount of metalwork has survived from the Islamic world in spite 
of the continuous political turbulence during which cities were sacked and 
treasuries confiscated, and objects were melted down to be recycled into 
currency or fashioned into new pieces. Many items made of copper alloys, 
including inlaid brasses, appear to have escaped destruction and were pre- 
served throughout the centuries, although those made of silver and gold seem 
to have been less fortunate. 

The production of Islamic metalwork reveals a fusion between art and 
craft. Some pieces are simple and traditional whereas others display an in- 
credible technical virtuosity and originality. Their decorative repertoire em- 
ploys both derivative and common themes and innovative unique 
compositions ; the designs can be either boldly executed or so highly refined 
that they can rival the art of manuscript illumination. The artists generally 
concentrated on surface decoration and applied different materials to produce 
varied contrasts and colouristic effects, which at times tend to overpower the 

* This article has been partially adapted from the author’s ‘Introduction’ in Islamic Metalwork 
in the &er Guleely OfArt (see Bibliography) and incorporates additional material based on 
current research. 
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basic metal. They relied on the techmques and materials employed in the past 
to create an extraordinary range of decorative themes. By combining geo- 
metric, floral and figural compositions with different styles of writing, the 
artists invested their pieces with mystical and symbolic meanings that required 
a highly sophisticated clientele. 

The development of the decorative vocabulary of Islamic metalwork has 
not yet been clearly established. The structure of the workshops, the re- 
lationshp between masters and apprentice and the division of labour among 
the artists also are not properly known. In addition, literary sources or archival 
documents do not provide sufficient information on the location of major 
centres and the types of wares produced at different periods. 

The most valuable information is found on the objects themselves. 
Although there are only a handful of signed and dated pieces, and even fewer 
examples which state where they were made, the inscriptions help to identify 
certain ateliers and centres, in addition to the types of patronage. 

For instance, the inscriptions on the famous bucket in the Hermitage in 
St. Petersburg, a key piece in the study of Islamic art, state that it was made by 
Mas‘iid b. m a d  and inlaid by Muhammad b. ‘Abd al-wiilyd, who is called 
‘the designer of Hariit’. A division of labour obviously existed between the 
artist who conceived the shape of the piece and the one who executed the 
decoration. The inscriptions on the Hermitage bucket also state that it was 
made in Muharram 559/December 1163 at the request of ‘Abd al-RahmW b. 
‘Abd All& al-Rashidi for Khwaja (a title meaning religious teacher or leader) 
Rukn al-Din Rashid al-Din ‘Azizi (or Hariri), the son-in-law of Abu-1-Husayn 
al-zanjw-. Although the personages mentioned are not known hstorically, 
one can surmise that the patron was wealthy enough to have commissioned 
such a valuable gift. Moreover, he intended to impress the beneficiary, a man 
of influence and, more significantly, one who would appreciate the technical 
and aesthetic qualities of an object as mundane as a bucket. The inscriptions 
also provide the date and the name of a city, Hariit, with whch one of the 
artists was associated. This type of specific and detded information is ex- 
tremely rare in the history of Islamic metalwork. Most of the objects that bear 
the name of an artist are thought to have been constructed and decorated by 
the same person. 

The location and production of metalworlung centres are not easily de- 
termined, possibly owing to the political fluctuations in the Islamic world and 
the migration of artists seeking better employment in hfferent capitals. 

Nevertheless, certain ateliers can be identified through a series of inlaid 
brasses that are inscribed by artists who use the same nisba (a word denoting 
the place of origm) attached to their names. The largest group of objects is 
signed by metalworkers with the nisba al-Mawsdi, literally meaning ‘of Mosul.’ 
According to these inscribed works, the Mosul artists were active in Iraq, Syria 
and Egypt between the 1220s and 1320s and produced more than hrty ex- 
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amples whch are among the masterpieces of Islamic art. It is doubtful whe- 
ther all the members of this &lite group of metalworkers could trace their 
origin to Mosul or were even associated with that city; they wished to be 
identified, however, with the Mosul corps and maintained a consistent level of 
high-quality production and refined workmanship for more than a century. 

In spite of the lack of comprehensive documentation, the development 
of certain stylistic and decorative features can be reconstructed from the dated 
pieces. Metalwork produced in the formative period of Islamic art reveals the 
continuation of past traditions and the beginning of an interest in surface 
decoration. Preoccupation with surface embellishment reached its peak during 
the classical age of Islamic metalwork, when an extensive decorative repertoire 
was developed and the technique of inlaying diverse materials was perfected. 
These themes and techniques persisted throughout the post-classical period, 
with vestiges observed until the present. 

The formative period 
Within a short time after the dawn of the Islamic era the teachings of the 
Prophet Muhammad spread over an area from the Indus River to the Atlantic 
Ocean and Islam evolved as a major political and social power in the eastern 
hemisphere. 

Despite the political fragmentation that took place after the forth/ tenth 
century, the world of Islam retained a remarkable unity through its singular 
faith and language and administrative and legal system. The arts and sciences 
flourished, commercial activities increased and the economy thrived. Through 
its rapid expansion Islam had been exposed to diverse cultures and began to 
assimilate their traditions to formulate its own artistic vocabulary. It is not 
surprising, therefore, that metalwork produced in the formative period of 
Islamic art re-employed the techniques and themes found in Roman, 
Byzantine and Coptic art of the eastern Mediterranean, as well as those of the 
Siisiinid objects made in Iraq and Iran. 

The earliest datable objects that can be identified as Islamic are a series of 
ewers having various shapes. One type is represented by the so-called Mamiin 
ewer, found near the tomb of the Caliph Marw2n I1 (126-132/744-750) in 
the Fayyiim, Egypt, and shows a rounded body with a aoomorphc rooster- 
shaped spout. Assigned to Egypt, Syria or Iraq and dated to the second/ 
eighth to third/ninth centuries, it belongs to a group of some half-dozen cast 
and engraved brass or bronze pieces with similarly shaped spouts. 

A second type of ewer lacks the independent spout but is embelhshed 
with a large palmette-shaped thumb-rest on the handle. This group, also dated 
to the second/eighth to third/ninth centuries, is attributed to Iraq or Iran. 
The most famous and controversial example is a ewer in Tiflis, which has 
inscriptions stating that it was made in Basra in 67/686-687 or 691688-689, a 
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dating that has been contested and the piece is now thought to have been 
made in the third/ninth century. At least six related pieces, some of which 
contain copper inlays, are known to have the same shape. 

A third type of ewer has no surface decoration; its handle terminates in 
stylized gazelle heads and attaches to the lip. Its pear-shaped body and ex- 
tended lip forming a spout clearly reflect Siis&d or Roman prototypes. This 
type is thought to have been produced in Iran during the third/ninth to 
fourth/tenth centuries. 

Also dating from the early Islamic period are a few bird-shaped vessels 
used as aquamaniles, the most important of which is the silver-inlaid example 
in the Hermitage bearing the date 180/796-797. This piece, together with the 
Mamiin- and Tiflis-type ewers, indicates that by the second/eighth century 
different tools were employed to engrave and chase the designs, which in- 
cluded inscriptions; and silver and copper were applied as inlays, pointing to 
the begnning of an interest in surface decoration that was to dominate the 
future production of metalwork. 

Even though relymg on the techniques of production (casting and 
hammering) and those of decoration (chasing, engraving and inlaying) estab- 
lished in the past, early Islamic metalworkers formulated several new trends 
that became widely used in the classical age. One of these was the production 
of zoomorphic vessels or appendages, such as the Hermitage aquamade and 
the spout of the Mamiin ewer; a second is the employment of epigraphy, 
which not only provides pertinent information about the piece but also dec- 
orates it; and a third is the attempt to create colouristic effects by applying 
different materials to the surfaces. 

T h e  classical age 
The beginning of the classical age coincides with the arrival of the Saljiiq Turks 
from Central Asia in the middle of the fifth/eleventh century, at which time 
the central Islamic lands were reunited under one rule. The Saljaq sultanate 
did not survive long; by the 1150s the empire was divided among the 
members of the ruling house, who established independent states in Iran, 
Iraq, Syria and Turkey. Their autonomy was rivaled by their regents, the 
Atiibaks, some of whom founded short-lived emirates. Other independent 
dynasties rose to power in Spain and North Africa, as well as in eastern Iran, 
Afghanistan and the Muslim regions of Central Asia and India. The political 
history of the age was further complicated by the arrival of the Crusaders, who 
were fighting against the Muslims as well as feuding among themselves. 

In spite of the political turmoil resulting from the rise and fall of dy- 
nasties and the endless alliances and battles among the local regimes and the 
newcomers, the arts flourished and reached a true classical age. There oc- 
curred an unprecedented prosperity that affected both the patrons and the 
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artists. Imperial and courtly patronage increased with the establishment of new 
states or principalites, each of which required possessions worthy of its status. 
The competition for power among the administrative and military ranks re- 
sulted in an equally strong demand for princely items. The affluent middle 
classes also desired ostentatious objects with which they could display their 
wealth and importance. The artists rose to the occasion and created extra- 
ordinarily refined pieces for their patrons, who may have been sultans, aspiring 
bureaucrats or wealthy merchants. 

The production of metalwork, like that of the other Islamic arts, became 
the epitome of technical and aesthetic perfection. Artists produced a vast 
amount of wares throughout the Islamic world and employed a variety of 
techniques and materials both to shape and embellish the pieces. The majority 
of the objects were decorated with inscriptions, which became the most 
prominent characteristic of Islamic metalwork. Although the inscriptions 
generally repeat a series of good wishes or formulaic phrases, the contents of 
select examples provide important information that helps to determine the 
development of regional styles and themes. 

Dating from the fifth/eleventh and sixth/twelfth centuries are personal 
ornaments made of gold and decorated with filigree, granulation and twisted 
wire, and at times daid with niello, black organic compounds and gems. 
Fashioned into belts, rings, pendants, hair ornaments, earrings or matching 
pairs of bracelets, these items reflect a flourishing, wealthy society. The key 
pieces in dating a series of similar objects are a pair of identical bracelets (one 
is owned by the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, the other by the 
Freer Gallery of Art in Waslungton, D.C.), their clasps backed with discs 
struck from coins produced in Iran in the first three decades of the fifth/ 
eleventh century. Their refined workmanship is also found in contemporary 
examples made in Egypt and Syria. 

Other luxurious items, including vessels, plates and ornaments, were 
made of silver and embelhshed with $ding and niello. The wares, however, 
are among the last examples made in silver. Numismatic evidence indicates 
that the central Islamic lands were faced with a shortage of silver after the 
fifth/eleventh century. The ‘silver famine’ also affected the metalworker, who 
was forced to use less-costly metals and reserve the precious silver for thinly 
applied inlays. 

The predominant material used in the classical age was brass. It was 
shaped by diverse methods, such as casting, hammering, turning and spinning, 
and decorated with thin days of silver, gold and copper, in addition to black 
organic compounds. Artists created a variety of forms by combining two or 
more techniques to construct the pieces. They made different types of zoo- 
morphic vessels, incense burners, candlesticks, ewers and basins, and even 
unusual objects such as the oversized canteen in the collection of the Freer 
Gallery of Art. 
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Certain shapes and decorative features can be assigned to specific re- 
gions, and even centres. A distinct group of candlesticks was produced during 
the second half of the sixth/twelfth century in an area identified as Khurgsiin, 
now divided between Iran, Afghanistan and Turkmenistan. This group reveals 
the artists’ remarkable technical virtuosity in creating a large hollow shape 
from a single sheet of brass, with certain elements standing in high relief. The 
inscriptions on some seven pieces associated with this group are conventional 
and do not indicate when and where they were produced. Their provenance 
can be deduced from another ewer in Tiflis, decorated with similar elements. 
Its inscriptions state that it was made in 577/1181-1182 by Mahiid b. 
Muhammad al-Haram- (of Hariit). Even though there is no concrete proof that 
the candlesticks also were made in Hariit, the city is recognized as a centre in 
which the production of such inlaid brasses flourished during the second half 
of the sixth/twelfth century. References to HarZt are also found on other 
contemporary metalwork, the most renowned of which are the Hermitage 
bucket of 558/1163, mentioned previously, which was signed by an artist 
from that city, and the pen-box of 607/1210-1211 pig. 11 in the Freer Gallery 
of Art, made by Shazi (or Ghazi), who has appended al-Harawi to hs name on 
another piece, a small bird-shaped flask. 

The inscription on the Freer pen-box states that it was made for Majd al- 
Mulk al-Muzaffar, who was the grand vizier of the last Khwilrizmshiihs and 
founded a library in Manv, where he died in 617/1221 during the Mongol 
invasion of the city. Thus personage appears to have been a statesman of 
scholarly interests, as indicated by his endowment of the library and com- 
mission of the pen-box. The pen-box was a symbol of the learned class in the 
Islamic administrative system and became the blazon, or coat of arms, of such 
diptaries in the Mamlek period. 

The Hermitage bucket and the Freer pen-box are among the most im- 
portant pieces of Islamic metalwork because they contain extensive and in- 
formative inscriptions that help to determine when and where certain themes 
orignated. They also provide insight into the types of patrons who desired 
such valuable objects: A wealthy but unknown bureaucrat or merchant or- 
dered the bucket and an intellectual and famous statesman commissioned the 
pen-box. Both objects are decorated with animated inscriptions in which the 
vertical shafts of both cursive (narkhi) and angular scripts terminate in 
human heads or torsos. The first appearance of the anthropomorphic in- 
scription is on the Hermitage bucket; the same feature was employed some 
fifty years later on the Freer pen-box and on several other contemporary ob- 
jects attributed to eastern Iran and Afghanistan. 

During the second quarter of the seventh/thteenth century, the human- 
headed inscription moved westwards and became fully animated, with the 
arms and legs of animals and humans making up the letters, as seen in both 
the famous Wade Cup in Cleveland, attributed to western Iran and to the 
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vI-5(c).1 Brass pen-box inlaid with copper and silver, made by Shgzi, 
607/1210-11, Afghanistan or Iran 

0 Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. (3607) 

1230s, and the Blacas ewer in the British Museum, London, made in 629/ 
1232 in Mosul by Shujn' b. Man2 al-Mawsili. The latter firmly establishes 
Mosul as a major metalwork centre and is one of those rare objects with an 
inscription that states where it was produced. The fdy animated inscription, 
whch flourished in the mid-seventh/thn-teenth century, was also applied to 
several inlaid brasses made in Syria and Egypt, including the Fano Cup in the 
Biblioth2que Nationale, Paris, and on the neck of a candlestick in Cairo, made 
around the 1290s for Kitbughg, a Mamliik emir who later became a sultan. 

The decorative repertoire of Islamic metalwork perfected in the classical 
age shows a countless variety of themes, some of which were shared by the 
other contemporary arts, including manuscript illustration and illumination, 
and ceramics. The objects were carefully designed, with the surfaces divided in 
units of threes and fours and linked either by formal devices (such as con- 
tinuous and looping bands or repeated patterns) or by the sequential devel- 
opment of the chosen themes or narrative cycles. There was a definite 
progression in 'reading' the decoration, which was in the same direction as the 
inscriptions, that is, right to left or, in the case of objects in the round, 
clockwise. 
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Inscriptions were by and large the most significant components of sur- 
face decoration. Many objects combined &$ and nuskbf scripts, including 
plaited, knotted, foliated, animated and human-headed types, as well as t h -  
htb, a hierarchic version of the cursive style. The inscriptions on some pieces 
were either simulated or used for magical or talismanic purposes and thus are 
not comprehensible today. The contents of the inscriptions on the courtly 
pieces are frequently informative, stating when, by whom and for whom they 
were made; at times they even provide the name of the city in which the 
object was produced. 

Metalwork made for non-courtly clientele contains, as can be expected, 
formulaic and generalized statements, bestowing a series of good wishes and 
blessings on unidentified owners. Also inscribed on some pieces are state- 
ments that glorify the object and its qualities or refer to its function, such as a 
wine-jar or a candlestick. Qur’gnic verses and pious invocations were generally 
reserved for objects made as furnishings for religious monuments, including 
mosque lamps and Qur’~-boxes. 

Geometric patterns, used either to fill in the background of the main 
themes or to serve as independent motifs, utilize a variety of shapes, some of 
which can be associated with solar symbols. Among the most popular were 
designs radiating from central stars or rosettes, representing the celestial light, 
and geometric roundels symbolizing the sun. 

Floral themes were similaxly used as background decoration and as in- 
dividual motifs with symbolic meanings. Lancet leaves were associated with 
sun-rays, whereas the rosette represented the sun itself. Often combined with 
related geometric motifs, these symbols of divine light were frequently applied 
to lighting devices, such as candlesticks and incense burners. Floral scrolls 
filling the background developed into several dfferent types, which were used 
alternatively in adjacent units or were superimposed, with one scroll placed 
above the other. One of these was a tightly wound scroll with hooked leaves; 
another contained curving branches bearing stylized blossoms and buds. Both 
types appear on objects made in Syria or Egypt in the second quarter of the 
seventh/thirteenth century as well as on pieces made several decades later in 
Turkey, indicating the diffusion of h s  decorative feature. 

The most sophisticated floral scroll is the animated type in which ten- 
dnls or branches terminate in animal or human heads. It first appears on 
objects made in Afghanistan and eastern Iran, as represented by the Freer 
pen-box. The same type is found on mid-seventhlhrteenth-century brasses 
produced in Syria and Egypt, its westward movement coinciding with that of 
the animated inscription. In contrast to the animated inscription, which is 
unique to metalwork, the animated floral scroll was employed in the other 
arts and became popular in later manuscript illumination. Frequently asso- 
ciated with the Eq-wZq legend, in which al-Iskandar (Alexander the Great) 
seeks the tree that tells the future, the scroll has anthropomorphic or zoo- 
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morphic attributes and becomes a living entity. Like the animated inscription, 
this type of scroll survived well into the Mamliik period and was employed 
on eighth/fourteenth-century inlaid brasses made in Egypt and Syria. The 
animated floral scroll appears to have been used originally as the main theme; 
it later became a part of the background decoration and often was placed 
under the inscriptions. 

Animals and birds played an important r61e in the decorative repertoire 
and were used both as the main theme and as a part of the background. 
Certain motifs, particularly the lion and the eagle or hawk, were associated 
with royalty, while others had talismanic and protective attributes. Both real 
and fantastic animals were represented, including a variety of birds, four-leg- 
ged predators with their prey and such mythical creatures as unicorns, griffins, 
harpies and sphinxes. O n  many objects dating from the fifthleleventh and 
sixth/twelfth centuries attributed to Iran and Afghanistan, animals were used 
as the main decorative theme. Winged sphinxes and griffins and pairs of birds 
flanking a tree contained auspicious messages. Animals depicted in combat, 
with ferocious birds of prey or lions attacking weaker creatures, symbolized 
imperial power. Dating from the same period and region are zoomorphic 
vessels shaped like lions or birds, frequently used as incense-burners or 
aquamaniles. Similar animals were fashioned into ornaments and jewellery, 
used as finials or rendered in high relief to decorate the pieces. 

Friezes composed of real and imaginary quadrupeds, generally paired as 
predators and prey, appear to have originated in the eastern Islamic lands and 
moved westwards. Among the most characteristic imperial themes was a hawk 
attacking a bird, enclosed within a roundel, popularly used in Egypt and Syria 
in the seventh/thirteenth century. 

Imperial themes were represented by figural compositions, as well as by 
banquets and hunts symbolizing both earthly and paradisiacal pleasures. 
Scenes depicting enthroned princes and courtly figures feasting and drinking 
while being entertained by musicians and dancers were f d y  developed by the 
seventh/thirteenth century. The decorative vocabulary included revellers 
holding beakers, surrounded by tall-necked wine-bottles and bowls of fruit; 
musicians playing a variety of string, wind and percussion instruments, such as 
lutes, harps, zithers, flutes, drums, tambourines and cymbals; and hunters on 
horseback pursuing wild creatures, assisted by trained falcons and cheetahs. 
Princely cycles depicted on metalwork are also encountered on contemporary 
ceramics and other arts, reflecting the preoccupation with these themes during 
the classical period. 

Figural compositions were fully exploited by the artists, who were tech- 
nically competent to transfer any given subject to the surfaces of their metal 
objects, thus rivalling the painters who worked with brushes on paper or on 
pottery. Astrological themes were second in popularity to imperial subjects 
and many pieces were decorated with the personifications of the seven planets 
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and the twelve constellations of the zodiac, depicted independently or in 
combination. There also existed cycles with the labours of the months or the 
heavenly bodies associated with the months, a theme unique to the me- 
talworkers of Turkey, who represented them on a series of candlesticks. 
Incorporated into the decoration were select astrological symbols, such as the 
symbol of the moon, represented either by a crescent or a figure holding a 
crescent or by the pseudo-planet al-Jawzahar, personified by a dragon. 

In addition to the conventional repertoire, the metalworkers created 
original cycles and compositions for specially commissioned objects, although 
the individual themes employed were by no means unique to these pieces. A 
representative example is the Freer basin [Fig. 21, its exterior decorated with 
large panels depicting polo players, and medallions with scenes from the life of 
Christ, interspersed with plaited fiy inscriptions, animated scrolls, friezes of 
real and fantastic animals, and roundels with musicians. The interior walls 
contain similar scrolls and animals, together with thd..tb inscriptions and a 
series of Christian saints standing under arches. The inner base, badly worn, 
depicts a banquet with musicians and revellers amidst animated scrolls, while 
the outside has the coat of arms of an eighteenth-century French family. The 
inscriptions state that the basin was made for al-Mahk al-Sdih Najm al-Din 
Ayyiib, the ruler of Diygr Bakr (1232-1239), Damascus (1239 and 1245-1249) 
and Egypt (1240-1249), who lost his life while fighting against the Crusade of 
Saint Louis in 1249. The patron of the basin must have requested both the 
polo game, his favourite sport, and the scenes from the life of Christ together 
with the group of saints to be represented on his metalwork. The Freer basin 
belongs to a rare group of some sixteen Egyptian or Syrian objects produced 
in the 1240s and decorated with Christian themes. Two of these are signed by 
Maw$ artists and two others bear the name of Sultan Najm al-Din Ayyiib. 
Ths particular piece may have been made as a gift for a Christian ally or 
confiscated as booty by the Crusaders, later passing on to the French family 
that engraved its coat of arms on the base. 

The metalworkers of this period formulated a decorative vocabulary that 
became the most prominent characteristic of Islamic metalwork and was used 
with minor modifications up to the twentieth century. The decoration in- 
cluded inscriptions written in angular and cursive scripts, geometric and floral 
motifs reflecting solar symbols, animals denoting imperial themes, and prin- 
cely and astrological cycles with paradisiacal and cosmic interpretations. The 
diversity and wealth of innovative motifs and themes were never equalled, 
although certain elements would be refined in years to come. 

The post-classical period 
The classical age of Islamic art was brought to an end by the Mongol 
invasions from Central Asia which took place in the middle of the seventh/ 
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VI-5(c).2 Brass basin inlaid with silver, executed for al-Malik al-Sm Najm 
al-Din Ayyib, Egypt or Syria, 1240s 

0 Freer Gallery of Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C. (55.10) 

thirteenth century and andated a number of states and cultural centres, 
forcing a substantial percentage of the population to migrate westwards to 
seek refuge in safer regions. The most valiant defenders of Islam against the 
foreign invaders were the Mamliiks, who not only stopped the Mongols but 
terminated the Crusades. A branch of the Mongols called the rlkhnnids 
settled in Iran, converted to Islam and eventually adopted the local traditions. 
Economic stability was resumed, commercial activities restored and the arts 
of Islam flourished once again. By the middle of the eighth/fourteenth 
century, Tlkhiinid power disintegrated and the empire was divided among 
local dynasties, including those who claimed the province of FPrs in southern 
Iran. 

At the turn of the century there occurred yet another invasion from 
Central Asia, this time led by Timar, who moved swiftly into the central 
Islamic lands and Anatolia. The Timiirids held court, first in Samarqand, then 
in Harat, which became the most renowned cultural centre after the 1470s. 

The production of Islamic metalwork during this period reveals a con- 
tinuation of classical techniques and themes. The same repertoire of inscrip- 
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tions, geometric and floral decorations, figural compositions and imperial and 
solar symbols appears on brasses inlaid with silver and gold. The inscriptions 
show a change in style and were generally written in tb.&tb, which in time 
replaced figural compositions and became the major decorative element on 
metalwork. 

Dated and inscribed examples indicate that the most prolific production 
of metalwork was sponsored by the Mamliiks and the rulers of Fars. Mamliik 
artists re-employed the features perfected by their predecessors and created 
some of the most spectacular examples of Islamic metalwork. They excelled in 
rendering tbzrltlth inscriptions and developed a circular composition in which 
the vertical shafts of the letters radiated from a central unit. The patrons were 
the ruling classes - the sultans and the emirs - who frequently employed their 
blazons on their objects. 

Metalwork produced in Fars, also made for the court and the wealthy 
&lite, reflects the classical themes, together with a preference for tbzhtb in- 
scriptions and generalized princely subjects, including enthroned personages 
and hunters. 

Certain new solar motifs became widely used on eighth/fourteenth- 
century objects, The radiating inscriptions in Mamliik metalwork, which 
contain praises to sultans and to emirs identified by their masters, can be 
interpreted as both an imperial and a cosmic symbol that associates the earthly 
king with the heavenly ruler. Other solar symbols include rosettes, often with 
swirling petals, and lotus-blossoms and ducks placed in circular compositions 
or in addorsed and confronted pairs, which tend to carry esoteric and mystical 
interpretations. Another widely used decorative detail was the fish-pond 
theme, depicting fishes and other marine creatures swimming in concentric 
patterns inside basins and bowls. The earliest dated use of this theme, which 
represents the manifestation of the sun in the water, is found on a bowl in the 
Galleria Estense in Modena, Italy, made in 704/1305 by ‘Abd al-Qadir b. 
&ad al-Khdiq al-Shiribi, an artist from Shiraz, the capital of Fas. It was 
also used on contemporary and possibly earlier examples commissioned by the 
Mamliiks, such as the late-seventh/thrteenth- or early-ninth/fourteenth-cen- 
tury bowl and basin made by Muhammad b. al-Zayn, both in the Louvre, 
Paris. These two objects, thought to have been made in Cairo, contain ex- 
ceptionally detailed figural compositions that recreate the activities of the 
Mamliik court. Their refined execution indicates that the Mamliik me- 
talworkers not only inherited the technical facilities of the masters of the 
classical age but also superseded them. 

Inlaid brasses made for the Mamliiks and those assigned to Iran share a 
number of features, including alternate use of geometric and floral designs in 
the background, friezes of running predators and prey, and such cosmic 
themes as sun-rays, geometric roundels, lotus-blossoms, ducks and compo- 
sitions radiating from central stars, which survived well into the eleventh/ 
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seventeenth century. In contrast to these iconographic and decorative simila- 
rities, the contents of their inscriptions show a variation. Objects from Iran 
often include the phrase 'inheritor of the kingdom of Solomon', a title used by 
the rulers of Fgrs, who controlled Persepolis and Pasargadae, ancient sites 
associated with the Biblical patriarch Solomon. 

By the middle of the eighth/fourteenth century, the impact of the clas- 
sical decorative repertoire began to wane and certain themes gradually dis- 
appeared. The most notable among these were figural compositions and 
animated inscriptions and scrolls. The main decorative element came to be 
bold tbzthtb inscriptions, as mentioned earlier, although on some objects a 
derivative version of fii was still employed. Comparatively more naturalistic 
floral scrolls, their thin undulating branches bearing split-leaves and forming 
occasional knots and cartouches, were fashionable in the following century 
and influenced the group of Italian metalwork identified with the school of 
Venice. 

Metalwork produced in the ninth/fifteenth century reflects the lack of 
high-quality workmanship and harmonious use of silver, copper and gold in- 
lays that characterized the earlier pieces. Many objects were simply engraved 
with hatching, ring-matting or black organic compounds applied to the 
background in an attempt to create texture or colour. A number of brass and 
copper pieces were also tinned, which produced a silvery effect. The few 
inlaid examples indicate that silver wire was preferred over the earlier practice 
of using pre-cut thin sheets. This deterioration in Islamic metalwork may have 
been the result of dire economic conditions or merely a change in consumer 
taste; patrons no longer seem to have been interested in possessing metal 
objects and chose, instead, to commission manuscripts or purchase imported 
Chinese porcelains. 

An exceptional series of jugs and vases, carefully executed and inlaid with 
silver and at times with gold, was produced in the Timarid capital of Hast in 
the last quarter of the ninth/fifteenth century. The series represents the new 
aesthetics in surface decoration that would continue to be influential for 
centuries to come. The design was minutely rendered and consists of floral 
scrolls and Arabic and Persian inscriptions written in na&hi or nasta'kq, an 
elegant cursive style reserved for royal manuscripts. The Arabic inscriptions 
generally contain routine benedictory phrases, whereas the Persian inscriptions 
either repeat those given in Arabic or include verses composed by such great 
Iranian poets as Hnfiz, Sa'& and Firdawsi. The repertoire of these pieces 
shows a close relationship with the contemporary arts of the book and reflects 
the same styles of writing and refined floral elements, including superimposed 
naturalistic and stylized scrolls. The surface decoration of 'Iimtirid metalwork 
had a long-lasting impact on both Ottoman and Safawid examples. 
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Later islamic metalwork 

The political history of the Islamic world after the 900s/1500s is dominated by 
powerful empires. The Ottomans, who had emerged from a small principality 
at the north-western corner of Turkey and spread to eastern Europe, western 
Asia and northern Africa, were by far the strongest, with the longest survival 
record. The Safawids inherited the Tfmfirid lands, ruling over Iran and 
Afghanistan, while the Mughals succeeded in controhng India. These great 
empires established large and complex court ateliers that employed the most 
talented artists of the age. 

Early Ottoman metalwork reflects influences of Timurid and Mamlfik 
arts as well as eastern European traditions. By the mid-tenth/sixteenth century 
an indigenous style evolved, incorporating both naturalistic and stylised flor- 
al~. The designs were engraved on brass and copper wares, some of whch 
were also tinned. A specialty of Ottoman metalworkers was tombuk, or gdded 
copper, whch continues to be popular today. Whde brass and copper objects 
were basically uulitarian and served diverse levels of the society, the court 
commissioned pieces fashioned in silver and gold, lavishly decorated with 
rock-crystal or jade plaques and encrusted with various precious gems. 

Among the more dazzling pieces made for the Ottoman sultans is a gold 
canteen, its surface totally covered with articulated gold plaques and lobed jade 
meddons bearing floral scrolls with emeralds and rubies set into the cores of 
the blossoms [Fig. 31. The gold plaques are further embelllshed with chased 
and incised floral scrolls with ring-matting applied to the background. The 
spout of the canteen is shaped as a dragon, whde two similar creatures jut 
from its shoulders, one bearing a pearl in its mouth, the other an emerald. 
Such vessels were used for the sultan's drinhng water and became symbols of 
sovereignty together with the imperial sword, both of whch were carried by 
high court officials during ceremonial events. 

Another metal exclusively used for imperial wares was t#t& or zinc, 
fashioned into various shapes, includmg jugs, bottles and bowls, and often 
encrusted with gems. This material, used in the Ottoman and Safawid courts 
during the early tenth/sixteenth century, appears to have origmated in the 
'Iiiiirid period; it had a lirmted popularity and lsappeared after the eleventh/ 
seventeenth century. 

Among the most lavishly decorated zinc wares is a long-necked bottle 
made in the Safawid court during the early tenth/sixteenth century [Fig. 41. 
Embehshed with gold filigree components and encrusted with such gems as 
turquoises and rubies, it contains a pair of cartouches with nustu'kq inscrip- 
tions which refer to the vessel and the wine-steward, emphasizing its function. 

Early Safawid metalwork maintained the decorative features found on 
late Timurid pieces, but silver and gold inlays were used more and more 
sparingly. The influence of the art of the book is also visible on courtly ob- 
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VI-5(c).3 Gold canteen encrusted with jade plaques and gems, 
Turkey, second half of the tenth/sixteenth century 

0 Topkapi Palace Museum, Istanbul (2/3825) 
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VI-5(c).4 Compressed globular long-necked flask, 
zinc with a tracery of gold inlay encrusted with turquoises 

and rubies in clawmounts, Iran, c. 905/1500 
0 Topkapi Palace Museum Library, Istanbul (2/2877) 
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jects, the most interesting of which is a high-tin bronze bowl in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, London. It was made in 916/1510-1511 by Malyniid 
'Ali and decorated with a poem composed by Hili% and rendered in nasta'kq 
by Sultan Muhammad, who was most likely the esteemed calligrapher, Sultan 
Muhammad Niir of Ha&. 

The majority of Safawid objects were made of brass and copper, at times 
tinned, and decorated with nmkh or nmta'kq inscriptions and floral scrolls 
which were often superimposed, the one bearing naturalistic blossoms and 
buds, the other split-leaves. These decorations were also applied to iron and 
steel, frequently inlaid or overlaid with gold and fashioned into arms and 
armour, objects for personal use, and architectural decoration and furnishings. 

During the tenth/ sixteenth and eleventh/ seventeenth centuries figural 
compositions were revived in Iranian metalwork, with animals and humans 
generally placed within a landscape. Their repertoire included courtly figures 
feasting, drinking or riding, and mystics discoursing or contemplating. These 
themes continued to be depicted on Iranian metalwork for centuries there- 
after. 

Early Mughal metalwork relied heavily on Iranian techniques and themes, 
as observed on copper or tinned-copper examples as well as on brasses, which 
are at times inlaid with silver or simply engraved with black organic com- 
pounds applied to the background. Floral motifs predominate, although ani- 
mals and human figures within a landscape were occasionally depicted. A few 
of the pieces were embellished with inscriptions based on Iranian prototypes. 

A speciality of Indian metalworkers was Ehrf ware pig. 51, named after 
the city of Bidar where this technique was though to have originated. This 
type of ware, which became widely produced after the eleventh/seventeenth 
century, was composed of an alloy of zinc. The pieces were cast and inlaid 
with silver, at times also with brass and gold, and coated with sal ammoniac, 
which created a matte black surface when removed and provided a contrast to 
the bright inlays. 

The Mughal court, renowned for its wealth and passion for precious 
objects, commissioned large quantities of silver and gold items as well as those 
employing jade and rock-crystal, frequently encrusted with gems and enamels. 
Also made for the court were steel and iron arms and armour, together with 
ceremonial swords and daggers, some of which have jewelled handles and 
sheaths. 

Islamic metalworkers relied upon the technology of their predecessors 
and created an extraordinary range of decorative themes and styles that be- 
came indigenous to their world. Surface embellishment was of primary con- 
cern and the objects were invested with epigraphic and pictorial messages that 
forced the beholder to search for their meaning. These messages, at times 
intentionally obscured, offered an intellectual challenge and enhanced the va- 
lue and appreciation of the pieces. 
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VI-5(c).5 Haqp base, water-pipe bowl, inlaid with brass and silver, 
‘bda~f’ ware, Bidar, India, seventeenth century 
0 Victoria & Albert Museum, London (IS 27-1980) 

Needless to say, the study of Islamic metalwork relies heavily on in- 
scriptions, which not only decorate the pieces but also provide the most im- 
portant documentation for the identification of artists, patrons, dates and 
provenance, thus enabhg scholars to trace the stylistic and technical devel- 
opments in diverse regons. As more of the inscriptions are studied and 
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published, information on regional workshops will increase and the individual 
styles of the artists who created some of the most spectacular objects in the 
history of Islamic art will be identified. 

Studies of technique, iconography and provenance are essential for the 
understanding of the evolution of Islamic metalwork, but its primary purpose, 
that is, its function, should not be overlooked. Each piece was designed for 
personal use and served a specific purpose: some held candles, liquids, incense 
or writing-implements, whereas others were used as ornaments or weapons. 
These functional objects were transformed into works of art through the 
technical virtuosity and refined aesthetics of their makers. 
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Chapter 5(d) 

ISLAMIC HANDICRAFTS 
Jean-L0ui.r Michon 

INTRODUCTION 

Any discussion of the handicrafts in an Islamic context wd inevitably be 
drawn into the realm of art. If w e  take the word ‘artist’ in the sense of 
someone noted for aesthetic creativity, there is no Muslim artist who is not 
first and foremost a craftworker (@2i9 with the requisite expertise in one more 
manual discipline. Moreover, even though there are some handicrafts with no 
obvious creative dimension - as in the work of the tanner or, lower down the 
handicraft-‘chain’, the fellmonger - it is not uncommon to see craftworkers 
whose r6le is considered purely ‘utilitarian’, incorporating decorative features, 
into their work and thereby lending a genuine aesthetic quality to the finshed 
product. 

This being so, a comprehensive study of Islamic handcrafts with their 
diversity of speciahzed skills could conceivably encompass the entire range of 
artistic trades. In order not to reiterate what has been said of these specialized 
skills in other chapters of ths book, nor simply to provide a tedious list of 
handicrafts and artefacts whch have always existed in the Muslim world, this 
article, which is necessarily brief, has endeavoured to research and bring to- 
gether those elements whch have given a remarkable originality and perma- 
nence to Islamic handicrafts. 

These elements are primarily of an ideologcd nature stemming from 
the Islamic faith, the law of the Qur’iin and the custom (szmnaa) of the 
Prophet, and preserve at the same time ideas and symbols from ancient 
cultures. Various technical, ethnic and sociological features from a number 
of different sources, vestiges of which are still clearly visible today, were 
then grafted on to, and completely assirmlated by, these elements. The 
commonly heard maxim, ‘unity in diversity’, amply sums up the nature of 
Islamic handicrafts. 
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The origm and the status of the handicrafts in the Muslim 
community (zlmma) 
SPIRITUAL SOURCES 
As moulder of the Muslim sod, the Qurh teaches that it is ‘God Who 
created you and what you make’ (xxxvTI.96). The assumption therefore is 
that no artefact will ever be more than a product of the ability invested in man 
to act in accordance with an eternal decree. 

The similarity between the creative act of humankind and that of God is 
implied in the Qurk when God says of Himself that ‘He created man of clay 
like the potter’ (LV.14). Proceeding in the same order from the human level to 
the &vine, al-Ghadi writes: ‘Just as the architect first draws bzqazwir) all 
aspects of a house on a blank piece of paper in order to build it subsequently 
according to the copy (nzl~kha), so too the Creator of the Heavens and Earth 
inscribed the ‘well-preserved tablet’ (&a& al-mabfi) with a blueprint of the 
Word from its beginnin to its end before bringing it into existence in ac- 
cordance with His copy. 

The craftworker, like the Creator, starts with a blank surface that is de- 
void of any representation, be it the architect’s blank page or the carver’s bed 
of plaster or of any other prepared, naturally occurring material such as earth, 
wood, metal, textile or leather, in order to recreate on it one of the in- 
numerable images that have formed in his imagination. H e  then works in three 
stages, namely, conception (tuqdr), creation or production @9 and shaping 
(tu~wir), which give the object its predesigned form. 

The three stages constitute the process of both divine and human crea- 
tion, since God, according to a series of names attributed to Him in the 
Qur’w (LIX.24), is called Creator (khdiq), Maker (B&i3 and Shaper 
(Miqawir), the first attribute implying a sense of predestination as in the 
verse: ‘And he created everythg, then he ordained it’ (XXV.2), the second 
suggesting the power to originate and bring to life, while the third describes 
how H e  bestows on all that H e  makes the most perfect and and beautiful 
form. 

The actual process of artistic creation has perhaps nowhere been analysed 
and explained with such clarity as in the ‘Epistles’ (Rasa’il) of the Brethren of 
Purity (ZkhwZa al-Jafi3, a group of Muslim philosophers of the fourth/tenth 
century who compiled an extremely detailed encyclopaedia of contemporary 
sciences and their spiritual and metaphysical foundations. Distingushing be- 
tween practical arts (al-;anZ’P al- ‘amal5a) and theoretical arts (al-;an~?P al- 
‘ilmzjya), that is to say, the creation of an object and its pre-existent form in the 
human intellect, the Ikhwiin al-Saf5i’ showed that ‘the created object (al- 

5 

l. Al-GhazdG, @ya’ ctllrsm ul-&n, 5 vols., Beirut, Diir al-Ma‘rifa, 1983,111, p. 20. 
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mqm29 is a homogeneous entity composed of substance and form, a synthesis 
that comes about under the influence of the Universal Soul, which, in turn, 
draws its power from the Universal Intellect in accordance with the Divine 
Order.’2 

Ths is the sacred basis of all art as practised by the craftworker who 
seeks to conform to God’s Will and create only by a power delegated to him 
and through an association with Heaven which spans the various degrees of 
divine manifestation. In this respect, Sayyid Husayn Nasr has pointed out that 
the word Sada used by the Ikhww al-Saf2 should be translated as ‘art’ (from 
the Latin term an in the sense of ‘production’) rather than as ‘handicraft’, 
because it encompasses all human creativity and, according to Nasr, char- 
acterizes ‘the proper way of making anythtng during the normal period of the 
human history’. As used in Persian, the word SamPa, therefore, ‘confirms . . . 
through the very breadth of its meaning the unity of art and life whch has 
characterized Persian culture, like every other traditional culture, throughout 
hi~tory’.~ 

Human participation in the divine quality of mzqamr is also self-limiting 
because the artist could not give life to the creatures he has reproduced; His 
creativity then would be tainted with a manifest imperfection and could nei- 
ther be completed nor be made good and beautiful. The greatest master Ibn 
al-‘Arabi, in his commentary on the famous bu&tb about the condemnation 
that awaits the ‘fashioners of images’ (mzqam’~fi), explains that ‘God has 
condemned and threatened the sha er (mquwm>) because he does not com- 
plete the form that he has created.’ ! 

ETHICAL SOURCES 

The craftworker’s feeling of being no more than an instrument in the hands of 
an All-Wise and Guiding Will infinitely greater than his own is reflected in the 
care he takes to conform to traditional rules and practices and particularly in 
the importance attached to certain sayings and attitudes attributed to the 
Prophet Muhammad, which form the basis of the craft-worker’s ethical code. 
This can be seen, for instance, in the budtb recorded by al-Tirmidhi and al- 
Tabarm- which says that ‘God loves the faithful servant who carries on a 

2. Ikhwb al-Safg’, Rasd’il IkbwrSn al-s.fls’ wa-kbilhn al-wajZ’, 12 parts. in 4 vols., Beirut, D%r 
S&%r 1376/1957, I, p. 277. 

3. S. H. Nasr, Islamic Art and $iritnal& Cambridge, The Islamic Texts Society, 1988. 
4. Cited by S. M a c h ,  ne Samd Pattern 4 Traditional Idamic Ambitecture according to S$ Doctnke, 

Thesis, Sydney, University of Sidney, Faculty of Architecture, 1990, pp. 89f., a thesis in 
which the author came to an interesting conclusion in respect of ‘The Divine Names and 
the artistic standard’ by showing that a man who creates a convincing form in accordance 
with the ‘grammar’ of symbolic language is imitating the process of Divine Creation and 
that, therefore, ‘one’s artefact becomes an embodiment of the qualities of God‘s artefact’. 
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trade’, where faith and professional practice are inextricably linked. Another 
budith has it that ‘God shows mercy towards the person who makes something 
and then perfects it (atganahzl).’ 

ZtqZn, the pursuit of perfection, goes hand in hand with ibsZn, good be- 
haviour, even if every craftworker is well aware that true perfection belongs 
only to God. This is why one can see many craftworkers in the Muslim word 
exhbiting the virtues of patience (~abr) and submission (tuskm), virtues which 
dignify the status of each human as a Deputy of God on Earth (kha@tAllZh 
‘ah Lard). Precisely because of the nature of the craft-worker’s trade, which 
demands concentration of the hand while allowing the heart and the spirit to 
remain free, there are countless craft-workers who have come very close to 
God and have through the centuries acheved fame as a result of their ex- 
tensive knowledge of the religious sciences and the depth of their mystical 
experience. One such person is Shaykh Ahmad al-‘Alawi of Mustaghanim, 
who died in 1934. A shoemaker by trade, his saintliness drew thousand of 
followers to hs .@w&z (shrine) from all over the Muslim world and even in- 
duced a certain sympathy and openness towards Islam in a large number of 
European  intellectual^.^ 

Muhammad al-HPshimi al-Tilimsm, whose teaching I was privileged to 
hear in Damascus, whither he had emigrated from Algeria prior to the World 
War I and where he died in 1961 , was of the same spiritual lineage. H e  was 
trained as a tailor and had carried on his trade until a time when his duties as an 
‘dim teaching canonical law and theology at the great Umayyad Mosque oc- 
cupied all of his time. He, too, was a man of great modesty and generosity and 
was intensely passionate about fulfilling his duty towards God and humanity. 

The direct links between practising handicrafts and following the Straight 
Path (al-Jir$ al-~u.~%qTm) also stem from the fact that most trades were, ac- 
cording to ancient tradition, originally taught by prophets. The carpenter’s art 
therefore goes back to Noah (Sqvid Nib), who received instructions from 
God in how to build the Ark. Likewise, the origin of the weaver’s trade is 
attributed to Shith Seth, one of Noah‘s three sons. The memory of these 
saintly teachers was kept alive in initiation ceremonies and various other rituals 
observed by craft-associations, particularly in Cairo and Damascus, until as 
recently as the beginning of this century. Very close links also exist between 
the trade-associations and the Ssfi orders (tumq, sing. tazGqa), many members 
of which are recruited from amongst craft-workers. In Turkey, the powerful 
Corporation of Tanners was headed by Ah- Ewriin, a Sufi with legendary 
qualities, whose grave at Eshshehir in Anatolia was a popular place of pil- 
grimage. In Fez, as in the rest of Morocco, where most craftworkers are 

5. Cf. M. Lings A Xu$ Saint oftbe Twentieth Centuv: Shaikb Ahmad a/- ‘Alaw2; his Spiritual Heritage 
and Legay, (Ethical and Religious Classics of East and West, 23), London, George Allen 
and Unwin, 1973. 
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affiliated to a Safi order, all the corporations participate in the annual cele- 
bration (mawsim) of Mawkiy Idris, the venerated founder of the city, whose 
tomb is draped with a new covering (kiswa) of green velvet with gold em- 
broidery made by the local craftworkers. 

TECHNICAL AND AESTHETIC SOURCES 

As the Muslims moved out of Arabia, they came across new techniques and 
materials, together with a more formal code of practice, which allowed them 
to build, expand and embellish the great cities of Basra, Kufa, Damascus, 
Cairo, Qairouan and Cordova, where rapid expansion and organization in 
many admirable respects have greatly astonished and intrigued modern 
historians. Due as much to their own urban background, which had been 
established within the first Muslim community at Medina, as to their ability to 
integrate into the Unitarian creed of tuw&dmetaphysical and moral elements to 
go together with the demands of the material life, the Muslims managed to 
assimilate both the methods of the craftworkers and the aesthetic values and 
symbolic overtones that they considered in keeping with their own ideals and 
to use them to fashion their surroundings. 

- 
- 

The following features were borrowed by the Muslims: 
building methods, such the Byzantine dome and the Sasiinid arch; 
urban planning concepts, for example, that of the Round City used in the 
construction of Baghdad (although it was abandoned quite soon after), 
the Roman cus~m, the Romano-Byzantine villa and the Persian garden; 
decorative features and motifs, such as the Roman niche, later trans- 
formed into the mibnib, the Persian m~qurnas and Coptic intertwined 
patterns ; 
a large number of local techques used in metallurgy, weaving and the 
like, which could be applied in all fields of the handicrafts. 
Despite the diversity of these ‘borrowings’, Muslim handicrafts are ev- 

erywhere recognizable as such, while their artifacts show a great deal of 
homogeneity which can be explained only by reference to the spirit in which 
they were created. Whether objects of everyday use for the middle classes or 
the poor with no decorative features whatsoever, or whether the same or- 
dinary objects, but embellished or made with more costly materials or used to 
beautify men and women and to adorn places of worship, thereby taking on an 
additional aesthetic dimension, both varieties reflect at different levels the 
same adherence to the rules of a trade and both fulfil specific functional needs. 

Two examples from each of the above categories of objects will perhaps 
suffice to illustrate the relationship that binds them together. The first example 
is a gripping account included in a book by Titus Burckhardt on the quality of 
life in a traditional Muslim town less than fifty years ago. When the author 
visited an old comb-maker in the historic city of Fez and watched him de- 

- 

- 
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taching the horns from the skulls of oxen, splitting them, opening them out 
over a flame and filing each tooth of the comb with the greatest of care, the 
craftworker said to him: 

My work may seem crude to you but it needs a sixth sense which I cannot 
describe in words. I only realized it myself after many years and, even if I 
wanted to, I could not teach it directly to my own son if he was not 
already capable of seeing it for hunself ... It is a trade which goes back 
from apprentice to master as far as to our lord Seth who was the first to 
teach it to men. What comes from a prophet - for Seth was a prophet - is 
always remarkably profitable, both outwardly and inwardly. What I gradually 
came to realize is that nothing is done randomly in this trade. In every 
movement or gesture of the hand, there is a modicum of wisdom. Not 
everybody understands &IS. But, even so, it is stupid and indefensible to 
deprive people of the heritage of the prophets by sitting them in front of 
machines where, day after day, they are required to carry out meaningless 
tasks.‘ 

In the case of decorative motifs, the craftworker may have a much more 
precise awareness of the spiritual significance of his work. Thus, when a 
researcher inquired about how Muslim craftworkers in Malaysia were inspired 
by the local flora, he was given the following response from a painter who had 
decorated two wall-panels in a local house: 

In the oval at the centre of the first panel is the name of the Prophet’s father-in- 
law and the first Muslim Cahph, Aba Bakr. The second oval is blank because it 
represents the existence of the one and only God, whose essence cannot be 
observed with the human eye. The endless cable-pattern of intertwined lines 
around the ovals expresses the infinite existence of the Omnipotent, who is 
without beginning or end. All creation emanates from Him, its beginning re- 
presented by a bulb or seed and its end by a shoot, a flower or a bud. The 
occupant of the house is therefore constantly reminded of the omnipresence of 
God and of the inevitable destiny of humankind.’ 

The author then showed the craftworker select particular plants like bamboo 
or caladium, having’ edible shoots and which, by their nature, extolled the 
bounty of the All-Sustaining Creator or evoked exotic scents and flowers. H e  
also explained how the craft-worker takes the essential characteristics of a 
plant and combines them, often by having them grow from the same creeping 
branch, in order to conjure up an exquisite garland, as in a Japanese flower- 
arrangement. 

6. T. Burckhardt, fis: Jtadt des /Sam, Olten, Urs Graf Verlag; 1960, p. 66; appeared in English 
transl.: W Stoddart, fiz, Go ofhhm, Cambridge, Islamic Texts Society, 1992, pp. 76-79. 

7. N. M. N. Zainal Abidin, ‘Malaysia’s Flora and its Inspiration to Traditional Artisans’, in 
Arts and the hhmt’c World, 18, Supplement 1990, pp. 79ff. 
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With regard to the origin of this aesthetic language used by Muslim 
craftworkers, it is surprising to see the extent to which there are still two 
distinct sources of inspiration to be found throughout the Muslim world. The 
first goes back to the most ancient of times and is preserved in rural and semi- 
desert regions, whde the second is more typically ‘Islamic’ and has arisen from 
the synthesis that occurred in the workshops of urban craft-workers. The 
whole of Islamic civilization is characterized by these two trends, corre- 
sponding to the nomadic and sedentary ways of life, both of which featured in 
the life of the Prophet Muhammad himself, who was not only a member of 
the Meccan ruling class, and therefore a town-dweller, but had also been a 
shepherd in his youth and a caravaneer in later life. This symbiotic relationship 
between the two lifestyles was subsequently perpetuated in Muslim society in 
the very heart of the classical cities, which, for all their elegant architecture, 
retained something of the appearance of small desert towns. So too, inside the 
homes of city-dwellers, could be found a particular style of easily portable and 
multi-purpose furniture, such as chests, benches, trays and low tables. 
However, a clear distinction, to which we will return later, is everywhere 
preserved between those arts that can be termed ‘nomadic’, despite being 
practised by settled country-dwellers, and the urban arts. The nomadic type 
employs old methods and motifs while the urban form makes use of more 
refined processes and every kind of Islamic decoration, notably calligraphy, 
regular geometric shapes and intertwining vegetation. 

Furthermore, in an interesting overlap of the two trends, town-dwelling 
craftworkers can be seen incorporating elements of bedouin vocabulary into 
their own repertoire, while their village counterparts, fascinated by the urban 
setting, assimilate it into their more primitive language. 

The organization of handcrafts 
THE CORPORATE SYSTEM 
The rules and regulations of professional ethics, which were referred to earlier, 
were enforced in Muslim cities through corporate bodies, which developed 
along with the great cities and often included already-existing groups of 
craftworkers, particularly in the Near East, which had formerly been under 
Romano-Byzantine influence. Elements of ancient ritual marking, for 
example, the progression from apprentice to journeyman or from craftworker 
to master, were in this way passed on and preserved within the corporations 
and gdds of Muslim cities. 

According to the very many accounts which have come down to us from 
the classical age to modern times, the corporate system in Muslim cities 
eventually encompassed all professional occupations of an economic nature, 
involving production, distribution and the provision of services and excluding 
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only the religous, administrative and military functions.8 
The craftworker’s trade is acquired by serving an apprenticeship. Over 

the many years spent inside the workshop, the apprentice learns from the 
master, often hs own father, not just the rules and practices of the trades but 
also standards of behaviour based on religious and moral principles that are 
supposed to regulate hs relationship with other craft-workers and with his 
customers. 

When the apprentice has grown to adulthood, he is, at the appropriate 
time, admitted to membership of the corporation by undergoing an initiation 
ceremony conducted by the master of the gwld in the presence of senior 
members and in accordance with a ritual that varies from one corporation or 
region to another. In all cases, it involves a solemn agreement sanctified by 
the recitation of the first Sura of the Qur’iin (uL-F~~~u), by a meal, often 
referred to as tamdba because the presence of salt (miLb) symbolizes the bond 
between the members of the fraternity, and by a prayer said by all those in 
attendance. 

The progression from craftworker (@2i9 to master (ma ‘aLLim) merely 
requires the consensus of the other members of the corporation, who may ask 
for a masterpiece to be produced. 

The masters of each corporation elect from amongst themselves a reliable 
and trustworthy man (amTB or shqkh) to represent them or act as an arbiter in 
the event of any professional or other dispute. It is the shqkh alone who has 
the authority to confer the title of journeyman on an apprentice and it is he 
who convenes meetings of the gwld, at which he presides over the discussion 
of matters professional. It is the shqkh also who disciplines those who have 
contravened the rules of the profession. Thus, the dqkh of an offending 
weaver’s gdd could be summoned to a workshop to cut into pieces a length of 
cloth that did not conform to standard measurements and to hang up the 
remnants outside the offending premises. H e  could pronounce the temporary 
or permanent closure of the shop of a dishonest craftworker or trader and, in 
the case of a goldsmith known to have debased his gold, he might turn hls 
block upside down in order to prevent h m  working until such a time when he 
received the shqkh’s permission to resume hs trade. The shqkh also nego- 
tiated with government authorities in matters of taxation and even intervened 
in municipal and town-planning affairs by virtue of his authority over the 

8. See the comprehensive article on this subject by Y. Ibish, in R. B. Serjeant (ed.), 7he (slamic 
Gty: Selected Phpers from the Colloquium Held at the MidLe East Centre, ficulg .f Oriental Studex, 
Cambridge, UnitedEngdom, from 19 to 231~4 1976, Paris, UNESCO, 1980, pp. 11425, and 
also A. Raymond et al., Artisans et commercants au Caire au XflIEme siicle, 2 vols., Damascus, 
Institut Frangais de Damas, 1974. Information about the vast body of literature dealing 
with professional ethics and trade corporations can be found in the E’ articles ‘Futuwwa’, 
‘Hisba’, and ‘Sinf’. 
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craftworkers congregated not only in a particular commercial area but often in 
residential areas too. 

Craftworkers are grouped into quarters, with those who make a lot of 
noise, such as blacksmiths and brass-workers, or those who use hazardous 
materials, like tanners, potters and glass-blowers, being banished to the out- 
skirts of the city. Finished goods are sold either directly from the craftworker’s 
workshop through a broker (&lLd), or from the shops of the souk or stalls of 
the qq;a@.ya, the covered market where the most valuable items like fabrics 
and jewellery are on sale and which is usually situated near the Great Mosque. 
There are also the caravanserais, the &ins and funduqs where goods are stored 
before being offered on the market but from where sales are also made. 

The corporations have historically played a very important r61e in urban 
society, extending as far as maintaining order in the face of subversive ele- 
ments. Many of them held lists of their members which, inter alia, most no- 
tably allowed them to enlist the support of craftworkers, who would take part 
in various communal tasks or duties on behalf of the sultan, the @’id or pious 
foundations, or even for the community, in order to relieve damage (and 
suffering) caused by natural dsasters. In a detailed study of Muslim corpora- 
tions in Morocco, Louis Massignon pointed out that ‘in Marrakesh, after 
torrential rain causing landslides and damage to property, masons, adobe- 
markers and lime- and brick-sellers are first obliged to work for the benefit of 
the less fortunate before attending to their more established  client^'.^ 

By virtue of the number and social standmg of their members, some of 
the corporations wielded at various times a great deal of influence over the 
political and administrative authorities. Such was the case in Tunis where the 
corporation of chtchia-makers (shaww&h&.ya) was almost exclusively composed 
of Andalusians and where the amZn was both the leading merchant and 
President of the Trade Tribunal and therefore held sway over all the cor- 
porations of the city. Equally, in Turkey, the tanners, who had a well-estab- 
lished, centralized organization, managed to gain considerable influence over 
all the Anatolian corporations to the extent of controlling how they were 
administered and presiding over the initiation ceremonies of their apprentices. 

AN ASSORTMENT O F  PEOPLE AND ARTEFACTS 
The dissemination and assimilation of the sources of inspiration and 
techniques mentioned above were assisted not only by the unifying nature of 
Islam but also by the high degree of mobility which has characterized over the 
centuries those peoples that embraced the Muslim religion. This is exemplified 
by tribal migrations, by the displacement of entire populations after the arrival 

9. L. Massignon, ‘EnquGte sur les corporations $artisans et de commerqants au Maroc’, Revue 
du Monde Mudman, 56, 1924, p. 102. 
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of the Saljiiqs in Iran and Anatolia in the fifth/eleventh century, by the 
emergence from the desert of the Almoravid and Almohad dynasties, by the 
relentless wave of invasions by the Mongol tribes, and by the movement of 
traders, either temporarily for the purpose of their business or permanently 
during times of profound economic upheaval, as was the case when, according 
to archival documents from the Cairo Geniza," a large bourgeois population 
moved from Iran, Iraq and Syria towards Egypt and North Africa just before 
the year 391/1000. 

Architects and craftworkers were also displaced in large numbers, either 
voluntarily or at the invitation of some ruler who patronized the arts. The 
important part played by such patronage in the development of handicrafts 
cannot be emphasized enough. This is illustrated by the way in which handi- 
crafts were at the mercy of changes in local dynasties and sultans, flourishing 
where political power was well established and falling into decline when it 
waned or disappeared altogether. In Persia, for example, whose artistic tradi- 
tions became fused with those of Byzantium in Baghdad from the second/ 
eighth and third/ninth centuries to give Muslim art its original character, the 
techniques and forms of this type of art, both in architecture and in the 
applied arts, were propagated by the various dynasties, first towards the east to 
Bukhan, Samarqand and Ghazna, then to the north to Rayy and Tabriz, finally 
reachmg Tehran via Qm-n, I?fahiin and Shirnz. A further eloquent example 
of the importance of patronage can be seen in tenth/sixteenth-century Turkey, 
where handicrafts, at the instigation of Sulaymiin the Magnificent, achieved 
the exceptional quality that was revealed recently in the exhibition that the 
world visited at the end of the 1980s." 

Artistic ideas and techniques were also disseminated by involuntary 
movements, particularly when craftworkers were forced into exile. Under the 
Umayyads, for instance, Greek and Coptic craftworkers were dispatched to 
Medina and Damascus to help in the construction of mosques. The 'Abbnsid 
capital of Siimarrn' was built in a similar way in a very short period of time. 
Several centuries later, in a contemporary account by the Spanish Ambassador 
Clavijo, Tiiiir Lang was quick to transport the best weavers, glass- and por- 
celain-workers, goldsmiths, weapons-makers and others. whose lives had been 
spared following the capture of Shirnz, Baghdad and the cities of Syria and 
Anatolia, to his capital Samarqand to beautify and embellish it.12 

10. Cf. S. D. Goitein, 'A Turning Point in the History of the Muslim State', in his Xtrdes in 
hlamicHstoy andInstWions, Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1966, pp. 168-197; see also the EZ'article 
'Geniza', by the same autor. 

11. See E. Atil, lhe Age OfSuItan XiLyman theMagnzjicent, Washington, D. C., National Gallery of 
Art, 1987. 

12. On the complex personality of TiGr Lang, merciless destroyer but enlightened builder, 
see L. Kehren, TamerIan, L'ezpire & seigneur de fir, Neuchitel, h la BaconniZre, 1978. 
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However, it is particularly through commercial exchanges, which occur 
to come extent during the pilgrimage to Mecca, that artefacts circulate 
throughout the Muslim world, spreadmg their influences from one country to 
another. As R. Ettinghausen pointed out: 

Trade in those days consisted of taking goods abroad and exchanging them, not 
for money but for other goods which the merchant then brought back to his 
own country.. . The practice of copying imported objects, which were expensive 
but fashionable, accelerated further the cross-fertilization of indigenous and 
foreign trends. The copying applied principally to fabrics, which could be 
transported easily over great distances and were especially sought after on the 
international market. People of Kairouan in Tunisia wear materials made in 
Iran; Iraqi silk factories sell their wares in Alexandria; Sicily exports, among 
other items, clothes made out of Tustari cloth, named after the town of Tustar 
in south-west Iran.. . Exports, and the local copies which then ensue, eventually 
reduce the price and the merchants are afforded a much wider market. Many 
other artefacts are traded on the international market. Ready-made leather 
bookbindings are dtspatched from Morocca to Egypt, ceramics from Tinnis are 
shipped to Ramla in Palestine; India exports bronze and copper containers, silk 
and cotton fabrics and leatherwork and imports fabrics, clothes, silverware, 
leather, glass, carpets and 

CLASSIFICATION OF HANDICRAFTS 

Drawing up even a basic list of handicrafts still practised in the Muslim world 
today would largely lie outside the scope of the present chapter, particularly in 
view of the fact that a list of manual crafts drawn up in 1924, just for the city 
of Fez, contained 120 items.I4 Even if those trades specifically involved in the 
provision of food-stuffs, like those of millers, bakers, oven-workers, pastry- 
cooks, confectioners, butchers and friers, were left out, there are still at least a 
hundred categories of handicraft, most of them affiliated to corporations, 
engaged in responding to the needs of the urban population: housing, 
clothing, socializing, leisure, culture and religion. 

Nevertheless, in order to attempt to introduce some kind of classifica- 
tion, in accordance with the natural order of things, into the diversity of trades 
reflecting a typically Muslim form of creativity, we need to remember that the 
craftworker always starts with naturally occurring raw materials. A classifica- 
tion of handicrafts or artefacts can therefore be derived from the base material 
that is moulded and transformed by the craftworker, but it is one which is 
always identifiable in the finished product. In this way, w e  can distinguish 

13. R. Ettinghausen, ‘La crkation artistique’, in B. Lewis, LWam d’bier a aujnrd’bui, Paris, 

14. See P. Ricard, ‘Les mCders manuels i Fks’, liespktis, 4, 1924, pp. 205-224. 
Bordas/Brussels, Elsevier, 1981. 
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between trades that work with earth, wood, metal, leather and textiles, sdl 
leaving room for particular materials like horn, amber, meerschaum or certain 
types of shell. Within each of the main categories will be sub-headings relating, 
for example, to the nature of the base material. Clay, plaster or stone would be 
included in the 'earth' category, wool, cotton or silk in the 'textiles' category 
and so forth. Further subdivisions would reflect the various techniques ap- 
plied to the materials, such as engraving, painting, inlay on wood, embroidery 
or leather-gilding, knotted carpets and kilims and the &e. 

The drawing-up of a systematic inventory of artefacts, both old and 
modern, is considered today as a necessary means of safeguarding and en- 
couraging the artistic trades increasingly in danger of disappearing. In addition 
to a great many treatises devoted to particular aspects of handicrafts in a 
country or region, a number of comprehensive studies have been made of 
traditional arts in specific countries, including Iran, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, 
Tunisia and Morocco, to name but a few steps along a route that remains 
largely unexplored .' 

Visual languages 
U R B A N  A N D  RURAL ARTS 

In each of the countries mentioned above, as in all the other regions which make 
up the Muslim Orient - Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Turkey, the Gulf States, Oman, the 
Yemen, Libya, Algeria and Mauritania - we can see that handicrafts of quality 
are still carried on by craftworkers who have remained loyal to the techniques 
and spirit of their ancestors and are still capable of creating objects which, 
although not endowed with the same technical refinement or perfection as their 
older prototypes, continue to reflect in no less a manner the traditional aesthetic 
ideals [Fig. 11. Whether living in rural areas, oases, agricultural, mountainous or 
semi-desert regions, or whether integrated into urban society, craftworkers 
draw the essence of their visual expression, and occasionally also of their 
technical methods, from two distinct sources. Firstly, there is the very ancient 
source of indigenous tradition which, according to the region, can be classified 

15. See H. E. Wulff, Be Paditional Gays of Persia: their Development, Technoloa ana'CJuence on 
Eastem and Estern Civili?ations, Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press, 1966 ; J. Topham, Traditional 
Crafts of Saudi Arabia, London, Stacey International, 1982; D. Ammoun, L'Egpte des mains 
magiques: artisanat traditionnel et contemporain, Cairo, The American University Press, 1985 
(English ed., 1987); N. Baklouti et al., Cheji d'auvre de l'artisanat tunisien: Mastetpieces .f 
Tuninan Hatz&r@, Tunis, National Office of Handicrafts, 1982; M. Masmoudi, Tunisie: 
l'artisanat m'ateur, Tunis, Cerks Productions, 1983; J.-L. Michon, Wertoire de l'artisanat 
marocain, Rabat, Misistry of Handicrafts and Social Affairs/International Fund of 
UNESCO for the Promotion of Culture, 1985; M. Sijelmassi, Les ads trau?.tionneh au 
Maroc, Paris, L'Avenir Graphique, 1974. 
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VI-5(d).l Weaving of a man’s loincloth in Yemen 
0 UNESCO/Aline Morin 
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as ‘Lbyan-Berber’, ‘Sumerian’ and so forth, and, secondly, the urban (ha&n> 
heritage, the main elements of which originated in the great urban centres 
during the frrst centuries of Islam and have given rise through the ages and in 
the various countries to the many forms and styles of genuinely ‘Islamic’ art. 

THE RURAL TRADITION 
Examples of the stability and permanence of artistic traditions which can be 
termed ‘archaeological’ abound. In rural Berber or Arabo-Berber society, over 
an area extending from the Mediterranean to the southern Sahara, where 
almost every woman is engaged in handicrafts, a vast array of signs and 
symbols can be seen in the decoration of locally produced objects, mostly on 
those that are made for domestic use. One scholar who has studied pottery 
decoration in Grande Kabylie has remarked that most of the shapes and signs 
in the form of oblongs, hooks, squares, circles and dots and the like occur in 
the Touareg script, Tifmagh, and that ‘elements of the same shapes, which 
now form letters, are present in recent Libyan paintings from the Tassili to the 
Kabylie, as they were in the early Arabic, Phoenician, Iberian, Greek and Latin 

[Fig. 11. Similar conclusions have been drawn from a detailed study 
of sculpted pottery from rural Tunisia, where a decorative repertoire 
composed predominantly of fringed diamond-shapes and chevrons allows 
for a very subtle and balanced design process.” 

Besides the more abstract signs which remain a source of mystery to the 
uninitiated, the so-called ‘Berber’ decoration comprises representations which, 
despite always being very stylized, are in keeping with more generally identi- 
fiable objects. In the Rif and the Atlas Mountains of Morocco, for example, 
one can see, as much on the pottery as on the carpets and kilim-type baanbd 
weaving, the equivalent of the Anatolian kilim, the bundin$, striped cloaks 
worn by women, female tattoos and silver jewellery, motifs represenung 
cosmic elements such as the sun, the moon, clouds and mountains, plant-life 
in the form of flowers, edible corn-seeds and palm-trees and animals, often 
symbolized by a part of the body, like the skeleton of a fish or snake or the 
paw of a lion. Other domestic objects and utensils, such as mirrors, combs, 
jugs, hammers, saws, jewellery boxes and various anthropomorphic symbols 
to ward off evil, are also found.” 

16. J.B. Moreau, ‘Aux sources de la MtditerranCe: les Maatkas des poti6res’, El Qqair 

17. Cf. E. G. Gobert, ‘Les poteries modeltes du paysan tunisien’, Revue Tunisienne, 1940, 

18. See J.-L. Michon, ‘Perennial Features of Islamic Arts as Reflected in Contemporary 
Moroccan Pottery and Carpet Weaving’, in International Symposium, April 1983, Istanbul, 
filmic Art: Cornrnotz fincpex, firm5 and I%emeJ, 1989, pp. 6@72. 

(Algiers), 1960, pp. 55-66. 

pp. 119-193. 
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O n  a technical level, one finds great consistency in the production of 
rural pottery, always made by women, throughout the coastal regons of the 
Mediterranean and as far as the northern and southern reaches of the Sahara: 
clay-modelling, coil-pots built on bases moulded on existing pieces of pottery, 
baking without the use of a kiln in the open air on a specially prepared surface, 
and decoration drawn generally on an earth-based glaze, using a variety of 
plant extracts, coloured clays or soot. 

Perhaps the most learned and perceptive tribute paid to the handicrafts of 
the Saharan nomads, includmg the Moors in the west, the Touaregs in the 
middle and to the east and the Peuls of the Sahel, was made by the Swiss 
ethnologist Jean Gabus, whose masterly tdogYl9 contains details not only of 
the complete collection made on behalf of the Museum of Ethnography in 
Neuchitel but also of the context in whch each object was used. It is through 
the objects and techmques themselves that the minds, the ideas and the ma- 
terial and psychologcd needs of these peoples have been faithfully brought 
down to us, at a time that is relatively recent (1942 to 1978). However, given 
the current political and economic changes, ths period could soon be regarded 
as well and truly over. Although w e  can do no more at this stage than refer the 
reader to the author’s own first-hand accounts, photographs and sketches and 
to the drawings made by hs assistants, all of which represent a unique an- 
thology of nomadic art, it is interesting to see how writing, which fulfds the 
r61e in M u s h  civilization and art of conveying the Divine Message, has en- 
tered Saharan art without that art ever having made widespread use of calli- 
graphy. Despite being devoid of any inscriptions, an enure category of 
handicrafts in the Sahara is nevertheless referred to as kt5b or ‘book‘. The 
category comprises amulets or charms, which means, in effect, most of the 
silver jewellery made and worn by the inhabitants of the Sahara from the 
Atlantic coast to the Tassilin-Ajjer (Algeria) and the A-r or Axbine (Niger). For 
example, the main plate of an anklet (khalkhd) or the head-dress amulet worn 
by both men end women are referred to as ktd. This suggests that the prop- 
erty of averting the evil eye attributed to geometric motifs engraved on metal is 
the same as that of the formulas, letters or numbers (in the case of ‘magic 
squares’) inscribed on paper and inserted into amulets in the shape of small 
boxes or tubes worn round the neck as pendants, either singly or as part of a 
necklace of lucky charms. It should be noted that these lucky charms include 
the famous glass beads, particularly from Mauritania, the manufacture of which 
represents a very fine art. 

In the Near and Middle East, as in the west of the Muslim world to 
whch we have just referred, the existence of symbolic language long before 

19. J. Gabus, A u  Sahara, II. les hommes et leurs ozrtils, Neuchitel, i la BaconniPre; idem, -4u Sahara, 
IL arts et gmboles, Neuchitel, i la Baconnikre, 1958; idem, Sahara: bzjoux et techniques, 
Neuchltel, a la BaconniPre, 1982. 
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the advent of Islam but stiU used by Muslim craftworkers is particularly ap- 
parent in the nomadic or vdlage art of carpet-making. As this subject is dealt 
with elsewhere in the present volume, it will suffice to mention here the very 
fine exhibition of a collection of Anatolian ktlims from the Museum of Fine 
Arts in San Francisco (McCoy Jones Collection), which was presented to the 
Arab World Institute in Paris at the end of 1991 , and for which the catalogue” 
contains, among other items, a remarkable analysis of the geometric motifs 
used by the weavers. The antiquity and durability of these motifs, particularly 
that of the ‘sigma configuration’, described as a ‘song in praise of the marriage 
between triangle and colour’ and as ‘a perfect illustration of the intrinsic bal- 
ance of positive and negative forms in the weave of tapestry-woven rugs with 
slits’, is demonstrated by their similarity to motifs found on Neolithic basket- 
weaving and pottery. 

In order to compensate in some measure for what will inevitably be left 
out of such a brief foray into the ‘popular’ crafts of the Muslim world, a quick 
glimpse at a number of surviving handicrafts wdl not go amiss. 

In the earthen arts, pist, adobe and fired bricks are sull important tra- 
-ditional building materials in all rural areas where architectural embellishment 
techniques such as hewn stone columns and arches, brick reliefs and faqade 
painting also struggle to survive. The ubiquitous village pottery, for which the 
raw material costs nothing, sull fulfils certain utilitarian needs, particularly by 
providing plates Fig. 21 and pots for cooking, like the glazed earthenware 
dishes of Morocco or porous earthenware jugs and jars for storing water and 
food. In Upper Egypt, huge hand-turned water-jars covered by a board with a 
cup on top are found at intervals along the roads near isolated farms in order 
to quench the thirst of passers-by. Many folklore traditions are associated with 
magcal properties attributed to items of pottery. In Egypt, a ‘seventh-day jug’ 
with seven holes cut into it holds seven candles that are lit one week after the 
birth of a child in order to celebrate its survival. Clay dolls are also made for 
various occasions, whether for the seventh day as described above or to mark 
the anniversary of the birth of the Prophet (‘arzsSat al-mawlia‘). In Morocco, 
brightly coloured ceramic drums are played at all festivals. 

As in the case of pottery, basket-weaving relies on an abundant and easily 
accessible base material, namely, stems, leaves and fibres from date- and dwarf 
palms, and alfa-grass, from which baskets, bags, cradles, mats, headgear and 
other items are made. This handicraft from time to time gives rise to ever 
greater ingenuity and creativity, especially in the African Sahel or in Zuf%r in 
the south of Oman, where a former slave population preserves the tradition of 
African basket-making and esparto-weaving. 

20. C. M. Cootner and G. Muse, 1990, Anatolian Elins. Th e  Caroline and H McCy Colletion, 
London, Sotheby. 
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VI-5(d).2 Dish handmade by Kabyle woman with a symbolic 
pattern, Algeria 

Woodworkmg is found almost everywhere, although, due to a shortage 
of raw material, it is becoming necessary to reuse materials salvaged from 
demolition sites for the production of items of furniture such as benches, 
chests and shelves, whch are then engraved or painted. Coopers are for the 
same reason reduced to mahng dishes, boxes and domestic utensils. In areas 
where wood is sull in abundant supply, it is used in the building trade, retaining 
here and there its former level of ornateness, as in a remote valley in western 
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Pakistan where the techniques employed by craft-workers have recently been 
documented by a German ethnologist.2’ 

Throughout the Orient, many varieties of ore had been exploited from the 
very earliest times in those countries that were later to be occupied by the 
Muslims. Accordmg to archaeological evidence, the earliest metallurgy would 
have begun in northern and central Persia, where rich deposits of various me- 
tals, together with the fuel necessary to extract them, were found in the Taurus 
Mountains and on the southern shores of the Caspian Sea. Ths first metallurgy 
would have gone back to the end of the Neolithic Age during the fifth mil- 
lennium before the Christian Era and would have begun with beaten copper- 
work, the casting technique not appearing until later. The use of other metals 
such as gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc was to follow, while techques would 
constantly improve and spread to neighbouring regions, to Mesopotamia, 
Egypt, the Indus Valley and Sumer. Given that this distribution corresponds to 
the extent of the Muslim conquests once they had spread as far as Snsslnid 
Persia, one can see why the techniques employed in the art of metalwork were 
essentially the same throughout the Muslim world. Yet, here again, the urban- 
rural distinction is to be made, for, whde the village and itinerant blacksmiths, in 
Persia as in the Sahara, have always made tools and agricultural equipment in 
addition to weapons, jewellery and many an implement for day-to-day use, such 
as door-fittings, locks or sugar-hammers, the great tradition of bronze, iron and 
brasswork and of Islamic weaponry is essentially urban, dependent on princes, 
their armies and a rich and civilized clientde. 

ISLAMIC DECORATION 
As we are unable to look at the products of urban handicrafts in any detail, it 
may be useful to consider the Qur’anic origin of some of the great themes that 
Muslim craftworkers are continually striving to illustrate. Without returning to 
the significance of calligraphy, which has a separate chapter devoted to it in the 
present volume, it d suffice to emphasize the place that Muslim art, by 
reference to the Qurh, has given to light, symbol of the Divine Radiance 
guuV.35), to water, source of all life (XXI.10; xxn/-.45), to the hierarchal 
structure of the universe, ‘Heaven, Earth and what is between them’, and to 
the descriptions of Paradise with its four rivers, fine perfumes, trees laden with 
fruit, cups of nectar poured over the blessed ones reclining on silk cushions 
and brocade. 

When deflected by physical surfaces, light, &e God, who radiates 
throughout hs creation, reveals the diversity of colour in the natural world 
without itself undergoing change. From this item the continual quest for 

21. J. Kalter, 1991, 7 h e  Art’s and Crafts 4 the Swat Ya&: Living Traditions in the Hindu fi’sh, 
London, Thames and Hudson. 
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contrasting effects achieved instance through the harmonious arrangement of 
the facets of a mqurnds, a set of honeycomb cells made of wood, stone or 
stucco suspended inside an arch from a vaulted c e h g  or below a dome. It is 
likewise with the profusion of fretted screens with geometric patterns made of 
wood, marble or glazed brick that are fitted in windows as a shield against the 
intensity of the sun or placed inside rooms as partitions or to create private 
areas. Light is also symbolized by a recess containing a hanging lamp, a motif 
that is present in infinite variety in the mi&& of mosques, on rugs and prayer- 
mats and on glazed tiled walls. 

Water, an essential element of life on earth and a God-given blessing 
from above, is granted, through the hands of the craftworkers, the respect that 
it deserves by being distributed to a city's inhabitants through elegant foun- 
tains, channeled through gardens into marble basins, drawn by bathers in the 
/xzmm& in large copper cups, or poured on the hands of guests before and 
after a meal from finely engraved copper or silver jugs. 

Drinkmg coffee as a social pastime provides an example of how a 
single activity can involve the use of several products of handcrafts. Since 
the fifteenth century, when the practice of drinking coffee, orignally con- 
fined to Siifi circles, began to be promulgated throughout the M u s h  world 
in large measure by members of craft-associations, all kinds of objects were 
produced for its preparation and consumption. These artefacts, from the 
outset, demonstrated characteristics peculiar to traditional handcrafts in 
general and to Islamic handicrafts in particular, namely, a great simplicity of 
technique combined with meticulous care taken in the production process, 
endmg in an object that was either totally plain or with some kind of dec- 
oration, such as a coffee-roaster with or without a spatula, a mortar and 
pestle, a coffee-mill, a coffee- or sugar-box, a pot for boiling water, a 
coffee-pot for brewing and serving the drink and a cup with its holder. As 
demonstrated in a recent study, even the coffee-pots alone show a great 
diversity of shape. 

As a counterpart to the rural artefacts mentioned above, we could 
mention, in the context of contemporary pottery and ceramics, the faience 
belongin to the Hispano-Mauresque tradition, particularly in Fez, Safi and 
Tet~uan!~ where the decoration makes use of Kufic calligraphy, arabesque 
and interwoven patterns, or the ceramics that conjure up the Golden Ages 
of Oriental history in places like Shiriiz in Iran, where elegantly curved 
flowers and fish stand out in black against a turquoise background, or in 
Turkey, where the exquisite bouquets of tulips and carnations which have 
made Izniq's earthenware famous, are still seen on the dishes of Kutiihiya 

22 

22. H. Desmet - Gregoire, Les obets d.u c@: dam les socie'te's du B o c h e  Orient et de la MediterranC, 

23. Cf. P. Ricard, Corpus des tapir marocains. J4l. I: Tapis de Rabat, Paris, P. Geuthner, 1923. 
Paris, Presses du CNRS, 1989. 
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and Bursa [Fig. 31, and in Nabeul in Tunisia, where potters have resumed 
working Ottoman motifs.24 

The art of wall-decoration using painted des or glazed brick in the 
Persian, Turkish or Central Asian style, or by constructing mosaics from small 
ready-made pieces, as on the walls of Granada's Alhambra or on those of the 
Marinid madrdsas of Morocco, has been handed down to the present day and is 
used in panels and plaques found in contemporary interiors. 

VI-5(d).3 Modern Kutahya plate with combined floral, geometric and 
epigraphic design 

0 Collection J. L. Michon, 

24. Cf. J. Revault, An's hadihonnels en Zmisie, Tunis, Office National de I'Artisanat de Tunisie, 
1967, p. 30. 
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Amongst the woodworking trades, those of wood-turning and the pro- 
duction of moucharaby work had, although inextricably linked with urban 
development, declined recently to such an extent that their disappearance 
seemed inevitable, particularly in Egypt, where the skill had been remarkably 
well developed and had given to the city of Cairo the spectacular beauty that 
has fascinated many a painter of the Orient. Over the last two decades, 
however, this art has made a real recovery, largely as a result of the example set 
by the architect Hasan Fa@, a devoted champion of traditional architecture, 
who was able to convince an enlightened audience not only of the aesthetic 
but also the functional advantages of traceried wooden windows, which pro- 
vide an optimum solution to problems posed by heat and the climate. At his 
instigation, numerous workshops were set up, especially in Cairo and 
Alexandria, which supplied architects and builders with the turned wooden 
components to make balconies, partitions, cupboards, chests, couches, arm- 
chairs, consoles, shelves, tables and tray-stands. 

In contrast to the purely geometric and linear motifs of the flat weaves 
and the rural and nomadic rugs of Asia and North Africa, the garden-carpets 
woven in the Persian workshops of Tabriz, NZin, Knshiin, 19fahm and 
Tehran, or in Hereke, near Istanbul, Qonya and Kayseri in Asia Minor, are 
covered in a dense thicket of trees and flowers, amongst whch, just as in the 
miniatures, gazelles frolic, birds flutter and, on occasion, horsemen hunt for 
game. It is often said that these carpets, transported by travellers and mer- 
chants, have influenced weavers in distant countries. According to legend, a 
fragment of Anatolian carpet, carried off by a stork in the seventeenth century, 
reached Morocco and gave rise to the carpets of Rabat. So too, fragments 
from the Orient conveyed the shape of the mibrzb to the carpets of Qairouan 
and the medallion-shaped motifs to the weavers, who, exceptionally, are men 
of Guergour in Algeria.25 

How the typical decorative repertoire of Islamic art entered the handi- 
crafts of the most remote regions, where the assimilation process initially oc- 
curred, can seen in the textile industries of Bangladesh and Indonesia. When 
the Muslim conquest reached Bengal at the beginning of the thirteenth century, 
both the conquerors and the vanquished possessed a long tradition of weaving 
and embroidering fabrics. Bengal was already renowned for its muslin made in 
Dacca, which, in ancient times, had dressed Pharaohs and Roman Emperors. 
From the first days of the sultanate, the arts were saturated with Islamic designs 
and motifs. Royal workshops, karakhZnar, were established in which many 
masterpieces were created by craftworkers from a variety of different places: 
brocade robes, embroidered silk, saddle-rugs, hangings, curtains, gauze, muslin 
and tent-screens (kjamit). Woollen and silk carpets used by sultans and their 

25. See L. Gordon and A. Walter, ‘Contribution a l’ttude des tapis du Guergour’, Cubzers des 
An‘s et Techniques 8AJnqe du Nord, 1951-1952, pp. 15-23. 
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VI-5(d).4 Using wax for floral design in the M u s h  manner, &ala Lumpur, 
Malaysia 

0 Khalida Rahman, ABIPP, ARPS 
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courtiers influenced, among other dungs, the decoration of quilts and em- 
broidered coverings, the nakbi kantab, which, even now, are amongst the most 
beautiful Islamic textiles. In the same way, architectural motifs, such as calli- 
graphy or pseudo-calligraphy in the tzighrZ-style found on the inside of arches, 
were printed onjamhnfs, muslins embroidered with gold and silver thread or 
braided cotton that provided women with their magnificent saris.26 

A similar process of assimilation of Islamic decoration occurred in batik 
art, a thousand-year-old procedure carried out on Incban cotton fabrics in Java, 
using wax like a stencil in order to create shimmering materials. Particularly 
from the eighteenth century onwards, Muslim craft-workers, when m a h g  the 
lengths of batik materials worn round the waist (sarong), substituted the floral 
motifs and intertwining vegetation inspired by carpets and fabrics from Persia 
and Moghul India for those that drew on the imagery of the Hindu religon, 
such as great birds @am&) or serpents (naga). In the twentieth century, batiks 
have been limited to and produced in Malaysia. Notably in Singapore, after 
Independence (1957), a new style of ‘Malaysian batik‘ emerged as a symbol of 
the new nation [Fig. 4]?7 

CONCLUSION 

Compared with the heritage of the past, the state of modern handicrafts in 
the Muslim world is depressing. In all disciplines, if they have not already 
completely cbsappeared, there has been both a qualitative and a quantitative 
degeneration. This can be explained by several factors, mainly competition 
from industry, which destroyed many small businesses dedicated to 
producing everyday objects, changes in attitude and behaviour, like the 
abandonment of traditional costumes, the adoption of Western tastes and 
fashions by the more affluent clientele, a growing disaffection with manual 
trades and, finally, a policy of secularization, often vigorously pursued by the 
public authorities. 

In the cities, therefore, the corporate system has been particularly snuffed 
out, either abolished by government decree, as in Turkey in 1924, or disrupted 
by pressure from an aggressive trades-union movement, as in Syria and Tunisia 
under French rule. L. Gardet said in a penetrating analysis of the Muslim city: 
‘Wherever Islam has come into contact with large-scale modern industry, the 
traditional corporate framework has broken up, with the result that the craft- 

26. See P. Ahmad, ‘Fabrics of Bangladesh: Islamic Influences on Design and Motif, Arts and 
the (sumic l%dd, 18 (supplement), 1990, pp.96-99 (with illustrations taken from the 
collection of the Bangladesh Handicrafts Cooperative Federation). 

27. See S. Amey, ‘Symbolism in the batik of Indonesia and Malysia’, in P. Ahmad, ‘Fabrics.. .’, 
op. Cit. 
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workers, who owned their own businesses and enjoyed a high degree of job- 
security, have too often given way to an anonymous pr~letariat.’~~ 

Rural craftworkers, due to their relative isolation, have frequently re- 
tained their integrity, particularly in pottery- and basket-making, although less 
so in clothing and ornaments. As for urban handicrafts, even though they have 
lost the ability to produce such great works of art as the enamelled glassware, 
gold- and silver-inlayed bronze and lustreware from Persia and Andalusia and 
the silk from Egypt and Anatolia that may be admired as part of the Islamic art 
collections of the world’s museums, they still retain remarkable exceptional 
potentialities. In many cities, genuine masterpieces are still being made to 
order. An example can be seen in the recent adornment of the great SWi holy 
places Karbalii’ and Najaf with gdt and enamelled doors in floral decoration 
that bring to mind the fine quality of the Safawid and Moghul miniatures. The 
royal palaces, mosques and aristocratic family homes of Morocco are still be- 
decked with ‘traditional Islamic artifacts’, recently the subject of a lavish 
p~blication?~ where the workshops of joiners and carpenters are now fash- 
ioning the inlaid cedar-wood ribs that are to be incorporated into the domes of 
the recently extended mosque of the Prophet in Medina. In a great many 
countries, renewed interest is being generated in Islamic art, particularly in 
calligraphy and the ‘abstract’ expression of geometric decoration. 
Competitions are being held by the various Ministries for Culture and 
Handicrafts in order to identify and reward the best traditional artists and 
craftworkers. 

More encouraging still is the determination, earnestly and vigorously ar- 
ticulated over the past decade, to develop a strategy at international level to 
tackle the problems posed by the survival and regeneration of Islamic handi- 
crafts and to pool the influence and resources of those countries attempting to 
preserve a heritage that is considered so much a part of the civilization of 
Islam. At a seminar held in Rabat in October 1991, therefore, more than a 
hundred delegates from all over the world, representing not just government 
bodies, but also non-governmental organizations and both semi-public and 
private institutions, surveyed the problems facing traditional craftworkers and 
resolved to take steps to remedy the ~ituation.~’ Such efforts, bolstered by the 
tenacity of handicraft-workers who are already prepared to make great sacri- 
fices in order to keep their ancestral traditions alive, should bear fruit in the 
not too distant future. 

28. L. Gardet, La cite‘ mudvane: vie sotiale etpolitique, (Etudes Musulmanes, l), Paris, J. Vrin, 

29. A. Paccard, Le Maroc et Partisanat tradtionnel d?ns Parchitecture, 2 vols., St.-Jorioz, Atelier 74, 

30. See the Boceedings ofthe International Seminar on Crgt: Bo.pectsfor Development, Rabat, 23-25 

1961, p. 262. 

1980. 

October 1991, Istanbul, Research Centre for Islamic History, Art and Culture, 1993. 
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EPILOGUE 

Ekmeleddin hsano$z/ 

From a relatively stable, slow-moving world linked by secure variegations 
between ‘nations and tribes’ (Qur’iin XLIX.13), we have been carried off into 
a whirlpool of endless mutations and fluctuations in which the technical 
progress and spread of a media-propagated mass culture alarmingly 
standardizes rather than diversifies. The modern world’s cultural uniformity 
seems to engender indifference and passivity where variety once triggered 
inquisitiveness and movement. Indeed, ‘the nature of culture is diversity; 
cultural monolithism is but a figment of the imagination - otherwise, a culture 
can be considered dead and its doors forever locked.’’ 

Islamic history is the result of a dialogue between different cultures, 
between ‘nations and tribes’, between past, present and future. However, 
today, the roots that bind to the past are sometimes neglected and the doors 
that open on to the future can appear to be locked. While striving to belong to 
a culture that is the product of industrial uniformization, that advocates 
modernity and technical progress, Muslims tend to forget, and even some- 
times to repudiate, their distinctive cultural heritage, their authentic genuine 
selves. But roots and souls rebel and reject blind acculturation that leads to 
ambivalence and to the loss of identity for individuals and communities. A 
culture cannot survive without roots or a soul; and ‘develo ment divorced 
from its human or cultural context is growth without a sod.’ 

The Orient, birthplace of the three monotheistic religions and cradle of 
spirituality, has often been contrasted to the worldly Occident, the former in 
need of a modern technology and the latter thirsty for an inner life. Some 
Easterners have longed for Western material progress, only to reject it for the 
ethics that seem to be inseparable from it. But the East-West dichotomy is 

!? 

1. A. Bouhdiba, Cultr/re et societi, Tunis, Universitt de Tunis, Facultt des Lettres et Sciences 
Humaines, 1978, p.235. 

2. J. Ptres de Cuillar, O u r  Cnutive Divers& Paris, UNESCO, 1996, p. 15. 
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perhaps arbitrarily exaggerated at times and each culture could perhaps draw 
from its neighbour’s without necessarily betraying its own. The world of Islam 
has in the past selectively learned from the Other and reconciled foreign cul- 
tures to its own ethics and, while wisely respecting the fact - and admiring the 
beauty - of the existence of variety, brought the many particularities into a 
single entity. Harmonious cultural plurahsm drew indwiduals and nations close 
together. Philosophers had learned from Greeks, artists from S%s%nids, phy- 
sicians from Indians, all progressing on the way to knowledge, participating in 
the cultural development of their day without cutting their ties with the 
quintessential Islamic values. The knowledge they acquired was applied for the 
benefit of their contemporaries. The traditional Muslim did not appear as a 
dichotomized person torn by any tension between an abstract principle and its 
positive application, between contemplation and action. Contemplation was 
the beginning of action and action its desirable outcome. Today, also, ‘Science 
is first and foremost a style of thinking, of living; and technology is its effi- 
cient and active concreti~ation.’~ In the past the Muslim’s individual and col- 
lective needs for learning and progress were not contested by his ideals and 
aspirations: a balanced equilibrium in life was accepted as a normal human 
need. The complementarity between the relative and the Absolute, the ma- 
terial and the spiritual, the theoretical and the practical is recognized in Islam 
by their final common end, since ultimately everydung belongs and returns to 
God: ‘And God created you and what you make’ (Qur’iin XXXVII. 94). 

Yet today, the Muslim feels challenged by the modern world. H e  holds 
on to the reassuring values of the past, but knows that he cannot turn his back 
on the reality of time and history. H e  is challenged to rediscover hs individual, 
collective and global identity through self-evaluation and knowledge of the 
actual, not through retreat into the past, through synthetic integration rather 
than simple transfer of knowledge, through active selective learning and 
sharing rather than nostalgic passivity and proud alienation. 

The identity of the nations, which is the basis for their sovereignty and a 
precondition for dialogue, draws its strength from the intensity and authenti- 
city of their cultural life . . . Neither world economic expansion, which has 
removed all possibility of autarky, nor the power of technology, nor the ubi- 
quity of the media has seriously affected the cultural specificity and creativity 
of the different peoples. In fact, in the developing countries there has been a 
new awareness of identity, coupled with a new respect for their own cultures 
and a desire to join in the ddogue between the different cultures as fd 
partners. 

The Muslim has never forgotten his splendid past and has not lost the 
taste for beauty, knowledge and unity. History and destiny may have shaken 

4 

3. A. Bouhdiba, Cultzle ..., op. Git., p. 224. 
4. UNESCO, Dinking Ahead, Paris, 1977, p. 38. 
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his roots, but today, the past is still &ve, the roots are stdl solidly anchored 
and the tree can be nurtured into new and fruitful life. The Muslim needs to 
dig a little to rediscover these well-rooted invariables, the tradtional ethical 
values that made his past, a past that believed in knowledge, in culture and in 
beauty. 

‘The assertion of cultural identity cannot, therefore, be regarded as a 
form of introspection or even chauvinism. On the contrary, it betokens a 
desire to join in and to share, giving substance and, at last, a truly universal 
dimension to international cultural ~o-operation.’~ The Muslim is nowhere 
enjoined to practise rigid reaction and close the door to Western technical 
knowledge. Yet, ‘in between a past steeped in the &vine and a future imbued 
with dreams, the fact of Europe interposed itself as well as this historical 
“time”, the laws of whch one has to follow if one wishes to speak its lan- 
guage.” The M u s h  should not be imprisoned in a passive nostalgia for an 
irretrievable past, nor in foolish illusions of an imponderable future. Perhaps, 
on the contrary, he should be the ‘son of the moment’ (ibn al-wqt), as the 
Muslim mystics call the seeker who has freed h s e l f  from the fetters of time 
and who can live authentically in the present. The past is neither a relic nor a 
handicap for a people in search of its cultural identity, but a presence, a source 
of essential values. 

The past for the craftsman - for example - has an exemplary value be- 
cause it means perfection. That which gves a particular object its value is the 
fact that it belongs to the world of perfection; it is not because it is old, but 
because it carries through the medium of history several characteristics that 
gave it its beauty , . . Past and present meet in an eternity of perfection.. . 

Some basic rules that ease the transition between past and present are 
provided by the following concept: $tihidis an effort towards present personal 
elaboration and creativity and taqlidis the safe emulation of past tradition, both 
being organic foundations not only of theology, but of all sciences and 
disciplines. Taqlid binds to the past and its cultural values, while $tihid, for the 
good of the public, i.rti:Lib, propels the Muslim communities into dynamic 
renewal through learning and creativity. 

Thts volume marks a step towards the realization of UNESCO’s mission 
in the world: it sheds light on the truth of Islam, highlights the importance of 
learning and culture for the Muslims and builds new channels of commu- 
nication between the world of Islam and other nations. But as it defines the 
fundamentals of knowledge and describes past and contemporary Islamic 
culture, this volume fulfils another function too: it helps the Muslims ap- 

7 

5. Unesco, Dinking ..., op. cif. 
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preciate that no contradiction exists between the search for learning wherever 
it m a y  be, in past wisdom or in contemporary art and sciences, and ‘as far 
away as China’, on the one hand, and the true spirit of Islam, on the other. 
This comprehended, bridges will then be built between East and West and 
between past and present. 
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‘Abd d-&& I, 658 
‘Abd d-&& 111,658 

‘Abd al-siibtit-, Sal*, 21 5,224 
‘Abd d-&& Ismz‘il (Shaykh), 330 

‘Abd al-Samad (Shaykh), 657,660 
‘Abd al-Wahhiib, M$ammad, 182 
‘Abd al-Wiisi‘, 262 
‘Abda, 147 
Abdesselem, Mohamed, 121 
‘Abduh, Mdpmtnad, 369,372,377,380, 

Abdidkader of Mitrovica (Shejh), 344 
Abk, Mehmet, 336 
Abraham, 552,650 
Abu-1L‘Abbiis ‘Abd All& b. al-Mu‘tazz, 

422 

151 
Abii ‘Abd All&, 575 

Dhz‘ib, 722 

725 

Abii ‘Abd al-Mun‘im b. ‘Abd All& al- 

Abii Alpad Y&yii b. ‘A!i b. Mansiir, 

Abii ‘Ah b. Muqla, 575 
Abii ‘Ah al-Fksi, 555 
Abii ‘Ab al-Sindi, 436 
Abii ‘A@, 287 
Abu-l-‘At&iya, 144,152 
Abii Bakr called Sandal, 607 
Abii Bakr al-Siddiq, 225, 433, 607, 721f., 

Abu Bakan, 331 
Abii Dhu’ayb Khuwaylid b. Khdid, 

792 

131 
Abii Dulaf, 190,567,658 
Abii Dubma, 150 
Abu-l-Faa, 291,541,543 
Abu-l-Fag b. al-‘Amid, 170 
Abii Fir% al-Hamw 144f. 

Abu-l-Gk- Bahiidur Kh&, 259 
Abii Ha-fa al-Nu‘m&, 228,364,677 
Abii Hiishim Ismii‘il, 143 
Abu-I-Hayyzj, 671 
Abii I b r h  Alpad, 657 
Abii Ja‘far Sii’ib b. Yasir, 722 
Abu-1-Khayr Rm-, 265 
Abii Mii& Il~yy%, 21 3 
Abii Mikhnaf, 492,497 
Abii Mush al-Khur%s%ni, 108,227,229, 

Abii Nasr b. ‘Iriiq, 475 
Abii Nasr b. Tar&&, 725 
Abii Nawwiis, 144, 146, 149-151, 177, 

182,228 
Abii-1-Qiisim Ja‘far b. Shams al-Din, 107 
Abii Qurrii, 387 
Abii Sa‘id @!&imd Sultan), 514 
Abii Sa‘id b. Abi-1-Khayr, 442 
Abii Shabaka, Ilyiis, 213 

Abu-1-Shis (Baghdadian poet), 181 
Abu-1-Su‘iid (Turkish Arabist and mu&), 

Abii T a m m ~  al-Habib b. Aws, 143- 

265 

Abii Shzdi, m d  Z&-, 213 

195 

145,154,177,201 
Aba Tub W&, 544 
Abii ‘Ubayda, 149 
Abii ‘Uthmiin Sa‘id b. Misjah, 723 
Abii Zaydiyya, 712 
Achaemenids, 225,674 
Adamiyat, F., 523 
al-‘Adawiyya, Riibi‘a, 152, 429f., 432, 

Addis Ababa, 81,319,321 
Ades, Clement, 761 
a&& (call to prayer), 703 
‘Add IGmil, 21 9 

434 
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‘Add Shiih, 113,654 
Adiwar, Khdida Adib, 280 

Adiinis (‘&I Alpad Sa‘id), 2146 
advaita philosophy, 437 
‘Afar, 78,83 
al-Afghh-, Jamd al-Din, 378,422 
Afghm-, ‘Ah M$ammad, 248 
Afghanistan, 230, 233, 240, 244, 248f., 

293,300,658,709,715,770,772-775, 
780 

‘Afif, 540 
A&m, 529 
Africa, 77f., 83f., 115, 192, 200, 371, 480, 

Afrikaans, 78 
Afsiina-i Shhiin, 541 
Afshana, 725 
Afshin, 227 
A@h Efendi, 275 

Agha Khan, 301 
Aghii Mirak, 598 
Aghao&, Alihund Beg, (Agayef), 285 
Aghmiit, 177 
Agop, Gullii, 276 
Agra, 645,649,653,665f. 
‘Ahdi of Baghdad, 268 
Alpad I, 268,270 
h a d  111,271,601f. 
b a d ,  Jald a-i, 248 
b a d ,  Shahnon, 314 
Alpad b. ‘Abd al-R&irn (Shaykh), 114 
b a d  b. Abi IGxitna, 150 
Alpad b. ‘Anis (Shaykh), 731 
b a d  b. Hanbal, 109,366,372 
b a d  b. T d ~ ,  108,657,685 
b a d  al-Biibii of Timbuktu, 197 

A&-, 33%. 

484,696f., 731,780 

A@-, 339 

&mad Efendi, 532 
b a d  Jdayr (Sultan), 617,619 
b a d  Jawdat Pa&, 277,533 
m a d  Kamd Pashii, 507 
b a d  mzii ‘Adud al-Dawla (Sultan), 

Alpad Piishq 263,507 
b a d  Wafiq Piishq 276 
bad&, 324 
b a d ,  b a d  Rid%, 247 
b a d i ,  Tiij &Din I b r h  b. I&&+, 

al-baf, Alpad b. al-Husayn, 591 
al-Ahriim, 21 1 
&wd, Alpad, 575 
al-&was, 134 
Ahwiiz, 149,672 
Aidarusi (of Pate), 331 
Air, 801 
‘Zisha, 55 1,722 
‘Ajm-, 763 
al-‘Ajjaj, 143 
‘Ajliin, 131 
‘Ajrad, Hammiid, 149,150 
Akbar, 231, 291, 512, 515, 523, 541, 

543, 545, 599, 606, 638, 655, 665f., 
692 

520 

261,525,601 

Akbariibiidi, Naa, 296 
&un&iide, Fa& ‘Ah, 284 
&undziide, Sulaym%n Beg, 284 
‘&if, Memed, 279 
Aktham b. Sayfi, 126 
d-AkhN, 133 
&-i Mqaffar, 51 6 
‘Ala’ al-Din IGyqubad I and III, 260 
‘Alii’ al-Din Mosque, 736 
‘Alii’, Ismii‘il Nm-, 247 
‘b &ii, 518 
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‘ h g r  (Awrangzib), 1 14 
‘Alavi, Buzurg, 248 
d-‘Alawi, Shaykh Alpad, 790 
Albania, 87, 89, 91f., 956, 101, 333, 337, 

339,341-345 
Albanian, 87f., 91,112,342 
alchemy, 105,387,401 
Aleppo, 111, 153, 181, 193, 197, 281, 

506, 508, 578, 601, 652, 660, 673, 
676,681,683,729, 

Alexander of Aphrodisias, 383,396f., 402 
Alexander the Great, 156, 236, 238, 

774; al-Iskandar, Dhu-1-Qarnayn, 
127,308 

Alexandra, 475,684,797,807 
Algeria, 77,80,187f., 696, 720, 731,750, 

&en, 697 
Alhambra, 560, 6396, 646f., 650, 652, 

‘Ah, Fn’iq, 279 
‘Ab, Hasan, 313 
‘Ab, Khalilo~lu, 260 

‘h-, Mugaf%,527,531 
‘Ah, Qul, 260 
‘Ah, Wahab, 313 
‘Ah, Yiiziji-ziide, 526 
‘Ali b. Abi Bakr of Hariit, 204 
‘Ah b. Abi Tab, 135, 137, 143,301,433, 

‘Ah b. H h d  Kiifi, 539 
‘Ali b. al-Jahm, 144f. 
‘Ali b. Nnfi‘, 724 
‘Ali b. Y&y% b. al-Munajjim, 148 
‘&i Alpad Sa‘id, see Adimis 
‘Ah ‘Aziz of Girit (Crete), 273 
‘Ab Bahjat Beg, 507 

798,801,807 

654€., 657,66Of., 806 

‘h-, w a d ,  783 

442,493,532,535f., 650,672f. 

‘Ab Bey, 276,698 
‘Ah Chelebi, 339 
Ali Fath al-Mad%’hi al-Isfahm- (= Sii‘Cir), 

‘Ah Muspfii Efendi, 531 
‘Ah Piishii (Grand Vizier), 275,698 
‘Ah Qapu, 640,666 
‘Ali Shih Qnjiir, Fa&, 51 1,520 
Alibabaoglu, Huseym, 336 
‘Alids, 142-147,492, 495 
Aligarh, 297 
a4ama/aJm&, 926, 340-343 
All&, see God 

‘m-, Abu-l-Fa&, 476 
Allawi, Ibrahim, 677 
Almeria, 177,179 
Almoravids, 171,177,567 
Alp Arsh, 231f., 259 
Alp Er Tqha, 251 
alphabet, 89, 92; Agzmi (Safak), 92; 

Albanian, 96; Arabic, 65, 73-75, 93, 
106, 1096, 114, 117, 281, 341; 
Bengah, 115; B a s h  (Birlk), 92; 
Bulgarian, 98; delcritical marks, 73; 
Cyfic, 3, 93, 96E, 99; Ge‘ez, 81; 
Latin, 83f., 93,281, 340; Macedonian 
Cynllic, 96; Old Bosnian, 93; Pahlavi, 
233; Perso-Arabic, 232, 248; Roman, 
73-75, 92, 95; Serbian Cynllic, 95; 
Ughur, 109 

733 

All&, sdim, 544 

Altai, 735 
Altamira, 550 
al-Aliisi, Malpiid Shukrl, 376,508 
Alvar (Bishop), 175 
al-A‘mii, 181 
Amiirn, 319 
Amiirinyii, 31 9 
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Amasya, 58 1 
Amaury (French Iiing), 690 
Amazigh (Berber), 187,189,192 
Amharic, 77f., 80-82 
a.-hdi, Ibr-, 141,609 
‘U Uabal), 197 

Amin, Adiba, 313 
Amin, Melped, 278-280 
Amin, Qiisim, 379 
Amin, Sdim Melpned, 273 

‘h b. Lu’ayy, 139 
Amir Iausraw, 232,238,289,521,540f., 

al-AmIn, 149,229,725 

Amin, ‘Uthman, 379 

623 
h-, Yiisuf, 256 
Armrutzes, Georgios, 485 
Ammonius (son of Hermias), 383, 397, 

‘Amr b. al-‘&, 68M85,688 
‘Amr b. I<dthum, 131f. 
‘Amtir (Jabal), 80 
Anatolia, 101, 115, 231f., 266, 281f., 

453, 512, 578f., 583, 590f., 658, 
660,712,777,790,795f., 800,810 

403 

&Anbar, 571 
And, Metin, 695 
al-Andalusi, Abii Hayyiin, 108 
Andalusia, 147, 173f., 177, 179, 182, 185, 

187, 189, 1916, 197, 206208, 410, 
469, 572, 576, 585, 730, 810; society 
176 

Ankara, 255,279,702 
amib, see genealogies 
al-An@i, ‘Abd All&, 245,442 
‘Antar, 712 
‘Antara b. Shaddad, 131f.,181,204 
Aniishirw%n, 308 

Anwar, Chad, 314 
Anwar, Ridwiin, 3 1 3 
Anwari, 243,264,289,526 
Aq Qoqdii (White Sheep), 230, 282, 

579,583,598,611,741; dynasty, 516 
Aq Shams al-Dinoglu Hamd All& 

Hamdi, 264 
al-‘Aqili, Majdi, 725 
al-Aqmar, 644,659,662; Mosque, 645 

al-Aqsgti, 202 
arabesque, 555f., 558, 566562, 566, 608, 

611,613,6156, 650,761,805 
Arabia, 80, 124, 465, 484, 487, 508, 570, 

615, 667, 670, 791; Southern, 487; 
Peninsula, 81,684,722 

Arabic, 72, 77, 80-82, 84, 93, 101, 105, 
109, 110, 112-117, 121-139, 143f., 
175, 190f., 200, 287f., 301, 327, 329, 
331, 334, 338-340, 386, 388f., 400, 
402, 406, 526, 530, 534, 537, 539, 
560, 562, 569f., 575, 580, 59G592, 
602f., 605f., 616, 621, 650, 699, 701, 
703--705,73Of., 779 

al-‘Aqqiid, ‘Abbiis M*iid, 21 3 

Arabism, 174,509f., 
Arabs, 108,113,121-124,128, 131, 138, 

187, 484, 4876, 495, 497, 569, 570, 
667, 669f., 672, 674, 686, 695f., 700, 
704,712,718 

Aramaean, 152,674 
architecture, 549, 560, 562-567, 599, 

635667, 683, 694, 752, 766, 793, 
796,807 

Ardabil, 742,763 
Ardakini, Ahmad b. Muhammad al- 

Husayni, 107 
Ardaliin, 521 
Arghm, 291 
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‘Atib al-Ma’miiniyya, 1 47 
‘&if, ‘Ah, 246,262 
Ariff, Zahrah, 314 
‘&fi Chelebi, 265,339,529 
Aristotle, 156, 383, 387, 390, 392, 394f., 

arithmetic, 105,386,403,652, 
al-‘Aqi, 134 
Armenia, 100 
Armenians, 112,276,686 
h j n  Pane, 312,314 
al-Arrajm-, Fariimarz b. Khuddiid b. 

397f., 402409,414416,700 

‘Abd All& al-Kiitib, 246 
hliin, Shakib, 376 
Arsh Babii, 254 
A r s h  Khocha Tarkha, 254 
aa, 130f., 137f., 278f., 483,549-564,568, 

571, 575, 577-579, 585-603, 608- 
613, 616-621, 6246, 630f., 698, 700, 
702, 739-742, 751, 753, 767-769, 
776, 780, 785, 787, 789, 796, 800f., 
804,806f., 810 

‘hdi, Nkm-, 236 
Asad, Mewed (= Yas&-), 583 
A‘shn Ham& 137 
al-A‘shg Maymiin, 131 f., 722 
a.-Ash‘ari, Abu-1-Hasan, 366-369, 370, 

al-Ash‘ari, Abii Miisii, 722 
‘Ashiq, Mebed, 533 
‘Ashiq, Oksiiz, 271 
‘Ashiq Chelebi, 268,282 
‘Ashiq P%shn,261,610 
‘hhq Piishiide, 265,525f. 
Ashriifogu Rm-, 262,264 
Ash~ym-, ‘Abbgs Iqbd, 248 
‘Ashw, Nu‘miin, 223 
‘Ashiir, wwq 221 

373 

‘Ash Najib, 270,280 
al-‘Askar, 685f., 693 
al-‘Ash-, Abii Hdd, 141 
al-Asma?, 142,176,467 
al-Asmar, Shaykh ‘Abd al-salw, 731 
Assynans, 674 
al-Astariibah-, 192 
Asmbdi, MIrzg Mahdi Khi%n, 51 9 
Astra!&ns, 259 
astrology, 401 
astronomy, lO5,207,351,386f., 401,403, 

410,458,495,652,725 
Asuman, 335 
At%baks/Atabeg, 501,577,770 
‘AB’i, Naw‘iziida, 268,270,530 
Atasoy, Nurhan, 589 
Atatiirk (Mugafii Kamd Piisha), 279- 

281,719 
Athanasius, 389 
Ad, Esin, 767 
Atlas Mountains, 80,800 
‘A@, 238,242,261,263,270 
‘A@, Farid al-Din, 441 

‘A@xm, 662 
al-‘A@, Shaykh Hasan, 374 

Averroes, see Ibn Rushd 
Avicenna, see Ibn Sing 
‘Awiina b. al-Hakam, 492f. 
Awash, 81 

543 
Awliya’, Shaykh Nizgm al-Din, 2896, 

544 
‘Am- of Yenishehir, 273,339 
Awraba, 79 
Awrangzib, 292f., 295,300,544,667 
Awrgs (Aures), 79 
‘Amad, Tawfiq Yiisuf, 21 8,221 

‘Ad, M~&ammad Nkh al-Din, 289, 
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‘Aydariis f d y ,  288 
Aydin, ‘k b. Mebed, 261 
‘Ayn al-Salpna Salur (Qhmiin Mirzii), 

‘Ayni, Sadr d-Din, 249 
Ayqubiid, ‘Alii’ al-Din, 61 8 
Ayyiib b. al-Qirriyya, 138 
Ayyiibids, 501,504,596,660,692,696 
Azab dan Sangsara, 312 
&ad, 288,295 
d-hdi, Abu-I-Mutahhar, 157,496 
Azerbaijan, 281, 2846, 706708, 715, 

720,726,733 
hen, .we Adhen 
a.-hhar university, 210,658,688 

Aziz, Jahpin, 313 
Azizi, ‘Abd All&, 314 
‘Azizi, Rukn al-Din Rashid al-Din, 768 
al-‘&m, Rafiq, 377 
‘Azza al-Maylii’, 733 
‘AzzXrn, Samira, 21 8 

520 

al-‘Aziz (FHWd Ckph), 480,688 

Ba‘albakki, Laylii, 221 
Baalbek, 389 
Biibii Tk, 731 
Biib-i ‘h-, 585 
Biibtir b. ‘Umar, Shaykh mzii Ghiizi 

Zahir al-Din Mdpmmad, 258,2906, 
544,579,585 

Babylon, 685 
Badajoz, 179, 
Badang, 305 
Badii’a-, ‘Abd al-Qii&, 291,541-543 
al-Badawi, Mdpiid, 21 8 

Dudc (style in poetry), 143f., 193, 201, 

Badr, 690 
Badr al-Jam&, 659,690,693 
Badr-i Sh&, 541 
Biidshiih (Sultan), 290,667 
Baghdad, 107f., 142-144, 146f., 149, 

1526, 174, 176, 178, 181, 184, 187, 
195, 229f., 244, 266, 282, 401, 403, 
407f., 41 5f., 41 8, 443, 471, 475, 479, 
500, 507E, 575, 577, 579, 591, 596, 
601, 604, 607, 616f., 652, 657, 662, 
676f., 679-692, 725f., 731, 733, 791, 
796 

203,205,710 

al-Baghdiidi, ‘Abd al-Latif, 199 

alBaghdZ4 Abu-1-Barakt, 416,419 
Barghuthi, Mud, 21 5 

Bahii’i Efendi, 268 
Bahiidur Shh, Zafar, 297 
al-Bayhaqi, Abu-1-Hasan Zahir &Din, 

al-Baghdiidi, Abu-l-Qiisim, 157 

Baha’ al-Din, 726 

194 
BA&-, 339 
Bah&is~%n, 258 
Bahm&ids, 287,200,545 
Bahnassi, hfif, 549 
Bahrain, 145 
Bahriim G~ir V, 338 
B h h  Shiihi, 107 
al-Ba&ini, Say$d Mdpmmad, 197 
B ~ - ,  609, Mard% 692 
Balphal, 500,676 
Bhti of Jhang (Sultan), 298 
Bhthir, ‘Ah &mad, 21 9,223 
Bakhshi, N k h  al-Din, 543 
Bakhti, 270 
Bakhtiyar, b a d ,  309,312 
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al-Ba’i, 491 
Baklacief, Sd+, 336 
Bakr, 131 
Bakr, Salwq 221 
al-Bakrl, Abii ‘Ubayd, 469 
al-Bakci, Mulpmmad b. Abi-l-Sw, 200, 

B&, 284,733,747 

Bali, 700 
Bahg, Smail, 11 2 
Baligh, 273 
Balkan, 87f., 90, loof., 112, 232, 3336, 

340, 342, 344, 485, 697, 726, 729; 
Balkan Wars, 281,335 

Balkh, 238, 428f., 475, 652, 658, 683; 
Balkhi School, 480 

Balkhash Lake, 251 
al-Bak?d, Abii Zayd Alynad b. Sahl, 480 
al-Balkhi, Shaqiq, 429 
B&uw~.~%, 590 
Balochi, 287,300 
Balii~h, 750 
Balzac, H., 278 
Bamana, 83,327 

Bangladesh, 807 
al-BannH, Hasan, 378 
Bannis, ML&ammad, 21 5 
Banten, 72,309 
Bantu, 84; Kikongo, 79 
al-Biiqdhi, 368 
Bar&< Hh, 221 
Bar&< Hudii, 221 
Barani, Diyii’ al-Din, 290,540,545 
al-Barbari, Ishiiq b. Ibr-, 575 
al-Barbari, SHbiq, 137 
Barbaros Khayr al-Din Piishii, 602 

506 

al-BalHdhM, 494,671,676 

Banhti, Fakhr al-DIn DHWd, 514 

Barisan, Zubayda, 31 3 
Barhs, Sayfal-Din, 254 
al-Barmaki, Ja‘far b. Yahyii, 148 
Barqfiq, 693 
Barr%& ML&ammad, 222 
Barsbiiy, 654 

BaSeski, Mustafa, 337,341 
BaSeski, Safvet Beg, 343 
Biishi, Munajjim, 191 
Bashir, Mulpnmad Valkom, 302 
Basra, 146, 174, 184,429, 430, 591, 670- 

673,676,684,791 
al-Bapdyawsi, Ibn Sid, 192 
batik art, 809 
Batid, ‘Abd All&, 265 
Biibur, Zahir al-Din ML&ammad, 231 
Bay- 268 
Bayiit, Biiymd, 541 
al-Bayyiiti, ‘Abd al-Wahhgb, 21 5 
BHyazid (= ‘A&), 264 
Biiym-d 11,5266, 529,581,601,702 
Baydiis, Khalil, 217 
al-BaydHwi of Shiriiz, 195 
Bayd~, ‘Abbiis, 215 
al-Bayhaqi, Tahir d-Din, 197 
Bayqara, Husayn Mirzii b. Manstir b., 

Bayram Khb, 291 
Bayram Piishii 268,666 
BHysonghor Mbq 579,598,606,618 
bazaar, 655,666,679 
Bebenh, 71 8 
Bebler, A., 340 
bedouinism, 122,1326 
bedouins, 77,467,487 
Be&, Selim, 347 
Begley, Wayne, 650 

al-BXidi, Siimt, 21 1 f. 

256,579,618 
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Behdiidi, 259 
Beja, 82 
Bekir Efendi, 631 
Bekurof, Mehmet, 336 
Bellini, Gentile, 601 
Belorussian (Whte Russian), 340 
Ben Yfisuf, 647 
Bengal, 114f., 287,290,301,807 
Ben&, 110,115,240,287,294,301,720 
Berati, Nazim, 341 
Berber, 78-80, 115, 187, 200f., 505, 686, 

Berberski, Slobodan, 100 
Bergama, 739 
Bering straits, 696 
Berisba, Anton, 337 
Beyatlh, Y&yii Ibmd, 274 
Beyazidwch, Darwish Piishii, 339 
Beysheh, 660,735f., 738 
Bibi I.chiinm, 664 
Bibi al-Mardm, 652,658 
Bidar, 783f. 
Bid &n ‘Abd al-Qii&, 240,293 
Bidlisi, Idris-i 527,529,536 
Bidlisi, Sharaf IChiin,521 
Bidpay, 591 
Biha, 585 

Bihziid, 598 
Bijiin, Alpad, 257 
Bijiippur, 11 3,294f., 630,653f. 
Bilen, 82 
Bdge Qaghan, 252 
B@m, ‘Abd al-Jalrl, 288 
Bkm-, hid, 288 
Birgivi, 340 
al-BW-, Abii ‘Ah Hasan b. b a d ,  107, 

112, 228, 245, 357, 470, 47W76, 

800 

Bihbihq S m ,  247 
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484,498,594,659 
al-Bir~ini, Abii Nasr, 474 
al-Bis@mi, Bay=-d, 264,298,436f. 
al-Bimji, 207 
Bizhan Alliih, 247 
Bjelavac, Abdulah, 341 
Bjelopolac, Mehmet, 341 
Bjelovac, Abdulah, 341 
Black Sea, 1 12 
Bogomil region, 87 
Bohor;is, (Ismii‘ili), 301 
Bolukbaslx, Rid2 Tawfiq, 278 
Bonaparte, N., 371 
bookbindmg, 578,61 M24,631, 
Borisov, I., 395 
Bosancica, 93 
Boshnjak, Tah~r, 342 
al-Bosnevi, Mebed, 112 
Bosnia, 91-93,112,335,343,447,451,453 
Bosporus, 662,599 
brahman, 405,437 
Brahui, 302 
Braun, M., 340 
Brethren of l?mty, see Ikhwiin al-Safii’ 
Brunei, 72-75,117,309f. 
Bti ‘Ab Qalandar, 290 
Bii Fatiit%, 652 
BL~ ‘Iniiniyya, 662 
Buddha, 252 
Budbsm, 252,452,696 
Buginese, 75 
al-B&, 331 
al-B&~-, Ab0 ‘Ubiida al-Walid, 14% 

145,154,177,201 
Bukhiirii, 109, 228, 232, 621, 652, 658f., 

661, 664, 683, 697, 704, 713, 715, 
725,732,749,796 

al-Bukh&-, 721 f. 
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Bukh~, ‘Abd A&&,, 619,622 
B&i?iri, Sayyld Jald al-Din, 54.4 
B~dgam, 87, 89f., 93, 96, 98f., 101, 112, 

333,335-337,339,343,346f. 
Burhiin al-Din, Qii& N%& 255,282 
Burhiinpw, 288 
By*& 609 
Burkina Faso, 84 
Burqandji, 252 
Bursa, 266,276,282,450,647, 662,664, 

Burushask 300 
BurzaE 139 

683,741,806 

al-Bfi$-I 201,331 

Busu, Fi%&a, 313f. 
Buuba, Ndmg, 323 
al-B&jZn& Abu-1-Waf?, 475 
Bwana, Mengo, 331 
Bythakuqi, Naum, 92 
Byzantium, 359,557,667,674,695,796 

al-BusW-, Salzm, 21 6 

C 
Cairo (al-Qiihira), 149,153,177,187,567, 

577, 598, 607, 611, 639f., 642, 644- 
646, 654, 657465, 676, 683, 685- 
690, 692494, 715, 725, 729, 733, 
735f., 741, 747, 773, 778, 790, 791, 
796, 807; al-Fus@G 489, 503, 507, 
590, 6706, 676, 684486, 688, 690, 
692,735f; al-Qa@’i‘, 658,685f. 

Calcutta, 114,296 
calicut, 482 
cahgraphy, 185,268,297, 522, 549, 556, 

560-562, 566, 568-588, 603, 627, 
630f., 634, 647, 650, 654, 658, 662- 

667,756,758,793,801,804f., 809f. 
Cameroon, 82f., 321 
Cantemir, Demetiius, 733 
caravan, 475; -.remi, 567,646,664 
Carmathians, 439 
cartography, 485 
Caspian Sea, 112,251,645,804 
Caucasus, 101,112,521 
Cams, Mehmet, 347 
Cayol, H., 271 
ceramic, 751-754, 758, 762, 764, 773, 

775,797,805 
Ceta, Anton, 337 
Chad, 78,83 
Chiha, 81 
Chaghatay, 109,256,290,625 
Chahel Satun 642 
Chalabi, Ishgq, 339 
chanson de geste, 127 
Chelebi Mebed, 262,338-341,525 
Cherkess see Circassians 
Chtgd, 252 
cb?-kn, 742,748 
Chum., 251,253, 514,550,590, 591,609, 

616, 625, 634, 688, 696f., 709, 730, 
750,752, 

Chinili Kiosk, 664 
Chir@, Shaykh Nasir al-Din, 544 
Chishti, 638 
Christianity, 99,181,359,452,509 
chronicle, 487,501,504,536 
Chfibak, S%diq, 248 
Circassians, 101,112 
citadel, 685,692 
classicism, 121f.,141-143, 235,276 
Cocteau, Jean, 185 
Colombus, 474,482 
CO=& dell’arte, 708 
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Companions (of the Prophet, Jab&)), 

Congo, 77,79,84 
Constantine, 697 
Constantinople, 99,145,232,333,556 
convents (@&Lit)), 183,227 
Cordoba, 172-174,176,183,207,561, 

567, 647, 652-654, 658, 681, 683, 
730,791 

82,143,197,263,357,489,491,496 

cosmography, 199,208 
cosmology, 405407,461 
crafts, 568,767,802; craftsmen, 507 
creauon (,&ah), 355,404,417,490 
Croatla, 95 
Crusades, 183, 201, 501, 509, 690, 696, 

776f. 
Ctesiphon, 670,684 
Cushitic, 78,81 f. 
Cutchi, 301 
Cyrenaica, 79 
Cynllic script, 232,248; Ghgolia, 93 
Cydus, 99,390 
Czech, 112 

Dabir, 295 
Dacca, 807 
DWiik b. ‘Ajlfi, 575 
Dg‘i, Ahmad, 262 
Dajoh, R‘M., 314 
Dakklun-, Wali al-D~n, 114 
Diirngd, Ibrzhim Piish3 534 
Damascus, 191, 193, 195197, 20S207, 

428, 489, 492, 501, 506, 551, 561, 
567f., 574, 578, 590, 644, 646f., 650, 
654, 657-659, 672-677, 681, 683, 

725,762,76+776,790f., 796 
Diirnghfi, 650,659 

al-Damurdiishi, b a d ,  506 
Dana Depression, 78 
Danda, 84 
diq 67 1 ; al- ‘ad4 68 1 ; al-baaZ’i ‘-i ‘Utbm%< 

281; al-baa%, 264, 682; b@a, 670; al- 
biha, 682, 688; al-‘ilm, 682; al-imzra, 
671-673, 676, 679, 681, 686; al-&gy4 
674; al-kbih$z, 675, 679; al-sa‘rl, 671; 

‘a, 27 1 ; al-.hirti% 202; al- ‘ulim, 
508; al-mz@ra, 690,692 

Dar es Salaam, 331 
D2% Shuhh (Prince), 292 
Darabjerd, 677 
Dargz, Sayyd M&ammad Gisii, 544 
Dardanelles, 333 
Dardic, 300 
Dm-, 230,233 

DU, 602 
Darwiiza, Alihund, 300 
&mi&$ 253, 3426, 4316, 441; lodges, 

Dm-sh, Mwtid, 21 5 
Darwish, Shams al-Din, 264 
al-Danxish, Shaykh ‘All, 1 11,730 
Danvish ‘Ab& of Bukhaii, 583 
Dashti, ‘Ah, 248 
Diisi~, 525 
Da’iid al-hgiki, 207 
al-Dawla, Sacid, 153 
Dawlatiibgdi, Malyniid, 248 
Dawlatshh, 258 
D%wd Pashg, 507 
al-Daylm-, 152 
al-Dayh-, Mihyiir, 146,148 

al-Da~niti, 206f. 

al-Da, Tamim, 295,302 

342f.; order, 701; whu%lg 701 
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al-Dayhi, Rukn al-Dawla, 229 
Deccan, 113,290,294,662 
decoration, 603, 608f., 611, 613-616, 

618f., 621, 623, 650, 662, 759, 773- 
777,779,793,800f.,804f., 809f. 

Dede, Abdurrh, 336 
Dede, Asriir, 273 
Dede, $abi&i, 270 
Deb 109, 1136, 231, 289f., 295, 297, 

639,645,647,6606,665, 667,683 
Dendi, 84 
Denia, 177 
Derman, Mustafa U&, 569,625 
derwish, see &m3h 
Descartes, R, 398 
determinism, 367,379,492 
Deva, A&, 345 
Dwanagari, 299 
al-Dhahabi, Shams al-D@ 197,199 
DhSir, Qii& Khan Badr M&ammad, 107 
Dhihni of Bayburt, 273 

Dhu-I-Yaminayn, T ~ ,  229 
Di‘bil, al-Sharif al-Racji, 144,146,725 
al-Dibs, 508 
Dickens, Ch., 21 9 
Dieterici, F., 395 
Dihkhuh, ‘Ab Akbar, 247 

DhU-l-Nm al-Mi?d, 152,436 

al-DhhW, ‘Abd al-Q%&, 114 
al-Dihla~i, hfF al-Dh, 114 
al-Dikm-, Shh Wdi All&, 114, 288, 

293,421 
Dik d-Jinn al-W?i, 143,183 
al-Dimashqi, Abii ‘Uthmiln, 386,392 
al-Dimashqi, Ghayh, 364 
al-Dimashqi, Shams al-Din, 206,208 

al-Dinaww 495 
al-D@ J%~im, 301 

Dioscorides, 470,590 
Diw, 660 
&&, 139, 144, 147f.,152,154,173,175f., 

184,213,256,289,295,297, 335, 338, 
341,488, 492, 494f., 617,681 

dml (writing set), 572 
Diyil’ Pas&, 275,277 
Diyiib, Mbiid, 223 
Diyg3, 339 
Diya Bakr, 601,776 
&&z& see convents 
Djibouti, 83,329 
Dobra& Mula Husejin, 344 
Dobrudja Turks, 336 
Donizetti, G., 719 
Dostoevsky, F., 219 
Dravidian languages, 11 5,302 
Dubay‘a, Zuhayr b. Abi Sulm%, 131 
Diizman, Mustafa, 627,629 
Dughlat, Mdpmmad Haydar, 51 6 
Dunbuli, ‘Abd al-Razziiq Beg, 520 

E 

ebn?, 620f., 6254527,630 
Edirne, 265,601,647,653,662,6646, 702 
Edmekiiri, 619 
Egypt, 77, 79, 107f., 111, 1876, 197f., 

202, 205, 207, 371, 3746, 380, 401, 
414, 4966, 501, 503, 506508, 549f., 
557, 571, 577f., 585, 590, 596, 616, 
618, 6376, 654, 658-660, 664, 666, 
670, 684-698, 702, 710, 712, 715, 
717f., 720, 723, 728, 7306, 735, 752, 
756,758f., 7626,7686, 771,773-776, 
796798,802,804,807,810 

Egyptian, 468; Ancient, 78,219 
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Ekrem, Rajii’iziide, 276,278 
Elbasani, Shejh Ahmed, 344 
Eliade, M., 645 
El-Said, Essam, 654 
Em-, ‘Ah, 253 
Empedocles, 415,418 
Emriih of Erjish, 271 
Emre,YQnus, 254,260,262 
Endem-, Fiig-i, 273 
Endress, G., 396 
English, 73,2326,536,726 
Enlil, 552 
Enveri, 526 
epistemology, 352 
Eritrea, 82 
Esad Efendi, 591 
Etht, H., 292 
Ethiopia, 77f., 80-83, 
Ethiopic, 80, 193 
Euphrates, 466,471,589,671,762 
Europe, 87-89, 115, 189, 200, 207, 240, 

246, 274, 284, 290, 334, 338, 340, 
345, 357, 371, 374, 484, 507, 568, 
570, 572, 588, 599, 693, 697, 740f., 
745,751 f., 762f., 766,780 

Eustahus, 394 
Eve, 602,637 
Evliyii Chelebi, 271,483,533,556 
Ewriin, AH%, 790 

F 

Fahim, 270 
Fii’i& Qiifziide, 270 
faience, 752,805 
fuMr(self-praise), 130,142, 180,201 
Fakhri, Khdtd, 280 

Fk-, 343 
Falsafi, Nasr All&, 523 
Fansm-, Hamza, 309 
al-Faqih, mad, 222 
Faqih, Y&shi, 525f. 
al-F%iibi, Aba Nasr, 142, 198, 383, 395, 

405-410, 414416, 422, 561, 697, 
700,725,730 

Faraj, Alfred, 223 
al-Farazdaq, 133,142 
Farhiit, Germanus (archbishop), 193 
Fari& 339 
al-Fiirisi, &mid &Din, 207 
al-Fiirisi, Salmiin, 671 
Farouk (Kq), 210 
Fiirsi (New Persian), 106,190-193, 200f., 

al-Fiisi, ‘m 377 
al-Fatiini, Shaykh Wiin m a d  b. 

M&ammad Zayn b. Muspfii b. 
M&ammad, 11 8 

207,225,230,704,726 

Fat$, Hasan, 807 
Fa& (Sultan), 526 
Fiiba, 318,331,698 
Fiimds, 153, 171, 407, 480, 560, 590, 

Fam, 266,273,338 
Fattd$, 294 
jiihu2 (legal opinions), 195,271,699f. 
Fawz, 148 
Fawzi, I-, 21 5 
Fayd, Fayd Abad, 298 
Fay&, 288,291,339,541 
al-Fayrtiziibiidi, 194 
al-Fam, 590,769 
Ftnilon, F., 267,269 
Ferrand, G., 208 
Ferrara, Constanza da, 601 

638,660,686,688,690,692 
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Feyzullah Efendi, 591 
Fez, 394,662,683,790,792,797,805 
Figug, 80 
Fikrat, TawEq, 277f. 
jqh, see jurisprudence 
Firaki, Mustafa, 341 
Firdaws, 660 
Firdawsi, Hakim Abu-1-Qasim, 106, 236, 

jmZn (decree), 271,301 
Fii Shiih, 661 
Fit2 Tughluq, 544 
jfm (mal, sedtion), 452,493,496, 
Floqi, Ismad, 341 
folk literature, 284,299,3366, 346,337 
Formosa, 71 
Frasheri, Naim, 343 
French, 507,534,536,726 
Fu‘zd, Bash, 276 
Fudayl b. ‘Iygd, 429 
Fuddi, 267,282 
F h ,  82,104 
Fulbe, 82 
Fulfulde, 82 

Furqat, 259 
F~xiighi, M&ammad Husayn Dh&’ al- 

238,511,545,5966, 599,779 

al-Fmgt (Banti), 144 

Mulk, 523 
al-Fu~, 658,690 
al-Fuwa, 502 

G 

Gabriel (Archangel), 636 
Gabus, J., 801 
Gagauzes, 336 
Galen, 388,391,397,402,591 

Gambia, 82 
Ganja, 747 
Gao, 84 
=wan, Mbiid, 290 
Gaww 271 
Gayiimart, 236 
Gedikpashii, 276 
Ge‘ez, 8@-82 
Geg dialect, 91 f. 
genealogies (unsd), 180, 487-489, 491, 

Genghs Kh%n, 256,289,511,516,594 
Geniza, 796 
gentry (dbqZns), 228 
geography, 105, 199, 270, 457, 458- 

465, 467, 469, 474, 478, 4806, 497, 
533,670 

geometry, 386f., 557, 570, 640, 652, 654, 
659,666 

Georgians, 11 2 
Ghadaes, 80 
Ghaff%i, G h M  Alpad, 512-515 
al-Ghnfiqi, 207 
GhiiLib, Asad M, 232 
Gh%lib of Lesqofcha, 273,2935,297 
Gh&b, ‘Abd al-IGdtn, 222 
Ghana, 83 
G h 4  292 
G h h ,  Faa-, 220,267 
Ghaniziide, Sulpn Majid, 284 
Ghatib, Shaykh Burhiin al-Din, 544 

al-Gharn%p, Aba Hayyiin, 1926, 204 
Ghassbds, 723 
al-Gham-, Qiinsawh, 646,664,694 
Ghamgsi, 294 
Ghaybi, 339,763 
ghqd see love poetry 

493-4956,508,539 

Gb-bi, 339 
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al-Ghazdi, Abii Hiinid, 195, 198, 205, 
208, 228, 288, 357, 368f., 401, 410, 
41W18,442f., 659,699,788 

al-Ghazdi, b a d ,  444 
Gh&w Khan, 594f. 
Ghiiza, Uljap, 514 
Ghm-, 772 
Ghazi &Din Haydar (IGng), 288 
Ghw- Evrenos Bey, 333 
Ghm, Ma.& Dzinishmand, 262 
Ghw-, ‘Osmw/’Uthmiin, 530,602 
Ghazna, 109,113,475,596,796 
Ghaznawids, 108f.,113,230,545,590 
a.-Ghazzi, I W ,  508 
a.-Ghazzi, Najm al-Din, 197,505 
d-Ghazzi, Ra& &Din, 205,207 
al-GhifiM, Abii Dhm, 427 
al-Ghim-, Jmd, 221 
Ghiyath &Din ‘Ah b. J m d  al-Isliim 

Ghiyiith al-Din b. Humiim al-Din, 514 
Ghiyiith &Din Jw, 742 
Ghiyiith al-Din IGiykhusraw, 591 
Ghiyiith &Din Tughluq, 661 
Ghumaa, 79 
al-Ghuriibi, 506 
al-Ghuzzi, Mulpmmad, 21 5 
Gilaki, 230 
Gilw, 521 
Gisiidaxiiz, 294f. 
glass, 448 
glaze, 752-762,801 
glove-puppets, 71 5 
God (Alliih), 298, 308, 352f., 355, 360, 

365, 367,400, 403f., 408, 416,418f., 
445-447, 449, 465, 480, 552; 
throne, 462, 474, 667; tawhfd (unity), 
377f., 437,422,451,453,791 

Yazdi, 516 

Gokalp, Diyii’, 280 
Golconda, 113,287,294f. 
Gorantzi, 87,95f., 98,334,336f., 344 
Granada, 185, 187, 192, 197, 204, 660, 

Greece, 87, 89, 91, 93, 96, 98, 101, 333, 
763,806 

335f., 339, 343, 345-347, 407, 559, 
698,728 

Gdshehri, 261 
Giindiiz, Aqa, 279 
Giihar Shud, 657 
Gujarat, 116,288,292,301 
Gujarati, 113,301 
Gul Bakawalt, 309 
Gulbadan, 292 
Gulbarg, 287,290,662 
Gulf States, 798 
Gulistiim, Abu-1-Hasan, 51 9 
Gulsh-, Ibriihim, 264,268 
Gunabiidi, Mirzii Beg b. Hasan, 51 8 
Gunabiidi, M&ammad Qiisim Qiish-, 

Gunbadh, Gol, 653f. 
Gunbadh-i ‘Ali, 659 
Gurage, 80f. 
Guri Mir, 664 
Gurmukhi, 299 
gypsies, 100,334 

516,518 

H 

Habibi (lidheri poet), 282 
Habibi, Emile, 218,221 
al-Haddiid, al-Th, 376 
Hiidi, Sabzawa, 421 
al-Hiidi, Saiyid Shaykh, 31 1 
Hadidi, 529 
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hadith (Prophetic tradtion), 109, 117, 
149, 160, 192f., 195, 206, 228, 
287f., 299, 355-357, 361-363, 
366f., 372, 383, 399f., 409, 413, 
416, 440, 469, 487, 489, 492, 496, 
500, 504, 555, 564, 635, 650, 698, 
700,789f. 

Ha&amawt, 197 
Hii&iAbm, 514,516 
Hiiflz of S-, 242,290,704,779 
al-Hah-, Malpniid b d ,  725 
bq (pdgnmage), 11 0,640 
Hiijj Mulpmmad, Suhaimi, 315 
Hajj M+ammad, Ish& 312 
al-Hiijj, Unsi, 214 
al-Hajjiij b. Maw, 384 
al-Hajjiij b. Yfisuf, 104,137,676 
Hajji Chumu, 331 
Hiijji ‘Uzayr Beg, 285 

Hakeli, Rapo, 343 
al-HakIm, 218,223,688 
al-Hakim, Tad-q, 217f., 223 
al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi, 438 
al-Halabi, Ghars al-Din b a d  b. 

I b r W ,  485,506 
al-Halhj, a.-Husayn b. Man?e, 152, 224, 

297,439-442 
al-Halliiq al-Budayri, 203 
Hama, 193 
al-Hamd, Rashid al-Din Fad AMI 

TabibJ 107,512,514 
al-Ham?idm-, Sayyld ‘Ah, 290 
al-Hamadhiini, BadA al-Zamiin, 107,157, 

al-Hamadhiini, Ibn Fa@, 481 
al-Hamam-, Abu-l-Fidii’,207 
Hamclm, 492 

al-Hakatn 11,658 

190,229 

al-Hamdbi, ‘Arib, 468,497 
Hamdi, 272 
Hiinid, ‘Abd al-Haqq, 217,276f. 
H m d  AMI al-Mustad- al-Q-, 

107,514 
Hhdi, 282 

hmmZm (bath), 682f., 805 
Hamza Fansuri, 309,313,710 
Hamza, Shayyiid, 261 
al-Hanbali, al-‘Imiid, 506 
handcraft, 568, 588, 787f., 790f., 793, 

796798,800-810 
hand-puppets, 71 3 
Hang Td, 308 
Haqqi, Ibrilhim, 273 
Haqqi, Y+yii, 217f. 
Hariit, 290f., 521, 578, 598f., 611, 616- 

618, 623, 683, 709, 715, 744f., 750, 
768,772,779,783 

Hmdi, Wdi, 246 

Harar, 81,325 
Harari, 80-82,325 
al-Harasht, Mupaif b.‘Abd All&, 138 
al-Harawi, Abii Manse Muwaffaq b. 

Haram-, Fakhrq 291 
al-Harawi, m i i d  b. Mdpmmad, 772 
al-Hm, 157,190,556,768 
al-H%ith b. IjXza, 1316 
Hasan (Persian poet of India), 231 
Hasan, Ikdja, 341 
Hasan, Kaimi, 341 
Hasan b. Shkb Yazdi, 512 
al-Hasan al-Basri, 138, 152, 227, 428f., 

Hasan Beg Rmii Qunmi, 518 
Hasan Bey %de Pechewi, 531,536 
Hasan Chelebi, 282 

‘Ali, 245 

493,495 
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Hasan, Ghiizi ‘Kshq, 271 
Hasan Piishii, 507 
Hasan al-Shaykh Ja‘far, 215 
d-Hasm-, ‘Imiid, 583,585 
Haseki Hurrem, 665 
Hashun, b a d ,  279 
Hgshun, Khadija, 313f. 
Hiishm, hlalihdum Muhammad, 299 
al-Hiishimi, hluspfii Khdiqdiid, 107 
al-Hiishimiyya, 677 
Hasip Okay hslanapa, 61 5 
Hassan, hffandi, 314 
Hassiin b. Thiibit, 131,723 
al-Haythm-, 195 
Hatib Melpned Efendi, 628 
Hiitifi, All&, 516 
Hattat Aziz Efendi, 63 1 
Hausa, 77f., 82f., 104, 115, 326 
Hiiwi, Khalil, 2146 
Haydi, 339 
Haydar Ra’is, 602 
d-Haydari, Rulund, 21 5 
Haykal, M&ammad Husayn, 2 1 1,2 1 6 
al-Haytham b. ‘Adi, 493 
HaJcy b. Yacpiin, 203,411 
Hazw-, 339 
Hebrew, 1 16,414 
Heliild, 339 
Hell, 31 8f., 352,365,639 
Hercules, 560 
Hereke, 807 
hermeneutics (&2d’), 446,448 
Herzegovina, 344 
FIeziirfen I;Iusayn Efendi, 531,631 
Hibat All& b. Jumay‘, 207 
Hihyat, Sgdiq 248 
h@’(satire), 130,147,247,180,201 
Hi@, 1346, 370, 480, 500, 506, 570f.. 

670,684,728 
Hijiizi, b a d  ‘Abd al-Mu‘ti, 215 

dH?jrz, l61,273,490,570f., 669f. 
&k*a (tale), 83, 157, 296, 309, 311, 491, 

mmat Bey, ‘&if (Shaykh al-Islgm), 273 
m a t ,  hfiiftLio& b a d ,  278 
€j3limet, Aktf, 339 

d-Jjij%zk&, 11 1 

710 

Hild (Banii), 77,204 
d-Hildi, Abii Zayd, 710f. 
al-Hil!i, d-Mutahhar, 196 
&Hi&, Safi &Din, 193,201,726 
Himalaya, 251 
al-IjimFi, Ibn Nii‘ima, 387 
al-Hind, Hassiin, 288 
Hind, 113f., 235,291 
&Hindi, ‘Ah a.-Muttaqi, 195,288 
Hindu Kush, 300 
Hindu Shiih, Muhammad Qiisim, 543 
Hinduism, 113,292,452 
HindwI, 294 
Hippalos, 462 
Hir Ranjha, 298 
al-ma, 108,124,150,488,493,571,671, 

673,722 
Hisan, b a d  Qarii, 581 
Hishiirn b. ‘Abd al-hfalk, 105,156 
historiography, 400, 487, 511, 525, 527, 

529,53 1,5346,537,541,545 
history, 109,121-123, 128, 133,1991-:, 202, 

204, 222, 270, 337, 399, 413, 445, 462, 
487, 49W97, 500, 50S507, 50, 525, 
527,52%532,537,5431-:,550,556,559, 
5946,598,601,635,637,647, 657, 660, 
669,672,674,683,731,770,780 

houris, 327,743 
Hudhayfa b. al-Yamiin, 671 
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Hudhayl, 1 3 1 
al-Hudhali, Muslim b. Jundub, 138 
al-HujwM, 427,436,438 
al-Hujwiri, 'Ab al-J&bi, 289,699 
al-Hukamii', Mdynmad Hiishim 

H h -  Hasan Efendi, 529 
Hukovi~ Muhamed, 340 
Hdiigii, 244,418,516,726 
Humo, Hamzo, 344 
Hunayn b. Ishiiq, 384,386,38%391,393, 

401,490 
Hungary, 333,339 
Hunza, 300 
Hurayra, 722 
al-Hurr al-'&r$, 197 
Husayn (Prophet's grandson), 295, 331, 

Husayn, Qiizirn, 339 
Husayn, Miidh6 Lid, 298 
Husayn, Riitniz, 273 
Husayn, T&ii, 128,2117217f., 223 
al-Husayn b. al-D%&, 151 
Husayn b. 'Abd al-Z&di (Shaykh), 519 
Husayn Mirzii Bayqara (Sultan), 598 
Husayn Shh (Sdtan), 11 5 
Husayn Wii'k Eshif?, 274 
al-Husayni, Mdpmmad Mirak b. 

Mas'iid, 512 
al-Husapyya, 693 
Husaynziide, 'Ah Beg, 285 
al-Huyi, 160, 163, 172f, 177, 179, 181€., 

al-Hupy'a, Jarwal b. Aws, 131 
Hyderabad (Deccan), 297 

Rustam, 519 

497,7OOf., 707,711,724 

184 

- 
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I 

Iamblichus, 383,396f. 
al-'Ibar, 200 
Ibivef, Ismad, 336 
&h see satan 
Ibn 'Abbiid, 106,174 
Ibn al-'Abb&, 197 
Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam, 496 
Ibn 'Abd Rabbh, 163,173,198 
Ibn 'Abd al-Wahhiib, 169 
Ibn 'Abdtm, 179,184 
Ibn Abi-1-Dunyii, 161 
Ibn Abi Hafsa, 142 
Ibn Abi Randaqa al-Tu@ishi, 204 
Ibn Abi-l-Rijq179 
Ibn Abi Usaybi'a, 197,207 
Ibn Abi Ya'k, 197 
Ibn al-'Adim, 153,197 
Ibn A j m  al-Sinhiiji, 202 
Ibn al-'Amid, 106,229,498 
Ibn 'h&, 179 
Ibn al-'Arabi, 182, 205f., 208, 293, 369, 

417f., 420-422,434,437,446f., 789 
Ibn al-A'riibi, 142 
Ibn 'As&, 197,675 
Ibn al-Ash'ath, 137 
Ibn al-Athir, 'Izz al-Din, 199,497,501 
Ibn al-Athir, Majd al-Din, 195 
Ibn al-'Aww& a.-Ishbili, 207 
Ibn al-'Ayd&s, 197 
Ibn Biija, 207f., 410-414 
Ibn al-Bmii' al-Mm&shi, 207 
Ibn Bashkuwd, 197 
Ibn Bass&, al-shantartni al-Andalusi, 

173,175,177,183,202 
Ibn Barn3 204,288,483,693,718,753 
Ibn al-Bawwiib, 562,577-579, 
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Ibn al-Bam, 207 
Ibn al-Bipiq, 387,391,393 
Ibn Bukhtisha', 594 
Ibn Bu@, 107,157,591 
Ibn Diiniyd, 190,204,701,718 
Ibn Darriij al-Qaspdh, 173,181 
Ibn Diimd, 147 
Ibn Fa4 All21 al-'Umari, 198,203 
Ibn Farha, 197 
Ibn al-Fat-d, 699 
Ibn Fh, 387 
Ibn al-Habb&yya, 184 
Ibn al-Haddiid, 179,183 
Ibn Hajar al-'Asqalm-, 197, 200, 502, 

Ibn Hajar al-Haythm-, 204 
Ibn al-H%jib, 192 
Ibn al-Hajjiij, 148 
Ibn Hmdis, 173,177,181,183f., 
Ibn H~', 173,177,180f. 
Ibn Hasdiiy, 179 
Ibn Hawqal, 464,477,480 
Ibn al-Haytham, 357 
Ibn Hmm al-Andalusi, 147, 173, 179, 

183,369 
Ibn Hijja al-Hamawi, 193,201 
Ibn Hinda, 390 
Ibn Hishm, 127,193,491 
Ibn Hudhayl, 204 
Ibn Ishiiq, 281,487,489491,497 
Ibn Iyzs, 111,191,504 
Ibn al-Jawzi, 153,199,501,503 
Ibn al-Jaza, 197 
Ibn Jubayr, 204,483,672 
Ibn al-Kalbi, 468,488,493 
Ibn Kamd (Ibd Piishbiida), 191 
Ibn Ik%n,203 
Ibn Kathir, 200,491,502f. 

504f. 

Ibn IUlafiija, 172f., 183,202 
Ibn Khafif, 441 f. 
Ibn Khalda, 198, 200, 203, 357, 364, 

369-371,414,505,535,638,668,669 
Ibn Khallhn, 196,502 
Ibn al-Khammiir, 389 
Ibn al-E;hayy, 184 
Ibn 1uliizir1,577 
Ibn Iulurradiidhbih, 472,478 
Ibn al-Labbiina, 183f. 
Ibn mjid, 483 
Ibn M&k, 192f., 202 
Ibn Masarra, 41 8 
Ibn Mas'ud, 721 
Ibn Ma'siim, 203 
Ibn Misj&, 723f. 
Ibn al-Mu'adhdhal, 150 
Ibn Mdpiz, 724 
Ibn al-Munajjim, 725 
Ibn Munir al-Tariibulusi, 201 
Ibn al-Muqaffa', 'Abd All&, 139, 1556, 

162,168,245,386f. 
Ibn Muqla, 562,575-577 
Ibn a.-Nadim, 388f., 394,562,615f., 
Ibn al-Nafis, 207,357 
Ibn Nii'kna, 387 
Ibn al-Naqib, 201 
Ibn al-Niiqid, 207 
Ibn Nubiita al-Misri, 201 
Ibn Nujaym al-Misri, 196 
Ibn al-Qhsi, 501 
Ibn Q a p  al-Jawziyya, 193,196 
Ibn al-Qiftt, 153,197 
Ibn Qutayba, 127, 130, 141, 145, 161- 

164,198,496 
Ibn Qufliibughii, 197 
Ibn Quzm%n, 150,190f. 
Ibn al-&bib al-Qayrawq 173 
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Ibn Rashiq, 175,177,180,184 
Ibn al-Riqa’, 723 
lbn al-RM-, 143f., 146,181,1836 
lbn Rushd, 142, 207f., 357, 383, 392- 

394,397,413-41 6,422,700 
lbn al-S&iti, 201 
Ibn Sab‘in, 208 
Ibn Sa‘d, 491,496 
ibn Sahl, 202 
ibn al-%‘i, 502 
lbn Sd%m al-Jum&i, 128 
Ibn al-S@, 384,393 
lbn Sand al-Mulk, 201f. 
lbn Shaddgd, 501 
lbn al-Shahid, 180 
ibn Sharaf, 174,180,184 
Ibn al-Shiitk al-Dimashqi, 207 
lbn Shihsb al-Zuhri, 490 
lbn Shuhayd, 174,1806, 184 
lbn Sin%, 203,228,245,357,383,395,407- 

419,474,659,697,700,705,7256 
lbn Siidiin, 191 
ibn S a a ,  148 
ibn Surayj, 724 
lbn TaghnbirdT, 197,200,502,504 
lbn Taymyyq 1956, 369, 372, 415, 421, 

ibn al-Tayyib, 393 
Ibn Tufayl, 203,2076,413E 
ibn Tdtin, l91,685f., 506 
ibn Tim3 194 
Ibn Umm ‘Abd, 721 
Ibn Wahbiin, 179 
Ibn WiMi, 387 
Ibn Ya‘ish al-Halabi, 191 
Ibn Yamin, 243 
Ibn Zakri, 193 
Ibn al-Zaqq%q, 181 
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Ibn Zaydm, 172-174,178f., 181-184 
Ibn al-Zay-iit, 148 
Ibn al-Zibriqb, 149 
Ibn Zuhr, 207 
Ibriihim (Cahph), 725 
Ibriihim, Hiib, 212 
Ibr%hkn, Miilhem-, 529 
Ibriihim, Sun‘ All&, 221 
Ibriihim b. Adham, 429 
Ibriihim b. Harma, 142 
Ibriihim b. al-Mahdi, l48,724f., 
Ibrdiim b. Wasif Shh, 482 
I b h  ‘Add Shih II of Biji%pcir, 292,295 
Ibriihim Pasha, 272,619 
‘Ibrgt, ‘Isma, 587 
Ibahiij, Hiishang, 247 
Idris (Sultan), 312 
Idfis, Suhayl, 221 
Idris, Yiisuf, 218,220,223 

I f r ~ ,  80 
Ifriqiya, 171,175179,185 
al-rji, ‘Adud &Din, 195 
Ijtimadziida, M&ammad 248 
Ikhshidids, 108,686,688 
Ikhw?in al-Saf3’,198,458,591,652,788f. 
ihb&ui& see metaphysics 
miinids, 281, 515, 522, 5776, 607, 609, 

illumination, 578, 586f., 603, 605, 607- 

‘Im2d of Anatolia, 583 
Imam al-Dtir, 645,647,659,682 
‘Imriin b. sgiin, 137 
I m ’  al-Qays, 131,562 
India, 72, 100, 105, 112f., 115, 187, 

190, 192, 200, 208, 231-233, 238, 
240, 244, 287f., 291, 300, 302, 359, 

al-Idrlsi, M&=d al-shaflf, 477,482 
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613,740f., 767,773f. 
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401, 476, 482, 484, 498, 512, 519, 
521, 539f., 544f., 549, 579, 583, 
591, 599, 612, 625, 630, 638, 652, 
654, 656, 658, 660462, 664-666, 
692,695f., 699,706,770,780,797 

Indian Ocean, 329 
Indonesia, 71-75, 117, 449, 696, 699, 

I d a ,  296 
Indus River, 769; Valley, 298,804 
Ip;irli, Mehmet, 525 
Iqbiil, hldpmmad, 232, 2936, 297, 373, 

Iran, 1046, 187, 227f., 23S332, 236, 
240-244, 247-249, 282, 285, 291, 
293, 380, 384, 401, 418, 421, 500, 
512, 515, 519, 521, 549, 576, 578, 
581, 583, 590f., 596, 598, 603, 606 
613, 616, 625, 640, 660, 696, 705, 
709, 715, 731, 733, 756, 758, 760- 
763,766,769-782,796798,805 

d-Iriinshahri, Abu-1-‘ Abbiis, 470 
Iraq, 111,135, 187, 202, 235, 247, 281, 

382, 385, 287, 488, 491494, 496f., 
500-502, 506-508, 601, 609, 658, 
660, 666, 670, 673, 676, 684, 697, 
701-703,706,728,756,758,76&770, 
796,798 

706,807; archipelago, 192,634 

422 

Irbil, 196 
‘Irf&, 240 
irrigation, l05,465f., 468f. 
‘Is% b. ‘Ah, 139 
‘ha b. Hishiim, 216 
‘k b. Zur‘a, 386 
Isfahiin, 229, 419, 480, 521, 566f., 

598f., 616f., 639-647, 650-655, 
659, 666, 683, 690, 702, 728, 743- 
745,796,807 

Isfahiini, Mulpmmad Ma‘sm b. 
Khwiijagi, 519 

Isakovic, Ahja, 345 

Isen, Mustafa, 339 
d-Isfahiini, Abu-1-Faraj, 591, 722, 73& 

d-Isfahiini, Abu Mans- d-Hasan b. 
Muhammad b. Zayla, 726 

al-Isfahiini, Abu Nu‘ajm, 442 
d-Isfahani, ‘Imad al-Din, 201 
Isfandiyiiri, ‘Ah, 246 
Isfarani, Shayk ‘Izz al-Din, 281 
Ishiiq b. Hammiid, 575 
Ishaq b. Hunayn, 389,391-394 
a]-Ishiiqi, 506 
Islamicity, 634f., 639, 675,680, 694 
Islamization, 327,334 
Ismii‘il, 652f., 658 
Ismii‘il (I.;hedive), 210 
Isma‘il (Safawid Shiih), 282, 284, 511, 

Ismail, Samad, 314 
Ismd, Yz&yii, 313 
Ismii‘il Rustilihi Efendi, 271 
Isma‘ilis, 153,301,407,516 
‘Tsmati, 270 
Ismet Efmdi, 530 
i.wd (chain of authorities), 464, 489492, 

495f., 498,5006 
d-Is&lxi, 464,477,480 
Istanbul, 111, 191, 272, 280, 282, 531, 

534, 536, 567, 573, 576, 578-585, 
590f., 594, 597, 60lf., 607f., 617, 
619, 625, 628-631, 642-647, 653f., 
662, 664-666, 683, 694, 702, 718f., 
726f., 730, 736743, 748, 763, 781f., 
807 

‘Isiimi, 545 

733,386 

598,282 
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Ic&d al-Dawla (Mdpmmad Hasan 
Kh%n), 520 653,666 

&Gn, 653,659,662 
Izniq potteries, 766766,805 
‘Izzet, Kazasker Mugafii,581 
‘Izzet, Yasiir-z2de Muspfii, 583 
‘Izzet Efen4 585 

J 
al-Jabani, 1 1 1,200,507 
Jiibir b. Hayyiin 357 
al-Jiibiya, 670,673 
Jabrii, Jabd fir-, 214,221 
Jah2t-1 (Shiih), 292,612, 666f., 746 
Jahngir Mirzii, 520,544,612,666 
Jahiinsh%h b. Yiisuf (Qarg Qoyunlii 

ruler), 274,282 
J%hid, Husayn, 278 
Jid-~ihyya, 122,124,141,150, 494,508,667 
al-J*, 127, 147, 159, 161-163, 165, 

168-170, 174, 198, 206, 227, 387, 
402,561,596 

Jala’irids, 281,579,596 
JA (Persian astronomer), 51 8 
JA, Melpned, 279 
JA al-Din Mirzii Qiijiir, 523 
JaH-ziide Muspfii Chelebi, 531,535f. 
Jamdziida, Sayyid Mdpmmad ‘Ali, 247f. 

al-Jah~h@i, 500 

Jm-, Mawhii NW al-Db, 251, 2586, 
262,266,290,599 

Jarnil, 134,181f. 
J m b ,  Shihiib al-Din, 270 
Jandaro& Ismii‘fl Beg, 282 
Jdb, ‘Ah, 279 
Janissaries, 264,274,697 

al-J~~~niin, 183 
al-JMd, 79 
Jarir, 133 
Jar&, Nm, 215 
Java, 695,718,809 
al-Jawiihk, Mul;lammad Mahdi, 212 
al-JawdiqI, 192 
al-Jawhari, 271,376 
Jam, 268 
al-Jawwihi, 201 
al-Jawzahar, 776 
al-Jayha-, 478 
al-Jaz%’iri, Tihr 376 
al-Ja~M, ‘122 al-DIn b. al-Ah, 197,591 
al-Ja~’ra, 494 
Jerusalem, 187, 502, 533, 561, 567, 647, 

650, 652, 657f., 664, 673, 675, 683, 
690 

Jesus Christ, 553, 558, 650, 707, 735, 

Jewdet Piis6 534f. 
Jews, 103,362,400,514, 650 
Jibriin, Jibriin Khalil, 213,217 
jbd, 191,201-204,322,431 

776 

al-Jili, ‘Abd al-Qiidk, 205,731 
al-Jili, Qutb &Din, 205 
al-Jit~iin, 216 
jik% (paranomasia), 193,201 
al-Jisr, Husayn, 376 
John the Baptist, 675 
Jordan, 477,698,720,798 
journalism, 278,284 
al-JubiiC& 366 
Judaism, 359,452 
Juma, Hamisi, 331 
al-Junayd, 431,437439 

jurisprudence &b), 117, 1956, 199, 202, 
al-Jundi, ‘Ab, 21 5 
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319, 321, 364, 368, 400, 402, 494, 
504,561 

a.-Jufl)m-, ‘Abd al-Qh, 141 
Jur~h-, Fakhr al-Din As‘ad, 238,265 
JurJiiniyya, 475 
Jushagan, 743 
a.-Juwayni, ‘Ah’ al-Din ‘AD’ Malik, 107, 

al-Jupshi, 659 
195,368,515,527 

I< 

IG‘b b. Zuhayr, 131f. 
Iia‘ba, 123, 430, 461f., 551, 563, 566, 

636f., 655,676,722 
al-IG‘bi, 506 
IGbir, PvI&ammad, 541 
Iiabir al-Din, 541 
IGbul, 259,599,683 
IGbylie, 79,800,803 
JGf?, Hasan, 339,532 
al-JGfiyaji, 505 
al-Efiir& 686f. 
Kahatani, Mduuddm, 331 
E;airouan (al-Qaprawh), 172-1 74, 176f., 

183f., 560, 567, 615, 657, 670, 791, 
797,807 

IGjai, ‘Abd a.--, 313f. 
al-Uabah-, 438 
al-Kalbi, 492 
I h d ,  Yahya, 280 
IGmtl, ‘Add, 219 
I-, Mugafa, 508 
Ihafiini, Ghassh, 218,221 
I h o ,  83,664 
IGrarnm-, Mebed Pasha, 526 
IGrbaEi, 295,711,810 

IGrkh, 679f., 688 
al-IGrkhT, Ma‘ifif, 437 
d-IGv&il&, 507 
IGshiin, 683,742-745,762,766,807 
IGshm-, ‘Abd al-Hasan Ghaffiiri, 51 9 
IGshm-, Abu-l-Qiisim ‘Abd Alliih, 514 
IGishani, Jamal al-Din Abu-l-Qasim, 

Gshiini, M ~ a m m a d  Taqi Sipihr, 515, 

IGshghar, 252,254f., 516,713,750 
al-IGshi, 207 
Eshifi, Mu& Husayn Wii‘k, 245,522 
Kashmir, 290 
Kashmir& I&w+i ‘Abd d-b-rn, 519 
Iiasraw-, b a d ,  523 
kZhb/kzittriD (official secretary), l47,155f., 

167, 179, 198f., 203, 480, 4946, 497, 
501,503,505,518,536 

516 

520 

al-IGtib, Yihus, 724 
IGtib Chelebi (Hajji I&a.lifa), 191, 197, 

IGtibi, Topchular, 531,601 
d-IGttm-, Shaykh ‘Ah b. ‘Abd al-Samad, 

IGwadh (Sassanid ruler), 108 
al-IGwdabi, ‘Abd al-R&miin, 377 
al-Kawni, Ibrihim, 222 

al-IGyh-, 731 
IGzakhstan, 662,709,712 
Kazim, Baba of Yakova, 344 
IGzim Pasha, 273 
al-IGazraji, Diya’ &Din ‘Abd All& al- 

Andalusi, 202 
Kedah, 305f. 
Keir, 736 
Kelantan, ‘Uthmh, 305f., 314 

270,531-536 

118 

IGyq Fahrl, 347 
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Kd~~arga gedja, 313 
Kemal, Mustafa, 233 
Kemd-p%sh%-zde, 527,529,534 
Ken‘iin Pasha, 602 
Kenya, 83f. 
Kerala, 302 
Kerem and Ash, 335 
Kerimof, Yusuf, 335f. 
Khadija, 698 
Imdim, Ebnbek., 280 
al-Iulafiiji al-Misri, 193,202f. 
Khairallah, A., 647 

Khalaf al-Alynar, 149 
Khiihd, Rafiq, 279 
Kh%d b. Sahiin, 138 
Khdid b. Salama, 138 
Khad b. Yazicl, 148 
Khalifa b. Khayy, 491,495 
d-Khalil b. b a d ,  141,728 
Khalib, 264 
Khalji, ‘AI2 d-Din, 11 5,540f. 
&m@, 150-152,201f., 205 
&&, 219,662,682,795 
Kha, ‘Abd &‘A&, 664 
Iuliin, Mirza ‘4 284 
Iuliin, Sir Sayyid Alpad, 297 
Kh%n Kh-, ‘Abd al-Ralpn, 291 
al-Khiineji, 112 
Kh&-i 295 
K h h ,  Fiplat, 273 
IChdari, Parviz Niitil, 247f. 
&ZyZh (monastery), 205,433,694 
al-Khans2, Turn%& bt. ‘Amr, 131, 181, 

Iulaqiin, Satuq Bughrii, 251 
Khiiq%ni, 236 
Khkjite, 135,137,146 

al-m, YGsuf, 21 4f. 

184,722 

Iularraqiin, 659 
al-Kharrii~ Edwa, 218,221 
al-Kharri?iz, 437 
Khashiin, 761 
Khaqi, 282 
Khap’i, 282 
Khiithu-, Sib, 722 
al-Iulatib al-Baghdiidi, 364, 368, 500, 

al-Khatib, Mulybb al-Din, 376 
Khaw~j, 363,368,492 
Khawla, 723 
Khaydi, 266 
Iulaybar, 124 
Khayr al-Din Piishii, 375 
Khayr-abiid, 270,272 
Khhdiir, Walid, 21 5 
Khazraj (mbe), 669 
al-Khazrajiyya, 202 
Khelif, 80 

Khtrbat al-Mafjar, 590,657f., 
khirga (SUA frock), 433 
Khoisan, 77 
Khoja IGrma-, 596 
Khojlil, 301 
Khoqand, 259 
Khotan, 697,750 
Khowar, 300 
KhudaM, M&ammad, 21 8 
al-Khujandi, 475 
Khurnaawayh, 686 
al-Khumayni, Ayatulhh, 380 
IGunji, Faa AUZh Ruzbhn, 516 
Khiir-Shh b. Qubad Husayni, 515 
I~mfi, NasImT Fa& All&, 281 
Khmiisiin, l08,190,229f., 232,428,521, 

676f. 

al-Khi+, 31 8 

617,772 
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al-Iauraymi, 184 
I.lhurayyif, &Bash, 222 
Khushhd IGan Iihattak, 300 
I;husraw, Amir, 541 
Iihusraw, Nasi!-i, 236,688,690,753 
Iausraw Piisha, 27 1 
IGusraw Pane, 238 
d-Iihuzii'i, Abii 'Ah Mulpmmad b. 'Ah, 

d-Il;huzii'i, b a d  b. Nasr, 372 
Iaiizista, 228f., 521 
Iihwiifi, Fa?& al-Din b a d ,  512,514 
Khwiifi Khan, 543 
IGw%ja Beg, M&ammad, 255 
Iawadamir, 512,514 
Iawiiriam, 193,475 
al-Khw~rizmi, Abii Baku, 190,198,357 

Iihwiirizmi, E m d ,  259 
Kijuma, Muhammad ibn Abu Bakari, 

Catid, Hasan, 343 
al-labi, Tahmiin, 181 
kilh (carpet), 715,737,798, 800,802 
Ikda (tribe), 131,492 
d-IGndi, Ya'qiib b. Ishiiq, 376, 403, 405, 

407, 472, 478, 500, 561, 652, 725, 
728,730 

Kkghizstan, 715 
IGrmiin, 470,521,743,745,763,766 

IGrtna-, Ahmad Adib, 523 

I W a - ,  N%im al-Isliim, 521 
Kitbugha, 773 
Iionya, 59 1 f. 
Iiopriilii, Fuad, 260,279 
Kosovo, 87,91,343,345 

144 

Ia~iirkm-, 'Abd al-Ralpa, 583 

85 

I W a - ,  Afdd d - M a  520 

Kirmm, Mirza Aqa Iaa, 523 

IGishna, 301 
Kuda Lumpur, 808 
Iiucha, 697 
&fa, 146, 149f., 152, 174, 492, 574, 

I<iifi/I<ufic, 492f., 561, 568, 574, 576 

d-Iiumayt b. Zayd d-Asadi, 136,142 
al-Iiurdi, Adib Ya'yiib, 107 
Kurds, 521,686 
al-Kursi, 462 
Icushiijim, 1516 
Kuidiya &shes, 805 
Iiutiima, 79 
I<uthayyk, 134, 143 
d-Iiutubi, 504 
Iiybeme, 462 

657f., 670-677,681,6836, 688f., 791 

579,609,659,772,776,779,805 

L 

La Fontaine, J., 275 
Labid b. Rabi'a, 131 
Laertius, Diogenes, 389 
Lafaye, R., 165 
Liihiji, 'Ah Hazin, 293,522 
Lahore, 112f., 231, 287, 289, 298, 539, 

Lamartine, A., 275 
Ld'i of Bursa, 265 
L&-, Musk d-Din, 51 5 
Lascaux paintings, 550,553 
Lashin, Mbiid Z h ,  21 8 
Latin, 91, 93, 116, 175, 396, 414, 534, 

Lebanon, 698,706 
lexicography, 180,231,469 
lexicology, Arabic, 192 

626,642,645, 666f., 683 

536,800 
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lexicon, 193 
Libya, 80,111,696,731,798 
f i s k  &Din b. al-Khagb, 197,202,204 
logic, 270,401,403-406,410,468,700 
Lotto, Lorenzo, 736,738, 
love, 147, 172, 1826, 201, 205; poetry 

(@axah, 148, 153, 200, 202, 205, 
2346, 24&243,246f., 2666, 270,272, 
289, 293f., 310, 328, 338, 704, 763; 
tagbaW4 235 

Lubis, Muk!ntar, 312 
lullabies, 302,3356 
Luqm%n, 126,529f, 602 
Luff AI& (Shaykh), 639, 642, 644, 

647,6536, 666 
L u ~ ,  h a d ,  31 3 
Lutfi, Mawlm, 256 
Lug P%h& 529,532 
Luwiita (Levatians), 79 

al-Ma‘M al-Isfa ‘Ab  fa^ Akh, 733 
al-Ma‘arri, Abu-l-‘Ak’ b a d  b. ‘Abd 

Macassar Sea, 72 
Macedonia, 87, 89-91, 93, 95-97, 101, 

112,238,335f., 339,343,346,449 
Madaba, 477 
Madagascar, 71 
ma& (praise), 130,180; an-Nabi, 326 
ma&&ya (eulogies), 282,703 
ma&, (panegyric), 1426, 200 
al-Madina, 669,684 
al-Madini al-Nish%pm-, h a d ,  107,222 
Madras, 288 
madma, 159, 189, 1946, 205, 287f., 340, 

Akh, 153,157,179,1816, 190 

443, 5016, 537, 638, 640, 647, 654, 
659462,664,666,6826,694,806 

Maghrib/North Afnca, 79, 185, 187, 
192f., 205, 207, 318, 402, 410, 4966, 
501, 572, 576, 578, 616, 6546, 660, 
666, 675, 695-697, 704, 7306,750, 
752,770,796,807 

al-Maghribi, ‘Abd al-Q%dir, 376,378 
Maghnbi, Shaykh b a d ,  5446 
al-M%ghiis Mulpmmad, 224 
al-Mahdi, 152,679 

M&@, Najib, 21 1,216f., 219f., 222 
Malpnad I1 (Sultan), 274,584,719 
Malpnad of Ghazna (Sulw), 112, 230, 

231f., 287,289,596 
Mhiid of Kishghar, 252f. 
Malpniid of Kerder, 255 
Mabiid b. Sebtktegin (Sultan),l13 
al-Miihri, Sulaym%n, 208 
Maimonides, 414 
al-Majlisi, M4ammad Biiqir, 196 
Majod, ‘Ab, 314 
al-h43khiiri, 730 
al-Makki, Abii Tab, 438 
al-Maklddi, 193 
Malacca, 72,117,308f. 
Malaga, 177,185,207 
al-Mak’ka, N&k, 214 
Maknaiiyya, 442 
Malay, 72-74,746, 104,110,117 
Malayalam, 113,287,302 
Malaysia, 72-75,117,192,699,792,808f. 
al-Mhpwi, Shaykh Dg’iid ‘Abd All21 b. 

Makgird, 590 
Mah, 82-84 
Malihiib&-, Jdsh, 298 

al-Mahd~y~~i, 686 

I&-s al-Jiiwi al-Faq, 117 
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Mahk, Haydar, 544 
M* b. Nabi, 373,377,379 
al-Malk al-Sd& (Sultan), 692,776 
M&k Shiih I, 259,640 
Mdiki, 197,556 
Malindi Ahmed b. Nassir 85,482 
M&e, 327 
Madhs, 187, 504, 507, 529, 572, 585, 

596, 609, 61 8, 620, 638, 660, 664, 
692,694,696,777f. 

al-Ma’mm (Caliph), 105, 145, 229, 384, 

al-Mmsira, ‘Izz al-Din, 21 5 
Mande, 77f., 83,327 
Maneri, Shaykh Sharaf d-Din Y&y%, 544 
al-Manfaliiti, M., 21 7 
Mani, 252 
Manichaeism, 146,152,402,696 
Manja, Salrm, 313f. 
Manjak, 201 
Mansabu, Saiyidi Abu Bakari, 331 
al-Manstir (Caltph), 139, 143, 441, 677, 

Manstir b. Niih, 106 
al-Mansiiriyya, 686 
Maniichhr, Murtadiiwi, 5 1 5 
d-Maq&h, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz, 21 5 
nzq& (mode), 111, 701-704, 731, 733, 

mq&m (rhythrmc prose), 11 1, 152, 157, 
180, 190, 203, 209, 216, 221, 224, 
229,244,288,556,724,728,704 

d-Maqarri, 200,730 
d-Maqriz& Taqi al-Din, 197, 200, 502f., 

507,686f. 
al-Maqs, 692f. 
Maqsiid of Eishiin, 742 
mqta (section), 572,574; mqta ‘&I@ 202 

471,473,477,590,615,725 

679,687f., 471,679 

789 

al-Mariighi, ‘Abd al-‘Aziz, 726 
al-Marghi, Abu-l-FadH’il b d  al-Din 

marbling, 613,621,625,627f., 630f. 
Mardswij (Ziyand ruler), 229 
Marinus of Tyre, 471 €., 477 
mZrist5n (lunatic asylum), 647, 650, 654, 

6596,682,694,702 
Markasan, S., 313 
Marrakesh, 438,647,652,683,795 
al-Marriikushi, Abu-1-Hasan, 476 
Marriish, Faransis, 21 6 
Marshall, D. N., 521 
Marsgli, Comte de, 485 
ma&h&a (elegy), 129, 132, 145, 295f., 703, 

Maw al-Riidhi, 679 
Marw, 659,661 
Marwiin b. Sulaymiin, 142 
Marwiin I1 (Cahph), 139,229,769 
Mm-, M&ammad I@h, 51 9 
Marzawi, M&ammad S%hq, 520 
Mas, Kens, 314 
d-Mas‘adi, M&miid, 222 
Mashhad, 248, 521, 598, 657, 659, 682, 

Mas&- of PriStina, 272,284,339 
Masmiida, 80 
Mas‘iid b. Alpad, 261 
Mas‘iid b. Sa‘d-i Salmiin, 289 
Maskd b. Sebiiktep (Sultan), 11 3 
al-Mas‘iidi, 127,464,471,4776, 495,497, 

498,500 
mathnatvz (couplet form), 234238, 240, 

265, 270, 273f., 282, 289, 29S29.5, 
301, 338, 451, 610; reciters, 240; 
rnbZc< 310; set of five, 256 

‘Abd al-Q&dir, 726 

708 

763,766 

al-Mapaqi, Na$& al-Sd&i, 485,601 
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Ma& b. Ymus, 386,392f. 
madd (panegync sung at Prophet’s 

birthday), 326,331 
Mauritania, 80,798,801 
Mawkin% Bighami, 246 
Mawlawi ‘Abd al-Haqq, 294 
al-Maws* Ishiiq b. Ibr-, 148 
al-MawSili, Mubiirak b. Abi Bakr, 202 
d-Maw$, Shujii‘ b. Manii, 773 
al-Maw$, ‘Uthmq 11 1,768 
al-Maydiini, Abu-1-Fadl, 194 
al-Mayl%’:Azza, 722-724 
ILGqhar, 296 
d - M W ,  Ibr- ‘Abd al-Q%&, 211, 

213,217f. 
Mecca, 123, 135, 288, 469, 479f., 490, 

533, 565, 566, 570, 634, 644, 668, 
675,6836, 723f., 797 

Medina, 124, 135, 142, 479, 488-496, 

672, 6756, 680, 683, 722-724, 791, 
796,810 

533, 567, 570, 634, 636, 642, 667- 

M e b e d  I, 232,263,485,526 
M e w e d  11, 264, 271, 526, 529, 601, 

M e b e d  111,602 
M e b e d  V, 574 
Melped, F%& Sul@n, 529 
Mebed, Yazijiogu, 262 
Mebed, Yitziji-zgde, 526 
Melped Bey, 262 
M e b e d  Efendi, 627 
Mehmedeminof, Muhittin, 336 
Mekuli, Hasan, 345 
Mehke -tiin, 255 
Men& 11,319 
men-of-letters, 173, 338, 340, 343f., 346, 

6186; 

505,5076,511 

Mesopotamia, 78, 550, 557, 5906, 696, 

metalwork, 767-780,783-785 
metaphysics (ihh&i), 383,403,405f. 
Methodus, 99 
Michelangelo, 554 
Midhat, b a d ,  276f.,279f. 
M&at Pasha, 698 
marzb (prayer niche), 566, 642, 644, 647, 

650-652, 654, 657f., 660, 662, 664, 
675,766,791,805,807 

Mhi Kh%tiin of Amasya, 263 
al-Mi‘miir, Ibrihim, 202 

minbar, 560,657,660 
miniature, 563, 568, 578, 589-591, 594 

602, 613, 617, 696, 718, 741, 743, 
745,807,810; art, 590 

804 

Mina, Ham%, 222 

Minovi, Mujtabii, 248 
Mir, Mir Taqi, 296 
Mir ‘Ab al-Etib, 562,585 
Mir Dard, Khwiija, 293,2956 
Mir Fakhdi, Majd al-Din, 247 
Mir Hasan, 296,306 
Mir Khwwd see Mdymtnad b. Khwwd 

Mir M&ammad Ma‘stim, 544 
Mirzn, IGrnr%n, 258 
Mirzii Bi4 293 
Mirzii Ghdib, 293 
Mirz% Qalich Beg, 299 
Mirza Sawdii, 296 
Mirzii Say& b a d ,  256 
Miskawayh, 497f. 
Moeis, Abdul, 312 
Moliire, 275,698 
Mollova, Mefkure, 335 
Mongols, 187,201,591,616,683,712,777 

Shdl 
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Montenegro, 87,89,95,341,343 
Moors (tribe), 801 
Moravia, A., 185 

Morocco, 77,80,171,177,187,194,204, 
318, 549, 568, 654, 670, 6956, 711, 
731, 750, 790, 795, 797f., 800, 802, 
806f., 810 

mosque @12iC/77qid ), 451, 502, 564- 
567,640f., 647,651,653,672,681f. 

Mostari, Faw& 339 
Mosd, 501,568,677,683,768,769,773 
Mozambique, 79,84 
Mozart, W. A., 697 
Mshattii, 650,657 
hlu‘iidh b. Jabal, 356 
hlu‘hiya b. Abi &@in (Caliph), 137, 

493,673-675,722 
d-hlu’ayyad (Shaylih), 640 
Mubiirak, ‘Ab, 507 
al-Mubashshr b. Fiiak, 390 
Mudabbir (Banti), 148 
hludabbir, Fah-i, 5396, 545 
Muteferriqa, Ibriihim, 271,533f. 
al-Mufaddal al-Dabbi, 176 
hlughals, 664,666,705,780 
al-hluhalhil ‘Ad b. Rabica, 131 
d-hhhallabi, 480,498 
rVIt&ammad (Prophet), 105, Elf., 125, 

152, 193, 201, 223, 270, 288, 301- 
303, 305, 318-326, 331, 356, 360- 
362, 370, 386, 400, 404f., 407, 415, 
439, 461, 470, 48W91, 493, 507, 
522, 552, 589, 602, 634, 650, 698, 
701,721-723,769,789,793 

Morin, A., 799 

Mt&ammad I al-Ghdib, 660 
Mt&ammad V, 661 
M&ammad, Mu‘iza &Din, 231 

M&ammad b. ‘Abd al-Wahhiib, 196 
Mhammad b. ‘Abd a.l-W&id, 768 
Mhammad b. Abi-1-‘Abbiis al-Saff&, 

143,676f. 
M&ammad b. ‘Ah Shabiinhi, 514 
Muhammad b. Aybak, 607 
Xf&ammad b. al-Hanafijp, 308 
M&ammad b. ‘isn (Shaykh), 731 
M&ammad b. Khwiind Shih, 512,514 
M&ammad b. Mubiidq 607 
M&ammad b. Tughluq, 544 
M&ammad b. d-WaMd, 607 
M&ammad b. d-Zayn, 778 
Mt&arntnad ‘Al (governor of Egypt), 

Muhammad Diist, 598 
M&ammad Hasan Iaiin I‘timiid d- 

Salma (Shi‘ d-Dawla) 515,520,523 
M&ammad Khudiibanda (Sdtan), 518 
M&ammad Mima Qiijiir, 520 
h f ~ a m m a d  Na (Sultan), 783 
M&ammad Saghir (Shiih), 115 
hl&ammad Tughluq (Sdtan), 290 
d-hldpqqiq d-w-, 107 
al-hl&asibi, 3G9,432f., 437 
al-icluhayylr, 731 
al-M&ibbi al-Dimashqi, 197,203,5056 
M&sin, Mirzii (Tathr), 284 
al-Mu‘izz ( Zirid ruler), 173 
d-Mu‘izz li-Din All&, 686-688 
Mujabbira, 364 
Mujad b. Sa‘id, 492 
Mujezinovi, Mehmed, 337 
Mdii, ‘Izzat, 273 
Mdii Husayn, Maragha 284 
hlullii Sa&%, 41 9421 
Mdii Wajhi, 294 

210f., 374,507 

Multiin, 11 2,439 
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Munajjim Biishi *ad Dede, 531,535 
Munif (Adheri poet), 284 
Mw-6 'Abd al-&w, 21 7,222 
Munif Piis& 275 
Munshi, 'Abd M, 31 1 
Munshi Nasr A&&, 245 
Munzawi, A., 511 
al-Muqddasi, L4bii 'Abd All& M m  

mugam, 560, 640, 645, 647, 654, 659- 

Muq2til b. Sulaymiln, 365 
al-Muqta4 (Caliph), 253 
Mu%d I1 (Sultan), 262,264,525f. 
Mwd III,265, 60lf., 665,741 
M d d  lV, 268 
Muri%d, Mizanji, 277 
al-Muraqqish 'Awfb. Sa'd, 131 
Muratbegovic, b e d ,  343f. 
Mucia, 177 
al-Musii.hir, Abu-1-Waf%, 591 
Mfisawi, Mu@ntnad Siidiq NM, 519 
Mushiir, Kh., 51 1 
Mushiti, Farfdtin, 247 
Mushtaqi, Rizq A&&, 541 
music, 105, l11,135,182f., 200,386,403, 

562,695-712,718-733 
Mush b. al-Walid, 143f. 
Mush b. M~&nz, 723 
Muslim Brethren, 372,380 
Muspf% II,268,272 
Muspf%, Karmksiz-z%de Safwat, 273 
Muspf%, Qaylkchi Qd, 271 

Mmpfii Rashid Piis& 274 
al-Mustansir, 690 
al-Mustaqim, 674 
al-Musta'sim bi-Eh, 726 

b. Alp-d, 464,48lf., 688 

664,791,805 

Muspf% b. 'Abd al-J&l, 528 

al-Musta'sb-, Yiiqiit, 562,577f. 
al-Mu'ta&d, 151 
al-Mu'tamid ('Abbiidid), 177,179 
al-Mutanabbi, Abu-1-Tayyib *ad, 

al-MuW-, 192 

al-Mu'tasim, 144f. 
al-Mutawakkd, 144f., 657f. 
Mu'tada, 365-368,403f., 422,498 
Mu@ b. Iy&s, 149,181 
Mugiin, Kha 212f. 
d-Muwaffaq, 144 
al-Muwayli, M~dymmad, 21 6 
mnwmhshab (stanza), 172, 176, 178, 184f., 

190-192, 200, 202, 205f., 704, 726, 
728,730f. 

144146,154,177,181,201 

al-M~'tasim (Emfi), 179 

al-Mqaffar, Afpid, 179 
Mqaffar al-Din Shslh, 520 
mysticism, 153, 240, 242, 281, 400, 407, 

410, 415, 417f., 462, 705; Hellenic- 
Persian, 422; see ah0 Siifism 

N 
al-Nabhm-, Taqi al-Din, 372,380 
Niibi, 270,272f., 284 
al-Ngbgha al-DhubyM-, 131 
al-Niibigha Zyiid b. Mu'iiwiya, 131 
al-Niibulsi, 'Abd al-Ghani, 204f. 
al-Nadim, 'Abd All&, 207,508 
Nab, b a d ,  272 
Nadir Shh, 296,519 
Niidtri, Ghani-zde, 268,529 
Niidqc~, N%&, 247 
Nafi, 268 
Nafki, Sa'id, 248,523 
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Nab, 343 
Nafziiwa, 79 
N&-fi, 273 

Nii’ili, 268 
Na‘irna, 533,5356 

Nii’In, 807 
Naja6 810 
al-Najiit, 728 
Najd, 196 
Naji, Ibriihim, 213 
Naji, Mu‘allun, 276 
Najm &Din Awb (Sultan), 776 
Najriin, 124 
Nakhshabi, Diy2 al-Din, 290 
Nametak, Abdurahman, 340 
Nametak Ahja, 337,343 
Nametak, Fehim, 339f. 
Nhiq, IGmd, 267-269 
Napoleon, 694 
mqq&h (painter, artist), 596,602,736,740 
al-Naqqiish, M m ,  222 
Naqqash, S h ,  508 
Naqqiish, ‘Uthmb, 602 
Naqshbandi, 265,290,295,299 
Naqshi, b a d ,  602 
Nargisi, 270 
Nasii, 228 
al-Nasafi, Abii Hafs, 195 
Nashii% 268 
Nashri, 265 
Nasir, Amjad, 215 
NBsir al-Din Malyncid (Sultan), 540 

Nasir al-Din Tuq Bugha, 255 
al-Nii$r Mdpmmad b. Q&xxK~, 692f. 
Nasiri, 541 

al-Nahshdi, 173 

al-Nii‘k-, 392 

N@k al-Din Sh& 519f., 613 

91 1 

Nasrids, 638,660 
Nag All&, Emdy, 221 
Nasr d-Din Khoja, 335-338 
Nasr, Mhammad I b r h ,  519 
Nasr, Sayyld Husayn, 789 
Nasser, Gamal Abdel, 210,214 
Natal, 78 
NaDnz, 657,660 
nationaltsm, 2806, 509f. 
natural science, 351,357,375 
naturalism, 276 
nature, 172,182,418,420f., 445,450 
Naum Theatre, 276 
Nawii’i, ‘Ah Shir, 256, 265E, 282, 523, 

Nawawi, Zahara, 3136 
N*f b. A p a ,  394 
N-, Niibiz2de, 277 
Nam-, 292,294 
Na?m- of Edirne, 266 
Necati, Zekeriya 347 
Necmeddm, S m - ,  631 
Nerjisi, 339 
Neshrl, 526 
Niamey, 84 
al-Niffari, 2 1 5,442 
Ni@ K h h ,  271 
Nigaq 602 
Niger, 78-80,83f., 801 
Nigeria, 78, 82f., 
Nihawand, 227,291 
Nishiipiir, 228,475,760 
Niyw, ‘Is% Kh- 664f. 
Nkiim, 297 
Nkiim, Siyiiqi, 5 18 
Njlziim Kh& Shdar I1 Gdi, 231 
Ni?&n al-Mulk, Khwiija, 189, 194, 245, 

618 
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Ni@mi, 236,238,265,289,291f., 599f. 
Nizami, Iulalid h a d ,  539 
Nk2mi Ganj%vi, 238,281,540 
Nkm-Nishabq Hasan, 521,539,545 
Nu'ayma, Mikha'il, 21 3,2176 
Nc&, 317 
d-Nu'm%n, 722 
d-NM, Abu-1-Husayn, 437 
N~ al-Din al-Ayyubi, 501,654 

Nm, Rashd, 280 
Nusrat al-Din b a d  b. Yiisuf Sh& Ltir 
(Aabak), 522 

Nusrati, 295 
al-Nuwayri, 198f., 208,502f. 

NCX al-Din b. Shams al-Din, 516 

0 

Ogaden, 83 
Oghuz, 281,526 
ohri, 333 
Okyay, Necmeddtn, 627,630 
Oman, 798,802 
Omer, 'Ashiq, 271 
Omo, 81 
opera, 276 
Oran, 80 
Oromo, 78,81,83 
Oruj b. 'Ad, 529 
Oruj Beg, 265 
Osman dan Fodio, 322 
'Othmq Ha&, 580f. 
Ottomans, l09,112,187,190f., 194,232, 

333f., 371, 527, 533, 572, 579, 581, 
585f., 607,612,618,664,764,780 

ozldb, 288,296 

P 
paganism, 82,122f., 129,131,549,721 
PaIdaxi, 104-106, 139, 225, 228, 233, 

Pakistan, 113,300,302,720,804 
Palestine, 477,572,698,797 
Panajoti, J., 337 
Pane, Sanusi, 314 
Pangha fitam, 305 
Panjab, 289,298f. 
paper (warraq), 85,625; waviq< 575, 

papyrus, 615f. 
paradise, 318-320, 352, 474, 553, 565f., 

568,637439,804 
Piirjzi, M.A. Bgstiini, 248 
Parvin I'tis~-, 246 
Pashto, 287,298,300,302 
Pata, Mula Sa&, 344 
patron, 173, 236, 291; patronage, 176f., 

Pazyryk burial ground, 735 
Pechevi, 536 
pen$ (cinquefoils), 618 
Perak, 305 
Pew, Syair B m g ,  309 
Persepolis, 779 
Persia, 207,359,468,469,512,521,556€., 

564, 568, 579, 638, 666f., 677, 688, 
695f., 706, 715, 718, 723, 741, 745,' 
748,750,777-779,796,804,810 

401,403,471,515 

577 

485 

Persianization, 230 
phdology, 400,571 
Phdoponus, John, 383,396f., 402,415 
plvlosophy v;llsafn), 105, 135, 207f., 

235, 351-353, 357f., 366,368, 376, 
386f., 399f., 40&415, 418, 423, 
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453,498, 535, 540, 549f., 559-563, 
700,725 

Phoenician, 80,569,800 
physics, 207,405 
Picasso, P., 556 
pdgnmage, 637 
Pili+ova, Sevim, 336 
pi6 301,705 
Piri Ra'Is, 485,533 
Pe-i Rawshan, 298,300 
Pirniyii, Hasan, 523 
Plato, 383, 387, 3916, 397, 402f., 406- 

Plotinus, 383, 389, 396396, 402, 408, 

Plutarch, 390,402 
poet (sh2'i.>, 85, 12g137, 156, 201, 278, 

522, 530, 711; court poet, 176, 266; 
der-poet, 258; sultan-poets, 270; 
woman, 263,273 

poetry, 12g133, 137, 146, 172, 2006, 
387, 407, 421, 487489, 491, 562, 
705, 712, 718; ascetic, 152; canonical, 
143,151; oratorical, 143 

Pornaks, 87,93,96-98,334,344 
porcelain, 292, 751-754, 756, 763f., 766, 

779 
porches, 449 
Porphyry, 389,396f., 402 
pre-Islamic history, see Jiihiliyya 
Prizren-Timok ddects, 96 
Proclus, 396,402 
prophecy, 352,403,407,491 
prose, 114, 126128, 137f.; literary, 203; 

prosody, 151, 181, 183, 202, 276, 335; 

408,415,419,563,723 

410,415 

Polo, Marco, 483 

rhjhc, 180; ofkial, 199 

Arabic, 110,234,278 

proverbs, 174,206,3356 
Pruschak, Mugafii, 339 
psychology, 207,403,406 
Ptolemy, 471f., 474,477f., 485,591 
Punjab, 113 
puppet theater (bat& bm$, 715 
puzzles, 201,336 

Qabba-, Nizi%r, 214,698 
al-Qii& al-Fii&, 203 
al-Qklisiyya, 670 
Qadri, Ya'qiib, 279 
al-Qh, 687 
al-Qha, see Cairo 
d-QdCid, YUsuf, 221 
Qairouan, see IGirouan 
Qii'itbiiy, 642, 64G, 654, 657, 659, 664, 

qafa (citadel), 681 
Qalimin (Sultan), 660,692,694,702 
al-Qalasiidi, 207 
al-Qdi, 127,173 
al-Qalqashandi, 1 11,199,203,562 
Qarii Hocho, 61 5 
Qarg Mem-, 6 12 
Qarii Qoyunlii (Black Sheep), 230, 282, 

583,598,741 
Qaragoz, 696,698,708,715-718 
Qarkhiinid Turks, 108f., 251-254,256 
Qaraqalp%q, 72 2 
Qasab, Teodor, 276 
qq& (ode), 129--133,136,141-144,190, 

2016, 206, 212, 2346, 241, 243, 247, 
254, 268, 272, 291-293, 326, 331, 
338,341,703f. 

693f. 
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Q%h, 'Abd al-HakTm, 221 
al-Qii~h-, 508 
a/-gnsr(palace), 681 
Q a w a  al-Din, 61 8 
Qawsi (Adheri poet), 284 
al-Qayrawb, see Kairouan 
Q&&I, 251 
Qazwin, 228,598,660,796 
Q W - ,  Hamd Allslh Mustad, 512 
Qazwini, Mir Y&yg b.'Abd al-Lae Sa@, 
Qazwini, Mdpmnad Thir W a d ,  51 9 
Qazwini, Munshi Budaq, 5 1 5 
Qazwh& Shad al-Din Fad All& 

Husayni, 522 
al-QW-, Zakariyyg b. M&ammad, 

470,482 
Qerbelane, 343 
&'a (piece), 234,243,580,585f. 
qibh (hection of prayer), 11 0, 460, 636, 

6407642,644,658,662,664f., 671 
Qipchaq, 108,255 
Qirgiz Turks, 252 
Qonya, 238,736,807 
Qoroghlq 271 
qosbma, 253,282,335 
Qosja, Rejep, 345 
Qubiicha, 289 
Qubaclu, 763 
Qudwa b. Ja'far, 141,145,479 
Qul Mas'iid, 262 
Qulizgde, JaM Mebed, 285 
Qummi, Qii& b a d ,  51 8 
Qur'q 78, 80, 104, 106, 117, 136f., 141, 

149,162,191-193,195,206,218,227f., 
242,288,293,299,301,318,321f., 354, 

402, 404, 409, 413f., 427f., 431f., 434, 

514 

359-361,364, 367,370,379,383,399, 

436,439€, 446148,452,461,465,490, 
536, 551-553, 556f., 560€, 564, 56% 
571, 580, 586, 589, 60M05,60749, 
612,635-637, Mf., 650,667,669, 693, 
698-700, 703, 712, 721f., 730f., 787f., 
794, 804, -boxes, 774; Day of 
Judgement, 449, 554, 650, 667; 
geography, 465; interpretation (k$i), 
361f., 400, -readulg, 202; reciters of 
(qmZ3,137,360; revelation, 171 

Quraysh, 142f.,494f., 7226,730 
al-Ququbi, 195 
al-Qushayri, 107,176,369,438,699 
al-Qushji, 'AE, 263 
Quss b. Sii'ida, 125 
qug& (preachers), 137,489 
Qus@ b. Ltiqii,389 
Qufb, Sayyld, 380 
Qutb W, 639,660 
QuTb Mushtati, 294 
Qufb Sm-, 11 3 
Qufba al-M~dprrk, 562,575 
Qufbshiih, Mdpmmad Quh, 294 
al-Qaysarm, M&ammad b. Nasr, 201 

Rabat, 670,807,810 
Racine, J., 275 
al-Riifi'i, 'Abd al-&iin, 508 
%bib Pgshii, 284 
Wbi, 343 
Rahman, Khalida, 808 
&iin Biibibn, 300 
w-, Husayn, 279 
al-Rajab, al-Hgjj Hiishim, 726,733 
Eji (Adheri poet), 284 
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Ramadiin, 429,701 

Ramiz, Mustafa, 336 
al-Rammd, &mad b. Sunbul, 506 
Rarmi, Ibr-, 21 1,222 
Rang Mahal647; Lotus, 647 
Rangin, 296 

d-Raqashi, al-Fa4 150 
Eqim, Muspfa,581,583f. 
Rashid, Alpad b. Mdpmmad, 312 
al-Rashid, Hafin, 144, 148, 152, 313, 

al-Rami&, 183 

al-Ranirl, Nur &Din, 309 

724f. 
Rashid &Din Fad Allah b. lmiin d- 
Dawla, 595 

Rashid Pashz, 275 
d-Rashidi, ‘Abd Allah, 768 
d-&sid, Taqi al-Din b. Ma‘fif, 207 
Esim, Alpad, 279 
Ra’iif, Melped, 278 
rZm-(reporters), 492f., 71 0 
Rap, 475,796 
d-R%zi, Abii Bakr Fakhr al-Din, 208,368, 

404f., 407,415f., 419 
d-&zi, Abii Bah Mhammad b. 

Zakariyyii, 228,357,394 
Ezi, Haydar b. ‘Ali Husayni, 5 15 
&-, Jamd al-Din M&ammad, 522 
d-&i, Y&yS b. Mu‘%&, 437 
Re’is, Seydi ‘Ah, 533 
revelation, 352-354,358,365,399f., 403, 

Reza Shah Pahlavi, Muhammad, 246f 
rhetoric, 141,180,203 
Rhodian palette, 764f., 766 
Rid3 Mdpmmad Rashid, 372,377f. 
R1d2 Shah Pahlawi, 51 1,520 
R~yii& Mebed, 270,273 

405,409,460,490; occasions of, 361 

al-Riy*, Abu-1-Hindi, 150 
Roger 11 of Sicily, 207,477 
Rom, 100 
Romanian, 11 2 
Romany, 87,100,346 
Rome, 554,631 
Roms (Gypsies), 87, 100,334,336f,, 344- 

Rosidl, Ajip, 314 
Ru’ba b. d-‘Ajjnj, 143,150 
Riidaki of Samarqand, 234, 236, 241, 

R ~ -  Chelebi, 529 

346 

243 

Rukh (Shah), 514,522,616628 
Riima, Mikhdil, 223 
Rumania, 87-89,91, loof., 33>336,339, 

Rumelia, 90,336 
Rami, Mawlana Jalnl d-Din, 107, 232, 

238, 240-242, 273, 290-294, 301, 
434,436, 451, 544, 616,618f., 731 

346f. 

R M ,  Shukr All&, 5 12,526 
R m ,  Abu-1-Faraj, 231,289 
a.-Rq%fa, 679 
d-Ru$ifi, Ma‘rtif, 202,212 
Riishani, Shaykh ‘Umar, 282 
Rushdi, Rashad, 223 
Rush, Marah, 312 
Russell, Alex, 729 
Rustam Affendy, 314 
Ruwaym, 438 
Ru’ya’i, Yad All&, 247 

Saban, Iljaz, 346 
Sabanovii, Ham, 339 
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al-Siibi', Ghars al-Ni'ma b. Hdd, 169, 

Siibi'ans, 106,401,404 
Sabri, Muspf%,379 
Sa'd b. Abi Waqqiis, 670-672,679 
Sa'd al-Din (Khoja), 527,531,536 
al-Sa'diiwi, Nawd, 221 
Sa'di, 107, 234, 236, 26242, 245, 261, 

598,704,779 
Siidq Efendi (Shaykh), 631 
Safii, Dhab& All&, 245 
Safii, Ismii'il, 279 
al-Safadi, 505 
al-Safadi, Sal& al-Din, 387 
Safawi, Mdpmmad Khalil Marcashi, 5 19 
Saf? (Shiih), 519 
Sal? (Shaykh),742 
Saf? Qull Beg, 284 
al-Saghm-, 287 
S+lam, Feyyaz, 347 
Jaban (open square of the mosque), 658, 

664,671,684, 
Sahara, 77,80,80Of., 804 
Sahel, 82,323, SOlf., 
Sahi of Edune, 266 
a.-S*b b. 'Abbiid, 170 
S*, Jald, 279 
Sahl b. H m ,  156 
Sii'ib Khiih, 722 
Sii'ib of Tab&, 242,284 
Said, A. Samad, 313f. 
Sa'id b. al-'&, 723 
Sa'id b. Nsjah, 723 
sdjc (rhyming prose), 193,203 

Sakina bt al-Husayn, 722,724 
al-Sakk&i, 193 
sahf(First Generation), 364,366,370 

498,500 

al-Sakhiiwi, 197,200,502,505 

Sal& al-DIn al-AWbi, 203, 501, 660, 
690,692f. 

Salama b. al-Fadl, 491 

:a&, 73,636,640 
SW, Mdymmad, 258 
Sslth, al-Tayylb, 217,222 
S%l& b. 'Abd al-Quddiis, 152 
Salim I (Sultan), 282,529,717 
Salim 111,274 
S&, Abu-l-'&', 155f. 
Salim, Clushtitq 638,647f., 665 
Salim, Yavuz Sulw, 529,6016, 
Sds, Akhawh-i, 247 
Saljaqs, 108f., 153, 194, 230, 232, 501, 

560, 579, 590, 609, 620, 638, 660, 
690,696,735,796; 

al-Saliit~%, 148 

Salrnk, Mas'iid b. Sa'd-i, 231,289 
SalDq, Sari, 265,333 
mmZC (autition), 434,436,699,701,703 
al-Sam'ii~%, Tiij &Din, 196 
Samarqand, 109, 232, 571, 578f., 639, 

650, 653, 664, 683, 697, 711, 715, 
777,796 

Samarqandi, 'Abd al-Razziiq, 51 6 
Smii', 473, 658, 567, 590, 644f., 650, 

657,659,681,685 
Sm- Efendi, 581 
Sm', Shams al-Din, 277 
San%', 675,683 
San33 of Ghana, 236,238,242,289 
Sanhiija, 79 
Si%nic al-Dawla, 520 
Sanjar (Sultan), 659,661 
Sannii', Ya'qiib, 222 
Sansknt, 72f., 109, 113, 115, 139, 231, 

al-Saniisi, M-ad b. Yiisuf, 195 
262,290,403,500,712 
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al-Sanawbari, 144,150,152,183, 
al-Saqati, Sari, 437 
alsaqati, Ymus b. Sulaymiin, 362 
Sarajevo, 346,450 
al-Sarkhasi, m a d  b. Muhammad b. al- 

Tayyib, 478 
Sarawak, 74 
Sarawi, M&ammad b. Taqi, 520 
Sariiyi,  sa^-, 255 
$arif (Bulgman poet), 339 
al-Sarriij, 438,699 
Siisiinids, 225, 523, 590, 653, 670, 672, 

Satan (Iblis), 365,405,417,439,442 
Saudi Arabia, 720,798 
Siiwaji, Salman-i, 264 
Saw&, Mir Taqi, 296 
Sayf b. Dhi Yazan, 204 
Sayf b. 'Umar, 492f., 497 
Sayf al-Dawla, 145,18 1 
Sayfd-Din, 'Omer, 280 
al-Siiyigh, Tawfkj, 214 
Siiyigh, Yiisuf, 21 5 
al-Sayrafi, 500,562 
Sayrm of IGyseri, 274 
al-Sayy2b, Badr Shiikir, 214f. 
al-Sayyad, 67Q-673,675,677 
Sayyld 'Ah, 288 
d-SayJnd al-wyari, 143,146 
al-Sayyid al-Murtadii, 288 
science, 245, 357f., 372, 3746, 400, 405f., 

684 

410,420,423,559,561,700,769 
script, 78,80-85,89,117,192 
scripture, 351,353f., 356,490,562 
sea, 469, 472; seafarers, 462, 467, 484; 

Selaniki Musgfii Efendi, 531,535f. 
Selim I, 264f., bOlf., 665 

sea-route, 462 

Selim 111,532,601 
Sellassie I, Hade, 79 
SelU, 81 
Senegal, 82 
Serbezovski, Muharrem, 346 
Serbia, 87, 89f., 93, 95f., 98, 334f., 339, 

Sede, 172f., 176178,185 
Seaii'i, Siimi P%sh%?ide, 276 
Shiih-i Zhdii, 664 
Sha'biin (Md& Sultan), 609 
d-Sh%bb al-Zdf, 206 
d-Shgbbi, Abu-1-Qiisim, 213 
al-Sha'bi, 492 
Shabistari, Mhiid, 261 
al-Shiibushti, 183 
al-Sh%dhdi, Abu-1-Hasan, 731 
Shih Numan, 306 
al-Shah%m-, m a d ,  21 5 
Shiihniiz, 11 1,728 
al-Shahrastiini, Abii-1-Qiisim b. Alpad 

Shahrastiini, Mirza Dhalii, 284 
Shahriyiir, M&ammad Husayn, 246 
Sham'i, 268,339 
d-Shanawm, Abti Bah, 193 
al-Shanfarii, 131 
al-Shaqundi, 173 
al-Sharaf d-An$iri, 201 
d-sha'rm-, 'Abd al-Wahhiib, 205 
.rhu9fCa (law), 162, 357, 374-376, 379,430, 

al-Sharif al-Idrisi, 207 
al-Sharif a.-%&, 148 
Sharif, Sabri-i, 262 
al-Sharishi, 204 
al-Sharqiid, 'Abd al-Ralpiin, 217, 220, 

344,449 

al-Yazdi, 107,395 

445f., 549,561,636,668,681f. 

224 
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al-ShMM, Yiisuf, 21 8 
al-ShiiUbi, Qiisim b. Firmh, 202 
al-shaganad-, 205 
Shawqi, Alynad, 182,2Ol7212f., 224 
Shawqi, Mebed, 581,587 
Shawqi, Yiisuf, 725,733 
al-Shaybm-, Mudnk, 183 
Shaybh- Kha, 2586 

Shaykh Alynad 598 
Shaykh Ghdib, 271,273f., 
Shaykh Hamd A&&, 581f. 
Shaykh ‘Izz ad-Din Isfacm (= 

Shaykh Sac& 522 
al-Shaykh al-Ytin%.nt, 394f. 
Shaykhi, 530 
Sk-, 772f. 
Shebek M e b e d  Efendi, 631 
Shefqat, 273 
Shehdi, 529 
shehr-engT (rouser of the city), 264-268, 

270,273 
Shehu Usurnan of Sokoto, 326 
Shejh Mali~, 342,344 
Shejh Sulejman Tenani, 344 
Sherifovich, Fii$l Piishii, 339 

Shihiib al-Din b a d  b. Miijid, 208,482 

al-Shaykh, Hmb, 221 

Hasano$u), 281 

al-Shibli, 442 

Shihiib al-Dit~, J-b, 278 
al-Shhiib, -Ed, 201 
ShiCism, 232,418,446 
Shiniisi, 275 
Shir Shih Sm- (mausoleum), 664 
S M ,  194, 441, 475, 521, 596, 5986, 

606408, 611, 616f., 683, 778, 796, 
805 

Shiri&i, ‘Ah Ria 519 

ShiriM, Elwiin-i, 261 
Shirw-, Fad All& Khawa-, 520,522 
al-ShEui, Qutb al-Din, 207 
al-Shir%zi, Sa& al-Din, 205,419 
ShEM, Shihiib al-DIn ‘Abd AEh, 514- 

516 
al-shirbm, 202 
Shirin (Armenian princess), 238 
Shirwa, 282,747 
al-Shm-, *ad, 288 
Shith Seth, 790 
Shujii‘ b. Man3 a.l-Maw$i, 776 
Shukt- (Bulgarian poet), 339 
Shukt-, ‘Abd al-R&ma, 213 
Shuliih, 319,328 
Shusta (Azerbaijan), 707 
Si Luncai, 306 
Si Ten- 305 
Sibawayh, 228 
Siberia, 251,634,696 
Sib! b.al-Jawzi, 153,199 
Sicily, 176f., 183,185,189,572,590,797 
Sidamo, 81 
Sidek, ‘Abd All&, 31 2 
Sierra Leone, 83 
Sifiitiyya, 363 
Sifh, 135,492 
slhli, 339 
Sijistiin, 228,475 
al-sijisrn-, Abii Hgtim, 470,562 
al-Sijistm, Abii Sulaymiin, 390,395 
Sijzi, Atnir Hasan, 289f., 544 
al-SijB, Ibddn, 575 
Sha, Mana, 314 
Sikh, 300 
Ski, Fa@piir, 638, 640, 6476, 652, 655, 

657,665 
Sad&-, 273 
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Silk Road, 625,696 
Silt’e Gurage, 3206 
Shplicius, 383,397,402 

Sina Beg, 601 
Sinan Piishii, 264 
Sind, l12,287,292,298f., 301,539,675 
Sindbd, 227,287,299,464 
Sin&-, 299,301,441 

Sinan, Mimar, 450,665f., 

al-Sindi, Abu-1-Fath Malpiid, 151 
Singapore, 72,74,117,809 
singing (gbin4,200,698 
Sinjiir, 473 
Skang, 709,730 
SipZdii, 247 
Siphi, Suhriib, 247 
al-Siqilli, Jawhar, 541,686,690 
Sirat, Husayn, 278 
Sirayki, 299 
Siregzd, Merari, 3 1 2 
Sirhind, 545 
Sirhdi, Alpad, 290,422 
Sirhdi, Na$r ‘Ak, 293 

Siqm-, ‘A.A. Sa‘idi, 248 
Sird, Abdurahman, 341,343 
Sistine Chapel, 554 
.ritZt-, 697 
Sitornurang, Sitor, 314 
al-Siwiisi, Nasr a.-Din, 591 
Skaljic, A., 112 
Skopje, 91,101,346 
Slovak, 1 12 
Slovenim, 99 
Smyrna, 736 
sodsm, 380 
Soghdnn, 109 
Sokolovic, M e b e d  Pasha, 449 

Sirhdi, Yahyii,540 

SokoloviG, Osman A., 340 
Sokoto, 322 
Solomon (King), 31 8,637,676,779 
Somah, 78,81,83,115 
Somaha, 82,83 
Songhay, 84 
Soqollu M e b e d  J&‘ (mosque), 646f., 

6536,665 
South Arabia, 288 
South East Asia, 116,696,718 
Soviet Union, 248; Union of Soviet 

Soviets, 232 
Sow, Alfa Ibrahim, 85 
Spain, 171, 177, 192, 340, 402, 638, 652, 

658, 660, 675, 695f., 698, 705, 752, 
763,770 

Sri Diah, 314 
Srivijaya, 72 
St. John (church of), 6746 
StarosIovenski (Old Slavonic), 95 
Stendhal, 278 
Storey, CA., 511,521 
story (qi~u), 203, 487f., 490, 493, 531; - 

tellers, 457, 489, 575; b&~~wif& (story- 
teller), 224; peng@w hm, 305f.; .rtmTq 
712 

Writers, 247 

Strabo of Amasea (Pontus), 478 
a.-Subkr, Taj al-Din, 196f. 
Sudan, 77,82,720 
Siidi, 268 
Sidepan the Magruficent, see Sulayrni~~~ 
Siireyya, Yusuf, 347 
Siirreyya, Mebed, 531 

Siifk, 244, 294, 357, 448, 507, 544, 665, 
699,731; Baghda&m, 437; J@-i eyak 
pC.r (dress), 703 

al-SUfi, Abii Hashun, 430,591 
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Sfifism, 196,202,205,241,427,445-453, 
705; Ash'ariyya, 368; &ikr/.& 200, 
298, 319-321, 325, 433, 543, 701; 
ecstatic poetry, 299; fraternities 
(ggqu), 430, 450, 452, 705, 790; 
literature, 205, 292; phdosophy, 208; 
poetry, 290; rational, 357; spiritual 
experience, 356; spiritualtty, 369 

Sufyiin b. 'Uyayna, 372 
al-Suhrawardi, Abii Hafs 'Umar, 395, 

al-Suhrawardi, Ab0 Najib, 438 
al-Suhrawardi, Shihgb al-Din Y*yg, 205 

Sulaym (Banii), 77,131 
Sulaymiin (Prophet), 31 8 
Sulaymiin the Magnificent, 265, 282, 

Sulaymh (Qanm- Sultan), 266,340,529, 

Sulaymiin (Shih), 519 
Sulaymiin, Shhgb al-Din, 279 
Sulapiin b. 'Abd al-Makk (prince), 489 
Sulaymh Chelebi of Bursa, 262,701 
Sulaymiin Pgsh 333 
Sulejman Efendi of Prietina, 344 
al-Siili, Ibr- b. al-'Abb%, 148,500 
Sd@n Husayn (Shih), 519 
Sumatra, 72,117 
al-sumaga?, Shams al-Din, 309 
Sumer, 804 
S m - ,  l37,194f.,197,205,660 
Sunna, 189,198,357,3616, 364,370,787 
sziq (market), 567, 6826, 693; s&b aL-sziq, 

surrealtsm, 559,563 
Susa, 652,657 
al-SuwaydT, 507 

416-419 

al-Sb-, 434,442 

485,529,612,718,726,796 

bOlf., 665 

680 

al-S~yC@, Jald al-Dh, 197,199f. 
S&zani of Samarqand, 236 
S&z& 339 
Swahili, 77,846,104,115,332 
Swahihnd, 85 
Syla, Fah, 337 
Syria, 111,153,187-189,201f., 205,207, 

371, 380, 401, 492494, 496f., 5006, 
5036, 506, 508, 549, 571, 578, 5906, 
596, 611, 618, 660, 664, 666, 670, 
673, 685, 690, 692, 69M98, 723f., 
728, 730, 756, 758, 762f., 768-771, 
773-796,798,809 

Synac, 384,386,388f., 401f. 
Syrianus, 383,397 

T 
Tabakovit, Sulejman, 341 

see classes 
al-Tabarm-, 789 
Tabaa- (Persian ddect), 230 
Tabari, M & m a d  b. Ayyiib (Persian 

mathematician), 245 
al-Tabari, M~&ammad b. Jarir, 106, 127, 

228,244,491,498,671,676f. 
Tabaristiin, 521,724 
Tabghach BugM Khk, 252 
Tab?, 339 
Tgbib, Jald al-Din, 256 
Tabriz, 248, 282, 284, 594-596, 598f., 

601, 608, 611, 616-618, 660, 7416, 
796,807 

Tab&- (lidheri poet), 284 
al-Tabrizi, Abii Bakr, 195 
Tabrizi, Ja'far-i (callgapher), 583 
Tabrizi, Shams-i (= RW), 241 
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Tabiik, 331 
tadbkira (biography of poets), 266f., 270, 

t@r (exegesis), 11 7,434 
al-Taftazw-, 193 
Taghlib, 131 
Tagore, R, 290 

al-Tahbawi, M+ammad ‘Ab, 19 

T&k, Baha’, 221 
T&r, Bursalt M e b e d ,  531 
Tahmiisp (Shih), 291,598,617 
al-TahGwi, Rifat, 210,216,374f., 507 
Tii’ib, ‘Uthmiimiide, 272 
A-Tii‘Z, 490 
Tiij M&d, 642,647,649f., 655,667 
Tiijh-, 233,248 
Tajikistan, 230,233,247f., 709 
al-Takarli, Fu’iid, 21 8,222 
Takdrr Ahsjahbana (Sultan), 312-314 
Talang, 1 13 
tale, see &&ia 
Tab-i huh, 292 
al-Tamghti, Abu-1-Hasan, 204 
Tamil, 72,287,302 
Tamim, 492f. 
Tamim b. al-Mu‘izz, 173,177,179 
Tamin b.’Ubayy b.’Muqbil, 131 
T-, Zakyyii,218 
Tangier, 177,204,718 
al-TanDwi, 376 
Tanzania, 84,533f. 
Taqim, Mirzii M&ammad, 284 
Tarafa b. al-‘Abd, 131,149, 181 
Tiiriq Khiina Mosque, 650 
Tariqi, 339 
Tarstisi, 246 

273,522,531; Ottoman, 282 

Thii, ‘Ah Mdptid, 21 3f. 

Tair (Banti), 144 

Tarzi, -tid, 249 
Tashkent, 259 
Tiishkapriiziide, b a d  Efendi, 191, 

Tasheh-t, 328 
Tassili, 800 
Tassilin-Ajjer, 801 
Tatad, Ibrahun, 346 
Taws, 87,336,340,418,423 
Tawalldi, Faridm, 247 
Tawfiq, 273 
Tawfiq, Ridii, 280 
al-Taw@&, Abii Hayyiin, 163, 170, 559, 

al-Tawili, b a d ,  11 1 
tawqF/tawqFd (sgnature), 575,577-583 
Tayfk @storian), 500 
Taymw, Mdpiid, 218f., 223 
Taymiir, M+ammad, 217f., 222 
Taps’, 124 
Tayy, 492 
Tehran, 246,248,598,796,807 
Telugu, 287 
Tepegoz, 336 
Tetouan, 805 
al-Tha‘dibi, ‘Abd al-Rahmiin, 105,731 
Th3bit b. Qurra, 401,472 
-bit b. Sin&, 498 
Thailand, 75,117,637 
al-Thaqafi, Muhammad b. al-Qiisim, 

Thattha (Sind), 291 
A-Thawri, Sufjiin, 372 
Themistius, 383,397,402 
Theodoretus, 390 
Theodorus/Tudh%ri, 392 
theology (kuhm), 356,377,39941,403, 

4066, 413, 415, 418, 423; Christian 

197,530,602 

561f. 

112 
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and Jewish, 400; scholastic, 366,377, 
379 

Thessalomki, 98 
Thrace, 333,336,347 
thhth (decorative calligraphic style), 568, 

575,577,579,581f.,586f., 776,779 
Thiinen, J. H. von, 471 
Tifirugh (Punica), 80,800 
Tiflis, 284,769f., 772 
Tiflisi, Hubaysh b. I b h ,  107 
Tigray, 82 
Tigris, 176,466,471,677,679 
al-Tihriini al-I?fahiin& Abii Bakr, 51 6 
Xji, 339 
Tilbe, Haydar, 256 
tiles, 766,806 
Tilib, Hasan, 215 
al-TilimsW-, 'M-f al-DIn, 206 
al-Tilun~&S, M&.a.mmd al-Hiish~mi, 790 
Timiir, Tughluq, 51 6 
Tiiaeus, 391,402 
Timbuktu, 80,664,683 
Timigef, b e t ,  336 
Tiiiir Lmg, 511f,, 516, 525f., 578, 598, 

Tinnis, 797 
Tioman Island, 305 
Tirana, H& Ahmed Beg, 344 
al-Tirimmiih, 142 
Tirmidh, 228 
al-Tirmidh& 789 
Tlemcen, 652f., 659,683 
Toer, Pramoedya Ananta, 3 1 3 
Toledo, 183f., 652,658 
Tonyuquq monuments, 252 
Toparh, Recep, 339 
Topkapi Saray, 590f., 640,657,664,763 
Torbeshi, 87,93,96-98,334,336,344 

61 1,617f., 639,652,777 

Tosk dialect, 91f. 
Touareg, 80,80Of., 
Triirza, 80 
Trabzon, 485,529 
traders, 84, 112,114, 462,467; journeys, 

469; tradtng routes, 465; tradmg- 
centres, 469 

traditions, 488490,492,498 
translation, 105f., 386,402f. 
Transoxiana, 106, 109, 187, 190, 230, 

248,578,675 
travel, 475, 533; books, 464; journals, 

484; literature, 203 
tribe, 79, 82, 281, 488, 4926, 508; 'qba 

(tribal group), 671; tribal interest 
(kahga), 122,487,492,668 

Tripoli, 188,697 
Tripolita.nia, 79f. 
troubadours, 183 
Tmpp, E., 299 
Tsarist regime, 284 
Tschintemani, 736,740 
Tufayliyya, 202 
Tughla style, 664 
Tughluq sultanate, 661 
Tughluq, 664 
al-Tughr;?" 184 
TugM Beg, 590 
Tukhestiin, 228 
Tukur, M+ammadu, 322 
Tultp era, 271 
Tiimiirid, 61 1 
Tunis, 177,683,697,795 
al-Ti%isi, Shaykh Qabadq 371,375 
Tunisia, 80, 111, 187f., 371, 654, 670, 

686f., 696, 711, 716, 720, 724, 728, 
73l,75Oy797f., 800,806,809 

Turbabad, 661 
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Turcoman, 695697,702 
Turkam%n, Iskandar, 518 
Turkestan, 615,625,711,750; City, 662 
Turkey, 101, 238, 281, 285, 290, 292, 

335, 347, 556, 564, 568, 583, 638, 
660, 695f., 700, 702, 706, 708, 
711, 717-719, 7296, 733, 764- 
766, 770, 774, 776, 780f., 795f., 
798,805,809 

Turkification, 281 
Turkish, 83, 87f., 91-93, 95, 97, 101, 

109f., 112f., 190f., 193, 238, 266, 

334, 338-340, 526f., 530, 534f., 
544, 605, 618f., 621, 630, 695, 
697-699,701,703 

275-277, 281, 284, 287, 290-292, 

Turkistan, l08,252,254f., 709,713 
Turkistiid, Muhammad IsmH‘il Khiin 

Zand, 523 
Turkization, 259 
Turkmenistan, 715,720,772 
Turkoman, 598f., 607,611 
tirkii (folk song), 271 
Tursun Beg, 265 

al-Tusi, Abii Ja‘far Nag al-Din b. 
Muhammad, l07,207f., 418,726 

al-Tustari, Sahl, 439 
al-Tutili, Abu-l-‘Abbiis, 191 
Tuways, 722-724 

Tiis, 443 

U 

‘Ubayd All& Khiin, 258 
‘Ubayd All& b. Y4yii b. Iaiiqiin, 108 
‘Ubayd b. Sharya, 487 
Ucch, 289 

Uch Serefeli Jiimi‘ (mosque), 664 
‘Udhra, 134 
‘Udwiin, Mamd3,215 
Uskiidari, ‘Ah, 61 9,666 
Uganda, 84 
Uhud, 331,669 
Uighur, 2526,255,590,596,615 
al-‘Ujayli, ‘Abd a l - S h ,  218 
Ukhay&, 657 
‘uhmZ’ (scholars), 309, 501, 507f., 522, 
530,536,699,705 

‘Ulayya bt. al-Mahdt, 178 
Uljaytb, 650f., 660,662 
Ulugh Beg, 521,664 
Uliigh I&% ‘Abd All& M&ammad, 200 
‘Umar (Caliph), 137, 470, 488, 67M73, 

‘Umar, Ibr&m, 31 3 
‘Umar b. Abi Rabi‘a, 134,18lf., 
‘Umar b. al-F%rid, 206 
‘Umar ‘Ah Szfi &Din (Sultan), 310 
‘Umar Bey, 262 
‘Umar Khayyiim, 227f., 243 
Umayya, Abu-1-Salt, 177 
Umayyads, 122, 135, 143, 147, 171, 

492f., 495, 508, 605, 672, 676f., 685, 
796 

umma (Islarmc community), 399,488,490f., 
494,501,5@f., 552,570,687,788 

Ungwana (Ihgwana), 79 
United Arab Emirates, 720 
urbanism, 488,633,6674370,683,694 
Urdu lO4,110,113f., 238,287,291,293- 

‘UA, 291f., 541 
al-Urmam-, Safi al-Din, 726,728,730,733 
‘Urwa b. al-Zubayr, 489f. 
Usiima b. Munqidh, 203 

675f., 680,684,721 

296,298f., 720 
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‘Usayriin, Lay& 221 
U s h a w  Khdid Diy2,278 
Ust%dh Sis, 227 

Urn&-, Miis%, 228 

‘Uthmk I1 (= Fksi), 270,602 
‘Uthm%I, al-Hiik, 562 
Wthtna b. ‘Affk (Cahph), 122, 227, 

361,491,671,673,675,722 
‘Uthm%~ b. Fndi, 322 
‘Uthm%n b. Sanad al-Bqri, 507 
‘Uthm%I Awang, 314 

Uyghur, 709,712 
Uzbehstan, 709,711,720,725 
Uzun Hasan, 51 6 

TJ$lli, 339 

al-‘Utbi, 112 

‘Uthmm-, 493 

V 
Valencia, 177,181 , 204,482 
Valery, P., 185 
Van Gogh, V., 556 
Vama, 698 
Vasco da, Gama, 208,482f. 
Vienna, 333,335,337,596,745,747 
Vishnu, 301 
Voka, Regjep, 342 
Volga, 251 
Voltaire, 185 
Vuap, Nuri, 336 

W 

Wade Cup, 772 
Wahb (Banii), 144,148 

Wahb b. Munabbh, 487,489f. 
Wahba, Sa‘d al-Din, 223 
Wahbi, Sayytd, 272 
Wahbi, Sunbulziide, 273 
W*di, 268 
Wajdi, Mcilprnmad Farid, 339,377 
Wab Deccani, 295 
Wdiba b. al-Hubiib, 149 

al-Walid b. Yazid, 149,724 
Wsllih, Mdpmmad Yimf, 51 5 
W&da, 178,182 
Wanniis, Sa‘d A&, 224 
Wanqulu, 271 
W%qif (lidheri poet), 284 
War%nini, Mdpmmad b. Abi Zayd b. 

‘Arab S M ,  522,653 
al-War%win& Sa‘d al-Din, 107,245,261 
Wiis-ith Shiih, 299 
War~l%I (ouargla), 80 

al-WashshiiJ,147,168 
W%sif, Endedu, 273 
Wii& Malpniid, 522 
Wiisil b. ‘A$, 227 
al-Wiisis 500,658,676f., 681 
Wassiif (or Wa& al-H*a), 51 5,527 

Watson, O., 751 
Warn, al-T&, 222 
al-WaJw2,152 
Waysi of Alashehir, 268,270 
Wazir Kh%n mosque, 666 
Wazirh, Hashim Beg, 284 
Wazirli, Najaf Beg, 284 
waznf, 339 
Westernization, 280, 720; of Egyptian 

al-Walid b. ‘Abd d-M* 149,675,723f. 

al-Wmiiq, M-iid, 152 

al-Wiithiq, 145 

thinkers, 379 
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Widiidi (Adhen poet), 284 
wisdom ( m z ) ,  242,415,452 
World War I, 221,276,281 
World War II,21 If., 214,335,3446 
Wright, Frank Lloyd, 565 
wuslati, 339 
\VU?&, 339 

Y 

Y2di@, 248 
Y&yii, Shaykh al-IsBm, 268 
Y4yii b. 'Adi, 389,391,3936,386 
Y4yii b. al-Bigiq, 384,393 
Yahyii Bey of Tashhca, 339 
Y&y% 'Ubayd b. Surayj, 724 
d-Yami%rna, 142 
Yamin, Muhammad, 314 
Yaqm-, 256 
Ya'qiib b. Layth, 2296 
al-Ya'qiibi, b a d  b. Abu Ya'qiib b. 

Y?iqiit al-I;Iamaw-, 1966, 458, 482, 577- 

Ym-, 343 
Yzirkand, 750 
Yiirshii~, Ihsiin, 248 
Yasm-, G h d m  Rid2 Rashid, 523 
Yasawi, b a d ,  258,2606, 662 
Yashkur (Jabal), 685 
Yasi, 662 
Yathab, 124,669 
Yazbak, Anw, 222 
Yazd, 521,683 
Yazdm-, Bahrh b. Farhd, 522 
Y~di, Mu'in a.-Din Mu'allim, 51 6 
Yazdi, Sharaf al-Din 'Ah, 256,516,527 

WZ&, 479,495,671,677,679 

579,581,583,676,753 

Ym-d b. H m ,  372 
Yedisu, 254 
Yemen, 80, 82, 287, 468, 487, 720, 

798f. 
Yemenis, 142,487 
Yenisei region, 252 
Yesi, 254 
Yil& Palace, 700 
Yomut (tribe), 749f. 
Yoruba, 78 
Yoruks, 91 
Yugoslavia, 87, 91f., 97, loof., 333, 3356, 

Ytilpnnii b. al-Bigiq, 387 
Yuknaki, Adib w a d ,  251,253f. 
Ymus (Prophet), 318 
Ymus b. Bukayr, 491 
Ymus b. Sulaymiin b. Kurd b. Shahriyiir, 

Ytishij, Nimii, 246f. 
Ytisuf (Prophet), 264,28lf., 301,599 
Yiisuf I, 661 

343,346f., 

724 

Yiisuf, 'A& 377 
Ytisuf, Aqchuraoglu, 280 
Ytisuf, Sa'di, 21 5 
Yiisuf, Zahyy%,725f. 
Yiisuf JGrntl Pasha, 275,277 
Ytisuf -ss Hiiiib, 252-254 

z 
al-Zabidi, Murta&, 194,288 
Ziifir, M&sin, 1 11 
al-Zahiiwi,,Jasnil Sidqi, 212 
Ziihir Bursah, 280 
Zh-, 369 
al-zahriiwi, 'Abd al-Hamid, 377 
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Zaire, 79 
xgul (strophic verse), 150, 190, 192, 200, 

p&t (alms tax), 110,321,636 
202,704 

al-Zamakh~harf, Abu-l-Qiisim, l07,194f., 
204 

Zambeze, 79 
Zambia, 84 
Zanw 80 
Zand, 284,519 
ZunaLqu (atheism), 146,149,152,402 
Zandaward, 676 

Zangids, 501,690 
Zanzibar, 331 
Zapti, 343 

Z&, Muspfg, 281 
Zirids, 171,17Gf., 
Zarma, 84 
Zaninkub, A., 523 
Zaryab, A., 523 
Zm, 284 
Zaw- 659 
Zayd b.'Ak (him), 138 

al-Zamakhsha J% Alhh, 192 

~-ZX@, NB d-DIn, 646,659,690 

zaric 339 

Zaydsin, Jurji, 211,216 
Zayn al-Din, Amir, 11 5 
Zaynab (Sayyida), 685 
ZEtbunnisq 292 
Zenel, Gjokela, 343 
Zerdiibi, Hasan Beg, 284 
Zerma, 78,84 
.$yrm~ (folk-performer), 712 
Zqiib, 178,7246, 730 
Ziyiid (governor of Kufa), 657, 
Ziysd b. Abihi, 137,6726,675 
Ziyiid b. Sa, 108 
zlyiidat AH& (Aghlabid emir), 657 
ZoIa, E., 278 
Zubayr b. B e ,  494 
al-Zubayri, Muscab, 494 
Zuhayr, Bah~' al-Din, 190 
Zuhayr b.Abi Sulmii, 131 f. 

ph&u (ascetic poem), 133, 136f., 146, 
zuhdi, 339 

151f. 
d-2- 490,494 
Zuhm-, 292 
Zuko, Hasan, 341 
Zulaykh3,264,2816, 301,599 
Zuly 78 
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